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NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

On the various branches of law, the Constitutional, was the last upon which Mr Bentham
brought his searching mind to bear.

In 1776, in his Fray_nent on Government, he proclaimed that the only proper basis of law
in general, was the fundamental axiom, that it is the greatest happiness of the greatest num-
ber which is the measure of right and wrong. But in that'work he confined himself to an
analysis and exposition of the illogical definitions, contradictions, fallacies, and fictions of
Blackstons on the subject of government. So unconscious was Mr Bentham of the defects in
the English system of government, that six years afterwards, adopting the opinions of those

by whom he had been surrounded in his youth, he supposed the constitutional law of this
country would probably be found, upon examination, to be little short of perfection.*

In his work on M_rals and Leg'tslazi_n , and in his celebrated Tralt_s de Legislation edited
by Dumont, the civil and penal branches of law only, are treated of. When the former work
was published in 1789, (it having been first printed in 1780,) Mr Bentham added a long note,
in which he mentions the constitutional as a third branch, necessary to form a complete body
of law : giving at the same time, a general definition of it, together with a short account of
its connexion with the other branches of law.

From various notes and memoranda, it would appear that his attention was first directed
to the science of government about the year 1814, though then but casually. The progress he
had made in this study became manifest, three years afterwards, by the publication of his elo-
quent Introduction to his Parlim_cnta_ T t_eform Cate.chlsnz. At the close of 1819 he published
his ]:_adiva! l_efor_ B_ll, and about the same time, he wrote the little tract intituled _rtdlcal-
_._mnot Dangerous, now published for the first time in this Collection. All these will be found
in vol. iii. towards the end.

The political chauges in Spain and Portugal strongly excited Mr Bentham's generous sym-
pathies, and the result was his Letters on the L_berty of the Press and Public Discussion, vol. it.
p. 276 et seq., and his Three Tracts on Spanish and Portuguese affairs, vol. viii. p. 465 et *ex/..
which were written in the year 1820. The object of one of these Tracts, was to point out to
the Spanish nation, the u_lessness and mischievousness of a House of Lords.¢ In 1821 he
wrote his Letters to Count Toreno. The ostensible object of these letters, was an examination

of the then proposed Spanish Penal Code; but they contain much that relates to Constitutional
Law in general, and the Spanish Constitution in particular.

Mr Bentham had now directed all the energies of his logical mind to the subject of Consti-
tutional Law, and had become the declared advocate of a republican form of government.

On the 3d December 1821, the General and Extraordinary Cortes of Portugal, accepted Mr
Bentham's offer, to prepare an all-comprehensive Code of Laws for that nation; which induced
him in the following year to print his Cbdification Proposal, addressed to all nations professing
liberal opinions. Thus encouraged by the Portuguese Cortes, he pursued his task with renewed

vigour, and in 1823 published the Leading Principles of a Constitutional Code, re1. it. p. 267
seq., in which he gave a succinct account of the principal arrangements contained in the Code

upon which he was then engaged.
Mr Bentham's original intention was to have published the Constitutional Code in two

volumes, but he subsequently determined to divide it into three, according to the table of con-
tents which is here prefixed to the work. The first volume was printed in 1827. Of the
_econd volume, the first Chapter only (being Ca. x. of the whole work) was printed in 1830,
and together with the first volume published during that year. This was all that Mr Bentham
lived to see in print, a delay having occurred in the completion of Ch. xi. At the time of his
decease, Chapters xi. and xii. were nearly ready for the press, but the latter part of the work,

l* Essay on the Influence of Time and Place in matters of Legislation. 1782. Part i. of this Col_
eetio_ . 185. . ..

"t"In _830, after the Three Days' Revolutmn, Mr Bentham addressed a letter to his French fellow-
¢itlZens on the same subject, vol. iv. p. 411 et sex/.,and the queetion of a r_ond legislative ¢haml_ ia
aleo _*_scu_edin the first Book of the preeentCode.
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was in a very imperfect state, and several alterations and additions became necessary in the
Table of Contents as penned by Mr Bentham. The work was written between the years 1820
and 1832.

In the preface to the first volume, mention is made of a_quantity of unaxranged matter as

being in existence, relating to the various forms of government, and tlmir respective degrees of
eligibility. It was Mr Bentham's wish to have formed this matter into an Introductory Dis-
sertation, and prefixed it to the Code. Upon examination, however, it was found to comprise
a much more extensive range than that above indicated, and I therefore determined to form it
into a distinct Book, the three volumes of the Code itself, as arranged by Mr Bentham, forming
a second Book.

The MSS. of this part of the work were very voluminous, having been written at various
times between the years 1818 and 1830 : the greater portion of them were in a very confused
and unfinished condition, and none of them had ever been revised. The plan adopted in
arranging and classifying them in their present order, was,--to incorporate into one chapter"
all that related to the same subject-matter; to place those chapters first, which were of most
general application, and to make those follow, which discussed more particularly the leading
provisions of the Code itself, and constituted as it were, a general Rationale to the whole work.

Tl_e introductory chapters on Law in general, and the various branches of law, were appa-
rently designed by Mr Bentham to give to the reader of the Constitutional Code, a clear and
comprehensive idea of a complete body of law, or as he called it, the Pannomion. With this

view therefore they have been inserted, although, in his early works, some of the subjects to
which they refer have been already discussed. I would refer in particular to the Principles
of the Civil Code, edited by Dumont.

In several instances it will appear that the same ground has been travelled over more than
once. This was, however, necessary, in order to render the argument in each instance com-
plete : for it will be observed that many of the Chapters constitute in themselves distinct and

independent Essays: such, for example, are the masterly analyses of Good and Bad Rul%
Corruption, and Factitious Honour.

It has frequently been urged as an objection against the adoption of any code of laws, that,
inasmuch as every possible case cannot be provided for, the code itself will soon be swallowed

up by commentaries and reported eases : and the Code C'_ril of France, with its multifarious
commentaries, is quoted in support of the objection. By a very simple contrivance Mr Bent-
ham has entirely obviated this difficulty. As often as any article of the Code shall appear
not to be sufficiently comprehensive, or explicit_ the Judge will propose an amendment in
terms, which will afterwards become law, and so be incorporated in the Code, or not, accord-
ing to the will of the Legislature. _ By this means, the rule of action will be preserved from
being enveloped in that inextricable confusion, and consequent doubt, which renders a know-
ledge of it, in this country, scarcely attainable, even to those who devote their whole lives _o
its study.

Taken altogether, this is undoubtedly Mr Bentham's greatest, as it was his latest work.+
No branch of the science of legislation has he left untouched; no part, however minute, of the
business of government, whether administrative or judicial, has escaped the grasp of his
powerful mind.

The Chapter on Defensive Force, previously to its being printed, was perused by three of
Mr Bentham's military friends of great experience, each of them holding the rank of lieuten-

ant-colonel in the English army : and some valuable notes which b'ere added by one of them,
will be found at the end of the Chapter.

Under the head of Collectanea for the Constitutional Code, I found several private commu-
nications, and extracts from various publications : having arranged them under the different
titles in the work, to _'hich they seemed to refer, ][ have formed them into an Appendix.

RICHARD DOANE.
Lo_DO_, Sept. 1841.

See Book ii. C*h.xii,, JUDICIARYCOLLEC_I_]VELY,S_ct. "20, Jud.aes*ez_tually emendativefn_ctlo_.
"t"Several pages of Ch. xli. in the second Book, -_'_rewritten by Mr Bonth_m on the 9th_lfRh, an4

llth May, 1832 ; but a few days before he died.
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CONSTITUTIONAL(DDE.

BOOK I.

PREFACE. class, namely, the lawyer class, want of in-
clination _s to all three branches of the Pgnnoo

To the whole contents of this proposed code, talon, except the constitutional branch ; and
one all-comprehensive objection will not fail in relation to all three branches, and even
to be opposed. In whatever political corn- that branch in particular, want of ability ;
munity, by which it were adopted, it would, want of that anticipation of ability, which
to a greater or less extent, probably to a very being necessary even to the bare endeavour, is
large extent, involve the abolition of the exist- still more plainly so, to correspondent success.
lug institutions. Nor need the deficiency of ability be an object

But, by whomsoever this unquestionable of surprise. Wherever adequate motives are
truth is put forward in the character of an wanting, actions will be wanting likewise ;
objection, let it be understood what the con- physical desires out of the question, where
fession is which is involved in it. It is,--that motives are wanting, desires are naturally
among the institutions, to which the objector wanting ; and with desires, endeavours. The
la thus giving his support, there exist in an quantity of labour necessary has been such as
indeiinite number, those, of the mischievous- to fill up the ordinary capacity efa whole llfe ;
hess of which he is himself fully conscious,-- and in return for this burthen, what was the
that, in what he is thus endeavouring at, he benefit that could by any one be expocted_.
therefore acts, to his own full knowledge, the Thus much as to legislators and legislative
part of an enemy to the community to which draughts. In regard to expositors and corn-
he belongs, and for whose welfare he pretends mentators, the absence of everything in the
to be solicitous, shape of a Rationale has not been thus entire.

The more absurd, the more mischievous the Fragments of the sort of work have even been
more abundantly productive of human misery seen in abundance. Of a Rationale, yes ; but
in every shape, an institution or set of institu- of what sort _. Of a sort which, perhaps, not
tions, is, in the defence of which he is thus altogether without truth, may be pronounced
acting, the more necessarily is he reduced to worse than useless. Instead of giv/_g exis-
have recourse to this mode of defence, and tence to the arrangements, the Rationale has
cry out against the subversion of ancient in- derived its existence from them. ta the bre_t
etitutions. Suppose an institution, like that, f of the ruler, self-interest has given existence
for example, of sacrificing men to idols, as in I to the arrangements ; in the breast of the corn-
ancient Mexico ; or tormenting and slaughter- mentator, self-interest has again given birth
ing them for sport, as in modern Ashantee,-- ! to the Rationale. To the only right and pro-
the most shameless eorruptionist would not per problem which the case admits of, has
dare to stand up in defence of it, taken by it- been substituted an opposite one. Right and
self. But neither for the defence of this in- i proper problem,--to ascertain in each case
stitution, nor of any other still more atrocious, _that arrangement, which is, in the highest de-
ft any such were conceivable, would a corrup- gree, contributory to the greatest happiness
tinnier or lawyer in this or any other coun- of the greatest number. Sinister problem,
try, be wanting, if in so doing, they. be- which hasalmostuniformlybeensnhstituted,_
held any prospect of success ; and unhappily, to ascertain, in each case, that arrangement,
such is the weakness of human nature, that which, under existing circumstances, has, in
there are many down to this time, upon whom the highest degree, the approbation of those, in
such a defence would make a great impression, whose hands is, in the greatest quantity, the dis-

Such as it is, the present legislative draught posal of the matter of reward in allits branchel.
is the first in point of time, in which any such The political states, for the use of which
additament as a _'ationals was ever inserted, this code is principally designed, are those in
Now that it does exist, the utility of its exis- whose instance the existing form of govern-
tNmee wiI1 not be matter of dispute. Of its meat is republican.
zv0_-existence hitherto, two causes may be as- To no inconsiderable extent, and in no in-
_gned. In every government, not having for considerable detail, the features of inaptitude,
t_ object the greatest happiness of the great- or in a word the abuses, of the English farm
est numher,--want of inclination and want of of government are brought to view. Useful
_d)ility bath together. In a government, hay- and highly instructive, however, with refer-
i_g for its object the greatest happiness of the enee to the main purpose, will this exposition
gr_at_ number, on the part of the leading be, as well as to what may be econsidered as

VoL. IX. A
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an additional, though collateral purpose. For object, any other object than the interest of
republic it may serve, the whole of it to+ those by whom it has been made. In this

gerber, at any time. For England, (indepen- case as in every other, in so far as the felicity
dent of any such sudden revolution as, under of the greatest number has been the result,
the provocations given, will be always upon the cause of its being so, is, that in the patti-
the cards,) + it may, in proportion as it is well cular case in question, whilst seeking the in-
adapted to its purpose, be of use in giving di- sura_ce of their own personal felicity, it was
rection to the views of all such persons as may not in their power to avoid seeking the in-
feel disposed to occupy themselves in the suranee of the felicity of the greatest number.
effecting of melioration by gradual changes, Bat under the English government, not to
which, in so far as they are conducive to the speak of others, those by whom the powers of
professed end, will be so many approaches to- government have been exercised, have at all
wards republicanism. To the establishment times had an interest and a desire operating
of a republican form of government, which is in direct opposition to those of their subjects ;
the term and nspl_ ultra on the one hand, and having, by the supposition, the power in
as a purely monarchical form of government is their hands, the corresponding power to give
on the other, it will apply acceleration or re- effect to that same interest and that same de-
tardation,---or the maximum of retardation, to sire, such accordingly has been the conse-
wit, final prevention, according to circum- quence ; the sacrifice of the interest and fell-
stances ; but in neither can the effect of it, in city of the greatest number to the particular
so far as it.has any, fail of being productive of and sinister interest of those same rulers.
good. Prevention, is that the result .+ The In no instance has any benefit, the receipt
good produced will, in that case, be pure from of which, (if received by the governed,) would
evil ; but the arrival of the maximum of good, have been attended with auy corresponding
will either not take place at all, or not till at _acrifice in any shape on the part of the rulers,
the end of a length of time more or less con- been conferred on the people but under a sense
siderable. Retardation, is that the result ._ of necessity, and with reluctance : in no ease,
The number of persons excluded from a par- of design,--never but either of necessity or
tieipation in the maximum of good will be the accident has any such benefit been the result.
greater; but the good will be pure from ad- Taking, therefore, the whole system of go-
mixture with evil in those shapes which are vernment, in all its parts, and more partiea-
inseparable from all change, preceded by hos- larly the constitutional branch, never in the
tile contention, or sudden and uncompensated direct ratio, always in the inverse ratio of its
transfer of property or power, strength, has been the felicity of the people.

In proportion as, of the arrangements here At no time have the constituent members of
proposed, and the reasons on which they are the governing body, at no time has the men-
grounded and by which they are explained arch, at no tim_ have the hereditary aristo-
and justified, or at least endeavoured to be cracy, at no time have the proprietors of seats
justified, application is made to the correspond- in the House of Commons,q at no time have
ing arrangements, made by English law or the clergy, at no time have the judges, had any
English practice, the reader will observe, that better endeavour or de_fre than to swell each
from first to last, with few or no exceptions, of them his own power to its utmost possible
nothing can be more opposite, i pitch. To the weakness of the law taken in

For expressing the cause of this contrariety, its totality,--to its weakness, and not to its
few_ indeed, are the words that will be found strength, are the people indebted for every-
sufficient. In each case the contrariety will thing in their condition, by which they are dis_
be found to have one and the same cause, tiuguished from that country in Europe, wirer-
namely, the nature of the end in view ; that ever it be, in which the people are in the most
end being, in each one of the two cases, the miserable degree oppressed. And this weak-
direct opposite of that which it is in the other, hess, from what source has it arisen _from
In the here proposed code, of every proposed the sinister interest and particul_rsituation of
arrangement, from first to last, without any the lawyer tribe.
one exception, the end in view is the greatest Now for the first time is the invitation given
happiness of the greatest number. Of the to examine and discuss the most interesting of
several arrangements in the English system, in i all temporal subjects, on the ground of a set
no one instance has the greatest happiness of I of determinate and throughout mutually con-
the greatest number been the end in view. nected, and, it is hoped_ consistent prineiplem
At atl times,--on every oceasion,---in every Now for the first time to the subject-matter
instance, the end actually pursued by the oft his proposed examination and dise_ion+ i8
several sets of rulers, has been the promotion given the form and method of the matter of &
of the particular, and thence sinister, interest distinctive branch of art and corresponding
of these same rulers. Look the world all science.

over_ in no one place,---at no one time, has In so far as what is said is right and tr-ue_
any arrangemcmt of government had for its will be afforded the utmost faciliW of coacoF-

* Written in lb_27. _f Written in t8_1.



PREFACE. 3

tlon ; to whatever is erroneous and false will those useful fruits of hard labour in the fleId
be afforded a correspondent facility of and for of literature. Not for amusement but for sub-
detection and exposure, stan_ial use. Snbject-matters for the purpose

The constitutional code is the first in impor- of making as sure as the faculties of the
tance, as on it will depend the matter of all the _labourer will admit, that nothing which the
other codes, purpose reqmred to be noticed had been left

As in the physical, so in the moral branch unnoticed, and for that of making the reader
of the field of thought and action, parts still satisfied that everything which the purpose
rein .a_nwhich may be stated as being as yet un- required to be noticed has been noticed accord-
explored. In the political branch, in that sub- ingly.
branch of the moral, one topic is that which The term functions has been employed for
regards the rights and the obligations of one- the sake of conciseness, correctness, clearness,
half of the species--the female sex : the rights and symmetry. But for this comprehensive
which it is fit they should possess, the obliga- denomination, where arrangements were in-
tions to which it is fit they should be subjected, tended to be the same, assemblages of words,
This inquiry stretches itself over all three parts more or less different from one another, would
of the Pannomion--the constitutional, the civil, have been apt to have been employed in giving
or rightoconferring, and the wrong-repressing expression to them ; and from this diversity in
----or say the penal. Others there are which be- expression, diversity of meaning might, oneach
long exclusively to the penal ; but of these, the occasion, have naturally been inferred. But
mention may, with more advantage, be reserved by a single word, with a few others, necessary
for the code to which as above, they belong, to complete it into a proposition, less space by

Should it ever happen to the present work an indefinite amount will be occupied them
to be taken for the basis of the constitutional would be occupied by any equivalent phrase
code of any nation, that which presents itself of which this same word formed no part,--
as the proper way of putting it to use, is this. hence, in a prepertionate degree, conciseness.
In the code to which authority is given, insert If in any one of these same instances, the
the enactive part, and the ratiocinative and word function, with the attribute connected
the expositive; eliminate the instructional and with it, is the proper one, so by the supposition
the exemplificationaL is it in every other : so much for correctness.

Why eliminate the instructional and the If in any one of these same instances, the
exemplifieational ._-Beeause neither of them import meant to be conveyed is clear, so will
has any other object than the giving assis- it be in every other. For, there being no
tanco to the legislator in the task of composing obscurity in it on the first that occurs of those
the authoritative code, in the composition of occasions, so neither can there be on any other.
which he will have derived from them such As little can therebe anyambiguity. Somuch
information as appears to him useful ; and the for clearness.
remainder not being designed to serve as a Symmetry, or say uniformity. That which_
rule of action for the people, need not, and in relation to the multitude of objects, symme-
therefore should not, lie as a burthen upon try requires is, that each of them be presented
their pockets and their time. to view in forms mutually agreeing ; but no

Why insert the expositive and the ratioci- two forms that are in any particular differ-
native I The expositive, because regarded as ent, can agree so well as the same form does
necessary to right interpretation ; the ratio- with itself. And as to the order in which they
cinative as being assistant to right interpreta- present themselves, it will, on each occasion,
tion, and as helping to create and preserve in be that which on that same occasion, is best
the minds of the people, a persuasion of the adapted to the writer's purposes. Those ob-
aptitude of the enactive, and a disposition to jeers which require to be put together will
tend their assistance, as occasion calls, to the have presented themselves together in the corn-
giving execution and effect to it, and as serving pass of this single word, and in exactly the
to produce the like persuasion in the breasts same form.
of legislators, present and future, and thereby One error in practice there is, against which
preserve the law itself against changes from it seems necessary to give warning, it being at
the better to the worse. Also, to create and once so mischievous, so natural, and so corn-
preserve in the breasts of judges the disposi- men. This is, the depriving the people of the

to act their parts in giving execution and benefit of such l_rts of what is proposed as
effect to it. are not unsuitable to the existing form of

Nctforamnsementassuredly, were the lists government, on account of their contiguity
lind explanations of the various subject-mat- to others which are unsuitable to it.
ters and _netions, inserted in this code, any

than the like might be in an index or a INTRODUCTION.
dietioua_. No more need, therefore, has the
ruder of this proposed code to read them in SF_r_oN I.

_te elder in which they stand, unless for some Fir_ Pr/z_/pZe_ descr/b_ i_ Genera/Terms.epeeia] use, any more than to read the same
quantity ef matter in the one or the ether of To whatever portion of the field of thought
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and action the literary work in question be- their endeavours shall he, to render such their
longa_ it has been found convenient, and is cause of action contributory to the obtainment
accordingly usual, to place at the beginning of of that same end. Such then is the state of
it some opinion or opinions, embracing in their that faculty in me which is termed the will ;
extent the whole of the portion in question, or ,such is the state of those particular acts or me-
as large a portion of it as may be. dificati_ns of that faculty, which are termed

On this occasion a number of expressions wishes or desires, and which have their imme-
mutually related, are found needful or con- diate efficient causes in corresponding feelings,
venient, and are accordingly usually employed, in corresponding pleasures and pains, such as,

Take, for exsmple, first principles, leading on the occasion in question_ the imagination
principle, first lines, outlines, positions, axionLs, brings to view.
aphorisms. In making this assertion. I make a state-

If, in the composition of the work, the de- ment relative to a matter of'fa_t, namely that
sign be to recommend a certain course of action which, at the time in question, is passing in
as proper to be pursued for the attainment of the interior of my own mind ;--how far this
a certa_ end, thereupon come certain other i statement is correct, is a matter on which it
words and phrases of correspondently exten- I belongs to the reader, if it be worth his while,
sire import. Of this sort are ends, objects of i to form his judgment.
$ursnit, means, obstacles,-- helps, counter- [ Such then being the desire, truly or falsely
forces, acting in opposition to the obstacles. ] expressed by me, but at any rate expressed by

"Where the object of the inquiry and discus- I me--in his breast has that same desire a place
slon is, what is the course of action which, If so, then may it be worth his while to apply
with relation to the field in question, is proper i his attention to the coursehereiu markedoutby
to be pursued ! a necessarily concomitant object / me, under the notion of its being correspondent,

of regard throughout is,--the course actually t and contributory, and conducive to the attain-
pursued : pursued in the communitywhich the I ment of that same end. On the other hand,
writer has in view. if so it be, that that same desire has no place in

If the course actually pursued is in all points his breast, on that supposition, generally speak-
the same with the course proper to be pursued, lug, it will be a useless trouble to him to pay any
it is well ; and unless on the supposition that, further attention to anything contained in it.
in default of apposite warning and instruction, To this observation one exception, it is true,
It dei_rture to an extent more or less consider- there is, and it is this, namely, that if the end
able rcay have place, any work on the subject in view, which it is his wish to see pursued, is
in question would be useless, and by him in different from this, it may be of use to him to
whose opinion such coincidence has plase, can- take note of the arrangements herein proposed,
nut consistently be undertaken, as conducive to the end pursued by me, for the

In regard _ some expressions, viz. course purpose of taking or recommending, such
proper to be pursued, course not proper to be different and opposite arrangements as may
pursued ; one matter of fact there is, which, on prevent the attainment of the end proposed by
every occasion, it may be of use to the reader me, and procure or promote the attainment of
to have in mind. This is, that everything, of that other end, be it what it may, which is
which any such phrase can be, in an immedi- more agreeable to his wishes,--say, for ex-
&te way the expression, is a certain state of ample_ the greatest happiness of some one
mind on the part of him by whom the expres- member of the c_mmunity in question, orof
sion is employed ; the state of his mind with some other number smaller than the majority
relation to the subject-matter of the discourse, of the whole number of the members.
whatsoever it happens to be. So again, when I say,--In the breast of

The state of mind will be the state of one every ruler, on the occasion of the arrange-
or more of his intellectual faculties, in one: mente taken by him in the field of government,
word, his understanding,---or the state of his the actual end or object of pursuit, has, in the
sensitive faculties, in one word, his feelings, or instance of every such arrangement, been his
the state of his volitional faculties, in one word, own greatest happiness, and that, in such sort
his will, his desires, his wishes, as that wherever in his judgment there has

Thus in the case here at present on the car- been a competition between his happiness; and
t_t. When I say the greatest happiness of that of all the other members of the comma-
the whole community, ought to be the end or nity in question taken together, he has, on
object of pursuit, in every branch of the law each occasion, given the preference to his own
--of the political rule of action, and of the i happiness over theirs, and used his enrico-
constitutional branch in particular, what is ! yours to giving increase to his own happiness,
it tl_t I express !--this and no more, namely in whatsoever degree the aggregate of their
that it is my wish, my desire, to see it taken happiness may, in his judgment, be lessened
for such, by those who, in the community in by it,--in saying this, I have been exhibiting
q_estion, are actually in possession of the the state of my own mind, viewed in another
powers of government ; taken for such, on the point of view, viewed as it were in another
occasion of every arrangement made by them part of it--my judgment, the judicial facuRy.
in the exercise of such their powers, so that I have given that, as my opinion_a_i_onof

r;: i



INTRODUCTION.

which I am prepared to bring to view the Sxc_Io_ II.
eiBcient eauses.

While I am so doing, I observe another First Prine_l_l_ _.
writer who, on the score of my so doing, taxes The right and proper end of government in

. me with egotism, or, to use another word, with every political community, is the greatest hap-
dogmatism; meaning by dogmatism, the doing piness of all the individuals of ,which it is ecru-
eomething which it is his wish, his desire, posed, say, in other words, the greatesthappi-
should not be done. nose of the greatest number.

In answer to this charge what I say is, that In speaking of the correspondent first pria-
either a man must do this, or he must forbear ciple, call it the greatest-happiness principle.
to write at all, for that it is not possible for a In speaking of this end of government, call
man to write without doing thus. it the right and proper end of government.

But this defence against the charge of dog- The actual end of government is, in every
matism is not confined to self-defence against political community, the greatest happiness of
the charge of dogmatism : it has for its object those, whether one or many, by whom the
the giving warning against that form of dis- powers of government are exercised.
course to which the imputation expressed by In general terms, the proof of this position
the word dogmatism does really and properly may be referred to particular experience, a_
attach, brought to view by the history of all natioa_

In a work of self-biography, personality, This experience may be termed_arZ/vular,
called in English, when disapproved of, ego- inasmuch as the particular class of rulers is
tism, is at once unavoidable and agreeable, the only class concerned in it, to which it hears
In a work on legislation, except in so far as reference. This may be called the experi-
it is unavoidable it is irrelevant, impertinent, mental or practical proof.
and disagreeable. In a certain case, in tim For further proof, reference may be made
mouth of a public functionary, it is not only to the general, indeed the all-compreheusive_
impertinent but insulting ; and thereby, to principle of human nature. The position whieh
every individual who is not by habit inured to takes this fact for its subject, may be termed
insult, supremely disagreeable. This is where an axiom, and may be expressed in the words
the rest of the commuuity being brought upon following.

the stage in the character of subjects of pro- I In the general tenor of life, in every humanperty, the speaker brings himself to view in i breast, self-regarding interest is predominant
the character of proprietor or owner of the over all other interests put together. More
property. Thus to speak is to spit in the face i shortly thns,--Self-regard is predominant,_
of every one who either hears or reads it. I or thus,--Self-prcference has place every-

The present is an occasion on which person- where.
ality is unavoidable. This position may, to some eyes, present it-

In saying, as above, the proper end of go- self in the character of an axiom : as such self-
comment is the greatest happiness of all, or, evident, and not standing in need of proof. To
in case of competition, the greatest happiness others, as a position or proposition which, how
of the greatest number, it seems to me that I clearly soever trac_ still stands in need of
have made a declaration of peace and good- proof.
will to all men. To deliver a position in the character of an

On the other hand, were I to say, the pro- axiom, is to deliver it under the expectation
per end of government is the greatest happi- that, either it will not be controverted at all,
hess of some one, naming him, or of some few, or that he by whom it is controverted, will
naming them, it seems to me that I should be not, in justification of the denial given by him
making a declaration of war against all men, to it, be able to advance anything by which
with the exception of that one, or of those few. the unreasonableness of his opinion or pro-

Be the subject what it may, unless it be tended opinion, will not be exposed. Of this
allowed to me to say, what, in relation to that stamp are the axioms laid down by Euclid. In
subject, are my judgment, my feelings, or my the axioms so laid down by him, nothing of
desires, I cannot say anything in relation to dogmatism will, it is believed, be found.
it ; and as to my judgment on each occasion, By the principle of self-preference, under-
giving it, asI do, far no more than it is worth, stand that propensity in human nature, by
it seems to me that it is on my part no unrea- which, on the occasion of every act he exer-
sonable desire to be allowed--free from every cises, every human being is led to pursue that
imputation conveyed, or endeavoured to be line of conduct which, according to his view
conveyed, by the word dogmatism--to be al- of the case, taken by him at the moment, will
lowed to give it. be in the highest degree contributory to his

This being the basis on which all legislation own greatest happiness, whatsoever be the
and all morality rests, these few words writ- effect of it, in relation to the happiness of other
ton in hopes of clearing away all obscurity and similar beings, any or all of them taken to-
ambiguity, all doubts and difficulties, will not, gether. For the satisfaction of those who may
I hope, be regarded as misapplied, or applied doubt, reference may be made to the _z_
in waste, of the species as being of itself a preof_ and
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a conclusive one. For after exception explanation. But on every occasion, the hap-
m_de of the case of children not arrived at the piness of every individual is liable to come into
age of which they are capable of going alone, competition with the happiness of every other.
or adults reduced by infirmity to a helpless If, for example, in a house containing two in-
state; take any two individuals, A and B, and dividuals, for the space of a month, there be a
muppose the whole care of the happiness of A supply of food barely sufficient to continue for
confined to the breast of B, A himself not that time; not merely ttm happiness of each_
having any part in it; and the whole core of but the existence of each, stands in compoti-
the happiness of B confined to the breast of A_ tion with, and is incompatible with the exis-
B himself not having any part in it, aud this tence of the other.
to be the case throughout, it will soon appear Hence it is, that to serve for all oceasions_
that, in this state of things, the species could instead of saying the greatest happiness of all,
net continue in existence, and that a few it becomes neeessary to use the expression, the
months, not to say weeks or days, would suf- greatest happiness of the greatest number.
:ricofor the annihilation of it. If, however, instead of the word/_app_ss,

Of all modes in which, for the governance the word _nterest is employed, the phrase _/-
of one and the same individual, the two facul- ver_at interact may be employed as correspond-
ties could be conceived as placed in dif- ing indifferently to the interest of the greatest
ferent seats,--sensation and consequent desire number, or to the interest of all.
in one breast, judgment and eonsequentaction In the eyes of every impartial arbiter,
in another, this is the most simple. Ii, as writing in the character of legislator, and h_v-
has with less truth been said of the blind lead- ing exactly the same regard for the happiness
ing the blind, beth would, in such a state of of every member of the community in question,
things, be continually falling into the ditch ; as for that of ever)- other, the greatest happi-
mu_h more frequently, and more speedily hess of the greatest number of the members of
fatal, would be the falls, supposing the sepa- that same community, cannot but be recog-
ration to have place upon any more complex nised in the character of the right and proper
plan. Suppose the care of the happiness of A and sole right and proper end of government_
being taken altogether from A, were divided or say, object ofpursnit.
between B and C, the happiness of B and C For the designation of the opposite_ or re-
being provided for in the same complex man- verse of what is right and proper, the term
nor, and so on ; the greater the complication, sinister may, in consideration of the rehttion
the more speedy would the destruction be, and borne to each other by the two terms, t,_ken
the more flagrant the absurdity of a suppesi* in their original physical sense, be employed.
tion, assuming the existence of such a state of Accordingly, in so far as between the hap-
things, piness of the greatest number, and the happi-

Note that, if in the situation of rnler, the hess of any lesser number, any incompatibility
truth of this position, held good in no more or successful competition is allowed to have
than a bare majority, of the whole number of place, it may be styled a dn/ster end of govern-
instances, it would suffice for every practical ment, or say, object of pursuit.
purpose, in the character of a ground for all If as above, so it be, that in the situation of
political arrangements ; in the character of a a ruler, whatsoever that situation be, the con-
consideration, by which the location of the duct of no man can reasonably be expected to
several portions of the aggregate mass of poll- be governed by any interest that stands, at
tical power should be determined; for, in the that same moment, in opposition to that which,
way of induction, it is only by the greater, and in his conception, is his own individual into-
not the lesser number of instances, that the rest, it follows, that for causing it to take that

general conclusion can reasonably be deter- _direction, in which it will be subservient to
mined ; in a word, mathematically speaking, the universal interest, the nature of the case
the probability of a future contingent even1 affords no other method, than that which con-
is in the direct ratio of the number of in- s':sts in the bringing of the particular interest
stances in which an event of the same sort has of rulers into accordance with the universal
l_ppened, to the number of those in which it interest.
has not happened; it is in this direct ratio, Here, then, we have a third principle of the
and not in the inverse, first rank, in addition to the two former ones.

If such were the condition of human beings, Call it, the _nva_-pre_c/rib_g, or j_/on_f-
that the happiness of no one being came in intere_s-l_resvribing , principle.
competition with that of any other,---that is to The first declares, what o_j/_t to be, the next_
say, if the happiness of each, or of any one, what _, the last, the _eans of bringing what
could receive increase to an unlimited amount, is into accordance with what ought to be.
without having the effect of producing decrease Meantime, this junction of interests, how
in the happiness of any ether, then the above can it be effected _ The nature of the vase
expression * might serve without limitation or admits but of one method, which is, the de-

stroying the influence and effect of wha_ver
• VL_ the greatest happiness of a//. See the sinister interest the situation of the individual

en_ing l_ragr_h._Ed, may expose him to the _tion of ; this being
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accemplkhed,he willtherebybe virtuallydi- principle,besuscept_leof the denomh_tti_a
vested of all such sinister interest; remains,of a good form ofgovernment.
as the only interest whereby his conduct can _ What, then, is the best form of gove_t !
be determined, his right and proper interest, This question may itself be clothed in a_ain-
that interest which consists in the share he has definite number of form_ What is the most
in the universal interest, which is the same eligible _ what is the most desirable 1 what
thing as to say, that interest, which is in ac- is the most expedient ! what is the most right
cordanoe with the universal interest, taken in and proper _.and so on. In whatsoever form
the aggregate, clothed, it is resolvable into these two:_

Be the act what it may, there are two What is the end to which it is your will to sev
modes, in either of which a man may be di- the arrangements employed in the delineation
vested of the interest requisite to his perform- of it directed _. What are the several arrange-
ance of it : one is, the overpowering the force ments by which, in the character of mea_as_it
of whatsoever body of interest may be acting is your opinion that that same end, in so far
on him, in a direction tending to engage him as attainable, is most likely to be attained !
in the performance of it, by a stronger counter- To write an answer to this question--to
interest; this is the d_re_t mode. The other is, write on the subject which it holds up to view
the divesting him of the power o_ performing --is virtually, is in effect, from beginning to
that same act ; for that which, in his own end, to write an answer to one or other_or beth
eyes, it is not in a man's power to perform, it of these questions.
cannot, in his own eyes, be his interest to on- To the first, my answer is,--the greate_
dcavour to perform ; it can never be a man's happiness of all the several members of the
interest to expend time and labour without community in question, taken together, is the
effect. Considered in its application to a man's end to which it is my desire to see all the ar-
interest, this mode may be termed an i_zdire_ rangements employed in the delineation of it
mode. directed. Tkat being taken for the end, to

Thus it is, that by one and the same at- which it is right and proper that all legis_tiv_
rangement, application may be made to the arrangements be directed, my opinion is, that
power and the will at the same time, and in so far as they go, the proposed arrangeme_
either mode the requisite junction of interests which here follow would be in a higher de-
is capable of being effected or promoted, gree conducive to it than any other could be#

A question that now immediately presents that could be proposed in a work which was
itself, is, whether to any individual, supposing not particularly adapted to the situation of
him invested by the eo_astitution in question any one country, to the exclusion of all others.
with the supreme power, any inducement can Should it be asked, TVha_tis the community
be applied, by that same constitution, of suf- which, by the description of the community in
ficient force to overpower any sinister interest, question, you have in view ! my answer is,--
to the operation of which, by his situation, he any community, which is as much as to say
stands exposed ! Inducements, operating on every community whatsoever.
interest, are all of them reducible to two de- Should it be asked, Why is it your desire
nominations,--punishment and reward. Pun- that the greatest happiness of all the several
ishment in every shape his situation suffices members of the community in question shonid
to prevent his standing exposed to ; so like- be the end to which all the several arrange-
wise reward. Being by the supposition in- ments employed in the delineation of the form
vested with supreme power, the matter of re- of government, by which that same community
ward cannot be apphed to him in any shape, is governed, should be directed1 my answer
in which he has not already at his command, is,--because on the occasion in question, such
whatever it would be in the power of the con- is the form, the establishment of which would
stitution_ by any particular arrangement, to in the highest degree be contributory to My
confer on him. To him who has the whole, own greatest happiness.
it is useless to give this or that part. Should it again be asked by any man, What

To a question to this effect, the only answer proof can you give of this I what cause can
that can be given is sufficiently manifest. By any other person have for regarding as prob.
reward, an individual so situated cannot be able that what you are thus saying is conform-
acted upon; for there exists no other indivi- ahletotruth_, theenlyauswerwhiehwouldnot
dual in the community at whose hands he can be irrelevant, impertinent, egotistical, is this :
receive more than he has in his own. By Behold, for proof, the labour it cannot hut
punishment as little ; for there exists no indi- h_ve cost me to give expression to these svve-
vidual at whose hands he is obliged to re- ral arrangements, and the so much grs_ter
ceive, or will receive any such thing, labour which it cannot but have east me to

The result is, that in a monarchy no such bring to view the reasons which stand an-
_n_tion of interests can be effected_ and that, nexed to them,--reasone which have for their
therefore, by no incans can monarchy be ren- object the causing them to be adopted a_
doted conducive to the production of the great- made law by the persons to whom, in the so-
eat happiness of the greatest number ; nor, coral communities, the power of determining
therefore, according to the greatest happiness- on every oecasion what shall be taken for lawp

L •
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and have the force of law, depends ; viz. by behests and burthens respe_tlveIy as above.
showing that on each subject they are in a This branch may be styled the distributive

: higher degree conducive to that end tkan any branch of law. It is that which is occupied in
others tlmt could be proposed, the description of the arrangements for giving

In saying thus much, l have already laid effect to such distribution, by furnishing indi-
down what, in my view of the matter, are the viduMs with inducements adequate to the put-
two positions, of which, in the character of pose of rendering their conduct conformable to
first principles, the whole sequel of this work the plan of distribution so marked out. Of

-- will be no more than the development and the inducements thus employed, some will be
the application, of a disagreeable nature, and thus come under

These principles are the greatest happiness- the notion of burthens ; others of an agreeable
principle and the self-preference principle, nature, and thus come under the notion of

benefits.
That branch of law, the arrangements of

CHAPTER I/ which are occupied in the application of bur-
thens to the purpose of securing conformity to

_ElgAI_ DIVISION OF THE AGGREGATE BODY the arrangements made by the distributive
oP THE L_,W. branch of i_w, is distinguished by the name of

' penal law.
On _iewing the aggregate of that which in That branch of law, the arrangements of

" any country has the force of law, it will be which are occupied in the application of bene-
found divisible, in the first place, the whole of fits to the purpose of securing conformity to
it, into two portions or branches, viz. in the the arrangements made by the distributive
_'st place, that in which the rule of action is branch of law, may be distinguished by the
lald down simply and absolutely, without re- name of the remuneratory or remunerative
ferenee to the functions of any such members branch of law.
of the community as those whose business it Of the whole body of actual law one pre-
is, under some such name as that of judges, eminently remarkable division, derived from
or ministers of justice, to secure the observance a eorrespondently remarkable source, and per-
of it ; in the next place, that in which a de- vadiug the whole mass, still remains. It is
eeription is given of the course t_be taken by that by which it is distinguished into two
those same official persons for securing the branches--the arrangements of one of which
observance of, and giving execution and effect are arrangements that have really been made
to, the several arrangements contained in that --made by hands u_iversally acknowledged
same main or substantive branch. This branch as duly authorized, and competent to the mak-
may be distinguishedby the name of the ad- ing ofsuch arrangements,viz.the hands ofa

jectivebranch,or law ofjudiciaryprocedure, legislator-general,or setoflegislators-general,
The main or substantiveportion,or branch or theirrespectivesubordinates. Thisbranoh

of the law, may again be distinguishedinto of law may stand distinguishedfrom that

two portions or branches. In the firstplace, which iscorrespondent and opposite to it,by
that inwhich individualsare considered so- the name of r_al law, really existing law,

ately only,and in theirp_rivatecapacity, legislater-madelaw ;--under the English Go-
s may be distinguishedby the name of vernment itstandsalreadydistinguishedbythe

privatelaw. In the next place,thatinwhich name ofgatate law, as alsoby the uneharac-

individualsare regarded collectively,and in teristie,undiscriminative,and, in sofarimpro-
_me public capacity,with a view to the per appellation,of _r/ttenlaw. The arrange-

powers necessaryto he exercised by some of ments supposed to be made by the other
them over others_for the good of the whole, branch, in so far as they are arrangements

_nis branch may be distinguishedby the name ofa general nature,applying not only to indi-
of publicor constitutionallaw. viduals assignable,but to the community at

The law cannot in any part of it operate large,or to fndividual_not individualsassign-

without doing more or lesstowards the mak- able,may stand distinguishedby the appella-
ing distributionofbenefitsand burthens, tionsofunreal,not reallyexisting,imaginary,

Burthens itmay-distributeor imvose with- fictitious,spurious_judge-made, law. Under

out distributingor conferringbenefit,in any the English Government the divisionactually
shape. Benefitinany shape itcannot confer, distinguishedby the unexpressive_unchara_v-

without, at the same time,imposing burthen teristic,and unappropriate names of c_m_o_
in s correspondent shape,eitheron the iudi- law and untcr_tt_nlaw.
vidual benefited,or intended tobe benefited, Of the manuer inwhich tiffswretched sub-

or on some other or others,most commonly stitutetorealand genuine lawis formed, take

even on allothers,with littleor no exception, thisdescriptiom In the course of _ suit in _

The whole body of the law may again,by which applicationis made of the rule ofa_-
another division,derived from the seurcejust tionthuscomposed, thejudge_on each occasion_

mentioned, be distinguishedintotwo branches, pretemlstofindready m_de, and by competent

viz.that which is_)ccupiodinthe description anthority_endued with the forceof law_ (and
of the distributionintended to be made of at the same time_universallyknown to be io
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existence, and so in force,) a proposition of It has for its object the greatest tutpplae_
a general aspect, adapted to the purpose of of the greatest number, and in pursuit of that
_tfording sufficient authority and warrant for object, the powers of governnicnt are allotted
the particular decision or order, which on by it to the greatest number.
that individual occasion he accordingly pro- The French and Spanish nations have con-
nounccs and delivers, stitutions. The English monarchy has no con-

Partly from the consideration of the gene- stitution, for it has no all-comprehensive con-
ral propositions so framed, as above, by this stitutional code, nor in short, any constitu-
or that judge, or set of judges; partly from the tional code whatsoever generally acknowledg-
consideration of the individual instruments or ed as such; nor by any one individual of
documents expressive of such individual de- the whole community acknowledged as such.
cision or order, as above; partly from the con- Hence, so it is, that of the assertion contained
sideration of such discourses as have been, or in the phrases, "excellent constitution_'--
are s_upposed to have been, uttered whether "matchless constitution," an assertion by
by the judges or by the advocates on one or which every endeavour to produce the effect
beth sides,--a class of lawyers have, under the of the worst constitution possible is so natur-
names of general treatises, or reports of par- ally aq6ompanied , no disproof can be opposed
ticular cases, concurred in the composition of other#ciVicthan by the assertion of a plain and
an immense chaos, the whole of it wr/tten, and universally notorious matter of fact, viz.--that
a vast portion of it printed and published, con- the English people have _uoconstitution at all
stituting an ever-increasing body of that which belonging to them. England, not having any
forms the matter, which passes under the de- constitution at all, has no excellent, no match-
nomination, of unwritten law. less constitution ; for nothing has no proper-

ties. If ever it has a constitution, that con-
CHAPTER II. stitution will most probably be a democratical

one ; for nothing less than an insurrection on
COnSTItUTIOnALLAW. the part of the greatest number, will sufllse to

surmount and subdue.so vast a power as that
In every community in which a constitu- which is composed of the conjunct action of

tional code, generally acknowledged to be in force, intimidation, corruption, and delusion.
force, is in existence, a really existing consti- The constitutional branch of law, is that
tutional branch of law, and with it, as the branch, by which designation is made af that
offspring of it, a constitution, is so far in exis- person, or those persons, to whose power it is
tence, intended, that ou each occasion, the conduct

In no community in which no constitutional of all the other members of the community in
code thus generally acknowledged to be in question shall be subjected.
force, is in existence, is any such branch of The p_)wer which is hero conferred is the
law as a constitutional branch, or any such supreme power.
thing as a constitution, really in existence. Of the supreme power thus designated, that

In a community in which, as above, no such is to say, of the aggregate of the operations
thing as a constitution is really to be found, by which the exercise of it is performed,

• things to e_achof which the name of a consti- there are, of necessity, two perfectly distinct
tutian is given, are to be found in endless mul- branches, the operative and the constitutive :
titudes. On each occasion, the thingdesignated the operative, is exercised by the declaration
by the phrase "the constitution," is a substi- made of the all-directing will above alluded
tute for a constitution,--a substitute framed to ; the constitutive, is exercised by the deter-
by the imagination of the person by whom this ruination made of the individual or individuals,

, phrase is uttered, framed by him, and, of by whom the operative power is exercised.
coarse, adapted to that which, in his mind, is Constitutional law has for its object, sec--uri-
the purpose of the moment, whatsoever that ty against misrule ; security against those ad-
purpose be ; in so far as that purpose is the versaries of the community, in whose instance,
promoting the creation or preservation of an while their situation bestows on them the de-
absolutely monarchical ibrm of government, nomination of rulers, the use they make of it,
the constitution thus imagined and invented adds the adjunct evil, and thus denominates
by him is of the absolutely monarchical cast ; them evil rulers.
insofarasthatpurposeisthepromotingthe In a codeofconstitutionallaw,ashasbeen
creationorpreservationofalimitedlymonar- alreadyobserved,arrangementsof two differ-
ehicalformofgovernment,itisofthelimitedlyeutcomplexionsmust havep}ace;one setof
monarchicalcast;inso farasthepurposeis thenatureof thosebelongingtothedistribu-
the creationor preservationofa democraticaltireor civilbranchof law_havingfortheir
formof government_itis of thedemocraticoccupationthe distributionof the powersof
cast. government, with the opposite and correspan-

The Anglo-Amerlcan United States have a dent burthens : the other set presenting aconstitution. They have a constitutional code ; penal aspect, having, for their occupation, the

i theconstitutionisthesystemofarrangementsgivinga descriptionof a parti_larclassof
delineated in that code. crimes, and of the means employed against

%-
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them,inthecharacterofremedies.But that Accordingly,so faras itexistsinthenO-
the threadmay notbe interrupted,convent-mostdegreeofperfectionwhich then_tureof
oncerecommendsthe placingwhatbelongsto thecaseadmitsof_therightofindicating,by
thesecrimes,in companywithwhat belongs therespectivesuffrages,among what indivio
toothers,inthepenalcode. On theoccasiondualsthe supreme operativepower shallbe
ofordinaryoffences,thepersonsagainstwhose shared,isexercisedby a//.The concurrence
mischievousenterprises,the securityistobe ofallinthe effectivedesignationoftheindi-
afforded,areindividualsatlarge.On theoe- vidual,by whom the sharein questioninthe
casionofthisparticularclassofcrimes,toin- operativepower shallbepossessed,notbeing
dividualsconsideredin the characterofsub- possible,wherever the wishesof one part
jeetsare added,or substituted,individualsof thoseby whom the suffragesare given,
consideredin the characterof rulers.This pointtoone person,whilethe wishesof an-
distinction,thedraughtsmanwill,when occu- otherpartpointto another,the nextmost
l)iedonthepenalcode,atalltimeskeepinview. desirableresult,with referencetothegreat-

In the situationof a ruleras such,ina esthappinessofthe greatestnumber,is,that
monarchy,no actthathe cancommit,be itin insteadofbeingexercisedby thewholehum-
eversohigha degreemischievous,w_rs the ber,thepowershallbeexercisedby thegreater
denominationofacrime:king,orbywr_tother partofit;suchbeingthemostdesirableresult,
denominationdesignated,a rulercan do no suchaccordinglyistheactualresult.
wrong. For thesame evilactwhich,ifcorn- In a representativedemocracy,theexercise
mitredbya subject,wouldbe wrong,becomes, ofthisdesignativepowerisperformedby ha-
by themerecircumstanceofitsbeingcommit- malljudgment; undera monarchy,itisper-
tedby a ruler,notwrong,butright, formedby fortuneor providence;--thecause
So farasitwears the complexionof penal beingthe same,and thatcauseout of the

law,constitutionallaw has thesetwo forits reachof our knowledge,each man may, on
distinguishableand contrastedobjects:first,eachparticularoccasion,do as he isaccus-
the orderingmattersso,thatthosewho, to tomedtodo,employthatoneofthetwo terms,
some purposesand on some occasions,occupy which,on thatoccasion,isregardedby him
thesituationofrulers,shall,inrespectoftheir asbestsuitedtohispurpose. Under theex-
conductinthatand ethersituations,be liableereisemade of thispower by fortune,thesu-
tobe dealtwith,inthecharacterofoffenders,preme operativepower findsitself,at the
delinquents,criminals:couldtheorderingmat- deathofthelastpossessor,inthehandsofthe
tersso,thattoactsdoneinresistanceto,orfor onlychild,or,in caseof childrenmorethan
preventionof,misrule,and thenceproductiveone,livingatthatmoment,--ofthefirstborn,
ofmore goodthanevil,--tosuchacts,ofwhat- ofthechildrenofa certainwoman :thepower
ever penaldenominationthey may appear ofremovalis,underthe directionof fortune,
susceptible,no suchpunishment,ifany,shall providence,or(byaccident,)human judgmen_
be allotted,asmight,withpropriety,be allot-exercisedby death.
tedtothem,ifthe applicationofthem tothe In sofaras the power of appointmentis
preventionofmisrulehad no place, thusexercisedby fortuneor providence,no
Under an absolutemonarchy,theconstitu-degreeofrelativeinaptitude,shortofuniver-

tionalbranch of the law has,for itssole sallymanifestand completeinsanityofmind,"
actualend,the greatesthappinessofthe one has the effectof preventingthe operative
individual,in whose handswithoutdivision,power fromfindingitselflodgedinthehands
thewhole _ the supremeoperativepower is thusdesignatedand appointed:no degreeof
lodged, inaptitude,shortofthatproducedby insanity
For decencv'ssake,the end thusactuallyas above,takesthe powerof removalout of

and exclusivelypursued,is not the end pro- thehandsofdeath.
fessed and declared to be pursued. For the The persons in whose hands is lodged the
designation of the end actually pursued, re- supreme operative power, as also those in
gard for decency and conciseness, substitutes, whose hands the supreme designative Pewer_
on each occasion, one or another of a small (appointment and removal included,) is tedg-
assortment of phrases : preservation of order, ed, being determined, what remains for the
preservation of legitimacy, for example, matter of the constitutional code, is the de-

Under a limited mouarchy, the constitu- claring in what manner the power and func-
tional branch of law has, for its actual object, lions of the persons_ in whose hands the desig-
a more complex object ; viz. the greatest hap- native power is lodged, shall be exercised : as
piness of the monarch, coupled with, and likewise the marking out into a number of dis-
limited by, the greatest happiness of the con- tinct branches, the whole mass of subordinate
jnnctly or subordinately ruling few, by whose power.
respective powers the limitations that are ap- A constitutional code might, in a certain
plied to the power of the monarch, are applied, sense, be said to be complete, if neither any

Under a representative democracy, the con- distribution of operative power among subor-
etitutional branch of law has, tbr its actual dinate authorities, nor any mode of appoint°
end, the greatest happiness of the greatest meat or removal in relation to the po_essors
n_mber, ofanysuchsubordinatepower_werecontained
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hi it. For by the description given, as above, the present being at all times but s point, the :.
ofthe supreme power, and the prevision made word security sa_ never present itself without "-_
as above, for the exercise of the designative pr.e_n "tingto view one point at least, which is
power, with relation to the possessors of that nelmer the present nor the post.
same supreme operative power, provision would
be made for all such subordinate arrangements, S_CTIONII.
as _heve, as it might be the pleasure of the
possessors of those two branches of the supreme _e_zr/t_.
power, to COncurin the making of. First on the llst of benefits which the civil

branch of the law is occupied in distrihutin_g,
CHAPTER ]II. is security.

i Security may be considered with referenea
CIVILORDISTRInUTIVELAW.* to the objects which are secured, and with

i reference to the objects against which they areS_Io_ I. i secured.
General Object. Taking human beings individually consi-

"Of law in general, and of this brs.neh in i dered, these are the only real entities consi-
I_rticular,theprincipalobjectistogivesecu- deredas beingsecured.But whena particular
ritytorights; viz.to suchas it-findsin ex- and practicalapplicationcomestobe made of
istenee,and suchothers,asunderand invir- theword security,certainnamesoffictitious
tue of sucharrangementsas itfindsinexis- entities*inCommon use must be employedto
tenee_are,from time to time,successivelydesignatesomany objects,toandforwhichthe
brought into existence ; to wit, either by such security is afforded. Person, reputation, pro-
events as take place without the operation of petty, condition in life,--by these four names of
human will, such as deaths and other casualties, fictitious entities, all the objects to which, in the
and the produce of the elements of the three case of an individual, the security afforded by
kingdoms of nature,---the mineral, the vege- governmenteanapplyitself, maybe.designated.
table, and the animal ; and such as are brought Security has for its adversaries, against
into existence by the operation of the human whose enterprises it is to be afforded, three
will, suchasvohintaryeentracts, audordinances classes of persons differently situated and de-
of the administrati-ve branch of government, ngminated, viz. foreign adversaries considered

Incomparison with the socuritythusalforded as such, foreigners considered in so far as they
for rights in general, such benefits as belong are, or are liable to become, adversaries; rulers,
to this or that one of the three remaining viz. of the COuntry in question considered in
heads, under one or other of which, all the as- that same light; and fellow-citizen_ur fellow-
yet-unmentioned benefit_, which it is in the subjects, COnsidered in that same light.
nature of government to confirm or secure, may As to the acts against which security is to
be classed, are but of secondary importance ; be afforded, and by which, in so far as they
to wit, subsistence, meaning incidental ar- are performed, security is broken in upon and
rAngements for securing national subsistence lessened, they are in themselves and their ira-
against incidental causes of failure ; abun- mediate effects, the same by which soever of
dance, meaning continual increase to that the three species of adversaries they are exe_
which is a COmmon matter of subsistence and eised. Taken, however, in the aggregate, they
abundance ; and equality, meaning the giving are wont to be designated by a different deno-
to the several masses of the matter of wealth ruination, according to the situation of the
in the possession of different individuals_ such class to which the person or persons by whom
approach and perpetual tendency to absolute they are exercised, is considered as belonging.
equality, as shall not be inconsistent with the If to that of foreign adversaries, they are de-
security which ought to he afforded to the nominated acts of hostility: if to that ofdomes-
rights relative to property, and the rights re- tic adversaries, considered in the character of
lative to condition in life. rulers, acts of oppression--or, if the oppression

Security, subsistence, abundance, and equa- be considered as to a certain degree flagr_nt,
lity,_by these then will be presented to view acts of tyranny; if to that of domestic adver-
the several subordinate or particular ends, sarles, considered in the character of subjects,
most immediately in contact with, and branch- i acts of delinquency.
ing out from, the only legitimate and universal The ease of foreigners, and also the ease of
end of government, rulere_ are treated of elsewhere. Remains the

Neither in the import of the word subsis- case in which the persons against whose en-
teace, nor in the import of the word abundance, terprises security is to be afforded, are con-
is any relation to futurity necessarily involved, sidered in the character of subjects.
In the import of the word security, that re]a- In this instance, the principal and leading
tion is constantly and necessarily involved: operation by which the security is afforded,

COnsists in giving, to the several distingui_-
* _me of the m_bjectsof this chapter will be

found _iscussed in the PanJt_alal Fragments, vol. _"For an explanation of this divhlon of Ittlties
iiL p.2_.A,et seq. see _'ol. viii. p.195, e_seq.
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abte acts by which the security, considered as of the civil code is in its form little else but
applied to the several sorts of possessions, is a sort of exposition of the terms employed i_
considered as being broken- in upon and les- the commands delivered by the penal code.
sened, the denomination and character of so Thus to give effect to the distribution made
many different qfe_ces, considered with refer- of property, against the several acts by which
ence to the persons engaged in the exercise of it is invaded,--usurpation, for example, or
those acts. theft, or endamagement,_the law must afford

But so nice and difficult of apprehension is, the means of knowing what is each man's pro-
in many eases, the distinction--on the one perty, and, for this purpose, employ some such
hand, between one mode of delinquency and word as titles, to denote the several efficient
another--on the other hand, between the causes of it. But so long everywhere is the
several modes of delinquency and innocence ; list of the different sorts of titles, and so un-
and so inadequate to the purpose of conveying, avoidably complicated and voluminous the de-
in this case, a clear, correct, and complete con- scriptions of the modes in which they may be
ception of the object denominated, is any single acquired and lost, that to insert all this matter
word, of which a denomination can be corn- of detail in the body of the penal code would
posed,--that to each such denomination, it is give an altogether disproportionate bulk to the

:=_ altogether necessary that a definition be sub- matter of the different sections, which neces-
:_ joined, or, to speak more extensively, an ex- sarily belong to it ; and, in particular, the se-
.: position ; as also, on the occasion of each such veral sections in and by which the several acts,

exposition,, a portion of explanatory matter which have been distinguished and erected into
applied to the several dietinguishable terms of offences, have been described. Hence, from
which it is composed, the several passages in which, in a penal code,

: Were nothing further necessary to the pur- any such word as title occurs, reference will
pose, the list of these several definitions (eonsi- be made to the division headed with some such
dered as being so many instruments employed word as title.% in the civil code. So again, of
in the process of affording security against so the offences enumerated and defined in the
many acts, by the exercise of which security penal code, non-performance of services due by
is broken in upon and lessened) might, with- contract, or, more shortly, non-performance of
out any apparent impropriety, be allotted to contract, must necessarily be one. But as of
the branch of law here in question. But such services the variety is infinite, so of services
are the temptations by which, in the instance to the rendering of which a man may seek to
of each such offence, men arc liable to be in- oblige himself by contract the variety is great:
vited to t_e exercise of it, that unless, for the correspondently great, on the other hand, is the
purpose oFrestraining them from the commis- variety of cases in which, notwithstanding the
sion of those acts respectively, inducements of entrance made into this or that contract, it is
the nature of punishment were employed and not fit that the sanction of the law should be
announced, every such definition so sent abroad employed in enforcing the performance of it.
without support, would be a dead letter, and Of the matter of the penal code, the desig-
ns such, be without effect. Penal law is, there- nation made is not complete until a designation
fore, the branch of law which occupies itself has been made of all the sorts of acts which,
in the distribution of burthens, to the intent of by it, are dealt with in the character of offences.
their having the effect of punishment. Of the matter of the civil code, the efficiency

With relation to the civil code,--taking the would be throughout as nothing, were not the
mass of its arrangements for an intermediate several acts by which the distributions made
end, the matter of the penal code is but a by it are violated, dealt with on the footing of
means. By the arrangements contained in the offences. Yet, there is no such correspondency
civil code, so many directive rules are fur- between the one sort of matter and the other
nished ; what the penal code does, is but to as to render it convenient that both together
furnish sanctions, by which provision is made should be amalgamated into one and the same

; for the observance of tlmse directive rules. In code. For, though there are some offences,
truth, it goes but part of the way towards fur- for the full and adequate description of which

:_ nishing that indispensable appendage ; for, of abundance of the sort of expository matter

:_ sanctions, there are two sorts, viz. the punt- above spoken of is necessary--as, for instance,
tire and the remunerative ; and the punitive the offences by the creation and punishment of
is the only one of the two, which is furnished which protection is afforded to property_yet
by the penal code as such. property is but one out of several endowments

Hence it is that, in the field of law, corn- to which protection is afforded ; and some
mand occupies a much greater extent than is there are, to the protection of which by appro-
occupied by invitation. Between the idea of priate arrangements of penal law, no suvh
_ommand and the idea of eventual punishment, voluminous masses of expository matter are
the connexion is inseparable. Thus it is, that requisite. Every man, for example, has, on
the character and form of penality are given certain conditions, and in certain modes,
to the principal mass of those directive rules right to protection at the hands of l_w against
by which the dist_ibutien of benefits, as well such acts as are injurious to his person. Butjfor
a.s that of burthens, is effected. The matter the designation of his title to his person_ or of

?:
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Ida title to such protection for it, no such de- Under the pressure of this ditemma, how to _='_
tails are necessary as in the case of property, act is a problem, the solution of which wilt_ -,: o_

And the like may be bald with regard to m a great degree, be dependent upon local _-:
reputation, circumstances : nor can anything like acom- "__:_

SECTIONIII. plete selutionbe so much as attempted without =,S

continual reference to them. One leading _Subs/xten_e. observation applies to all places and _ll times.
Original and all-comprehensive, derivative So long as any particle of the matter of abun- - ::_

and incidental, means of subsistence. By these dance remains in any one hand, it will rest _;._
words may be designated the two branches of with those, to whom it appears that they are - -_
a division which it is necessary in the first able to assign a sufficient reason, to show why _!_!_
place to bring to view. the requisite supply to any deficiency in the /_

The original fund of each man's subsistence means of subsistence should be refused. •"::_
is each man's labour. The production of it
is the work of nature without law, and ante- SECTIONIV. _._

cedently to law. What it looks for at the Abundance. :'_
hand of law is security : security against cala-
mlty, security against hostility from foreigners, Of the instrnments of abundance, the fund • ._(
from fellow-subjects, and from rulers, is composed of the surplus of the means of

Incidental and derivative means of subsls- subsistence, deduction made of the quantity
tence. The need of these arises out of the de- destroyed by consumption in all its shapes.
ficiences that are liable to have place in the Increase of production--decrease of con-
produce of each man's labour, considered as a sumption. Under one or other of these two
fund for each man's subsistence, heads may be comprehended all the possible :':

Certain and casual. By the two distinctions causes of increase to the abundance fund. _ :_
thus designated may be comprehended, in the Natural and factitious. Under one or other
first place, all the varieties of which the cause of these two heads may he comprehended all
of this deficiency are susceptible, the possible modes of increase to production.

_rtain is the nature of those produced by By natural, understand all these that have
time of life: by the time antecedent to the place without intervention on the part of the
capacity for labour, and by the time subse- government in this particular view. Under "_
qncnt to it : by immaturity and by caducity, this same head natural, is therefore compre- :_

The time of immaturity endures for years : t hended whatsoever assistance is afforded tothe time of caducity may endure for years, or production, by the security afforded to produce.
may terminate in the same moment in which By factitious modes of increase to prodnc-
it commenced, tion, understand all such as are employed by :_:

Want of capacity for labour, want of era- I government in that special view.
ployment for labour. Under one or other of _Iere comes in with propriety one general •
these heads may be comprehended all the vasual and all-comprehensive rule. In so far as the
causes of deficiency in regard to subsistence, natural means of increase to the abundance _

C_ual want of capacity for labour is indis- fund suffice for the production of the effect,
position--relative indisposition. Indisposition forbear to employ any factitious means for _
may be of body or of mind : the degree of indis- giving increase or acceleration to it.
position in question is designated by the effect. Neither for this purpose nor for any other (

If against any of the causes of deficiency in can the power of government be employed,
regard to subsistence the government has failed but coercion must be applied immediately, in ._
to provide an efficient remedy, the consequence so far as the inducements employed are of the
is death; security against calamity has so far penal kind ; unimmediately, in so far as the

failed to have been afforded, inducements employed are of the remunerative _!)
But against deficiency in regard to subsis- kind : but it is only by coercion that any _ :

tense, no remedy can ever be provided but at means of remuneration can be collected. :_
the expense of security for abundance. The In favour, and for the benefit of, A, you can- o.
fund of abundance is composed of the stock not seek to give increase to prod_etion in the
remaining of the produce of labour, deduction hands of A, except in so far as coercion is ap-
made of the several amounts, substracted by plied either to A himself, or to B, C, and D, _.:
consumption, useful and useless, immediate and so forth. •
and gradual, natural and human, in all their But why seek to benefit A by coercion aF-
several shapes, plied to A _ His regard for himseff is greater :"

In hisendeavour to provide a remedyagainst than yours can be ;--his knowledge of what .'"
deticieucy in regard to subsistence, the legis- is most beneficial to himself is greater th_n ._
tater finds himself all alongunder the pressure yours can be ;---his experience of what has _%
of this dilemma--forbear_b provide supply, been most beneficial and most hurtful to him- _..,_:
death ensues, and it has you for its author ; self is greater than yours can be. . _:_
provide supply, you establish a bounty upon Why seek to benefit A by coercion applied " _:_
idleness, and you thus give increase to the de- to B, C, and D, and so forth _ Coercion is _-_
flaleney which it is your endeavour to exclude, evil--positive evil---suffering : absence of in- _
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crease is hut negative evil. No suffering is for increase of the abtmdimce fund, with
the result of it. A is but one ; ]3, C, D, a_ad view to subsistence, there is a use iu imposing
the rest of them ere many : by the number taxes r_ther on objects, to the use of which
of them all, after allowance made for the lee- prompt consumption is necessary, than on ob-
seaing of loss by the distribution of iib is the jeets, to the use of which slow and gradtml
quantity of the suffering, produced by the co- consumption is sufficient : on objects appli-
ereion, multiplied, cable to the purpose of subsistence of them-

Increase cannot thus be sought to be given selves, and without exchange, rather than on
to production otherwise than at the expense objects not applicable to that purpose, other-
of equality ; by violations made of the rules wise than by exchange, especi_ny if not other-
of equality, for the importance of which to the wise than by exehs_nge with foreign or distant
greatest happiness of the greatest number, countries.
see further on.

For 8ecu.rlty, yes, without decrease, and SECTIONV.

with increase to the greatest happiness of the ]Equality.greatest number, the rules of equality may be
infringed : for increase to abundance, without Fourth on the list of the benefits which the
decrease to the greatest happiness of the great- civil branch of the law is occupied in distri-
est number, they cannot be infringed, buting, is equality.

The negative means of increase to the abun- By equality is here meant, not the utmost
dance fund is by decrease of consumption. In conceivable equality, but only practicable
so far as it is by voluntary decrease of con- equality. The utmost conceivable equality
sumption that decrease is made in the amount has place only in the field of physics ; it alo-
of the abundance fund, by the respective pro- plies only to weight, measure, time, and thence
prietors, pleasure and security, in all their to motion.
various shapes are the effects of it, and are The utmost conceivable equality, say abso-
in proportion to it. In the case of by far the lute equality, admits not of degrees,--practi-
greatest portion, in quantity and value, of the cable equality does admit of degrees.
produce of labour, subsistence, pleasure, and Equalityisnotitself, as security, subsistenee,
security, in all their several shapes, have place and abundance are, an immediate instrument
only in so far as consumption h_s place. In of felicity. It operates only through the
each individual instance, from which of two medium of those three, especially through
causes, pleasure, or security, or both, are de- abundance and security. Of all three taken
rived by him in greatest quantity, viz. from together, the use, fruit, and object is felicity--
consumption or from avoidance of consump- the maximum of felicity; of this maximum
tion--in a word, from preservation, is better the magnitude depends upon the degree of
known to the proprietor himself, than it can equality that has place in the proportions in
be to any body, and not at all known to you. which those three are distributed.

The great cause by which decrease is pro- Apply it first to subsistence,--means or in-
duced in the abundance fund, always without strnments of subsistence,--subsistence taken
pleasure, and, in too great degree, without in the strict sense. There is not in this case
proportionable security to the possessors, is, a place for degrees in the scale of equality ;
that which consists of the draughts made upon for, by the supposition, no inequMity has pl_
R by government, in this case. As contradistinguished from the

The abundance fund being composed of instruments of abundance, by the means of
savings made out of the subsistence fund, in- subsistence, is meant that least quantity of
eludes in it the subsistence fund : the mate- those instruments, which is such, that with any
rials or instruments of abundance are the lesser quantity existence could not have place:
materials or matter of subsistence, no subsistence, no existence.

Diminution of consumption being one of the It is when applied to abundance--to the
two means of increase to the abundance fund, elements or instruments of abundance, that the
hence, upon ec_asion, where, under the notion nature, and, with the nature, the importance_ of
of providingsecurityin allitsbranchesfor politicaleconomyismostplainlydiscernible.
_ several instruments of felicity, draughts In the aggregate of the elements of abun-
are made by government upon the abundance dance is included, as above, the aggregate of
fund by taxes, some indication may be afforded the means of subsistence. If the aggregate of
respecting the subjects on which, with least felicity were as the aggregate of the elements
d_dment, the taxes may be imposed, of subsistence, no addition could be made, by

With or without design, in so far as a tax any degree of equality, to the aggregate of
is imposed upon any article, the consumption, felicity. But so far is this from being the

use, and thereby the production, of it, is caso_ that it is a question scarcely susc_t_de
discouraged. To that article discouragement of solution, wheth_ where the aggregate of
l_ _tFp|ied, and, at the same time, to all other the elements of abundance is represented by
a_tielee, in so far as they are rivals to it_ en- the greatest number possible, the aggregate of
oonragoment, felicity is so great as, or greater tlmn, two.

Henc% other effects laid out of the question, Take, on the one hand_ the day-labonrer, who
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throughout life has had complete means of ments of abundance have been present--as to _
subsistence, but at no time any portion of the that of the monarch.._;_
elements of abundance : take, on the other The principal enjoyments of which haman
part, the monarch, who throughout life has nature is susceptible, constancy of repetition
had the elements of abundance, together with being considered as welt as magnitude, are--
MI the other instruments of felicity, in the those produced by the operations by which the
greatestquantitypossible. Agesequai,scarcely individual is preserved ; those produced by
can any one assure himself by full persuasion, the operations by which the species is pre-
that the quantity of felicity enjoyed by the served ; that cessation from labour which is
monarch has been twice the amount of that termed repose ; and that pleasure of sympathy
enjoyed by the labourer ; for the quantity of which is produced by the observation of others
felicity is not as the quantity of the elements partaking in the same enjoyments. These
of felicity simply, but as the quantity of the four, with the exception of repose, are so
elements of felicity, and the capacity of con- many positive enjoyments upon the face of
raining the felicity, taken together. In a them.
he_in of water, introduce anywhere a secret Cessation from labour presents, it is true_
waste-pipe : inject through another pipe any upon the face of it no more than a negative
quantity of watez how great s_ever, the yes- idea ; but when the condition of him by whom
sel_ it shall happen, will be never the fuller ; repose after corporeal labour is experienced,
for as fast as it flows in at one part, it flows is considered, the enjoyment will be seen to he
out at another. Just so it is with the ele- a positive quantity ; for, in this case, not
merits or instruments of felicity, when a stream merely a cessation from discomfort_ but a ptea_
of them, of boundless magnitude, is injected surable feeling of a peculiar kind, is expe-
into the human breast. Of pain, in all its rienced, such as, without the antecedent labour,
shapes, a monarch is no less susceptible than never can be experienced. In the case of the
the labourer : and in its most common shapes labourer, it may indeed be said, that before
the quantity of pain may he, and frequently the time of repose, with its enjoyment, arrives,
is, so great as to outweigh the greatest quan- the labour is pushed to a degree of intensity
tity of pleasure in all its shapes, of which of which pain (in those degrees, at least, in
human nature is susceptible. Even suppose which it is denoted by the word discomfort)
pain, in all its severe shapes, absent during has been produced. But the greater the de-
the whole time : the quantity experienced the gree of the pain of suffrance, the greater the
whole time, suppose it a minimum : this being degree of the pleasure of expectation--_the
the case in both situations, still the question expectation of the pleasure of repose--with
will remain insoluble as before. For in both which it has been accompanied. And this plea*
eases the quantity of felicity actually enjoyed sure of expectation has had for its aecompani-
depends on the degree of sensibility to enjoy- ment, the pleastlres ofexpectatien respectively
merit, in each instance : and while in the appertaining to the other pleasures of enjoy-
labourer the sensibility is a maximum, the ment abeve-mentioned ; sensibility with re-
degree of sensibility in the monarch may be gard to each being increased by that very
&minimum_ Even supposing this sensibility to labour, to the intensity of which that of the
be at the same degree, in both instances at a pleasure of repose is proportioned.
given time of life, it is, in the ease of the Pursue the investigation throughout the se-
monarch, exposed to a cause of diminution, veral other enjoyments of which human nature
which has no place in the case of the labourer ; is susceptible, the ultimate result will not be
for by high dozes of the exciting matter materially different.
npplied to the organ, its sensibility is in a Except in so far as security cannot be
manner worn out. And in fact_ number for afforded to one man but by defalcation made
number, the certain probative symptoms or from the security afforded to another, where
circumstantial evidences of infelicity, as ex- is the man to whom appropriate security ought
tn'bited on the countenance, are at least as not to be afforded for his person, for his repu-
frequent in the case of the monarch as in the tation, or for his condition in life _. Where is
case of the labourer, the man to whom, for any one of those three

Apply the investigation to any of the situa- possessions, greater or better security ought
tions intermediate hetween that of the labourer to he afforded than to any ether !
and that of the monarch, the result will he Remains property, as the only one of the
the same. four possessions in relation to which the appli-

The more closely the subject is looked into, cation of the benefit of equality requires any /
the more complete will the persuasion he. considerate discrimination or reserve.

Of the enjoyments or instruments of positive When, and in proportion as, by any cause, _
felicity, the principal and most unquestionable defalcation to any amount is made from the
will be found to be, as constantly and in as mass of a _an's property, whether in posses-

a degree, attached to the situation of the sion or in eontiagency, a correspondent de_l- _
as above delineated_the labourer, cation, there is always sufficient reason for

to whom none of the means of subsistence have believing, is thereby made from the gumof ]ds i!_
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The defaica_ion thus made from happiness When a mass of property, ne_ as yet in the
: may have place w_thout his being apprized of man's possession, having been an object ofex-

the defalcation made from his property, pectation to him, fails at the expected time to
Such is the ease, for example, where a man come into his possession, disappointment on

_ having in his possession a mass of property, his part takes place,--a correspondent pain is
the exact amount of which is not known to experienced by ]tim, a pain of disappointment.
him, a defalcation, not known or suspected by Correspondent to the pain of privation in
him, is made from it, whether by design or case of defalcation, is the pain of disappoint-
accident, ment in case of expectancy.

So again, in case of contingency, a gift or In the case of the first of these evils, if by
legacy being, without his knowledge, intended the same cause by which it has been produced
for him, a third person intervenes, and, with- to one party, good to an amount not inferior,
out his knowledge or suspicion, prevents the has been produced to another party, no suffio
intention from being executed, cient reason will have place for abstaining from

In these cases, happiness is diminished, viz. the production of it.
by diminution of pleasure ; but in these cases I Where no expectation has had place, no dis-
no positive pain is produced, appointment can have place. In the exchi-

If with his -knowledge, and without his free sioa of the above evils may be seen the only rea-
consent, a defalcation is made from the mass sons why, for property in any shape, against
of his property, in this case, over and above the acts of persons of any description, security
the sort of nbgative defalcation made as above, should, in any s]mpe, in any place, at any
defalc&tion of a positive aspect is made, viz. time, be afforded ; why, for theft in any case,
by means of, and in proportion to, a particular for fraudulent attainment by any means, for
pain, which, in some quantity or other, he can- robbery_ for extortion_ for peculation_ in a
not fail to experience. A pain of privation, word_fordeprcdationinanyshape, punislnnent
or a pain of loss, are the names by which this should be appointed.
species of pain has been distinguished. In the instance of each individual, a par-

If from the operation of a cause, the same ticular point of time there is at which, without
with, or similar to, that one from the operation defalcation made from security in his instance_
of which a loss, as above, has been sustained or in the instance of any other individual, his _
by a man, he is made to entertain the apprc- property may be subjected to a distribution or
hension of ulterior loss, produced by ulterior other disposition, whereby, according to the
operations of the same canse, another pain of amount of it, advance towards absolute equa-

different description takes place, in addition lity may be made.
to the above. This pain has been denominated This time, is the time of a man's death. In
8,pain of apprehension, grounded on loss. his instance no such evil is produced, for he is

If hut tbr the loss thus incurred: the man no more. In the instance of no other indivi-
would have continue,] or engaged in some dual, if sufficient and effective care has been
profit-_eking aud profitable course of labour; taken to exclude expectation, will evil be pro-
or if he is, by the apprehension of the like duced ; for the only evil incident to the case is
eventual toss, prevented from continuing or disappointment, and, by the exclusion of ex-
engaging in such course,--a loss to a further pectation, disappointment has been excluded.
amount is thus produced, and by means of it, Whatsoever be the amount of a man's pro_
it will generally happen, an additional and perty, if, within a certain distance from him in
correspondent pain. The loss has been deno- the line of natural relationship, relations of his,
mlnated loss by depression of industry ; the knowing themselves to be such, aud known by

pain from repression of industry, him to be such, are in existence, an expecta_
Of these four modes of defalcation from tion of possessing, at the time of his death, the

h_ppiness by defalcation from property, the whole, or a portion more or less considerable,
two first-mentioned apply exclusively to the of tha_ property, (with the expectation of such
individual thus damnified, and the circle of his part, if any, as it is known will terminate at
eonnexions in the way of interest and sym- his death,) will, in proportion to their s_veral
l_thy. From the two last, by the observation degrees of propinquity, and correspeudea_
of his suffering, may be propagated, as it were, amity, be entertained,--that is, in the instance
by contagion, a cluster of similar evils in the of such of them as, in respect of age mad other
breasts of other persons, the number of whom circumstances, are capable of entert_inil_ ex-
will be determined by the number of those by pectations of this nature.
whom intimation having been received of his In the instanse of some of these perseus,

. loss, apprehension comes to be entertained of this habit of expectation has had, for its cauao
loss to themselves, or their connexioas, from and support_ a correspondent habit of co-en-
the operation of the same cause, or similar joyment.
ones. In this ease are constantly a man's wife and

This pain, to the extent of which, that is to children ; a woman's husband and chitdrea ;
_y to the number of persons participating in it, incidentally any other such near rel_f_ons, o_-

_- naexact limits can be assigned, has been deno- pecially blood-relations, whose cirotlmat_a_%
/. _nited the pain of insecurity by contagion, in conjunction with his own, have happened

i!-
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produee_ on their part_ such habit of co-enjoy- thus vacated mass of property into two parts :
ment. one, the division of which shall be determined

On this oceasien by the distribution which, by the single consideration of equality ; the
according to the natural course of things takes other, in relatiou to which the ease of provid-
place (abstraction ntade of arrangements es- ing for the differences liable to be made in the
tahlished by positive law, for the express pur- proper quantum of allowance, by the differ-
pose of controlling it) equality, and that with- ence that may have pla_e in respect of the
out defalcation from security, is promoted, quantity needed, and the correspondent nr-

So various are the circumstances in which, gency of the demand, is left to be provided
on the occasion of any such decease, a family for by natural affection, guided by ordinary
is capable of being left_ that, in the way of prudence, as above.
detail, it is impossible to pronounce, by any In modern Europe, by the operation of
general rule, what course or plan of dlstribu- causes produced by a state of society such
tion is most natural : what course or plan is, as has no longer any place anywhere, an
in the highest degree, conducive to the greatest arrangenient, altogether different from the
happiness of the greatest number, above, and as adverse as possible to equality

In general terms, thus much however may of distribution, and the beneficial effects de=
be said, that among those by which equal re- pending on it, has, to a vast extent, for many
gard is paid to the habit of co-enjoyment, ages had place, and continues to have place :
other grounds of expectation and demand, to females nothing : to males, if but one, the
being on the same footing, that course will be whole : if more than one, to the eldest the
most beneficial which, in its nature, and in the whole : to the other or others, in whatever
conception entertained of it, and the descrip- number, nothing. For this arrangement, in
tion given of it, is the most simple, times of high antiquity, there existed a cause

Say, for example_ children or no children, which was not wholly destitute of reason.
on the death of the husband, the whole of his From external adversaries, or from this or
property to the widow : on the death of the that portion of its own members_ and in par-
wife, thewholeofherpropertytotbewidower, ticular from the great majority of them,

On the children, the state of dependence in placed in relation to the ruling few, in the
which they are thus left, imposes no new hard- condition of slaves, the state of the whole
ship : this dependence is but a continuation of community was a state of continual, all-per-
existing dependence, vading, and imminent danger. The mode of

As between child and child, on the decease armament was at the same time, compared
of the widower or the widow, equality ; this, with the immature state of the arts on the
for a general rule is the most obvious, and has operations of which it depended, a highly
the advantage of simplicity, expensive one. For defence, in addition to

Abstraction made, of any difference of de- the ordinary habiliments, were others com-
mand that may he regarded as produced by posed of iron : for offence, lances, spears, or
sex--in favour of an elder child, in support of bows and arrows. Lances were in an emi-
a claim on his part to a more than equal neat degree, exposed to fracture : by _ spear
share, may be adduced the longer continuance no chance of producing effect could be afford-
of his habit of ee-enjoyment, ed, but by its being parted with, and conveyed

But, in favour of the younger, in support to the adversary : and so in the ease of the
of • claim on his part to a more than equal arrow. To these, as well for offence as de-
share, may be adduced the more urgent need fence, was added a horse : nor for the defence
resulting from, and proportioned to, the deft- of the horse) was a sort of appropriate ar-
eiency in his capacity of providing the means moor always refused ; bridles and saddles
of subsistence from his own labour, in compa- for him, were at any rate necessary : and,
risen _th a brother or sister of maturer age. employed or not employed, food for him, with
Of this latter reason the force presents itself a certain degree of attendance, was at all
as being superior to that of the former, times necessary. To destruction or cessation,

For the solution of these, and a host of the services of the animal were exposed at all
other diffieultiss, altogether incapable of being times : a succession was thereibre necessary
aptly provided for, by general rules, provision to be kept up.
may he made, and very generally is made, by By the conjunct operation of all these causes
a power of disposition given to the parents or taken together, to the maintenance of each in-
one of them: natural affection, guided by dividual, whose powers were thus applicable
ordinary prudence, being in this case trusted to the defence of the community_ a mass of
to, for the accomplishment of the universal property, continually kept on foot, was indis-
object--the greatest happiness of the greatest ponsably necessary. In the possession of any
number interested, such individual, suppose a mass of property _y

But neither are natural affection nor pru- sufficient, but not more than sufficient, for this _
deuce, in this ease, in every instance, what it purpose ; if) upon his decease, this mass of
wvre to be wished they were. This consider- property were to be subjected to division, the _
ed_ a course that m_y naturally enough pre- national force would thus he bereft of o_ of <::
svnt itself to the legislator is_ to divide the its constituent parts : and) in _ state of _ :._

VoL IX. B
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ciety in which the cultivation of the means of as much care and labour has been employed
subsistence had made so small a progress, so as it was agreeable to him to employ.
small was the number of the individuals thus
equipped, that no individual could be sub- The usefulness of the benefit of equality
tr_oted from the number without sensible stands, then, upon these positions :-
diminution of national security. 1. The quantity of haptd_ess possessed by s,

From all labour employed in the production man, is not as the quantity of i_roperty pos-
of the means of subsistence, and the matter of sessed by the same man.
abundance, all persons thus engaged in the 2. The greater the quantity of the matter
defence of the community, stood exempted ; of property a man is already in possession of,
partly by necessity, in respect of the need of the less is the quantity of happiness he receives
the application of it to their military function, by the addition of another quantity of the mat-
partly by the power they ha_t of exacting from ter of property, to a given amount.
others, labour for those and ether purposes, 3. The addition made by property to hap-
for their own use. piness goes on increasing in such a ratio, that,

In regard to exposure to the necessity of in the case of two individuals--he who has
labour, from this state of things h_tsbeen pro- /east, having, at all times, a quantity of the
dueed, in the minds of a certain portion of the matter of property sufficient for a subsistence,
community, a division of the members of that while he who has most, possesses it in a quan-
same com_aunity into two classes : one corn- I tity as great as any individual ever had, or
posed of those in whose instance the need of. ever can have ; it is a question scarce capable
employing labour in the acquisition of subsis- of solution, whether the one who has the great-
fence and abundance, is no hardship: anotber est quantity of the matter of property, has
composed of those in whose instance the need twice the quantity of happiness which he has
is a hardship. _ whose quantity of the means of happiness, in

The exigencies and habits of acting, pro- that shape, is the least.
duced by this state of things, have long been If this ratio, of two to one, be regarded as
at an end everywhere ; but habits of thinking, too small a ratio, substitute to it the ratio of
produced by it, are scarcely at an end any- 3 to 1, the ratio of 4 to 1, and so on, till you
where, are satisfied you have fixed upon the proper

To descend from a higher to a lower place ratio: still, the truth of the practical conclu-
in the scale of opulence, is a change which can sion will not be affected.
neither be endured nor apprehended without This conclusion is, that, so far as is consis-
uneasiness. On the decea_ of any possessor tent with security, the nearer to equality the
of property living without labour, laying out distribution is, which the law makes of the
of consideration the widow or the widower, no matter of property among the members of the
division can have place among the children, community, the greater is the happiness of the
but that, at any rate, (if it be an equal one,) greatest number: and, accordingly, thisis the
this inconvenience must be experieaced--ex- proposition which, so far as can be done with°
porienced by all of them, in a degree propor- out preponderant prejudice to security, ought,
tioned to their number,---if, by the late pro- at all times, and in all places, to be established
prietor, a house of a certain extent and _p- and maintained.
pearance, with servants in a certain number, As to absolute equality, in relation to pro-
and a table furnished at a certain expense, perry, such equality is neither possible nor
were kept up, in the comforts of all which, desirable.
during the life of the father, the children had, It is not possible, because, supposing it to
all of them, in a greater or less degree, and have place at the commencement of any one
naturally in an equal degree, participated,-- day, the operations of that one day will have
after the decease of the parent, no such equal sufficed to have destroyed it before the corn-
enjoyment (except on condition of a degree mencement of the next.
of harmony not to be expected from equals so It is not desirable, because never having
situated, and not under the control of any bad existence in any country, at any time, it
superior, nor in that case without universal could not have pla_e in any country in future,
renunciation of the comforts of matrimony) without having been endeavoured to be estab-
could be maintained, lished in that same country: in which case,

But, in a situation of this sort, such is the not only the endeavour, but the very deslga
oourso taken by self-regard, looking forward alone, accompanied with any assurance of its
to the time in which, in his own person, he being about to be followed by the correspon-
will have ceased to exist, imagination presents dent endeavour, perseveringly exeroiced, wouhi
to _ man, as a sort of substitute to his own suffice to destroy the whole of the value, and
person, that of another, who, in nature, deno- the greatest part of the substance, of the mat-
ruination, and in amount of property, shall ter thus undertaken to be divided.
come as near to himself as one person can SECTIONVI.
rome to another. A person whose body once
formed a part of his own, and in the render- /_{g_s a_d Ol_}_a$io_,s.
iag of whose mind a continuation of his own, Correspondent to r_hts_ are obtlgatio_.
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Witheut the idea expressed by the word obli- nothing tangible : and in this suppo_d ab-
gation,no clear or eorr_t idea can be_nn_red sence of tangible matter was found a sufficient
to the word right, reason for disallowing the right. But it has

Rights are either simple or complex : just been seen, that whereas in the case of tim
simple rights, are the elements out of which original right, the quantity of tangible matter
complex rights are composed. Those which belonging to the case is but individual, and
first come to be considered, are simple rights, thereibre, finite ; in the case of the more re-

An original or primary right, is that which cently created right, that quantity is a species
is constituted by the absence of the corro- and therefore infinite.
spendent obligation. This is the sort of right On the occasion of these rights, will come
which has place antecedently to the formation to be considered the subjects to which they
of government. It belongs equ_ly to every are applicable, and also their efficient causes :
agent, and has place with relation to every to wit, the several states of things or scour-
subject. No man, as yet, being under any oh- fences by which they are wont to he respec_
ligation to abstain from making any use of any- tively brought into existence.
thing ; every man has, as yet, a right to make
every use of everything. SF_rIo_ VII.

Next come those rights, the existence of
which is constituted by the existence of torte. .Be_fi_ and .Burthens.
spendent obligations. Of the distribution made of benefits, the

First comes tl_t right which is constituted proper object is, that the sum of them he as
by an obligation imposed upon other men, in- great as possible.
ldbiting them from exercising, with relation to The distribution made of benefits, has two
the subject in question, the sort of right above classes of effects : the first belong to the seusi-
designated by the appellation of an original or tire faculties only : the other, through the
primary right. Call this a right by obligation, sensitive to the active.
to wit, restrictive obligatiou,--imposod by the Those which belong to the sensitive faeul-
addition of this secondary right, the primary ties only, are the effects universally produced
right acquires the character and name of an throughout the whole of the field to which
exclusive right, this brauch of law applies itself: those which

If the birth of the exclusive right awaits operate on the active faculties, are incidental
s manifestation of the will of the person in only : they consist of those produced by the
whose favour it is created, it receives the up- subject matter of the distribution, operating in
pellatiou of a right of excluding, or say of the character of the matter of reward.
exclusion. In the way of reward, a benefit thus distri- /

In this case, the word po_r, is in use to be buted, is capable of being made productive of
employed: and we say, accordingly, right of mischievous effects of two different dsseri_-
exclusion, or power of exclusion, tious,accerding te the two modes of existence,

In the case of the right by exclusion, or the of which, in respect of duration, it is suscep-
right of excluding, the subject to which the tible : viz. transitory and permanent : the de-
right and the exclusion apply, may he an in- grco of permanency being, in some cases in
dividual or &species : an individual, fbr in- its naturo_ not incapable of extending to per-
stance, the p_per, and the collection of mark_ petuity.
called letters which have been superinduced In the case where the benefit thus m_de to
upon it : a species_ for instance, any paper of operate, is of a transitory nature ; in so far as
the texture or appearance of this individual application is made of it to the production of
paper_ or any marks presenting to view in the mischievous effects, it may he termed the mat-
_ame order the same words, i. e. words of the ter of subornation.
same import as those which upon this paper Instances are, insurances against misfortune
are superinduced, in every shape: against sufferance by fire_

Of this species of exclusive right, to wit, the water, ordinary mortality.
exclusive right which applies to sorts of sub- The law of succession has this mischievous
ject_ the origin is of a date long posterior to tendency : how effectually, soever, the ten-
that of the right which applies to individuals, dency is, in general, counteracted and nulli-
When, as in the ease of copyright, the dura- fled, by natural sympathy, by the tutelary
flea proper to be given to it came in ques- force of public opinion.
tiOn, its _ture and the mode of its formation Wagering is capable of receiving a suber-
were so imperfectly understeod,--so far from n_tive tendency : when it does so, it operates
bein_ clear and correct_ were the ideas sag- in that way by a double force : by the force
gested by the words employed in giving ex- of punishment added to that of reward.

on to itj that the mass of argument pro- Where the shape in which the benefit exists,
by the contest, exhibits a web of con- is the eventually perpetual shape, and the

l_ien no where unravelled. Of the original operation of it extends itself to the active
gort of right_ it was said that it presented faculty, the act by which it is established, is
somethi_ tangible : of the more rec_ntly ere- what is styled foundatiop : and in conformity . __
ated sort of right_ it was said that it presented to a grammatical ambiguity so e_teusively
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prevalent, the permanent result of that same them be but generally prevalent, it is evident
transitory act is styled a foundation, that, sooner or later, human nature being con-

Out of this law, supported by no other than stituted as it is, amongst the effects of them
a remuneratery sanction thus limited, may be, would he, the lodging in the handS of the per-
and is made to grow in each instance, an in- sons thus gifted, as large a portion of the good
definitely extensive mass of law, having, for things of this world--of those benefits which
its support, with or without remuneratory, a it is in the nature of distributive law, or of
penal or punitory sanction, constitutional law to confer, as it is in the

An example is seen in all foundations hay- nature of things, that such hands should, in
ing the advancement of art and science in the whole assemblage of them, be capable of
adults or nomadults for their object or pro- containing.
tence. Take, for example, a college in an According to the nature of the event which
English university. Out of a mass of income is the subject of it, lay a wager, you may unite
produced by an estate in land, or an annuity in that one arrangement the power of punish-
payable by government, certain annuities for ment and the power of reward.
life or years are distributed among certain Lay a wager of £10()0, that a certain indi-
of the members, by the name of fellows and vidual outlives a certain day, you offer to
scholars : the greater masses of the annuity the person with whom you lay the wager, a
being styled fellowships, the lesser, scholar- reward of £1000 for putting him to death
ships. It is only on certain conditions that on or before that day : you subject him at the
the possession of those several annuities can same time to a penalty of £ 1000, in case of his
be made to commence or to continue. To give, not putting the man to death on or before that
to such or such an act or mode of conduct, day.
the effect of terminating the continuance of Thus it is, that as it were, in the three differ-
the annuity, is to prohibit such act by a penal ent languages--in the languages of these three
law, having, for its support, the punishment different branches of law, one and the same
consisting in the forfeiture of the fellowship arrangement may stand expressed : being ex-
or scholarship, as the case may be. In the pressed in the first instance, in any one of
value of the benefit thus denominated, may be these three languages, it may be translated
seen the limit on the side of increase of the into one or both of the two others.
mass of punishment which the laws of this Of the effect of any arrangement, in the
foundation have for their support : and by the first instance, as belonging to this or that one
force of this punishment, punishment to any of these three branches, would you have a

I clear, correct, and complete view ? Grudge
inferiOrtuted,amount may, in this case, be substi- t not the trouble of this legislator's exercise.

According to certain opinions of the whole Render the cessation of a permanent reward
number of the individuals, pa_t, present, and ! eventual, iu the event of the performance of
to come, belonging to the human species, a this or that act, by the individual rewarded,
majority, or some other very large proportion, you graft on the reward a puaishmsut. Ren-
are, on the termination of the present life, der the cessation of a permanent puQishment
consigned to a state of torment, exceeding in eventual, iu the event of the performance of
an infinite ratio, as well in intensity as in du- this or that act by the individual punished,
ration, the most a_ictive that, in this life, has you graft on the punishment a reward.
ever been experienced, or can be conceived. By donation or bequest, give a man a hun-
According to these same opinions, there exists dred pounds a-year for his life, remainder to
a certain class of persons so gifted, that, by his son for his life, you offer to the son a
certain acts perfornmble by any one of them, reward of a hundred a-year life rent, in the
in fawmr of any individual chosen by him for event of his putting to de_th his father.
that purpose, diminution may be effected either To a certain extent, in the instance of the
to the probability of his being subjected to law of most countries, counter causes, natural
such torment, or, at any rate, to the duration or factitious, or both, have suffic_cl_for the most
of i_.. Let an exemption to this effect be sup- part, to divest these distributive arrangements
po_ed obtainable, the greatest mass of the of their deleterious quality : in the ca_e of the
matter of wealth that ever was possessed, or wager, the penal law against murder : in the
ever could be possessed, by any man, would, ease of the donation or bequest, the same
in the character of a reward for the service penal law preceded and strengthened by ha-
by which this exemption, or rather, this chance turai affection and the habits that ground it.
of exemption, was afforded, be as far from Thus, on taking, on the one hand, a view of
being equal in value to the service thus obtain- the deleterious influence of the temptation pre-
od, as the value of the smallest denomination sented by arrangements which, in the first in-
of coin would be, to the value of the richest stance, may have presented themselves in no
treasure ever aec.umulated within the compass other character than that of arrangements of
of one and the same receptacle, civil or distributive law, operating on no other

Let these opinions, be the political corn- than the passive f_multy, care should be t_ken_
inanity in question _hat it may--let a set of 1on the other hand, not to suffer to pass u_o
opinions of this natu_ be universally, nay, let i heeded, the moral forces by which, in tl_
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oharactex of tutelary sanctions, the force of proper object is that the sum of them be tm
the temptation may be, and, in the ordinary small as possible,
state of t_ings, is, effectually resisted. Inseparable and separable.---On this occa-

Unfortunately for mankind, those salutary sine this is the first distinction timt requires
restraints which, in ordinary cases, operate to be made with regard to burthens.
with sufficient effect on a small scale, operate By inseparable, understand that class of
with no effect at at], or at the best with corn- burthens, the imposition of which, is in the
paratively very small effect, on a large scale : instance of each individual benefit, inseparable
acting with effect in the prevention of suffer- from the creation and collation of that same
ing producible to a small amount, by men in benefit, with reference to the same individual
the situation of individuals, they act with little possessor.
or no effect in the prevention of suffering pro- Thus, the exclusive possession of any sub-
dacible by men in the situation of rulers, ject-matter of property cannot be conferred

In the course of some reign, which it would on any one man, except in so far as all others
not be material or perhaps altogether easy are debarred from intermeddling with it : but, _
to particularize, the law servants of an Eng- as in the case of any object of general desire,
lish king fabricated an imaginary law, pro- the being allowed to make use of it, is a bene-
dueing, by the help of their power, the effect fit, so the being debarred from making use of
of a real one, giving to their master--not for- it, is a burthen.
getting themselves--the proceeds of all such By separable burthens_ understand those
vessels as should be, or rather, as had been which, in their nature, are not incapable of
captured, from the subjects of any foreign being imposed respectively upon any indivi-
state antecedently toany declaration of war by dual, without the conferring of any entre-
him against such foreign state. Of this ex pest spondent and inseparably connected benefit on

favto law, what was the effect ! Offering to any determinate individual, or set of indivi-
him a reward, payable in the event of his duals, or the whole community taken in the
giving in this way commencement to a war, aggregate.
necessary or unnecessary, justifiable or not In the case of this class of burthens comes,
justifiable : if not necessary not justifiable-- in the first place, the following rule :--no bur-
and if not justifiable, giving commencement to then without a correspondent and prepon-
a course of murder exceeding, in mischief and derating benefit.
in guilt, any act punished by the hand of the In so far as this rule is observed, no bur-
ordinary judge in the instance of a private then can, in any case, be imposed, but that
offender, under the name of murder, by the there are at least two parties whose interests
same amount by which the number of lives ] are affected by it : the party favoured and
destroyed in the course, and by means, of the I the party burthened. To the party favoured
war, exceeds number one. Supposing the war t the first place is here given : for, by this ar-
so commenced, not until at the end of a corn- I rangement, two mementos are given. One is,
potent time after such declaration of war, t not to impose a burthen in any instance until
would the profits of these murders, in certain some determinate party, on whom a con-e-
fixed proportions, have been divisible among spondent favour will be conferred by the ira-
such of the persons as were employed in the position of it, has been found.
capture of the respective vessels. In this par- The other memento is to consider and aseer-
ticalar ease_ in which, at the time of the com- tain, who or what, is or are, the parties on
moncement of the phinderage, no declaration each side : whether, for example, it is for the
of war has been made, this part of the profits benefit of the many that the burthen is imposed
of it was, by the above-mentioned spurious upon the many, upon the few, or upon the one ;
substitute to an ex post.faUn law, given to the or, for the benefit of the one, or of the few,
most gracious and religious king, whose in- that the burthen is imposed on the many.
struments the fabricators of it were. Of a But, on every occasion, without detriment
declaration of war, the purpose intended or to the greatest happiness of the greatest num-
professed is, by warning of suificieut length, her, a burthen may, in any shape, be imposed
to en_.ble persons who, on the faith of a state upon any individual or individuals in any num-
of peace, have trusted themselves or their her, for the benefit of an individual or indivi-
goods, within the reach of the state thus con- duals in any number, so that this condition be
stituting itself in a state of war, to remove fulfilled : viz. that the sum of the benefits con-
themselves in time for escape. By forbearing ferred be greater in value than the sum of the
to issue this warning, all such persons as, if it burthens imposed. On this occasion, when, for
had been given, would have escaped the cala- the sake of a benefit intended to be conferred
mity, are comprehended in it. on one party, a burthen is imposed on another

By subjects not commissioned for that put- party, the burthen is apt to be either alto-
pose by their sovereign, capture thus made, gether overlooked or set down at a value less
would have given to the act by which it was than its real one : fur tim benefit being, by the
made, the denomination of an act of piracy, supposition, the object that first pressntoditself
and the agents, the name of pirates, to the mind, and by its nature the more agree-

Of the distribution made of burthens, the able object, such is the natural consequence, c.:
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Thus much as to the party in favour of benefit, more than equivalen_ to the burt_
whom the burthen is in contemplation to be is received.
imposed. To enter into the details necessary to the

Next comes the consideration of the service- laying down of the rules, indicated by the
able object, by the creation and collation of regard due to the greatest happine_ of the
which the benefit is conferred, greatest number, on the subjects ofcon_,_

In so far as, for the purpose of conferring though the rules were no others than such a_
a benefit on one party, a burthen is imposed on have application to all contracts without dis-
another, an obligation and a right are, by the tinction,mwould require more room than could
same operation, created, having for their corn- be allotted to such a subject, consistently
men subject-matter a ser_/_ : to the one party with the nature and limits of the present de-
s right to receive the service--to the other the sign. The like applies to the case of such
obligation of rendering it. _ services as require to be exacted of indivi-

Services by which the possession of money duals for the benefit of individuals withou_
is conferred, and services at large,--such is contract.
the division which, how disproportionate so- Of these services, the most extsu_ive and
ever the terms of it may appear, re_tuiros to most important class is of a negative descrip-
be made. tion. It is rendered by _bstinence from all

Instead of services by which the possession acts by which injury in any shape would be
of money is conferred, money (precision being done to assignable individuals.
sacrificed to brevity) is a term which, on this It is by the exaction of these services that
occasion, must henceforward be employed, security is afforded to individuals.

To money, in preference to services at large, The art of government has therefore been
is the first place, on this occasion, assigned : the art of extracting from the persons over
of money, the equivalent of almost all those whom the powers of government are exer-
other services, the comparative importance cised, service in all shapes in which it is re-
being so great, and, at the same time, the con- garded as contributing to the happiness of
ecption at the utmost point of simplicity : those same rulers.
while, of the objects thus contrasted with it, Services are extracted by fear, through th9
the diversity is without end. medium of penal laws : by hope, through the

Of the ma_s of burthens imposed by the ex- medium of patronage : by delusion, through
action of money, the first in extent and ira- the medium of factitious dignity. By penal
portance, is that, the imposition of which has laws, it is only in this or that particular shape,
for its object the provision made for the exi- on this or that particular occasion, that ser-
gencies of the whole community taken together vice can be extracted : by patrena_o_ and fac-
as such, i. e. for the rendering of such services i titioas dignity, it is extracted in all imagin-
of which the whole community, taken together, able shapes_ and on all occasions.
stands in need. This branch will be subject
to a division, which has its source in the
_ture of the different branches of the public CHAPTER IV.
service.

To the same head belongs the consideration PENALLAW.
of such monies as may be required for the ser-
vice of the several portions of territory into The accession made to the steck ofha_pinv_s
which the whole of the territory belonging to by everything that is actually done hy the
the whole of the community stands divided : power of the law, is extremely small, in ecru-
for example--for reads, rivers, and all other parison with that which is made by the expee-
commuuications by land or water ; provisions tation of what it eventually will do : what it
for security against calamity ; provisions for does by affording compensation, in comparison
security against he_itityon the part of internal with what it is expected eventually to do,
adversaries, by arrangements of a preventive in the way of punishment.
nature ; and also, such monies, the employ- In the way of compensation, it makes not
ment of which has for its object, the giving any positive addition to the stock of happi-
positive increase to the sum of felicity : for hess : all it does is, to reduce a defalcation
example, the establishment of public schools, that has been made from the stock of haptd-

In regard to services, by the exaction of hess. It cresses not any instrument of felicity
which burthens are imposed on individuals for --towards augmentation, or rather lessening
the benefit of individuals, the first division the diminution in, the stock of felicity ; all
that requires to be made is, that between that it can do is, by transferring a portion of
such services as require to be exacted in vir- the stock of these instruments from hands in
rue and in pursuance of contract, and such which it would have produced loss_into hands
_rvices as may require to be exacted without in which it will produce more, felicity. This
contract, is the utmost which it does in the most t_.

In the c_e of a contract, a burthen is ira- vourable ease.The most favourable case i$
posed on e_ch side : but, on each side, error where, at the charge of an indigent man, in_uty
and unforeseen evil consequences exespted_ a having been sustained at the hands of a rich
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m_n, it affords him cempeneation at the charge title has been made, to the correspondent set- --
of the rich man. Suppose, that taking ad- vice : the pay--the r_u_--has been d_-
vantage of the injury, to promote equality served.
without detriment to security, it renders the Hence arise two radical positions :--
condition of the indigent man, at the expense 1. Objects which punishment ought never
of the rich man, better than it was before the to propose to itself are, vengeance, establish-
injury, still, along with the good thus done, ment of imaginary congruity and equality be-
factitious evil created by the law is mixed, tween transgression and punishment.

On the other hand, whatsoever of good is 2. Objects which punishment ought ever to
produced by expectation of what the law will propose to its_elfare, Compensation, in so far as
eventually do--all this good is pure. the nature of the case admits of the api_lica-

The penal branch of taw has for its object tion of it, for the evil produced by the mis-
and occupation, the giving execution and el- deed : prevention of the commission of similar
fect to the civil or distributive branch ; as misdeeds in future, as well by the misdoer him-
also a portion of the oonstitutional branch : self as by all other individuals taken at large.
such is the benefit conferred, or sought to be Exacted at the expense of the evil doer,
conferred by it. But n5 benefit, as we have compensation necessitates suffering : exacted
seen, can have existence, hut with, and by in consideration of, and in proportion to, the
means of, a correspondent burthen. No profit evil done by him, that suffering, by the whole
without loss : without expenditure and exo amount of it, operates as punishment.
pense, which is voluntary loss. What remains In the first place, compensation for the
is, that in quantity and value, the benefit--the party injured : in the next place, over and
profit--be as great, the burthen--the loss--as above compensation, punishment for the bene-
small as possible, fit of the public, and punishment for appease-

For rendering it such, keep in mind this ment of the wrath of the offended and wrath-
radical allusion. The community is the body ful monarch---such is the arithmetic of tyran-
politic. Misdeeds are its disorders. Oecu- ny. Punishment, including to the profit of
pied on the penal branch of law, the legislator the monarch, the exaction of the whole of
is its medical practitioner--its surgeon. In a tliat matter by which compensation to the in-
surgical operation the cure is the benefit : the dividual injured, might have been afforded ;
pain of the patient the burthen. The opera- after that, compensation or no compensation
tions of the surgeon have for their object, the to the individual injured--such is the order,
rendering the cure as prompt and as complete the method of tyranny. Compensation by
aspcesible, at the expense of as little pain as one course of procedure: punishment by an-
possible, other, and a different course of procedure ;

The surgeon, when he cuts into the bladder reformation, by health given to the soul, by
of the patient for the extraction of a stone-- a third and different course of procedure :
does he say, the patient deserves to be so cut _ such is the arithmetic of lawyer-eraft---e, on-
Not he indeed : by no surgeon was any such federate partner and instrument of tyranny ;
absurdity ever uttered, of lawyer-craft in its most rapacious character,

The possessor of political power--the magi- and elaborate garb--the character and garb
strafe--the legislater--has, at all times, in all of the English lawyer.
places, uttered it without a blush. Why _ Compensation and satisfaction are synony-
Because, at all times, in all places, till yester- mous. Of the word compensation, the psycho-
day, and in the new world, the magistrate--- logical import has its root in the physical
the legislator--such is man's nature--have idea of weight : compensation is weight for
been tyrants : t_Tants having each of them, weight : satisfaction is giving enough for
for the object of his acts as such_not the what has been suffered, in such sort that the
greatest happiness of the greatest number, weight'of the good in the scale of enjoyment,
but his own single greatest happiness, shall be equal to the weight of the evil in the

In the origin from which he deduced the scale of suffering.
word, indicative of the demand for, or proprie- Satisfaction has been distinguished into lu-
ty of, the punishment, he was occupied in the crative and vindictive. Lucrative is satisfa_-
application of,--he found a pretence for ty- tion in any shape, considered otherwise than
canny: for tyranny exercising itself in the with a view to vengeance. Vindictive saris-
taking of vengeance. The term de$ert, (which faction, is satisfaction in any shape_ ¢omsidero
is not applicable without hazarding the pro- ed with a view to vengeance.
duction of useless punishment to an indefinite In no shape or quantity should sufering be
extent,) is, and ever was, in use to be era- created, for the single purpose of affording
ployed (without hazard of any such evil,) satisfaction of the vindictive kind.
where, on the occasion of a contract for set- Only when, for the sake of the community
_ce between individual and individual, good, at large, punishment is inflicted, if there be
in the shape of reward, was to be applied : on any shape by which (without increase of suf-
the one part, the work contracted for, has feting to the wreng-docr) satisfaction to the ._
been doue_the service has been performed : individual wronged, may be administered, that
at the hands_ and at the expense of, the other, shape may be employed.
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By that shape, the apprehension of the In wtu_t cases shall it be _pplied ! Toa ques-
eventual punishment may, moreover, he ten- tion of the opposite aspect,---the questiol, in
dered the more impressive upon the mind of what cases shall it not be applied_--_ more
him, on whom the temptation to do the wrong commodious, howsoever indirect, answer, may
is operating, be given.

To the word punishment, lawyereraft, in con- Where it would be groundless.
federacy with religious fraud and hypocrisy-- Where it would be needless.
and in subserviency to monarchical tyranny, Where it would be inefficacious.
has, of late years, furnished a synonym--viz. _'here it would be unprofitable.
vlsitation--penat visitation. In each one of these cases, supposing them

In the language of the English translation realized, punishment, it is evidently manifest,
of the Bible, risitatiun is employed as synony- would be unapt : of all these cases, it may be
mous to punishment, Synonymous _. But in said, they are unmeet for punishment.
what case .Z--where the misdoer being a man, Case the first.--Where punishment would
the ruler is the invisible Almighty. Consider- be groundless : where the application of pun-
ed in this point of view, sin is the name era- ishment would be unapt. Necessarily includ-
ployed for the designation of the misdeed, ed in the notion of punishment is the notion of

Of the Almighty invisible, whose throne is misdeed done, of offence given. Of the sort
in heaven, the monarch is the visible repre- of operation by which, for the exelusiou of
sentative here on earth: the representative greater evil, evil is purposely prottaced, the
according to the certificate given to him by operation called punition, or more commonly
Btackstone' : invested with no small part-- punishment, is but one mode. For, taken by
with as large a part as is necessary for the ac* itself, government is in itself one vast evil :
complishment of the indisputable object of his only except, in so i_r as evil, already produced
government--the greatest happiness of him by it, is done away or lessened, can any exer-
in comparison of whom all others are but as cise of government be performed--can the
creatures to their Creator,--invested, in a power of government be in any way exercised,
word, with a completely sufficient part of his but evil is produced by it. But wherever, by
divine constituent attributes. By the alleged evil thus produced, greater evil is excluded,
offender, a mi.-deed has been committed. By the balance takes the nature, shape, and name
this misdce,l, the monarch has been offended, of good ; and government is justified in the
The monarch, being god upon earth, the of- production of it. In this case in the account
fence is a sin. Sins deserve to be visited, of good and evil, the evil produced and applied
For this his sin, this sinner deserves to be in the shape of punishment would, unless it
visited. At the charge of him by whom sin excluded some greater evil, or produced some
has been committed, punishment is due. Pro- preponderant good, be all loss.
portioned to the dignity of the offended ruler, Thus it is, that where evil applied as pu-
should be the magmtude of the punishment, nishment would be groundless, what will
Where the offended ruler is that God which is often happen, is--that evil produced, though
in heaven, dignity being infinite, that punish- designedly, is not causeless--is not unjustifi-
merit ought to be, and is, in each instance, in- able.
finite. Where the offended ruler is that god I Where it would be needless. Here the cir-
which is on earth, the punishment ought not eumstanee from which the evil receives the de-
to be infinite, it ought only to be next to in- I nominatiouofpunishment,viz.misdoiug,offence
finite. Were justice alone consulted, such, I has place : as such, evil is among the eonse-
accordingly, would be the punishment of this I quences of it. But, by the operation of some
sinner. But in the heart of that god which i other cause, all the relative good that could
is upon earth, and with us, justice has, for her i be done by the evil of punishment, is done

never-failing companion and appeaser, mercy, i without it. in this case, therefore, whatso-
Mercy has ibr her function the rendering of ever portion of punishment were applied_would
no effect to an amount more or less consider- i be all loss.
able, the decrees of justice. In this, as in all I Where it would be inefficacious. In this
other cases, mercy has interposed, and,--after ! c_e, too, be the evil of the offence ever so
deducting from what has been ordained by t great, the evil of punishment, though it could
justice, what has been substracted from it t not be said to be needless, would, however,
by mercy,--the balance forms that punishment i be all loss ; to the undiminished evil of the
which the sentence is about to declare, offence, would be added the evil of the punish-

In relation to punishment, considered as so ment.
muchevit, employedasameansforexcluding,-- Where the punishment would be unpreflt-
as far as possible, without greater evil, evil able. Of the evil which, in its totality, would
considered as producible by misdeeds, thus otherwise be produced by the offence, a poro
converted into offences, three main questions tion, more or less considerable, would be ex-
on every occasion present themselves, eluded by the punishment ; hut the evil thus

In what cases shall punishment be applied I introduced is greater than the evil excluded
In what proportion.f by it.
In what shape _. In the three former cases, the evil of the



punishment is all loss: in this _ case, the site means axe right declsion and eol_o_
evil produced is not all loss, hut, after de- execution.
duoting, from the sum of what is produced by To the positive expression right deeisio_
it the sum of what is excluded by it, there substitute an expression with a _egative as.
still remains on the balance a net remainder, pect, it will stand thus :--avoidance of misde-
or diffexence,whichissomuch loss. cision.
Comprehensive,and on thataccount,thee- In sof_rasthelaw isofa beneficialnaturet

reticalasthedescriptionof thesecasesmay givingexecutionand effecttoit,will,bating
appear,thereisnotoneofthem thath-_snot, accidentalpreponderantevil,beina likeman-
toa vastand deplorableextent,had itsex- hera benefit.But as aheve,in the fieldof
emplificatiuninpractice.To affordan indi-law no benefitcanhaveplace,withoutitsat-
cationofeveryone ofthem,would be to give tenduntburthen.
an all-comprehensivepictureof whateverhas The burthensinseparablyattendantonjudi-
beenhithertodoneon thefieldofpenallaw. cialprocedurestand comprised,the whale

assemblage of them, within the import of three
Rules tending to augmentation of ptthish- words--vexation, delay, and expense.

ment:-- To givetothebenefit,theutmostpracticable
In no caseleaveto the evil-doerany net extent,toconfinetheburthenwithinthenat-

profitfromhisevil-doing, rowestpracticablelimits---tothesetwo per-
In adjustingthe quantum,have regardto fectlydistinct,hut intimatelyconnected,

alltheseveralarticlesinthelistof aggravat-modesofpromotingthe greatesthappinessof
ingcircumstances:circumstancesaggravatingthegreatestnumber,theonepositivetheother
eithertheevilof theoffence,or on any other negative,itbelongstothelegislatorto direct
score,thedemandforpunishment.Seewhether hisoperations.
any have had place in the case in question. Here, then, we have two conjunct ends of

In no case suffer anti-conscientious pursuit, judicial procedure : main or direct end; right
or practice, to go unpunished : whether princi- decision, or say, avoidance of misdecisiou ;
pal or incidental : whether at the commence- collateral end, avoidance of vexation, expense
meat the party were in the wrong or in the and delay.
right : for, by a manwhesc demand is just, anti- Decision is right, in so far as, by giving exe-
conscientiousness mayhave been manii_sted by cutiou and effect to it, the wilt expres_d by
the practice employed in the pursuit of it. the law is conformed to---the eventus I predic-

In particular, if the anti-conscientiousness tions delivered by the law, carried into effect.
be accompanied with mendacity. Here, then, on every occasion, is a standard

Rules tending to diminution :-- composed of a certain portion of a certain textof the law, to which, to give warrant to his
To the account of punishment, place every claim, by him by whom a call is made for exe-

pecuniary loss, or other hardship, produced on cution and effect to be given to the law, re-
the part of the injurer, by compensation af- ference, direct or implied, must be made.
forded at his expense, to the injuree. But to constitute any such claim, the exis-

So, every suffering produced on his part, by tence of some individual matter of fact or
means of the pursuit, whether by pecuniary state of things, must be asserted : and in con-
expense, by loss of time, or by vexation in any sideration of the existence of this matter of
other determinate shape. _ fact, a demand must be made that execution

and effect may be given to that same corre-
sponding portion of the body of the law.

CHAPTER V. Misdecision is liable to be produced--either

PROCEDURE I,AW.'_ by the non-existenceof any portionof law
applicabletothecase,or by the misinterpre-

The penalbranchof law,as alreadyob- tationofthisorthatportionoflaw,applicable
served,has foritsobjectand occupationthe tothecase.
givingexecutionand effecttothecivilor dis- In theformeroftheseeases,ifany decision
tribntivebranch,asalsoa portionof thecon- atall--ifany decisiontoanyothereffectthan
stitutionalbranch.Bothtogether,composethe thatoftherejectionoftheclaimbe pronounced
substa_iwbranchoflaw. The lawofjudieialby thejudge,misdecisiouisan appellation
procedureconstitutesthe adjevtivebranchof which,withunquestionablepropriety,amy be
law. Thisadjectivebranchhas,foritsobjectappliedtoit. For,in thiscase,by thesu_
and occupation,the givingexecutionand el- position,thereisno ground forit. In this
feet to the aforesaid substantive branch, case, are all decisions whatsoever, in so far M

For the production of this effect, the requi- they have for their pretended ground, the sort
of non-entity called common or unwritten

* For father elucidations on the subject of this law : a spurious ground which, by the suFpo-
c_ter, see the Principles of Morals and Legis- sition, is not the work of the legislator---isnot
latio_, and cognate works, in vol. i. the work of any person havh_g authority to

_- See Principles of Judieial Procedure, with make law, or so much as claiming authority
the Outlines of a Procedure Code_ in vol. ii. to make law.
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In thesuppositionof misdeeisionfrommis- toit;thegreaterwillhavebeenthenumharof
interpretation,thesuppositionoftheexistencethoseindividualcases,thatwillhavepresented
ofa portionofre.allaw,applicabletothecase, themselvesto the cognizanceof the judge.
isinvolved: where thereisnothingto inter-But,letthestockofthosecasesthuspresented
pret,no suchthingas misinterpretationcan havebeeneversonumerous,onlyinproportion
haveplace, assomeunperishablememoria_hasbeenmade
In thefirstcase,theevilhas,foritsmani- ofthem,can theyhavehad theeffectof con-

lestcause,negligenceon thepartofthelegis-tributingto furnishthe legislatorwith this
later, necessaryground. Memorialsaffordingindl-
Thisnegligencehasnotatpresenteitherjus- cation,more or lessparticnlar_of individual

tification,orany theleastshadowof excuse, casesof thissort,as having,on suchorsuch
In theearlystagesof society,theevilwas grounds,calledfordecisionat the handsof

not the resultof negligence:the natureof thejudge,and on suchand suchgrounds,re-
thingsrendereditan unavoidableone: par- ceiveddecisionaccordingly,are_in thelan-
ticularcasespresentinga demand forlegisla-guafeof Englishjurisprudence,calledby the
tionhad not,asyet,presentedthemselvesin common appellationofR_vorts.
any quantityor variety,capableof affording In no othercountryupon earth,havethese
any adequateideaofany extensive,much less indispensablegroundsforapt legislationpro-
ofany all-comprehensive,bodyoflaw. sentedthemselves,investedwithperms.nence
All thistime,as oftenas compensationby the press,in any varietyor extent,com-

er satisfactionforevilsufferedatthe handof parableto thatwhich standsexemplifiedin
anotherwas claimed,thejudge,ifhe didany Englishjuri_rudence.
thing,didasllewouldhavedone,ifalawhad Thusitis,that,fromacombinationofcauses
beenalreadymade,containingthedescriptionforwhichno roomcanbe foundhere,no coma-

. of a genusorspeciesofcase,inwhichthein- tryuponearthaffordsso richand apposite
dividualeasebeforehim was comprehended, stockofmaterialsand groundsforlegislation;
Inthecaseofeverydecisionthuspronounced,while,on theotherhand,by.anunhappyla-

theverysortof evilhad placewhich,inthe tality,no civilizedcountryon earthcan be
presentstateofthings,isproducedby whatis assignedwhich isso likelyto be the lastin
calledan _ TeStfactolaw:on thepartofthe whichtheappropriateuseof thosericheswill
defendant,no expectationof findingany such havebeenmade.
burthenimposedupon him,previouslyenter- On theoccasionofeachi_dividnalcourseof
rained: no causeforabstalni_Igfromtheact,judicialprocedure,thereare two necessarily
on the groundofwhich theburthenwas ira-distinguishablequestions,--thequestionoflaw,
posed,presentto hismind: consequenceon and thequestionoffact:whetherthestateof
hispart,sufferancefroma burthenwhich,had thelawisasalleged,andwhetherthestateof
a law totheeffectinquestionbeenalreadyin factsisas alleged.
existence,and sufficientlyknown tohim,might Ifsoitbe thatthestateofthelaw isreally
nothavehad place, as alleged,the bringingto theview of the
What inthiscaseisneitherimpossible_nor judgethatpartofthelaw onwhichtheclaim-

outof theordinarycourseofthings,is--that,antgroundshisclaimcannotbeattendedwith
by somegeneralconceptionoftheseveralsortsmuch difficulty.
ofactsby whichthegreatesthappinessof the Not so the bringingto view thestateof
greatestnumberisliabletobeimpaired,hemay ifacts.
have been led to the conception that the act for The means or instruments by which a state
which the burthen has been imposed upon him, of facts is thus brought to view, and the per-
is in its nature of that number, and on that suasion of its existence endeavoured to he
score might come to be taken by a judge, as a ! established, in the minds of those to whom it
sufficient cause for dealing with him, as in i appertains to form a decision in relation to it,
effect he has been dealt with. But in corn- are called the evidences_ or_ by one collective
parison with a state of society which furnishes a appellation, the evidence.
real taw actually applying to the case, how Under one or other of two denomlnatiens_---
wretched that state of society cannot but be, things and persons_--every imaginable source
in which the rule of action is left in an ever of evidence will be found comprisable.
_ting state, must be sufficiently obvious. It is not to any comparatively great extent

On any part of the field of human action, a that, for a purpose such as this_ things them-
body of law, conceived in general terms, can- sclves--materiaI bodies---can, without the in-
not have been framed on adequate grounds, tervention of persons, be brought within the
except in so far as a certain stock of h_divi- view of the judge. In the most common case,
dual cases spread over that same ground, and it is only by the account given of it---by the re-
constituting a demand for legislation,--have port made of it--by the discourse held, or the
rendered themselves present to the mind of the deportment exhibited, in relation to it, by some
l_islator. The greater the length of time person or persons denominated on this ocea-
during which the government in question has sion witnesses, that the state of things in
4m_tinned in existence, the greater the extent question, real or alleged_ is bren_ht to the view
of the countryand ofthe populationsubjectofthejudge.
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Se fsr as depends upon the single exertions ing himself to be in the wrong, his penmn, or
of the claimant himself in the bringing to view, any property of In?s,would be to be disposed of
on each ocoas_n, the ma_ of evidence thus in any manner burtheusome to him by the de-
described, there will not, in general, be much cisiou of the judge, _unta_j appearance on _ •
difl_alty, his part, cannot reasonably be to be depended •

But, most commonly for the production of upon. By bare notice to him of that which is
the necessary mass of evidence, in addition to, in contemplation to be done, the possibility of
or instead of, all operations performable by its being done, may be done aw_y.
the claimant himself, appropriate operations, When the suit has commenced, let evidence
performed by other persons, (neither to the be received from any and every source--_x-
number of whom, nor to the distance of whose elude none. For, if any evidence is excluded,
residence from the seat of judicature, can any there will he danger of misdecision_*
determinate limits be assigned,) may be neces- As a security against improper conduct on
sary: and, in the instance of each such person, the part of the judges and all other function-
either willingness or reluctance may, to any aries, the utmost publicity mast be given to
degree, have place, all judicial proceedings.

Here, then, for one main purpose, viz. the
yielding evidence, there will, on each occasion,
be a need, that either things, or persons, or CHAPTER VI.
both, should be forthcoming at the seat of ju-
dicature. Here, accordingly, one main pro- FINANCIALLAW.
blem presents itself for solution at the hands
of the legislater--how to secure forthcoming. The financial department, is that by which
ness on the part of persons and things for the is performed the extraction, custody, and ex-
purpose of evidence, penditure of such money and money's worth,

Saving the accidental case of a mutually as is employed, or professed to be employed,
voluntary application of the possessors of two in the public service : viz. in this and the so-
COnflictinginterests, for a decision at the hands veral other branches of the public service.
of the judge,--a claim of this sort cannot be Whatsoever be the public function, by the
preferred without experiencing, at the hands of exercise of which service is rendered, or pro-
some other person or persons, more or less re- tended to be rendered to the public, or to any
luetance. If not in reality, at any rate in part of it ; money, or money's worth, or beth,
belief, the object of the claim will always be are, in a quantity more or less considerable,
some benefit. But no benefit, as before men- necessary to be employed and disbursed on the
tioned, can exist without a correspondent bur- occasion of its being rendered : the financial
then. The beuefit required at the hands of branch is thus a branch which intertwines itself,
the judge by the claimant, cannot be granted and runs through the several other branches of
but in so far as, upon some other person or the public service.
persons, a correspondent burthen is imposed. This branch of government has for its pro-

For the attainment of this benefit, to cause per end, that branch of good economy which
this burthen to be imposed, will throughout consists of appropriate frugality.
be the object and continual endeavour of the Of economy there are two branches : the one
one party : to avoid the imposition of it, that positive,orsay, distributive; the othernegafive,
of the other party, who will act on the occasion or say, restrictive.
the part of a defendant. The distributive branch has for its object,

Where punishment is out of the question, at the due appropriation of the aggregate of the
the commencement of any course of judicial sums levied, to the several services for which
procedure, the natural state of things is, in they are levied.
the first place, on the part of the claimant, The restrictive b_anch has for its object,
voluntary appearance at the seat of judicature avoidance of all exaction, the burtbensomeness
for the purpose of preferring his demand : of which is not outweighed by the usefulness
thereupon, from the judge, if upon hearing the of the application made of it.
claim, a sufficient ground has been made for For judging of the consistency of any ma_
subjecting the other party to the vexation in- of expenditure with the proper ends of econo-
separable from defence, summons to that party my, take for _ test this directive rule : with
either to do that which the claim requires him the alleged benefit, alleged to be expected
to do, or to appear at a certain day and hour from the expenditure, compare the nnquestion-
at that same seat of judicature, to defend him_ able burthen produced by a tax to the same
self against it. amount : forego the benefit, the burthen is ex-

This is the most obvious, and, upon the face eluded.
of it, the least vexatious mode of giving corn- Taken in its narrewest and most ordinary
menvement to a suit. But there are various sense, economy in a state, has for its s_hject-
circumstances by which _ departure from it, matter lhoney and monefs worth ; taken in
i_ seine way or other, may he rendered matter
of convenience, or even of necessity, as where, * See this subject considered in detail in the
by a party on the defendant's side, he know_ Rationale of Evidence, in vols. vi. and vik
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its most extensive sense, it comprehends the nature of the service : the other common to
matter of reward, in those additional shapes in it, with all the others,--this nniver_lly apply-
which it is to government that it is indebted ing branch of good management is frugality.
for its existence,--viz, power and factitious Considered in another point of view_ the
honour, peculiar and characteristic branch here slmkea

In what way may the principle of minimi- of may be styled the positive br_neh : this_
ration, and other safeguards, be applied with which is common to all, the negative branclL
the greatest advantage to the case of money _. The dictates of frugality are conformed to in

By observation of the following rnles, viz. :-- so far as, without preponderant prejudice to
Except as excepted_ suffer no man to make good management in other respects, money

for himself profit, in any shape, from public and money's worth, is avoided to be disbursed
money deposited in his lmnds, or at his dis- or consumed.
posal. In a representative democracy, all the se-

In the instance of each functionary, having veral departments having for their actual end
in charge any of the public money, minimize good management as applied to each, the
the quantity of it. fiuancial department has for its actual end

Not suffering to be lodged in the hands of frugality, as above defined.
any money-keeping functionary, money in any In a pure monarchy, when that expenditure
quantity, exceeding the sum in relation to which is employed in giving supply to that
which he has obtained fide.jussors, bound by waste, by which gratification is afforded, or
agreement, on their part, to the eventual pay- endeavoured to be afforded, to the appetites
merit thereof into the hands of some govern- of the monarch, his favourites, and instru-
ment functionary, in the event of his failing to meats,---of which the expense of the war de-
pay it when called upon in due course, partment constitutes always the most expen-

If there be, or can be brought into exis- sire article, this branch has for its actual
teuce, any banking-company of sufficient pecu- end the same as that which in a representa-
niary trustworthiness, who are willing to re- tire democracy it has: viz_ frugality: the
eeivc public money upon the ordinary terms, same, with whatsoever inferiority in respect
--keep as much as may be in their hands, of uniformity, steadiness, and success pursued.
ordering matters, at the same time, by law, Even in the war department, frugality is, iu
in such sort, that in case of failure, the public all the details, an object actually pursued : of
shall have the preference as against all private the dictates of frugality, the only one purpose-
creditors, ly violated is that, by the observance of which_

By this means, instead of paying function- by far the greatest part of the whole expense
aries of its own, for the keeping of the public of this department would be struck off: viz.
money in their charge, the government may that part which has for its object, the carrying
so order matters, as to receive a compensation on a perpetual offensive war against the sub-
for money so deposited by it. ject many, instead of keeping their physical

The keeping of money by the government force, without expense, in a state of constant
of a country., in treasuries of its own, is but a preparation for defensive war against foreign
makeshift employed by necessity, where no nations.
sufficiently trustworthy banking-company for In a limited monarchy, the financial depart-
the keeping of it can be found, ment has for its actual end, the opposite of

By some governments, the concurrence of frugality, waste--the maximum of waste.
functionaries more than one has been render- Under this form of government, this waste
ed necessary to the issue of each sum from a has three objects :-
public treasury ; and to render this concur- Personal gratification to the several appe-
fence necessary, physical means have been rites of the ruling one, and the sub-ruling in-
employed : such as the rendering the opening flucntial and opulent few. This object, in so
of locks more than one, necessary to the ex- far as regards the appetites of the ruling one_
traction of it : locks, to the opening of which, it has in common with absolute monarchy.
so many keys of different forms are necessary, Corruption : exercise of eorruptive influence
and allotting to that same number of persons for the purpose of securing corrupt obsequious-
the custody of the keys. In Russia, such has hess, on the part of those, whose declared duty,
accordingly been the practice, as appears by and professed endeavour it is, to keep applied
an ordinance of the Empress Catherine, crea- to the respective powers of the monarch, and
tire of an official establishment for the several the sub-rnling portion of the aristocracy, those
provinces of the empire. The inconvenience limitations which they respectively acknow-
helm is_ that there must be a number of fune- ledge : corrupt obsequiousness_ to the effect
tionaries unremittingly occupied, and, on ac- of' causing them to forbear from keeping _c-
count of the constancy of their attendance, tually applied, those several limitations: thus
and the magnitude of the trust, highly paid. rendering the government, in form 8rid pre-

In every department of the public service, tence, limited : in effect, to the benefit of the
good mauagment has two perfectly distin- ruling one, and the sub-ruling influential and
guishable branches : the first peculiar to it- opolent few, to the sacrifice at the greatest
self_ being correspondent to the particular happinc_ of the greatest number.
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Delnsion.--In so fax as the waste applies tires,--horses, in vast multitudes, eael_ in re_
itself, by means of eorruptive influence, to the spect of its capacity of alt'ording gratifl_tion
production of corrupt obsequiousness, on the to those by whom it is used and abused,
part of those self-acknowledged and self-pro- brought, by a long and expensive course of
fessed trustees for the whole community, it training, to the most exquisite degree of per-
employs itself in rendering them, and, in so fection possible,--the labour of men, in eorre_
far as it produces its intended effect, it ac- spondent multitudes, having been exclusively
tually does render them, by so much inferior, consecrated to this one purpose, a proportion-
in respect of public virtue and good behaviour able quantity of money has necessarily been
--in respect of benevolence, and that beuefi- employed. But, for an establishment of tkls
cence which is the fruit of benevolence upon kind, good management, so far as regards apti-
the largest scale ;--inferior to the rest of the tude for the service, is really desired. In the
community taken at large, inferior to the sub- hands of an individual, and not in those of &
ject many, inferior to the vast majority of the board, is this branch of the public service ac-
whole population of the country. In the same cordingly lodged. For were it in the hands of
proportion as those, on whose part corrupt ob- a board, each member in reality, as well as in
seqaiousness is produced, are rendered inferior name and pretence, bearing a part in the bnsi-
in these respects, are those rendered, by whose ness_ what is sufficiently understood is-_that
eorruptivc influence this corrupt obsequious- there never would be a horse fit for set-
hess is produced, or at least, in an equal de- vice : each member would appoint to the ma-
gree, inferior, nagement of one of the sacred horses, some

In so far as with reference to that better, dependant of his, who had never had anything
and happily larger, portion of the whole corn- to do with horses. Constituting a necessary
munity, they are regarded as being, in the exception to the general rule, this branch of
scale of public virtue and good behaviour, su- the public service will therefore, of neeessity_
perior or equal, delusion has place. Raising have found itself in individual hands.
up to its maximum, the degree and effect of For performing, in the best possible manner,
this delusion, is a third purpose iu which, this important service, were this the whole of
under this form of government, public waste theservicethoughtfittoberequiredatthehands
employs itself, of the individual, an extremely moderate an-

In proportion to the quantity in which the nual salary, not more than ten or twenty times
waste employs itself in the affording of grati- the expenditure of an individual whose severe
fication to the appetites of the individuals in and bodily labour is employed in the produc-
question, and by the whole of that quantity, tion of the money for the purchase and main-
the purpose of delusion is completely accom- tenauce of these four-footed, and pre-eminently
plished, and the purpose of corruption in a favoured subjects of a monarchy,would be sufl]-
principal degree. To screw up the effect of cleat. But, in this instance, good economy, in an
corruptive influence to its maximum, may additional shape, is found practicable and pro-
probably require endeavours, to an amounl fitable. Instcadofnomorethantenortweutv
more or less considerable, specially directed times the salary necessary for the maintenance
to that purpose: such endeavours being ac- of an individual of the productively labouring
eordingly nowhere, and never wauting,--means class, let two hundred, or though it were but
are wanting for pronouncing, by any sufficient- one hundred, times that amount, be allotted_
ly grounded judgment, whether, without such individuals might in the very highest rank_
endeavours, the mere possession of that same next to that of the royal family, be found--in-
or any other quantity of the subject matter of dividuals in multitudes, who, being in a state
waste, operating of _tse/f, in the character of of constant appetency for such a place_ and
matter of corruptive influence, would, in tim thence in a state of constant competition with
hands in question, be adequate to the produc- each other, will thereby be placed in a state
tiun of the actual effect. Be this as it may, of equally constant and proportionably abject
it will be, if it is not already sufficiently maul- and corrupt obsequiousness. With relation to
fest, that, by the same quantity of the matter the corruptive influence, exercised with or
of wealth thus expended in waste, by the without his caring or thinking anything about
hands in questiou, in addition to the gratiflca- the matter, by the royal proprietor of these
tion of the several appetites, those two other consecrated quadrupeds, so many as there
purposes, corruption and delusion--all three, are of these competitors, so many men are
(though so inseparably connected, so perfectly there whose votes, and in so far as they have
distinguishable from each other,) are pro- the faculty of speech, their speeehes_ are in
duced, readiness to contribute to the fulfilment of

Look, for example, to the situation of the the will, and the gratification of the corro-
monarch. In the procuring to him, for ex- spondent appetite, of him, whom it is their am-
ample, that sort of gratification which is af- bition to be entitled to designate by the appel-
forded by quick motion, together with prompt lation of their royal master.
conveyance at all times, to the several different Thus much as to the effect in that house
places at which a promise is afforded of sue- which is styled right honourable ; but in some,
eessive gratification to his several other appe- if not all these instanees_ what will have plltce
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moreover is thai, to these several super_tively, 1 receiving any mere--this same qusntity of
although it be but positively, noble persons, wealth is employed to the three purposes at
rosy appertain, through the medium of this or i once, viz. gratification of the royal appetites,
that borough, erofthis ur that county, a seat or securing of corrupt obsequiousness, and the
seats, to the number of from two to ten, in production of delusion.
that other House, so inferior in dignity, so In the case where production of corrupt oh-
superior in power, which in style and title, seqnioasness was the object, the persons on
is no more than simply konour_ble. Of the whom the operation was performed were the
appetites to which, in the case of the monarch, subruling, influential, and opulent few, with
gratification is sought to be afforded, one, nor no other _ldition than that of that compara_
that the lca_t voracious, is----that appetite or tively small portion of the subject many, to
desire of esteem, respect, love, or at least the whom the corruptive influence of these their
exterior evidences of them, true or false--- superiors could be applied, for the purpose of
that desire which, notwithstanding the corn- producing correspondent corrupt obseqnious-
plicatedness of its object, is in one word corn- hess. In the case of delusion, the persons on
moniy designated by the appellation of pride, whom tile effect is endeavoured to be produced,
Proportioned to the depth to which the humi- axe, in _ddition to the subruling, the influen-
liation of the individual at whose expense t_is tial and the opulent few,--(for these are not
gratification is afforded descends, is the inten- less exposed to, nor less susceptible of, the
slty of the gratification. But, proportioned to delusion than the many)--the subject many,
the antecedent elevation of this individual in likewise,--in a word, the whole of the corn-
the scale of dignity, natural or factitious, or reunify without exeeptionuthe royal chief
both together, is the relative depth of the hu- himself, by whom the benefit of the delusion
mlliation to which, on any given occasion, for was reaped in the greatest abundance, not
any particular purpose, he is capable of lower- excepted.
ing himself. By the holding of the bridle of The opinion endeavoured to be inculcated
a f_vourite horse, while the royal master is in in the case in question, is that the quantity of
the act of mounting--by this or any other act the matter of wealth so employed and pro-
performed in the execution of his office, the dnced, if not employed in the making a clear
utmost length of the descent, capable of being addition to the happiness of the greatest hUm-
made by the man, the magnitude of whose bet, is employed at any rate to some other
salary was determined by no higher mark of equally or superiorly proper purpose. What_
vainej than that which corresponded to the soever be the quality or other thing designated
skill possessed and exercised by him, in the by the word excellency, such is the excellence
field of this particular office and profession, that belongs to them, (whether it be exaltation
could not at the utmost, be any greater than in the scale of virtue, public or private, or
that which corresponds to the difference be- beth ; or exaltation in any other scale of still
tween the pay of this official functionary, and superior dignity--say, for example, piety,)
the pay of an ordinary groom. But the amount that, whatsoever quantity of the matter of
of the pay which, in consideration of the ex- wealth, instead of being left in each instance
alted station occupied by the titled and most at the disposal of those by whose labour and
noble, though unskilled attendant upon horses, capit_l it has been produced,--is employed in
is ten times the amount of the pay which it the endeavour to afford additiov_l gratification
would be convenient and a_lvisahle to give to to the appetites of these same exalted persons,
the untitled but well-skilled functionary, and is employed in a manner more useful, more
thereby a hundred times the amount of that dignified, or on some other account, more
which good economy would require to be given laudable, than it would have been had it
to the untitled and unskilled attendant, been left to pursue its original destination aB

The consequence is, that if as between the above.
"inward sensation and the external cause-- In regard to usefulness, (if so plain and
between the quantity of actual gratification, vulgar an effect and quality were regarded as
and the quantity of the instrument of gratifi- worth attending to,) it would lie on those by
cation--the proportion were correspondent, whom, on this ground, this diverting of the
and kept pace,---the intensity of the gratifica- matter in question from its originally intended
tion afforded to the royal rider, by the view destination to this new one, were justified to
of the humiliation submitted to by the most prove it : but in regard to this quality, the exis_
Roble holder of the horse, would be ten times tence of it, being altogether incapable of be-
the amount of the gratification afforded to a ing proved, is of necessity and with the utma_
most excellent king, by the view of the humi- composure assumed.
|iation, if any, submitted to, by the untitled ][f ever the existence of it should he ende_
but well-skilled holder, vented to be proved, it would of necessity be

Thusitisthatonsandthes_mequantityofthe in some such shape as this: the quantity of
matter of wealth, employed in waste--wasted obsequiousness necessary to the preduetio_| of
in the vain endeavour to inject an additional good government, and thence, (if so pedantic,
quantity of happiness into a receptacle over unceurtly, demcoratical, jacobinieal, anarehi-

over again disabled from the capacity of eal, and impious, a phrase be insisted upon,)
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the greatest h_pi_iuess of the greatest number, altogether needlesa : and to say that whleh is
k by means of the application thus made of thus disposed of is given needlessly is to say
the qv_ntltyin question of the matter of wealth, that it is given in waste.
actually promoted : but as, if of that quantity Allowances thus made may either he made r
of wealth no part at all were thus employed, with certainty, in virtue of general rules sp-
civil society would not, to any erect, have exis- plied to all individual cases ; or inddentally,
tonce, so by any and every defalcation made for special cause assigned, in each individu&l
t_romthe quantity of that precious matter thus case. To the first case, p_eferably at least, if
applied, a proportionable defalcation from the not exclusively, apply the observations follow-
quantity of happiness enjoyed by the greatest in_.
number, would be made. Labour applied directly to a man's own

To this latter assertion there are two an- use, or indirectly in exchange for anequivalent
swore given by an individual in return for it, is one

One is---that it is a mere assertion alto- source of subsistence: labour employed for an
gerber destitute of any ground, that ever has equivalent in the service of government, that
been attempted to be made, or, in the nature is, of the public at large, is another source.
of the case is capable of being made good. in the first case, generally speaking, no such

The other is---that such experience, as the allowance of reward, after service has ceased,
nature of the ease has been capable of fur- has place. In the case of him whose subsis-
nlshing, operates the whole of it, in eontradie- tence is derived from dealings with the publio
tion to this same assertion. The political at large, as in the case of a wholesale or retail
states by which this body of experience has trader, a master-manufacturer, an artisan, or
been furnished, are the confederated body of a manufacturer, it is impossible. In the ease
the Anglo-American States : original number of habitual service, rendered by contract to an
of them, at the time of their declaration of in- individual, there is no custom for it. The case
dependence, thirteen : that number, by sucees- of incapacity produced by age or disease, is a
sire accessions, augmented to its present hum- case equally open to expectancy in both in-
bet, twenty-two or twenty-three. In no one stances. From the time of his embarking in
of these has the matter of wealth, in any quan- his profit-seeking occupation, a man makes for
tity whatsoever, been applied to the gratifica- all such contingencies such provision as his
tion of personal appetite in any shape ; either means enable him to make, and his prudence
to the person of the chic:, or any other rune- disposes him to make. For the securing to
tienary ;ortothepurposeofproducingbymcans individuals any such extraordinary supply at
of corruptive influence, corrupt obsequious- the expense of the public, there is, if there be
hess ; or to any purpose to which the appe_.la- any difference, less demand in the case of an
tion of delusion can with any propriety be occupationpursued by the rendering of service
applied. If in the situation of the chief rune- to the public for hire, than in the case of him
tionary of the whole confederacy, the matter whose subsistence, as above, is derived from
of wealth has in any quantity, been applied to commercial dealings with individuals.
any one of thesepurposes,so smallisthe In thecaseofa publicfunctionary,a man's
utmostquantitythatcanbe suspectedof be- income iscompletelycertain,--certainas to
ingsoapplied,thatitcan scarcely,withre- itsexistence,certainas to itsquantity: in
feroncetoany suchsubjectasthatinquestion,the othercase,itisaltogetheruncertainin
be spokenof,as worthnotice, bothrespects.
The sourcesormodes,actualand customao', Among profit-seeingoccupationsatlarge,

ofwastefulexpenditure,may be distinguishedthereare those,to a greatextent,in the
intotwoclasses,havingquantityfortheirmark whole,inwhich,by thenatureof theoceupa-
ofdistinction,--elK,wholesaleand retail.The tion.men areexposedtothedangerofceasing
wholesalemay again be distinguishedinto toderivesubsistencefrom thatorany other
thosewhichareessentialtotheformofgovern- source.Withthesingleexceptionofmilitary
ment and thosewhich,howsoevercongenial,Iserviceby landor water,no suchexposure
are incidentaltoit. Ihasplaceinthecaseofpublicfunctionaries.*
The matterof wastefulexpenditure,essen-_--

tialtotheformofgovernmentisinthecaseofI _ Iftherewerea caseaffordingaproperexcep-
zm absolutemonarchy/thedifferencebetween]tiontothisrule,itshouldnaturallybe thatofa
the pay of the monarch and the leastpay 'man occupyingajudicialoi_ee.One daytheeon-
sufl]0cientforthepresidentof a representativevermtionnapl_eningtotouchuponthissubject,a
democracy - distinguishedfunctionaryel theAnglo-American
T_ _h _" _ r '_o,__,_ _t_ t_t UnitedStates,mentionedtome asacasethathad

fallenwlthmhisown knowledge,thatofajudgemime quantitywith theadditionof thequan-' ................ . _ . .. -- _ -. . WhO,ey a stroke oI the patsy, naa neon reaucear_
_ty empmyea In _ne works eleorruptmn aria ..... . .........
_ . _ . .. _ a sr_ageo_ completes oelplessuess, wei : ana wnas

aelnston_ as already seen: corruption, appnea was the provision made for blm._ 1Noneat all:
more immediately to the representative of the there was no fund for it. W'hat?--no fund for
people: delasion, applied more efl]ciently and seehacase? No : for there ls no need of it. No
needfully to the people themselves, need of it ._ No : and thereupon came an intima-

Pensions of retreat may be stated as being tion of the principle tl_t has been seen in thsltaxt
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First among the useless places, in addition other state, the expenditure that must he m_de
to that of the monarch himself, is the whole of is not only immediate and certain, but a_te-

. the establishment kept up for the service of the cedent : as well as, in the ultimate result,
person of the chief functionary in a monarchy : greater. Upon their representatives, it is in-
kept up, as the phrase is, for the support of his deed that, in an immediate way, the engaging
dignity, the maintenance of the lustre of his or not engaging ill any such war, would de-
crown, and the splendour of his throne, pond. But that which, as above, would be ms-

The proof of the uselessness of this office nifest to the least reflecting of the two portions
may be seen, as already observed, in the peace- of the community--viz, constituents--would
ful and flourishing condition of the Anglo- be still more manifest to the most reflecting of
American United States, in which, in the those same two bodies, their representatives :
federal state, the pay of the chief functionary in their eyes, accordingly, of the engaging in
is no more than £6000 a-year : and it is rather any such unnecessary war, non-re-election,-
by imitation and prepossession, it should seem, tlmt is removal, and with disgrace, would be
than by any clear proof or view of a real and the certain consequence.
adequate demand to that amount, that, in that Another conceivable cause of unnecessary
instance, the allowance of so large a sum was war against foreign adversaries, is irritation.
determined. But, if not for the commencement, for the con-

Secondly, in every countryinwhich the _oTeat tinuance, of a war considered as being thus
body of the people profess to believe in the re- produced, what is necessary, is--that, in the
ligion of "Jesus, in any shape, the whole of the breasts of the majority of the people, hatred
pay allotted at the expense of the subject- of others should be more strong and efficient
m_my, under the notion of pay for teaching it, than love of self. For a small portion of time,
and performing the ceremonies that have been and on the part of a small proportion of the
attached to it. And note, that pay, produced people, such predominance is at any rate con-
by the occupation or rent of property in an ira- ceivable. But, f_r any considerable portion
moveableshape,is so much extracted at the ex- of time, on the part of the majority of such a
pense of the subject-many : for by applying people, the nature of man considered, it does
that same money to the provision made for not seem possible.
real exigencies--money to that same amount, In an absolute monarchy, the exemplifies-
and the suffering produced by the exaction of tion of this mode of wasteful expenditure will,
it might be spared, of course, be frequent : frequent in proportion

Proof of the needlessness of such forced ex- to the power the monarch possesses, or regards
actions, is the non-existence of any such sys- himself as possessing, with relation to the
tern for the support of the catholic members of inhabitants of such _tates as arc within his
the ecclesiastical establishment in Ireland. reach.

Proof that no such exactions are ordained In the case of a limited monarchy, the prac-
by, or conformable to, the religion of Jesus-- tiee will be still more frequent, the propen-
is, that no text in the New Testament is there sity still more incessant, and much more in-
to be found_ speaking of him, as ordaining any tense. For, in this case, whatsoever addition
such exaction : while various texts ordaining is made to the wa_e, is so much made to the
perfect equality, among all the professors of instrument, the existence and use of which is
his religion, are to be found, necessary to this species of monarchy, viz, tlm

Pay of useless offices, pay of needless, over- corruption fund.
pay of useful offices, pay of sinecures, _.e. of As to distant dependencies, comes to be con-
places to which no duty is attached--these are sidered the whole expense of the official es-
the shapes in which, at the expense of the tablishment, and the aggregate of the stock or
greatest happiness of the greatest number, materiel employed in the maintenance of the
money in excess is extracted from the people, power exercised over the inhabitants of terri-
for the benefit of public functionaries, torice so circumstanced.

Remains, that source or mode of wasteful When the expense of the military force by
expenditure in the wholesale way which, how- land and sea together, kept up for the defence
soever congenial, is not essential to the form of the distant dependency in question, is taken
of government. These are--unnecessary wars, into account, it may be questioned whether, in
and distant, and thence preponderately expen- the instance of any nation sending out a colouy_
sire, dependencies, the money extracted from it, and employed in

In a representative democracy, unnecessary lieu of so much money that would otherwise
ware again_ foreign adversaries can scarcely have been extracted by taxes from the inhabi-
have existence. For the sake of profit to the rants of the ruling country, has, in any in-
• upremely ruling body, the people,--in whom stance, been so great as the expense. In
is the power of appointment and removal with general, the loss on this account has been pro-
relation to the operatively ruling body, their digious.
representatives,--itisnotpossible,but what Suppose,forexample,thathitherto,inthis
noneofthemcanavoidseeing,is,that,withre- orthatinstance,a colonyhasbeenasourceof
feroncetotheutmostpossibleprofitcapableof net profitto therulingcountry. Still,itis
Imingreapedattheexpenseofthepeopleofany not in the natureof theca_ethatitshould
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longcontinuesotobe. Over theinhabitantstobe,a loan,ithad beennamed accordingto_
of thedependencyin question,power cannot what itwas,a subsidy,itwould have bee_
be exercised,--grointhem suchprofitcannot productiveof two unplea_muteffects:of an
be extracted,withoutmanifestinjurydoneto effectunpleasanttoeachofthetwo highcon-
them,withoutmanifestoppressionexercisedtractingparties.To theEmperorof Austri_
uponthemu No soonerdo theyviewthecase itwouldhavebeenhumiliation: placinghim.
in itstruelight,thantheywillresistthein- withno otherdifferencethanthatoccasioned
jury,and form a determination,and use en- by thedifferenceinthestateofsocietyatthe
deavonrsto disburthenthemselvesof it. If, two periods_in the situationinwhichhisan-
afterthis,themaintenanceofthepowerofthe coster,Maximilian,placedhimselfwithrela-
rulingpeople,or ratherofthe rulersof the tiontoourHenry theEighth. To thesubject
rulingpeople,is perseveredin,herethenis many inEngland,itwouldhavedisplayedthe
war,civilwar : a war,theexpenseof which, truenatureofthetransaction,theveryobject
increaseswiththedistancebetweenthecountry which,forfearofthatdiscontentwhichwould
subjecttothedomiuion,andthecountrywhich havebeensojust,was,by thisdeceit,but too
istheseatofit,--tosaynothingofthemisery elfec_uallyconcealed.
eau_d by such a war. That there had not, on either part, been any

Loans to foreign powers are another source such intention as, on both parts, was profess-
of wasteful expenditure, ed, was afterwards more fully confirmed and

To go no farther back than the revolution- manifested by an eventual state of things
ary war, all money thus obtained and disposed which could not originally have been, on any
of may, with the most perfect truth, though rational grounds, anticipated. Upon the de-
obtained by extortion, be stated as obtained struction of all power of resistance on the part
oh false pretences--on pretences known by the of France, she being treated on the footing of
obtainersto be false, a conquered country, was laid under contri-

In fact, of the money thus lent, not a par- button for the joint benefit of all par_ies to the
ticte has ever been received back. It wa_ not conquest : _o_rrisons paid by her being kept for
in the nature of the case that, iu the minds of a number of years in the country to secure the
those by whom it was obtained, and thus dis- levying of it. By contributions levied in the
posed of, _ny expectation should have been manner of taxes, neither the whole of the
entertained of receiving back any part of it. money, nor any considerable part of it, could
At the time when, under the name of a loan even thus, and upon a conquered enemy's
obtained by the foreign government from this country, be levied. At length_ however, in
government, the very cause and reason of its the way of loan, capital being received by the
being so obtained was_---that from no resources conquered government tYom its own subjects,
of its own, from no suhjects of its own, was it on government annuities, payable out of a_ldi-
in the power of that foreign government to tional taxes to be imposed, a part of the money
obtain it. By no degree of success, of which originally stipulated was provided and dis-
there could have been any tolerably well- tributed among the conquering governments.
grounded prospect, could the power of the Here, then, was an occasion on which, had
foreign government to repay that money, have there been any intention of repayment, that
been increased. On the contrary, after any intention might, could, and would, have been
ordilmry degree of success, that power could fulfilled. Instead of being sent to Vienna, the
not but for a long time, have been diminished, whole of the Austrian's sbare might have been

As to security, under the name of security, sent to London, or otherwise disposed of to the
nothing having the effect of security was given, account of England. Was the whole or any
or could, by the foreign power in question, parr of it thus disposed of _. Not a sixpence.
have been given. Of no portion of territory Hand in hand with waste, is to be found '
to serve as a security, was possession given to taxation.
this government. Of no such portion of terri- Considerable must have been the difference
tory could any possession have been taken, between the quantities of evil produced by the
accompanied with any possibility of raising different sorts of taxes resorted to, and the
money out of it, either in the shape of princi- die,rent degrees of mi_hievousness of those
pal, or in the shape of interest, by contri- r several taxes, even in the best governed state:
buttons levied upon the inhabitants. If any still more in every other state, in proportion
sucah additional contributions could have been as it is ill governed. Oi this inferiority in the
levied upon the inhabitants, they would have ] scale of aptitude as applied to a tax, the cause
been levied with abundantly more facility, and I may be seen partly in a deficiency in the
al_undantly less expense, by their own govern- ! article of appropriate intellectual aptitude_
ment than by this government. No such pos- partly in a deficiency in the article of appro-
session dould have been kept by this govern- priate moral aptitude, on the part of the
ment without a proportionable military force, authors of the tax : in other words, in a want

by itself. Instead of reimbursement, the of wisdom and in a want of feeling : in the
cost of keeping such possession would have one case, if he produces so much needless
been so much addition to the loss. suffcring it is for want of knowing how to find

If, instead of what it was not, or intended anotb.er sort of tax that shall not produce so
VoL. IX. C :
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lueh of that undesirable result : in the other of the waste, you may relieve the r.eople from
_e, it is because so as the money is but l_ro- the burtbeu of that portion of *he produce of
duced to the treasury, he cares not how much the tax--you may abolish so much of the tax.
anirering is praduced elsewhere by it. Note that, to render this rule strictly con-

The general and utter absence of all real formable to the truth, the quantity of waste
mensibility ought to be considered as a state abstained from, must be equal to the whole
of mind inseparable from the situation ia amount of the tax ; for, in the case of a tax,
question. If the financier professes to be in there will always be a portion of evil, the
any degree affiicted by the sufferings of the quantity of which, will be the same, be the
people, in the eta'actor of taxable subjects-- produce ever so great or ever so small. For
the fee-fed judge, by their sufferings in the example, a certain portion of the expense at-
c_ra_r o! suitor_--rlIe fee-fed advocate, by tached to the official establishment employed
their sufferings in the characterof clients, or the in the collection of it.
great military commander, by their sufferings By the above general observations, the
in the character of soldiers or inhabitants of the reader will now have been in some sort pre-
theatre of war--the truth of such a profession is pared for the forming a just estimate of the
possibly not altogether without example ; but evil produced in the shape of waste, by earl-
the examples, if any, are so rare and so mconsis- ous branches of customary expenditure, hither-
tent with the ordinary con_-titution of human to very commonly regarded as justifiable,
nature, that on the occasion of any such pro- either on the ground of absolute necessity, or,
fessious, no man can produce any just claim to at any rate, on the ground of utility. Take,
general credence, for example, the splendour of the crown, the

That which, in the situation in question, support of the dignity of the peergge_--jobs
any man may, with reason, be considered as for the enrichment of the ruling or influential
more or less sensible to--is any inconvenience few, and jobs for the amusement of the ruling
to himself that may happen to present itself and influential few.
to him, as likely to be among the effects of the
tax : the inconvenience, for example, produ-
oible by any opposition that may seem likely CHAPTER VII.
to be made, by any persons who consider them-
selves as likely to be in any way _erers by PRESCRIPTIONSOR BEARINGSOF THE OTE[ER
it : to which, of course, will be to b_ _dded, if CODESOR BRANCHESOFLAW_TOTHECONST1-
it be not implied, the inconvenience liable to TUTIONALCONE.
be produced without doors, as well as within SEC'rIONI.
doors, by all parties out of place.

This is the evil by which the impression, if Cir_l Law.
any, made on the mind of the financier, will, Not only the conlfort of the individuals_ but
in reality, be produced : the evil, to the_ con- the security of the whole community requires
tomplation of which that impression will, of that, as well against the calamity of famine
course, be ascz_bed by him, is the evil seen, or as against external hostility, individuals should
apprehended to be produced in the breasts of be protected ; the treasure of the compara-
the contributors and other sufferers, tively opulent, is an insurance office to the

Be this as it may, what in every state ought comparatively indigent.
to be expected, is, in the first place, that But forasmuch as it is only in a minute
among the existing sorts of taxes there should ratio that increase of happineas is concomitant
be different degrees of mischievousness : in the with the increase of the external means of
next place, that tim degrees of misehievpus- happiness, the principle of equality requires
ness should not exactly follow the chronolo- that so far as may be, without taking away
gical order oft he taxes. To the perfection of the inducement to productive industry and
appropriate intellectual aptitude on the part frugality, the opulent few should be prevented
of the financier, suppose the perfection of up- from doing injury to the indigent many, by
propriate probity added,--the degree of mis- means of the power necessarily and propor-
©hievonsness will_ on this supposition be in tionablyattached to opulencel: andthatsoof_en
the inverse ratio of the chronological order of as this can be done, without the production of
the different sorts of taxes, as tlrst in time, thesensationofloss, opportunityshouldbetaken
will come the least mischievous_---last in time, ofbreakingdownlargemassesinto smaUerones.
the most mischievous. Hence it is that, on the death of the proprie-

Compare now the mischief of the waste with prietor, provision is made in the civil or distri-
the mischief of the tax. butive branch of the law, to prevent it from

To obtain an adequate conception of the falling entire into the lap of any single indivi-
quantityofevil,prodncedbya quantity of waste dual, in a family of brothers and sisters, to the
to a given amount, find and compare with it, exclusion, total or partial, of the rest.
the quantity of evil produced by the levying of Another instance in which the matter of the
s correspondent &udequal portion of the most Civil Code belongs in spirit to the Constitu-
mischievous of all the existing taxes. For, on tional Code, is--that of the sort of institution
condition of abstaining from the commission already spoken of_called a Foundation. Foma-
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- " - (_odeson the one _tart an_ tms Gcnerat t u,e, on _,_ .._, , _"_," , I .._..a.,_.2. t_ . ..d"th....... _;-,, -¢ _-hi_l is moreslmnle and clear, and tie of interest--of file on o,_ -- *h:'.¢l,_. _ _, m ov _ne ra , the _uejec_;matters el the nets prelntnted are *mhwdnal thm s th
_wu,a,- _. _ - ic[_ in tto several enactments of white toe t enat wm_ tu,_e o.e,lc .......... _ ............ : , . . , , e s ............ :_,--self-regardmgor s mpathetic, case of offencesaffecti_ re tit tl . . . g _ . e_

The several act., wh , - ..... f its ,rO.:h;qon amy [ from these it _,roceedson w_i_ those of which the _nceptmn _smore and or both. On fins ground, therefore,--nrmci,,l?_ ;¢',_ _,_l,._ ,. ..,, ] ...... g p a on of, and exclusive t_tle to, mventorsh_p_

CObeteeonstderediS.c°mp°sed'.asst_reo,manh_keUyactsfor.¢o_tne..a:_:ceeoSUeje..C_ummqueneYdesi_,natedmat_erw_t,°"....hv the}_*;'::"her_"_m-above-*h°'s,_,|| mOreoncomnleXthlsroccaslon,_and obseurewhy(it may he asked) doe_ no such..... class appear as robemakfound;,_e,tOor,starhe' jdushhd'•-'my..•."rea_Onm.._ make'b"]ng,Whi_-anyCnarran_ements.Um'_r;-_eg'4"_smture':.......theCaneffect;_"_'ee cadede_Yof'--"_wUP•_h°nm][_meY(]1pare)......*peews[( ond_h°lonsthmgs•*n h,fie.]-- These .are--1.. Dome•stic--2.' Profit -seekm•-g
_idely comprenens_vegenera o. ,,._:,. , e, , %........ ;_,,*;.,. ;- | that of self-reaardina offences? eseeciatlvas in the autnor's mrmer works, woum on---to produce in a Table of th;_ _,-_ -_ _ .... -. h_._. I _ -.-=.-_onferrmg---4. l_mk or l)um_tv-conferrmg.
mentioned denommattons; ot ro-aeunquency, .nameff, oyfthett'"_"°"_:"sortel t_nose'"" th_s'ela_s:makes_'"ats"-_a earanee along"w_th'"the others any sueh class'as that enmna_Av"¢se•_ ......rc_aram'a,nerr_nUrz_mr sne mseruon ot / uomestm Conditions are--1, llusha_;d_l(b,--o_ XVit'e_bb_, _ _ _w--_amer_m_'
somehiehw_Ybthe°rother,deuominationtOthe preduetmquestton..... f areanc,v,I.ues,gnaseueffes.to ] _4u'_u_er.-- ' pP"" " (7.)--[ lt%,m/i_,/_]-,- ........"_]xcevti_m_•e_-2xce"_ed. _ , i_ngp_r-u_,(fieeaseoffences.me, ery one or" _-_4.**arosm•M°therslnp--5"m--9.(Relat,onsh"Sonsh.p--ft. Daughters}tip--7 Gnat tianslfip--_p_
w _ , y .... .,m as. '" Do not anuthi_:afrom _,hichdetri- / 1. Needless with relation to the present purpot_o,wouldhave been any the several sorts of acts ranked in this Table under the deno_;,.-*: t • __. '.... P'

P g _ l matter l_rem the names of the several acts, w/rich ear (_nces to the name of the aet tlus t _ t_:esertwn uorrespomlent wrens" w_ commufl m th_a ca_
went may ensue to the Revenue;' "I)o not anMhiugf/om whichdet,'m_ent tmchad&tmna . . . . _ ' offences - ,qta -- . . word u'rongful (it will be observed) have been done to e_i_ ' - • 'Y• •.... _... s_ .." ,_._-co,aS.... / respond to them m the hst here green of ea,tra,.reflard_n_ ., the ] . .ads prefixed, The ease _s--that, on the nresent occasion -- ca _;*: • =; , .... ld: ward, servant, wife,- t!y _nter,,et',tmnof the ser-
rma_ensue .... 5,._T o: V,.._ ..u, ............... nwealth | names of fire several self-re_ardin_offencesmay, without d,ffioulty, be m- I th_s effect to the denomination, and therebv'a ......... a^._ _'7_'7_t2;W°n _o ..ees,.?ey wou,a otaerw_senave respeet,vely receivedfrom their respeetiv(

1o nel conce tlon take the 0eservatlon Imlowillg 1_/_ _tlltttt_ _ * o _ i -_, _ a _. . .. • • j ....... _._tl_ i lltl_ lO*Pi_1_- eoPPglat;v_ - ' )

erroneoup ena_t_snt_ if _rformed ia relationto either of these topics, may / forced. , ...... I _,t,ea re _ne n,ea, could not (it will be seen) be refused. The rea_on-i_. --_"13_"_-'r_;e ....... ," , .........
oe considered as an nct'uf ddinatwnen on the part of file I _ishdure: of | 2 Bur_hensomewouldthe audition nave been, inpropomon to me space ] _ra_, ot at_ these several instances, no one is there in which to the act in 9 "Ward _,_ ._.- ._nq:_--npecres are--t, umm Orem father) stealing-

• _ - - • " .... _ oocu-ledb- it t question, as desi,mated b_ its namt i- *_ ,r.r_. ;_ .... ,'t . . -s_a,mg o wne steanng--4 Steabn for ensta_emant Se4ella uenc , for rowed to which, file memoers thereto eoneurrmg,wet, F . Y • , .......... ... • ! __ _7 , -- , o, , _ .......... _, ..... a .o_ ham)onto tie Ctmn I ,_-*; _ " " • g • .-- .e
eolle_ivel_or sevemllyYbeliable to stifferdidoeation, tt ,he handsand by [. &,,•D_seus_muoeeupymgaaumonm space, woum aavo oean neeesm=rea | m_Oic;_.:l :uems_iuelawful--that ,s to say, on the consideration t'h'at,in the (ir4)_'[t'_)°nff_ " W'here it is to er*ons 'n l" -"re " - It) it. stmn, whatever be the evil rodueed b ' • ._-- p • t smat numoers, and thosethe votes of the membersof the Const_tut_ authortty. Y ..... it " • p y the maleficent act, assignable or to t_e_r re ertv • '

4. To the practical purpose of takmg the act_ m questmnfor subject- / _sbalanee_ or outweighed by some e-uivatent or .... t ..... ' p p ., or to both, that the m_sctnefthus a_hes
-- _ matter of prohibition, backed by appropriate punlshment--no more than a _good : made lawful--namely, t_vthe es_ahlishmen*__._re man eqmvamnt, x_ts styled a _lty ; where to persons in large numbers, assi_,na_e or
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(a) [Election Code.J--By E/oct/on Cvde was r_eant the Tracts published A °. 1819, under the title of Eentham's Radical Reform Bill, (see col. iii. p. 558 et se_.) the matter of which it is, that is referred to, in and by sectio_ from 4 to.17 _clusive., _ thin _olume [_-
original edition] was in the press, the intention was to prefix to the remaining copies the new title of Ele_ion £_e. The intention is now altered ; and the work coutinues to bear the title of _m'_ _/c_d P_rm BH/, as _,,_]_one_l. _up_ne_, _m_gt_: _um_m _
%xt part, 51_ preceded by Preliminary Explanations, pp. 17, and followed by Notes, in very small type, pp. 19, and by Appendi_ pp. l'_ See farther txplanatioas, p. 162 of this col.
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Cn. VII.] CONNEXION WITH OTHER BRANCHES. _

dation i_ another name for legislation. Under idea oi' his own immorality a plea_m_t one.
the name of a founder, a man (if permitted.by Feeling it an unpleasant one, his endeavourt
the legislator) may exercise those same powers will be naturally and constantly at work in /;
inamannernottesseffcctual, thoughneitherde- ridding him of it. For this purpese, nature
elated nor open, nor by many an eye observed, affvrds, and on every occasion presents, an

Thelegislatorrecegnisedassueh, hasequally appropriate process. It may be styled tJ_e
at his command two instruments--punishmout self-deceptive process. The receipt is this.
and reward,--e_h of which, or both, as in his Be the subject what it may, be the question
eyes occasion requires, he employs in the per- what it may, be the side of the question what
formanca of his work. Of these two instru- it may, that you have pretended to espouse,
merits, openly and immediately the founder direct your attention to the arguments in

•employs but one, viz. reward : hut immediate- f_vour of that side, keeping it turned with in-
ly, and to many an eye secretly, he employs flexible perseverance against all arguments in
the other likewise. For in truth, such is the favour of the opposite side.
connexion between those two instruments, If your understanding is not more or less
that he who has either at his command., has at above the level of that of the ordinary run of
his command the other likewise : each of them men--if at the same time the reward with the
is in effect contained within the other. Sub- punishment included in it, is strong enough
traction of reward is punishment ; subtraction to give to your attention the requisite fixity,
of punishment is reward, sooner or l_ter, the opinion, howsoever at one

Under a weak and purblind legislator, a time scorned by you, becomes yours.
foundation is an instrument with which the Were the treasures of both the Indies ex-
crafty individual may undermine the power of hausted for the purpose in the offer of a re-
thelegislaterandsetuphisownintheroomofit, ward, support could not be purchased for an

Under a crafty legislator, a founder with opinion more palpably and flagrantly absurd
his foundation, may be an instrument with I than those are, which minds in countless rail-
which, without being seen to he engaged in it, ! lions have actually been made to fold in their
the legislator may give advancement to his embrace.
own private, at the expense of the public, in- Introduce religion, and with her, in addi-
terest. He may thus at once demoralise and I tion to insincerity, comes cruelty, or in the
disintellectualize the great body of the people I words ascribed to her, hatred, malice, and all
over whom he rules. I uncharitableness. To cause men to teach some

Take the following example : and in this 1absurdity or other, treasures, up to the value
one example behold how thin and indetermi- of whole kingdoms, have been employed. To
hate are the divisions by which the abuse and cause men to ibres themselves into the belief

.the use are separated, of it,--or rather, for that can scarcely be said
First take a foundation having for its ob- to be possible, to keep out of their minds the

ject the diffusion and advancement of this or disbelief of it,--eternal t_rments, i.e. the fear
that branch of art and science ; or in a word, of them, has been,and continues to be employed.
of all branches taken together. What can be But,proportionedtothedi_cultyofkeepingout
more innoxious _. What can be more mani- this unbelief, and thereby of purchasing a sup-
festly useful and proportionably laudable ! posed security against these torments, will be

All this while, whether it shall be useful or the uneasiness experienced by the miserable
in the highest degree noxious, depends upon patient, as often as any consideration tending
a difference, to many an eye so slight as to to produce such disbelief is presented to his
be imperceptible, in the mode of teaching to ] view. Proportioned to this uneasiness, will
which the mass of reward, which the founda- I of course, be the anger excited in his mind,
tion has for its instrument, is annexed, the anger of which any man who has contri_

Leave the whole field open to inquiry, unre- bated to the production of tlds uneasiness,
served and unfettered inquiry_nseful or use- will be the object. This anger, there are two

less, everything that is done and said is at any t classes of persons by whom it will be shared :rate innoxious : for if from one mouth noxious the hypocritical knave by whom, with the
matter issues, from another comes medicinal full consciousness of its absurdity, the dogma
matter, which neutralises it and destroys its has been inculcated, and the miserable dupe
effect. I by whom, for want of courage to open his eyes

But, be the portion of the fiehi what it may to the absurdity, it has been embraced.
---on that portion be the question what it may Now then comes the cruelty. The more
_let the supposed service be, giving support flagrant the absurdity, the greater the difll-
to one side of that question, to the exclusion eulty of causing men either to embrace the
of the other--now it is that the reward be- dogma or to pretend to embrace it. The
comespoison. To gain it, he whose real opinion greater the diifieulty, the greater moreover
is on one side of the question pretends it to be the anxiety of the tyrant, by whom the eomo
on the other ; and employs his endeavours in mand to profess the belief of it, hs_ been issu-
inoulc&ting it as if it were his own. Here, ed, lest universal indignation, with its conss_
then, if insincerity be immorality, already be- quences, should take place of the universal
hold the moral poison. But to no man is the prostration of understanding and will, the
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production of which he has thus hazarded It is for the accommodation of t)_tants, and
himself to endeavour at. To quiet this anxie- that. they may receive tribute of pra4se, which
ty, to satiate this anger, if moderate punish- soever course they take, in whichsoever shap_
ment is not sufficient, immoderate must be they do mischief to the public, or in whicl
employed : and thus in Spain and Portugal, way soever they afford gratification to thei
have come those temporal and visible burnings, own passions and sinister interest.
furerunners and prototypes of the announced If for the advancement of personal interest
immediately future, though as yet iuvisible, or for tim gratification of present passion at th_
ones. Such are the scenes which in Spain and expense oflastingpersoualinterest,punishmen_
Portugal, the hypocrites and their dupes have is applied, justice is the word : if, for the ad
witnessed and enjoyed : such are the scenes vaneement of personal interest in that same
which, in England hypocrites and their dupes quarter, or for the gratification of this or thai
(unless in England, mall is an altogether differ- official servant, interfering gratuitously, m
ent animal from what he is in Spain and Portu- for a price, punishment is forborne to be ap-
gal) have never ceased, nor as Mug as mall is plied_ mercy is the word : in the one ease_ in-
man, can ever cease, to wish to witness and to sult is offered to the public m one shape ; iv
enjoy ;--to enjoy in that same land which, two the other case, in the other. In the one ease
centuries and a half" ago, presented these it is on the score of wisdom that the praise s(
same scenes to the wisdom aud piety of their sure to be bestowed is bestowed--in the othe_
ancestors, ease, on the score of humanity, benevolence

SECTIO._II. charity, clemency, what you please : clemens)
is a name given to supposed or alleged bene-

_Penal Law. ficence, when exercised by the exclusion of
Tothevocabularyoftyrannybelongstheword punishment, and seated on a throne.

mercy. The idea expressed by this word is a The greater the aggregate quantity of pun-
sort of appendage to, and antagonizes with, the ishment ordained by law, the greater is the
idea designated by the word justice, quantity of mercy capabl_ of being exercised

The word just,ice, as but too commonly era- by particular prerogative, in opposition to,
ployed, matches with the word de._errcd, as and at the expense ot; the general tenor of the
applied to punishment. In this sense, penal law. Accordingly_ where mercy is most
justice is exercised by the application of pull- heard of, be assured there is most tyranny.
ishment on the occasion on which, and iu the The making a ground ibr the exercising of
quantity in which, it is deserved. In this tyranny under tile mask of clemency, is one
ea_, if mercy be exercised, it is in opposition purpose for which puni,hinent without limit
to, and at the expense of, justice : in so far as or measure is anywhere by law established ;
mercy is exercised, justice is not done. XVhat the making a ground for the praise of bene-
in this, as in every case, the greatest happi- voleuce, amt thus providing malevolence and
ness of the greatest number requires, is--that tyranny with a mask, is another purpose.
if, on the occasion in question, the application Under an absolute monarchy, malevolence,
of the punishment in question would be con- selfishness, tyranny, and thence punishment
ducive to that happiness, the puni_shment established by law, being unbounded, mercy
should be applied ; if not, not : if, in either is at times scattered with a proportionably
ease justice is administered, no such thing as lavish hand. When it has been the pleasure of
mercy is exercised in either case. Under a the monarch to go through a matrimonial
government which has, for its aotual end, the ceremony with a partner of the same class_
greatest happiness of the greatest number, punishments have been remitted by wbolesale,
thus it is that mercy is unknown. Mercy un- gaols delivered at one stroke of the innocent
known--and why _. Only because tyranny is and the guilty : criminality ill all its slmpes
unknown. Under a representative democracy let loose, to recommence its ravages, and evil
--under the government of the Anglo-Ameri- in all its shapes thus sown over the whole
can United States, for instance--mercy is un- field of action.
known, or at least might be so with great ad- When in the person of another alleged sup-
vantage, and therefore ought to be unknown, porter to the throne, providence has been
Under that government, for a functionary as pleased to add another mouth to the mouths
such to stand up on any occasion, and say,-- employed in devouring the produce toiled for_
I will, on this occasion, show mercy, would by labouring hands, here has been another oc-
be as much as to say--the power of a tyrant casiou for the reproduction of evil in those
is in my hands, but on this occasion I will same shapes.
not exercise it. The surgeon, when it appears Under a limited monarchy, the quantity ef
to him that it would be for the greatest happi- punishment capable of being applied_ not be=
ne_s of the individual under his care that one ing so completely unlimited, the quantity of

. of the patient's legs should be cut off_does he mercy for which_ with its due reproach and
suy_I will do justice upon this leg. As little, undue praise, there is room, is not quite so
if it appears to him that, without cutting off great. Room for- it, however, always exists_
the leg, a cure may be effected_ does he say--I and is always occupied in enormous super-
will show mercy to this leg. abundance. The unoffieiM intercessor is
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mostly kept out, by tile official arbiter, who, endeavours, in secret. These desires and en-
with the language and deportment of obseqni- deavours_ if they bear any relation to the
ousness, on pretence of responsibility, dictates government, have, for their object, the bring-
on each occasion to the vice-god, which of two Lug about some change in the government :
e_rsos his next to divine pleasure shall take. which change_ howsoever desirable in the eyes

In England, while men are condemned to of those who thus project it, would not (so
death by hundreds, _ death is inflicted on them they are assured)be so in the eyes of the exist-
by units : the difference between the unit and ing rulers ;--for, on the supposition of its
the hundred has for its cause the purposes being so, the secrecy has no use. In an ab-
above-mentioned, solute monarchy, no change presented by any

In practice, tile privilege of thus abandon- pair of hands more than one, can be agreeable
ing men to destruction, or saving them from in the eyes of the monarch or of any under
it, at pleasure, is shared among functionaries him. If in itself it be agreeable to them, and

. in rank, office, number and proportion,--all it had not of itself presented itself to any of
indeterminate ; or, at best, hidden t¥om the them, they may vouchsafe acceptance to it, if
eyes of all but the few who share among presented to them by no more than a single
them a sinister interest, in the abuse of it : a pair of hands, and in a cringing attitude :
judge or lawyer of one clmss or denomination yes, and even if presented by any such hands,
on one occasion, of another on another, after conference on the subject between two
Along with, and above them all, stands the or more persons in an erect posture. But in
arch-functionary, who numbers among his this case, while they are availing themselves
titles that of keeper of the king's conscience : a of the plan, they will punish the authors as
man out of who_e mind, by the indiscriminate being conspirators.
defence of right and wreng, (with no other Under an absolute monarchy, any discourse
difference than the predilectmn naturally c,Jn- of a nature otherwise than agreeable to the
ceived, fbr the best customer,) everything that, monarch, (or any of those by whom execution
in any other mind, has ever been designated and effect is given to his will,) is, if uttered
by the name of c,_n_ciencc, has tong beh, rc hiu by word of mouth in the hearing of any other
taking that exalted conscience into his keep- person, a seditious discourse ; if committed to
ing. been obliterated.

Remission of punishment, yes : for that, print or writing, a seditious libel; suchof course. is the character of every discourse by which in-
there may be good reaaon on various occa- timation is given, that in this or that particu-
stuns ; but they are all of them capable of i lar, still more if in general, the system put-
being, and all of them ought to be, specified, sued, or the conduct of those who act under

In one word, mercy and justice are ineom- it, might if different from what it is, be better
patible. In a government where there is room than what it is,
tbr mercy, it is because justice is overruled Under a limited monarchy, the case is_ in
by cruelty. As mercy is a subject of praise, these respects, the S,'Lme.
the more cruel the tyranny, the greater is the Under a representative democracy, suppose
room made for praise, conspiracy not impessible--suppose it not

A few words as to Conspiracy, Treason, anti groundless--still there could be no need of it.
Libel. Under a representative democracy, individuals

Under a representative democracy, no place in any numbers, may, in any places, at any
cancouspiracyeverfindforitself: for needless, time, meet, and say, and hear, whatsoever
and to this prefix or subjoin impossible,--such (whether in relation to the system pursued_
are the properties which it would find belonging or in relation to the conduct of those who act
to itself, under it) is agreeable to the respective speak-

Impossible : for there is nobody to conspire ers; to whatsoever degree it may be other°
against. Under a monarchy--under an abso- wise than agreeable to the bearers, or to their
lute monarchy at least, there is a person to common rulers. Be the purport of what is
conspire against : there is the monarch : for thus said what it may, the speaking of it will
if you get possession of his per_n, you may not be seditious speakhlg: written or printed_
get possession of his power. Under a rcpre- unpublished or published, a paper in which it
t_entative democracy there is no such person, is contained will not be a seditious libel. Sup-
For, by getting possession of the chief magis- pose a proposition made for killing, or beat-
irate, you cannot get possession of an atom of ing a judge, s governor, a president : for pull-
his power, ing down or plundering his house, a proposi-

In the import of the word conspiracy, tion to any such effect, if followed by any
where the act is treated on the footing of a correspondent endeavour, will be an offence
crime, the idea of secrecy is included : to against person or property, as the case may
conspire, is to make mutual communication be, and punishable as such: for a judge, a
of opinions, desires, and eventually-intended governor, a president, is an individual. But

in neither case would it be either treason_ or
'* The punishment of dosth has been very con- say, lese majesty, divine or human, or so much

_iderably diminished sluee the year 18:_, when the as sedition : at any rate, if by the legislature
s_bovewaswritten.--Ed, of any such state, the judge was suffered to
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punish it _s such, it would be in humble imi- as practicable till they die ! No : he will do
tation of an original, bythe indtation of which nothing of all these things: the men he will
on any one occasion, they ought to be covered keep to the best of his power ; their arms he
with shame, will as soon as possible t_ke into his custody,

Under the general government of the An- lest they should turn them against him and his.
gto-Americau United States, there is no such But sooner or later hostility will give place to
thing as a seditious libel. Charge the presi- peace. On that joyful occasion these c_ptives
dent of congress, charge the vice-president, will, the whole remainder of them, be sent
charge the chief justice with having taken a back to their homes and families, bodies fed,
bribe--do this in print, circulate the print all wounds healed, ignominy in no shape, either
over the United States, no one of them will cast upon them, or endeavoured to be cast.
cause you to be punished as for a seditious Whence all these differences _. Answer: On
libel, no one of them will have it in his power neither side has any vice-god been seen or
so to do : for no such injury will any criminal fancied : and on neither side has any such
prosecution lie: no information granted, ex- word as legitimacy been pronounced.
o_c_/o,without motion: no inibrmation granted In so far, then, as it matches with, and is
on motion : no, nor so much as any indict- determined by, the state of the constitutional
ment. Action civil, i. e. non-penal, yes, viz. branch of law, the state of the penal branch of
as for defamation. Prove thereupon, the ira- : law will, under the different forms of govern-
putation to be well grounded, in a man on ment, present the different aspects following :
whom it has been cast, and he will be punish- Conscious, more or less, of the opposition
ed accordingly: though such is the effect of that has place between their own particular
blind obsequiousness to a corrupt original, be interests and the greatest happiness of the
the evidence ever so complete, it will have greatest number : alive, at the same time, to
to be delivered over againin a needless and a sense of the dangers that attach upon the
worse than useless prosecution, required by situation, from which they derive that sinister• t
lawyer-craft for the purpose, interest ;--haunted, not merely by a correct

If you fail in the proof, you may be punish- and adequate, but by an exaggerated imago
ed for the injury, by being obliged to pay of those dangers,--under monarchy, whether
money on that account to the individual in- absolute or limited, under aristocracy, under
jured : and it is right you should be so, if you every form of government but representative
had not before you a reasonable ground for democracy,--never, in the imagination of the
believing the imputation : much more, if yon ruling one, of the subrnling or the influential
are conscious of the falsity of it. In this there few, can the mass of securities in which they
would be nothing but what is right : for though intrench themselves be sufficient : in that part
he is neither a vice-god, nor a magnate, the of the intrenchment which is the work of
person in question is an individual, and an in- penal law, death, substituted to punishment
dividual whom you have injured, in any less odious and more apprupri_te form ;

Under a representative democracy, though torture, antecedent and concomitant, added to
there can be no lese majesty, divine or human, simple destruction of life ; punishment of the
nor anything of that stamp, there may be acknowledged innocent, added to that of the
hostility : for there may be disagreement ; reputed guilty ; confiscation ; under pretence
disagreement by men in any numbers on two of corruption of blood, interception of inheri-
opposite sides: and how improbable soever, tance; for that_ and other purposes, pains of
such disagreement may rise to hostility. Here hell in prospect, under the sad necessity of not
then is war: and this war a civil war. It being able to apply them in present reality,
will be carried on as in the case of ordinary and existence ;--all these penal securities, put
war, carried on between civilized nations : it together, are iusutfieient to produce that in-
will be carried on, by each in such a manner, ward tranquillity which conscience keeps for
as shall present to its view the fairest premise ever baalished from those misery-bound, and
for the attainment of its end, with the least misery-producing situations. Hence it is_that
damage,--in the first place to itself, in the every act which, in those distempered imagi-
next place to the enemy. Some will accord- nations, threatens to substitute to the super-
ingly, on the losing side at least, be killed, latively mischievous form of government, in
others wounded, others in the situation of which they behold the source of their sinister
prisoners, left at the disposal of the commander benefits, a form in any degree less mischiev-
of the victorious army. ous,--is, by that same distempered imagination,

Having them at his disposal, how will he elevated to a rank towering above the most
deal with them _ Does he put them to death in miscbievous of those offences_ by which real
cold blood, with a gang of lawyers to give mischief is produced.
form and colour to his cruelty _. Will he, with Treasons--political offences--state offences_
any such gang for his prompters, tell them --offences against goverument, are the denomi*
that their blood is corrupt, and that on that nations by which acts bearing this character
account it was just and necessary that their are, in these days, commonly designated ; lose
wives and children should be destitute of sub- majesty divine and human, is of the number of

|istoncoj and in that state kept by law_ as far the denominations by which_ in former days_
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offences of this same description were, by the that oaths, _11oaths, are things sacred mid in-
wisdom of the ancestors of those who number violable. If, at the moment in question, it be
ancestry among their possessions, denominated i more agreeable to him to violate the oath, than
and distinguished. Of less majesty a division , to keep it; he will take a distinction : all proper
was made, but with little difference, between I oaths, he will assure you, are sacred and in-
its parts', and between that which was human violable, and, as such, ought to be fulfilled :
and that which was divine : tess majesty h_- all improper oaths are, in their own nature,
_, an offence against the power, crown, dig- null and void, and, as such, ought not to be ful-
nity, and majesty of that but too visible god, filled.
whose throne was upon earth : less majesty Make your way into the capital some dark
divis_, an offence against the power, crown, night, steal into the president's bed-ehamber_
dignity and majesty of the invisible God_ through one of the windows, drag him out
whose throne is in heaven, through it, and convey him into the hut, or

The authors, printers, publishers_circu]ators, boat, you have provided for the purpose, then
lenders, berrowers_ hirers, readers, hearers-- see what you can make of him : what power
if not denunciators, of libellous discourses,-- you can get possession of by this exploit :
all discourses either actually displeasing to the what money, what arsenals, what fortresses
monarch, or any of his chosen servants, have you can get posseasion of : what change you
always been punished by halter, ball_ bayonet, can, by this means, make in the constitution.
or imprisonment. But no : whoever you are, you will do no such

Under a representative democracy, scarcely, thing : if you are a thief, you will ransack his
for offences of this class, it has been seen, can rockets--the man you will not meddle with_
so much as a place be found. On the one for no use whatever could you make of him.
hand, stand offences of individuals against in- Under a monarchy, accept the institution of
dividuals : on the other hand, acts of hostility the wife of the chief magistrate_ you beget a
by enemies against enemies. Rulers being in- future possessor of the throne, taking your
dividuals--rnlers and subjects at the same chance for keeping your head or losing it : in
time,--for person, reputation, property, and a representative democracy, accept the like
condition in life, rulers receive the same pro- invitation from the wife of a chief magistrate,
tection as subjects, and of no other protection you beget a future possessor of a.farm or acount-
have they, or can they conceive themselves to lug-house : your head is not in danger ; your
have, any need. Under a monarchy, by sud- purse is, or is not, according to circumstances.
den death inflicted upon the chief of the go- The imputation of moral depravity does not
vernment, changes, to the importance of which necessarily attach, upon any endeavour, to sub-
no limit can be assigned, may be produced, vert the constitution, or to oppose the power
By an operation, to the same effect, upon the of any individual functionary or functionaries,
person of a chief magistrate,in arepresentative although it be by force. No such endeavour
democracy, no such effect--scarce any such can be used with any chance of success, unless
effect as would in any sinister estimate be in the opinion of a considerable portion of the
worth producing, would ever be produced : members of the community, such success would
another as good as he, and no better, (nor of be acceptable to the whole, as contributing to
any better would there be any need,) would, the greatest happiness of the greatest number.
as soon as the election had run its course, step The government of the state will, of course,
into his place. I defend itself against all such as in its eyes are

In a monarchy, especially if absolute, take domestic adversaries, as well as against those
possession of the chief magistrat% you take t who, in its eyes, are foreign adversaries.
possession of an immense part, if not the whole, ] If, in the course of any such endeavour, in-
of the power which is in his hands. He signs jury be done to person, property, reputation,
what laws and orders you give him to sign, or condition in life, those who have been con.
he utters whatever speeches you give him to eerned in doing it, will in this, as in any other
utter, he takes whatever oaths you give him case, be exposed to the burthen of compensa-
to take: reserving to the first moment, after tion, together with whatsoeverfurther burthen
he is out of your lmuds, the signing of repeal- has been provided, on the score of punishment:
big-laws and counter-orders, the utterance of if no such injury has ensued, there can be no
counter-speeches, the deataration that the for- need of any specific infliction in the name of
met oaths were null and void, and the taking punishment : the notoriety of the endeavour_
of as many counter-oaths, if any, as shall, in coupled with the notoriety of the fll-suseees_
his eyes, afford a promise of being contributory will itself have the effect of punishment.
to the purpose of the moment_whatsoever that For the endeavour to give aid to a foreign
purpose be. enemy, to the detriment of the state, the penal

Whatever course of conduct he has ever I consequences say, shall or may be as follows,
given a promise to pursue, with this cere- I namely :_
mony, or sanction to the promise ; if at any I Personal exposure, with appropriate inscrip-
moment being called upon to pursue a different ] tion,--banisbment or confiscation.
course, it be more agreeable to him to perse-] The mode of personal exposure may be M
_cre in the original course, he will assure you _follows :_
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The patient to be placed in an elevated the common fund, and not by the individual
sitlmtion, in the middle of son_e open space, suitors,--individaMs by whom, so fax from
sitting in a chair, and confined therete_ with greater benefit, less benefit is reaped from tim
hishands tied behind him, so as to prevent his services of the judge, than is reaoed by non-
employing them in concealing his face : the litigants ; because that protection and that
chair turning on a pivot in such sort, that by security which litigants do not obta,i_ n_a-lPd-
four periodical movements, his countenance gants do obtain without expense to themselves.
may be presented to the view of all the spee- Judicatories never to be in a stateofina_tionj
taters in the surrounding circle : a covering of so long as there is any business to be done.
iron, in the manner ot' a bird-cage, to protect The sort of causes which ought to have the
him fromcorporealinjuryby missilesfirmthe precedencein the attentionof the legislator,
crowd, will be those in which the greatest number are

Banishment for any term, not exceeding a in one way or other concerned; and among
year_ with imprisonment in such sort as shall them, those which are of the most frequent
be ueeessary for carrying the banishment into occurrence. These, in the eye of the Legisla-
effect : the banishment, at any time before ex- tot for mankind, will be the most important

: piration, renewable for the same or any less causes. In a code which has for its object the
time, by a flesh order, issued without fresh greatest happiness of the ruling few_ in parti-
trial by the minister of justice, notified in the cular of the ruling one_ this order will, of
government newspaper : and so for any sue- course, be reversed.
ccssive number of times.

Confiscation of property, total or partial: S_CTIONIV.
temporary, 1)ut renewable as above.

Fina_,_l 1.,aW.
Such confiscation has not Ibr its object any-

thing more than the preventing the patient Conformably to the principles of this codO,
t_'om employing his property to the detriment no tax can be imposed for any of the purposes
of the state. It is not, therefore, meant to be following :---
taken without reservation made for his use, of Augmentation of the collective splendour of
an income sufficient for the bare subsistence, the state, or of its functionaries collectively.
at least of himself, and otherwise destitute Augmentation of the splendour of any one
wife and children, functionary in particular.

Advancement of purely agreeable or curious
S_crm._ III. _ branches of art and science.

Expenditure of money derived from any
Procedure Law. ' other source, is the same thing in effect, with

" The expense, vexation, and delay incident to a tax to that same amount.
judicial procedure, fhll most heavily on those ,
by whom they can least be endured, wz. the ! SECTIONV.

greatest number: these burthens have hitherto, i Military Law.by official and professional lawyers, under the !
sanction of the legislative authority, been J For obtaining equal security, it is requisite
maximized. : that the military means of self-defence, be

Of those by whose labours the matter of ] spread all over the territory, and all over the
abundance is furmshcd to the rest, by far the population, with as much equality as possible.
greater number are everywhere so circum- That, accordingly, skill in the use of arms,
stancod as to have no money at all to spare for and (as the means and instrument of it) the
auy such afflictive casualties. In the case of being mstrneted and exercised in that use_ be
an individual of this class, whether it be in the with that same degree of equality, universally
shape of money or of time, any the slightest diffused.
addition to such expense of time and money For eventual defence against external erie-
as the nature of the case renders absolutely roles, it will or may be necessary, that at all
unavoidable, operates as a denial of justice. I times, a body of men, more or less consider-
It exposes every individual by whom such ex- able, be kept upj in whose instance military
pense cannot be sustained, to suffer opprcsAon exercises will occupy the whole of their time.
to an unlimited amount, at the hands of every ] The effective force of this constantly trained
individual by whom such expense c_n be sus- and exercised ela_s will, therefore, be of no-
rained. It operates as a bounty upon oppres- cessity, considerably greater (numbers being
sion, and as an instrumeut in the hand of the equal) than that of the less frequently exer-
oppressor in every case in which the power of cised class. In the hands of a mischievously
the judicial authority is among the instrumellts ambitious commander, this regular force might
by which the oppression is exercised, be dangerous to the independence of the rest

On this account it is that the following of the community, if the inferiority which ha_
arrangements are of such indispensable ira- place in the article of skill_ were not decidedly
portance. Judicatories to be near each man's more than countervailed by superiority in the
house, and thence correspendently numerous, article of number, on the part of that less per-
Jud_catories to be paid by government, out of feetly exercised body, who compose so very
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l_rge a portion of the whole population, a_ad or through the medium of a committee, _tape- : _"
wht_e interest is nearly identified with that of cially and actually appointed committee.
the whole. In the character of a full assembly, whatso- "__

Moreover, as the members of the imperfect- ever is said of it, may contain more or loss of . _
ly-trained force, will maintain themselves, t_th, but must unavoidably be mixed with :=
while those of the perfectly-trained force, must more or less of fiotiom The best coure% there- ....
be maintained at the expense of the rest of fore, will be to consider it as acting by a com-
the community; economy joins with political mittee: in this case, all fietien may be exeluded. :_
security, in prescribing the confining the per- That which is real, being thus explahed_ tim
feetty-trained tbrce.w_thin its narrewest limits, explanation may afterwards be applied with -_:i_

Hence came two correspondent subordinate advantage, to the mixture of the real and the -_
objects or ends in view, expressible in these fictitious. -;_:
words: militia force, maximized: regular force, As this tribunal, by the ceunterforee, whieah_
minimized, by its punitive power, it applies to the power

of government, contributes to keep it in check,
and keep its course within the paths indicated

CHAPTER VIII. by the /,_reatest happiness principle, (thereby
operating as a security for appropriate moral

_Un_C-OPL_0_ _U.X_L. aptitude in the conduct of rulers as such,) so
may it, in no inconsiderable degree, by its re-

In the designation of this spe_'ies of unofl]- munerating power.
eial judicatory, the appellation ['ublic-opinion There are two distingui_.hable forms in which
Tribunal is here employed, in contbrmity to, influence, more or lees effective, may be given
_'-nd compliance with, umversal usage. By to the will and understanding of the great
th6 word opinion_ however, an erroneous con- body of tlm people : in one.form, their opinion
eeption is liable and apt to be conveyed and --that is, the opi_fion of such of those whose
produced, namely, that it is by mere opinion-- opinion can be brought to bear upon the sub-
by the mere exercise of the judicial faculty, ject in question--is accompanied with a will,
tlmt those effects, which, ou the actions of clothed with power ; in the other form, what-
other persons are so manifc.-t, and so univer- soever effect is given to what passes in their
_lly acknowledged, are produced. This con- minds, it is by the declaration of their opinion
ception is, however, an erro_eous one; for it is alone that the effect is produced. In the one
only by a sense of interest, by the eventual case, of any declaration of their opinion, ob/i-
expectation of pain or pleasure, that human 9atory effects are made to follow it ; in the
conduct can, in any case, be influea.:ed : if it is other case, no such effects are made to fol-
by any opinion, supposed to be tbrmed by other low it.
men, that a real*'.-:conduct _s i_ a;_y way, and Of the case in which its opinion receives an
in any degree, influenced, _t ca_ only bc through obligatory effect, the function of a jury is an
the medium of expected actiou, aml t;_ence of example. A jury, in so far as it is what it
eorrespo;_den_ will, on the part of the iad_vi- professes to be, is a sort of committee of tim
duals in question, that the influence can be whole body of the people,--a section of that
produced: the expectation that, by the opinion, vast polypus. The decision or verdict of the
favourable or unfavourable, correspondent will, jury is productive of an obligatory effect, i. e.
will be produced, and by correspondent will, it determines the fate of the cause. S_y, pub-
correspondent action, in the shape of good or lie-opinion tribunal, adopted into, and cormti-
evil offices ; and by such good or evil offices on tuting a constituent part of the legal tribunal.
the one part, pleasure or pain on the other. The case in which the opinion has no obli-

The members of the public-opinion tribunal gatory effect would have place, on the supposi-
in a community, are the members of that same tion, that the verdict of the jury, though pro-
community, the whole number of them, eonsi- nounced in the same manner as in the former
doted in respect of their capacity of taking case,would not be obligatory uponthejudge,but
eo_,mizaameof each other's" conduct, sitting in ] would leave him at liberty either to give effect
judgment on it, and causing their judgments to it, or to give effect to a decision of his own
in the several eases to be made known. In framing, howsoever different from it, or even
the English ttouse of Commons, in the forma- directly repugnant to it. Say, public-opinion
tion of a committee of the members for this or tribunal, delivering verdicts, bat those verdicts
that particular purpose, an order that now and not obligatory.
then is seen to have place is, that all who come A third mode would have place, if a certain
to the committee, shall have voices. The mere- number of men, in the character of a section of
bets of the public-opinion tribunal, are to the the public-opinion tribunal, stood engaged to
members of the community at large, what the he present during this or that part, or during
members of the House of Commons' committee the whole progression of a cause or suit ; but
thus formed_ are to the members of the without either obligation or power, or, at any
house, rate, without obligation to deliver any conjunct

The public-opinion tribunal may be con- portion of discourse in the character of _ ver-
eeived as sitth'_ and _¢ting in full assembly, dict. Say_ a silent jury.
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Iu the second mode, the effect produced on I the functionary in question : if by any author

the mind of the judge, by the counterforce ] of such virtual motion, in consideration of

thus applied, would be produced by what they such supposed delinquency, a vote be given at
were known by him to think : in this third any election, in disfavour of such functionary,
case, by what they were s_pposed by him to the part acted by such vote may be considered
think. . as an act done for the purpose of giving execu-

These judges, by whom every person and I tion and effect to the condemnatory judgmont_
everything are to be judged, who, it may be so fo_aed as above. On the occasion of all
said, are they ! Who but the members of that ordinarysnitbetwesnindividualandindividualj
body_ the vast majority of whom arc, and orbetweengoverumontandindividual,anysuch
always will be, in all places, and at all times, union of the functions of accuser, judge and
the comparatively ignorant and weak judg- executioner, would be incompatible with jus-
mented : and is it by these least informed, rice : bat in the ca_e here in question, all that
that all better qualified judgments are ex- it amounts to is this, namely, that fur hi_
peered to be influenced and guided _. guidance in the exercise of his share of con-

Answer : It is not from any particular stitutive power--the giving of his vote--the
judgment, ascertained to be on any occasion individual takes the only course which the
actually delivered by them, that the good nature of the case admits of.
here looked to, is expected. What is not pro- The following may be employed among._t
posed is, that the votes of any of them, shall other means of bringing the force of the popu-
on any particular question, be collected : on lar or moral sanction to bear with greatest
no otheroecasion than that of an election of advai_tage upon the conduct of public rune-
deputies will that be done, in regular course, tiouaries in the several departments :-
It is from the opinion expected to be on each In every apartment in which a public fnne-
oecasion inwardly entertained by them, that tionary sits to do business, keep in view of
the good is looked for. It is not from any- the public, a table in placard form, containing
tlfiug expected to be said, only from what it admonitory rules, and notices, having for
is expected will be thought, that the benefit is i their object the preventmn of the moral fad-
expected. Included in this aggregate judg- lugs, to which by his situation, the functionary
meat, are the judgments of the most unapt_ as is most exposed. To these admonitory rules
well as those of the most apt. and notices, the distinction between univer_l-

By a functimmry, especially if acting singly, ly-applying and particularly-apptying, wiU be
as often as any act of misconduct is commit- found applicable.
ted, the consequence of it, sooner or later, or
at any rate the tendency of it, will be to pro- I. Notices.
duce, in some shape or other, evil, that by in- I. Name of the edifice, over every door
dividuals in a number more or less consider- that opens int% or is visible from, the public
able, will be felt : in a word, suffering in some highway.
shape or other on the part of these same indi- 2. In each edifice, over each door of each
viduals. To all, by whom any such suffering chamber, the name of the chamber.
is experienced, will at any rate be known, 3. In each chamber, over the seat occupied
that they do experience it : alid among those by each functionary, the name of the office,
who experience, added to those who witness and the proper name of the functionary who
those same sufferings, there will always be sits in it.
some, who being qualified to trace them to 4. In each chamber, over the dcor, designa-
that misconduct in which, as above, they tion of the hour at which the functiunary ought
have their source, will naturally be disposed to take his seat, and of the hour at which he
to make communication of such their dis- is at liberty to desist from the exercise of his
coveries to the rest. As to the opinions by office.
which, in each case_ the cause of the suffering 5. So, an almanac, marking the months_
is undertaken to be assigned, they will corn- weeks and days of the attendance in each
mealy be, many of them wrong, but on each year.
occasion, they may be, for aught that the
rulers can know_ in any number, right : and II. Admonitory rules.
it is by the fear of the conduct that may be 1. Admonitory rules of general applicabilio
the result of these opinions, tl_t the check ty, expressive of the duties of the function-
which applies itself to the conduct of the rul- ary.
ing few, is applied, and the corresponding 2. Admonitory rules of general applicabili-
benefit produced, ty, expressive of the duties of persons attend-

In his quality of member of the publie-opi- ing at the office as having business therein.
laion tribunal_ every member of the constitu_ 3. Admonitory rules of general appli_bili-
tire body in giving expression to a sentiment ty, expressive of the powers given to the rune-
of disapprobation so grounded, exercises a ju- tionaries in question, for preven thtg interl_p-
dicial function : any such expression, if made tion of the business of the office, and annoyance
in the hearing of others, may be considered s_ of them in the exercise of their functions.

motion m_de for censure on the conduct of Rule of general applio_bility_ expressive of
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the duty of the functionary. Duty of urbanity : endeavour to opp_e whatsoever is salutary in
sbstimmce from the insolence of office, its influenco : that is to say, either to give to

(1.) In this offace, let the functionary, con- it a sinister direction, by the united power of
sider, that it becomes him not, in quality of foree,-intimidation, corruption, and delusion ;
his office, to assume any superiority over any or, in so far as the giving to it any such sinis.
persan having business therein : that, in his ter direction is regarded as impracticable, to
quality of public functionary, his situation exclude from its cognizance every topic that
with reference to every such person, is rather presents itself as bearing any relation to poll-
that of a servant than that of a master, he be- tics, morals, or religion.
ing remunerated at the public expense for the The tribunal of public opinion may be con-
rendering of such services as appertain to the sidered as composed of two sections : the de-
nature of tds office, mocratical and the aristocratical. On every

(2.) If in his dealings with any suitor to the occasion, the conduct of every human being
office, any expression which by such suitor is will be determined by his own interest, taken
regarded as an expression of contumely, ill- in its most extensive sense : that is, his own
humour, or undue impatience or contempt, be interest, according to his own conception of it,
uttered by the functionary, the suitor, may, if correct or incorrect, in relation to it at the
he pleases, upon the spot, commit the same to moment of action. On every occasion, the
paper, and require of the functionary under opinion acted upon by each individual, in his
his signature to avow or deny the having era- character of member of the public-opinion tri-
ployed it. If the functionary refuse, a memo- bunal, will therefore be determined by his own
randum may be made of such refusal, in order interest : so therefore will that of the whole
to form the groundwork of an accusation be- tribunal, considered as a whole, be determined
fore a judicatory, by the interest of the majority of those who

Of the powers given to the public function- act as members.
•ary_ the sole object is, the enabling him to The interest of the democratical section, is
fulfil his duties : to render to the public, the that of the majority of the members of the
services for the rendering of which the office whole tribunal taken in the aggregate : it is
has been instituted. The institution of it, consequently the interest of the subject many :
has not among its objects, the affording grati- the opinion on which it acts wilt be that which
fication to the vanity, much less to the pride, is in the highest degree contributory to the
of the functionary, at the expense of the feel- greatest happiness of the greatest number, in
ings of those who have business to do at his so far as the conception entertained by th_
office. I several members in relation to their respective

Of these admonitory rules, the use is, to up- I interests is correct.
ply the force of the moral sanction, in cases ] The interest of the aristocratical section of
when, by reason of the overweening power of t the public-opinion tribunal, is that of the mere-
the fimctionary, or in case of tmnst;ression ] hers, or the majority of the members_ of that
the impossibility or difficulty of obtaining portion of the entire number of the members
adequate evidence, the force of the political of the political community, which is composed
eanetion is not sufficiently applicable, of the ruling and otherwise influential few :

A solemn engagement, in which either the of the highest rank of the functionaries of the
rules themselves or the substance of them is state, with the addition of such other classes,
repeated, should be pronounced by the func- whose particular interests are in league with
tionary in the face of the public, upon his en- theirs. The opinion on which, as in their
trance into office. It might, if worth while, several other characters, so in this, they will
be repeated periodically : for example, in case act, will therefore, in each instance, be deter-
of a new constitution_ on the anniver_ry of mined by the interest common to the members
_e celebration of the constitution, of this _ction. But in a great, not to say the

For what purpose professedly employ and greatest, part of the field of morals, including
seek to increase the power of this unofficial that of legislation, the interest common to the
judicatory _. members of this narrow section is in direct

Answer :' To a representative democracy, opposition to the interest of the other more
this unofficial, unpaid, and incorruptible judi- comprehensive section.
e_tory, is an instrument of support : and in The democratical section, or the section of
regard to it, the object and endeavour will be, the subject many, is composed chiefly of the
to maximize the rectitude of the decisions productive classes, including under that dene_
given by it, in the several instances ; and in ruination, those occupied in giving facility te
so far as that rectitude has place, the force the distribution of the good things produced-
with which it operates, without which distribution, production would

To every other form of government, it is by not be of any use. The section of the ruling
correspondent causes rendered an object of and otherwise influential few, is composed
terror and awxiety : though the magnitude principally of the non-productive classes.
of its power is universvAly acknowledged Corresponding to the deviation in regard to
among them. In proportion, however, to the interest, will he the several opinions pro-
magnitude of t_.e forcp &ttributed to it_ is the nounced and acted upon by these two sections.

¢
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By the democratical section, disrepute, or say With respect to the aggregate mass of these
disapprobation, will be attached to all such same misdeeds, it is the interest of a member
actions, as, in the conception of its members, of the aristocratical section, as such, that no
are detrimental to the universal interest : and offence of any one of these descriptions should
that in a degree of force proportioned to the have place to the detriment of the happiness
degree of the injuriousness : approbation to of that particular section to which he belongs.
all such actions as, in the same conception, But_ in so far as the effect of any such misdeed
are in an eminent degree contributory to the is to operate to his own benefit, though it be
universal interest, to the detriment of the more numerous class

The aristecratical sectionwill be determined to which he does not belong, it is, in his view
by the respective opposite interests, in the of the matter, generally speaking, his interest,
disposal of such expression of disapprobation that to the extent of that case, those misdeeds_
and approbation as it is respectively in their in all their several shapes and denominations,
power to make with regard to human conduct, . should be as abundant as possible : that it
in every part of the field of law and morals, should at all times be in his _ower to inflict on

By approbation and disapprobation under- all the individuals belonging to the dcmocrati-
stand, in both cases, that which is e._Tre._sed eal section, evil in all those shapes, in so far
and otherwise acted upon : immate_4al taken as, by the infliction of it, gratification to him-
by itself, is any which is not expressed or self, in some shape, shall thereby be produced.
acted upon. It is his interest to have it in his power to

Of this aristocratieal _etion, there is corn- beat, maim, or otherwise maltreat, for exam-
mealy a sub-section, by whom, in appearance, pie, the person of every other man whose lot
opposition to the work of corruption will it has been to fall under his distdeasure: to
naturally be maintained. This sub-section is cover him with ignominy, on the supposition
composed of such of those eorruptionists, who, of his having committed misdeeds, which in
being such in desire and expectation only, truth lie has not committed: to deprive him
without being in connexion with those in pos- of any part, or of the whole, of his means of
session, will in this way, as hi all others, be subsistence : to deprive him of the power of
making war with them, which they can no directing the conduct of his children during
otherwise do than by accusing them at the bar the time of their immaturity : by fraud or
of the public-opinion tribunal, and ushig their force to violate the person of his wife, his
endeavours to draw down upon them the dis- daughters, or sisters : all this without danger
content and resentment of the people. But in of suffering on,his own part, on the ground of
no such apparent endeavour have they ever, or any of those misdeeds, at the hands of law or
can they ever, in the nature of the case,be sin- otherwise ; on the contrary, to possess the as-
core, as has been fully explained elsewhere. _ surance of seeing tile force of the law employed

Unhappily for the members of the dome- in securing tmn against suffering in any shape,
cratical section, their conceptions, their judg- on the account of his having committed them.
meats, their suffrages, their language, have A right of this sort--this right of doing
till this time been placed almost completely wrong is, in so far as it is enjoyed by the
under the guidance, and almost, as it were, members of a small class, at the charge of the
at the disposal of, those of the aristocratical : aggregate of the members of the community,
and thus it is, that by the sinister interest of termed in the laws of all nations a privilege ;
these their adversaries, not only have they in so far as it is possessed by a single indivi-
been placed and kept under the yoke of ntis- dual, it is, in the language of English law,
rule, but the only instrument in which they termed a prerogative.
could seek relief from the disorder of misrule, It is the interest of every member of the
has been employed, in a great degree, in the aristocraticnl section, as such, that there
aggravation of it, and in keeping them, as far should exist a class of citizens, provided he
as may be, from all thoughts of applying a be one of them, in whose power it should be
remedy, to enjoy benefits in all imaginable shapes, at

Offences against the person, property, repu- the expense of the greater number.
ration, and condition in life, including power, If by any efficient cause, the members of
of individuals,--under these denominations the aristocratical section receive the power
may be included all modifications of conduct of producing, on the part of the members of
detrimental to the happiness of individuals, the democratical section, suffering in all man°
individually considered, and this whether op- nor of shapes, for the gratification of their own
posed or not by the power of the political, in- appetites, while the members of the democra-
eluding the legal sanction. It is the interest tical section, as such, stand debarred from
of a member of the democratieal section, as doing the like, to the injury of the members
such, that no such misdeeds as come under of the aristeeratical, a natural consequence is_
any of these denominations should have place that the judgment entertained, as well as de-
in any instance, clared, on this subject, should, on the part of

the members of the democratieal section, be
$k'e Plan of Parliamentary Reform, and other unfavourable and condemnatory with relation

Tracts, t_v.'ards the end of vol. ill to this state of things, and so fax to a govern-

.... :
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any influence. To preserve tbeir influence,
mentinexistence.inwhich any such state of things is kept .]they, therefore, make common cause, secede

But for the correspondent and opposite rea- from the demecratic_l memhers_ a_ud sit in a
_ou, a consequence equally natural is, that of section apart, forming as it were a house of
the members of the aristocratical section, as lords--having an interest of its own, distinct
such, the judgment pronounced on this _ame t from and opposite to, the interest of the re.-
state of things should be favourable and corn- J mainder, and acting in pursuance of that I_r-
mendatory. ! titular and sinister interest.

What is the conclusion of nil this _. That in i If, in a coJ_litte_ of the public, the presence
so fax as it differs from the judgment pro- i of a member of the aristoeratieal section of it
n_unced by the democratical section, e_ery can, with reference to the interest of the pub-
judgment pronounced by the aristocratical i lic taken in the aggregate, be of use, it can
section will be erroneous--erroneous, and to only be with a view to appropriate inteUec-

the prejudice of the greatest happiness of _the i tual aptitude, knowledge and judgment taken
greatest number. I together. In respect of moral aptitude, it can

From this it follows, again, that in every f scareelyhappen but that in compaxison with an
factitious assemblage of functionaries, insti- average number of the democratical section,
tuted for the purpose of serving as a represen- he will be interior : his situatmn exposing him
tation of the public-opinion tribunal, all indi- to those temptations from particular and sinis-
viduals of whom it appears that they appertain ter interest to which the member of the demo-
te the aristocratieal section, ought to be eittler cratical, as such, is not exposed. But what-
excluded altogether, or if admitted, not ad- i ever knowledge and judgment is possessed by
mitted but in a number extremely small : ad- a man, communication may as easily be given
mi_ted, not in the quality of voters, where I without a vote, as with a vote, possessed by
votes would have an obli_ative effect, but only I that same individual. If_ then, there be any
in the quality of advisers and ir.structor_, i preponderant demand for the assistance of a

A jury may be considered as a section of person of that class, with a view to accession
the public-opinion tribunal, called in, on a cer- of appropriate kuowledge and judgment, a
tdtin occasion of judicature, to serve as a coun- single individual of that class may be regarded
terforce to the operation of particular and as sufficient, whatsoever be the number of the
sinister interest in the situation of permanent remainder : in which case, his having"or not
judge, having a vote in common with them will hardly

In the practice of English law, there are be worth contending for.
two sorts of juries--the petty or common, and As practice and experience under the con-
the special. The common jury is a committee stitution in question increases, any deficiency
of the democratieal _ction ; a special jury, of which at the outset may have place in regard
the aristoeratical. The common jury is a to these requisites, in the instance of the de-
safeguard against opprestion: the special jury mocratical members, will be receiving con-
an instrument of oppression and injustice, tinual supplies: the demand, therefore, for
fabricated by the cm_uptive system. ' any such aristocratical assistance will, in the

The judgment of the democratieal section same proportion decrease.
has many errors in it : it ha,_ some that are In comparison with the aggregate number of
common to it and the aristocratical section : it the members of the democratical section of the
has some which are peculiar to itself. But in public-opinion tribunal, that of those of the
proportion as it becomes more and more me- aristoeratical will be small. Here, then, is
ture, it becomes more and more tkvourable to . another reason why the number of the aristo-
the universal interest; whereas the judgment cratical members in each such committee
of the arlstocratieal section becomes more and should be small : for the larger it were, the
more adverse to the universal interest, greater would be the number of those on

The members of the aristocratical section whom the burthen of such attendance (in pro-
being as much members of the conununity as portion as the attendance were felt as burthen-
those of the demecratieal section, they have some) would be pressing.
every one of them a vote in this tribuual. And From interests, real or supposed, come de-
th_ vote not only has a force a_ld effect not sires : from desires come expressions of will
less than that of a member of the demoerati- and expressions of opinion, for the purpose of
calseetion, but a force and effect much greater, drawing through tim medium of opinion other
rising above it in a scale composed of numer- wills into a coincidence and conformity with
ous degrees of magnitude. Still, however, in a man's own. From the united force of an
proportion as the number of the members of adequate number of wills, in _pprOprhtte and
the community at large, in the habit of acting adequate situations, come legislative arrange-
in this chars_ter, increased, the ratio of the meats.
numbers in this more extended section, to the Bat, in the drawing together of opinionsp
numbers in the more contracted section, wonld great is the advantage which the aristocrati-
inere_'tse : and thus the members of the aristo- cal section has over the demoeratical. IB
erotica2 section being constantly in a minority, the aristocratical section is the acknowledged
the whole sect;¢)u would be without much or standard of taste ; and the taste of the axisto-
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crat is always conformable to, and to a great Nor yet, with a view to action, to influence
extent determined by, interest---by their sops- on the conduct of the individuals in question,
rate and sinister interest. To increase their are the above, any of them, the immediately
own importance, the ambitious youth of the de- operating efficient causes. Of action the sole
mocratieal section, and those who float between efficient cause is interest, if interest be taken
the two sections, make a point of adopting de- initsmost enlargedsense:i.s.accordingtoeach
elaxed]y the tastes and opinions of the aristo- man's perception of what, at the moment in
cratical, that they may be regarded as be- qnsstiou, is his most forcibly influencing in- i
longing to it, and be accordingly respected and terest: the interest determined by social sym-
courted, pathy and antipathy, aswell _s that wlfieh is of'

By substituting the principle of taste to the a purely self-regarding complexion, included. -
greatest happiness principle, taste is made Thus to the purpose of action, to the axisto-
the arbiter of excellence and depravity ; and cratical section belong all such individuals
thus the great mass of the community is in who, by hope of factitious honour, power, or
the very sink of depravity. Witness the use wealth, are dependent on the members of the
that is made of the words bad tasfe and dis- a_'istocratical section : so to the demoeratical
guying. Bad taste pours down contempt : ! belong all those who, their self-regaxding in-
disgnsting is a superlative above flagitiou.%-- _ forest in any of these shapes notwithstanding,
it is a q_asi conjugate of ta_e and bad taste. ' are hsted on the democratieal side by sym-
Those of the democratieal section, in so far as _pathy with the sufferings of those belonging to
they adopt such expressions, act in support of i that section, or by antipathy towards this or
the hostile section against themselves. For that portion of the aristocratical section: be-
the rich and powerful will always be the at- longing in reality to a side to which they are
biters of taste : what is an object of disgust to opposed in appearance.
them will, to those who follow this principle,
be an object of disgust likewise. But that
the poor, labouring and non-labouring,_all
those who cannot afford a clean shirt every CHAPTER IX.
day, and a suit of clothes every two or three
months,--are_ to the meu of the first circle, ob- GOODRULEANDBAD RULE.
jeers o_ disgust, is altogether beyond dispute.

As to distinction between these two sections, Of bad rule, or say misrule, the sensib!a
--to draw any determinate boundary lin%--a evil effects in all shapes, are reducible to on_
lilm, on the one side of which shall be the situ- or other of two denominations--oppression and
ntion of the several imlividuals belonging to depredation.
the one _ection ; on the other side, all the They may even be comprehended under th_
several individuals belching to the other, is single name of oppression : the exercise of d_
plainly precluded by the nature of the case. predation in so far as committed by the hand_

If, of the superiority in question, there were of rulers, being but a particular modification
but one element, say factitious dignity, yes : of oppression : oppression exercised for this
to the aristocrafical belong all who possess particular purpose : applied to the purpose of
any particle, however small, of this creature obtaining benefit in some shape, at the ex-
of the imagination ; to the democratieal all pense of the persons on whom the oppression
who have not any particle of it. So, perhaps, is exercised.
if instead of factitious dignity it were power : But oppression may be exercised in case1
understand political power, to the exclusion where no immediate benefit in any shap% is the
of domestic. So far, then, as depends upon object, the attainmentofwhich is thefmal cause
two of the species of matter of which aristo- of the oppression exercised : no benefit in any
eratical superiority is composed, yes. But shape, unless the pleasure resulting from the
what remains is the third, composed of the contemplation of the suffering produced by the
matter of wealth. To this species attach two oppression in the breast of the oppressed per-
causes of impossibility : one constituted by the son, be regarded as coming under the denomi-
article of quant/ty, the other by that of ti_. nation of benefit.

First, with reference to quantity. As where Though in this way the cause of the evil
physical light is concerned, it is impossible to may, in M1 its shapes, be comprisable under
say where dullness ends and gives place to the one denomination of oppression, there will
brightness ; so is it to say where poverty or in- be a convenience in the employing of the other
digence ends and gives place to ai_uenee. So denomination, namely depredation likewise,
as to time. Suppose the quantity determined, and thus considering it as something distinct
and therel_y the section to which each man from oppression at large. For as in the two
mppertains. For to-day, good : but to-mor- cases, the evil effects on the part of the suf-
row, some men, in any number, by increase ferers axe different, so axe the modes of nl_e-
given to this quantity, have, from the indigent ration on the part of the agents different.
class, been lifted up into the opulent : others The giving support _ad strength to the
from the affluent been sent down into the in- power of depredation is the chief purpose to
diiwat cla_s, which the exercise of a power which, in itB
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immediate effect, is purely oppreeaive, is prin- no case without the elements of infelicity and
cilutlly directed, felicity, only by p_iu and pleasure applied to

When, for example, individuals who are them in a eertain manner, can sensitive beings
suffering under the privations produced by the be rendered instrumental in the exclusion of
depredation exercised at their expense, make evil, or in the production of good : in the ex-
communication of their sufferings,, or of the clusion of pain, or in the production of pleasure.
cause to which they ascribe those sufferings, When, however, they are spoken of_as being
or of the displeasure with which the authors employed in the character of instruments, they
of those sufferings are regarded by them; and are spoken of by appellatives, different from
for the making of such communication to this those by which they are designated, when
effect, pain, under the name of punishment, or spoken of in the c"haracterof ends.
any other, is inflicted on them, without any- Force, intimidation, and remuneration: by
thing in the shape of money, or anything else, one or other of these three denominations m_y
from the use of which the rulers would de- be characterized all those incorporeal instru*
rive pleasure in any shape, being taken from ments of rule, which being indisputableinstru-
them ; here, indeed, oppression is exercised ments of all rule, cannot therefore but be such
on them, but it cannot be said that in this pax- with relation even to the best rnle.
ticnlar instance depredation is exercised upon By for_e, understand here p_y_ica[ force--
them : at the same time, butfor the depredation that of which the body as contrsdistingnished
the oppression would not have been exercised, from the mind, is the seat. Only by means and

In every government, which has for its oh- through the intervention of this instrument,
ject and effect the pursuit of the happiness of can those others be brought into action. Only
the governors at the expense and by the cur- by physical force,(bywhatsoever agent applied
respondent sacrifice of tim happiness of the to them,) can any operation be performed up°
governed, oppression at large will be the ha- on objects not endowed with sensation, in a
bitual and unintermitted practice of the go- word, upon inanimate things : and in this re-
vernment in all its ranks, spect many are the occasions on wltich this

The only species of government which has only mode of operating upon things, is not
or can have for its object and effect the less necessary tothe purpose of operatingwith
greatest happiness of the greatest number, is, efficiency upon persons. Only by force, by
as has been seen, a democracy : and the only physical force, can s person who, against the
species of democracy which can have place in will of the occupant, continues in a house, be
a community numerous enough to defend it- removed out of it, if neither intimidation nor
self against aggression at the hands of exter- remuneration are capable of being applied with
nal adversaries, is a representative democracy, effect to the purpose of affording him aninduce-

A democracy, then, has fur its characteristic ment, adequate to the purpose of causing him
object and effect, the securing its members to remove himself:
ngainstoppression anddepredationat tbehands Force, in so far as considered as being ap-
oftbesefunctionarieswhiehitemploysforitsde- plied to the mind, and applied not whhont
fence,against oppression anddepredationat the effect, is termed inttm/dat/o_.
hands of foreign adversaries, and against such Intimidation is the eventually efficient £ause
internal adversaries as are l_.etfunctionaries, of the matter of evil, considered as applied to

Every other species of g_,vernment has he- the purpose in question. The most prominent
cessarily, for its characteristic and primary and extensive instance, is that in which the
object and effect, the keeping the people or matter of evil is applied to this same purpose
non-functionaries in a perfectly defenceless in the character of matter of puiishmsut:
state, against the functionaries their rulers ; punishment in the event of a man's failing to
who being, in respect of their power and the contribute to the felicity of the person in ques-
use they are disposed and enabled to make of tion, in the manner pointed out to him by the
it, the natural adversaries of the people, have directive rule of law, which the arrangements
for their object the giving facility, certainty, of government furnish.
unbounded extent and impunity, to the depre- Remuneration, is the e_eient cause of the
clarion and oppression exercised on the go- matter of good, considered as applied to the
verned by the governors, purpose in question: good applied in con-

The argumentation, creation, or prescrva- sideration of a man's having contributed, or
tion of felicity, being the all-comprehensive being engaged, or expected to contribute to
object of desire and end in view, as to human the i_licity of the person in question_ in some
action in every situation, so, necessarily in manner pointed out, as above, by directive
that of all those by whom rule is exercised, rules, laid down with more or less precision
tblielty, together with its opposite, infelicity, in by those arrangements, in the furnishing of
their several modifications, are as necessarily which the government is occupied.
the subject matters of its operations. But in Among the imperfections of language, may
their several modifications, these same ele- be reckoned the not furnishing a denundna-
monte are also, by an equal necessity, rendered tion which shall designate in relation to good_
the equally necessary and indispensable in- that which is designated by intimidation in
lvtraments for the attainment of that end. In relation to evil. Intimidationj is fear excit,
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lug: what is wanting is a single word by any particular thing, is conferred. Cochleas
which hope-exciting may be expressed, on the other hand are not wanting, in which,

The more particularly the analogy between while power is conferred, the" matter of wealth
punishment and reward is brought to view is not at the same time in any determinate
the more ample is the practically useful in- shape conferred. Anything else that comes
strnction that is conveyed. The more clearly under the denomination of remuneration, fol-
it is seen that to "reward is to punish, when tows or does not follow, according to the use
the dispensing hand in question is the hand of that happens to be made of the power.
government, and that as to whatsoever is Under misrule, waste of the matter of good
above the least quantity sufficient, remunera- and evil, in both its forms, takes place o_
tionis depredation,---with the less difficultywill course: the quantity wasted affords a rues.
men be brought to extend to the matter of re- sure, the most exact that can be found of th_
ward, whatsoever fru_'ality they are not averse degree or quantity of the misrnle---of the had-
to apply in the case of punishment, hess of the rule : receivers of the hitter fruits,

Towards the holding up to view this in- the a_lversaries of the misrule ; of the sweets_
struetive analogy, something, it is hoped, has its chief operators and their accomplices.
been done in the Th_orie des _Peineset des R_- As to adversaries, misrule has as many as
r_ompenses: but, on going back to it, I should among the individuals subject to it, there are
not expect to find that as much was done there those who, to sensation, add the faculty of
as might at present be done.* thought : proportioned to the degree of suffer-

Intimidation and remuneration are employ- ance, is the degree of resentment naturally
ed, both oftbem by good rule and by misrule, produced. Thus it is, that misrule has for its
But, though in this they agree, there is one inseparable concomitant, the thirst of veil-
point in which they not only are different, but geancc : and this thirst is essentially insatiable.
opposite: this is the quantSt]] of the matter As to the sweet fruits, it is under pretence
which they respectively employ. By good rule, of the demand for them, in the character of
it is, as in the one case, so in the other, mini- instruments of government, that they are col-
mized$ it is the least possible : bymisrule, itis leered. That to this destination they are in
maximized, part applied, is what cannot be avoided on

By good rule, intimidation is minimized, the one part, nor denied on the other ; for
Why l Even because threatening to produce otherwise, the government_ whatever it be,
evil would be in vain, if with more or less fre- could not be in existence. But to this indis-
quency the threat were not executed--the evil pcnsable portion is added, of court, as large
were not produced : and even because the fear a portion as possible, of which there is neither
of evil is itself evil : from the fear of suffer- need nor use : and this needless and super-
ance, actual sufferance is inseparable, fluous portion, is what in addition to whatso-

By good rule, allurement, or prospect of re- ever is needful, is made the subject of division
mnneration, is also minimized. Why _. Be- among the rulers, their instruments, depea-
cause, in government, good is not procured dents and favourites.
but by means ,of evil : the matter of good by In addition to force, intimidation, and re-
meang of the matter of evil. Indeed, to no muneratiou, which are necessary to all rule_ !
emall extent the matter of good and the mat- misrule adds corruptmn and delusion.
ter of evil are one and the same thing. Wit- The matter or efficient cause, of corrnption_
hess wealth : witness power. By the receipt is the matter of good, considered as employed
of wealth, pleasure--enjoyment is produced : in giving effect to sinister interest_ and thereby
by the loss of it, pain; and so likewise in regard to evil.
to power. By delusion, understand the production ofer-

Between wealth and power, the connexion roneous conceptions, the effect of which is to
is most close and intimate; so intimate, indeed, engage men to concur in the sacrifice of the
that the disentanglement of them, even in the universal to the sinister interest.
imagination, is matter of no small difficulty. In regard to these instruments of misgovern-
They are each of them respectively an instru- meat, the need there is of them differs more or
meat of production with relation to the other, less according to the form of the government.
By wealth, with or even withont parting Considered in regard to its form--a govern-
with it_ power may be obtained : even in the ment is in the hands either of a ruler, or of
import of the word power, that of wealth is rulers. If in the hands of a single ruler, it is
included : since power, employing for its in- a pure monarchy.
strument the matter of remuneration, includes If in the hands of rulers more than one, it
in it_ the power of making application of the is either an unmixed or a mixed government.
matter of wealth, and thereby the possession If an unmixed government, it is either all
of it. Occasions, however, are not wanting in aristocracy or a democracy.
which, while on the one band, wealth is con- If a mixed government, the mixture may.be
ferred, no power over any particular person_ or composed of monarchy and aristocracy atone_

of monarchy and democracy alone, of aristo-
• See, _.nthis collection, vol. i. p. 390, vol. ii. cracy and democracy alone, or of monarchy_

po 189. aristocracy, and democracy--a,, fiLree.
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Of thc_eseveneases,theexemp_tions of fluenee,--ag_instthatdryrot,towhichallgo-

Imremonarchyaremostnumerous. ]vernmentstandsexposed,by thenatureofthe
The caseof pure aristocracyisriotexem- _materialsofwhich_tmusteverywherebecom-

plifiedtoanyconsiderableextent. Iposed,may, itisbelieved,be comprehended
Of thecaseofpuredemocracy,thelongestIallof them.underoneorotherof the heads

established,and asyettheonlycompletelyes-ifollowing,vi_:--
tablished,exemplification,isthataffordedby [_ I.Minimizingthe.quantity,ofpowerinthe
theclusterofincorporatedrepublics,constitut-handsofthefunctlonarlos.
inK theAnglo-AmericanUnitedStates. 2. Minimizingthequantityofthematterof
Of themixturecomposedof monarchyand wealthatthedisposaloffunctionaries.

aristocracy, an exemplification is now scarcely 8. Minimizing the quantity of the matter of
to be seen anywhere, wealth, employed as pay of functionaries.

Of the mixture composed of monarchy and 4. Applying legal counterforces to the power
democracy, an exemplification may be seen in of functionaries.
the ease of Spain, as also in that of Portugal. 5. Applying moral counterforees to thepower

Of the mixture composed of monarchy, aris- of functionaries.
tocracy, and democracy, in howsoever different 6. Exclusion of factitious honour, or say fac-
proportions, exemplifications may be seen in titious divinity.
England and in France. 7. Exclusion of all other factitious instru-

In regard to the use made of the two above- ments of delusive influence.
mentioned instruments of misrule, the case of Asin the case ofcveryotheraet,sointhecaso
the bipartite mixture composed of monarchy of every act of government : add the power to
and democracy, and that of the tripartite mix- the will, the act takes place : take away either,
ture composed of monarchy, aristocracy, and the act does not take place.
democracy, are so nearly the s_me, that what The problem is,--throughout the whole field
issaid of either one, maywithverylittlevaria- of legislation, how to prevent the sinister
tion be found applicable to the other, sacrffice : leaving at the same time unimpaired,

As, in so far as with monarchy, a portion of beth the will and the power to perform what-
either of the two other simple forms of govern- soever acts may be in the highest degree con-
ment hasplace, the power of the monarch finds ducive to the only right and proper end of
a limit in the power or powers thns conjoined government,
with it : the will of the monarch has a source of In the case of a public functionary, the _c/l$
resistance and obstruction in those other wills, is on each occasion under the pressure of two
The sensation thus produced in his breast, be- oppositeandconflicting interests: his fractional
ing of an unpleasant nature_ an object of his share in the universal interest, and his own
constant endeavour will of course b%the re- particular and personal interest. The former
moral of it, by the lessening of the obstructing Is a fraction, and everywhere a small one,----_
power--by lessening the resistance opposed to partnership interest in a firm in which the
his will by the obstructing wills, partners are counted by millions : the/attar,

V_nerever such a monarchy has place, the is an integer : and the forces with which they
disposal of official situations, is to an extent act, are proportional. Still, be the fraction
more or less consiflerable, in the hands ot_the ever so small, action will be determined by it,
monarch : and to these same situations (all if the integer be either taken out of the scales,
or most of them, objects of general desire, or overbalanced.
above-mentioned) is attached, money and Whatsoever arrangement has for lts object
power, with or without factitious honour and the prevention of the sinister sacrifice, must
dignity. This power is called the power of apply itself either to the will or the power:
patronage. It is the interest and desire of the but the same arrangement may apply itself to
monarch to increase the number of these situa- both.
tions as much as possible. It is the duty of Of the two necessarily conjunct faculties_
that body to which belongs the portion of take inhandfirstthepower: leaving the power
power co-ordinate with that of the monarch, to do good, take away, or if that cannot be
with reference to the interests of the eommu* done minimize, the power to do evil.

nity at large, to diminish the number of those Into the composition of all power, enter three
_itu_tions. elements : intensity_ extent, duration. Its in-

In so far as between the monarch on the tensity has for its measure the magnitude of
one hand, and the majority of representatives the effect produced by the exercise of it, with-
as they are called, on the other, an agreement in the extent assumed by it : the extent, has
can be come to, and is accordingly come to_ for its measure, in so far as it has persons for
respecting the proportions in which the patron- its subjects, the number of those same persons;
age shall he shared between the parties_ the in so far as it has things, their number and
aacrifiee of the universal interest_ takes place respective values : as to duration, it has in this
of course, case, the same measure as in all other cases.

The arrangements which afford _ promise of Inthe highest rank, to the intensity of power,
operating a_ seeuritiesto the fabric of govern- it will be seen, no limits can easily, if at all,

ment_ against cor._ption_ and eorruptive in- be assigned; without taking away along withVoL IX.
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the power to do evil_the power to do good, opposedtothem:iffora moment itwereso,
and thusleavingevilunopposed: totheex- thenext moment theywould ridthemselve_
tentstillless:to the duration,withtheut- of it. True. But thoughtwo rulerstaken
mostease,aswellas perfectsafety:witness singlycannotbe made punishahie,--legally
ina word theUnitedStates. punishableatthesame timeand forthesame
In any ranksbutthe highest,limitsmay be cause,eachofthemby thewilloftileother---

settoit,inany of itselementsordimensions,yetarrangementsin considerablevariety,are
withoutany theslightestdifficulty, by no means want_g, by which opposition
Power, consideredinrespectof theinstru-Imay, even under an absolutemonarchy,be

mentsby whichitoperatesonthehuman mind,Imade fora timeat least,to the willof the
and exercisesit,iseitherpoweroperatingby Irulers,even of the supremeruleror rulers.
punishment,whencefearofevil,orpowerope-IFor example,in a monarchy,were itonlyto
ratingby reward,whence hope of good. Of Isatisfythosewhom itmay concernthatsuch
rewardorsayremuneration,the main shape]asisexpressedin a certaindocument,isthe
isthematterofwealth:orforsbortness,(put-]willofthemonarch,thecountersign,thename
ring,asisnotunusual,thepartforthewhole,) forexampleof some officialservantofhisis
inoneword, money: by which must in this regardedasnecessary,--thisservantsolongas
easebeunderstoodnotonlymoney,bntmoney'sIhe continuesinsuchhisoffice,hasa negative
worth,---everythingthatis to be had for uponthatbranchof hismaster'spower,and
money. In sofaraspunishmentistheinstrn-possessesinconjunctionwithhim,a shareinit.
meritemployedandtrustedto,thewordpower So againinan absolutemonarchy,suppose
i8retaine_land employed;insofarasreward two officialservantsintheserviceofthesame
istheinstrumentemployedand trustedto,the monarch,in the same office,or in different
word money or someequivalentof it,ismost offices,and oneof them havingcommitteda
commonly employed. And note,thatbybeing!misdeed,theothertakesmeasuresforpunish-
takenaway,the matterof punishment,may inghim :themisdoerbeingatthe same time
be made matterof reward,witnesspardons: a favouritewiththe monarch. To the men-
aslikewise,by being takenaway,thematter archwerehe so disposed,and determinedto
ofrewardmay bemade matterofpunishment: exerciseit,thepower ofsavingthe misdoer
witnessfines, fromallpunishment,and fromallprosecution,
When publicmoney isplacedat the dispo- cannotbe wanting. But thispower,forsome

salof a publicfunctionary,the purpo_ for reasonorother,itmay happento him,not to
whichitissoplacedmay be thatofitspassing be disposedto exercise: here,then,may be
outof hishands in exchangefor something seenanotherinstanceof a counterforceeven
designedtobe employedinthepublicservice;inan absolutemonarchy,opposingitselftothe
orthatofitsbeingappliedtohisown use,in willof thesovereign: a eounterforcewhich
retributionfor theservices,whatsoeverthey thoughby adequateexertionitmightalways
may be,whichhe isregardedasrendering,or be inhispower,yetforthisorthatcause,on
abouttorender,tothepublic, thisorthatoccasion,itisnothiswilltoover-
So much forpower takenby itself:for power,and reducetoinefficiency.

power,and theminimizationof it,considered Thus havetwo instancesof suchcounter-
as a means of preventionapplicableto the forcesbeenbroughttoview:bothofthemca-
abuseofit. Now as totheotherfaculty,the pableofhavingplaceevenunderthestrongest
will.By theforceofthatparticularinterestof allgovernments--anabsolutemonarchy.
to the actionof which everyhuman breast Butinlikemannerasthesetwomay haveexis-
$_nds exposed,everyfunctionaryis,at every tence,and actuallyhaveexistence,so in any
moment promptedas above,tomake by him- number may othersuchcaseshaveexistence.
•elf,ortoconcurinmaking,thesinistersacri-In thepoliticalmachine,obstaclesofthissort,
flee.If thissinisterforcecanby any means havetheeffectthatfrictionhasina corporeal
be preventedfrom becomingin thatway el- machine.
fective,itmust be by the operationof some Thusmuehmaysufficeforsucbcounterforces
eouuterforce,in additionto thatopposedby belongingtothepoliticalsanction,as are ca-
hissharein the universalinterest: self-pre-pableofhavingexistence,and not altogether
ferenceorsinisterforcethetemptation,coun- withoutefficiency,evenunderand againstthe
terforeethe sanction,antagonizingwithone supremepower in a monarchythe most ab-
another.As tosanctions,threeofthem,there solute.
ha_beenfrequentoccasiontoholdup toview Now asto theforceof thepopularor a_y
elsewhere:thepolitical,includingthelegal,themoralsanction,consideredinrespectofit_
thepopularorsaythe moral,and the suI_r- capacityofoperatinginrelationtothewillel
human, orsaythereligious, the possesseror possessorsof the supreme
For a counterforcetothenativeindigenous_ower in the characterof a eounterfor_e.

ministerinterest,firstas tothe politicalsane- What forthepresentmay sufficeforbringing
tion,includingthe legal.The forceof this thismoralforce,toview,isthe phrasepublic
_ction is,thewholeof it,at the disposalof opinion:an object,theconceptionscommonly
therulers:thereforeintheverynatureofthe suggestedby which,though not as clearal
ea_epit isincapableitmay be saidofbeing couldbe wished_cannotbe to any eyean al-
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tQgether new one. In the opinion thus deno- cal state is it at all prohabl% that by the _*
minated stand included all those by whoso preme operative, any application should _vor
obedience, the power of the monarch be he who be made of it, to any other or better puroose,
he may, or of the rulers, be they who they may, than that of an augmentation of its own foreej
is constituted. Let this opinion take a certain instead of a diminution of it : in a word, the
turn, the habit of obedience ceases on the one converting it, into an instrument of suppo_t to
part, and with it, all power on the other. Ac- misrule, instead of au instrument of restraint
cordingly in every government but a represen- upon misrule. A part of the people axe sepa-
tative democracy, the idea of this sanction rated from the rest : a pretence is set up of
(and of the counterforce which it opposes) is, their hulding with the Almighty Power, asort
of all ideas that are capable of presenting of intercourse, which no other part of the pen-
themselves to a ruling mind, the most dis- ple hold with it. Of this pretended inter-
agreeable, the most hateful and afflictive. Be- course, no proof has ever been given : the as-
tween these two sanctions, in every such go- sertion is therefore plainly groundless. Yet
vernment a war has place, a war which, until upon no better ground than this unsupported
either the form of the government be made to assertion, do they take upon them to predict
give way to the democratieal, or the people misery beyond conception, and without end,
reduced to the condition of beasts, and the to whosoever shall presume to deviate in him
force of this sanction thus reduced to nothing, conduct from the path wheh they chalk out.
can never cease. This path, is the path of unreserved obedience

As in a constitution which has for its object to the rulers with whom they enter into a
the greatest happiness of the one, or the few, confederacy. This confederacy, for the put-
the main object will necessarily be to mini- pose of enabling the contracting parties the
mize this counterforce, or even to annihilate more effectually to make the more extensive
"t, so in a constitution which has for its object sacrifice of the greatest happiness of the great-
the greatest happiness of all, the great object est number, to their own particular and sinister
will be to maximize it. The cause that pro- interest, is called the alliance between state
sents itself as being in the highest degree con- and church, or, in the order in which they are
ducive and contributory to this purpose will preferablymentioned, betweenchurchandstate.
_ere come to be delineated in its place : and Thus delusion lends its aid to oppression, and
in the reception given to whatsoever shall pro- oppression extorts money to pay for the assis-
raise to be in the highest degree contributory tance of imposture.
to this effect, may be seen, the most instructive As to moral and legal responsibility, the
test that imagination can frame of appropriate counterforces thus distinguished, require_ in the
moral aptitude, on the part of rulers, first place, a joint consideration.

Lastly comes the superhuman or say roll- By moral responsibility,understand here the
gious sanction. But of this itwill be seen, that result of subjection, effective subjeetion_to
to any such purpose as that of being employed the power of the moral sanction, as applied by
in the character of a couuterforce to the power the public-opinion tribunal.
of those, in whose hands is the force of the By legal responsibility, understand effective
political including the legal sanction, it is es- subjection to thepowerof the political, inelud-
sentially inapplicable. To the possessors of ing the legal sanction, as applied by the so-
the supreme power, be they who they may, in- veral legal judicatories that have place under

stead of being a eounterforcc, it will be an in- the government in question.
strnment in their hands : giving facility instead To the word responsibility, the import thus
of applying restriction to misrule, attached, is common to all languages which

Is not the force of the religious sanction have sprung out of, or derived supplies from,
capable of being employed with useful effect, a Latin stock. In English, however, attached
in the character of a counterforee to the pes- to this same word, is another import which
sessers of the supreme operative powert requires to be distinguished from it. A person

Assuredly not. The question here is--what is said to be a responsible person, not in vir-
shall be, what can be, reasonably expected to rue of his actual and effectual subjection to
be done, by the possessors of the supreme ope- either tribunal, (and in particular, the legal,)
_,ative power, in the way of applying a bridle but in virtue of his being in such a situation_
to their own power ! Only under the fear of principally in respect of his pecuniary circum-
what may otherwise happen to them, from the stances, that if it were the desire of govern-
displeasure of the people, can they be reason- ment, that by means of coercion he should be
ably expected to do anything to the intent of made to do, or suffer so and so, he would no-
its contributing to this end. Under that up- cordingly be made to do so and so : namely
prehension it is not impossible, for it is not by reason of his being in possession of benefits,
unexampled, that institutions may be estab- either in money or power, or both, on which
lished, operating with considerable force to- it would be in the power of government at
wards the production of this effect. But as to larSe, and the judicial branch of it, m par-
the force of the religious sanction, in no poll- ticular, to take hold, supposing it disposed to
flea] state has the supreme operative power, do so.
ever made this application of it : in no politi- The distinction is a real and a_ importanl_
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one. 7[nEngland, thesltuationofking, by the i would, in the eyes of the public, bein aria-
avowed state of the law, is placed above the I grant degTee repugnant to the received notions
tield of legal responsibility, to the purpose of of justice, there may be a convenience in era-
exposure to punishment. He cannot be made ployingsomeindirectandcovert method, rather
to suffer, nor, consequently, to do anything that than a direct and open one, for the production
it does not please him to do, or suffer, of the effect. A party of soldiers, for example,

In the other sense, however, he is in an are they set on to slaughter a company of
abundant degree responsible : he has money _malcontents, whose abstinence from all viola-
enough for example, by which, could it be I tion of the law, has rendered it impracticable
got at without his name, he could he brought to apply punishment by the hand of a judge !
to do anything which, by any one, it was de- The monarch, if he pleased_ might first give
sired he should be seen doing. It is by the the order to the slaughterers, and then pardo_l
plenitude of his responsibility in this particu- them. Under the English constitution, such
lar sense, that he is eased of all responsibility is its excellence, the king might thus kill his
in the general sense : so material it i_sthat the subjects, and has done so, and yet no law be
two senses should be mutually distinguished, violated.

In general, from the top of the scale to the So much as to the case of a monarchy.
bottom_ the more abundantly responsible a In the case of a representative democraey_
man is, in respect of sufficiency, the less re- at the charge of the members of the supreme
sponsible is he in respect of effectual exposure operative power without exception, legal re-
to punishment, sponsibility may have place without ditficalty:

Under an absolute monarch, no responsibi- legal responsibility, not in name only, but in
lity can, in the instance of any functionary effect, namely to the purpose of exposure to
under him, have place, unless such should be punishment. Even during their continuance
the master's pleasure : and it will not be the in office, the minority remain, in the very na-
master's pleasure, unless he be au object of his ture of the case, in a state of legal responsibi-
personal displeasure, whatsoever misdeeds he lily, as towards and under the majority : and
may have committed, to the detriment of the from and after the expiration of their autho-
universal interest, rity, being on a footing no other than that of

So far as this effective respons_ility has the other members of the community, they re-
place, so far, it is evident, the power of the main, each and every of them, responsible in
legal sanction cannot be presented in the char- the legal sense for whatsoever they may have
acter of a ceunterforce to the power of govern- done--whether in that situation or any other.
ment, in the hands of a supreme ruler, or set Look now to moral responsibility : respon-
of supreme rulers, sibility to the purpose of eventual exposure to

But a case not altegether incapable of hay- the punitive power of the public-opinion tri-
ing place is,--at the charge of one set of func- bunal : and in particular, the power of the
tionaries, his subordinates and instruments, democratical section of that same invisible,
say in the department of finance, he suffers yet not the less effectively operative, tribunal.
punishment to be administered by another set, To not altogether ineffective responsibility
say those belonging to the judicial department : in this shape, not only in a representative de-
here, then, the force of one of those sets acts mocracy, but even in an absolute monarchy,
as a counterforce to another set_ his equally the possessors of the supreme operative power
obsequious instruments, are capable of standing exposed. In fact in

Thus much as to an absolute monarchy. In this shape, in some, even the most completely
the case of a limited monarchy, the result is absolute monarchies, the monarch is always
not, in this respect, materially different. In ! to a certain degree responsible, and feels him-
this case likewise, the power of giving impu- self so to be : though in some monarchies, at
nity to any one, and every one, is eommoilly some times, such has been the feebleness of this
given by law: such is the general rule: and if in _responsibility, in the character of • counter-
words and show there be any exceptions, the force to the powers of government in the high-
extent given to them is extremely narrow, and, est grade, that the effect of it in respect of a
even to that extent, they are without sub- cause of mitigation to the evils of misrule_
stance and effect. As to this point, between namely of depredation and oppression_ has
an absolute and a limited monarchy, the mean hardly been perceptible.
difference consists in this : the impunity which, The less the quantity of counterforce a
in a direct and open way, might by law be public functionary feels opposed to his patti-
alike conferred in both monarchies, is, in an ab- eular interest in other shapes, the greater the
solute monarchy, accordingly conferred in a need there is of his finding it opposed to him
direct and open way ; in a limited monarchy in this shape. An absolute monarchy is
in same indirect and concealed way_ in prefer- therefore the sort of government in which the
ence. In a !imitod monarchy, the acts of the need of it is most pressing, and in which a_- •
monarch and his instruments are necessarily, cordingly, if the end of the government was
in one way or other, more exposed to observa- the greatest happiness of the greatest numberj
tion than in an absolute monarchy. Suppose it would be established with the greatest
then a case in which the grant of impunity promptitude_ and maintained with the mo_

_W
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anxious care_ But as in all monarchies the act as an accomplice to all crimes--as an in-
end in view is the happiness of the one with strument of all mischief as above. Every such
or without a small number of sharers in the act is therefore a virtual confession of such
operative power, the repression of tliis same complicity : of such hostility to the happiness
prime instrument of security to good govern- of the greatest number.
ment and good morals, has been the object of To profess to be a supporter, either of good
the most anxious and uninterrupted care. government or of good morals, and at the

For bringing into action the force of the same time to profess to be desirous of seeing
public-opinion tribunal--for bringing it to defamation suppressed or even restricted, in
bear upon any pernicious act, by whomsoever ease in which the imputation conveyed by it,
performed, whether by a public functionary, is true, is little less than a contradiction in
or by a non-functionary, two distinguishable terms,: it is to desire that the same thing
sorts of matter are contributory : namely evi- shall, and shall not have place, at the same
dentiary matter, and commentative matter or time.
matter of comment. By evidentiary matter, One ease there is and but one, in which the
understand matter, the effect or tendency of effect of defamation, supposing the misdeed
which is, to bring or hold up to view the in- charged by it, really committed, is not to in-
dividual act in question, in conjunction with crease, but to reduce the quantity of happi-
all the several circumstances, on which the ne_s in the community. This is_ where the
nature of its operation on the happiness of the mischief produced, is produced not by the
community depends. By matter of comment, act itself, but by the disclosure of it. In this
nnderstand all such discourse the effect or case are comprehended all those, in which for
tendency of which is, to afford indication true want of sufficient maturity in the public judg-
er f_tse, correct or erroneous, concerning the ment, the popular antipathy has been drawn
operation of such act on the happiness of the upon this or that act, the nature of which is
community, in such sort as to be in this or not, upon the balance, of a pernicious nature.
that way contributory or detrimental to it. Examples of this case are :-

All such salutary matter in both these I. In a community in wlfich the public
forms, every functionary, in proportion to the mind is infected with the disease of inteler-
power which, from the nature of his situation, ance in matters of religion, indication of an act
he has of pursuing his own particular interest, evidencing the entertaining an opinion con-
at the expem_e of the universal interest, has trary to that which is established or predomi-
an interest in the suppression of : an interest, hunt.
the strength of which is in proportion to the ._. So, in the field of taste. Eccentricity of
profit capable of being derived by him, from any venereal appetite, the sexual for example,
•uch sinister acts. Every functiouary in pro- by which no pain in any assignable shape, is
portion to his power: and accordingly in a produced anywhere. Here by the supposi-
monarchy, whether absolute or limited, the tion, by the act itself, no pain, no sensible
monarch : in a monarchy, limited by an avis- evil is produced : but by the disclosure of it,
tocracy, the aristocracy, evil to a most deplorable amount may be pro-

By every act a functionary exercises for duced : by the antipathy, though by the sup-
the purpose of destroying or weakening the position grouudless,--by the antipathy called
power of this eounterforce, in order to prevent forth by it, a whole life may be filled with
or restrain the publication of such tutelary misery. The real enemy to the happiness of
discourse, he manifests himself an enemy thus the community, is not he by whom this ob-
engaged in a course of actual hostility against noxious act has been exercised, but he by
the happiness of the community, whom the indication of ir has been afforded.

Iu the sinister interest by which they are The suffering being greater, the mischief is
engaged in the endeavour to effect such sup- greater, in the case where the act has been,
pression, functionaries engaged in giving exe- than in the case where the act has not been
eution and effect to the acts of a bad govern- really exercised. :For he in whose instance,
ment, and functionaries engaged in misdeeds the imputation has been groundless, has tbr
for their own benefit, in disebedieuce to the his conselatiou, that which is wanting to the
good acts of a good government, _re naturally other.
joined by individuals concerned, or meaning 3. Indication of a breach of a marriage
to be concerned in such pernicious acts, to the contract, on either side, more particularly the
1;epression of which, the power of the legal female. Suppose the commission of it un-
•_mctiou is not applicable, known, no pain is produced by it anywhere.

Of every such indic,erich, and of every such What then, when committed, ought it to re-
vomm¢_, the tendency is defamation : defa- main exempt from punishment _ Oh, no!
m_tion with reference to the party to whom Why not _ Even for this cause : namely that
the alleged pernicious act, whatsoever it be, without the commission, the divalgutiou eould
is thereby imputed. To oppose defamation not have pla_e : and that by commission, divut-
as such, to oppose without exception or di._- gatinn is always rendered but too probable.
e._imination every act to which the term de- Those who cry out against what they call
famation may with propriety be applied_ is to the licentiousness of the press, as ff it were so
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much uncompensated evil_ for which complete moral sanction : this being the case, to give
muppression would be an appropriate and in- intimation of it_ to the members of the corn-
noxious cure, might with much more reason munity at large in their capacity of members
cry out against all punishment without dis- of the puhiic-opinion tribunal, i_to give indica-
tinction, and in particular against all punish- tien_ by the light of which, not only witnesses_
ment at the hands of the legal sanction, and but prosecutors at the bar of the competent
the tribunals by which the force of that sane- legal tribunal, may he brought into action,
tion is applied : for, in no other form, at once and the further investigation of whatever re-
so gentle and so efficient, and in particular, levant facts would otherwise remain in dark-
in no form of legal punishment, could punish- hess, produced : that which to the public-
ment be employed in the repression of any- opinion tribunal is evidence to the purpose of
thing, that has ever been characterized by the conviction in an immediate way, being to the
names of crime or vice. legal tribunal, evidence to the purpose of in-

Punishment, as applied by the legal tribu- vestigation for the obtainment of ulterior evi-
rials, attaches to such evil acts alone, the mis- deuce, such as suffices in the first place, for a
chief of which has place, as well in a shape ground to accusation ; and in the next place,
sufficiently determinate, as in a quantity suf- for the obtainment of such evidence as shall
fieiently great, to warrant the application of suffice for conviction and punishment.
evil, in the shape and in the quantity to which Against all such misdeeds as are produced
the denomination of punishment is in common or protected by supreme rulers, the legal
u_e. Punishment as applied by the public- sanction, with the corresponding judicatories
opinion tribunal, applied as it is in effect, refllse of course all redress: against all such
without the name, attaches itself to mischief / misdeeds, whatever redress, if any, is afforded,
in all shapes, in which the hand of man can i it is by the popular or moral sauction, with
without special and sufficient justification_ be I its public-opinion tribunal, that it must be af.
instrumental in the production of it. ] forded.

Applied by the legal tribunal, punishment Of the channels through which, information
is not only thus narrow, in its applicability, in both its shapes, as abov% must find its way
and thence in its use ; but continually exposed I to the public eye, and the public ear_ beyond
to the danger of running into excess : evils all comparison, the most ample and efficient
from which, the punishment which the pub- are those, in the designation of which_ the
lie-opinion tribunal makes application of, is collective term, the press, is commonly era-
altogether exempt and free. ployed : and of those again, the most ample

The e_ciency of the popular or moral sauc- and efficient are those, for the designation of
tion, with its public-opinion tribunal, cannot which the collective term, the periodical press,
be strengthened, but the efficiency of the law, is employed. Every act by which the net
in so far as its force is employed in augmen- mass of benefit, derivable through these chan-
tatiou of the happiness of the people, is also I nels, is lessened or endeavoured to be lessened,
strengthened. In so far as a misdeed, which is of the number of those by which the actor
by reason of its detrimental effect on happi- I i9 rendered as above, an enemy to all man.1 *
hess, is v_c_ous, and thereby exposes the agent : kmd.
to punishment_ at the hands of the public-opi- For lessening the net amount of this benefit,
nion tribunal, is moreover erim_nal,--an act the nature of the case affords two expedients
of delinquency against the law, exposing the or courses of policy. The one consists in the
agent to punishment, at the hands of the law, blocking up of the channels, and thereby stop-
----every channel through which defamation ping, in the whole or in part, the current of in-
as above, may be divulgated_ is a channel formation that would otherwise make its way
through which, in so far as the defamation through them to the eyes and ears of the pub-
takes this turn, strength and efficiency are / lic--of the members of the community takell
given to the law. t in the aggregate. The other consists in ten-

Through these channels, men who would I dering, in a greater or less degree corrupt

otherwise remain helpless, receive help, and 1 and delusive, the stock of information, which
abatement of their sufferings : injuries and is so received : the one system may be styled
eufferings which, would otherwise swell to the blockading or obstructive system_ the other
a benndless magnitude, and be rendered alto- the corruptive. The obstructive operates by
gerber remediless, are met by complaint, and the simple subtraction of such information as
kept within bounds : through these channels being correct, is at the same time usefully in-
men who_ by their own indigence and the ra- structive. The corruptive operates by the
pacity of lawyers, are deprived of M1 help at i addition of a mass of information in itceff fal_,
the h_nds of the legal sanction, with its judi- and designed to be deeoptious. By subtr_c.
_at_ies, find a limit and a mitigation to their tion, deception may also be prmiuced as well
Imtferings. as by corruption. To this purpose, what may

For, suppose the act in question, to be of the happen to be sufficient is, to render pard/a/
number of those, to which punishment stands the stock which is suffered to pass on: partial,
attached, as well at the hands of the legal that is to _ay, in the bell sense of the _d2
$anction_ as at the hands of the popular or being the same in which it is uaed_ when ma_.
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esrvient to injustice ; that which is regarded Prohibition is either comp etwe,as, under the
as operating against the side meant to be fa- name of prohibition, it is of course ; or incom-
routed by the" deceit being stopped ; while plots, as it is, where in so far as, to the form
that which is regarded as operating in favour of prohibition, that of taxation is substituted.
of it, is suffered to pass on. Under every application of the taxing system D

For operating on the obstructive plan, the in so far as applied to articles for eonsmaptioa
nature of the case affords two modes of restrie- or use, an application of the licensing system
tion,--the licensing system, and the preseeat- is contained. Pay the tax, you haven license
Lug system. " to use the article; omit paying the tax, the

Licensing is an operation, of which prohibio license is refused to you. But under the li-
tton, and that a universally extensive one, forms censing system, is in this case concealed the
the principal ingredient. In the first place, corruptive system. By the effect of the tax,

•eomes prohibition which applies to everything: such information as a man is able and wJ!linw
in the next place, comes permission, given to to purchase, and obtain by paying the ta_ is
any such persons, or any such things, as it is sntfered to pass on, and reach him : such as he
intended to exempt from the prohibition, is either not able, or not adequately

In comparison with the licensing system, the thus to purchase, is stopped and prevented
prosecuting system is in an eminent degree in- from reaching him. Note the consequeaos_
emeient. It cannot be employed, except in so where there is a desire to serve the co_
far as the very sort of thing, which it is the tively rich at the expense of thecompaxativel 7
endeavour of it, to cause not to be done, has poor. That which the poor man has need of,
been actually done. ._rhere it does operate, to enable him to form a right judgment and
its mode of operation is comparatively weak, pursue a line of conduct beneficial to his in-
and its effect uncertain. In the licensing sys- terest, is stopped from reaching him : wb_e
tom is included the employing, for the stoppage his comparatively rich antagonist receives the
of the obnoxious matter, physical force: seizing, matter on both sides. In the contest between
for example, the whole impression of a work, rich and poor, the means of attack are thus
and either keeping or destroying it. It ope- suffered to find their way to the rich: while
rates not only thus upon the body, but also from the poor, the means of defence are kept
upon the mind ; viz. in the way of intimidation, back, and rendered inaccessible.
by fear of loss, if similar works are prepared The indirect mode of corruption, by gaf-
fer publication in future. While it keeps from bling, is not altogether so mischievous as either
observation, the mischief which it produces, of the two others. Of the matters thus kept
prosecution proclaims that same mischief. The from publication, no such individual selection
punishment which, in the shape of loss, as can he made, as in the other ease. Still, how-
alcove, is one of its means of action, is much ever, separation in no small degree mischievous
more effective, than any which, being applied can be made, and is made.
under the uame of punishment, cannot be ap- As it is only by the power of governments
plied without prosecution, for a preliminary that this corruptiou and this obstruction os_
to it : not to speak of the expense, the uncer- be carried into effect, it is manifestly for the
tainty which, in the case of prosecution, always purpose of misrule, for the purpose of giving
hangs upon the result, together with the delay extension and perpetuity to misrule, and there-
and vexation, which even on the prosecutor's by to human misery in all its shapes, that war
side, stand inseparably attached to prosecu- upon the happiness of mankind, in both these
tion, is saved. Not only too, is the punishment shapes is carried on.
so much more efficacious ; but it is, moreover, But information to any one nation, is infer-

kept concealed from observation; and thus is mation to every other : thus to add to misrule
not mdy more eflisacious than punishment un- and misery, in one nation, by obstructing the
der the name of punishment, but at the same press, is to endeavour to add to misrule and
time less odious. Though it affords just ground misery in all. It is still more extensively and
for greater odium, yet it attracts less. effectively an act of hostility against all ha-

By the prosecuting system, punishment is tions than piracy is. For the mischief and
e_pplied as above, under the name of punish- terror produced by a pirate is confined to the
meut, having, or seeking to have, the effect of seas in which his a_ts of piracy are exercised:
prohibition. If, in England, it be in the way it is confined also within the space of time,
of common law that the punishment is applied, never a very long one, during which those acts

the prohibition is fictitious : as to the act for continue to be exercised. But the mischief
which the punishment is sought to he inflicted, produced by the suppression of information on
there has been none. As to future contingent the side of the victims of misrule, while false

similar ones, each man is left to imagine for and delusive information in support of misrule
himself a prohibition, from the case in which is let through, may spread itself over all ha-
he sees the punishment applied, finns, and continue in all times.

If it be in the _wa.y of real or statute law Among the consequences of restrictions ira-

that the punishment is applied, the eventual posed in the ordinary form on the press, one
denunciation made of it, comes before it---the is the etl_eiency thus given to false reports in

subject of the prohibition has been described, their most mischievous shapes: false and mis-
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ehlevous reports as such, whosoever may be afforded by the nature of *.he case, falsehood
the parties on whom the evil produced by them if not justifiable, is at any rate comparatively
falls, excusable. Of every such restriotion, the effect

Take, in the first place, the situation of the and object is to secure efficiency and impunity
ruling functionaries, and in particular those of to oppression and depredation in every shape,
the highest rank, in the scale of subordination, the worst imaginable not excepted. From no
Defamation in the written shape, it is possible course that can be taken by the endeavour to
to keep suppressed. Defamation to the same put an end to such an instrument of oppres-
effect, in an oral shape, it is not possible to siou, can any evil be produced equal to the
keep suppressed. You may keep a watch upon evil produced by the application of the instra-
all presses : you cannot keep a watch upon all meat itself, if the application be effective.
tong_es. When it is in a printed shape, it is To the encountering of such endeavours by
in a determinate shape : and being in a deter- appropriate falsehoods, in the way of retalia-
minute, and that an enduring shape, any one tion, the grand objection is, that in general it
who feels disposed to make answer to it, knows wilt be needless : for, seldom are they em-
_vhat it is he answers, and where to find it. ployed bat for tile purpose of concealing enor-
In whatever state it first makes its appear- mities, the correct statement of which would
once, in that state it remains: it cannot by suffice for the imfamizing of the oppressive
the author, or by the adopter, be altered from rulers, without the addition of anything that is
shape to shape, in a maturer contrary to truth not true : and besides, in proportion as false-
and justice, just as occasion calls. It may be hood comes to be discovered, the discovery
met and opposed in whatsoever manner is best casts reproach upon the heads of those con-
adapted to the nature of it. Is it in any way corned in the propagation of it, and discredit
false, it may be opposed by simple denial, or upon such reproachful imputations as are true.
by the statement of the opposite truth : is it Be this as it may, thus much is clear, that
not only false but improbable, the arguments where any such restriction is employed, whe-
demonstrative of the _imprebability may be thor all the injurious allegations made against
opposed to it : is it mischievous, the mischie- the rulers are true or not, no suspicions that
vousuess of it may be laid open to view, and can be entertained of them can be ill-ground-
shame proportioned to the evil, be poured do_a. ed : for, supposing the intentions of a ruler
upon the head of the author and his accom- the worst imaginable, such is the course which
pliees in proportion as they are discovered, he would not fail to take for the carrying of

Such are the facilities which present them- them into effect: while on the other hand,
selves for the encountering of it,when the shape suppose his conduct free from all just impu-
in which it presents itself is thus determinate, tation of misrule, no need would he have nf

Now, suppose it merely in the oral shape, any such screen: the just odium which _he
Being rehltation proof, being proof against employing of it could not fail to draw upon
exposure, the probability is, that even in its I him, would be so much net evil drawn down
first shape it is false. It is either a complete t upon him by himself.

fabrication, in the whole texture of it, or if i By no number of determinate acts of tyranny,
there be a groundwork of truth belonging to it, t could a more proper and reasonable cause for
an embroidery of falsehood is interwoven in it, I resistance and iusurrection be afforded, (sup-
such as suits the particular purpose, whatever f posing success in a sufficient degree probable,)
it be. But this first, howsoever mischievous t than by the establishment of this restriction :
and injurious, is naturally it,s least mischievous for in the use of this instrument, the intention
and least injurious shape : and even in this of exercising tyranny in its worst shape is in-
shape, it is not capable of being encountered, eluded: the intention, coupled with a pro-
From the first mouth it passes on to another, bability always but too great, of its being car-
and m the second mouth further mischievous- ried into effect.
hess, further injuriousness, with or even with- In proportion to the amount of the burthen
out consciousness and intentionality, are no- of the restriction, does it exclude from the
rurally added. Thus it travels on, from mouth exercise of the functions of the public-opinion
t_) mouth, and as it rolls on, it adds to its mis- tribunal, a number more or less considerable
chievonsness and injuriousues_ at every stage : of its members : it excludes from the benefit
to the number of these stages, there is no limit: of appropriate information, those in whose in-
and at no one of them, can it ever be cncoun- stance such information is most needed.
tered. There are two correspondent and apposite

A circumstance which has a natural ten- modes of laying claim to the exercise of the
dency to provoke falsehood, and through false- blockading power, on the ground of alleged or
hood, injury to the prejudice of the government assumed superiority in intellectual aptitude :
by which the restriction is imposed, is the the one consists in magnifying the alleged
resentment which the restriction itself calls aptitude of the governors ; the other in par-
forth : a resentment, than which nothing can vifying the aptitude of the governed. Each
in any case be better grounded or more just. of them is employed as occasion serves. The
Where oppression is exercised, and there is no parvifying mode may be used in all sitna-
other remedy,--no other defence against it is tions, as it may happen : it gives no offeuse to
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the reader or hearer, if he be of the ruling, or t prived of all liberty on these points : it is our
otherwise,influeuti_l class: inn word,unless, in t first of duties, so to hold you deprived of it."
his own conception, he I_tongs to that inferior _ Thus it is, that with benevolence in their
class at the expense of which the pretension is ! mouths, all by whom any such language is
set up. The magnifying mode,being in fact, the employed, declare themselves in effect, enemies
self-magnifying mode, cannot, without giving of mankind. If the benevolence be but in
offenoe, he employed in any other situation, their mouths, it is bad : if it be in their hearts_
than those in which custom has thrown its it is worse, still worse. If so it be, that it is
veil over arrogance, impudence, and insolence : only by some temporal and temporary interest
namely, the situation of those, by whom the of his own, that a man is induced thus to per-
power of surmounting contradiction by punish- secute and torment others, no sooner is that
ment is possessed and exercised, interest overcome by an opposite interest, than

It is curious to see with what complacency, the persecution ceases : by force, by intimida-
in certain authoritative discourses, the pes- tion, by superior benefit from a contrary
session of the maximum of official aptitude in course, he'_nay be led to give it up at any
aLl its branches, and in particular, intellec- time. But if it really be, either by fear
tual aptitude, in the degree indicated by the of infinitely intense and lasting torment, or
romantic appellation, wisdom, is predicated of hope of infinitely intense and lasting happi-
themselves, by the very scum of the popula- nose, that a man stands engaged thus t_ do
tion : for be it pot or be it kingdom, that his utmost for the tormenting of others, in tho
which occupies the top of it, is it not the only state of things which falls under our ex-
scum _ by a set of men, in comparison of whom, perience or observation, his mischievousness
the most vicious of those whom they consign in the first-mentioned character is small iu
to death, or punishment which ends not but compari_n with his mischievousness in this.
with life, are virtuous : by a body, composed If in all other points, his conduct be even a pat-
of the principals and instruments of misrule, tern, not only of beneficence, but of benevo-
depredation, and oppression, all upon the larg- lence, he is rendered by it but the more mis-
est scale : of corruptors and corrupted: of chievous: the more so, the more extensive
selfish and empty-headed lawyers :--led by a II his beneficence ; for the utmost good a man
few venal uttcrers of vague generalities and i can do by beneficence in other shapes, can

eom_non-place fallacies : men, whose miud_ I never approach to the evil it may happen to
being debilitated by that worse than useless I him to do by maleficence in this. If, there-
education, which under a system of corrupt fore, there be a sort of man whom interest
and corruptive establishments, overgro_-a opu_ and moral duty, should lead all others to shun
lenco bestows, know not an unapt argument contact with, as they would shun contact
from an apt one, a relevant axgumetlt from with a man infected with the plague, it should
an irrelevant one, possessing neither the in- be the man, who, under a sincere persuasion
clination nor the ability to discern the differ_ of religious duty on his part, seeks to prevent
once. others from the defence or utterance of opi-

Whichsoever of the two courses be taken, nions, be they what they may, on any subject
they lead to the same result : absolute power belonging to the field of religion, or the field

_n the part of those on whose behalf they are of government.
taken : absolute subjection, with no option, In the case of private defamation, the mis-
other than that between silence and obsequi- chief stares every one in the face. But along
ousness, on the part of those at whose expense with it is mixed much good, and of this good,
they are taken. "What by depravity, what men do not in general seem sensible.
by folly, you are incapacitated not only from To take the strongest case,--the case in
giving direction to your own conduct, but which if in any, the evil would appear pure,-
from having any part in the choosing of those, the ca_e where the misconduct imputed is_by
by whom direction to it shall be given. Such the imputer, known not to have had place :
being your deplorable state, it belongs to us, the imputation, in a word, known to have been
_nd to us alone, to give direction to your con- knowingly and wilfully false. Here the effects
duct in this line, as in every other ; to deter- of the first order, the uneasiness experienced
mine what you may say, and what you shall by the individual to whom the misconduct
not say : for_ so sure as you are suffered to is imputed, axe evil: though less evil, than
say anything to our prejudice, to start so where the imputation is true, because a man
much as a doubt on our probity or our wis- suffers less from the imputation when ground-
dora, so sure will you do hljury, irremediable less, than when true. The effects of the so-
injury to yourselves, and to one another. The cond order, the apprehension excited in other
points by which your happiness now and for persons at large,--the apprehension of being
ever, is most deeply affected, arc those which made sufferers by similar attacks from the
belong to religion and politics : on these, it is same or other sources, are also evil. But by
therefore, in a more particular manner, our the contemplation of the evil suffered in these
duty to prevent your looking in any other two ways by groundless imputations, the
point of view, than reich as we prescribe. It attention of men is directed to, and the more
is your first of dut_ to hold yourselves de- firmly fixed upon, the like suffering as being
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more or less likely to he produced by true ira- so long as he lives, or even so long as he re-
putations: and in thiaway, accordingly, addi- mains legally unconvicted of a specific mis-
ties is made to the fear of punishment at the deed, the difficulty of dealing with him may
hands of the public-opinion tribunal. What be insurmountable : and by a mass of power,
is too obvious and too certain, to pass anne- small in extent, as well as intensity, evil to an
ticed is, that, the inducement being equal in almost indefinite amount may be produced,
both cases, a defamer, if he knew of an article were it only that by means of one lot of power
of misconduct of which his intended victim thus intrenched as in a stronghold, others in-
had been really guilty, proofs of his guilt definite in number and value may be added
more or less satisfactory, being in existence, by him. On the other hand, when it is to the
would never think of preferring an ungrounded dimension of its d_ratioa that the defalcating-
accusation in any shape to that sarns well knife is applied, no power so ample in its other
grounded one. two dimensions but may be conferred with

Not that currency knowingly allowed to false comparative safety. Witness, in the Roman
and unjust imputation, is in any degree, as commonwealth, the dictatorship,--a power
such, conducive and necessary to the repros- which, with the exception of what was thus
sion of the misconduct that would have had defalcated from it, was absolute monarchy.
place, had the imputation been well grounded. All this while, one thing is undeniable,

_Notthat the antipathy against the inventors namely, that for the purpose of establishing,
and common circulators of such false imputa- and in the endeavour to establish, security,
tions, is not well founded : not that they ought those who establish government must begin
not to be subjected to legal punishment, in so with establishing insecurity : insecurity, viz.
t_aras sufilcicut proof can be obtained, as against those in whose hands the means of

All that is meant is, that all imputations security against others arc reposed. On the
grounded and ungrounded together, ought not other hand, another thing is no less undeni-
to be suppressed without distinction, for the able : namely, that without this risk, the other,
more effectual suppression of ungrounded ones. a still greater evil, cannot by any possibility he
The public-opinion tribunal with its numerous avoided, and that is, want of security against
useful effects, ought not to be suppressed, for foreign enemies or unsmpewered malefactors.
the single benefit of more effectually prevent- Another thing equally true is, that by the
ing the pernicious ones. badness of other governments, whoever you

That which a man suffers, in whose instance are, you are prevented from making your own,
the imputation is false, is little in comparison whatever it is, so good as otherwise it might
with what the man suffers, in whose instance be.
the same imputation is true. In this case are the civilized n_tiens of

Accordingly the marks of vexation exhibited Europe at present with their standing armies.
will naturally be in the same proportion : the In every foreign nation, each nation beholds a
intensity of the desire manifested for suppres- population which may every moment become
sion and vengeance, a hostile one,--a population of foreign adver-

Factitious honour is a sort of counterfeit saries : each nation is t_hnslaid under the un-
substitute for money, invented and fabricated happy necessity of providing itself with a cor-
by governments. Money procures services : respondent instrument of defence : to preserv_ #
factitious honour procures services, and among itself from a distant yoke, it submits itself to
them even such as it is not in the power of present servitude.
money to reach. Hence it i_, that to the other articles in the

Power and money, though, in both instances, i list of countorforccs must be added the insti-
C._eless the quantity that can be made to serve tution of a national militia.
the better, are, to the purpose of doing good, The more extensive this counterforce is, the
indispensable instruments in the hands of renter the security of the nation, not only
rulers : they are both of them, according to against foreign, but against domestic adver-
the direction in which they are made to ope- saries: not only against the rulers and sub-
rate, instruments of preponderant good, or in- jects of every foreign nation, but against its
struments of preponderant evil. Factitious own rulers, whoever they are.
honour, it will be seen, is purely an instrument Against these, where the quantity of armed
of evil. In the hands of rulers, power and force in this shape is at its m_ximum, so is
money require to be minimLzed ; out of the this security--the security thus established :
hands of rulers, factitious honour requires to in a word, it is entire : for in this case, the
be altogether kept. degree of efficiency with which, in ease of de-

One advantage, in beginning with power, predation or oppression on the part of _uters,
o_ the occasion of the minimization process,-- the people are capable of acting in concert,
one reason for proceeding in this order may for the purpose of redress, is at its maximum :
now be visible : the less the power you have an entire people, with arms in their hands,
to contend with, the greater the facility in cannot be employed as instruments of oppres-
such application as you have to make to the sion : why _. for this plain reason, that they
will. Thus, as above : if the possessor of the have no victin_ to act against---to operate
power is, at all events, to keep his hold of it upon.
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The elementary units of this force--the in- they have woven a tissue of falsehood--they
dividuals of which it is composed, are no other have concocted a mass of I,oison in the shape
than the members of the public-opinion tri- of falsehood, and with the name of fletion_-
burial. They are judges with arms in their which, by the stupid ignorant patience of the
hands, prepared, in case of necessity, to give peopl% they have been suffered to inject into
execution to their ow-ujudgments, every vein of the body-politic, and have thus

A force thus circumstanced may be so or- added this source of corruption to the others.
ganised, as that while it is incapacitated from Corruption and delusion are necessary con-
being made to act as an instrument of offence, eornitants to each other : the same causes that
it may be rendered completely adequate for produce the one, produce the other likewise :
every purpose of defence : and to this purpose the corruption cannot exist, but the delusion
one simple arrangement is sufficient : a deela- must exist likewise : the delusion cannot ex-
ration, that without an express law for the ist, but the corruption must exist likewise :
purpose, no part of the population thus forti- for it is out of the same matter that both evil_
fled shall be obliged or permitted to move out are engendered.
of the territory of the state. Not so fiction. Without fiction, corruption

For pruviding the community with the very and delusion might have done their worst.
maximum of force in this shape, small, in corn- Fiction is a production of peculiarly En-
parison is the utmost expense that can be gli_h growth. In the Roman law, the wor4
necessary, may here and there be seen.*

Of the incorporeal instruments of misrule, Fiction debases the moral part of the men-
shall fiction be added to the list _. With re- tal frame of all those by whom application is
specttotheothers, itisaltogetherdisparate: for made of it.
it is not produced by the same efficient causes, Fiction debases the intellectual part of the
--by money, power, and factitious honour, mental frame of all those upon whom the in_-

Though not the sister of delusion, it is, how- position passes, and by whom the lie uttered
ever, in a certain sense, the offspring of that in place of a reason is accepted as constituthlg
e_"ilgenius. Fiction, men have actually been a reason, and that a sufficient one : and whca
made to regard as an instrnment apt and he- employed by a judicial functionary_ the evil i_
cessary to good government in general, and greatly aggravated.
to good judicature in particular. In general, fiction may be stated to he au

So mischievous an error_ where shall the instrument of arbitrary power, invented by
efficient cause of the prevalence of it be found _. functionaries invested with limited power, f_:r
In delusion,--in delusive influence. By the the purpose of breaking through the limits Ly
same causes that delusion has been produced, which their power was intended to be circam-
has this pre-eminently mischievous error been scribed.
produced. By the several efficient causes of Reference had to the greatest happiness ef
delusive influence, men have been led to re- the greatest number, appropriate aptitude, ou
gard as their natural and best friends--their i the part of public functionaries, depends upo:_
protectors and guardians, their most implae- the efficiency and the use made of the several
able aud irresistible enemies ; namely, kings, securities above-mentioned.
and judges and advocates, placed over them Reference had to the greatest happineas of
by kings, the ruling one and few, appropriate aptitude,

For giving effect to the system of depreda- on the part of those same functionaries, de-
tion and oppression, concerted between the ponds in great measure on the non-application
arch-depredator and these his instruments, of those same securities.

Taking them one by one, the state of the matter in this respect will be as follows :-

GooD GOVEnNMENT. ENGLISH GOVERNMENT°

I.Moral ./lpt_ude.
I. 2d[orat _.Iptitud¢. 1. Sacrifice of people's interest to rulers' ht-

1. Identification of rulers' interest with pen- terest.
pie's interest. 2. Maximization of rulers' power.

2. Minimization of rulers' power. 3. Maximization of money at rulers' disposal.
3. Minimization of money at rulers' disposal. 4. Maximization of rulers' pay.
4. Minimization of rulers' pay. } 5. Minimization of legal responsibility.
5. Maximization of legal responsibility. 6. Minimization of moral responsibility.

6. M_xirnization of moral responsibility. II. IntdI_ectuat ,4p_ude.

II. !nteUe_tua_ _ptltmde. 7. or 1. Non-application of the preeedentlal
test of appropriate aptitude_ viL appro-

7 or I. Application and maximization of the prints examination.
preeedential test of_ppropriate aptitude, B. or 2. Maximization of factitious remunera_
viz. appropriate examination, tion.

8. o_ 2. Minimization of factitious remunera-
tion. * ,See voL vii. p. _'20andnote.
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III..Active Aptitude. III.._vtlve -Aptlt.d_.
9.orI.Maximizationofofficialattendance. 9.orI.Minimizationofofficialattendance.

IV..All Branches taken together. IV..All Branches taken tog+_a_r.
10. or 1. Maximization of the collation and 10. or 1. Minimization of the collation and

publication of appropriate facts and publication of appropriate facts and
judgments, indicative of official aptitude judgments, indicative of official aptitude
or inaptitude, or inaptitude.

11. or 2. Maximization of publicity of official 11. or 2. Minimization of publicity of ofiici_l
obligations, obligations.

In defence of the system of misrule as at of those causes, by the force of which, in every
present carried on in England, a plea in bar government, the ruling functionaries are, on
against reform, and a plea that seems to be each occasion, prompted and urged to concur
most generally employed and relied on, is-- in the making of the sinister sacrifice, the
that the system that has pla_e now, is the more strenuous and universal will of course
same as that by which all the good effects that be the endeavours to conceal from the eyes of
have ever been experienced have been pro- all who do not participate in the benefit of it,
duced : the same on which all the praises that the existence of the sacrifice itself, and thence
have ever been bestowed upon it by foreign the existence and the efficiency of the too-
nations as well as its own, have been bestowed, tires which on each occasion give birth to it.

If th_ngs themselves are to be considered, By action (if sufficiently observed) the demon-
and not merewords--thethingsthemselvesand stration afforded by it is on every occasion
not merely the words employed in speaking of complete : for producing disbelief of the exis-
them, nothing can be further from the truth, teuee of it--for preventing men from descry-
The assertion, if it be anything to the pur- ing motives through the medium of actions,
pose, amounts to this : viz. that, to the power remain as the only resource which the nature
exercised by the ruling one, in conjunction of the case furnishes or admits of'--profe_ons.
with the sub-ruling few, once the subject many, In this case the actions constitute the circum-
there exists at present checks and securities stantialevidence,andprofessions--merewords_
against abuse, either the same as, or not less the direct evidence. The circumstantial evi-
effectual than, any which ever had place at dence by which the existence of the sacrifice,
any former point of time. and the part borne by each man in the rank-

This will be found completely false and ing of it, is demonstrated, being cmmlusive,
groundless, whether the power of aggression notlfing is left but to abuse the ears, and if
on the part of the one and the few be con- possible, blind the eyes and confound the un-
sidered, or the power of self-defence on the derstanding, the conception, and the judgment,
part of the many. by an all-embracing, and indefatigably, and

On the part of the rulers the power of ag- vehemently urged body of this same direct
gression may be distinguished into the power evidence : evidence which in every instance
of violence and the power of corruption: on is mendacious. But the mendacity of it not
the part of the subject many the power of self- being in its nature capable of being rendered
defence may be distinguished into that which perceptible to sense--perceptible to the bodily
they exercise by their representatives, mean- organs of those addressed in the character of
ing always their actual deputies and delegates judges ; hence it is that it ever has been in the
freely chosen by them, and that which they most unblushing manner obtruded, and will so
exercise by themselves, continue to be to the very last.

First, as to the power of aggression by rio- For this purpose, uot inconsiderable is the
lence. It consists in, and in its amount is variety of phrases ; as common as any ispurity
proportioned to, the standing force of a mili- of motires. By this phrase what is meant to
tary nature under the absolute command of be insinuated is, either that in the part the
the ruling one. Of this force there are two man takes he has no regard whatsoever for his
branches : the land force and the sea force, own personal interest, or any other narrow
For the period of comparison take, in tlm first interest, or that if he has any, it gives way gt
place, the year 1753, being the fifth year after all times to his regard for the national or some
the war that terminated in the peace of 1748. other more extensive interest. But preferably

Army in 1753, 20,000. Army in 1821, the meaning is, such being the more direct
100,000. and obvious import of the words, the utter

Navy in 1753, 15,000. Navy in 1821, absence of every particle of self-regard. Of
60_000. this immaculate purity, each man in the most

So far as aggressive power is concerned, to peremptory manner asserts the existence in
say that it is no greater now than it was in his own instance : deny it, or hesitate to ad-
1753, is to say that one hundred flmusand is mit it, yo_offer him an affront---an affront_ the
no more than twenty thousand : or that sixty stain of which he perhaps not unfrequently
thousand is no more than fifteen thousand, invites you to permit him to wash away with

The more a_sured the influence and efficiency your blood. Of this same purity he calls upon

y;_
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you, though per]_aps in a tone not quite so virtue in this shape cannot reasonably be roe
loud, to admit, on the part of his colleagues garded as being so frequently exemplified as
and supporters. Nor yet, unless under the insanity: and that as in the ease of insanity
smart of some particular provocation, or in so in this,--it is in what has place in the con-
the ardour of some particularly advantageous duct on the part of the thousands, and not in
thrust, is he backward in the acknowledgment what has place in the conduct of one in every
of the same purity in the breasts of honourable thousand, that all rational and usefhl political
gentlemen on the other side of the house. By arrangements will be grounded.
this means while the praise of good temper Of a state of things thus incontrovertible,
and candour is obtained, the price for the put- no sooner is the existence to a certain degree
chase of the corresponding acknowledgment extensively acknowledged, than all pretence
on the other side, is thus paid in advance, to this species of purity will be regarded as

No government so corrupt but that it is in would an assertion of chastity in the mouth of
the habit of receiving acknowledgments of this a prostitute at the very moment of solieita-
sort from its opponents. Nor are these ac- tion: regarded as an insult to the understaud-
knowledgments inconsistent with the rules of ings of all those to whom it is addressed_---and
policy. For if the position were--all is impu- will as such be resented.
rity on that side, all is purity on our side,-- Partly through artifice, partly through blind
people might be found to doubt of it, especially imitation, almost every sort of document, by
in those instances in which the very same men which right instruction ought to be admini-
have been seen sometimes on the one side some- stored, is regularly and constantly employed
times on the other : and in that case the result in the drawing of those flattering pictures of
might be, in some eyes, a rational supposition human nature : flattering in so far as that dis-
of its non-existence on either side. position is ascribed, by which if really posses-

At the expense of truth (need it be said _.) sed in the degree in which it is represented as
is all this laudation and self-worship, every possessed, the destruction of the whole species
atom of it. But the more irrefragably true is would be the consequence. Thsse pictures of
the contrary position, the more strenuous is human nature are drawn without any deter-
the urgency of the demand for it. Thus it is, minate and declared line of distinction, yet so
that urged by the necessity which on all sides ordered, that the favourites of fortune are the
they are under of making men in general con- only individuals that have the benefit of it.
tinue in the belief of the non-existence of that In all histories, in all biographies_ in all
which they are seeing and feeling the effects funeral sermons, in all obituaries, is praise
of at every moment, public men join in the in- poured out with the most boundless, and indis-
culcating of the errors correspondent and op- criminating profusion, upon those who howso-
pnsite to the most important truths : in caus- ever spoken of while living, are thus richly
ing men to believe that, under a form of go- compensated when dead. That for fortune's
vernment so thoroughly corrupt, that all who favourites alone is the praise destined--that
belong to it are in a state of corruption--none by them alone it is, or can be invoked, is not
are : to believe in that fabled purity which is expressly said : yet so it is, that to none other_
not ever true even where temptation is at its can any part of it ever have application.
minimum, much less in a situation in which it Thus it is that in all these documents, he-
is at its maximum, hour and praise bestowed, operates as a bounty

This being the language of ruler-craft, what upon oppression and depredation, as an en-
is the language of simple truth _ That in spite couragement to persevere in all those courses
of everything which is said, the general pre- by which human misery on the largest scale
dominance of self-regard over every other sort is produced.
of regard, is demonstrated by everything that It is from the same pernicious artifice that
is don_: thatin the ordinary tenor of life, in the adage--" of the dead say nothingbut what
thebreastsofhumanbeingsofordinarymould, is good," has its source: i.e. give on every
self is everything, to which all other persons, occasion false and delusive instruction, in the
added to all other things put together, are as most important of all branches of art and
nothing : that this general habit of self pro- science : instruction by which the few may be
ference is so far from being a just subject of engaged to commit oppression and depredation
denial, or even a reasonable cause of regret, in. every shape, and the many engaged to sub-
that the existence of it is an indispensable con- mit to it.
dition not only to the weUbeing but to the i Tender in their sympathy for those who
very being of the human species, and should have no feeling : callous to the sufferings of all
therefore be a cause of satisfaction: that ad- those who are exposed to suffer from the
mitting, as perhaps it may be admitted, that crimes of their confederates.
in a highly matured state of society, in here This doctrine is inculcated in all seats of
and there a highly cultivated and expanded instruction, in every monarchy. To his disad.
m'md_ under the stimulus of some extraordi- vantage, nothing : to his advantage, anything.
innary excitement, a sacrifice of self-regarding Thus, bating a few exceptions, the portrait

terest to social interest, upon a national presented by the aggregate of these documenteb
se&le, lute not been without example---public is that of universal excellence. Not that by
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the word exoellence, anything approaching to the moral sence,--while it iswRhso muchmore
the character of a distinct ides, can be ever proprietyapplieshletetheunproductiveelasses.
presented : all that is presented, is a some- If a man be covered with dirt, you see it in &
thing by which the individual is constituted a moment by a glance at his face. But if he
fit subject of admiration and consequently of be a man, who, after sacrificing to hi.s own
imitation. But these so fit subjects of admi- gratification the subsistence of 100,000 human
ration and imitation, to winch class do they beings of the productive class, is still running
belong ! Uniformly to that class, by which all in debt, disdaining to apply a bridle to that
the mischief done in the world has been done : rapacity by which he is urged to go on, in
while those who never come in for any share the same sinister sacrifice, so long as an oh-
of this admiration and this praise, are with a tainable particle of it remains unsacrificed_
few exceptions as before, of the class of those, nothing of tiffs do you see in his face, or in
by whom at the same time, whatever good has anything about him ; on the contrary, yen see
been done, has been done. him encompassed with trappings, the object of

In the labouring--the productive class, life which, (and in hut too great a degree the el-
in its general tenor, is a life of beneficence : feet,) is to cause you to regard him, not as be-
whate_er maleficence has place forms the ex- ing distinguished by any of those mischievous
ception, and in comparison with the benefi- qnalities, by which he is so pre-eminently dis-
cence, those exceptions are extremely rare. tinguished,--but as one who is pure of all those
By the produce of his labour, he procures his qualities, from the effects of which, suifering,
own subsistence, and contributes to that of in various shapes, to other individuals, is de-
the family to which he belongs : in so doing, rived.
he contributes at the same time to his own To the devising of any well-grounded and
gratification : for by the constitution of human rational course, for the surmounting of the
nature, gratification is inseparably attached to obstacles opposed to good government, by the
those operations by which the individual--and universal self-preference in the breasts of the
hence by which the species--is preserved. At functionaries of government--of the constitut-
the same time to an indefinite _mount, accord- ed guardians of the universal interest---the
lng to the nature of his employment, he Con- first step was the taking a true observation of
tributes to the gratification of others in abun- the existence and shape of that same univer-
_ance : _)thers by whom no such contributions sally prevalent, particular, and sinister into-
are made to the general stock of felicity. By rest. This theory being accomplished, cot-
him, no mischief is done : no depredation respondent and accordant practice becomes a
committed--no oppression in any other shape, matter of course. Hence, into the compass of
committed, these two words, may be condensed the all-

Not the smallest particle of that praise and directing and leading rule--_Snimize co_f_
admiration ever falls to the share of this uni- deuce. Such, then, is the advice which the
termly beneficent class. Sofar from being oh- framer of this constitution has not been back-
_ects of respect or sympathy, they are objects ward in giving to all who arc disposed to ac-
of contempt and antipathy : they serve but as cept it. Confine within the strictest limits of
foils, to the receptacles of all excellence, necessity, whatsoever confidence you may be

Here, then, are two distinct and opposite tempted to repose eitlier in them or their suc-
classes: the one eomposedofthose bywhom the cessors.
disagreeable sensation, called disgust, is con- At the same time, here as in a watch, does
etantty experienced : the other composed of this main-spring require another to antagonize
those who are the objects of it--those from with it. Of all constituents be it, at the same
whom it is experienced. But those from whom time the care, from no delegate to withhold a_y
it is experienced, are undoubtedly, in a physi- of that power, which may eventually be neces-
cal sense_ comparatively impure: the quality, sary to the due performance of the service
on account of which they are the objects of looked for, at his hands. While confidence is
disgust, is impurity : while the opposite agree- minimized, let not power be withheld. For
able quality is among the incontestable attri- security against breach of trust, the sole apt
hntos of those by whom they are contemplated remedy is,---on the part of trustees, not trope-
in this point of view. But by those by whom tence, but constant responsibility, and as to-
everything is produced, small indeed in corn- wards their creators---the authors of their po-
parison is either the time er the money that ]itieal being--on every occasion, and at all
can be afforded by them in freeing themselves times, the strictest and most absolute depeno
from impuritles :_neversuiticient for the satis- deuce. In the fn-st place with powers no
f_tion of those, their superiors in the scale otherwise limited, on the part of the Supreme
of fortune. Legislative, the most absolute dependence o_

Unfo_unately of the appellation impure, in the Supreme Constitutive, and thus in a chain
the case in which it is with propriety applied reaching down to the lowest functionary : each
to the productive classes, the propriety is much link, through the medium of the several in-
more obvious and incontestable, than in the creasing links, in a state of equally perfect de-
ease in which, it is with so much less propriety pendonce on the Supreme Legislative, and by
applicable to those same classes, n,_mely, in this means on the Supreme Constitutive. If
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_n_ Supreme Constitutive were in a single I change in the constitution, might not receive3
hand---in the hand of a monarch, no objection / and beyond doubt is destined sooner or l_ter
would there be, on his part, to this chain of ] to receive, an easy cure; while to the evils re-
dependence : nor on the part of any of those t sultingfrom the constitutions of all otberstates,
who, that the many may be dependent on them, t no cure can l_y possibility be effeeted by a_y
are so well content to be dependent on that _ other means, than the abrogation of those con*
one. C_n it be said there is less reason for i stitutions, and substituting the sort of consfi-
content when the few are thus dependent on ] tution, of which it is the characteristic to have
the many I for_ts fundamental principle, the omnipotence

With the maximization of beneficial power, of the many, as above.
to reconcile and embrace the minimization of At the same time,men being the same every-
maleficent power, lies the great, not to say, where, not less universally exemplified is the
the only di_culty. For surmounting it, the principle of self-preference in that, than in
course here taken is--the keeping throughout every other form of government. But where
the whole field of action, in the hands of the the government is in the hands of all, or what
many, the faculty of dislocating the possessors comes to the same thing, of those whose col-
of operative power--in the hands of those by lective interests are the same with the inter-
whom, and in so far as, maleficently exercised_ ests of all, the natural effect of the principle
the suffering thus produced will be felt. of self-preference is--not as in the case where

In vain would the efficiency of the course, it is in the hands of one, or of a few, the snarl-
here recommended,be questioned, or its alleged rice of the interest of all, to the interest of
dangerousness asserted and magnified. For that one or those few ; but the sacrifice of all
a complete demonstration of its efficiency, interests that are opposed to the happiness of
as well as its undangeronsness, one and the all. In so far as his aim is, to sacrifice all
came example has already sufficed. This is interests to his own,--the interests of others,
that of the Anglo-American United States. to that which is peculiar to himself, no man
In essentials, the principals by which the finds any effective number of hands disposed
arrangements in the constitution of that con- to join with his : in so far as his aim is, to serve
foderaey have been determined, are the same, it such of his interests alone, as are theirs as well
may be seen, as those here laid down and ap- as his, he finds all hands disposed to join with
plied. Of that constitution, the fundamental his: and these common interests correspond
principle is the omnipotence of the many : to the immediately subordinate right and pro-
the omnipotence in so far as established by the per ends of government, maximization of sub-
constitutive power, though not a particle of the sisteuce, abundance, security, and equality.
operative power can be seen lodged in those In so far as by the principle of self-preference,
same hands, he is led to promote his own happiness_ by

By the adoption and application made of augmenting theirs at the same time, or even
this principle, while an unexampled quantity without diminishing it, so far he finds himself
of good has been produced, and evil, in the capable of acting without obstruction : but no
shape of evil, from misrule excluded,--not a sooner does he attempt to promote his own
particle of the alleged mischiefs or dangers happiness, by means by which theirs is dimi-
has ever been seen to result : while the evils, nished, than he finds obstruction thrown in his
which, for want of this safeguard, have, at the way, by all whose happiness is, by this his
same time, as well as in all former times, been enterprise already more or less diminished_
produced in all other governments, are and and by all who, in case of his success, are up-
have been, multitudinous, intense, and incon- prehensive of suffering the like diminution.
trevertible; and are destined to go on increas- Thus, then, the principle of self-preference_
ing, till the governments themselves are dis- has for its regulator in the breast of each, the
solved, consciousness of the existence and power of

Not that even in this hitherto matchlessly the same principle in the breasts of all the
felicitous system, imperfections of detail are rest : and thus it is that the whole mechanism
wanting: witness the still unabrogated sanction is at all times kept in a state of perfect order_
given to domestic slavery on account of differ- and at all times performs to admiration every-
ence of colour, and the misrule submitted to thing that is desired of it, everything it was
at the hands of the lawyer tribe, for want of made for.
an all-embracing and determinate rule of as- As to professions, and boasts of purity of
tion : not to speak of a quantity of useless motives ; in the debates and discussions that
and thence mischievous complication, by which have place in those United States_ little or no-
the transparency of the system still continues thing of this sort of talk is heard. Why I Be-
to be disturbed. But in these imperfections cause, in the first place, there is no such de-
there is nothing that flows from the above- mand for it : in the next place, there would be
mentioned fundamental principle : nor yet no use for it, for there would be no prospec_
any evil that may not be seen in still greater of its gaining credence.
abundance in those other states, in the con- No such demand: for by no functionary, or
stitntions of which this principle has no place, set of functionaries, is any such power there
Neither is there any evil_ which_ witho_ _ possessed as that of exercising depredation ol
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oppression in any shape--that of making of as are the number of the sufferers in the two
the interests of others, any such enormous eases ; in other words, as the mischief done
sacrifices, to his own particular interest, as are by the public wrong, is to the mischief done
made under all other governments,--any such by the private wrong.
power, nor consequently, any such habit. The
sinister interest not being proved by his ac-
tions, there is no such circumstantial evidence, CHAPTER X.
calling for direct evidence to furnish a dis-
proof of it. * CORRUPTION.

No credence would any such profession ob-
tain if uttered. In a monarchy, while pro- Taken in its largest sense, the word corrup-
ducing its effects in the way of corruption on tion is employed to denote the deterioration of
the self-styled agents of the people, the mat- the subject to which it is applied,--the ren-
ter of good above-mentioned, in their hands, dering it worse than it was before, or would
and thrown round their persons, is producing have been otherwise. Corruptio is in Latin,
its effects in the way of delusion upon the brcakit_ up: the breaking up of the texture
people themselves. Full, they are seen to be of the subject in question : it being under-
of money, power, and factitious dignity : pro- stood that, by such breaking up, it is rendered
portionably full, under favour of the delusion, worse. In the first instance, the word was
they are believed to be, of excellence. As of used in a physical sense : the breaking up the
excellence in general, so of excellence in the texture of a mass of animal or vegetable mat-
shape of _incerity in particular : so that, when ter ; from thence, it comes to be used in a
they say their motives are so pure, their re- moral sense,--thc breaking up for the worse,
gard for the interests of the people so intense, the texture of the mental frame.
their disregard for their own interests so When the sense in which the word is used
entire, the assertion of all these impossibilities, is the physical sense, no more than one object
impossibilities as they are, is not the less fol- is necessarily considered as having place in
lowed by belief, the operation: namely, the corruptible mass

But in those United States, no such source in which the change has place : by another
of delusion has place : no man, whose impu- object, operating in the character of a ferment,
dence has soared to any such pitch, as to make the change may be promoted : but no such
pretension to any such excellence. By inward exterior object is necessary to it.
consciousness, each man stands assured of the Where the sense in which the word is used
dominion of the principle of self-preference in is the moral sense, the idea of two objects at
himself: by analogy, receiving continual sup- once is commonly presented by it : the part in
port from experience, each man stands equally which the one appears, an active part ; the
assured of its existence in the breast of every part in which the other appears, a passive
uther man. No man, therefore, sees any ad- part. The objects thus presented to view are
vantage in coming forward with pretensions, commonly persons. In this ease what is pro-
which, if made, would be productive of no sented to view, is an operation in which two
uther fruit than scorn and ridicule, persons are concerned : one the agent in the

By nothing which is to be found in that operation, corrupting the other, and thereby
example, is any contradiction or exception rendering himself a corruptor: the other, the
applied to the rule, by which the greatest patient in the operation, being corrupted by
happiness of the rulers themselves is assert- the former, and by the having been so cor-
ed to be the end in view of all rule: why_ rupted becoming and continuing corrupt.
for this simple reason,--the supreme rulers Thus it is, that an operation called cx_p-
themselves, are those, whose interests are tion has been performed: and by the same
not decidedly distinguishable from those in- word corruption, the result of the operation--
terests of which the universal interest is corn- the state of things brought about by it---is de-
posed, signated.

Whatsoever moral eonsiderations,--notions In the operation thus described, by the party
of moral obligation,--should induce a man to corrupting eorrupti_ inf_ence has been exer-
abstain from acts injurious to individuals, or cised: by the party corrupted, say in one
to the community in the aggregate, and to word, (on the plan mentioned and recommend-
oppose himself to acts of the like tendency on ed by Blackstone,) the corrnptcc corrupt oh-
the part of the other individuals, or of foreign- gqu/ousness has been practised.
ers, considered in the character of enemies, In the idea thus brought to view, is also
should urge him to the like conduct as against commonly comprised that of an auxiliary
the correspondent acts of misrule, on the part agent, considered as being employed as an in-
ofthe government,and as againsttheform strnmentby the principalone. Thisinstru-
and systemofgovernmentwhichgivesbirth ment isa quantityof what may be termed
tothem. So much withregardto direction: the matterof corruption,employed in that
thenas to forceand energy. In thecaseof same characterofan instrument.Appliedin
thepublicwrong, the resistanceoughttobe the physicalsense,and toa physicalsubjeet_
to whatitisinthecaseof theprivatewrong_ thisinstrumentis what iscalled_ fe_t_
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This matter, employed as an instrument to situations must have place, and thinking tl_t
act upon the mind, if it operates, it is in the the masses of emolument attached to them
¢hara_tor of an inducement that it operates, must have place, tl_aks that of these good

An inducement is censtitutod either of the tbSngs the possession and enjoyment may
matter of evil or of the matter of good, operat- well be in tds hands as ill any other's. The
ing on the mind in those their respective char- monarch is kind and bountiful : in return for
actors, kindness and bounty, the moral and the roll-

An inducement, to which the name of cor- gious sanction join in commanding gratitude:
ruptive might without impropriety be attach- and thus it is_ that without design of evil on
ed, is an inducement of the intimidative kind. the one part, or consciousness of it on the
Say, for example, the fear of death : intima- other, corruption may do its work, and evil,
tion being given, that if the party meant to to any intensity, extent, and duration, be pro-
be corrupted will not do the sinister service duced.
desired at his hands, he shall be put to death, _orruption may also be distinguished into
--in the opposite case, not. personal, or say personally seated, and syste-

An instrument of this sort is not, however, matic, or say systematically seated.
the sort of instrument, the idea of which will, By the case in which it i_-personally seated,
by the words, matter of corruption, instrument understand the ease in which a determinate
of eorruptionr-2oe in general most apt to be individual is assignable, by whom a portion of
excited. Not a portion of the matter of evil, the matter of good, eon.tituting the tempta_
but a portion of the matter of good, is the sort tion, has been presented to the view of the in-
of instrument, the idea of which will, by any dividual at whose hands the sinister service
such appellations, in general be apt to be ex- was desired, and the bait accordingly swal-
cited, lowed, and the sinister service rendered. In

This matter of good will be some portion of this case stands the transaction between the
the matter of which the external instruments candidate and the elector, as above. By the
of felicity are eomposed, namely, power and case in which the corruption is not personally
wealth, with or without the addition of facti- but systematically seated, understand the case
tious honour or dignity, in which no such individual is assignable, but

In regard to corruption, the first grand dis- the cause of the corrupt transaction-- the
tinetion is, the distinction between that which source of all transactions of the same nature
is designed, and that which is undesigned, pervading the whole official establishment, is
By undesigned, understand that which is ca- in the system or frame of government.
pable of having place without design, not that A system of government in which an irre-
which is not ever, in any instance, the result moveable functionary possesses an indispen-
of design : for of that which is capable of hay- sable share in the supreme legislative power,
ing place without design, there is not any and at the same time the whole or the great-
portion but what is not altogether capable of est part of that branch of the supreme execu-
having plave with and by design, and is abun- tire power, by which the subordinate func-
dantly in the habit of being so produced, tionaries arc placed, and, in a proportion more

Suppose the creation of it the work of or less considerable, displaceahte, is a system
chance : nothing is more natural than that the in which corruption is systematically seated.
preservation of it shall be the work of design. On the one part, the corruptive influence of

The eorrnptive influence by which, in the the chief ftmctionary, on the other part, the
case of bribery, an elector of a representative corrupt obsequiousness on the part of the pen-
of the people in a mixed monarchyis engaged ple's representatives, has its source, not in
to give his vote in favour of a candidate by the mental texture of this or that individual,
whom, or by whose agent, money is given for but in the political texture of the system or
it, is the work of design. On the other part, frame of government itselfi It will therefore,
the corrupt nbsequiousness is accompanied of necessity, go on in the production of the
with a consciousness of the nature of the cot- fruits of corruption, namely, depredation and
rapting inducement to which it is indebted for oppression, in a quantity continually increas-
its e'xistence. The corruption, in consequence ing, unless_ and until the form of government
of which the representative perseveres in giv- receive an apt and adequate change.
ing support to the measures of the monarch, Obsequious dependence is produced by fear
in that same monarchy, for a course of years, or hope : fear of eventual evil, or hope of
notwithstanding any depredation and oppree- eventual good.
sion of which those same measures are all the Dependence by the tie of fear is generally
while productive, may by possibility, be pro- most effective : the greatest evil which a de-
duced on the one part without any such de- pendent is capable of receiving at the hands
sign, and on the other part without any such of a superior being more than equal to the
eelf-criminating consciousness. The monarch, greatest good. Suppose the degree of proba-
in his quality of chief executive functionary, bility of the result to be the same, the same
must have subordinates, in the several situs- sum produces more effective dependenae by
tions,with large masses of emolument attached the fear of lo_ing it, than by the hope of gai_ °
to them. The representative, seeing that these ing it : punishment, by the fear of lo_ing it

Yon. IX. _"
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produces a dependence more effective, than re- effects of corruption from having place to a_y
ward, by the hope of gaining it. such amount as to be perceptible on a national

Under the English form of government, all scale, is possible.
- desirable offices, without any exception worth In a limited monarchy, corruption by inti-

taking into account, being in the gift of the midation at l_rge, cannot have place fo any
monarch, and to the greater part of the ex_ considerable extent : the intimidation and the
tent, the power of dislocation being, in rela- consequent suffering would extend to those
tion to those same offices, also in his hands,-- by whose power the limitation to that of the
hence, on the part of all other members of the monarch is applied. They would call in the
community, dependence, more or less effective, i power of the people to their aid, and make a
has place universally. The interest of this change either in the form of government, or in
one member being opposite to that of all the the person of the chief governor and his family,
rest, it is his c_)nstant desire, and correspon- or both.
dent endeavour, to cause them to support his The case in which corruption by intimida-
interest at the expense of theirs. Thus, under tion is capable of having place, is therefore re-
that form of government, corruption is all pre- duced to that in which corruption by intimida-
valent on the part of those who possess, and tion is connected with corruption by remune-
those who look to possess, a share in it. And ration : the state of intimidation in question
_vhatever may be the variation in degree, as having for its efficient cause, the fear of losing
in that, so is it, in this respect, in every other a benefit, which has proceeded from the inti-
limited monarchy, midating hand.

One great misfortune attendant on the use Such then will be the effect of the univer-
made of corruption and delusion is, the extreme sally applying disloeative power here propes-
facility with which the fabrication of these in- ed to be vested in the people, in their quality
struments of misrule is attended. Force and of members of the constitutive authority : it
intimidation are not applied without special will be an effectual preventive of depredation,
and strenuous exertions on the part of pus- and oppression in every other shape, at the
scssors of power, specially directed to the pro- hands of rulers. It will not indeed operate
duction of obsequiousness--the desired effect, as a completely effectual preventive of corrup-
Corruption and delusion are produced by them tion in the shape of corrupt remuneration in
not only without any strenuous exertions, but particular instances as above ; but, so few
without so much as any expense in the article will be these instances, and the evil effects, if
of though_ : are produced by them just as well any, so inconsiderable, that in a national point
when asleep as when awake, of view, they may be regarded without much

To exercise corruptive influence to any regret by the most anxious lover of mankind.
amount--to produce corrupt obsequiousness to Suppose that in the instance of this or that
any amount, it is not necessary that either office, the choice made of the functionary by
endeavour, or so much as desire so to do, should the patron,as between C,a corruptor, (in whose
have place in the mind of the ruler. All that favour tlm matter of corruption has been era-
is neccssary_ is, the desire and the endeavour, ployed,) and N, a non-corruptor, (in whose
which in his situation is of course followed by favour no matter of corruption has been em-
accomplishment,--the endeavour to produce, played,) has been determined by the giving of
and of course the production of, waste. In a a daughter of C's, in marriage to a son of the
word, all that is necessary to him is, on every patron's, with a fortune greater than would
occasion that presents itself, to yield to the have been given otherwise : C and N, being
appetite for money in his own breast, or in exactly upon a par, in respect of appropriate
the breasts of any individual or individuals aptitude. In this case the corruption has
connected with him, in the way of interest or place, but by the supposition no ill effect_
sympathy : for the purpose of their individual whatever are among the results of it.
gr_tificationthe moneyis put into theirpoekets: Suppose now, that though neither of the
thereupon, by the eventual expectation of the candidates be to any such degree absolutely
like benefit from the like source, corroptive unapt, as that any determinate ill effects should
obsequiousness is produced in the breast and be seen to result from their want of aptitude,
conduct of ten, twenty, or perhaps fifty times, in such sort as to be neither of them percep-
as many breasts as those in which the gratifi- tibly below par in the scale of aptitude,--vet
cation attached to the receipt and expenditure one of them there is, to whom, though ab_vv

• of the money, was produced, par in the scale of aptitude, the one who is
In itself corruption is no evil, for neither is no$ above par, has been preferred. This is

the receipt, nor the conferring of a benefit, in the sort and degree of corruption, against
any shape an evil ; in so far as it is an evil, which neither the universally applying allele-
corruption is so, only in respect of the evil cation in the hands of the constitutive, nor
effects produced by it: abstraction made of this, in addition to all remedies whatsoever,

f: these effects, it is even a good. which the nature of the case admits the appli-
- To prevent here and there an insulated cation of, can ever operate as a completely

breach of trust, effeeted by means of remnne- adequate preventive. But so long as the effects
: ration, is impossible; but to prevent the evil of corruption rise not above this height, neither
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the framer of the constitutional code, nor any were added,--if, to protestations, eyes tlfted
spect_ter of it, need feel much dissatisfaction up to he.yen,--if, to eyes lifted up to heaven,
at the contemplation of the work. summonses to God to come down and bear

Corruption may be understood in a more ex- witness,--if, to summonses to God to bear
tensive sense, v_mely, by being considered witness, tears,--if, to tears, faintin_ws were
as designating the matter of good or evil, added; tothe claim madebythe simple decla-
operating on file mind of an individual in such rations, would any additional claim either
sort, as to cause him in contemplation of a less iu the case of the chancellor in office or out
good toforego a greater,or by the contemplation of office, or in the case of the minor malefae-
of a less evil to subject himself to a greater, or tor, be made to credence _. Yes; if by his dis-
by the contemplation of"a less evil to forego a play in the character of Iago, Mr Kean calls
greater good. _him from the grave, calls the dead to life, and

Thus when Esau, as in the history, sold his _transforms himself into that personage.
birth-right for a mess of pottage, thus sacri- By the common name of corruptionists, cot-
ricing to a lesser present, a greater future in- ruptors and corrnptees may both of them be
terest, his will may on this occasion be consi- designated. By the use of this common ap-
dered as having been governed by corrnptive pellative, the difficulty and obscurity attached
influence : and the portion of the matter of to the operation of ascertaining, which of the
corruption by which the effect was produced, two parts was, on this or that occasmn, acted
was, in this case, the mess of pottage, by the individual or individuals in question,

In a word, whosoever the party is, to whose may be avoided.
happiness reference is made by the word good, Everywhere, the whole official establish-
everyease in which the lesser good is embraced meat, is a corruptive establishment : to pos-
in preference to thegreater, or even the greater sess the sinister benefits of corruption, is the
evil in preference to the less, may be consider- universal wish.
ed as a case in wifich corruption, or say cor- But, without their own pale, the members
ruptive influence, has had place, and has in of the official establishment have, in their
such sort operated, as to have given birth to quality of corruptors, or would-be corruptors,
the sinister effect, their accomplices, and in the natural course

An elector, who by his vote should contri- of things, their confederates. These are the
bute to the establishment of a constitution i several classes of which the aristocracy of the
having for its effect, instead of the greatest country is composed.
happiness of the greatest number, the greatest i They have, all of them, that which is suffi-
or supposed greatest happiness of the ruling ! cleat to make them so : the particular and
few at the expense of the happiness of the ! sinister interest, and the situation in life, which
many, would, supposing himself to become in gives them (such of them as are not rulers)
consequence of the misrule, a sufferer to a the facu!ty ofserving by confederacy with such
greater amount than that of the benefit re- as are rulers, that same sini_-ter interest.
ceived by his vote, be an Esau selhng bi_ birth- Of the expense of government, every part
right for a mess of pottage, which has for its effect or its object, the afford-

Look to a man whose situation places him ing to the few gratification in which the many
under the temptation above descrlbed,--see cannot participate, is so much of the corrnp-
him putting into his pocket the reward thus tire fund employed in gaining over the ntis-
proffered by it,--conceive him stazading up tocratical classes, and obtaining their support
and saying--never from either the prospect or and assistance in the depredation and oppres-
the receipt of this reward, has my conduct sion exercised on the many.
ever experienced any the slightest influence,-- To the other ingredients of the corruption-
a declaration to any such effect can it, in the fund may be added, everything that goes by
instance of any man which ever breathed, have the name of grace and favour : admission to
presented any so much as the slightest claim places to which others would not be admitted:
to credence _ Yes : if,--when for the obtain- admission to more convenient or more honour-
meat of legal evidence of a capital crime, able situations in places in which persons in
pardon, together with a thousand pounds re- general are admitted : opportunities of put-
ward, has been offered to any partaker in the chasing this or that object of desire with more
crime who, with the effect of producing the certainty, or upon terms more advantageous,
conviction of a fellow criminal, will repair to than those on which persons at large can ob-
the judic_tory and give his narrative of the tain them.
case, if, in the course of his narrative he Corruption has place where, by means of
should take upon him to say--neither by the some benefit to himself, a functionary is made
nssuramco of receiving the thousamd pounds, to violate his trust.
nor by the assurance of saving my forfeited On this occasion, the following points must
life, mm I influenced by the statement I am be considered, namely :-
now givingj--if, with a protestation to this 1. The sinister effect produced, viz. mischief
effeot in his mouth, the malefactor could pro- in some shape or other to the public service.
cent _ny claim to credence. 2. The nature of the benefit, or say, the

If, to assurances to this eifeet_protestatioas sinister henefit_ received.
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3. The person corrnpted,--say the corrnptee, made and accordingly is made an instrument
4, The hand by which the sinister benefit is of corruption. Give a man to understand that

_.- received, namely, the eorruptee's own or some if he will 1rotrender the sinister service he will
-_ otlmr, be punished ; but that if he does render it_ he

5. The person benefited by the sinister effect shall remain unpunished : the non-application
--say the corruptor, of the punishment has the effect of reward.

6. The immediately corrupting hand by Where the instrument is in both cases the same,
which the sinister benefit is applied, as in the case of money, and the magnitude of it

7. The relative time at which the sinister equal, the actuating force of punishment is
benefit is received : relation had to the time at much greater than that of reward. Aggre-
which the sinister effect is produced: namely, gate value of a man's property say £100.
consequent or antecedent. Give him £50, you do not prod_ce near so

8. Themotivebytheoperationofwhich,onthe much enjoyment, as you do suffering by taking
mind of the individual corrupted, the corrnp- from him that same sum : the ratio of £100 to
tion, and thence the sinister effect, is produced. £50 is twice as great as the ratio of £ 150 to

1. As to the sinister effect of the corruption: £100. Give him £100, still further are you
This considered in its general complexion, is from producing on his part as much enjoyment
violation of the trust in question : of the trust, as you would suffering, by taking from him
correspondent to the power, with which in that same sum: you in this case take from
virtue of his office, the functionary on whom him his all: scarcely by giving him £l 000,
the corruption operates, is invested ; or if the would you produce so much enjoyment, as you
functions be no other than such by the exer- would suffering by so stripping him. Man
else of which no power is exorcised,---the is susceptible of pain in greater quantities than
duties attached to the situation of the eorrup- pleasure.
tee. The object here proposed, being the Considered as forming part and parcel of
keeping as far as possible excluded, corruption the matter of corruption, a benefit requires to
wherever it is liable to have entrance, or at be distinguished into that which is irrevocable
any rate the keeping excluded as far as possi- and that which is revocable, tn the case where
hle whatever evil effects it is pregnant with, it is irrevocable, the effective, or say corrup-
the effect must to this purpose be presumed to tire. ibrce with which it operates, is that only
be in ever)" ease, evil : in what particular which belongs to it in the quality of matter of
shape, will depend upon the particular nature reward, tn the case inwhich it is revocable, the
of the function attached to the office whatso- corruptive force with which it operates is that
ever it be, and the correspondent trusts or whiehbelongstoitinthecharaeterofmatterof
duties of which the violation is produced, punishment. By giving to a man an eventually

2. As to the nature of tim benefit. This permanent benefit, of which you reserve to
may be good in any of its shapes. The matter yourself the power of depriving him atpleasure,
of corruption is accordingly the matter of good you invest yourself with a power of inflicting

; in any of its shapes, considered as employed punishment--yon place him in a state of de-
to this sinister purpose. For examples of tim pendence and subjection to that same power.

] shapes in which the matter of good is at the A_ to the creation of such a power, it is an

disposition of governments or individuals, take evil altogether inevitable : tbr without powerthe several external instruments of felicity in of dislocation on the one part, and dislocahility
i all their shapes : including money, power, fac- on the other, no tolerably efficient security for

titious dignity, ease at the expense of official appropriate aptitude on the part of subordi-
I duty, vengeance at the expense of justice, hates, can be established. But for excluding

t In the idea of good in all its shapes, is in- the abuse of it no securities which the natureeluded the idea of evil in all its shapes. How of the case admits of can be superfluous.
80 1 Because whatever be the shape in which To this head belongs the ease of ]aardon_
it is possible for evil to show itself, the exclu- and the exercise of mercy_ which has been
siou or removal of it, is a correspondent good : considered elsewhere.
and in the same way, under the idea of evil in 3. The corruptee : namely a public funs-
all its shapes, is included the idea of good in tionary of any grade in any department, at
all its shapes.* whose hands the sinister service is thus oh-

Good may accordingly be divided and dis- tained : whether his function has power in any
tingnished into positive and negative. Post- shape attached to it or not.
tire good, is good not consisting in the absence 4. The immediately receiving hand--the
or removal of evil : negative good is good con- hand by which, without the intervention of any
Ifisting in the exclusion or removal of evil. other, the sinister and corruptive benefit is

Punishment may therefore in this way be received. This may be that of the corrupt_ee
or any other : of any other person whatsoever,

:i " * Good and evil being opposltes, what is pre- if connected with the corrnptee by any tie of
_i dieat_ of eaehmay_byaaapproprlate change in the self-regarding interest_ or though it be bat

context, be with equal truth and propriety pre- sympathetic interest. For example, a son of
dieat_l of the other: and so with regard to re__rd the corruptee, or any other person who is in
and punishment, such _or_ in the dependence of the eorruptee,
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that but for the sinister benefit thus received, the production of the sinister effect,---the ren-
the corrnptoe would, at his own expense, have dering of the sinister service on the part of the
had to make provision to the same or any part eorruptee.
of the amount. Or even an ever so-perfectly- Relation had to this point, the receipt oftbe
independent friend ; for so long as sympathy matter of corruption may be said to be ante-
has place between man and man, the sinister i ccdential or consequential.
effect of corruption may be produced as fnlly ] According as it belongs to the one or to the
by a benefit conferred on a person other than other of these two descriptions, the induce-
the eorruptee, as by a benefit conferred on ttle ment, or say, the motive by which, on the l_rt
corruptee himself, of the corruptee, the sinister service, the sinis-

This or that man who would not be won by [ tee effect is produced, is, it will be seen, of a
a benefit offered to him for himself, might be very different description.
won by a benefit, especially if conferred in a 8. The inducement, or say, the motive or
manner called ha adsowe, on a friend, motives by which, on the mind of the eorruptee, Q

5. Corruptor or corruptors : parties by whom the sinister service and with it the sinister
the benefit from the sinister effect is reaped, effect, is produced.

On each occasion these may be distinguished This will be altogether different, according
into special corruptor or corruptors, and cot- as the receipt of tbe shfister benefit, in respect
ruptor or corruptors-general. Special corrup- of relative time, is antecedential or conse-
toes are those by whom the benefit on the quential as above.
occasion of this or that individual transaction Of the two cases, the simplest is that where
is reaped. Corruptors-general are those by the receipt is consequential : in this case, the
whom the benefit from the whole system of determining motive is expectation, or hope of
corruption taken in the aggregate is reaped, the benefit in question. Where the receipt is

In ever}- political state the whole body of precedential, the determining motive will gene-
public functionaries collstituting the supreme r'_lly be gratitude, and sometimes the fear of
operative, require to be considered m the char- the reproach of ingratitude, or of perfidy.
acter of corruptors and corruptees : at the If the views of the legislator do not corn-
best, they are at all times exposed to the ,rehend corruption in all its possible shapes,
temptation of being be, and in a greater or less as well or better might he leave it untouched
degree are sure to be made to yield to that altogether: for, whatsoever be the shapes to
temptation. In a republic the sinister efibct which the arrangements made by hi :lo so
of that temptation is capable of being confined extend, to those will it betake itself arid oper-
within bounds--within such bounds as will ate with effect.
exclude all practical evil. Under that form The two shapes or forms--the consequential
of goverument the constitutive authority is and the antecedeutial, are apt to have place
placed over the supreme operative, with dis- and operate together inthe same case : indeed
locative power with relation to it, as well as it is not often that they are found separate.
locative. In so far as they are separate, of that in which

Between the corruptors and the eorruptees, the remuneration is regarded as consequent to
the distinction is not very easy to trace out and tile corrupt service rendered, the efficiency is
delineate. In an absolute monarcby, the cor- obviously much more assured and discernible.
ruptor and eorruptee may be said to be one. In this surest case, it is altogether by expec-
For the monarch or corruptor-general has in ration that it is produced. From this one
one hand the whole mass of the instruments of circumstance flow several important results.
felicity; and in the other, he lodges them all To produce ever)" bad effect of corruption,
for his own use : sacrificing to his own expec- there needs not any special act of corruption.
tation of happiness, the happiness of the people There sits a person who has good things in
_t large. But, as by his own hand alone no abundance at his disposal, and who has an in-
such sinister sacrifice could be made, hence terest in disposing of them in a certain way,
tlm necessity he is under of applying more or namely, in favour of such persons as, by their
less of the matter of good in his hands to the agency, contribute to the accomplishment of
making of eorruptees, a certain end. An individual observes what

In the case of a mixed monarchy, the dis- passes and acts accordingly. By his agency
_inetion shows itself mo_t clearly, he contributes to that end: why _.because in

6. Ttte immediately corrupting band "--the consequence and consideration of the doing
hand by which, without the intervention of so, he expects to receive some good thing or
_ty other, the sinister benefit is applied to the other, in the character of a reward. Whether
receiving hand. This may be the hand of him, at the hands of the person in question, he
bywhom, on the particular occasion in question, actually _eceives any such good thing, makes
the sinister benefit is received, or any other, not to this purpose any difference.
With relation to the sinister effect, whether it In a certain state of things, to produce the
be the one or the other_ will of course make effect of corruption, no corrupter, other than
no difference, the corrupted person himself, is necessary. In

7. The relative time at which the sinister virtue of a pre-established state or order of
benefit is received: namely, before or after things, a sinister effect to the community at
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large, and a beneficial one to himself, follows [ to the greatest happiness of the greatest hum-
from an act, the performance of which lies [ her : namely, by a judgment, which has for its
within his own competence. Thus in the case I cause sinister interest on the part of the ntis-
of the war, commenced by the monarch without [ tocratical section of that tribunal, and relative
any previous declaration, he, by a pre-estab- } ignorance on the part of the more numerous
lished arrangement, and by means of his legal [ or democratical section. Gratitude at large,
instruments, received the net amount of the _ is a sentiment which, in every other breast_
depredation. (not to speak of his own,) every individual, in

This is the simplest case, where the expec- proportion as he understands his interest, sees
ration or hope of the benefit in question is the it to be his interest to cherish : in gratitude
determining motive, or say, inducement. The for past kiudnesses, he will see the source of
moving pleasure, is the pleasure produced by future ones. But for a misdeed, to the preju-
the eontemplanon of the pleasures which the dice of the whole community, service rendered
possession will, it is expected, afford : accom- to an individual is no justification.
pauied as the contemplation is, with the belief 3. Fear of the reproach of perfidy. In so
more or less intense, of their future existence, far as the acting ill the way in question,

Suppose a flmetionary who has an office towards the production of the sinistez effect,
at his disposal, tie locates in it an indisput- is regarded as matter of moral obligation, in
ably unapt individual, from whom, however, a requital for the sinister benefit, the whole
bribels expected: and afterwards in considera- . transaction on both sides being considered
tiou of, _nd recompense for, the benefit thu_ as forming the subject-matter of a contract,
conferred, the functionary receives a sum of' superadded to the reproach of ingratitude,
money, which is, in this case, called a bribe ; I will on this same occasion, be the reproach of
or suppose a legislator, meaning a person hay- ] perfidy. Men ought ta requite services, is a
ing a share in the legislative power, in the general rule. Men ought still more punc-
expectation of receiving for himself or friend tually to requite services, when engaged fur
a lucrative office at the hands of a minister, by contract, is another general rule. Unbound-
who (for the purpose of adding to the number ed in its extent is the benefit derived from
of good things at his disposal) is bringing the observance of both these general rules.
about an unjust war, gives his vote in favour Either of them would suffice for the destrue-
of the war, a:,d receives _he office accordingly; tion of society, were it not narrowed by cer-
or suppose aL_elector in the expectation of re- tahi exceptions. But the good from the ob-
ceiving a certain sum of money at the hands servanee of the general rule, meets the eye
of a candidate for a seat in the legislature, much oftener than does the evil from the
delivers his vote for that same candidate, and non-observance of the exceptions. In what°
thereupon afterwards receives the money, soever shape or degree an act is mischievous,

In all these c_ses, the cause by which the an engagement to bear a part in the commis-
sinister effect is produced, is the pleasure of sion of it, does not do away the mischievous°

_- expectation, by the contemplation of the good i hess of it. _

eventually expected,--the desire of that same t Great and nearly irresistible has been, and
good--the good itself not being vet in posses- _is but just ceasing _o be, the influence of the
sion--in a word, by hope. " t members of the aristrocatieal section of the

In the ease where the receipt isprecede_tial, I public-opinion tribunal, over the minds of the
the motive or inducement must he of quite a [ members of the democratical section : not
different stamp. With relation to the indivi- only the influence derived from power--the
dual benefit in question, hope it cannot be: influence of will on will ; but the influence
for, by possession, expectation has been crown- derived from knowledge, the influence of
ed and terminated, understanding on understanding. On every

SuppOse the sinister service rendered : the part of the field of action, have the subject
act must have had for its cause one of the fol- many found themselves under the necessity of
lowing, namely :-- deriving their conceptions and their judg-

1. Gratitude, meaning the sentiment ofgra- ments, from the reports made to them, by the
rude : sympathy for the corruptor,_the bene- ruling and influential few : and with no ex-
factor,--sympathy produced by the eontem- ception, c_pable as yet_" of operating with
plation of the enjoyment received from his any considerable influence, have these reports
benevolent, effective, and beneficent hands, contained anything but what was false, and

2. Fear of the reproach of in_ratitudv, in effect, if not in intention, delusive, causing
namely, in the event of the non-rendering the

sinister service, for the obtainment of which, * Another inducement may, it seems, be added
the sinister benefit has been conferred on the to the above ; namely, the bo_ of receiving simi-
one part, received on the other. If, in so far lar sinister benefits, on other occasions: which of
as in a case of this sort, that which is called course would not be likely to be the case, if it were
ingratitude is the subject of reproach, it is known that on a former occasion, the service was
because this is one of the points on which the not performed, after the benefit had been confer°
force of the public-opinion tribunal has been rod.--Ed.
made to operate in a direction unfavourable t 1823.
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thepeopletoregardasconducivetotheirlute-ruptobsequiousnesson the partof allwho
rests,thosepracticeswhichwere mostadverse seekthem,astowardsallwho givethem.
tothosesame interests:practiceshavingfor Warsare alikeemployableinallmonarchies.
theireffectthe establishmentof misrule,and Distantdependenciesare peculiarto those
ofcorruptionasan efficientcauseofit. whichareinpossessionofa quantitymore or
As in the easeof mutuallybeneficialand lessconsiderableofnavalIbrce.

innoxiousengagements,mischiefand vicecon- Where, as in the lattercase,situationis
slatsinthe breachof them,soin thecaseof favourable,thesesourcesofcorruptiveinflu-
thoseso extensivelynoxiousengagements,encearenecessarilyproductiveofeachother.
doesmischiefand viceconsistintheirobserv- Nevercanwar takeplace,butthequantityof
auce. Of thenon-observanceofa classofen- thematterof corruptionmust increase: suc-
gagements,the ultimateeffectis--thatthe cessfulorunsuccessful,thisisamong thehum-
practiceof enteringintosuchengagementsis beroftheeffectsofit. Be iteversounsue-
atan end. Thisisexactlytheresultcondu-Icessful,itmakes additionto the number of
civetohuman happiness--theresultdesirable of militaryoffices,obviously:and in
inthecaseof allpreponderantlynoxiouscn- thetrainofmilitaryoffices,come civilones.
gagements. If, for example, notwithstanding In so far a_ credit has place, it adds to the
all engagements, no favours were by any pos- quantity of public debt, and of the taxes im-
sessor of patronage ever obtained at the hands posed tbr the payment of the interest of it.
of any member of the legislative body, nor Public debt requires offices for the payment of
therefore at the hands of a majority of that it : taxes require offices for the extraction of
body, no part of his patronage would ever be them. in a monarchy possessing distant de-
made to take that direction : iz would be up- pendencies, if a war in wlnch it is engaged,
plied, the whole of it, to his own particular proves successful, an addition to the extent or
purposes, good or bad, whichever they hap- number of those dependencies, is a naturaland
pened to be : but, at any rate, it would not be li'equent consequence of the success. To every
applied to that worst of bad purposes, causing other such government, each such dependency
the legislative to add depredation to depreda- is an object of envy, and among all together &
finn, and oppression to oppression, by giving bone of contention : hence it is, that as war
constantly increasing patronage, and undis- begets distant dependencies, so do distant de-
turbed impunity, to the executive, pendencies beget wars.

Of all the members of the community, taken Iu both these instances, diametrically oppo-
in the aggregate, it is therefore no less site to the universal interest, is that partieniar
decidedly their interest, that in regard to interest by which in every monarchy the rulers
all such noxious engagements, u_fait/_fulness are so uniformly governed. No war has there
should be entire, than it is, that in regard to ever been by which the citizen subjects have
all preponderantly beneficial one_, observance not been losers : no war has there ever been
and faithfulness should be entire, by which their rulers have not been gainers.

From sense of interest come all notions of No distant dependency, by the possession of
honour. There are, says a common observa- which the people at whose expense it has been
tion, notions of honour among thieves. How acquired, are not losers : no such possession by
should it be otherwise _. Gangs of robbers which the rulers, by whom whether acquired
could not have existence unless engagements or no it is retained, are not gainers.
between member and member, for the purpose In the literature of most states may be seen
of the common pursuit, had existence, a sort of periodical work, in which is repre-

]But if by fidelity to honest engagements seated the state of the official establishment :
between man and man, entered into for an the offices that have place in the state, being
innoxious purpose, the happiness of mankin_ designated by their respective titles, with or
is promoted,--se by fidelity to engagements without a designation, complete or incomplete,
between thief an_t thief, entered into for the of the masses of emolument and other objects
purpose of thieving, the happiness of mankind of desire respectively attached to them, and
is diminished, the individuals by whom, at the time of the

Of the matter of corruption, the elements publication in question, these offices are re-
may be distinguished into the immediately up- spectively possessed. In these books may be
plying and the unimmediatoly applying. By seen the matter, the maximization of which
those which are immediately applying, under- has in every government but one, been hitherto
stand those which are themselves among the the primary, not to say the sole end of govern-
objects of general desire, or to which some of ment, in the breasts of the respective rulers.
those same objects are attached: those the For bringing to view the influence of the
application of which is unimmediate, are those matter of corruption upon public functionaries,
in which the immediate objects have their the shortest course that can be pursued is to
source, commencewiththatmasswhich,inamixedand
Of thosewhich are unimmediate,themost limitedmonarchy,is in the hands of the

fruitfulby farare,wars _nd distantdepen- monarch:fromthenceaconceptionoftheex-
dencies.Wars and distantdependenciesbeget tentand operationofit,ininferiorImads_may
offices : ofllces_ corrupt obceqniousaeas : cor- be formed without difficulty.
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In its composition it includes all those ex- In the mere power of placing, ne power ¢f
ternal instruments of felicity which constitute punishment is included. Iu the power of di_
the necessary instruments of government, to- placing, with reference to a situation of the
gether with those which not being needed nor kind in question, is included a power ofpunlsh-
capable of having place but under a bad go- meat far superior in its effect, to any power
vernment, are exclusively the produce of a bad commonly exercised under that name. Execs-
government. In addition to power and money, sire would be deemed (and on that account
it accordingly includes factitious honour and interdicted by the bill of rights)a pecuniary
dignity, vengeance and official ease. ptmishment, by which a man in England should

These objects, not only does the monarch be deprived of a situation equal in value to
possess and employ for his own gratification, the least valuable situation in any of the go-
but he possesses the faculty of making corn- vernment boards.
munication of them to all those who occupy in Not till after trial, nor without conviction,
relation to him, the situation e_ther of instru- can any punishment which is called punish-
ments or favourites, meat be inflicted. No conviction, no trial is

Prodigious is the quantity of public money requisite in the other case : without opportu-
a man may receive--receive and, in a certain inity of defence, without exposure to the eye of
sense, convert to his own use, if he can but I the public-opiuiontribunal, without amoment's

content himself with receiving it by any band i warning, it may be inflicted at any time.other than his own : prodigious in proportion, It enjoys to a prodigious degree an exemp-
the power: he may thus exercise : prodigi_us tion from the controlling power of the public-
the degree of servih_y and ba_eness he may opinion tribunal: that power to the operation
thus surround himself with : prodigious the of which, the exercise of coercive power is in
contribution he may be able to make to the a much greater degree subjected.
treasury of public mischief and misrule. No For the production of any corruption aimed
part of the money thus received being seen to at, no act on the part of the corrupter-general
go, nor perhaps actually going, into his own is necessary, Therefore no act is there, to
purse, the consequence is--that to any amount which disapprobation can attach itselfi
the praise of disinterestedness may be attached This unofficial judieatory is scarcely tess
to the career of rapacity thus run, the praise subject to his corruptive influence than are the
of independence to a course the most abject official judicatories. Nothing can he ever do,
and dependent, or abstain from doing,--no coup.e, on any occa-

The influence exercised over those who are sion, can his actions take, but laudation and
actually partakers in the good things conferred admiration follow it, and attach upon it.
by it, is inconsiderable, in comparison with that Laud is bestowed upon him, for everything he
exercised over those who never receive any ports with, and for everything he keeps in his
share in it. in the train of one single posses- own hands, especially if and in sofar as, others
sot there is no saying how many expectants are let in to a participation of the benefit of it.
are attached. Not an article can he consume or use for his

Numerous, in many eases, are the links, one own personal gratification, but from various
beneath another, in what may be termed the quarters, praise follows him for what is done.
clmin of patronage or dependence. By the In the first place come all those who derive a
monarch an office is conferred, to which is at- profit from the supplying him with it, or hope
tached the power of placing, with reference to, to do so with similar articles. To act thus, is
suppose twenty offices : to each of which such called conferring a benefit on trade, and in the
offices, is attached the power of placing, with pleasure of conferring this public benefit, he
relation to twenty more offices, and so on : and is saitt to find his only motive. By every such
to the possessor of every office in each such act, lie moreover adds to the splendour and
rank, is attached a swarm of expeetants, as lustre of the crown and the throne : and by all
above, to whom the constitution i_ an object of at-

Of these good things, so great is the variety, tachment, the necessity of this splendour and
that there is something capable of suiting this lustre is a fundamental and unquestion-
every taste, and among them are those with able article.
which a man may suit himself, and at the same If, and as often as, money or money's worth
time be receiving the praise of disinterested- to any amount is parted with by him, without
hess. Those whom no lucrative places may any immediate receipt or expectation of an
gain over, a ribbon may subdue, equivalent in any determinate shape, or at any

If with relation to the individuals, on whom determinate time, the field of praise receives
it operates, the power in question were con- another great enlargement. Then in full
fined to the placing of them in the several chorus may be heard joining, all those to
desirable situations, vast would be the influence whom munificence generosity and h2)erallty,
exercised by it. But in relation to no small are objects of sympathy and admiration. Not
portion of the aggregate (probably the largest a particle of money can he thus give, which
proportion) is annexedthe power of displacing, has not been extorted from unwilling contri*
But in eomparisonwiththe power of displacing, butors, not a particle can he give, which will
the power of placing is comparatively trifling, not be reimbursed to him in the same manner.
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]M his situation, not a particle can he ever subject-matter is the body which represente,
give_ which is not giveu at the expense of or is dealt with as if"it representod, the people,
others. But his ease is confounded with that and which as such is let in fur a share in the
of those benefactors, who have no means of exercise of the sovereign power of legislation.
giving but at their own expense. Of • half- Without the concurrence of this body, the
starved beggar, who should share a penny just sinister desire_ of the monarch cannot receive
received from the hand of casual charity, with their gratification : with that concurrence they
another in the same condition, the so dearly may do so to an unlimited extent. But in an
exercised beneficence would remain unknown unmixed and unlimited monarchy, they nmy
and unapplauded : and even though it were and doreceive theirgratilicationtoanunlimitod
universally known, faint is the applause that extent, without the concurreuce of any such
would be vouchsafed to self-denying liberality body : for no such body has place in it.
when exercised on so minute a scale. To Not that even in the most unlimited' men-
help to gain a million sterling for paying debts archy, corruption is without its influence, nor
already contracted, and make way for con- therefore altogether without its use. It con-
trusting more, suppose a monarch promising tributes to the mass of that sinister influence,
to the public a collection of books,* purchased but for which many, whom it has the effect of
at the public expense, of no use to the pur- preventing, might otherwise embrace the cause
chaser, and of no determinate and assignable of the universal interest.
u_ to anybody else--the praises of royal In England, in virtue of the pre-established
munificence will be sounded in the assembly harmony, so long as the Constitution stands,
of the legislature, and echoed wherever the corruption with its etceteras is predestinated
fame of the virtue reaches, to go on in a state of perpetual advance :

As to the prevention or even diminution of never to be stationary, much less retrograde.
corruption, nothing in a government so consti- In this or that department an enormous
tuted can be more plainly or everlastingly abuse is brought to light. A member in
impossible. Of _]l arrangements employed opposition moves for papers to serve as docu-
for the professed purpose of excluding it, or ments with a view to the moving for a corn-
diminishing it, by means of punishment, the mittee to inquire and report. On this occa-
effect, if any, is to give increase to it, or to sion, till of late years, the practice was to
increase the mischievousness of it. resist the inquiry in limine--to refuse the

The only ease to width punishment can papers. This practice continues at present ;
attach to it, is that where a direct bargain is but upon the whole, such a facility in the
made. But in the case of any such bargain, granting them has place as forms a striking
the quantity of mischief wilt have its express contrast with the ultimate result•
limits : put out of the ca._e the bargain, the The case is, and so it has been found, that
quantity will be unlimited. The greater the on this ground, in relation to their own sinister
service i render to the giver of good gifts, the interest, the government cannot do wrong. If
greater is the value of the good gifts which I the papers are refused all subsequent trouble
may reasonably expect to receive. Such is is saved : though they gain nothing, yet no-
the reasoning which, in a breast so situated, ! thing dotheylose: for astoreputationofprobity
can never fail to be made. for this long time none have they had to lose.

At the same time by the profession and If the papers are granted, then instead of
apparent endeavours thus made to put an end loss comes positive gain of abuse. Of the
to a practice, to the increase of which, or at mass of abuse a portion more or less consider-
least the maintenance, all real endeavours are able is brought to light : placed in so strong
directed, the effect if any, is to give strength a glare as to be wholly uncontrovertible.
to the delusion employed, to secure submission Now comes the season of candour. The seat
to the misrule. By no man can support have of the abuse being in the misconduct of the
been given to any such pretended or supposed subordinates of government, it belongs to
remedy, without proof made of inaptitude government to rectify what is amiss in the
opposite to one or other branch of appropriate conduct of those its subordinates. A commis-
aptitude : in case of insincerity, of the branch sion is now wanted : a commission, i.e. a set of
opposite to moral aptitude : in case of sincerity, commissioners, all of them of course named in
of the branch opposite to intellectual apti- one or other of two ways, by government.
tude. But this being a public service--a service of

In a pure monarchy, (it has been already considerable labour--a labour too, the quau-
Stated,) the operation of corruption has little tity of which will naturally be apt to incroa_
place,in comparison with what it has in a mixed with the quantity of abuse, remuneration be-
and limited monarchy, comes necessary : it being without example

There is no subject-matter for it to work that, in some shape or other, it should not be
upon. In a mixed and limited monarchy, this given, it is given as of course, no argument
subject-matter is essentially present. This being regarded as necessary to be produced

in support of it : the only argument, if any,
In allu._innto the library of Geo. lII. presented regards the quantum and the shape.

tothen_tionbyhissuccessorin1823.--_'d. As to themodesof nominatingthesecorn-
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missioners, there are two ; by the Crown, or the sort of phrase commonly employed is that
by Parliament : by the Crown, is by the by which _r/ty of _ives is professed.
Ministry in their closet ; by the Parliament, True it is, that on this or that oecasiou, thus
is by the Ministry in the House of Commons ; much it may be competent to a man (always
the result being equally at command in both on the supposition, that by the nature of the
instances, a question that naturally occurs is, motives by which his conduct is determined,
wherein can consist the difference _.what is it the merits of the question are in some deter-
that should render it an ebject to either party, minate way affected,) to make known and
that either course should be chosen in prefer- thence to assert, namely,--that on the occasion
once to the other _. in question, he does not stand exposed to sinis-

To give the answer, another distinction ter interest in any shape ; or if there be any
must be brought to view. In the number shape, in which he is exposed to sinister into-
of these commissioners it is thought or not rest, that sinister interest has for its counter-
thought advisable by government to place a poise, a right and proper interest, by which it
member of Parliament : a member of Parlia- is overpowered.
meat, i. e. one who is already of the number When the phrase co_'_pti_ i_fluence is era-
of their own adherents, or one who by this ployed, it is by the laws and institutions them-
means i._ to be made so. If there be no mere- selves that the corruptive influence must be
her of Parliament, all they get by the business said to have been applied : applied to the in-
is the confirmation of the abuse, the impunity dividual in such manner as to have given birth
of those .concerned in it, and the hmrease to the sinister effect.
given to the quantity of the matter of corrnp- Dear in this case, it may be imagined how
tion employed as such : if a member of Par- dear, both to corrupters and corrupted, are
liament, who was not before of the number of these same laws and institutions.
their adherents, is put into the commission ; In this ease it is not common for complaints
in that case, they get the additional advan- of corruption to have place to any considerable
tage of tlfis addition to their list. . extent : in general scarcely is it seen, or so

In every political state, in which there ex- much as suspected, that in consequence of this
ists a legislative body with an executive au- state of thing% any considerable mischief has
thority in other hands, there are two parties place : every man, as early as he has been
in the representative body : one composed of tanght anything, having been taught to re-
persons by whom the sweets of office are either i gard as objects of the most prostrate venera-
possessed or expected to be received: call tion and the most boundless confidence, those
these the Ins. Another composed of those, same sources and receptacles of corruption--
by whom no expectation of favour in that those same instruments of depredation and op-
shape is entertained, and whose whole course pression.
is accordingly directed, in the endeavour to At the same time this is the case in which
gain possession of the aggregate mass of those mischief has place in a quantity, greater by
sweets of office, and to that end, to the putting far than in the opposite case. It has place
out of possession, the actual possessors : these to a greater extent, and throughout the whole
are the Outs. of its extent it is effectually out of the reach

The Outs are not less in an unquestionable of all cure, or even of restraint ; for no one
state of dependence than the In_: nor in their individual is perceptible on whom it is possible,
ease is the dependence less corruptive than without the appearance of injustice, to fix in
in the other. In the state of the dependence, any shape the imputation of blame.
there is indeed some difference in the two cases. But if neither open accusation, nor so much
In the case of the Ins, the individuals on whom as secret imputation, can have plase, still less
the dependence is, am more determinate : in can remedy in any shape have place. So far,
the case of the Outs, less determinate. Still, therefore, as the corruption has place in this
however, neither in the nature of the depen- shape, the system of misrule by means of cot-
deuce, nor (except in regard to the degree of ruption may be said to have been raised to the __
corrnptive efficiency) in its effects, is there in very pinnacle of perfection.
the two cases any difference. The greater the extent to which corruption

In both sitoations, the temptation to yield in this shape has place, the more conclusively
to, and be determined by, the sinister influence, probative is the circumstantial evidence by
applies to every individual member : nor in which it is proved, that on the part of the per-
the instance of any one such individual, on any sons exercising in chief the powers of govern-
occasion, can the probability of his resisting it, ment, (and by whom, in the whole or in part_
and not being determined by it, be asserted, the profit tYOm the mass of corruption thus

At the same time, it is on beth sides, ou all constituted has been reaped,) the corruption
public occasions a universal practice of every that has place, is the fruitof design : that they
individual, not only to deny the actual preva- know what they are about, and are fully con-
lence of the eorruptive influence in question on scious of the evil that has place, and that they,
each particular occasion, but the possibility of by being supporters, are, for the time being_
its prevalence on any occasion in his instance, authors of it.

In denying the existence of _ prevalence, In this case the corruption may be said to
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be single-seated : or, borrowing an expression i the sinister e_reet. But wherever there is
from botany, r_o_io_. The persons thus power, money cannot fail to follow it. Under
corrupted, namely the persons reaping the si- the name of fees, Judges impose taxes on the
nister and dishonest profit, may be said to be suitors, denying protection and security against
self-corruptors, self-corrupted : and a species injury to all those who are not able to pay
of misdeed styled _lf-corruptioa may be said those taxes--that is to say, the vast majority
to have place and to be habitually committed, of the inhabitants of the state. Formerly, the

Where the corruption is double-seated, or head judieatory in France, the Parliament of
say d_s_ousj the nature of it is more easily Paris, set such a price upon their definitive
conceived. In this case the corruption is reel- judgments that, for want of customers, they
proeal : by the corruptor and the eorruptee a found themselves under the necessity of giving
sinister benefit is either reaped or expected to it up in particular instances, by selling a some-
be reaped, thing at much tess than an equivalent, as they

Self-corruption always has place, in the case could make it on cheaper terms. In Seottand_
where the two powers, legislative in chief, and the Court of Session, taking French judicature
executive in chief, have p:ace in one and the for their example, have followed in this patti-
same hand. cuiar the same course.

This is as truly a ease of corruption as By this in England have been produced the
that where it is double-seated : by the hand enormous emoluments of the higher judges :
of power a benefit is reaped, and it is at the and thence the denial of what is called justice
expense and by the sacrifice of the universal both in England and Ireland.
interest that it is reaped. With how much By the supreme and acknowledged Legisla-
more facility the sinister private benefit, is in ture, acting and acknowledged in that eharac-
this ease reaped, than in the other case, and ter, this usurpation is connived at.
the sinisterpublic effectproduced, issufficiently Thus much as to the incurable nature of
manifest, corruption : now as to the extent given to its

In the present case, there is no room for influence. Observe the several classes which,
self-corruption in the highest grades : by the by the nature of their situations, arc subjected
supposition, the legislative power is in one set to the operation of it :
of hand_, the power of patronage in another. ]. The several members of the legislature :

In any one of these two departments, self- and in the instance of every one of them, every
corruption may have place. In the executive, individual who has, or supposes himself to
a supererdinate, to save himself from provid- have, any connexion with him, by any ade-
ing at his own expense for a son of his, places quate tie of self-regarding, or though it be but
him, though unapt, in a situation under him. sympathetic interest.
This is as truly an instance of corruption, as 2. The several connexions, in like mannerj
if to a stranger he had sold the place for what of the administrative chief himself.
it would bring, and put the money into his 3. The several ministers, heads of the sere-
own pocket : the prime minister, for example, ral departmen_ of the administration_ with
appoints a coward or drunken son to the corn- their several clusters of connexions, as above.
mand of an army. 4. All individuals who look either to the

Being engaged in the carrying on a manu- prime minister, or to any of the sub*ministers,
facture, or having a son or other near relative or to any of their subordinates having locative
of his who is so engaged, an influential mere- power, with reference to official situations
bor induces the Legislature to pass a proba- under them--these and their several con-
tive or restrictive law, having for its object, nexioas.
the preventing the rest of the community from Let it not be said--this, then, is an objec-
being supplied, with the sort of article in ques- tion against a representative democracy. For,
tion, in better quality, or on cheaper terms, suppose any other form of government, the
Be|told here, an instance of self-cornlption in case is beyond comparison worse.
the Legislature. Although the complete exclusion of corrup-

In the Judiciary department, the whole mass tion is too much to hope for, what is not too
of that spurious sort of law which goes by the much to hope for is, the bringing it about to a
name of unwritten or common law, is the pro- degree less than it exists at present even in
duct of self-corruption. The judicial power the United States : and though it were never
entrusted to the Judges, is employed in lodg- to be reduced to an inferior degree, if it could
ing legislative power in their own hands. To but be brought down to that degree in every
the field of this power, scarce are there any political state, a reduction to that extent might
assignable limits : scarcely is it distinguishable be contemplated with exultation by a lover of
from that of the legislative. By means of it mankind.
the Parliament of Paris, in the middle of the For reducing its evil eireets to a minimum_
seventeenth century, contended with the Re- several arrangements present themselves : one
gent for the Sovereignty. consists in reducing to its minimum the quart-

If power were all, and power had no ten- tity of the matter of good capable of operating
dency to beget money, here would be matter in the character of matter of corruption : an-
of corruption a_undantly sufficient to produce other, in providing a terminative remedy_ by
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giving, as above, to the constitutive, the power The instruments by which delusion may be
of removing from the establishment unapt produced, in company with corruption, are
members, in any number, as soon as may be principally of that sort which operate by some
after their inaptitude has become, in the judg- special a_soci_tion which they have with the
meat of that authority, sufficiently manifest, condition of the great pampered ruler : of this
A third expedient consists in the bringing to sort are the trappings of monarchy : fruits or
bear, in undiminished force, the power of the . indications of the matchless opulence so con-
public-opinion tribunal upon the conduct of stantly attached to supreme power when
the individual by whom, in each instance, the '.placed in a single hand : the gorgeous palaces,
location is performed : vesting the power of I the glittering throne, and still more glittering

location in the tlands of a single functionary, I crown. Only as examples can these elements
and no more than one, much less in any such r serve; for the multitude and variety of them
large number as .-hall constitute what in Eng- i is inexhaustible.
land is called a Board. I

This last arrangement, if adopted, would I The objects of delusion are, to cause men totake an improper end for the proper end of
put an exclusion upon the administrative_ that I government : and to entertain erroneous con-
is to say, upon the locative branch of he power ceptious respecting the dispositions of the per-
of the senate in the constitution of the United sons exer¢i_-ing the powers of government.
8tares. ]:or this purpose, discourse is employed, of

Thus in ac_, every form of government, ex- the laudatory kind, applied indiscriminately
cept where the only possible antiseptic system to all per._ons p,articipating in the exercise of
is applied, and in tendenvU, e_en where it is the powers of government : the praise rising
applied, the whole official establishment is a according as the place assigned to the person
corrnptive establishment. To establish the in question rises ia the scale of excellence ;
constitution, is to establish a system of cur- that is, according to the money, power, and
r_ption by law. Well, and with strict truth, factitious honour attached to it. Thus the
may it be said to be by law: for by constitn- character always attributed to the monarch
tional law it is planted, and by penal law it is of England is--most excellent, most gracious,
supported and maintained ; and by law in most religious, aud most sacred.
neither ever has been, nor is, nor ever can be, To this head belong those discourses by
excluded, which credence is endeavoured to be gained

for those false conceptions which have been
brought to view, namely, that by which the

CtIAPTER XL happiness of this almost superhuman person
DELUSION. iS stated as an apt object of regard and solici-

tude, to the exclusion or preference of the
The process of delusion may be considered happiness of all besides : that by which the

either with reference to the class of persous happiness of all besides is represented as being,
operated on by it, or with reference to the in- to the exclusion of his own, or in preference
_ruments by which, or by means of which, to his own, the object of his regard.
the operation is performed, and the effect pro- Amongst the instruments of delusion em-
duced, ployed for reconciling the people to the do-

The class of person_ on whom the most im- minion of the one and the few, is the device
portant corruptive influence operates, are the of employing for the designation of persons,
representatives of the people : the class of per- and classes of persons, instead of the ordinary
sons on whom the most important effects of and appropriate denominations, the names of
delusive influence are performed, are the peo- so many abstract fictitious entitles, contrived
ple themselves. Not that in the case of cor- for the purpose. Take the following ex-
ruptive influence the effects do not spread far amples:
and wide among the people : not that in the Instead of Kings, or the King,--the Crown
ease of delusive ii,fluence its effects are not and the Throne.
to an extent more or less considerable, pro- Instead of Churchman,--the Church, and
duced on the representatives themselves. Es- sometimes the _lltar.
sentially and mutually concomitant, during Instead of Lawyers,--the Law.
the whole of that progress, these two sup- ]nste_l of Judges, or a Jadge,--the Court-.
porters of misrule go hand in hand, and in- InsteadofRiehmen,ortheRich,--]Property.
crease the force and efficiency of each other. Of this device, the object and effect is, that
But of corruption, the principal and direct use any unpleasant idea that in the mind of the
is, to engage the representatives of the people hearer or reader might happen to stand asso-
to betray their trust, and sell themselves and ciated with the idea of the person or the class,
the people to the universal corrupter--the is disengaged from it : and in the stead of the
monarch, in his capacity of corrnpter-general : more or less obnoxious individual or indivi-
of delusion, the principal and direct use is, to duals, the object presented is a creature of
engage the people to acquiesce in the breach the fancy, by the idea of which, as in poetry,
of trust, and submit to be sold, oppressed, and the imagination is tiskled--a phantom which,
plundered, by means of the power with which the indivi-
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dualorclas_isclothed,isconstitutedallobject privilegedkind,and which,though _knnw-
ofrespectand veneration, ledgedtobe false,isatthesame timeargued

In the first four cases just mentioned, the from, and acted upon, as if true.
nature'of the device is comparatively obvious. Belonging to it are various characteristic

In the last case, it seems scarcely to have features.
been observed. Bat perceived, or not per- It has never been employed but to a bad
ceived, such, by the speakers in question, has purpose. It has never been employed to any
been the motive and efficient cause of the pro- purpose but the affording a justification for
digious importance attached by so many to something which otherwise would be unjusti-
the term pr_q_ertq: as if the value of it were fiable. 1_*oman ever thought of employing false
intrinsic, and nothing else had any value: as assertions where the purpose might equally
if man were made for property, not property have been fulfilled bytrue ones. By false asset-
for man. Many, indeed, have gravely asserted, tions, a risk at least of disrepute is incurred :
that the maintenance of property was the only by true ones, no such risk.
end of government. It is capable of being employed to every

One of the causes of the delusion which bad purpose whatsoever.
attributes to the higher orders pre-eminence It has never been employed but with a bad
in relative moral aptitude, i.e. in effective effect.
benevolence, is the association by which men It affords presumptive and conclusive evi-
are led to regard a man's benevolence as being deuce of the mischievousness of the act of L_ower
in proportion to his beneficence, in support of which it is employed.

Were this, or any thing like it, the true It affords presumptive and conclusive evi-
ratio, or in any degree approaching to the deuce of the inaptitude of the form of govern-
truth, the richest would have, against the meat in support of which it is employed, or
peorest, a complete monopoly : in themeritcon- under which it is suffered to be employed.
_tituted by the possession of this quahty, the It affords presumptive and conclusive evi-
poorest would be altogether without a share, deuce of moral turpitude in those by whom it

England contains several individual%whose was invented and first employed.
incomes respectively have been between It affords presumptive and conclusive evi-
£50,000 a-year, and £200,000. Suppose any donee of moral turpitude on the part of all
such opulentist disposed to employ his money those functionaries, and their supporters, by
in the purchase of praise, and to employ whom it continues to be employed.
10,000 a-year in the purchase of it, what It affords presumptive and conclusive evi-
bounds could be set to the quantity he could deuce of intellectual weakuess, stupidity, and
command of it _. servility, in every nation by which the use of

A man who has but twenty pounds a-year it is quietly endured.
to live on, suppose him disposed to expend a Inregard to fiction, two sources of service
tenth part of his income in the purchase of require to be noted : One is the extent of the
this brilliant commodity, how much would he sinister service rendered; the other is the ex-
be able to get for it ._ tent of the class of persons to whom the service

Would you see effective benevolence in per- is rendered.
fection,--look to the shillings, sixpences, and In respect of the extent of the service reu-
pence, given to the men who have been perse- dered, the use of fiction may be distinguished
cured for the cause of the people. In the into general and particular.
hearts of the givers, if anywhere, would you By particular use, understand the particu-
find effccti_'e benevolence. ! lar benefit which, on the occasion of such

Compare with their offerings the offerings ' fiction, results to the class or classes of per-
made by men who, while overflowing in wealth I seas served by it : by the general use, the
and luxury, yet pretend affection for the same benefit which accrues to all of them in the
cause, aggregate, from the general principle of dcmo-

Other causes of delusion are--arrogance in rahsation which it contributes to establish :
official language : displayof irresistible power : viz. that in regard to human actions in general,
pretence to superior appropriate aptitude in right and wrong, proper ground for approba-
any of its branches. In particular, pretence tion and disapprobation depends, not on the
to matchless wisdom : of matchless carefulness influence of the action on. the greatest happi-
for the morality and felicity of subjects. Add ness of the greategt number, but on the prae-
to these, peculiarity with or without expen- tice, consequently on the will, and thence on
siveness in official habiliments, the interest, real or supposed, of the aggregate

of those same particular classes. Of the estab-
lishment of this principle of demoralisation,

CHAPTER XII. the object and the effect is--the causing men
to behold, not merely with indifference, but

FICrmN. even with approbation, in the first place, the
perpetration of injustice, and in a word, of

By fiction, in the sense in which it is used political evil in all its shapes ; and in the next
by lawyers, understand a false assertion of the placc, the employing as an instrument in the
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commission of such mischief, wilful, deliberate, question: the idea conveyed by the word dig-
and self-conscious falsehood; in a word, men- nity, a fictitious entity, a _d/fy, the seat of
davlty: the practising on this occasion and for which is within him.
this purpose, tlmt vice which, when, by indivi- Dignity is the name given to a quality in
duals not armed with power, it is employed the human character. The idea annexed to
to purposes much less extensively misehiev- it seems not to be altogether a very determi-
ous, is by these Same men habitually and to a hate onef--it is that quality which is such,
vast extent visited with the severest punish- that, by the opinion of its existence, respect is
ment. produced on the part of others_ as towards

Nowas to the extentofthe class of persons to him in whom it is regarded as existing. Say,
whom the sinister service is rendered. In this for shortness, dignity is the efficient cause of
respect, likewise, the service w_ll require to be respect.
distinguished into particular and general. Of The dignity may be styled natural, in so
the wifful and mischievous falsehoods in ques- far as the respect, of the tokens of which the
tion, some will be found in a more particular possessor is the object, has for its efficient
manner serviceable to the functionaries having cause the opinion entertained by him who
the direction of that particular department of pays it, in relation to the conduct, and thence
government, in the business of which they are the frame of mind, of him who is the object
employed to the giving augmentation to the of it.
arbitrary power of those same rulers : thus The dignity is factitious in so far as it has
enabling them, with the greater efficiency, for its efficient cause the act of another person :
and to the greater extent, to make sacrifice of a person other than he in whom the quality is
the universal interest to their several particu- considered as having its existence.
l_r and sinister interests. Of this factitious sort the distinctive char-

In every case, and throughout the whole aeter is this : namely, that by it respect may
field of government, these instruments of mis- be caused to be shown to meu in unlimited
rule have had, as they could not but have had, numbers, to no one of whom, in so far as de-
for their fabricators, the fraternity of lawyers : pends upon his conduct and frame of mind,
more particularly and obviously such of them respect would be paid : to whom, but for the
as have been invested with official power, operation by which this dignity is conferred,
principally in the situation and under the no respect at all would ever be paid by any
name of judges: though, in the unofficial and one.
less formidable characters of writers, authors For giving of the desired intimation to the
of reports and treatises, men of the same class public at large signs of various sorts are in
have not been wanting in contributing their use. One sort of sign is of the purely visible
share, sort : of this sort are ensigns of honour ; another

The situations on which, by means of this as being verbal, are at once audible as well as
instrument of misrule, arbitrary power is to visible : of this sort are the signs called titles
be heaped by those same indefatigable hands, of honour.
are that of the monarch and that of the judge. Titles may be and are unaccompanied with
On that of the monarch, the chief portion; his ensigns : ensigns can scarcely exist without
being the only permanent one of the two situa- corresponding titles. In beth forms they may
tiers, and that to which the subject many were be either purely personal or successional. Of
at all times engaged by habit to manifest that the successional class, the most obvious sub-
obsequiousness on the one part, of which power class is the hereditary. Ensigns are not so apt
on the other part is composed, to be successional as titles are.

Howsoever designated, they may be seen
standing in some cases singly, in others in a

CHAPTER XIII. climax of various length: or occupying any
number of degrees rising one above another

FACTITIOUSHONOUR. in a scale.
A factitious honour is seen sometimes in

By the appellation fa_itioushononr, a gcue- conjunction with a lot of power received at
ral conception of what is meant by it will, the same time with it, as in the ease of a
without difficulty, be brought to view. member of the English House of Lords :some-

By factitious honour understand, honour times without power as in the ease of a Span-
procured, or endeavoured to be procured, at ish grandee: sometimes without power but
the hands of the public at large, in favour of with privilege, as in the case of the titled
some particular individual, by means of some noblesse of France : sometimes without power
token or tokens, giving an intimation to them to or privilege, as in most Christian flations, in
tl_t effect, by the functionary by whom the the ease of the orders of knighthood, which
honour is s_id to be conferred. On this occ_- are designated by ensigns that are worn about
ainu, a word for the most part intereonvertible the person ; and in the simple knighthood of
with honour is d_7_/ty. The idea conveyed by England, distinguished by an appellative, but
the word honour is, however, that of a fioti- without may ensign worn about the person.
finns entity_ extraneous to the individual in When combined with power_ in some ¢a_ea
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elevation in the climax of honour, carries with prlate act of power, it has been first eon£erred :
it elevation in the climax of power, as in the extravasated in the instance of the individual,
case of bishoprics and archbishoprics in the who, without any additional act of power, has
English House of Lords. In some cases the received the honour in virtue of a relation
honours rise in a climax, the power remaining borne by him, in some mode or other, to him
unvaried, as in the case of the lay lords of on whom it was conferred : genealogical rela-
the English House of Lords, the power being tionship is one of those modes ; official is an-
annexed to the lowest degree in the climax of ! other.
of honour, termed a barony; while above that The origin of extravasated reward may be
rise other degrees in a climax, namely, avis- traced to three sources : viz. favouritism, ra_
county, an earldom, a marquisate, and a duke- pacity, and sinister policy : in what propor-
dora. tion they have contributed to the effect can.

In some cases it is or has been seen con- not in every instance be determined.
joined with property in land, as in the ease of In England, seats in the oligarchical body,
some of the Spanish orders, and also in the wlfioh, after having been called the council,
case of some English baronies. In others with settled at last under the name of parliament,
landed property in the dominions of different (a speaking place,) became appendages to the
states, and a share in the supreme operative vast portions of territory, which the rapacity
power in one state, as in the case of the knights of the monarch was, from time to time, obliged
of Malta before the cession of the power to to give uptothe rapacity of the lesser tyrants_
Great Britain, in consequence of the conquest his subordinates.
made of the island. A time at length arrived, when the prodi-

In some cases it is seen conjoined with pen- gality of the menareh having left him no terri-
aiens, as in the case of the French Legion of tory with which to satisfy this or that favour-
Honour instituted by Napoleon. ite, instead of the title and the seat, with thu

Infinite in number and variety are the coln- land, the favourite received the one and the

pounds of power, privilege, lauded property other without land.
andoeenniary property, in which it is an in- As prodigality and rapacity went on their
gredient. The cases above given, are given course, all such portions of land, valuable
as examples only, and to aid conception: in enough to support the expense attendant on a
those examples ineerrectussses might pro- seat, being all gene_ and the demand formoney
bably be found in abundance. With the facts being pressing, title and seat were not merely
belonging to the subject, folios upon folios conferred without land, but money was taken
have been filled. An analytical view of it, for them : they were in a word sold.
that should be at once clear, correct, and all- When baronies, together with the higher

comprehensive, would be matter for a work of titles in which they are included, first came to
months ; and the whole together, so much be sold, the money, with or without privity
paper and time employed in waste. The task and connivance on the part of the monarch,
would bear a resemblance to that of a set of went wholly or principally into the pockets of
industrious labourers, who may be seen in the brokers in the transaction--the favourites.
London occupied in watching the rubbish and The occasion on which, for the first time,
refuse of all sorts, as it is conveyed from the the money went avowedly into the pocket of
various dwelling-houses, to a spot allotted for the monarch, was that of the creation of the
the purpose, in carts called dust-carts. The order of baronets by James L An appellation,
compound is analyzed, and the individuals by which these men and their first-beru for
belonging to the several species of matter ever, were confounded with the order of
collected in heaps. Between the one task knights--this appellation, with or without
and the other, there would be this difference, title to precedence above knights, was all that
When rightly assorted, the contents of the the purchasers of the article got for their
dust-cart have all of them their modes and money, some thousands a-piece: to such a

degrees of usefulness : those of the budget of pitch had the fascinating power of this instru-
honour, their modes and degrees (as will be ment of delusion arrived already in that age.
seen) of mischievousness. In a monarchy, so long as there has been

As to the compounds in which this article either a lawyer or a priest in office under it,
is an ingredient, the consideration of them (and no monarchy has there ever been without
need not add to the trouble ; though_ in fact, both,) the policy, which consists in the endea-

conjoined with the several other articles, in your to cause established vice to be venerated
idea there will he no difficulty in keeping it under the name of virtue, has never been

separate, neglected.
Pr/mar//y-seated, and in an extravasated Man's elevation in the scale of virtue--real

state,--say in one word, ea_ravasated,--by and useful virtue--is, as it has been shown, as
these two words, the distinction of greatest ira- his altitude in the conjunct scales of power,
portance in respect of usefulness or mischiev- opulence, and factitious honour or dignity,
ousness, will be brought to view. Primarily- not directly, but inversely. But if this which
seated, the honour may be said to be, in the in- is so incontrovertibly true, were universally or
stanceof the individualonwho_bbyanappro- very generally percoived_monarchy_ tl_ough
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it would still have for its supports force, inti- nised by _ny mind not blinded by terror or
striation, and corruptive influence, would be terror-begotten prejudice. With as much
limited to those supports : it would be left justice as any one non-misdoing individual is

• destitute of the support afforded to it by punished, so may every ether.
delusive influence• Mis-seated punishment has been termed

It was not without great exertion, that vicarious: it has place where an individual
men's eyes could be kept shut from the truth who has been a partaker in the misdeed, not
of a position which was demonstrated by ex- being subjected to punishment in considera-
perience no less universal and constant than tion of it ; one who has not been a partaker,
the opposite falsehood, is subjected to punishment in his stead.

What could not but add, in no small degree Mis-seated punishment may be termed ex-
to the difficulty of the process was, that in the travusated, where an individual or individuals
writings universally recognised as dictated by who were not partakers in the misdeed, are
the Almighty himself, so far as opulence was subjected to punishment in conjunction with
in question, its incompatibility with what those who were.
they saw represented not merely as meritori- Punishment in a vicarious shape is no_ less
ous service, but as almost the only meritorious opposed to nature, than it is repugnant to
service, namely piety, stands asserted : as- reason and general utility.
serted in terms, if any such there are in the In consequence of the various connexions
language, by much too clear to admit of the of interest and sympathy, (more especially
possibility' of mistake. But of these writings doraestic ones,) by which men are linked
the priests were the interpreters ; authorita- together, punishment in an extravasated state
tire and sole authoritative interpreters : and is, to an indefinite extent, unhappily unavoid-
v_s in other instances, so in this, for the guide able. By evil to this amount, a moderate
to their interpretation, they found neither appetite for the spectacle of human suffering
conscience nor anything else to restrain them would have been satisfied. Not so in the
from employing the rule of contraries. Into eyes of English lawyers. To reconcile men
the kingdom of God no man who trusts in to the view of the boundless quantity pro-
rulers can ever enter. But the place that a duced by them under the orders of the men-
Church of England priest wants to eater into, arch for the gratification of the kindred appe-
is a seat in the House of Lords, with the title tires of rapacity and vengeance, they have
of bishop or archbishop, and £20,000 a-year pointed to that unhappy abundance of rots-
tacked to it_ Accordingly, no sooner does it seated punishment which no human ingenuity,
please the Almighty, than he sits himself under the orders of human benevolence, is able
down in this same seat: and as to the en- altogether to exclude.
trance into the kingdom of God, he leaves it Tax not with irrelevancy what is here
to all those, who by the track which he has said of rots-seated punishment. Partly in the
chalked out to them, can find their way to it. way of suggestion, partly in the way of sup-

The circumstance to which they have been posed or pretended justification, injustice in
indebted for their success was this : to their the application of the matter of evil, leads to
class belonged, either as principals or as ] injustice in the appfication of the matter of
dependents, all men from whom, either by the good. To be lavish of punishment, and lavish
ear or by the eye, men of other classes were I of reward, belongs to the same mind, and to
c_pable of receiving instruction, the same form of government. Prodigality,

The case where the distinction in question whatsoever be the subject-matter of it, prodi-
has been received in the way of succession, gality by which others suffer, is the offspring
after the manner of property in a pecuniary of contemp*,---of the contempt, with which
shape, is an altogether curious one. they are regarded, who suffer by it.

Wastefulness and absurdity vie with each Vicarious reward is an absurdity that, even
ether in the composition of this arrangement, in the most barbarous state of society_ appears
It is among the fruits of monarchy. As, on not to have been exemplified.*
the one hand, rots-seated punishment abounds The deficiency has however been amply
in a monarchy, so on the other hand does I compensated for, by the amplitude of the fiel_l
rots-seated reward : in both instances, the ! in which extravasated reward, with its waste
contempt with which the people and their and absurdity, have been and continue to be
happiness are regarded, alike manifests itself, exhibited.

Aptly-seated punishment, is aptly or say
rlghtly-seated, in so far as the individual on _ In the ca_ of punishment, the substitution of
whom it falls has been a partaker in the mis- a manifestly improper object to a supposed or pre-

tended proper one, was introduced by priestcraft.
deed. Punishment is unaptly-seated, or say By vicarious punishment, sin was said, in English,
rots-seated, in so far as it falls on any indivi- to be atem.edfor: in Latin, to be expiated orexpel-
dual, who has not been a partaker in the led byp/ety. A god or gods was offended; but
offence.

Ofmis_eated punishment, the absurdity as roast me_t beinggiven to their priests, the priestswere satiatedand the gods satisfied. Offendingand
well a_ the atrocity is to such a degree flagrant, non-offending mere in consequence all-at-one ; at-
U not to be capable of remaining unreeog- one-sent was thus made.
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Where for the waste made of reward, in the reason above given. But here too, inequa-
_lm shape of factitious honourj anything in li_ is the inseparable result of competition :
the shape of a justification is _tddueed, it is competition is the parent of increase: and
the remuneration, and by means of the remu- in intellectual accomplishments, in so far as
notation, the production of extra meritorious they are kept in subservience to, and under,
public service that is stated as the good pro- the control of moral accomplishments, gencr_l
duced by it. But where the individual to felicity finds an increase.
whom the reward is given is a person other To the inequality produced by extravasated
titan him by whom the supposed service is factitious honour, no such necessity attaches:
supposed to have been performed, the plea no such use. To the evils of _hieh it is the
such as it is, is manifestly without applies- source, no compensation attaches itself in any
tion, and such is the case, in so far as the shape.
reward is in a state of extravasation. Extravasated factitious honour, has place

In the case of punishment, at the time when most commonly in the instance of the same
the extravasated mass was added, the addition individual, with superiority in power, or opu-
had, if not a sufficient justification, at any rate lence, or both. It produces none of the bone-
s partial one, and at the worst a pretence : in fits of either : but it adds to the evils pro-
the case of reward, reward in the shape here duced by both.
in question, there is not so much as that pre- As to power : To the account of the bene-
tence. For in the case of punishment, [brfoi- fits conferred by power, are to he placed over
ture being the mode, there was in the first and above those which may be termed direct,
plac% in the case of offences against govern- those which may be termed indirect. The
ment, need of self-preservation, on the one direct are those which are derived from the
part ; need of disablement on the other part : exercise of it, and from the idea of being able
disablement for the commission of the like of- to give exercise to it ; the indirect_ consist in
fences at the same hands : there was also need the respect entertained for it : the respect, the
of intimidation, as a further means of proven- parent of good offices, that is, of beneficial ser-
tion, should the other fail. vice in sll its various shapes.

Thereupon what may here be said is this : As it is with power, so it is with opulence.
whatsoever fear, has for its object evil in the In the case of power, indirect benefits follow
case of its being borne immediately by a man in the train of the direct : so is it, in the case
himself, a source from which it cannot fail to re- of opulence. The direct consist in the pos-
eeive an addition, is evil about to be eventually session and use of the instruments of enjoyment
suffered by a party dear to him--a party who and security, purchased by it ; the indirect,
is the object of his sympathetic affection, consist in the services, which other individuals

Extravasated factitious honour, aggravates are disposed voluntarily and spontaneously to
the evil of inequality ; and does so, without render to the possessor, for the hope of being
necessity and without use. All inequahty is let into a participation of the use made of those
a source of evil: for by the inferior more is instruments,--the house, the table, the library,
lost in the account of happiness, than is gained the garden, the instruments of locomotion and
by the superior, conveyance.

Inequality in che scale of power is a source Suppose not only no extravasated factitious
of evil : but inequality in this scale is neces- honour_ but no superiority by power, no superi-
_ry to the existence of society: still the less oritybyopulence tohaveplace---sympathy, and
there is of it, consistently with the wellbemg esteem, andthence freeandspentane_usservice
of society in other respects, the better, in all its shapes, would attach itself to supe-

Inequality in the scale of opulence is neces- riority in the scale of genuine moral virtue :
sary to a certain degree to the very being of of effective benevolence_ in harmony and al-
society, for any continuance : for habitual su- liance with self-regarding prudence. This or-
perabundance is necessary as a security against der is disturbed by power : it is disturbed by
such casual deficiency, of which famine and opulence: it experiences further disturbance
mortality would be the results : and unless men from extravasated factitious honour : and in so
in general were permitted to give increase to far as that order is disturbed by them, those
their respective portions of superabundance, instruments of felicity, are every one of them_
no aggregate of superabundance could have instruments of moral corruption.*
place.

Inequality in the scale of moral virtue, of * In the case of the female sex, another articI_
moral accomplishments of a nature useful to that requiresto he added to the list of the iastru-
society, may even be a source of evil. But ments of corruption, moral as well as political, is
inequality is the inseparable result of compe- beauty. But for obvious reasons, it belongs not to
tition : a_ad competition is the parent of in- the present purpose. It is not of the number of the
creuse : and only in proportion to increase in objects of which government is the creature : good

economy could not, in this ease, as in those, pro-
such accomplishments, can general felicity in- scribe any purposed reduction in the quantity of it.
crease. In the female sex, beauty, by the inliuence_it ex-

Inequality in the sea]e of intellectual and ercises, serves, as a compensatmn for inferiority in
active accomplishments is_a source of evil, for the scale of physical strength, and as a counterfor_
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Of all modifications of factitious honour, the of those individuals, with whom it happens to
most curious is that which has place in the him to have most intercourse. By anything
way of what in the physical world---in the otherwise than honourable, by any act of his,
world of realities--used to be called equivocal that has anything dishonourable in it, whatso-
generation,--made without a maker. So many ever kindness may be in their sentiments and
hundred years ago, a man's supposed ancestor, affections, in relation to him, will be lessened.
was, it is supposed, numbered among those, Suppose this inducement to have lost all force,
whose whole life, was a life of oppression and what force in that same tutelary direction can
depredation, embellished with incxdental acts be exerted by those empty sounds _. If his care
of murder, upon a scale more or less extensive : i for himself be so little, on what ground can it
for this cause it is, that by himself and others, be regarded as any greater, for a set of men
respect is required to be paid, to this descen- whom he never saw, of whom he knows com-
dant of that same malefactor. In this case paratively nothing, from whom he never could
the honour cannot be said to be extravasated : have received an)" token of kindness, and to
for, were the receptacle in which it was prima- whom his qualities and his very existence were
rily seated looked for, by the supposition, no alike perfectly unknown _.
such receptacle would be to be found. In relation to this artificial product of the

The more respect a man receives on account power of government, in the field of society,
of factitious honour and dignity, or on account the general conclusions arc as follows :--They
of ancestry, the less the inducement he has to constitute so many reascms why the here pro-
practise those self-denials, those labours, and posed exclusiou should have place.
those abstinences, which are more or less no- Every institution of this sort is needless :
cessary to a man's rendering himself service- needless with reference to all purposes contri-
able to mankind : the less therefore is likely bntory to the greatest happiness of the greatest
to be his aggregate appropriate aptitude, with number, and in particular to the production o_
relation to the habit of such serviceableness, extraordinarily meritorious public service.
or, in a word, in relation to virtue, public and For all such purposes, as far as dignity sui
private, flees, natural dimity, if aptly made known_

Oh, no ! cries the mar_ of ancestry.. I pos- suffice._.
se_ a title to your esteem and confidence,-- 1 All factitious honour is mischievous every-

a title such as no man who is not equally gifted i where.in this respect, can pretend to. For good con- Factitious honour in a monarch is, in a poll-
duct in all its modifications, [ have an induce- tical point of view, mischievous, by making
went in which no other man, whose ancestry addition to a power otherwise excessive.
is not so illustrious as mine, can pretend to In a political point of view, factitious he-
have an equal share. Nothing dishonourable nour conferred by a monarch, is mischievous,
could I ever do, witlmut tarnislfing the lustre as being an instrument of corrnptivo influence.
of my family--the lustre shed on it by my an- In a political point of view, faetitmus ho-
cestors, nour conferred by a monarch is mischievons,

How supremely silly is all such language : as being an instrument of'delusive influence.
supposing it sincere, how perfect the blindness In a moral point of view, factitious honour

p it betrays of the ruling principle of humun is mischievous by counteracting the influence
conduct. What he has in common wlth ,_ll of the publie-epini_m tribunal, und thercby by
others is, the being dependent for no small part lessening moral worth in the di_mified and the
of his cornfort_ upon the good opinion, the undignified.
good-will, and the good office_, positive and In its character of a certificate, a document
negative, of men in general, and particularly of this sort does not so extensively or ._o im-

mediately operate on men's minds, as in tbe
to the sinister power, which it enables a_Jdprompts I characterof all order for respect. Its cllarac-

the male to exerci_,---and thus to diminish the m- i ter of a certificate is rather a character ascribed
eqnality produced by it. ' to it. to reconcile men to it in the character of

When on this occasion, and in this view, supe- an order for respect, than a character whichriority in beauty is attributed tothe female sex, m
comparison with the male, all that to this purpose belong._ to it of c,Jurse.
is true in what is said, is that the enjo)nnent in The reader wiil presently be in a condition
which both are partakers, is in the case of the male, to judge whether, with exceptions in a very
upon the average, more intense, the desire accord- minute propornon, in so lhr as it is a certifi-

ingly stronger, the need more urgent, and the in- I care of meritoriuns service, the certificate is
ducement greater, to employ service m all shape_. I not false : as also, whether m so far as it is
for theobta;nment of it: m particular, thenezatlve true, any effect which it has in the _-ay of
service, conslstmg in the forbeanng to apply the aflbrding payment as a reward for such service
superiority in the scale of physical ioree, to the already rendered, and thereby giving increased
purpose of intimidation, depredation, and oppres- probal_ility to the rendering of the like service
sion in other slmpes. For, as to beauty itsetf, it to an indefinite extent in future, is not capablehas no absolute, it has only a relative existence.
It depends as much upon the nature of the being of being produced in a much greater degree,
i_ whom the sentiment is produced, as on the ha- and to much greater certainty, by other means,
ture of the being by whom it is produced, as also what those other means are.
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Also, whether this alleged mode ofprocuring confused and undeterminate ma_ of opinions
beneficial service be not pregnant with evil in or conceptions, of which the following seem to
a variety of distinguishable shapes : and whe- be the ingredients :-
thor that evil be nut so much not evil, without Opinion of the existence of pre-eminent
any good attached to it ; or, if there be any power on the part of the dignitary.
good in any shape attached to it, whetber by Opinion of the existence of pre-eminent
the evil, such good is not greatly outweighed, opulence on the part of the dignitary.
in such sert as to leave a net quantity of evil Opinion of the dignitary's being in the ha-
on the evil side of the account, bits of personal converse with other personm

The benefits produced to the possessor by possessed of equal and even superior dignities,
factitious honour, whether primarily seated and thence of equal and even superior masses
or extravasated, are considerable and unques- of power and opulence.
tionahle : individually and separately taken, Opinion of the dignitary's having a place in

they may seem trifling : not so the aggregate the esteem_or affection, or both, of the patron
which is composed of them. of the dignity : thence of his having a chance,

They either consist in, or are produced and more or less considerable, of obtaining for other
conferred by, free and spontaneous service, in persons such benefits as it is in the power of
so many various shapes : as for example :-- such patron to bestow.

On every occasion the most commodious Opinion of his being in a pre-eminent degree
seat or standing-room, in possession of qualities extensively useful,

The faculty of being heard in preference, such as, while they afford him the power or
The faculty of being addressed in preference, means, confer on him the disposition to render
The faculty of taking the lead in conversa- his faculties conducive to the greatest happi-

tion : and thus choosing and determining the ne._ of the greatest number.
subject matters of it : the subjects from the All but the last of these opinions are, in a
discussion of which he expects most benefit to degree more or less considerable, sure to be
himself, whether in the way of amusement at well-founded. Only in the instance of the
the present, or with reference to the future, last, is it ill-founded, the opposite being the

The satisfaction of observing in men's words, opimon that, as above, has truth on its side.
countenance, and deportment, those t_kens of The cause of this last opinion is altogether
respect which_ with more or less reason, ex* curious--deplorable, considering how mis-
press a general promise of free and spontane- ehievous it is. The dignity has in every in-
ous service in all shapes, stance for its immediate efficient cause, or

Powerispurelymischievous, whatsoever of it rather instrument, some symbol perceptible to
is not needful ; but factitious honour is ia the sense--to the sense of hearing at the least; an
whole of it, purely mischievous. As at the appellation,--most commonly in addition to it
expense of the whole of the community is all some symbol perceptible to the sense of sight,
power created and conferred, so at the expense an embroidered imitation of a star, a ribbon
of the whole is all factitious honour created of a particular shape and colour, a medal. Of
and conferred. Of operative power, the ira- this power of symbols or signs over opinions
mediate effect is not only obsequiousness, hut the cause lies in the association of ideas--in
obedience on the part of him on whom it is the principle of association between idea and
exercised. Of factitious honour, an effect is, idea.
not obedience indeed, but obsequiousness on The curious circumstance is, the irresistible

the part of those at whose expense it is created force with which, in this in._tance, the cause
and contorted. In so far as it is productive of operates in the production of the effect. Here
this effect, it is by producing in the minds of are a set of men whom, taken in the aggregate,
those at whose expense it is created, the opi- I cannot, upon reflection, look upon as fit ob-
nion of the existence of superiority in respect jects of a greater portion of esteem and respect,
of moral and intellectual endowments, of power nor even of so great a portion as an equal hum-
and opulence, separately or collectively, on the ber of men taken at random. At the same
part of him on whom it is conferred, time, spite of _y_lf, by the idea of any one

In so far as it is productive of obsequious- possessed of any one of these symbols, a

heSS, though without actual obedience, it does greater degree of those social affections is ex-
not indeed confer power on the individual on cited than is excited by the idea of any one
whom it is conferred, but in his favour, it prO- not possessed of any one of those symbols.
duces the effect,of power--viz,conformityas Whence thisinconsistency_. By a continually
towards hiswill. At the same time itcreates renewed train of association,commencing at

and conferspower, and in much greaterquan- the earliestdawn of reason, thisopinion of

try in favour of him by whom it is itself the constantconnexionbetween the possession
created and conferred,say, in favour of the of the external symbol in question and the

patron of the dignity. For the patron of the mental qualityinquestion,has been created

dignityishimselfthe most dignifiedof allthe and confirmed: forthe revivalofthe erroneous

dignitaries, opinion,a singleinstant suificesat alltimes:
The respect of which factitioushonour is forthe expulsionofit,nothinglessthan a train

productive,has_forits more remote cauee_a of reflectioncan suffice.
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To this ease I feel a very conformable par- result is the aptitude of the system of govern-
allel may be seen in the ease of ghosts and ment not impaired but improved.
other fabulous maleficent beings, which the In the character of a testimonial or certifi-
absence of light presents to my mind's eye. In care, what are the matters of thct which, with
no man's judgment can a stronger persuasion relation to the individual so honoured, it ren-
of the non-existence of these sourees of terror ders more or less probable _. They are :
have place than in mine ; yet no sooner do That either immediately or unimmediately_
lay myself down to sleep in a dark room than namely, through the intervention of some other
if no other person isin the room, and my eyes or others, to the individual bywhom the honour
keep open, these instruments of terror obtrude has been conferred, he was at the time of its
themselves ; and, to free myself from the an- being conferred an object of sympathy_ that
noyanee, I feel myself' under the necessity of is to say, in a monarchy, to the monarch. This,
substituting to those more or less pleasing howewr, it is evident, cannot be a matter of
ideas with which my mind woul_l otherwise complete certainty.
have been occupied, those reflections which That, if not an object ofsympsthy, atanyrate
are necessary to keep in my view the judg- notanobjectofantipathy:forifyes,thefunctiou.
ment by which the non-existence of these ary would not have subjected himself to the
creatures of the imagination has so often been pain necessarily attendant on the conferring it.
pronounced. The cause of these illusions were That, partly bygratitude for this past favour_
the stories told by servants in my childhood, partly by hope offl_rther favours, he is attached

The t_e of the apparition of ghosts and to the person of the functionary by whom the
vampires is not more fabulous than is in gene- benefit was conferred on him : disposed to con-
ral the tale of worth, moral or intellectu_, as tribute according to the measure of his facul-
applied to these creatures of a monarch who ties, to the advancement of the particular
form tile class of state dignitaries, interest of this same patron : disposed to be

In what circumstance did this erroneous obsequious to his will: disposed to concur in
opinion find its cause ] The answer has in it the advancement of that particular interest at
neither doubt nor difficulty. One word, adu- the expense and by the sacrifice of all conflict-
lation, suffices for the expression of it. At first ing interests in general.
by the pen, it is now by the press, that _pinions I That whatsoever in this respect may have

are chiefly disseminated.themIn pr°p°r ti°n te the I _wion._nti:e:!_!:l!!yeofthe of " '' :desire and sources of power, have writers be- I 'i p _ g
held in the hands of their readers those instru- ] honour of the same species and the same rank,
mentsby whiehthe happiness of the writers has still more assuredly with all those below him
been dependent on their will. In some readers in the same line : and, in all probability, with
do all writers behold those on whose will, in others, if any such there are. who, in relation to
some way or other, their happiness depends, him, are superior in rank. To speakin general
In some readers do writers, accordingly, behold terms, he is known to have access to persons oc-
those in whose favour it is their interest, and eupyingan elevatedsituatiou inthe community.
Consequently their endeavour, to ingratiate That, as h_s interests are in alliance with_
themselves, and obtain a place--the higher so his aitbctions sympathize with, the interests
the better. In one word, they behold their and affectionsofthat portion of the community
patrons. Thus the opinions to which a writer whose _tation is thus elevated : and that in so
so circumstanced gives utterance will be de- far as between the higher and the lower
termined,not bythe opinionsreallyentertsined orders, (in consequence of such difference of
by him, but by the degree of kindness or un- interests and affections,) a difference of judg-
kindness, of which he regards it as likely to ment naturally has place--his judgment will,
be productive in the breast of those on whose on each occasion, side with theirs ; his judg-
kindness and unkindness his happiness is thus ment, and, in consequence, his conduct. In a
dependent, word, that, in his character of member of the

If even in the early stages_ of society the public-opinion tribunal, it is to the aristocrati-
fascinations producedby factitious honour were cal section of that judicatory that he belongs.
ever conducive to the creation and preserva- But the interest, consequently the affection
tion of government, no argument can thence and judgment, of the monarch, as such, are
be deduced for the preservation of this delu- adverse to the general interest of the com-
sion with its instruments in the present stage munity : so are those of the aristocracy in all
of society. That they are in various respects its modifications : not contributory, but detri-
mischievous, has been proved above : that they mental to the greatest happiness of the greatest
are altogether needless, has been proved by an number.
experiment on a large scale, and continued In relation to these several matters, the evi-
duringso longaperiod,--viz.bytheexperiment deuce thus afforded is not conclusive evidence;
made in the Anglo-American United States. it is capable of being rebutted and outweighed
From the several other elements of effective by other evidence : but in so far as it has any
power in the hands of the ruling few this ele- operation, such is the tendency of it : what_-
ment has been detached and exeluded_ and the ever be the degree of probability in relation to
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each part, _.ach is the side on which it is situ- which communities have been subjected in this
ate d. shape, will,by every man, be more or less clearly"

Why, as a testimony of meritorious service, perceived, and acutely felt in proportion as he
is it essentially unapt and fallacious ! thinks of it.

It is given without any published proof of Evil 1. Burthen to the unhonoured at l_rge.
the particular nature of the meritorious scr- By those who, at the time_ when in the in-
vice, if any, that is supposed to have been dividual instance in question, the honour wa_
rendered : without any published proof of the conferred, were already in possession of it, the
fact of the man's having rendered any such expense is felt in a much more intense degree.
meritorious service. Witness the Duchess of Northumberland, who,

It is given for aught that appears, witbout in the days of George the Second, durst not
any proof received by him by whom the honour spit out of her coach as she passed along the
is conferred, of service in any shape as having streets, for fear of spitting upon a lord.
been rendered to any one, by him on whom it Evil 2. Burthen to the co-honoured.
is conferred. In a word, the act by which it Every honour that has been conferred on
is conferred is essentially an arbitrary act. any man, in whose instance it is not clear that

It is with relation to reward, that is to say, extraordinary service to the public has in any
to the good that is done,--that which, in rela- shape been done, is conferred in a more parti-
tion to evil, punishment is, in so far as inflicted cular manner, at the expense of all those by
without trial, without judicial inquiry as to whom extraordinary service to the public has
the ground of it, without reference to the con- really been rendered : it is felt by them as an
duct of him to whom it is applied, injury. It has always for its tendency, and

The consequence is, that by every such to an unmeasurable extent for its effect, the
honour so conferred, injustice i_ done : not, in- preventing men in general from taking on
deed. to the individual to whom the reward is themselves any extraordinary burthen, for the
applied, as in the case of punishment to the purpose of rendering to the public, in any
individual to whom the punishment is applied shape, extraordinary service. Publication of
--not to him, indeed, but to others, namely to service secnres to every, extraordinarily meri-
those at whose expense it is applied, torious individual, for services past, and thence

One case alone can be mentioned in which for services to come, the exact portion of hen-
it affords any just ground for supposing that, our, which, in a comparative as well as abso-
in its character of a certificate of meritorious lute point of wow, is must apt with relation to
service, it may perhaps not be false : and that the service. No injury does it to any man:
is the case where it is conferred as a reward to men in any number it may produce uneaei-
for military service. But even in this case, it ness: but in no instance can the uneasiness be
eannot but be frequently false :--false perhaps productive of, or accompanied by, any such
in more instances than those in which it is sensation as the conception of injustice--of in-
true : and if so, absolutely unapt : at any rate, justice done to any one, by him, to whom the

comparatively unapt--comparison'*had with I honour has been adjudged.
a. method in which the most efficient me_ns are , Evil 3. Burthen to the meritorious unhon-
employed for preventing it from being given oured.
where it would be false ; while, where given, When monarchy was specially on the carpet,
as it has everywhere as yet been actually given, in the account given of the several external
no such means are employed, instruments of felicity, in their eventual chas-

When arbitrarily conferred, it is conferred actor of instruments of eorruptive influence,
either without so much as an indication of ser- this one had its place.
viceinanyspecificshape,renderedtothepublie, Considered in comparison with the other
or if with any such indication, without proof articles, it will be found to stand upon a. very
made and published oftherealityofthe facts,on different footing from both of them. Power
the supposed reality of which it is grounded, is necessary to the very existence of goveni-

If conferred without indication of service to ment : it is the very matter of which the moans
the public, that which is indicated by it is-- of government are made. Excluded it cannot
that the individual on whom it is conferred, is be : the utmost that can be done, is to limit it.
an object of favour to the person or persons by So again, money--money at the disposal of_
whom it has been conferred. In this case it government. Without it, government in _t
is mischievous on the following accounts : political community of any considerable extent,

There are two sets of persons, at whose ex- could not be carried on. To exclude it, is
pense is eonfer_'ed every honour that is con- altogether impossible. To exclude the differ-
furred : all the members of the community at once between what is nece_try, and what is
lurge,--the whole number of them; and those not necessary,--and to take care that that
particular ones, if any, among whom benefits which is necessary should, according to its
in this sha:pe have been shared, destination, be applied to the service of govern-

By the members at large, of L'ly donation of taunt, and to no other purpose---this is the
thissort,takensingly,theexpenseisinbut utmostofwhatcan bedone.
a smalldegree,ifin any degree,felt.But Evil4.Evilbycontributiontothecorruptive
when viewedintheaggregate,thcexpenseto fund.
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On the same occasion it has been seen, how, I ceding evil. In so far as the fraud passes
hy the possession and eventual expect&tion of t upon them undetected,--in so far as they are
them, the external instruments of felicity con- I imposed upon by it, and bestow respect where
tribute as such to the general deba_semeut of ] respect is undue, and the payment of it sis-
the moral part of man's frame, in private life t chievous, mischievous to themselves and to
as well as in public. Of those same objects of 1 everybody,--it operates upon their intellec-
general desire, this is not less true of this one t tual faculties : it operates as an instrument of
than of either of the other two above-mentioned. I intellectual depravation.

Evil 5. Evil by demoralising influence : or 1 Evil 8. Evil by propagation of delusion.
say, evil of demoralisation by sinister Jude- Whether it be in _he scale of power, or in the
pendence, scale of opulence, it has "been seen elsewhere

When factitious honour has been raised to that by every degree of distance from the point
a certain level, thereupon has come the obser- of equality, the loss to the inferior in the ae-
ration, that money is needed for the support *_count of happiness, is greater than the profit
of it. On this occasion, d_gnity is the terra ! to the superior. In the scale of power, inequa-
that seems most commonly employed. But it I lity to a certain degree is, ashes been observed
is out of the pockets of the people that, as for I above, matter of indispensable necessity : so
all other purposes so for this, the money has i likewise in the scale of opulence: in both those
come. If, in conjunction with this factitious i instances the evil is therefore compensated,
dignity, the man has opulence of his own, in a i and over-compensated by the good. In this
certain de_ree of plentitude,--in a degree I case it stands altogether uncompensated.
sufficient for the support of the imaginary I Evil 9. Evil by aggravation of inequality.
burthen,--it is sometimes held sufficient, seine- I ]a the chapter relating to the public-opinion
times not, as it may happen : but if tie has tribunal, will be seen, how much the interest
not,--if this be an agreed matter, money in _ and influence of the aristocratical section of
such quantity as shall be sufficient, must, at that tribunal is at variance with that of the
all events, and at any rate, be found for him. democratical : the small minority with that of
Thus it is, that when obtained by swindling, the vast majority.
honour carries depredation along with it. Evil l 0. Evil by addition to the anti-social

For this application of public money, there force of the aristocratical section of the pub-
are sundry reasons, more really operative than lie-opinion tribunal.
readily avowed. Specific reasons for extra respect not hay-

When, from this factitious title to respect, ing place, the greatest happiness of the greatest
the support given to it by money is taken number requires, that m the scale of respect
away, contempt will be apt to substitute itself (in pursuance of the principle of practicable
to the respect. By the decomposition thus equality) the superiority should be attached
made, the false colour will vanish. Men will to age. For, on this plan, all will, in their
be led to say to themselves--a man may bear turn, enjo_ the benefit of it : all suspicion of
this mark upon him, and yet be a poor creature, injustice l_ excluded by it : all envy and jea-
what then is it good for _.and thus its worth- lousy are excluded by it : time and labour of
lessness being seen in the case of this poor contestation are saved by it:a compensation
man, may, by degrees, come to be recognised is afforded, as far as it goes, for the diminu-
in the case of the rich ones. tion produced in the account of felicity by the

In place of the respect they have been ac- age of caducity, and thence by every ulterior
¢ustomedtoreceive,these,hisfeltowdiguitaries, approach that is made to it.
will be.apprehensive of sharing in the contempt l_vil 11. Evil by usurpation of respect due
under which they see him suffering, to age.

The more geuerous of them will feel a pain It has been seen in how many ways the dis-
of sympathy from the observation of what they position thus made of the matter of good in
see him suffering, this shape presents to view the picture of in-

Evil 6. Evil by pretence for depredation, justice. There is a burthen without compen-
As a certificate of merit on the part of the sation imposed on the members of the corn-

wearer, we have seen that it is false ; combined reunify at large. Burthen imposed in a more
with this false certificate, is a draught drawn particular manner on those who have rendered
upon the members of the community for value meritorious service, to whom benefit, in this

, received : a draught payable, in tokens of re- same shape, is justly due. Burthen by injus-
spect ; value recei_ ed in the shape of meritori- tice to age. Burthen by useless and avoidable
nus service, addition to unavoidable inequality. The ex-

The functionaries by whom this deceptious ample of injustice produced by the joint in-
instrument is uttered, are, by the practice of fiuence of all these causes, is itself a thing
uttering it, and the habit of seeing it accepted, distinct from all of them. Bad is that go-
encouraged to act in the character of impostors, vernment where, injustice having place, discon-
It operates in this way ou their moral faculties_ tent has place in consequence : still worse that_
as an instrument of demoralisation, where injustice having place, no discontent is

Evil 7. Evil by _anction given to imposture, excited by it.
Delusion is the counterpart of the last prc- By _ha spectacle of established injustice ia
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any one shape, injustice in every other shape seuted to notice, this idea of blood relatio_ to
is promoted. By habit, those at whose ex- royalty, the highest order in the state, naturo
pense it is committed, are lulled into acqui- ally presents itself: it is only by_partieulax in-
escenee under it, and by the spectacle of tlds fi*rmation that he learns by how great and
acquiescence, the _uthors of the baleful habit various distances the rank of the bearer of this
axe encouraged to persevere in it. title is separated from that of royalty and

E_il 12. Evil by the spectacle of injustice, soverei_ltv in other states : how in France,
As in tim case of injustice, so in the case of for example, the throng of princes are con-

waste. By the same disposition by which founded with those of counts, viscounts, and
waste, in any one shape, is produced, waste barons : how abundant they are in various
in every other shape is produced : and by the parts of Italy : how in Russia, while the title
example of waste in any one shape, waste in Is borne by some of the most opulent, as well
every other is promoted. By habit, those at as ancient lhmilies, it is borne by others whose
whose expense it is committed, are lulled into place is in ahnost the lowest rank in the scale
acquiescence under it; and by the spectacle of of opulence.
this acquiescence, the authors of the waste are The advantage of being thus confounded in
encouraged to persevere in it. men's conceptions with the members of sore-

The wasting hand is like the blasting pesti- reign families, seems of late to have reeom-
fence. Under a monxrchy, neither good nor mended it, in Germany as well as in France.
evil in any shape escape it: money, power, Ilence it is, that in the course of the Revolution
punishmeut, pardon, respect of the people, undergone by France, Buonaparte's generals
The security of the people i_ wasted by blind received some of them indeed the title of dukes,
pardons: their respect by factitious honour, but others the title of princes ; and Talley-

Evil 13. Evil by the spectacle of waste, rand_ though a member of one of the oldest,
In any one nation, let evil in this shape be and as such_ most honoured families of the no-

produced, it spreads itself, as it were by con- blesse of France, saw an advantage in accept-
tagion, over all other naLions. Among all ing, in form, the title of prince.
nations in whose instance any habit of inter- In Germany, this title has been borne by
course has place--in a word, among all civil- several of the little sovereigns, future feuda-
ized nations, the draught drawn in any one by tory monarchs, with which the constitution of
its ruler upon his own sul_ects for the appro- that confederacy still continues_ even in its
priate quantity of mechanically-paid respect, present altered state.
is, to a greater or less degree,honoured in every In the Prussian monarchy,made up of shred_
other, and patches, torn at different times from their

True it is--not inconsiderable are the diver- various possessors---in the Prussian monarchy,
sities of which the quantity of respect paid in till the other day, there was nothing above
other countries to the possessor of an article count. Of lat% the monarchy being enlarged
of this kind, belonging to the country in ques- ] and consotidated_ the treasury of honour Iron
tion, is susceptible. To this variation, two I been enriched there with an order of prince.
circumstances are contributory : 1, the (lifter- In Poland, before its partition, a few of the
ent degrees of honour designated_ and thence most opulent families, that is to say the
the different quantities of respect drawn for, I greatest landholders, though it is believed
by the same denomination or mark, in different t without any fornml creation, used to bear in
countries : 2, the different degrees of appro- ] other languages, the title of princes_ and eon-
priate information possessed in each such ] tinue to do so since.
foreign country, by differen_ individuals, in t In Russia, there are barons, and above
relation to the true import of the article, and I them counts, but nothing higher : the princes
the proportion borne by the value of it, to the t having been such, not by creation, but some
several other articles belonging to the aggre- t how or other, it is not generally known how.
gate list. But, at any rate, if so it be, that his [ It remains for the genres of the present or
appellation presents to view a title of honour, ! some future autocrat, to import from England,
or his person a mark of honour, he is recog- the titles of duke and marquis_ to sit above
nised as belonging to the caste of the privi- those of count and baron.
leged orders : to that caste in which, no indi- Evil 14. Evil by international contagion.
vidual, who not belonging to it, has any toler- A few points relative to this product of
ably correct conception of the nature and government, call for explanation.
effects of it, can fail to behold a species of men It operates, as already stated, as an' order
by whom. a comparatively small mass of fell- for respect : for respect to be aflbrded, and a_
city is possessed at the expense of a more than it were, paid by persons in general, to him on
equiponderant mass of infelicity to others,--- whom the honour is said to be conferred. It
whose existence is an injury to all others, and, operates, therefore, as a title to respect. In
in one word, a tmiversal nuisance, this particular it is in regard to respect that

InEngiand,the title of prince has neverbeen which an order for the payment of money--a
borne by any individual who has not been a draught, for example, on a banker--is in re-
member of the Royal Family : when under gard to money : but with this difference, that
this title, the member of another nation is pro- it is at the hands of one individual only, that
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the order for money calls for money : whereas, thing extraordinary in it; in its nature, some-
it is at the hands of all persons in general, thing whereby it stands distinguished from
that the title of honour--the order for respect ordinary service,--from service in those shapes
---calls for respect, in which it is continually rendered by every-

On the occasion of each such act, it is au body to everybody ; by every dealer, for ex-
exercise of dominion over the many for the ampl% to his customer, by every customer to
benefit of one : over the many,--indeed with his dealer ; by every purchaser to his seller,
little exception over all. The means not being by every seller to his purchaser.
coercive, it produces not that sense of oppres- As in the case of service, so in the ease of
siou, which dominion in general, employing as respect, the worth of it, if it has any, must
it must do, coercion for its instrument, cannot, consist either of a certainty (as where the
when directed towards so unjustifiable an end, event is past) or of a probability of pleasure
fail to produce. It is by delusion that the el- in some shape or other, experienced ; or pain
feet is produced; not by force or intimidation, in some shape or other avoided, and not ex-
But the effect of it being, as will be seen, perieneed.
purely mischievous, the circumstance of there Laying all together--the intimation con-
being one evil not produced by it, will not veyed by an act by which a title of honour is
suffice to turn the whole mass of evil into conferred is--that the individual on whom it
good. is conferred, has in some determinate shape

It operates as an article of documentary or other, rendered to some individual or indi-
evidence, a_ a certificate of good desert or viduals, or to the whole community together,
merit. Of such certificate, the effect is to I service of a meritorious, and in some way or
cause respect in degree and quantity more or _other, of an extraordinary kind, and has there-
less considerable, to be entertained by the 'tby proved himself to be possessed of digqlity :
members of the community in question, to- _ti.e. by such service to have given himself a
wards and in relation to him who bears it : ! title to receive at the hands of the community
respect, or at any rate, the outward signs and I in general, a token of the existence of the sen-
tokens of that iuward sentiment. This eflbct I timent of respect, in relation to him, in their
is produced, by ascribing dig?_ity to him, or minds, as if in payment or part payment of
_orthiness: by causing it to be believed that i such service.
in the opinion of him, by whom the honour is i In reality this question about rank is by no
conferred, he on whom it is conferred, is _means so frivolous as it may appear to be : for
worthy of receiving at the hands of the mere- ! by all its varieties it will be seen how the

I people are tormented and depressed.
hers of the community in general, those same In the several countries in which a titleoutward tokens.

It gives intimation that, in the opinion of original y conferred by the monareh_ has been
that same functionary, the person in whose i assumed by men, on whom it has not, either

favour it is his desire that those same tokens i in their own persons, or in the persons of their
of respect should be manifested and paid, I al_ccstors, been conferred, an instance may be
has been and is deserving of such respect., seen of a sort of superfoetation of depravity--a
To deserve anything good,--any instrument of ] fraud made to grow out of a fraud : the mon-
felicity,--is to have a claim to it, in the char- arch, by the conspiracy, by which this false
utter of a reward, on the score of service, in certificate of meritorious service has been pro-
some shape or other, rendered by the indivi- duced, the monarch, and the individuals tiros
dual in question to some other individual or honoured by him, have swindled the pnblie at
individuals : which service, if it be real, must large out of a certain quantity of respect not
have been the contributing in fact or in pro- really due, imposing thus upon the public at
bability, to cause him to experience pleasure large : and the usurpers of it, have on their
in some shape, which he would not have ex- parts imposed upon the public at large, and the
perienced otherwise : or to be exempt from monarch both, by pretending to have received
experiencing pain, which tie would have ex- from him, what in truth lie never gave.
perieneed otherwise, _ The most disastrous case is that which has

With the word merit, if any clear idea is I place, where the title is made a pretence for
attached to it, stands associated the idea of I depredation : for example where the monarch
service : for by him to whom merit is ascribed, t of a country receives the title of king. To a
suppose no service rendered, or endeavoured [_king, not to speak of a sceptre and a palace,
to be rendered to anybody,--the idea of merit l belong a throne and a crown. To this pair of

evaporates, and leaves the word in a state of t implements a quality called splendour is neces-non-significance, sary : the throne must have gold about it ; the
If then in virtue of the dignity conferred on crown besides gold, pieces of natural glass,

him, and the alleged claim to respect given to ] called diamonds : by these ingredients or ap-
him_he has rendered service to anybody, it / pendages with the help of a little manual
must have been service of the meritorious ! labour, splendour in the physical sense is con-
kind : service, by the rendering of which, the I stituted. But to splendour in the physical
existence of merit, has been displayed. !. sense, must be adde_f splendour in a superior

Moreover this service must have had some- I sense, the metaphorical or hyperphysical sense.



Alrpetite in all snipes is stimulated by the liance, cannot fail to present themselves, The
title : the quantity of his superfluities must rational_eof the operation is sufficiently maul-
receive increase : the quantity of the super- fest. By the old brood, nothing has been lost
fluities enjoyed by his courtiers and his living on the account of honour and dignity : profit
instruments of government, must be increased : to an unlimited amount has been made in the
the number of these instruments themselves account of money. In dignity, no loss: for
must receive increase. Being admitted into the great old monarchs are not confounded
the circle and fraternity of kings, his appear- with the little new ones : the distance is suffi-
ance must in everything be if possible upon a ciently wide to preserve them from misfortune
par with theirs. The story of the frog and in this shape : on the contrary, a contrast is
the ex is exemplified, but with a disastrous visible, and by this contrast they are raised.
variation. It is not by themselves, but by the By the power, and for the support of the
overgrown frog at the head of them, by the dignity, a tax, and that a perpetual one, has
great frog with a crown on his head, that the been imposed on Bavaria, Wirtemberg, BeN
little frogs are burst, glum, Saxony, and Hanover,--a tax which,

The language employed in reference to these though of the indirect kind, is not the less
kingly implement_, demon_trate._ in how de- burthen_eme.
plorable a degree the power of tlie intellect Such is the immediate effect. But, on the
may be debilitated by the ibrce of custom and other hand, in the train of it, will come an-
prejudice. Always in the character of an ob- other. All these are added to the number of
ject of prime necessity, is this furniture of the the nations to whom the appellation, King,
great baby-housc,--the mass of the instru- will be an object of abhorrence.
ments of corruptive and delusive influence The Emperors of Germany and Russia are
spoken of. This, which is so much worse than new Emperors because they were so before ;
useless, is spoken of as of more importance for the name of the empire Austria is substi-
than the whole aggregate of those benefits, tuted to Germany, because in Austria the
the securing of which constitutes the only Emperor was, as he is a despotic sovereign ;
compensation tbr the evils necessarily pro- whereas in Germany, taken collectively, lie
duced by government. .No_ any the faintest was but a titular one.
colour of reason being capable of being given The King of England would not be Emperor_
for it, it is on every occasion taken for granted because the fornl of a concurrence by Parlia-
in the character of an incontestible truth. Ask mcnt would have been necessary, and the de-
in what way it contributes, in the cLaracter of lu_ion by which he is kept in his place of Kil_g
a mean, to the pretemted end, no answer will taught have been shaken by the discussion pro-
you receive. Ask in what particular the go- duced by the word E_qoeror. They would
vernments in which there is no such splendour, not make the King of France, nor did he wish
lustre, or support of dignity,--ask in what to be mad% Emperor; because that would
particular they are the worse for the absence have been copying the example of the usurper,
of it,--no answer will you receive, whose Emperorship was the result not wholly

As in the situation of king, honour and dig- of force and intimidation, but, in some mea_
nity require for their support splendour and t sure, of corruption and delusion, and had the

lustre--that is to say, money taken for the i consent of no inconsiderable portion of the

purpose out of the pockets of the people--so people for the cause of it.
* in every situation within the reach of the royal Colfferred, that is to say, known or sup-

eyes. Hence it is, that if a man in a cel_ain posed, or considered as being conferred, by
rank be in want of money, whether it has been the public-opinion tribunal,--adjudicating to.
by misfortune or by prodigality that the want the party in question the benefit designated
has been produced, tim deficiency is to be sup- by the words, affection, esteem, and respect,
plied at the expense of the laborious part of of the community at large,---of the greatest
the people,--money must be squeezed out of : number of those under whose cognizance the
the productive classes. Incessant are the meritorious services have been rendered by
complaints of the expense of affording to the him,--the reward conferredis characterized and
helpless among the productive classes those distinguished from the mass of benefit confer-
supplies, without which, starvation and death red by means of factitious honour, by these
must of necessity be their fate : profound is peculiar properties:-
the silence as to the expense of supplying to The application thus made is determined by
the extravagant in the lfigher orders the means the interest common to the greatest number
of further extravagance. Grievous the corn- of the members of the community in question ;
plaints of the overgrowth of that part of the at any rate, by that which is in their eyes
population, for the maintenance of which £10 their common interest.
a-year, all ages included, will suffice : no corn- In the case where the honour is primarily
plaint of the overgrowth of that part, for the seated, the application made of the mass of
maintenance of which _£100 a-year will not benefit in question, in the case of factitious
suffice, honour, is determined by the interest, real or

On this occasion, the brood of kings hatched supposed, of the individual by whom it h can-
by Buouaparte, and reared by the Holy AI- ferred.
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In thecasewhere itisseatedby extrava-! massofrewardinallitspartstakentogether,
sation,on thegroundofconsanguinity,itisde- mustaffordsucha massofbenefittotheindi-
retrained,astotheindividual,byblindchance, vidualinquestion,as shallbesufficienttoout-
By the naturalcharacterof the classto weighinhis mind,the burthensustainedby

whichthepossessorof it,inthisitsextrava- the renderingof it. In so faras publicof-
satedstate,appertains,itis in hisinstancefectionand respectenterintothecompesitiuu
indicative of an interest, and a state of the of the means of purchase, this relation be-
affections and the opinions, adverse to the in- tween quantity of service and quantity of re-
terest of the greatest mtmber. It marks him ward, will require to be considered. Bene-
nut as a man who was by birth an enemy to fit of reward must outweigh burthen of ser-
the interest and happiness of tile greatest vice.
number : a member of the privileged class ; The greater the value of th_ service, that is
namely, of a class composed of those whose to say of the benefit, the greater is the burthen,
comnmn interest is a particular and sinister which he on whom it depends in the instance
interest, opposite to the universal interest, in question, will be disposed to take upon him-

He who is at one time an enemy, may at self, tbr the purpose of his rendering it. The
another time be a friend ; but he who is by greater a service, the greater the reward worth
birth an enemy, cannot, on any sufficient giving for it.
grounds, be regarded as a friend, unless and If on any occasion there be two services so
until, and in so far as by such means as the circumstanced, that by the individual or indi-
nature of _rhecase affords, he has made known viduals in question, either can be performed,
the change. Of this change, one sufficient and but not both, any two masses of reward that
conclusive prvof the nature of the casc affords : shall appear capable of being earned by the
and that i% a surreuder of the privilege, performance of the two services respectively,

:In flfi_ way, al_d no other, can he render it should be so apportioned, that the receipt of
manifest, that by him his interest is identified the more valuable reward shall be attached to
with the universal i_lterest, hi_ affections .with the renderb_g the more valuable service. Of
the affections of the greatest number of the two rival services, offer greater reward for the
members of the community in question: that more valuable.
in his eyes the affection, esteem, and respect, Not that the only shape in which remune-
which is the result of judgment unperverted ration belongs to the present subjebt, is the
by any delusion from any source, is preferred honor:try shape.
to that respect which is the joint offspring of That it i_ not for service in every shape that
sinister interest,caprice, impesture, andchance, reward in this shape will be sufficient, or even

The effect, with a view to its supposed use- so much as apposite, is sufficiently manifest.
fuluess, upou which the greatest reliance seems Where, fi_ the course of action, whereby meri-
likely to be placed, is that supposed to be pro- torious service has been rendered, loss has
duced in the character of an inducement for been suffered by money expended, profit does
the production of extraordinary meritorious not commence, reward does not commence, till
public service : service rendered to the corn- compensation has been made forthcfull amount
munity at large, whether by being rendered of the loss: and in the account of money must
to government or otherwise. Employed to be comprehended that which, in the time in
this end, that which _vill be expected of it, question, would have been received by the in-
is---the making known to the community at dividuat in question, in return for labour ex-
large the quality and quantity of the service pended. Moreover, if by the reward con-
rendered, to the end that, by the several mere- ferred, it be intended to purchase at the hands
hers of it, as occasion offers, retribution may of other individuals future contingent service,
be made to their benefactor by suitable mani- not only actual loss, but probable risk must be
festations of affection and respect, and in par- taken into the account.
ticular by good offices--by useful services. By apt and adequate notification of past

Employed in this character, it is employed service rendered, that is, by honour thus con-
in the character of obtaining by pureha_ at ferred, the maximum nf future service may be
the hands of such individuals in whom the obtained at the minimum of expense; for the
power of rendering it may have place, the value of tlm reward thus rises with the value
greatest quantity of the service in the shape of the past service rewarded by it.
in question, namely, of extraordinary merlin- Of this plan, the principal feature consists
rious service, upon the most advantageous in giving publicity to as great an extent as
terms: that is to say, of the greatest value possible, (due regard being had to expense,)
Imssible, quality and quantity considered, and and with the utmost degree of clearness, cor-
ot the lowest price. Here then come two dif- rectness, and completeness possible, to the na-
ferent ends, the accomplishment of both which, ture of the service rendered, the name of the
in so far as practicable, requires to be aimed individual by whom the service has been ten-
at : l. Of the aggregate mass of service thus dered, and the circumstances by which the de-
obtained, to maximize the value. 2. To mini- gree of meritoriousness possessed by it have
mize the expense, been constituted.

In the instance of every su,:h servic% the The effect of it will be a sort of judgment
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pronounced, opposite in its effects, but not the I Every man, therefore, in whose instance the
less analogous to, a judgment by which on the greatest happiness principle is at once an oh-

/ ject of attachment and a guide to conduct,
groundofdelinqencY,topunishment, an individual is subjected will, in proportion to his sympathy for that

The judgment thus pronounced ought to part of his species whose interest is dete-
have evidence for its ground. For public af- riorated, and happiness diminished, by this
fection and respect ought not any more than irremediably sinister instrument, employ his
public money to be bestowed without evidence faculties in the endeavour to suppress it.
of the sufficiency of the title on which it is That its unchangeable nature is that of an
claimed. Upon this plan, the terms of the instrument of corruptive as well as delusive
judgment, with the evidence on which it has influence, in the hands of misrule, has been
been grounded, will form the matter or subject shown above : so likewise, that it is an instru-
of areport. To thisdocnment, as to any other, ment of eorruptive influence as applied to
such a degree of publicity may in each indivi- morals and the private intercourse of society.

dual case be given asthe nature of the case is Moreove_what on this occasion has beento warrant and to call for. I sh_wn, is--tlmt in the nature of the case, every
As time runs on, of the several judgments I token, emblem, evidence, visible or otherwise

here indicated, an aggregate and continually i perceptible instrument or cause of this facti-
increasing body will be formed. To this ag- i tious and mischievous product of bad govern-

gregate, some denomination will of course be t meat, is a false certificate employed for the
given. Let it, for example, be The Book of purpose of obtaining for the possessor a per-
Good De_ert, or say, The Register of Merite- tion of respect, which is not only not due, but

rious Service. services will of which, if paid, cannut but be in a preponderantIn it the several individual degree mischievous. To issue any such instrn-
course be ranked under general and specific " meat, is in effect to issue a general order to
heads, as likewise the names, and other cir- i the several members of the community, to he
cumstances appertaining to the indbiduals i accomplices with the members of the bad go.
thus distinguished, vernment in all the several acts of depredation

The expense attendant on the process of con- and oppression which by this and the other
ferring d_ity in this its natural shape, is it incorporeal instruments of misrule they are in
liable to the imputation of being excessive_, the habit of committing in virtue of their re-

If, at the expense of but a single individual, spective offices : acts whereby to pamper men
reward in money, to the amount of any the by units, they starve men and consign them to
smallest denomination of coin, were claimed, lingering deaths by thousands. To make one
the services of the judicial establishment, fi)r ; in tim payment of the tribute so demanded, is
the purpose of giving effect to it, or rejecting it, to aid and abet those enemies of the community
are not grudged. I in the war they never cease to be carrying on

But iu the shape in question, reward caunot, against it.
it will be seen, be given, but at the expense of. If this be so, on each occasion, the fraud
all the members of the community, bow ira- . which by the voluntary bearing of any one of
palpable soever may in each instance be the these titles the possessor is a principal in,
amount of the expense, i finds in every one who voluntarily pays the

Where the value of the service shall appear _tribute thus called for in the shape of respect,
not to be such as to warrant this expense, no _either an accomphee or a dupe : if he refuses
such expense will be incurred. The indivi- _payment, an opponent; if he pays it, being at
dual by whom it is conceived that a service of ', the same time conscious of the deceptiousness
this description has been rendered, will take and mischievousness of the demand, an accem-
his own course for the giving publicity to it. pliee : if he pays it, for want of being really

At the expen._e of the public at large, and apprized of this, its true nature, a dupe.
by a public functionary., without sufficient and , In a word, the case of him who concurs in the
judicdal evidence of extra good desert, reward paying of undue tribute in this shape, bears a
in the shape of honour ought not to be conferred, close analogy to the case of him, who receives

Honour conferred as above will be natural and pnhz off base and counterfeit money.
hom_ur, judicially conferred: conferred, as the As to the ways and means of counteracting
French phrase is, en con_w_sance de cause, this instrument of corruption, they may be dis-

The effects of factitious honour, in whatse- tinguished, and the atg_egate mass of them di-
ever shape it has, or can have, place, have vialed, into such as are of a negative and qnies-
been shown to be all-comprehensively and pre- cent nature, and such as are of a positive and
ponderantly pernicious. To give support to activenature. Negative, the purposedomi_ion,
this sinister instrument of felicity itself, and or say forbearance, to pay in any form, the tri-
increase to the utmost to its sinister effects, bate of respect endeavoured to be exacted by
has at the same time been shown to be the the possessor of the symbol or evidence of
common interest of all who share in it. But pretended title : positive, by substituting to
in a still greater proportion than that in the tribute thus endeavoured to be exacted_
,_hieh it is beneficial to those privileged fow_ the tribute that would be paid by the mani-
it is burthensome to the unprivileged many. fostation of the outward tokens of respect,
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tokens of the opposite sentiment, tokens, in a ployed in the endeavour to establish any sys-
word, of disrespect, tern or article of belief on the subject of religion.

As to these same tokens, the present is not If any such power be thus employed, it will
a place for the enumeration or exemplification be, in respect of the immediate application
of them in any detail, made of it, to the purpose of producing or con-

Of one single one, it may here be not amiss firming belief to the effect in question, by fur-
to give an intimation. Among the most ira- nishing appropriate inducement of the nature
pressive, and, at the same time, perfectly un- of remunerative power, or of the nature of
exceptionable ways and means, one is to pro- punitive power, or a conjunction of both. In
•ent to the eyes and ears of every man by a word, power thus employed will be either
whom this unwarranted order for respect is remunerative or punitive, or both.
presented, the demonstration of the invalidity The belief thus endeavoured to be inculcated
of Iris pretensions: and this may be, by words will be either true or false. The observation
or other signs, in the grave style, or in the gay applies to the whole system, taken in the ag-
style, in prose or verse, accompanied or not gregate, and to each di._tiugui_-habte article.
accompanied with music. Consider, in the first place, every application

How annoying soever these demonstrations that can be made of remunerative power, to
may be to the delinquent, so long as corporeal this purpose.
annoyance is not added to them, they will, Let tile system be supposed true. On this
even if they be all of them added together, supposition, the application of remunerative
be nothing more than means of self-defence power is needless. Say, establishment need-
against systematic and studiously elaborated less.
injury. But it is only by coercion, applied in the way

Into the treasury of the means of self-de- of taxation, that the matter of reward, what-
fence, no individual so poor but that he may ever it be, that is applied to this purpose, can
be able to cast his mite. It wasby the volun- be collected. Such application is therefore
tary contribution of passengers, a stone from burthensome, and as such, pernicious. Say,
each, tlmt those ancient monuments, in which establishment pernicious : viz. by needless and
social sympathy found its expression in times useless burthen imposed in a pecuniary shape.
long since past, and which are still viable to Let the snppositmn of the truth b_still con-
the eyes of travellers, were raised, tinued. The system say, is true, as before.

Already the weakening of the force of these But, by a number more or less considerable_
instruments of mischief, in a perceptible de- it will nat be believed to be true : and by ano-
gree, is by no means without example. It ther number more or less considerable, it will
may be seenin France. Names are not neees- be believed to be false. For if this were not
sary to indicate to the friends of mankind, the case, the application made of the matter
either there or elsewhere, those who have of reward, to this purpose, would be needless_
given proof of their being so, by the manifested and thence, as above, pernicious. An effect,
aversion with which any salutation expressive of the production of which, by means of the
of these instruments of deception has been matter of reward, no assurance can by any
habitually received, possibility be obtained, is the existence of the

Everywhere the people have been in the act of judgment, termed belief, to any subject
habit of mlffering to be filched fi'om them what._oever. But an effect, of the production
tokens of respect in various degrees, upon of which the filllest a_snrance maybe obtained
false pretences. The remedy is in their own is, in relation to such belief, an allegation of
hands. It depends upon them to cease the the party afftrming the existence of it in his
manifestation of these tokens of respect, and own mind. This allegation may, with equal
if necessary_ to substitute to them tokens of ease and safety, be made whether it be true
disrespect, or false. So far as such allegation, if madc_

It is by so many adjudications of the aristo- would be true, so far the application thus made
cratieal section of the public-opinion tribmml, of the matter of reward is to the effect in
that the several portions of respect are con- question, needless and useless : so far as the
ferred. Above the aristocratical, in the scale allegation would, if made, be false, so far the
of power, whensoever it thinks fit to exercise application thus made, is an act of subornation_
its power, stands the democratical section of applied to the procurement of false and men-
that same tribunal. Let the judgments of ttle dacious assertions : in a word, subornation of
subordinate section be quashed and over-ruled falsehood, wanting nothing but the ceremony
by the democraticat or superordinate : in both called an oath to be subornation of perjury.
tribunals every member is an executive fnne- _y, establishment pernicious, by corruption
_ianar 7 as well as a judge, of morals, viz. by production of insincerity and

mendacity.
The manner in which belief is thus endea

CHAPTER XIV. voured, or pretended to be endeavoured_ to ha
EST_mLISHEVRF_LmmN--XO._E. produced, is exactly that in which, for th_

purpose of procuring a judicial decision, l_Is
No power of government ought to b_ era- _itnes_es are hired. Declare what you sa_
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and whatever it be, you will be paid so much : I priest : to him it may happen not to have been
this is the way in which witnesses are hired to for any one moment of his professional life, on
give true testimony. Declare that you saw so any other than the wrong side. This is what,
and so, and you shaU be paid so much : this is by each of two sets of priests, priests of the
the language by which witnesses are hired to Christian religion, and priests of the Maho-
give false testimony. The language by which metan religion, for example, is universally and
the matter of reward is applied to the purpose constantly said of the other.
of producing allegation of belief, in the case Now, as to the intellectual corruption : and
here in question, is exactly the language by first, as to the teacher of that which, in his
which, in a judicial case as above, false wit- eyes, is falsehood. So long as he believes to
nesses are hired, be false that which he asserts to be true, the

The matter of reward is capable of being poison remains in his moral frame, and goes
applied to this purpose in either or both of two no further. But what may happen, and to
modes. Mode the first : To each individual, i certain extent probably does happen, is--that
in relation to whom it is your desire that the ! finding this state of mind more or less irk-
belief in question should be professed, offer some, he uses his endeavours to get out of it.
and give so much money--say one shilling--ira- That which he believes to be false, he cndca-
mediately upon and after his pronouncing or yours to believe to be true. For this purpose
signing a declaration to the effect required : there is one, and but one course. This is on
call this the direct mode, or mode by hiring every occasion to call off his attention from all
believers. Mode the second: To certain indi- considerations tending to cause the belief in
_iduals, to the purpose of causing that same question to be regarded as false, and at the
belief to be entertained or professed, pay at 1 same time to apply his attention to all con-
stated periods so much money, on their enter- sideratioas tending to cause it to be believed
ing into an engagement to use endeavours, at _to be true : not emitting to set and keep lds
times stated or not stated, to cause, by means invention at work in the search after new ones :
of argument, others to entertain ur profess a call this the self-deceptive process. In the
belief to the effect required : call this the I here supposed case, the system is supposed to
indirect mode, or mode by hiring teachers, t be true; therefore, no vitiation of the intellec-

tual frame is among the consequences of this
This, toc_ is subornation of insincerity and process. But in the meantime, in this endea-mendacity.

If the direct mode of procuri_g profession your to believe to he true that which is be-
of belief is bad. the indirect mode is much lieved tc be false, a habit has been acquired
worse. In the direct mode, the only part of I by him, by which the intellectual frame is

the mental frame vitmted and corrupted, is the i vitiated in its application to all subjects : the
moral part : in this indirect mode, the moral Ihabit of partiality : the habit of wilful blind-
part is much more thoroughly vitiated and i ness : the habit from which a man derives a
corrupted, and the intellectual part is vitiated propensity to embrace falsehood and error in
likewise. In the direct mode, the formulary preference to truth, whatsoever be the subject.
is pronounced or signed, and the next moment Look again to the Westminster Hall wit-
it has fled out of the mind. In the indirect ness, with thP straw in his shoe. The side on
mode, the individual hired to teach must, if he which he has been engaged has happened to
earns his hire, be continnally brooding over be the right side : in this there is nothing ex-
the falsehood he has committed : perpetually traordinary : for a fact which in itself is true,
engaged in the endeavour to cause others to is not rendered false by the death of a witness,
believe to be true that which he himself does who, if alive, would have proved it. The side
not believe to be true, but believes to be false : in favour of which he has given his testimony
continually occupied in the endeavour to de- is the right side ; hut the act by which his
ceive. To the character of liar for hire, he moral character has been stained is not the
adds the character of deceiver for hire--or, at less gross. So in the case of the true system
least, would_be deceiver for hire.* in regard to religion, is it with the priest_who

In this case, in so far as his consciousness when hired believed it to be false.
of the falsehood of the belief he advocates, ex- Meantime by those, by whose power the re-
tends, his case is the same with that of the ligion has been thus established, or continues
professional lawyer, in the situation of advo- to be thus supported, a virtual certificate has
cute. But the advocate is sure, for a great been given, and continues to be given, that in
part of his professional llfe, to be on the right their eyes the system thus supported is false.
side : on the average, about half. Not so the The side on which the _itness with the straw

in his shoe has been hired, is the right side ;

Once upon a time, in Westminster Hall, a but subornation of perjury is not less the act
by which the hiring has been performed : norman whose object was to be hired to g_ve false

testimony, used (says a current sto_) to make are the actors the less suborners of perjury.
known his purpose, by _atking to and fro with a Moreover of such subornation, the natural
_w in his shoe. In every established church, tendency and natural effect, is to cause the
the sacerdotal habit cf a priest, is the straw in the side, though by the supposition, the right one,
Jhoe. to be looked upon hi the eyes of tho_e to whom
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the factofthe hiringisknown asthewrong of men underthe notionof theirinculcating
one. In vainwould thehirersexclaim,--ourit,money in so immense a mass,imposingon
sideistherightone--we know it to be so. thewholecommunity,pooraswellasrich,the
The answerineverymouthwould be,--were correspondentburthen. Of allthisvastmass
thisallowed,thewrong side,ifithad money of thematterofwealth,you yourselveshave
enoughonitsside,would,ineverycase,bethe the patronage,theythe immediateuse. The
gainer, hopeof derlv_ngbenefitfromsuchpatronage
Of no directassurance,givenby thehiring is_invainwould you denyit_an inducement,

individual,would theprobativeforcegivenof and thata most powerfulone,on theirpart9
hisbeliefbe renderedso great,as thedispro-to do yourwillin allthings,and givetheir
bativeforceofthe circumstantialevidenceof supporttoyourpower. Under thesecircum-
unbelief,affordedbythishiring:by noprotes-stances,can any reasonableman lookforthe
tations,oralorwritten,publicorprivate, causeofthehireyoupay,inany othercircum-
In no casein whichitisa man'sintereststancethanthe profit,which,intheshapeof

thatthetruth,on whateversideitbe,should powerand money,you and yoursderivefrom
beembraced,doeshe takethismethodforthe it:and notinanybeliefon yourpartthatthat
discoveryofit: for causingdiscoveryto be whichyou socausetobe inculcated,istrueor
made of it,and thebeliefofit,when disco-useful_.
vered_entertained.In no ca__e_ifitreallybe Another proofgiventotheworldthatyou
a man'sdesirethata trueaml correctmap of yourselvesbelievethatithasno truthoruse-
a countryshouldbe made and purchased,fulnessis,thatitisno objectof yourcareor
doeshe,withouthavingeverseenthecountry,yourendeavourthatthebenefitofitshouldbe
draw a map ofhisown, and say,--copyand reaped. What isthecourseyou take_. The
publishthismap, you willhave so much allegedservice,of whichyou would haveit
money :make and publisha map of thecoun- thoughtthe benefitis so great,isanything
tryfroman actualsurveyofitmade by your- dffectualdoneby you to causeitto be per-
self,you shallhavenothing, formed._The connexionbetweenthealleged
In vainwould any onesay,--ofsuchimpor- serviceand the reward,isany caretakento

tanceisthe subjectinoureyes,and suchthe keepitup_._-theobviouscourse,noservice,no
sad probability,thatnotwithstandingitsira-pay,isitinany way appliedby you toprac-
portanc%itwill,unlessthecourseinquestion tice_. _'hen itisreallyamong yourwishes
be taken,be unattendedto,orunbelief,orfalse thattheallegedserviceshouldbe performed_
beliefinrelationto itbe inculcatedand era- effectualcareon your partisnot wantiug_
braced,--thattoavoidsogreatanevil,itisin witnessthearrangementinregardtosoldiers.
our eyesnecessarytotakethiscourse. But intruth,inno instancehasa systemin
Happiness,you yourselvesinsistupon,isat regardto religionbeeneverestablished,but

stake: happinessnot in thislifeonly,but in forthe purpose,as wellaswiththeeffestof
another,--thedifferencebetweenthe extreme itsbeingmade an instrumentofintimidation_
offelicity,and theextremeof misery:notof corruption,and delusion,for the supportof
thisorthatindividualonly,butofallwithout depredationand oppressionin the handsof
exception.What !--andare we thentobe- governments.
lieveone and all_thattherearesomany indi- Ifitbeso clearlycontraryto the greatest
viduals,tonooneofwhom ishisown happinesshappinessofthegreatestnumber,eveninthe
so dearto himselfas itisto you.t--hisown presenthfe,thata systemof opinionson the
happiness in this life and in another _ subject of religion, admitting it to be true, be

Oh I but he wilt be deceived if the matter thus established, as clearly is it true in regard
be not laid before him in the manner we pre- to the religion of Jesus in particular, that the
scribe : no notion on the subject will he enter- affording such establishment to the religion of
rain, or if he does, his notions will he erroneous, Jesus is inconsistent with his will, as evi-
and in such sort erroneous as to be noxious : deuced by his own declarations as well as by.... r
noxmus to himself, and m an indefinite number his own practice. Nowhere is he stated to
to others, t have directed that to the religion delivered

No notions !--what, on a subject on which, ] by himself, any such establishment should be
in your own eyes, or at least according to your ] given. Nowhere, either in terms or in sub-
own lips, the difference between the extreme *1stance, has he said--give money to those who
of happiness and the extreme of misery in ! say they believe in what I have said_ or give
every man's case depends--not only will he money to those who teach others to believe

himself be indifferent, but so will every one t what I have said. Nowhere has he said--applyelse _ Is it then to be supposed that in this _punishment to those who will not say they
ease, no one will rise up to state to him the } believe what I have said, or to those who say
peril he is in, and with or without pay, offer I they believe that what I have said is false.
to show him how he may deliver himself} And yet, repugnant to the known wilt of
from it _. ] the then constituted authorities, was every-
Allthisnotwithstanding,--notwithstandingIthingdone and saidthatwas done and said

theproofthusaffordedof yourown disbeliefIby him. By argument so irresistibleas to
of thatwhichyou inculcate_you pay toa set]carrywithittheeffectofridicule,he opposed
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the sanctity of the Sabbath as taught by those nots must, in every community, be a small
same constituted authorities, number; for those by whom the operations of

By the Sidmouths and the Castlereaghs of government are carried on, cannot during that
the time were set on him the Olivers and time be carrying on operations of any other
Castles, by whom he was at length entrapped, sort. The greatest portion of the labouring

_L'necorruptive effect of opulence, as herein time of the greatest number must at all times
above displayed, was neither unperceived by be employed in the securing of the means of
him nor unproclaimed. No denunciations more subsistence to the whole.
severe than those made by him against those By whom, then, and how, shall this distine-
who put their trust in riches. Wallowers in tion be made ! By what cause or causes shall
wealth and luxury, greater than any to which it be determined who, at each moment, shall
he could ever have been witness, are now to be the governor, and who the governed_.
be seen,--men who, pretending to be preachers The greatest-happiness principle requires
of hi_ doctrine, and enjoying their wealth and that, be the governors who they may,--be the
luxury on that false pretence, never cease to powers of government exercised by them what
say--take from our order any of the wealth it they may,--it is of the will of the governed,
enjoys or may enjoy--set limits to our riehes_ that daring each moment their existence in
and the religion of Jesus is at an end. that situatmn should be the result : that is to

If such be the mischief where the religion say, that after having been placed, they should
is true, what must it be where it is false _. at certain intervals of no great length, be dis-
Happily, the supposition is not necessary, placeable by the governed.

The governed cannot all of them be exer-
cising the immediate powers of government,
but at stated times they may all of them exer-

CHAPTER XV. cise the function of declaring who the indivi-
duals shall be by whom those Same immediate

SUPREMECONSTITUTIVE. powers shall be exercised.
The happiness of the governed will at all

S_C'nON I. times, it is manifest, be in a great degree de-
pendent on the conduct maintained by the

_[eans of GorernT_nt. governors in the exercise of those powers of
The powers, by the exercise of which govern- government. As on every occasion his own

ment is carried on, cannot be exercised by all greatest happiness is the object or end towards
in the same manner at the same time. Any which the exercL-e of the active faculties of
such proposition as this, that the best govern- every individual will be directed, so will they
ment is that in which the powers of government be on this occasion : he will, therefore, cause
are all of them exercised by all the members those individuals to be in the situation of the
of the community at the same time, would be governors or ruling few, by whose conduct in
a self-contradictory proposition : by it would such their situation, his own happiness will,
be asserted the existence of a government, according to his judgment, be most effectually
and at the same time, in the same commmLity, promoted.
the non-existence of any government. If there were any other individual or set of

The exercise of the powers of government individuals, by whose conduct the only right
consists in the giving of directions or corn- and proper end of government were likely to
mands, positive and prohibitive ; and inci- be in a greater degree promoted, than by the
dentally in securing compliance through the greatest number, as above,--such other indi-
application of rewards and punishments, vidual or individuals would be those in whose

In and by every such exercise is implied a hauds the greatest-happiness principle would
separation of the whole members of the corn- I require that the exercise of those same powers
munity into two classes, namely tlm governors should be lodged.
and the governed--the rulers and those over But there are not, nor in the nature of man
whom rule is exercised, can be, any such other individual or set of in-

But though consistently with the continued dividuals. The powers of government in the
existence of government, it is impossible that hands of any such individuals would be neces-
the separation shonid, as to the two classes sarily directed to the giving every possible
themselves, be otherwise than perpetual ; not increase to their own happiness, whatever be-
so is the existence of the same individual in came of the happiness of others. And in pro-
both those classes, so it be at different points portion as their happiness received increase
of time. Of each class, the whole population would the aggregate happiness of all the
might migrate into the other : those who are governed be diminished.
governors at one moment may be all of them go- True it is, that, as in the case of the sup-
verned, and not governors, daring the second posed individuals not chosen by the governed,
moment; while those who are governed during nor by any portion of them, so by every indi-
the first moment may be governors during the vidual chosen by them would his own happine_
second moment, in the same way be endeavoured to be in-

In comparison with the governed, the gover- creased, whatsoever became of their happiness.
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But as each such member of the ruling few have power to fill up all vacancies that may
not only was placed, hut at a short interval is happen during the recess of the senate." Here
displaceable by the subject many, what he the mode of location is slm_te.
sees from first to last is, that any considerable The constitutive is supreme, or say, super-
and lasting sacrifice of their happiness to his ordinate, with reference to every other autho-
own is impracticable : and that tbr every at- rity : it resides in the whole body of active
tempt to effect it he would he liable to be citizens throughout the state.
punished. He will not, therefore, encounter The legislative is supcrerdinate with refer-
any such risk. ence to every authority other than the consti-

tutive.
SscrION II. Subordinate to the legislative, in the exercise

of the legislative function, are the several sub-
.,4___horitiesin a State. legislatures,by which that function is exercised

For embracing at the same time the case in in each of the districts.
which the supreme power in the state is in the In the administrative department, the direr-
hands of some single person, and that in which finn of all other functionaries belonging to the
it is according to any scheme of division, divid- same department, is in a single hand. Sub-
ed among persons more than one, a collective ordinate are all of them, with reference to the
term is necessary : tbr this purpose the word j supreme constitutive and the supreme legisla-
authw'ity is here employed. Accordant with ] tire. In each of them, the clnef is with re-
this locuti6n is the French phrase, les autori- i ference to all the other functionaries in his
t_s centrifuges ; whence in English, the consti- } own department, superordinate and supreme.
tuted authorities, i So in the judiciary.

The supreme authority in a state is that on _ The supreme executive or operative autho-
the will of which the exercise of all other ] rity, though in all its branches subordinate to
authorities depends : insomuch that, if, and in ! the supreme legislative, is not subordinate to
so far as, by any other authority the will of i any of the sub-legislatures.
the supreme authority is contravened, the i At the head of the executive is a single
constitution by which the several powers are i functiouary, the executive chief, la iris hands
allotted to the several authorities is violated, ! is the direction in chief of the whole of the
and what is done is contrary to law. busines_ of the administrative department :

Betweenauthorityandauthoritydependense and with relation to all the several function-
is effectual in proportion to the exactness and aries employed in it, he is superordiuate.
constaneywithwhichtheactoftheinferiorcor- At the head of the judiciary is a single
responds with the last expressed will of the functionary--the justice minister. With rein-
superior : in the same manner as the action of tion to him, the executive chief is supererdi-
anyindividual corresponds withthe last formed hate : but the direction of the bnsine_s _f the
will of that same individual, justice minister's department, is not in tlm

In this as well as other senses, as a synonym executive chief's hands.
to the word authority, the word power is com-
monly employed. But transparency is more SI_cTIo._III.
or less disturbed as often as, for designating
objects so distinct and different as the person _orerc;cl_tty in whom.
possessing and the thing possessed, the same By the sovereignty is meant the supreme
denomination is employed, constitutive authority : in virtue of which, ira-

The mode of locating an authority is either mediately or unimmediately, the people exer-
siraple or vomposite : sbnple, when itisthere- cise, as wili be seen, thc Iocat_re, and eventually
sult of the will of an individual, or of the wills I the dislocati re function, in relation to the pos-
of a set of individuals, all operating at the sessors of all the several other authoritiesinthe
same time, and with equal effect: composite, state.
when, expression having been given to the This function, the people not only are in the
will of an individual, or set of individuals, as nature of the case capable of exercising, but
above,---thereafter for the completion of it, ex- in divers states are in use to exercise. As to
pression given to the will of a different indi- any other functions, le_slative, administrative,
vidual, or set of individuals, is necessary, or judicial,--a state of things in which the poe-

Thus in regard to certain offices in'the official ple should endeavour to exercise them, would,
establishment of the United States. By the if government in name, be anarchy in fact.
Federal Constitution, _ "the President .... All those several functions, however, they are
shall nominate, and, by and with the advice and capable of exercising, and with unquestionable
consent of the senate,shall appoint .... all other advantage do exercise, by proxy : namely, by
officers of the United States, whose appoint- their agents, and sub-agents, in the several
ments are not herein otherwise provided for." departments just mentioned.
Here the mode of looation is ecnaposite. "The In those states alone,inwhieh the severeiguty,
President" (says the next paragraph) " shall or a share in it, is in the hands of the peopl%

or a portion more or less considerable of the
Art. II. See. 2. people, can any such authority as the supreme
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constitutive, in a _istinct set of hands, have Comparatively deficient, will be seen to be
place. In an hereditary monarchy, by no ] any one individual, taken from that same hum-

choice made by any human being, is anvsue- ] ber, or from among the members of any other
ceeding monarch placed in the -Atuati(;n left / political community: that is to say, any person

vacant by a precechng one. So neither in any t placed ill the situation, and invested with the
aristocracy : unless it is by the surviving mere- ) power of a monarch.
bets that the vacancies having place in that I So any comparatively small number of in-
body, are filled up. In this case there is in- dividuals placed in tile situation, and invested
deed a constitutive : but not in hands distinct with the power of a sovereign aristocracy.
from those in which the other functions of the So any aggregate of partners in the sore-

highest grade arc lodged, reignty, composed of the people as above, (or
By the term the people, is laeant the whole their chosen agents,) a monarch, an aristocracy,

number of persons, existing in any part of tim or any two of these authorities, in whatsoever
territerv of the state,msuch as are, at the me- proportions the powers were shared_ between
ment of the time in question, admitted to act tim two or among the three.
in the capacity of electors. The term people, As in the case of any other task, so in the
though so f_r from being in it_ import deter- case of this, the aggregate of relative or say
minute, is, on account of its familiarity, deem- appropriate aptitude will on examination, be
ed for the present preferable: for prevention seen to be composed of four elementary per-
of uncertainty, reference must be made to the tions and no more : to wit, moral aptitude,
election code, where the requisite d_tcrminate- eognoscitive aptitude, indicative aptitude, and
ness is given to it. active aptitude : understand in regard to each

In the year 1798, for toasting the sorercl.qnt_/ of them, appropriate relation had to the task
of the people, at a public dinner, the Duke of i or work in hand. By cognoscitive aptitude,
Norfolk and the Hum Charle_ Fox, were, by _ understand that which eoi_sists in the posses-

George the Third, struck out of the list of i _mn of appropriate -knowledge : by judicative
privy councillors. * If,by this toast, what was '. aptitnde, that which consists in the possession
meant to be declared wa_-, a matter of fact ': of the faculty of judgment in a sufficient de-

actually in exl_tence, the ihct thus declared I gree of perfection. Cognoscitive and judica-
was enormouAy wide of the truth : ii, what ( tire aptitude taken together, constitute intel-
was meant by the toast w_s, a declaration lectual aptitude: and in so far as they are
that, in the opillion of these who joined in it, united in the same person, the appellative in-
that form of government in which the sove- tellectual aptitude, may for shortness be em-
reignty is in the pe,ple, is the most desirable, ployed, instead of employing those same two
the meaning of tt is--that a form purely de- appellatives.
mocratlcal is the most de_lrable one. Add all these elements, each in adequate

Why give the sovereign power to the large_ degrees together, and the aggregate of appro-
posstble portion of those, whose greatest hap- prmte aptitude will be obtained. Let any one
piness is the proper and chosen objectS. Be- of them be wanting, it will not be obtained:
cause m all points ur elements of appropriate and appropriate moral aptitude, it will be seen
aptitude taken together, be the political corn- is that ete_nent, by the absence of which, the
munity in question what it may, this proportion greatest gap in the adequate complement of
is more apt than any other that can be pro- appropriate aptitude will be constituted.
posed, in competition with it : in particular With relation to this task, or say function,
than any single 'one of that same number, by appropriate moral aptitude, understand
or than any number smaller than that same the being in an adequate degree actuated and
number. Thus, ab_-olutely speaking : and as guided by tim desire of securing to the greates_
to proportions, the greater the ditference be- number m question, at all times, the greatest
tween this largest number and any smaller, the quantity, or say the maximum, uf happiness.
greater is the comparative inaptitude of such Where there is adequate power, as there is
smaller number in all points taken together as here by the supposition, correspondent to de-
above, sires, will be endeavours : de_-iring their own

Considered by itself and without reference I greatest happmes._, the persons in question

to any other, (his greatest number, say, tbr wilt, in the exercise of tim power thus pos-
shortness,thepeople, cannot on any just grounds scs_ed by them, endeavour in so far as they
be considered as deficient, in respect of aggrc- know how, i.e. are possessed of appropriate
gate appropriate aptitude, intellectual aptltude,--at the securing to them-

selves and those who are dear to them, the
maximum of happiness.

The Duke gave, "The majesty of the people," By sovereign power, understand the power
at the anniversary of Mr Fox's birthday, in January
1798, and was dismissed from the Lord_Lleutenancy of locating those functionaries by whom tbe
of the West-Riding of Yorkshire. In May of the functions belonging to the legislative authority
same year, Mr Fox, at the meeting of tim Whig I shall be exercised ; coupled with the power
Club, g_ve, "The sovereignty el tbe people of of dislocation, excrcisible--not only in relation
Great Britain," aa_ was removed from the Priv,/ to the persons so located, but also in relation
Cou_cil.---Ed, to all those, by them located : to wit_ whether

¥oL IX. G
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immediately, or through a chain of any length, I In favour of this theory all experience tes-
composed of intermediate locators, titles. The evldence is of so bulky a nature,

As to the power of location, why, nctwith- tt,.at room cannot in such a work as this be
standing in this case, desires and endeavours found. _ Negative proof, will be found to con-
will of course be exactly the same--why, with cur with po_Itive. In the case of no people
a few exceptions that will be mentioned, it by whom agents for this purpose have been
cannotwith advantage go lower in the official freely chosen, will any reason be found for
scale, will be shown in the proper place, the belief that agents in any considerable de-

In the exercise of political power, whatso- gree more apt, in this particular, than those
ever is done by the possessors of the supreme actually chosen, could have been had, Mean-
power must be done through agents : for as to time the uninterrupted and most notorions ex-
actual governing, for this, it is admitted, the perience of the United States may be appealed
people are essentially unapt : and on this m- to, as rendering superfluous all other proofs.
aptitude proceeds the proposition, that for the
exercise of the operative functions of govern- SECTmNIV.
ment, in the highest degree, they should choose
agents, who will naturally be some among Constitutive,--why in the people?
themselves. On the part of these possessors By instituting the power of locating and
of the supreme power, moral aptitude can of eventually dislocating, and applying it to all
itself avail little, except in so far as it contri- official situations, and placing the whole of it
butes to the choice of morally apt agents, in the hands of the people, a pure representa-

Here the aptitude of the people will be seen tire democracy i_ instituted : and this form of
to be at a maximum. Not only does the govemment, andthisalone,ashasbceualready
moral aptitude of the people dispose them to shown, can have the greatest happiness of the
look out for, and choose morally apt agents ; greatest number for its effect.
but it disposes all men who are, or who wish For the exercise of tho._e two connected
to be such agents, to become morally apt. functions, namely the locative and the dixie-
The only interest of his, which an elector can entire, in relation to all the several other
expect to serve by the eholce of an agent for functions by the exercise of which gevernmen_
this purpose, is that which he has in common is carried on, the people are naturally endowed
with all the rest. The only way in which, in with the requisite degree of appropriate apti-
quality of agent for this purpose, a man can tude, absolute and comparative : absolute,
expect to recommend himself to the good with reference to the end in view simply,
opinion and choice of the people in their namely the production of the greatest happi-
quality of electors, is by appearing disposed ness of the greatest number ; comparative,
to serve to his utmost this practically univer- with reference to every imaginable authority,
sal interest: and the only sure way of appear- that isto say, person, or set of persons, in who_-e
ing disposed to serve it, is to be actually con- hands it is possible to lodge, those several funs-
spicuons in his endeavours to serve it. tions.

Some among them, there cannot but be By what considerations can it be made to
whose aptitude in this shape is in comparison appear that the people, as above absolutely
with that of the rest, at the highest point of considered, possess the requisite degree of up-
the scale. By these men, such their aptitude proprlate aptitude for the exercise of those
(if it has not already been displayed) will of same functions _.
course on this occasion be endeavoured to be By general reason, and by particular expe-
displayed. Of their pretensions, he who in rienee.
his own eyes, is a competent judge, will form What, in this cute, is to be understood by
his judgment and vote accordingly. He who general reason _. Considerations deduced from
in his own eyes is not a competent judge, will the nature of man, as exemplified in the feel-
ask for information and advice of some one or ings, interests, affections, passions, motives_
more, who in his eyes are competent judges, inducements, propensities, andaetions, commou
and so on. In such their choice of advisers to all individuals in all situations.
some will be more fortunate, others less fortu- [ By particular experience, understand, in
nate. But if in respect of the majority of private situations, in the case of persons taken
agents so elected, they are not fortunate, the separately, and in political situations, in the
cause of the failure,liesin the nature of the case : case of persons collectively taken.
by no other course, could a better chance for [ With respect to particular experience in
being fortunate have been obtained, i private situations, look to the situation of

The same inquiry which leads them to the person having need of an agent for the manage-
obtainment of appropriate moral, leads them ment of certain of his affairs : namely, any
to the obtainment of appropriate intellectual i affairs, be they what they may, whiohhis time,
and active aptitude in their agents : they ilnd or his faculties of all kinds, natural and ac-
men qualified at the s_me time with inclina-
tion and accordant intellectual power, suited * Butsee Introduction to Parliamentary Refor_.
to the purpose of obtaining for them, in the Calavhism,andRadicalismnatDangero_s, invel.iiL.
agSvegate_ the maximum of happiness. --Ed.
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qnired, de not in his judgment, admit of his styled subjects, there is no such restraint :
managing inhisownpersoninamannerequally putting them to death in case of displeasure_
beneficial to himsetL is not only practised but avowed.

Certain classes excepted, * a position which As to political experience, look at the situs-
ever), person will be ready to accede to, upon tion occupied by the people in states, in which
the very first mention of it, is--that every the form of government is a pure represents-
person possesses apropriate aptitude with tire democracy: fbr example, the American
reference to the choice of his own agent or United States united together in respect of
agents, or say his own trustee or trustees, for certain functions and arrangements of govern-
the management of all such affairs as it suits ment,
him to consign over to the management of any If it be denied that the people possess up-
other person or persons. It being, therefore, propriate moral aptitude in a comparative
nndenied and undeniable, that for the manage- sense, it must be assumed that, with reference
meat of affairs peculiar to himself, every man ' to the end in view, there exist some person or
is thus apt to choose his agent; it wilt, there- persons by whom it is possessed in a degree
fore, rest with gainsayers to show what, if any, superior to tlmt in which it is possessed by the
the circum._tance._are, by whichlt is that a per- people. Such other person or persons, will
sonstandsprecluded, from taking his part in the either be persons belonging to some foreign
choice of persons to be employed in the ma- . state, or persons belonging to the state here
nagemeut of those affairs which are his, as well in question. Suppose it a single person, and
as those of all the other members of the corn- he belonging not to the state in question_ but
munity in question, whatever it be. _to a tbreign state. Thence if so it be, that in

In this case, be it as it may in regard to ab- ' comparison with him, the people do not pos-
solute aptitude, there wilt be among all men _ess the branch of appropriate aptitude, the
but one voice in regard to comparative apti- case will be, that in the breast of this foreigner
rude: and it is comparative aptitude that is --say of this foreign monarch--the desire of
here in question. To positions such as the tot- . seeing produced the greatest happiness of the
lowing, no man is there who will show any greatest number of the people in the state in
disposition to embrace : " Every man's affairs question, is greater than m the breasts of those
will be better managed by agents, not chosen ' same people themselves. And so in the case
or removeable byhimself, than by agcnts chosen of the one or the few, belonging in both cases
and removeable by himself: or, generally speak- to the state in question. Hence we have three
ing, a man's affairs will not be so well mauaged positions differing little from one another ia
by agents, chosen and rcmoveable by himself, absurdity :
as by agents chosen by other persons who are 1. A toreign monarch will, as such, have a
strangers to him, and those agents not remove- stronger desire to see the greatest number of the
able by himself." ! people of this state possessed of the maximum

A slave is one, for the conduct of whose of happiness than they them*elves will have.
affairs an agent, m the choice of whom he h:_s 2. A native monarch will, as such, have
no part, is employed. And what is the eou- . stronger desire to see the greatest number of
sequence ._ Let the annals of slavery,--let the the people posseseed of the maximum of hap-
state of the slaves in tho_ governments in : piness than they themselves wilt have.
which it is e_tablished,--declare. 3. A set of men, more or less numerous,

That which a slave-holding proprietor is, ! constituting an aristocratic body, (*mall at any
with relation to _hose whom he calls his slaves, i rate, in comparisouwith the greatest number of
an absolute monarch is, in relation to those ] the people,) will have a stronger desire to see
whom he calls his subjects. In the one case, t the people possessed of the maximum of hap-
as in the other, m the exercise given to their _ piness tlmn they themselves will have.

power, more or less of harshness, or of mild- ] As to intellectual aptitude,
]f it be admitted

ness may be manifested, habitually or casually, , on the part of the people individually and se-
by different masters in different countries, or J parately taken_ in the case where an agent is
in the same country. But, in the two cases, I to be chosen for the management of this or that
the power claimed is the same. If there be a i portion of the ati_airsof each, that there will be
difference, it is in the dist_tvour of the slaves I no deficiency, ab*olute or comparative, of ap-
of the monarch. For in the case of the slaves I proprmte aptitude in this sbape_ in so much as
who are styled slaves, there is almost univer- I that the aptitude of the choice made would
sally something or other in the state of the ! not be likely to be increased by lod_ng the
laws by which a restraint is imposed upon the i power of making it in any other hands,--it
faculty of putting the slaves to death ; whereas, I will appear that in the ca_ of a choice to be
in the ease of the master whose slaves are i made by each, for the affairs common to all,

i the deficiency, so far from being greater, is not

• Namely, 1. Pe_ons of unseumt mind. 2. likely to be so great. Whatever deficiency
Non-adults_'atan ageso earlvasnot to admit of woul'dhave had place on tbe part of the people

, themselves ibr the affairs of government, w_lltheir being justly _.onsidered'_sbei,g a_ vet pos- 1
sessed of a sound mind with reference to the pur- thus be supplied by their elee_d agents in the
pose in qnestmm J t legislature.
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In respect of the a,Jgr_ate of appropriate tions, the absence of the corresponding expee-
aptitude on the paxt of the people and their tation is capable of keeping the desire in
ageut_ : it will, by the effect of, and in proper- state in which it is ahogethervoid of efficiency,
tion to, time and experienc% be continually on and even to the individual himself, for want
the increase : for in them moral aptitude is al- of attention to what passes in his own mind
ways at a maximum ; nnd by time and expe- imperceptible.
rience, intellectual and active aptitu4e will Thus it i_ that the existence, not only of
(except so far as repressed by misrule) be in gratffication, but even of desire itself, may de-
all men in a state of increase. For the same pend upon a union with power. In the An_zl_-
reasons, aggregate aptitude will, in the men- American Umted States, Buonaparte might
arch and his agents, in proportion to time and h:_vebeen a Wa,hington : in France, Wa,_hing-.
experience, be either at a stand, or on the de- ton mighthavebeeu nomore than aBuonaparte.
crease : for in him the inaptitude opposite to _n the breast of Washington,--he being a man,
appropriate moral aptitude being always tun- --it cannot have been but that the desire of de-
summate, any increase that takes place in in- predation or oppression, or both, to be exer-
telleetual aptitude will be employed in the en- cised on the large scale, must at times have
deavour to give increase to hk_own happiness, had place, and been more or les_ troublesome.
to the diminution of that of the people. Why ! Because the power of affordin_ gratifi-

So in the case of an aristocracy, cation to a greater or less extent to such de-
In a monarchy, the desire of making the st- sire could not have been wholly unaccompanied

ulster sacrifice is accompanied by adequate by hope. But, of by far the greater number
power in the hands of the monarch. But in the of those by whose suffrages Washington was
instance of each individual in any community, located in the situation which give him the
though the same sinister desire has place, the power of being what he became, take any one
power has no place: to this purpose the in- at random, no probability of his having ever
corporeal instruments requisite are wanting : been actuated, or even troubled, by any such
and these being wanting, the corporeal instru- desire, will be found in his instance. Why _.
ments are so too. In hL- endeavours to secure Because in his breast there cannot have been

himself against depredation and oppression, any hope of gratifying it.
each man finds _I1others in general disposed In a representative democracy, take any one
to become co-operators and supporters: for member of tbe community acting in the exer-
against depredation and oppre_sion to his own cise of the supreme constitutive power. His
prejudice, no man can find any means of secu- desire is to afford to himself security against
rity but such as cannot but afford the like se- depredation and oppression: such being his
onritv to other individuals in general. Ac- ultimate desire, his intermediate de_-ire is--to
eordiugly, in this case, the power being added see located in the situation of his representa-
to the desire, the corresponding good effect tive_ a man who, de_ire and powerin a!t shapes
has place. But in any endeavours he might included, appears to him likely to contribute,
use to exercise depredatiou and oppression at in a degree more than auy other man would,
the expense of others in l_rge multitudes, no to his p¢,,session of that same security: such is
man who, not having the incorporeal in_tru- his desire, and such accordingly ishis aet,--the
meats, bus not at his command the corporeal act by which he gives his vote. For the gra-
ones, will find co-operators and supporters iu tifieation of any sinister desire at the expense
number and form adequate to the purpose: of the universal interest, he cannot hope to
_ccordingty in thi_- case, the power not being find c_,-operation and support from any coast-
added to the desire, the corresponding evil el- derable number of his fallow-citizens.
feet does not take place. By Colonel Burr, who had been Viee-Presi-

Though in all men these same propensities dent, and, if' he was to be believed, had the
must be acknowledged to have place, and in option of being President, the representative
all men the correspondent desires have place democra.cyoftheUnitedStateswastohavebeen
accordingly--and upon occasion, to a greater improved into an absolute monarchy : absolute
or less extent, they become productive of cor- monareh_ Colonel Burr. Improved, yes ; but
respondent acts--yet the difference between how _.by free votes, by the free votes of those
the strength of the desire in the one sltua- by whom tie had been freely made Yice-Presi-
tion, and the strength of the desire in the other dent _. Oh, no : in how great a degree soever
situation, is prodigious. In the case of those conducive to the greatest happiness of the
desires which have for their object corporeal greatest number, byanysuch means the change
gratification, or exemption from corporeal suf- _ was hopeless, even in that breast in which the

feri_g, the force of the desire is not taken away I desire was strongest, and as the subsequent• by the absence of hope, or say,by the absence of endeavour proved, not altogether without hope.
the expectation of the power of gratifying ) Oh, no : to the ttrrone of the Anglo-American,

them : witness the desires of hunger and thirst. ] United States, the road he had pitched upon,
But in the case of those desires which have l passed through the throne of Mexico. In his

for their object any such complex good as is / view, Mexicans were sheep, his own eoun-
denoted by the appellations power or nwney, / trymen lions. First, he was to have been
hi the quantities attached to t)olitical uitua- / Emperor of _l[exieo. On the track of thesa
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sheep he was to have been brought home to has placed him. In all this what belongs to
subdue and tame the lions, nature is the result of chance.

In the case of the lotteD" , the majority of
SECTIO._V. the tickets being in the hands of the majority

of' the ilfl_al,imnts, and all sinister influence
Con.ctitut_re,--arhy not {n One? being excluded by the supposition, the odds

would be ill favour of an individual belonging
Next, as to the hands in which, },y the in- to the lower, that is to say, the more numerous

stitution of a supreme con,-titutive authority order : an individual whose intcreqt, down to
in the bands of the many, the power in ques- the moment t,f the drawil_g, had always been
tion i_ s:tved from being placed. (and thence his affection_) in alliance with,

These are, those of a monarch, reared other- and in fSvour of, that of the _reatest number.
wi_e than by location, by other hamI_ : aT_d By bi_ elevatm_, bi_ mind would, there can
th(,_e of an aristocracy, seated otherwise than be n,, de_bt, 1e in a greater or less degree de-
by location, by other hands, teriorated, in the" moral branch, on winch the

These two authorities a_'ree in t}fis :--That other brailehes depend for their useflllness:
not being located by other hands, neither are but at the worst, it would not be to any such
they dlslocable by other hands: and being degree deteriorated, aF to reduce him in the
actuated in common with all mankind by the scale of appropriate aptm_de to a level with
principle of self-preference, they pursue their the man, by whom, m the other ca_e, the situ-
own particular and sinister intere._t at the ex- ati_)n i, o,..cupied. Sympathy ,Jf affection,--
pense, and by the sacrifice, of the interest of that syml,athy which correspomls with moral
the subject ma_y, without any restraint, aptitude, would, in a greater or less degree,

In the condition of a subject, in the breast be extingul_-hed : but that branch of aptitude,
of every individual, the setf-prei_rring prin- which could n,)t be extinguished, is the sym-
eiple feels restraint imposed upon it in its en- pathy of conception : if, to whatsoever degree,
deavours to effect the sinister sacrifice, not the feehngs of those, whose col_dltion is simi-
only by legal, but by moral obhgation, not only tar to _ hat In, own had been, come to be the
by the power of the law, but by the power of oljeets of his neglect, no 1,art of the neglect
the public-opinion tribunal could m thi_ ca_e, as in ti:at, have been pro-

But in the situation of monarch, the single I duced from the want vf knowing _tmt, on each
ruling flmctionary feels himself exempt from i occasion, those feelings are.
the tutelary control, not only of the political If there he any pcrst, n by whom it can be
sanetion, but from the control of the popular i seriously contended that for the locating--the
or moral sanction, having for its judicial exe- choice, of agent_, by whom tt_e business of go-
cutive the public-opiniontribunal. From that vernment _-ball be eomtucted, tl_e hand of the
of the pohtical sanction altogether, in virtue monarch is fitter than that of tim people, it
of the irresponsible situation in wblch he is mn_t F.e, on o_e or ,,ther of these grounds:
placed by law : from the pubhc-opinion tribu- 1. That the happiness or unhappiness of the
nal in great measure, by means of the influence peop]e has, on this occasion, no title to regard :
which his situation gives him on the judgments for that the question receives an unanswerable
pron,unced by that unofficia] judicatory, decision, by the observation that the title of

At first blush, unwise would the proposition the monarch to make such choice, is the only
he apt to appear which should propose that le.q_tilltateone, provided that the race to which
tb_ successor of the monarch, for the time he belongs has, for u certain length of time,
being, _houtd he determined by pure chance : been m possession of the throne.
by chance without any determinate political 2. That the happiness and unhappiness ef
_itua;ion by which the range of its dominion the people has indeed a title to regard--a title
would be limited. Take for example the mode perhaps to as great regard, as the happiness
of election that, in this case, would be pre- and unhappiness of the monarch himself. But
scribed by the principle of equality: a lottery that, on their part, so consummate is the want
in which the crown shall be the prize, and in of appropriate intellectual aptitude, on his
which every member of the community shall part, so consummate the abundance of it,--and
have a tmket, at the same time so intimate is the connexion

But incomparisonwithchanceaudeducatiou, between their happiness and his, that by lear-
which has everywhere determined the order ing the choice exclusively to him, more effec-
of succession in a monarchy, absolute chance tual provision will be made for their happiness
acting through the medium of a lottery_ so far than if the choice of the agents, for this part
from a comparatively inefficient course, would of their business, were altogether in them-
be an eminently and incontestably beneficial selves.
and wise one. Understand by education, those The first of these i_ so flagTantly and pal-
qualities, which are the result of those circum- pably absurd, that it baffles all the power of
stances in which, in respect to power, money, intellect to make answer to it. In fact, it has
f_ctitious dignity, habitual desires, habitual nothing to do with intellect. All that it de-
means employed in gratifying them, and asso- notes is a mere expression of will and nothing
¢iates of all classes_ a man's political _ituation else : and for giving expression to it, as well
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might any other word, as the word legitimacy, Thus it is, that in support of depredation,
be employed, oppression in all its shapes will, in that couu-

With respect to the second, altogether try, keep on its e_ursc, until that suffering, or
groundless and untenable is the notion of any the fear of it, which when inflicted on those
such uulty of interests. Between individual who suffer by irremcdiahle injury would be
and individual in a democracy, ever)where, calledjustice, o_-ertakesthe authors: and those
yes : between monarch and suhject_, in a who in that country now tyrannise inthe name
monarchy, nowhere : instead of unity, repug- of Christ, share the fate now experiencing by
nancy, some of those who tyrannise in the name of

Between every animal of prey on the one Mahomet.
part, and the animals preyed upon on the other, Whatsoever be the difficulties which stand

certain community of interests has place, in the way of a good choice, in the situation
It is the interest of the wolf that the sheep of elector in _ democracy, inconsiderable will
should be fat and abundant, and that pasture, they thus be in comparison with those that stand
to render them so, should abound at all times, in the way of a good choice in the case of
It is the mtereCt of the commander of an in- monarch. For pre-eCtimating the qualities,
vadmg army, that not only subsistence, but absolute and comparative, of each candidate,
abundance should have place in the greatest the monarch will have no other guide than the
possible quantity wherever be makes his in- whispers of a number of dependants, all of
roads. It is the interest of all pirates, that them interested in deceiving him : all of them
wealth should be abundant in all sea< and on constantly occupied in the endeavour so to do :
all coasts to which their piracies are to be allofthem, in intention, deceivers,--allofthem,
directed. It is the interest of all highwaymen, even in profession, flatterers.
not only that tr_vellers should be numerous, For the exercise of this same function, how
but that their purses should be well-lined, much mere advantageous is the situation of arL
Exactly of the same sort is the intereCt which elector in a democracy. Into no company can
the monarch has in common with hi_ subjects, he enter without seeing those who, in retatiou

Take fl,r example the case of Ireland: Of to this subject, are ready to communicate to
every, the most indigent day-labourer, it is him whatever they know, have seen, or heard,
the wish.that of the matter of subsistence and or think. The ammls of the year, the diaries
abundance, the aggregate of the quantity in of the day, the pictures of all public function-
the whole country may be at its maximum : aries, and of all tbose who aspire to be so. find
and to this wish there is no conditional or a. place on his tabl%in eomp_nywith his ,laXly
restrictive clause. For that by any addition bread.
to the aggregate, any diminution _b,mld be ]:'or nothing of all this has the monarch any
effected in his share, is a result _hich, true or time. His time is engrossed by the gratifica-
false, is not of a nature to find it_ way into his tmn of sensual appetites, and by the receipt of
conception, homage and flattery, in all its forms.

This same wish has _taee in the breasts of I Ot_/ectio_. In many countries, for want of
the body composed of tl_eruling one and influ- public-opinion tribunal, the people would not
ential few. Bat here comes m _ sort of pro- be ripe tbr receiving a representative demo-
vise or restrictive clau_e : provided my share eratical constitution: they would be incapable
of the produce of the taxes be not diminished of playing their part in it. In such a state of
by it, says the tax-fed placeman: provided things, a mixed monarchy, with or without
my tithes be not diminished by it, says, in like two chambers, is the only resource for training
manner, the tithe-ted priest : provided our tees them. Of every dissension, an appeal, more
be not diminished by it, say the fee-fed judge or less explicit, to the peopl% would be among
and advocate, the results.

But abundance cannot be increased unless .Answer. How small soever were the chance
the taxes be diminished, the tithes, for which of success in the case of _ democracy, in such
no service is rendered, abolished, and the ser- a state of things as the above, it would be
vices of the judge and those of the advocate mnchlesssounderanymixedmonarchy. How-
placed within the reach of all who need them. soever might the monarch and his coadjutors

, But to the doing of this, what wouht be neces- disagree one with _nother, much sooner would
sary is, that after the extinctmn of the existing they come to an agreement for a division of
set of extortmners in all these several shapes, the power, i. e. for the carrying on the bust-
extortion in these _hapes should cease. This, hess in a closepartnership,asinEngland,---than
however, is what tim extortioners (even though consent to part with, or suffer the least particle
the benefit of their own extortions were pre- of power to be anylonger than they could not
served to them) would not endure to think of: help it, in the hands of the people. Every
for, of whatsoever sympathy they have, every body of men is governed altogether byits con-
particle is engrossed by the comparatively few ception of what is its interest, in the narrow-
persons in the same condition hi life as them- est and most selfish sense of the word interest :
selves : antipathy, not sympathy, is the senti- never by any regard for the interest of the
ment with which the whole class of those by people. In that position, none of those in-
whose labours theyare pampered i_ regarded, dt_eements, any one of which may suffice to
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cause a single man to make sacrifice of his nually augmenting sacrifice of the universal
private interest to the universal interest, can interest to that of the ruling few, in respect of
have place : viz. desire of reputation, pleasure money and power, the constitution is made to
of sympathy for the people, pleasure of power mldergo one or other of the above two changes.
in respect of the secret consciousness of having As to the dissipation, so far as it has place,
had so large a share in contributing to the not being attended with profit to the author,
happiness of the people. Yes, perhaps for a it will be the work of negligence or incapacity
moment, under an excitation produced by a rather than design; of negative rather than
fine speech : but for anything of a continuance, positive agency. :Not being attended with
never is any body of men determined by any profit to the author, the amount of it is not
other consideration than its conception of what likely to approach in magnitude that which is
is in the highest degree beneficial to its purely the work of design. On the present occasion
self-regarding interests, it may, therefor% be dismissed without fur-

In a monarchy, be the conduct of the ruler ther consideration.
ever so mischievous, the difficulty of disloeat- As to the extortion, the mode in which it is
ing hint is prodigious, and scarcely ever can made to increase is this :
any change be effected without either a homi- The legislative power is in one set of hands;
eide, or a war--which is an aggregate of homi- the administrative in another. To the legis-
tides by hundreds and thousands ; whereas, in lative it belongs to distribute the aggregate
a repre__entative democracy, the rulers may business of the rest of government into a cer-
be, amt continually are, all of them together, tain number of departments : to determine the
though it be merely in the way of precaution, offices, or say the official situation_, belonging
and without evil actually experienced at their to the several departments, and the functions
hands, dislocated with as much t_eility as a to be performed for the commonwealth in vir-
servant is by his nm_ter, in domestic life. tue of those same offices. To exact the per-

formance of these services at the hands of

SEcrmn VI. persons unwilling, would in general, neither
be consistent with equality in respect of bur-

.l)_slocat_re Fanetio16--wl_2! U_irersa'[? thens, as between individual and individual,
Why give to the di.-loeative power an ex- nor with policy in respect of appropriate apti-

tent thu_ all-comprehensive ._ tude on the part of the individuals in question,
Because no extent_ less than this, would with reference to theperformanceofthe service

suffice to prevent the constitution from being inquestion, ineaehease. Toprocureacceptance
gradually changed into one of that sort, which of the office in question at the hands of apt
has for its object the promotion of the sinister individuals, it will therefore be necessary to
interest of the ruling few, and thence into one attach, in addition to the power attached to it,
of that sort which has for its object the pro- emolument of the pecuniary kind to an amount
motion of the sinister interest of the ruling more or less considerable.
one. The fictitious entity termed an office is also

Unless this power be instituted, a transfor- styled a place. The person on whom the ob-
mutton of this sort, sooner or later, is matter i ligation of performing the functions allotted to
of certainty : and even suppo._ing it instituted, 'Fit is imposed, is said to be in the office or the
the efficiency of it is not so complete as to ex- place. The business performed by the exer-
elude the need of adding to this security, what- _ else of these several functions being, when
soever others the nature of the case affords, i taken in the aggregate, a course of action

The sinister force, agains_ the effort of which . directed to one common end, namely the giv-
this power is a necessary preservative, is that ! ing execution and effect to the will of the
of corruption, or say_ anti-constitutional corrup- ', supreme legi_lative,--it i_ material that,unless
tion. _ for _-pecial cause of exception, the determin-

Anti-constitutional corruption is that which _.ing by what persons respectively they should
has place, in so far as, by the operation of a , al be filled, be lodged in the same hand. Here,

benefit to himself, received or expected, a I then, lodged in this one hand, and at the dis-

funetionarywho, as such, is aa agent and trus- i posal of this one hand, is this vast mass or
tee for the people at larg% is made to violate . stock of the instruments of felicity composed
such his trust, of money m various shapes, and power in earl-

Unless this power be instituted, the deputies ous shapes,--with or without factitious dignity
of the people, invested as such with the su- in various shapes : for although that offspring
preme legislative or operative power, will, of the fancy is neither necessary nor conducive
sooner or later, in a number sufficient for pro- to good government, it has almost everywhere,
ducing the sinister effect, be sure to violate by the concurrent influence of various causes,
their trust ; and that in such sort and degree been added to the stock of the instruments of
as to give commencement and continuance to government. Patronage is the name given to
an all-cemprehensive system of extortion, dis- :

sipation,* and oppression, until, by the eonti- is where, through the fault of a person, having it
in charge, the value of the subject matter ha qua_

Diz_ipation a_ applied to the matte_ of :r,°,_lth, tion, i_ diminished.
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the power of disposing of the several elemen- beneficial to the possessors, or they would not
tary masses of which this aggregate mass is give their acceptance. Whether i_,be without
composed, or notwithstanding opposition, that he has

To create the power attached to the several been elected to be administrative chief_ it can
offices, and by its ordinances to provide the be no secret who those individuals are who
money employed in engaging men's acceptance have been of tile number of his benefactors.
of them, belongs then to the supreme legista- As little is it likely to be a secret to him what
tire. are the eonnexions nearest and dearest to each.

The individual to whom the patronage of Thus, at the very commencement of his ad-
the various offices belongs, has an interest in miuistrahon, the most obvious policy would
seeing the number of places at his disposal, as join with gratitude in pointing out for the oh-
well as the emolument attached to them, in- jests of his choice (unless in case of some very
creased as much as possible. On the other decided and peremptory objection) such per-
hand, to make any increase is not in his own sons as he sees reason to think it would be
power: it is in the legislative authority, and agreeable to his and their respective patrons
in that alone, that the power of giving any to see thus provided for--the deputies them-
such increase is reposed, selves, if the law admitted of it: but the

Thus in relation to this same universally law not being stupid or corrupt enough to
coveted matter are two authorities : one of i affect to expect that the same man will be at
them having what there is of it at i_s dL,posal, two different places, occupied with two diffe-
but not of itself able to make addition to it: rent businesses, at the same time, no such
the other able to give increase to it_ and that abomin.ttion does the law admit of.
to an unlimited amount, but at the same time, Given to a connexion of hit, money or
of itself not able to get for its own use so money's worth, may be of the same value to
much as a single particle of it. tiers, then, is a man as if given to himself: and therefore
a pair of mutually relative situations : acer- have effect to the same amount, in respect to
tain profit which, by the assistance of the other, the creation of corruptive dependence.
each can make : without the assistance of the The effect will be exactly the same, if by a
other, neither. Between those in the one _mla- I benefit thus received by his connexion at the
tion and those in the other the intercourse is public expente, lie is relieved from the burthen
continual : to put them ou both sides m pus- of conferring a benefit to that same amount at
session of what cannot fail to be a constant his own expense.
object of their desire, nothing more is neces- Pecuniary amount being the same in both
sary than a mutual understanding : an agree- cases, a more effectually corruptive dependence
ment which, to effect its every purpose, need may be created by the fear of' losiug a benefi-
not so much as be expressed. To the imagina- cial situation already in possession, than by the
tion of men on both sides, an obvious contract, hope of gaining one.
pregnant with mutual a,tvantage, presents Bythe hope of receiving benefits in the shape
itself: a tacit contract, which, if expressed of official situanons through the medium of
in words, would stand as fvll,_ws :--You, says hi_,'connexions, corruptive dependence may be
the head of the administration, with his col- made any number of times stronger, than by
leagues, if he has any, and if not, with his the hope of benefit in the shape of office re-
most confidential subordmates.--you give in- ceivable by himself. For to the number of
crease, as far as you see convenient, to the offices posse_sible at the same time by himself,
aggregate value of the good thmg_ we have at there are limits : whereas to the number of
present, and at any rate, preserve it from de- : offices possessihle at the same time by a man's
crease. W% on our part will, from time to ' eonnexions, there are no limits.
time, and at all times_ let you into a share of I By a benefit already received, and without
them. _ hope of any other, obsequiousness as effectually

To the reader, for conveying to his mind the corrupt may be created as by eorruptive hope.
idea of a contract to thi_-effe_'t, some determl- . The sinistrously directed force of the public-
hate set of words were necessary. But to the opinion tribunal, is, in this case, the power
production of a correspondent course of con- by which the eorruptive obsequiousness is pro-
duct on both sides, no words at all would be dueed. Ingrat_t_*de and perfidy are, in that
necessary, case, the words of condemnation, by which the

Take, for example, the state of things under punitive power of that tribunal is applied to
any Constitutional Code. On the one purl the thus created offence: ingratitude, in not
stands a supreme le_slature, composed of I making a correspondent return for the benefit
deputies located by the people : on file other received: perfidy, in the violation of a contract
part, a supreme administrative authority, in which, though not expressed in words, wasnot
thehandsofasiuglefunctiunary. The eourse of less clearly expressed by other signs.
government under the constitution commences. In this ease as in some others, the direction
By the majority of the legislature an adminis- given to the force of the public-opinion tribu-
trative chief is elected : his first business is to !nal, is exposed to two opposite impulses : a
fill the several situations under him,--all of right and proper impulse, and a sinister ira-
them to a degree more or less considerable pulse. Of the two, the number of individuals
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whose judgment is determined by the sinis- I bition is infringed, and the offence eommltted,
ter impulse, is, in the present state of society, you would he no nearer the mark,----if pro-
incomparably greater, that_ the number of vention of corruption was your mark--than if
those, whose judgment is determined by the no such prohibition had been issued. Why ._
right and proper impMse. For the occasions Because without any such contract, corruption
on which the exercise of the virtues of grati- as effectual and as g_eat in extent, as by means
rude, and fidelity to engagements, and absti- of contract, may have, and will be sure to
nonce from the opposite vices of ingratitude have, place.
and perfidy, are called for,--are happening to If this be so, and if, to every eye that will
every individual every moment of his hfe ; turn to it, this be visible, everybody will know
whereas, on the other hand, of the occasions on what to think of laws enacted, or proposed,
whmh any man is called upon to exercise the for the prevention of contract in such cases,
virtue of incorruptibility, as against the cor- or for the exclusion of the practice of holding
ruptive influence of the possessors of the su- offices by men having seats in the legislative
preme power in the state, the number is limit- body--if such laws are said to be designed as
ed, and in comparison, extremely small. And, a means of preventing corruption.
moreover, the number of persons to whom these The proposers and eulogists of such laws
occasions happen, is also small in comparison I have for their real object the producing on
with that of all the members of the political I the part of the people, both or either of two
community, whatever it be. persuasions: one is, that the public men in

Thus is corruption planted in the very.vitals question have sincerely at heart the diminn-
of the constitution, and by the hand which is tmn, and if it were possible the extinction, of
striving with its utmost force, to preserve the the evil : the other is, that the applying to its
constitution from the baleful effects of that e_il effects, such limitation as shall prevent
disease, the fruits of it, viz. depredatmn, oppression,

As to prohibition and punishment, by no and dissipation, from coming to maturity, is
such instruments can any remedy, in any the not by any means possible. In both or either
smallest degree efficient, be applied. To the of these persuasions is seen a source of satls-
representatives them<elves, you may indeed faction and acquiescence on the part of tim
prevent the good things in question from people : the impossibility of putting exclusion
being given, but in the instance of any one on the evil, they will refer to the will of the
of them, can you prevent these good things, Almighty : the exertions, fruitless as they are,
in any number from being given to persons of the public men in question, they will ascribe
connected with him, in any number._ Unless to the excellence of the individuals, and the
from himself, how is it possible for you to excellence of the constitution.
know who are, and who are not dear to him. Of the people's thus looking for a remedy
The law, with the help of his pedigree, if he to the authors (sure _upporters of, because con-
has one, will show who in the several degrees stant profiters by, the disease) what is the
of consanguinity and affinity, are near to him : consequence _. That, so long as they do so, so
but neither of them will show you, who in long do they forbear to lend an ear to the
any degree are dear to him. Consanguinity. surely efficacious, and only possible efficacious
though so obviously fallacious, suppose it for remedy--the changing the government from a
argument sake, unfallacious, and sufficiently form in which such corruption is certain, con-
_onc]nsive evidence; on this account, shall it stunt, and universal, to the one only form in
_e placed in the power of a set of electors, by which the exclusion of corruption is certain,
electing a man to a scat, and the individual the existence of it, in a practical sem-e ira-
elected, by accepting it, to strike the whole possible.
of his kindred_ with the political incapacity in Not that, even without this remedy, distri
question._ buted as hereby are the powers of government,

You cannot punish a man for entertaining and effective as is the power given to the
expectations : you cannot punish another man people at large under the name of the supreme
for gratifying, or for raising, expectations, constitutive,could any considerable evil be pro-
You cannot punish a man ibr doing kind duced, otherwise than as above by sinister
offices--for conferring benefits: you cannot confederacy between the leaders uf the legis-
punish one man, because benefits in any shape lature and the executive chiefi
have been conferred on another : you cannot By this means, conjoined with the like power
by any punishment inflicted or threatened to given to the legislature, all dangerous tendency
be inflicted, on one man, prevent or undertake is taken away from the power given to the
to prevent another man from receiving benefit executive chief, to dislocate all functionaries
in any shape. Contract, having for its object whatsoever, belonging to the administrative.
the rendering of sinister service, you may pro- Without this power, exerciseabls with relation
hibit in all cases, and in here and there an to such his subordinates, the executive chief
instance, by means of accident, or by means of could not possess sufficiently assured means of
treachery, you may actually inflict punishment giving execution and effect to the will of the
for it. But though you were to inflict the constitutive, as indicated by the ordinances of
_unishment in every case in which the prohi- the legislative; without this power exercise-
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able with relation to_ and over, the executive of confidence in the legislature as a body, and
chief, the supreme legislative, could not stand the members would naturally be on the watch,
assured of giving execution and effect to its and take measures Ibr saving themselves from
own ordinances and arrangements, made in the expression of such want of confidence.
pursuance of its endeavours to give execution In regard to the exercise of the power of
and effect to the will of the supreme eonstitu- the supreme constitutive, either in the disloca-
tire, and thence increase to the greatest fell- tion or the punition of its supposed offending
city of the greatest number, agents, what is desirable is, that the aetuM

By keeping out of the hands of the eonsti- application of it, be as rare as possible, and at
tative, all locative power, with relation to any the same time in the breasts of those same
office that of member of the legislature ex- agents, the expectation of its eventual appliea-
cepted, all danger of abuse, from the all-corn- tion, as strong as possible. The first thing to
prehensiveness of the dislocation is obviated, be desired is, that on the part of those same
Unless acvompanied and followed by the ex- agents, no such act of trans,o-tession be ever
ercise of the power of location, with relation committed. To this end_ what is desirable
to the office, no question, no sinister interest is, that in the event of any such transgression,
could any party-leader have, in bringing about the probability of such dislocation and punition
an exercise of the dislocative power with rela- should, in the eyes of the several members of
tion to that same office. For by dislocating the legislature, at all times be as great as pos-
an individual, where could be his profit, not sible. To the accomplishment of all these
having the power of putting either himself or several desirable purposes, are the several sub-
anyconfed_.rateordependantofhisinhispluce. 7 sidiary arrangements here provided, directed,

The power thus given to the supreme con- namely, the legislator's inaugural declaration,
stitutive, the power of thus dislocating all its and those by which the quantity of appropriate
agents without exception, is nothing more than information, with which the members of the
what in private life, in relation to the private publie-opiniontribunalaresupplied, andthe fre-
affairs of each particular individual, is given quency and intensity of the attention teepee-
to that same individual: and in this latter tively bestowed upon that same informatmn_
case, so far from all objection i_ this power, are all endeavoured to be maxlmized.
that not t_) give it, would be regarded as one Thus then in regard to the power here re-
of the gro_sest of all absurdities, served to the people, exerciseabte over all their

Should it be said that in the case of this vast servants_ and at all tlmes_ these things may be
aggregate, the exercise of the power is liable noted:
to have caprice, or passion, or thoughtlessness 1. The exercise of it, if ever, is very rarely
for its can-e, better reason on allthe_e several likely to take place.
gTounds mi-ht be given tbr the refusing it to 2. The possession of it is not the less likely
each individual with relation to his own par- to be effectual.
ticular aft:firs. For in the case of the vast 3. In no shape is evil likely to result from
body, how great would be the public discus- the exercise of it.
stun, cons_.quently what an intensity and con- 4. By no other means could the effects aimed
tinuity of attention, that would be necessary at, be so surely, if at all, produced.
to the production of the ef[_ct in question;
wlnlc in the case of the individual, it m_y be SECTIO_VII.
the work of a sinzlc thoughde,s moment.

Ill vain would it be to say, m this state of .l][ea_tsqfExecut/on.
things, the _'i_e_t au,i mo_t virtuous of men In the case of a representative democracy,
might be turned out by a mob : violence and tile means, and the only mean_, by which th_s
disorder being their means of operating. Sign- tbrmof government may be rendered conducive,
ing a petiti,_n Is n6t the work of a mob : is not in file highest degree, to the only legitimate
the work of violence : as httle is the silent and end of government, are no less obvious and
secret delivery of a vote. Where the exercise natural, than they are simple : order matters
of loc:Ltive power in the same hands follows so, that the persons by whom the immediately
not upon that ot' t]..e dislocative, no adequate acting powers of government are exercised,
induccmeut has place, except the persuasion shall at stated times, and at short intervals, be
of the exi-_tence of tbc flmctionary's inaptitude, rcmoveable, all of them without exception, by

Suppose the flmctionary, oe whom the power the persons possessed of the original and ori-
is exercised, be a member of the legislature, ginative powers of government: trustees, by
the exercise of if, on a particular occasion, _principals ; ruling few, by subject many. I

would be nothing more than an accelerated ] say subject many ; for, by the exercise of the

anticipation of that exercise wb.ich at the end right or power of election, with reference to
of the year would take place of' course, those by whom the powers of government are

If the functionary or functlonarit_s, were any exercised, subjection is not excluded;--no, nor
other than the members of thc legislature, ttle under this form of government, even by the
exercise could not take. place, but on tim _up- exercise or possession of those powers them-
position of a neglect or connivance on the part selves.
of tile legislature : it would betoken a want Misrnlc is the thing to be, as far as may be,
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excluded.By theverynatureofman,mis- In the nextplace,to the expression,the
rule,asfaras any balanceon thesideof ad- importof whichisunderstoodby everyindi-
vantageto theruler,isexpectedby him,is vidualwithoutexception,viz,theword secreey_
necessitated:by the assuranceof eventual issub_tmltedthcwords--byballot,an expres-
removal--bythis,and notwithoutthis,thatisiontowlfichno verydeterminateideaisat-

expectationofadvantagemay be excluded. Itachedm the mind of any man ;nor,except
In electionatstatedtimes,theeffectoftheIby meansoftheword secrecyany ideawhat-

powerof appointment,and thatof thepower Isoever.
ofremoval,isincluded.IfhavingatthetimeI In thethirdplace,ofthefourfeaturesthat
immediatelyprecedingthe day of election,Iare indispensablynecessary,thethreewhich,
occupiedthe situationm question,a man is withoutthe Iburthare thuspresented,are
re-elected,the powerofappointmentisexer-_presentedwithoutany common bond ofcon-
cisedinhisfavour,thepowerofremovalwithInexion: theyare presentedby threeseparate
relationtohim isforbornetobe exercised: ifIformsof expression,betweenwhich no inti-
hebenotre-elected,thepowerofremovalwith]muttonofany connexionisconveyed:whereas,
referencetohim isexercised,thepowerofup- by the phraseuniversality,secrecy,equality
poiatmentwithrelationtohim isforbornetobe and annualityofsuffrage,theconnexionwhich
exercised, hasplacebetweenthethingsthemselves,isat
Thisindirect,and,as itwere,covertmode onceconciselyand significantlyexpresbed.

of removal, is much more ettlclent and salutary I. Unirersallty. If a man who calls for the
than that direct mode which would be the right of suffrage to be given to any one human
most apt to be presented by this appellation, being, calls tbr its being refused to any other
To the person over whom the power is exer- human being, it lies upon iron to give a parti-
cised, it is much less harsh and galling : on the cular reason ibr such refusal.
part of the person by whom it is exercised, the For the refusal of it to persons of both sexes
exercise of it will therefore naturally expe- under age, two plain reasons can be given:
ricucc much less reluctance. In the case of first, that a person who is not yet competent
tile direct mode, if there be any other eandl- to the management of his own affairs, cannot
date, the inaptitude (the opinion of which is have much reason to complain of being de-
expressed by the ibrbearanoe to elect the per- barred from interfering in the management of
son in questmu) is not positive and absolute ; the affairs of others : and second, that the ex-
it is only comparative : the opinion that it de- clusion thus put on the ground of age, is not
elates is,--not that the person thus set aside like the exclusion put upon the ground of sex,
is less apt than an average mau--not that he perpetual, but temporary only; and upon the
is positively unapt, only that he is less apt than arrival of the person at the age at which he is
the person for whom the _ote is given, generally regarded as competent to the man-

Now as regards the mode of election of the agement of his own affair_, this exclusion is
agents of the people, sure to cease.

Universality, secrecy, equality and annuality Various clazses of persons might be men-
of suffrage--is an expression preferable to that tioned, who, if the result of the election could
of nniversalsuffrage, annual elections, and vote depend upon the direction given to their votes,
by ballot. Why ._ might, on the ground of this or that di.-quali-

By the advocates for radical reform, the fyiug circumstance, with reason be excluded.
phrase as yet most commonly employed fi,r But for justificatmn of such exclusion, suffi-
characterizing the _ystem which they advocate cient proof of the exL-tence of such disqualify-
is--universal sufl_'age, auuualparliaments, and ing circumstances, would require to be given.
vote by ballot. Hence to an indefinite amount litis-contesta-

Compared with universality, secrecy, equa- tion, expense, vexation, and delay, must h_vo
lity, and anuuahty of suflS:a._e, the tbllowing place : evils which ought not to be admitted,
are the imperibctions uuder which that hitherto unless their admission be made up for, by
mostcommon]yusedexpre_sionseemstotabour, some assignable prcpomterant good.

Iu the first place, of a very material feature O,a tbi_ occasion, look to the several cases
of the system, no mention is thus made : a of persons insane, convieted delinquents of va-
feature of the importance of whichno person by rious descrlptions, and persons by whom, but
whom the three others are advocated, fails, it tbr the protectmn afforded by secrecy of suf-
is believed_ of being flflly sensible. To regard frage, coercive influence might, to an indefinite
it as being immaterial, would be to regard the extent, be exercised on the votes of others.
arrangement by which, m the ease of Old The happiness of the most helpless pauper
Sarum, the appointment to a scat in the House constitutes as large a portion of the umversal
of Commons was given to a single individual happiness, as does that of the most powerful,
in the character of an elector ; and the arrange- the most opulent member of the community.
ment by which the appointment to no more Therefore the happiness of the most helpless
than two seats were given, as in the case of and indigent has a.s much title to regard at the
Yorkshire, to a population of probably not hands of the legislator_ as that of the most
less than a million of iudb-iduals_--as being powerful and opulent.
both of them unexceptionable. If the posse_-sion of a share in the supreme
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constitutive power is a means of, or security and executive functions, no cause of inaptitude
for, happiness, there is as much reason why a on their part applies to the exercise of a share
share in that means of security should be in in the constitutive function. In this case no
the hands of the most helpless and the most demand for any appropriate active aptitude ha_
indigent, as why it should be in the hands of place. As easily can a female give a piece of
the most powerful and the most opulent, card to be put into a box as a male : as easily

Why exclude the whole female sex from all cau she receive advice as to the disposal of it as
participation in the constituti_ e power _ a male--a¢ her father, husband, brother, or son.

Because the prepossession against their ad- The custom by which the prepossession has
mission is at present too general, and toe in- been produced, i_ a custom that had its rise in
tense, to afford any chance in favour of a pro- a state of society altogether opposite in this
posal for their admission, respect to the present. The military power

On the _'ound of the greatest happiness beillg ne_'ecsarily lathe hau,t,_ of the malesex,
principle, the claim of this sex is, if not still the politlcal power followed it. Males were
bettor, at least, altogether as good as that of free to go everywhere. Females found full
the other, occupation at home, and could seldom, consis-

The happiness and interest of a person of tontly with safety, pass to any considerable
the female sex, constitute_ as large a portion distance from it, except with mzlcs to protect
of the universal happiness and interest, as does them.
that of a person of the male sex. No reason has ever been assigned why, in

No reason can be ossified, why a person of re-_pect of intellectual aptitude, this half of
the one sex, should _ sucb, have loss happi- the _pee:e_ ought to be deemed inferior to the
ness than a person of the other sex. other. A_ to intellcctual aptitude, considered

Nor, therefore, whatsoever be the external as applied to the field of thought and action at
mean_ of happiness, why a female should have Iarg% two points require to be considered; in
a less portion of those same means, the first place, in how small a degree the su-

If, in this rc_pcct, there were a difference, perionty is on the side of the male sex : in the
the principle of equahty would require, that next pla('e,how small the number of the female
it should be rather in favour of the female than sex, whom laws and institutions have left un-
of the male sex: inasmuch as there are so excluded from the eompefitmn, in comparison
many causes of suffering which do not attach with those whom they have excluded.
upon the male, and do attach upon the female This custom of exclusion has been departed
sex : such as pains of gestanon, of pa_urition, from in the case where the power is of the
labour of nmxurition, periodical and caaml highest grade. ]n countries in which the sex
weaknesses, inferiontyin _ll physical contests is not admitted to the smallcst share m the
with the mate sex, and loss of reputation in constitutive power, it is admitted to the whole
eases where no such loss attaches upon the .f the executive, coupled with the largest
male. share of thc legi¢iative, and that without any

If the possession of a share ill the con_tku- constitutivepo_ver ab,_vcit. And of experience,
tire power, be a means of securing such equal in En;zland, a- far a_ it goes. m this the highest
share of the external means of happinccs, the rank of operative power, the decision is more
reason in favour of it, is therefore at lea_t as in favour of the female sex than of the male.
strong in the case of the female sex. as ill the In intellectual aptitude, Elizabeth of England
case of the male : it always being understo_,d showed herself in an iuconte_table degree su-
that the voting is iu the secret mode. perior to her mm_ediate successor, and even

The reciprocal seduction that would ensue to the nearest of her mate alul adult predeces-
in the case of a mixture of sexes ill the eOlU- sors. if Anne was weak, she was not more
position of a legislative or exeeuti_-e body, so than her two mlmediatc successors, both
seems a conclusive reason against admitting males. If Mary put men to death for what
the weaker sex into a share in those branches was called religion, so did her lather, and so
of power : it would lead to nothing but con- did her next male successor : if Queen Mary
fusion and ridicule. Bat if this infringement put people to death for what was called roll-
on equality be considered as necessary, regard glen, so did Lord Chief-Justice Hale, the hero
for the principle of equality affords another of English lawyers, for what was called witch-
reason, not merely for admitting the female craft.
sex to an equal share in the constitutive, but In no two male reigns was England as pros°
even to a greater share than in the case of the porous as in the two female reiguLsof Elizabeth
male. and Anne. As to Anne, whatever was the

Again, in domestic concerns, males derive cause, it was more prosperous than that of her
greater power from physical force: here, then, immediate male predecessor,---a man as un-
is a means of injury: for security against it,if in amiable as she was amiable.
respect of political power, there be a difference, Thus has England been governed by female
it should rather be in their favour than in the monarch_, three :_ Russia, four : Austria, one :
favour of males. Sweden, one : Portugal, one : France, though

Admitting the comparative inaptitude of the
female sex, with reference to the legislative _ Queen Vietori_ is the fourth.--Ed.
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not once by a female monarch whose reign for the fillingofwhieh suffrages are given, de-
continued during life, has been governed by clincs using his endeavours to cause them to be
several female monarchs whose reigns, under deliveredinthcsecretmode,provestherebythat
the name of regencies, have lasted ibr a long the following wishes, one or more of them,
course of years, have place in his breast :--l. To see men who

England, also, gives the example of a case, have each of them a right to vote, debarred,

in which m the choice of a sub-legislature of II in indefinite numbers, from the exercise of
twenty-fbur members,* governing with abso- i that right. 9.. To see men who, if free, would

lute sway, in subordination to tim supreme I have voted _br a rival of his, debarred from
legislature, sixty millions of subjects in Briu_h , doing so. 3. To see men who, if free, would
India, females have an equal share with male_. } have voted for a rival of his wtmm they up-
Thus, while gnats are strained at, camels are ! prove, not only debarred from doing so, but by
swallowed. I fear, as above, compelled to vote in t?.vour of

Can practical good in any form be mentioned I himself, in whatsoever degree he may havebeen
a_ likely to be produced i¥om the admitting the the object of their disapprobation.
female sex into a participatimi of the supreme IIL ]::quality. By equality of suffrage is
eol,_titutive power _. meant equality of effect, as between a suffrage

Ye_. The affording increased probabihty E_iven in this or that one eleetion-d_strict, and
of the adoption of legiAative arrangements, _ a surlY'age given in this or that other election-
placing sexual intercourse upon a footing less '. district.
disadvantageous thanthe present to the weaker Understand here by equality nothing more
sex. than the absence of such degree._ of inequality,

At the same time, there is no political state as would be producI_ve of some one or more
that I know of in which, on the occazion of ewls of the ibllowing description to a sensible
any new constitution being framed, I should amount :-
think it at present expedient to propose a set 1. In this or that election-district, the num-
of legislative arrangements dlr_.ctcd to this her of electors so small ttmt by intimidation
end. Before the state of the h'gal system had or corrupt.ion freedom of sufl'rage might be
been made, on almost all other points coutri- destroyed. By _eerecy of _ut][_'age, int_mida-
butory in tbe highest degrcc to the greatest hap- tmn might be excluded. But unless by the
piness of the greJtest number, s_arcely could multitude of the electors, as compared with
any prospect be aflbrded of it, bein_ rendered the value of the situation filled, and the quan-
so a_- to this. The contest and confusion pro- tity of the means of corruption in the hands of

dueed by tim proposal of Otis improvement eandidates, tocxclude corruption l_lmpossible.
would entirely engross the public mind, and 2. In this or that election-district the num-
throw improvement, m all other shapes, to a her of the electors so great, that in comparison
distance, wlthavote m this or that otherelection-district,

ii. ?,ecrccy. When suflYage is secret, noman a vote is in a sensible degree inferior in value.
who _vi_he_- to give a vote, and is not, by want This being the case, all voters in such over-
of time or length of di-tance, debarred from peopled district, feet a sensation of injury from
giving it, is debarred from giving it in favour the comparison of their situation with that of
of the person whom he prefers, by fear of loss the electors in an under-peopled, or even in an
of money or friends, adequately peopled district.

_'o man is made to suffer, or is exposed to 3. Proportioned to the _mallne_s thus pro-
suffer, lo_ of money or friends, on account of duced in the effect and value of a vote will be
the vote he has given, or any vote he has for- the probability of its being outweighed by the
borne to give. loss of time necessary to the delivering of it.

In so fitr as the course taken by men's suf- Upon all in whose m_-tance the advantage of
frages is known, some men are, by fear of los_ _oting is thu_ outwelghedbythe ineonveniencep
of money or friends, debarred from giving any a virtual exclusion is thus put.
votes at all: some men who would otherwise 4. The greater the distance between the
have given their votes in f_vour of a certain place at which the votes are delivered and the
person, are, by fear of loss of money or friends, place of an elector's abode, the greater is the
debarred from giving their votes in favour of inconvenience in respect of time lost, with or
that same person: some men who otherwise without concomitant expense. Evil3, is corn-
would have given their votes in favour of a mon to to_-a and country districts : th/_ evil is
certain person, and thereby against another peculiar to country districts.
person, his rival, are, by feax of loss of money IV..dnnuulity. By annuality of suffrage,
or friends, not only debarred from giving their understand adequate frequency of recurrence
votes in favour of the person they approve, but on the part of the election process; and thereby
compelled to give their votes in favour of a of the conjunct exercise oftheright of removal,
rival of hi_, who_a they disapprove, and the function of appointment with relation

A man who being a candidate for a situation, to the situation in question : but, instead of ade-
quate frequency of recurrence, say annuality of

* The DLrectory of the East India C_mpany._ recurrence : instead of an indefinite expression,
.Ed. a definite expression, employed for the sake of
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clearness of conception, accuracy of expression all their shapes,--the less the need he feels for
to a certain degree sacrificed, the exercise of such beneficence ou his part.

.No one will undertake to say, at any rate So much for moral aptitude : now as to in-
no one will be able to prove, that, by the ad- tellectual aptitude and active talent.
d_tion of this or that short term, say a day, The greater the quantity m value a man has
to the term of a year, any sensible evil in this of those good things which are the fruits of
or that determinate shape, could be produced : the labour of other_, the less the need he has
aud so in the case of tins or that other small of labour on his own part ; the less therefore
number of days to an indefinite amount, will his frame, whichever part of it, bodily or

No one will undertake to say, or at least, mental, be in question, be inured to labour.
no one will be able to prove, that, by the sub- Bu_ other circumstances equal, intellectual
traction of this or that short term, say a day, aptitude will be m preportioa to labour.
from the term of a year, sem-ible evil in this t)r Accordingly, in every department in which
that determinate shape wouhl be produced: the waste and corruption of government has
and so in regard to this or that other small iurnished pay euough for both, you will see
number of days to an indefinite amount, two sorts of men m pairs : viz. the opulent man,

No one will undertake t_ say, or at least who bears the title and cuts the figure, doing
no one will be able to prove, that there cannot nothiug of the business : the unopulent man,
be any state of tluhgs in which it wouht not _-ho bears no title, cuts no figure, and does all
be for the ad_-antage of the whole body of t:le business.
coust_tueut_, that, at the end of ._omeshorter And so likewise in regard to active aptitude.
length of rime than a year, reekoumg from the The greater the exercise given to the will,
day of election, the conjunct powers of removal the less the exercise given to the understand-
and appointment _hould not, by the act of some ing.
per.-on or per_on_ chosen fi_r the purpobe_ be The monarch is all will : understanding is
c:dted forth rote exercise, wanting to him. Will occupies itself about

ti_e cad, understanding about the means. All
SEr'TmXYIII. the monarch has to d_, is to look out for ends:

f,r objects suited to hl_ fancy and hi_ taste.
_[oral A_,t;t_(l_ "_si_rcrs, bt as Alt'_t_de in %) find out means for the obtainment of those

the S,'aS. ,_j'Politlcrl/]_fl_le'_,'e. ohjects belongs to others : to the two-legged
Education being supposed not deficient nor and fcatherles_ instruments of his pleasure.

subsistence wanting, aptitude, with relation In England, of the ]tight Itouourable Itouse
to the exer(_ise of political power, is inversely ---of the Honourable House, the raembers are,
as the altitude of a man's place in the compo- e._ch of them, a fraction of a monarch, a men-
site scale of political influence. This composite arch in miniature. Accordingly, in neither
scale is composed of three elementary scales-- situation has reason, fruit of the labour of the
the scale of opulence, the scale of power, and understanding, any effective place. By colli-
the scale of factitious dignity, sion of wills it is, not by collision of under-

In the scale of opulence, language has not standings that every result is produced. When
yet afforded, as in the scale of temperutur% argument, or anything which has the sem-
denominations designative here and there of blance of it, is exhibited, it is only for appear-
the different degrees. No precise station, there- [ance sake : for any such delusion, as i_ is
fore, can here be designated by the terms opu- I thought there may be a convenience in propa-
lent and unopulent All that can be expressed ] gating without doors.
is their relative stations: viz. that in the station I The higher the degree of opulence, the less
marked by the term opulent,the quantity of the [ the degree of sympathy in the breast of the
matter of opulence is greater than in the station I opulent for the unopulent : for that portion of
marked unopulent, mankind, in behalf of whom the demand for

With relation to useful qualities in general, such beneficence as it may be in his way to
and in particular with relation to those of exercise, is greatest.
which appropriate aptitude with relation to Correspondent to, and intimately connected
political functions in general, is composed, the with, sympathy of affection is sympathy of
following are the considerations by which, on conception.
the part of the opulent, inferiority in appro- By, and in proportion to, sympathy of affee-
priate aptitude, considered in all its branches, tion, a man is disposed to add to the enjoy-
stands indicated: ments, and subtract from the sufferings, of

The greater the quantity in value of the the objects of his sympathy.
services which, at the hands of those on whom Proportioned to the correctness, clearness,
his comforts depend, a man has at command, and completeness of the col_ception a man has
without rendering any correspondent services of those enjoyments and those sufferings, (his
in return, services positive and negative rage- degreeofsensibilitybeinggiven,)isthestrength
ther--positive, consisting in the exercise of of the sympathy of affection with relation to
positive beneficence,--negative, consisting in those same objects of his sympathy.
the exercise of negative beneficence, that is to Relative sensibihty being wanting, sympa-
say, forbearance from injury and amioyance in tby of affection may be equally wanting, al-
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though sympathy of conception be entire : but : tude with relation to the function in question_
in so far as sympathy of conception is wanting, being in the exalted situations in question_
sympathy of afl_etion has no place, such as has been described, the conception

For all bodily pains, sympatby of conception commonly entertained in relation to it has
must, on the part of the experienced surgeon, been so opposite to the state of things as thus
be greater than on the part of an average man. described, and thereby so incorrect and oppo-
But it"his sensibility, and consequently ff his site to truth. The cause of this delusion may
sympathy of affection were so likewise, he be seen in the influence exercised by the high
would not be fit for the exercise of his art. alliance, by the confederacy of power, facti-

Want of sympathy of conception concurs tious dignity, and excessive opulence ; partly
with the feeling relative to independence, in through the medium of corr_lption, partly
destroying in the breast of the opulent man through tlle medium of force and intimidation ;
sensibility, and with it beneficence, positive partly through those discmrrses, written as
and negative, with relation to the unopulent : well as oral, particularly those presenting
he has no need of their services--their l_ee and themselves constantly to view in the written
gratuitous services: he ha_- no conception of form, by which information is conveyed re-
their wants : he has no feeling for their wants, specting thi_ part of the field of thought and

Where, at the first commencement of the action, in which instruction is sought, and by
habit of witnessing, (with or without the habit which opinion and afibctions are moulded.
ofproducing,)sufferance, sympathetie suffering Take, in the first place, opulence, even in
has been produced by the sight o* i_,--the con- that minor degree of ibree, with which it oper-
tinuance of the habit will sooner or later ex- ates when the field of its operations is confined
tingnish the sympathy. It is thus extingui-_h- to private life. Proportioned to the quantity
ed, for example, as above-mentioned_ in the of the matter of opulence whmh a man has at
surgeon, or he would not be fit for the exercise his command, will be the quantity in which
of his beneficent art. It is thus nearly, if not those who are iu habits with him, or entertain
altogether, extinguished, supposing it origi- a prospect of being in habits with tmn, may
nally to have had place, in thc breast of the expect to _hare. Proportioned to the intensity
military conqueror, or he would not be fit for of their re_pe('t_e appetites for such share,
the exercise of his maleficent art. The mother wilt naturally be their endeavours to procure
who has lately lost a son in battle_ has some for those appetites their appropriate gratifica-
conception of what the miseries of war are, tmn according to all such means as are saf%
and feels and grieves accordingly for those and not disreputable, as they see within their
who are partakers of them. Under a too- reach. Proportioned to the success of such
narchy_ absolute or limited, among the func- their endeavours, will be their own self-satis-
tionaries in the higher ranks, commencing with faction, and their gratitude as towards the
the monarch, so confirmed is the habit of hear- author of it, can scarcely fail, in some way or
ing of men, by thousands and tens of thou- other to be the accompaniment of it. In ae-
sands, slaughtered, or reduced from happiness tion, as well as diseourse_ more particularly in
to misery by the'operations, by the orders discourse (as being the cheaper article)will
given by these their rulers, (for the purpose of thls gratitude, real and feigned together, find
giving further and further extension to their expression and give itself vent.
ovrn power, factitious dignity, and opulence,) But as, with the power of granting, the
that no greater portion of sympathetic suffer- power of refusing receive co rrespondent in-
ing is produced in such brehsts by the tidings crease ; so with that love which produces
of any such catastrophe, than has place in the gratitude, will increase that fear which pro-
breast of a gardener while he is setting his duees respect. Moreover in the hands of the
foot on a swarm of caterpillars. The same opulent, with the negative power of refus-
monarch in whose breast the sight of a favou- ing favour to those who have not been and
rite suffering from a hurt experienced in the those who have ceased to be the objects of
course of a frolic, had in early youth produced their regard, is conjoined, in no inconsiderable
an almost equal pain of sympathy, will, as degree, the power of doing positive evil to
ambition increases, and sympathetic sensibility those who are the objects of their positive
decreases, receive with indifference the news aversion. By the operation of all these causes
of a limb lost by that same favourite, in corn- taken together, thus intimate is the connexion
pony with thousands of limbs, and as many between the idea presented by the word rich,
lives_ lost by others in the course of a battle, and the idea presented by the word respect-
from which the power of the wholesale mann- able. Oftheeffect produced bythisassociation
facturer of human misery is regarded as re- onconduct, discottrse, and, to no ineonsiderable
ceiving increase, degree, on opinion, and affection, an exempli-

As it is with the universal superior, so it is flcation may be seen in the picture of the para-
with the subordinates : quantities and degrees site, as drawn by the earliest of the dramatist8
being proportional to the place occupied by whose works have reached us.
them respectively in the gorgeous scale. If such and so great be the ordinary influ-

Remains to be shown how it is, and whence ence and effect of the matter of wealth, in the
it is_ that the state of moral appropriate apti- hands of individuals, distributed in parcels of
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an ordinary bulk, what must it be when accu- entertained : and in so far as for the propagat_
mulated iu an immense mass, in company with ing of this opinion, endeavours are employed,
supreme power, and the highest lot of faeti- endeavours for the propagating of delusion, are
tious honour, together with the manufactory, employed.
in which all inferxer lots of the_e instruments What is now moreover, it is hoped, salti-
er influence are fabricated--all placed in the cientlyput out of doubt, isthat, byevery addi-
_ame hand _. If such be the influence of wealth tional particle,--not only of actual wealth, of
when reckoned by thousands, what must it not actual power, and of actually existing factitious
be, when reckoned by millions _. dignity,--but of everything which, in the char-

As lo_g as wc:_lth and government have actor of a token, can contribute to their in-
had existence, the powers of poetry and era- crease in the hands of an individual, possessing
toryhave been emplo_ed in singing the praises any considerable share of political power,-
of the powerful,the dignified, and the wealthy, the force and efficiency of all this stock of the
While the effusions of praise have thus had instruments of delusion, will be increased.
free scope, with reward in every shape to pay "_q_at at the same time is sufficiently out of
for them, _hose of ccnsurc have all alon_ al_d dispute is,--that in every such instrument of
everywhere, been ruppre_ed byevery restraint delusion, may be seen, and truly seen, an in-
which it wa_ in the power of pumshment to ,_trument of misrule : a means of exercising it.
apply, a,_..dthereby an encouragement and incitement

While the eub_ies of ¥;rgil and IIorace to exercise it.
were rewarded w_h lav;sh hand, Ovid for this To support the dignity of the crown, to add
or that little bed-chamber anecdote, was sent splendour to the crown, to add lustre to the
to pine iu exile. If the quantity of virtue erown,--so many pl_rases uponthe strength of
practised, were to be measured by the quau- which money wrung from a starving people,
tity of virtue attributed, 1he most selfish and b) scarcely supportable taxation, is, day by
hard-hearted tyrants would be the most vir- d:_y,by the creatures and dcpendants of the
tuous of plfilauthrepi_ts. Where profusmn l_,)lmrch,ealledfbr, witho_lt measure andwith-
alone, and without cruelty, mark_ the charac- o',t shame : called tar, and granted accordingly,
tee of the despot, gratitude and hope are the with wlmt effect ._ W_th the effec_ of labour-
only brokers the exertions of which will be ing in vain to fill the ever-leaky cup of lns
occupied in the flllin_ the cornueopm of'praisc : i l,er_olml gratification, of giving perpetual in-
where to the infl_lence of those agents that of crease to the delusion, by which the seat of
fear is added, praise extorted l_6m enemies necessary depravity is converted rote the seat
will add itself to the praise poured in by of imaginary and fabled excellence, and in
friends, making every day fYesh and t_e_h advances

In the eyes of the undiscerning and unscru- t,_wards the accomph_hment of the constant
tinizing multitude, it may new be seen how object of all entleavours--the conversion of a
impossible it is, that receipt _f prax_e should scarce disguised, into the more _"impleand con-
fail of being considered as concluoive e_-ldence venient form of an ulidi_gul_-ed and openly
of merit, virtue, excellence. Whatsoever be avowed despotism.
the name of the fictitious entity, created by it has been seen, to wh_t inevitable neces-
praise, to represent the subject, which it un- sity, by the original and unchangeable nature
dertakes to magnifb',--_vbether it be merit for of man, an irremoveable chief magistrate, call
example, or virtue, or excellence,--thus it is, ! him duke, call him consul, call him king, call
that iu proportion to the quantity possessed ] him emperor, call him what you will, is an
by any man of this efficient cause, and titlc to enemy to all that are _ubjcct to his rule, with
praise, namely wealth, will be the quantity of tim exception of those who are _harers with
the fictitious entity in question, supposed on him in the sinister profit.
that account to be in his possession. On the What at the same time is no less manifest
part of those by whom any of those tokens of is, that by every step by which an)" advance
wealth, by the appearance of which, the exis- can be made towards dissolving the disastrous
tence and possession of it, are generally re- association, by which the instruments of vice
garded as being proved, thus it is, that an opi- and misery are palmed upon mankind as tile
nion will really be entertained that, in the necessary mstrumentsofseeurityand universal
composition of his mind, a proportionally pro- happiness, a real service, and that _ most ira-
eminent quantityofthisadmirableand admired portant one, will be rendered.
quality, by whatsoever name it may be styled, The notion, therefore, that in those who _re
will be found, possessed of the powers of government, there

It has now, it is hoped, been put sufficiently is more virtue than in those who have no share
out of doubt, how far any such opinion con- at all in the government, is an erroneous one :
sidered in the character of a general one, is, so far is the position from being true, that the
from being in any agreement with the truth : very reverse is true. In this statement there
and that the truth of the case, lies not in this is nothing of exaggeration : on the contrary_
opinion, but in the reverse of it : that in so far it is matter of tim strictest demonstration.
as _ny such opinion is entertained, delusion The mischievousness of an act, whereby human
has place in the breast of him by whom it is suffering is produced is, as the magnitude of
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thesuffering,multipliedby theextentofit-- him be utterruin,and reducehismind to
bythenumberoftheindividualstowhomitex-stateof wretchedness;restrictionto £100
tends. In thecaseofa man who witnessesit, a-yearwould,intheinstanceofa man whose
and who isconsciousoftheparthe hasinthe expenditurehad notbeenusedtoexceedthat
productionofit,thedepravity,themoraltur- sum,be productive"ofa sensationof distress
prude, that has place in his mind, increase in as intense, or not much less so.
the same ratio as does the mischievousness of Another is--thatbecause the rich manwould
it, as above. Of virtue, of depravity, of moral not forfeit or risk his reputation for probity
turpitude, there exists not any other intelli- for the sake of £50 a_year, being half of the
gible test or measure : unless it be, in t]_e case amount of the other's income, therefore neither
of this mischievous act, the degree of delibera- would he for £5000 a-year, being half the
tion attendant on the commission of it. amount of his own income.

Compared with each other, by this test and In conclnsion,--the plain truth of the mat-
this measure, in a country governed by cor- ter i_, that in_'espect of the strength ofpropen-
ruption and delusion,--the resistible and pun- sity, desire, and endeavour, there is not much
ishable malefactors who are styled criminals, difference between the man on the highest and
and treated as such, with the irresistible and the man on the lowest level in the scale of
nnpunishable malefactors, styled rulers, by opulence. But that in so far as any cause of
whom they are treated as such, the worst of difference can be found, it is on the part of the
criminals will, in every iutelligible sense of most opulent, that,--in so far as the strength
the word worst, be found to be men of trau- of it is measured by the absolute quantity of
scendant virtue in comparison with those on the money which, at the expense of others, a
whom the praise of virtue is so unsparingly and manwillendeavourtoaequire_--thepropeneity,
indefatigably lavished, desire, and endeavour, is likely to be most

Another notion is, that opulence is an anti- strenuous--to be less effectually repressed by
septic : that, in proportion to a man's opulence, any arrangements that can be devised. That,
will be the improbability of his wishing to add i thereibre,in office, so far as concerns abstinence
to it by depredation. I from undue profit, the chance of good behaviour

To him who has lived all his life upon £I00 i on the part of the office-bearer is the greater,
a-year and no more, £150 a-year is opulence : I the less the quantity of emolument which he
reduction to £50 a-year is ruin. i is content to accept in retribution for the bur-

To him who has £10,000 a-year_ it requires J_then submitted to in respect of the obligation
an addition of £5000 a-year to produce a sen- of discharging the functions of it.
sutton equal in intensity to that produced in If this reasoning be correct, the rule, in point
the case of him who has hut £100 a-year, by of practice, should accordingly be--if any man
an accession of £50 a-year, is found who is content to pay money for the

Thus it is, that instead of operating as a privilege of performing tbe functions of it, so
security against the propensity to depredation, much the better: and unless for special reason
opulence, accompanied with the habit of large to the contrary, let him who will pay highest
expenditure, operates as an incentive. The tbr it have it.
greater the quantity of money which a man If no competent person can be found who
has been in use to expend, the greater the will pay anything for it, or who will serve in
quantity, meaning always the absolute quan- it gratis_ let him have it who requires the
tity, of that which he craves : cupidity does not smallest quantity of emolument for perform-
sink, but rise with opulence, ing the functions of it.

Yet the common opinion--the vulgar error Another reason for reducing all ot_icialemolu-
it may well be called, in so far as the profes- ment to a minimum is thi% that with the quan-
sion of it is sincere--is the reverse. The notion tityofthe emolument attached to the office, the
is_ that the man whose habitual expenditure quantity of influence applicable to sinister pur-
has been large, is, on that account, so long as poses in general, and in particular, to the pur-
the means of it continue undiminished, not so pose of obtaining support in case of malversa-
likely to seek to increase it by depredation to tion, increases.
so large an amount as the man whose habitual Of this bad effect from excessive emolument
expenditure has been small. This notion, the mischief is exemplified in the most maul-
whence comes it t From this,--from the natu- lest and striking manner in the case of the
ral tendency which, in every situation, man monarch in a monarchy.
has to measure other men by his own measure : As in that highest stage, so in each inferior
to assume that in a different situation, be it stage in the scale of power and opulence.
higher or be it lower, a given quantity of Thus it is that, undertheBritishgovernment
money, either in possession or in expectancy, for example, in all the superior ot_iees, respen-
will produce in the breasts of men sensations sibility in the penal sense is a perfect mockery,
the same in intensity as in that situation he a mere empty name.
himself occupies.

From this assumption, one consequence de-
duced by the man of £I0,000 a-year is--that
because reduction to a £100 a-year would to

VOL.IX. It
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CHAPTER XVL i hers of this aristocratical body will _dd wha_

i soever factitious splendour their persons are
SUPREME LEGISLATIVE. encompassed with.

No advantage hearing reference to the
SEC_ON I. greatest happiness of the greatest number--no

such advantage did man ever attempt to bring
Leg_lature--_ngle or _i_dec_. to view, in the character of a reason for a

The hands in which the supreme legislative House of Lords : for an assembly composed of
power is lodged ought to be located and dislo- members of the privileged order sitting by
cated by the great body of the people, hereditary succession or for lifo.

The hands in which this power is lodged Benefit to the monarch, yes : benefit to the
ought to be, not these of a single individual aristocracy, yes : to the monarchy it gives sta-
but those of a numerous body. bility : to the aristocracy, in all its parts, pro-

Of this body the members ought to belocated fit by increase of power ; profit by a share
and dislocated by the electors of so many ter- more or less considerable in legalized depre-
ritorial districts, into which, for this purpose, dation : the house will not let the king come
the whole territory of the state ought to be in for a share, unless the king will lot the house
divided, come in for a share.

This position being considered as estab- As to the greatest number--as to the great
lished, comes now the questiou--whet_r the body of the people : greater would be the ad-
institutio_ of one such numerous body being vantage to them if wolves in equal number, or
determined upon, one other, or any more than in a number by ever so much greater, were
one other, ought to be added _. imported from a wolf country, and turned out

The answer is--not so much as one other : loose. The wolves would in process of time
in which answer is included a negative upon be killed, and for every wolf killed there would
every greater number, be a wolf skin, which would be good for some-

If, in addition to this first body there be a thing. The Lords, though each of them would
second, this second will either be a body hay- do more mischief than many wolves, would
ing an interest not in any way opposite to the not be killed : and if they were killed, tl_eir
interest of the great body of the people, or a skins could not be put to any use.
body having an interest opposite in this or There remains therefore, as the sole subject
that way to the interest of the people. Under of the question, a second body, having an in-
the greatest-happiness principle to say, that terest the same as that of the people--the
among the functionaries sharing in the su- identity or coincidence between the two inte-
preme legislative power, a body having an rests being provided for, in the case of this
interest opposite to that of the people, ought I second body, upon the same principles as in
not to have plac% is as much as to say, that I the case of the first.
it is against the interest of the people to be i First comes loss of time : the delay between
under the government of men having an in- the passing of a project by one house, and the
terest opposed to theirs, and in a condition to definitive passing of it by both. In a consti-
give effect to that particular interest at the tution which has two houses, evil in this shape
expense and by the sacrifice of that universal is susceptible of actual measurement: the jour-
interest, nMs of the two houses will show it.

Why not give to a per_a_e_t aristocratical Waste of the official time of various rune-
body, kept up by hereditary succession, and tionaries engaged in the debate.
increasable by the monarch, a negative on all Expense, to wit, of remuneration, for the
laws, with or without an initiative ._ Why members of the second house. This, in so far
not, as in English practice and language, two as it has place, belongs to the list of sensible
houses _. Because the evil effects arc many-- evils, more plainly sensible than the above.
the good effects none ! Because in every morn- Tiffs, however, is no place to enlarge upon it ;
bet of such a body, the elements of relative for it is not essential to the two-house system :
inaptitude are the same in kind as in the if attached to it, it is attached only by acei-

" situation of the monarch, and howsoever in dent. Suppose the second house to wave ac-
comparisonofthatsituationinferiorindegree, ceptaneeofallremunerationina directshape,
yet at alltimessufficientto secureforthe and nottoseekany inan indirectshape,this
jointbenefitofking,lords,and commons,at evilisextinguished.
theexpenseof the people,theconsummation Prevalencegiventothewilloftheminority,
ofthesinistersacrifice.Whatsoevertendsto overthatofthemajority,towit,inbothhouses
giveincreaseto the amount ofthatsacrificetakentogether.In thiscase,the particular
willbe sureoftheirassent:whatsoevertends evileffectsarenot matterof certainty: they
toapplyrestrictiontoitwillbe sureoftheir arebut presumable,howeverwellgrounded
dissent, the presumption.

Against thejustresentmentofthepeople,this Unless some special probable cause of error
body will serve as a screen to the monarch, be assigned, applying to the majority, and not

To the splendour played off by the monarch applying at all, or not in equal force, to the
upon the imagination of the Feople_ the mem- minority_---the probability of right judgment
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will in every instance be in the exact ratio of certain degree of re_pect, they will take the
the number of the majority to that of the mi- only course which, according to the supposi-
nority. On this supposition it is that in every tion, is within their reach : they will set them-
instance in which the act of the whole is made selves to oppose, and clog, and delay on every
to consist of the act of the majority, the act occasion those good measures, in the glory of
of the majority is acted upon as if it were tho which they cannot share. Reasonable argu-
act of the whole, meats not being furnished by the nature of the

Say, for example, number of members in the case, they would betake themselves to unrea-
one house 300; in the other 40:21 in the sonable ones : against each measure, asitcame
smaller house suffice to overrule the will of 19 into the house, they would play off the whole
in that same house_ added to the 300 in the artillery of fallacies. Hence arise the evils
other house, following: In the case of every good law

In every case, if there be any reason for thus opposed, delay, vexation, and on the part
giving the preference to the judgment and will of individuals interested, more or less expense
of the few to that of the many, it lies upon substitutedfor thattimctothecxpectedb_nefit:
those who are for thus departing from the ge- in proportion to the number of instances in
neral rule to assi_l special and preponderant which the bad arguments thusprerail, the good
reason for such departure. Against it, the that would have been produced by the good
strength of presumption is considerable. Of law thus rejected, excluded altogether.
the members of the first house, the choice will The next evil is the complicatmn : Of the
of course be made upon such principles as are art and science of legislation, the matter, even
regarded as calculated to send in the aptest supposing the simplicity of it is maximized,
members : aptest in the aggregate of all the would still be more complicated than could be
parts of appropriate aptitude: they are re- wished--complicated enough to be productive
garded as those in whom, in consideration of of evil in no inconsiderable abundance.
that plan of location, more confidence may Even supposing sinister interest out of the
with propriety be placed, than upon members question, the more complicated the matter, the
located upon any other plan. Add now a so- greater the number of those who are unable to
cond house : either the location is performed see clearly into it ; and even to those _vho do
upon the same plan, or upon a different one. ] see into it with the u_most possible degree of
If upon the same plan, then comes the incon- I clearness, the greater the mass of time and la-
gruity of giving to the minority the prevalence i bour expended on it.
over the majority, and without any reason to I :But the more complicated it is, the more
show for it. If upon a different plan, then by I easy will it be for those who apply themselves
the supposition it is either worse, or at best to seek a sinister profit to themselves at the
no more than equal : but if no more than equal, expense of the re_t of the cvmmunity, to sue-
the whole trouble attendant upon it is thrown ceed in such their endeavour, to wit, by rea-
away. son of the inability of those whose interests

Another evil is the prevalence of a particu- are thus sacrificed--the inability of seeing into
lar and sinister interest on the part of the so- and opposing those same mischievous des:gas.
eond house, whatever it be. tiere, too, the There will also be an increased facility af-
sensible evils are but matter of presumption, forded to corruption.
as in the former case. But whether the pre- The susceptibility as to corruption has been
sumption be not here also a strong one will be already stated as inherent in ttm constitution
seen. of a representative democracy, as well as in

Be the two houses what they may, in the that of every other form of government. Ia
course of practice, one or other of them will every state there must be an administrative
acquire and preserve the lead. To that lead- authority ; and in every state, the members of
ing house will application in general be made : theleglslativeauthoritywillbeable and inclined
to that house will every person who has a pro- to exchange favours with those of the adminis-
jeet to bring forward look in preference : corn- trative, and to join with thorn in a system of
putatively speaking, the other house will re- depredation and oppression at the expense of
main in a state of nullity : to the house of the people. True, the aggregate value of these
greater activity will the merit of all measures favours is here minimized ; but minimization is
looked upon as beneficial be ascribed. In not extinction. The aggregate value of these
proportion as the scheme of election is fa- favours being given, and also the condition
vourable to the universal interest, the men- in life of the persons to be operated upon by
sates proposed and approved by the larger them, their corruptive power will be inversely
efficient house will be beneficial. If there are as the number of those persons : and in the
any that are otherwise, on this supposition the ratio of the population of the two houses, in
smaller house (the scheme of election being the the smaller house, the number will be less than
same) is altogether useless. Bat be the acts in the larger.
of the larger house ever so beneficial to the Of itself, the second house cannot establish
community, the majority of the smaller house anything ; but there is not anything which it
will not naturally be content to remain in a cannot keep excluded. The efficient causes of
state of disregard. To acquire and maintain a eern_ption being continually in aetioa_ a_ad
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the effect of them continually on the increase diate self-regarding to social interest, is the
--sooner or later, unless obviated, they cannot ' result.
fail to destroy the constitution, and substitute In so far as regards intellectual aptitude,
to it a corrupt despotism. But whatsoever be needless, with reference to this its profe_ed
the remedies by which the evil is capable of purpose, is, in the present case, this supposed
being averted, that which the second house security. Take any age, for the age short of
cannot but have in its power, is to prevent the which, deficiency in the article of wisdom is to
application of them. be regarded as preponderantly probable : say,

If it be established that there are to be two for example, twenty-one years of age. By no
chambers, out of this single circumstance such deficiency can any sensible evil be pro-
spring a swarm of questions, pregnant, all of duced, otherwise than in the case in which
them, with doubts and difficulties. With re- the individuals labouring under it compose a
speot to the whole field of legislation taken majority. But that in any number approach-
together, shall each have the i_itiative, or shall ing to _ majority, these supposed unripe minds
one of them alone, and which, have the initia- should have place in any body, constituted as
tive, and the other have the negative _. that in question is here proposed to be, is alto-

Or, with relation to certain parts of that gether improbable. Were it even life at large
field, shall the initiative be possessed exclu- that were in question, the longer a man's life
sively by one, and which of them _. Here, has been, the more numerous will have been
then, comes the necessity of lines of demur- the opportunities which his appropriate apti-
cation, add thence, not only certain complica- tude, whatever it be, has had of making itself
tion, but probably continual contest and dis- generally manifest. But if this is true, as
sension, applied to life in general, more particularly

In the French constitution of 1815, the sole true wilt it be, as applied to political life.
initiative is in the monarch. Of course he will In the United States of America, the legis-
never originate any measure the effect or ten- lature is divided into two houses, vii. the house
dency of which will be to diminish his power, of representatives and the senate. To this
however detrimental it may be to the happiness clog upon the proceedings of the representa-
of the nation : on the contrary, his constant tires of the people, another objection may be
endeavour will be to give increase to his share seen in the mode of election, or, in other
in the various instruments of felicity, words, in the source of location. Had this

Lest the additional chamber should be re- second house been elected by the same electors
garded as useless, some special reason must be as the first, the delay and expense would have
found for the institution of it. Accordingly, constituted the most material, if not the only
for this purpose, a division of the branches material, evils. But the electors or locators
of appropriate aptitude is brought to view, are not the members of the constitutive body,
and assumed to be apphcable. Both chambers but a comparatively very small body--not more
being assumed to be provided in sufficient than one thirty-five-thousandth part of the
amount with appropriate moral aptitude, the members. The senators arc located by the
advantage in respect of active aptitude, is the members of the local legislatures : so that in-
supposed attribute of the one ; in respect of stead of location by one stage of suffrages, hero
intellectual aptitude, of the other : in which is location by two stages of suffrages. The
latter case, to render it the more imposing, the members of the senate are, moreover, fixed in
varnish of antiquity will be spread over it, and their situations for no less than six years : and
it will be called wisdom. Meantime, for ren- in all that time, neither by the locators of the
dering wisdom, whatever is meant by it, more first stage, nor by the locators of the second
abundant in one chamber than in another, the stage, nor, in a word, by any authority what-
contrivance is to require that, in that which is soever can they be dislocated. Thus, in no
to be the wisest, the members shall not, any hands is there any efficient control over their
of them, be of less than a certain age : conduct. In addition to all this, to make the

Only in so far as moral aptitude has place, complication more complete, the senate has a
is intellectual contributory, or otherwise than share in the supreme executive authority.
detrimental to the aggregate of appropriate Here, then,is a sort of aristocracy organized:
aptitude : in so far as his object is particular and in virtue of the double-stage principle, an
and sinister interest, at the expense of univer- aristocracy over which the members of the
sal interest, the more knowledge and judg- constitutive have no direct influence : it may_
merit a man has, the more mischievous will he indeed, be said scarcely any influence at all.
be. But, in so far as there is any difference, The good effects ascribed or ascribable to
youth has much better pretensions to the being the two-house system, may be resolved into
regarded as the seat of appropriate moral apti- this, namely, its acting as a remedy against
rude--of v/r_ue, to speak in rhetorical language precipitation.
_than a more advanced age has. In a ratio In this case, as in the case of the articles on
which is the inverse of the degree of altitude the evil side, the alleged good is mere matter
in the scale of age, the mind is susceptible of of presumption; of actually existing good, not
that degree of excitation, (in French, exalta- a particle does the observation adduce.
t/on_) of which self-_crifice_ s_rifice of imme- But the ground of this persuasion_ what is
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it--where is it to be found _. In the principal If to the performance of business for which
house the members are by the former supposi- by the nature of their situation the greater
tion so apt, that none more apt are to be found portion of the members of the community were
anywhere : along with this aptitude is the excluded, the _rhole were in form, and by the
precipitation in question, whatsoever it be. In terms of the law to be invited, the system
a state of dependence on the good opinion of would by this circumstance be rendered de-
their constituents, they are all of them : on ceptious : power in profession to the greatest
every occasion they stand exposed to the cen- number, it would be given in effect to the thus
sure of the public-opinion tribunal. The elec- surreptitiously favoured few.
tors would on every occasion, in numbers as
great as they themselves chose to make them, S_'rmN III.
apply their veto or their drag in a direction
conformable to the universal interest; the Election--whyimmedlate?
members of the other, the smaller house, would Why render the mode of location immediate_
be on every occasion acting under the tcmpta- not unimmediate _.
tion to apply it, in furtherance of their parti- Because from unimmediateness no benefits
cniar interest. For avoidance of evil in this can be shown to result, while the evils increase
and all other shapes, to afford facility and wi_b the number of the stages or degrees of
thereby encouragement to the interference of election, interposed between the members of
the people at large, would have been the direct the supreme constitutive and the functionaries
and most promising course: the other, of a veto here in question, in this composite mode of lo-
and a drag in the hands of a smaller assembly, cation. These evils are :
Ires no presumption to recommend it.* 1. Want of responsibility as towards their

Under this code, therefore, the supreme constituents: of responsibility by punibitity_
legislative authority is undivided. It is lodg- and of responsibility by distocability. These
ed, the whole of it, in one body, composed of functionaries once located, no control overthem
representatives located by the supreme con- do their constituents preserve ; no means of
stitut_ve, preventing them from becoming corrupt and

occupied npon the sinister sacrifice--in the
SEcrios II. commission of depredation and oppression.

2. The intermediate locators (the immediate
LegislatUre .Autl_oritq--w]zy not i_ the Suloreme locators of the" functionaries in question)being

(b_stitutiw ? of course less numerous than the members of

Why place the supreme legislative autho- the correspondent electoral body, stand pro-
portionally exposed to the influence of therity, not in the hands in which the supreme con-

stitutive is placed, but in those of agents chosen mass of corruptive matter in the hands of the
by the supreme constitutive _. executive : as likewise to the influence of cot-

The reasons for this arrangement are such ruptive matter in whatsoever other hands
as must present themselves to every eye : they lodged.
are not less obvious than conclusive--vniy for The smaller the number of persons exposed

to cormlption, (the quality of the persons being
the sake of symmetry, if at all, can they be set aside,) the greater the eorruptive forceworth mentioning.

For themselves, the members of the eonsti- with which they are acted upon by a given
tutive authority, the great majority, cannot, quantity of the matter of corruptive influ-
in point of physical possibility, find time for enee.
the performance of this part of their business. The greater the number of intermediate
They are those on whose labours, on whose ranks of electors, the smaller the number of
disposal of their time in other ways, the na- electors in each rank. and thence the greater
tional stock of the matter of subsistence and the eorrupti_ e force with which they are acted
abundance depends: this necessary matter on upon by the matter of corruptive influence.
which the members of the community depend Under the Spanish constitution the number
for their existence, of stages of election is three or four : the num-

By agents, therefore, must they perform ber of ranks of electors interposed between the
this part of their respective businesses, or leave immediate members of the constitutive body,
it unperformed: which is as much as to say, and the members of the legislative, in the
leave political society unformed, location of whom they bear a part, is one or

To bestow, according to each one's leisure, two. A consideration of alocal and temporary
an occasional glance on the conduct of such nature was the cause of the complication re-
their agents, in the execution of their trust ; -a_s°rtedto wereandproducedthemostinnumerousthiscaSe.ordersTOsuch
this is what they can do, and this, as experi- _eregrth_:

un-

sinister influence of the clergy, that
once shows, is sufficient, had they been the immediate locators of the

* For a furtherexamination of the questionbe- members of the legislature, these members
tween single and double chambers, see " Ben- would in large proportion have been persons
tham to his fellow-citizens of France on Houses of recommended by the clergy, and thence, of
Peers and Senates."--Vol. iv. p. 419.--Ed. course, implac_tble enemies to reform in every
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shape : reform in the particular shape eontem- portance thus ascribed to their family con_
plated, whatever it was, included, nexions. While a single tribunal suffices for

seduction, the time of the legislature at the
SE_Io_ IV. heels of two * judicial tribunals, is occupied by

divorce. Thus in England and Ireland. lu
.Duties, peculiar a_(t _ot pec_lhtr. _cotland, ordinary judicatory suffices,an

Of cases, in which for want of due discri- But in England, the government having for
ruination between tile duties peculiar to itself, one of the maxims of its policy, the minimi-
and those not peculiar to itself, the supreme zation of tim time. employed by this compound
legislature stands exposed to the danger of body, iu the peribrmance of its appropriate
wasteful application of its time_ examples are duties, and accordingly to maximize the waste
the following :-- of' it, waste upon this small scale, passes un-

Inquiry and decision as to a case in which observed.
property belonging to an individual is required
to be transferred to governmeut, for some SEC'rIo._Y.
supposed preponderantly beneficial national
purpoae: and thence as to the quality and _islocability and 29unibility.
quantity of the compensation due. In this The legislature being the seat of supreme
case the appropriate authority would be, not operative power, for stemming the torrent of
the supreme legislative, but the judicial, corruption, the first quarter to which the

Taxation, for the expense of works, the remedial arrangement should be apphed, must
benefit of which is confined within the limits obviously be the legislature : and with or
of particular portions of territory: say of without the additional expedient of prevent-
peculiar districts. 3rn this case a more apt ing the re-election of members, the assigning
authority would be, that of the sub-legislature to their power, no more than a short duration_
of the district, may be apt to appear, at first sight at least,

So, if for any local purpos% common to some sufficient. This however, it will not be : for
district, short as i:_ that department, the term of set-

So, a transfer for a merely private purpose : I vice may be, such it cannot conveniently be in
the arrangement being clearly conducive to the executive department. Evenif the objec-
the mutual benefit of all parties ; and the tion on that aceouut were got over, and the

• transfer capable of being made without de- length of the service in that department as in
triment to the general sense of security in the other minimized, still at the head of that
respect of property. Here the appropriate department some person or persons there must
authority would be the judicial authority of be : and on both sides, the parties having the
the district, same interests, and the same means of pursu-

er waste committed in the above shapes, ing them, and pursuing them with effect, the
exemplification, to a vast extent, may, at all same results would follow. In their indivi-
times, be seen iu Eughsh practice : and by dual capacity the members of the legislature
the magnitude and uncertainty of the number would have the same desire of providing for
of members present, added to the irresponsi- their families and friends : they would have
bility of their situation, (this judicatory being, the same means of grati_'ing that desire. The
as to all points of appropriate aptitude, ren- chief or chiefs of the executive being neces-
dered notoriously in the highest degree unapt, sarily subject to the power of the legislative,
and in particular in respect of moral aptitude exposed not only to the having the duration
--in one word, by corruptions) a constaut of their power, how short soever, made still
waste of legislative time is frequently accom- shorter, but to be punished, and in the mean-
pauied by the evil of misjudication, time vexed, in an infinite variety of ways,

English practice affords another example, without the form of punishment, would never
which is somewhat remarkable, namely, the cease to feel themselves under the obligation of
grant or refusal by parliament, of the dissolu- keeI)ing on fair terms with the members of the
tion of the contract as between husband and legislative : in other words, of admitting them
wife. Here the waste of legislative strength, to a share in the sweets of corruption by
if not perhaps so extensive, is much more locating them or their friends in lucrative and
palpable. The principal efficient cause, is the other desirable offices.
conjunction of the particular interest of the Unless by a revolution and consequent
lawyer tribe with that of the aristocratical change in the constitution, this state of things
tribe : the lawyer tribe, in respect of the enor- could never be made to cease. In their cur-

: mous professional profit, of which a suit in porate capacity the members of the legislature
this pre-eminently ill-constituted judicatory, would administer the wages of corruption in
has been made the source ; the aristocratical the gross, to the executive chief or chiefs, in
tribe, in respect of the distinction it confers the shape of desirable offices and other shapes_
upon them--the capacity of defraying the in- and the executive chief or chiefs would ad-
ordinate expense, being of the number of the
exclusive privileges, confined to the hands of * A common-taw court, and an occledazfieal
pre-eminent opulence: and the superior ira- court.--Ed.

z
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minister them in detail to tlle members of the saw either any profit to be made by offending,
legislature, in their several individual capaci- or prospect of escaping punishment if he were
ties: in their corporate capacity they would to offend. In that country delinquency and
give,--ia their individual capacity, they would punishment are twin sisters : for there, not only
receive. - is infamy the punishment, but efficient and abun-

The members of the supreme legislative, dantly sufficient punishment.
must therefore be rendered punishable,--as, for
the production of the effect intended, namely SECTION¥I.

subordination, dislocabflity alon% will not be O_nnicompetence.sufficient.
It fails in two eases :--1. If in consequence Why render the legislature omnieompetent

of the taste and situation in other respects of Because it will the better enable it to give
the individual in question, it is a matter of ill- effect to the will of the supreme constitutive,
difference to him whether he continues in such and advancement to the interest and security
his office, or passes out of it. 2. If, in conse- of the members of the state.
quenee of possessing what to him appears an Because the practice upon which it puts an
adequate assurance of obtaining, by some exclusion is, in a constitution such as the pre-
breach of his official duty, a benefit, the value sent, plegnant with evil in all imaginable
of wnich is, in his eyes, preponderant over the shapes.--Any limitation is in contradiction to
value of the. office, taste and situation con- the greatest happiness principle. An arrange-
sidercd as above, such is his relative moral in- ment suppose, is proposed, which, in the un-
aptitude, and such the strength of the tempts- animous opinion of the whole legislative, with
tion to which his probity stands exposed, that the addition of the unanimous opinion of the
he determines to break the duty accordingly, whole constitutive, would be immediately
and possess himself of the benefit, contributory to the greatest happiness of the

Notwithstanding the height of the situation greatest number. For a certain length of
in the scale of power, neither does difficulty in time it cannot be carried into effect. Why !
any shape, nor danger in any shape, attach because it is repugnant to that which was the
upon the application of either of the two bridles will of the constitutive at the moment a_ which
in question: namely dislocation and punish- this restrictive arrangement was established.
ment. Divested of his brief authority,--di- On one supposition alone can it be support-
vested by that means, and at the same time, of ed, namely, that on the part of the constitu-
allsinisterinfluenee,--amemberofthesuprome tire and legislative, at the time at which it
legislative body, that is to say, he who had received its establishment, appropriate apti-
once been a member--would be just as easily tude had place in a greater degree than it can
tried, convicted, and punished as any the mean- have place at any succeeding point of time :
est citizen, in particular, than at any point of time at

Yes, if by the constitutive, the functiona_ which a proposition would be brought forward
were nndislocable and unpunishable : in either for some change of the number of those on
case the difficulty of the operation would be which the restrictive arrangement in question
extreme, and the danger of the attempt, pro- wonld put a negative. The untenableness of
portionable. This is as much as to say, in a this supposition has been already exposed.

monarchy, in every sort of monarchy. I To be employed in giving support and sta_
A conception not less erroneous, than at first bility to evil iu every shape is the character-

sight it is natural, would be, the supposing, istic property of an arrangement of this sort :
that because by the care of the law, punish- to put an exclusion upon a good law--upon a
ment is provided to be, in case of necessity, law by which, if established, evil in some shape
applied to functionaries of the class in ques- or other would be excluded : upon a law so
tion,--either the actual application of it, or the plainly good, that this same restrictive at-
endeavour to make application of it, would be raugement is the only bar that, with any colour
in any degree probable. By the very provision of reason, can be opposed to the enactment of
by which the eventual possibility of it is estab- it ;--for, suppose the proposed law a bad one,
lisbcd, the probability of it is dispelled, the worse it is, the stronger will be the objec-

By the Anglo-American constitution, all tion opposed by its badness, and for this objec-
functionaries--the highest and most powerful tion there cannot be any need.
not excepted--are made punishable. For these In the institution of this veto upon remedy
forty years, during which these states have and improvement, moral inaptitude--the fruit
been in a state of independence,where has been of sinister interest, and intellectual inaptitude,
the high legislative or executive functionary in the shape of self-sufficiency, wilful blind-
punished _._where has been the high function- ness, and obstinacy_ act with conjunct influ-
ary whom any man wished to see punished _ ence.
Why has there never been that high function- Had their predecessors acted with like en-
ary_ whom any man wished to see punished _ deavonr_ and with correspondent effect,--these
Because there has never been one who has would-be tyrants over futurity, whoever they
offended. And no high functionary has offend- are--what place would have been let_ for the
ed, because there has never been one_ who ever power, of which they arcmaking suehexercise_
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Power thus unlimited, is it not too danger- able degree cleared of its absurdity, or at any
ous to be trusted to any body of men in the rate, its absurdity of its flagrance. But as to
state ! mischievousness, whatsoever may have been

No : it would be, if, of the power thus con- the object, the tendency is still the same. A
tided, the existeuee were not, in the instance door is left for the admission of the remedy.
of every individual, made dependent on the But at what time _. at a time at which it is
will of the greater number,'and, in ease of an either needless or hopeless.
abuse in the exercise of it, the functionaries The time at which application is made of
in question rendered eventually punishable, as the remedy, is the very time at which the con-
above. . stitution, of which it makes a part, receives

With power thus unlimited, might not the its commencement : a time at which experience
legislative body exercise their power upon the is not yet born. If there be a time at which
members of the constitutive body, individually the probable need of alteration is at its highest
taken, in such sort as to prevent the exercise pitch, this is that time. If, notwithstanding
of the dislocative power in question over the whatsoever imperfection may have place in it,
members of the legislative be'dye, the constitution is at that time capable of

No : for in the case here supposed, the mere- maintaining its ground, and answering, not to
hers of the constitutive body, on whose co- say fulfilling, the purposes of its institution,
operation the giving execution and effect to much more assuredly will it at any succeeding
the suppoeed ordinances of the legislative body point of time : and as to remedies, howsoever
depend, would forbear to give it : if some used the direct and most essential ones are thu_
their endeavours on that side, a greater hum- inhibited from being applied, yet to all such
her would use theirs on the opposite side. as are not included in the inhibition, the door,
Upon their compliance or non-compliance, all by the supposition, remains open. Not that it
power, as has been seen, necessarily depends, follows, that even any such palliative will be
On any occasion towards producing, on their applied : for the case may be, that there are
part, non-compliance, all that can be done by not any such as will in any degree apply to
a constitutional code, is to give them the in- the purpose.
vlt_tion. If by such invitation, power is not Be this as it may, if no subversive effect
limited, by nothing else can it be limited, takes place at this earliest period, no reason

In every case of every such restriction, the is there for supposing that any such mischief
tendency is to produce evil to an unlimited will take place at any posterior period : inso-
amount, much, that if, with this limitation to it, the re-

In every case of every such restriction, the striction is justifiable, equally justifiable would
tendency is to produce more evil than good. it be were the limitation omitted.

In no case is it in the nature of it to pro- So much as to the needlessness of the re-
duce any positive good : in relation to the sub- striction: restriction in respect of extent of
jeet-matter in question, what it does is, under competence, and limitation in point of time
the notion of excluding evil, to exclude evil applied to that rcstriction,--the two arrange-
and good at the same time. meats taken together.

In no case is it likely to exclude any evil, Now, as to the articleofhopelessuess. What-
that would not have been excluded without soever, under the newly instituted constitution,
it. may be the influence and effective power of

Against all evil effects from want of appro- the newly constituted rulers, the more effec-
priate aptitude on the part of the legislature tuallyitisregardedasanswcringitspurposes,--
of the future time in question, (which is the or, to come more to the point, the better the
only reason that can be adduced in favour of people are satisfied with it,--the firmer and
the restriction,) the community is secured by firmer will be their hold on the affections, fear
the power herein given to the constitutive body, and love taken together, of that same people.
as above. Suppose, now, that in company with the at-

So obvious and incontestable are the absur- rangements which have really had for their
dity and mischievousness of such a restriction, object the felicity of all, others have place,
that a palliative has been employed for lessen- which have for their object, not the felicity of
hag the mischievous effects of it. This consists all, but the particular felicity of those same
in setting limits to the time during which no rulers, pursued at the expense of that of the
change shall be attempted. In this case, the people : what is the consequence _. The longer
absurdity is not quite so flagrant, but it is not the time is during which they have been in
the less unquestionable : by being varied in possession of the sinister advantage, the'more
shape, neither is the absurdity removed, nor and more confirmed the habit of enjoyment is ;
the mischief materially lessened, the stronger the hold, as it were, they have

The case in which this dilatory system has taken of it, the more strenuously opposed will
been employed, is that in which a new consti- they be to part with it : and by means of
tution has been instituted. In this case, an the circumstances just mentioned, during all
a_knowledgmont has been made, that the this time, and in correspondent proportion,
makers of the constitution are not infallible : their assurance of being suffcred to keep 1)o_
and th'ls the system has been in a consider- session of it has been receiving increase.
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By.this unincompetemco_ by this negation ment thus called for may be inflicted. True_
of nil limits, this also is to be understood, so it may be ; but that it should be, is not
namely, that let the legislature do what it will, likely, were it only for this--namely, that the
nothing that it does is to be regarded as null judge is dislocable by a majority of the electora
and void : in other words, it belongs not to of the district.
any judge so to pronounce concerning it : for, True it is, that on this occasion, as on any
to give such powers to any judge would be Zo other, it may happen_ and is likely to happen,
give to the judge--to the locatee of the minis- to the suffrages of the supreme constitutive
ter ofjnstice, who himself is but a locatee of authority, to be divided. But thisis an incon-
this same legislature--a power superior to that venience the existence of which is in the very
of the legislature itselfi nature of the ease.

But the case of an abuse of power on the To produce the effect here endeavoured to
part of the legislature is not, therefore, as has be produced by the promptly applied disloca-
been seen, left without remedy. One remedy tire power given to the supreme constitutive
is---the shortness of the duration allowed to over the members of the legislature, it is not
the power of i_s several members in the aggre- necessary that any application should in fact
gate ; a year, or two years at the utmost, be made of it. In any case in which it appears

Another remedy is afforded by the speedier likely that, by the proposed ordinance in ques-
dislocation of any or all of those who have tion, the members of the supreme constitutive
been seen concurring in the obnoxious mea- will, in any considerable number, be likely to
sure : dislocation, namely by those by whom regard it as a violation of their rights--rights
he or tbey had been located. Operose is this naturally so valuable in their eyes, the great
remedy, it is true ; but were it ever so inade- probability seems to be that a majority of the
quate it should not be rejected ; for it is the legislature will not hazard the enterprise : that
only one the nature of the case admits of: and they will not, even though no considerable up-
if the facility of it were to a certain degree prehension of any such strong measure as that
great, the remedy might even be worse than of dislocating them were entertained by them ;
the disease. Little does it seem in danger of for from a degree of unpopularity much less
being inoperative: for, of the very first corn- than would suffice for their dislocation, no
mencement of its preparation, a natural result inconsiderable personal inconvenience would
would be--no inconsiderable uneasiness on the naturally be produced.
part of the members who were the object of 2. By the authority of the supreme legisla-
it. Supposing no instance of its being applied tire itself, composed of the same members.
ever to have place, no proof of its inutility This case is brought to view for no other tea-
would be the result, son than because, not only the possibility hut

If, to the authority of the legislature, limits the actuality of a limitation_ produced by such
are regarded as being applied, it will be in one a law, seems commonly to be assumed. But
or other of the following ways :-- by a little reflection the impossibility of it will

1. By the authority of the supreme consti- be made apparent. In the case of this body,
tutivc. If, on any occasion, in the opinion of as in that of every other body, and every indi-
the supreme constitutive, the legislative has ] vidual, its will is as much its will at one time
by any ordinance trenched upon the authority ] as at another. To suppose that its will, on the
given by this same constitution, to the supreme I first of two days, can render of no effect its
constitutive,--a natural consequence will be, i will on the second of those same two days, is
that on the part of the members of the supreme a self-contradictory supposition : it supposes
constitutive in their separate capacity no re- [ that on such second day its will will be, and
gard will be paid to it : in which case, as I at the same time will not be, to the effect in
power on the one part is constituted by, and question.
is in exact proportion to, obedience on the 3. By the authority of the supreme legisla-
other part, thus it is that the supposed anti- ture itself, at a time when the members of it
constitutional ordinance of the legislature will I are in a greater or less proportion, or are all
remain without effect. On the disposition on the I of them altogether different. For simplicity of
part of the members of the supreme constitutive i conception, suppose them in their whole hum-
to pay obedience to the ordinances of the su- ber without exception different. By the sup-
preme legislative is the legislature dependent at position, it is their desire to render of no effect
alltimesforthepowerwhiehitexercises: bythe the will declared by their predecessors: by
supposition on the individual occasion in ques- what consideration should they be prevented
tion, this _ame disposition is diminished or from carrying such their desire into effect!
altogether vanishes ; and this being supposed, At the anterior time in question, of the will of
tm on that same occasion will the power of the the then existing members, was the authority
legislature, in question composed : _t the posterior time in

By the judiciary, that is to say by any judge question_ of the will of the then existing mem-
in whose judicatory a member of the supreme bets it is that ttmt same authority is compose&
constitutiveisprosecutedforthe allegedoffence Altogether the work of imagination, must
committed by the supposed act ofdisobedience be any bar by which, in preference to the will
--by the judiciary it may be said the punish- of the zmt_2ior set of fimctinnaries, the will of
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the posterior set of functionaries is regarded by words of i_daibition or restriction in a con-
as prevented from taking effect. Not by any stitutional code, will be seen to be incongre-
well-considered regard for tbe greatest happi- ous, and tending to lessen instead of increasing
ness of the greatest number can any such the regard paid to it by the authorities and
scruple have been produced : nor by any well people of succeeding times.
grounded supposition of superior intellectual That the restrictive system is capable of be-
aptitude on the part of the earlier set of fune- ing of use is undeniable, for that it has been
tionaries. Appropriate intellectual aptitude of use is equally so.

•is either appropriate knowledge or appropriate Under a form of government bad in prin-
judgment. To the knowledge possessed by ciple, it is capable of being of use : and under
the anterior set, the posterior adds the whole every such government, in so far as it has been
stock of kalowledge which the interval of time applied, it has probably been more or less of
has brought to view : and all appropriate judg- use. If in any government it has been of use,
meat being the fruit of _ppropriate knowledge, a more conclusive proof of the badness of the
proportioned to the addition to knowledge, government cannot be given than that such a
will of course be the addition to judgment, system has been of use under it.
unless some reason can be shown why it should To this head belong the sorts of instruments
be otherwise. Thus then, with reference to called in Enghsh and thence in French, Char-
the time of action in both cases, will the pos- ters: and also in English, Bills of Rights.
terior set, as compared with the anterior, pos- This sort of restrictive arrangement is of
sess an unquestionable advantage : each of use, because the government is in principle a
them possessing a knowledge of, and in rela- despotism : the end in view is not the only
tion to, the facts of its own time. But the true end, but a false one : not the greatest
time here in question is the time of the poq- happiness of the greatest number, but the
terior set of functionaries : the time when, in greatest happiness of the ruling one, with or
pursuance of the knowledge and judgment withontthatofacomparativelyfew, inthechar-
possessed by them, an ordinance to a certain acter either of his instruments or his partners.
effect, in relation to a certain subject, is pro- On an occasion of this sort selection is made
posed to be framed and issued. But of none of some of the grossest and most palpable of
of the intervening facts--in a word, of none the form_ in which depredation and oppression
of the facts immediately belonging to the are wont to show themselves ; and by one
case, could the functionaries of the anterior mean or other, the depredator and oppressor-
time have had any knowledge, nor, therefbre, general has been engaged to promise, that from
becapableofforminganyappropriatelyground- depredation and oppression in these particular
ed judgment whatsoever. Can anything, there- forms, he will be graciously pleased to abstain
fore, be more absurd than the supposition in future. Not that to him any right to the
which, with reference to the proposed ordi- exercise of depredation and oppression in these,
nance in question, attributes to those same an- any more than any other forms, is wanting ;
terior functionaries, in comparison with these but that in these particular instances, such is
their successors, any superiority in the shape his mercy and condescension, he will, in so far
of appropriate intellectual aptitude _. as he is pleased to contimm in the same mood,

In so far as the proposition has knowledge be pleased to abstain from the exercise of them.
and judgment for its subjects, in the instance In every instance the probability seems to
of any other branch of art and science, it is be, that the engagement, such as it is, has not
too palpably absurd to find a defender any- been altogether without its use. Is it then,
where ; if in the instance of the branch of art that in any instance, even in those forms in
and science here in question there is a just particular, the career of despotism has ever
cau_ of exception, it lies on him by wlmm altogether ceased _. No: but in every in-
tha existence of such exception is asserted to stance the probability is, that the exercise
prove it. has not been either so frequent or so flagrant

4. By the authority of the functionaries be- as, but for this engagement, it would have been.
longing to the several ether departments, At any rate, an intimately-connected yet
namely, the executive, or say the administra- distinguishable use has been tim drawing the
tire, and the judiciary. Manifestly self-con- attentionofthepublic-opiniontribunaltothese-
tradietory and absurd would be the supposition, veral points in question; andby means of the ex-
that by either of those authorities, limits ought ercise thus given to it, thus giving strength to it.
to be, or could be set, to the power of this. Of In proportion as it gives strength to the
their institution, the declared and sole de- public-opinion tribunal--that is to the mere-
ctared end and purpose is the giving execution bets of it, the great body of the people---it
and effect to the will formed and declared by gives weakness to the government : and where
the members of the legislative. But is it pos- such is the principle and character of the go_
_ib._ethat by them or either of them it should vernment, everything that adds to its weak-
be better known what is the will of the legis- ness is of use, and the price given for any such
lative than by the legislative itself ! addition cannot easily be too great. For in

These things considered, all endeavour to exact proportion as the rulers have grown
:restrain the power of the supreme legislative weaker and weaker_ the people have been
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growing stronger and stronger, insomuch that, lie should then have said equality. But of the
where the ruler has been carrying on the busi- four subordinate ends of government, equality
ness of government for his own benefit, the is but one,and of that,the importance i_ neither
people are ready to step into it_ and carry it so great nor so clearly visible as the three
on tbr their own benefit, others, or, at any rate, as two of the three,

Objection : If as towards the executive and namely, subsistence and security.
the judicial, omnicompetenee on the part of For the happiness of the people, every secu-
the legislative has place, all these authorities rity that can be given is reducible to this one
will be united in the bands of the legislative, --the supremacy, or say the sovereignty, of the
and in that case, according to Monte_quieu's people : the sovereignty of the people, not nO-
definition, the government will be a despotism, miaal merely, but effective, and brought into
The division of power, meani@ between these aetion_ or rather capable of being brought into
three several authorities, iz generally acknow- action, as frequently as the exigency of the
tedged as the be_t security, and as an indis- case requires, and _he nature of the case ren-
pensable security, against despotism, ders possible.

Answer : This definition being destitute of Altogether inadequate,--and, with reference
all reference to the greatest happiness of the to the only justifiable and proper end of govern-
greatest number, the authority of Montesquieu ment, uneouducive,--is the sort of arrangement
has no title to regard. He threw into the fiet_ expressed by the phrases div'_ion oflPower and
of legislation a few unconnected lights, but tie bala_ice of power.
had no clear conception of any one spot in xt. The phrase--balance of power, supposes di-
ttis flmdamental division of tile principle of a vision of power, and expresses a modification
government,- fear, honour, and virtue, has of it : it means that the shares which are the
been ibr these sixty years shown to be mere result of the division should be equal, or as
nonsense. But for the reference made to this near to equality as possible. To say of the
aphorism of his_ in the debates relative to the ' power in question, that there should be a divi-
United States Constitution, and incidentally in I sion of it, is simply to say of it, that it should

discussions relative to the Eugli_h government, ] be divided into sbaxes. To speak of the ba-his book would not on this occasion, any more . lance of power, as a thing that ought to be
than on any other, at this time of day, have I maintained in a state,is to say that these shares
any claim to notice. Vain would be tile pur- [ slmuld be all of them equal to one another :
suit to keep hunting for a distinct meaning in for ill a pair of _cates, with equal arms, either
a work in which no such thing is to be found, the weights in the two scales are equal, or,
Of happiness, he says nottfing: instead ofsecu- _'hat is called a balance between them has no
rity for the people against their rulers, he talks place : one of them falls, the other rises.
of liberty : and assumes without directly say- By those by whom the phrase---dtri_don el
ing so, that to establish the most perfect liberty l_ower, is employed, of the subject-matter of the
is the proper object of all government: whereas proposed division, no precise determination is
government ealmot operate but at the expeI_e given. Is it the aggregate mass of power ex-
of liberty, and then and there only is liberty erci:_ed by all the funettonaxies of the state, of
perfect, wlmre no government has place, all grades put together _.or is it no more than

The work which contains by fax the greatest the whole mass of the power exercised by
quautity of sound reasoning and useful in- those who occupy the highest grade in the
struetion on the subject of government, is an several departmentst
American work called T_e Federalist. But But in no sense, unless and in so far as de-
even there, the passages in which there is a predation and oppression in other shapes are
want of clearness in the ideas attached to the excluded by it, can division of power be of any
words and phrases employed, are but too fie- use. Because, into whatsoever pert_ons, sepa-
quent, and the work being in i_heform of letters, ration of the power, and corresponding interest,
the reasoning is desultory and unmethodical, may have been made, corrnption may unite

At the end of fifty pages and not before, them, and cause them to co-operate in the work
comes a phrase, the business of which is to lay of depredation and oppression : and not only
down a defmitmu of the end of government. *_ay unite them, but to a certainty will, unless
"Justice is the end of government." Then for the prevention of these evils, arrangementa
immediately after. " Jt is the end of civil of a very different nature be made.
society." But justic% what is it that we are Thus it is in England : thus it is and ever
to understand by justice : and why not happi- will be in all mixed governments, into the
ness but justice ! What happiness is, every mixture of which an alleged representation of
man knows, because, what pleasure is, every the people is admitted. In fact, no such sepa-
man knows, and what l_in is, every man ration of power, as is pretended to have place_
knows. But what justice is,--this is what on has place : nor if it had place, would it be of
every occasion is the subject-matter of dispute, any use. By keeping the three powers sepa-
Be the meaning of the word justice what it rate and independent,--namely,the legislative,
will_ what regard is it entitled to otherwise the executive and the judicial, the use of the
than as a means of happiness. By justice, did executive and of the judicial would be taken
the writer mean equality _ Instead of justice, away_ namely_ the giving execution amt effect
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to the ordinances issued by the legislative, fnrmation at the hands of every person whom
To government, anarchy would be substituted, it regards as competent to the furnishing it :
if in case of disobedience on the part of those and if the individual be refractory, declining
subordinate functionaries, the legislature had to present himself, or declining to answer
it not in its power to dislocate them, and sub- questions, it consigns him to confinement till
stitute to them others, by whom the services his wayward pertinacity gives way to the sense
they were designed and expected to render, of political duty, and due obedience takes its
would be performed, place. Here is one of those functions exer-

But although the subordinates ought not in cised, in the exercise of which the judicial au-
any case to take upon themselves the functions _thority is continually employing itself, and of
of the legislative, there are cases in which the which, for givillg execution and effect to the
legislative may and should take upon itself law, it has such perfect need.
the functions as well of the executive as of the It is done, moreover, not only by the whole
judicial : for there are cases in which, were it legislature, by a bill of attainder, but with
not to do so, its own anthonty would be with- much less of formality and discussion. It is
out execution and effect---it would itself be done by every branch, how small soever, which,
without efficiency or use. under the name of a committe% is detached

Of these cases there are two : I. Where the from itself for this purpose.
will of the functionaries in the subordinate de-
partment opposes itself to the will of the fimc- SECTIO_VII.
tiouaries in the superordinate department : 2.
Where the exigency of the case, in respect of Inaugural I)edarat_on--rchy?
time or appositeness of appropriate informa- :For what reasons employ this declaration !
tion, will not admit of its operating by the in- The reasonswill appeaxinthe following uses:
tervention of the agency of these same subor- Use 1. To appropriate moral aptitude, it
dinates, contributes in the several ways following:

To the executive it belongs, suppose, as by As a security for aptitude in that shape, it
the here proposed constitution it does, to corn- brings to bear upon the conduct of the rune-
mand in chief the military force of the state ; tionary, throughout the field of his authority,
and where he does not command it in person, the force of the popular or moral sanction, as
he locates him who shall command it. To the applied by the public-opinion tribunal: it be-
executive chief, and not to the legislature: ing among the characteristics of this unofficial
good in all ordinary cases. But suppose the judicatory, to act--and without injustice or
executive chief, or such his deputy, possessed mischief in any shape, upon evidence, of a sort
as he thinks of the affections of the military, upon which no proceeding could, without pal-
and setting up for the sovereignty. The legis- pable injustice, be grounded in any official ju-
lature must dislocate him, or either civil war, dicatory.
or, instead of representative democracy, des- Many are the cases in which, but for the
potic monarchy ensues, sort of check thus applied, misdeeds of the

So in the case of the judiciary. If in any most mischievous nature would be practised
district the judge wilfutly forbears to give in full security. Among them is corruption
execution and effect to the declared will of the on the part of a public functionary, in those
legislature, and to such wilful forbearance a cases in which it would not be exposed to
certain degree of continuance is given, the punishment--punishmentsuch as that denoun-
power of the legislature in that same district ced by penal law. For instance, where by the
is at an end : and thus, by the waywardness corruptor, or some connexion of his, the service
of a single functionary, the will of the whole is rendered--not to the functionary himself,
people, as signified by their agents chosen by but to some connexion of his, in whose prospe-
them for that purpose, may in so far be frns- rityhe hasan interest more or less considerable.
trated. To remedy this, what is there that Of a tie of this sort, the efficiency wilt be in
will suffice _ This, and nothing tess--decree proportion to the degree of particularity which
of the legislature dislocating the insubordinate can be given to the wording of it. If the
judge ; and in the event of his continuing in wording of it be to a certain degree general
the exercise of his functions_ notwithstanding, and loose, so far from being conducive, it is in
arrestation and confinement of his person, a high degree adverse to the end which it pro-

That except in the two cases above pointed fesses to have in view. The effect of it is to
out, this sort of arrangement ought not to be cause the unthinking multitude to regard as if
employed_ may without difficulty be admitted: bound by a most efficient tie, a functionary on
and except in these cases, the employment of whom neither the tie in question, nor any
it is here accordingly disrecommended, other tie of the sort, ever exercises any the

Without any such limitation it has by every smallest restraining influence. It has the ef-
government been, without any scruple_ era- feet of a certificate of public probity, where
ployed, the quality itself is ever so completely wanting.

For the forming a sufficiently instructive England may on this head afford a useful
ground for its proceedings, the legislature, be example to all other nations. What may be
the subject-matter what it may, calls for in- called the system of oathsj is one of the most

?

U:
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extensively employed, and most efficient in- raise of being of use, are the legislative and
struments, in which a government depending the judicial.
as that does, upon corruption and delusion for In the case of the people at large, in their
its existence, finds its support. Scarce an quality of members of the supreme constitutive
office of any importance, on his entrance into authority, no engagement of this sort seems
which, the functionary does not pronounce the to aflbrd much promise of being of use. In
words of an engagement, to which, in order the character of a curb, it would be altogether
that the influence of religion may be enlisted useless : having no sinister interest,--the ant-
in the service of comlption, the term oath is versal interest being but the aggregate of
employed. Of the use thus made of this in- their several particular interests, it would in
strument, delusion and corruption are the thmr instance be needless : acting as they are
continually associated effects.* supposed to do on a system of perfect liberty,

2. A use of secondary importance, is the witl_ perfect secrecy for its security it would
security it affords the functionary against the _ in their case, needless or needful, be ilmpph-

uneasiness producible by solicitation, on the I cable.
part of this or that person, with whom it hap- i In the character of instruments of appro-
pens to him to stand connected, whether by I priate intellectual aptitude--instruments for
the ties of self-regarding interest, or by the i the conveyance of appropriate knowledge, and
ties of sympathy. In this way, but for a safe- ! for the guidance of appropriate judgraent, the
guard of this kind, he may be annoyed by i two declarations, allotted to the situation of
tormentors in any number, and even on two ! legislator, and that of judge, will serve at the
opposite sides at once. On the other hand, let same time, for their constitutional supervisors
the law give him this safeguard, under the and masters,--the members of the supreme
semblance of coercion, it gives him real li- constitutive.
berty : and thus it is, that in the breast of a
public man, shelter may be afforded to pro- S_CTmNVIII.

bity, against the tyranny of private sinister Sitti_s uninter_n_tted.influence.
This use of the declaration, or engagement, Why at the hands of these public function-

is of no light importance. Self is but one : aries, exact an attendance thus unintermitted _.
eonnexions are infinite. The danger which Because to the amount of irremediable mis°
the probity of a public man is exposed to, from ch'ef, which may at any time be the result of
the suggestions of his own immediate interest, non-attendance, there are no assignable limits.
is trifling in comparison with the attacks it Of the evil which actually has place in the
has to _ustain from the interes_ of all sorts several governments, there is no saying how
which surround him. Amongst these, local large a proportion may have been produced by
and professional interests are particularly dan- the want of it. In the situation in question,
gerous. Individual ones venture not beyond to an excess of business, or in short to any
a whisper : the others, by their clamour coun- cause but the true one, may in the instance of
terfeit the public voice, and clothe themselves each such functionary, have been at all times
impudently in the garb of virtue. Strength- attributed, that which in truth had for its sole
ened by secret inclination, and entrenched cause, his indolence or negligence.
behind the rampart of a solemn engagement, The more completely the time of a man,
probity may bid defiance to all its adversa- thus placed in the very thickest of moral con-
lies. tagion, is occupied in the discharge of his

3. While thus subservient to the main point, duty, the less is the time during which he
namely, appropriate moral aptitude, the instru-I stands exposed to the solicitations of corrup-
ment may be found not altogether useless, [ tire influence : to visits from persons of all
with reference to appropriate intellectual apti- classes, whose interest and consequently whose
rude. It will serve in some sort as a guide endeavour, will be to ply him with temptation,
over the field of government. In this charac- in all its shapes, for the purpose of engaging
ter, that part of the code, in which an indica- him to concur with them in the sacrifice of
tion is given of the subjects which respectively the public to their own particular interest.
belong to the field of duty, of the several Whatever be the occupation, good or evil,
ministers belonging to the administrative among its purposes is, the putting an exclusion
branch of the executive department, together upon all incompatible ones.
with the engagements of the various function- "John," said a careful housewife to her
aries, to perform their duty,--may serve as a servant, when she sent him into the cellar,
supplement. "keep whistling all the while you are draw-

Of all the several offices which belong to ing the ale." Drinking and whistling cannot
the official establishment, the two in regard to go on at the same time.
which, it affords the most considerable pro- Objection 1. No man of worth will submit

to restrictions so irksome and so degrading.
* See the trot called "Swear not at all," in Answer. To render the objection relevant,

voL v. p. 187 ; and see in the Rationale of Evio put aside all such vague phrases as men of
4ence_rot. vi. p. 309 eAseq._2_d, worth_ and employ instead the only relevant
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phrase--no man endowed with adequate ap- fers, the functionary by whose fault it is Pro-
propriate aptitude, in all its several branches, duced, suffers along with him ; for he cannot
Thisdone,thetrueansweris--noman en- avoiddoingso. In thecaseofthelegislative

dewedwithadequateappropriateaptitudewill functionary,whatsoeverevilbefallsthepatient
declinesubmittingtothesesame restrictions,--perhapsthewholepopulationofthecountry,
orregardthem asbeinginany degreedegrad- thepatientsuffersalone:thepersoninwhose
ing,or,incomparisonwithotheroccupations,misconductthe evilhas-itscause doesnot
somuch a_irksome. A man'sdoingso,would sufferalongwithhim,for ithas been in his
be conclusiveproofofwant ofaptitude, power to exempt himselffromallsuffering,
The occupationof themedicalpractitionerand soaccordinglyhe has done.

consistsinthe removing,or endeavouringto What isthesituationinwhichtheefficiency
removeorexclude,evil,--inthusdoinggood of thisbartoa seatinthe legislaturewould
uponan individualscale.The occupationof befeltin itshighestforce_.Itisthatsitua-
thelegislativefunctionaryconsistsin timex- tionwhichiscomposedofpower,withoutobli-
eluding,or endeavouringto exclude,evil,--gation.Itisthat,forexample,of a member
and thus,indoinggoodupona nationalscale,oftheEnglishparliament.Takeeitherhouse:
The legislativefunctionaryshall,itisproposed,ofthemajority,allill-disposed;oftheminority,
haveone day of reposeand relaxatmnoutof somewell-disposed.On thepartofthewell-
everyseven. On no one day of the three disposed,in the scaleof duties,firstcomes
hundred.andsixty-fivecan themedicalprac- amusementinallitsshapes,thenservingthe
titionerbe assuredofsomuch asasinglehour particularinterestsof selfand connexions,
ofreposeand relaxation.To the occupationlastly,ministeringtothe publicinterest.On
of the medicalpractitioner,no power,inany many occasions,therehavenot beena suffi-
shape,isattached.To theoccupationof the cientnumberofmembers presentintheHouse
legislativefunctionary,power,the highestin ofCommons, namely,forty,when thefateof
the scale of operative power, is attached, proposed law was to be decided, which had

For the occupation of the medical practi- for its object to provide a remedy to an im-
tioner, never is there any want of candidates : mense mass of misery, under which the people
still less for the occupation of the legislative were suffering.*
functionary, would there be any want of can- If, when a man says, "no man of vorth
didates. Iwould accept of the situation on such terms,"

In the offices belonging to the various de- what he means is,---" neither I myself, nor any "
partments of the executive, in the case of no Iwho have a place in my esteem, would," and
individual in the order of clerks would this this man belongs to either of' those bodies, he
same degree of assiduity in attendance be re- delivers an aphorism which assuredly has more
garded as excessive. For no one of these or less truth in it. From the society in which
situations is there ever any want of candidates, he has been bred, all sense of positive ebliga-
That which a man would not decline doing for tion has stood excluded. Negative obligatiou_
a less sum without power, he would not decline yes : of that, i_ has all along had the sense :
doing for a larger sum, and with the highest : by the fear of being annoyed in return, he has
power, felt himself bound not to annoy others. But

Objection 2. Any such degree of strictness as to the doing anything he does not like, for
is, in any such high situations, altogether with- individuals, or even fur himself, it is a thing
out a precedent, unusual to him, and, for the public at large_

Answer. Nothing can be more natural than i unprecedented.
that it should be. Its being so may, at any But from an exclusion put upon such men of
rate, for the purpose of the argument, be ad- i worth, would the public interest, in any shape,
mitted without difficulty, be a sufferer _. No: in every shape it would be

In the case of the medical practitioner, the a gainer. By habitual opulence, men with
degree of closeness of attendance is determined scarcely one exception out of a thousand, are
on the part of the functionary, partly by the rendered irremediably unapt for legislative
nature of the case, partly by the patient : in business : unapt in respect of every element of
the case of the legislative functionary, it is de- appropriate aptitude.
terminedby himself, in conjunction with others, This objection, supposing it regarded as
in the instance of every one of whom the same peremptory and conclusive in this instance,
sinister interest has plaee, with the same power would be so in the instance of every measure,
of fulfilling its dictates. It is determined by almost without exception, that had for its ob-
a set of men who feel themselves completely ject the augmentation of the happiness of the
at liberty to sacrifice the aggregate interest of greatest number.
all their fellow countrymen to any the smallest Perfect is the accordance between this ar-
portion of personal and self-regarding interest, rangement for constancy of attendance, and the
and who are in the constant habit of making
this sacrifice. * On one occasion the House of Commons was

In the ease of the medical practitioner, if obliged to adjourn on account of the members be-
any evil results from the want of adequate ing absent, for the purpose of witnessing the per-
promptitude_ in such sort that the patient saf. formauce of a celeb_.ted femaleoperwdancer._Ed.

-(
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anterior one for the shortness of continuance number. In no instance san any such attempt
in office, so far a_ regards the members of the have ever been taken into consideration_ but
supreme legislative. The chort_r the time of the impossibility of success must have mani-
a m_n's confinement, the less irksome to him rested itself.
will it be. Be the community what it may_ to every

member of it belongs two opposite and con-
tinually conflicting interests : 1. His share in

CHAPTER XVIL the universal interest that interest which is
common to himself and every other member of

SUPREMEOPERATIVE. the community : 2. That interest which is par-
ticular and peculiar to himself, with or with-

SECTIO_I. out some comparatively small number of as-
sociates.

Mppoi_tmen_ in the ]People. In the ordinary state of things, of a man's
In a political state, all power is either ope- particular interest, the value will generally,

_t_ve or cen_t/tuti_e: operative is that, by the , in his eyes at least, be greater than the _'alus
immediate exercise of wldch, obsequiousness of his share in the universal interest : only in
and obedience are called for at the hands of times of extraordinary public danger wilt" the
individuals : constitutive, as we have seen, is value of his social interest have the ascendant
that by the exercise of which, operative power in his breast : hence, in so far as between the
is created and conferred, two interests a competition has place, the so-

In every form of government in which the cial will yield, and be made a sacrifice to the
possessors of the supreme operative power have self-regarding interest.
net the great body of the people for their con- Proportioned to the magnitude of his power
stituents, the situation of every possessor of a will be the facility with which a ruler will be
share in the supreme operative power is that enabled to make sacrifice of the less influential,
of an enemy of the people, the social, to the more influential and predo-

In an absolute monarchy, the situation of minant interest.
the monarch is at all times that of an enemy The universal interest requires, that in re-
to the people, gard to subsistence, abundance, security, and

In a limited monarchy, limited by represen- equality, the aggregate mass in the community
tatives of the people, spurious or genuine, the in question, be maximized : and that in patti-
situation of the monarch is at all times that of cular the shares, which are the result of the
an enemy to the people, three first, be as near to equality as cousis-

In a limited monarchy,limited bya represen- tently with security in all other shapes they
ration of the people, spurious or genuine, the can be : and tbat against rulers in particular,
tituation of a representative of the people is in quality of persons exposed to the tempta-
that of an enemy to the people, tion of acting as internal enemies to all the

In a limited monarchy,limited by two bodies, rest, the security against such their enterprises
one composed of the representatives of the should at all times be at a maximum. On
people, spurious or genuine, the other of a set the other hand, that which their particular in-
of men succeeding to one another upon the terest as above requires is_that of the aggre-
principle of genealogical succession, (rendered gate of abundance, their own particular slurs
thereby a perpetually existing aristocratical be at all times a maximum. Of the fulfilment
body,) the situation of every member of that of this end and object of pursuit, an example
body is at all times that of $.n enemy to the m_y be seen in the ease of the quantity of the
people, matter of subsistence and abundance sufficient

A people governed in any one of all these for the subsistence of from 10,000 to lOO,O00
ways, is a people governed by its enemies, productive hands, extorted from the communi-

In comparison with that of a people govcrned ty and placed in the hands of a single indivi-
by its own delegates, the condition of a people dual in the situation of monarch_ and the
governed in any of those ways, will of notes- utter inability of those whose security is thus
sity be at all times an infelicitous one. destroyed, ever to obtain redress.

Willingly to contribute to the support of, or To the objects of general desire and pursuit,
even to submit to, a government constituted rulers in virtue of their situation are enabled
in any of these ways, so long as any better is to add three others; namely, under the names
in prospect, in conjunction with a probability of honours and dignities, a sort of factitious
of its aeeomplishment_--is willingly to act in reputation of their own creation, and altoge-
the character of au enemy to the people, thor independent of good desert : dignity and

In no instance, at no time, has any attempt honoursat the expense oftho unhonoured; yen-
been msde to show that by the substitution, geance, at the expense of those at whose hands
or by the addition made of the office of mon- their will experiences resistance, or their con-
arch, to the oii_ce of member of a body of duct disapprobation ; and in so far as compa-
delegates chosen by the great body of the peo- tible with the pursuit of those other objects, and
ple_ a_y _Idition has been made, or san be of pleasure in all other slmpes_ ease at the
made_to the greatest happiness of the grestest expense of official duty.
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Of official aptitude, the several branches Of this sinister interest, the _tant tendency
have been brought to view. Of the sinister is to diminish, not to say to minimize, his aF-
interest just mentioned, one effect is the dimi- propriate moral aptitude. By it he is con-
nution, if not the destruction, of the appro- tinually urged to give the reins to anti-social
priate aptitude in all those several branches, and anti-national appetite, in all its shapes.
The universal interest requires that it be a By it he is urged to maximize, at the expense
maximum : this sinister interest, that it be a of the universal interest, the quantity, at his
minimum, disposal, of the several external instruments

As to appropriate moral aptitude. In re- of felicity, objects of general desire, sweets of
gard to this branch, the universal tendency, rule, incentives to misrule : of public money
and almost everywhere the universal effect, for his own use, of power for the purchase of
of the sinister interest in question, is to prove obsequiousness to his own will, and of service
the utter destruction. By appropriate moral in all its shapes for his own benefit : of facti-
aptitude is meant the disposition to contribute tious honour and dignity for the purchase of
to the utmost to the universal interest, in spite respect to himself from all men, and obsequi-
and to the sacrifice of all particular and ousness, from all who look to receive it, at his
opposing interests : but in the situation in hands : of vengeance at the expense of all who
question, to the desire is added the power, of resist his will : of ease at the expense of his
sacrificing to the particular interest, on every official duty.
occasion on which a competition has place, the Such are the national evils, to the maximiza-
universal interest, tion 7)f which every functionary is constantly

In regard to money and money's worth, urged by the pressure of his own self-regarding
matter of subsistence and abundance, minimize particular and sinister interest : while the in-
says universal interest, the quantity lying at terest of the greatest number at all times re-
each funetionary's disposal : and proporUoned quires that in every instance these same evils
to the degree of power attached to his situa- be minimized.
tion, is the degree in which, in the instance of
each functionary, the production of this effect SEcTIo._ II.
should be aimed at.

So as to reward. Extra reward, give none, J[onarc_y--w_at ?
says universal interest, without proof of cot- Why not give to the state chief, possesser
respondent extra service : proof no less strict of the supreme executive power under the
than that which is, or ought to be given, of de- supreme legislative, the supreme legislative
linqueucy, with a view to punishment. Give power, thus placing the whole operative power
it, says ruler's interest, without pinch and of the country in that one hand _. Because in
without need of proof of extra service : still that case the inaptitude opposite to appropri-
better, if without need of so much as an alle- ate aptitude in all its several branches is at
gation, even in the most general terms, of ex- its maximum.
tra service in any shape ever rendered. Theinaptitude opposite to appropriate moral

As to appropriate intellectual and active aptitude is in this state of things at its maxi-
aptitude, establish throughout the whole field mum. In pursuance of the self-preference in-
of office the most instructive preliminary and herent in human nature, the end of his govern-
publicly-applied tests and securities, says uni- ment will be the greatest possible happiness of
vereal interest. Establish no such tests, says his individual sell This object, according to
sinister interest. The effect of any such tests whatever happens to be his notion of it, he will
would be to exclude a large proportion of pursue without regard to the happiness of the
rulers from office, and to impose on the rest greatest number, at the expense of that happi-
obligations, by the burthen of which the value ness, and to the sacrifice of that happiness. His
of the situation would be diminished, sinister interest having no right and proper in-

Maximize the efficiency and extent of the terest to serve as a check to it, the force of his
application given to each such test, says uni- power having no counterforce to keep the action
versal interest. If tests there must be, or of it in a state of uniformitry to the public inte-
where they exist already, minimize their effi- rest, his desire to make on all occasions the
ciency, says sinister interest, sinister sacrifice, finding no power in a condi-

Minimize the stun of the pecuniary induce- tion to oppose it, will on every occasion find
meats for acceptance of the several offices, ample means for the gratification of it, and the
says universal interest. For the aptitude on sacrifice will at all times under his government
the part of the individual being established as be consummated.
&here, the less the sum of those extraneous He will accumulate under his own grasp all
inducements, the greater the degree of relish the external instruments of felicity, all the oh-
for the situation, as proved by the acceptance. ! jeets of general desire, in the greatest quantity
Maximize the pecuniary inducements_ says si- possible: all at the expense of, and by the sacri-
ulster interest, rice of, the felicity of the other members of rite

In a word, of every ruling functionary, the community.
natural and self-regarding particular interest All around him being below him, dependent
is adverse to the national or universal interest, all of them on his pleasure for whatsoever pore
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tion of felicity they are suffered to enjoy, he Whatsoever quantity of the external thOrn-
finds in none of them any desire to oppose his ments of felicity he happens at any time to
will in any of the above particulars : in all of have in his hands, or at his immediate corn-
them the disposition and the endeavour to give mand, he is never satisfied with it. He never
accomplishment to it. He finds them joining can be satisfied with it so long as he sees
one and all in the assurance that his greatest around him any other of those instruments
happiness is the only right and proper end of that are not equally at his command. In h/_
government: that if the happiness of any other desires are included those of all the persons
individual is a fit object of regard to him or attached to his immediate service, and of those
any one else, it is only in so far as the happi- desires there are not any that are or ever ea_t
ness of the individual servant may chance to be completely satisfied.
be an object of regard and sympathy to the Seeing that his gain in happiness never can
universal master, have place but by means of loss to them, mad

In the eyes of this one member of the corn- that of every such gain loss to them to a pro-
reunify all the others will be objects of regard dlgiously greater amount is a never-falling
on the same footing as working cattle are in accompaniment, what he cannot entirely avoid
the eyes of the proprietor. On the part of an [ the perception of is--that of the suffering thus
ill-tempered monarch, the treatment expert- produced by him, ill-will to an amount more
enced by them will be that sort of treatment t or less considerable in the instance of every

which is experienced by cattle at the hands of / such suti_rer, is liable to be the consequence.an ill-tempered master. The best that can _ Among them in a large, though not exactly
happen to them at the hands of the best tern- t determinate, proportion, he beholds so many
pered monarch, is to be treated upon as good _ enemies : by the contemplation of enmity on
a footing as cattle are treated upon bya good- their part, enmity on his par_ is produced.
tempered master. I For the gratification of this enmity, as well as

But at the hands of the best tempered men- for keeping down resistance, and securing
arch they never will in any instance be treated against non-payment the continually increas-
upon as good a footing as, in the hands of a ing quantity of the instruments of felicity ex-
good-tempered master, it is common ibr his acted by him at their expense, the afflietiveness
cattle (say, for example, his horses) to be of the penal law is continually screwed up to
treated. His horses will be continually in his the highest amount that is thought to be con-
presence : in the event of their beingill-treated si_tent with their efficiency. Thus it is that
by the negligence or malice of a servant, the in the very best tempered monarch, by fax the
ill-treatment they have suffered will generally greatest number of the rest of the community
manifest itself by visible signs, and by the up- have an enemy, and that enemy an essentially
poaxance of their suffering, the sympathy of the I implacable one. if, under such a monarch,
master will be called into action. Knowing I such is there condition, wha_ must it be under
that the quantity of service he can obtain from an ordinary one _.
them, without prejudice to their appearance, As in their own monarch all subjects have
is limited, and that so sure as he endeavours an enemy, so have they in every other.
to obtain any more, their appearance and their Monarch,, it may be said, arc apt to go to
value will, in his eyes, be deteriorated_ he will war with each other : and when with any two
not work them to excess. No determined and monarchs this happens to be the case, the sub-
permanent resistance to h_s will being ever jects of each should in that monarch who is
opposed by them, and the inferiority of their the enemy of their monarch, (that is, of their
minds to his being manifest, they will on no natural enemy,) have a friend. But in prac-
occasion be the ob3ects of his ill-wiU or of his tice this is not the case. The war which one
anger : among trained horses there is no such monarch carries on with another monarch is a
thing a_ a determinately and constantly re- war of rivalry, but it is not a war of enmity :
bellious horse, every monarch is to every other monarch an

On not near so good a footing are subjects object of respect : and where tlmre is respect .
in the eyes and hands of the best tempered on both sides, no rooted, no decided enmity
monarch. Of the whole number of them, no can be said to have place on either side. Be-
more than a very small part at the utmost are tween monarch and monarch, war is, upon the
ever under his eye: those who are worst largest scale, that which between prolessed
treated, those whose sufferings are greatest, pugilist and professed pugilist, is upon the
from the treatment they receive under his smallest scale. By one another monarchs are
government, are never, especially wtLileendur- styled brothers, and on that one occasion they
ing that treatment under his eye. Among are sincere ; for they have a common interest,
them there will always be a large portion by I and that interest is paramount to every other
which his ill-will and anger will continually be 1.interest. Many a monarch has given up to a
called forth. By every obstruction afforded by ] brother monarch, and freely too, dominions
any one of them to the fulfilment of his will, his : which he might have kept if he had pleased.
angerwillbecalledforth: andsuehobstructions ] No monarch ever gave up freely to his own

howsoever kept under by fear and hope, must i subjects an atom of power which in his eyesnotwithstanding be universal and continual, could be retained with s_tfety, War is a gam_
YOLIX.
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a game of backgammon. Between two tire benevolence unmixed with those of self-re-

players at the game of war, thereis no more en- garding prudence : for whatsoever good things
mitythanbetwcentwoplayersatbackgammon, in other situations men are indebted tbr to
In the breasts of the players at war there is effective benevolence, it isin his power to corn-
no more feeling for tbe men of flesh and bone, mand partly by punitive power, partly by re-
than during the game at backgammon there muneration.
is on the part of the men of wood fur one an- So, tile more extensively a man feels him-
other or themselves. _hile to one another all serf exposed to ill-treatment at the hands of
monarchs are objects of sympathy, to all mon- others, the stronger is the inducement he has
archs all subjects arc objects of antipalhy ; of to bestow upon them good treatment, for the
a sort of compound sentimeut, made up of fear, purpose of averting from him the effects of
hatred_ and contempt ; something like that such their ill-will : the less extensive the ex-
which women and children are apt to feel ibr posure, the less the inducement. But the mon-
a. toad. In the breasts of all monarchs there I arch is of all men the one who stands the least

accordingly exists at all times a natural alli- t extensively exposed to ill-treatment at the

ance, defensive and offensive, against all sub- t bands of others : he is in a more especial de-
jects. I gree guarded a_minst it by the punitive branch

As between injurer and injured, the man on of his power, and again by the remunerative,
whose part antipathy towards the other is by which he can obtain the good offices and
most apt to arise, is he by whom the injury has support of others, and without need of kind-
been sustained : the one on whose part it arises nes._ on their parts.
with greatest difficulty, if ever it arises at Of these circumstances belonging to his con-
all, is he by whom the injury has been inflicted, dition the result has been already stated. To

Betwixt every monarch and every other place, not according to the vulgar mode of de-
there exists a powerful cause of sympathy, signation, at the top, but at the lowest point
In the instance of all of them, on the same set in the scale of moral worth, him, wbose place
of principles, is grounded that obedience by in the scale of power is at the summit.
which their power is constituted, and in pro- If the current mode of estimation is in so
portion to which it has place: disposition strange a degree erroneous, where shall the
the effect of habit: habit the effect of force, canoe of the error be looked for _. The reason
fear, eorruptio% delusion, sinister interest, in- may he given in two words--vorrut)tion and
terest-begotten and authority-begotten preju- deb_sion.
dice. By every other throne he sees shaking, Thus it is that to every practical purpose, in
if the shock be from without, he feels the shock the situation of monarch, inaptitude in that
communicated to his own. branch which stands opposed to appropriate

Not merely in the exercise of his political moral aptitude should in all places and all
power--notmerelyintbepublicpartofhislife, times be regarded as consummate. Be the
but in the private part of his life, the natural man who he may, that thing whatever it b%
tendency, not to say the constant effect, of the by the contemplation of which no uneasiness
monarch's situation is to place him, not at the is produced in his mind, that thing it is not
top, but at the bottom of the scale of moral possible he should have any desire to remove.
worth, and this whether the influence of the Be the sufferers among his subjects ever so nu-
_elf-regarding principle, or that of the social merous--be their sufferings ever so intense_
priIlciptc, namely sympathy, be con._idered, ever so long protracted, seen or unseen--no
By the self-regarding prin(.lple, the more ur_ uneasiness capable of procuring a relaxation of
gent the need a man feels himself t_) have of those same sufferings can ever find entrance
the kindness and good will of others, the more into a breast so situated. Why *. Because ex-
strenuous and steady will be his exertion for perienee being altogether wanting, no concep-
the obtaining it : the tess the need, tbe less tion of those same sufferings can ever have had
strenuous. The kindness and good will, and place in any such high-seated breast. In a
thence on occasion the good offices, the services word, to sympathy of afl'ection, correspondent

- of others, are, (where and in so far as power of sympathy of conception, is ilqdispensable.
remunerationiswanting,)nootherwisetobeob- Next as to in_ellectuM aptitude : The in-
tained than by demonstration of the like kind- aptitude opposed to appropriate intellectual
ness_ in effect and in endeavour, on the man's aptitude, i_ also in this case at the maximum.

; own part towards them. The stronger a man's In respect of moral aptitude, the condition of
need of the effective benevolence of others_ the the monarch, as such, being that which has
ttronger the inducement he has for the mani- been described, the consequence is, that to-
resting effective benevolence as towards them wards the greatest happiness of the greatest
--an inducement which, in this way, self-re- number, all that in the situation in question
garding prudence suffices to afford ; the less could be done by intellectual aptitude, ff raised
the need, the less strong the inducement. But to its maximum, would be the preserving that
the monarch is of all men the man who, by a same greatest number from such unhappiness
vast amount, has least need of kindness and as should, in the eyes of the monarch, not be
free good will, and good offices, and services contributory to his own felicity. But by the
at the hands of other--of the fruits of effec- care taken of his own felicity, at the e_pen_
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of theirs, their infelicity, on his part, may be give effect to that will. Bat _o do so requires
raised to a height to which no limit can be a degree of exertion of mental labour much
assignable.* beyond the greatest quantity which, in the

But in comparison with other men, who have situation of monarch, it is consistent with
had the advantages of what is called a liberal human nature to bestow : this being admitted_
education, intellectual aptitude is in the situs- it f_llows, that from no stock of appropriate
tion of monarch,by unchangeable causes placed _knowledge which, in the situation of monarch_
at the lowest pitch. I tl_e mind of man is capahle of finding room

Of the two branches of intellectual aptitude, 11for, ran the mass which will be applied to the
appropriate knowledge is that ill respect of business of government receive increase.
which the deficiency is less considcrablc, and I One thing, of which t_e non-injection is
less uniformly exemplified. In the situation i matter of certainty, is soon stated : this is the
of monarch, as iu every other situation, man I axiom by which the greatest happiness of the
is necessarily for a length of time, more or less _greatest number is stated as the only justifiable
considerable, pl_ced, by the infirmity attached I end of government. That no such position
to immaturity _f age, in a state of subjection, could by any preceptor be placed before the
During his continuance in that stat% not only royal pupil in the character of a true one, is
knowledge at large, but knowledge in some sufficiently evident ; for in this position is in-
sort and degree appropriate, is injected into cluded, among others, this, namely, that no
the infirm and unresisting mind. Knowledge-- such office as that which he is destined to fill,
but of what sort _. The answer is,--no matter ought to ha*e place in any community, and
of what sort. In respect of moral aptitude, that the only good act which is capable of
the condition and situation of the royal pupil being done by any one who is invested with
being what it is, any infirmity in his mind, it, is to suppress it, to abolish the system of
even supposing it ever so perfect_ can scarcely government of which it forms a part, and sub-
be matter of regret : the knowledge, supposing stitute a representative democracy. Various
him to have any_ or the judgment, could not are the inducements, it need scarce be ob-
in that situation be applied to any other pur- served, any one of which would abundantly
pose than the giving extent and promptitude suffice to produce this negative effect : to tim
to the sinister sacrifice, community the advice would be unavailing,

It being thus certain, that with a receptacle for in no case wonld the pupil follow it ; to
so situated, no sort of matter contributory to the pupil it would be unpleasant ; to the pro-
the greatest happiness of the greatest number_ spects of the preceptor ruinous.
could keep its place, even if injected, (which The only right and proper end of your
is what it never would be,)it may therefore govenlment is your own greatest happiness.
accordingly be stated as a matter not worth Suppose this commodious axiom substituted
thinking about, with what rubbish the recep- for the other incommodious one, the two latter
tacle may happen to be filled. As no con- inconveniences are avoidcd_ while to the in-
siderable good could be produced by any such terest of the community at large no damage
injection, so neither could evil. Take, for is done, since by any advice to the opposite
example, information concerning the most apt effect, thc minutes employed in giving expres-
means for promoting the only interest which sioa to it would be so much time throidal away.
can be the object of regard--means for giving _ necessarily and so intensely afflictive is
the maximum of extent and promptitude to the treatment which, through s_'stem and cool
the sinister sacrifice. A scheme of instruction reflectmn, the resultsof sound judgment, sub-
by which all such pernicious knowledge would jects are almost sure to receive at the hands
be excluded, would it not be preferable, it of the most intelligent monarch, that any ul-
may be asked, to a scheme in which it were terior suffering they may stand exposed to_
comprised _. The a_swer is,--No. For in from mental derangement in the same quarter,
Shis way, the supply afforded by others, the it may be thought scarce worth adding to the
supply afforded by the minister, whoever he account. But by the extraordinary propertion
happens to be, who holds the seals of office of the individuals known to have laboured
while the royal pupil holds the sceptre--this under malady in this shape, some clue may be
supply will at all times be perfect, afforded towards a r/ght conception of the

To the situation of monarch it belongs to character of the class, and the effect produced
find w_/1: to the situation of minister it belongs on the mind by power in excess.
to find knowledge, to find judgment, and, if In this extraordinary ease, if the mischief
need be, to find invention, such as on each to which the community is exposed is not so
occasion _hall be necessary and sufficient to great as in the ordinary one, the absurdity of

submitting to it is more flagrant, and the de-

Take for example the case of Frederick the pravity_ moral and intellectual taken together_
manifested on the part of a nation which sub-Great, king of Prussia. See what was the st_e

of the peopm under his government, as depicted mi_s to it, at the same time but too incontest_
bySir Cha_rles HanburyWilliams, diplomatic re- ably demonstrated. In every monarch/cal state,
sideat of England at his court, in the appendix to the great probability always is, that, in the
the Earl of Orford's Idemoirs_London, ]_'2"2. prol_ortion of several to one_ at any given
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period the fate of all its members will be in the tlle members of a foreign state, or of both
hands of a madman, together, as ia so far as war is the occasion, ca_-

Look, now, t_ the electors of a President of not but be the case. In this, master and set-
the Anglo-American United States. Of their i rant behold the common end : aud to the
placing a madman in the situation of chief func- servant it belongs to provide the means in the
tionary,from this moment to the end of time,by shape and in the quantity necessary and suffl-
what numbers shall the degree of probability be clout for its purposes.
represented_. Thus far they are sure to agree. Mean-

The curious circumstance is, that down to time, the occasion._for disazreement can never
the moment when the condition of the sufferer altogether be wanting. With the monarch,
is too manifest to be any longer concealed from the first object is of course to provide for his
the public eye, the features of superhuman personal gratffications. But for tbis, nofunds
excellence, in all its shapes in general, and which it is in the power of the minister to pro-
that of consummate wisdom in particular, will vide can ever be sufficient. Buildings suffice
still be his, by the unanimous testimony of all of themselves to create an appetite, the sati-
who hope for any good thing, or fear for any atien of which is impossible. To decorate one
evil thing at his hands: t?y the unanimous single spot during a course of years, cost
voice of all corruptionists and hypocrites, France, under Louis the Fourteenth, a sum--
echoed by the unanimous chorus of their dupes, recollection is not able to state in what degree
In him tlle priests will continue to behoht the above or below the whole expense of govern-
most religious, the lawyers the most just, the ment during that time.
diplomatists the wisest, the euurtiers the most The allotment of all the situations a_tacbod
gracious,--al] these in chorus, together with to the official establishment, is regarded by the
the hireling writers, will proclaim him in one minister as being at his disposal. But the
word the best of monarchs, present, past_ or monarch has, in both sexes, his associates, his
future, instruments of pleasure in all its forms---in

Every monarch is a slave-holder upon the word his favourites. These favourites are not
largest scale, and in that relation, each corre]a- themselves men of business or women of busi-
tive is corrupted by the relation he bears to ness. But each such favourite is himself or
the other. Under a monarchy the population [ herself, as the case may be, connected with a
is composed of the insulters and the insulted ; number of dependents, among whom men of
of the corrupters and the corrupted ; of the business, and men desiring to be men of busi-
deluders and the deluded _ of bullies and ness are abundant. A vacancy takes place,
cowards ; of hypocrites and dupes, and now comes the contest : the contest be-

V_rhenonce the human race is rid of the two tween the monarch's dependent and the minis-
co_agenial plagues_ monarchy and slave-hold- ter's dependent.
ing, with how contemptuous a sympathy will Meantime the process ofdepredationand op-
_ot the present generation be regarded by all pression goes on its course : the torment of the
succeeding ones_, people goes on increasing: increasing and in

If where the monarch i_ a madman, the such sort that it finds its way even to the royal
people are not worse afflicted than they are ! or imperial breast. How so_. Is it that in
seen to be, it is because the operations of 'j that breast there ever did exist or ever can
government, are directed, not by the deter- I exist any real sympathy for the misery of the
minations of the madman himself, but by those i people ? Not until it has first existed in his
of a knot of courtiers in his name, whom acci- i bronze shnilitude. But be the palace where
dent has thrown in his way, in such sort as to ] it may, the discontented are to be found in it.
have become chosen by him to be made the i ]Next to none eau have all they wish for: and
instruments of his will in the several depart- ] every one _'ho cannot have all he wishes for_
merits: or rather, and wl_at is more simple, I is more or less discontented. So many dis-
some o_e of them who has had the good for- contented person_, so many eventual tale-
tune to persuade him that by the choice of that bearers and accusers of the minister, watching
one instrument hisdesiresare ]ikelyto receive a every occasion that affords a promise of being
more extensive gratification, than by the choice a favourable one. A class of misdeeds, the idea.
of any other individual: which individual is of which isin every state ofthingsof anature
then prime minister, exercising the powers of to create in the royal breast a sentiment of
the monarch and easing him of the whole detail displeasure, is every considerable depredation,
of the cares of government. Certain subject- in the benefit of which he has not, either in
matters there are, about which the nominal his own person or in that of a f_vourite, any
monarch and the operative sub-monarch are, share. A misdeed, which in ordinary times,
at all times and in all places, agreed: the in the ordinary state of things, is not of
zbccumulating in the hands of the monarch, of nature to produce any such displeasure, is the
the external instruments of felicity in as large a production of human suffering, from which
mass as pessible_ in pacticular,---pewer, money, whatsoever be the amount, no disturbance to
and means of vengeance : at whatever expense, his own ease is apprehended,_and which
on each occasion_ the sacrifice is to be made : threatens not to be productive of anything
whether at the expense of his own subjects_ or worse tlmu suffering on the part of the people.
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But by those by whom injury in all its forms republic : that a greater addition is made to
is done day by day to millions, (and to many the stock of happiness, in their respective
of them in its worst forms,) no certain assur- communities, by Emperor Alexander or King
anee can ever be obtained hut that among the George, than was by President M_ldison, or is
millions whom oppression has wounded, there by President Monroe,* in the Anglo-American
may not be some one, into wilose hands despair United States.
may have put the dagger of an assassin : but With respect to a pure monarchy, though it
that of so many thousands who are ttlrowing may in any particular instance by accident be
away their lives in the endeavour to destroy less bad : yet an aristocracy-ridden monarchy,
by thousands strangers, none of whom have of which corruption is tlm characteristic in-
done them any injury, some one may stand up strnment and distinguishing feature, may by
and turn the instrument of death against an accident, and that an accident of no unfrequent
individual (against whom there is no other occurrence, be still worse. Folly next to
mode of defence) whose whole life from begin- idiotcy, or tyranny next to raving madne_
ning to end is one continued act of injury, to may at any time be the condition of the one
the millions whose lot has cast them under upon whom the condition of every othermem-
his feet. Fear of personal safety is therefore ber of the community depends .'+ and so long
of necessity one among the attendants round as this is the ease, either by the monarch him-
every throne. When therefore by the lips of self or upon some one located by such a men-
an aspiring talebearer hints are given of the arch, are all official situations filled : and in
mi_ry endured by the oppressed people, fear that case, upon what footing the probability
of course presents itself to the imagination, of official aptitude and official frugality stands,

Meantime, whether sanity or insanity be may be left to be imagined. But in a pure
the state of the monarch--whether in the acts monarchy not only fear, but a more generous
to which the name of the monarch is affixed, sentiment might of itself suffice at any time to
the judgment and the individually directed produce a felicitous change. In an aristocraey*
will have any or no part--be the whole tenor riddenmonarchy, fearisthe only source of hope.
of the government more or less predatory, more Effective benevolence on this extensive scale,
or less oppressive---the suffering of the people why should it not take the place of playing at
more or less intense--the conduct and frame soldiers, or field sports_ or games of skill or
of mind of the monarch is depicted in all state- chance ?
ments which have any pretensions to the char- Catherine the Second and George the Third
utter of authenhcity, under the same aspect differed about the dominion of the seas, bat
of unrivalled and unwearied excellence. For agreed in turning buttons. George kept to
the bodies of two monarchs, two portraits, both the buttons ; Catherine quitted them for eodi-
indeed beautiful, but beautiful in two different fication: and though her patterns, out of which
forms, are found necessary ; but for the m'_nds she made her patchwork, were inadequate_they
of the two, one and the same portrait is always were the best that were to be had.
found sufficient. Amongst other reasons in favour of a demo-

In England, of the hundreds of laws passed craey, is the absence of the great prize by the
every year, not one is passed, in and by which appetiteforwhichprivateassassinationandcivil
the king does not join with the sham represen- war are so apt to be produced in monarchies.
tatives of the people, and the but too real re- EstablishedbyNieholas, afreerepresentative
presentatives of the lords, in declaring himself assembly would be a life insurance office : the
to be the most excellent. By the declaration only one in which an autocrat can insure his
of all who join in the devotion in a Church own hfe.
of England church, every English king is most Pure moJmrchy is the rock which, having
gracious and most religious. Most gracious been placed and poised by accident, the push
alike he who never smiles and he who some- of a finger has sufficed to move: broad at
times does smile: religious alike the bigot and bottom, pointed at top, a representative de-
the unbeliever, the infidel with a mask and the mocracy is a pyramid.
infidel without a mask. Sunday after Sunday, What the aristocrats aim at is, security for
Charles the Second, while making his jokes, theme-elves as against the monarch, with the
of which religion was the standing object,-- largest possible share in his power, and with-
Charles the Second, who was really the most out any security for the millions against that
gracious of English kings, heard himself pro- depredation, in the profit of which they are
claimed in the same breath, by consecrated sharers. Sharers in his power, together with
lips, the most religious, the money and the exaltation attached to both

In eompen_tion for all this evil, it rests (and for the exaltation at the expense of the
upon the advocates of monarchy to show, if millions, there is no humiliation they will not
they are able, in which way it is, that by an submit to as towards the monarch, for they
individual with the title and power of king or
emperor, is produced a mass of good outweigh- * 1823.
ing that evil ; being at the same time greater aCNot to speak of Austria or Prussia, witneu
than that which would be produced by that Naples, Sardinia, _weden, Ruaqia,Portugal,Sl_i_
eame individual in the situation of chief of a and]England.
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receiwinreturnthehumiliationof the rail-and the restof the community,isa _tateof
lions)thereforethegreaterhi_exaltationthe war. Beingenemies,theeaseofself-defence
greateristheirs.They are thusgainersby rendersitnecessarytheyshouldbe treatedas
thehumiliationtheysubmitto. As toseeu- such. They must be opposed,and,by any
rity,what theywould wish is,that forthe means,disabledfrom givingeffectto their
peopleagainstthemselvesinunionwith the mischievousendeavours.But,asin thecase
monarch,thereshouldbe none:whileagainst ofexternalenemies,so in the caseof these
thepeopleforthemselvesand the monarch,it internalones,such means ofself-defenceas
shouldbe entire, are]eastmischievoustobothpartiestakento-
In theviewtakenofthefieldoflegislation,gether,aretheonlymeanssuitableorjustifiable.

bytbescribeoftheabsolutemonarch,itswarms As tohatred--hatredfixedon one fixedob-
ineverypartwithrebels.To affordsecurityjeer,herethereisno suchthing.
tohim againstthe enterprisesof adversaries Pure monarchy w_s the original,because
inthisshapeisthe most anxiousofhiscares,thesimplestform of government.Ithad its
He isencompassedwith enemieson allsides originin the necessitymen were under of
and atalltimes:theveryformofhisgovern- puttingthemselvesunderthe command ofa
ment,theobjectsand designssoundisguisedlysinglechief,in the wars betweenone savage
evidencedby it,sufficestoconvertintoadver- or barbaroustribeand another.Thus came
sariestohim,allmen who arenotsototheir on theonepart,thehabitofobedience,on the
fellow-countrymenand themselves.Of their otherpart,thehabitof command,and by the
hatred,hb assureshimself:ofthejustnessof frequencyofactualwar,and theconstancyof
it,aswellasoftheimpossibilityofkeepingit preparationfora stateof war,the habitof
from coming intoexistence,he isfullycon- obedienceand command was preservedfrom
seious.The utmosthe canhopeforistoguard interrnptiou.
himselfagainstthatpartofitseffectswhichis The childrenand nextrelationsofthemen-
most formidableto him. In thisview,he archbeingnaturallymostfrequentlyinhiscom-
scruplesnot to appointpunishmentfor the pany,andinthelargestproportion,sharersinhis
manifestationofit:punishmentforallthose confidence,henceitwas thattheelectivemen-
who,seeingwhathe is,make known toothers archynaturallypassedintoan hereditaryone.
what theysee: punishingallwho, on any oc- But though thiswas the natural,and in
casionon which theirsentimentsare other earlytimes,the inevitablestateofthings,it
than favourableto him,make known thoseIfollowsnotthatitwas the stateofthingsin
sentiments.Iftherebe any suremethodsofIthehighestdegreecontributorytothegreatest
creatinghatred,thisisone ofthem:but see- happiuessofthegreatestnumber.
inglovehopeless,seeingeveryaffectionbetter Monarchycomes to have placenow,by its

thanhatred,inconsistentwith everyrationalIbeingestablished: almostallmen are born
viewofthe case,he is contentthustedraw underit,allmen are usedtoit,few men are
uponhimselfhatred_fortheadditionalchanceIusedto anythingelse:tilloflateyears,no-
which bethusflliukstogivehimselfofescap- body everdispraisedit; everybody praised
Jug from the effects of it. it : nobody saw anything better, nobody knew

Thus in the case of the absolute monarch : of anything better, few had heard of anything
and in this respect, the case of the limited better: men were reconciled to mixed men-
monarch is not materially different, archy in England, by the same causes by which

Turn now to the case of representative de- they were reconciled to pure monarchy in Mo-
mocr_ey. In the representative democracy roceo, Turkey, and Hindostan. No state of
there are no rebels. In the penal code of the things so bad, but that acquiescence under it,
representative democracy ttmre is no such crime may be produced by ignorance of better : in a
as rebellion. In the representative democracy word, by habit, by authority_ and by the in-
there is government ; there may, therefore, be struments of corruption and delusion by which
resistance to government. In the represen- it became surrounded.
tative democracy there are rulers: there may, it was not by any experience or supposition
therefore, be resistance to rulers. Under one of its advantages, thai it became establisbed_
government, as well as under another, re- or has been continued: meaning its advantages
sistance to rul% must be punished or there is to the many, by whose obedience and acqules-
no rule. But it is punished as such, and only cence, the power belonging to it is constituted.
as such, and not as rebellion. Suppose even a
conspiracyto overturnthe government,and SECTmN III.
substituteto itan absolutemonarchy: for
under every such democracy the supposition .Monarchy,--it_ I_struments--Co_Tore_l and
may be made, though under the only estab- Incorporeal.
lished democracy as yet exemplified, the fact The frame of mind given to man by this si-
i_ morally impossible, tuation has been seen above. Behold him now

Suppose, then, a conspiracy thus to destroy in action. In the field of political life, action
the government. The conspirators are enemies, cannot be without instruments.
but they are not rebels. The state they have His instruments, real and corporeal, are
placed then_elves ia_with relation to the rulers three : the soldier_ the lawyer_ and the priest :
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his fiotitio--,s and incorporeal are four: force, T Next astothe lawyer: external are the one-
fear, corruption, and delusion : with these in- ! mies against whom the force and intimidatian s
corporeal instruments he by the hands of his ! by which the soldier operates, are principally
corporea_ instruments works, i and most avowedly prepared : but incidentally

For the sake of an always questionable (and I as often as occasion calls_ the force has for its
at the utmost comparatively inconsiderable) _destination the being employed against the
addition to his own felicity, to give unques- subject-citizens, in their character of most na_
tionable existence to human suffering in all its tural, most constant, and nearest enemies. The
shapes, and infinite in quantity--this is the three which it is his destination to apply is
eoursa of action which at every moment of his in each instance applied upon the largest scale.
life the sinister interest inseparably attached The enemies to which that force is applied_
to his situation urges him to : and power being which is at the cvmmand of the lawyer, are
in adequate quantity always in his hands_ the no other than those same internal enemies_
result, as has beeumentioned, is correspondent, and in its application to them_ it operates up-

Vain would it be to say, evil in all these on the smallest scale.
shapes is the effect of man in general, of go- Force and intimidation are the only instru-
verument in general ; not of monarchy in the ments to the use of which the operations of the
persons of the monarch and his in_trnments, soldier are properly directed. Of corruptivo

No, they are not the effects ofgovernment_ influenee, he sees no need : of delusive infiuencej
they are only the effects of misgovernment, as little.
They are not the effects of government ; for a Delusion i_ the instrument for the applica-
representative democracy is a government : the tion of which the faculties of the lawyer are
Anglo-American United States are a represen- principally applied with most constancy and
tatlve democracy, and in the United States most energy.
no such evil effects have place. By the fbroe of his imagination he creates

Arch-forciant, _ arch-terrorist, arch-corrup- a sort of god or goddess upon earth, a sort of
tor, arch-deluder--this a monarch is, by the divinity, which he calls common law. Of this
mere virtue of his situation, without need of goddess the principal occupation is the finding
action on his part, without need of so much as pretences for giving fulfilment to the monarch's
vo¢it_on, without any such interruption to his sinister will, as evidenced by his sinister lute-
ease : his instruments, in their several situa- rest : to lodge in the hands of the monarch the
tious, are sub-foreiant, sub-terrorist, sub-cor- external instruments of felicity, in tho largest
ruptor_ and sub-deluder, quantity, and to exercise for that purpose the

As to the corporeal instruments : each of arts of depredation and oppression_ all for the
them contributes in his own particular way to benefit of the monarch : his subordinate occu-
the common end, the fulfilment of the con- pation (subordhmte in profession, principal of
stantly sinister will of the public enemy. In course in fact) is to exercise the same arts for
one way or other, on one occasion or other, all his own benefit. *
the several incorporeal instruments of misrule The common law not having any existent%
operate in their hands : by this or that corpo- cannot serve as a justification for any thing.
real, this or that incorporeal instrument is In the face of the whole community, who, in
made most use of; by this or that other corpo- so far as they have courage and energy to open
real, this or that other incorporeal, their eyes, see that it has no existence---in the

As to the soldier : force and intimidation face of the whole community the existence of
are the incorporeal instruments which, in the this goddess is on every, occasion asserted, and
more direct and intentional way, under a men- to this goddess are ascribed the two wills, to
archy, he is occupied in applying to the all- which execution and effect are to be given, the
embracing and constantly pursued purpo_, will of the monarch, and the will of the judge.
But by his pay and privileges he is made to What, for the benefit of the monarch the judge
belong to the monarch's stock of the instru- has been inflicting on the people, to a certain
ments of corruption ; while, by the place he superior degree, the monarch connives at his
occupies in the vast machine, of which he is inflicting fur his own benefit in a certain infe-
one of the puppet% and the glitter with which , tier degree.
he is environed, he contributes at the same Now as to the priest : In him may be seen
time to the amusement of his owner, and to another of the monarch's corporeal instruments
the delusion of the subject many--setting to of whom delusion is the principally employed
work their imagination, perverting their judg- incorporeal instrument. Physical force belongs
ment, and from the power and splendour which not to his province : intimidation, yes. But it
they see, causing them to infer the existence is by delusion that the intimidation is pro-
of the excellence, moral and intellectualj which duced. The business of the lawyer is, to d%
they imagine, in the first place, the will of the monarch ; in

the next place, his own. In this the business

• (Axch-forciant.) English lawyers have in of the lawyer and that of the priest agree.
their languagea deforciant: a man by whose force What difference has place between them lice
uome other man is put out of the possession of in the means : in the different forms and de-
Io:_ethingthatofr_ghtbelongstohim. greesoftheintimidationtheyemploy.
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In respect of morn| frame of mind, widely his courtiers. Between hiscourfiers and hisge-
different are the effects which under a men- ner_ls, the benefit of whatsoever real sympathy
archy are produced in the three professions, th_ individual nature of the monarch is suscep-
The soldier stands by himself. Force and in- tible of; is shared.
timidation, the instruments he applies, are no With the contempt of which all who are
ether than those without the eventual applies- beneath him are essentially objects, a mixture
tion of which, the best government could no of sympathy and affection for those who are
more have existence than the worst. Neither about him is not impossible. In the case of
corruption nor delusion does it belong to his no others does the contempt admit of any
province to apply : neither of the one nor the other admixture than that of antipathy and
ether instrument is the application expected hatred.
at his hands : neither the one nor the other In the lawyer he is not likely to find a
is it natural for him to seek to apply : delu- favourite. Neither in the idea of an intellect
sion, in particular, is much more likely to find replete with absurdity, of morals distinguished
in him a contemner than an approver, by harshness, exercised in the production of

Between the lawyer and the priest, the st- suffering, and by an intensity of reflection that
milarity of situation, and thence of frame of seems to put an exclusion upon gaiety, as well
mind, is close and intimate. In governments as sincerity, is there much to attract sympathy
in a state reputed semi-barbarous, they have or promise amusement.
been united in the same person. In England, In the priest he is not likely to find a fa-
priests w_re for a long time the only lawyers, vourite. Neither in the repulsive aspect of
The coil over the covering of the priestly melancholy, nor in that of imposture, assumed
tonsure is still an ingredient in the compost- for its own benefit, is there anything to attract
tion of the masquerade dress with which the sympathy or promise amusement.
lawyer bears evidence of the associati6n to Regarded in the character of necessary in-
this day. struraeuts, men in their s_tuations will natu-

In the )/Iahomedan religion, the priest is the rally be treated with more or less of conde-
only judge. In England the instances are at scens" )n, and marks of kindness and esteem,
the present day abundant in which the subor- by a man in his. But unless they are, and in
dinate judicial situation of the local judge, so far as they are, willing and able to divest
called justice of the peace, is added to the themselves of their distinctive professional
functions_ performed or not performed_ of the characters, their company will not naturally
priest, i be very acceptable.

In so far as for relief from their sufferings,
the mind of the people can find a place for SEC'rlONIV.
hope, the situation and natural character of
the soldier is the chief, if not the only source i _Vonarch's I_lterest,--]_ow far opposite to, ho_
that can be found for it. The great instrument far co-it_eid_t with, the Universal Interest.
of democratical government, the great support A community of interest (it may be said)
of the universal interest of the people against '_has place between a monarch and his subjects:
all particular and sinister interests--the force and this community of interest will suffice for
of the popular or moral sanction, brought into securing them against ill treatment at his
action by the public-opinion tribunal--has hands : for securing to them the best treatment
everywhere and at all times found far more in his power. True. There is a community
sensibility to it in the breast of the soldier of interest between a postmaster and his post-
than in the breasts of either of those function- horses : but this community of interest suffices
aries who work with delusion for their instru- not for saving them from an untimely death,
ment. Accordingly, on those great occasions at the end of a life of torment. The interesl;
in which, against oppression by monarchs, the which a monarch has in common with his sub-
interest of subjects has found effectual sup- jects, is not sufficient to render him in general
porters, soldmrs have been so by thousands, so well disposed towards his subjects as apost-
lawvers and priests only by units, ma_ter is to his pest-horses.

In an army, a standing army, the monarch Spite of whatsoever there is in common be-
beholds the support to his power at home and tween the two interests, in the breast of every
abroad : an instrument for the extension of it_ monarch, the tendency of his disposition is at
at the expense of the other members of his all times and in all places to produce the
own community--his subjects, as the phrase greatest infelicityofthe greatest number. Such
is : a toy to play with, • doll to dress up, an is everywhere the tendency necessarily pro-
instrument of delusion for producing, to his duced by his situation, and such everywhere
own advantage, erroneous conception on the (except in so far as accidental circumstances
part of the people ; and an instrument for the have risen up in opposition to such tendency)
gratification of vanity_ on the occasion of his has been, and so long as a monarchy exists
intercourse with the other members of the con- upon the face of the earth will be, the effect.
fraternity of monarchs. The more particularly the several shapes in

Of his personal gratification in all other which interest has place in the two situations
shapes, the more immediate instruments are are examined into,---the more particularly the
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several departments in the field of legislatien functionaries, and intern_l evil-deers being
to which it applies are examined into, the less functionaries. Security aga[n_ external evil-
numerous the points ef coincidence, the mere doers, i. e. against foreign enemies, his personal
numerousthepointsefopposition,asbetween interestpromptshim tomaximize,so longas
thetwo interests,willbe seentobe. no expectationef profitpresentsitself,from
Take,inthefirstplace,thetwo immediatelythediminutionordestructionofit. But that

subordinateendsoftheconstitutionalcode,-- whichheiscontinuallyuponthewatchtoget_
maximizationofappropriateaptitudeen the isanaugmentationefthemassoftheexternal
partoffunctionaries,and minimizationofthe instrumentsoffelicityinhishands,attheex-
expenseattachedtotheemploymentof them. Peaseofothercommunities; and by meansof
As toexpense:withrelationtotheinterestwar,--thatis,murderupon thelargestscale,

of themonarch,theaggregateof theexpense --henevercan getit,butbythediminutionof
may be distinguishedintotwo portions:that thesecurityofhissubjects.
in respecttowhich hisprofitisequaltothe As tosecurityagainstmisdeedson thepart
expense,--thewhele beingto him so much of functionaries,securityagainsttheabuseef
profit;and thatinrespectofwhich,hisprofit,theirown power,--theveryideaof itisin-
thoughnotequaltotheexpense,isinpropor- tolerable: as ifin theirhands power were
tien to it, increasing as it increases, capable ef being abused !--as if wreng could be

Next as to appropriate aptitude : In a re- done by him,bywhomno wrong Canbe done 1.---
public, appropriate aptitude, means aptitude by him, for whose benefit that which if done
with reference to the greatest happiness of the by another would be wrong, is by the mere
greatest number. Ins monarchy, appropriate circumstance of its being by him that it is
aptitude, means aptitude with reference to the done, converted into rijht.
supposed greatest happiness of number one. 4. Equality. In a republic, the instrument
But on the imagination and judgment of this of felicity thus denominated is watched and
same number oleo, the greatest happine_ of guarded with peculiarly anxious care. It is
this same number one, will consist in the sub- prized, not only as being in its own character
serviency of all other wills, and of the cond_lct an instrument of felicity, but an instrument of
of all other persons, on each occasion to the security, for security itself: in particular, for
will of fills same number one. But what may securing all the several instruments of felicity
happen, and ha_ contiuuatly been happening, to all the members of the community, against
is, that wh_le in the breasts of the greatest invasion on the part ef such of them as axe in
number of his subjects, infelicity has been con- the situation of public functionaries.
tinually on the increase, the will of number But to the monarch, the very word is an
one has been continually obeyed by all. object of abhorrence. To give admission to it

Take, in the next place, the four immediately in the list of fit ends of the distributive branch
subordinate ends of the non-penal or distribu- . of law, is at once to put an exclusion upon his
tire branch of law : subsistence, abundance, office : to shut the door of the official establish-
security, and equality, maximized iu so far as meat against him. Of all the imaginable in-
the less important are compatiblewiththemore struments of felicity that can be named, not
important. _one is there in which he can endure the idea

1. Subsistence. This, it is true, it is his in- ] of seeing any other member ef the community
terest they should have: that is to say such possessing an equal share.
ef flmm as are in a condition to work, and can In particular, not so much as an equal share
be made to work. Butit is the interest of the in the protection of the laws: in the benefit
greatest number that, whether able or not able derived from the services of the officers belong-
te work, they should live, which is as much as ing to the judicial department, directed as they
to say, that they should have subsistence, are or ought to be, to the securing to every

2. Abundance. This also it is his interest member of the community his proper share in
theyshould have, and the greater the quantity the aggregate stock of the external instru-
they produce, and thence have, the greater the meats of felicity : against evil in the several
quantity which it will be in his power (as it shapes in which it is endeavoured to be ex-
cannot fail to be in his inclination) to get out eluded, by prohibition and punishment attach-
of them for himself. But, so long as by any ted to the several misdeeds by which it is liable
act of his, any addition, how small soever, t to be produced.
which would otherwise be made to the stock In the next place, take the penal branch of
of the matter of abundance, passes into and Elaw. Immediately subordinate ends----bene-• ]
through hxs hands,--how great soever may be ficlal effect of the distributivebranchef law

thequantitywhich,by thesame act,istakenImaximized;punishmentminimized.

outoftheirhands,orpreventedfrom findingI With regardto the distributivebranchof
itsway intothem,will,wl_hreferencetohis!law takenin itsseveralsub-branches,ithas
interest,be matterofindifference, beenseenhow farinthesituationofmonarch
3.Security.Securityisforbody,mind,re- hisparticularinterestisaccordantand coinei-

putation,pecuniaryproperty,power,conditiondentwiththeuniversalinterest;how farOl_
inlife:itisagainstinjuryatthehandsofex- positetoit.
ternal evil-doers_ internal evil-doer_ not being First, then, as t_ the maximization of the
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beneficial effect in question. "So far as the terest, how much to prejudice, whether lute-
above-mentioned coincidence has pla_e, it is rest-begotten or derived from other causes.
his interest that the universally beneficial The question_ however, is a matter rather of
effect may, by all imaginable means, and by curiosity than of use : of use to the purpose of
this principal means in particular, be maxi- affording guidance to practice. Take this or
mized. But so far as, instead of coincidence, that anti-popular arrangement at pleasure : if
opposition has place, this same particular in- not its creation, its preservation is, at any rate,
retest of his requires that the amount of these the work of the sinister interest. Indepen-
same beneficial effects be minimized ; or in dently of the sinister interest, be the institu-
other words, that none such should exist, but tion, be the arrangement, be the phantasm of
that the opposite evils should have place, the imagination ever so absurd, go back far

Next as to the minimization of punishment: enough, you may always find honest absurdity_
So far as by the infliction of punishment, mis- honest intellectual weakness sufficient for the
deeds on the part of any individual, in or not creation of it. How can it be otherwise_.
in the situation of functionary, tending to pro- --since, among the people at large, notions
mote his particular interest--vengeance and fraught with absurdity are not without ex-
easeincluded--wouhlbe repressed, his interest ample, notions which, being adverse to the
requires that no punishment at allbe inflicted : I interest of those by whom they are enter-

or if any, none beyond the least possible, i tained, cannot have had for their cause sinister
So far as by the infliction of punishmcut, interest; at any rate, cannot have had correct

acts tending to the security of individuals perception of particular interest.
against misdeeds, the commission of which, I But so long as it is by the sinister interest
as above, is required by his particular interest, I that the causes of evil are supported and main-
would be prevented, (and thence his power of rained, whether it was in the moral part or
evil-doingrestricted,oranygratifieationafford- in the intellectual part of the mental frame
ed to his appetite for vengeance, or any security that the evil had originally its rise, makes
afforded him against disturbance to his ease,) nothing to any practical purpose.
his particular interest requires that punish- Many are the instances in which that which
ment be minimized, at first sight will present it,ll as the result

So much as to the _everal external instru- of intellectual weakness, will, on scrutiny, be
ments of felicity and proper subordinate ends seen to have been the genuine fruit of sinister
of government. ] interest : and the more closely the mechanism

As to moral virtue ; or, speaking with rela- of misrule is scrutiniz*d into, the more exten-
tiontofelicity, moral aptitude, this, his interest rively will this genealogy be seen to have had
prompts him to maximize on the part of his place.
subjects : viz. so far, and so far only, as by the One t'._dversallyapplying maxim,the gemdne
possession of it they are disposed to do his : fruit of the sinister interest, serves as a meaus
wilt and contribute to the advancement of his _of preservation to absurdity in every imagin-
particular interest. ' able sl:ape. Though the absurd institution or

But at the same time, his interest renders _arral:gcment is not productive of any imme-
him desirous to minimize it in so far as, by the I diatc advantage to yourself, says the modern
possession of it, men arc disposed to thwart ! Machiavel to his patron, preserve it notwith-
his personal interest in all its several branches, i standing : for though the existence of it does
preferringtheir own interests respectively to his. I not serve, the abolition of it would dis-serv%

As to intellectual virtue, or say, intellectual i your _wn particular interest. To justify the
aptitude : I abolition, it would be necessary to bring into

In proportion as useful knowledge and sound i action some position conformable to reason_
judgment, as applied to the field of legislatiou, I and bearing a reference, more or tess obvious_
increase, the opposition of the interest of the i to the all-comprehensive and universally-up-
monarch to the rest of the community will be- t plying principle---the grcatest-hnppiness prin-
come more manifest ; and with it the want of ] ciple. But by homage paid to that principle,

virtue, moral as well as intellectual, betrayed I you put arms _in_o the hands of the adversary :by the nation, by which any such office in "the _when the absurd arrangement, from which you
official establishment is suffered to have exis- derive no advantage, is disposed of, presently
tense : an office which may be styled that of after comes the adversary and proposes the
malefactor-general, abolition of an absurd institution and arrange-

ment, from which you do derive advantage :
SEC_ON V. and, as a ground for the proposition, out comes

Cause of Monarchical _[_srute--S_nister this position which you yourself having madeuse of, and paid homage to, you cannot oppose
Interest, not UTright I_rejudice. or elude the force of, without rendering your

The amount of misrule and its effects being insincerity and the corruptness of your dispo-
given, a standing question, a question that, on sition manifest.
each accasion, presents itseff is--as to how Let this, then, be the general rule, acted
much of it is owing to moral inaptitude, how upon in all cases.--Wlmtsoever institution or
much to intellectual : how much to sinister in- arrangement is adverse to the universal in-
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retest, is the result of the particular, and I tional part of the field of law : my good for-
thence sinister interest of the ruling class. I tune--I know not exactly in what way--_avedIn few instances, indeed, if in any, will the . me from the disappointment and loss of time
position be wrong in theory : where it is wrong, ! which a proposition of so Utopian a cast would
the error wilt not be productive of any evll have had for its fruit. Yes: were it merely
consequence in practice. Not so, if the cause i as instruments for the defence of the commuo.
being sinister interest, the effect is ascribed to i nity and the territory against foreign aggres-
a mere error of the understanding. In this i stun, that an army is kept up. But besides
c:_se, it is to the curling men of their error, _that, it is kept up for the defence of the eoun-
that all your exertions will be directed--to the try against its inhabitants,--for the defence of
changing into convcrts the opponents you have the monarch, his instruments, his favourites_
to deal with. Full of this conception, you will and his dependents, against resistance to le-
keep labouring and labouring on till you are _.galizeddepredation, oppression,andvengeance:
tired : while you are labouring, the adversary : it is kept up as a toy for the great baby to
is laughing in his sleeve. : play with, and as an instrument for the grati

Another bad conse_tuence : So much for your , fieation of his vanity : and how ill any of these
adversaries the eorruptionists. Now for the ! purposes wuutd be served by retrenchment, is
bystanders, in the character of members of the : sufficiently obvious.
pubhc-opinion tribunal. Seeing that, even in ! While the sinister interest continues on its
your opinion, all its hostility notwithstanding, present footing, to propose anything that would
the fault, if any, is in the understanding of ! be beneficial to the community, upon a sufil-
your adversary, not in his will--in the intel- ciently extensive scale to be worth thinking
leetual part of his frame, not in the moral-- of, in not simply useless,_it is positively per-
tlley, in their impartial situation, cannot think nicioun. It operates as a certificate, that, on
less favourably of him than you do_ in your the part of those on whom acceptance depends,
hostilely partial situation : along with you, a disponitmn to act in conformity to the uni-
they will keep looking for the time when, in versal interest has place,--a certificate which
consequence of the rectification of his judg- neither is, nor by possibility can be, true. The
ment, his conduct will be rectified, which time, persons to whom it is addressed, arc those on
the cause of the wrong not being in that place, whose exerti_,a depends the only state of
will never come. All this while, had tim real things in _liicb anything _od that depends
seat of the wrong been kuown to them, they on gnverument can ever be brr_.ght into effect.
might have acted accordingly. Seeing the ad- In this same certificate, there|ore, is contained
versary in his true cotourn, they might have the implied assurance, that such exertions are
joined with you in acting upon him in the only not needed. Of the existence of this persua.
q,_artcr in which, from this time to the end of stun, on the part of the projector, a proof is
time, he can be acted upon with effeet,--thcy thus given, much more conclusive and impres-
might have acted upon his fears, sire than could be given by any positive and

Whatsoever talent and whatsoever industry direct assurance given in words : in this case,
there is being employed in keeping the sinister the existence of the persuasion is indubitable,
interest covered by a veil an impenetrable as for it is upon the ground of it that the man
possible, no wonder if it should escape from himself has acted.
the observation of most eyes. In England, this hopelessness of everything

Behold an example of the mischief to the good has never been a secret to tim Whigs.*
people from the imputhlg to error the result Accordingly, show them anything good, their
of sinister interest. True cause of tbe excess answer is, of course,--Under the present ad-
in military establishments, kings' sink-ter in- ministration your plan is hopeless : it is a good
terest, erroneously ascribed as being necessary one, and by them no good proposal will ever
to defence against foreign aggression, be adopted: by us, all good proposals will

When in this way rulers have, at such vast be adopted : if you wish anything good to be
expense, done each of them his utmost, then done, look to us. What is true, is--that there
will they be all of them, with their respective is not any ground for hope from their antago_
masses of force, bearing one to anotber a ecr- nists : what is not true_ is--that there isground
rain proportion: keeping thus the same pro- of hope from themselves. In them, there would
portion, they might divide each of them his no more be either power or will to do good
force by the same divisor,--say two, say ten, than in their more fortunate and prosperous
say a hundred, and the quotient being in the adversaries.
•ame proportion, the security would, on the
part of each of them, be the same. Some S_CTIO_VI.
number of years ago _ did the idea occur to
me--I know not how many, except that it Inaptitude attac_ed to t_e sit_athm of Monarc_
must have been before my eyes had applied _na_i,vedorsayl_mit_dyMonarchy-_ispo_r
themselves with any closeness to the eonstitu- l_av_ng far it_ i_r_ment of limitation tl_

• Written in 1822. Seea"Pl_nforaUnivers_d * The Whigs were not in officewhen this was
and Perpetual Peace," vol. it. p. 546.--Ed. wrltten._Ed.
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loow_r eta bod!l ttat_mJ as a representation of! life, property and liberty have everything to
tke _People. I fear ; from the subject many, such are they as

_to morality--such are they as to religion--the
Inaptitude opposite to moral aptitude. In ruling one, with the sub-ruling few, (and such

this situation the causes of enndty are more of the opulent and influential few as make
active: of resistance, the symptoms are con- common cause with him,) have nothing to
tinually obtruding themselves on observation, fear. _ritness, on the one part, the Manches-
Though on every occasion the i_ue is out of ter massacre: men, women, and children, killed
hazard, on every occasion a contest with cir- by units, wounded by hundreds, for coming
eumstances of irritation has place, together unarmed to make communication of

To moral inaptitude in the shape of cruelty, thmr sufferings, and hold converse on the hope
is in this situation necessarily added, immo- and means of relief: a priest ordering the
rality in the shape of insincerity and deception, slaughter, and receiving at the hands of a ser-
The representation of the people is in a state rant of the monarch (by an act, followed by
of corruption: the people themselves are in a words of general approbation, pronounced in
state of-delusion. If the representation were the most solemn ceremony by the monarch)
not in this state of corruption, no such office a benefice of £2500 a-year vahe, fbr having
as the kingly office would continue. If the ordered it. Witness, on the one part, this
people in a vast proportion were not in a state Manchester massacre : witness, on the other
of delusion, no such office as the kingly office part, the patience of the subject many under
would cofltinue, it. On the one part, slaughtered by wholesale,

Of that portion of the external instruments with an avowed readiness, on any similar oe-
of felicity, which otherwise might be, and in casion, to repeat it,--the slaughter upon a
the situation of absolute monarch, would be, general view of it, thus avowed : while, for
employed by him in the endeavour, how vain any such purpose a_ that of regular and ira-
soever, to make an addition to his own per- partial judicature, no particular view of it
serial felicity,--a portion more or less consid- suffered to be taken. On the one part, slaugh-
erable, must be employed in the keeping in a ter by wholesale thus committed, rewarded,
state of perpetual corruption, and perpetual avowed : on the other part, no such slaughter
subserviency to his sinister interest, the dele- I by wholesale, or so much as by retail, executed,
gates, real or pretended, of the people : in attempted, or so much as recommended. On
securing on their part a constant breach of i the one part, all injury : on the other part all
such their trust. In the majority of these I patience. But, when injury has spread to
men, the people in as far as they see clearly, i certain extent, and reigned tbr a certain length
behold their determined and implacable ene- of time, patience may, in the event of its con-
roles, subordinate depredators, who, under the tinning longer, on the same spot with injury,
orders of the supreme depredator, concur with begin to regard itself as an accomplice : and,
him in the work of depredation, at their I taking counsel of desperation, rather than act
charge. In the eyes of a monarch they are at i in that character, yield its place to retaliation_
the same time ltis enemies : partly because coming forth under the name of justice.
the quantity of the matter of depredation
seized by them is not adequate to his desire% SE_m_ YII.
and partly on account of the vast share which
he finds himself under the necessity of aban- In a limited, or say rather a _lixed __[onarc_y,
doning to them, in consideration of the work the Aristocracy are not in practice co-equal
which in fulfilment of the sinister contract, it _cith, but dependent on, and Instruments of,
it is necessary should be performed on their the _lonarchy.
part. It is by force and intimidation that the con-

At all times, until the old man of the sea ductofthepeopleatlargeisdetermined. InEng-
has been shaken off from the shouhters of Sin- land it is by corruptiveinfluence that the conduct
bad--in every monarchy, one and the same of tile majority in each of the two houses of
option, and that in both parts, a disastrous parliament is determined: in the House of
one, will be presenting itself to the monarch's Commons in the first instance, and then in the
choice: the option between magnitude and House of Lords. The matter of corruption, so
stability. In some eyes increase of stability far as the monarch is concerned, on whose
may be seen provided for, in the expedient of will does the application of it depend _. On
imparting a share of power, either to a re- that of the minister. And the minister, on
presentation of the people alone, or to a self- whose will does his existence in that situation
representing aristocratical body, or to both depend _. On the king.
together. Let the king give to what man he will the

Under a limited monarchy, while the subject disposal of the matter of eorruptive influence,
many have everything to t_ar, from that immo- the will of that individual is sure to be done
rality which, in company with a convenient by the majority in both houses.
mixture of religious hypocrisy and religious Events may happen, events which for a time
bigotry, has its seat in the bosom of the ruling may make the king see a convenience in sub-
one, with the sub-rullng and influential few, stituting to a minister more agreeable to him.
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a minister less agreeable to him. But in this sense of the words, bad and good, so far from
temporary exception there is nothing that de- being the best, the monarch is naturally the
tracts from the truth to all practical purposes very worst--the most maleficent member of
of the general rule. In this there is nothing the whole community--judge from him of the
more than what is every now and then hap- consequence of taking him and his conduct as
pening in the most absolute governments, that a pattern for others---his conduct for their con-
of Turkey not excepted, duct.

But the fact is, that whatsoever is done, it is By beneficence, positive or even negative on
with the king's will that it is done : in each a small scale, he obtains a reputation by which
instance it may or may not have originated ill he is enabled to practise, without reproach,
the king's will: but in whose will soever, maleficence on the largest scale. "Curse on
what is proposed is ori_nated, if it be against his virtues ! they have destroyed his country l"
the king's will, it is not done. George the Third, because he behaved well to

Of the absoluteness of the king's power, a his wife, was proclaimed tt_ebest of k_gs.
conclusive proof is that which was brought to Hereupom whatever good conduct has place
view in a House of Commons' debate, in the in domestic lif% on the part of the other mere-
session of 1822. Motion by Mr Brougham: ob- bers of the community, this else has the eredit
ject of it, holding up to view what is called of it.
the influence of the crowu: that is to say, the Now mind the evil consequence. Of what
absoluteness of the king's power, in respect of is good and bad in private, and in particular in
giving determination to the proceedings of the domestic life, men m all situations are corn-
two sets of functionaries who are sharers with petent judges, and in the habit of regarding
him in the supreme operative. Proof this,-- themselves as being so, and taking cognizance
when a man has been appointed to the situa- of the conduct of others in consequence. On
tion of prime minister, a majority of the Corn- the other hand, of -what is good and bad in
mens' House will vote according to his will, af- public life, the greatest number are not as yet
ter having but a few days before, namely when competent judges.
he was n_t minister, but in opposition, voted Yet in some monarchies--England for ex-
against it. ¢ amplc--scar_'c an individual to whom it is not

Instances have happened in which the king matter of habit to speak occasionally of the
has discarded a minister whom he had rather monarch and hear him spoken of, and with
h_ve kept, and appointed a minister whom he some adjunct of general approbation or dis-
had rather not have appointed. True : but approbation, such as good and bad_ attached
the minister who was not agreeable tv him, to his official or personal name.
never for any considerable length of time has But for a comparatively rare occurrence,
been kept in office, this epithet will be of the approbative kind :

In the year 1806, Lord Grenville, Mr Fox, the reason has been already mentioned. Note
and Mr Addington, were in office together, then the consequence. So it be, but through
Lord Grenville and Mr Fox were men dis- the ordinary causes, namely, war and selfish
agreeable to the then king: Lord Grenville on indulgence in the shape of what is called _naq-
one account,Mr Fox on another:LordGrenville n_fice_ve, there is no quantity of mischief so
from his personal demeanour, Mr Fox from the great, in shape of waste and depredation and
too great popularity of the principles profess- murder, so it be upon a national scale, that a
ed by him. It was the desire of Lord Grenville man in that situation may not be the author
that the oppression under which the Catholics of, still remaining the object of general love
had so long been suffering, should be removed: and admiration.
tills was also the desire of Mr Fox. But the Meantime, what shall we say of those wh%
will of the king was opposite and inflexible, seeing before them and _et over them a mau
He refused to adopt the measure ; found a fa- whose conduct is stained with these atrocities,
vourable opportunityforgettingridofthem,and ! gives to them the sunshine of his approbation
dismissed them. Mr Addillgton was a man by thus adding the word good (or its equiva-
found to be agreeable to a king, whoever the lent) to the name, official or personal, of the
king were, so Mr Addington was retained, author of evil on this largest scale _ What-

! ever he may be in intention, in fact and in ef-
SECTIO._VIII. feet, he is an accessory to all the atrocities by

2ffonarch--folly of regarding tt_epersonxd de- which the object of his ill-placed eulogy has
$oortment of, as a patternforsubjects, Geo.III. been making an incontrovertible title to uni-

versal abhorrence. If in the course of a war,
If as above, in every intelligible and useful for the gratification of the monarch's rapacity

or antipathy--a war, in a word, without he-
The Reform Act has somewhat altered this cessity--a million of human beings have been

aerateof things. A very largeportion of the House consigned to untimely death_ here are a millionof Commons is now no'longerunder the immedlate
influence of the House of Lords: so long as the of murders committed; and he who thus pours
crown act_ in unison with this independent portion, forth benedictions on the head of the author,
the ttouse of Lords will oppose both the Commons is accessory, before or after the fact_ to all the_
and the erown.--Ed, murders.
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Nine times in the course of his sixty years' place in the community, than would have place,
reign did George the Third, with his ever- if neither he nor any other individual having
ready accomplices, force the people to pay his ! the same powers, were in existence--there
debts, t The trader who, by inevitable mis- never has been, nor ever can be, any such per-
fortune---mere misfortune without the smallest son as a good king : and that every man who
cause of reproach, even on the score of impru- i is a king, is, by the mere circumstance of his
deuce, is rendered insolvent,--is thereby ren- i being a king, rendered of necessity a bad one.
dered in a greater or less degree an object of To talk of a good king, is to talk of white ink,
disrespect : still more, and in an increasing or black snow.

ratio, if the like misfortune comes upon him a i In conjunction with external circumstances,
second time. The insolvencies of George the i idiosyncrasy mavhave rendered, and in fact to a

Third were in every instance the result of his I certain degree, always does render, this or that
own profusion, without the smallest admixture I king less bad, than this or that other. But to
of misfortune. No money could be issued the practical purpose of the question, every
without his signature: and he was notoriously such inquiry into the character of tiffs or that
attentive as well as punctual in the giving of it. individual, in that same situation, is needless
tie made immense profit by his wars,--profit and useless: indeed worse than useless, the
to _imself and family : witness the Droits of tendency of it being to lead men to suppose,
Admiralty ; and he took care to exempt him- that from a substitution of one individual to
self from loss: witness the exemption from the another, in that situation, the evil may be
income-ta_x given to his private property in capable of receiving a remedy : which, as al-
government annuities---or the funds, as the ready shown, is not true.
phrase is. , What in this case is the measure of the

In Spain, about the year ]776, the avowed quality of bandess, or say, depravity in the
expenditure upon the persons of the king and human mind._ Is it the quantity of human
his family, amounted to one-fourth of the misery produced _. Is it the degree of steadi-
whole expenditnre of government: and tothis ness with which the probability of its being
avowed, unavowed expenditure was known to produced is contemplated, and the fixedness

be added, to a vast though necessarily unas- I of the determination to persevere in the en-
certainable, amount, deavour to give existence to it _ Is it the ab-

Of this expenditure, bc it what it may, not sence of that distress, which in some cases is,
a particle is of any real use to the people in by general acknowledgment, sufficient to ten-
any shape: not a particle, that besides the der depredation, and even intentional beret-
suffering produced by the loss, by the ibrced cide, justifiable _. With these considerations
contribution, is not productive of evil to an in mind, compare the best of monarchs with
immense amount : for of the matter of wealth the worst of private and punishable malefac-
thus extorted and wasted, every particle oper- tors,---see whether as in the scale of political,
ates as matter of corruption, so in the scale of moral depravity, the place of

It would be a calculation no less curious the unpunishable malefactor is not above tha_
than instructive, how many of the people, by of the punishable malefactor.
the support thus given to the lustre of the As it is, in the case of that situation, by
crown, are ever)" year, consigned to lingering which the largest mass of political power is con-
death for want of sufficient food, how many ferred, so is it in every inferior one. The pro-
prevented from coming into existence, bable quantity of virtue in a man, is not in the

The result is--that in all branches, the in- direct, but as will be seen, in the inverse ratio
aptitude is on all occasions, not in the indic'i- of his altitude in the composite scale composed
dual, but in the s_tuatio_: not in the particu- of power, opulence_ and factitious dignity.
lar nature of the individual in question, but in
the general nature of the situation : that, the SE(rrmN IX.
situation being what it is, the inaptitude is
absolutely irremediable : and that, therefore, Influen_of.;ilonarchy on the 8tareofd'udlcature.
whatsoever be the political state, the existence In a monarchy, on the part of the .judges,
of any such situation in the official establish- corruption has place universally : on the part
ment, is utterly incompatible with the greatest of almost all judges, at all places, at all times :
h_ppiness of the greatest number--utterly in- corruption, practised upon the largest scale,
_vapatible with everything to which the ap- and with impunity and assurance of impunity :
lsenation of good government, can_ with any impunity, perfect as against punishment at the
propriety, be applied, hands of the legal sanction, and to a vast ex-

That if, by a good king, is meant a king, by tent, as against punishment at the hands even
whose existence more happiness would have of the social sanction.

At the hands of the monarch, and those who
Thee a_rted in the course of a House of are in favour with him, every man for himself,

Commons' debate in the spring of 1821, say May and all those with whom he is connected in
c¢Jmse : [by Lord John Russell on the debate on the way of interest or sympathy,---every man,
the civil list to George IV., 8th May 1821, referring and the judge, whoever he is_ as much as any
to the Report of the Committee of 1815.--Ed.] man_---ha_ everything to gain_ and so has he to
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no inconsiderable amount to lose, or otherwise The subject many, have neither expectation
suffer, nor desire of oppressing or plundering the

In the track of partiality and injustice thus ] wealthy. Oppress them, they could not, with-
vrodueed by corruptive influence, there are out plundering them of all they have : for
terrain lengths which, under the fear of the without any factitious power, their wealth can-
_ubtie-opinion tribunal, this or that judge will not but protect them, and protect them most
restrict himself from going : but in that same effectually against oppression in every shape.
track, there axe certain lengths which nojudge Plunder the wealthy few, the subject many
wilt ever restrict himself from going. What could not, by any general resumption and new
should make him _. From yielding, he has division of property : for by any such attempt,
everything to gain ; from not yielding, he has everything valuable, and all property in it,
more or less to fear. would be destroyed : that of the poorest as

On the alleged incorruptiou of English judi- well as that of the most wealthy.
catare, eulogy is indefatigable : and of this, As little could they in the way of taxation :
as of every other alleged efficient cause of fell- taking this or that part instead of the whole.
city, matchless constitution gets, of course, the For between wealthy and not wealthy, there
credit, being no hne of separation actual or prac-

TiSs alleged incorruptioil what does it ticable, the more rich could not be taxedwith-
amount to, in fitct ._--incorruptioa on the part out taxing the le_s rich likewise.
of a certain class of judges, as against the In the Anglo-American United States, the
matter of corruption in a certain form :inccr- class who, with relation to the purpose in
ruption for small profit, and upon a small scale, question, are without property--that is to say,
coupled as above with corruption for unlimited without propert._ sufficient for their mainte-
profit, upon a national scale, nance--have, for upwards of fifty years, by

In this country, perhaps for two centuries, means of the right of electing the possessors of
no example has ever been known or commonly the supreme operative power, had the property
believed, of one of the twelve judges taking a of the wealthy within the compass of their legal
bribe on behalf of a suitor : not improbably power : in what instance has any infringement
none such has had place. By this circum- of property ever been made _.
stance is any proof afforded of incorruptibility The worst that could happen to the ruling
-----ofany aversion to the being corrupted, on and influential few from power, if vested in
the part of any judge _. By no means, the hands of tim many, or say rather, of all,

In no instance could a judge receive, in the themselves, the ruling few, included,--is to see
shape of money, or other article of marketable themselves brought down to an equality with
value, a bribe, without putting his reputation the many in all things, wealth excepted : in
completely in the power of at least one indi- respect of power, to the haviug no more than
vidual--namely, the one by whom, or on whose an equal chance tbr power : in respect of
account, the bribe was afforded : seldom with- titious honour, to be divested of it, the many
out putting himself in the power of individuals being at the same time unpossessed of it.
more than one. What should be a man's m- While the triumvirate of the wealthy, the
ducement thus to expose himself to infamy, powerfut,andthefactitionslydigulfied,relgns--
not altogether without danger of legal punish- injustice, to the prejudice of the greatest num-
ment, for profit on a retail scale, while, on a ber, reigns in every part of the field of govern-
wholesale scale, it is to be had to an amount merit : injustice for the benefit of those few_
altogether unlimited, and without any the at the expense and to the burthening of the
smallest risk _. many. Suppose that portion of the aggregate

You who give them the praise of incerrup- mass of power which they are capable of hold-
tion as thus proved, add to it, the praise of ing--suppose the constitutive power--in the
abstaining from pickiug the pockets of passen- hands of'the greatest number, what in respect
gels of their handkerchiefs, in the streets, of jusLice and injustice would be the conse-

quence ._ :Not the reverse of the present state
SEc*rm_ X. of things: not injustice to the benefit of the

many at the expense of the few, but justice
Tt_ Few,--.Ene_ies of the Many,--the Many

not of the Few. I to all alike.Take England for example. By the faeti.
Everywhere it has been seen, with the tionsexpensesimposedonjudieialproeeedinga,

single exception of an aptly organized repre- nine-tenths of the population, to say the lea_,
eentative democracy, the ruling and influential are excluded from the benefit of justice, as
few are enemies of the subject many : enemies well in the situation of defendants as in that
in mind as well as in act,--and by the very na- of plaintiffs : a line is thus drawn between the
ture of man, until the government, whatever wealthy and the non-wealthy : the wealthy, all
it be, has given way to a representative demo- these who are capable of demanding the as-
¢racy, perpetual and unchangeable enemies, sistance of the judicial office, or resisting the

Not so the subject many_ to the ruling and demand when made by ethers; the non-wealthy
i_uential few : the enmity is not reciprocal : those who are incapable : all those whose situa-
it is all of it on one sider--on that one side only. tion is below the line of sepaxation_ axe at the
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mercy of all those whose situation is above it. manent and adequate remedy to the existing
Now, suppose this factitious burthen complete- evils could be brought about by radical reform,
ly removed, what would be the consequence _. still less could it by moderate reform.
That the wealthy would be at the mercy of Note now the change that would be brought
the non.-wealthy _. No ; only that they would about by radical reform : supposing no other
cease to see the many lying absolutely at their change effected than that which is expressed.
mercy : insomuch that the two parties would The king would remain. Therefure, so long
have to contend upon terms less unequal than as he retained his power no change would be
at present. I say less unequal: for, as to effeeted that were adverse to lns interests.
absolute equality, this is what the very nature But every change that would be beneficial to
of the case completely forbids. For it is upon the interest of the people----contributing to the
evidence that the fate of every cause depends, greatest happiness of the greatest number of
and evidence is not in any ease to be had alto- them, would, it has been seen, be adverse to
gether without expense : and to the necessary his interest. Therefore the king alone would
amount of the expense, even when all factitious suffice to prevent any considerable good from
expense is struck off, no determinate limits being done, any effectual remedy from being
can be assigned, applied. Take in hand the whole catalogue

of abuses. Look over it from beginning to
SECTION XI, end : not one is there in the continuance of

which he has not an interest : not one of them
JEngIL_hParl_a_ne_tary R_form--its is there which it would not be against his in-

i_adequacy, terest to part with : not one of them is there
In the opinion of a considerable and gra- which, on any reasonable ground, he could be

dually increasing number of the people, the expected to part with, if he could help it.
system of government as carried on in Eng- The House of Lords would remain. But of
land, is so bad--so adverse to the greatest all the members of that house there is not one
happiness of the greatest number, that a man who, so long as he is one, will not be a sharer
desirous of contributing his endeavours to that in that sinister interest which, as has been
same greatest happiuess, cannot, without in- I seen, stands irremoveablyattachedtothe situa-
consistency, fail of being desirous of seeing tion of monarch. The House of Lords alone
brought about a change : a change of a nature would, therefore, suffice to shut an everlasting
to add to that greatest happiness, by substi- door against all remedy.
taring good to what is evil in the form of But if for this purpose the king alone, by
government, as it exists at present, t his single force, and also the House of Lords

For this purpose two changes are continually ! alone, by its single force, would either of them

brought to view : one under the name of Par- I suffice, much less can they fail to suffice by
liamentary Reform, the other under the name their conjunct force.
of Revolution. By Parliamentary Reform is Yes, it may be said, reform., if radical, will
meant a change in the mode in which the suffice: it will suffice without further change.
people are said to be represented : by causing I Not in any shape, aml in particular, not in "
the men wh% under the name of representa- ! this shape, can parhamentary reform have
fives of the people, exercise a principal share ! been brought about, unless and until both
of the powers of government, to be located and i lords and king have been brought into acqui-
distocable by the great body whom they are I escence. But the u_e and only use of this
said to represent, instead of a comparatively I reform, is to remove the existing abuses : in
minute portion of it. By Revolution is meant this one point is concentrated all that is looked
locating, in the situation of monarch, an in- to from it : the power sufficient to produce the
dividual different from him by whom it is at cause will be sufficient to produce the effect.
present filled. No : it will not suffice. By the supposition,

Parliamentary Reform has been proposed the office of king will remain: the power of
in two modes :----one styled radical, the other the king will remain untouched ; the power of
styling itselfj sometimes moderate--sometimes the lords with their vetowill remain untouched.
temperate. But from the office of king, a quantity of the mat-

By Radical Reform is meant the substitut- ter of wealth, allof it operating upon the repre-
ing to the House of Commons, as at present sentatives of the people in the character of mat-
organized, a House of Commons organized upon ter of corruptive influence is inseparable : in a
the principle of a representative democracy, large proportion it will suffice to prevent the
but leaving in full possession of their power abolition of the mass of depredation and op-
the Monarch and the House of Lords. pression at present established : and whatso-

By moderate reform is meant the taking the ever it is not able to prevent the amendment
power of the House of Commons out of the or abolition of, it will suffice to bring back in
hands of the present oligarchy, and placing it a longer or shorter course of time. To pro-
in a regular and equal sort of aristocracy, lear- dace this effect not so much as a single act,
ing monarch and lords in possession of their that can with propriety be called an act of
power, as in the former case. corruption (it has been shown) is necessary :

If no good worth contending for--no per- not so much as a single act, on either part.
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To confirm the existence of the kingly office rality, as well as the grossest system of absnr-
would be to sanction a principle opposite to dity that the wit of man ever engendered.
the only justifiable end of government. It When on the part of kings and lords, av-
would be to continue in the hands of a func- quiesence has in any way been produced, to
tionary, the hostility of whose interest to the ]cave them in possession of their power, would
universal interest has been shown to be neces- be to leave them with arms in their hands, in
sary and unchangeable, the power of giving a condition to fight the matter over again.
effect to that same sinister interest. Very generous this indeed, but to whom._ To

You who propose the continuance of the the one and his few hundreds : to thc_e hun-

state of things, by which the mischief has been dred% generous ; but to the many million.-_',still
done, by what means is it your expectation, more ungenerous.
that the good you propose si_ould be effected _. The sources of waste and corruption have
You who propose the accomplishment of an all been indicated and enumerated. Dry them
end, how is it that you can avoid the adoption up all, dry them up without exception : to all
of the means, the only means by which it can this vast ma._s of evil you may substitute the
be effected ._ Parliamentary reform, or any opposite and correspondent good, with _ sacri-
reform you can make or think of, will it rice comparatively inconsiderable of existing
change man's nature ._ Finding in every offi- interests and expectations. Keep any one of
eial an appetite for power--as in dogs an ap- these sources untouched, to produce the same
petite for bones, will the word reform extlr- retrenchment, you must make a sacrifice to
pate it _ the same amount elsewhere, at the expense of

No such reform can be carried into effect, existing possessions and expectations.
but by a power sufficient to go further, and On revolution, considered ass remedy against
abolish the office of him, with whose means of misrule, a syllable is almost too much. Sup-
happiness,thegreatesthappinessofthegreatest pose it effected, what good would be effected
number is incompatible, and the power of that by it or with its. Suppose the present king
unelected assembly whose interest is not less removed, where should we find a better _.
at variance with the universal interest, than Revolution proposed in the character of a
the particular and sinister interest of the too- remedy, supposes the cause of the evil is in
narch, the individual. :But it does not lie in the in-

Leave the two offices untouched---you leave dividual : it lies in the species : it lies in the
an injured king and an injured house of lords, nature of all man, not in the one m_n who is
You leave where you find him, a man enraged king.
with the sense of that which in his view, is As well might you think of doing away the
injury, and you leave him with the means of mischief of the inquisition system, by remov-
serf-reinstatement and vengeance in his hands, ing one grand inquisitor and substituting ano-
Easier, much easier, is the whole of the work, thor in his place.
than this same half. The whole is eminently Think not that, because the bringing the
simple : the half is eminently complicated, present system of corruption to the present

Leave the half in existence, you leave unre- degree of perfection has taken up 134 years,
moved all the moral pollution and all the in- reckoning from the revolution, it would take
tellectual absurdity which defilesit. The same up the same time to reproduce the quantity
systemofshamelessandindefatigablalying, and of evil, removed by a second revolution now.
the same practical inferences which have been Small and inadequate would be the amount
at all times deduced from them, will continue of saving or defalcationfrom the mass of abuse
to be deduced. You cannot have a king, but that could be cffected by parliamentary re-
you have in office a functionary who cannot do form alone during any such continuance. At
wrong ; that is to say, who has, by the univer- the revolutmn, taking the requisite time for
aal declaration of all who have at any time thus it, there existed the possibility of screwing up
spoken of him, possessed and exercised the the amount of the depredation to eight hun-
powerofconvertingintorightwhatsoeverwrong dred millions. But in addition to these eight
his sinister interest and vices ever prompt him hundred millions, could another eight hundred
to commit. You cannot continue the office in millions be added, in the same time, or in amy
existence, without endeavouring to give per- time _. Oh, no : all that stock has been ex-
petulty to, by far the foulest system of immo- pended.

VOL. IX. K
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BOOK II.

PREFACE thereon by the authority of government itself
On this consideration it is, that this first

TO THE ORIGINAL F-2DITION OF BOOK II. volume makes its appearance, without waiting

OF the three volumes of which the proposed tbr either of the two next.
constitutional code will consist, the first makes The political communities, whose benefit
thus its appearance by itself, without waiting this foremost part of my all-comprehensiw Code
for the two others.* To their completion, (or say, in one word, of my 1Jan_wmion) has
however, very little is now wanting; they are, had principally in vmw--these communities
both of them, in such a state of forwardness, have been for the time present, those, more
that, were the author to drop into his last particularly, which have gruwa out of the
sleep while occupied in the tracing of these wreck of the Spanish monarchy (not to speak
lines, able hands are not wanting, from which as yet of the Portuguese) in the American
the task of laying the work beibrc the public hemisphere. To time future--whether before
would receive its completion, the present generation has passed away, or not

Of the various concurrent causes of the re- till a length of time after, and what length, I
tardation,---one has been--the desire of the cannot take upon me to pronounce--was all
author to attach to this first volume an intro- along referred the applicability of the work to
ductory dissertation, having for its subject- the use of the British empire.
matter the various forms of which the supreme In saying the work, I meant the whole of it,
authority in a state is susceptible ; and for its considered as a whole: for, as to f, arts of it, in
obj_ct, by bringing to view the advantages no small quantity, if applicable to any one
and disadvantages of each, to exhibit their form of government, so are they to every other;
respective degrees of elgiibility ; meaning al- and this, without any diminution of the pro-
ways by eligibility, conduciveness to the maxi- portions of power at present posse-_sed by tlm
mum of the aggregate of happiness. Taking, several constituted authorities.
for the source of distinction and partition, As to this part, and some others, of the fruits
the relative numbers of the ruling and influ- of my nnremitted labours,--the cause of their
ential one or few, on the one part, and the sub- thus meeting the public eye in an umnatured
ject-many on the other,--are therein brought state, is this :--what occurs to me at this too-
to view--in the first place, the three simple ment is--that, if so it be, that they afford any
forms of government--monarchy, aristocracy, prmnise of being in any way or degree benefi-
end democracy; in the next place, the several cial to mankind,--it behoves me to make the
compounds, actual and possible, capable of be- most of the short remainder of my life, fbr the
ing formed by their admixture, purpose of causing them to be brought into

For this discussion, matter inquantity ado- the world under my own eye. On this con-
quate, or little short of it--has, this long time, sideration aeeordiuglyit is,that I have added to
been in existence : but, as to/brm, that which this volume a sort of skeleton of the contents
presented itself as the best adapted, has not of the two others, in the form of a table of the
yet been given to it.T titles, of the chapters and their several st_ctions.

Under these circumstances, it seems to me, Continuing the preference thus given to real
that for the chance of giving to the work, at a usefulness over appeaxances_ to this volume or
point of time not likely ever to arrive, the de- a subsequent one, I have or shall have added
tree of mlpposed perfection, the phantasma- similar skeletons, of such of the parts of my
goric image of which has, like a ._'ew Jerusalem, proposed Pannomion as regard what,in contra-
been always in view,--good economy could distinction to international, may be designated
not now advise the foregoing the advantage of by the appellation of internal law. These are:
making application of this same matter, to such --1. The Right.conferring, commonly called the
measures as are already on the carpet, placed Givil, code:--2. The Wrong-represslng., com-

monly called the Penal, Code: both belonging

_* This first volume eorrespondswith BooklI. towhatIcallthesubstantivebranchoflaw:--3.

_Mpter i. to ix. inclusive, of the present edition.-- The Procedure Code, constituting what I call. the adjective branch: _ growing--the whole of it
The first book of the present edition has been

arranged from the matter which the author had + See the Procedure Code at length, in vol. iL
eo preI_'ed.--Ed. --Ed.
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together,--and in my view of the matter, t system, destined to be attached to it: as, from
without need of distinction,--out of those two / the protuberances in the cranium, phre_o/o-

sub-branches of the substantive branch, t gists undertake to determine the moral and in-

To a student in the a_$ of legislation, it tellectual contents of the cerebrum and cereo
might be a sort of pastlme--taking in hand bellum:--a sort of puzzle, not calling for more
any one of these same skeletons, to guess all labour than does a game of chess, and assured-
along what may be the composition of the ly standing somewha_ above it in the scale of
flesh and blood--the muscular and vascular usefulness.

STATE OF [ ].

ITS CONSTITUTIONAL CODE. _

CHAPTER I. _ division, as above, each Subdistriet is the _er-
ritory of an Immediate Judicatory, as per Ch.

Tr_Ra_TORYOF T_IS STATE, NX__E,SITCATmN,[xii.JuDICIARv, andCh.xiii. JuD_ES IM_Cm)IaTE.

BOVNDAR_F.S,m_'ISIO._S, t Of these Sub-districts, the denominations are
_Enaztive. I as follows, f_ Here insert the list.

ARTICLE1. [ ] is the denomination of[ .Enavtive.
this state. Its constitution is that which] ART. 5. Each Subdistrict is divided into
stands expressed in this present Code. 1 Bis-subdistricts. Each Bis-subdistrict is the

.El_avtire. territory of a Local Headman, as to whom see

ART.2. The territory appertaining to it is Ch. xxv. In case of need,--for example, by
as follows. [ ] ¢_ Here insert its situa- change in populousness or condition in other
tion on the globe, in latitude and longitude, respects,--Bis-subd]stricts may come to be
with a designation of its boundaries, natural united or divided, as above. Of a Bis-subdis-

trier, if divided, the Sections will be Tris-sub-

and conventional, jEnact_ve. I districtsj and so on.

ART. 3. The whole territory is divided into I _Enactire. IngtructlonaL
Districts. Each District is an Election District ART. 6. In this scheme of territorial divi-
(as to which see Ch. vi. LEGISLATURE)sending sion, the Legislature will, at all times, make
one Deputy to serve as a member of the Legis- : any such alteration as in its judgment the exi-
lature. Subject to alteration by the Legisla- gencies or convenience of the time shall have
tnre, by union or division of entire Districts. required. Of the Districts originally marked
each District is moreover the territory of a nut, it will make any two or more into one: it
Sub-legislature, as per Ch. xxix. SUB-LEGIS- will divide any one or mot% each of them into
LATURES. Also, subject_ in like manner, to two or more_ reserving to each the name and
alteration, it is the territory of an Appellate attributes of a District. So likewise as to Sub-
Judicatory, as per Ch. xii. JVl)ICIARY, and Ch. districts and Bis-subdistricts. But_ _eing the
xxii. APPELLATE JVmCATOmES. Of these complication and confusion that might ensue,
Districts the denominations are as follows. --it will not, but in a case of urgency, at any

Here insert the hst. of these three stages in the course of divisimb
proceed upon any plan, which shall not be, as

E_ac2ive. above, com_ensurable with the one originally
ART. 4. Each District is divided into Sub- employed.

districts. Each Subdistrict is_as per Election
Code, (see Ch. vi. LEGISLATUREsection 4,) a I_STnUCTIO._ALDISSERTATION.
Tr%terecelvi_zff,or say, Voting District. Each
"Voting District sends one Deputy to the Sub- The several portions of territory, for the
legislature oftheDistrict. Subject tomfion and denomination of which the above-mentioned

appellations are respectively employed, are the
* [Constitutional Code.] Of the _vhoIePan- supposed results of so many supposed sectional

_oraioa,the first part in the order of importance, operations, having for their subject-matter the
thence in the order of _ppeaxance, is this code : in entire or a.qgreflateof the dominions of the state
the order of importance, because on the end here- in question,whatever it be_---distant dependen-
in declared, as per section 3, and the means here eies not being taken into account : so many of
employed in the first instance for the attainment
of it_will depend the several _abordin_te ends pur- these denominations, so many grades or
sued, and the several correspondentsets. of means, in the process of division :--a process_ the effee_
employed in all the several other codes. Panno- of which is to multiply the subject-matter of

is_ iu Greek, the u,_m_ebody of the laws. the divisio% by a number equal to that of the
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dlvi_or employed. Thus, for simplicity of r.on- employed as the seat or station of a sort of
eeption, suppose the same divisor 20 employed functionary, who, in Ch. xxv., will be found
at each operation: divide the whole territory designated by the appcltatiouofaLocalttead-
of the state by 20, you have 20 of the portluns man: a functionary, of whose situation and
above denominated .D_stricts: divide the dis- proposed functions some conception, though
tricts each by 20, you have in each District 20 very rough, and subj,-at to great amendment,
SubdhCrictz; in the whole territory, 400 Sub- particularly in the way of addition, may be
districts : divide the Subdistricts each by 20, conveyed by the word illa{re, in the sense iu
you havein each Subdistrict 20Bis-subdistricts, which it is universally employed in France ;
in each District, 400 Bis-subdistricts ; in the the word ._Iayor, in the sense in which it is iu
whole state, 8000 Bis-subdistricts : divide the some instances employed in England ; and the
Bis-subdistilcts each by 20, you have in each vcord ..4lealde, in the sense in which it is cm-
Bis-subdistrict 20 Tri_-subdistrict_; in each Sub- ptoyed in Spain, and the dominions still or oi*
district 400 Tris-subdistricts ; in each District late belonging to Spain, in America, aud else-
8000 Tris-subdistricts: in the whole state, where.
160,000 Tris-subdistricts. A further, though tacitly made assumption,

For any such divisional operation, it appears is--that in each territory belonging to an Ira-
not that any practical use can be assigned, mediate Judicatory, (so called in eontradistinc-
other tha R that of its being employed in fur- tion to an Appellate Judieatory,) there will be
nishing stations for functionaries ; for rune- a demand for Localtteadnten,(uumber iudeter-
tionaries of some sort or other, one or more, in mined, because on the present occasion tropes-
the several sections of territory which, taken sible to be determined,) each with his appro-
together, exhibit the result of it. pilate territory--constituting his local .field of

If, in any state, application be made of the service.
principles of the present proposed Code, the A state of things, which might perhaps come
number of the sectional operations performed, to be ibund exemplified, is--that, in which, in
and thence of the stages, or say grades, of dirt- the instance of this or that territory of an Im-
sion produced and employed, as above, will mediate Judicatory, territory and population
naturally be influenced by the magnitude of considered together, the extent might be so
the aggregate territory of such state, combined small, that a single _Local Headman's station,
with that of the population. It will not, how- having for its limits the same as those of the
ever, increase in any regular proportion : for, territory of the judieatory, would be found
after a certain number of these grades or stages, sufficient. But, by this circumstance, no de-
every good effect contemplated by addition to maud would be produced for any change, in
the aggregate number, may be produced by the arrangement, here grounded on the sup-
augmenting the divisor, and thence the num- position of an indefinite number of Local Head-
her of the sections of territory at one or more men's territorie.% included in every Immediate
stages ; thus avoiding the production of the Judge's territory.
bad effect, to wit, the vomplivation, which Of a demand for a sort of territory of a still
would be the necessary result of every addi- inferior grade--of a sort of territory which
finn made to the number of these same stages, would come under the denomination of a Tris-

On the above grounds, and o_hers, which subdistrict, the notion may naturally enough
will appear presently, the number of stages be presented in English by the word par'_sh; in
represented by the denomination Tris-subd$s- the several other European languages, by the
triers, is the number here regarded as the several words derived in those languages re-
greatest number, for which, in the most exten- spectively from the same root : that is to say,
sive state, there can be any use : while, on the the Greek word, which signifies a cluster of
other hand, as, for example, in a Swiss Canton, neighbouring habitations, and which, in Latiu
the smallness of the aggregate territory may characters is expressed by the word paroecia,
have the effect of redueiug the number of these or in Greek _¢af*_}a. But, supposing the
stages or grades to one, or even rendering any existence of a peremptory demand for a class
such divisional operation, with its results, al- of territories, of a grade so low as the one cx-
together needless, pressed by this same word Trls-subdlstrict,--no

In Ch. xxv. of this proposed Code, the exis- sufficient reason will, it is believed, be found
tonce is assumed of a demand for a public func- for the allotment of anything more than au
tionary in every portio_ of territory, which, extremely limited logical field of action to the
according to the above explanation, comes corresponding functionary : no reason for any
under the denomination of a Bi_-subdi_rict---a such field of action, comparable in extent to
portion of territory resulting from the division that which will here be seen allotted to the
of the above-explained portmn called Subdis- Local Headraan in his territory.
fxie_, as that does from the division of the per- Only, as above observed, for simplicity of
tion styled a JO/_rict, as above explained: both coneeption,--has the same division, to wit,
of them susceptible of different denominations, twenty, been assumed, on the instance of every
according to the different purposes to which stage or grade brought to view. In practice,
they arc respectively made applicable. This the diversities incident to magnitude of terri-
name least Imrtion of ter_'iWry is the portion tory and population c_nsidered_ together with
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the ever-varlable magnitude of population in found observable; natural expro_veness, not-
each territory,---whatsoever be the state in in the case of England, Scotland, and Ire-
question, divisions of very different magni- land, natural expressiveness equally wanting ;
tudes, in the several grades or stages compared and, instead of simplicity and uniformity,
with one another, will be found requisite; and, chaos.t
by means of all these diversities taken togc- In France, the whole kingdom, distant de-
ther, the same number of stages or grades will pendencies out of the question, is divided into
be found applicable to different states, the departements; each department, into arrow-
aggregate portions of which are of the most dissements; each arrondissement, into Canta'a$
widely differing magnitudes, each Canton, into communes. Of paroisses_(ia

What is plain is--that to no state whatso- English, parishes,) no mention is made.
ever can application be made of this Code, In the here proposed plan of nomenclaturoj
without its finding such state already.subject- they would be thus denominated:
ed to some all-comprehensive scheme or other 1. Departements--districts.
of territorial di_islon, as abo,'e explained. 2. Arrondlssements--subdi_tricts.
But, by no such existing scheme will any na- 3. Cantons--bis-subdistriets.
turally insuperable impediment be o_posed to 4. Communes--tris-subdistricts.
tim scheme here proposed, in so far us, by the From the example of England, no instruc-
adoption of it, a promise may be thought to tiou_--equivalent to the time, space, and labour
be afforded, of any specific and assignable ad- requisite for the extraction and communication
vantageous effects. By separation or aggre- of it,--could be obtained: so great the diver-
gation, or both together, the existing portions sification, so thick the complication and con-
of territorial divisions, whatsoever they may filsion, in which it is involved. If a countS be
be, and howsoever denominated, may be made taken as corresponding to d'_strict, the number
applicable to all the several purposes which of grades of division is, in some counties, dif-
will here be seen proposed: and thus may they ferent from what it is in others : and, in two
be made the seats offunctionaries,investedwith counties in which the number of these stages
the functions herein respectively defined, is the same, the denominations given to the

As to the _an*cs herein given to the results results, are different. See Mr Rickman's
of the several successive divisional operations, highly instructive preface, prefixed to the Po-
some conception of the peculiar use of them pulation Returns made to the English House of
can scarcely fail to have presented itself to Commons, and printed.
view. For, thus it is that the order, of which For different purposes, two schemes of dirt-
the numeration-table gives the expression, sion have place :--the one, called civil or toni.
may be given to any scheme of division estab- petal, instituted for the purpose of security
lished or proposed, which otherwise, by the against adversaries, internal and external ; the
total want of all indication of the relation be- other, called evclesia_tical or spiritual_ institot-
tween one elementary part and another--in a ed inn dark age byaforeignpotentate--foreign
word, by the perfect elrbitrarinea_ of the ira- with reference to the British Isles---for the
port of every denomination employed, must purpose of extracting money, on pretence of
impose so heavy and needless a task on the saving souls.
conception aud memory of every person, to On the teneT,oral plan, the result of the dirt-
whose cognizance it comes to be presented. _ sion, made in the ultimate grade, is called a

To the forming of an adequate idea of the towt_ship, village, or hamlet: in the spiritual,
disadvantages attendant on the existing sys- parish: in some instances, the two results are
tern of denomination for this class of objects, coincident ; in others, not. For a multitude
and thence of the advantage producible by the of important purposes, in particular for taxa-
adoption of the here proposed one,--it would tion and registration, the spiritual plan has, in
be necessary to look over the hst of them, as the case of this ultimate result, been adopted
they stand exemplified in some one or more into the/e_poral; and by this adoption, vast
political state : and that of the British detain- and various L, the confusion and mischief that
ions, compared and contrasted with those of
]?ranch, will perhaps be deemed sufflcient. In + If, m the present instance, this same principle
the case of France, as regenerated b_ _he of denomination is, in its nature, applicable with
Revolution, simplicity and uniformity will be more or less advantage, so it will, it is believed, be

found to be in a great variety of other instances :
if to any natural and material whole, so to any ideal

In this scheme may be seen exhibited a portion or other factitious aggregate--say, for example, to
of universal language applicable to the subject with any of tho_e aggregates which form the subjoet-
equal advantageandfacilitytothe several different matter of natural history: and in particular, if
languages of all civilized nations : the language of classed by divisional operations, performed in the
the numeration table being alike needed by all, and dichotom'ous mode, as exhibited table-wise in Dr
accordlngly alikeemplovedbval!: andthuqfarthe I)umeril's admirable French work on Zoology.
language of each may be understood by the natives But, ere it had proceeded far, this mode of doslgo
of every other, and to incomparably greater perfee- nation would probably be found too unwieldy for
tion than at present the langa2ageof any one is un- use, at any rate unless figures could be sub_tit_te_
derstood by the native_ of that one. for words.
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has been produced. See Ch. xxvi. LOCAL prehensive object, or end in view, is, from first
Rr_sr_Rs. to last, the greatest happiness of the greatest

In a political state, the territory of which, number ; namely, of the individuals, of whom,
t distant dependencies out of the question,) the political community, or state, of which it
were not much different from that of France, is the constitution, is composed ; strict regard
England, Scotland, or even Ireland,--the re- being all along had to what is due to every
sult of the ultimate sectional operation might, other--as to which_ see Ch. vii. L_GIS_TOR'S
perhaps_ be of a magnitude between that of the I._AUGUm_LDECLARATION.
French arrondissement, and that of the French Correspondent fundamental principle : the
commune. With a view to the present par- 9rea_est happi_ess Trinoiple.
pose, all these integers of territory are put Correspondent all-comprehensive and all-
upon a level: for, great as is the difference directing rulc--Maxi_JL_ze happiness.
between the largest of them and the smallest
---between France and Scotland--still, it is _nac_i_e. Instr_lctional.
not (it is believed) so great, as not to be ca-

ART. 2. Means employed, two--aptitude
pable of being made up for, by a difference in maximized : expense minimized.
number ; that is to say, by giving, to a country Correspondent prinsiples---1. The official-
resembling France in magnitude, a greater aptitude-maximization principle. 2. The ex-
number--to a country resembling Scotland, a pense-minimization principle.
lesser number, of these same atonzs of territory,
if such they maybe called: for atom is from the Correspondent rules. Rule 1. Maximize

appropriate official aptitude.
correspondent Greek word, which means that Rule 2. Minimize official expense.
which is not susceptible of ulterior diwsmn, For the manner in which these rules second
or at least has not been subjected to it. another, see Ch. ix. MINISTERSCOLLEC-

Note here as to economy, and the effect pro- one
" TIVELY. Section 15, Remuneration. Section

duccd in relation to it_ by the number of grades 16, Locable who. Section 17, Located how.of territorial divisions. On one account, the

greater this number, the greater the aggregate .15xl)osit._re.
mass of expense : on another account, the
greater this same number, the less the mass of Ant. 3. Included in the matter of expendi-
expense. The circumstance by which the in- tare is the matter ofTun_shn_ent , as well as the
crease is effected in the expense is this--that, matter of reward.

by each grade of divisional operation, are pro- ExTosltive"dueed a set of sub-territories, each of them
with a set of officers and official residences to ARf. 4. Tim matter of punishment is evi_
be provided for. The circumstance by wlfich applie_l to a particular purpose.

diminution is effected in the expense _s--that jExl,ositive"
in proportion to the increase in the number of
those same sets of officers, and official rest- ART. h. l'he matter of evil is composed 9f
deuces, is the diminution in the magnitude of i pain and loss of pleasure.

each such sub-territory : and thene% (suppos- _Expositlre.
ing them rendered as equal as may be in mag-
nitude,) the less is their magnitude, and the AnT. 6. The matter of reward is the matter
lessthejourneys which those inhabitantswhose of good applied to a particular purpose.

habitations are at the greatest distance from Expositive.the seat of business--the official residence--
will have to make in passing to and from it, ART. 7. The mattcr of goo(l is composed of
with the inter_'ening demurrage. Too apt to pleasure and exemption from pain.
be overlooked, but not the le_s real and ira- Enaotlre. Instr,aetional.
pertant, is this latter Stem of expense. In the
case of the vast majority_ expense in time is ARt. 8. Consistently with the greatest hap-
expense in money. The expense in officers' p_tessprhtciple, evil cannot be employed other-
pay and official residences is borne proportion- wise than as a _neans: as a means of produc-
ably by the opulent few and the unopulent ing, in the character of punishment, or other-
many : the expense in time employed, as above, wise, more than equivalent pleasure, or ex-
in journeys, is borne almost exclusively by the eluding more than equivalent pain, or produc-
unopulent many : by those to whom their time ing the one, as well as excluding the other.

affords no profit, no loss is sustained from the Enactive. lnstruct$onal.unprofitable expenditure of it.
ART. 9. Employed in the character of pu-

CHAPTER II. nishment, it cannot, according to the greatest
happiness principle, be employed otherwise

E._S _'D _F__tS. than as an instrument ofvoerelon : eoercion_ by
fearoffuturepunishmentin caseof future

_naetive. I_struational. delinquency : coercion, for the production, as
_. 1 Of this constitution_ the ;ill-corn- above_ of more than equivalent good.
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lns_rudional, power, maximize the responsibility--n_mely,

Aux. 10. According to this same principle, as towards the aforesaid possessors of the
pleasure is at once au end and a means: as sovereign power.

an end, aimed at on every occasion : as a means, Note that, only by expectation of eventual
employed on particular occasions, to.wit, when evil (},nnishment included) can responsibility
the matter of it is employed as a matter of be established : neither by expectation of even-
reward, tual good, nor by theposses_on of good (re_ard

included) can it be established.*
Enactlve. instructional

* [ResIwnsibilit!/.] Partlywith, partly without
ART. I1. Employed az the matter of reward, deslgn,theideas, attached to tbe word respons/btT/ty,

the matter of good cannot, according to the and its conjugate responsible, have come to us en-
greatesthappincssprineiple,beemployedother- vetoped in a thick cloud: and from this cloud ha_
wise than as an instru_ent of inducement, flowed, it wilt soon be seen, practical evil--evil in

the shape of waste, depredation, and corruption,
I_structio_al. covering the whole field of government. In a word,

ART. 12. Of the matter of reward necessary by it has been promoted, and in no small degree,
the success of those designs, by which, instead of

to be employed as an instrument, or say a being, as it ought to be, minimized, official expense
means, of gover_mc_t, it is but in small proper- has, under so many governments, though under no
tlon that it can be obtained, otherwise than other in so high a degree as under the English, been
by the help of erll employed in the way of rnaJcin_zcd. The time for the employment of thin
punishment, and otherways as a means : wit- important word having here arrived, the operation
heSS, taxation : hence, under the greatest hap- of clearing it from the delusion of which it has been
piness principle, the necessity of minimizing made the instrument, could not any longer be de-
expenditure, in the ease of reward, as well as laved.
in the case of puqishment. The laws being, by the supposition, apt----(for on

no other supposition can they be either made or
Ins_ruaional. eontinued)--the object of the legislator must, on

every, occasion, be--to maximize compliance with
ART. 13. To render the conduct of rulers them: to maximize it on the part of all persoJts,

conducive to the maximization of happiness, and in particular, as on the present occasion, on the
it is not less necessary to employ_ in their part of all functionaries. To maximizeeomp//anve
case, the instrument of eoereio_, than in the with the laws, is, in other words, to maximize the
case of rulees. But, the instrument of coercion e_.cczLtlonand effect given to them. But, at the
being composed of the matter of e_il, and the hands of no person, can any such execution and
instrument of induvement of the matter of good effect be depended upon, except in so far as, to thin

purpose the quality called, respom_ibilitlt has on his
--rulers are by the unalterable constitution of part place: respousib_lity, and that responsibility
human nature, disposed to maximize the appli- effecti_e.
cation of the matter of good to the_l_selv_, of mFor the creation and preservation of this effective
the matter of evil to r_lecs, responsibility,punishment, itwill be seen,--=mtn/s/_

ment (by means of the fear of it) is the o_ly instru-
In_ructlonal. nmnt which, as in otl_er, so in official situations,

ART. 14. Appropriate aptitude may be con- can be employed. For engaging a man to take
sldered as having place in the case of vulees, upon himself the obhgations attached to the situ-
as well as in the case of rulers: in both cases, ation, re_t_rd, in some shape or other, is indeed

an instrument, and, generally speaking, the only
according to the greatest happiness principle, apt instrument that can be employed : but, to the
it is aptitude for the maximization of happi- purpose of ensuring the regular and apt fulfilment,
hess. But, in the case of rulers, it has a more of those same obligations, punishment is the only
particular signification : it is aptitude for the instrument which, the nature of nmn being such
maximization of happiness in a particular way; as it is, can be made applicable with effect,
namely, by a system of operatmns performed Say then for shortness,
ou rulees. 1. _For constituting effective responsibility, ptmi-

tional responsibility is indispensable.
JExygos_t_re. 2. By reward--by remuneration_no effective

A_tT. 15. Of appropriate official aptitude, responsibility can be constituted. Rem_z,_ra2oryresponsibility may be spoken of, but cma neither be
el_emvrtt$, or zay_ branahes, three--moral intel- realized, nor so much as conceived.
lectual, and active; of intellectual, again, two Give a man the matter of reward, and after-
---cognitional and judicial : knowledge and wards, in cute of misconduct on his part, take it
judgment, away again, thus, it is true, may responsibility,

and'in a proportionable degree, be effeeted. But
_l:latiocinative. .Enaotive. Inslruvgional. it is by the taking it away, not by the giving it,
ART. 16. Rules for maximization of appro- that the effect is produced : mad the taking it away

priate moral aptitude, is not reward hut punishment. Suppose mone_
taken from him, the same quantity of money would

Rule L The sovereign power give to those, have had the same effect on him, had he had it
whose interest it is that happiness be maxi- from any other quarter under any other name, in-
lulled, steadof having itfrom the legislator,under the

Rule II. Of the possessorsof subordinate name ofreward.
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ttati,c_at_ve. :E_act_re. I_ructio_al. Principle I. Probatlon_ or say laublie-exa -
mination principle.

ARC. 17. For official aptitude, cognitional, Principle lI. Pecuniary-competition prin-
judicial, and activ% joined to minimization of ciple.
expense, principles employed are three. Principle III. Responsible-location princi-

ple--location of subordinate by effectually re-
To functionaries, however, as to other persons, sponsible superordinate.

reward is more acceptable than punishment. Ac- Inseparable is the connexion between all
cordingly, while, for the establishment of this same three principles. See Ch. ix. hI1._isT_v.s COL-
effective responsibility, they have, in the instance LECrZVELY. Section 15, J_en_t_era_on. Sec-
of ot]_er persons, employed punishment, and that in
no small a,]_undance,--with correspondent abun- tion 16, Locable who. Section 17,Locatedho_c.
dance, for the production of the same desirable Ch. xii. Jt-mcJARY. Section 28, Locab[v w_o.
effect, in their own instance they have overy_-here J:_nact_re. Instructional.
employed reword. With this instrument thus
employed, not only have they represented them- ACCT. 18. For the functions exercised by the
selves as having, in their own instance, estahli_hed several functionaries_ in the exercise of their
responslbillty_-respensibility under that ve_ name, several powers, and the fulfilment of their re-
and that responsibihty elTective--but the degre_ of speetive trnsts_ see the indication given in the
its efficiency they have represented as rising in chapters headed by the denomination of the
exact proportion to the quantity of the acceptable several classes of functionaries : as per table
matter thu_ employed. In no imaginable shape of chapters and sections hereunto annexed.
have they omitted thus to employ it: but the mat-
ter of opulence being the only sort of aceepta!de .Enactive. Instru.ct_o_a?.
matter capable of being applied, on ever)" oecasmn
and to e_er)" person, let/)ect_nlar//, or, the degree ART. 19. In relation to every official situa-
considered, let op_deTztlal, be the name of the sort tion, a recapitulatory indication will be found
oi respo_ibil_:y thns professed to be established, given, of the securities herein provided for the

Seldom has profession been more hollow. The maximization of appropriate aptitude, in all
|aretended species of responslbility thus described-- ' its above-mentioned branches, on the part of
it ]s not in the nature of it to be e2)rective, the functionary_ by whom it is filled. See, in

Not that for the speaking of it as such, a pretence the several chapters, the _everal sections enti-
is wanting ; a pretence--nor that an unplausible _ ruled Securltiesfor appropriate t_].,t'tt,t,_e.
one: a pretence not only for the employing of this i
acceptable matter, but for max_mlzmg _t: for I _xt,os_tire.
maximizing it in quantity and value---maxlmizing I
it in all imaginable shapes--pretence i_ always i AR_. 20. Considered in respect of its immc-
ready at hand. That where punishment is employ- i diate effects, responsibility is distingui._hable
ed, its degree of certainty being given, the efficiency ] bite Iounitio_al, sat_._faction*tl_ and disloca-
of i_--to wit, to the purpose of effective responsl- tio_al ; in respect of its $our,_'e, into leqal and
bility--will be as its magnitude, cannot hut be ad- i _noral,--leg_l, produced by the 1,'yal sanction;
mitred. Well then (_ys the distributer of good moral, by the _toral sa_zeth, n, as applied by
things) if this is true of pte_ish_nent, is it not so of the public-opinion tribm_al, as per Ch. v. Co,-
reward? Answer. Not it indeed. Wtmn, to- STITUTIVE. Section4, JPublic-t)p'_t_i_,nTribunal
vcards the production of effectlve responsibility, any-
thing is done by means of the matter of rew:_rd,_it --ira Con_position. Of the satisfactional rood%

" the o:lly generally applicable submode is theis not by rewarding that the effect is produced, hut
by punishing:--not by anything that has been
Sloven to a man, but by that: whatever it be, which What is more--by the pretended re_onslbility
_s taken from him ; and, as to his having on a for- predu(ed by the gift of money--effective respensi-
mer occasion received it under the name of reward, bility, so far from being increased, is, ms has been
that, as above shown, make_ not_ to this purpos% seen, diminished ; diminlshed, and that in a degree
an[tha smallest difference proportiouate to the opulence produced by the

True it is---the more you give to a man the more i. moneY.Theshort reason i._---that as the opulence in-there is that, upon occasion, you can take f_om him i
again ; provided always that, at the time in ques- creases, the value and efficiency of any quantity of
tion, you find him in possession of it, and that you I punishment professed, or even endeavoured, to be
can manage so as to get at it. But, whether to t employed in the production of punltional respensi-
effective responsibility any very. advantageous addi- t bility, is dlmmished: diminished, because, as opu-
_ion can be made by giving a man money for no t lenee increases, so does the facilities of obtainin_
more than a chance, more or less considerable, of t aceessarles before and after the fact--of obtaining
being able to get that same money, or a part of it, [ accomplices and supporters.
back again from hlm,--may be left to be imagined, [ As in the shape of opulence, thus is it with the

By no quantity of the matter of reward, be it ] matter of reward in all its se_.eral other shape_:
ever so great, can any the smallest addition be ever ] power, factdious ditrady, reputation, ease in so far
made to the degree of effective responsibility pro- t as compatible wlth'_he enjoyment of power--in an
du_ible withou(it--produeible by p_mishment'alone. I official situation, eaae at the expense of duty, and
By punishment without reward, you can make a t_enqeo_w_ at the expense of justme. The more in
man suffer as much pain as man's nature is capable I all these shapes taken together a man has of it, the
of suffering ; and, by all the matter of reward you / more is his effective responsibility--his respensi-
can give him or take from him, you cannot make I bility to the effect of his being made to suffer in
hnn _uffer any more. _ pruper_ion to his mlsconduet_ diminished.
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pevuniarily_pe_ionaJ_s_y, for shortness, his own ma_ng, which are,at all times, all sueh
the c_n_io_ud, as, and no other th_u such as it is agreeable to

In_ruetional. him to make. It is by this source of restraint
alone that the English form of government--

ART. 21. Co_pensational responsibilltg has a mixture, composed of monarehico-aristocra-
the effect of punition_d, in the ratio of the tica] despotism, with a spice of anarchy--has
sum parted with, to the remainder left. By been preserved from passing through the con.
it, wounds inflicted by the wrong are curable: dition of France, Russia, and Austria, into that
it is on this account, preferable, as far as it of Spain and Portugal. Even without the as-
goes, to simply punitional, by which, though sistance of a posse of his own creatures, acting
employed for the hope of preventing greater under the name of a parliament, he may kill
future evil, pain is the only effect produced any person he pleases, violate any woman he
with certainty, pleases ; take to himself or destroy anything

he pleases. Every person who resists him,
Ezposltlce. Instructional.

while in any such way occupied, is, by law,
Anw. 22. Leqal responsibility is distin- kfllable, and every person who so much as tells

gnishable intojud_ial and admi_Sstrational: of it, is punishable. Yet, without the form of
judicial, where, in the shape of punishment, an act of parliament, he does nothing of all
the effect is produced by the judicial authority, this. Why ! Because, by the power of the
on the ground of moral inaptitude; adminis- Public-Opinion Tribunal_ though he could nut
trational, where, by superordinate authority, be either punished or effectually resisted, he
dislocation is applied on the ground of inapti- might be and would be, more or less annoyed.
rude, intellectual or aetire, pure of moral. By
dislocational, evil from the like inaptitude on
the part of the dislocatee is prevented with CHAPTER IIL
certainty; of punishment, except in the singu-
lar case of physically disabilitative punishment SOVEREm.X:_y,L_ whoM. *
in the instance of the individual offender, the '
preventive effect is clouded in uncertainty. Enavtir_.

AnT. 1. The sovereignty is in the people.
Instructional. It is reserved by and to them. It is exercised,

ARc. 23. To pecuniary compensation, pe- by the exercise of the Constitutive authority_
euniary responsibility to a corresponding ex- as per C?a.iv.
tent is necessary. But, beyond that extent,
in proportion to its extent, obstruction is af-
forded by it to its own efficiency, as well as to CHAPTER IV.
that ofpun_tional anddislocational. In other
words, up to the amount of his debts, a man's _vrnon_s.
responsibility to the purpose of his being made
to afford compensation in a pecuniary shape Ena_tive.
is, indeed_ in the direct ratio of hi_ opulence ; ART. 1. The Authorities which have place
but, when a man's opulence exceeds the amount in this State are these :-
of his debts, this effective responsibility is 1. The Constitutive.
rather in the inverse than in the direct ratio of 2. The Legislative.
it: this, even under a system, legislative and 3. The Administrative.
judicial, which has for its end the maximiza- ! 4. The Judiciary.
tinn of the happiness of the maximum number ; t Their relations to one another are as
much more, under a system by which, to the !, follows :-
happiness of the ruling one, in conjunction with
that of the ruliog and otherwise influential Enactive.
few, that of the subject-many, is, in intention
and effect, constantly sacrificed. In the me- ARt. 2. To the Constitutive AuChorlty_ it

"narch, in whose situation opulential responsi- belongs, amongst other things, to depute and
bility is maximized, effective responsibility, locate, as per Ch. vi. L_SLXTURr_ the members
punitional, satisfactiona], and dislocational_ is composing the Legislative; and eventually, as
nihilized, per Ch. v. COnSX_TUX_VE,Sectmn 2, 3, to dislocate

them : but not to give direction, either indlvi-
Instructional. dual or specific, to their measures, nor there-

ART. 24. As to moral responsibility, ira- fore to reward, or punish them, except in so far
perfect as it is, this species of security against as relocation may operate as reward, and dis-
misconduct is the more necessary, to be brought location as punishment ; or, in so far as, at the
to view, inasmuch as_ in monarchies in general, instance of the Constitutive, punishment may
were it not for this, there would be no respon- come to be eventually applied to them by the
sibility at all : and, in other words, the me- hands of succeeding Legislatures, as per Ch. v.
hatch would be altogether without motives for
compliance with the '.aws_ even with those of _' See above, p. 96.
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COSSTITUTIVE.Soctiou2,3,Ch.vi.L_Is_Tu_. Enacti_. I_struct_ona_.
Section 28, l_islation peJtaljudicatc_ry. ART. 11. In the ease of the Legislative De-

Enactive. partment_ the source of distinction and division
is, as will be seen, furnished partly by the

ART. 3. To the Leg_lative it belongs, local, partly by the logical, field of service :
amongst other things, to locate the Chiefs of in the case of the Supreme Legislature, both
the two other departments ; and eventually to fields being without limit ; in the case of the
dislocate them : to give--not general only, Sub-legislatures, both of them limited, as per
but upon occasion, individual direct_on to their Ch. xxix. SVmLE_ISLATURES: in the case
conduct, as well as to that of all the several of the Admimstrative Department, this same
functionaries respectively subardinate to them : source is furnished by the logical field alone :
eventually also to punish them, in case of non- astor instance,Eleetion,Leglslation,Army,&e.,
compliance with its directions, as per Ch. xi. ML_ISTEI_Sseverally : in each

E_act'_re. of the Sub-departments, so denominated, the
authority of the head functionary extends over

ART. 4. To the .4d_ninistrative it belongs, I the whole territory of tbe state.
amongst other things, to give execution and
effect to the ordinances of the Legislative in so I E_tactire. Ext_oslt_ve.
far as regards the persons and things placed I ART.12. In the Legiblative Department and
under it. special direction, by the Legislative : I Sub-departments, the official situation is neces-
to wit, in so far as litis-contest.ation has not sarily *nany-seated : the power, accordingly,
place, fraetionized: in the Legislature, seats as many

"as in the territory there are districts : in eachEnactivc.
Sub-legislature, seats as many as in the Dis-

ART.5. To the J_ed_ciary it belongs, amongst tries there are Sub-districts.
other things, to give execution and effect to
the ordinances of the Legislative, in so far as Enactive.
litis-contestation has place: to wit, either a_ ARt. 13. In both the ether Departments,
to the question of law, or as to the question of the official situation is in every instance single-
fact. seated, t'rime Minister, one ; for each Admi-

Enactlve. .Ex_vositi_. nistrative Sub-department, or union of Sub-de-
partments, Minister, one. lu each Immediate

ART. 6. Taken together, flmL_Matire and andeachAppellate Judicatory,Judge, butone.
the Administrative compose the Government ; Over all these Judicatories, Justice Minister,
the Administrative and the Judiciary, the Exe- one. tn each District, immediately under its
vuti.re; the Leflislatire and the Executive, what Sub-legislature, Sub-prime Minister, one. In
may be termed the Operative, as contradistin- each Sub-department of the District, under the
guished from the Constitutive. Sub-legislature and the Sub-prime Minister,

Minister, one. In each ultimate section of the
Expositive. territory of the state, Headman, one.

ART. 7- Note_ as to the word supreme. If
attached anywhere to the name of any antho- Enactlve. .Ratiocinative.
rity,--to no other authority than those in the A_T. 14. In each of these situations,---with
same department, can it be understood to bear and under each principal functionary, serve as
reference. Thus may be spoken of a Supreme many auxiliaries as he finds it necessary to
.Adtninistratlve, and aSupremeJ-udiciary; al- depute : as to which, in the several chapters
though_ with reference to Supreme Legislature, ] headed by the names of the several function-
they are both of them subordinate, as is the aries,, see the sectmn iutituled _4elf-su._p)leti_e
Legislative itself to the Constitutive. funetwn. Thus, at all times, whatsoever be

the quantity of business to be done, there are
JEnactire. hands for it in sufficient nnmber without need

A_. 8. So many of these sfipreme authori* of retardation ; and thus is promptitude maxi-
t_es,the Constitutiveiucluded,whiehissupreme mized. Nor yet is any door thus opened to
over all the others, so many Departments: _o " abuse. For, for no such effect are adequate

_each autlwrity, a department, causes--adequate motives--to be found. For
the conduct of these his instruments, the

Enavtive. priucipal is effectually respo_sible : and thus,
AnT. 9. The Legislature has under it as in their instance, (remuneration having place

many]gab.legislatures, as in the territory of the in no other shape than that of power in
st_ here are /)istrivt_: to each District a possession,--with the power, dignity_ and
Sub-legislature. pay, of their respective principals, in expec-

tancy only,) frugality is not, by the establish-
_na_re. merit of those suppletive situations, orany of

ART.10. Within the Administrative Depart- them, diminished.
ment arc Sub-d_Tart_,ents _thirteen in number.
For their appellations see Ch. ix. Section 2.
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CHAPTER V. be punished, but by a different authority, the
functionary so dislocated.

CONSTITUTIVE AUTHORITY. 4t .Enactive.

SECTION I. AnT. 3. I. Locative f_rtstlom Function-
aries, in relation to whom this function is ex-

Constitutire what--in who_,_, ercised by the members of the Constitutive au-

Expositive. thority, are as follows--
I. Their .l)cyutie_, deputed by them to the

ART. 1. The constitutive authority is that, legislature, to act as Members of the Supreme
by which at all times the holders of the sere- Legislature, styled collectively the Legislature.
ral other authorities in this state, are what they In relation to all these, this power is exercised
are: by it,immediately orinterventionally, they by the members of the whole Constitutive body,
have been in such their situations located, and as divided into the bodies belonging to the
therefrom are eventually dislocable, several Election Districts; in each District, the

Enacti_e. Members of the Constitutive electing for that
District a member of the Legislature.*

ART. 2. The Constitutive authority is in the

whole body of Electors belonging to this state: * Ratiocinatwe, or say R_:_.
that is to say, in the whole body of the inhabi- [Dep_ty.] Question. Why Deputy rather than
tants, wtm, on the several days respectively I Representativee
appointed for the several Elections, and the t Answer. Reasonl. Bec_usebythewordDeputy,
operations thereunto preparatory_ are resident a plain matter of fact is indicated, and tha( the up-
on the territory of the state, deduction made s proprmte one.
of certain classes. Mode of exercise, as per _. Because the word Representative is less appo-
Election (:ode : as to which, see Ch. vi. LEGIS- ! site, and not exclusively characteristic. In the
LATUI_F_ Section 4 to 13. t concerns of individuals, ior example, in the field

li)navt_ve. I of private right, many are the cases in which it is

I necessary t_t one person should act on behalf ofART. 3. Classes thus deducted, are--l. Fe- another, without having been appointed by him
males ; 2. Males, non-adult : that is to say_ I for that purpose: witness Guardians of Orphans,
who have not attained the age of ['2.1] years, i Administrators of the property of Intestates, and

3. Non-readers : that is to say, those who have ! the hke.3. Under favour of this ambiguous and indeter-
not, as per Ch. vi. LE_ISLXTUR_, section 5, _,minute use of the word lgepresentalive in preference
Electors w]_o, by reading, given proof of appro- to Dep_ty, it is---that, in the case of the English
priate aptitude. 4. Passengers. form of Government, the fictitious and fallacious

security for the people against the Monarch and the
SECTmN II. Aristocracy, has been imposed upon the people, in

the character of a real one. To the Members
Powers. who, in effect, are located,--some by the located

l_nacti_, and at pleasure dlslocable instruments of tbe Mo-
narch, otherb by individuals possessing an interest

ART. 1. Subordinate to the Constitutive au- opposite to theirs, the appellation of Representative
thori_y, as per section 1, are all other authori- is habitually applied :--applied, and by many whom

shame might deter from styling them Dep_l/es--
ties, and thereby all other public functionaries Deputies of the people, belonging to the Districtsbelonging to the state.

Those whom it cannot dislocate in an ira- for which they respectively sit. Styled Deputies,
thevwould be immediately recognised as Impostors ;

mediate, it can in an unimmediate or say in- obt_finers of a share in supreme power on false pre-
terventional way ; to wit, by dislocating those tences.
who, having the power, have failed to dislocate Styled as they are Representatives, the colours of
them, in conformity to its sufficiently under- imposture are not altogether so glaring upon the
stood desire, face of this their common name : and, as to their

being _le_nbvrs, Members of the body in question,
Enact_ve. L_xposit_re. it is a truth but too incontrovertible: as such, the_

ART. 2. Exercisible by the Constitutive_ in are admitted to act, nor would any others be a_
_ation to them respectively, are the several mittedintbeirplacee: anythingofeoursetheywould
functions following, with the power therein atherstvlethemselves, thanwhattotheknowledge
essentially included. These are-- of everybody they are not, to _4t, Deputies.

I. Locatirefunetion: exercised by locating, Question2. Why, rather than Depute ? Answer.
in the official situation in question, the indivi- By the word Depute, the matter of fact would in-

deed be expressed; and in a manner equallya/_o-
dual in question.

II. I)islocative f_nc$ion: exercised by dis- sit_: not, however, in amanner equally, becausenot excluslvely, appropmate. Oftbeword D¢'/mte,
locating, out of the situation in question, the continual need, as will be seen, has place, for the
functionary therein located.

III. _Pu_dfactive function : exercised by designation of fuuctionaries in little less than all• the several subordinate grades : of functionariss---
putting_ at the time of dislocation, in a way to located, each of them, _y no more than a single

principal, and with functions wanting little of being
• b_e t. 9,5, et se,t. altogether identical with his.
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Enaetive. SECTrONIII.

ART.4. II. The members of the several Sub- Powers exercised, how.

Legislatures. In relation to each sub-legisla- Enact$ve.
tire body, this power is exercised by the mem-
bers of the Constitutive body, belonging to its ARt. 1. I. Loeat_re funa_on. Exercised,
District, as divided into the bodies belonging in relation to the several members of the Legis-
to the several Subdistricts therein contained; lative body, is the locative function of the Con-
the body belonging to each such Subdistrict stitutive, in the several Election Districts and
electing a member of the Sub-legislature. Subdistricts, in the Election Code, as per Ch.

jE_acti_ce, vi. LEGISLATURE,Section 4 to 13.

ART. 5. II. ])_slocativefunction. Function- _Fnactive.
aries, in relation to whom this function may AnT. 2. Exercised is this same function, in
upon occasion be exercised, are the following: . relation to the several members of the several

1. The several Members of the Legislature. Sub-legislative bodies,--in the same raanner as
2. The Prime Minister. i there delineated, with reference to the several
3. The several Ministers belonging to the members of the Legislature.

Administrative Department: as per Ch. ix.
Section 2. • _ E_actire. Inxtruction_l.

4. The Justice Minister. AnT. 3. In each Subdistrict, immediately
5. In each Judieatory, Appellate as well as after he h_s voted tbr a Deputy to act ms a

Immediate, the Judge and the several other I member of the Legislature for the District, each
Magisterial functionaries, as per Ch. xii. JUD1- I nmmber of the Constitutive body will, at the

CIARY COLLECTIVELY.Section 3, Judiciary IIsame place, and in the same manner, vote for
functionaries, i another Deputy to act as a member of the Sub-

6. In every such situation, as above, every i legislature of that same District. The arrange-
Depute. t meats of detail,--necessary to adapt, upon the

7. The several Local tteadmen and Local same principles, the mode of ascertaining the
]Registrars. election of a member of the Legislature, to the

8. The several Members of the several Sub- case of a member of a Sub-legislature,--are,
legislative boches, upon the face of the Election Code, obvious:

they will be settled in terminis by the Legisia-
Enac_ive. ture.

AnT. 6. Exereisible, upon occasion, in like J_actire.
manner, by t_e Constitutive authority belong-
big to each District, is the dislocative function, ARt. 4. II. ])islocatire.function, 1.--How
in relation to the several functionaries follow- exercised by the entire Constitutive.
ing-- On the receipt of a requisition, signed by (one

1. The several Members of the Legislative fourth 7.)of the whole number of the Electors of
body belonging to that same District. any Election District, requiring the dislocation

2. The several District Prime _lbti_ters, or of any functionary in section 2, Powers, Art. 5,
say l:)remiers, serving under the several Sub- the hereinafter-mentioned Election Minister
legislatures, will appoint a day or days, as near as may be,

3. The several District Ministers, serving --on which, in the several Districts, the Elec-
under the several Sub-legislatures and their tots shall meet at the severalVoting Offices of
several District Frime .Ministers. the several Subdistricts therein respectively

contained, in the same manner as on the occa-
sion of an Election. The Voting Cards of thoee

The Deputy of the Prime Minister will thus be who areforthe proposed dislocation_will,on the
seen to be styled the Prime Minister Depute : the concealed surface, as per Ch. vi. LEt_ISLA_rtraE,
Depute of a Minister, the J$linister .Depute. The
ElectionMinister,forexample,theElectio_3liM_er Section 8, Election apparatus, Art. 4, bear the
])epute:andsoonintheeaseoftheJustxe/t[_nlster words "])islocate /din:" of those who are
and the se_eralJudges, and otherjudiciaryiunction- aflainst the proposed dislocation, the words
aries. "1?vtain him." In each District, the rotation

In all these instances, the word Depute is in finished, the Voting-box will, by the Vote Clerk,
the adjective form : as in the ease of the functionary, be forthwith transmitted to the Election Minis-
who, in Scottish Law, is stvted SherifDepute. ter's Office. By the Election Minister, as soon

To no functionary ether'than those deputed by as all are received, or the time for receiving
theEleetorsoftheEleetmnDi_trietstotheLegisla- them is elapsed, they will, in concert with the
tare, and of the Election Snbdistricts to the several Legislation Minister, he opened in the Legisla-Sub-legislatures,--is the _n Deputy, in the sub-
stantive form, ._pptied in this Code : and, by thls tion Chamber, at the next sitting of the Legis-
means, the idea of the highest sort of functionary, latare. The numbers will thereupon be ira-
styled a ])eputy, and that of the subordinate sort of mediately east up, and the result declared.
functionary styled a Depute, are preserved from be- ] n case of dislocation, the vacancy produced on
ing confounded, thi_ extraordinary occasion will thereupon be
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forthwith filled up, in the same manner as on suit will be carried on, will be the Leg'mlatiou
any ordinary one. Penal Judieatory, as per Ch. vi. LF,(_r.SLaTVR_.,

Enactive. Section 28, Legislation Penal Judivagory.

AnT. 5. 2.--How by the Constitutive of a Enactire.
District. ART. 10. But should it ever happen that

Proportion, of the requisitionists, the same in the functionary in whose instance, in addition
this case as in that of the entire Constitutive, to dislocation, punishment is required, is.at
as above. Voting Boxes transmitted to the that same time a member of the Legislature,-
Election Clerk of the District. As soon as all in such case, for avoidance of partiality, and
have been received, or the time for receiving tile imputation of partiality, on the part of the
them has elapsed, he, at the next sitting of the Legislature, the requisitloners may take their
Sub-legislature, opens them, in concert with the choice as between that year and the [three]
Legislation Minister of the District, in the Sub- several years next ensuing.
legislation Chamber ; casts them up, and de-
clares the result, as above. The vacancy, if S_CTIO._IV.
any, is thereupon filled up, as above.

Instr_ctio_:al. Publ2o-Opinion Tribunal: *--Cov_osit_on.

AnT. 6. By such requisitionists, as per Art. E,nact_re. Ext)oslt_ve. _at_odaative.
4, 5, will be seen the propriety of making the AnT. 1. This constitution recognises the
ground of the requisitmn as particular and de- Public-Opinion Tribunal as an authority essen-
terminate, as well as concise, as the nature of tially belonging to it. Its power is judicial.
the ease will admit : that is to say, the de- A functionary belonging to the Judiciary, exer-
scription of the alleged misconduct, with the c_bes his functions by express location--by
intimation of the manner in which it has di- commission. A member of the Public-Opinion
minished, or tended to diminish, the aggregate Tribunal exercises his functions without corn-
happiness of the greatest number ; referring mission; he needs none. Dislocability _md
to written evidence, if any such there be, but puniability of members excepted, the Public-
not repeating it or commenting on it, much less Opinion Tribunal is to the Supreme Constitutive
employing appellatives dyslogistic or eulogistic, what the Judiciaryisto the SupremeLegislative.
or addresses to the passions in any other shape,
or fallacies in any shape. As to which, see .Enactire. Erpos_tive.
TI_ .Book of Fallades. The less their regard A_T. 2. Of the following members may this
for these cautions, the less (tbey will under- Judicatory be considered as being composed.
stand) will be the probability, that their rcqui- 1. All individuals of whom the Constitutive
sition will be productive of the effect desired body of this state is composed.
by it. 2. All those classes which, under Section 1. .

Enactire. Art. 3, stand excluded from all partieipatiou
in such supreme power.

ART. 7. III. -Pun!factire function--how 3. Of all other political communities, all
exercised. 1L in addmon to dislooation, in such members, to whom it happens to take
the ease mentioned in Art. 4, punifaotion he cognizance of the question, whatever it may be.
required,--in this case, together with the pair
oi_Voting Cards, bearing respectively the words ,Enactive. .Expositive.
.Dislocate him and .Retain him, wilt be delivered ART. 3. Of this Judicatory, different classes
by the Vote Clerk, another pair, bearing in like or assemblages of persons may be considered
manner the words.dccuse hint, and.,-tbso/re him. as constituting so many Committees or Sub-
Thereupon, in regard to accusation mad ab- committees. Examples are _ tbllows--
solution, the result will be ascertained and 1. The auditory, at the several sittings of
declared, in the same manner, as in regard to the Supreme Legislature.
dislocation and retention, as above. 2. The auditory, at the several sittings of

.Enavtive. the several Sub-legislatures.
3. The auditory, at the several sittings of

ART. 8. If the majority be, as above, in the several Judieatories. See Ch. xiL Jura-
favour ofaccnsation, the Election Minister will, CIARYCOLL_CTIVF_LY,Section 2_ .doters in the
as per Art. 4., make declaration to that effect : judioial theatre.
in which ease, by that same declaration, the 4. Persons having business with the several
i_unetion and duty of conducting legal pursuit functionaries belonging to the _d_ninistratiw
to that effect, devolves at tile instant upon the department ; such business excepted as, for
hereinafter-mentioned Government Advocate- special reasons, shall by law have been cou-
General, as to whom, see Ch. xix. GOV_UNME_rr signed to temperary secrecy.
AVVOCAT_,-GENF.R_L. 5. At meetiatgs, publicly held for the con-

JEnavtice.

Aar. 9. The indicatory, in which such put- * See p. 41, d _.
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sideration of any political question, the several by law warranted in withlmlding, or by the
individuals present, performing of evil offices, such as a man is by

6. The auditory, at any dramatic entertain- law allowed to perform, addition--whether in
ment, at which objects of a political or moral consequence of such indication, as above, or
nature are brought upon the stage, otherwise--is made to, or defalcation made

7. All persons taking for the subject of their from, the happiness of the person in question,
speeches, writings, or refiections_ any ac_ or as above ; and as by the thus withholding of
discourse of any public functionary, or body of good offices the effect of punishment, so by the
public functionaries_ belonging to this state, rendering of them may the effect of reward, be

In,factional. produced.

ART. 4. Public Opinion may be considered Expositive.
as a system of law, emanating from the body ART. 4. _Ieliorat_on-sagys_ice .f_nct_o_.--
of the people. If there be no individually Exercise is given to it in so far as, from the
assignable form of words in and by which it observation of what is amiss or wanting, a
stands expressed, it is but upon a par in this conception of something better having been
particular with that rule of action which, ema- formed, has, as such, been held up to the view
hating as it does from lawyers, official and of those whom it may concern, to the end, that
professional, and not sanctioned by the Legis- if approved, it may be brought into practice.
lative authority, otherwise than by tacit suf-
ferance, is in England designated by the appel- Enactire. l_atiocinatire.
lation of (bmmo'n Law. To the pernicious ART. 5. On functionaries, the exercise of
exercise of the power of government, it is the the statistic function is not only morally but
only check ; to the beneficial, an indispensable legally obligatory : for the rendering of this
supplement. Able rulers lead it ; prudent service, the mass of benefit which, in whatever
rulers lead or follow it ; fooligh rulers disre- shape, pay included, stand_ attached to their
gard it. Even at the present stage in the respective offices, is their reward. On non,-
career of civilisation, its dictates coincide, on functionaries, _wrally only : .factitious reward,
most points, with those of the greatest-he¢ppi- none is provided ibr them, none is needed for
hess prinvijvle; on some, however, it still de- them; _latural, appropriate, and exactly pro-
slates from them : but, as its deviations have portionate reward, in proportion as his service
all along been less and less numerous, and less is known, and the nature of it understood, each
wide, sooner or later they will cease to be dis- man will receive, in and by means of the es-
eernible ; aberration will ranis] b coincidence teem, produced by the contemplation of it.

will be complete. .Expositive. Instm_ctional.

Snc_rlON¥. ART. 6. Of the heads, to which imperfec-
.Publiv-Opbdon Tribunal. tions, ascribed to the law, by amendments,

Functio_. may be referrible, examples are as follows :---I. As to matter. Want of couduciveness to
.Enacti_e. .E_Tos_tire. the general end. The arrangement, as sup-

A.RV. 1. To the several members of the posed, not so conformable to the greatest hap-

Public-Opinion Tribunal, as such, belong the piness principle as it might be.
distinguishable functions following ; namely-- II. For examples of want of completene_

1. Statistic, or sayEridence-furn_shin.qfnnc- as to matter, see any of the lists of exceptio_
t4on. Exercise is given to it, in so far as indi- in this Code, and suppose any one of these same
c_tion is afforded of facts, of a nature to operate exceptions omitted.
as grounds for judgment, of approbation or III. For examples of want of completen_
disapprobation, in relation to any public insti- as to form, in any one of the lists of examples,
tution, ordinance, arrangement, proceeding, or suppose this or that example not inserted.
measure, past, present, or supposed future IV. As to form. Want of dearness: towit,
contingent, or to any mode of conduct on the in such or such a clause or assembles of
part of any person, functionary or non-funs- clauses ; as to the effect, obscurity or amhi-
tionary, by which the interests of the public guity : as to the cause, that is to say the words,
at large may be affected. --redundancy, deficiency, inappositeness, or

miseollocation.
.Expositive. V. As to matter or form, want of co*nplefe-

A_T. 2. C_nsorial functiau.--Exercise is ne_: this or that ease, as supposed, not being
given to it in so far as expression is given to provided for : because, as supposed, not con-
any judgment of approbation or disapproba- template&
tion, in relation to any such object as above. VI. In the _ldjev_ive Code in particular,--or

.E.vpo_tlw. say the Procedure Code; on the part of this orthat arrangement, want of conduciveness to
AgT. 3. Executlve functiom--Exorcise is the general end : to wit, by reason of want of

given'to it in so far as, by the performing or conduciveness to this or that one of the ends
withholding of good otfi_es_ such as a man is of justice, direct and collateral : the direct ead_
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being the giving execution and effect to the i Vituperation, if indecorous, will receive its
oorrespondent portion of the Substantive Code; : proportionate punishment at the hands of the
the collateral end, the keeping the practice I Public-Opinion Tribunal: defamation, if men-
clear of needless delay, vexation and expense _dacious or temeracious, at the hands of the
--evils eor?'espondent and opposite to so many _Penal Code. Defamation there is none, with-
specific collateral ends of justice. ! out intimation given of _me illegal or immo-

Note, that in speaking of ends, instead of i ral act ;--intimation individually, or at least
one, the number of direct ends may be stated i specifically, determinate. If, being false, the
as being two: in which case the opposite evils j intimation is temeracious only, and not men-
will be tni_decisio_s and non-d_isio_ : fur by i dacious, the official situation, of the party de-
non-decision may be produced the effect of _famed, is a ground--not of aggravation, but of
misdecision : to wit, in disfavour of the par- extenuation. The military functionary is paid
$uer's side. for being shot at. The civil functionary is

_Enaet_re. paid for being spoken and written at. The
soldier, who will not face musquetry, is one

AI_T. 7. When a supposed amendment, as sort of coward. The civilian, who _ill not
above, is suggested, the two forms, in either of endure obloquy, is another. Better he be de-
which, for the preservation of symmetry, it famed, though it be ever so unjustly, than that,
may be expressed, may be seen in Ch. vi. LE- by a breach of official duty, any sinister pro-
GISLATCR_,Section _9, i][en_bcrs' _lot_ons: Of. fit sought should be reaped. To him who has
the non-preservation of symmetry, the conse-! power, opulence, or reputation, self-defence is,
".luences may be seen in Ch. xi. Seotion 2,Legis- in proportion to his power, opulence, or repu-
._ion Minister. torten, more easy than if he had none: de-

Instructional. i fenders cannot be wanting to him, so long as
he has patrons, colleagues, or dependents.

ART. 8. In support of his amendment, the
proposerwill do well to subjoin, under the tel ]];_aetive. .Exposlt_ve.

lowing heads, concise indications of the run ART. 3. By prohibition, restriction or taxa-
sons, by the consideration of which, he was tion, to throw obstruction in the way of pro-
induced to propose it. These will be-- duction or diffusion of political tracts, espe-

I. Evil effects, regarded as flowing from the eially newspapers and other periodical ones,law as it stauds: or,
would, on the part of the Legislature, be a

II. Good effects expected to result from the breach of trust, a violation of its duty to the
proposed amendment, if adopted. Constitutive ; an act of insubordination, oh-

The more conden._ed and compact his rea- structing their constitutional superordinates
sons, the greater will be their chance of being in the exercise of their authority, by depriving
attended to: by every attempt to move the them of the means of forming correct judg-
passions it will be lessened, meats: an act of partiality and oppression,

Instructional. ' withholding from oue class of men, documents
AI_T. 9. On the tutelary influence of the not withholden from another: withholding,

Public-Opinion Tribunal, this Constitution re- from the _za_y, benefits, not withholden from
lies, in a more especial manner, for the effi- the more wealthy.few: withholding instruction
ciency of the securities which it provides, for from those, by whom it is most needed. It
good conduct, on the part of the several tune- would be an anti-constitutional act : as such,
tionaries, belonging to the Judiciary Depart it would call for marks of disapprobation, at
ment. See in the several Chapters the several the hands of the members of the Supreme Con-
Sections headed by the words See_Lrities for stitutive ; namely, as well in their character
apropriate aptitude, of Electors, as in their character of Members of

the Public-Opinion Tribunal.

SEcTIo._ VI. E_actire. E_Tositive.
_eeurlt_es against Leglslatire, and Judiciary. Ant. 4. No such act of insubordination is

F_nactive. committed, by punishment judicially inflicted,
A_T. 1. To every person, elector, inhabitant, or demanded, for defamation, when effeeted or

or foreigner,--to every individual of the hu- endeavoured at by falsehood, accompanied by
man species, belongs the right of exercising, criminal ev_l-con_ciousne_, or culpable te_ne-
in relation to the condition of evervdepartment rity of assertion, as to which see the Penal
of this government, and the conduct of every Code.
functionary thereto belonging, the statistic, Ynstrucgio_d.
e.v_utlve, and wd_ora_ion-sugg_tir¢ functions
above-mentioned. ART. 5. Every act, whereby, in the above or

_Enadi_. .Ratloclnati_. [ any other way, a man seeks to weaken theeffective power of the Public-Opinion Tribunal,
ART. 2. SO Iikewlsc the Censorial: how I or by falsehood, or (what comes to the same

strong soever the terms, in which the appro- thing) by suppression of truth, to misdired_ it,
button or disapprobation stands expressed, is evidence_ of hostility on his part to the
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greatest happiness of the greatest number : also, on the wilt of the Leg_latu_ the wilt
evidence of the worst intentiong, generated by the Executive, and the wills of the Sub-leg_
the worst motives : evidence which_ though but latures.
tacit and circumstantial, and though itbe ever
so unwilling, is not the less conclusive. Every /_a_ve. __a/_oc_na_e.
act, whereby a man seeks to diminish the cir- A_T. 6. Only by unalterable physical imp_
eulatlon of opinions opposite to those which he tenc% is the Supreme Legislature prevented
professes, is evidence of his consciousness of from being its own executive, or from being
the rectitude of those which he is combating, the sole Legislature. The Supreme Legislature
and _hereby of the insincerity, hypocrisy, ty- will not, to the neglect of its own duties, take
rannicalness, and selfishness which have taken upon itself any of those functions, fbr the apt
possession of his mind. Sincere or insincere, exercise of which, when taken in the aggre-
he may, without fear of injustice, be numbered gate, those subordinate authorities alone, can,
among the enemies of the human species, in respect of disposable time, appropriate

knowledge, judgment, and active aptitude,
have been provided with sufficient means.

CHAPTER VI. But, in ease of non-performance, or unapt
peribrmance, or wen-grounded apprehension

LEGISLATURE. of either,--to the exercise of no function of
: the Executive or the Sub-legislative authority

S_CTm._I. canthe Supreme Legislature be incompetent.--
Unfaithihlness, yes: but to the Supreme Legis-

]:)owers:--and JOuti_s. lature, neither can usurpation nor encroach-
ment be imputed.

Enactive. En_ctire. Exposltire.

ART. I. The Supreme Legislature is omni- ART. 7. To those functions which belong ex-
competent. Coextensive with the territory of elusively to itself, the Legislature accordingly
the state is its local field of service; coexten- adds, in case of necessity, those which belong
sire with the field of human action is its logi- respectively to all those its several subordi-
cal field of service.--To its power, there are hates, as por the several ensuing Chapters.
no limits. In place of limits, it has checks.
These checks are applied, by the securities, F_nactlre. J_xpos_t'_re.
provided for good conduct on the part of the ART. 8. In those same Chapters may mere-
several members, individually operated upon; over be seen, so many exemplifications of the
as per section 31, Securities fvr appropriate subjects, to which the attention and proceed-
at'tirade, ings of the Legislature will, coustantly or oeca-

Enact_re. P_at_ocinat_re. sionally, be directed.

ART. 2. The power thus unlimited is that of .Enaczire.
the Legislature for the t'_me being. To no an- ARv. 9. Separately or collectively, the C(_n-
teriorLegislaturebelongs anypower, otherwise stituents of a Member of the Legislature will,
than by confirmation given to it by the Legisla- at all times, as such, make to such their deputy
ture for the time being. Dead men can neither what communication they think fit : to his cog-
fine, nor imprison, nor banish living ones. nitive faculty, to his judicative faculty, or even

.Enact_re. r to his will, it may be addressed. But, in so
far as the good of the community taken in the

ART. 3. But, in so far as nothing appears to aggregate is tbe paramount object of his care,
the contrary, confirmation of the acts, of all no obedience will he pay to any such particu-
anterior Legislatures, and of all authorities lar will, to the detriment of what appears to
subordinate to them, takes place of course, him the universal interest. Paramount to his

.Enaetlcv. duty to a part is, on every occasion, his duty
to the whole. An engagement, exacted of him

AItT. 4. For the means employed for pre- by a part, would be an act of insubordination
serving Government engagements against rio- as towards tim whole. It belongs not to him
lation. See Section 2, fCesponsibil'_ty, to judge until he has seen or heard. His will

.Enactlve. is commanded by his judgment, not his judg-
ment by his will. Such contrariety may have

ART.5. The Supreme Legislative Authority place, without detriment to moral aptitude oa
has, for its immediate instrument, the Supreme either side. They may have good reason for
J_c_/v_, composed of the administrative aud dislocating him ; he for exposing himself to be
the judivlary, acting within their respective so dislocated.
_pheres. On the will of the Supreme Consti-
tutive the Supreme Legislative is dependent, ln_rueCional. ]?.atio_inatiw.
as _er Ca. v. Section 2, Po_rer_. Absolute ART. 10. If, on this or that particular occa-
and all-comprehensive is this dependence. So sion_ in the opinion of Constituents, or in the
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" _ _ of _ Deputy_ a _onfli_ should have beyond those who are gone before him, belde
between their Im_doal_ aggregate in- not himself equally assured that, in those same

_eat aud the n_tinu_d interest_ he will _et be endowments, those who come after him m_y
comfidexed as violating his duty to the public, be beyond hM. By individual responsibility,
by gi_ing his vote in favour of that same par- as per section 2, _on_db///_y, _ent is
titular interest. I_or, the national interest the security afforded against inconsidar_te a_d
being nothing more than an aggregate of the groundless changes : a degree of security fa_
several particular interests, if "against that superior to any which can be afforded by any
which has been regarded as being the ha- Constitution by which correction of error is
tional interest, there be a majority, this result inhibited to or by the Legislature.
will prove, that_in the so declared opinion of
that same majority, that, which had been spo- SF.CTmNH.
ken of as if it were the national interest, was
not so. If,in supportof thatwhich,by a RESPO,_S:_I_Zr.
_ajor_ty of his Co_wt£t_nts, is regarded as being
their interest, there be no_ a ma_orlty in the Enac2_ce. l_tiovb_atire.
_egislature, his vote will be of no effect ; and, i ART. 1. Of the Constitutive Authority, the
to the national interest, no evil will have been constant will, (for such it cannot but be pre-
done by it. On the other hand, a practice, sumed to be,) is, that the national felicity_
which in every case is evil, is insinverity: and the happiness of the greatest number--be
in this case, by the supposition no good at all, maximized : to this will, on each occasion, it
therefore no preponderant good would be pro- is the duty of the Supreme Legislature, accord-
duced by it. ing to the measure of its ability, to give exe-

cution and effect.
Instructional. _at_oci_ati_e.

Enact_ve.
ART. 11. Accordingly, if so it should happen,

that, after speaking in sul_port of an arrange- AR_. 2. If, on any occasion, any ordinance,
merit, which, in the opinion of his Constituents, which to some shall appear repugnant to the
is contrary to their particular interest, he gives principles of this Constitution, shall come to
h_s vote against that same arrangement,--in have been enacted by the Legislatt_re, such
such conduct there is not any real inconsis- ordinance is not on that account to be, by any
tency. By his speech, his duty to the publiv judge, treated or spoken of as being null and
i._ fulfilled; by his vote, his duty to his Consti- void : not even although its tendency, intended
tuents, as well as actual, were to appear to him to be

to diminish the mass of power hereby reserved
I_struet'wnal. Ratiocinative. to the Constitutive Authority. But if, of any

Aitz. 12. Moreover, what, on an occasion of such act_ the tendency be anti-constitutional,
this sort, may very well happen, is--that an as above, it may form an apt ground for an
arrangement which, in the eyes of Constituents, exercise to be given by the Electors, to their in-
is detrimental to their interest, is not so : and eidental dislocative, and punifactive functions,
vice vers6 : and, in this case, his speech in sup- applying them respectively to such members
port of the opposite arrangement may have of the Legislature, by whom motion, speech, or
the effect of working a change in their opinion; vote shaU have been given in favour of the
and on a succeedingoccasion,causingthem to supposedanti-constitutionalarrangement:and
concurwiththearrangementsupportedbyhim, inanyJudicatory,such,bytheJudgeprincipal,
insteadofopposingit. may any suchact,on itscomingregularlybe-

forehim,be inhisopiniondeclaredtobe.
E_actire. _at_oeinat_ve.

A_. 13. Variable at all timesf---variable at .E:nact_ve. l'_atiocinative.
the pleasure of the Legislature for the time ARc. 3. To the Constitutive Authority and,
being,--is every article in this and every other that alone, it belongs to enforce the observance
Code. For every moment of its duration, on of contracts entered into by the Legislature ;
its reasonableness, first in the eyes of the Legis- and in one word to afford such redress as can
lative, then in the eyes of the Constitutive, is be afforded to misdeeds, in whatever shape#
its sole dependence. Not to speak of years, perseveringly committed by the Legislature.
if, for any one day, error could prudently be A law, ordaining that, in no case, a contract
exempted from correction, so might it for entered into by the Legislature, shaH remain in
every other. If the wisdom of to-day is su- any part unperformed by it_ would be alike
perior to that of to-morrow, so may it be to inelficient to good purposes_--ef_cient to bad
that of every day, to the end of time. Blinded ones.
by prejudice must that man be who, assured l_atlo_i_atlw.
that he is wiser to-day than he was yesterday,
holds himself not equally assured that to-mot- A_t_. 4. A contract, if fit to be performed_
row he may be wiser than to-day. Blinded was made for increase of felicity, not for los-
by vanity or selfishness must that man be who, sening it. Be the contract what it may, prove
assured that in knowledge and judgment he is that by non-observance of it_ more felioity_ _l_

VOL. IX. L
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items taken into account, would be produced, to any judge to omit giving execution and el-
than by observance, you prove that it ought feet to that same ordinance.
riot to be observed. If all contracts were to Enaetiw.
be observed, all misdeeds would be to he com-
mitted : for there is no misdeed, the committal ART. l 1. But here, likewise, apt ground_
of which may not be made the subject of a may have place for the exercise of the reme-
contract ; and to establish in favour of them- dial functions of the Constitutive Authority_ as
selves, or of any other person or persons, an above.
absolute despotism, a set of Legislators would
have no more to do than to enter into an en- S_crrIoN III.
gagement,--say with a foreign despot, say with
a member of their own community--fer that .Powers as to Sub-lep_.
purpose. A Monarch, that he may persevere -Enacti_.
in a course of depredation and oppression with ART. 1. In relation to the hereina_er-men-
the tess disturbance, binds himself (suppose) tioned Sub-legislatures, the Supreme Legisla-te perpetuate it. An instrument has been
contrived for this purpose. It is called an ture exercises the several functions, dirsetive,
oath--a coronation oath. Propose to him to corrective, arbitrative.
assuage the misrule, "Alas ! my oath !" (he -Enactive.

cries) "my oath !" and all who share or look ART. 2. I. Direvtivef_netio_. In the exer-
to share in the profit of the misrnl% join with else of this function, it gives, as often as it sees
him in chorus, convenient, antecedent and preparatory direc-

.Enactlve. tion to their several proceedgugs.
A_r 5. In the case of a contract entered Enactive.

into by the Government with any person or
persons belonging to this state, it will rest ART. 3. II. Correetir_function. In the ex-
with the judiciary to take cognizance of it, as ereise of this function, it in like manner abe-
in a case between individual and individual, lishes_reverses, amends, or causes to be amend-
Yet, to a decision pronounced thereupon by ed, anyoftheirerdinauces, orutherproceedings.
the competent judicial authority, should the -Enactive.
Legislature, by any ordinance, act in declared
repugnance, such ordinance is not, on that ac- ARt. 4. lII. .drbitratlvef_nction. Inthe
count, to be regarded as nul_ and vo_d. exercise of this function, as often as, between

one Sub-legislature and another, contestation
-Enac_ive. has place, it gives termination thereto by an

ART. 6. So, in the case of a contract with appropriate arrangement.

the government of any foreign state. Instruetloual.

.Eaact_ve. ART. 5. In the case of a federal Govern-
ART. 7. So, in the case of a contract with meat, here may be the place for appropriate

a subject of any foreign state, alteration. The Sub-legislatures would be the
-Enaetive. Legislatures of the several states.

ART. 8. But, in all three cases, apt grounds Sscrm._ IV. Seats and ])_r/vts. See Eleetlon
may have place for the exercise of the inei- Code, section 1.*
dental dislocative function, on the part of the SECTm_ V..Electors who. See .Electio_ Code_
Constitutive Authority, as per Ch.v. CONS_TU- section 2.

TIVF.,section 2, l_owers, at the charge of the SgcTIo_VI..Ellglblewho. SeeElvet_onCode_see-Members_ who have concurred in the breach
of public faith : the dislocati_e function, with tion 3, and below, section 25_Reloea_le who.
or without the panifaetive. SECTm_ VII. .Ele_ion O._ces. See .Election

Code, section 4.
.Enact_e. S_o_ VIII..Election ztpparatu_. See Elec-

ART. 9. For wrong, in any shape, alleged tion Code, section 5.

to have been done to any foreign government, SEc_o_ IX. P_e¢ommendation of proposed
whether by breach of contract or otherwise, Members--how promulgated. See .Ele_tio_
such Govermnent may have judicial remedy, Code, section 6.

by suit in the immediate judieatery of the Sl_crm,_X. Voters' Title_, ]ww _.
Metropolis of the state; Defendant,the Govern- See .Eleet_on Code, section 7.ment Advocate-General of this state.

.Ena_ire. fi£ The work called _/_ca_ Reform _/_l, wasintended by the author to be termedE/eeghm
AgT. 10. Yet, on any sneh occasion, should Code. It appears near the end of coL iii. in thin

any ordinance have been issued by the Legis- collection, anda list of titles of sections virtually
lature, in relation to the matter of such suit corresponding with the above _ill be found in
after the commencement thereof_it bebngs not p. 5_3._Ed.-
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S_C_ON XI. J_ee_/on,_ow. SeeElvctionCode_ but one entrance. The retiring rooms are be-
section 8. hind and above. Committee rOOmShave other

S_crlo,_ XII. ]_leetion DLCri_s and Votinfl entrances.
-Districts, how marked out. See Election Enact_ve.
Code, section 9.

S_c'rrONXIII. Vote-making Habitations, how ART. 2. Each day, on entrance into _e Aa-
dtfined. See Elect_on Code, section 10. sembly Chamber, each member receives thai;

day's pay at the hands of the Door-keeper. In
S_crmN XIV. Term of Service. See Election his view_ and in that of the company in the

Code, section 11, Members' Continuance; and Assembly Chamber, is a clock. On delivery of
in this Ch. section 22, Term of Service-- thepay, theDoor-keeperstamps, intheEn2ramvaContinuation.

and .Departure .Book, on the page of that day_
S_crm_ XV. Vacancies, how supplied. See the member's name_ adding the hour aad mi-

Eleztion Code, section 12. nute.
SSCTmNXVI. Security of tI_e./lssembly aqalnst

-Disturbance by Mem'bers. See Election Code, Enactive.
section 13. ART. 3. No member departs without leave

SF_rmN XVII. Indisposition of Presided, how of the President, who, on a sign made by the
obviated. See Election Code, section 14. departer, rings, by a string within his reach,

bell hanging near the Door-keeper, who, after
S_cTm_ XVIII. stamping in the Entrance and Departure Book,

on the page of that day, the member's nanm,

.dttendance. with the hour and minute, lets him out. (A
retiring place, opening only into the Chamber_

Enactive. is of course supposed.)
AnT. 1. Exceptions excepted, the Legisia- Et_active.

tare sits every day in the year. Exceptions
are Vacation days. Vacation days are every ART. 4 Sick or well, for no day, on which
seventh day ; that is to say, every day of he does not attend, vacation days excepted,
general rest. But urgency declared, sittings does any Lcgielator receive his pay.
have place in Vacation days. Enac_ve.

t_atloelnatire. ART.5. Under the direction of the herein-
AnT. 2. A domestic servant is a servant of after-mentionedLegielcaionMinister, iskeptthe

one: a Legislator is a servant of alL No do- l_ron-_lttendance, orsay_lbsentationBook. Init,
mestic servant absents himself at pleasure, and from the Entrance and DeTartureBook, entry is
without leave. The masters of the Legislator made of the days on which the several absent-
give no such leave. From non-attendance of Lug members have respectively absented them-
a domestic servant, the evil is upon a domestic selves : and for the information of their re-
scale: of a Legislator, on a national scale. A spective constituents, he causes the result to
Legisiater is a physician of the body politic, be pliblished in the Government newspaper on
No physician receives pay but in proportion to the next day, as also at the beginning of each
attendance. The -'_ysieiun has no vacation month; and at the time when the Election Mi-

• nister issues his mandates for the General Elee-
days. tion, a summary of all the absentations of the

Ssc'rmN XIX. last preceding Session under the names of the
several absentees.

t_muneratlon. JEnactive.

J_na_ive. [ ARt. 6. If, by sickness, a member has been

ART. 1. Of a Member of the Legislature the prevented from attending, he, on the first day
pecuniary remuneration is [ ] per day. of his re-attendance, presents to the Door-
Added to this are the power and dignity in- keeper a slvkness ticket, on which are marked
separable from the office. Of ulterior emolu- the day or days of non-attendance, with anin-
ment, receipt, if from unwilling hands, is ex- timation of the nature of the sickness, anthen-
tarao_; ff from willing ones_ eorruptlon: as to ticated by his name in his own hand-writing,
which, see Penal Code. For principles as to and the attestt_tion of a physician.
Official Remuneration, see Ch. ix. M_ms_.s .E_tlr¢.
CO_rrIVF, L_. Section 15, l_tuneration.

A:aT. 7. To clear a member from the suspi-
Ssc_m._ XX. cion of employing sickness as a pretence for

avoiding to give his vote or speech, questions
.dY, v_danve arad_P_munaration--how vo_Avd, may be put to him and others, in the face of the

Assembly, and obserwtions made. For ulterior
Enactlve. securities against non-attendance, see section

Aa_. 1. Into the Assembly Chamber there is 23, l_df-sulrpl_iwf_r_io,.
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Ra_oc_t+$_e. mixed monarchies, non-attendance has had, for

ART. 8. A soldier, if he fails in his atten- its obvious cause, the sinister interest of rulers.
dance, is punished as a deserter : punished Inflectional.
with corporeal punishment: in England, with
flogging or perhaps with death. Under this ART.13. These rulers are--I. The M_narch,
code, or any that is in consonance with it, in with his more especial dependants ; 2. His ju-
the case of no man, military or non-military, nior partners in the concern--the members of
will punishment in either of those shapes be the aristocracy, and, in particular, those who
employed: for in neither is it needed. But, have seats in any Legislative Chamber.
in this case, as in every ether, whatever is Instructional.

needed, why should it not be applied _.--and ART.14. By the Monarch and his dependants
what can be milder than the simple withhold- mere especially it is, that those vast gaps have
ing of reward in proportion as the service re- been made which have had place between
mains unperformed _. session and session, and which have for their

.t_atiocinatire. efficient cause the operations called prorogation
and adjour_m_ent: prorogation, avowedly the

ARt. 9. If, how severe soever, such means, act of the Monarch himself; adjournment that
as are regarded as efficacious and necessary, of the Monarch, by the bands of those his
are employed for securing the service, exacted, agents.
whether with or without his previous consent
to the engagement, from a common soldier, in I_tructional.
what higher situation,were they ever so severe, AnT. 1.5. In England, for example, by the
should measures equally efficacious, supposing act of the Monarch alone, about the half of the
them necessary, be grudged _ And should not year is habitually taken from the public ser-
they be the less grudged, the higher the duties vice : in this case, the act is called a pror_a-
of the situation in the scale of importance ._ rich, and to this defalcation is added that of a

month, or more, taken at various times by the
l_iovinative. House of Commons : not to speak of the House

ART. 10. As between individual and indivi- of Lords : in this case, the act is called an
dual, where it is by the quantity of time era- adjournment.

ployed in service that the quantum of reran- I+_structional.
neration is measured--payment being made by
the day, as in the case of a common labourer ART. 16. The original object was, of course,
or artisan, or by the hour, as in the case of a as history shows, to extinguish the existence
professional instructor--in what case, unless of these troublesome concurrents and sharers
on the score of pure charity, does any person in the sweets of Government : that being found
think of paying or a_king payment for any impracticable, the next object of wish and en-
quantity of time, during which no service has deavour was, is, and will be, to minimize their
been performed _. Why then as between an action. Of the whole quantity of the time
individual and the public _ employed by them, a certain portion must of

necessity, for the purpose, and under the di-
_ioc_natire. Instructional rection of, the Monarch, be employed in going

through the forms necessary to the extraction
A_v. 11. By usage, intermission of Legisla- of money, and in such other business as the

tire business has hitherto been everywhere conjunct interest of the Monarch and the Aris-
established. But, by such usage_ were it tocracy requires to be performed. For this
ever so many times as extensive as it is, the purpose, whatsoever quantity of time is neces-
need of uninterrupted attendance would not sary, is by law always at his command. Upon
be disproved. Whatsoever is, anywhere, the all measures whatsoever, coming from any
proportion of attendance actually given, the other quarter, and, in particular, all measures
presumption indeed is, of course, that it is tending to the melioration of the constitution,
suificient_sutBcient for all purposes. But for an exclusion is put, of cours% in whateverway
this presumption there exists not, anywhere, may be most commodious ; and the most corn-
any the smallest ground. From the bare con- modious, because the least exposed to obser-
aideration of the nature of the case, the assur- cation, is the making such disposal of the time
ance may be entire, that, in the stite in ques- as shall either prevent anything troublesome
tion, whatsoever it be, evil effects of the most from being brought on the carpet, or, when on_
8eriouskindhavebeeneontiuuallytakingplace: from being finished. As to this, see Parlia-and, in almost any proportion, such effect

+nentary l_eform Catechism, col. iii. p. 435.---
may have had place without its being possible Introd_ion.
to trace them, or, at any rate, without their
llaving in general been traced to their cause. Instr_tio_al.

Im_tr_¢tlonal. AnT. 17. In addition to po_ver, which, toge-
ther with ease, is thus obtained in the whole-

A_T. 12. In political states other than the sale way, comes the ease, which is obtained in
Anglo-American states--that is to say_ in all the retail way by non-attendanee_ at business-
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times, on the part of particular individuals, done, much too favourable is the representa-
Hence comes the curious phenomenon. In the tion given of the effect. Of the good left un-
principal House for business, seats 658: number done, one portion--and that by far the most
necessary to be filled to give validity to the important--is composed of the exclusion that
proceedings, 40 : every session, several times should have been put upon the evil--the ex-
does it happen, that, for want of this necessary tensive and positive a$ietions which have thus
number, the day is lost to the public service, been suffered to take place.
The President excepted, by whom (under the
name of _eaker) the business must be directed, In_truot_onaL
---on no session, by any one member, has at- ART.21. Amongst the accounts, thus given
tendance on every day perhaps been ever paid : by authority, let there be one, for example, of
out of the 658, not one by whom, under this the misery produced by tardiness, on the ocea-
head, that has been don% which ought to have siou of the adjustment of the state of the In-
been done by every one. In addition to those solvency laws, as between the central govern-
who are paid by the over-paid offices, by which ment and the several states : a matter which,
they are kept in a state of corrnption,--chance to this day, 24th Jan. 1826, remains, after nil,
having of late produced an individual by whom unadjusted.
the public service, for which he was engaged,
has for years been made his principal and gra- Instructional
tuitous occupation ; at the observation of such ART. 22. For the inef_ciency here mention-
a phenomenon, every body continues lost in ed, two more causes are visible : one is, tg_a_
amazement. But power wb_hout obligation is which belongs to the present head--the suffer-
the very definition of despotism : slavery the ing so much to be unemployed : the other is,
condition of those who are subject to it. Here, the suffering so much to be wasted in the corn-
then, is a form of government, under which, meuccment of businesses, the time employed ia
by those who should be servants, those who which is by the conclusion of the session turn-
should be masters are kept in a state which is ed to waste, for want of their being handed
by h+w a state of slavery : howsoever, by the over by the outgoing to the incoming Legisla_
healing hmnd of Public Opinion, the rigour of ture. As to this_ see section 24_Continuathn_
the despotism may be softened. Committee.

Instructional. I_struct_onal.

ART. 18. In the Anglo-American United ART. 23. As to the subsidiary obligations
States, although power is not eased of oblige- above provided, the more efficient, the less
tion, still, in this same form, is breach of con- favourably, of course, will these chains be
stitutional duty suffered to have place. Of thought of and spoken of, by those for whose
each year, on an average, not so much as two- wear they are designed. But, at no less price
fifths are occupied in fulfilment. Of this ne- can the effect be accomplished.
gleet, what can be the cause _. Answer--un-
reflecting imitation : imitation, too, of an ori- Instruvt_onal.
ginal, the general inaptitude of which affords ART. 24. On architecture good Govern-
to those who have rid themselves of it, matter ment has more dependence than men have
of such just and unceasing serf-congratulation, hitherto seemed to be aware of. Those who
True it is, that, in the copy, the individual wish not for absentation or untimely depar-
and retail idleness is not, because for various ture, from any seat of b_._i_ess,must not admit
reasons it cannot be, anything near so flagrant of multiplied or unobserved entrances and
as in the original: but the aggregate and exits. Those who wish to exclude abuse from
wholesale idleness is little less enormous, prisons, must not have a space in which either

the behaviour of any prisoner, or the treatment
t_at_ocinatire. InstructlonaL he experiences, is not continually exposed to

ART. 19. When, in all situations in which every desiring eye. Those Judges, whose wish
the business is of subordinate importance, the it is to exclude inspectors from the seat ofju-
attendance is so unintermitted,--why should dicature, (and such of course have ever been
it be less so in those in which the business is all English Judges,) know welt how powerless
all-comprehensive, and the importance of it every other veto is, in comparison with that
supreme ! which the Architect alone can issue, aud secure

Instructi_+al. completely against non-observance.

ART. 20. Every year, in a tone of exulta- In_Cruvthraal.
tton, assuredly by no means ungrounded, the ART. 25. zYon-a_tend_nve is not the only
President, in his Message to Congress, reminds cause of frustration and retardation in the pro-
the people of the good done in the course of vision for public exigencies. .Another is the
the last. One day may perhaps produce the want of a supply for the involuntary deficiency
opposite account: the account of the good, created by death or sickness. For remedy,
which, by blindness and idleness, has thus been see section 23, Self-suppl_tivefun_ticm. A tldrd
left undone. But, by the phrase good left uu- may be seen in the improvidence, or sinister
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providence, by which each successive Legisla- S_CTIO_XXII.
ture is deprived of the benefit of all former
work, commenced and left unfinished by its Term of Service--Continuation.
predecessor. For remedy, see section 24, Con-
tinuation Commi¢',ee. fCatiocinative. Instructional.

ART. 1. Exceptions excepted, the shorter
S_rlo_. XXI. the term of service in the Legislative Assembly

can be rendered, consistently with the avoid°
Sit$ing$ Fubliv an_ secret, ance of precipitation and performance of duty,

the better. For reasons, see section 23, _e./f-
Enavti_e. suppletive function, section 24, Continuation

AnT. l. Special cause to the contrary ex- Comm_ee, and section 25, Relocable who.
eepted, the sittings of this Assembly are, at all
times, public. The auditory is a committee Instructional.
of the Public-Opinien Tribunal, hearing and ART. 2. Exception may be, if in any p_trt
reporting for the information of the Constitu- of the territory of the State there be Districts,
tire. one or more, so situated in respect of remote-

Enactive. ness from the seat of legislation, and difficulty
of travelling taken together, that, by the time

ART. 2. So far as is consistent with con- consumed in the journey, too great a difference
venience ih respect of health, sight, hearing, would be made between those Districts and the
minutatien, and necessary intercommunication others, in respect of means of giving infornm-
between actor and actor on the Legislation tion to, and support to their interests in, the
theatre, together with lodgment for requisite Legislative Assembly.
and appropriate furniture, this Constitution re-
quires that the number of the members of the Instrz_ctionaL
Public-Opinion Tribunal, to whom access and ART. 3. Note that, on this occasion, the
appropriate accommodation is given_ be maxi- time necessarily expended in the giving and
mized, receiving information, as between the Legisla-

ture and the constituted Authorities and indi-
Enac_ire. viduals residing in the remote Districts, in re-

ART.3. To the hereinafter-mentioned Legis- latien to exigencies peculiar to these districts,
lationMinisteritbelongstokeepasevret_4tting- is the only time which, in the nature of the case,
book. In it, in the case of a secret sitting, are needs, to this purpose, to be taken into ac-
entries made as follows :-- count. For, as to the regular time of election,

1. Year, month, and day of the motion for if as per section 25, Reloeable who, the Mere-
secrecy, bers who have sitten onany year are excluded

2. Names of movers, voters, and speakers from relocability in the next, the day of nai-
ler and against the secrecy, versal vacancy being always foreseen and pre-

3 Names, or initials, in their own hand- determined, the first of the days occupied in
writings respectively, the election process may, without difficulty, be

4. Alleged cause of the demand for secrecy, appointed to be as many days anterior to that
same day,--as including the time occupied in

_Enactive. the journey from the District to the seat
ART. 4. If divulgation has not already had of Legislature, shall be sufficient to secure

place, cognizance is taken, of course, by the the timely arrival of the elected Deputy at
next succeeding Legislature, of the truth and the seat of Legislature. Thus much as to
sufficiency of the allegations : if either be the regularly recurring vacancies : as to the
Wanting, censure is passed on the members, by accidental vacancies, caused by death, resig-
whom the secrecy was voted, nation, or dislocation, replenishment will be

seen effectually secured by section 23, Self-
Enact_w. suTpletive function.

ART. 5. Then is the regular time for divul- ]nstru_ona/.
•gation. But if the cause for secrecy subsists,
divulgatien may be referred to the same Legis- ART. 4. Supposing these arrangements thus
lature on some succeeding day of that year, or settled,--Elections may just as well take
to the next succeeding Legislature : and so on place, in virtue of a pre-established and con-
from Legislature to Legislature. tinued general regulation, as in virtue of a

special mandate offered by an individual func_
Enaxtive. tionary, such as tile E/e_'t_on 2_in/ster, as per

Az_. 6. For other cases for secrecy, a_ to Election Code, and Ch. xi. MINIST_RSSEVEP_L-
the operation of public functionaries_ see Ch. LY. Section 1, Ele_ion Min_r. Indeed muoh
viii. Pm_m Mtmsz_za. Section 11, Publication better: for when the performance of a process
syg_n, or operation is made, or left, dependent upon

the act of a public functionary, or, in a word,
on the act of any person wh_tever, it is left

O
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liabte to be prevented by any one of a variety On each occasion, one of the_ instruments,
of accidents as also by sinister design on the filled up and signed by the Deputy, and signed
part of that same functionary, with or without by the Substitute, is, on his entrance into the
concert with others. Assembly Chamber, delivered by him to the

Deer-keeper : as to whom, see section 20, AS.
Instructional. tendance a_d 17zmu_'a:tion, _fc.

ART. 5. In Monarchies it was that the Re-
_esentative, or say, the J)eTutation sy_em, ori- .Ena_ive.
ginated. Of course, under such _ form of go- AnT. 5. To provide against casual inability
vernment, no such process as that of deputation on the part of the Deputy, as to the locating
to a common assembly could be commenced, a Substitute in time for the occasion,---every
otherwise than in consequence of, and in con- Deputy, previously to his taking his seat in the
fortuity to, the will of the Monarch, as promul- Assembly Chamber, ledges, in the office oft_e
gated on some particular day, by a known Legislation Minister, a Substitution in_tru/m_n$_
servant of his, appointed for this purpose, in iRvour of some person appointed to act as
Hence the need of ][_lect_o_ authorizing-and- hispermanent Substitute; the instrumentbeing
vq_menci_tg mandates, filled up and signed by himself, and signed by

the substitute, who thereby engages to keep
Instructional. himself within reach, in readiness to attend on

ART. 6. In no one of the several Anglo- requisition. But_ to such permanent _ubstiCut_
American United States is the term of service . may, on each occasion, as above, be substituted
in the Legislative Assemblymore than one year. an occasional Substitute.
In one of them_ (_bnnecticut, it is, or was, no
more than half a year. In the General Con- Enactive.
gross it is two years. The difference has for ART. 6. On timely information received, that
its obvious cause the consideration of distance, on the then next, or any succeeding sitting
Had the considerations mentioned, and expo- day, the Deputy in question will certainly or
dients referred to, in Art. 3, occurred, would probably net be able to pay attendance_--the
or would not the length of the term of service LegislationM.inisterwitl cause robe summoned
have in ttmt case been thus doubled ! the above-mentioned Substitute : or the infor-

mation may be given to the Substitute imme-
SECTm,_XXIII. diately, with or without its being given to the

Legislation Minister : if dated and signed by
_f-sup_vletlvefunctlon. the person giving it_ it may be given either by

the Deputy himself or by any other member of
Enact_ve. Expositive. the Legislature, or by any other person sufli_

AnT. 1. Self-suppletlve function. To every ciently known to the Deputy.
Deputy is communicated, by the act of Elec- J_atiocSnatlve.
tion, the power of locating and keeping located,
upon and for every occasion, some person of ART. 7. Question 1. Why thus make provi-
his own choice, to act in all things in his stead, sion of a substitute to each deputy _.
at what time soever he is incapable of acting .A_wer. P_ea_ons. L Whatsoever need or
for himself, or does not act. To every Deputy use there is for a Deputy to act as member of
accordingly belongs this power, together with the body in question, on any one day of the
the obligation of keeping it in exercise, session,--the same there will be, for anything

that can be known to the contrary, on every
EnavtSre. other.

ART.2. Compensationally, punitionally, and _P_atioclnative.
disloeationally responsible, is the Deputy for ART. 8. II. Whatsoever arrangements c_
the acts of this his substitute, as above, be taken, as per section 20, ._-

Enactive. l_at_oclnat_, day, c, 8re., for securing plenitude of attendance
on the part of the Deputy,--to render them

ART. 3. Exceptions excepted, losable as a completely effectual, without provision made
Deputy's Substitute is every person who is 1o- of an eventual substitute, is not possible.
cable as deputy. Witness definitive vac_a¢:y by death, incurable

Exception 1. Another member of the same infirmity, resignation, or dislocation : witness
Legislature. For, to a poison so situated, occasional vava_wy, or say _o_, in-
though the power of giving a vote over and voluntary through sickness, voluntary through
above his own might be communicated,--the any one of an inscrutable multitude of causes.
power of making a speech over and above his By the arrangements proposed in this section_
own, or a motion over and above his own, this plenitude would he rendered complete an4
could not. never-failing : every seat having daily a mem-

Enact_ve. her duly authorized to fill it.

A_. 4. By the Legislation Minister will be _l_atlo¢i_tive. Expo_tive.
kept a set of blank _ub_tltu_/o_ In_Cru_wnt_. Aa_ 9. III. For want of this desimbl_
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plenitud% _a mode of corruption has at all accident in an unlimited variety of shapes, of
times been carried on to an indefinite extent : which siek_s, though a principal one, is but
corruption, effectually safe, not only as against one. Apply this security, tile power of acoi-
punishment at the hands of legal tribunals, dent_ over this case is at an end.
but against scrutiny and censure at the hands
of the Pnblic-Opinion Tribunal. A man whom, _a_ocinative.
had he been in attendance, the apprehension ART. 14. Question 2. Why give the supple-
of that censure would have engaged to vote on tire power to the Deputy, instead of reserving
the right side,--absents himself, and thereby, it to his Constituents _.
though he does not give to the wrong side the .,4ns_er. .Reasons. I. If the Constituents
whole benefit of his vote, deprives the right are the only persons to whom the power of
side of it, and this, without ally cheek to hin- providing the supply is given, the supply can-
der him,--gives thus, on every occasion, to the not ever be adequate; and the mode of making
wrong side half the benefit of a vote given in it cannot but be productive of divers evil el-
favour of that same wrong side. Corruption_ fects ; whereas, if the power be given to the
where the purpose of it is thus executed, may Deputy, the supply may be rendered surely
be distinguished by the name of semheorrup- adequate, no such evil effects will be produced,
t_on or say absentat_on corruption. Happily, and divers positive good effects will be pro-
though in this form it cannot with certainty duced.

be punished,--yet what is much better, it may, _t_tiocinatlve.
in the way that will be seen, b% with _lequate
certainty, prcve_ted. ART. 15. II. In this way, the adequacy of

the supply may be, and by the here proposed
l_tiocinat_ve, arrangements, naturally will be, made per-

ART. 10. IV. Prevention of fluctuation. In fcctly sure. The Deputy, in ease of his non-
Legislative and other bodies, instances are not attendance, is made responsible for the atten-
uncommon where the same measure has, by dance of a Substitute. This he may be without
one and the same body, without any change in difficulty. The seat of the Legislature being
the number or sentiments of the Members, been naturally the metropolis of the State,--its sit-
alternately adopted and rejected : those who tings, as per section 18, .Attendance, uninter-
are in a majority one day finding themselves ruitted, and the metropolis the principle seat
in a minority another day : hence confusion of business in the State,--the influx into it, on
and uncertainty in the minds and actions of one account or other, from all the districts,
all persons whose interests are thus disposed naturally abundant and constant,--and in par-
of. Where attendance is optional, there are ticular the influx of men who, in respect of
no assignable limits to the magnitude of the condition in life, will be among the most apt
evil thus produced, nor to the frequency of its for the situation in question--and these very
recurrence. By the plenitude here secured, evil arrangements furnishing an additional induce-
in this shape would altogether be excluded, ment for such influx,--all these things consi-

dered, any want of apt persons, ready, for the
]:'_atioe_na_ive. sake of the benefit, to take upon themselve_

ART. 11. V. Saving of solieitatlons of atten- the burthen, seems not in any degree to be
da_ee:--solicitations, with the accompanying apprehended.

¢_ration, cvnsumjvtion of individual's time, and .Ratiocinative.
Sometimes even delay to publie measures.

ART. 16. III. On the part of the eventual
Ratio¢inatlve. Substitute, if located by the Deputy, the at-

ART. 12. VI. Thus, and for the first time, tendance, in case of temporary non-attendance
will the aggregate will actually expressed, be on the part of the Deputy, is more effectually
rendered constantly identical with the aggre- secure, than if he were located by the Consti-
gate w-///which, on the occasion of all Elections tuents in an immediate way, as above, it could
of Deputies, to a Legislative or other represen- be. The Substitute, being resident on the spot,
tative assembly, is not only in_ended to be ex- will on every occasion be within call of the
pressed, and almost as generally, howsoever Deputy; and, the Deputy being bound for at-
erroneously, _'egarded as being actually ex- tendance on that same occasion,--thus, be-
pressed. Thus will an undesirable and re- tween the one and the other, adequate motives
proachfnl distinction be obliterated : an ira- are accompanied by adequate means.

perfection, hitherto submitted to as if it were .Ratiocinative.
inherent in the constitution of a body of the
sort in question, cleared away. ART. 17. IV. Suppose the Substitute lo-

cated by the Constituents,--no such assurance
t'_atioci_ive, of constancy in the supply can be obtained.

ART. 18. VII. For want of this remedy_-- By whatsoever causes, as above, non-atten-
questions, to the number and importance of dance on the part of the Deputy is prodneible_
which no limit can be assigned, must for their by these same so is it on the part of the Sub-
decimion, ]_ve ]l_n dependent on avcAdent: on stitute. Substitutes, more than one, could net
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be proposed to be sent along with the Deputy: apt men in sufficient number,
and whatsoever greater number could be pro- to serve, for so m_ny different portions of so
posed to be so sent, still the assurance could short a length of time, in so high a situation_
net be entire. True it is, that the above-men- without pecuniary rctributior_mand taken to-
tioned course--of taking For the Substitute a gether for the whole of it, one after another,
person resident at the seat of service, would --never can be wanting. Then, as to p_y,--
be open to their choice. But it would not be suppose the Substitute paid, and paid by the
likely to be uniformly adopted : for, if per- public, his pay will require to be at least equal
manently resident at that same seat of service, to that of his Principal. It will, in truth, re-
he would not be known to them : and if, in i quire to be greater ; for_to that same Prinei-
the case of this or that District, there were any pal belongs the whole of the power ; to the
such known person_---in the case of this or tt_t Substitute no part at all, except such, if any,
other there would not be. At the best, the as the Principal Feels the desire, or lies under
number that could be thus located--located the necessity, of imparting to him : which is
to serve throughout the session--would be thus what can no otherwise be done, than by for-
limited : whereas, to the number that could be bearing himself to exercise it. This being the
located, one after another, as occasion called, case, if a Sub_itwte, engaging for constancy of
by the Deputy, there are no limits, attendance, can be had gra_/s, much more can

the Pr/ne_va_-the/)epz_y ; and whatsoever
_t_atioc_na_ire. pay, if any be necessary, suffices for the Sub-

AnT. 18. Y. Suppose, however, an even- stitut% still less will suffice For that same Prin-
tual Substitute located by the constituents. In cipal.
the ease of a vacancy, on the part of either
Deputy or Substitute, here would be a demand l_at_ov_native.
for a fresh election. But, while the process ART. 23. X. Positive good effects that af-
of election was going on,--here would be but ford a promise of being produced by this at-
one of the two on the spot, and during that rangement are as follows :-
time there would be the same danger of want 1. Increase given to appropriate aptitude in
of attendance, as if ao such provision of an all its branches, by admission given to persona
eventual Substitute had been made. who otherwise would have stood excluded. A

person who, though in respect of such his up°
_t_a_iocinat_ve. titude, is the object of universal confidence,

ART. 19. VI. On this supposition, too, comes would, through old age or infirmity, have
the vexation and expense of the Election: loss been incapacitated from, or disinclined to, the
of time on the par_ of all who attend : expense subjecting himself to any such constancy of
of journey to and fro and demurrage, on the attendance as is as above required under the
part of many : and, from all this loss, no as- notion of its being indispensable,--may, by
signable advantage in any shape obtained, the here proposed relief, be disposed to take

Ratiocinative. upon himself the trust.
ART. °.0. VII. Antecedent to the close of P_atiocinat_re.

the Session, which, under the here proposed ART. 24. XI. So, in like manner, a person
annuality of Election, is the same thing with who, though recommended to the notice and
the death of the Legislature,--thero would be favouroftheElectorsbypre-eminentpeeuniary
a certain number of days occupied by the Elec- responsibility, would otherwise, by the iodo-
tion process : during this time, the vacancy lenee naturally attendant on opulence, be de-
would of necessity _main unsupplied, terred. In this case, as in the former, the na-

tural subject of the proposed Deputy's choice
]_atioc_native. would be some person, by whose appropriate

ART. 21. VIII. So likewise, a greater num- aptitude, in the situation of Substitute, honour
ber of days, during whieh a still longer vacancy would, in the opinion of the Depute, be done
would be produced by another cause. The to that same choice.
utmost service that could be looked for at the
hands of a new Member or Substitute, in the 17_tloe_native.
course of so short a time, would be regarded ART.25. XII. In both these cases, an open-
as not capable of compensating for the vexa- ing is made for new men, in whose instance a
tion and expense of the Election process, as special promise of appropriate aptitude is af-
above, forded ; afforded, and, by means and motives,

beyond such as are likely to have place on the
_Y_t_oc_t_re. part of a majority of the Electors.

ART.22. IX. IftheprovisionofaSubsti-
tuto be made by the Electors, it must be at an _iz_.
expense charged upon the public : if by the AnT. 26. XIII. Attached to the situation
Deputy himself, it may be made without ex- of Deputy, here, in both these cases, would be
penae : in the metropolis, for as many days in patroz_e: and firomthis patronage, the value
the year as can present the demaud_ su_ciently of the situation would_ in the eyes of candi-
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datosandcompetitors, rcceive increase. True the seat of the Assembly. On the receipt
it is, that, in other cases, patronage is a source thereof, the Minister wilt forthwith transmit
and instrument of corruption: not so in this to the Election Clerk his mandate, ordering for
ease. In no shape is any advantage given, the district in question, a fresh election. For
which is not altogether dependent upon the the excuses, allowable on different occasions,
free will of the people in the quality of Elec- for failure of attendance and other compliances
tots. In the case of the approved and respect- where and when due, see the Procedure Code.
ed patron, may be seen a promise of moral, in
that of the opulent j_atron, of pecuniary respon- .Enavtlve.
_b_/_y; in that of the subject of their choice, ART. 32. If an ]EXCUSepaper, as above, be
a promise of appropriate int_le_tual and arrive delivered in,--the Assembly will, in the first
aptitude, place, pronounce as to the sufficiency or in-

sufficiency of the excuse. In case of its in-
Instructional. Ratiocinative. sufficiency, the Legislature wilt give orders for

ART.27. What is above,considered,--it may a fresh election, as above ; and as to the Sub-
be worth further consideration, whether it st/tute_ who likewise will, in this case, have
might not, with advantage and safety, be left made default, it will either content itself with
at the option of every Deputy, whether to at- rendering the default universally known by
tend in hi_.own person or by such his Substi- appropriate publication, or in case of need
tute: attendance, on the part either of the one proceed to punishment, as per section 28, Le-
er the _ther, being unremittingly enforced, tisla2ioa t_enal Judivatory.
As to the public, it has been seen that it would
he likely to be a gainer by this indulgence SSCTmN XXIV.
and, it does not appear, whence suffering or Continuation Ccm_mittee.
danger in any shape can come : as to the in-
dividuals in question, the advantage, in various .E_act_re. J_atiocinatire. In_ructional.
shapes, to them is obvious and out of dispute. ART. 1. Lest, by the exit of Members, by

Instructional thztioclnati_e, whom introduction or support has been given
to useful arrangements, any such arrangement

ART.28. For distinction's sake_hat is tosay, should, after proposal and acceptance, be lost
for pointing, in a more particular manner, the or deteriorated,--as also lest the appropriate
eyes of the people upon the conduct of the intellectual and active aptitude produced by
Substitutes, and in this point of view upon that experience should, by such secession, be ten-
of their respective looators,---might it not be dercd less than, without prejudice to appro-
of use that they should wear some conspicuous priate moral aptitudes--to wit, to length of
habiliment ! for example, across the shoulders exposure to corruption from the Exeeutivef--it
a broad ribbon, on which arc marked, in uni- may thus be made to be,--eaeh Legislature,
versally conspicuous letters, their official de- antecedently to its outgoing, will elect a Corn-
nominations _. mittee, the Members of which,--to the number

Instructional. of from [seven] to [twenty-one,] or more,--
will, under the name of the Continuation Com-

A_T. 29. So also, in the case of the Members mittee, under the direction of the Legislature,
of the proposed Continuation Committee; as to apply their endeavours, collectively or indivi-
whom, see section 24, Conti_uation Committee. dually, in the next succeeding legislature, to

:Enactive_ the carrying on of the designs and proceedings
of the then next preceding Legislature, in an

ART. 30. On every day, on which the seat unbroken thread.
of any Member in the Assembly shall have re-
mained vacant) neither the Deputy, nor any .Enaxtive.
Substitute of his being on service,--notice of ART. 2. Locable in the Continuation Corn-
such absentation will, by the Registrar, be mittee is, in each year, not only every Mere-
entered in the register of the assembly; and ber of the outgoingLegislature, but every Mem-
ptavards in sufficient number forthwith trans- bet of the Continuation Committee_ serving in
mitred to the ElecJion Clerk of the District, by that same Legislature. Thus may any person
whom they will be posted up on the outside of serve as a Continuation Committee-man for any
hi_ official edifice, in conspicuous situations number of successive years.
apprapriated to the purpose.

E_ti_e. R_ioclnati_e.
_n_c'fi_¢_ ART. 3. A Continuation Committee-man

ART. 31. If, within [7] days after such day has, for the above purpose, on every occasion,
of default, no Excuse paper, stating the inert- right of argumentation and initiation, or say
table cause of such vacancy, shall have been of speech and motion : but, not having been
delivered in to the Registrar,--information of elected by the people, he has not a vote.
mzch further default will be transmitted by
him to the Election Clerk in his District ; and, EnaoC/ve.
at the same tlmej to the Election Minister, at ART. 4. Subject to any such alteration as
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the Legislature may at any time think fit to !
make_ the pay of a Continuation Committee-man _i_.
is the same a_ that of a Deputy. ART. 10. VL The shorter the life of tim

legislative body, the greater the evil in its
_ztio_inati_. above several shapes. Under the present pro-

ART.5. QuestionI. Why make provisionpond Code,thislifeislimitedtoa singleyear;
for the continuationof proceedings,which, or,m caseof necessity,producedby d_a_
havingbeencommencedunderoneLegislature,ofsomepartsoftheterritoryfromtheseatof
wouldotherwisehavebeendropped,forwant legislation,to,attheutmost,two years;and_
ofbeingcontinuedunderthenext._ thegreaterthisdistance,thegreaterwillna-
A_swer. /_asons. I.If forthispurpose,turallybe thelengthoftimenecessarytogive

no provisionweremade,usefularrangements,completenesstotheinformation.
to the importance, extent, or number of which _l_t_inat_.
no limits can be assigned, may experience a
delay, to which also no limits can be assigned. ART. 11. VII. As the same Continuation
Say Time lost. Committee-man may be relo_ated by su_

Legislatures in any number, there will be no

_tivv_nat_re. Ilimitbut thatofhislifetothequantityof e.r-
ART. 6. II. Others, of which at the time i perience thus placed at their command.

the need may in any degree have been, or even t _P_at_ocinative.
may continue urgent, may, by some temporary
accident, be prevented from even being se much ART. 12. VIII. True it is--that, in the
as proposed. Say Good _neasures lost. practice of nations, no instance of any suc.h

provision is adducible. But, the absence of it
_afiovinative. may, without difllculty, be accounted for by

AnT. 7. III. In whatever instance, in the other suppositions than that of its needless-
hope of consummation, proceedings, having hess : to wit, by the v_s _m_rtiw of government,
been instituted, have by the extinction of the by the natural blind continuance in the course
Legislature been left unfinished,--here is so continued in by predecessors, and by sinister
much of the time employed in them consumed interest, and interest-begotten projudico_ on
in waste. Say .Functionaries' time wasted, the part of rulers.

]?_ioc_mtlre.
l_atiovinative.

ART. 13. IX. In the earliest ages, pri_ti_
ART. 8. IV. True it is--that, in this case, being unknown, _cr_ti.ng--a jewel in the trends

though the legislative arrangements, with a of the extremely few, travelli_, moreover tin-
view to which the proceedings were corn- safe and tedious, means of elieiting any sueli
menced, have not taken place,--yet, in the extensive body of information in a permmaont
course of these same proceedings, information shape were unattainable: in succeeding ages_
more or less valuable will commonly have been when bodies having a sort of momentary and
obt_ned. But, on the other hand, in so far as precarious share in legislation, were brought
information, elicited on behalf of a proposed together, it was under the spur of temporary
arrangement, has not been accompanied with necessity for some one or two limited purposes:
such information as, in ease of completion ----commonly for no other but the obtaining
would have been elicited in opposition to it-- pecuniary supply: their convener, a Monaroh_
here comes a proportionable danger, that the who, when once the purpose was a_complished_
information thus obtainedwill be more or less felt no motives for continuing, but the most
delusive. Say _)e/us/ve i_ffbrma$/on proba- irresistible ones for dismissing, as quickly as
Mli_d. possible, such troublesome associates.

Ratiodnat_e. T_atiocinati_e.

ART. 9. V. Arrangements, to the extent ARZ. 14. Question 2. Why not give to the
number, and importance of which no limit can Members of these Committees the right of ro-
be assigned may,--in consideration of the ring _.
length of time that would be necessary to Answer. Reasons. I. To the purlmse for
the bringing to maturity the body of infer- which the institution is proposed_ that right is
mation necessary to constitute an adequate neither necessary nor subeervient: Serwnte_
ground,--he precluded from being ever ini- not fellow Masters, these functionaries stand
fluted, proposed, or so much as mentioned, in this respect on the same footing with Mi_-
The more extensive andimporte_t theaxrange- _rs, to whom speech and motion without vote
ments, the mere pretra_ted the preparation is given, as per Ch. ix. M_s_m_ CO_L_V$-
will natur_ly be conceived to be: and the L_. Section 24, L epid_io_--re_rdi_ f_c-
more protracted it is conceived to be, the more t/ons.
_rfeetly will all prospect of consummation

exeleded. S_y I_provem_ _v_ed fram ]l_tio_imUiv_.
btlt_jsomv, d_as_zc'ilx_d. ART. 15. ][LThouglb for the yea_ duri_
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which they serve as Deputies with votes, they useless torment. The Cant_allo_ Comra/t_ -_
will have been chosen by their proper Consti- system applies to the stone a board, which de-
tuents,--they will not have been chosen, by talus it at its maximum of elevation, and the
those same or a.ny other Eleetor_, for any one next impulse given to it lodges it on the desired
of the succeeding years, during which the need eminence.
of their services, in the character of Continua-
tion Comm_ttee-_en, maT come to have place. SEc'rror_ XXV.

Ratioclnatire. l?elocabte who.
ARt. 16. III. For us much as, to the pur-

po_ in question, it may be necessary that. the JEt,active.
number of them should not be fixed,--the con- ART. 1. NO person who, for any District,
sequence is---that if they had votes, the power has sitten as a Member of the Legislaturc_ ca_
of keeping the number of the Members of the for that or any other District, be in that situ-
Legislature in continued fluctuation would be, ation, relocated, unless, and thence until, of
in case of such non-fixation, possessed by what- the persons who have served as Members,there
soever authority they were located by. exists at the time, a number thrice [or twice._]

as great as that of the whole number of the
.Rat_o¢_natire. Members, of whom the Legi._lative B_dy is corn-

ARt. 17. IV. Supposing, as above, the right posed.
of voting not imparted to them,--they may_
without difficulty or ground of objection, be Enact_re.
located by their own colleagues, who, on this I ARt. 2. For the ascertaiiting, on each occa-
supposition, are, as will be seen_ their only apt i sion, the existence of this necessary number,
locators. ! itwill be amongthefunctioas of the Legislation

/? " " " I Minister, havingbeforehimthelist of the Mem-
atwcsnat_re, i bers of the Legislature,to keep account,and for

ART. 18. Que_ion 3. Why thus give to their the several years to mark off, as the occurrences
colleagues the location of these functionaries ? take place,the several quondamMembers, who,

.Answer. l:leasons. I. In the possession of I by death or otherwise, have become definitively
these their colleagues will be the best evi- ] unrelocabtc.

deuce, whereon to pass judgment on their up- Ipropriate aptitude in all its branches: and in _Enaetice.
particular in the intellectual and the active, I ART. 3. For reasons for Art. 2, and for the
being those which, in their instance, are prin- ] locability of a Memberin the Continuation Com-
cipally in demand: while, by their non-posses- I mittee of the next year_ see section 24, Continu-
sion of the right of voting, will be obviated all utica Co_nmittee.
danger and objection, on the score of any such
deficiencies of appropriate moral aptitude, as l_atioeinatlve. Instructional
might otherwise be the result of their length ART. 4. A position, upon which the here-
of continuance in office: a length which, after proposed arrangement is grounded, is--that,
this precaution, may without danger be maxi- without non-relocability--and that for a term
mized. Influence of will on will, none: influ- sufficient to present to the Electors two sets at
ence of understanding on understanding will least of competitors, the number of whom, when
be their sole influence. _dded together, shall be little or nothing less

t_at_oclnat_ve, than the double of that of the situations to be
filled,--any supposed opening,for improvement

ART. 19. II. In the possession of these their or correction of abuse, will be but illusory: for
colleagues alone, will moreover be the evi- that,unless it bein a number insufficient topro-
deuce, whereon to judge of the nature and duce any effect, the set of men located at the
probable quantity, of the business for which first Election will, to every practical purpose,
their assistance will be needed, and thence of continue in place, on allsubscquent Elections;
the number of them which that business may just as they would have done had there never
require, been any Elections by which they could be dis-

Ratiocinative. located.

ART. 20. III. The choice of Committee-men Ratioelnatlve. lnstructlonaL
out of their own associates has, by universal A1tr. 5. If the number of persons capable of
need, been rendered the universal practice, on being competitors be short of this,--all the
the part of the legislative and other numerous effect, produced by the elimination and election
bodies, process, will be,---the adding to the original

Ratloc_natlve. number of the acting managers, a eert_n num-
ber of dormant ones, who will be all along

A_v. 21. IV. Take here for emblem Sisy- sharers in the latent profits of the power, with-
phns and his stone. Sinister policy joins with out being sharers in the responsibility atts_3aed
ignorance and heedlessness in perpetuating the to the open exercise of it.
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and state of society in other particulars : and
Expositive. Instrur, tlonal.

where simple cases are sufficiently decisive, it
ART. 6. Joint proprietors of a fund, for would be lost labour to dwell on complicate_[

whatever purpose established, suppose an inde- ones : it would not have been mentioned but
finite and ever-changing number, having for its to show that it has not been overlooked.
limits the original number of the transferable
shares. Number of original managers during In_truct/ona/.
the first year of the institution, say, for ex- ART. 10. For tbe same reason, nothing more
ample, twenty-four : of these, eighteen stay in, is here said of the French Chamber of Depu-
without re-election ; six only go out, and that ties, under the Charter, with its provision for
of course, the first year, giving place, conse- the annual elimination of one-fifth.
quently, to six new ones, and so in every Instructional.
succeeding year. Of this arrangement, what
is the resultS. Answer: Every year after the ART. 11. The same reason will serve for
first,--total number, instead of twenty-four, similar silence, on the present occasion, as to
thirty: whereof, twenty-four in possession : the case of the English House of Commons.
six others in expectancy only, but that expoc- Instructional.
tancy sure. Thus is the election no more than
an empty show : no proprietor, besides the six ART. 12. In conclusion, where for each si-
managers in expectancy, seeing any the least tuation, there are not at least two candidates_
chance of his being elected, should he offer standing upon tolerably equal ground, all ap-
himself: accordingly, no such offer is ever pearance of choice is, in a greater or less de-
made: whole number--thirty--revolve in a gree_ illusory.
cycle, consisting of a short arithmetical repe- Instru_onal.
tend in the form of a circulate. ART. 13. The contrivance has for its mo-

-Exempliflcatlonal. Instructbonal. del that of the Juggler. Holding up a pack of
cards, with the faces to the company,--" Young

AnT. 7. In every instance in which the sort gentleman," (says he to one of them) "fix upon
of arrangement in question has place, the truth which you please;" care being all the while
of this theory stands demonstrated by experi-
ence. Witness the case of the -East lnd/a taken that one and one alone shall be in such

sort visible_ as to give determination to choice.Company : witness that of the Bank of .Eng-
land Company: witness that of the several .Ratioc_natire.

minor companies, too numerous for enumera- ART. 14. Question 1. Why, during the
tion, which have been organized upon the too- time proposed, or for so much as any one ses-
del of those two gigantic ones. sion, exclude all persons who have served as

Exemlolificational. Instructional. Deputies, from serving again_.

ART. 8. In the case of the City of London, .dnswer. .Reasons. I. Because from undis-
and its governing body, the Common Council, it continued relocability, evil effects naturally
standsexemplified, and receives a still stronger flow_ as will be seen, in all shapes.
confirmation: in that case, the seats---not !_atiocinatlve.

merely in a small proportion, as above, but the ART. 15. II. To the public, whatever good
whole number--are at all Election times open, could be expected from undiscontinued reloca-
and the Elections have place in every year : bility, and undiscontinued relocatedness in con-
yet, in the whole number, rarely indeed_ except sequence, is ensured,with addition,and without
by death or resignation, does any change take any evil, by the Continuation Cvm_nlcte_ insti-
place. Of this stagnation, what is the conse- tution, as above.
quence _. ,4nswer:--What it cannot fail to be
anywhere : imbecility, corruption--inaptitude .Rat_oc_natlve.

in a word in every shape, comparison laid with ART. 16. III. As to individual Deputies,
the aptitude which might securely be substi- no evil in any shape would be produced--no
tutod to it, by the here-proposed all-compre- pain of privation--no disappointment : since
hensive temporarynon-reloeability sy_em: and no sooner did any one of them look to the situa_
assuredly not at any less price, tion, than the limits to his continuance in it

]n*tru_/onal. would meet his eyes. True it is, that, in the
case of a person whom the commencement of

ARt. 9. For proof or disproof of this same the authority of this Code might find in the
position, the ease of the Anglo-American Uni- possession of the situation in question, the ex-
ted Congress, with its ]:[o_e of l_epresontatives eruption from uneasiness would not have place:
and Senate, presents another obvious and pro- and from this circumstance a proportionable
per object of reference. But, in that case, obstruction to such commencement could not
circumstances occur which would render the but reasonably be expected.
examination tedious, and the result undecislve.
The ease is there a complicated one, complicated Rat'wcina_re.
with that of the general system of government ART. 17. IV. As to the evil effects from
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undiscontinued relocability, they have for their as receipt is necessary to engender and keep
immediate cause the probabilization of relative alive expectation in other instances.
inaptitude in all shapes, on the part of the re- _,_t_o_inatire.
located functionary.

ART. _. IX. Corrnptee_, pe_ ¢ont_'_, those
_tioclnati_e. same corruptors above-mentioned. Elements

ART. 18. V. First, as to the inaptitude cot- of the matter of corruption in their situations
respondent and opposite to appropriate apti- --l. Increase of power; 2. Diminution of
tude in all shapes taken together. Under the responsibility--re_rictive_ or say refre_ac_/ve,
circumstances in question, the undiseontinued responsibility.
relocability wants very little, scarce anything
at all in effect and practice, of being tanta- _t/odnati_e.
mount to location for life: in the eyes of Elec- ART. 23. X. Thus in the _per_or regions:
tots in general, as well as their Deputies, non- in the i_fcrlor regions, Corruptors the leo_d_g
re-dection will have the effect of dislocation, men among the Electors : matter of corruption,
The Deputy who has served his one year has, at the benefit of their influence with those their
the Election of the second year, possession to colleagues. Corruptee_per ¢oner_, those same
plead, and his services that have been per- leading men. Elements of the matter of cot-
formed in-the course of that same first year. ruption in their situation : 1. Such portions of
Be those services ever so slender, no equal plea the matter of corruption as are of too little
can be put in by a competitor, who not having value to be objects of concupiscence to the
served at all, has not had the possibility of ten- Deputies for themselves or their connexions:
doting any such services. 2. Gratification, from courtesy and flattery

received and expected from their Deputies, in
_l_ioei_t_e. consideration of the support received or eX-

ART. 19. VI. Next, as to moral inaptitude pected: 3. Benefit to the particular local in-
in particular. In the natural course of things, retest, or supposed interest, of the District they
this disqualification, so far as it is constituted belong to, at the expense of the general interest
by eorruptedness, will be universal. Corrup- of the State.
tee_,these same relocated Members: corruptors,
with or without design, in the superior regions, R_t_ocin_tiw.
the two great givers of good gifts--the P_i_e ART.24. XI. Correspondent pet ¢or_r_ cor-
_/linister, andtheJusti_Ii_i_r: intheinferier ruptees in this ease, these same corruptors.
regions, the leading men among each deputy's M_,tter of corruption in this case, 1. at the
electors, hands of the eventually re-elected Deputy_

expectation of good things of minor value,
P_tioei_a_i_¢. not good enough to be worth the acceptanse

ART. 20. VII. _/_er of ¢or_uptlon, the of Deputies or their connexions, and thus
aggregate of these same good gifts, attached obtainable from the favour of the above-men-
to the several official situations, as to which tioned Arch-corruptors: 2. Expectation of
they are locators : elements of this aggregate courtesy and flattery at the hands of these
--Contents of this ¢or_w_pi_, money, money's same Deputies, in return forthe favours looked
worth, power, (power ofiva_ro_age included,) for by them, as above. As to the good things
and reputation, comprisingwhatseeverdi_n_y, jnst mentioned, the original source from which
or say di_n¢_ion, stands inseparably attached they will in great part_ perhaps in most part,
to these same situations : the two other in- be looked for, is the fawn_ of the _4rek-c_'-
gredients in the ot_cial eor_ucopi_ of a Mon- ruptor above-mentioned : the channel through
arehy--to wit, ease at the expense of duty_ which they will be regarded as flowing, being
and ve_ea_¢ at the expense of]u_tiee being, the favour of the several also above-mentioned
it is hoped, excluded pretty effectually _om _ub-_p_ors.
that of the present proposed Constitution, by
various appropriate arrangements, pervading .Rat_o_ative.
the whole texture of it. ART. 25. XII. Under the influence of this

corruption, the greater number of the mem-
Rat_o_i_ati_. herswillnaturallyhe foundbelongingtoone

AR_.21. VIII.E_¢_ causeof eorrup- or otherof two classes:thosewho haveno-
tionin thiscase,expectationoftheeventual thingbutvotestosell,and thosewho,besides
receiptofsomeportionorportionsofthatsame votes,havet_e_t_stosell.As tocomparative
matter, in case of compliance with the several pr/_s; of the vote-se_er, the price will not
wills, declared or presumed, of the corruptors, deviate much from uniformity : of the t_/es_-

Here, as elsewhere, let it never be out of _l/er, the price will not only rise a_ove that
mind--it is not so much by the actual receipt of the _ote-_I/er_ but swell to an amount to
of these objects of desire that the corrupted- which no determinate limit caa be assigned:
hess is produced, as by the eventual expects- no _mlt other titan that which boands the
tion of them : for by the receipt in one instance, aggregate value of all that the shove-men-
it is not produced shy otherwise than in so far tioned a_/t-give_ of good _ h_ve to bestew_
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and fha_ which, for himself and his eonnexions is applicable with advantage, the principle has
of all sorts, the Deputy in question is capable i not perhaps been applied in any country,-
of receiving. As to the _/vnt_, they may be there is not perhaps any in which, more or
distinguished into talents for _eakin 9 and less application has not been made of it.
talents for manape_wnt. As between these,
the highest price will, in general, be obtained Instructional Ratiocinative.
by the talents for speaking, these being at ART. 32. Of the sole reason for the undis-
once the more rare, and by much the more continued relocahility system, on the ground
conspicuous, of utility, the essence is contained in the word

e_erience. But, on the occasion here in qne_
E.r_osit_ve. In_ructionaL tion, the idea commonly attached to this word

AnT. 26. Thus, on this part of the moral wants much of being clear or sufficiently corn-
world, is the attraction of corruption not less prehensive.--Exiwr/ence is applicable to two
universal than the attraction of gravity in the different situatiens--1.To that oftheDeputies;
phy_/r_ world : and, in the present case, every 2. To that of the Electors. On this occasion,
year, the cohesion of which the matter of cor-. that of the Deputies seems to have been the
ruption is the cement, will be closer than in only one commonly thought of. Moreover, on
all former years, the occasion of the application thus made of

it, the idea attached to it seems to have been
.E_os_ve. Instructional vague and indeterminate. To fix it, the ex-

ART. 27. As is the blood of man to the tiger pression must be changed, and to the indeter-
who has once tasted of it, so are the sweets of minute expression e_per/¢nce, the so thoroughly
office to the functionary who has once tasted determined expression, appropriate aptitude,
of them. Seldom by anything but hopeless- substituted. ]Now, to the most important
ness of re-enjoyment will the appetite he ex- branch of appropriate aptitude, namely, the
tinguished, moral, the system in question has just been

In_ractlonal. shown to be not only not favourable, but posi-
tively and highly adverse. Remain the two

A_T. 28. But, though the power of the mat- other branches of the aptitude, namely, the
ter of corruption is naturally thus efficient, i_tdlectual and the active. True it is, then,
some length of time, different according to that, considered apart from the moral, to these
idiosyncrasy and other circumstances, will be it cannot but he acknowledged to be, generally
necessary to the production of the effect : for, speaking, favourable : but, in the moral brane_h
though, for the formation of the virtual con- suppose a deficiency, any increase in these two
tract, converse and particular explanations branches, so far from raising the degree of
between the parties may be unnecessary,-- aptitude, taken in the aggregate, may_ as has
not so such means of acquaintance with one been seen, lower it.
another's dispositions as are requisite to form
a ground for practice ; and, for the obtainment Instruct_on_.
of this information, a certain length of time is ART. 33. Here, then, comes in one great use
generally necessary. Hence, in the antiscep- of the Continuation Commi_e: to the Mere-
tie regimen, one general rule. In the ease of bets, as such, the right of speech and that of
every two functionaries whose situations ope- _/on being alone given, and that of ¢otin 9
rate upon each other with a corruptive influ- [ being discarded. Thus it is--that, by means
once, minimize t_ time of cont_. But for of this engine, a supply of intellectual and
this resource, all endeavours to obviate the active aptitude may be kept up, without any
contagion might be hopeless : but, this re- the least diminution of moral aptitude ; a sup-
source being at command, the case is by no ply, and that susceptible of increase, as long
means desperate, continued as any which, by undiscontinued

relocability and relocation, could have beea
.Expositive. In,tuitionS. provided at the expense of moral aptitude.

A_T. 29. Emblem, the red hot ro/_r, under
which, for smoothing, a stuff is passed without Instructional
iajury. Allow to the time of contact a set- ART. 34. After all, where, on this occasion,
rain increase, the stuff is in a flame, exper_n_e is ascribed to the situation of the

functionary in question, of what qualification,
In._r_tionaL on his part, under that name, can there he any

AgT. $0. Of the principle here in question, reasonable assurance ! From has merely fiUing
ulterior application will be seen made, in so the situation, if tho_ be all, nothing can be in-
fat as the nature of the case admits ; and in ferred ; and, unless this or that individual be
particular in the Judiciary department. See in view, this is all that can, on any sufficient

xii. Jumpy co_.L_vr_v_, section 17, grounds, be atfxrmed. Upon the at_r_/o_ be-
M/9_4/o_. stowed upon the business to which his situa-

tion puts it in his power to spply his mind,
I_ruct/o_aL will depend whatever aptitude he may possess

ART. 31. Though, to the extent to which it in either of the two branches; take away the
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attention, the experience amounts to very following considerations wilt preseni to
little : that is to say, to the present purpose : the difficulty, and at the same time a oirotlra.
for another there is, as will be seen, with re- stance which lessens it.
ference to which this 1/tt/e will be considerably
better than nothing. Instruvtlonal.

ART.39_ Make the interval of non-reloca_-.
Exemplificational. Instructional. tlty too long, the danger is--l. That the ohaue_

ART. 35. For an example, look to the Eag- or even the assurance, of repossessing the st-
lid Legislative Assemblies, and in particular tuation, will not be sufficiently attractive : the
to the _rou_ of Lords. Here you may see minds of those who would otherwise have been
beyond all doubt possession of the situation, competitors, will have been turned off to other
possession on the part of hundreds, and on the pursuits ; 2. Moreover, the State will for so
part of each unit, whatsoever experience the long have remained debarred from the benefit
possession cannot fail to give. Look at this ex- looked for, from the giving to the electors the
perienee, and then see what, in the case of the choice as between men called tried _a, as
vast majority, istheproduce, in the shape of any above. Note, however, that, supposing no
one of the branches of appropriate aptitude, failure in the number of these peculiarly apt

competitors,--this effect extends not beyond the
Instructional. preparat$on period :--the first year, reckon-.

ART. 3£. Remains now the experleuce con- ing from the day of the adoption of the Coasti-
sidered as desirable in the situation of the tution here proposed.
Electors: experience as to comparative apti-
tude, as between Candidate and Candidate. As Instructional.
to this, see the next Article. ART. 40. As to the circumstances, by which

the difficulty is lesse_ed, it consists in the mul-
t_atiocinative, titude of situations which, in the instance of

AnT. 37. Question 3. _frhy not render the each such temporarily dislocated Deputy, will,
non-relocabil,ity perpetual ? under this Constitution, be open to his desires.

Answer. Reason. That, for the choice of
the Electors of each District, there may be, in Instructional.
a state capable of being, and not unlikely to AnT. 41. l. In this one supreme legisla-
be, competitors with each other, two persons tore, there will be seen, as per Ch. v. CONST_-
at least,---of whose comparative appropriate rwIw, section 2, Powers, a multitude of Sub-
aptitude in future, as to the situation in ques- lefislatures, exercising, each of them, though
tion, the Electors have had the means ofjudg- to less local extent, most of the functions of
ing, from observations made of their respective that one. In the Supreme Legislature suppose,
degrees of appropriate aptitude, in and for by the Deputy in question, no more than a
that same situation, as therein already mani- moderate share of appropriate aptitude malfi-
rested ; which men may accordingly, relation fested, and that for no more than one year--
had to that same situation, be termed tried such manifestation made in such a place, can-
n_en: and, in respect of the interest which the not but be expected by him, and with reason,
observers have had in the accuracy of the ob- to operate as a powerful recommendation: par-
servation, the conduct of their Deputies being ticularly, that body of appropriate informa¢io_
thus the concern of the Eleetors,--the Electors considered, which, even though no outward
may thus, in the words of the common phrase, manifestation of his having received it shall
be seSd to have had exaverience of it. Suppose have happened to be given, cannot fail to have
the relocability to have place from the first, presented itself to his notice.
--they would, as above, (vacancies by death, 2. Ministerial situations, immediately under
resignation, or the extremely rare case of dis- the Supreme Legislature, and thence under
location excepted,) seldom have any to choose the Prime Minister. True it is--that, in these,
out of but the original stock ; in which ease, the openings will be so few,---and the qualifl-
the Election process would be of little or no cations which will be found necessary, so rare,
use : suppose no relocability to have place at --that the number, by whom, for the present
any time, they would have no tried men--in purpose, their situations can be looked to
the above sense of the word tried--to choose as a resource, will be proportionably mall.
out of. Though the number of those same situations

Instructional. is thirteen,--whether for the filling them so
large a number of persons will be necessary,

ART. 38. In the instance of each Deputy, will depend on local circumstances : and, in
after one year of service in that situation, for these same situations, instead of temporary
how many years shall his non-relocahility non-re/ova_/ty, the n_ture of the case will betherein continue _ The choice seems to be be- seen to require _erpetual vcmt/m_a_we, saving
tween ¢tvo years and three years. The country special causes of dislocation. As to these Mi-
nor being a ff/ve_ qua_t/ty, materials consti- nisters, see Ch. xi. ML_mrgas S_V_RXLL_.
rating a sufficient ground for a decisive an- 3. Under each Sub-legisla4ure, a set of Sul_-
trwer, are not, it should seem, to be found. The ministerial situations, wanting little of being
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equal -in ,umbeg to the above-mentioned M/- and for the formation of a new government,
t_st_r/a_ ones. has indeed had llace among them, by the

4. Situations in the ]_//v/ary. l, each/tn- supposition. But, in conjunction with this
_dlat_ J_udi_, four situ_tionsf--no one of necessary existing minimum of _tdlevtual and
them, with reference to the ex-funetionaxies active aptitude, slight indeed is the degree of

questio_ beneath acceptance. _o likewise apprepr_te moraZ aptitude which, as above,
thesamenumberlnea_h`4p_vd/ateJ_//vatory, can lfave had existence. As to that which
True it is--tl_t it will ne_be till a consider- consists in the being desirous of giving to the
able time after the commencement of the con- people at large the benefit of such degree of
stitution, that this resource will be open to appropriate intellectual and active aptitude
them: nor then_ except on the supposition of as the individual in question possesses, instead
their having passed through the appropriate of giving that benefit exclusively to himself
probationary period, and thereupon migrated and his own particular connexions,--the tetal
for the time from the Judiciary inte this tran- absence of it may not be inconsistent with a
sitory situation. As to this, see Ch. xil. Jul)i- degree of intellectual and active aptitude, suf-
CIARYCOLLECTIVELY.Section28. Locable who. ficient for the institution, and even for the

continuance, of a government in the hands of
I,_tructlonal. the set of functionaries first located.

ART.42. On the first establishment of a Con-

stitution, which is as much as to say on the fnstruvt_nal.
first formation of a new State,--the people ART. 44. Of this state of thi_gs, exemplifi-
find themselves under a dilemma. .Experience cations are but too abundant ; and too notori-
of the character of public men, with a view to ous to need specifying.
their location in the several efficient situations,
is at the same time pre-eminently desirable, I_tructi_nal.
and necessarily deficient ; accordingly, that is A_tT.45. Of this same state of things, one
the state of things, wherein arrangements, for consequence is, that, in regard to the points
stocking the establishment with such appro- here in question, scarcely can any arrangement
priate experience, are most needful. But, at be proposed, which does not lie open to objec-
that same period, men, in any tolerable degree tions,--and such objections as,--if considered
possessed of appropriate aptitude will be most by themselves, and without regard to the ob-
rare: and, at the same time, the need of ap- jections to which every arrangement differing
propriate aptitude for these same situations from it stands exposed,--might not unreason-
the most pressing. ]n this state of things, if ably be regarded as decisive.
on the part of the set of men first located, a
degree of appropriate aptitude should chance Insiructio_al. .Ratiocinat_re.
to be possessed, sufficient for carrying on in ART. 46. Under these circumstances, of the
any way the business of government,--the two opposite risks, one or other of which can-
higher the degree of that aptitude, the greater not but be incurred, that incurred by undiscon-
may be the risk incurred, by the substituting, I tinned relocability presents itself as the great-
to the men by whom such appropriate experi- test; that by temporarily discontinued tocability,
ence has been had, other men by whom, and of i as the least. Under undiscontinued locability,
whom, no appropriate experience at all has relocation of by far the greater number has
b_n had. been seen to be highly probable. Thus would

! it be, at the very next Election after that by
Iastructio_wd. which they were seated for the first time: and,

ART. 43. Exception made of the case of the whatsoever were the degree of their firmness
new Republican States, sprung peaceably, as if in their several seats on the first re-election,
in the way of child-birth, out of already estab- at the time of every fresh election it will have
lished parent states, under the Anglo-Ameri- received increase. But, in every situation, with
can Confederacy,---new Republics will not have length of possession, the appetite for power,
been seen formed, otherwise than by the corn- far from experiencing diminution, experiences
plete subversion or dismemberment of Men- increase ; and, in the situation here in ques-
archical, Aristocratieal, or Monarchice-Aristo- tion, while the appetite is thus receiving in-
eratical Governments. But, it is only in con- crease, so is the facility of gratifying it: to wit._
sequence of an excessive degree of palpable from the strength, so necessarily given by ha-.
misgovernment, (the case of England and its bitual intercourse, to the connexion of those
emancipated Colonies excepted,) that any such Membersof the Supreme Legislative Assembly_
revolution has ever yet taken place : and, of with the unavoidably so c_nstituted arch cur-
such bad government, one never-failing effect ruptors--the givers of good gifts--the respec-
has been--the rendering the people, in a degree tire heads of the `4dndnistratire and the Judi-
proportioned to the badness of it, unapt for the dary Departments, more especially of the .4d-
business of government. When the power has _ni_i_trative. The consequence, if not abso-
come into their hands, appropriate aptitude, intely certain, at any rate but too highly pro-
intellectual and avtive, sufficient for the throw- bable, is---a gradual but reguD,r progression
ing off the yoke of the old bad government, from a Representative Democracy to a Mo_t-

VoL. IX. M
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arehicho-Arlstocratieal form of Government, moreover to apply, all of them, in effect, to Ida.
working by fear and corruption, and thenceto a But, neither do these_ nor any others which
Despotic Monarchy, with its standing army, could be added, bear upon the situation of De-
working by fear alone, without need of cot- puty, commissioned by the Electors to act in
ruption: everything going on from compara- their behalf in that Supreme Legislative situa-
tively good to bad, and from bad to worse, till tion, which, as per Ch. iv. ArTHoRITIES,iS the
the maximum of what is bad is reached, and, Supreme Oper_t'*re. All locators subordinate
bating the chance of a violent revolution_ per- to the Members of the Legislature,--and at
petuated, the head of them the head of the Administra-

tive Department,--are re_ponsibl% legally as
Instructional. well as morally, as for all other exercises of

ART. 47. Such, for example, was the course their authority, so for every choice it falls in
in wlfich, at the time of the English Civil Wars, their way to make. Upon the situation of the
the Parliament, in conclusion called the 1_o1_p 1)e2,ut_es of the peot, le, no lejal responsibility
l_arliame_t, had, at the time of its forced dis- can attach,other than that whichis constituted
solution_ been running, in consequence of the by the extraordinary and difficultly applicable,
perpetual non-dislocability, which,--_th in- though indispensable, remedy, applied, should
tentions probably at the outset as patriotic at it ever be applied, by dislocatlo_t exercised at
least as any which in any such situation were their charge by their respective Electors: upon
ever entertained,---the original members had the situation of the Electors the_nselves,neither
succeeded in obtaining for themselves, can any lffml, nor so much as any _noral re-

sponsibihty attach, consistently with the alto-
Ymtruct'_o_at. gethcr indispensable freedom of their choice.

ART. 48. On the other hand, under the tern- Instruct;onal.
porarily discontin_ed relovab_litp system, if with
a legislature composed, each year, of an entire ART.50. Meantime, in every situation, raoral
new set of Members for three or even two aptitude will depend upon the influence exer-
years, the Government can but maintain itself cised by the Public-Opinion Tribunal, as will
in existence,--appropriate experience, on the the efficiency of that influence upon the degree
part of Deputies and Electors, will go on in- of liberty possessed by the press ; and, under
creasing : corrupt_o_, to an extent capable of the best possible form of government, the suf-
producing evil in a tangible shape, will, by ficiency of that liberty will be in a lamentable
means of the securities here provided against degree dependent upon the particular strnc-
it, be excluded ; and what change there is will ture of the minds of those in whose hands the
be from good to better and better. For, by reins of Government happen, at the outset_
this change in the composition of the Supreme to be placed. The .Anqto-.Amer_can {,'tares,
Legislature, no change as to the indiwdual at now so happily confirmed in the possession of
the head of the Executlrc will be necessitated a form of Government, the only as vet fully
or so much as probabilized ; and in him will settled one, which, in an enlightened" age, de-
be the powers of location and distocatlon, as to serves the name of a Government--were for
all the other official situations, in which the years within an ace of losing it. From 1798
business of Government is carried on. to 1802, a law was in force, having for its ob-

ject the saving the rulers, wherever they were,
L_structiolzal. from the mortffieation of seeing any disappro-

ART. 49. As to the just mentioned secure- bation of their conduct, expressed in terms_
tles--those which apply to the situation of the other than such as they themselves would ap-
head of the Administrative Department--tbe prove of; and, by those who afterwards had
_Prime J]Iildster,--in this way will be seen to the magnanimity to expose themselves to it,
operate--not only those which are placed in a trial, the severest, perhaps, that a man in

power is capable of undergoing, was submit-the Chapter denominated from that high func-
tionary, but those also which are placed in tbe ted to.
Chapter headed lXh_IsTERSCOLLECTIVELY,(C_I. Instrget_onal.
ix.) ; namely, in section 15, ]_emuneratlon, sec-
tion 16, Loeable _rho,section 17, Located how, Alar. 51. In England, by a mixture of

• section 25, f_eeurities, &c. For alt'hough, in a magamnimity and weakness--in what proper-
more direct and manifest way, they will be tion cannot as yet be known--the example, to
seen hearing upon the situations of those his a degree not less astonishing than laudable,
several locatees, immediate subordinates, and has been for some time copied. In this, as in
dislocables,---yet, by the limits they apply to all cases in which tyranny has been relaxed,
his choice when filling those several situations, the danger is--lest, by gratitude, the people
and the checks they apply to the powers exer- should be betrayed into a greater degree of
cised by these his instruments, those securities, confidence, than, even under the best possible
the application of which may, to a first glance, form of Government_ can find a sufficient war-
appear confined to _ose situations_ may be seen rant.
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I_at_ocinatlv¢.

,6.aT. 52. Objections to the temporary non-reloeability system, with answers.

I. O_jeetions. II..Answers.

1. By the non-relocability system, tempo- 1. Of no use is freedom of choice, otherwise
racy as it is, _cedom of choice is_ for the time than as a security for appropriate aptitude on
taken away. the part of the object of the choice. But, un-

til the proposed term of non-relocability is
expired, freedom of choice is not, (it has been
shown,) conducive in any degree to the loca-
tion of appropriate aptitude : it is, on the con-
trary, in a high degree conducive to the loca-
tion of inaptitude ; of inaptitude, as to every
branch of appropriate aptitude. When the
non-re-locability ceases to operate as a bar to
aptitude, it is here removed.

2. To every irreproachable Member, disloca- 2. Productive of suffering _. Yes, if unex-
tion from his situation--dislocztion, and for peered, and thence he unprepared for it: to
so long a term, and without so much as any wit, pain of disappointment. ]But, every one
imputation of misbehaviour, will be productive being completely prepared for it, no such suf-
of suffering_ and that unmerited, fcring can have place. As his location camlot

be effected uithout his own consent,--if upon
the whole the enjoyment were not expected
by him to be preponderant over all suffering,
be could not be in the situation in which_ by
the supposition, he is.

3. Power, so small in respect of its duration, 3. Yes : persons in abundance. :Even sup-
no person, endowed with adequate appropriate posing the situation of Member of the Legisla-
aptitude in all its several branches, would ture led to nothing else, instances of situations
vouchsafe to accept, which, though much less desirable, are objects

of exten_ve competition, may be seen in every
state. But, over and above the facility for ob-
taining, at the hands of Ministers, desirable
situations for his friends, an advantage, the
complete prevention of which, how desirable
soever, is impossible, is--that the seat in the
Legislature is a stepping-stone into divers other
seats: to wit, 1. In the Continuation-Commit-
tee; 2. In the next Sub-legislature ; 3. At the
expiration of the non-relocability term, a seat
in the Legislature, and thence again into a
Continuation-committee.

I_structivnal. .Ratiocb_ative.

ART. 53. Comparative view of the undiscontinued locability and the temporary non-reloca-
bility system. Upon the whole, as between the temporary non-relocability system, coupled with
the Continuation-Committee Institution on the one part, and the undiscontinued relocability
system on the other, the points of comparison may be summed up as follows :--

I. Temporary non-relocability and Contiuu- II. Undiscentinned re-locability System.
ation-committee Systcm.

1. By the prospect of a situation i_tthe Corn- 1. No such prospect, no such motive for ex-
mittee,--it secures, on the part of all apt ertion: for the being re-elected, the negative
Members, together with the desire of that situ- merit of not having given offence to individuals
ation, prospect of competition ; thence exer- will_ on the part of _ great majority, suffice.
tion, and by exertion, maximization of appro-
priate aptitude in all its branches.

2. The term of non-relocability expired, it 2. On no occasion, unless by accident, and
secures, in a number proportioned to the length t_at not likely to be frequent_ does it admit of
of the term, trltM my,, oat of whom, on the the non-relocation of the person once elected,
election of Members of the Legislature, the howsoever unapt : nor accordingly does it lay
Electors will have their choice: and at the open the choice.
same time opens the door to men as yet un-
tried, who, under the other system_ would
have regarded it as shut.
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3. It keeps on foot a select body of appro- 3. It provides no such security for appro-
priate political _atchmen without doors, en- priate aptitude, in any shape, on the part of
gaged by interest in their quality of leading the Members of the Legislature.
Members of the Public-Opinion Tribunal, to
keep watch on the conduct of their rivals and
future competitors--the Members of the Legis-
lature in the several years.

4. It secures for the Sub-legislatures a sup- 4. It affords no such supply.
ply of appropriate aptitude, such as they could
not, by any other means, be provided with.

5. It thereby affords to the Legislature a 5. No such supply.*
probable supply, more or less extensive, of
functionaries, who, to the stock of national
knowledge and judgment, acquired in the Le-
gislature, have added a stock of local know-
ledge and judgment, acquired in Sublegisla-
tures.

to all men, to whom it shall have happened to
JT_atiocinative. be located in this situation, a needless and de-

ART. 54. Question 1. Why, to the security lustre character of peculiar dignity, indepen-
provided in section 20, Attendance and l_rmu- dent of good desert.
n_rath_n, for each day's attendance, by forfei-
ture of that day's pay, add the further securi- SECrmN XXVI.
ties in this present section provided _.

.Answer. I_easons. Against non-attendance IVrongful exclusion obviated.
on particular days, not only the mere loss of
those days' pay, but even the utmost penal se- I_structionaL
eurity applicable in a pecuniary shape, would ART. 1. The case of partial exclusion by
necessarily be insufficient : inadequate would force or fraud, or extraordinary accident ex-
be not only the mere withdrawal of remunera- cepted,--against deficiency in respect of pleni-
tion, but any positive fixed _nulct that could be tude of attendance, and thence risk of fluvtu-
applied. To men of a certain elevation in the ation, in legislative arrangements_ provision,
scale of opulence, a pecuniary punishment that such as appeared sufficient, has been made,
might generally even appear excessive, would in and by former sections : vi2, section 18,
even operate as a licence: to some even as an Attendance--section 19, Pwmu_vration--sec-
object of mockery. In this case, therefore, as tion 20, .Attendance and Remuneratlon--sec-
in every other for securing compliance, no in- tion 23, b'elf-sup]alet$ve function--section 24,
ztrumentotherthanpunishment, insuchamount Continuation Committee--section 25, l_elo-
as to be sure of operating in that character, vab/e who---remains_ as a case calling for pro-
and in such sort as to outweigh the utmost vision, that of a temporary deficiency, produced
profit by the offence, could have been sufficient, by one or other of the three just mentioned
Applied to the Principal alone, or the ,Sub- causes.
8titute alone, even this sort of security could
not be sufficient : by allegations, the falsity of t'_'nactive.
which could not be sufficiently made manifest, ART. 2. On each occasion, the authority be-
either would be able to shift off the blame from longs to the majority, of the Members then
himself, and fasten it either upon the other, present, at the appropriate place of meeting.
or upon accident.

Conceptions, to a considerable extent oppositef_atiovlnatir_.
to those which gave birth to the here-proposed at-

ART. 55. Question 2. Intending to provide rangements, may be seen in a published letter of
additional securities so much more efficient, the author's to the then existing Portuguese Cortes
and of themselves so sufficient, why commence Ann. 1821. Supposing those conceptions, and not
with a security, the effect of which is thus pre- these,erroneous,---a principal causeof the errormay
carious ! be seen in the want of an idea sufficiently clear, a_

.Answer. _/_easons. I. As far asit goes, pe- sociatedat thattime with the word experience: a
cuniary punishment, in this mildest of all deficiency which, it is hoped, _vill on the present
forms, is the most secure of execution that the occasion be found supplied. Another cause is--
nature of the case admits of; and, to a coast- that the idea of the Continuation Committeehad not
derahle extent_ efficiency would not be want- at that time, as yet presented itself ; any more than

that of extending, to the situation of Deputy to the
ing to it. Legislature, the principle of so/f-supply, which,hav-

II. In the ea_e of the several subordinate tug been originally suggested by the circumstances
situations, it appeared indispensable : and to of the Judicial department, has been since extended
have withholden the application of it to this, to the Administrative, and now, last of all, that ii
would have been contributing to the propa- to say, as late as the commencement of the year
gation of mischievous delnsiou_ 1;y attributing 1826, to the legislative department.
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the sort of function, exercised by exerci_
E_wt_e given to these powers, is termed the ev_4ence-

ART. 3. If, by force, artifice or accident, any elicSta_ive.function ; or, for shortness, the eg/ci-
Member or Members, who would otherwise tativefunction.

have been present, have been prevented from Expositive.being so, the proceeding is not, by any such
impediment, rendered null and void. But, ART. 4. Principal, or say effee_iw, call the
supposing the fact of such impediment estab- purpose, to which the imperative, (including
lished, and the case such, that the number so the enactire,) function of the Legislature is
excluded would, had it been present, have exercised; preparatory or preparatirv, tha$
composed, with the addition of that of the to which the elivitatire is exercised.
others, a majority on the other side,--a decla-
ration to that effect will naturally be passed ; In_r_lct_v_al.
and things will be placed, as near as may be, ] ARe. 5. Correspondent to the _n_pera$irv
on the same footing, as if the Members, so ex- I function in the exercise of Leqislatirr, is that
eluded, h_d been present. I same function when performed in the exercise

J_act_e. ]]of judicial authority. In the one situation asin the other, on every occasion, it were (as
ART. 4. If the exclusion has had force or ar- I will be seen in Art. 17) desirable, were it

tifice for its cause, all persons, Members and I practicable, that of both functions--the prin-
others, intentionally concerned in the produc- c;pal and the preparatory--the exerci_ were
tion of it, will, at the discretion of the majo- the work of the same hands. But, of this de-
rity, be compensationally, as well as punition- sirable purpose, the accomplishment will, in
ally and dislocationally responsible. As to the one situation as in the other, to a more or
tiffs, see section 28, Legislation Penal Judica- less considerable extent, be found impracti-
tar_. cable. What remains is--to maximize the

accomplishment of it, in so far _tsmay be, with-
.Enactire. out the introduction of preponderant evil from

ART.5. If, in the bringing about any such other sources.
fraudulent exclusion, any Member, or other
functionary, dislocable by the Constitutive Au- I_tructlonaL
thority, has been purposely concerned, here A_T. 6. _rhether, without preponderant evil
will be another occasion for the exercise of its in other shapes, this preparatory function can
incidental dislocative, as per Ch.v. CONSTITU- be exercised by the hands of the Legislature
TXVE,section 2. itself, will depend--partly upon the quantity

of its applicable t_me, partly upon the impor-
tance of the occasion and the lP_trpose. On the

SECTIONXXVII. occasion of each individual inquiry, it will de-
pend_partly upon the presumable i_nportanc¢

Legislation I_zqulry Judivatory. of the result, partly upon the quantity of tlnw
requisite for an adequate exercise of the elivita-

Expositive. tire function, partly upon the quantity of appli-
ARt. I. By a Legislation InquiryJz4d_vatory, cable time, which, at the moment, the Legista-

understand a Judieatory, by which, on any par- ture has at its disposal, and not called ibr by
ticular occasion, by the hands or the authority other purposes of superior importance. But
of the Legislature, for the purpose of constitut- rare in the extreme are, as may have been seen,
ing a ground for its ulterior proceedings, and the cases, in which, for this subordinate pur-
in particular for the enactment of a new law, pose, any of the Legislature's applicable time
eridence is elicited. To no other purpose does canbespared. Seesection 1,PowersandJ)utie$.

this Judicatory act. By this circumstance it Instructional. J_xpodtive.
stands distinguished from a Indicatory ordi-
narily so called: and by this circumstance ART. 7. Evidence ready elicited, evidence
alone are the powers and mode of proceeding requiring to be elicited, or in one word say
distinguished from those, by which, in an or- dieitable. Under one or other of these deno-
dinary Judicatory, a ground is made for deft- minations will come whatsoever evidence can,
nitive judication : as to these, see Arts. 16, 18, on any occasion, need to be under the eye of
19_ 29, 30. the Legislature. Under the appellation of eri-

dr_ee ready elicited, comes the whole stock of
_E_w_vtive. Ir_tr_d_onal. that which, for all occasions together, for judi-

ART. 2. By its own, or by other hands, the cial and legislational purposes together, has
Supreme Legislature will give exercise to this been elicited and preserved. In consideration
branch of its power, according to the nature of this distinction, it has been characterized by
of each individual ease. the denomination ofpreappointe_ evidence.*

Ea.posStivv. _ See the Author's Work on Evid_c_c, in vol_
ART. 3. By whichsoever hands exercised, vi. and vii.--Ed.
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as above, by some person: real_ in so far as it
.Exposltlrv. Instruelbnal. is afforded by the condition or appearance of

ART. 8. Of preappointed evidence, examples some thing or assemblage of things, or by
are as follow--l, The aggregate mass of scrip- person otherwise than by means of humaza a;c-
tltiousgy expressed evidence, (as to which, see tion or discourse, as in the case of a wound or
Art. 11,) composed of exemplars, of the several bruise sustained. ]Evidence, in the scriptit'tous
documents emanating from, or recorded in, the form, is, in respect of the things signified, per-
l_egister Books, belonging to the several offices _al; in respect of the signs, real So far
contained in the official establishment of the as the evidence is, as abeve_ personal,--he,
State. These documents constitute the subject- whose discourse it is, may be termed a test/-
matterofthe Unlver_l l_rgistratlonSystem.as tier, or say testifieant: so far as it is tea/, the
to which see Ch. viii. PRoofs M_._STEm Sec- thing or things which are the sourc_ of it,
tion 10, l_gistration System. whether they belong to the class of moveable

Expositive. I_2structiona_. or to that of impeccable objects, will com-
monly be in the custody of some person. Spoken

ART. 9. 2.--In particular, the statements of with reference to the source of evidence so

made and recorded under the care of Local possessed by binb this person will be an _:v/-
l_e:/'istrars, as per Ch. xxvi. LOCALRE(_ISTRARS. dence-holder. To a person in either of those
Section 5, Death*r_ordiny. Section 6, Mar- characters_ or in both, may an authoritative
viage-r_ordi_g. Section 7, Birth-reeordiml. mandate, issued for the obtainment of evidence
Section 8, Maturity-recordi,fl. Section 10, --say an evidence-requiring _andate be to be
l_ost-obit-administration-gra_t[ng. Section ll, addressed.
.Property-tran,c.fer-reeordDfft. Section 12, Con-
trac¢-recordin:1. Section 13, E_rajvdicial- Instructional. .Expositive.
cr_dence-record_nlj. Section 14, Subjudiciary AnT. 13. In so far as it is by hands other
t°p°graThicalf_'srt_°n, than those of the whole Legislature, that the

.Ex],osh_ce. evidence sought by it is elicited, or endeavour-
ed to be elieited,--the hands by which it is

Aa'r. 10. Oral or ei,istolar!t--in one or other thus elicited or endeavoured to be elicited_
of these two modes or forms, will be elicited, may be said to be those era Committee, say an
whatsoever evidence, on the oecasiou aud for Er_dence-elicitation Committee: astowhich_ see
the sort of purpose in question, requires to Art. 23to 26.
be elicited in the form of discourse :--oral the
mode, where the signs employed are of the Iustructlo_uL

era_wscent, and unless in the extraordinary ART. 14. l. With what powers;--2, of
case of muteness or deafness, of the audible what person or persons consisting ;--3, at what
kind : _l_.istolary,where expressed by signs of time or tinws;--4, in what place orplaves; and
the permanents kind made by the operation under what checks, may the operations of this
called writing, or the operations substituted to same Legislation Inquiry Judieatory be most
it--say, in one word_ by scrij_titious signs, aptly carried on _.

.Expos'_tire. Correspondent to the unlimitedness of the

ART. II. l_0te, that as to el_c'_tatlon, it demand, must be the extent and variety of the
may, on the part of the elicitor, or say elivita- provision, made under these several heads, ibr
tot, be either passive or active: passive, in so the satisfaction of it.
far as the discourse brought into existence is .Ena_ire. In,_truetional. E_posltlve.
delivered spontaneously, by him whose dis-
course it is : the elieitee being occupied with AR_. 15. .Power.,. For procuring mad
it in no other way than by receiving it: active, securing attendance, whether at the seat of
in so far _s extracted from him by the elicitor, Legislation or elsewhere, for the purpose of
by means of questions, or say interrogatories, oral examinationf--the Legislature will, of
actual or virtual : in which last case the elicl- course, possess_ and upon occasion exercise, all
tor i_ interrogator, or say exandner; the person, those which, by this Code and the Procedure
to whom a question is addressed, interrogatee, Code connected with it, are given to ordinary
or say exa_nine_._ Judges : and to these it will add all such, if

For the elementary functions comprised in any, as, being necessary to no other purpose
the .Evidence-dicitative fu n_tion, see title Eri- than that of Legislation, willnot have been in-
deuce in the .procedure'Code, (col. ii. p. 57.) stituted for the purpose of Judicature : as, for

instance, the giving, on this occasion mad to
.Expositive. Instructional. this purpose, unlimited exercise, to the rune-

ART. 12. Considered in respect of its source, tion of elieiting iufornmtion through the hands
the evidence to be elicited may be distinguish- of Government Envoys to foreign Governments,
ed into personal and real: personal, in so far or Government../lget_t_ of all classes, resident
as it consists of a portion of discourse, uttered, in the dominions of foreign Governments : so,

of functionaries belonging to the 2/rmy and
* In English practice, the examinee is, in some .Va_,ySub-departments, and serviugatthetime

cases_preposterously styled theexam/tatar, m distant local fields of service.
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on men's judgments by the whole body of the
Instructional. evidence: non-redundance, for the sake of

ART. ] 6. In relation to power considered as clearness, and for saving of useless delay, vexa-
applied, for the purpose of Legislation, to the tion and expense, on the part of all persons
extraction of evidence, or say appropriate in- interested.
far_nation,--note here a disadvantage, under Instructional. l::at_ooi_atSve.
which Le.qislation lies, as compared with Judi-
cature. The sort of negative information which ART. 19. In the case of the Procedure Code
is capable of being afforded by s//e_we,in return connected with the present Code, and for the
for interrogation actual or vlrtual, being, to a purposes of judicature, the application made
comparatively inconsiderable, if any, extent, of the two following securities against deeep-
capable ef bei_g made subservient to the pur- tion by falsehood, is maximized. These are--
pose of Legislation ;--hence it is, that the Le- L For the security of testimonial evidence
gislator finds himself destitute of the faculty of scriptitiously expressed, wheresoever deliver-
obtaining appropriate and requisite informa- ed, and whether spontaneously or responsively
tien, in cases in which, to a large extent, and --against ihlsehood, as well te_neraeious as
with no small advantage, it is obtainable by me_dacious, responsibility, satisfactional as
the Judge. For, as in domestic, so in legal well as punitlonal, in the same manner as if
procedure, as in a non-penal, so in a penal the evidence had been delivered in the Justice
case, highly instructive, as in domestic proce- Chamber, in the shape of responsion in the orvd
dure no person can have failed to experience, mode to interrogation in that same mode.
is the inibrnmtion capable of' being furmshed !
by silence in the character of sel.f-co_de,_ni_g E_act_re. In_ructlonal.
_rldeace. AnT. 20. II. In explanation_ confirmation,

] or invalidation of ar.y such scriptitiously deli-
I_structional. t_atioci_at_re. I cored evidence,--the testifier_ at all times, in

ART. 17. Though in no case for the cxclu- case of need, subject to examination in the oral
sio_ of dec(Ttlol_,---yet in all cases for the ex- . mode. See Procedure Code, title Evidence.--
clusion of del_y, rL'x,ttio_, and expel_se, where ' See also in this present Code, Ch. xxi. IMMEDI-
prel)onderant over the e_il of definite misjudi- XTEJCmCIA_Y I4EGISrR_tnS. Section 5, Minu-
cation or non-indication, does the Proc,'dure tctt_o_ how. From neither of these securities
Code, connected with this present C_de, inter- _will the Legislature fail to derive such benefit
diet the extraction of evidence. To the ex- as_in each caSe, thenature of the case affords.

traction of evidence for a Legi.c_atire purpose, Ratloe_nat_e.
the limit, thus applied to the extraction of it ,
for a judicial purpose, will not of neces.-ity up- ART. 21. For, seldom can the sufficiency of
ply. For, by the choice which the Legislator the securities afforded against deeeption_---
has of places, times, aml hands,--delay te the whether by evidence, or for want of evidence,
public service, and vexation and expense to --be maximized, without the benefit of instant
individual_, may, on each occasion, be mini- I answers or s_lence in return to questions aris-
mized. On the other hand, to the evil pro- inginstantlyoutofprecedingauswersorsilence,
dueiblebymis3udicationornon-judicatio_,there and the interpretation thereupon capable of
are limits, (and, by the authority of the Legis- being aitbrded--by tone, countenance, gesture_
lature, those limits are rendered narrow ones,) and deportment.
to the evil producible by mislegislation or no_,-
legi_lation_ none. _Enactire. I_structional.

A_tT. 22. On each occasion, the Legislature
.t_xpositire. I_struct_onal. will constitute or distribute the Inquiry, in

AnT. 18. Clearness, correctness, impar- such manner as the exigency or convenience
of the occasion shall be deemed to re*lnire. It

tiality, all-comprehensiveness, non-redundance
_thence instructiveness and no_-dcc.ej)tir, nc._s will conduct the whole by its own hand, or the
--under one or other of these headsmay be whole by other hands ; or part by its own, other
placed, it is supposed, whatsoever properties part_ in any number by so man:/different hands
are desirable in the entire of a body of evi- or sets of hands.

deuce elicited to form a ground for a proposed InStructional. .l_atioc_native.
measure ; clearntss, that is to say, exemptncss,
as well from ambiguity as from obscurity: ira- ART. 23. The hands which, to the purpose
partiality, that is to say, comprehensiveness, here in question, the Legislature acts by, may,
or say exemption from deficiency, as well as when any other than its own, be spoken of as
from incorrectness, in so far as those imperfec- being the hands of a Committee. Such Commit-
tions would respectively be productive of uu- tee is capable of being made to consist either
due assistance to either side ; all-comprehen- of a single person, or of persons in any num-
siveness, for the sake of su_ciency of informa- ber: but to every even, it will prefer any odd,
tion and avoidance of deceptioasue_, on the number : for, otherwise, by the want of a cast-
part of the effect : to wit, the eflbct produced inn voice, the whole operation or any part of
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it, may at any time be stopped, and the Inquiry Commie, s, at any number of plae_ at the
frustrated, same time.

Expositive. InstruCt. Instructional.

AnT. 24. By the appellation Le.q'_!ation-ev_- ART. °9. On this occasion, for the maximi-
deuce LTicttor, or, for shortness, Legislation zation of publicity, it will feel itself at liberty,
E_ivitor, or say Lefl_lational ]nquest man, un- in the choice of an educe for this purpose, to
derstand a Committee man thus employed. In : exercise powers such as might not belong to a
English practice, The Grand fnquest of the Judge; as for example, taking any public or
2Vatlou is an appellation, by which the Itouse even, m case of necessity, any private edifice.
of Commons has, on this occasion, been desig- Instru(_tional.
nated. Inquisitor would have been more com-
modious, but for the odious idea so indissolubly . ART. 30. Only in so far as confrontation is
associated with it. necessary--necessary, to wit, to the discovery

of relevant and relatively material truth, will
.Enaetlre. Expositlre. persons more than one be convened from mU-

ART. 25. A Legislational Elicitor, or say tually remote places, to the seat of Legislature
Inquest man, may be either a Deputy, or a or elsewhither, to be orally examined at the
person other than a Deputy : if a person other same time.

than a Deputy, either a person at large--or, _Expos_tlre.according to a eoTfllnon phrase, say a person
from without doors--or else a(b_ttinuatio_ (bin- . AnT. 31. .Purposes, for which co_frontatlom
,,,ittee _mn; he being, as such, though not a may be requisite, are e.rlolanation,'contradiv-
Deputy, yet, as per section 24, Continuation tion, counter-evidence. By counter-evidence un-
Conunittee, a Member of the Assembly. derstand such evidence of an opposite tendency

as may be delivered without contradiction
.[_,tructional. ; opposed to anterior assertions.

ART.°6. An apt Zegislatiou-erldence Etlci- Instructional.
tor may be any Judge Ordinary, Immediate or i
Appellative; and in both cases the Judge ART. 39.. In a case, in which conflict has
19rincil_al or a Judge ])epntv, as to whom, see place between divers particular interests,--
Ch. xiv. JUDGE IMNEDL&TEDEPUTE PEm_- : an arrangement, desirable in so far as praC-
N_.NT: Ch. xv. JUDGE IM)IEDI.'.TEDEPUT_ OC- _ticable, is--flint the Elieitation Judicatory
C_Sm._AL. [ should consist either of a single person, ap-

I proved by all parties interested,--or of divers
Enactire. InstrucAio_al. ]_atiocilmtire. i persons, in number the same as that of the
ART. 27. If the Elector be a Deputy,--the conflicting interests, and approved respectively

dicitation l_roccss will not be carrying on, at by those several interests; with the addition of
any time of the day, at which the Legislature i a Chairman, approved alike by all interests.
is sitting on Legislation business. Iucompa- I
tible with the indispensable plenitude ofatten- [ Instructional. Ratiocinative.
denc% as per sections 18, 20, and 26, would : ART. 33. In the case of such conflict, it will
such exterior occupation be: during the whole commonly be found conducive to justice to
of the time so occupied, the Deputy's Consti- allow to each interest its professional Advo-
tuents in particular, and the State in general, cute : care being taken to prevent such need-
would be deprived of the benefit of his service, less addition as might otherwise be made, by
on that part of the business, which is of intrin- causing one and the same interest to be split
sic and superior importance. Thus, whether in appearance into divers interests.
it were without or with his consent, that the
occupation were allotted to him. Moreover, Instruvt_onat. .Ratioelnative.
if without his consent, the power of location ART. 34. So, in case of a conflict between
so applied might, in that case, be employed as the public and this or that particular interest:
au instrument of virtual expulsion for any care being taken that such allowance be no_
length of time, and thereby as an engine of employed as an instrument of needless delay.
oppression and tyrannical dominion. And
so in the case of a Continuation Committee Enaeti_v. Instructional. l_atio¢i_ati_.c.
n_an. ART. 35. Exceptions excepted, as per sec-

tion 21, Sittings public and scarer; as in an or-
Instructional. .Ratiocinazive. dinary so in a Legislative Inquiry, publicity

ART. 23. For obviating delay to the detri- will be maximized.
meat of the public interest, and vexation and
expense to individuals, byjourueys to and fro, ]nstruvtional. _t_atlo¢_natlve.
and demurrage for the purpose of oral exami- ART. 36. The situation of Judge being tha_
nation,--the Legislature will have at its option in which men will be in use to make due and
the carrying on the inquiry into different facts appropriate distinction between ordinary cases
or classes of facts by any number of Elivitation and the few extraordinary ones, in wtfieh the
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purposes of justice are best served by secrecy, tions, general and particular, contribute to the
so it be but temporary,--the Legislature will, affording of the informationsought by the whole
on this consideration, incline to employ, as inquiry.
Leg_lational Elicitor, if acting singly, a Judge A Report is the appellation by which, in
in preference to a person at large. English practice, a written instrument, occu-

pied in the exercise of these functions is deno-
I_truvtional. ICatiocinati_. minuted. In the present instance, a Report

ART. 37. Cases, however, may occur, in thus occupied, may be termed, as above, a
which, where the obligation of secrecy is deem- Legislation Inquiry I_eport, or, for shortness,
ed necessary to be imposed, reason may be a Legislatiou l_ejoort.
found for employing, for this purpose, a many-
seated Judicatory, say a Judicatery of three, Instructional.
in preference to a sinqle-seated Judicatory, ART. 40. The need of (:onsls_envy and sym-
filled by a Judge. For, against the temptation merry considered,---seldom can such a Report
to apply to purposes of depredation or oppres- be aptly penned, unless in the original concoc-
sion, the power afforded by secrecy,--the tion of it, it has been the work of no more than
greater number will afford a security not af- a single hand. Such, accerdingly, iscommonly
forded by the lesser : each member of the se- the English practice. But, on any occasion,
cret tribunal, thus formed, being capable of when once the instrument has been framed by

giving eventual information against every I some single hand, others in any number may
other : and, any suspicion which might other- I be occupied with advantage in the making or
wise be entertained by the Public-Opinion Tri- proposing of amendments. And, on the sup-
bunal of sinister design on the part of a majo- position of a case, in which, between two or
rity in the Legislature--may thus, by means of more portions, of the subject-matter of an in-
the greater number, be more effectually ob- quiry made for a given single purpose, no other
viated, connexion has place,--for despatch or allevia-

tion of labour, the drawing up of the Report
I_zstrn_bm,H. may, of course, without prejudice to the design,

ART. 38. To the conduct of the Legislature be committed to that same number of different
and the instruments employed by it in this t hands.
business, as above,--wilI be seen applying the
same che¢Icsas those which apply to it on the Ia.ctruet$onal. Expositive.
occasion of the exercise given by it to its pecu- ART. 41. Under this head, not inconsider-
liar Legislative function, as per section 31, Se- able is the light derivable, by any other nation
curitiesfor elTropriate a]_ti_ude. To the pos- from English practice.
sessors of the Constitutive Authority, in their Rc(.]ularhy elicited, and occasiona//y, or say,
character of Members of the JPublic-OFiniol_ i incidentally elicited, or about to be elicited,--
Tr_bunal, itwillbelong--tokeep aneverwatch- to one or other of these heads may bereferred
fu] eye on the conduct of these their servants, whatsoever mass of evidence, applicable to
in such sort as to give maximization to the Legislative purposes, is employable at any
efficiency of those several securities, given point of time : regularly elicited, those

masses which are furnished by the occurrences
IT_structlo_al. Expositlrc. and state of things registered of course in

AnT. 39. Le,fstat_on Inquir._/Re])ort, or, the several offices : ovc.asionally ellcitrd, those
for shortness, say Le_.fislat_on Report..Metho- which, for the purpose of some particular Le-
dSzatk, n, co_wle,s(_ion, a2plicatlen,--by these gislative measure, have from time to time been
terms may denomination be given to functions, respectively elicited, by the act of so many
by the exercise of which, after completion Elicitation Judicatories, on the several osva_
giventotheexerciseeftheElic_tationfunction, sio_ constituted.
an instrument of the sort thus denominated is

Ir._.tructional. Exempl_)%atloaal.framed : me_hodiza$io,, that is to say, placing
one after another, in tlm order best adapted to AnT. 42. In F_*glish practice, locators, on
correvtT_ess,cm_s_vleteness,and dearness of con- this occasion, have been each one of the three
ceptiou, the facts respectively sought in the branches of the Sovereign authority--Kitzg,
character of conclusions from the aggregate Lord._, and Commons: such is the order in
body of the evidentiary matter elicited: and, which-the three authorities are, in general,
in relation to each such conclusion, the propo- mentioned. But, on the present occasion, it
sitions expressive of the evidentiary facts, or requires to be reversed. Authority the most
assemblages of evidentiary facts, regarded as frequently thus exercised, that of the House of
constituting respectively a ffround for these Commons : next most frequently, that of the
several conclusions : condensation, that is to House of Lords : lastly, that of the monarch.

say, collecting and expressing, hy one general Iu_truotional. Rati_inativeo
preposition, the propositions respectively ex-
pressive of a grOUli of relatively particular ART. 43. First, as to the House of Corn-
facts : apldicatlon, that is to s_y_ pointing out mons: and, in this case, first as to the qua//ty
in what manner tbc _hove-mantioncd proposi- of the particular object endeavoured at : next.
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as to the mode in which the endeavour is car- ) exclusively rightly directed and rightly direct-

ried on. I ing interest has, at all times, been the particu-
As to the quality of the object in view, it lar and thence sinister interest of those ruling

may reasonably be regarded, ibr the most part, Members of the Judiciary Establishment, by
as being beneficial. For, the whole cotapayes whom,---on pretence of dee,la,rin._ it, as if al-
of government having been and being in so ready made by others,--the rule ofactio_ be_
large a proportion still composed of the rub- over so vast a portion of the field of legisla-
bish of the dark ages, and thence so palpably tion, and in particular over the department of
ill adapted to its professed end--tbe maxirai- evidence, been made: made, that is to say, in
zation of public happiness,--need of reform that undelineable crooked and ever-shaking
and improvement has always been, and con- form, in which alone it could ever have been
tinuestobe,visiblethroughoutthe_holetexture made by hands se situated. Creatures of the
of it. But seldom, if ever, otherwise than with Monarch--and,till comparatively of late years,
the help of an inquiry of this sort, can any ade- arbitrarily dislocable creaturcs--m_trumcnts
quate ground for any considerable reform or of the _Ionarvh, and, by the act of their Ices-
improvement be_ on any occasion, made. rich, constituted members of the aristocraey----

Instructional. I_xcmpl;ficational. invested with powers, to which there have
never been any other legal limits than those

ART. 44. Next, as to the mode of carrying which have been applied by the power of those
on the inquiry. This is still more uniformly I their eonfederates,--they have at all times
well-adapted to the purpose, whatever it be, found themselves in a condition to give effect
tha,nthe phrpose itselfisbeneficial. Properties I to their own particular and sinister interest:
desirable in a mass of evidence, for whichever i and this_ not only to an unbounded extent at
purpose, judicial or legislative, elicited--up- the expense of the universal intercst_ but, to a
_osi2eness, clearness, correctness, impartialitq, considerable extent, even at the expense of the
all-con_pre]_ens'tveness,non-redandance--thence inIerests of those their partners. Deriving re-
instructivel_ess and non-deeeptivrness: these are _muneration from taxes imposed and levied t,y
the propcrt2e._ with which the rules here laid i themselves to their own use upon suitors,-

down aim at inve_ting all such masses of evi- i they have thereby given to themselves an irre-
deuce, as shall have been elicited in conformity , sistible interest in the maximizing the numberof
to them : these same are the rules which, with ] those useles_ proceedings, on which these taxes
such exceptions as will be mentioned, appear . have been assessed : and_ at the same time in
to have been conformed to as thr as powers '. maximizing uncertalnty_ by nmximizing the
sufficed, in and by the mode in t_e in the i encouragement given to delinquent suitors on
Huuse of Commons. ! both sides, to persevere in the track of iujus-

In_truct_o_aL I tice and maleficence: at the same time, giv-
! ing to all who can come up to their price, theAux. 45. Iu the way of contrast_ the use- _ - • .

• _faculty of gaining their ends, to an extent
fuluess of these rules may be seen receiving J * ., more or less considerable, at the expense of
additional illustration and confirmation, from I their adver_arws, by means of the pecuniary
a comparison with rules, devised and employed i burthen thus imposed : thus, uniting sale to
in this same process, by the Judicial Establish- ] denial of justice, and effeetuation of injustice.meat : of these rules, an exposition in detail ,

may be seen in awork on JEvidenoe, by the An- Instructional Exemplificat'wnal.
thor of this Code. AgT. 48. For the maintenance of the tlms

Instructional. profitable system of uncertaii_ty, they accord-
ART.46. Of this contrast, the efficient cause I ingly laid down those exclusionary rMes, by

will not be found exposed to doubt: it will be I the enforcement or relaxation of which they
seen in the difference between the interests could admit or rejevt evidence, and thus give
which have been in operation in the two differ- success to the one or the other side at pleasure:
eat situations. On the sort of occasion in while, by their diversified modes of _ll-adat,ted
questioa_ the interest of the House of Corn- el_citation, they maximized the expense, and
tunas, including that of its Elicitation Commit- with it their own profit out of the expense ;
tees, has, generally speaking, been in alliance and_ by holding out success to nwndacity, maxi-
with that of the great majority of the people : mized the quantity of it, and thereby the
and9 on this same occasion, by no othe_ means number of evil deeds and evil-doers. Thus far,
could they have given support to that common by their oppositeness, the systems of rules pur-
ia_.xest_ so effectually, as by pursuing rules, sued by these functionaries, ser_e in a direct
conducive to appropriate ins_uetion, a,s_bove: way for throwing light upon the system ex-
while, by no set of rules, subservient m deeep- emplified and recommended, as above. As to
tion and misinstruction, could they have given the all-pervading practice of memlacity, and in
equal support to that Same rightly directed particular in a written state, in Shelf own per-

directing interest, sons ia their several situations,---and that of
forcibly injecting the poison into the mouths

In_truationaL .ExemyllfivatlonaL or pens of all suitors_ by refusing all assistance
AJa_.47. Diametrically opposite to that same _o aU who should _efase to taint themselves
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with it---these practices, with so many more the life of the House continues, grow every
of like complexion that might be mentioned, day narrower and narrower, till at last, before
belong to the present purpose no otherwise that life is extinct, this power is gone. Before
than by serving to characterize the so_Lrce, seven years are at an end, this body suffers
from which the system opposite to the one that predestinated, which may be termed its
here recommended, has derived itself, t_atural, death,--and before that time it com-

Instructional. Exen_plificat;oncd. monly dies a violent one. As to vvrity in par-
ticular_----in so far as punishment for mendadty

ART. 49. As to the House of Cummons, and operates as a security for it, the Judges, (by
the observations whereby it has so frequently means of a ceremony called an oath, and the
been necessary to bring to view the corrupted- word yerjury employed in connexion with it
ness, which, in such abundance, has place ia --a ceremony which they have contrived shall
that part of the Government,--between those be performed where the performing of it---
general ones and the more particular ones i withholden, where the withholding of it--best
which have just been seen, no real iaconsis- suits their sinister interest)--subject a man to
tency will be found to have place. Of all banishment, with forced labour, for as many
forms of Government that ever were in exis- as seven years_ or even to still more severe
fence, till that of the Anglo-American United ' inflictions. The utmost suffering, to which, in
States became visible,--that of England, with any case, for any one of the above-mentioned
all its corruptions, was, beyond comparison, i three purposes, this of security for vvrity not
the least adverse to the only defensible end of I excepted, an individual can be subjected is_
Government : and in no other source than the i that of simple imprisonment ; and that, for a
power and practice of the House of C_mmous, ! time, which, as above, depends--not onthe de-

could any part of whatever is good in the form I mand for punishment_ but on the age of the
of the Government, have originated. It is , House of Commons : and may find itself limit-
owing to what is good in the House of Corn- / ed to less than as many days_or hours, as that
incus--in particular, it is owing to the power t which the Judges have at command will last
of the Public-Opinion Tribunal--that power, I_years. Upon the whole, a considerable time
which has been hatched under the _lngs of i before the end of the seven years, this power
the House of Commons--that that, as well as amounts to nothing : for, by keeping out of
the other authorities in the state, may at the way, in the first place, of summonitio_t, in
length be thus spoken of without fear or dan- the next place of prehemion_ a man may set
ger: in particular, the Judicial ]_stablishrnent, it at defiance : and, from the weakness of thim
the practice of which_ had it not been for the power, suffers, of course, every measure of re-
door left open to complaint in the House of form or improvement, in the initiation of which,
Commons, would not, in respect of the support the evidenee-el$vitation process is a necessary
given by it to arbitrary power, have been sur- preliminary.
passed by that of the Spanish Inquisition: for,
not more hostile to the tutelary power of the i I_st_aional.
Public-Opinion Tribunal can the mind of a ART. 51. So much as to the House of Corn-
Spanish Inquisitor ever have been, than that _wns. Now as to the House of Lords. As to
which, even yet, continues fronl time to time I every purpose but that of giving support to
to be manifested by the most influential of the i its own particular and sinister interest, in aA-
English Judges. dition to that of the Monarch, with which it

Ins_r_vtio_aL E.re_pl_fica_i_aL stands assoeiated,_this branch of the actuallyexisting Supreme Authority of the State being
ART. ,50. Thus far thegood: come_ nowthe se much worse thanuseless_--df, withreforeace

ceil: call it, in one word, impotence. It con- to the purpose here in question, not to speak
_ists in a deficie?_e?t,under which the Itouse of other purposes, it were afflicted with the
of C_Jmmons labours, in respect of the appro- same debility as that which has just been seen
_irate po_cers necessary to the giwng ade- in the ease of the House of Commons,--the
tluate exercise to this its erhlence-ellcitation people, if not the better, would at any rate be
function, little the worse. As to shortness of life, ex-

1. Neither for securing verity in responsion; cept that it stands assured of resurrection in
nor for securing res2ponsion itself; nor so much the same persons, its case is the same as that
as for securing atte_dance for the purpose of of the House of Commons. Not so, however,
responsion, does the House of Commons, in the as to the power of punishing for mendsmity,
exercise of its share in the Supreme Legisla- under the name of _rjur?, and with the
tire authority, possess a power equal to that punishment attached to that name: for, that
which is exercised by Judges, on the occasion command o_er the Almighty which, as above,
of the most trivial contestation between iudi- --by the magic words, _o/trip yott God," and
vidual and individual, in their professedly sub- the kiss given to a book,---King, Lords, a_d
ordinate sphere. With relation to no one of Commons have concurred in giving to Judges,
these purposes, does time oppose any limit to the House of Lords, while it sees the House
the power of Judges : to that of the House of of Commons destitute of it, exercises by its
Commotrs, it opposes limits which, as long as own hands without reserve: in a word, tho
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House of Commons is no_ in the practice of suppression of evidence as the purpose might
administering an oath: the House of Lords/_. require. In the case of a distant inspevtio,

In._ruetionaI. visit, forecast is exemplified : and the object is
--to forestall and avert all such sincere in-

ART. 52. On each occasion, whether an in- quiries, as are yet in no other than a future-
quiry of the sort in question shall be entered contingent state: in the ease of the many-neared
upon by the body so highly superior in the Elicitation Jndicatory, a_ing at the seat of
scale of factitious dignity, it belongs to acci- Goverm_*ent,--the object is---to make a pre-
dent to determine : and this accident consists teuce for refusi_g some inquiry actually called
sometimes of an expectation of" amusement in for in the House of Commons. When, for ex-
the breast of the Member by whom the motion ample, under the eye of King, Lords, and Corn-
is made ; sometimes in the recurrence of the ,mons,--Judges, andotherjudicialfunctionaries
notion, that, lest the inutility of such a body of all classes, have been in the notorious habit
to ever), in_erest but its own and that of the of practising extortion on false pretences,--
Monarch should become too manifest, a show thereupon, on pretence of paving the way for
of activity should from time to time be kept up. reform, comes a Commission, under which the

population of the judgment-seat, as well as
Instruvtivnal. that of the witness's-box, is composed of ac-

ART.53. Lastly, astothe_'_fonarch. When, eomplices; with the principal tbr Locator.
by his authority, an Evidence-elicitation. Judi- From a Commission of this sort, a collateral
catory is instituted, (bmmis_ion not (bmmitt_e benefit is naturally and commonly, if not con-
is the word. stantly_ derived: what is called aj_b is effeeted:

I. As to the o_jcct in view. Instituted by and, in place of punishment, criminals receive
the House of Commons, seldom can the Corn- remuneration for their crimes.
mi_e have had any other than the promotion,
--seldom the C_mmissiou any other than the Instructional.
exvtusion,--of reform or improvement. ART. 56. One feature familiar to, if not con-

stant in, English practice, requires here to be
Instructional. JfCatioci_atire. t laid open to view. It belongs to the form of

Aar. 54. II. As to approTrlate powers. By the ReTorts: it consists in the suppression of
the instruments of the Monarch, neither could the interrogatories, by which the responses
comprehensiveness nor impartiality be secured have been elicited ; and, still more frequently
to the body of evidence elicited by them, if t of the names of the several Interrogators. Of
such were really their desire. By law, neither this suppression, so far as regards the b, terro-
for responsio_, for _erac'tty, nor so much as for gatories, a natural and not unfrequent conse-
att¢_Mance, do they possess any such power as _"_luence is---_bscurity or miseonceivedness ; so
that possessed by the Judges, or even as that far as regards the power-clad Interrogator,-
possessed, as above, by the House of Commons. consequence and filml cause, subtraction of
Consequcnce,--the only persons at whose hands, his conduct from that scrutiny of the Public-
for any one of these purposes, compliance is at Opinion Tribunal to which he has been sub-
their command, are their own dislocable sub- jeering the Interrogatee. The practice may
ordinates_ together with any such other person be set down among the natural fruits of aris-
to whom it happens to stand subjected to their tocratical oppression : presumptive evidence of
will by eorruptive influence :--Qua//ty of the intentional abuse of power on the part of as
information, such as may be expected from many as give into it.
packed witnesses speaking to packed Judges.

Instructional. SECTIONXXVIII.

ART. 55. AS to eo_nposition. According to Le,1_slation Penal Judivatory.circumstances, the Commission is given to num-
ber one, or to a greater: number one is, by t_'nactire. Instructional.
reason of the comparative secrecy of the mea-
sure, and the unostentatiousness of the ex- ARt. I. To any of the following chief fune-

pense, best suited to the purposes of¢ns,wationltionaries should misconduct be imputed, for
Wits to di_nt dependencies. A maay-aeated _ the punishment of which, dislocation, with ex-
sham Jndicatery of this kind is the resource, tra publicity, shall not be deemed sufficient,--
when_---on complaint made of some more than it rests with the Legislature to form an ocea-
ordinarily _andalous system ofabuse,--Minis- sional Special Judicatory for the trial of them.
ters are prevented by shame from refusing Functionaries thus triable are--
inquiry, and by fear from trusting to the House L Any Member of the then present Legis-
of Commons. By fear :--for, the corruption lature.
which would with certainty, suffice to engage II. Any Member of any anterinr Legislature
the Hatt_ in a body, to acquiesce in this or III. The Prime Minister of the then pres-
any other desired imposture,--would not suf- sent, or any preceding time.
rice to secure the excluding from a Committee IV. The Justice Minister of the then present,
every Member who would not concur in such or any preceding time.
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Envwtlv¢. E_t$ve. Ra_oclnativeo

ART. 2. Number of Members of this Judica- ART. 10. But, for as much as of necessity,_
tory, three or five. in so far as the propriety of the conduct of any

such judicial functionary, on the occasion of s
Enable. non-penal suit comes in question,--that which

AnT. 3. Judges_ either all of them Members should, on that occasion, have been done, can-
of the then present Legislature, or persons not but come, though, as it were, in a prelimi-
who,--at the time when the decree for the nary or collateral way_ under the cognizance
prosecution is pronounced,--are not, any of of the Le_slature,---any error which, on that
them, l_[embers---either of the Legislature, or same occasion, shall, in the eyes of the Legis-
of any part of the Official Establishment. lature, have manifested itself, will not be left

Enact_ve. unredressed.

AnT. 4. Mode of location, secret suffrage. Ratiocinative.
Enavt'_ve. Ant. 11. For knowingly and wilfully to

leave a wrong in any shape unrcdressed, would,
ART. 5. The Legislature will at the same --on the part of those who, without prepender-

time appoint persons, one or more, to officiate ant evil, have full power to redress it, be an
as Pursuers. open profession of injustice, tending to the de-

In_tr_ctlonal. struction of public confidence.

ART. 6. I. In relation to this extraordinary .Et_act_ve. Instructional. Rath_c_natire.
judicial function, the legislature will, on each
occasion, judge whether its time will admit of ART. 12. On every such occasion, the Legis-lature will, at the same time, be upon its guard,
its taking upon itself this extra charge, lest, by this means, it should insensibly be led

yEnactive. In_ruaionaL _P_atiocinative. to constitute itself into an ordinarily Officiat-
ART. 7. II. If all the members do not, ing Appellate Judicatory : an office, as to the

neither should any: for, it should not be in functions of which it is essentially incompe-
the power, either of an individual or of the tent ; to wit, as well in respect of the multi-
whole body, in this or any other way, to pro- tude of the Members of which it is composed,
duce, during the whole or any part of the time as in respect of the vacancy which would there-
occupied in the Inquiry, a virtual vacancy in by be created in the exercise of its appropriate
the particular seats in question, as to the exer- and peculiar functions.
eise of the legislational function ; thus depriv- .Enaetive. I_truct_onal.
ing constituents of the service of their agents,
as to the principal and peculiar part of their ART. 13. Accordingly, if, on the face of the
duty. application, no criminality in any shape be im-

puted to the functionary whose conduct is the
]_atiov_natlve. subject of complaint,--_the Legislature will uni-

AnT. 8. III. Though,---more especially in formly refuse to take cognizance of it. In a
the case of a Member,--nothing that can be case in which such imputation is reader---if no
done, can exclude altogether so inevitable an sufficient reason for imputing criminality is
imputation as that of partiality--still the found, the Legislature may accordingly make
transference of this temporary function to other declaration to that effect, forbearing to accom-
hands, will, in no small degree, lessen the puny such declaration of acquittal with any
ground of the imputation, if men of generally decree, imperative or opinative, in relation to
acknowledged aptitude, moral as well as in- any such alleged wrong, as above.

teltectual, are the persons located. In the Enavtire. ]nstructional.
case where the Prime Minister, or the Minis-
ter of Justice--located, both of them, by the ART. 14. On every such occasion, if, in the
Legislature--being parties accused, are guilty eyes of the Legislature, the accusation has
_much less difficulty will a man who has not, been not only insufficiently grounded, or alto-
than a man who has, contributed to their loca- gether ungrounded, but accompanied with evil
tion, find_in contributing to their punishment, consciousness or temerity,--it will, if it see suf-

ficient reason,--on the samejvidence, and with-
.Enav_ive. out the formality of a separate suit, proceed,---

ART. 9. Neither in non-penal nor in penal as in the case where compensation is given in
cases, does the Legislature act, on any occa- the name of oosU,--to punish the wrongful ae-
eion, as an Appellate Judicatory : in that field cuser with such punishment as the case shall
of service, it trusts altogether to the appro- appear to demand.

priato _bordinate authorities. Only in case [_u_tru_ional..
of punishable criminality, as practised by them
in the exercise of their functions, does it take A1aT.15. Note, that, only in case of a d_/-
cognizance of the course taken in and by that s/on,--or, where decision is due, ,on-d_4_
exercise, by an Appdlate Judicatory,--or by the Jm_
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ti_e M_n_e_,, in the extraordinary and narrow may be, in either of two modes---the direetire
field of the judicial service allotted to him, as or the recditive. In the directive mode, the
per Ch. xxiv. section 4, .]fudicatire functio_*,-- Draughtsman will proceed in the manner of
can any such non-penal, under the guise of a an author, in directing corrections to be made,
penod suit, as above, be apprehended : for as in and by a list of En_endanda or (brrigenda.
much as, for redress of wrong done by an Ira- Taking for the subject of his reference the
mediate Judicatory, the correspondent Appel- Pannomion as it stands--" In such an Ar-
late Judicatory is constituted, and its doors ticle," (he will say) referring to Code, Chapter,
kept wide opon,--whilc, as above, those of the Section, and Article, "omit so and so ;" or,
Legislature arc against all such applications, "between such and such words, insert so and
shut. so ;" or, "to such and such, substitute such or

such words ;" or, taking the Article entire,
Instructional. "omit such or such an Article ;" or, '_between

AnT. 16. Note also that, for prevention of such and such an Article, insert such or such
wrong otherwise about to be done, or redress an Article or Articles;" or," to such or such
of wrong done, by a Judge, without deficiency an Article or Articles, substitute the following."

on his part in respec_ of appropriate _oral Instructional. JEna_tire.
aptitude,--facilities may be seen afforded, in
and by Ch. xii. JUmCIXRYCOLLeCtiVELY:Sec- ART. 4. Follows a formulary for the intro-
tion 19, Judge2' vonte_ed interpreffatlon report- duction of an amendment. "]By the Legis-
i_g function--Section 20, Judges' erentuall.q lature," [Year, Month, and Day.] "In"
¢meadat_ve f_nction, and Section 21, .]fudges' [referring, as above, Art. 3, to the portion of
_titire_ or say, executio_stayi_Lfunctio_ : and the _PannomionJ "the following amendments
moreover, by the general facility for amend- are this day made." [Hereupon follows the
ment, afforded by the melioration-suggestive direction as above.] Attestator, the Le.q£da-
fuaction allotted by this Code throughout, to t_on .Minister. Each amendment, ff adopted,
individuals as well as to judiciary and other being the work of the Legislature,--the pro-
functionaries, poser will not, in penning his proposal, scruple

thus to speak in the name of the Legislature.

SEc'rIo._ XXIX. fnstructionaL ._nactive.

Members' Motions.* ART. 5. In the reedlti_e mode, the proposer
proceeds, in the manner of an author, who is

Instructional. .Exposi21re. publishing a new edition of his work. Intro-
ductive formulary as follows :--" ]By the Le-

ART. 1. In proposing an ordinance, a mere- gislature"--[Year, Month, and Day, and place
her will do well.to consider, whether in the in the 1-_annomion, as above.] "It is ordained
law as it then stands, there be any Article, to as follows." Thereupon comes the new mat-
the matter of which, such his ordinance would, ter. If, in this ordinance, there be anything
ff adopted, be repugnant, in such sort, that if which is in repugnance to any part of the
that Article were thereafter to receive its exe- .Pannomion, as abovef--to minimize doubt and
eution, the so proposed ordinance would there- needless quantity of matter, he will proceed in
by, in some way or other, be contravened. In manner following. ".ReTealed on this occasion
ease of non-repugnancy, his new proposed ordi- are "---then will follow the indication of the
nance is independent and non-emendative: in several Articles. On this occasion, no alters-
the case of repugnancy, it is, to the extent of tion will he direct to be made in any Article.
the repugnance, eraendatlve. Instead of giving any such direction, he will

Instrnvtianal. _.V'_atiocinative. repeal the entire Article, and substitute a new
one.

AR_. 2. If thus it be ¢raendatlw in effect,
he will do well to render it declaredly so : for Instructional. _na_ve.

thus only can the l_an_on_ be kept clear A_T. 6. In an emendat_re ordinance ex-
of that needless and useless voluminousness, pressed in the reeditive mode, indication_ will
with obscurity, confusedness, and incompre- be given as follows :--
hensibility for its effects, by which, in the ha- I. Indication made,--by appropriate types
ture of the case, it cannot otherwise escape and other means,--of words, omitted, added,
being more or le_itlated, or substituted, as above : in such sort tlmt, in

InstrueClonal. JExpo_tlre. the new edition, if possible, by a single glance,
the eye may be able to distinguish the new

Al_. 3. _l)eolaredly emendative, an ordinance matter from the old.
IL Indication made,---of the proposer, his

* On the subject of this section see farther seconder, his other supporters, and his oppce.

¢a/on Political Tactics, col. ii. p. 301, et seq.-- ers. Thus, to all persons concerned will it, in• all times,be made known,--in what particulars,
_¢[Pannomion.] FromtheGreek:--thewhote at what times, by what ordinances, at whose

body of the law_. instance, and under whose oppositionf-effect_
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good or bad, on the interest of the community, 2. Acceptance, of/my other office belonging
has been produced, to the Official Establishment of this State.

3. Acceptance, of any office belonging to the
_'naetlr_. Official Establishment of any Foreign State.

ART. 7. To every Member, it belongs, of 4. Acceptance, of factitious honour or dig-
right, to make whatsoever motion he thinks nity, in any shape, at the hands of any Foreign
fit, in whatsoever terms he thinks fit, in rela- Government.
tion to any matter he thinks fit : on its being 5. Mental derangement.
seconded by any other Member,--any such 6. Disturbance, of Legislative proceedings,
motion becomes a subject of discussion, and is as per section 16, Security for the .,4ssembly
eventually capable of being converted into an aga4nst d_turbance, ¢_c.
ordinance of the Legislature. 7. Criminal delinquency, pronounced by the

sentence of a Judiciary, located for this pur-Instructional.
pose by the Legislature, as per section 28_Le-

ART. 8. In case of need, should it happen gislation Penal Judi_atory.
to the Legislature to find its time wasted by 8. Dislocation, by his constituents, in virtue
ill-considered motions, it will, for remedy, in- of their incMe_tal dislo_at'_ve, as per Ch. v.

*stead of one such preliminary adopter_ require CONSTITV_IVE. Section 2, Powers.
two or more.

][n_truvtlonal. l_at{ocinatfve. SECTIONXXXI.

ARt. 9. To obviate, however, the volumi- Seeurft_esfor approTriate attitude.
nousness and confusion, liable to ensue, from
laws made, at different times, on the motion of In_ructio_al.
different persous,--on principles in respect of
form as well as matter, disparate or adverse, ART. 1. The assemblage of securities, here
--a Member, antecedently to any motion tend- proposed with reference to the highest depart-
ing to the enactment of a new ordinance, will ment, the Legislature, forms the commence-
do well to cousider, to the province of which meat of an all-pervading system of the like
of the several Ministers, if any, the matter be- securities, covering the whole field of the Offi-
longs : thereupon, to communicate on the sub- eial establishment, and applying to all public
ject with such Minister or Ministers,----and, in functionaries in every department and sub-
so far as they and he agree, to consult with department. The same endeavour will ac-
the Leg_._lation Minister as to the bearings of cordingly be seen successively applying itselfto the situation of Prime Minister,--to the
theproposedordinance on those alreadyinexis- situations of the several Ministers,--to thetence, and thence, as to the form in which, on
its introduction, the proposed ordinance may several Sub-legislatures, their Members, and
most conveniently stand expressed: and, in Subordinates,--and with more especial solici-
particular, whether in the independent and tude to that of the several Members of the
_on-emendative form, as per Art. 1, or in the Judiciary establishment ; and lastly to the bis-

subdepartment occupied by the Local Head.cn_endative: and, if in the e_endative, whether
in the directi_e_ or in the reeditire_ as per Art. men and Local Registrars, whose logical fields

of service, in their respective smallest local
3_ 4, 5, 6. fields of action, lie in subordination to the

Instructional. directing functionaries of the Administrative
ARt. 10. If, to any such Minister, such and Judiciary departments; and are composed

communication shall have been omitted to be accordingly of portions of the logical fields of
made,--reasons for the omission will be ex- service of both.
pected to be given : so, in case of non-concur- Security against abuse of power composes
fence on the Minister's part_ reasons for and one branch of the system of securities here
against such non-concurrence. No such Mi- provided: one branch, but not the only one:
ulster is bound to concur in any such motion : for, security against abuse of power is hut one
but to him the mover is expected to communi- branch, though the principal one, of security
cute it ; he, to receive it and to attend to it : for appropriate _nora_aptitude : and to this are
and so throughout its progress_ until it is either added security for appropriate intellectual and
adopted or rejected, security for appropriate actiw aptitude.

Instr_wt/o_.
SECTmNXXX.

ART. 2. For this purpose, and on these se-
])islovable how. veral occasions, confidence (it cannot be de-

nied) may with truth be said to be minimized :
E_actlve. distrust and _sp_ maximized. Principle

From the situation of Member of the Legls- acted upon, say for shortness, the ¢o_f_v_e-
lative Assembly_ causes of dislocateduees axe minimization p_inclfe: whence, as to pra_g-
these--- cal deductions, the _/_ Fr/m-

1. Resignation. vip/e.
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Ins_ruvtiana/. every moralist, so of every legislator who de-
serves to be so. But, in regard to sympathy,

ART. 3. Corresponding rules are the follow- the less the proportion of it is, the natural and
ing :--I. To no official situation, attach any actual existence of which he assumes as and "
more power than is necessary to enable the for the basis of his arrangements, the greater
functionaries to exercise the functions of it with will be the success of whatever endeavours he
the most effectual subserviency to the dictates uses to give increase to it.
of the greatest-happiness principle. Instructional.

,a l:nstruvtional. ART. 11. A consequence is--that what_-
AnT. 4. II. To every such situation, apply ever evil it is possible for man to do for the

such instrumentary arrangements as, by means advancement of his own private and personal
of appropriate selection, restraint and constraint interest, (or what comes to the same thing, what
shall afford the efficient security for appro- tohimappearssuch,)attbeexpenseofthepub-
prints aptitude in all its branches, lic interest,--that evil, sooner or later, he will

do, unless by some means or other, intentional
In_truct_onal. or otherwise, he be prevented from doing it.

ANT..5. III. The arrangements for restraint Instructional.
are those which promise to afford the most el-

AnT. 12. To the above rule suppose there
fectual security against abuse of power : to is this or that exception : still, with a view to
wit, of the several powers respectively insti- practice, there might as well be none : foras-tuted and conferred.

much as by no criterion will it be possible, to
Instruct$onal. distinguish the individuals in whose instance

AnT. 6. These principles and rules have for the exception has place, from those in whose in-
their bases certain axioms, or say assu_nptions, stance the general rule has place : more espe-

" cially when, as in the case of all Legislative ar-These are expressive of certain supposed mat-
ters of fact : the existence of certain propen- rangements of a general nature, the individuals
sities in all human minds, in question are unassigned and unassignabte.

Instructional. Instructional.

ART. 7. I. In all human minds, in howso- ART. 13. Neither to the public service is it
ever widely different proportionsf--self-rejard, in the nature of the precautions in question" to be hurtful ; nor yet so much as to the re-
and sympathy for others, or say, extra-regard, putation or the feelings of the individuals tohave place.

whom they apply.
Instructgonal. Not to the public service _. Yes, indeed, if

of the care thus taken to avoid giving to rune-
ART. 8. II. But, in self-regard even sym- tionaries more power than, as above, is need-

pathy has its root : and if, in the general tenor ful, the effect were--to withhold from them
of human conduct, self-regard were not preys- any part of that which is needful. But, in
lent over sympathy,--even over sympathy for proportion to the attention with which the ar-
all others put together,--no such species as rangements in question are looked into by him_the human could have existence.

and compared with others, will be every man's
Instructional. Exposltiw. assurance,--that in no existing Code is the

scope given to the power of ruling functionariesART 9. Take any two persons, A and B, so ample as in the present proposed Code.

and suppose them the only persons in exis- Instructional.tence :--call them, for example, Adam and

Eve. .,4dam has no regard for himself: the ART. 14. Not even to the reputation or tim
whole of his regard has for its object Ere. i feelings of any individual functionary or non-
E_e in like manner has no regard for herself: functionary are these precautions hurtful.
the whote of her regard has for its object Yes, if they applied to him to the exclusion of
.,4dam. Follow this supposition up : int_o- others, or in a more particular manner than to
duce the occurrences, which, sooner or later, others. But, no : for, without any exception,
are sure to happen, and you will see tlmt, at they apply to all persons alike.
the end of an assignable length of time, greater
or less according to accident, but in no case Iust_,uctional.
so much as a twelvemonth, both will unavoid- A_T. 15. To say--they ought not to apply
ably have perished, to me, is as much as to say--/am not of the ha-

Instructional. man _pevle_: or at the least with the Pharisee,
"I am _ as other ,hen are."

A_T. 10. To give increase to the influence
of sympathy at the expense of that of self-re- I_structional.
g_rd, and of sympathy for the greater number AnT. 16. As little can these precautions be
at the expense of sympathy for the lesser hum- said to be needless : for, wheresoever no ob-
ber_--is the constant and arduous task, as of st_le--no bar to evil doing is opposed_ and
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m_tivse inciting to evil doing are at work, evil they do or can fail of being so, is an affront,
doing will, by the prevalence of self-regard and a gross injury : an injury to which, either
over sympathy, be sure to be let in. Suppose at the hands of justice, or at those of the party
the probability of evil doing ever so faint, still injured, condign punishment is due.
ought the obstacles in question to be opposed InsCru_/ona/.to it, considering that by their being opposed
to it, evil may be excluded, while, as above ART. 20. Not that in this theory about
s]_own, from their being so opposed, in no pur/ty and impurity, there is anything better
shape can evil, public or private, be introduced, than stark nonsense: not that any one who

utters it, knows what it is he means by it.
Iu_ructionaL But, if the theory wants so much, the practical

AnT. 17. Accordingly, on this supposition, conclusions from it want not anything of being
in respect of the treatment given by them to sufficiently intelligible :--Reserve all resirain_s
the subject many, proceed, on every occasion, for those o_hers : none are needful, all are injtt-
the ruling one and the ruling or sub-ruling few. rious, if applied to oursdves.
No evil, how atrociously and extensively mis-
chievous soever, do they speak of or deal by I_ional. .Exemplifcatlonal.
as too mischievous to be likely to be exercised : ART. 21. In point of fact--unquestionable
no mischievous act, in so far as the subject ! fact----how stands relative behaviour in cortes-
many are regarded as capable of being the ! pendents with the condition of the two situa-
actors, and these rulers themselves as liable tions _. In the position supposed as above _.No:
to be sufferers by it, do they leave unnoticed, hut exactly the reverse. The more dependent
or by force of restraint and punishment, omit i a man is for the comforts of life on his good be-
to use their endeavours for the prevention of it. haviour to others, the better is his behaviour

to them : the less dependent, the worse. The
InstruetionrtL greater a man's power, the stronger his pro-

AI_T. 18. In the estimates acted on by rulers, pensity in all possible ways to abuse it. Of
the degree of propensity to evil in the minds this fact, all history is one continued proof.
of the subject many is commonly carried rather Ye who, for examples, fear to look near home,
beyond than short of the truth. In particu- --send your regards to a safe distance. Look
las, such is the estimate acted upon by all Le- to the twelve Cmsars : there you have distaaco
gislators : such is the estimate acted upon by in time : look to all oriental despots : there

all Judges, especially by all Judges, whe, as you may have distance in time and space.

in England, are suffered to act, and act a_ Instructional. t?_ocin_tive.eordingly, a_ Legislators : except always in so
_as as the persons acted upon belong to those AnT. 22. But, if such were not the effect
classes which are linked with theirs by a corn- of power in all lesser masses, neither could it
reunify of particular and sinister interest, have been so in those greatest possible masses.

Not in the inverse, but in the direct ratio of
In_mwtionaL the quantity of power possessed, is the degree

ART. 19. Widely different, not to say o1_ of propensity to do evil in every shape: the
posits, in relation to propensity to evil on their degree of the propensity, and therefore the
part, is the estimate by these confederates acted quantum of the demand for securities against
upon. Is it the ru/in 9 one that is in question _. the existence and the effects of it. If to any
His estimate of himself, as expressed in his one it appears, that in any part of the scale,
own language, is--I am not as other men are: this proportion fails to hold good, let him say

are of the species ¢xYmt_ed of miserable in what, and wherefore.
sitars, l azn of th_ species between God and But, in this respect, suppose high and low
mwm. Thereupon, from the lips and pens of upon a par ;--suppose even, that, in the high
those to whom he is an object of hope or fear, situations, the evil propensityisless strong than
comes the response in choras--O yes, sir, so in the low ones ;---still, so long as, in the case
3tou are ! Are they the ruling few ? Of the of the mind in question, the existence of it is
like complexion here too, is the estimate acted in any degree admitted,--the demand for the
upen,---and a certain theory, on which it is securities in question must be allowed to be
grounded. _Motives (says this theory) are of indispensable.
tsvo sorts, impure and pure. With few or no
exceptions, the motives which give determina-
tion to the conduct of all, whose situation in Law Rook,Plowdea's Commentariss,---case,_t_yled
the conjunct scales of power and opulence is Fogassa's Ca,:--father and mother of all metals,
beneath a certain level, are/repute or pure, as mercury and sulphur: in a pure state, they beget
it may happen : in all situations abow that the precious, in a_ impure, the hue metals.
same level, at all times supremely and inca- For a supposedall-eomprsheusive sad unsophis-ticated, if preferred to a sophisticated a_ouat of
riably pure:* tosuppose that, onauy ooeasioa_ motlv_,_eSFe/_sofAe_m Tab/e, bytbe Author

of this Code ; and for elucidation of it, I_/*_io_t
* l_'ototypeandmodel of this theory, that of the tothe P_m_/p/es of Mor_ am/1.4_/_/o_, (in col

er;4_htof _a/_, u delivered in the old English i. of t_ collection)
_rqL- IX. N
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serviencyto and in conjunctionwiththatof
I_ru_ional. the Monarch, by whom they had been tocat-

ART.23. If SOit be, that these securities ed_and were at every moment dielocable. In
for appropriate aptitude are thus incontestably this same Common Law, with its essential and
beneficial and needful,--the sort of reception most elaborately organized uncerta_nty_ its
a man gives to them when proposed, may serve factitious delay, vexation, and expense_ did
as a test of his own appropriate aptitude, moral they behold an instrument which, with more
and intellectual. Regarding them as henefi- or less effect, would, in all such hands as could
sial and needful, does he contest their being obtain a share in the use of it, be applicable to
so _.judge thence of his sincerity and probity : the purposes, for which_ as abeve_ it had been
regards he them as not beneficial, or as not originally framed.
usefult.judge thence ofhisunderstanding, fn_truct_onaL

Y_ructionaL ART. 29. True it is---that_ in that same for-
ART. 24. Different will naturally be the tunate region, by the official class of lawyers,

reception experienced by these securities, at no such share is reaped in the plunderage as
the hands of rulers, in different governments : by the professional class : nor, in the profes-
most favourable, in a pure representative de- sional class, are the largest lots nearly equal
mocracy : less favourable, in a pure and abso- to those which are reaped by the same class
lute mon_chy : most completely unfavourable in the mother country : the magnitude being
in a mixed monarchy, composed of a mixture kept comparatively small by the multiplicity
of monarchy and aristocracy, with or without of the competitors : but by this very multipli-
a tinge of representative democracy, city will their appetite for the golden fruit, and

their fear of losing any part of it, be sharpened,
Instructional. and their horror of everything that threatens

AnT. 25. I. Look first to a pure represen- to lessen it, augmented : and, misrepresen-
tative democracy. Why in this case most ration being the grand instrument of their
favourable! xlr_er. The reason is almost too trade,--the useofit, in a case of such vital im-
obvious to bear mentioning. Every man is a portance cannot reasonably be expected to be
gainer by the efficiency of these securities: spared.
no man can entertain a hope of being a gainer I_stract_onal.
from their absence, or their inefficiency.

ART. 30. II. Look next to a pure and ab-
Instructional. solute Monarchy. So as the power of depre-

AaT. 26. One class, and that the only one, darien and oppression, to the use of himself
by which a_ unfavourable reception will natu- and such instruments and favourites as, fro_
rally be given to it, is the Lawyer class : and, time to time, it may please him to let L-ifor a
even in their case, not to the whole system,-- participation in the benefit of that same power,
but only to that part of it which applies to the remains unchanged,--security against abuse
Judicial Department. of power by all other functionaries, so far

from being to the Monarch a sure object of
I_tru_tional. ExemI)l_vational. displeasure, will naturally enough be an object

ART. 27. For exemplification and iustruc- and source of satisfaction in his eyes. Dcpre-
l_ion,look to the Anglo-American United States. darien committed by them to their own profit,
In that seat of good govcrnment,_by that will be to him so much loss: for, the greater
class, and by that alone, is a system of autho- the spoil taken by them, the less remains for
rized depredation kept in exercise st the ex- him : and, as to oppression as well as dopre-
pense of all the other classes : accordingly, for dation,--by whatsoever is committed by them
no system of securities, the tendency of which in gratification of their own appetites, discon-
is to lessen the amount of evil from that source, tent is produced and secret enmity_ from which
can any favourable reception be reasonably ex- he has never anything to hope, and always
imetod at such hands, more or less to apprehend : considering, as he

cannot but now and then consider, that his life
I_rud_. F._cempl_fw_t_o_. is at the mercy of every man who will risk

A_T. 28. Of the ascendancy of this class the his own life for the hope of destroying that of
cause is--that when the people east off the the supposed author of his sufferings.
other parts of the English yoke,--neither time, I_struet_osal.
_or the state of appropriate intellectual _pti-
rude on the part of leading men, admitted of ART. 31. In this case, the misfortune is_
their casting off', except in here and there an that, of the aggregate mass of securities against
easily detached t_a_nent, that party which, abuse of power in funetianaries_ the greatest
1ruder the name of CommonLair, had, by those part, as has been, and will be further seen,
of the l_In_s creatures and instruments, by unavoidably depends upon the power of the
whom were occupied the chief judicial situs- Public-Opinion Tribunal : and a Monarch will
tions, been gr_lually imposed upon the restof always be fully senslble, to the difficulty which
the eommunity,_for their own benefit, in sub- there cannot but be, in allowing that anthori-
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ty to oppose its force to abuse of power, in such securities to the legislative and adminis-
the shapes in which it appears to him that he trative departments. Not altogether so in re-
would be a sufferer by it,---without seeing and gard to the judicial department. For, to suell
feeling tlmt same force acting against that a degree, on the part of their subjects_ for
same a_bnse, in the shapes in which the whole want of appropriate civil law judicature and
or the greatest part of the profit from it is procedure, does security for property remain
reaped by himself, deficient,--that by the deficiency the quantity

of the matter of wealth capable of being ex-
I_tr_tional. tracted from them, is manifestly diminished.

A_T. 32. To come to particulars : Security The consequence is--that, supposing appro-
against abuse of power on the part of the Le- priate legislation and judicature capable of
gislative authority,--no such Monarch can, of being established_ with such effect as to give
course, be naturally expected to endure : for increase to the quantity of wealth so extracti-
his is the Legislative authority. Not so as to ble, and at the same time without giving to
his subordi_tes, all or any, in the Adminis- the Public-Opinion Tribunal any such power
tration Department: not so, as to his subordi- as would oppose a sensible check to the pro-
rmtos even in the Judiciary Department : for, fitable and indispensable abuse of power in
of appropriate aptitude in both those depart- the other departments,--a system, of good ju-
ments, his absolute power enables him to reap dicature and correspondent legislatian, might,
for himself the full bsuetlt : while, olt every not altogether without reason, be expected to
occasion on which, in his view of the matter, find, at least among the most enlightened of
it threatens to oppose obstacles to his will,-- that same body, its advocates.
he can extinguish it, or completely guard him- A circumstance ttmt contributes to render
self against the effects of it. Not altogether •such a result the less improbable is--that, as
without reason, therefore, may he be expected to those situations, in which, in cases regarded
to give acceptance--if not to all securities as the most important, judicial power is exer-
against abuse of power in those departments, cised,---tbe power of location is in the hands
---_t lcast_ to all such securities as can be em_ --not of these same aristocrats, but of the
ployed, without giving, to the Public-Opinion Monarch ; and, by the depredation exercised
Tribunal, an influence, capable, in his eyes, of to so vast an amount by those creatures of
opposing obstacles to any such depredation and their saperior, the sub-aristecratical creatures
oppression as it may happen to him to feel dis- of the aristocratical rulers a_e sufferers with-
posed to see committed, out being gainers.

I_ructlo_l. Instructional.

A1aT.33. IIL Look now to pure aristo- AV.T.35. IV. Look lastly to mixed Mon-
cracy. Look, in a word, to British India: for, archy : composed, as above, of a mixture of
though a controlling power is in the hands of Monarchy and Aristocracy : the one and the
the mixed monarchy to which the members of few sharing between them the absolute power:
that same aristocracy are subject,---yet it is but, in proportions at all times variable ; be-
by themselves that all the details of Govern- cause, at all times, depending upon and varying
ment in the way of legislation are carried on. with the degree of vigour in the Monarch's
Securities against abuse of power on the part mind, and the direction taken by it. In this
of the Legislative authority, they cannot rca- case, the horror of all such securities is natu-
sonably be expected to endure; for they them- i rally, not to say necessarily, universal on the
selves are Legislators. So neither against part of both : into no one department of Go-
abuse of power on the part of oocupante of verument will the idcaofany application made
situations in the Administrative depaztment: of them he endurable. The Monarch cannot
for, by themselves, or by those in providing abuse his power to his own benefit without
for whom they provide for themselves, are those their concurrence ; nor therefore without suf-
same situations occupied : accordingly, ruin is fering, and even, upon occasion_ helping, them
the universally expected and most effectually to make abuse of power to their benefit : they
denounced lot, of all who should presume to cannot abuse their power to their own benefit
bring to light, or hold up to view, within the without his concurrence, as above. The ruling
tteldoftheir power, any instance of such abuse: o_ cannot keep his subjects under a system
all this under the eye and to the perfect saris- of regulated plunderage, without letting in the
tb_ion of the superior autherity_the King's sub-ruling or co-rulingf_v for a proportion of
Board of Control--whoce care it is, to whatso- the plunder: they cannot get in that same
ever else they apply this same control, not share r but either through his hands or with
to apply it to depredation, to oppression, or to his concurrence. He cannot extort a m_lion
that power by which complaint is stifled_ and a-year for the gratification of _is own appe-
misery thus maximized, titus without keeping the official establish-

ment filled with overpaid offices, needless
Ins_ruetio_L officos, and sinecures, to the amount of ulo

Ajar. _4. Thus irremedi_ly adverse are they terlor millions shared by them among them-
naturally rendered, to the application of all selves. He cannot keep up a vaat and aeed-
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less permanent military force on both elements men's, in others of one man's, time,--not only
without sharing among them the offices, mill- can do, but is habitually employed in doing,
tary and civil, belonging to it. that which, in the two chambers called Ho_

of Parliament, if in those places it could be
Im_'_wtionaL done at all, would cost months, not to say

ArT. 36. On the other hand, legislative as- years, to do in those forms, without which
_emblies, the proceedings of which cannot be validity might be questionable, and disobe-
carried on without a certain degree of publi- dience not improbable. So much for time :
city, being of the essence of this form of Go- then, as to words, issued from a bush of arti-
vernment, it can'aot, easily, if at all, be carried flcial hair, a word or two, such as consFiracy,
on without suffering the Public-Opinion Tri- 7hr{_ianity,bla_Fhemy, libel, hurt to feelings,
burial to be in existence, and to exercise, with ,onos mores,---can convert innoxious acts into
more or less effect, and with much more than crimes, punish men at pleasure and without
under a pure Monarchy, its abuse-restraining warning, banish security from property, sub-
and tutelary power. For, in every such as- stitute secret judicature to public, stifle all
sembly, there will of course be at all times complaint, bar out all redress ; take children
two parties, contending against one another out of the hands of fathers; engage booksellers
for such parts of the plunderage as are at the to cheat printers,--extinguish llterary property
disposal of the Monarch, and for all such other in a book without looking at it. Banish seeu-
power as is open to competition : and their rity from property _. Yes : and not only from
sole means of contending with one another is, all property, but from whatever else possesses
on all occasions, a virtual appeal, more or less value : for wherever by the n_me of Common
explicit, to the will and undefinable power of Law, Judge-n_ad_ law reigns,--security is an
the people, say, to the Public-Opinion Tribu- empty name.
hal, by which that same saving power is exer-
cised, l_truat{onal.

ART. 39. Add to this the service rendered
fnstrucZ_onal. !to Legislators in their individual capacity, by

ARt. 37. Think now--whether, under any the impunity secured to them in the charge-
such form of government, for any efficient sys- ter of Magistrates :---conferred thereby and
tern of Securities for appropriate aptitude on established by Common Law, behold accord-
the part of the Members of the Official Estab- ingly a power of oppression too enormous to
lishment in the several departments, Legisla- be assumed and established by Statute Law.
tire, Administrative, and Judicial ; and, in
particular, for that moral aptitude by which, Instruvtlo_aL
in proportion as it has place, needless expense -M_. 40. Under this form of government,--
is excluded,--anything like a favourable re- thusconvenientlyassistant,nottosaynecessary,
ception can on any reasonable grounds be ex- to abuse of power in the Legislative and Ad-
peered. Can it in the Legislative Department _. ministrative, is an unrestrained and correspon-
No : for, between the Monarch and the Aris- dent abuse of power in the Judiciary deparb-
tocracy all legislative power is shared. Can ment : in this state of things, whether in or
it in the Administrative Department _ No: for any one of the three departments any
for there likewise, through the same channels, efficient securities against such abuse have,
afforded by overpaid places, needless places, under this same form of government, any
sinecure places, pensions for retreat, and pen- much better chance of finding acceptance th_n
sions without even that pretence, whatsoever in or for any other, must be left to experience
portion of the matter of wealth can be extorted to declare.*
from those by whose labour it is produced, is
shared among these same self-styled pure, and I_strucfional.
too indisputably exalted, hands. ART. 41. Securities here provided for ap-

I_truct/ona/.
The course of experience here alluded to, is it

A_. 88. Can it in the Judiciary _ No : for not sufficient? Add then one fact more, with the
_ithout any the least trouble or odlum,--by votu_s, as the phrace is, spokenby it. In a work,
the hands of their necessary and dependent now for upwsrds of a twelvemonth pastpublished,
instruments_the higher class of Judges, the and repestedly advertised,_ a knot of English
three superior classes of functionaries_King, Judges, under the immediate authority, and to the
Lords, and Commons---can carry on, and reap vast profit of the heads of the law,_that is to ssy,

of allt_beJudges,--and in conjunction with a set
the pl_oflt of, abuse of power in cases to an in- of professional lawyers, whom, as is sbo_n, they
definite extent, in which, by so opero_e a m_- have even forced into the sonfedersey,---lmve beenchine as that of Parliament, fear of shame, of proved to be in the constant and long*continued
public discontent, of resistance, of the trouble practice of a crime--" obtainment of-money by
of getting through the forms--would concur fal*epretences"--forwhich, byan Actofthe Legi_
in preventing their carrying it on with their
own hands. In • ehsmber called a Court of * Indlcah'ons respceti_ Lord j_ktou, (col. v. p.
Jvat/o_--half a minute_in some eases, of four 3480
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propriate aptitude in the situation of members two or three years, reckoned from the expira-
of the Legislative Body, are these-- tion of the last preceding term of service, as

per section 25, JT_/ocable tr_,o : Section 26,
l_truvt_o)ml. Wro_f_l e_du_ion obviated: that choice of

ART. 42. I. Fo_ appropriate aptitude in all persons who have had experience, and of whom
its branches taken together-- experience has beenhad,maynever be wanting.

1. Lovators, those whose interest it is that 5. General responsibility of the whole body)
the happiness of the greatest number be maxi- and its several members, as per section 2, Re-
mized: as per Ch. ii. ENDS and MEANS: Ch. _onsibility, and seetion23,Self-sup_detivef_nc_
iii. SOVEREmWrr, IN WHOM : Ch. vi. section tieR, and Ch. v. CONSTIrt_TIV_, section 6) ,_eVW-
4 to 13 inclusive: condition and number of r_ties against ]Legislative, _c.
the locating Electors. 6. Special causes of temporary secrecy ex-

2. General responsibility, as per section 2, cepted,---publieity of legislational sittings) as
l_e_onslbil_ty, per section 21, Sitti_. s, publ_ and secret.

3. Shortness of term of service in each Elec- 7. Publicity, permanent as well as imme-
tor : namely, no more than one year, as per diate, given--to the part taken by the several
section 14, with the accidental addition of the members, on the occasion of each motion, as
fragment of another, as per section 22_ Term per section 29, Members' Motions. Art. 6.
of service, contln_avcc. 8. Securities for appropriate aptitude, on the

4. Non-relocability, till after the lapse of part of all subordinate gunctionariea,--in the
severalother departments, administratioaal and

lature,a expressed in the_ very words, men at large ]udieiaryf---without whose concurrence scarcely
have, for near a century past, been consigned to can any considerable evil be produced by the
imprisonment, transportation, or the pillory, at the ordaining body. See the sections intituled So-
option of another set of Judges belonging to the cu_'ities, _fc., in the chapters,, headed Ch. vii
sameJudieatory. Of the establishment of this de- PRI_E MINISTER--Ch. ix. _IINISTEns COLLEC-
monstration, what has been the consequence ? Pro- rIVRLY--Ch, xii. JUDICIARY COLLECTIVELY--Cb.
secution of the accused ? No. Prosecution of the xxv. LOCAL HEAD_tEN--Ch. xxvi. LOC_L RE-
accuser ? No : for by such prosecution the accused, GISTRAns.
with their guilt upon their heads, would be dragged
into the broadest daylight: and though there is Instructional.
but one accuser, yet it is from published works of
ether persons in considerable number, that the facts ART. 43. I I. Securities, applying more par-
constitutive of the matter of ae_cnsation are derived : ticularly to morn/aptitude.

what was done by the accusation being an indica- 1. Provision made, against corruption in
tion given of the beating of the law upon those same every shape, as per section 19, _nuneratio%
facts. Meantime, by all Parliament men, by all and, by constancy of appropriate occupation,
Judges, by all professional lawyers of all classes,-- to the exclusion of time for corruptive inter-
it is either read or heard of: it is known to be true,
and. as if by universal eonsent,--regarded, or turned course, as per section 18, ._t_e_/anve; section20, _4 ttendance and Ro_u_eratlon.
a_ide from, in the most perfectly uninterrupted 2. In case of delinquency, punibiUty at thesilence.

All this while, the more deeply and more mani- hands of succeeding Legislatures, as per see-
festly the members of this section of the rMingfew, tier 28, Legislation _ena_ JudicaZory.
are plunged in the habit of those transgressions, a 3. Special security provided against mutual
single act of which suffices to consign any one of disturbance to members, during Legislational
the subject _a_y to punishment and infamy,-- Sittings ; as per section 16.
the louder are they in that chorus of protestations, 4. All-comprehensive subjection to the tote-
and self-eulogies, and mutual certificates ofimpee- lary power of the l_ubliv-Opinio_ Tribunal,
eabillty, in which, if there were any approach to through the instrumentality of the LF_ISLA-
the truth, all security against deficiency in appro-
priate moral aptitude, not to speak of intel/evtucd TOR'S INAUGURAL DECLAI_TION) as per Ch. vii.
and ac_'ve, would be needlessly and uselessly vex_ Instructional.
_ous.

Never, till the people have opened their eyes ART. 44. III. Securities, applying more
wide, never till they have lifted up thezr voices particularly to intellectual aptitude.
likewise in full chorus--glving at once support, l. Exceptions excepted, original ]ocability
confldenco, and ulterior impulse to whatseever men of all persons without distinction by the re-
in pewertheir goedfortunemayhavelistedintheir spective Electoral Bodies.
service,--no, never will the plague of la-_ryers be 2. After the expiration of the preparation
stayed. Pruning ? Yes, that they will peradven- period, as in the case of Ministers and other
tore consent to ; but, by appropriate pruning, this functionaries belonging to the Administrative
poison tree, like any other tree, is not destroyed, but Department, as per Ch. ix. MINISTERS COLLF_C-
fructified and preserved. TIVELY, section16, Loeab/_ _o,---sele persons

Folly alone can expect criminality in high places
to take flight, so long as it continues not only un- locable, those by whom proof of appropriate
Imnished but respected: respected, and even, in aptitude has been given ; namely_ by means of
_nrms prescribed by itself, worshipped, the Exaz_i_a$1onJ_divatorythereby organized.

3. Prevision made, for all comprehensiveness
• 30 G. II. Ch. 24, sec_ 1. of appropriate information) as per Ch. viik
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PRI_E M_NiSrmt, section lO, Rrgistr_on Sys- mediately after the notification made by the
turn, and section 1 l, Publivatio_ System; Ch. Election Clerk of the person in whose favour
ix. MINISTERS COLLECTIVELY, section 7, Stati_/c

f_/on; Ch. xii. JUDICIARY COLLECTIVELY,Sec* the assumed llne of rectitude. But, in the exer-
tion 14, P_blicity-recordation publication; Ch. else given to its power, the Publio-Cq_inion Trl-
xxi. iMMEDIATE AND APPELLATE JUDICIARY burial neither is, nor ought to be, nor ca_ be, fet-
REOTSTRAgS ; Ch. xxvi. LOCALR_GISTRAgS ; Ch. tered, by those formalities, by which the exercise of
vi. LEGISLA_RE, section 27, Legislation in- thepower of the legal sanction ought everywhere to
_luiryJud_oatory" be, and to a certain degree is everywhere restricted.

4. Provision made, for giving to fresh enact- Under the sort of law established and enforced
by the power of the moral sa_ction_--the penalty,

merits, on their introduction_ the most apt form, for transgression in whatsoever shape, is forfeiture
in respect of the conjunct qualities of correct- of a correspondent degree of popularity : and no
hess, comprehensiveness, clearness, conciseness, formality of trhtl is necessary to the giving cxecu_
or say succinctness, and methodicalness,--and tion and effect to this forfeiture.
without diminution of appropriate power,--as Take here an example. For the purpose of an
per section 29, Members' Motions: and on the indisputably necessary branch of servlce,--the Le-
responsibility ofasubordinate Minister,located gisluture allots (suppose,) a somewhat larger sum
for this purpose; as per Ch. xi. MI_I_rERS thancould have been necessa_/ :--for no such im-
SEPARATELY, section 2, l_egislati_n _IinL_ter. propriety of conduct, without preponderant evil in

5. Provision ma_le,,in respect of those same the shape of dissension and danger of civil war,
could those who joined in the allotment be subject-

qualities, by needful legislative interpretation ed to legal punishment, as per section 28, l_jis-
and special amendment, _ccording as the need lation Penal Judgcatory, at the hands of their sue-
is brought to view in the course of Judicature: eessers. But, in the case of a general habit of
as per Ch. xii. JUDICIARY COLLeCTIVELY. Sec- profuseness, an excess of this sort would, by the
tion 19, Judges' contested-inte_Tretat_on rune- public mind, be carried to account, and contribute
t/o_. Section 20, Judges' eventually-e_nda- to the formation of a body of displcasure_ by the
¢_refunction. Section 22_ Jud_jer' preinterpre- aggregate weight of which, the popularity and in-
tire f_nction, fluenee, of the persons in question, might at length

be sunk.
ln_tru_tiomd. So, in the case of unfriendly deportment, in this

or that pro-titular instance, towards this or that
ART. 45. IV. Securities, applying more par- ! foreign power. Of misconduct in this shape, the

ticularly to appropriate active aptitude, natural tendency would be--to produce, in the first
1. Provision made, for the uninterrupted sit- instance, an interruption of intercourse in the corn-

tings of the Legislative body: as per section l, mercial and other mutually useful shapes, and utti-
Powers and du$ie$; and section 18, .d_t_ndanve. mately perhaps of war. Other examples more ira-

2. Provision made, for the uninterrupted at- pressive might not improbably be found ; but, for
tendance of each Member, as per section 18, the explanation of the generaldesign, these (it is
..4$t_ndance, and section 20_ .dttendance and believed) will be found sufficient.
.Remuneratioa; or, in ease of accident, by a De- Upon the whole, the instrument may be consi-
pate of his choice, and for whom he is respon- dered as a sort of Moral Code, ad._pted to the
sible : as per section 23, Self-suppletive funo- situation of Legislators; and as containing a sortof map of the field of legislation.
t/on. A moral disease, with the seeds of _hich, most

if not all opinion-professing instruments in usv
CHAPTER VII. have hitherto been talnted, and contributed toino-

culate is--insictcerity; and, besides the bad effec_
LEGISLATOR'S INAUGURAL DECLARATION._: thereby produced on the whole moral frame,--thls

vice, in so far as, on the occasion here in question,
SECrmN I. it has place, fails of producing the particular effect,

.z4u_l_enticat_on, ]tow. for the production of which it was designed.For this reason it is, that, in the Code, as ahove_
_'naeCirz. care is taken to allow each individual, on ta_ing

the Declaration, to give equal publicity to a noti-
ART. 1. In the front of the Election District fication of his dissent as to any article or articles

Office, in face of the assembled multitude, ira- at pleasure : for which purpose, he will also, if so
minded, have made known, antecedently to the

Of a formulary of this sort, the chief use is to Election, any such dissent, proposed amendment_
keep the Legislative and other constituted antho- or explanation, to Electors, to em_ble them to give
rities in the more effectual subjection to the Con- their votes accordingly. For want of such openly
stitutive: to wit, by means of the Power of the declared reservation, decorations of this sort are
moral sanction, as exercised by the Public-Opinion apt to be regarded as no better th_n empty forms:
Tribunal, and the n_tter, instead of being mended, is but

The points here enumerated are in general such, made worse, by giving to the dsetar_tion the deno-
that, in relation to them,--more especially in the min_tlon of an oa_.
ease of persons in the situation in question,--the Note as to structure of ssntenees. In contrs-
force of the legal sanction cannot, in the nature of riety to the general rule, as prescribed by gener_l
the case, be brought to bear, in such sort, as to utility by which lengthiness in sentences is, on the
subject men to punishment under the uwme of score of obscurity, interdicted,--in the present in-
puni_ment, for aberr_tinn_ in _ dirretion, from stance, the ratioci_tive matter is imbedded in, or
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majority of the votes has been declared,--tile to a separate paper : which paper, if published_
person so elected will, in token of assent, read will be published by himself_ and at his own
aloud with his name thereto subscribed, the expense.
_egialator's In_ug+tr_l D_lar_ion, in all the
several words in and by which it stands ex+ _n_ructioTt_.
pressed in the sections hereinafter following. ANT+5.Lest, by any such exceptions, amen_

meats, or explanations, dissent to the es+enee
E_zcwtive. of the declaration should, under pretence of

AnT. 2. In case of unavoidable absence on assent, be virtually expre_sed,--a_y other
his part, by reason of sickness or other a_ci- member of the Legislative Body n_y, at the
dental cause,---as also to provide for the case, time that such supposed virtually dissenting
in which, without his knowledge, or without member is taking his seat, move that he may
his consent, he has been proposed to be elected be c_nsidered as virtually refusing to officiate
as if he had been a candidates--any person,-- as member thereof: whereupon, if such be the
acting on his behalf, with his consent, and in judgment of the Assembly, his election will be
proof thereof, producing an exemplar thereof, declared of no avail, and the appropriate ar-
signed by the proposed member, as above,-- rangements will be taken for the election of
will, upon declaring_ on his responsibility, the another deputy in his stead.
cause of such absentation, be admitted to read
the Inaugural Declaration in his stead: say- S_.CTm_IL
ing. immediately before the commencement of
such his re_ling--" I¢ (mentioning his name,) 1. Ends ai_+ed at.
at fne desire of A. M. (mentioning the mere- I, A. L. in testimony of my attachment to
ber's name,) read this his Inaugural I'_.clara- the principles of the Constitution, do hereby
tion in his stead : and it is his desire, that the make the solemn declaration following :
,¢ords of it be considered as L;s as effectually 1. I recognise as the aU.vo_nprehe1+sire,and
as if it had been by himself that they were only right and proper end of Government, the
..end." i greatest happiness of the greatest number of

the members of the community : of all without
Enacti_e. Ratiocinative. exception, in so far as possible: of the greatest

ART. 3. For prevention of insincerity, and number on every occasion on which the no-
that it may be left without excuse,--any per- ture of the case renders it impossible, by rea-
son so elected may, in manner following, sub- : dering it matter of necessity to make zacrific_
join to the so attested exemplar of his Decla- of a portion of the happiness of a few_ to the
r_tion, any such exceptions, or say expressions greater happiness of the rest.
of partial dissent, and any such supposed 2. I acknowledge, as and for the specAfiaan4
amendments, and explanations, as he thinks d_rect ends of Government, these which fol-
fit. low :--

I. Positive ends--maximization of subsis-
Enac_ive. I_tru¢_ioaaL tence, abundance, security against evil in every

ART. 4. In this case, whatsoever be the shape,--againstevilfromeverysouree: against
words or clauses from which he means to state physical calamity, against human hostility;
himself as dissenting,--or to which he is de- against hostility from external, against hosti-
sirens of seeing any proposed amendment made lity from internal,adversaries; against hostility
or explanation given,--ho will give indication from internal resistible adversaries; against
of them, by enclosing them respectively in hostility from internal irresistible adversaries:
brackets, with a numerical figure, letter, or tbr such, so long as they rule, and in proper-
other mark ofreference, whieh will accordingly tion as they rule ill, are evil rulers: such,-
be repeated at the commencement of such his unless by apt arrangements debarred from all
statement, hope of sinister success,--are and ever will bQ

At the same time, and in the same way, he all rulers everywhere.
will, if so minded, declare the considerations, II. The all-comprehensive negative and ¢_+
which_ in the character of rea_o_, have been lateral end of Government I acknowledge to
the causes, by which such his dissent, or indi- be--avoidance or minimization of expense in
cation of supposed amendment, or requisite every shape : in the shape of money; in the
explanation, has been produced. But, (to shape of unintended hardship ; in the shape of
prevent confusion,) in the exemplar in which intended hardship, intended for the purpose of
such his reasons are written, he will not he at punishment : minimization of expense,--as in
liberty to write more than [ ] lines the shape of punishment, so in the shape of
in any one page, referring the overplus, if any, reward and the matter of reward : seeing that_

without certain hardship and eventual punish-
ment, the matter of reward cannot be extracted

interwoven with, the ensctive and instrnctional: from the grasp of individuals, and pissed at
use, purpose, and rea_on,--the renderingit mani+
feet and undeniable, that this same ratiocinative the disposal of Government.
matter has been actually present to th_ mind, of I acknowledged--that, of a_l these indispen-
him whose approbation of it has been declared, suableends_ no one can be compassed, but by
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and in proportion to appropriate aptitude, on I offces, of all accumulation of offices in one
the part of the several functionaries of Govern- [ hand : numbering among dutiless offices every
ment : more particularly on the part of those ] case, in which, not serving in fact, a man
of the people's upper servants, of whom I am _serves in words, by deputy : the deputy beLug
one : appropriate aptitude in all its several / thus the working functionary_ the principal
shapes, moral, intellectual, and active: appro- [ an impostor, by whom money is obtained on
priatc intellectual aptitude, in its two several [ false pretence ;'nor moreover will I forget,
shapes--knowledge and judgment. Appro- ] that he who accepts a second offce, holding
priate _ral aptitude, I acknowledge, it will ] at the same time one, for the exercise of
be my own fault if, on any occasion, I fail to which, the whole of his disposable time may
invest myself with : namely, by taking for the eventually be requisite, manifests thereby his
guides of my conduct the several above-men- intention of neglecting the duties of one or
tioned ends: appropriate intellectual and a_ti_e both.
aptitude it shall be my diligent endeavour to On the subject of official pay,---never will I
invest myself with_ according to the measur_ cease to remember, that all pay, given to him
of my faculties, who would serve equally well without pay, is

These same uneontrovertible ends of allgood given in waste : that the less a man is content
government, I once more acknowledge accord- to receive, for taking upon himself the duties
ingiy, and in these few words bring together of an office, the more conclusive is the evidence
and recapitulate :--Greate_ hapl_ine_e ofgrea:_- given, of his relish for the functions of it : that
est numbe_ maximized; national subsistence, if, instead of receiving, he would be content to
abundance, security, and equality maxirMzed; give, money for the occupation, the evidence
ojfi¢_al aptitude maximized: exzger_e, in all would be still more conclusive,--the more so,
_mloes_minimized, the more he would be content to give for it :

that the higher the pay of an office is, the
SE_m._ III. greater the probability is, that the functions of

IL .dlopetites guarded aga_t, it may be the object of his abhorrence, andevery occasion embraced for avoiding the pain
On my guard I will accordingly, on every of exercising them : that, the higher the pay,

occasion, keep myself, against the power of all the stronger the temptation to substitute,--and
those appetites, to the sinister influence of the more surely adequate the means, ofsubsti-
which, the inalterable nature of my situation tuting,--as far as possible, to the services due
keeps me so constantly and perilously exposed : to the public, any such private occupations as
appetite for power, appetite for money, appe- to the individual are most agreeable : that, of
tire for factitious honour and dignity, appetite the quantum of pay that will be satisfactory
for vengeance at the expense of opponents_ to a man, no other man can be so good, a judge
appetite for ease at the expense of duty. as he : that, if a comparatively indigent man

Constant, in particular, will be my endea- is exposed to the temptation of breaking his
yours, to keep extinguished in my breast, all trust for money,--so is the comparatively opu-
appetite for respect in every shape in which lent man ;--who moreover with more expen-
it is factitious. To pre-eminent respect at the sire habits_ has proportionably augmented
hands of the community at large, I ackuow- means of engaging accomplices and protectors:
ledge no other title, than what is constituted and that, as universal experience demonstrates,
by pre-eminent service :---service, proved and the most extravagantly paid of all functionaries
made universally manifest, by appropriate have, everywhere, and at all times, been the
evidence. In the mass of those honours, or, most extravagant of prodigals_ and the most
as they are also called dignities, which are rapacious of depredators.
factitious,---I behold an instrument of unme- Bearing in mind, that no desirable office, and
rlted triumph in the hands of those who share in particular, that no lucrative office, can have
in them, of unjust depression on the part of place anywhere, without being a source of cur-
all besides : the work of imposture, on the part ruption ;---of corruptingness in him by whom it
of him by whom the draught for respect is is eonferrible_ofeorruptedness in him bywhom
drawn ; of folly_ on the part of him by whom it is receivable ;--bearing this in mind,--I will,
it is paid. _ were it only for this reason, keep my attention

steadily bent, on the means of minimizing_as
Sscrm._ IV. well the number, as the pay, of all such offices:

never ceasing to remember, that, as waste pro-
IIL Economy and Un_o,rr_lOtionProrated. duces corruption, so does corruption waste ; till

Unremitted shall, on every occasion, be my thus, by depredation, oppression, and dissipa-
care, and my exertions, to keep the official tion, the body politic is exhausted_ debilitated,

establishment clear of all those drains, by i destroyed.
which, in exorbitant excess, the substance of In particular, in no act of waste, in no act
the people is drawn into the coffers of self- of corruption, will I ever participate, under any
seated rulers, or unfaithful stewards : clear such cloak, as that of a _on of retreat
of all needless offices, of all useless offices, of never ceasing to remember, on how widely dif-
all overpay of overpaid offices, of all dutiless ferent a footing stands every such grant from
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that of the compensation, grated to military tude are found by individuals at their own ex-
men, for disablement incurred in military sor- pcuso, all provision for that purpo_, at the
vice: knowing, and duly considering, that no expense of the public, is probable corruption,
such pay without service is ever received or as well as certain waste.
looked for, by him whose means of subsistence
are composed of the retribution received by S_'TIo_ V.
individuals for services rendered toindividuals;
remembering, that no physician has any pen- IV. _N'otor/eCyof La_ to oll, _.
sion of retreat from his patients, handicraft Mindful, that a portion of law, in relation
from his employers, or shopkeeper from his cus- to which, in proportion as it is known, it is
tomerS,--noryetisthore anywantofphysicians, known that execution will not be given to it,
handicrafts, or shopkeepers, is no better than a dca_l letter ; and that &

As little, under any such notion as that of law, in relation to which, while by some it is
affording he,war to the nation, d/g_i_y to its known, by others it is not known, that execu-
functionaries, encouragement to piety,to learn- tion will be given to it, is so much worse than
ing, to arts, to sciences, and in particular to a dead letter as to be a cruel snare,--my sin-
fine arts, or merely curious sciences or literary cere endeavours shall at all times be directed,
pursuits,---as little, under any such delusive to the keeping the field of Government clear
pretence, will I concur in laying burthens on of all such snares.
the comparativelyindigentmany, for the amuse- To this end, my anxious attention shall, at
ment of the comparatively opulent few: at their all times, be applied,--not only to the scour-
own expense will I leave them to pursue the ing, to the text of the law, at all times_ an ex-
gratification of their own tastes, tent corresponding and equal_ to that of the

In the application made of punishments, whole aggregate of the obligations to which
never will I concur, in afflicting with factitious the people stand s_bjected,---but also to the
affliction, a fellow-citizen, for no other-cause keeping the whole mass of the law itself in
than that of his differing from myself, or from such sort methodised and divided into parts_
others, on a matter of opinion, or on a matter as that each individua_may have in hand every
of taste. No such privilege will I arrogate to portion of law in which he has a special lute-
myself as that of deciding what things he shall rest in any shape, clear as possible of all mat_
or shall not believe, or by what things he shall ter in which he has not any such interest : the
or shall not be pleased. By no such means whole, in a form as clear, correct, complete_
will I ever seek to constitute my opinion the concise_ and compact as possible : those parts
standard of other men's opinions, my taste the of it, in which all persons have an immediate
standard of other men's tastes, interest being, under all the variations which

Never, on the occasion of the treatmcut to it may happen to them to undergo, kept in
be given to delinquents,--never will I suffer such a state, as that they may, without diffi-
myself to he guided by any other wish or rule, enlty, form the matter of the earliest lustful-
than that by which a surgeon is guided in the tion administered in schools.
treatment given to his patients. No more will
I be guided by anger in the one case, than he SECTIONVI.
is in the other. Never will I concur in ad-
ministering, to any such patient of mine, pain, V. Ju_e, _wcess/bZeto aU, pr_n/sed.
in any quantity, exceeding the least, that, in Mindful I shall ever be--that the services
my eyes, is sufficient, for preserving the whole of Judicial functionaries, are the only instru-
community, himselfiucinded_from pain in some ments, by which execution can be given to the
greater quantity, law, and security or redress to the eitizen_

In my endeavours for the maximization of against injury in any shape at the hands of in-
official appropriate aptitude, on the part of the ternal adversaries.
several functionaries of the state in their seen- Mindful, that upon this as upon any other
ral situations,---I will not forget the keeping sort of instruments, to impose a tax, is to deny
all candidates for ofllce, subjected, in the most the use of it to all who cannot pay the tax_
public and universally satisfactory manner, to and in this case to sell to all who can and will
the most demonstrative tests_ which, in the pay it, the power of employing the instrument
case of each Department, and each function in the destruction of those who cav_ot.
of that Department the nature of the duty Mindful, that the effect of this denial is the
admits of: nor, on the occasion of whatever same, whatever he the pocket that receives
provision may he made for their appropriate the produce of the tax.
instruction, will I be unmindful of the incon- Mindful_ that to impose any such injury-
testible truths--that the only etfectual security promoting sad security-denying prohibition, is
for appropriate aptitude with relation to any to sell to the rich the means of irresistible and
office, is the rendering such demonstration of unpunlshable aggression,_to deny to the poor
it an indispensable condition to the attainment the possibility of self-defence,----to establkh
of that same office,--and that, in proportion oppression, to join in depredation, and to pro-
as, in addition to adequate means, adequate duce by l_w the evils of anarchy.
inducements for the att_nment of such apti- Mindful, that every particle of needless de-
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lay and vexation, introduced or left by the bery, having murder for its instrument ; both
Legislator or file Judge, in the proceedings, operating upon the largest possible seale: rob-
produces the afflictive and prohibitive effect bery, ce_hmitted by the ruling few in the con-
of a tax, without the profit of it. quering nation, on the subject many in both

Mindful_ that where no intention of injury nations : robbery, of which, by the expense of
has place, on either side, the effect of every armament, the people of the conquering nation
such tax, and of every such neglect, is to heap are the first victims : robbery and murder, the
affliction upon affliction on both sides, guilt of which, as much exceeds the guilt of

Sensible I am, that a Legislator is accessory the crimes commonly called by those names,
to every injury, against which he withholds as the quantity of suffering produced in the
protection, as well as to every injury to which one case exceeds the quantity produced in the
he gives or leaves facility :--sensible, that he other.
is the accomplice of every oppressor and every Seeing, that in all war, it is only through
depredator, into whose handS he thus puts an the sides of the unoffending many that the
instrument of injury, or in whose power he guilty few can ever receive a wound,--never
places a victim, by keeping the means of re- will I, for any other purpose than that of ha-
dress out of his reach, tional self-defence, or receipt of compensation

Bearing all these things in mind,--I pro- for pecuniary damage actually sustained, con-
raise and declare, that, on no occasion shall sent to make war on any other State : nor yet
my diligent endeavours be wanting, to the for pecuniary damage, till all endeavours for
keeping at all times excluded from the system the obtainment of compensation, in the way of
of Judicature, not only every particle of ex- arbitration or other means less destructive than
pense purposely imposed, hut every particle of general war, are hopeless : nor unless, if not
needless delay and vexation, which, for want prevented by war, future injury from the same
of such attention_ may hal liable to have place, source as the past, is actually apprehended

by me.
SECTIONVII. Never will I consent to the receiving, under

the dominion of this our State,---even though
VI. frnTart_ality _n F,lec_mns, promised, it were at the desire of the inhabitants,--any
On the Election of the several Ministers, in portion of territory], situate at any such di_

the filling of whose situations a Member of stance from the territory of this State, as to
the Legislature has a vote,--namely, the Prime prevent any of the wants of the inhabitants of
Minister, the Justice Minister, and the Legis- such other territory, from receiving, at the
lation Minister,--Iwill_ on each oeeasion_after hands of the Supreme Legislature of this our
the fullest and most impartial inquiry and State, relief as effectual, as that which they
Consideration in my power,--with scrupulous could receive, were their places of habitation
fidelity, give my vote, in favour of that indi- situated within the pristiue limits of the terri-
vidual, in whom, in my judgment, the aggre- tory of this our State : regarding, as I do, all
gate of appropriate aptitude, in all its several such dominion, as no better than an instru-
branches, has place in the highest degree ; and ment, and device, for the accumulation of pa-
who accordingly is, in the corresponding de- tronage and oppressive power, in the hands of
gree, able and willing to give execution and the ruling few in the dominating State, at
effect to the ordinances of the Legislature, in the expense, and by the sacrifice, of the inter-
so far as guided by the principles in this my est and felicity, of the subject many, in both
Declaration manifested. States.

No recognition of superiority, on the part of
SSCTIONVIII. this our State, in relation to any other State,

will I ever seek to procure, or consent to re-
VII. fn International .Dealings, Justive and ceive : no factitious honour or dignity will I

.Benefioence, prorated, seek to procure, or consent to receive, for this
On the occasion of the dealings of thi_ our my own State, or any of its citizonsj at the

State with any other States,--sincerely and hands of any other State.
constantly shall my endeavours be directed to I acknowledge all honour to be false hon-
the observance of the same strict justice and oub all glory Sobe false glory, all dignity false
impartiality, as on the oeeasinn of the dealings dignity,--which is sought to be advanced, or
of the Legislature with its Constituents, and maintained, at the expense of justice, probity,

-ether its fellow-countrymen, of this our State. self-regarding prudence, or effective benevo-
Never will I seek to add, to the opulence lence: I acknowledge all such wordS to be

or power of this our State, at the expense of words of delusion, employed by rulers, for the
the opulence or power of any other State, any purpose of engaging subject citizens to consent_
otherwise than, in the competition between or submit, to be led, for the purpose of depre-
individual and individual, each may, without dation, to the commission of murder upon the
injury, seek to advance his own prosperity in largest scale : words, which, as often as they
preference to that of the other, are employed, will, in proportion as the eyes

All profit, by conquest in every shape, I ac- of men are open to their true interests, reflect
knowledge to be no other th_n robbery : rob- dishonour, more and more intense and exten-

f
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_ive, on al/these by wtmm they are thus era- that purpose but during the absolutely neees-
ployed, sary time,--never will I concur, in withdrawing

On every favourable occadon,--my endea- the proceedings of the Legislature, from the
shall be employed to the rendering, to view and scrutiny of the people : the people

the subjects, and for their sake to the consti- its Constitutional superiors: the people---the
tuted Authorities, of every foreign State, all only legitimate source of power : the people,
such positive good offices, as can be rendered by whose authority, for whose sake, and at
thereto, without its being at the expense of whose expense, all power, conferred by this
some ether State or States, or against the ourA_oustitut/on, has been created.
rightly presumable inclination, as well as at
the expense, of the majority of my fellow-coun- t S_crlo_ XII.
trymen, iu this our State .............

Never, by force or intimidation, never by I 2_1.._croacn_nent o_uvore_aCe.duthor_w._
prohibition "or obstruction, will I use any en- I _ur_a..
deavour to prevent my fellow-countrymen, or / Sensible, that, if duly fulfilled, the duties
any of them, from seeking to better their con- I specially attached to the situation of Member
dition in any other part, inhabited or uuinha- [ of the Supreme Legislative, never will or can
bited, of tlde globe. In the territory of this [ cease to be sufficient to occupy the whole of
State, I behold an asylum to all : a prison to a public man's disposable time,--and that no-
none. thing but disebedience_tardiness, inaptitude, or

casual and momentary want of tim% on the
SECTIO_IX. part of Subordinates, can create, on the part

of the Supreme Legislative, any such necessity
VIII. ImyartiedCty, i_ tt_ _eral e_ise of as that of assuming to itself, in the whole or

l_o_ver,promi_d, in part, business belonging to any one of their
On every occasion, in the exercise of this my several departments :--strictly and constantly

vocation, sincere and anxious shall be my en- will I keep myself on my guard against every
deavour, to keep my mind as clear as may be, such temptation as that of acting, without he-
of undue partiality in every sense: of partiality cessity, in any part of the field of service be-
in favour of any class or individual, to the in- longing to any one of those several subordinate
jury of any other : of partiality, through self- authorities ; sensible, how prone, for want of
regarding interest : of partiality, through in- such due caution, man in authority is to afford,
retest inspired by sympathy : of partiality, in this way, to the appetite for patronage and
through interest inspired by antipathy : more oppressive power, an irregular and mischievous
particularly will I be on my guard against gratification. Saying this, I have in mind, in
partiality in favour of superiors, to the preju- a particular and distinct manner, the funetions
dice of inferiors: of superiors, in whatsoever and branches of bnsines_ belonging to the
scale of comparison : opulence, pOwer, reputa- several Departments s'ebordinate to the Legi_
tiou, talent--natural or acquired, lataro ; namely, the Administrative, the Judi-

In my conduct towards my fellow-country- cial, and the Sub-legislative.
men, I will, on every occasion, in this my
situation, apply my closest attention to the ob- SEc_o.n XIII.

servance of the same strict rules, as if it were XII. ]_Nr_r_t]/, abjured.that of a Judge. Acting as a Legislator, I
acknowledge myself to be acting as a Judge ; Never, by deception or delusion in any shape,
bound, to the observance of the same inflexible --never will I seek, to compass any point,
impartiality in this ca_e as in that : bound-- either in the framing of Legislative ordinances
but by ties, as much stronger, as the number or other authoritative instruments, or in de-
of tim persons, whose happiness is at stake, is bate. In all such discourses, my endeavours
greater, shall be constantly directed to the giving to

them the greatest degree of tran._r_y, and
SECtiONX. thence of shnplieity, possible.

On every occasion, it shall be among the
IX. _4ssiduity, I_romi._. objects of my endeavours, to keep my own dis-

Mindful, that by absentation, half theetfeet course, and, as far as depends upon myself,
of a vote on the wrong side is produced, I will the discourse of others, as pure as may he from
not, on any oceasion_ by plea of sickness or the taint of fallacy : of fallacy in every shape ;
other excuse_ seek to exempt myself from the ! and in particular, in those shapes in which it
obligation of attendance, is delineated in the Table of Fallacios_ which,

to this purpose, is kept hung up, to serve as a
SEcrIo_ XI. perpetual memento, for the use of all hearers_

as well as of all speakers : of all personsjud_g-
X. _bord/nat/on to tAe Con_/t_tiw _/uthor/ty, lug, a_ well as of all functionaries judged.

Never, except for the avoidance of deter-
minate and clearly preponderant evilf-nor for
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S_crloN XIV. the functionary occupying so importaat a situa-

XIII. Arrogance, abjured, tion,---evil results in practice would, to no in-considerable amount, be liable to be produced
Acknowledging that I am but an Agent,

chosen by my Constituents, to bear a part in Ratiocinative.
the managing of such of their concerns, as the ARC. 6. 3[inister is from the Latin, and
nature of the case places them under an inca- means serran?. All functionaries belonging to
pacity of managing for themselves,--I arrogate the Administrative are, as such, servants--lo-
not to myself any superiority over them, or any cated and dislocable servants--of the LefiMa-
one of them, on that score, ture: so much for the word _31r_nister. ]n this

Of no power or influence attached to my same Department, of all other functionaries
situation, will I ever avail myself, to any such belonging to it, this functionary is the super-
personal and sinister purpose_ as that of ereat- ordDmte: so much for tbe adjunct-prinw. He
ing dependence, or exacting or receiving he- is, to those immediative servants of the Consti-
mage. To avoid wounding, by haughtines._ of tut_re, what_ in a Monarchy, the functionary
demeanour, the sensibility of such of my fel- i of this same name is to the Monarch. Thus
low-citizen% whose business brings them into i it is, that, with reference to one of those dff-
communication with me, shall be among my ferent authorities, his is subordinate; with
sincere and constant cares, reference to the other, superordinate.

l_atlociuatire.

CHAPTER. VIII. AnT. 7. For significance and adequacy, no
other denomination can compete with this.

I_RJr_EMI._'JSTFJt. By the Spanish denominatmn Gefe -politico
(Political Chief,)employed in some cases, super-

SEC'rlO._I. ordination only is presented to view : subordi-
nation, not.

Fields of Serf.ice.

ART. 1. Co<xtcusive with that of the Legis- I t_atiocinative.
lative is the Prime Milfister's local field of J ARc. 8. So as to the denomination Presi-
service. : dent: a denomination which, from thepreeedent

set in the Anglo-American United States, has
Enactlce. _been but too extensively adopted. To this

Aav. 2. Under the Legislature, to the Prime denominatmn, that same objection of _nadc-
Minister's logical field of service belongs, as : quatcne._%that is to say, of incon_pleteness,from
per Ch. iv. Art. 4 and 5, whatsoever portion I whence comes invorrectnea% applies with equal
of the Legislature's logical field of service does i force.

not belong to the.lud_ciary Department,headed i I_atioclnatlre.
by the Justice ,_$nister. For the particulars
of the Prime Minister's service in this field_ ! ART. 9. In the case of these same Unitc,t
see sections 2, 3, 4. States,--it is on another account inapposite.

To _oreside--from the Latin prce and sedeo--is
_E,rpos_t_re. to sit before, or above, a number of other per-

ART. 3. By the Prime Minister's logical field sons, who, in the same place, arc _-itting at the
of service, understand that ideal space, within same time. Now, this is what the President
which is to be found the aggregate of the sere- of the United States never does, nor ever can
ca/persons and things constituting the subject- do. He is on purpose, and to a very wise pur-
matter of the oloera_ions performed, and cor- pose, placed at a perpetual distance from Con-
respondent functions exercised by him,--toge- gross, the body with which he communicates,
ther with the aggregate of the operat_ons_ and from which he receives mandates. By
which he is empowered to exercise, in relation " ,_Ie_,_.Te" only--that is the word-- are ecru-
to those same persons and those same things, muuicatious to them made by him. Thence

Exl_os_t.,re. comes the good consequence that, never takingpart in their Debates, never does he expose
ART. 4. So, also, in the case of the several himself to those angry feelings and imputations

Ministers: as per Ch. ix. M_._isT_ns COLLie- of sinister conduct, from which, consistently
_I=/ELY. Section 2. _iinisters and Sab-delgart- with the nature of man, and the nature of the
t_cnt*, case, debates, especially when on political sub-

_at_ocinat'_re. jeers, can seldom be altogether free.

AR'r. 5. Question. -prime .Minister why thus Instructional
denominated _. ART. l 0. The conception, naturally presented

2/_. /{caucus. Because by this deno- by the name _President, to foreigners, is tha_
mination_ his situation is more appositely de- of a person sitting in Congress, presiding o_er
signated than by any other : and, by incorrect the proceedings of i_s two Assemblies, or one
ideas,--if associated with the denomination of of them, just as the sort of functionary, called
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in English the C_alrman, does in all formal his term ofservi_e, as per Section 5, in the altu-
meetings, private and non-official, as well as ation of Minister Principal, shall continue,
public and official. By men of the United until the operations preliminary to location,
States, this misconception has every now and as per Ch. ix. MZNISTEaSCOLLECZ_VELV,See-
then been noted as a mark of relative igno- tion 16, Locab/_ who, and Section 17, /accuSal
fence on the part of the thus misled foreigners, how, have been gone through, and no longer.
But the error, such as it is, lies, (it has been
seen,) at the door--not of the foreigners, but Enavtive.
of the natives. The foreigners take the word ART. 6. So likewise their respective subor-
of the natives, and by this confidence it is that dinates of ever)- grade.

they are led into the mistake. The natives, .Exposit_re.at the same time, lose the credit of the ar-
rangement, and the foreigners the benefit of ART. 7. Sus2oens_onis temporary dislovathna.
the instruction derivable from it: they even
receive mlsinstruction instead of it. Enactiee.

ART. 8. Imperative function. In the exer-
SEc'rm,n II. cise of this function, to him belongs the com-

mand in chief of the whole Land -Defens/v_
Functions. force. For its constituent parts, see Art. 8, 9,

and Ch. x. DEFENSIVEFORCE.
Enactive,

ART. 1. To the Prime Minister, exercisable v"Enavtlve"
within his logical field of service, belong the ART. 9. So, of the whole of the _qea1)efen-
functions following : namely, Mve force. As to this, see Ch. x. Section 16,

I..Executire function. Exercise is given to Sea .Defensive force. As to other funetions_
it, in so far as, within that same field, he gives see Section 3, _Relation to Legislatsre, and See.
execution and effect, to any ordinances, ema- tion 4, Self-su]oTtetivefunction.
hating, whether immediately or unimmediate-
ly, from the Legislature: thus giving corre- Enactlv¢.
spending execution and effect to the rightly ART. 10. Power in relation to grades. As
presumed will of the Constitutive. to those in the Radical or say Non-stipendiary

Laud force, or in one word 23Ii//t/a_ see Ch. x.
.Enact_ve. Section 3.

ART.2. II. D_rectlvefunction. In the exercise Enaet_re.
of this functiou,--by him, is the business of
the Administrative Department conducted: Ant. 11. As to those in the Ingrafted, or
by him, with the assistance of the several say Stipendiary Land Defensive force, or in a
Ministers and their respective subordinates, word the Stipendiary branch of the .d_'my,_
performed. Under his direction they all are. of every functionary thereto belonging, the
In their functions may be seen his functions, grade is at all times at his entire disposal.
For theirs, see Ch. ix. Section 4, and Ch. xi. Private or officer, he may at any time either
in the several sections headed by the names of locate, or to any superior situation, without
their respective officers, exception, promote. So also, to any co-equal

situation, transfer. So also suspend, or, sub-
Enactire. ject to appeal as per Art. 16. dislocate.*

ART. 3. Loeativefuneflon. In the exercise ]n_ruc_ional.
of this function, by him are the Ministers, all
of them, located. ART. 12. To be an apt possessor of this

function, it is not necessary that the function-
.Expositire. ary should be a military man. In the United

ART. 4. Promotion is location : location to States' Constitutional Code, these same offices
wit, in a situation higher than that which,
before such promotion, the person so promoted * Still more unlimited, according to the con-
occupied, struction put upon the clause in question, (namely,

United States' Constitu.ion, Article 11, Section ll,
.Enactire. Clause 1,) is, I have been assured by distinguished

ART. 5..Disloeat$ee function. In the ex- functionaries, the power understood to belong to
ereise of this function,--by him are the Minis- the President in relation to the whole defensive
ters, all of them, eventually dislocable :--pro- force of the Union, including Army and Nav:f of
vided that in the room of each one dislocated, the Union, and Militia of the severaJ States" whencalledinto the actu'_lservice of the United States."
a successor is by the same act, lest the service Yet, for this construction, the only support I can
of the Sub-department should be at a stand, find is that affordedby the words, " Com_a_er in
located: provided also, that any person who ch_fi" Edition of 1811. Bookseller, Jonathan
is then officiating, or has officiated, in the Forbes. Place, Winchester. Say more unllm_ted
situation of Depute in that same office, as per the power, because in that case there is no such
Section 4, may be so located_ in such sort, that Appeal clause as in the pre_nt c_e, by Art. 13.
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are given to the President : and_ since Wash- several Ministers have therein, see Ch. ix. ME[°
ington's time, no military man has borue that Nisr_ns COLLECTIVELY.Section 24, Lep/dat/o_
ott_ee: theobjectis--toplacetheforee, in case of rerJardi_funct/ons.
necessity, at his disposal. On any suehoecasion
he would act, of COurse,by professional advice. ]_nactive.

ARI'. 2. Exception is--if, on some extraor-
_nactive. dinary occasion, for the purpose of explan_-

ART. 13. So, as to the Stipendiary Sea De- tion, he has been invited or ordered by the Le-
feRsiveforce: or in ouewordSt_pemtiaryNavy, gislature to a personal conference.

.Enacti_. _nac_it_.

ARZ.14. Except it be in the actual presence ARZ. 3. On the occasion of a Message sent
of an enemy,---every such act of location, pro- by him to the Legislature, functions exercis-
motion, transference, dislocation, and suspen- able by him are the following:
eion, must, to be valid, be evidenced by an in- I. The Informa:ti_e: to wit, when an occa-
strument, authenticated by his signature ; or, sion occurs, on which the Legislature has need
if in the presence of an enemy_ as soon after- of information concerning a state of things,
wards as may be. the particulars of which would not otherwise

be so clearly, correctly, COmprehensively, and
E_act/_. trust-worthily learnt from any other quarter.

AztT. 15. Of every such instrument, exem-
plars* will, in the way of manifold wr_in:/, .Enactlve.
as per Section 9, be written and disposed of as ART.4. Examples are--
follows: i.A stateofthingsresultingfroma nego-
I.Kept inthePrimeMinister'sOffice,one. tiatienwithan Agentofany foreignpower.
2. Keptby thePrime Ministerhimself,one. 2. Factsindicativeof needof melioration,
3. Deliveredwith allpracticableprompti- intheconstitutionofany partof theOfficial

rudeto the functionaryso located,promoted, establishment,orinthe conductof any rune-
transferred, dislocated, or suspended, one. tionary thereto belonging.

4. Transmitted to the Registrar,--of the
Office, into, in, or from, which the location, _naetice.
promotion, dislocation, or suspension hes been ART.5. II. The Indicative or Sugge_ive func-
made, one. tion. In the exercise of this function, he pro-

S. In case of promotion,--transmitted to poses, in genercd terms, subject-matters for the
the Registrar of the Office, from which the consideration of the Legislature.T
promotion has been macle, one.

6. Transmitted to the Legislation Minister's Enacti_.
Ofllce_one. ART. 6. III. The Init_tive function. In

_'na_tir_. the exercise of this function, he proposes, in
terminis, the tenor of any proposed ordinance

ART. 16. Any person,---who, by any such or order, which, with or without amendment,
act of location, promotion, transference, dislo- appears to him to be in its purport, fit to re-
cation, or suspension_ regards himself as ag- ceive the Sanction of the Legislature.-_
grieved,--may, for redress, or clearance of his
character, apply as per Ch. ix. MINISTERSCOL- .E_t_ti_e.
Lr_rIVELY, Section 21, Oppression obviated. ART. 7- Of the exercise of this function, the
But, how completely soever cleared, by no de- effect may be produced by the Prime Minister,
cree of the Judicatory so Constituted will he either by Message in his own _me,--or
be relocated. Whether to relocate or not, the through the instrumentality of a Minister,
Prime Minister, on perusal of the evidence_ in the name of the Minister,--or through the
will, on his responsibility, determine, instrumentality of a Deputy_ in the mtme of

the Deputy.

Ssc-rlor_III. Er_active.

._ia_ tO t_ ._Urf_. ART. 8. For any definite and serious evil,
which can be shown to have had place, or to

Es_wt/v_ be in imminent danger of taking place, for
A_. l. Exceptions excepted, no otherwise want of his having given exercise to any one

than by epistolary discourse, to wit# by Mes- of the above functions, he is responsible.
sage, does the Prime Minister address the Le-
gislature. For reasons, see Section 1, Fields It_tructlo_.

_gislat_nterv/_,Art.9. No place has he in the Le- ART. 9. Exce_twhere_forreleaseik_mthis
Chamber. For the places which the responsibility, it may be advisable for him to

* [Ea/_a_s._ Notsepies_nor transvript_:they "_In the Anglo-Amerlean UnRed Sta_s, sach
being all alike o_gim_s, is the practice.
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communicate, by Message,---communicatlon by cases in whichcompensatloncannot have place:
the instrumentality of a Minister, in the name for example, where there is no individual
of the Minister, if consenting and approving, specially wronged. C_joensat_o_ut/ly : that is
will be the mere eligible course : to wit, in re- to say, to the purpose of being compelled to
spect of its leaving the _eedom of the Assem- yield compensation. 1)islocationally: that is
bty less exposed to disturbance, to say, to the effect of being dislocated.

.Enactive. Instru_ional. ART. 7. Within [ ] days after his owh
AnT. 10. IV. The Statistic functlon. In the location, a Prime Minister is expected to

exercise of this function, at the commencement locate such his Depute : and thereafter, imme-
of every year,--the Prime Minister will, in diately upon the dislocation of a In'eceding_ a
the form of a Message, lay before the Legisla- succeeding one.

tire Assembly, the general condition of the Euavfive.
State, according to his view of it, pointing
their attention, in general terms, to any mea- ART. 8. The instrument of location, with
cures which present themselves as conducing the year, month, and day of the month, will
to the conservation or the melioration of it. be signed by the principal, and in token of ac-

ceptance, by the Depute. Exemplars three :
S_CTmN IV. disposed of as per Section 1. Art. 15. Nos. 1,2, 3. -

JEnactive.
Se/f-sulrpleti_e .function.

ART 9. The Principal and the Depute will
Enactlve. not officiate at the same time. The power of

ART. 1. Lest the business of his office should this c4ficemust not, without necessity, be shift-
be at anytime at a stand,--to the Prime Minis- ed from hand to h_nd. If, on any day, an
ter belongs the power of self-supply; with the instrument has been signed by the Principal_
obligation of keeping it in exercise. It is ex- an instrument signed on that same day by the
ercised by the location of an at all times dis- Depute is of no validity ; unless on the sudden
locable ]gepute. incapacity or death of the principal : in either

of which events, in case of urgeney_ an instru-
_'x_)os/ti_. ment, signed by the Depute, stating the event

A_T. 2. By a 1.Pirate, understand in this and declaring the urgency, may bevalid. But_
case a functionary, _ho, being thus located in this ease, the Principal cannot act on the
and dislocable, exercises, on the occasions same day as that on which, by the act of his
on which the business would otherwise he at Depute, he has, as above, been declared inca*
a stand_ the functions belonging to the office; pubic.
location of subordinates excepted. ]_na¢five.

Enavtlve. ART. 10. On the decease of the Principal,
ART. 3. These occasions are-- the functions of the office, the locative except-
l. Inaptitude of the Principal, by reason of ed, as per Art. 2, are exercised by the Depute,

infirmity, whether of body or mind. until a successor has been located ; to wit_ as
2. Vacancy of the office, per Section 3, by the Legislature.

Enactive. Enactiw.

ARt. 4. Exception excepted, as per Art. 2, ART. 11. Disloeable at any time is the
to every branch of the service of the Principal, Prime Minister Depute by the Principal : as
does the power of the Depute extend, likewise by either of the authorities by which

the Principal is disloeable.
JEl_active. t_atiocinative.

ART. 5. Punitionally, as well as compensa- SrcTro_ V.
tionally and distoeationally, for the acts of the
Depute, is the Principal responsible. By ac- Term of Service.
ceptance of the office,--not simply for perfor- J_nactiv¢.
monte, but for apt and complete performance,
of the functions, does he contract : irrespensi- ART. t. Of a Prime Minister_ the term of
hie, he might safely commit anybreaeh of trust, service is [four] years.
in any shape, by the instrumentality of any Enactlve.
person consenting to subject himself to the risk.

ART. 2. No Prime Minister is re-eligible,
Expos/fiw. until there are in existence, at the same time_

ART. 6. Pttn_tlo_/: that is to say, to the out of whom choice may be made [two re
purpose of being subjected to punishment,--- three] quondam Prime Ministers, he being one.
mffering under the name of pu_/ah_wnt, over /_3tactire.
a*_d above the suffering produced by the exac-
tionofeompensatlo_: or, inlle, t of it_ in those ART. S. [ ] Days before the cessation
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of a Prime Minister's term of servive, the S_rlos VIII.
election is performed: as to which, see Sec-
tion 8. Located _.

l_nactive. Emzct_t_.

ARt. 4. If, antecedently to the expiration ART.1. Located is thisfunetionary, bythose,
of a Prime Minister's term of service, the to whose will it belongsto him to give execution
]Legislature has omitted to ra_ke a fresh Elec- and effect. He is located by the Legislature.
tion, the omission is, on the part of all by
whose default it has had place, an anti-con- Enactive.
stitutional offence, tending to substitute a Re- ART.2. Next after pronouncing respectively
presentative Democracy, Monarchy, or Axis- the Inaugural Declaration, as per Ch. vii. or
tocracy ; and, punitionatly, as per C2_. vi. their adhesion thereunto,--the Members of
Section 28, as well as dislocationally, every the Legislature proceed to vote for the Elec-
offender is responsible, tion of the Prime Minister. The votes are

given--first in the secret mode, as per Elee-
SECTIONVI. tion Code, Section 8, Election how:* then im-

mediately in the open mode.

.Remuneration. .Enactive.

.Enadh_e. P_tio¢inatlve. Ynstructio_l. ART. 3. Given in the secret mode, the votes
ART. l. The Prime Minister's pay is [ ] axe not counted, looked at, or in any other

a-year, paid quarterly in advance. From an- manner, any of them, known,--till after the
_iUing hands, receipt of ulterior emolument result of the rotation in the open mode has
is e_ortion : from willing, corruTtion, been declared.

Instructional. .Enaetive.

ART. 2. As to this possessor of the supreme ART. 4. If, of the two different modes, the re-
single-seated situation, note, that though he sults be in favour of different persons, he who
is at all times subordinate to the majority of has the majority in the open mode is located.
the Members of the Legislature in their ag-
gregate capacity, yet is his power incompax- Enaaive.
ably greater than that of any one, taken apart : ART. 5. If he who, in the open mode, has
inferior, in respect of his dislocability,---he is the comparative majority, has not the absolute
s_per/or even to the _tho/e Legislature, in re- majority,--he, and the person whose number
spect of the agreeable and desirable nature of of votes comes next to his, are thereupon voted
one part, to wit, the locative part, of the power for, without the others. On this latter oeca-
exercised by him,_the extent to which, and sion, in case of equal numbers, lot decides.
frequency with which, the exercise of it is For the mode, see Ch. ix. Mi_lsrm_s COLiC-
called forth, and the longer duration, as per _V_LY. Section 17, Located how.

Section 5, of his term of service. Instructional.

SEc_o._ VII. ART. 6. For the sake of instruction by ex-
perience, is this double mode of election here

Lo_ablewho. proposed. Neitber in the shape of delay, vexa-
tion, or expense, nor in any other shape, does

Enactive. evil present itself, as likely to be produced ;
ART. 1. Exceptions excepted,--in this office, at any rate, in quantity, capable of outweigh-

any person, who, in the judgment of the Le- ing the good, attached to whatsoever i_strue-
gislative authority, is, in respect of all points tion may be the result. Of this instruction,
of appropriate aptitude taken together, most the particular nature seems not, however, very
apt, is loct_ble, easy to be anticipated. By the open mode,

JEz_ctive. each man's vote is subjected, at the s_me time,
tothe sedzw_c_influenceofhisCo-])eputles,

AR_.2. Exceptedare, and oftheseveralCandidates,forthesituation
L All Monarchs,and everyperson,con- tobe filled: on theotherhand,soisittothe

netted by any knowl_ tie of consanguinity, or tutelary influence of the Publi_-Opiniwa T_i-
&ffiuity, with any Monarch. _bared,--organ of the Constitutive authority.

] By the secret mode, it is exempted from bothEnactive.
these antagonizing influences: on the other

A_x. _. II. Every person, who has not, ] hand, it is subjected to the sedm_ve influence
either in a _dent or migratory state, passed ] of the personal interests, and affections sym-
at least [ ] ye_s, in some part or other of [ l_thetic and antipathetic, of each individual

the territory of this State. J voter. After a certain ten_,th of experience

l * See vol. iii. p. 577,

O
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_the Legislature for the time being, under in the ordinary mode, it affords means for fur-
the guidance of the public voice, will be in a nishing, at that small expense, to parties on
condition to pronounce, on the ground of ex- t both sides, for themselves and assistants, all
perience, between the three competing modes: I such documents as they can stand in need of.
to wit, the two simple ones, and the compound, _ . _ ,
composed of both. ] .r_aSweinatire. l_struetiona_.

From the application of the same course of t A_T. 3. Every exemplar being, to an iota,
experiment to the _Prime Ministers of the sere- I exactly and necessarilvthe same as everyother,
ral Sublegislatures, the instruction obtainable t --the ext ense of revision by skill and labour
from this source will, in tile proportion of their is thereby saved, as well as un_entlonal aber-
number_ receive diversification and increase, ratlon rendered impossible.

SECTIO._IX. 1 .l_at_oclnat_vr. l_struct_olmL
ART.4. An exemplar, kept in the l_gistrar's

.Dislocable how. Office, _qll serve as a standard_ whereby a se-
cur;ty will be afforded against all intvntion_d

.Enactire. t_atiodna_ve. ! falsification, on the part of the possessor of
ART. 1. Dislocable is this functionary at any I any other exemplar.

time, by that authority, ibr the giving execu- I
tion and effect to whose will, he ha_ been lo- / .Ratiocinative. Instructional

eared, lte is dislocable by the Legislature. i haT. 5. By the reduction thus effected, inthe expense of all judicial writings, eraaning
_naet'_re. .Rat_oc_nat'_re. from the Judicatory,--the protection, afforded

A_T. 2. So, by the Cbnstitutive authority, by Judicature initsbestform,towit,thatwhieh
as per Ch. v. Section 2. has for its ground orally ehcited and imme-

diately minuted evidence, will be brough¢
_naetire. within the reach of a vast proportion of the

A_T. 3. Other efficieut causes of dislocated- whole number of the people, to whom it could
ness in this case, are the same as in the case not otherwise be afforded.
of a Member of the Legislature, as per Ch. vi.
LF_SL_TC_. Section 30_Di._locable ho_, No. 27atioc'o_at_ee. Instructional
1_ 2, 3, 4, 5_ 7. Afar. 6. A collateral beuefit--a degree of

security hithert_ unexampled, against destru_-
S_CTIO_X. tion of judicial documents, by calamit!/ or de-

lln_uency, may tlms be afforded, by the lodg-
l_#1strat_on System. ing of exemplars, in divers offices in which

they would be requisite for other purposes :
_nacti_e. tr_ati°ebmtire" exemplars of documents from the Immediate

ART. 1. For the more commodious, correct, Judicatories being, at the Appellate Judica-
prompt, uniform, and all-comprehensive per- tory, requisite for the exercise of its judicial
formance of the process and function of Regis- i functtons; and, in the office of Justice Minis-
tration in all the several departments and ter, for the exercise of his inspective and me-
subdepartments,--as likewise on the part of lioration-suggest_ve functions. So also in the
the Prime Minister, for the correspondent re- i other Departments.
ceipt by him of all documents, the receipt,
and, as occasion calls, the perusal of which J_nstruc_ional.
may be necessary to the most apt exercise of A_T. 7. To save the expense of custody, and
the several functions belonging to his own prevent the useful from being drowned in the
effice,--he will, as soon as may be, cause to be mass of useless matter,--the Legislature will
established and employed in practice in the make urraugements for the periodical destruc-
several offices of the several departments and tion or elimination of such as shalk appear use-
their sub-departments, the Sublegislative in- less.: care being at all.times taken ibr the pre-
cluded, the mode of writing styled the _l[ani- servation of all such as can continue to be of
fold mode. _ use, eith_eventually for _, judicial purpose,

or for the exercise of the statistic and melio-
l_atioclna_ive, fnstructional, ration-suggestive functions, as per Ch. ix.

ART. 2. Particular uses of the manifold Mz_sT_as COL_C_V_LY, Sections 9, I1, 12 ;
mode of writing are as follows--- Ch. xi. ]_hr_Isr_s SEVERALLY,Section 2, .Leg/_

By the multitude of exemplars, produced at lat_on Minister; and Ch. xii. JU_C_R_ co,.
an expense, which, with the exception of that LECWV_£_Sections 19_ 20, 21_ 22.
ef the paper_ is less than the expense of two

S_vno._ XI,

* In the original edition there is here a descrip- .Publlc_on _yste_.
tlon of the mode of executing manifold writing,
whichwillbe foundalreadyprintedinvol.v.p. JExpositi_e.
406.--_d. ART.I. By thepublicat_o_*sys_m,undea_

VOL. IX, 0
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stand that, by which the several matters of _ being known which way file several voter% or
fact, acquaintance wherewith is in any wise any of them, gave their votes. For the rea_
material to tile business of the Sub-department soils for whicil the evil of publicity would_ in
or Department in question, are rendered, or this instance, be destructive of the Constitution,
endeavoured to bc rendered, at all times, pre- and not accompanied by good in any shape, see
sent, to the mind of every person in whose in- ELECTION CODE, Prdindnary :Explanation_
stance such presence is likely to be in any way (eel. iii. p. 558.) The thing reqlfisite is--that,
of use. The greater the _umber of the per- vf each voter, the iJ_warJ wish be expressed
sons, to whose minds, at any given point of by his vote : to wit, on the presumption, that_
time, it is actually made present, the greater in so far as, by the directiou given to it, he
the ext'ent given to the publications--to thepub- sees no probability of advancing his own at
licit!l thus effected, the expense of the general interest_ he will

give to it such direction as. according to what
Enactire. Instructional. he thinks or has heard, will be mo_t for the

AKT. 2. Exceptions cxcepted,--in every advantage of the gelleral interest. But, in so
Sub-department and Department, and in every far as this direction were known, and he up-
Office belougiug to each Sub-department and prized of "its being so, the wish expressed by
Department_ publicity will at all times be his vote would be--the wish of whatever per-
maximized, son he had most to fear or hope from : and, as

the number of the persons, who have most to
I_structio_al. fcar or hope from a man, will be in the con-/ ....

AnT. 3. Ex. el)finn 1. The evil, produced i junct proportwn of his legal power and his
by the unavoidab!e r.rpe_se_ preponderant over opulence,--hence, supposing votes public, a
the good produced by the extel_t proposed to / constitution, democratieal in appearanve, may
be given in the instance il_ que,tion to the i be aristocratieal in effect, and the happiness
publicity. Antagonize thus one with another provided for--not that of the _nany, but, at the
the two principles, and the rules respectively expense of the many, that of the few.
prescribed by them. '2. The Army Bis-subdepartment: to wit, by

Rule 1. Jla.rlm_ze t, ublirity, making known to the enemy of the State the
Rule '2. _]iaxi,_izc.frugafitq. strong and the weak points of its means of de-
l(ule 3. By every deduction made from the fence.

amount of the expense, the e.dent given to :L The _'aw! .Bis-saSde]?artrneat" the two
publicity may, with clear advantage, be in- together constituting the ])efe_sire Force S_tb-
creased. Hence, one advantage of the _*ani- d_'l,artnze_d: to wit, by information given as

fi_hl writing mode, as per section 10, RegSstra- i above.

tion System. to 4. The Prerentire S,_rrice Sub-department:
Ir_struetional. to wit, in respect of the like information given

delinquents.
ArtT. 4. The good produced by pnblicity is ! 5. The Healtt_ S_*b-department: to wit, in

of two sorts : t, wit, l, the _len*,ral, 2, the respect of any such evil as may be liable to
,particular. The :7_eral consists in the effi- i result from its being known who the rersocs
eieney it gives to the force of the law, and to I are who have been labouring under any di-
that of the Public-Opinion Tribunal : to wit, I_sense to which disrepute is attached.
in the character of an instrument of security I 6. The Fort, iqn I¢etation Sub-depart_nent: to
for appropriate aptitude on the part of all pub- ] wit, by information given, to those, who at any
lic functionaries : the particular consists in the I time are liable to become e**emie.*, anJ who are
particular use derivable from the information, at all times, in one way or otl, er, rirals.
afforded concerning each particular matter of 7. Add the Judiciary l)spartment, a_ to
fact, to the several individuals, whose happi- which, see Cb. xii. J_u_Cl_" COLLEC'_Vm.V,
hess may be promoted, or their conduct bear- Section 14, P¢_blicity, _e.
ficially influenced by it.

I_._truc4i_nal. JI_atlocinatire.

Instructional. AnT. 7. In each several case, in so far as
Alt:r. 5. Exception 2. Where, in this or secrecy is provided for, the assumption is_

that particular case, in addition to the evil of that, in that ease, publicity would be liable
expense, if an)., the evil of the publicity would, to become subservient to hostile purposes :_
in the instance of this or that particular per- to the support of this or that interest, in bos-
ton or class of persons, be preponderant over tility with the interest of the greatest number
the good. in this State. In the case of the Defen*_

Instructional. Force and Prerentive ,_rrice Sub-departments,
the effect of the publicity might, if extended

AR_. 6. Of the Sub-departments in which to certain persons, be the giving aid to hostile
this preponderance is most apt to have place, designs already entertained, and endeavoured
examples are the following : to be carried into effect : in the case of the

I. Tim Constitutive Department: to wit, in Fore_n l_e2ation Sub-department, it might be
respect of the evil that would result from its ---either the giving aid to such designs_ if aN
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ready entertained, or even the giving birth _ ":ty the benefit therefore is not confined to
the like designs, any other limits than those which apply tJ

the numbers of mankind at the time ill ques-
Instructional. _P_atiovinat_re. tion, and all succeeding ones.

A_T. 8. In each such case,---a point of tinge
will however be assignable, after which the Exposit_r.e. Instructional
evil at first producible by publicity, will have AnT. 12. Of internal publication, the appre-
ceased to be thus producible. But, at no time priate instrument will be the manifold wr;t;n_
can the good produced by publicity cease to apparatus, as per Section 10 ; of" external, the
exist or to operate. For, at no time can the printing press, by which to the degree that has
operation of the tutelary power of the Public- been seen_ the expense is diminished.
Opinion Tribunal--that judicial power to which
the publicity furnishes its necessary evideuce Instructional.
_cease to be needed. If it be known, that, AnT. 13. To both these modes and degree_
upon the cessation of the particular demand of publication, the Begistration System is not
for the secrecy, it will cease,--the obstruction only subservient but necessary ; and in this
afforded by it to the operation of the legal as subserviency may be seen its only uses, o_er
well as Public-Opinion Tribunals, and the evil and above those which consist in the informa-
produced by it, will be minimized_ and the tion, which, in the case of each official situa-
quantity much reduced, tion, is afforded, to the functionary, by wh6m,

at the time in question_ it is occupied..Instructional.

ART. 9. Thus it is--that, under this system, Instructional
to the extent of the publicity thus requisite ART. 14. Rules for limitation of the exeep-
and thus ordained,--and thence to the cortes- tire rules, by which secrecy is prescribed.
pondent and necessarily previous r_gistrat_on, Rule 1. The exemption from publication
--there are no limits,--other than those which should not go beyond the reason for it : the
are set to it by one or other of two considera- concealment, beyond the demand for conceal-
tions : the one is--the expense necessitated by ment : that is to say, beyond the extent of the
the operation ; a consideration which applies evil liable to be produced by divulgatiou.
to all cases : the other is--the demand for tern- Rule 2. The evil from divulgation depends
perary secrecy :--a demand, thenature and ex- partly aport the situation of the persons by
tent of which are produced and regulated by whom the information is received; partly upon
various special causes, depending on the nature the tbne at which it is received.
of the business of the department or sub-de- Rule 3. Limitation as to persons. In the
paxtment, case of a Department or Sub-department, the

business of which may present a demand for
l_atioe_natlre. Instructional. _secrecy,--theexclusionfrominformationshould

A_T. 10. As there are not any limits other i not extend to any functionary, in whose in-
than as above, to the extent of the demand for stance information is neccssaxy to the due pe .
publication, so neither axe there to that of the I fGrmancc of tfis official service : especially if
good derivable from it. As to this, see the . at his hands no commuuication is likely to
sections intituled Securities, _c.. in Ch. vi. LE- be made to any person, who is likely to em-
OXSLATuZE;Ch. viii. PnI_E MI_ISZEa (this pre- ploy it in giving rise or existence to the evil
sent chapter); Cb. ix. MIN_STEaSCOLLEC'r_VE-apprehended.
Lv ; and Ch. xii. JUmClARV COLLECTIVELY.Ch. i Rule 4. But, as every addition made to the
xxv. LOCAL HEAD_F_'_; Ch. xxvi. LOCALRE- number of the persons possessed of th infor-
GISa'_aRS. For particulars, in the case of the marion, adds to the probability of prom iscuous
Administrative Department_ see Ca. ix. M1sl- or otherwise mischievous communication,--by
STEaSCOLLr_rlVELY: Section 7. Statistiv rune- no person should the cvmmunication be suffered
t_on. to be received, other than him or them, in

Exjoositive. whose instance the receipt of it is ne ,essary to
the due performance of the services in que_-

ART. 11. Considered in respect of its extent, tion, as above.
publication may be distinguished into internal
and e_ternal. Instrnctlonal.

Understand by internal or say special, that ART. 15. Limitation as to time.
mode of publication, the operation of which is Certain Sub-departments there are, in which
confined to the particular official situation, or the nature of the business seems scarcely to
the particular Sub-depaxtment, in the coume admit of any limitation to the time during
of the business of which the facts in question which the good of the service may require the
came into existence ; by external, that pro- secrecy to be observed. These are--1. The
duced by the conveyance of the information, to Defensive Force Sub-depaxtment 2. The Fo°
persons other than those belonging to, or hay- reign Relation Sub-department. In these in-
ing business with, ttmt same Office, Depart- stances, for preventing the concealment from
ment, or Sub-department : of external publi- being continued longer tlran _e good o_ tha
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service requires, two arrangements present 4. ]D_Zocabil';tyby the Constlt_t_w authority
themselves, as per Section 9, Art. 2.

I. Let it be part of the business of the 5..l_esponsib_lity, for insufficiency in the
/)rime _fin_ter from time to time--say at the exercise of his several functions, in tbr_native_
beginning of each year,--to make a lie]>ort to ind'_vative, and inltiatite, as per Section 3,/_-
the Legislature, stating the instances in which, lateen to Leg_sh_ture.
in these several Sub-departments, the demand 6. 1)£slocabilitR, by acceptance or _'ete_t_on,
for secrecy has, in his opinion, ceased, that ! of any other o2_ccbelonging to the Official Es-
divulgation may be made accordfilgly, tablishment of this State : as in the case of

Member of the Legislature, as per Ch. vi.
YnstruvtiollaL Section 31, _ec_ritles, Art. 13.

ArtT. 16. II. In like manner, and on the 7. So, by acceptance or retention, of any
same principle, let the Legislature annually o_ce, gift, or factitious honour or d_gldty, at
appoint a Colnm_tteefor the same purpose : that the hands of any foreign government, as in that
its R_port may serve as a check to the Prime same case, as per Ch. vi. Section 31, Art. 14,
Minister's Report : for which purpose, it should 15, or at the hands of any individual foreigner,
make known all instances, if any, in which con- for favour received of the Prime Minister, or
tinuance is given by him to any concealment, expected to be done by him, in the exercise of
•vhieh_ in'their opinion_ is not necessary, any function belonging to his office.

8. Obligation to keep ill exercise a Depute
Instructional or Deputes ; coupled with responsibility for

ART. 17. OU both occasions,--iastead of, or their aptitude, as per Section 4,_elfsuppletir_
along with, the instances, in which the conceal- ill, action.
meat requires to be continued, the l_e])ort may 9..Re._pol_sib_llty, for the aptitude of his im-
have for its subject-matter, those in which it mediate subordb_ates, as per Art. 2, 3, 4, here
may, without prejudice to the service, be dis- ensuing.
oontinued, and divulgation substituted. In 10. S'evurlties applying to the several situa-
every instance in which such oontinua_oe is tions of these his subordinate_ and instruments,
recommended, such mode of desiq,natlou will, as per Ch. ix. ML_ST_RS COLL_CT_W_LV.See-
of course, be employed, as shall suffice for tion 25, Securities.
preventing all such disclosure as is not in- 11. In particular, checks to arbitrariness, in
tended, his choice of subordinates,--by means of the

evidence of appropriate aptitude necessitated
fnstrue_;onal, on the part of all persons locable in the Admi-

ART. 18. Note, that the greater the proper- nistrative Department, as per Ch. ix. M_$_-
tion of new members is in each successive Le- I S_RS COLLeCtiVeLY,Section 16, Lovable _cho,
gislature, the less the probability is, that con- I and the pecuniary competition, necessitated as
cealment will be continued beyond the dura- i per Section 17, Located how.
tion of the exigency, t 12. Functions, star,tic, censorial, and _nel_-

ration-suflgestire, exerciseable by all persons,
SV.CT_0_XlI. as Meml_ers of the Public Opinion Tr_bunal_

in relation to his situation and his conduct
i_evuri$ies for appropriate aptitude. . therein, as in the ease of the Legislature and

ARc. 1. For maximization of appropriate i its Members, as per Ch. v. Coxsx_rcx_v_, See-
aptitude on the part of the Prime Minister, tion 5, Function of the Public-Opinion Tr_bu-
_ecurities here provided are as follows : na_.

1. The l_e_istration system, as per Section 13. Dislocability and responsibility, puni-
10 ; whereby, as in the case of the Members tional and eomponsational, for criminal delia-
of the Legislature, his several official acts, in- queucy, as in the case of a Member of the
eluding all those of his subordinates, which, Legislature, as per Ch. vi. Section 28, Lcgls-
by his authorization or acquiescence, are ten- lateen Penal Judicatory.
dered his--are, at the pleasure of his superor-
dinates: to wit, the Legislative authority, and _'nav_ive.
the Constitutive,----submitted to their cogni- ART. 2. If, from any person, offering ade-
canoe, quate security for eventual responsibility, in-

2. The _'_-.:_on system, as per Section formation has, publicly or privately, been ro-
ll ; whereby w_th no exceptions,---other than ceived by him, of indication of misconduct, or
those respectively made, by the consideration inaptitude, in any shape, on the part of any
of the expense, and by the demand presented Minister, as manifested by a_ny individual oc-
by _ caus_ for temporary 8ecrcey,--those currence,---to the Prime Minister it thereupon
same acts will be promptly, regaflarly, con- belongs, forthwith to take remedial measures_
stantly, and effectually, presented to the cog- by inquiry instituted.
nisance of those same superordinate authori-
rities. Ena_tlve, l'_ovlnat_v¢.

3. _D_oe._b_l_y by the Ze_L_lature as per A_, 3. At the requisition of any such indl-
Section 9_ Art. 1. cator_ lds name aad personality may be, and
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at his desire ought to be, provisionally kept
secret : subject nevertheless to disclosure_ for lnstructionJ.
the purpose of judicial pursuit or public expo- ART. 3. In these may be beheld two land-
sure, in ease of mendacity, insincerity, or false- marks, set up for the guidance of the legislator
hood accompanied with temerity_ in respect in his course. The eollatera.1 end, considered
of the indication so afforded, in these its several branches, has the more

.Enactive. l_atioclnatice, need to be here noted, the more apt it is to be
overlooked: in particular, so far as regards

ART. 4. To the case of all existing Ministers suitors. See this distinction farther developed
located by any predecessor of his, this respon- in Section 7, Statistic fi_nction.

sibility of the Prime Minister extends, as well .Exavositire"as to the case of those located by himself: if
originally unapt, the functionary ought not to A_T. 4. By a suitor, as in the case of t_=c
have been located : if become unapt, he ought Judiciary Department, (as per Ch. xii. Jrnl-
not to have been continued. CIAICY COLLECTIVELy,) SO in this_ understun,l

any person considered as having business to
Enactive. transact wi_h any functionary belonging to

ARC. 5. To the Prime Minister accordingly this Department, and acting or applied to in
with relation to those his immediate subordi- such his capacity.
natosj apply the several securities established For the arrangements having more particu-
in those instances in relation to the several larly in view thl_ same collateral end, see Sec-
subordinates: as per Ch. ix. I_IINISTER8 COL- tion 21, Oppression obviated, and Section 25
LF.C'TIVF.LY. Section 25_ Securities. _v. Art. Securities, _'v.
13, 14_ 15, 16.

SncTm_ II.

Ministers and. Sub-deTartments.CHAPTER IX.
_Enavtive.

_XNISTEgS COLLECTIVELY. ART. 1. Under the Prime Minister arc the

Ministers following : namely_
SECrmN I. 1. The Election Minister; as to whose func-

tions, see Section 4_ Fanctiuns in all_ and Ch.
:Ends in View. xi. Section 1.

2. The Legislation Minister; as to whose
Instructional. functions, see Section 4, and Ch. xi. Section 2.

A_T. 1. E,_Ds _N VIEw--as in every other 3. The Army Minister : as to whose fuuc-
Department of the Official Establishment, so tions, see Section 4, and Ch. xi. Section 3.
in this, are--l, maximization of appropriate 4. The Navy Minister; as to whose thee-
good : 2, minimization of correspondent evil. tions, see Section 4, and Ch. xi. Section 4.
Under thesetwoheadsmay_onthisoccasion, be 5. The Preventive Service Minister; as to
comprised the two all-comprehensive br_uches whose fnnctions, for the prevention of delia-
of the main universal end--the greatest hap- quency and calamity, see Section 4, and Ch.

piness of the greatest number, xi. Section 5.
6. The Interior Communication Minister ;

.Expositive. as to whose functions, see Section 4, and Ch.

ART. 2. By the at)propr_ateqood , understand, xi. Section 6.
on this occasion, the due and successful per- 7. The Indigence Relief Minister; as to
refinance of the several operations, by the per- ! whose functions, see Section 4_ and Ch. xi.
formanee of which the functions belonging to i Section 7.
the several functionaries employed in the Ad- [ 8. The Education Minister ; as to whose
ministration Department are exercised, and ' functions, see Section 4, and Ch. xi. Section 8.
the business of their several offices carried on: 9. The Domain Minister ; as to whose _hnc-

by the correspondent evil, evil in its severul] tions, see Section 4_ and Ch. xi. Section 9.
shapes--to wit, delay, vexation, and expense ]
to functionaries and suitors : main end, maxi- i at any rate, in the tiring-mentioned of the_ end-_ the

mization of the good : collateral end or ends_ good wdl be seen to be most pre-eminent; in the
last-mentioned, the evil.

minimization of the evil.* Of the matter of good, the component elementary
parts, or say species, are frequently styled benefits;

In the case of the logical division thus made, of the matter of evil, burthens: two eorrespon_iing
the condividentl)rtrts, (it _;aayperhaps be observed,) and as it were correlative denominations, for the
in some places, contrary to rule, run one into an- employment of which the demand will, under every
other: good, meaning pleasure or e_cmptlon from system of law, be of continual occurrence.
pain, or an efi_elent cause of the one or the other: " By a benefit, is meant a portion of the matter o!
ecn/, pain, or loss of pleamre, or an efficient cause, good;--by a burthen, a portion of the matter of
as above. But, as language has been framed, the ev//:---considered as experienced by some person
_ataaglement, such as it is, was unavoidable ; and, from the operation of some particular caus_
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10. The Health Minister; as to whose func- with relation to the respective businesses, will
tions_ _ee Section 4, and Ch. xi. Section 10. he found united.

l l. The Foreign Relation Minister; as to
whose funetions_ see Section 4, and Ch. xi. Sec- .Enactive. .Ratiocinative.
tion 10. ART. 9. Where two or more Sub-depart-

12. The Trade Minister ; as to whose func- ments have been allotted to one and the same
tions, see Section 4, and Ch. xi. Section 12. Minister, it belongs not to the Prime Minister,

13. The Finance Minister; as to whose rune- without the concurrence of the Legislature,
tions, see Section 4, and Ch. xi. Section 13. so to separate them as to add to the number

of the Ministers ; ibr, by so doing, seareety
Enactive. could he avoid giving increase to the expense ;

ART. 2. To each Miifister belongs a Sub- and thns, whethertoorforhisownbenefitornot,
department of the corresponding denomination; imposing upon the people a correspondent tax.

but, under the authority of one and the same E_Tositire. Instructional.Minister there may, upou occasion, be any
number of these same Sub-departments. A_T. 10. Examples of unions, which, ante-

.Exposhire. cedently to experience, seem most likely tobe effectible without detriment to the service,
A_. 3. Collectively taken, the functiona- are the following:

vies, who,.under the Prime Minister, are re- I. The Army, Navy, and Preventive Ser-
spectively at the head of these Sub-depart- vice Sub-departments.*
ments, are denominated Ministers : severally, II. The Interior-communication and I)o-
they are denominated from the names of the main Sub-departments.
respective Sub-departments: as thus---Eleetlon III. The Indigence Relief and Education
.M_nister, .Leyislation Mi_ister, and so on. Sub-departments.

IV. The Trade and Finance Sub-departments.
Expositive.

A_T. 4. But though of each Minister the SE_Io._ III.
logical .fi&l of service is styled a Sub-depart-
ment, his official name is--not Sub-minister, _rumber in an Office.

but simply Minister. Enaetive.

Expositive. ART. 1. In each official situation, function-
ART. 5. Accordingly, as often as, in this aries no more than one.

Code, the word Ministers occurs, understand
by that denomination--not the Prime Minis- 17atiocinative.
te_; but only these same Ministers. AnT. 2. Short reason, here as elsewhere,

o_cial aptitudemaximized; expense minimized.
Enactive. .Expositive. Reasons in detail, the following--See, more-

AI_. 6. Sub-min;ster is the official name, of over, Section 15, l_emnneration ; Section 16,
a functionary who, to a Sub-legislature, bears Locable _rlto; Section 17, .Located how.
the same relation as the above-mentioned
Ministers bear to the Legislature. Ratioeinati.re.

ART. 3. I. APPROPRIATE 31ORAL AI_TITUDEo

Enactlre. :Expositive. 1. The state of the law beinggiven,--forevery
ART. 7. In like manner, Sub-Prime M'_n_s- practical purpose, appropriate moral aptitude

ter is the official name of the functionary, who, must be considered as exactly proportioned to
to a Sub-legislatur% bears the same relation the strictness of tbe functionary's dependence
as the Prime Minister bears to the Legisla- on public opinion: understand thereby the ge-
ture. nerat tenor of the exercise given by the Public-

Opinion Tribunal to its power : exception made
.Enactire. Instruotio_al. of any such aberrations from the path marked

ARt. 8. At the commencement of the autho- out by the greatest happiness principle, as, on
rity of this Code, and so on during the prepa- the part of that body, happens, in the place
ration period, as per Section 16, "Locable who, and at the time in question, to have been pro-
the Prime Minister, under the directhm of the duced and maintained, by deficiency in appro-
Legislature, will allot to each Minister one or priate intelleotual aptitude.
more of the above-mentioned Sub-departments. 11. Singly-seated, a functionary finds not
On this occasion, he will have regard--on the any person on whom he can shift off the whole
one hand, to the avoidance of the waste and or any part of the imputation, of a mischievous
¢vrruption produced by the paying of d_vers exercise given to any of his functions. Not
functionaries where one would suffice,--on the so, when he _ a colleague.
other, to the quantity of time requisite for the

conduct of the several businesses, and the fa- * In the Army and Navy Sub-departmenta,
eulty of finding individuals, in whose instance Courts Martial belong, in one point of view to the
the s_veral branches of appropriate aptitude, Judiciary Establishment.
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IlL No person does he find to share with ] are, in a large proportion of the number of in-
him m the weight of that odium. I dtvidual ton greater or lesser amount,

IV. No person does he find in the same st- I eaus_ ;aSe_ees o exp rise.

tuauon with himself, engaged by the conjunct i P_atiocinative.ties of self-regarding interest and sympathy, ,
to support him under the apprehension of it, ART. 7. The addition made, as above, to
by the encouragement given by their eounte-, the above-mentioned evils by plurality, bears
nauee, t a pretty exact proportion to the number of tbo

V. He has it not in his power, without corn- seats.
mitring himself, to give to an iadefensihle exer-
cise made of his functions, half the effect of a Ratiociuatire.
vote,--namely, by purposed absentation and ART. 8. So many seats, so many sets aro
non-partLcipation, there of persons, who, by community of sinister

VI. tle finds not, in the same situation with interest, stand engaged to secure the possessor
himself, any person to share with him, and in of the situation against responsibility in every
proportion draw off from him, the whole, or shape, for delinquency in every shape.
any part, of any lot of approbation, whether
on the part of his superiors in office, or the Ratiocinqtire. EXl)Ositice.
public at large, that may come to be attached ART. 9. In each set of persons thus linked
to ext_ merit, ill any shape, manifested on the together by a community of sini,ter interest,
occasion of any exercise g_ven to his functions, dl.-tmguishable component members are the

VIL His reputation stands altogether upon tbllowiug--
the ground of his actions. He finds not in the I. All persons, connected by any tie of self-
same situation, any person to help him, as regazding interest or sympathy, with any of
numbers help one another, to raise a schism in the several actual incumbents.
the public,--and, by the mere force of preju- 11. All persons having any prospect of sue-
dice,--without evidence,or in spite of evidence, ceeding to those same situations.
in relation to specific actions,--to draw after lI1. All persons, connected, as above, with
them the suffrages of the unreflecting part of it. ' any such successor in expectancy

Ra tioci_ati co. i Ra !_oc;n,_t i re.

A]ZT.4. II. APPROPalATEINTELLECTUALAP- ' AnT. 10. The ]_itlh,.r the situation in the
TXTUD_,cognitional and judicial. ' scale of power, the stronger of course the sup-

VIII. By a single seated funetionary, intel- [ port given to delinquency, by addition of sets
lectual aptitude is likely, from the above-men- of persons, united, as abo_'e, m support of it.

tinned causes, to be acquired and maintained EXl,os_tlre.
in a higher degree than by a eonjunetly seated

" functionary, in so far as aptitude in this shape ARt. 11. In English practice, where, in the
is the iYuit of exertion. AdministrationDepartmentAn an official situa-

tion, Members, more than two, have place, the
f_atiovinafivc, aggregate of them is commonly styled a Board.

AR_. 5. III. APPROPRIATEACTIVEAPTITI'DE.
1X. On the part of a singly-seated functit,nary_ 1"fatJoy,nail re.

appropriate active aptitude is likely to be ac- Ant. 12. A Board keeps concealed defl-
quired and maintained, in a higher degree than eiency, in any amount that can be desired, in
by a eonjunctly sested flmetiouary, in so ihr a_ appropriate intellectual aptitude in both its
aptitude in this shape depends upon the joint shapes,--with tile addition of that of appropri-
power of intellectual aptitude and exertion, ate active aptitude.

JRatiovinatire. .Expositive. .l_atlocinatire. Instructional
ART. 6. IV. COLLATI_RAL END OR ENDS OF ART. 13. A Board furmshes means and pre-

ADMINISTRATION: exclusion of delay, vexativ_,, text, for bestowing, to the largest amounts in
and _xpen._e. use, the matter of remuneration, oil a number

X. Only in the case of a singly-seated time- of per._ons equal to that of all its members ex-
tionary can l,ro_nl,t'_tude, or say despatch, be cept one--all of them in any degree destitute
maximized, of appropriate aptitude in sift or every one of

XI. A singly-seated functionary has but one shapes.

opinion, and one set of reasons, to give. J_atiocinatire.
XII. No person's opinion has he to wait for.
XIII. :No person has he to debate with, to AnT. 14. By vacancy or temporary ineapa-

gaiu over, or to quarrel with. I city, if effectual provision against it were not
XIV. No person has he to put unnecessary made, a considerable objection to single-seat-

.q,_tionstohim,--toproposeunneeessarysteps, . ednesswould indeed be aflbrded. Butby see-
-r to necessitate useless adjournments, tion 6, Self-._uT_etive function, such provision
XV. To 8_itors--4hat is to say, to persons /s made; and in that' way, without expense :

having business at the _Afice,--canses of dday instead of being made, a_ above, with incxea_e
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of expense in exact proportion to the additional is professed to be expected from Boards. To
number of seats, this power, the exercise thus given is as a mat-

ter of course; and, accordingly, does not to the
l_at':oc{na_ive, eye of the pubhc at large convey any unf_-

A_t_. 15. Whatsoever beneficial effects can vourable imputation ; nor in the breasts of the
be expected from a multiplicity of fuuc_tion- functionaries thus eliminated, produce anypain
aries in the same situation, may, and in a much of disappointiaeut.
greater degree, be insured, and in tiffs Code are
_ccordingly insured, by means of other a gents: Instr_ction_d.
namely, by superordinates,(the Public-Opinion AnT. 18. In this proposed Code, to both
Tribunal included) for control ; by Subordi- powers--that of location and that of disloca-
nates, for information, tion--those limitations are attached which

will be seen,--to the power of location, in sec-
E_:e_TlificationaL I_struc_ionaL tiou 16, Locable who, and section 17. Located

A_r. 16. In the Central Government of the lwtc; to the power ofdislocaticm, in seetiou 21,
Anglo-American United States, the situations Opivress$on obriated. Thus, then, a sort of
in the Executive Department are every one of competition for the preference may be seen
them single seated. Of the thirteen here pro- having place. In the case of this Code, in re-
posed Sub-departments_ some have there no gard to locat_o_b the limitations to the power
place; the' rest are consolidated into four: of effecting it in the instance of these situa-
each filled by a Minister, locahle and dislo- tions, form part of _n all-comprehensive sys-
cablebythePresidentoftbeState, whosepower, tern, and are necessary to the exclusion of in-
in so far, is that of the here proposed Prime aptitude: as to d'_/ocatio_z, the one arrange-
Minister. Denominations of the_e Mmi,ters, meat may be best in some countries, the other
in the case of the Army Sub-departmeu_, For- in others.
eign Relation Sub-department, and Finance
Sub-department, _ccretary; in the case of the ]?atioci_mtire.
NavySub-departmcnt,(_m_nissioncr. Denomi- AR_. 19. Any beneficial effects, that eanby
nation of the Foreign Relation Minister, S_;- accident have resulted from any addition to
eretary of State, to whose office some other number o_,e, will no_ be ibund attributable to
functions of a miscellaneous nature may per- anythmgbut the ehaneeitaftbrds of an appeal,
haps alsobefoundattaehed. Sub-departments, iormal or virtual, to supcrordinate authority,
conjointly in the hands of the functionary ttere as just mentioned.

named Finance ,_l i_ster, there Secretary of the .l_at_oci_at_ve.
Treasury Department,--those here denominat-
ed the Florence Sab-dq_artme_t and the Trade ART. ?0. That wlfich, in the exercise ofofll-
Sub-del_artme)it. Sub-departments, for which, eial functions, constitutes arbitrarfpower, is--
as not belonging to the logical field of service not the unity of the functionary, but his ex-
of the Central Government, there is no place, eruption from control, including the obligation,
these which follow :--I. The Election Sub-de- contemporary or eventual_ of assigning reasons
partment ; II. The Preventive Service Sub-de- for his acts.
partment; III. The Interior Communication
Sub-department; IV. The Indigence Relief _atioei_mt{re.
Sub-department; V. The Education Sub-de- Aux.21. Theeircum.-.taneeswhichrenderplu-
partmcnt ; VI. The Domain Sub-department ; rality h_dispensable in lefidati(m apply not to
_V'II. The Health Sub-departmeat.--Sub-de- the case of administration. For the purpose
partment, not in the contemplation of that of legislation_ it is not physically possible for
Government_ the here proposed LeilSslatior* the Supreme Authority--the Constitutive--to
_ub-department. act, in one body and in concert and co-opera-

tion, in the location and dislocation, periodical
Instructional. _'xe_npl_ficatio_al. and eventual, of an _mmediate subordinate:

AR_. 17. In the ease of the relation between nor, in this way, were it physically possible so
the President, as above, and his immediate to act would it be Fozsiblc so to _ct with ad-
subordinates,--the powerofthesuperordinate, vantagetowardstheproperendsofgovernment:
in relation to subordinates, is not only as to but, to its locators and representatives in the
location, but as to dislocation, absolute : and, Legislature, this conjunetne_s of action is pos-
it the accession of each President, the power sible, and is accordingly here ordained.

of dislocation is commonly exercised as to those _a'ev_pliflcational. ]tat_acinatire.whom he finds in office, and that of location at
the same tim% as to new ones : in regard to ART. 22. In English practice, this Depart-
each, effectual responsibility is secured, by the meat swarms with Boards. And this practice
power expressly given to him to _equire of --does it not (_t may be asked) form a pre-
e_ch of them an opinion in writing, in relation sumption in favour of mauy-seatedness _. x/n-
to all points belonging to their respective of- s*cer. A presumption : yes. But, of this pre-
rices: and, by this arrangement are produced sumptiou the probative force is completely
all the good effeets_ the ]_roduetion of which overborne : overborne--by that of the above
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_son_ with the addition of the counter pre- manent_ and at the same tlme notorious:
sumption afforded by the counter practice of many exemplifications of it, so many distinct
the Ul_ited States_ asper Art. 16, wRh or with- official situations being established_ each with
out the considerati3n of the e_/s to which the i its appropriate denomination. To the Public-
many-seatedness has been directed, and the opinion Tribunal, each functionary would then
p_r_oscs which have accordingly been_ and be responsible for e_crything that he does: on
continue to be, served by it. the present footing, no one is responsible fo_

an_hing that he does.

A_. 23. End in view of the here proposed _r_s_r_c_°nal"
Code, the greatest happiness of the greatest A_v. 26. Rule. Be the situation what it
number : _neans, or say s_bend, so far as re- may,--if there be more business than a single
gards the whole Official Establishment, maxi_ functionary is sufficient for_--according to the
mization of official appropriate aptitude, cou_ nature of the business, keep for the principal
pled with minimization of expense: for the con- member a certain portion of it, establishing ad-
nexion between which two branches, see Sec- ditional single-seated situations, one or more,
tiou _5, I_e_nu_eration; Section 16, Locable either in co-ordination or in subordination,
_:_o; Section I7,Locat_d l_ow. Endi_ view in with reference to the original one. The dis-
the case of the English form of government, tribution, the declared existence of which forms
greatest happiness of the r_l_ng one, in con- the only alleged reason in support of the Bo_,rd
j_mctiun with that of the s_rul'_jo(ew : n_ea_s system, will thus be to a certainty effected :
and sa_en,ds, on the part of the whole Official _'hcreas, otherwise, it may be pretended tebe
Establishment, in relation to appropriate apti- effected, without being so in reality.
tude, minimization of the quantity necessary to
the possession of a situation in it ; in relatmn _t_oc_natire. ]instructional
to expense, maximization,--for the sake of the A_T. 27. In the case of the English Boards_
profit, to the one and the few, extractible out of wha_ there is of irresponsibility, as abeve_---
the expense• Of the truth of the position, that though in every instance it keeps the Members in
the here assigned main end and subends are a great degree exempt fromthe authorityofthe
the real ones,---the above-mentioned ratiocina- Pubhc-Opinion Tribunal, and in that same de-
tire matter, as far as it goes, operates in de- gree deprives the public of that security for
monstration • for further proof, see whatsoever, appropriate aptitude and good conduct,---does
in the course of this Code, is said of that same not exempt them in any degree from the ab-
form of government, and in particular in the solute and arbitrary power of the Monarch.
several sections just referred to. In the Chief of each Board, under whatever

name, he beholds the sole and all-sufficient in-
_xe_pt_ficat_onal. ._atioc_nat_ve. strument of his will ; and, for the purpose of

A_T. 24. In practice, in some of the above giving effect to it by the direction given to the
instances, partition of the business would pro- proceedings of the Board, the object of his con-
bably be found to have place: and, in the fidenee. By him, every Member of every Board
course of this partition,more or less of the bust- mayatanytimebedislocatedatpteasure: attbut
hess would be found lodged in single hands, the Chief, in caseofnon-eompliancewiththe di-
But, by no such instances of single-seatedness rection of the Chief: the Chief, in case of non-
are the mischievous effects of many-seateduess, compliance with the direction of the Supreme
as above particularized, diminished : on the Board, the Cabinet, the Members of which are,
contrary, rather are they increased. General every one ofthem, ateveryinstantdisloeableby
result, a mixture of responsibility and irrespon- that same universal Master ;* and,for this pur-
sibfiity, both contributing to m_srule : on the pose,thoughtothe publicnothing is onanyoec_-
part of all subordinate Boards. responsibility sionknown oftheparttakenbyany oneofthem,
--and that complete--as towards the Cabinet --yet by him, through the medium of the Chief,
Ministers, who are in the same way responsi- everything is known of the part takenby _very
ble _disloeationally, to wit,) to tbe completely one oftbem. Uuderthis form of government,---a
irresponsible and thence arbitrarily ruling Board, though in so great a degree unapt as a

_\_ _lonarch ; irresponsibility, as towards the security for good rule, is_as may be see% corn-

Public-opinion Tribunal_ exemption from its pletely apt as a security for misrule. What
iuflueuce being in so great a degree the result then is it that prevents the despotism from be-

. of the many-seatedness, as above, ing in that one hand consummate _ The answer
belongs not to this place. See as to this mat-

• jExe,_ol;ficatio_al. R_tloc_na_ire. tcr, Ch. xvi. Q_-s_ J_aY.
• Instruct_o_al.

A_T. 25. For many-seatedness, in no one _ Of the Members of this Supreme Board, the
number has within these forty-four years received

e_"all these several instances, can there be any an augmentation, to the amount of $+h_tmay be
necessity or u_e. So far as single-seatedness, stated as one half. At present) it is fourteen. In
as above, has place_---for producing its good the year 178'2, what is eert_n is--that it was not
effects_ it has but to be rendcred_ as here, pe_- more than ten: _hat seems highly pr_l_hle

_:- o
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I_rue_ional. l_at[o_rtative, case of the union of divers persons in one offi-
AnT. 28• Correspondent and opposite to the eial situation, is that of the union of divers

official situations in one person. Cases in which
that it was not more than nine•a Of this change, a demand for this union may have place are the
the causes, could they be ascertained, would be in- following--
structive : the consequences may be in no small CASE I. For the business of the several situa-
degree influential, if so it be that by the same
causes, a gradual further increase to an indefinite tions, the applicable time of one individual
extent, is a probable result. But, any endeavour sufficient. Of causes of demand in this case,
to reach them, would require a dissertation which examples are--
belongs not to the present subject. 1. On the part of all,--need of the service of

Note, in the severn2 Boards tollowing, number of one and the same subordinate or set of subor-
dinates, at the same time.

Members as follows--I,nX_HEST hOARD. It 2. Saving of the time necessary for convey-
ance of appropriate information from one to

1. Cabinet Ministers ........................... 14 I another, in so far as information, necessary toII. SUB-BO2_RDS.

all, is, in the first instance, received by any
I. Treasury Board .................... 7 number less than all.
2. Exchequer Bill Loan Office ........... 29

t_3" oBoard of Trade ........................... 1 3. Saving of expense: more particularly ex-
• 4. Admiralty Board ........................ 5 i pease in remuneration.

"1"5. India Bo_rd ............................... 12 I For eventual instances of all these causes of
xH. Bis-sub-boards under the Trea,,ury Board. ' demand, see Section 2, .3liaisters and _ubde-

I. Customs Board ......... - .......... 13 partments.

2. Excise Board ........................ 13 Instructional.
3. Stamp Otl_ice .................. 7
4. Tax Office .... 5 ART. 29. Case IT. By reason of the small-
5. Hackney Coach Office ............... 4 ness of the local field of service and the logical
6. Woods and Forests Board ............. 3 field taken togcther,--unfrequency of the indi-

"_¢ 7. Consolidated Army Clothing Board ..... 52 vidual instances of demand, for the exercise of
Iv. Bis-sub-boards under the Admiralty Board. the fimctionsbelongingto the several situations•

l. Navy Board ................................. 9 For examples, see Ch. xxv. Local Iz[eadma_;
2. V_emalling Board .......................... 7 Ch. xx'¢i. Local, l_eglsirar. In the situation

Number of these Boards .................. 15 of Local Headman, number of functions be-
Total number of Members of these Boards ...... 208 longing to the Administrational Department,
Average number of Members in a Board ..... 13 eleven; to the Judicial Department, five; total_

Note---that, to the purpose of diminution of re- sixteen : many of them widely dissimilar.
sponxib_Tzty, the whole number applies in every one
of the above instances. Not altogether so to the l_atiovinatice. Instructional.

purpose of increase of expense. In the case of those ART. 30. Thus it is--that, at the top and at
marked with two crosses, no one of the Members the bottom of the official climax, the greatest
has any emolument in quality of Member of the scope for the union of functions of different na-
Board: in the case of those marked with oz_ecross, tares has place : at the top, because there theonly some small number, such as two or three.
But, in every one of these Boards, subordinates functions are chiefly of the directire kind ; and
there are in'single-_ated situations, who, all of to the directive function, exercise may, in
them have salaries, minute portions of time, be given to the opera-

tions of functionaries, in indefinite number : at
a Ground of this persuasion. Anne 1782, the the bottom, because, for the performance of the

Earl of Shelburne became Prime Minister. On functions, though of the executive kind, the
that occasion, e/eve_, the Author of these pages demand fbr performance will generally be so
perfectly remembers spoken of with much warmth unfrequent.
by a friend of his--a Member of the opposite party

being the result of an addition, by which tt/e Instructional.
number of the Members was swelled to an altoge-
ther astonishing, as well as unexampled magnitude. ART.,, 31.. At the first formation of the offi-

In that Supreme Administration Board, there eial establishment, on no other ground than
were at that time, three grades of power, distm- that of conjecture can any determination be
guished by apl_ropriate denominations : the Cabinet fornmd, as to the number of distinguishable set_s
simply ; the _abinet w_th the circulation; and the of functions, to which the service of one and the
Cabinet with the circulation and the Post Of/_ee, same individual will be sufficient to give excr-
By the circulation, was meant the privilcze of a
key to the box, in ,a'hich the foreign despatches, else. Thereafter, a more substantial and ap-
with or without other documents of the day, went propriate ground will be aflbrded, by expert-
its rounds: by the Post Oa97r_e,tim power o'f order- I ence, observation, and experiment. But,in the
tag the letters of individuals to be opened at the ] nature of the ease, at one time the demand for
Post Office. Such is the information given by _ augmentation, at another time the demand for
that Minister to the Author of these pages, when | diminution, will be presented by incidental
l_resent at the opening of one of these receptacles, i occurrences.
and reading of the contents. How the matter I Suppose the maximum of frugality attained
_ta_ds at pre_ent, he cannot say. | in the first instance, yet thereafter increase of
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population, whether in the whole territory of --the dislocahility, of the p_r of every
the State, or only in this or that section of it, official situation under the Legislature_ by any
will naturally become productive of a demand one of several authorities.
for augmentation in the number of official situa-
tions,--and this, without any infringement of Instructional.
the _rpense-min_mlzation rule. ART. 34. More obviously to the Judiciary

Department than to the Admiaistrational be-

Exempl_ficatlonal. Instructional. longs the caution here given: and but for Frog-
AnT. 3°. tn English practice, in regard to lish practice, scarcely could there have been

the number of official situations, the same Offi- any demand for it. Under this form of govern-
cial Establishment exhibits, in one department meat, an all-ruling, although, (as may be iron-
-the Administration_l--avast redundancy;-- gined_) not a declared principle is--what may
in another department--the Judiciary--a vast be termed theself-jud_eation prb_¢_ple:--Erery
deficiency. Of two systemsin appearance so in- _lan judge over himselfi Examples follow

consistent, a common efficient cause may be seen Exvml)lifieat_onal.in the all-ruling sinister interest. In the Admi-
nistrational Department, all functionaries be- ART. 35. I. In case of breach of official
ing, in every situation, in effect, distocable, as duty, from the lowest to the highest degree of
well as locable, at the command of the supreme enormity, in the highest situations--the Ca-
authority,--and at the same time endowed Lind, for example,--no penal Judicatory but
with emolument, mostly in vast excess,--the the House of Lords, no accuser but the House
greater the aggregate mass in number and of Commons: and, of the Cabinet, every Mere-
value, in the greater degree is the sinister in- her is so either of the House of Lords, or of
terest on the part of locating rulers, benefited: the House of Commons.

and note, that in this Department, the emolu- E.re_npt_cat{onal.ment i_ in general composed exclusively of
salary without fees ; and is thence not increasi- AnT 36. IL Anne 18"26. In the House of
ble by any act on the part of incumbents.--In Commons, complaints after complaints, during
the Judiciary Department_ on the contrary,-- a long course of years, (grounds of complaint
the emolument being increasible and incrcas- having existed during a much longer,) of in-
ed, by fees exacted by locators ibr themselves aptitude, intellectual and active, on the part of
and their !ocatees,--the greater the number of the head of the law: complaints of moral in-
judicatoric._ of subordinate grades, the incum- aptitude,--(conniving at, and profiting by, ex-
beats of which would not be locable by them, tortion practised to vast amount, on false pre-
the greater would be the quantity of business tences,) though so much more flagrant as well
intercepted, and prevented from finding its as notorious, being, as usual, studiously sup-
way to their shops. Hence a compound, cure- pressed. To stop the inquiry in the House of
posed of sale of what is called justice, and de- Commons, a fellow Member of the Cabinet
nial of it ; denial, to wit, to all those who can- proposes a Board of Commissioners to be ham-
not afford to buy it : and by both sale and de- ed ibr inquiry into the aptitude of the system
nial, the sinister interest benefited : shape of of procedure, under which the Judge in ques-
the benefit, in so far as the sate has place, tion is acting : the proposal, acquiesced in of
ewolument: in so far as denial, ease. course. Locater of these Judges--in name

the King ; in effect--sole Locater--and by his
Instructhmal. countersignatur% even _n name,_the Judge so

ART. 33. A memento for which, on this occa- complained of.
sion, a demand might seem to have place,--is Connected with this principle, and constitut-
a cantion not to unite, in the hands of one and lug a ground for it, is an article in the political
the same person, two or more offices_ termed, creed, not the less universally professed by not
for shortness, incompatible: an appellation by being subscribed to, in the political creed:-
which have been designated offices, the pos- impeccability of all persons whose situations ia
sessor of one of which is in any way subordi- the official establishment are of a certain alti-
note, or in any way immediately responsible, to tude. Exemplifications and proofs might fill
the possessor of the other. _Fleasou, the con- volume : for, by these prineiples_ is practice--
trol would, by any such arrangement, be an- throughout--andinparticularjudicia_ pra_ico_
nihilated. But, an arrangement thus palpably as well as language, determined.
absurd--scarcely could it be realized but in a
more or less disguised form : as where the two SECTIOS IV.
official situations are, one or both of them,
many-seated: and in the present Code have Functions in all.
been inserted, even without any design directed
to this end, two arrangements, either of which Instructional. JExpasitlve.
would, so long as it lasted, sufllee to exclude AnT. 1. To the several sorts of ojoera$_
all demand for any such caution. One is--the which in every one of these Sub-departmente
non-existence of any many-seated official situa_ will need to be continually performed, corre.
tion under that of the Legislature : the other spend so many fuactians which will need to be
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exsrc4aed. By the name of the function, the si_nJale,or say natural or _atred right to any-
name as well as nature of the operation will thing that is yours : by the obligation imposed
in general, with the help of a short definition on your neighbour to forbear meddling with
or exposition, where necessary, be sufficiently it, and to forbear obstructing you in the use of
indicated : where not, it will be added, it, is constituted whatever factitious, or say

Inaruaional. ExTositive. sanetional and exclusive right you have to it.+For further exemplifications, see the Penal
AnT. 2. Previously to the enumeration of and Procedure Codes.

these functions, note requires to be taken, of i
the distinctions, which have place, in regard Expositive.
to the sorts of subject-matters, on or in relation ART. 10. III. Immoveables and moreables---
to which these same functions, and in particu- I to one or other of these denominations will
lar the re.qistra*ire, as per Section 7, will have everything that is not a fictitious entity be
to be exercised, foun_t referrible. Clear and eminently useful

]7,xposltgve. is this distinction : source of it, JRome-bred law:source of endless confusion, the denominations
ART. 3. Only by their na_nes or more ample : which come nearest to the above--the deno-

descriptions, can the subject-matters of politi- minations---realty and Fersonalty, in English-
cal functions be designated. All names are, bred law.
in their grammatical appellation, nouns-sub-
stantive. Expos_t_re.

.__nl'.l 1. IV. Moee_zl,les at large, and money:
.Expositire. to one or other of these denominations w_ll be

ART. 4. I. Names ofrealentities--names of found rcferrible everythi_q that comes under
_ctitious entities :--under one or other of these the denomination of nwreaSles. What, on the

enominations will all names of the subject- i present occasion, renders the division and dis-
matters in question be found comprised.* . tinction necessary is--that, between money on

! the one part, and all other things moveable on
Expositive. J the other, such will be found, in several re-

ART.5. Names ofFersons--names of things: :spects, the diversity,---that although, between
_under one or other of these denominations ] the sets of functions respectively exercisibte
willallnamesofrealentitiesbefoundcomprised. J,in relation to them, little, if any, difference

J_a'pos_tire. Elwill be found requisite to be made in _ame,
I yet, in the effects respectively produced upon

ARt. 6. Names of fictitious persons--names ] the two sorts of subject-matters, by the cxer-
of fictitious things--underone or other of these . cise given to these same functions, great
denominations, will all names of fictitious on- difference will be seen to have place : a differ-
titles be found comprised, i once, which has for its cause the comparative

Expos_tire" i simplicity of the sort of thing denominated
I money, and the i*evessar.vdiversifications which

ART.7. II. Ou one class of.fictitious entities have place in the remaining part of the aggre-
is by lawyers bestowed the denomination of i gate, denominated thD_gsmoveable.
things incorporeal. These are obligations and
rights: of' which two correspondent fictitions i Exposlt_re.
entities, rights alone are eomm_mly spoken of, I ART.12. V. Occurrences--to this denomina-
though they are not explainable or intelligible I tion will be found referrible all fivt_tious en-
otherwise than by reference to the respectively ! tities, considered as presenting themselves to
correspondent obligations ; while obligations I human notice : that is to say, in each instance,
are capable of having place without any corre- ! the matter of fact consisting in their so pre-
spondent right, i senting themselves.

Expositive. .ExFoslt_ve"

ART. 8. By the abseove of correspondent oh- ART. 13. VI. States (understand quiescent
ligatiot_, right is in some instance constituted : _ States) of persons or things, and factions of the
by theFresence of obligation, in other instances: i same---to one or other of these denominations
by the absence of obligation in one quarter, I will be found referrible every occurrence that
coupled with the presence of it in another, in requires to be taken for the subject of the
another set of instances, hereinafter explained registrative function, the

Expositive. exercise of which is composed of that of the
hereinafter mentioned minutative, and that of

ART. 9. :By the absence of obligation to for- th_ eonservatire function, and, exceptions for
bear meddling with it, is constituted your special reasons excepted, is followed by that

For an exposition of the division of names of I q 2tlora/r/ghts belong not to this place. A thickcloud envelopes the discourse, under it endless con-
entities into real and fictitious, see Fragments on i fusion reigns--wherever they are confoundedwith
Ontology, voL viii. p. 195, et _q.--Ed. I legal rights. [See vol. iL p. 497, et _e_.]
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of the hereinafter explained publicat_ve func- the same manner, and for the same practical
tion. purposes.

Expositive. Expos_tlve.

ART. 14. VII. Interior and exterior--te one ART. 20. XII. In so far as applied to the
or other of these denominations, or both to- purposes of law and government, they may be
gether, wit/ be found referrible every occur- distinguished according to the Departments
fence, which, to an eye placed in any office and Sub-departments, to the service of which
belonging to any department of the Official they are or ought to be respectively applied :
Establishment, can present itselfi By interior, and_ in each individual case, the person whose
understand those alone which have taken place discourse they exhibit will be either a f_na-
in relation to some perso_ or thi_g belonfing t_vnary or a non-functionary.
to the department, sub-department, or office in
question; by exterior, every other occurrence Expo_ire.
and sort of occurrence whatsoever. A_v. 21. XIII. On the occasion of each

Expositir.e. such instrument, there will be a person or set
of persons, by whom the discourse is addressed,

ART. 15. VIII. Important and uuimportant and a person or set of persons, to whom the
--to one or other of these denominations will discourse is addressed.
be found referrible every occurrence to which
it can happen to be taken for the subject of Expos_t_re.
registration, as above. By imjoortant , under- ART. 2_. The instruments, to which exis-
stand of a nature to exercise an influence, fence is given by an act of reqistradon_by the
augmentative or diminutive, on the net sum of exercise of the reg_tra$'_ve"function,--might,
happiness, to a first glance, present themselves as consti-

Exposlttve. tuting an exception: but, on further observa-tion_ being all of them destined for publicationj
ART. 16. IX..Rderant and irrdevan$--un- at a time either certain and immediate, or

derstand to the purpose of registration_ as eventual and more or less distant,_these also
respectively applied to the service of the sere- will be seen to be addressed to a set of persons:
ral above-mentioned Sub-departments : and to wit, those of whom the Tubtio a't large is
thence (as presumed) to the purpose of exer- composed.

cising an augmentative influence on the net JExposltlre.sum of happiness, as above.
ART.23. XIV. Considered as addressed,

Instructional. by or from a functionary, in any department of
ART. 17. Of such occurrences as are relerant, the State, to a functionary subordinate to him-

an object of endeavour will be, in the business self, or to a non-functionary, subject, on the
of each Sub-department, to maximize the _u_- occasion in question, to his authority, an in-
bet and value, minimizing, at the same time, strument may be termed a mandate.
the number of such as are deemed Lrele-
vent. To the exercise given to the hereinafter Exlv°_tive"
mentioned stat_sti_ and regiztratice functions, ART. 24. Transitory and naturallyperma-
this distinction is more particularly appli- ne_:---considered in respect of possible dnra-
cable, tion, under one or other of these denominations

will all _andates be found, comprised.
Expositive.

Ant. 18. X. Written (including quasi writ- .Expositlve.
ten) instruments. By written instruments AnT. 25. By transitory/, understand these
understand anythings, immoveable or move- in the case of which, at the end of a certain
able, which are distinguished from things at length of time, by some circumstance or other
large, by being applied to the purpose ofgiv- belongingtothenatureoftheaet, giving ulterior
ing expression to discourse. .Real, considered execution and effect to themandate is rendered
in themselves, they are personal when consi- impossible : as where the mandate having for
tiered in respect of the expression given by its sole object the exercise of a certain act, on
them to the thoughts of persons: the informa- a certain person or thing, such exercise has
tion conveyed by them having thus the effect been performed, and the object of the mandate
of personal _nfomnation, or say evidence, accomplished. In this case, the mandate may

also be styled eTl_e_neral.
Expoddve.

A_T. 19. XI. Like the ocvurrermcs, which E"vav°_i_e"
they are capable of being employed in giving ART. 26. By _¢_urallyperma_'nt mandate,
expression to, those same instruments may be understand those, the execution of which con-
distinguibhed into interior and e._rior, in_or- tinues possible, and, bating revocation_ will
_an$ and unirnporta_, and the important again continue actual, for an indefinite length of

. into _'elevan$ and irrel_aa$: distinguished in time. Such are those which have for their
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respective subject-matters persons or things, elusively a species of command; und this, in
or the one and the other, taken in classes, such sort as on no occasion to designate either

Of this kind, for the most part, are those more or less than the entire matter of onecom-
mandates, which, emaning from the Legisla- maud: whereas, by the term ordlnancv is con-
rive authority, are called Laws. tinually designated matter belonging to dis-

tinguishable commands in any number, yet
JExpos_tire. Instructional. perhaps without embracing completely the

ART. 27. Note, however, that, in case of whole matter of any one. The employment
necessity, there is nothing to hinder the Lc- i thus given to the appellative law, is (in a word)
gislature from issuing mandates, as above, of the designation of an abstract idea, having for
the ephemeral kind, as well a_ those of the na- its object the marking out the distinction be-
rurally permanent kind. "Brln_.t hither tbrtl_- tweeu the matter of a penal and that of a non-
with thls or that person, or this or tltat tl_in_'l."Of penal Code. But_ for tha_ detail this is not
this transitory and ephemeral complexionwill, the proper place.

generally speaking, be tho_e mandates, for ex- Exposit_r,_.ample, by the issuing of which, exercise is
given to the characteristic function of the Ze- A_T. 32. J't_nh_s,17_,,julatio_ts,Orders. With-
gislatire Iz_,t,liry Judlcatory, as per Ch. vi. out any as yet settled distinction, these words
Section 27. So again, " Convey to this or that are commonly employed, ahnost promiscuously,
prison, and cause to be enclosed, and till fur- to denote mandates emauing from any consti-
ther orders kept therein, this or that person." tutional authority subordinate to that of the

Legislative,--as also to mandates delivered by
JExposit_ve. Instructional. bodies incorporated, and bodies or say as-

A_v. 28. But, in the ordinary course of I sociations uninco_])orated, or even by ruling
things, the situation of the person, by whom members of private families :--for the desig-
utterance is given to a mandate of this ephe- nation of a set of mandates belonging to one
metal sort, will be that of some functionary and the same batch, the word/_ule.¢ bcing era-
subordinate to the Legislature : say the Prime ployed sometimes in conjunction with the word
Minister, say a Minister, especially the Army Re:/ulatio_s, sometimes with the word Orders.
Minister, the Preventive Service Minister: say Thus confused and disorderly is as yet the
lastly a Judge. phraseology of current practice.

Exposit _ce. Exposit l re.

A_T. 29. Sjpo_taneons and elicited; consi- AR_. 33. By the word Rule, a mandate of
deredinrespeetofitsor'u/in, underoneorother the permanent kind is more generally pre-
of these denominations will every mandate, sented to view, than a mandate of the et)he-
in and from whatsoever department issued, be meral and transitory kind. But, in the con-
found comprised. By spontaneous, understand fused language of English procedure, it is
brought into existence without having been equally and indiscriminately applied to both.
preceded and produced by application, in any When employed to designate mandates of the
shape, from any other quarter ; elicited, when permanent kind_ the word order is spliced on
by such application ab extra, brought into exis- to it.

tenee. E._)ositire. Instructional.

Expositive. AnT. 34. The distinction is not a mere spe-
ART. 30. When the mandate, beingelicited_ culative one. In those established seats and

hagbeen produced by an instrument, composed sources of extortion and oppression, in wtfich
of a portion of written discourse, whether ready what is called justice is sold to the relatively
written_ or minuted down as uttered, call the opuleut few, and denied to the relatively in-
instrument an ap2_lication instrument, digent ninny,--no rule, at the instance of an

individual, is ever issued gratis: none but on
Expositire. !payment of a price put u'pon it, which price

ART. 31. Ordinance. This appellative is is called afee, and pocketed either by a Judge,
•ometimes employed to designate any Govern- or by some subordinate loeatee of his, whose
vaent _nandate of the permanent kind ; bat is profit is at the same time the profit of the
most commonly the result of the exercise of Judge : elicited, accordingly on the part of the
.Leg/gatiw authority either in the supreme or Judge,not spontaneously issued, is the tttandatg
in a subordinate grade. In this ea_, at any or other instrument in this case.

rate if in the supreme authority, it is corn- Expositive.xaonly considered as having for its synonym
the word law. In the present Pannomion, ART. 35. 1gules and Orders on the other
however, need h_s been found for making ex- hand are issued--not at the instance of any
clnsive application of the term law, to a par- party to any suit, but Slooataneously by the
pose in certain respects different : to wit, to Judges themselves_ in whom the power of ira-
the giving clearness to the idea designated by posing, without stint, for their own benefit,
that word, by employing it to designate ex- taxes on all suitors, has lately been conferred
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by the serf-constituted representatives of the !of eventual eddemc,es, serve, in _e meantime_
people :--trustees who, on that same occasion, to the parties respectively interested, in the
thus ot_ciated in such numbers in the two self character of so many particular _ams: the par-
conjoined characters of oppressors and depre- ties contributing the direaive matter, the Legis-
dators. Nevertheless, intimate in this case is lature the #anctionati_.
the connexion between the permanent sort of
mandate and the ejvhemeral. Rules and Or- .E_po_itive.

tiers are the remote and original instruments ART. 40. By an arran.qement understand
of the abuse, Rules, the immediate and deft- the result, whatever it be, of any human a_
vative, and consequently of any mamtat, cmaning from

_Expositire. the Legislative, or any other department of the
State. Fictitious is the sort of'entity of which

ART. 36. !tlandate, (it may be observed,) this word is the name. In so far as exeention
being a word not belonging to the vocabulary and effect have been given to any law or to any
of English procedure,--it has, on the present mandate of the Prime Minister--of a Minister
occasion, been taken from the body of the lan- --or of a Judge,--an arrangement may be said
guage, for the purpose of infusing, if possible, to have been _nade by it. The effects will, as
aray or two of light into the den of Cacus. above, be of the epheu_eral or of the permanen$
On a particular occasion--and that rather a -kind, according to the nature of the case.
narrow one--a Rule issuing from a Common
Law Jadicatory, is indeed called a _lmnda_nns : .ExTosi_;ve"

but, neither on that occasion nor any other is ART. 41. ]nst_utivns and Establishments.
any employment given to the word mandate. I Both these fictitious entities are comprised
When issued under the notion of giving ter- I under the generic appellative arrangeu_nt.ruination to a suit,---a mandate receives in one I
sort of Judicatory, the name of a jud.qment, in ] How fax soever their respective imports may
another, that of a decree : in any other stage of i be from being determinate,--most usually con-

the cause, a writ, an order, or else a rule : in i veved by the word institution seems to be theidea of an arrangement, carried into effect
Judicatories of other sorts, it may perhaps be _without any concurrent operation on the partfound to go by this or that other name: nor I
yet without reason: the more various tim de- [ ofgoverr*meut, in any of its departments ; bythe word establiskment, an arrangement carried
nomination, the less intelligible, into effect by government. Witness the all-

Instructional. comprehensive aggregate styled the Offi_al Es-
tab!ishment, with its several branches : the Ofll-

ART. 37. Of the above explanations it will cial Establishment,--the vast fictitious recep-
be seen that some part belongs more particu- tacle, in which are considered as included all
larly to the Judiciary, than to this which is
at present on the carpet--the Administration fu_ctionaries.
department. But, in this place, the subject Instructional.
being unavoidably begun upon,--in this same
place (it was thought) it might with some ad- ART. 42. Such are the $uSject-matters, which,
vantage be concluded, as will be seen, require to be kept constantlyin view, on the occasion of the ordi_,anve_ and

Instructional. mandates, by the issuing of which those at-
ART. 38. For giving expression to all these rangements will be made, by which tlle several

several mandates, together with the responses, functions will be created, and at the same time
expressive of the respectively appropriate i allotted to the correspondent classes of per-
answers, or say, returns,--appropriate written sons, thence denominated functionaries. In
forms will, in the course of this Pau_om_on, Section 7, Statistic.function, exemplifications
as far as practicable, be prepared: to the whole of tile several different sorts of these subject-
of the generally appllcablc matter, expression matters will he found.

being given in printvd forms: while, for the Instructional
reception of the ind_ridually applyin_l matter,
adequate spares will of necessity, be left in ART. 43. Uses looked to, in and from tlMs
blank. Thus will uniformity and certainty be analysis, are the following--
maximized ; ex2ense minimized. 1. Affording ground and invitation for judg-

ments to be passed, as to what, ff any, portions
lnstruct'wnal, of matter, properly belonging to this part of

AR_. 39. In a more particular degree, to the field of government, have been omitted.
the business of the Judiciary Department, will 2. By survey thus taken of the points of
the .,41l-cor_prehensire Formulary thus corn- t agreement and diversity between the several
posed be found applicable : and, to the portion **objects_---maximizing, on the part of "_heeon-
¢ompesed chiefly of mandates with their re- ceptions respectively formed and entertained
sponses,willthereinbe addedthatcomposed ]inrelationtothem,thedesirableprvpertieaof
of _eyan¢,_ and contracts: ir_tru_t_which, _ cle_z'_ and corr_t_ at the sam_ _im¢

while to the judge they serve in the character [ ¢vmTrehen_ive_e_.
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JEna_t¢_. Expositive. 5 Recvipt: to wit, ab intra: function, thet_r,_reoeptive: wherein is supposed, and of
ART. 44. First, as to functions regarding necessity included, as exercised in the other

_EnsONS. These are--- Department or Sub-department :--
L The Locative: exercised by placing in- 6. Transmission: to wit, to this Depart-

dividuals in the several official situations. It ment: function, the transmissive.
.is as to persons what the presently mentioned 7. If the article so received had been ante-
lrrocuratiw is as to things and money. As to cedently issued, receipt is retroacception : func-
this function, see Section 16, Locable _cho; and tion, the retroacceptige ; correspondent, the
Section 17, Located how. retrotransmis_re.

II. TheSelf-suppletire: exercised by giving Enactive.
location, actual or eventual, to Deputes, and
thus providing for the insufficiency in number ART.47. l. Requisite exceptions excepted,
or aptitude on the part of Principals : another the exercise of the provurative function will be
mode of the procurative, constantly preceded by a correspondent exer-

III. The Directire: exercised by giving di- cise given to a correspondent preliminary func-
rection to the conduct of Deputes or Subordi- tion, styled the requisitive, and a thereupon
hates, in relation to the business of the Sub- consequent mandate, styled a procurement
department. _naudate: as to which, see Section 8, I_equisi-

IV. The 1)i._locatire: exereiscdbyremoving tire function.
Deputes or Sui*ordinatcs out of their several
situations. This is as t_ persons what the pre- JEnactire.
sentiy mentioned ellminat_re is as to things. ART. 48. VI. The Custoditb_e: exercised by

Sub-medes of location are-- keeping the things in a condition fit and ready
1. 211leetive_ or say remu_erationlt/operat- for service. As to the person or persons to

in,J, or say engagement ; to wit, by t?ee col_sent whom it should be committed, see Section 7,
and contract: function, the c,_nductlre. ,','tati_ic fanetion. Bissection 1I., Original

2. Compulsive, or say punitionally op_ratinq, Outset Books.
or say pressing; to wit. without consent: func-
tion, the compulsorily procuratire. Enactlre.

Dis-sub-modes of location, allective and eom- AIZT.49. VII. The .,42Lvlieative: exercised
pnlsive together, are-- ; by the actual application of the things to the

1. Promotion in the same line. purpose of the service, according to the nature
2. Simple dislocation, of the service, and the things. It is as to
3. Suspension. ..things what the directive is as to persons. Ap-
4. Transference permanent to a superior I plied to money, it coincides with the elimina-

grade in a different line. ] tire, which see. As to this function, see See-
S. Transference temporary to a superior tion 7, Statist_o function. Bissection III.,

grade in a different line. Journal Books.

6. Transference permanent to an inferior i _nact_ve.
grade in a different line.

7. Transference temporary to an inferior I AItT. 50. VIII. The Reparat_re: exercised
grade in a different line. _by causing the things to be again fit for the

8. Transference permanent to an equal grade service, after they have ceased to be so.

in a different line. .Enactire.
9. Transference temporary to an equal grade

in a different line. ART. 51. IX. The Trans.for_native: exer-
cised by the giving to the matter of the thing

.E_actlre. .Ex-pos_tlve. in question another form. As to this function,
ART 45. Next as to functions regarding seeSeetion7,Statistiefur_ction. BissectionIIL

THL_GS: things immoveable, things moveable, .Enactlre.
and money, included.

V. The Procuratire: exercised by procur- ART. 52. X. The E/iminatlr, z: exercised
ing and attaching to the service the things in by removal of the thing in question out of the
question. It is, as to things and money, what custody of the functionary in question.
the lovative is as to persons. It is as to things and raoney, what the disla-

retire is as to Terson_.
.Enaetire. _Expos_tive.

AnT. 46. Sub-modes of proeureme_t are-- Enactive.
1. Purchase: function, the emptire. A_T. 33. Submodes of elimination are---
2. Hire: function, the eonductire.. 1. As to things, in the case in which appli-
3. Fabrlvation: function, the faSricative, cation to use consists in rapid and destructive
4. Requisition: towit, from some other De- eon_m-ptlon,--for example, in the case of

partmentorSub-department: function, the re- thingsappliedtothepnrposeoffood, drink, heat-
qulsitiv_: followed (in so far as the requisition ing, fighting, explosion,---application _ccord-
effects its object) by ingly : function_ the commmptio_authorlzi_J.
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2. _Iz: function, _e v_/5_. C_rdiugly--e_er_r relativelyiJ_porfant, or re-.
3. _Donatio_ orsayg_ft: function,the ¢bnw_ latively i_fluential occurrences: with mention

¢/_. made of the tim_s and _ at which the oe-
4. I,_ing out to Idre: function, the /vase- era-fences respectively occurred: together with

ldt/_, or say the _rved_-lovative. deductions, exhibiting such vo_i_s, or say
In this case, in so far as the contract has _uaRy _uex_din9 ovourre_ of the like-

been fulfilled, follows rdroacveptio_ : function, natnre as seem most reasonably to he expected,
the retroave_ptive: a submede, as above, of the and the exercise most proper to be given to
pro_ra_ive. If the lessee be--not an indivi- the directive function in contemplation of them.
dual at large, but the appropriate functionary
belonging to some other Sub-department or JEnact_v_. _xFosltiw.

Department,---correspondent and precedent to AnT. 57. XIII._2. The .Regiztrative, or
such retroavception will have been rctrotra_ say t_evordative: exercised, by the arrange-
m_/on from the last-mentioned Sub-depart- ments and operatious, by which, in conformity
ment or Department, as above : function, the to corresponding ordinances and mandates, the
retrotran._rnisslve, accounts, given at different periods by the ex-

5. Com_nodatio_, or say lending.out: rune- ercise of the statistic function, are kept in cau-
tion, the com_nodative, tiguity, and in a regular series, for the pur-

6..Ejection, without making use of it iu any pose of reference and comparison. As to tki_,
shape, or transmitting it to any other Sub-de- see Ch. viiL PRI_E M_NrST_R ; Section t0,/_-
partment or Department : ejection, to wit, on gistration S!_ston.
the supposition of its being valueless: func-
tion, the ejective. :Enactive. Expositive.

A_tT. 58. XIV.--3. The _Publiz_ative: exer-

.Enactire. .Expositive. In_trudional. cised, by the publicity given to the produce of
An_. 54. XI.--The fn_ective: exercised by the correspondent part of the JReg._tration sys-

surveys made, prepar_tery to exercise eventu- tern. See Ca. viii. Section ll', -Publication
ally given to the directive function. To it must System.
he added, or in it included, the quasi-in_ec-
tire. As to this, see Section 11, lnfor_nation- Enacti_e. ExI_ositlre.
divitat_ve function. It has for its objects, in ART. 59. XV.--The o._cially informati_e, or
a more particular manner than any of the for- say Reloort-maki _ function : exercised by a
mcr, twodistinguishable, howsoever intimately subordinate functionary, by communication,
connected, operations or courses of action : to made to his superordinate, of a discourse callsd
wit, l, maximization of the aggregate of good, a Report: in which expression and arrange-
predncible by serviceable dispositions made of meat are given to _ body of evidence, having
the subject-matters in question : 2, minimiza- for its purpose the constituting, or contributing
tion of the aggregate of evil, producible by the to constitute, an appropriate ground in point
d/sserviceable dispositions and accidents to of fact, for exercise to be eventually given on
which they stand respectively exposed, some particular occasion, to some function or

]_utruc_onal. Erpodtive. functions, by the superordinate. It may, inthe whole or in any proportion, consist of evi-
ART. 55. As often as, for the exercise of the dence, elicited by the thus inforntation-glring

Inspective function, change of place is neces- functionary, with or without teguments, having
sary, a different denomination may be of use for theirobject the affording assistance tojudg.
in speaking of it : to wit, the _i._itative. As to meat, and c_nsequent action on the part of the
this, see Section 9, In_ectirefanction. information-receivingfunctionary. See further,

Section 10, O_eially informat_ve fu_wtion ; and
-Enactive. -Expositlre. ln_tructlonal. Section ll, Information elicitatire function.

ART. 56. Now, as to functions regarding .Enact_ve. .Expositive. Instructional.
pERSONS, THINGS_ MONEY, and OCCVRR_SC_S.
These are-- ART. 60. Lastly, as to functions regarding

XII.--1. The Statistic: exercised by state- rERSO._S,_HL_GS, MOSEV,|_STRUME.'rrS OF s_s-
ments made of the state of persons, things, and TICATIONREGISTRATIONand PUBLICATION, OnDI°
_masy, belonging to the Sub-department at the N_NCES, and consequent _Rm_NUF.ME_'rS, having
time in question, and of such knowledge-war- place in relation to the several above-men-
thy occurrences as have taken place in relation tioned subjevt-m_tters.
to those objects respectively: including not
only such occurrences as, with reference to the Enactive. .ExFo_itive.
Sub-department in question, and the Official ART. 61. XVI.--The.M'eliorat{on-_ugge$_ire:
Establishment of which it makes a part, may be exercised in so far as,---any of those same sub-
styled interior,--but also, among those which, ject-matters presenting themselves as needing
with relation to it arc e.vter/or, all such bywhieh reforra, or being susceptible of imtn'oveme_t,--
a demand may he produced, for exercise to be indication is given of a _angc, supposed to be
given, in this or that particular manner, to adapted to one or other of those two intimately
any of the function_ belonging to it: say ae- connected, often undistinguishable, ever ben¢.

VoL. IX. P
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ficial, and, Bofar as possible, desirable, pur- pla_e, examples are the followiug:--l, Edi-
poses, rices and ground-works of various sorts ; 2,

Navigable vessels ; 3, Ship-stores of various
.Enaaive. Expositive. Instructional. sorts; such as masts, yards, sails, and cord-

ART. 62. Of the sorts o.fthings here in ques- age;4, Arms and ammmlition of various sorts :
tion, some there are, the need of which has in particular, gunpowder.

place, in every Department and Sub-depart- Expositive. Instructionalment, whatsoever be the nature of the business
of it : others, the description of which will be AnT. 68. II.--selikewise, during the continu-
different according to the nature of the several ance of the eustoditive, will be apt to antago-
branches of service carried on in the several nize the applicative, the reparative, the trans-
Sub-departments. formative, and the several modes of the elimi-

"native; to wit, as above, th_ vend_ire, the lease-
Enac_ive. Expositice. letting, the tran_nissic% and the ejectire.

ART.63. By the instrumenta of statlstitatlon Expositive. Instructional.
and ref_tratlon, understand--the several por-
tions of written discourse and other permanent AnT. 69. III.--So in the Domain Sub-depart-
signs, if any, employed in the exercise of those ment in particular, antagonizing functions will
same functions. They will be found distin- be the applicative and the lease-letting, or say
guishable into_l, the elementary, to wit, the the _nercede-loeatirc.
several individual entries; 2, the aggregate, to
@it, the several R_ister Books, in which the Expositive.

several entries are inserted. ART. 70. By the applicative, understand in

.E_avtive. Exposlt_re. this case the function, exercised by the keepingin hand the aggregate mass of the things which
ART. 64. Of the sorts of things, the need of are the subject-matters of the property in ques-

which will have place in every Department and tion,--on account of the Government and the
Sub-depaxtment, examples are as follow_ :-- public, applying them to their respective uses,

I. Things unmoveable. --and, on account of Government, and thereby
L The edifice or apartment, in wtfich the of the public, making, in respect of money, the *

business of the Department or Sub-department appropriate expenditure, and reaping therefrom
is carried on. As to this, see Section 26, the profits.
.,4re]_ectural arrangements.

n. The land, if any, attached to it. SECTm._V.
II. Things moveable.
IH. 1. Furniture, and other such part, of Subordination-grades.

the moveable stock as are put to use otherwise
than by rapid consumption. Instructional.

tv. 2. Statio_ery ware : that is to say, in- ART. I. In the several Administration Sub-
strnments and materials employed in writing, departments established by this Code, divers

v. 3. Instruments and materials employed degrees or say grades, in the scale of subordi-
In lighting, warming, and cooling. As to these nation, will be found necessary : necessary
several matters, see Section 7, Statistic fanc- thereupon will be found expository matter,
t/on--Bisseetion iv. Loss Books. under the subheads following :--

1. Subordination--its ey_¢ient causes.
J_xposit_re. 2. SuTerordinateness and superiority--their

/taT. 65. Functions mutually competitional, difference.
or say antagonistic. Understand by this de- 3. Super and sub-ordination--their grades.
nomination those functions, as to which, on 4. Subordination--aecountability--responsi-
this or that occasion, option may require to be bility--their mutual relation.
made, by the appropriate functionary, as to 5. Ultcriorgrades--ey_icientcausesofdemand
which of them, exercise shall on that same oc- for them.
casion, be given to. 6. Comlexion between demand forgrade and

demand for pay.Expositive. Instructional

ART. 66. Of functions capable of thus eom- .Expositive.
ing into eompetition_ examples axe the fellow- Aar. 2. Subordination supposes superordl-
ing :-- nation. Subordinateness is a mode of inferi-

I. Under the ]yroenrative, its several modes, ority ; superordinateness_ of superiority : for
to wit, the e_q_ptive,the ronduaive, thefabrica- the modes, see Art. 4.
tin, and the tra_receTtive.

.Exposltlvv.
.Expositive. I_struetional.

Artr. 3. Of subordination,the eflleieu, ",;ause
ART. 67. Of subject-matters in relation to is--pewee: viz. of thesuperordinate inretatioa

which such competition is most apt to have to the subordinate.
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_Fnstructioaal. ExFos_tlve. Instructional .Ratiovinativ¢.

ARt. 4. Mode_ of power necessary, are the ART. 9. In the present ease, of necessity
following-- is the highest grade taken for the common ob-

1. Power of divevtion: eorrespondiagfun¢- ject of reference in forming the scale of car-
tion, the directive, responding denominations. For, in every de-

2. Power of suspension : corresponding fune- partment, the name of the highest will at all
tion, the suspensive, times be the same. But the number of the

3. Power nfdlslovatio_: corresponding fune- grades,--and consequently in this mode of de-
tion_ the dislocative, nomination, the name of the lowest,--will con-

4. Power of punition: correspondingfunc- tinually be liable to be on the change.

tion, either the punitive, or the punifactive. Expos_ive.5. Power of suppletion, that is to say, of
fresh location, in ease of suspension or disloca- ART. 10. Without and instead of the word
tion: corresponding function, the suTpletire, superordinateness, the word superiority would

Modes of power, not necessarily but inci- not, on this occasion, have answered the par-
dentally capable of being usefully employed, pose. Superordinateness is not either identi-
are, in this case, powers transferential, per- cal or co-extensive with superiority ; subordi-
manent or temporary, to an equal or inferior nateness, with inferiority : superordinateness
grade, and s/_ti$$ve, or say promotion-stopping, is but one mode of soperiority, subordinateness_
As to these, see Section 20, Insubordination of inferiority. Without superordinateness,
ob_'iated, and Section 21, OFFression obviated, superiority may have place even by means of

legal power ; as well as without being accom-
Instructional. punied with legal power : I. By means of legal

ART. 5. In the hands in which the direc- power : to wit, over a third person : the third
tire function is, must be the suspensive and person being or not being in a state of saber-
temporarily suppletire: in the superordinate's dinateness as to either or both the superiors,
must he the permanently suppletive : in the having in relation to such third person, more
superordinate's, to a certain extent, most be power than the inferior has.
either thepun it ire,or thepunifavtive: in a Judi-
cial functionary must, for this same purpose, Expositive.
be the punitive to an ulterior extent. AR_. 11. Example. If by directive and

suspensive power, a supererdinate in the Ad-
In_truc_ionaL I_tioclnatire. ministrative Department can produce more

ART. 6. Either with the divect_re, the su- suffering on the part of a subordinate, than, in
perordinate must have the suspensive function, execution of a law, bearing upon any part of
or he cannot be made responsible for miscon- his conduct, the Judge can,--the superordi-
duct on the part of the subordinate. But, the hate member of the Administrative will, in so
degree of the necessity will depend upon the far, be superior in power to the Judge.
nature of the work, coupled with the distance
between the grade of the directing functionary Ex_ositive.
and that of his next superordinate. AnT. 12. So, to an indefinite extent is

Instructional Enact_ve. superiority universally considered and spoken
ART. 7. In respect of punittrv power, the of as having place, without being accompanied

Judiciary functionaries are superordinate to with legal power in any shape on the part of
the Administrational in all Sub-departments : the superior over the inferior. In this case_
not so, in respect of directive, suspensive, dis- the field and line of comparison may be the
locative, transferential, or suppletive, quantity possessed by the superior and inferior

respectively of any desirable quality or pes-
Exl°°sitive" session. Examples of _uch qualities and poe-

ART. 8. To the several grades in the scale sessions are as follows :-
of subordination, one beneath another, taking 1. Personal strength.
that of the Mimster for the highest and the 2. Personal beauty.
commou object of reference, attach the several 3. Moral accomplishments.
denominations following, taken from the nu- 4. Intellectual accomplishments, (oogni-
meration table, tioual.)

I. Minister's immediate subordinate, call 5. Intellectual accomplishments, (judicial.)
him Prime Subordinate: correspondent gradeof 6. Useful or graceful activity in any line.
subordination, grade the first. 7. Skill in pastimes of any sort.

2. Minister's immediate subordinate's ira- 8. Agreeableness in eonversation_ and pri-
mediate subordinate, call Minister's Bin-sub- rate intercourse, say urbanity.
ordinate: grade, the second. 9. Opulence.

3. Minister's immediate subordinate's ira- 10. Factitious honour and dignity.
mediate subordinate's immediate subordinate, l I. Influence of will on will.
call Minister's Tris-subordlnate: grade, the 12. Influence of understanding on under-
third: and so on through the numeration table, standing.
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I compliance with the corresponding exereise_Instructional. given to the directiee power of the superordi-
ART. 13. Note here the distinction and ]nate: for, without such accountableness, thedi-

difference between subordinateness with the rect;ce power cannot be efficient.

attendant specific _nferiority in respect of .Exgiesitire. Instructionalpo_'er on the one part, and iTff'eriorityat large i
on the other part. I ART. 18. Such obligation, on the part of the

Expositice. Iiaccountable subordinate, supposes correspon-dent powers or rights on the part of the super-
ART.14. Example. Foreign Relation De- i ordb_ate ; powers, in so far as exercisable with-

partment : political missionary line, Scale of ' out recourse to a Judge : viz. by means of

Grades in rank, beginning with the highest ;* ' suqpensive power and punithctive power, as
in no one of them correspondent subordinate- [ per Arts. 4, 5, 6, 7 : ri_ht, in so ihr as not exer-
hess on the part of the inferior, i eisable but by means of recourse to a Judg%

I..Rank. [ ibr the purpose of giving to the punifactive
power the effect of punitive.

1. Ambassador extraordinary.
2. Ambassador ordinary. Instructional.

lI..Rank. AI_T. 19. Of accountableness at large, ac-
countableness in respect of money is the mode

3. Envoy. most frequently brought to view.

4. Minister Plenipotentiary. Instructlo_al.
III. l_ank.

ARt. 20. Eventual obligation of making
5. Minister. ' transfer of the subject-matter is a natural and
6. Resident. i frequent,butnotneeessaryaceompanimentofit.

7. Chargd d'Ait_airs, i Expositive.
.Ratiocinative.

ART. 15. Even in a Representative Dome- I ART.21. Correspondent and concomitant tosubordinateness, and accountableness is resI,on-

eraey, observance of these distinctions is ne-]sibility: efficient causes the same.
cessary : cause, the need which, under this as i
under every other form of Government, there ] Instruct'wnal. Rat_ocinatire.
is, of keeping up communication with the Go- '. ART. °2. By SUl)erordinateness, no increase
vernments of other states, r ofpay is rendered necessary or requisite. Pay,

as per Section 17, Located lww, is, by the pecu-
Instructional. E.rpos_t_ve. niary competition, minimized. Power being,

ART.16. In the Anglo-Amerman Union, the as well as money, part and parcel of the mat-
highest grade Ibr which provision is made in ter of reward,--of any addition to power, the
this line, is that of Envoy Extraordinary and effcct in respect of demand for emolument, is
Minister Plenipotentiary. It rests with those --not additiou_ but subtraction.

to whom it belongs, to show why even the lnst'ructim_al. .l_atiocinatice.
lowest grade might not as well suffice as under
Frederic styled the Great of Prussia, an Envoy ART. 23. Nor, by superiority in factitious
or Resident of the lowest grade (the Chevalier di.anit//: under this Code, no factitious dignity
Mitehel) sufficed : sufficed, even at the Court being admitted.

of London, on which the monarch was depen- _at_ocinatire. Instr_etlo_al.
dent for Ins existence. In that ca_e, the im-
portance of the sending state, and of its busi- ART. 24. Nor, by need of official intercourse:
ness to the state sent to, was trusted to as a the manifold writing system, as per Ch. viii.
sufficient security for the requisite degree of PRIME ML_ISTER,Section ]0, tlegistration Sys-
attention. With those to whom it belongs, it tern, minimizing the expense of transmission of
rests to show why the case should be other- statistic matter, wheresoever the information
wise in the instance of the Anglo-American conveyed by it can be of use.

Democracy. Expositive.

l?,.rlgositi_e, l_atiocinatice. ART. 25. In every ease where, between one
AnT. 17. Correspondent and concomitant to functionary and another,--intercourse, either

subordinateness is accountableness. By av- for the purpose of direction, that is to say of
¢ountableness understand subjection to the oh- direct_reness and directedness, is needful, a
ligation to exercise the stati._t_cihnction, (as to grade in the scale of subordination has place.
whieh see Section 4_) as to operations pertbrm-
ed by the subordinate, in consequence of, and Instructional. .Ratiocinative.

From Martens's Precis du Droit des Gens, ART. 26. In any Sub-department,--in the
&e., Gottin_en, 1801,section 191 : in some of the shape of constant aecount-girinq, need of sub-
iastaneesth_distinetionnotaltogetherdeterrainate, ordinateness may have place, on the part of
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a functionary, in whose instance there is no I 2. Residence of the Foreign Relation Mi-
need of his taking constant dire_ion from the ulster on the borders of the Atlantic, as in the
superordinate to whom he is thus accountable. [ A nf/lo-.dmer_ca a United Sta_es, Station of Con-

Uses of account-giving in this case. I sul'and Vice-consuls, on the borders of the
1. Securing constancy of supply,--in re- /'azifiv.

spect of appropriate stock in all shapes, and
money, necessary and sufficient for the branch Instructional. "]_at_oe_nat_re.
of service under his charge. A_T. 31. To the Financ_e .MinSter, in re-

2. Prevention of needless delay, speet of his Sub-department, in no other Sub-
3. Prevention of misconduct in every other department is any one of its functionaries in

shape; to wit, by fear of eventual punish- a state of subordinateness. But, in relationto
ment. that same _:tlinister, in every Sub-department,

all functionaries are in a state of accountabl_-
E_pos_tice. ne._z: of accountableness in regard to money,

ART.27. Examples. and thence in regard to the state of receipts,
1. Army Sub-department: appropriate ups- issues, losses, needs and expectancies as to

ration, construction of fortifications, money,--that by his care, in so far as depends
2. Navy Sub-department : appropriate ope- upon him, supply may at all times be at their

ration, coustructmn of navigable vessels, ships, command, as to what is needed by them re-
docks, &c. spectively in the shape of n_o_,ey: in regard to

3. h_tcrior CommunicationDepartment : up- _ppropriate .crock in all shapes, and thence in
propriute operation, construction of canals, regard to the state of receipts, issues, losses,
bridges, tunnels, &c. needs, anti expectancies, as to such appropriate

4. Domain Sub-department: appropriate ups- stock--that, by the same care, supply may at
ration, working of mines. In all these cases all times be at their command, as to what is
the operatwns of planning, and directing the needed by them respectively as to stock in
execution, will naturally be performed--not those several appropriate shapes, by means of
by the Minister, bnt by an appropriate skilled _noncy: ofmone_ employed in the procurement
functionary. Not only to such his immediate of it.
superordinate,will account be accordingly given
by such his subordinate, but also to tt'm Mi- Instrnctional.
ulster ; including a regular account of pro- ARx. 32. At the outset, the Legislature will,
gress, in each Sub-department, establish such grades

of subordination as at that time appear need-
]n_ructional. ful : adding to, or subtracting from, the hum-

ART. 28. By mere distance, without need of ber, at all times, in any such manner as expe-
any such determinate superiority as per Art. riches, or change of circumstances, may in-
26, in respect of appropriate skill, a demand dicate.
may be created for a grade in the scale of sub-
ordination for the purpose of direction. Instr_wtional. Exl_ositiw.

AnT. 33. Of Sub-departments in which the
Expositire. _number of grades needful will naturally be

ART. 29. Examples. Foreign Relation De- smallest, Examples are--
partment : station of Commercial ,State M._s- _ I. Election ,7tli_i_er--Subordinates to him
sionaries, or say Consuls. For the service of ! needful.

two stations,--at the same distance, the one I I. Election Clerks at the several .Distriv$
as the other, from the Foreign Relation Mi- I Electi(,n Offces, as per Ch. vi. LS6ISLATIVE;
nister's official residence,--no demand can have Section 7 I"2leeti_ 02_ces.
place for a Consul at the on% and a Vice-con- 2. Vote-receiving Clerks at the several Sub-
sul at the other. But betweeu station and d_triet _Election 02_ices.
station suppose a certain distance,--it may be
necessary that, under one such agent, there Instructional JEx_voslt_ve.
may be one or mure,--taking direction from AnT. 34. ]I. Legislation Minister. What
him, and even eventually undergoing disloea- may happen is--that, under him no class of
tion by him, fi)tlowed by temporary location functionaries may be needful, other than that
of a substitute, before those functions can re- of IVrlting Clerks, in addition to his own De-
speetively be exercised by the Minister. puts, as per Section 6,Setf-suTplet_refunct_on.

Instructional. E_Tosidve. (See Art. 4'2.)

ART. 30. So perhaps it may happen in the Instructional. ExToslt_re.
ease of the Letter-post branch of the business AnT. 35. Of Sub-departments, in which the
of the Interior Co_municat_on M$_d._er's Sub- number of grades will necessarily be the great-
department. Examples. est, Examples are--

1. Residence of the Foreigu Relation Mi- IIl. The Arrn._ Sub-det)artment. For the
_ister, in Eurol_e, Station_ of Consul and Vice- efficient causes of the demand, see Ch. x. DF,-
consuls in .4wcri_a. F_,'_SlV_Foac_, Section 1, Branche_, Section
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5, _tilpendar_es who_ and Section 7, _Promo-
tion. PPM)FESSIONAL FUNCTIONARIES,

1. Subordinate of the highest grade, Admi-
InstruvtionaL ral of the Fleet and General of Marines_ Duke

ART. 36. Where, as to this matter, the end of Clarence, Brother of the King.
of government is maa'imizatlon of o2_v/a/ ex- 2. Bis-snbordinates, the Admirals of the
pense, coupled with indifference as to official Red: number ............................ 16
aptitude,--the nunlbsr of the highest-paid 3. Tris-subordinates, the Admirals of
grades will be maximized, for maximizat'wn of the White : number ..................... 17
the expense. 4. Q,uadries-subordinates, the Admirals

of the Blue : number .................... 18
E_ositirz. 5. Quinquies-subordinates, the Vice-

ART. 37. Example from the English Army Admirals of the ROd: number ........ 21
Sub-deparfment. 6. Sexties-subordinates, the Viee-Admi-

1. Superordinate of the highest grade, Su- rals of the White : number ............ 22
preme Commander-in-Chief,--the King. 7. Septies-subordinates, theVice-Admi-

2. Subordinate of the highest grade_ the Se- rals of the Blue : number .............. 21
cretaxy for Colonies and War. 8. Oeties-subordinates, the Rear-Admi-

rals ol_the Red : number ............... 22
PROFESSIONALFU,_C'rlO._ARIES. 9. Nonies-subordinates, the Idear-Ad-

3. Bis-subordinate, the Com_ander-i_-(7_ef mirals of the White : number ......... 24
so styled, Duke of York, Brother of the King, 10. Decies-subordinates, the Rear-Ad-
and Successor Presumptive. mirals of the Blue : number ........... 25

4. Tris-subordinates, the Field-Marshals : as
per Royal Calendar, anne 1825, num- Together ................................... 186
bet of this grade .......................... 6 11. Superannuated Admirals ............... 29

5. Quadries-subordinates, the Generals: ......
number .................................... 86 Total ....................................... 215

6. Quinquies-subordinates, the Lieute- In the case of the superannuated admirals,
nant-Generals: number ................ 215 pay mentioned, twenty-five shillings per day :

in the other cases, pay not mentioned.
Together ................................... 307

7. Sexties-subordinates, the Major-Ge- Instructional. .Expositive.
nerals : number ........................... 259 ART. 41. Parallel examp_.es from the United

_TnstruvtionaL States' Navy Sub-department, anno 1824.
1. Superordinate under the President_ the

ART. 38. Where_ as to this same matter, the Secretary of the Navy.
end of government is maximization of official 2. Subordinates of the highest grade, the
aptitude, coupled with minimization of ex- Commissioners of the Navy, acting iu the form
pense, the number _f the highest-paid grades of a Board: accordingly no otherwise than
will be m_ngmized, for minimization of the ex- conjunctly : number, 3.

pease. PROFESSIONAL FUNCTIONARIES.

Expositlr_. 1. Subordinates of the highest grades, Cap-
AnT. 39. Example in the Anglo-American tains : titles, when in the command of divers

United States' Army Sub-department. vessels composing a squadron,--as in the Eng-
1. Superordinate of the highest grade, o_fi- fish service, Commodores. Admirals, of any

ciating as the English King, only in case of grade, not one.
neceuity, the President.

2. Subordinate of the highest gra_le,--a Instrustlonal. .Expositlre.
non-military functionary,--Secretary of the ARt. 42. The'Sub-department in which the
War Department. numberofthe grades will natnrallybe the least,

is the Legislation Minister's. Under him, de-
PROFESSIONALFrJNC;rIONARIES. cidedly necessary, it will perhaps be seen, are -

3. Bis-subordinates, the Major-Generals : no other functionaries than a ]?_strar, and
number, 1. under him Writing Clerks in indefinite number.

Comm_nder-in-Chief, Field-Marshals, Gene- But, for the assistance of this minister,
ra_s_ and Lieutenant-Generals, none. either in the capacity of Deputes, or immediate

Expositive. Subordinates, functionariesinanynumbermaybe found necessary:necessary,accordingto
A_T.40.Example from the EnglishNavy themagnitudeoftheState,andthenatureand

Sub-department. quantityof thebusinessallottedtothatsame
I.Superordinatesofthehighestgradeunder Sub-department.

theKing_the LordsCommissionersoftheAd-
miralty,a_tingin the form of a Bosrd,--aecord- I_rtwtiqaal. _l_a;tioai._ative.
ingly no otherwise tha_ oonjunctly : number_ 5. ART. 43. To every considerable direetivs
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situation, an indispensable Subordinate willbe I cial and preponderant need_--be_n the
a l_eg_trar. But, in that office, the mode and I grade occupied by the functionary by whom
degree of subordination requires a mode of ] the course of operation is carried on, and the
limitation that has not place in any other. As ] Minister of the Sub-department, establish no
to omi_s_on, it must not be in the power of a I intermediate grade.
Registrar°s immediate Superior whose acts he / Reason. Of every such intermediate grad_
records, to compel, whether in a direct or in- necessary concomitants are--complication, de-
direct way, the o_n_sion of any apt entry : in lay, vexation, and expense.
an indirect way, for example, by so taking up
his time with useless or needless entries, as SRCTrONVI.
not to leave time sufficient for needful ones.

As to insertions--compelling the _nsertion of Self-suppletiwf_nct_on.

false or otherwise improper entries--the mis- .Enacti_e.
chief cannot be near so great as that of com-
pelling the omission of true and appropriate ARt. 1. Lest the business of his ottlce
ones : for, in thi_ ca_e, the misconduct presents should at any time, though it were but for a
to view its own evidence : all that the Regis- day, be at a stand,--to every Minister, as to
trar wilt have to prove, is--the fact of the the Prime Minister, belongs the power of stir.
compulsion: and of this fact, the entry may supply, with the obl_Jation of keeping it in
accompany the other entries, exercise. It is exercised by the location of an

at-all-times-dislocable Depute, with powers
Instructional. and duties as per Ch. viii. PRIME MI_ISa_R_

ART. 44. Wheresoever, for the despatch of Section 4, Self-supplvt_refunctio_. Arts. 2, 3_
the business belonging to an official situation, 4, 5_ 6, 10.

need has place for wr'_tin:b in greater quantity Enavtive.
than the occupant of that situation can him-
self perform within the time rcquisite,--need ART. 2. In SOfar as of the several Minis-
has place for a IVr_t_ng Functionary styled a terial Situations, as per Section 1, _[_nisters
Clerk, by whom, for this purpose, direction can- and Sub-departments, union shall h_ve place,
not but be taken from the other and first-men- --the minister will, at his discretion, locate

_,. tioned functionary. In every Sub-department, one Depute to serve in all, or distribute them,
the grade of _Vrit_ng-Clerk will in this way be in such manner as he sees most eonvenient_
the lowest, as will that of JlIinister be the amongst Deputes more than one.

highest, whatsoever be the number of interme- .Enavtlve.
diate grades.

ART. 3. Within [ ] days after his
Instructional. t_tiocinat_re, own location, a Minister is expected to m_ke

ART. 45. But it follows not that the pay such location as per Art. 2: and thereatter,
of the dlreettn.q must be greater than that of immediately upon the dislocation of any such
the wrtt$ng fimctionary. The reverse will ge- Depute, to locate a succeeding one.

nerally be the ease. For, without pay, the Enactive.
Writing-Clerk, having no power, can scarcely
ever have any adequate inducement fbr be- ART. 4. The instrument of location, with
stowing his labour : whereas the functionary, the year, month_ and day of the month, will
to whom his office gives power, may, in many be signed by the Prineipal_ and, in token of
cases, as per Art. 22, find_ in that same power acceptance, by the Depute. •

alon% an adequate inducement. .Enact_re.

Instructional. A_. 5. Of every such instrument, exemp-
ART. 46. Note the distinction between the lars, as per Ch. viii. PRIME MI._Sr_R_ Section

number of grades and the number of o_c_al l O, Registration System_ willbe disposed of a_
situations necessary. , tbllows :

Instructional Expos_tire. I l. Kept in the Registrar's Office of the Sub-department, one.
ART. 47. Instance, the Finance Sub-depart- 2. Transmitted to the Prime Minister's Of-

meat. In that Sub-department,for every office fice_ one.
at which revenue is collected, a subordinate, _. Kept by the Locater, one.
with a correspondent l:ge_$stration _yste_n, as 4. Delivered to and kept bythe Locatce, one.
per Ch. viii. Section 10, will naturally be in-
dispensable : while, in all those instances, the sEnactive.
grade of these several functionaries in the ART. 6. In case of emergency,---created,
scale of subordination may be the same. for example, by sudden calamity or hestility_

--lest time for acceptance be wanting, a Minis-
Instructional. l_at_oetnat_ve, ter may, by appropriate instruments_ consti-

AR_.48. Rule, as to the proper number of tute.Dep_eso_cas/o_inanynumber, with-
grades in a Sub-department. Unless for spe- out any such acceptance : a second to serve in
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defaultofth_ first,a t}_rdin defaultof the I. Number offanctio_ atalltimessuf-
flrctaud second,and soon. But,onIyincase flcient,atno timeredundant.
of emergency will he execute any such instru- 2. Frugality secured, by exclusion of pay
ment : and, on his responsibility, he will can- for superfluous and needless number of princi-
cel it, having, if issued, called it in_ so soon as pal unpaid functionaries.
the emergency has ceased. 3. Frugality secured, by the gratuitous ob-

tainment of all but one of whatsoever number
Expositive. of functionaries may happen to be respectively

ART. 7. Examples of cases producing a de- needed for the several offices.

mand for the service of a Depute, permanent ]nstructlonal. _P_t_ocinc_t_re.
or occasional, are the following :

1. A sudden influx of business, with parti- ART. 13. No ground has place for any such
eular need of despatch, apprehension as that of a deficiency in the

2. Infirmity, whether of body or mind, on number of apt persons ready and willing to
the part of the Principal, rendering him unapt, serve as Deputes, in any office in which there
either altogether or in part, for the perform- are persons serving as Principals. Reasons
anee of the business, t are--

3. Need of his attendance, at a place where ] 1. Of the offices, to which either power or
the business cannot accompany him without / honour in any shape is attaehed,--in few, if
preponderant inconvenience : for instance, i in any, would he found (it is believed) any de-
when absent fl'om Office, on an Inspevtion pro- I tleiency, in the number of individuals, whose
greys, as per Section 9 : or when on attend- services remuneration in both these shapes, or
ance in the Lcg_lation Chamber, as per Sec- even m no more than one of them, would be
tion 8. sufficient to engage, without remuneration in

a pecuniary shape, either in possession or ex-
.Eaactire. pectancy : and, proportioned in value to what-

Agr. 8. Locable in the situation of Minis- ever remuneration there is in possession, will
ter Depute permanent are all those, and those be remuneration in expectancy: always under-
alone, who are so in that of Minister Princi- stood, that, because remuneration in these
pal, as per Section 16_ Lovable who. non-pecuniary shapes might suffice for official

service, with the laxity of attendance, which, :_
JEnavti_e. under other systems, is to a great extent tole-

AnT. 9. Dislocable or suspendible at any rated, it would not follow, that remuneration
time is the Minister Depute by the Principal, in these shapes would suffice for proeurimg the
as likewise by any of the authorities by which closeness of attendance, which, under the pre-
the Principal is di_Iocable as per Section 18, sent system, is uniformly exacted.
l*islocable how: and this without the judicial .'2. In point of experience, generally speak-
forms such as those made requisite in and by ing, whatsoever profit-seeking occupation per-
Section 21, Oppression ob,riated, sons of adult ages are engagedin, in the situa-

tion of n_asters,--other persons in adequate
Enactice. number are, in a non-adult age, ready and

ART. 10. Exceptions excepted, this same willing to learn and carry on in the situation
power of self-supply, together with the obliga- of apprentices.
tion of exercising it, and the dislocation and In every office, the relation of a Depute to
suspension powers, as above, attached to it,-- the Principal is analogous to that of an Ap-
will be possessed--not only by the _lin_ster of prentice to a master in a non-official occupa-
every Sub-department, but by the several funs- tion.
tionaries,occupying the several situations,in the
_everal grades, subordinate to that of Minister. SEc'rlo._ VII.

.Enactive. ln_ructional. Statistic functlon.*
ART. II. Exceptions are--
1. In the Army Sub-department, the offices BXS-SECTm._TUE FtP_ST. ALLBOOKS

belonging to the Military, or say Professional _OGETHER.

branch. Instructional.
2. So, in the _'ary Sub-department.
3. Such offices, if any such there should be, ART. 1. This Section has for its object the

in the case of which, by special reasons, it shall bringing together in the aggregate, all the
have been made appear to the Legislature that several operations, which, in the exercise given
this institution is unsuitable, to the statistiz and recordative fanctlo_s, as ap-

Instructional. Ratiocinatlre. _ f Ihe_4dministrat_ve De-
Aa_. 12. Beneficial effects resulting from ] * For farther exposition of the function con-

the allotment of this function to functionaries [ sidered inthis section, see the Rationale of Evideuce
belonging to the Administrative Department, | in vols. vi. and vii. Index_ Statistics: R_istratlon.
are the following-- ] --Ed.



pa._-*t4nent_ i_bn _qt_lil_ _ t)0 performS', the _ businP..,J_, _ppro__ol_._'_ "

_pera_on_ themselves, and thence the _je_- several _j_t_rs, for_ _

n_tters in relation to which, the i*tstrument_ by In_ruvtional. .Rat_iaafi_.
the help of which, and the o_w/al/gac_ in
which, those same operations are carried on. ART. 4. Proportioned to the dearn_s, _aro

For any such purpose as that of original in- rectness, and corap/et_ne_s,given to the results,
formation, many of the particulars which it will will be the usefulne_ of this operation, _ld
here be necessary to present to view, will be those its results. Under the worst-constituted
apt to appear, and indeed would be, needless governments, more or tess of information, in
and useless: none however are there, to which, relation to these several subject-matters, is oh-
incidentally, it may not happen to be found tained and preserved : here, the endeavour is
needful and useful, for the purpose of rcm_n/._- --l, to optimize the quality ; 2, to maximize
r_nve. This distinction should never be out of the quantity. Yet, on no occasion, except in
view. Moreover, as to information, between so far as the benefit from the operation pro-
the needful and the needle_, the distinction raises to be preponderant aver the burthen of
will always be, in great measure, not absolute the expense.
but relative; that which is needless to one per- Instruments employed in relation to this end
son, being needful to another: and, to corn- are--the proposed Outset Journal, Lass, and
pletea whole, and render every part intelligi- Subsidiary Boo_: as to which, see Biseections
hie, particulars, which, taken each of them by II. IIL IV. and V.
itself, would be altogether trivial, may, to a Rat_ocinatlve. ,Ena_ve.
considerable extent, be necessary.

ART. 5. 2.._finlmization of relative evil.
Instructional. Expositive. Way in which registration contributes to this

ART. 2. In regard to this function, and the end :--presenting to view past burthens in the
exercise to be given to it, topics for considera- shape of losses, with their causes :---on the part
tiou are as follows--- of directing functionaries, appropriate aptitude_

1. Objects, or say ends in view, uses, and --moral, intellectual, and active, being suppos-
thencelourposes, ofthe severalo])erations, intbis ed the same in all cases,--tbe more clear, cot-
as in every other part of the business of this and rect, and complete, the information possessed
the several other Departments enumerated in by them, under the several appropriate heads,
Section 2. Art. 1. Expressed in the most ge- the greater the probability of their preventing
neral terms, these objects may be distinguished the like losses in future.
into---l, maximization of appropriate good ;-- Instruments employed in relation to this end
2, minimization of relative evil. are--the proposed Loss Book_: as to whieh_

2. Subject-n_atters, in relation to which the see Bissection IV.

operation is performable. As to this, see Sec- .Exposttire.
tion 4, Functions i_ all.

3. t_elat_ve times, of the existence of those AnT. 6. II. Subject-matters of re_,l_ratlon.
same subject-matters, in such their character. As to these, see Section 4, Funvtions i_ all.
These are--l, entrance; 2, continuance; 3,
exit. Instructional. Expositive. l_atio_inativ_.

4. Entries, that is to say, portions of writ- ART. 7. III. Relative ti,_e. Periods of re-
ten discourse, by the penning of which, the act lative time, as above, are these : to wit, 1, vn-
of registration, as to those several subject- tranve; 2, continuance; 3, exit.
matters, is performed. Whatseaver be the Sub-department,--only in

5. Books: Register Books, composed of so so far as employment, or say arplivatioa to n_¢,
many aggregates of those same entries, is made of it, can any such article of stock be

6. Usas in detail_ derivable from the matter made contributory to the good of the service
of these several Books : relation bad to the re- of that same or any other Sub-department. In
spective businesses of the several Sub-depart- every case, entrance and continuance have
ments, therefore, or at least ought to have, and are

7. Oj_ce_: Official Residences, in which this supposed to have, for their design and end in
system of registration will be carried on. view, employment, or say application to use.

8. Securities for correvtne_ and completem.ss
in the aggregate mass of the above-mentioned Instructional. JExavo_iv¢.
entries. ART. 8. Of application to use, the descrip-

Under these several heads, follow in the or- tion will, of course, be variable, according to
der here expressed, the appropriate details, the business of the Sub-department, and the

nature of the article.
_t_atiov_native. Of some sort4 of articles, application to use

APT. 3. I. E_ds ia vlvw. 1. _[aximLzatlo_ ismade during their _ntinuanve in the service ;
of appropriate good. Way in which registra- exa.mptes are--instruments of all sorts, employ-
tion contributes to this end :--presenting to ed in works of all sorts: of others, no otherwise
view such information as to the past, as is he- than by means of their ex/t: examples are---l,
cessary to the making_ in regard to each sere- articles employed ia nourishment ; 2, articles
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employed in the production of heat and light ;
3, missile articles employed in war ; 4_ money. JEnacGve. Expositive.

I_¢tr_wtional. ART. 13. (l.) Original Out_et Book. Thiswill
consist of an Inventory of the whole stock of

AnT. 9. IV. Entries. As in all other per- the Sub-department, or Subordinate Office in
tions of discourse designed for instruction, so, question : such stock being distinguishable in-
in tbese,--Troperties desirable will be in each. to the four above-mentioned subject-matters,
--1, clearness; 2, correctness; 3, comprehen- as they exist on the day of the commencement
siveness; 4, in the aggregate of all, taken con- of the System of Registration here delineated.
secutively and collectively, 1, comj_rehensive-
ne_s ; 2_ symmetry. Enactive.

ART. 14. (2.) Journal. This will consist of
Instructional. entries recordative of the o_currenc_s styled

ART. 10. Applied to the present case, an interior, which, on the several days of the
operation, which appropriate symn*etry presents year, take place in respect of those same sub-
itself as requiring, is the tbllowing-- jeer-matters : added will be such other occur-

Ia case _f any change of method as between rences of which, under the name of exterior
any succeeding year and the preceding years, occurrences, mention is also made in Section
--for convenience in respect of reference, to 4, Functions _n all, Art. 14.
each aggregate of entries penned before the
change, substitute for u._e a fresh Book, exhi- Enactire. Expositive.
biting the same ma.tter iu tl_e form given to AnT. 15. (3.) Perlodical Outset Books. Of
those penned after the change : for security these the description could not be given, till
against errors, l, reserriu 9 at the same time, in after mention made of the Journal Book. At
theoriginalform, thosepennedbeforethe change, the end of a certain length of time, the same

Eaactire. Expositive. causes which produced the demand for theori.qD_al Inve_tory, will produce a demand for
ART. l l. Y. Books. _ReglsterBooks. Taken a_wther, and so successively for others: if'be-

in the aggregate, those which present them- tween each the lengths of time are the same,
selves as adapted to the present purpose will they will constitute so many Periodical Outset
be found distinguishable, in the first place, in- Books. Distinction between Solar Year and
to 1, Serriee Books; 2, Loss Books. In the Serrice }_ear.--If the day_ on which the Ori-
,b'errice Books will be recorded the operations, ! ginal Outset Book bears date, is the first day
by which the business of the respective Sub- ! of that year,--the time intervening between
departments is carried on : in the Loss BooL_, I. the date of the Oriflinal Outset Book and that
indications concerning the loss, which, in its I of each succeeding Ontset Book, will be a year,
various shapes, has been taking place in rela- ,I commencing on the same day with the solar
ties to the several subject-matters, as abo_e, I year: if it be any other day, the year which
in the course of the service. : commences with it will require a different de-

nomination, and may be termed a service year.
.Enaetire. T,aTos;tive. _ Simplicity will require that the need of these

AnT. 12. Distinguishable will the ,%rrice _ distinctions be excluded: this will be done,
Books be into 1, Outset Books, or say lnren- by placing on the first day of the next solar
reties: 2, Journal Books, or say I)iaries. year, the date of the second Outset Book, and

Outset Books again, into 1, Original Outset so of every successive Outset Book.

Books; 2, Period_val Outset Books: these i Instructional. Expositive.Periodical Books commencing, each of them,
at the commencement of some period, subse- AnT. 16. Super-books and Sub-books. By
quent to the date of the Ori_inal Outset Book, i ,¢nper-books understand the books kept in the
which is also that of the earliest Journal Book. Minister's office: by Sab-boo_,the books kept in

Divisible into Specific Books will be each of : the Offices subordinate to his. Correspondent to
the above-mentioned Books : principle of divi- I the denominations of the Offices considered

sion, the subject-matter of registratiom i with reference to their Grades, will be those of
The Ori.qi_l Outset Book into four Specific i the Books ; Offices,--Super-offices, Sub-oifices_

Books, to wit, the Personal, Immoreable, More- I Bis-sub*offices, Tris-sub-offices ; Beoks,--Su-
a_/e, and Money Books : so likewise the tJerio- per books, Sub-books, Bis-sub-beoks, Tris-sub-
d_al Outset Book, and the Loss Book. books.

The Joarnal, into the same four Books, with
the addition of the Occurrence Book. Instructional. l_atioeinativ¢.

Relation had to these Specific Books, those AnT. ]7. VI. Uses: to wit, of the above
within which they are respectively contained several Books ; and, in the first place, of the
may be styled Genvriv Books. Of the_ same Scrr4ve Beaks.
Specific l_eoks, each wiI1 moreover be divisible, Aggregate, all-comprehensive _nd ultimate
according _ the three periods of relative tim% use, maximization of appropriate good., or say
into three_b-rpecific Books : to wit_Entranc_, be_efi¢,as above, to and by the service.
Continuance, and/_i_ Book.
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to the disposal by sa/e or lease-lettlng, of anyInstructloual. t_atiocinat_re.
part, at present needless, and not likely to be

ART. 18. Particular, elementary, and in- needed in future soon enough to warrant the
strumental uses, these-- keeping it in hand.

1. On each day, showing the stock in hand 12. Affording evidence of mizconducb--wil-
for tbenext and succeeding days of that same , ful, or through negligence or rashness---on the
year. part of subordinate functionaries, with a view

2. Contributing to form a ground for esti- *to transference, degradation_ dislocation, and
matien of the ordinary demamd and correspon- i punitiom
dent s_(ppty for the service of the succeeding 13. Affording evidence in ease of miscon-
years, duct, in the shape of fraud or _on-performanc_

3. Contributing to present to view, within ] of cvntrac_ on the part of non-functionaries,
with whom the office has had dealings : with

extraordinarytime'instanceSsupply.Ofextraordinary demand and a view to the obtainment of remedy by sati_-
4. Thenee,eentributingtothemakingoftime- factiou, withorwithoutpuuishment. SeeArt.

ly provision for similar succeeding demands. !"20, as to uses of the Loss Book.
5. Indicating, in relation to the real stock, 14. In case of extra n_eri_on the t_rt of sub-

immoveable and moveable, belonging to the ordinate functionaries, indicating demand for
office, the most economical mode of procure- extra _'emunvration_ see Art. 20.
_ent, as between .fabrication, purchase, and For more particular uses, so far as regards
h_re, as to the several articles of which it is the personal stock, see Bissection the second,
composed. Art. 23.

6. Furnishing data and standards of com-
parison, with a view to improvements in fa- Ir_rue_ion_L J_a$_oc_na_ire.
brivation, in respect of serviveable_e_s and ART. 19. Second. Loss Books. Their Uses
cheapness : whether by substitution of more are--
economical employment of the same materials, ] 1. All comprehensive and ultimate use, mi-

nimization of relative evil, or say burthen to the
iu the same modes,--or of different modes of I service_ in the shape of loss.fas/doning or putting together those same ms- I
terials,--or of nwre apt or cheaper materials. Instructional. Ratiocinative.

7. In regard to purchase or hire, indicating i

past prices paid, with a view to economy by I ART. 20. Particular, elementary, and in-
obtaining the article from the same or other strumental uses, these--
dealers, in better quality, or at less pr/ce paid. 1. As to each individual loss, preventing or

8. In regard to application of stock by sa/e I minimizing the instances of its renswal_ by
or lease-letting,--indicating past pri_es obtain- I pointing the attention of those whom it may
ed, with a view to inorease of prvfit by disposing concern, to its nature, eifieient causes, and
of the article to the same or other purchasers authors.
or hirers, at an increase of price received. 2. So, to the aggregate annual or other pert-

9. In respect of stowage, to wit, in reoep, odical amount.
tavles, fixed and moveable, (as to which see 3. Ser/ing for comparison between eachand
Bissection II. Art. 8,) for the several moveable each other year's loss : thereby, for increasing
articles of stock,--indicating the de_aa_d, pre- of preventive attention where loss is upon the
sent and future probable, with a view to the _,increase.

prevention of deficiency at the several places ] 4. For the purpose of prevention in future,
where needed, or the more economical stowage pointing the attention of inspecting supererdi-
of the quantity, actual or future probable, nates to loss by negligence or wilful_ess on the

10. As between place and place of stowage, part of their subordinates, and to loss by wi/fu/
_indicating the distribution made of the ag- delinquency, on the part of non-functionaries.
gregate amount of stock in hand, as well per- 5. So, to loss, by the disadvantageous bar-
sonal as real, for the purpose of securing the gains with non-functionaries, on the occasion
eorrespondency between need and supply at ofpurohase or hire, sale or lea_-letting.
each, as against deficiency in one place and 6. So, to extra merit on the part of subordi-
redundance in another : this being what may nares, in respect of the prevention or diminu.
happen, notwithstanding that in the aggre- tion of loss, with a view to _xtra remuneration.
gate of the quantity in all places taken to- 7. Exciting and keeping up ¢muta$ioa among
gerber, the correspondence between need and subordinates as to the minimization of loss.
supply, is complete. _ Pointing the attention of the Pub//c ()pi-

ll. in case of redundance, affording indica- nion Tribunal to the prevention of loss by the
tion of it, with a view to the stoppage of any apprehension of its censure, and furnishiatg it
works, the fabrication of which may be in pro- with matter to operate upon.
gress,--the prevention of any, the fabrication
of which, for want of due observatiou, might InstructlonaL _atloeinatire.
otherwise have been commenced,--or the.put- APT. 21. Efliclen_ e_u_ of loss may be thus
chase or hire, of any which otherwise might enumerated--
have been purchased or hired ; or with a view 1. Unpreventible accident or casualty. Us-
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preventibleaccidents,thoughby thesupposi- BIS-SECTIONTHESECOND. ORIGINALOUTSET
tion they cannot-be prervrded, may yet be BOOKS.
.foreseen as more or less probable, and accord-
ingly, in the way of supply, provided against. Enavt_ve.

2. On the part of a directing and custodient ART. 1. Original Outset Book. L Spocifia
flmctionary, want of appropriate in.formation. .Book the.first. Personal Stock Book. Heads

3. Or, want of adequate and due attention, of Entry. Examples--
4. On the part of a directing and eustodient 1. Name of the official situation.

functionary, embezzlement or peculation. 2. Name of the individual in all its parts.
5. On the part of a non-functionary, stealing 3. Time of birth, as far as known : year,

or fraudulent obtainment, month, and day.
4. Place of birth, so far as known : District,

Iustructional. P_atiocinatire. Subdistriet, and Bis-subdistrict : if in a foreigu
ART.02. In a proportion more or less con- country, indications analogous.

siderable,--the causes, the authors, and even 5. Condition in respect of marriage, whether
the a_Twunt will be out of the reach of ascer- Bachelor, Married-man, or Widower.
tainment : .for a time at least, even out of the 6. Time of location : year, month, day of the
reach of conjecture. But, from these uncer- month, and week.
tainties, no reason results for forbearing or 7. Other officml situation, or situations, if
omitting to put upon record, in any case, so any, inwhichhehassuccessivelybeen employed.
much as/s ascertained, and in some cases, the 8. Remuneration to be received by him :
subject-matter and result of conjecture. For shapes and yearly amount.
the omission of these indications, the only suf- 9. Office or offices, or other place or places,
ficient cause will be--what may have place in at which, on the day of entry he is, or at some
regard to supposed authors of loss, and is pro- future days, and what days, is destined to be,
duced by the danger of injury to the reputa- employed.
tion, of persons, on whose part no blame, in 10. Locator, who : designated by his official
any shape, has had place. Note here, that evi- and personal names.
dence not sufficient to warrant legal punish- 1t. Recommender, if any distinct from the
meat at the hands of the Constituted .ludiea- Locator, who ; designated in like manner,--for
tories, may yet be sufficient to produce and example, a functionary superordinate to the
warrant censure, or at least tutelary _uspicion, Locatee_ but subordinate to the Locator.
at the hands of the _Public-Opinion Tribunal: 12. If, and so soon as, the system of Official
and, in this case, as well as the other, the pub- Instruction, or say Education., shall have been
livity given to the past transgressions will con- established, as per Section 16, Locable who,
tribute to the prevention of succeeding ones. mention of the Examinations undergone by

For the several shapes in which loss is liable him, together with the clusters of branches of
to have place with relation to the several s_b- art and science, and his rank in each, as per

jeer-matters of registration, to wit, the several Office Calendar therein mentioned. _
species of stock, see Bissection IV. As to the personal stock of the Military

branch of the Army and Navy Sub-departments,
Instructional. JExposltire. l_atioci_atire, see Ch. x. DEFENSIVEFORCE.
ART. 23. VII. Oflees, in which tlfis sys-

tem of registration will be carried on. Ratiocinatirr.
By the Office, understand here the building AnT. 2. Uses of Entries under the above

or apartment ill which the business of the funs- heads, considered in the aggregate.
tionary in question is carried on. Allotted to

every Sub-department, or, a_s per section 2, _ In the official OfficeCalendar of the American
.;_[inisters and Sub-departments, aggregate of United States for the year 1817, the heads stand
united Sub-departments, there will be at least as follows--

one building or apartment. In a Sub-depart- Namesand [ Compensa- [ State or ] Where em-
inent, to which, under the Minister, belong offices, tion. Pay, ] Country [ ployed.

functionaries in other grades, acting each in a l and Emolu- Iwhere born.separate Office at a distance from his,--his ment.
will be the Head Office ; theirs, Suboffices,'of Title, as follows :--" A REGISTEROFOFFICERS
the several grades,--Bis-snbofficcs, Tris-sub- A_:DAOENTS, Civil, Military, and Naval, in the
offices, and so on. If, in any one such Office, service of the United States, on the 30th day of
need of this registration has place, so, with lit- September, 1817 ; together with the Arames,Force,

and Condition of all the Ships and Vessels, belong-
tle or no difference, will it have in every other : ing to the United States, and when and where built.
in each will accordingly be kept a set of Books, Prepared at the Department of State, in pursuance
with entries under the same or correspondent of a Resolution of Congress, of the 27th of April,
heads: call them, according to the grade of 1816."a
the Office, Sub-books, Bis-sub-books, or Tris-
sub-books, as above, Art. 16. a To precede this long title, might not a short

one, such as O2ffxeCalendar, be a matter of cow
venience?
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1. Maximizing and optimizing the service IX. Each person, hew employed.
derivable from each such person. X. Things moveable from time to time

2. Minimizing the loss from him. brought on the land and stationed, at the day
3. Indicating his degree of appropriate apti- of date, in the buildings respectively.

rude in all its several elements. XI. Keeper or keepers having in charge the
4. Giving additional efficiency, to the re- whole, or the several parts. Function, the

sponsibility, imposed in respect of him, on the custoditive.
functionaries by whom he was recommended XII. Need, if any, and particulars, of re-
and located, paration,--as per inspection and estimate.

5. Creditinghim incase of his extra-aptitude. XIII. Inspector or Inspectors, Estimator or
6. Indicating the aggregate strength and Estimators, wh% in this case.

value of the entire personal stock at the out- XIV. Aggregate saleable value, as per esti_
set, with relation to its several purposes, mate.

XV. Estimator or Estimators, who.
lr_str_ct_onal. XVI. Aggregate leaseable value, as per

ART. 3. Sub-departments, in the service of estimate : Estimator or Estimators, who.
which, the application of this registration sys- XVII. Capacity, and use, of increase, if any;
tern to the personal part of the aggregate stock with particulars of the nature_ and estimated
possesses, to wit, in respect of the natural mug- cost, of the means.
nitade of their number, a more particular de-
gree of importance. Examples--- t_atioeinative.

1. Army Sub-department. ART. 5. Use, derivable from the confronts-
2. Navy Sub-department. tion of antecedent estimated cost with conse-
3. Preventive Service Sub-department. quent actual cost--serving as a security against.
4. Interior Communication Sub-department: waste: to wit, by commencement of a work

to wit, in respect of the functionaries belonging with insufficient funds : consequence, either
to the Letter.post. abandonment of the work, with waste of the

whole expense down to the time of stoppage,
JEnaet_e. value of the materials alone deducted ; or else

ART. 4. Original Outset Book continued, continuance, under the pressure of a burthen
IL Specific Book the second. In, moveable unexpected and unprepared for.

Stock Book. Heads of Entry, in relation to On the footing of a mode of payment eus_
each article. Examples-- tomarily exemplified in England, the interest

I. The portion of land--its name. of a professional person employed in building
1. Situation. is in a state of natural opposition to that of his
2. Dimensions. employer : the particulars of the work needed
3. Elevation above the sea. being settled, the interest of the employer
4. Form of the surface, calls upon him of course to minimize the cost;
5. Nature of the soil. that of the employee to maximize it. Hence,
6. State in respect of culture, peculation pro ratd; in which ease, to gain
7. State below the surface, in so far as comparatively small profit, the e_nployee is un-

known or inferred, der the necessity of imposing on the employer
II. Erections on the whole or a part. an expense many times as great. In this case,

1. Aspect. t the less the apparent and avowed, the greater
2. Exterior form. the unseen and unavowed amount of the re-
3. Exterior materials, muneration.
4. Exterior dimensions. For elucidation, take the case of the plan-
S. Separate Apartments: their lights and ning Architect. Intended cost, say £100,000:

dimensions, i remuneration of the planning, if he be also the
6. Condition, in respect of fitting up. directing Architect, 5 per cent. : at this rate,
7. Furniture. if the actual cost is exactly equal to the esti-

III. Appurtenances, or say ground-works mated cost, his profit is £5,000. Suppose him
superficial : as yards, fences, bridges, &e. then able and determined to extract for him-

IV. Appurtenances, or say ground-works self an additional profit of £1,000, to do this,
subterraneous : as wells, drains, &e. he must impose upon his employer an addi-

V. Obligations interviciaal, ff any :--obliga- tional expense of £20,000.
tions of affording partial use of the land or
ground-works to the occupiers of contiguous .Expositive.
lands. ART. 6. Original Outset Book continued.

VI. P,fights interviciral, if any :--rights of III. Specific Book the third. _Moreablc Stock
making partial use of contiguous lands or Book. Heads of Entry. Examples.
ground-works. 1. Sorts, as indicated by the names.

VII. Uses made of the whole together : se- 2. Quantities.
parate uses, if any, made of the several parts. 3. Quality and conditions, whether perfec_

VIII. Persons employed in or about the or in any and what degree deteriorated.
land and building. 4. Purchase_ if any. iu what instances,
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5. If purchased, or hired, price, persons, by whom it would be of use that such
6. If manufacfured by the strength of the information should be possessed. But, of the

sub-department in question, or any other,-- receptacles, in which, at each given point of
cost of manufacture, as known or conjec- time, the articles are respectively stowed,--
tured, every such functionary, whose busiusss has

7. Year, month, and day of the month, need of it, may at all times have before his
when deposited in the custody of the official eyes an appropriate imitative substitute,--_su-
keeper, f perficial or solid, draught or model : and, by

8. In case of any such articles as are liable reference therein made to the original, a con-
to be in a particular degree deteriorated by ception of the quantity and situation of the
age, without the deteriorations being readily I thing therein contained : a conception, in some
visible--for example, medieines,--year, when I eases even more prompt, correct, and adequate,
gathered, or brought into a state for use. [ than the things themselves, if present to him,

9. Place, where stowed : including, accord- i could furnish him with.ing to the nature of the article, as well the

outermost place, for example, the yard, or the I Expositive. .Exempl_fication_l.
buffdiny, as the inmost, for example the shelf ART. 9. Sub-departments, in which the be-
or the drawer, say inboth cases thefixed recep- [ nefit of this mode of manifestation presents it-
tacle: as to w_ch, see the Articles following, t self as being most likely to outweigh the bur- "

.Exlvositive" then. Examples.]. Army Sub-department. Species of stock.
ART. 7. Follows a subsidiary mbnographlcal I. Cannon. 2. Mortars. 3. Cannon-ball_.

mode of registration, which, in aid of the ordi- 4. Bombs : these four in open areas : Balls
nary verbal mode, will be employed in so far and bombs, in piles, in each a determinate
as the benefit in respect of appropriate infer- number.
marion, is deemed to outweigh the burthen of 5. Firelocks. 6. Pistols. 7. Lances. 8.
the expense. Call it moreover the receptacle. Swords : these, in appropriate fixed recep-
employing, or for shortness the receptavular, or tacles, with or without the intervention of
otherwise the mimetic mode : reveptavle-em- moveable ones, in which they are stowed : in
ployi_g, because, in making the entries, indi- each a determinate number as above.
cation is given of thefixed receptacle, say vard 9. Gunpowder. 10. Provisions. 11. Drinks:
or building: and, in the ease of the ball'tiny, these by the barrel, or other moveable reeep-
the interior sub-receptacles, one within ano- tacle, number in each receptacle always deter-
ther,--say apartment, closet, platform, shelf, minute.
chest of drawers, and drawer, i_to which the 12. Clothing : in each moveable receptacle,
article is received, and out of which it is issued : sort of article one : number of that sort, deter-
faimetic, because, for this purpose, draughts, or minate as above.
say d_affrmns, are employed, exhibiting to view I I. 2(a_ Sub-department. The like as to
so many representations, or say images in out- the several component parts, inflexible and
line, of the outermost fixed receptacle, as above, flexible, of the vessel and rigging, that are in
with the several interior fixed receptacles and use to be kept, a number of each sort in the
sub-receptacles, down to the innermost, con- same fixed receptacle: for example, m_sts,
rained in it : fixed, in contradistinction to any yards, sails, cordage.
such packages as it is enclosed in, while in its So, at each port, number, of each rate, each
passage to or from, or while in, the official day in the port, with mention of arrivals and
warehouse. Use,--presenting at all times, and departures.
to any number of persons at once, in any hum- III. Health Sub-department. At the Head
her of different places at once, a more adequate Dispensary in the Metropolis,--stock ha h_nd,
conception of the state of the moveable stock of the several elementary matters, of which the
in all its parts, than could otherwise be ob- medicines, in the state in which they are ad-
rained, ministered, are composed. Examples--

(1.) Mineral substances :--as, 1.Mercury. 2.
I_atioclnative. Antimony. 3. Zinc.

ART. 8. Usefulness of this auxiliary mode of (2.) Vegetable substances in natural state :
registration. Proportioned to the quantity, va_ --as, l, Seeds. 2. Barks. 3. Roots. 4. Gums.
fiery, and frequency of entrance and exit, on 5. Resins, and g_m-resins of various sorts.
the part of the aggregate of the articles ecru- (3.) Animal substances :--as, 1, Vaccine
posing the species of stock here in question,--- matter. 2. Living leeches.
will, to each directing functionary, be the ira- (4.) Products of chemical analysis :--as, l,
portanee of his having at all times in his mind Acids in a liquid state. 2. Alkalis. 3. Salts
a coneeption_ and to that end before his eyes a in a crystallized state. 4. Oils, expressed a0ad
display,--of the quantity he has need of, and essential.
of the correspondent supply he has at hand or In each fixed receptacle, moveable reeep-
at command. The things themselves no such tacle, and sub-receptacle, if any,--quantity al-
functionary can have always before his eyes: ways determinate, to wit, in number or by
still less can the whole number of such other weight, as the ease may he.
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specb of _he Medical Stock, Surgical Appara-
In_tr_ctio_ud. JExempl_fwational. tus included.

ART. 10. Present usage---progress made by
it towards this mode of registration. Of the Instructional _tiovinative.
exterior receptacles in question, to wit, .,4teas ART. 14. Moreover. to every Sub-depart-
and Buildings, in the business of some of the meat will belong a eontinnally increasing stock
Sub-departments, draughts are in common use, of wrttten instruments, styled in one word pa-
models not altogether unexampled. Not s% pets: and, in relation to these papers, in each
of those inmost and other interior fixed recep- Sub-department, to the Minister, seated in his
tacles, in which,--whether unpacked, or in Head-office, there will be a convenience, in
their several appropriate packages, or say possessing, at all times, by means of the here-
moreabl¢ receptacles, packed, -- the several proposed mode of indieation_ the most perfect
moveable articles of the stock are lodged, conception possible of the aggregate mass of

In present practice, to the business of very these documents in the several Suboflices under
few of the whole number of the here-proposed his direction.
Sub-departments, does even the first-mentioned
usage extend itself: in no instance, perhaps, Instructional.
does it go beyond the area or exterior build- ART. 15. Mode of axlapting this reevptacu-
ing: in no instance does it extend to the Sub- lar mode of registration to the two distinguish-
offices of the Sub-department in question, or to able cases, to which_ as above_ it presents iN
any offices belonging to any other Sub-depart- self as applicable.
meat : to no such Office, how intimate soever Case 1. By its bulk, the article not exposed
the connexion between Sub-department and to ordinary theft, and by its nature little ex-
Sub-department, and how dependent soever posed to spontaneous deterioration by weather.
for its success the business of one Sub-depart- Receptacle, in this case, no other than an np_a
meat may be, on information, respecting the area, or say Yard. Articles thus stowed.
stock possessed by this or that other. Examples--

J_structional. .l_tiocinatlve. 1. Navigable vessels.
2. Timber : in readiness to be employed in

ART. 11. In the here-proposed mode,--by the construction, either of navigable vessels or
the extension of the imitative mode, in each edifices.

instance, to the inmost fixed receptacle,--the 3. Stonesand bricks_ foredificesandground-
places, in which, in their several sorts and works.
quantities, the moveable articles of stock are 4. Cannon, cannonballs; mortars and hombs.
lodged, are at all times presented to view in
that same more vividly and promptly expres- Instruetlonal.
sire mode ; while, to the information thus of- A_T. 16. Modes of adapting, to the purpose
forded, any degree of extent which the bust- of appropriate delineation, the draught of
hess is deemed to require, may be given by yard thus employed. The plan being dell-
the manifold system in this asia all other cases, neared in the ordinary mode, divide the whole

Instructional. _l'_atioelnatlve. surface into squares of the same size. As
often as any article or aggregate of articles is

ART. 12. Thus far as to original disposi- received into the yard,--when entry of such
tion : now as to changes. In present practice, receipt is made in the Journal Book, show on
---of the eha_qes continually taking place in the draught, the squares in which the article
the quantity of the articles stowed in each is deposited: so, on issuing, the squares lef_
building or apartment, no otherwise than by vacant.*
verbal description is any conception ever con-
veyed: in thehere-proposedreceptacularmode , Instructional.
all such changes may, at all times, receive ira- Ant. 17. By any one of a variety of de-
mediate exhibition and communication, as per vices,--the changes made in the $tvc_ of the
Art. 7. yard, might, as soon as made, be represented,

L_structional. in such manner as to be intelligible without
the help of words ; as in a map, the portions

ART. 13. Sub-departments, to the business of territory are by lines and colours. The difo
of which this same auxiliary mode of registra-
tion and continual iatercommunication is most * Some forty or fifty years ago, a map of Parig
obviously assistant. Examples-- was on sale,---in _vhieh, to enable a person to find

1. Army Sub-department. the street or other place he v_nted,--the name of
2. Navy Sub-department. the places being inaerted in alphabetical order, one
3. Ordnance Bis:sub-department, respec- under another, in the margln,--the whole area was

tively included in those Sub-departments. in this way divided into parallelograms: an instantor two sufficed for applying it to use. Recently,
4. Finance Sub-department : to wit, on the no such map was found obtainable : in lieu of it

occasion of the demands made on it by the was to be found one in which the compartments
above-mentioned Sub-departments. were so few and consequently so large, that to a

& Healtll Sub-department : to wit_ in re- pair of weak %yesit was ibu_] hearty usete_.
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ference is--that Whereas in a map the _|cture but in moveable receptacles, in whlehthey may :
is always the same, in the appropriate draught be conveyed to, deposited in, and conveyed : _"
it will be frequently varied and continually from, the fixed receptacles. To the reception
variable, of these same moveable receptacles will the

In the draught, the squares will be left in several inmost fixed receptacles be to be
blank: the boundary lines alone expressed, adapted. Examples---
For the purpose of the registrative operation, l. Drinks, and othermattersin a liquid state.
provider--for the covering of each such square 2. Provisions and other matters, in a solid
or aggregate of squares, a piece of card, of a state_ stewed with liquids, for preservation
size exactly to cover it : each card, with a pin and conveyance. ,
in the centre, to lift it on and off by. On each 3. Matter in the shape of grain, or powder.
card, the sort of article, it is destined to ex- 4. Articles, natural or artificial, so circum-
press, is expressed by its image: and, to the stanced, as to be usually stowed and indicated
several different images may moreover be al- in an aggregated way, by number, weight, or
lotted so many different colours. In this way, measure : as gun-flints, nails, belts, locks and
for example, may be distinguished from each keys, &c.
other--Cannon, Cannon Balls, Mortars, and 5. Piece goods of all sorts.
Bombs: different calibres, expressed by figures, 6. Medicines and most of the ingredients
exhibiting in the usual mode the weight or employed in the composition of medicines.
diameter of thai missiles.

In this way, a deficiency or redundancy Instructional
would be manifested in a more impressive ART. 21. Particular case, in which this re-
mamaer than by words ; thus affording acor- ceptacular mode of registration, as applied to
respondently greater probability of a timely articles kept in warehouses, may perhaps be
remedy, employed to advantage. Example_

In the margin of the draught, the change For all the offices belonging to all the sere-
will be registered by verbal description, as in ral Sub-departments, materials of wr;t'_ug and
the ordinary mode. delb_eat_on, as well in the ordinary mode as

in the manifold mode, will at all times be
InsSructional. needed : exceptions excepted, a stock for use,

Au_. 18. Case 2. The sort of article re- whether procured byfabrioat_on orpurcha_e,
quiring an enclosed exterior fixed receptacle, will need to be kept in a central qyTce,natu-
such as a warehouse, with or without interior rally under the direction of the Finance Mi-
subreceptacles, one within another: for ex- nister: exception may be--where, by reason
ample, apartments, closets, piles of shelve.% of vicinity to the several places of manufacture,
chests of drawers, fixed boxes, or platforms, the expense of conveyance from them to the

In this case, the plans and elevations in the central office, and from the central office to
ordinary mode serve for the exterior of the the several offices in which supply is needed,
building with its several apartments, and for may in part be saved : the article being con-
the closets, if any, within the several apart- veyed from the place of manufacture to the
meats. For exhibition of the above-mentioned office _here the need is, without passing
innermost receptacles, ulterior and appropriate through the central office.
sections and elevations will in this case require
to be added. Instructional.

In the draught, in each such receptacle, if ART. 22. Materials requiriug ]_egistration
large enough, the name of the sort of article in the mode in question in this case. Ex-
for the reception of which it is destined, may staples---
be expressed in the appropriate compartment, (1.) For ordinary writing,--paper, pens, and
as above : if not large enough, instead of the ink.
name the figure or figures expressive of a num- (2.) For manifold writing,--1, appropriate
her: in the margin will in this case be given paper; 2, appropriate silk; 3, appropriate oil;
the _ame, with that same number prefixed to 4, lamp-black. *

it. Images and colours may be employed in Instructional.
this case as iu the others, as above.

ART.23. In the case of the Health Sub-de-
Ir_tru_tional. Enavtive.

Any. 19. Note, that on every change made, * In English practice, under the name of the
in the number, dimensions, or mode of parti- Paper Offw.e, an appropriate office is, or at least
tion of the several interior fixed reeelatades-- has been, kept on foot, for the supply of that arti-
platforms, shelves, drawers, &c.-- a fresh cle to the several Government Offices: should the
draught will require to be made, to wit, in the maintenance of such an office be found to be in

England disadvantageous in point of economy, in
•_a_ifa/d mode : exemplars transmitted, in comparison withpurcha_ made at each officefrom
this as in other cases, the nearest manufactory, of the stock requisite for

Instr_etLmaL that same office,--it fellows not but that it might
he advantageous in the case of this or that other

ART.20. Thingsnotcapablcofbeingstowed, State.
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lmrtmettt Jmay be seen tt sort of stoek, which _. Clothing, sails, cordage of navigable
. It the _me time exhibits the greatest variety sels, aud the vessels themselves--put to use by

a&_dnicety, as to the manner of stowage, and consumption in the gro_uo2 mode. Subde-
x,equires the greatest care to obviate natural partments, those of the Army and Navy Mi-
deterioration, nisters.

II. Materials. Examp]es---
Ratio¢i_atlvs. I.Corn,and otherseedsemployed,when in

ART._4. Usesof the receptacularmode of a manufacturedstate,asfood.
notification particularized.-- 2. Materials of gunpowder.

1. Facility given, to the application of the 3. Drugs, employed in the composition of
articles, on each occasion, with the maximum medicines.
ofpr_pti_ude, to their respective uses :/un¢= 4. Paper, and other wares employed in
t_on aided, the applicative, writing.

2. Like facility to the minimization of vx- IIL Instruments, employed in work: in
pe_ and loss in respect of them : function bringing the _er/a_s into a state fit for use.
aid_ the custoditive. Examples--

SPIn accordance with, and in proportion to, 1. Machines, of various sorts.
c_nsumption, and other modes of s_rviceab/e 2. Carpenter's, joiner's, and turner'o tools, of
diminution, with the assistance of the Jour_tal various sorts.
_ooks,----facility given to the keeping up at all 3. Blacksmith's and whltesmith's tools_ of
times the stock requisite for present and fa- various sorts.
ture use, without deficiency or excess : rune- IV. Vehicles. Examples---Those employed
tion aided, the procur_i_, in the conveyance of any part of the personal

stock, or of the movea/_e real stock : in parti-
I_stxuetioual. cular those belonging to the Letter Post estab.

ART. 23. Precautionary rule, as to stourtpe lishment.
of articles sent to a distance : to wit, whether V. Beasts employed in conveyance as above.
by land or sea, more especially if by sea.-- VI. Works in hand : or say, articles of the
When articles of two or more sorts are so above or any other sorts as yet nnfinlshed, but
connected, that those of the one cannot he put in a state of preparation.
to use without those of the other, send an as- The particulars will be indefinitely variable,
sortment of each by the same conveyance : according to the modes of procurement respeo-
thus, if one conveyance miscarries, those which tively employed : to wit, sale, hire, or fahri-
go by another will, in proportion to their quan- cation.
tity, not be the less serviceable. Send not the
whole stock of one sort by one conveyance, of Instructional. Euaaive. _'xpositiv¢.
anotherby another: forthus,ifone convey- ART.27.OriginalOutsetBook continued--
oncemiscarries,theconsequenceis---thewhole IV. SpecificBook thefourth,31on_,_tock
ofthestocksentby bothconveyancesisfound Book. Heads ofEntry. Examples---
unserviceable._ I. Stockactuallyin hand intheoffice,dis-

Instructional. tinguishing between metallic and paper: and
as to metallic, between gold and silver.

ART. 26. General heads, under one or other 2. Stock supposed virtually in hand : to wit,
of which, for aid of conception, every article, in other and what offices.
--belonging to the aggregate of the moveable 3. Stock in expectancy : Distinguishing
stock belonging to all the Subdepartments whence : whether from the same or another
taken together, and to several of them taken Subdepartment or Department, or from a non-
singly,--may be found included-- functionary.

I. A rtieles in a state fit for use. Examples-- In general, it will be from the Finance Mi-
1. Furniture of the several official resi- nister, under direction from the Prime Minis-

dences. Articles of this description will of ter and Legislature.
course have been bought, not home-made.

2. Provisions of all sorts, liquors for drink, Instructional. Enaetiw..Expositive.
gunpowder, ready-prepared medicines ; otber ART. 28. Expectation, from a non-funs-
articles, put to use by appropriate consumption tionary. Heads. Examples--
in the rapid, or say immediate mode : Subde- 1. From whom. His descriptiwa. For heads,
partments, those of the Army, Navy, and see above, Art. I.
Health Ministers. 2. On whose account--hi_ or what other's.

3. Ground of expectation; whether debt due
In the course of the revolutionary war, under to the office, or what other ground.

English Government management, instances occur- 4. If debt, day when due.
red of this oversight. Instances stated to the author 5. If not on that, on what other day or days
by an official authority, under whose cognizance _ea_d.
they had just fallen, these,--cannon in one vessel, 6. Ca_ of the uncertainty---if any deter_
.balls in another, powder in a third: disasters, minute.
known at the time, had been the eonseqasnos.

Vo_. IX. q
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Modes of elimination, as per section 4, Fun_-
1n_,tructh_L .Euavtive. Expositive. tions in all, four: to wit, l. promotion ; 2.

AI_T. 29. Issues in expectancy. S_b-heads transference; 3. degradation ; 4. dislocation.
of entry. Case 2. Stock, imtnoveable: appellative,

]. Demand, on whose account expeeted--a alienation, or say expropriation. Modes of
functionury's or a non-functionary's, alienation, if perpetual and indefeasibl% sale

2. Ground of demand,--debt, or what other. _r donation : if temporary, lease-letting.
3. Day, when due, or expected to he re- Case 3. Stock, _noveable: appellative,/_ue:

coived, or say here again elimination.
4. Day or days, if different, when proposed C_se 4. Stock, money: appellative, _ssu_:

to be transmitted from the office, nodes of issue in this case--
5. Canse_ of the uncertainty and retardation. 1. Payment; to wit, on purchase, or extinc-

tion of debt.
.Euactive. E_ositive. I_atioc_native. 2. Transference to some other office.

ART. 30. Where it is by a sub-office that 3. Donation.
the money is to be transmitted,_in that sub- 4. Loan.
office, correspondent entries will be made : 5. Exchange: to wit, for r_oney ofsome_her
thus, each will behold a check to it inthe other, species.

:Enaetlve. JEXpOS_tlce.
DIS-SECTION THE THIRD. JOURNAL BOOKS.

AnT. 6. In the Journal, as in the Outset
.ExTortive. Book, Spec_fic Books will be,--the Personal,Im-

ART. 1. SO much for the day of Outset. Now _wveable, Moveable, and Money Stock Books.
as to all interior occurrences subsequent to that

.Ena_tire. .Expositive.
day:---occurrences, which, in the office in ques-
tion,--in relation to persons at large, or to ART. 7. In the Journal, comprised in each
persons belonging to any office in the Subde- Specific Book will be three Sub-specific Books:
partment, or any other Subdepartment or De- to wit.
partment,--shall come to have taken place on 1. The E_tranee .Book, or say l_ece_pt .Book.
the several succeeding days. 2. The Application Book.

3. The Ex/t .Book, or say I_ue _Book.
.EaTosit_ve.

Enactire.
ART.2. In relation to these occurrences, re-

lative periods, or say portions of time,--requir- ART. 8. Journal Books. Specific Book the
ing distinct mention, as being occupied by so first. I. Personal Stock .Book, or say Indi-
many different operations and correspondent vidual Service _Book.
sets of oocurrences,--are the following-- I. Subspecific Book the first. .Entrance Book,

1. Time of entrance : to wit, of the move- Heads of Entry, in relation to each function-
able article in question into the mass of stock ary--
contained in the fxed receptacle in question. 1. Day of location, as per year, month, and

2. Time of continuance therein, week.
3. Time of exit. 2. For other heads, see Bis-seetion I¥. Art. t.

jExTos_tlre. Enactlre.

ART. 3. Correspondent to entrance is re- ART. 9. II. Subspecifie Book the second.
cript: entrance, the operation, performed--as .,,lpplieation Book. Heads of Entry.
it were, by the article: receipt, the operation 1. Day, on which attendance, being due, is
performed--literally,by some appropriate func- paid.
tiouary ; figuratively, by the receptacle and the 2. Hour of Entrance.
aggregate mass of stock contained in it. 3. Hour of Departure.

4. Place or places of service.
lnstruotional. 5. Subject-matter, or subject-matters of ser-

ART. 4. Contemporaneous with continuance vice.
--to wit, on the part of the article of stock-- 6. Where the nature of it admits, particulars
ought to be as extensively as may be, and is md estimated value of work done.
accordingly of course supposed to be--on the 7. In ease of non-attendance absolut¢_appro.
part of the directing functionary, application priate mention thereof.
to _: application to the most appropriate use. 8. SO, in case of non-attendance at the pro-

.F_z:positive. per place, or on the proper service.9. Excuse, if any, what.
ART. _. Correspondent to ex/t is an occur- 10. Evidence, if requisite, as to the truth of

fence, which,relation had to the article of stock, the excuse_ wlmt.
demands dltrerent appeUatives_ according to Enac_¢_the nature of the article.

Case 1. Stock, personal: appellative, diml- A_.T. I0. IlL Subspeciflc Book the third.
lint/o#: to wit_ from the office in question. E_ ./_ok_ He_ds of Entry.
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1. Mode of exit : to wit, 1. promotion ; 2. 1. Copying-clerk's service.
transferenc_ ; 3. degradation ; 4. resignation ; 2. Next, Directive or Inspective function-
5. suspension ; or 6. dislocation, a.ry's service.

2. Causes of the exit : to wit, according to 3. Next, purely mental labour, unaccom-
the mode in which, as above, it took place, punted with corporal, and employed in forma-

tion of some utel_l. Examples.
_atio¢inatiw. 1. Ship.

ART. 1I. Uses of these Books, in relation to 2. Engine.
this species of stock. 3. Surgical instruments.

1. Securing attendance, thence service. 4. Article of fllrniture.
2. Securing the public against loss of the II. Minimum of facility.

service and pay. 1. Purely mental labour in various cases, ia
3. Securing the public against inaptitude, in which no result in a physical shape cans in an

respect of the service allotted, immediate way, be produced by it.
4. -- against inaptitude in performance.
5. Securing responsibility on the part of the Instructional.

superordinate. AnT. 14. Journal continued. Specific Book
6. Securing the functionary in question the second. Ymmoveable Stock Book.

against non-receipt of the pay due. I. Sub-specific Book the first. E_tram¢_
7. Securing the public against embezzlement Book. This book will not have place ex-

of the pay, by the functionary, by whom it cept in the case where, for the use of the
should have been paid to the functionary in Subdepartment, in addition to the immove-
question, able stock as entered in the original Out-

8. Affording indication as to the general set Book, acquisition of an article or articles of
value of the functionary's service,--with a stock in this shape has happened to have been
view to promotion, transference, degradation, made : as to which case, see below, Art. 17.
or dislocation."

9. By reference to the Money Journal, as Enactlre.
below, indicating the comparative value of his AnT.IS. II.SubspecifieBookthesecond. Mp-
service compared with ditto of pay. )licatlon Book. Heads of Entry--Examples--

10. Indicating the different value, if any, on I..,4Tplicatlon to service, or say profit.
different days. 1. Uses made of the whole, and, if different,

11. As to alleged places of attendance, indi- )f the several parts.
eating truth or falsity, by evidence of others 2. Do. of each use.
alleged to have attended at the same time 3. Persons employed _n each day, in or
and place, about the land and buildings respectively.

12. Affording indication, as to whether he 4. Keeper or keepers, having in charge the
could be better employed in any other service whole or the several parts, at the several times.
or at any other:plave. Function the custoditive.

I[. Mpplicat_on belonfl_nflto the head of Loss.
l_atiocinatlve. 1. Repairs, if any--days of commencement,

AnT. 12. Not accompanied with any pro- continuance, completion.
ponderant hardship is the obligation of fur- 2. Causes by which the need of the repahu
nishing and seeing furnished the evidence was produced.
elicited under the above heads, and furnished 3. Costs, as per pro-estimate--Estimator or
by the entries. Estimators_ who.

1. If one party is charged and thereby bur- 4. Costs, as per experience.
thened, another is discharged and thereby N.B. These four entries belong also to the
benefited. Loss Book, which see.

2. Only in case of delinquency does the bur- 5. Inspection made, if any, from time to
then attach, time, with a view to repair and estimate. In-

3. The burthen imposed by the exaction of spector or Inspectors who, and on what days :
service in the shape in question--to wit, giv- --their Report or Reports_ on what day or
Lug of evidence--is no other than in judicial days delivered.
practice, is as often as occasion calls, imposed
on all persons without distinction: in that JEnaa_ve.
case, without consent or equivalent : in the ART. 16. III. Subspecific Book the third.
present ease, with consent and equivalent---to Exit Book. In case of Exit, Heads of Entry.
wit, official remuneration. Examples---

1. Mode of exit--to whom alienated or
I_tru_tloaal. lease-let.

ART. 13. Degrees of facility as to estima- 2. Cause of exit : to wit, according to the
tion of value of service of different function- mode in whieh_ as above, the exit took place.
aries; thence, of loss_ by want of ditto. Ex-
a_aples--- .En_iv#.

L Mazlmum of facility. A._. 17. On the occasion of any add/non te
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the Immoveable Stock, Heads of Entry. Ex- Stork Boo_, page 237. Follow those peculiar
amples-- to the Journal. Examples--

I. For those relative to the state at the time l. Day of receipt, viz. day of year, month,
of acquisition, see the original Outset Book. and week.
_issection II. 2. Name, of the subject-matter received.

II. Additional Heads of Entry, in case of 3. Quantity.
acquisition by ._'abrivation. Examples-- 4. Quality, if variable and ascertainable.

1. Cost of building--of the whole, if built for 5. Moveable receptacles, or say packages, if
the service, in all its particulars: so, of the any, in which received. Wood, giass, paper,&e. .
several parts, if built at several times. 6. Delivered, by whom.

2. Functionary, by whose direction the build- 7. Received, by whom.
ing was undertaken: functions, the directive 8. Source, whence.
and lubricative. 9. 1. If fabrication, from whose custody.

3. Day or days, on which the building or 10. 2. If purchase, from whom.
buildings were respectively commenced. 11. 3. If hire, from whom.

4. Day or days, on which the building or 12. 4. If transreception, from what office.
buildings were, as per Report, respectively 13. 5. So, if retroacception.
r,omplete. Reporter or Reporters, who. 14. 6. If ex-dono-acception, from whom.

5. Day or days, on which the building or 15. In what area, edifice, apartment, and
buildings were, as per Report, respectively fit fixed interior receptacle deposited.
for use. Reporter or Reporters, who. 16. in ease of subsequent inspection by an

6. Antecedently expected cost in each case, appropriate functionary,--his names, official
as per pre-estimate. Estimator or Estimators, and proper, with his signature.
who. 17. So, of every other person present.

III. Additional Heads of Entry, in case of .Expositive.acquisition by PUnCHASE. Examples--
1. Cost and terms of purchase, in all parti- II. Sub-specific Book the second. ,4ppl_.

eulars, cation .Book.
2. Purchase money, day or days of payment. ART. 19. The period being that of the yon-
3. Of whom purchased, t_nu_nce of the moveable article in question in
4. Orig_al estimate, on the ground of the employ of the office in question, thefunc.-

which, on behalf of the service, the put- tion exercised by the functionaries in question,
cha_e was made. Estimator or Estimators, in relation to the article during that period, is
who. the applicative.

5. Directing functionary, at whose recom- For an all-comprehensive conception, of the
mendation the purchase was made, who. _nodes in which application is capable of being

IV. Additional Heads of Entry in case of made of any article of this class, note the dis-
acquisition by _IR_ Examples-- tinetion between two modes, to wit, the prin-

1. Terms of hire, in their several particulars, vipal and the s, bsldiary or say instrumental:
as per contract, principal, the mode employed, where the arti-

2. Of whom hired, cte is not considered as being of a nature to
3. Original estimate, on which, on behalf of be employed in the composition of other

the service, the contract was made. Estimator articles, or in the putting them to use : sub-
or Estimators, who. sidiary, or say instrumented, where it is con-

4. Functionary, by whose direction the con- sidered as being of a nature so to be employed:
tract was entered into, who. for example, materials, machines, tools, and

5. State in respect of repair, as per Report, other instruments; vehicles, employed in con-
on behalf of the service. Reporter or Report- veyance of these same materials and instru-
ers, who. - merits; beasts employed in like conveyance, or

6. As to repairs, if any, duringthe lease, for in giving motion to machinery; receptacles,
heads of entry, see above, in the ease of an ira- fixed and moveable, employed in giving stow-
moveable, belonging to the outset stock, as per age to the several above-mentioned, or any
Original Outset Book_ Bisseetion II., Art. 4, other, component parts of the aggregate of the
page 236. moveable stock belonging to the office. See

7. On the expiration of the time for which Bissection the fourth, Art. 16, in which these
the hire was made, mention of the surrender or same articles are considered as subject-matters
renewal, and on what terms. Person or per- or sources of loss.
sons who, on whose report the surrender or re- With the exception of _naterlals, as above,
newal was grounded. --these same subsidiary articles, being applied

or applicable, employed or employable, on any
.E.v'po_ive. Enact_ve. and every day, the application made of them

ART. 18. Journal continued. Specific Book will not, generally speaking, need to be regis-
the third. Moveable. Stock Book. tered on any day in particular.

L Sab-specific Book the first. _ee_,ipt _pe-
_fieBook; for heads of Entry, see in the Outset Expo_tlve.
Book_ Subspecifie Book the third. Moveable ART. 20. Where the mode of application is
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the Friavipal mode, the subject-matter may 5. Moveable receptacles, or may packag_
be brought into use, either l, singly, or 2, con- if any, in which packed when issued.
junctively with others: forming therewith a 6. Delivered out, by whom.
composite subject-matter, of which they are 7. Delivered, on what account.
the component elements.

l. Where, by the operations employed in I_structional.
the fabrication, the article is rendered capable ART. 24. Note, that of transmission from
of being applied to use,--without being, in fixed receptacle to fixed receptacle, though in
conjunction with articles of a different sort, the same apartment and in the same person's
formed into a compound body,--call the mode custody, mention may require to be made,lest
of application and fabrication transformative: the Superordinate's conception, as deduced
as in the case of iron or brass formed into from the imitative sketches_ or say d/agra_n_
cannon, mortars, balls, or bombs : where it is should be erroneous.
brought into use in conjunction with others,---
forming therewith, as above, a compound,or say Enact_ve.
a complex body,--call the mode of application ART. 25. Journal continued. Specific Book
and fabrication conjunctive: when conjunctive, the fourth. _lo_e 9 Book.
the mode will be either 1. by simple apposition, I. Sub-specific Book the first..Receipt Book.
as in the case of the elementary parts of the Heads of Entry--
carriage of a cannon or mortar: or 2. by m/x- 1. Day;to wit, day ofyear_month, and week.
tnre, as in the case of the elementary ingredi- 2. Money in hand.
ents of the gunpowder. In some cases, in the I. Receipts, as per expectation. Heads of
formationofthethingforuse,--materials, which Entry in relation thereto.
enternotintothecompositionofit,areemployed 1. On what account received.
by being consumed. Example, furl: in patti- 2. From whom received.
cular_ when employed in fusion or refusion. 3. By whom delivered.

._nactlre. Expositive. 4. By whom received.II. Appendage to the Recelpt_.
ART. 21. Of the stages of the PROGRESS,to (t.) .Non-receipts: that is to say, sums which,

wit, of the progress made in the course of for- though the receipt of them was expected for
mation, the description will, of course, depend that day, were not received accordingly. (See
upon the nature of the artlvle formed. But, below, Bissection 4. Loss Book. Art.4. Heads
be it what it will, among the HF.ADSOF F.._Ry of Entry here--
applicable to it will be the following-- 1. Day, when the money should have been

1. Elementary subject-matters, what. received.
2. Days, on which they are respectively de- 2. On what account, it should have been

livered into the custody of the person or per- received.
sons employed in the work : as to whom, see 3. From whom.
above, the Original Outset Book, Specific Book 4. Causes of non-receipt, to wit, blameless
the first, Personal Stock Book. misfortune or misconduct: as ascertained, pre-

3. Their names, quantities, and qualities, sumed, or conjectured.
4. By whom respectively delivered, 5. If misfortune, how : if misconduct, by
5. Persons who, employed in the work. whom, and in what shape.
6. Each day, progress made in the work. (2.) Unexpected Reoeipt_ : Sums, if any, un-
7. Persons, if any, ceasing, and when, to be expectedly received, with like entries, as above

employed in the work, and in what capacities, in the case where expeetedly received.
8. In case of unexpected retardation and JEnaetive.

delay,--mention of the causes, and of the per-
sons concerned in the producing of it. ART.26. II. Subspocific Book the second.

xtpplication Book_ none : other than the ]ssua
Instructional. Book, which see.

ART.22. By these entries, with the addition .Enactive. .Exavo_dtive.
-of the mention made of the apartments in which ART. 27. III. Sub-spocific Book the third.
the work is carrying on,--the superordinate Issue Book. Heads of Entry--
functionaries will at all times be enabled to 1. Days of issue.
follow in mind each article, formed, as above, 2. Sums issued, as per expectation.
throughout the whole course of its progress. 3. On whose account delivered.

Enaetire. JExTositive. 4. To whom delivered.

AaT. 23. III. Subspocific Book the third. 5. By whom delivered.6. Sums issued in compliance with unex-
I_'ue Book. Heads of Entry. peered demand.

1. Day of issue; to wit, day of year, month,
and week. Ena_ve. E_ive.

2. Name of the subject-matter issued. ART.28. Appendage to the Issue¢. (1.) _Fo_-
8. Quantity. /_ges, or say ]_xpected dcmaand_ _ .fu/fiJIcd
4. Quality, if variable and ascertainable. Heads of Entry--
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I.Day,whenthedemand shouldhavebeen occurrence,at the Omce by which itIs re-
fulfilledand issuemade. corded.
2. Oilwhat accountthemoney shouldhave 4. Name and descriptionof the personor

beenissued, persons,by whom theinformationisdelivered
3. To whom itshouldhavebeenissued, at theOffice: distinguishingwhether by per-
4. Causesof non-issue,blamelessaccident sonalappearanceand oraldiscourse,or by

or misconduct_as ascertained,presumed,or epistolarydiscourse.
conjectured. 5.Nature of the evidenceby which the
5. If misfortune,how : ifmisconduct,by factof theoccurrenceismore or lessproba-

whom, and in what shape, bilized.
(2 0 Unexpected demands fulfilled. Heads

of ]Entry-- Instructional. .Enactive.
1. On what account or ground made. ART. 32. With a solicitude proportioned to
2. By whom made. i the importance of the occurrence,--on tim re-
3. Causes of non-expoctatiom I eeipt of the information at the Office, it will
(3.) Unexpected demands not fulfilled, be the endeavour of the directing functionary

Heads of ]Entry, the same. i to trace it up to its sourves,--i, e. to trace each
I alleged fact up to the person or persons, who,

Instructional. ' in relation thereto, are stated as having, by
ART. 29. Note, that these same heads of means of any ope or more of the five senses,

entry relative to non-receipts, demands unex- ' been percljolent witnesses. For the mode of
pected, and issues unexpected, might, on oe- making this investigation, see Ch. vi. LEGISLA-
casion, be applied to moveables, as well as TIRE. Section 07, Legislation Inquiry Judi-
_noney. _ eatery: and Procedure C_de,--title_ EVI-

DENCE.
InstrucHonal. .Expositive..Exemplificational. !

AaT. 30. JOURNALcoutinued. Specific Book ] Bm-SEC_ONTHEFOVRTm LOSSBOOKS,

_hefiflh. Exterior Occurrence t_ook. Subde- I Instructional. .Expositive.partments, to the business of which, receipt I
and registration of evidence of exterior occur- ' ART. 1. Loss, considered as liable to befall
fences will be more particularly apt to be [ the service of a Subdepartment, may be con-
needful. ]Examples-- ! sidered as receiving division from two sources :

1. Army Subdepartment. Time, war-time, to wit, the subject-ma_er and the e_c_ent cause.
Examples---1. Occurrence, war-engagement :
result,favourableor unfavourable. Instructional. .Expositive.

2. Occurrence, arrival or miscarriage of a Any. 2. Subject-matters, as above, may be_
convoy. 1. Personal service, or say services of per-

2. Nat 9 Subdepartment. Time and occur- sons.
fences, as above. 2. Things immoveable.

3. Preventive Service Subdepartment. Oe- 3. Things moveable.
currenee, arrival of a calamity or commotion. 4. Money.

For examples of calamitms, see Ch. xi. M1._is- Instructional. _xpositlve.TERSSEVERALLY.Section 5, .Preventive Set- I
vice 3lin_ster. ART. 3. ]Efficient causes of the loss may be--

4. Health Subdepartment. Occurrence,. 1. Purely human agency: to wit, on the
breaking out or importation of a disease re- part of functionaries or non-functionaries : on
garded as contagious. : the part of functionaries belouging to the Office

5. Foreign ICelation Subdepartment. Oc- in question, or on the part of functionaries be-
currenee, symptoms observed of hostility on ! longing to other Offices.
the part of a Foreign State. I 2. Purely natural agency, as in the case of

6. Trade Subdepartment: to wit, in respect ] calamity or casualty : as to the different sorts

of states of things and events regarded as pre- /]of calamities, see Ch. xi. MINISTERS SaVE-senting a demand for fresh regulations relative I RALLY.Section 5, ]_rerentive Servlze _I$n_ster.
to the manner of carrying ou trade, or as ob- I 3. Mixed agency, or say partly natural,
strueting or facilitating the giving execution I partly human agency : to wit, where the loss

and effect to existing regulations, has for its efficient cause calamity or casualty,
Instructional. Expositlve. .Exemplificational. _produced or aggravated by misconduct, cul-pable or criminal, positive or negative, ou the

ART. 31. Heads of ]Entry. Examples as / part of some person or persons, functionaries
to occurrences. 1or non-functionaries.

1. Place of the occurrence : description as I
particular as may be. t Instructional. .F_xTosltlv¢. F_ive.

2. Time of the occurrence : description as / ArtT 4. I. Subject-matter or source of lo_
particular as may b_.. t I. PersonalServlce. Modesofloss. ]Examples--

3. Time,--to wit, day, _nd in some cases 1. Non-attendance, or say absen_ation, abso-
rbents-of the receipt of the information of the lute: thefunctionarynotbeingattendaatoro_-
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eupied in any place, on business belonging to 1. Non-receipt, in a ease in which the arti-
his Office. ele should have been received: with the carom

2. Non-attendance re/a$_ve: attendance and of such non-receipt, whether pure a©eident or
occupation in a place in which his service was human agency, positive or negative, as in ca_
not so profitable as it would have been in some of deterioration, as per Nos. 4, 5, 6.
other place. 2. Non-application.

3. Application uneconomical: the work, to 3. Application uneconomical.
which his service was applied not so profitable 4. Deterioration or destruction spontaneo_
as some other to which it might have been for want of appropriate custody.
applied. 5. Deterioration by positive human agency.

4. Non-operation, during attendance. 6. Deterioration for want of reparation.
5. Operation careless or rash during atten- 7. Miscollocation: stowage, in a place not

dance : thence, service not so profitable as it conveniently accessible: whence, loss of labour.
might have been. 8. In case of an article not applicable to

use but by consumption, as food_fuel_ &c., con-
Instructional. JExpos_ve. .Enact_r_. sumption useless.

ART. 5. Incontestably proveable are-- 9. Consumption excessive.
1. Non-attendance absolute. 10. Consumption uneconomical.
2. Non-attendance relative. 11. Loan gratuitous.
3. Non-operation during attendance. 12. Loan at under price.
Not incontestably proveable are-- 13. Loan to a borrower, by whom it is do
1. Application uneconomical, teriorated.
2. Operation careless or rash. 14. Loan to a non-solvent borrower.

15. Loan to a borrower_ by whom it is no_
Instructional .Expasiti_. .Enact_ve. returned.

ART. 6. II. Subject-matter or source of ; 16. Elimination by accident_ without blame
loss, II. a thing irnmoreable. Examples--- to the custodient functionary.

I. Land adapted to Husbandry. Modes of 17. Sale at under price.
loss. Examples--- 18. Elimination through negligence or rash-

1. Non-culture. ness on the part of the cus_todient functionary.
2. Culture uneconomical. 19. Embezzlement by the eustodient fune-
II. Land covered with Buildings, or em- tionary.

ployed in Ground-works. Modes of loss. Ex- 20. Theft, by another person_ functionary or
amples-- non-functionary.

1. Non-occupation. 21. Fraudulent obtainment by do.
2. Application uneconomical. 22. Peculation : that is to say, from loss in
3. Deterioration spontaneous, for want of any one of the above or other shapes, profit

appropriate reparation, derived by a directive or custodient function°
4. Deterioration by positive human agency, ary.
5. By natural causesr--inundation , fire.
6. Mode of reparation uneconomical. Instructional.
III. Land, the value of which is constituted AnT. 8. Note that, in regard to sale, even

by application made of portions of its sub- where auction is the mode, the nature of the
stance, after converting them from their ira- case keeps open a door to fraud, in two dis_
moveable to a moveable state : as in the case tinguishable shapes.
of mines, quarries, chalk-pits, gravel-pits. 1. By accident or contrivance, the article,
Modes of Loss. Examples-- though in comparatively good condition, has

1. Non-application. been made to wear a deteriorated appearance:
2. Application uneconomical, to the party meant to be favoured, information
IV. Land in anyone of the above conditions, as to its true value is given, and at the same
Appropriate source of profit, setf-disposses- time concealed from others : by this means_ it

sion temporary, by lease-letting. Modes of is sold to and bought by him at under value.
loss. Examples-- 2. By confederacy with each other, with or

1. Non-lease-letting. without the participation of the functionary in
2. Lease-letting gratuitous, question, divers persons, who otherwise would
3. Lease-letting at under price, have been bidding one against another--say
4. Lease-letting to a Lessee, by whom it is for six several articles_ these being the only

deteriorated, persons who could have bid for them--agree ;
5. Lease-letting to a non-solvent Lessee. and thus leave, to each of them, one of the or-
6. Lease-letting to a Lessee, by whom, at I ticles, at the under price at which it has been

the end of the term, it is not surrendered. I put up.
I

Ir_tru_hn_a/. Expositive. Enaotiv¢. 1 IneSru_io_wd.
ART.7. III. Subject-matter or source of _ ART. 9. Suhdepartments, the bnsiness of

|oss_ III. a thing _noreabt_. Modes of lore. _ which lies exposed to fraud in these shapes.
Examples-- ] Examples--
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Enaetlv¢. Ratlocinatlse. Ena_iw.

ART. 21. For prevention of loss,--on re- ART. 25. In the Loss Book, in every page,
ceipt of an ar¢icle, into what custody shall it in which entry is made of an article of loss,
be delivered _. that of some one person, or that as abeve,--at the end of the lines will be pro-
of persons in any and what number greater than vided five columns ; the first, headed with the
one ! words "Present _alue in money;" the second

,4 nswer. Into the custody of one person and with the word "_lscertained ;" the third with
no more. the word "Supposed ;" the fourth with the

Reasons. 1. As the number of co-respon- word " Conjectured;" and the fifth with the
sihles increases, the effective force and effi- word "Uneonjeetnrable:" the day indicated by
eieney of the responsibility decreases. As to the word present, being the day on which the
this, see Section 3, Number in an Office. entry under that head is made.

2. Blame is by each laid to the account of
the other. Enactive. InstruvtionaL

3. As their number increases,--se, in case AnT. 26. In each of these columns, it will
of delinquency, the strength of the sinister in each office be for the care of the directing
support, afforded to all by their several con- functionary to cause to be made, on the occa-
nexions, sion of each article of loss, in addition to the

sum expressive of the amount, or say mone.tl
Instructional. .Enactire. _Pmt$o¢inatire. value of the loss, an entry under that one of
ART. 22. Bat, so as the person responsible the four last heads which, in his judgment, is

is but one, no matter how many others concur the proper one : except that,--where it is
_/th him in the operation belonging to custody, under the word un¢onjecturable that the entry
so they be assistants chosen by or for him, or is made,--tbe line, in the column headed
by a Depute chosen by him, or a Depute chosen "present calue _n money," will of course be
for him. blank.

Instructional. Enaet_re. I_tlocinatire. Enact_re.

AnT. 23. ,So, the greater the number of sub- ART.27. In each Subdepartment, to the
seq_ently attesting Inspectors, one after ano- directing functionary of each office it will be-
thor, the better: since, by their attestation, long, to secure the regular making of the
they are responsible for the existence and con- above entries,--by the directing functionary
dition of the article :respousible, that is to say --of the office, if one,--or if more than one, by
at the time of such their i_spection: not at any I the several directing functionaries of the save-
subseque_t ti_e: for, thereafter, in respect of ! ral offÉces,one under another, subordinate to
the existence and condition of the things in his own.
question, the responsibility will rest exclusively
on the custodmnt and subsequently inspecting Enavtlre.
functionaries ; on the custodient at all times ; ART. 28. To the Prime Minister it will be-
on the inspecting, at the time of inspection, long--to _ecure the regular making of these

same entrms, by the care of the Minister in
Instructional. _l_atioc_nat_re. each Subdepartment, as above.

ART. 24. Principle of these observations,
the indiridual res}_onsibility principle. Cor- Instructional.
responding rule.--Of responsibility, in what- ART. 29. To the several Members of the
ever shape, imposed upon a trustee, the effi- Public-Opinion Tribunal it will belong--upon
ciency is dlndnished by every co-trustee added occasion, to judge of the propriety and verity,
to him. of the indications afforded by the several en-

tries_ as above.
of progress, could not have boon completed, or so
much as been expected to be completed, earlier than l_at_oe_ative.
at the end of perhaushalfa century. But if, with-
out the work in questlon, the service could be suffl- ARt. 30. The allowance given by the word
ciently provided for during any such term, so might unconjeeturable considered,*--no obligation of
it thereafter for ever more. _ome hundred thou- insincerity will in any case be imposed, by the
sands of pounds was that which, according to a obligation of making entry under some one of
calculation made at the time, would, at the end of the four heads, at the option of the person in
the term, have been the amount of the loss : not question, as above : nor yet, will an entry un-
to speak of the case, in which, by that time, the der that head be without its use : for, when,
work might, by any one of a number of contin- under that same head, an entry is made,---the
ge_acios, be rendered useless, the demand being propriety and sincerity of it will lie open to
superseded, or being better provided for by other
means. Repr.asentation to this effect was made, the judgment of the several above-mentioned
and the calculation exhibited by a functionary, to constituted authorities.
whose office it belonged: to this representation no ln$t_uct_onaL
regardwas peld at the time: whether since, can-
not here be btated. A_tT. 31. Caase_ or occasions of loss_ by/m-
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raan agency on the part of supreme functions- balance of the stock in hand applicable to the
ties. Examples-- service ef each day, a set of books were insti-

I. Incidental Expenditures. tuted, they might bear the name of Stoe,k-in-hand Books. The matter in question being,
1. Expenditure, of persons, things moveable, as above, entered,--the whole of it--in the

and money,--in commencement, continuance Journal, the only question will be, aa to the
of, or preparation for, needless wars. copying it, in this form and method, into

2. Expenditure, of ditto, in the purchase, separate set of books.
foundation, or maintenance, of distant depen-
dencies. Instructional.

3. Expenditure, of money, on articles, for ARe. 33. To the i_nmovea_le stock, unless it
the accommodation or amusement of the corn- be in respect of the moveable stock att_etred
paratively opulent few, at the expense of all, to it, this operation will not have application.
including, in prodigiously greater number, the Applied to the personal stock, and the money
utwpulene many, who are incapable of partici- stock, it is simpl% and accordingly attended
pating in the benefit : productions of the fine with little difficulty. Not so in the ca_e of
arts, for instance, and books, the uselessness _aoreable stock : unless it be of a sort, the ira-
of which is demonstrated by their rarity. The portance of which, with a view to the pur-
expens% however, is in this third case but as poses in question, is sufficient to warrant the
a drop of water to the ocean, compared with time and expense of keeping a separate ac-
what it is in the two former : and the mischief count of it. In so far as this degree of im-
consists-_not so much in the absolute expense portancc has place--above may be seen the
as in the preference given to it over needful mode.
expenses, leaving thereby the ¢orrespondent
evils in a state of continuance and increase,-- BIS-SECTIONTHEFIFTH. SUB._IDIARYBOOKS.

and in its operation in the character of an in- lnstruetiottaL
strument of eorruptlo_b by means of the official
situations carved out of it, and in that of au A_T. 1. Of books which there may be found
instrument of delusivn, contributing, by the ' a convenience in employing as subsidiary to
awe-striking quality of the object,--to beget -the above, examples a.re the following--
and maintain a habit of blind and unscruti- V. I. RETI_.O__CCEeT1ONBOOK. Heads of
nizing submission on the part of the subject- Entry for this Book, names of the Offices from
many. which the several articles have been received

back after transmission thereto. For SubheaAs

IL Pe_'manent _xpenditure. see Blsseetion 3, Art. 18, Receipt Book.
4, Expenditure, in the pay attached to VI. II. RI_TROTI_I_SMISStONBOOK. _'or

needless and sinecur_ offices, and the overpay Heads and Subheads, see above, Retroaeeep-
attached to useful and needful ones: and note t_on Book, and page 245_ Bisseetion 3, Art.
well, on each occasion, the corr_ptire and de- 23, Issue Book.

lustre influence, inseparably attached, by the Instructional.
l_ature of the case, to every partieie of such
waste. AR_. 2. Other Subsidiary Books a demand

For the course taken for the minimization may perhaps be found for, created by local or
of such waste--and, by that in aid of other temporary circumstances. To keep on the look-
mean_, for the maximization of appropriate out fbr such demand will be among the objects
aptitude,--with reference to the functionaries of the Legislature's care.
belonging to each office, see the several ensu-
ing Sections, headed Itemu,_eration, Lovable ms-sEc'rio_ THE SIXTH. ABB]S_YIATIONS.
who, Located how, and .Dislocable who. Instructional.

Instructional AnT. 1. .,4bbreviations. Antecedently to
ART. 32. Stock-_n-hand Books. Whatsoever the organization of the several Subdepart-

be the subje_-n_atter, and the place,--the man- merits, or subsequently, on relmrt from the
ner of ascertaining, on each day, the quantity several directing and registering functionaries,
of the stock in hand, of each of the above four --it will be for the consideration of the Legis-
species of stock, on that day, will be the lature, whether, in every Suhdepartment, or
same. in any one or more, and which of the Snbde-

On the day, next to that on which the ori- partments,--in the making of the entries,
ginal Outset Stock Book aud the first Journal abbreviations, in any and what cases, mad if in
Book bore date,--the stock in hand will, in any, in what form and tenor, shall be ordained
regard to each species of stock, be composed or allowed.
of the stock as per Or_.inal Outset Book, add-
i_g the amount of receipts, if any, on the first l'_tloci_ativ¢. :Exemplifivational.
day, and deducting the amount of issues and ART.2. h_ntagonizing consideration for and
losses, if any, on that same day. against the practice. Examples--

If, for th_ purpose of presenting to view the I. 1"o*" the practlee. Savn_g of time and
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labour of writers, thence of expense to Go- I offices, employnot any abbreviations, by which,
vernments, on the part of individuals at large, in their

2. Saving of time and labour of readers : to capacity of Members of the Public-Opinion Tri-
wit-- bunal, facility and clearness of conceptionl wil

1. Functionaries belonging to the office, be diminished.
2. So, among suitors, all to whom the abridg- Rule 6. Leave not_ to functionaries in each

Lug characters have become as familiar as the or any office, the faculty of employing, at plea-
unabridged, sure, abbreviations of their own devising.

3. In the abbreviations commonly employed l_easons. If yes,--1. There might, in this
in manuscripts before printing had come into particular, be as many different languages as
use,--saving, in respect of time, labour, and there are offices.
thence expense, employed in writing, was 2. Abbreviations would be liable to he era-
manifestly the advantage, by the contempla- ployed for the express purpose, of eluding the
tion of which the practice was produced : had scrutiny, and diminishing the tutelary power
not such advantage been actually obtained, of the Public-Opinion Tribunal.t
the practice, it may be thought, would not __
have Continued. _

II. _4ga_t the practice. Disadvantage to t In a Subdepartment of the Finance Subde-
such suitors, in whose instance, in the capacity partment of England--to wit, in an office called
of readers, more time and labour is consumed that of Clerk of the PeUs, (Pells meansparehments,)

belonging to what is called the Receipt of the ._a_
by the abric_ged form than by the unabridged, chequer, the money accounts used to be kept, and,

Antagonizing advantages--on the part of it is believed, still continue to be kept, in eharac-
the abridged form, cot_eiseness; on the part of ters composed of abridgments of Latin words:
the unabridged form, clearness, characters such as were in use before the introduc-

tion of the Arabic numerals. In this form, the
I_struotionaL difficulty attached to the operation of summi_.q up,

ART. 3. Means of compromise. 1. As to how moderate soever were the number of theitems
words singly taken, it was applied to, was such as may be left to be

Rule 1. For the abbreviated form, take not imagined. On various occasions, propositions hay-

forms altogether unanalagous, such as are the ing been made for the discontinuance of it,--to
algebraic, butfragmentsofthe respectivewords: what a degree the functionary, who was the chiefif not the sole adept in this mysterious language,
to wit, initial letters, with or without final or clung to it and resisted the d_scontmuance of it,_
other succeeding ones. may also be left to he imagined.

Instructional In some of the Oxford Colleges, at any rate in
Queen's College, accounts of the articles of diet, as

ART. 4. Rule 2. Employ no abbreviated bespoken and delivered, are, or at least used to be,
word, without inserting it in an alphabetical entered in the likeand no other mode: entered by
list of abbreviated expressions, followed and the cooks, the under-cook, and the keeper of the
explained by the corresponding unabbreviated bread and beer. On a certain occasion, complaint,
ones : that list being entered, on a page oppo- well or ill-grounded, was made of the cooks, as

having charged the under-graduate Members for
site to the page on which the title of the book articles never delivered. The defence was true and

is entered, simple. The books were constantly open to all
Instructional. l_atlocinat_ve, members. True, but the characters being more

repulsive than even algebraical ones, the books
ART. 5. Rule 3. So, in regard to propo- might almost as well, to the purpose of the security

_dtions, and locutions composed of fragments, or in question, have been kept closed.
aggregates, or aggregates with fragments, of Note, that arlthmc//cal expression is throughout
propositions, but an abridgement of ordinary &tto : algebraical,

Rule 4. In written instruments, addressed of arithmetical and ordinary mixed.
to, or designed for the perusal of, individuals Note also, that of whatever matter is expressed
at large, who are not in the habit of attendance by arithmetical and algebraical s_gns, there is no_
at the office,--employ not any abbreviations, a particle that could not be expressed by the signs
which are not perfectly famihar to individuals employed in ordinary discourse; and note that in
at large, this case it would be intelligible, and without effort,to non-mathematical readers at large.

Rule 5. In the case of the books kept at the And yet, of that stock of information which has

* As in writi_j and readimj, more particularly been obtained by the use of those sigus,--moreespecially that most formidable sort, composed of
in writing, so in pronunciation. In the correspond- I letters of the alphabet,--it seems clear enough, that
ing advantage of despatch may be seen the cause I not more than a comparatively small part could
of the continually increasing deviations of the pro- I have been obtained without them.
nunclation at each point of time of a great part of [ The reason is--that, but for these modes of corn-
the aggregate stock of words, as compared with I pression, to such a bulk would the matter have
the pronunciation still indicated by the written I swollen, that, before the result had been obtained,
characters : for example, in French, at the end of I the minds of writers and readers would have been
the third person plural of verbs, the omission of ] bewildered and put to a stand: the conceptive
the entire syllable _g, the sound of which is in [ facult:_ not being able to grasp, at once, the whole
other positions so strong and marked. _ quautlty necessary to the obtainment of the resutt.
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the part of each such entry, as per Art. 5, eo_
In_ructloTwd. _P_atio¢in_ti_s. rectness, dearness, and ¢o_preher._dvene_ : on

A_T. 6. Securities f or correctness and corn- the part of the aggregate of all, eompre-

pleteness in entries. Properties, desirable on hensiveness and symmetry. Correspondent
errors--opposite to correctness, false entry: to

Newton could never have been Newton, had he wit, either by simple addition of false state-
lived in Grecian or Roman days. ments, or substitution of false to true : oppo-

By development given to this conception, consl- site to completeness, non-entry: omission of
derable facility might, it is believed, be given to matter that ought to have been inserted.
instruction in this branch. For this purpose a few In the one shape as well as in the other, the
t_roblems would be to be chosen ; and, of the de- error may have had for its cause either matter
duetion employed in the solution, translations made foreign to the conduct of the functionary in
into the language employed in ordinary discourse ;
with indication given of the use bywhieh cach stage question, or misconduct on his part: if mi_
or step in the process was snggested.a conduct, it may have had for its cause a defi-

ciency, either in moral, intellectual, or active
]talian Bcok-keeTi_ _omenclatare. aptitude : if in moral, either, 1, evil intentions

]. In no book kept in the here-proposed mode, with correspondent evil-eonsciousness-_the re-
am the words Debtor and Creditor employed, as in sult of misdirected attention : or, 2, negligence,
that, as heads, or say carelessness--the result of want of due

2. To the mode of expression, in which, by the attention.

heads here employed, the information is thus given, Against misconduct in both these shapes, the
belong the properties following--

1. It is i_llipible to all alike, direct and appropriate security will be punish-_tent, as to which, see the Penal Code.
2. It conveys not any idea eantrary to truth:--

inconsistent with the idea meant to be expressed. For securities as well against misconduct
3. Not so the language in which Debtor and through moral inaptitude, as above, as against

Cred/tor are employed, deficiency in respect of appropriate intellectual
4. In the mode of expression ordinarily and uni- and appropriate active aptitude, see in Section

versally employed, and accordingly here employed, 25, Securities, _'e., those which apply to the
.Debtor and Creditor mean persons only: nor do due exercise of this function, together with
tbe_y express other suhject_matters, either received all others belonging to functionaries in fl_
or issued, or expected to be received or issued. Department.

In the technical language which has obtained
currency among mercantile men, namely, that em-
ployed inthe ltalh_n Method of Book-ke@i_tg, thi_ps SECTXONVIII.

areabsurdlystyledDe_orsan_Creditors. _Vine, for _Requ_dtive function.example, is stated D r. to Cloth, or Cloth to Wine ;
and both to sundries.

5. These forms of expression are misrepresenta- _E:cpos_tive.
tire and perfectly useless: they can no otherwise be ART. 1. Necessary to conception of the
made intelligible, than by translation into corre- function styled requisitire, is that of the admi-
epondent Portions of the umversally employed lan- _istration MANDATe,styled a lorocuration-man-
guage. To what end then employ, on any'of these date. By a _Procuration Mandate, understand
occasions, the generally unintelhg_ble, to the exclu-
sion of the universally intelligible locutions ? a written instrument, by which, for the service

6. To non-professional eyes, they keep the sub- of the public, certain supplies therein mention-
jests involved in darkness: to professional they ed are ordered to be procured.
alford no additional light. .Enactive.

7. Practical mischievous effects are--
1. Concealing the nature of the transactions, A1tT. 2. Exceptions excepted,--for the set-

from many to whom the information would be of
use. reference to documents expressed in this language

2. Waste of time : to wit, of time employed by continues, by no de_ree of original inaptitude can
men in rendering intelligible to them this useless, a man be warranted in leaving it unlearnt. But_
and, to all but the initiated, unintelligible_ or, at to enable him to read it in the books of other corn-
the best, perplexing phraseology, mercialists, no necessity is there for his u,_ift 9 it

On this occasion, as on so many others, sinister in his own.
interest in a pecuniary shape is not by any means To a question concerning theparticular d_ape in
the sole cause of the adherence to ill-adapted prae- which the supposed u_efu/ness of this distorted lan-
tice. Self-esteem, from the possession of a sup- guage may be seen to manifest itself, brevity was
posed valuable acquirement, in which a compara- the answer returned. For a trial of its title to this
tively few are sharers,--unwillinguess to regard as useful property a short enough processmight suffice.
wasted, so considerable a portion of a man's time--- In a parallel column, opposite to each of the several
are sentiments, which concur with anthority-begot- technical phrases, write its import in ordinary lan-
ten prejudice in strengthening the attachment to guage : adding in each case an exemplification or

ractlce, even in the most highly cultivated two of the use of it as applied to the details of somany individual transactions. It would thus be

At any rate, so long as, on his part, the need of seen -in the first place, whether by the employ-
..... ment given to the technical langu%_, any saving

at all were made in respect of quantity of matter:, in
a See Appendix viii. to Cln'estomathia, vol. viii. i the next place, if yes, what may be the amount of it.p. 155. -Ed.
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vice belonging to any Administration Suhde- than by means of a correspondent requisition-
partment, to the Leq.islatur¢ alone it belongs, instrument,--the faculty of issuing the requi-
on each occasion, to _sue, for the procurement sition-instrument is, to that of issuing the eor-
of a supply in any shape, a Proeuration Man- respondent procuration-mandate, what, in the
date. case of a law at large, the initiative is to the

Enactive. ¢onsummative, or say the effective,

APT. 3. Exceptions are the several oeea- Instructional. Ratiocinative.
aions, on which, by some precedent act of the AttY. 10. Whatsoever be the respective
Legislature, authority for issuing Proeuration situations and ranks of re_tuisltor and requisitee,
M_ndates, for the purposes, and to the effect the name of the instrument will be a requisi-
therein mentioned, has been given to the Prime tional, or say requisition instrument, or say a
Minister or a Minister within his Subdepart- requ_ition xand no other. :By any such dis-
ment. tinction as that between reguisition and peti-

tion, jealousies and contests might probably,
.R_tioe_native. useless complication would certainly_ be intro-

A_T. 4. Exercising this function without duced.
authority from the Legislature, any functionary
would, to the extent of the supply ordered by Euactire.
him, be acting as Legislator: to the amount of Ar¢v.11. The places, from which requisition
the expense thereof, he would be imposing a instruments will be issued, are the several
tax. offices, in which, for their several businesses,

the need of the subject-matters required, is
Instructional. I_at_o¢_nat_re. deemed to have place. Of all such need, indi-

ART. 5. The person, by whom such indiea- cation will at all times be giveo, by means of
tion is afforded,will naturally be a functionary, the mimographical documents, as per Section
and he the functionary for the service of whose 7, Statistio/'unction, Bisseetion 2, Art. 7, with
office the article in question is needed. In or without the aid of the lnspec2ion-visits.
addition to whatsoever may be the function,
to the exercise of which the supply in question Instructional. Euactive.
is needfut,--now comes the addiuonal function, ART. 12. Of the heads, under which the
distinct from and in its exercise preparatory matter of a requisition instrument will, in all
to, that of the provurative function, necessarily cases, be contained, examples are as follows--
called into exercise--call it the requisitire. 1. Supplies needed what, according as they

Enactive. are persons, thiuqs, or nwney.
"2. If l)ersons,_-names and descriptions, with

ART. 6. Accordingly, in so far as, for any the expe_$e, as known or estimated, oa the oc-
supply that comes to be needed, no sufficient casion of each.
proeuration mandate remaining in force has 3. If thin.qs,---_ames, _malities, and quantl-
been issued by the Legislature,---exercise will ties, with their respective l_rlees as known or
be given to this same _l:_e_uis_tiref_netion. estimated.

.Expositive. 4. Proposed best mode of procurement,as per
Section 4, Functions in all; and Section 7,

ART. 7. By the Requisitivefunvtionunder- Statistizfunetion, Bissection 2, Art. 18.
stand that to which exercise is given by a 5. Times, within which respectively needed.
functionary, when, conceiving, that for the due i 6. Times, within which supposed capable of
exercise of some other function belonging to i!being made forthcomin.q at the piaee where
him, the faculty of giving direction to the la- [ needed, in a state fit tbr use.
boar of some person, or that of making appli- 7. Statement of the stock "_ahand, if any, of
cation of some thiT*q,to the public service is the article required, with reference to the
necessary,---he makes application to the Legis- mimoqraphieal documents, if any, as per See-
lature, or to some other functionary, in whose tion 7, Stat'_stic.function, on the face of which
power it is to place the artmle of supply at his the state of the stock appears.

disposal for that purpose. YEnactire.

E_pos/tive. A_tr. 13. When the Requisitor is the Mi-
ART. 8. Name of the written instrument, nister, and the Requisitee the Prime Minister,

by which such application is mad% a requi- the Reqnisitee will either reject the requisition,
$itio_ instrument; or tbr shortness, a regu_- or confirm it: if he confirms it, he does so
_tia_: requis_r, the functionary by whom,-- either simply, or with amendment : and, in
T_/uia42ee,the fanctionary to whom, it is ad- either ease, issues a correspondentprocuratio_
dressed, mandate: and so in the Case of any other re-

,positive. qnisitor or reqnisitee.
Airy. 9. The proeuration m_ndate in this Instructional. Enavtive.

not being vMid or _ttainable_ otherwise A_T. 14. Cheeks on the requisition will he
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--the exemplars of the mlmographical do_u-
meats and other statistical matter, in the /nstr_t/ona/.
hands of the functionaries, to whom, in each ART. 20. On this occasion, the Legislature
case, it will belong--to reject, simply confirm, will determine and declare--whether, in the
or substitute, as above, interval between the time of this first supply

and that of the next, provision may, to any and
.Enac_ive. what amount, by any and what functionary or

ART.1,5. Such proeuration mandate will be functionaries be made : and in each ease, if yes,
transmitted to the Requisitor, either immedi- whether by spontaneous mandate,ornot other°
ately, or through the medmm of the Finance wise than in consequence of a requisition instru-
MSnistcr, as the case may require, ment; declaring, in this case, from what office or

offices, for the obtainment of the corresponding
Enactive. procurement mandate, it may be addressed.

ART. 16. TO the Minister of each Subde- Instructional. ExIoositir¢.
partment it belongs, at all times, on his re-
spensibility, to transmit, to the Prime Minister, AnT. 21. Diversifications, which, on this
appropriate and timely requisition instruments_ occasion, the nature of the case admits of, are
for the procurement of such supplies, the need the following--
of which, for the business of his subdepartment_ 1..Procurement spordaneous--that is to say
has, from time to time, come to have place, effectedwithout antecedent requisition ; namely,

by an occasional mandate, issued by the Legis-
Instructional. ExTosltSve. lature, and directed either to the .P_'imeMinis-

ART. 17. Service permanent and oecasional ; ter, or to this or that Minister, or subordinate
or say ordinary and extraordinary. In each of any grade belonging to the Administration
several instance, in which the need of an arti- department : and, in this last case, either di-
cle or aggregate of articles of supply, is regard- rectJy, or through the medium of the Prime
ed as having place_--it will belong either to Minister's office.
the permanent, or to the occasional branch of 2. In virtue of appropriate general and psr-
the service: either to the ordil_ary or to the 9_anent powers conferred by the Legislature_
extra_,rdinary branch, procurement mandate spontaneous, emanating

from, and i_ued by, the .Prime Minister, and
Instructional. addresssd to such subordinate functionary or

AnT. 18. At the commencement of this fanctionanes, as the nature of the case is
Code, the Legislature will have to make pro- thought by him to indicate.
vision of the first supply provided : call it the 3. The like from the Minister of any sub-
outset supply. On that occasion, it will be department.
considered--whether any, and if any, what 4. The like from a subordinate of the Minis-
part, of that which is provided, shall be dis- ter in any subdepartment.
tinguished from the rest by any such denomi-
nation as the oevasional, or say e_rtraordi_ary .Enaetire. Ratiocinative.
supply. ART. 22. If, in this way, from any office,

a procurement mandate, whether spontaneous-
I_lstructlonal. Expositive. ly issued or in consequence of requisition, be

AnT. 19. The particulars of the outs_ sup- sent down to an office of any other than the
loly being settled, the Legislature will deter- next immediate grade, exemplars wilt, at the
mine and declare--at what point of time the same time, be transmitted to the intermediate
provision thus made shall, for the first time, office or offices. Reasons--
be renewed: say at the expiration of the then 1. That, in case of neglect or delay, compli-
current solar year, and thenceforward at the ance with the mandate may be enforced bythe
expiration of each ensuing solar year. If the intermediate superordinate.
point of time be any other than the last ran- 2. That no thnctionarv may, without his
ment of the solar year, al)d the recurrence of knowledge, be divested of any part of the stock,
the renewal anuua/,--here then will be con- per_nal or real, of which he may have need_
stantly employed and necessarily referred to, and for which he is responsible.
a sort of year different from the solar : call it
the ssrvlee year. If, in this case, to outweigh I_truvtional.
the burthen of the complication, there be any ART. 23. On the occasion of the first _-
preponderant conveuience,--any Subdepart- ral supply day that ensues after prevision
ment, or any office, may accordingly have its made of the nurse2 #upply,--the Legislature
own service year, different from that of every will have before its eyes, or at its command,
other office, as well as from the solar year. the result, in all its parts and elements, of the

Name of the day on which, for the service Sta$istiv and ]_egistrat/on system, carried on
of the then next ensuing year, whether solar during that interval, as per Section 7, Statistia
year or service year, the consideration of the Fu_ction. It will thereby, on appropriate and
supply to be provided for that same ensuing substantial ground, be in a condition to draw
year commences_ say The General _uT¥ly _Day. a more determinate line_between the ordinary
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and all extraordinary service,---_nd to deter- 3. Health subdepartment : requisites, v_-
mine--by what offices, if by any, and for what rious medicines ; antagonizing modes, fabrlva-
purpose, procurement mandates may be issued, rich, or say trfeparation, and purchase.
without antecedent and correspondent requisi- 4. All snhdepartments : requisites, appro-
tion,and from and towhat offices, requL_ition in- priate edifices : antagonizing modes_ fabrlea-
struraents may be transmitted, in such sort,that _ion,purchase, and hire : and as to fabrication,
from those towhich they are transmitted,cerre- antagonizing modes, Gorernment account and
epondent procurement mandates may he issued, contra_.
and followed by the transmission of the corre-
spondent supplies, when accordingly procured. Iastructional.

ART. 29. To the Legislature, in regard to
Instructional. each subject-matter or class of subject-matters,

ART. 24. Of the considerations, by which, it will he matter of consideration--whether of
on these occasions, the determination, of the itself to determine between the several ants-
Legislature will naturally be guided, examples gonizing modes, after receiving appropriate in-
are as fotlows_ formation by reports, from the subdepartment

1. The importance of the branch of service to which it belongs,---or to commit the deter-
in question, mination to the Prime Minister, or the Prime

2. The quantity of the stock, in whatsoever Minister of the Subdepartment, to the service
ahape, ofwhi_h, in the interval, need iscapable of which the subject-matter in question be-
of having place, and likely to have place, longs ; always observing, that as the act of

3. The degree of suddenness, of which the procurement by a functionary without authori-
demand is susceptible, ty from the Legislature involves in it, as per

4. The expense necessary for procurement. Art. 4. a power of taxat$on, so in an indirect
Note, that by the uninterruptedness of the way, does the determination as between two

labours of the Legislator, as per Ch. vi. I,F_IS- different modes : to wit, by determination in
_TURE, Section 18, Mt_endance,--the latitude favour of the more expensive in preference to
of the powers necessary to be given for pro- the less expensive.
curement, as above,with or without antecedent
requisition, will of course be minimized. Instructional.

ART. 30. For giving expression to the sere-
Instructional. ral sorts of instruments employed in the exer-

ART. 25. TO a subordinate, scarcely will else of the function, as per Section 4, Functions
the importance of the service afford any sufll- in all, Art. ]8, by direction from, and under
¢ient reason for giving the power of procure- the care of, the Legislature--appropriate and
meat, in any other ease than that in which, by apt formulas will be framed : useful qualities
his waiting for authority from his superordi- therein to be specially aimed at--clearness,
hate, the performance of the service to which aonc_seness_uniformity, legibility, and cheapness.

the article was necessary, would have been Expositive.prevented or materially delayed.
AnT. 31. By clearness, understand exclusion

Instructional. of obscurity and ambiguity.

AItT. 26. Examples of cases, in which, in .Expositive.a subordinate situation, power of se?f-supply,
as above, maybe necessary, are the following-- ART. 32. By conciseness, understand ex-

1. Military necessity, in the land defensive clusion of all needless words ; for example,
service, complimentary phrases.

2. So, in the sea defensive service ; see Ch. Instructional.x. :DmP_rsxvE FORCm !
• I ART. 33. Under this head will be considered

lnstruetwnal. Expositive. ] the employment to be given to abbreviation_,
ART. 27. Modes of procurement, as per I as per Section 7,Statistiv, Bissection 6, instead

Section 4, Fenctions in all, and Section 7_ _of words at length: care being taken that they
l_tazistio function, Bissection l, Art. 18. [ be sufficiently and promptly intelligible to all

[ who have need to read them.
.Exempli_vational.

AIr. 28, Cases in which, between mode and Instructional.
mode, _ to certain articles, competition, or say AnT. 34. Rules for uniformity as to erpres-
a_,eJonizatwn, may have place: Examples sion.
are as follows--- Rule 1. For giving expression to the same

1. Army and navy snbdelrartments : requi- ideas, employ on each occasion the same words.
sites, arms and ammunition ; antagonizing Rule 2. For giving expression to different
medes, fabr/c_t/on, and purchase, ideas, employ on each occasion different words.

2. Navy subdepartment: requisites, navi-
gable vessels: antagonizing modes_fabr/va_/on, I_struotional. _at_ovi_ative.
purcha_, and h/_. ART. 35, Uniformity as to paper, or othe_
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physical ground of the signs employed,--ex-
ceptions, for special reasons, excepted,--to Eaact_e.
every exemplar, written manifold-wise, as per ART.2. In the exercise of his Inspective
Ch.riii. PRIMEMI_ISTE_t,Section 10,R_9_tra- function, once at least in every year, and as
t£on sys_m,--givc dbbe same dimensions ; that much oftener as need may require and home

: in every office, exemplars may be put together business permit (so far as may be in person,
in form of a hook. In this particular, as be- as to the rest, each time by a .Depute, perma-
tween office and office, and book and book, no nent or occasional) spontaneously, or by direc-
variation but for special cause, tion as to th_e and place from the _Pr/me Mi-

J_ister, the Minister of each Subdepartment
IJ_structlonaL will visit the several offices, and any such

ART.36. Le.q_billty. Cl_eapness. For these other pla_es as lie within his charge.

eonjunc_ purposes, printing will of course be Instructional .E._Tos_tlre.employed, in so far as, by reason of the num-
ber of exemplars needed, they are more effectu- ART. 3. L_ses,thence objects and purposes
ally accomplished, than by writing manifold- of tins visitation system. Examples--
w_e. l. Securing execution and effect to the sys-

tem of statistication, registration, and publi°
fnstrueHonaL cation, ordained by Ch. viii. PR_M_ MINISTER,

ART. 37. Sta_npin_. For saving labour and Section 10 and Section 11, and by this Chapter,
time, it will be for consideration--whether in Section 7, _ta:tistic fauctiun : to wit, in relation
any, and if in any, in what cases, to employ it to e'teh individual subject-matter of registra-
instead of wrSting: for instance, where, in a tion,--that is to say, persons, immovcables,
formula, of which the greater part has been moveables, money, or occurrences, and what-
expressed by l_r$uti_g, expression is to be I soever class it belongs, ascertaining whether it
given to signatures, such as names and dates, I ought to be registered, and if yes, whether it
the expression of which may require separate I has been registered, and if yes, how far the
application to each several sheet. Regard will, mode of registration is conformable to the exist-
on this occasion, be had to elaborateness of ing ordinances.
the figure, as a means of rendering forgery 2. In relation to each office inspected,-
more difficult and rare. A subject ibr consi- doing what the nature of the case admits of,
deration and inquiry may be, whether the hu- towards providing a supply, as adequate as
man countenance, as exemplified in the person may be, for any such deficiency as shall have
of some extensively known individual, be not been observed in respect of the execution and
the sort of figure, in which imitation made by effect which should be given, as above, to that _
an ordinary hand, will, by ordinary eyes, be end ; taking personal cognizance of any such

: most generally detected, appointed subject-matters of registration and
publication, as shall either have been left al-

Instructional together unregistered or unpublished, as the
ART. 38. Sublegislatures. With respect to case may be,--or not registered or published,

exercise given to the several Administrative as the case may be, in conformity to the ap-
functions, as per Se_'tion 4, and in particular pointed mode.

: the statistic, recordatire, publlvatire, and reqni- 3. Taking, by in, mediate perception, eogni-
s_t_ve, to the Legislature it will belong so to zance of the state of _hose several subject-mat-
order matter that, mutatis matandis, within ters_ in so far as the conception derived no
their respective fields of service, the like otherwise than from the report of other per-
course shall be pursued by the several sub- sons, cannot be, or shall not have been ten-
legislatures, dered adequate.

4. Taking cognizance of the degree of ap-
SEcr_o,_ IX. propriate aptitude, absolute and comparative,

in its several branches, on the part of the se-
_Inspectire Function. veral functionaries belonging to each office :

to wit, with a view to ulterior direction and
Expositive. instruction; as also to continuance in office,

_ A_T. 1. I_tspeet_re function. In so far as, transference to another office of the same

in the exercise given to it, mi.qration from the grade, promotion, transference temporary orofficial residence of the functionary in ques- definitive, or suspension, or dislocation, as the
_ tion has place, this flmction may be styled the case may appear to require.

vi_/tativo function. Considered in respect of a 5. Taking cognizance of any such co_nplaints
number of _:isits successively made, each in a as any person may be desirous of making, as
different place, the ri_its, or say _sitatious thus per Section 21, Oppres,_ion obriated, and of any
performed, may bc styled I)ro.arc.¢ses:consi- suehothcriudieation, of m£_vo_dnvt on the part
dered, in respect of the form of the line of of functionaries, as any person may be willing
march described by rite making of such pro- to afford: to wit, for the purpose of eventual
gresses, they may be styled circuits, admonishment, transference, suspension,or dis-

location, as the case may appear to requir_
Vo_ IX. R
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as per Section 20, Insubordination obriated; 8. Education Subdepartment. Places--
and Section 21, Oppression obviated. 1. The seats of any education establishments

6. With a view to extra reraunerat_on, by maintained by Government at public expense:
promotion, or otherwise,--taking cognizance as to which, see Section 16, Locable who, and
of any such extraordi_arily tneritorious service, Section 17, Located ]tow. _
as may happen to have been rendered, in re- 2. Those, if any, maintained by the several
latmn to the business of the Subdcpartment Sublegislature_, at the expense of their re-
in question, or any other Subdcpartment or spective districts.
Department, by any person, functionary, or 3. Those maintained by bodies corporate,
non-functionary. As to this, see Section 15, or by individuals. See Section 16, Loca/_le who.
.R_'muvJeration, and Section 25, S¢curitles, &c. 9. ])o_ailt Subdepartmcnt. Places--
Arts. _, attd 18 to 29. 1. The several portions of hind, edifices, and

7. By appropriate instruction and direction, groundworks, kept in hand, or leased out, by
--solving any do_tbts, that may be found to Government, at the expense and fi,r the pro-
have place on the part of functionaries, in re- fit of, the public.
spect of the exercise to be given to their re- 10. tlealth Subdepartment. Places--
spective functions ; and, with a view to even- I. Dispensaries.
tual transference in default of reconciliation, 1. Central, in the metropolis.
settling any disaqree_e_ts that may be found 2. Those in the metropolises of the several
to have place between functionary and funs- Election Districts.
tionary. 3. Incidentally, in case of appeal, apothe-

Instractio_zal. eary's or chemist's shops, in relation to which
any censure shall have been passed, or diree-

ART. 4. Places and Offices therein, which, tion delivered, by the tlealth E,_tb-_ninlst¢r
in the exercise of this function, may require to within his district : as to which, see Ch. xi.
be visited by the Ministers of the respective Mi_lsrnRs SEWmtLLY, Section 10, Health Mi-
Subdepartments. Examples-- ulster.

1. Election Snbdepartment. Places, the II. Hospitals.
stations of the several District Election Clerks, 1. Those maintained by Government at the
and Subdistrict Vote-receiving Clerks. expense of the whole state.

2. Legislation Subdepartment. Places, the 2. Those maintained by the several Sable-
residences of the several Sublegislatures. :islatures, at the expense of their respective

3..,4rmy Subdepartment. Places, the se- districts.
veral fbrtffied places, barrack% hospitals, and 3. Those maintained by bodies corporate_
magazines, or by individuals.

4. 2¥ary Subdepartment. Places, the se- 11. Forei:l_ I_elatio_ Subdepartment.
veral ports. Places. Examples--

5. Prever_tire_rvlceSubdepartment. Places, 1. Of the habitations of the several Agents,
the several places, in which functionaries, in Political and Commercial, of the several re-
bodies subject to the direction of the Preven- reign powers, resident within ttm territory of
tire Serrice Minister, are stationed, this state, the residences maintained at the

6. Interior communication Subdepartment. expense of the respective governments. This_
Places-- with a view to eventual repair merely, and not

1. The several Post-offices, in so far as time without permission given by the respective re-
suffices : where not, the aggregate of the sere- sidents.
r_l stations may be divided into Circuits, and 2. Those, if any, which are supplied to them
the circuit progresses performed in the course gratuitously by this state.
of the year, together with the times, at which 12. Trade S_bdepartmet_t. Places--
they shalt respectively be performed, may, from 1. The several Docks, other Groundworks,
time to time, be determined, by lot, publicly ff any, employed as receptacles ibr shipping,
drawn, as per Section 16, Locable who. Sup- and the several other instruments of water
plement, communication from place to place, at which

2. Edifices, and groundworks, belonging to : goods are exported to, or imported from, the
the Subdepartment : in particular, such as, dominions of.fore_Tn states.
having been commenced, remain at the time un- 2. The several inland barriers, if any, at
finished, which goods are exported into, or imported

7.Indi_jencercl_efSubdepartment. Places-- from, other ports, or barrier pianos, belching
1. The seats of any Eleemosynary establish- to th/s state.

ments maintained by Government at public, 13. Finanze Subdepartment. Places the
expense, severalOffice%atwhichon accountofGovern-

2.The seatsof Eleemosynaryestablish-ment as trusteefor the public,money isre-
merits,maintainedat the expenseof bodies oeivedorpaid. For otherexamplesand pax-
corporate,orofindividuals.Iftime--expenseticulaxs_seeArt.7.
of conveyancebeingmoreoverconsidered--
should not sufl|ce ibr all, determination by lot, Instru_ianal. .Rat_o¢_,ative.
u above. A_r. 5. For different purposes, and on dlf-
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fcrent occaslons,--Inspeetion v_sit_, and even Preventive Service Minister; 4, Trade Mini_-
Progresses and Circuits, may, by different Mi- ter; and 5, Finance Minister. Subject-mat-
nisters, in various numbers be made, to one and ters requiring inspection by each, as above :
the same establishment, public or private, on the part of the Preventive Service Ministel b

Trade Minister, and Finance Minister, wlmre
RSASO_S. Uses, thence objects and pur- the casual cause of demand is forcible resis-poses, of this arrangement.
1. For different purposes, the same estab- tance, experienced or apprehended, in relation

lishment, it will be seen. may require to be in- to execution and effect required to be given
spected, by so many different Ministers, in to ordinances and arrangements respecting
order to their being inquired into for those se- imports, exports, or collection of revenue.
veral purposes, and contemplated in so many 4. The same five Ministers, with the Inte-
different points of view: in each case, w_th re- rior Communication Minister. Subject-matters
ference to different branches, or even the same requil_ng inspection by each---the several in-
branch, of the public service, struments of communication, immoveable ancl

2. By the cognizance thus taken in relation moveable, in their several diversifications, for
to the same subject-matter by divers function- the purpose of giving effectual a_ld adequately
aries, independent of each other,--the infer- prompt communication to the several above-
mation furnished by each, will serve as a mentioned instruments of defence, together
cheek upon the conduct pursued, and informs- with the instruments of su]_s_stercvefor men
tion furnished, by every other, and beasts of von reyance, occupied in the cot-

3. By this conjunction, no eJlisin_t of an- respondent branch of the public service.
thority will be produced ; the d_revt_re rune- 5. l, Indigence Relief Minister; 2, Educa-
tion being, in each Subdepartment, in the tion Minister ; 3, Health Minister. Subject-
hands of one person alone,--no obstruction need matters requiring inspection by each--all such
be afforded to it by any exercise given to the establishments as have for their ends in view
inspective and statistic function, by whatsoever the administering the benefit of education, iJl
number of different functionaries exercised, in conjunction with relief to indigence ; especial
relation to one and thc same object, care of health being alike needful in the two

first-mentioned sorts of establishments.
L_structional. J_atioc_,_at_re. 6. Domain Minister, and every other Minis-

ART. 6. Exceptions excepted,--for the se- ter : to wit, in so far as the Land, Edifices,
cond of the above reasons, it will be for the and Ground-works employed in these several
care of the Prime Minister so to arrange the branches of the public service, belong to the
visits of the several Ministers, in such sort Public Domain.
that no two shall perform any In_,'pection visit 7. All the several other Mii_isters, and the
at the same time one with the other. Finance Minister: in consideration that it is

Exceptmn is--where, for some special, pre- from or through his hands that ever)" expcndi-
ponderant, and declared reason,--it appears ture of moncy, and thence of money's worth,
to him that, for mutual explanation, informs- must come. Upon the expenditure of every
tion, and discussion, the purpose requires, that other Subdepartment, without exception, his
by two or more Members, by whom, by his care is a needful and indispensable check.

direction, a visit is made at the same time, Instructional.
the inspective function should be exercised by
them ia each other's company, and thereby at ART. 8. The Legislature, the Prime Minis-
the same time. I ter, and the Minister will have in consideration

the advantage, derivable in some cases from
Instrzletioual. the use of cha_we, for the purpose of secur-

ARt. 7. Cases, in which the good of the ser- ing unexpectedness to inspection visits, and
vice may require that., by the Minister of two or thence constancy of good order in the places
more different Subdepartmeuts, one and the visited. For the mode of taking the decision of
same establishment should be visited. Ex- chanc% see Section 16, Locable who. SuI_
staples-- pleme_d.

1. Army Minister and Navy Minister. Sub.
ject-matters requiring inspection by each, with Instructle_al. _l_at_oc_natirc.
a view whether to conjunct or separate ser- A_T. 9. To the constant application of this
vice. Examples_artfllery, ammunition, and security to establishments under government
small arms. managements--the addition liable to be made

Note, that as to the adequacy of the aggre- to the quantity of time spent on the road, by
gate of the supply,the two interests are here fortuitous migrations made without regard to
omited: in case of deilcieney, anta_anizing, distance, would, by expenditure of time and

2. Army Minister, Navy Minister, and Pre- money, oppose such a body of disadvantage,
ventive Service Minister. Subject-matters as would leave no adequate prospect of corn-
demanding inspection by each--troops, small pensation : such being the security, afforded
vessels and their crews, arms and ammuni- in all shapes, by the universal r_g/_rat/on and
tiom publication system, coupled with the corresp_a-

3. I, Army Minister; 2, Navy Minister; 3, dent facility, afforded to individuals, for the
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indication of imperfection and abuse in all to wit, in which for insuring veracity in what
shapes, is uttered, no security is applied. But, in the

But, on this or that occasion, this instru- Judiciary Department, wheresoever it has not
meat of security presents itself as being, even been the desire of the constituted authorities
in this case, capable of being employed with that falsehood should be elicited, as in the
advantage by the above-mentioned constituted cases where a disguised licence for encourage- ¢
authorities, meat of mendacity has beea purposely granted,

some known security for veracity has of course
]_ructlonal. RaHocbmtlrc. been applied.

AnT. 10. Establishments under private man- As to the nlendacity licence, see the Proce-
agement, as per Art. 4, are those, in regard to Jure (_dc, Cool.it.,) and Scotch t_(forn_, Letter
which the service capable of being rendered Cool. v.)
by it is me_t conspicuous : the light of publi-
city not being otherwise capable of being Instructional EaTosltire.
thrown, with adequate intensity_ upon those AnT. 3. Of what_ever a man knows, what-
minor objects, soever portion he has not derived from his own

expcrience or observation, he must have re-
Instructio_al. l-?at_ocb_at'_re, ceir_'d from some other person. If received

AnT. 11. Yet, not even in this case is the from another per,on, it mu,t by that other per-
advantage clear of opposite di,advanta_e. On son have beenfitrni.ched, or say c(_mmu_icated.
the one side, stands the advantage derivable
from u_preparcdness on the part of' ]_._p_'ctees: .ExposiHre.
but this case supposes disorder already to have AnT. 4. If contmztnicated, it must have been
place: the remedy s_q)pressire only, not pro- so either in compliance with application for
ventire. On the other _ide stands the advan- that purpose by some other persou, or withvut
rage derivable from ])reparedm.ss on the part any such application ; in tiffs last ease the
of eventual accusers. True it is that, in the operation by which it is fur_ished_ is termed
form of written discourse, accusation is open ! spontaneous.
to all at all times. But it is by indication of 1
individual facts that accusation will in this [ .Expositlre.
ease be performed. For this operation, to [ A_T. 5. When, on the part of the possessor
some persons written discourse, to others oral, _of the inibrmation,--the possession of it has
is the most convenient iastrument. But tlmse i not been preceded by any operation, other than
to whom oral is so will always be the most [ that of concurrence, for that purpose, in so far
numerous. Mutes excepted, all are able to , as correspondent action is necessary, with
speak : but to a purpose such as that iaques- ! person by whom it has been communicated,
tion, few in comparison will_ in any state of i and with whom the communication of it has
thing% be able to write. I in so far originated,--it is said to be received.

SEC_IO._X. .Expositive.
Ag_. 6. When, on the part ofsuchpessessor,

O,fieially i_.forv_atleefa'net_on. --it has been preceded and produced by ap-
plication made by him to the person by whom

Instructional JRatioci_,at'_re. it has been communicated to him, and from
ART. I. AS in all private so in all public him as above received,--iu this case it has been

business, necessary on every occasion to apt [ extracted, to wit, from the person by whom it
operation is appropriate and correspondeatly [ has been communicated ;aud ia both cases_
extensive information, or say eridence. "What_ as per Ch. vi. Section 27_ Arts. 3_7_ it has been
can we reason" (askq the poet) "but fi'om-_ elicited.
what we know ?" With correspondent and
equal propriety,--to reason, he might have InstructhnmL
added act. AnT. 7. So obvious, upon the bare mention

of it, does the necessity of all this appear, that
E.rfositire. the mention will be apt to appear useless and

ART.2. To the import of the word eride_ce frivolous. But upon a closer view, it will be
the word i_for_ation adds a reference made found, that of this necessity, the perception
to some mind, as being one into which the has, to a great extent, been generally wanting;
evidence has been received, and that, not only has it been an object of

In English practice, with a view to the bust- sinister policy with legislators to obtain for
hess of the Administration Department, infer- themselves the information necessary for their
_atgo_ is, throughout, the word most common- own particular and sinister purposes, while the
ly employed. In the business of the Judiciary information, necessary to be communicated to,
I)ep_rtment, the word evidence, and not the and for the benefit of the community at large,
word information, is in most ca_s employed ; has been studiously kept concealed,---but, for
the word information, and not the word e_- want of due attention to the necessity, they
dcnc_ being employed in some cases_ in those_ have everywher% to a greater or less extent_
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left themselves destitute of that portion of in- encumbrance and expense, of registration and
formation, by file possession of which, service custody : and determination will be made ac-
would have been rendered to their own parti- cordingly--what part, if any, of such informa-
cular and sinister interest, tion shall not, unless called for, be transmitted

Instructional Expositive. to tile Legislature and the Prime Minister re-spectively. In so doing, it will take care, that
AnT. 8. In C_. vi. Section 27, Leq_slat_v_ to each of the two authorities, all such infor-

Inqub T Judicatory,--cn allotting to the /,e- mutton as is necessary as a ground for its lmbl-
gidature its several fnnetions, it became ne- tual action_ shall be habitually transmitted.
cessary to allot to it the i_Tf,,rmat_on-elicitat_re
function, in which is included the extractive; .Enaet_re.
and, for that purpose, to organize the institu- AnT. 13. To the several Ministers, such in-
tion on that oeca-ien denominated a L_fistatire formation will be furnished by the several rune-
Inquiry J_dicator!l. ]n Ch. xii. JUDICIARY tionaries respectively belonging to the several
COLLE¢'r_VELV,and the succeeding chapters re- official situations subordinate to theirs.
lating to the dadleiary depart_J_ent, and there-
after in the IJroccdnre Code, directions wilt be Instruct_on.al.
seen given for the elieitation of appropriate Ant. 14. In what cases, from this or that
information, under the name of evidence, for office, information shall be furnished,--to this
the origination and guidance of the exercise or that other office of a grade superior to that
given to the jndicia_ function, of its immediate superordinate,--at the same

time with, or in lieu of the furnishing it to such
I_strnct_onal. Expos;tire. immediate superordinate,--the Legislature will

ART. 9. What the present occasion calls for, determine, regard being had to the businesses
is--to provide the info_nat_on necessary for of the several Subdepartments.
the apt exercise of the powers allotted to the
Mdmin Lstratir_.Department : and, for that pur- Instructional
pose, to determine hew far such information Ant. 15. By whatsoever need of the exero
shall, by the functionaries of the several grades, cise of the officially informative function has
be spontaneously furnished to the other func- place,as above--is produced the correspondent
tionaries belonging to that same department need of the exercise of the correspondentin_br-
respectively, as well as to the Legislature, in mation-elieitativefunction. As to which_see the
addition to that which is conveyed, constantly next section_ Section 11.

and of course, by the exercise given to the veils- Expositive.tration andjvublication system. As to this, see
Section 11, IJ_brmat_oT_-eticit_tti'ce .f_o,ct_on,"_ AnT. 16. Correspondent and correlative to
and Ch. _'iii. PltI._iE 51I_lSa'zr_, Section 10, 11. the officially i_formatire, as per Art. 8, is the

i_for_atlou-recepti_e function : the two fune-
Instructional .Exposltir.e. tions being not only in their general nature

AnT. 10. So likewise how far and by what thus correspondent and correlative, but on each
nwans, in addition to the supply thus afforded, individual occasion, accidents excepted, the
it shall on that occasion be elicited. As to exercise of the former being accompanied or
this, see Section ll, Information-elicltatlce followed by the exercise of the other.

function, Art. 4 to 14. I_structionaL

Enactive. Instructional ArtT. 17. By an exercise given to the offt-
AnT. II. Exceptions exeepted,--by the se- cicdly-intbrmatire function, suppose adequate

veral Ministers, information of all occurrences, ground made for the exercise of any other rune-
-relevant, and with relation to the business tion, to which it is, or is designed to be, sub-
of their several offices adequately material,-- servient,--correspondent exercise given to the
mill (it is l_ereby ordained) be furnished as correspondent receptive function, is a matter of
well to the Legi_-lature as to the Prime Minister. fact, which must have been established : but,

for this purpose, presumptive evidence, arising
.Euactive. Instructional. out of the nature of the ease, will, without ad-

A_. 12. The exceptions will be made by ditional express evidenc% be in general found
the Legislature, consideration had of the sufficient to produce adequate credence.

* This all-comprehensive view of the informa- -Ex2°°sitivc"
t/o_ necessary to the apt exercise of the functions A3gT.18. Examvle. A letter, sent by the
of government, and of the mean_ of _tsbeing ob- I 1.¢*_ ,._* _...* h_ h;_ *. _h._ ;_ ;¢ .,t
rained, should have been given in speaking of the _(_ v_,* " " u " _ n_ unt .......... I _tresseQ_ oe aeie(l npon_ nle.s a u 11 15 has
mnctmns of the Leg slat_veDepartment ; that be- ............................ i oeen reeelve(t ey mm: vut_ ior the purpose otmgtnenrstoitneueparvments, m wmcn, on_ne I . . • . .. . _ _ _ a _ _:.__,_._
part of the functionaries, appropriate action was l juagmg wn.etner wna_ ne has uone _mcv. t_u_
_eetmsarv for the obtainment of at' but the views I time at which _t ought to have been receive(/
of the author had not at that time received the ¢or- [ by him has been r_ght or no,--the pre.,umptwg,
respondent exte_ion. ] except in case of special reason for be_lie_th_lefof t e
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contrary, must on each occasion be--that it has whom it rests to give or not to give such orders
been received, at pleasure: nor is such petition addressed, but

in consequence of a resolution made, and ex-
Imtrtt_onaL l_atioc_nat_e, pressed in writing for that purpose: which too-

AnT. 19. But, forasmuch as, comparatively tiou,--though_areeevernegatived,whenmade
speaking, small indeed is the number of cases, by a member of the Administration,--is fre-
in which it cannot happeu, that by accident, quently negatived, when made by a member,
expectation, how well-grounded soever, has who is not specially connected with the party
been frustrated,--hence,in every case,in which in office.
official action has for its sole ground such pre- I lnstt_tct_omd. Exe_pl_fi_atio_al.sumptlve evidence, care will universally be _
taken that, in ease of wrong, produced to the ] ARt. °4. Front tlfis state of things cannot
public or to an individual, by want of due at- I but result the consequences following :
tention, and correspondent action on the part I 1. Forasmuch as, rare and extraordinary ac-
of the Administration fnnctionary,--means of I cidents excepted, the will and agency of both
compensation, as adequate as may be, shall be i houses of the Legislature is determined bythat
provided, and eventually applied, of the administrative authority, and no con-

demnation can be passed on the conduct of any
Inaructional. I_atioe_atlve. person, but on the grouud of appropriate and

AccT. 20. In the case of this department l: adequateinformation,--nor can any. suchinfor-
(the Administrative as in the others,)--for the ' matiun be furni'd_cd,but by consent of the party
appropriate supply of the information, on each _in office.--hence it i,, that, on the conduct of
occasion necessary or serviceable, provision is ] no member of that party, can any censure be
made, a¢ far as "may be, by the application i passed, nor so much as inquiry be made with-
made of these same systems to the business of i out the consent of that same party : and, by
this department. The fimction, by the exer- this state of things, without need of anything
else of which such infi_rmation xsafforded, may more,the salt-indication prDtciyle is constituted
however require to be considered and spoken an all-determining principle ; and all show of
of, a_a distinguishable and accordingly distinct effective responsibility, except to the Public-
fuoctmn: to wit, for the reasons which fol- Opinion Tribunal, is mere pretence and
low : mockery.

1. On this or that occasion,--over and above 2. Even where the party in administration
all i,_f_,rmatl,n or say credence furnished by the has no aversion to the exhibition of the tutor-
exercise given to the rc:ffstr¢ttire functiou,--it marion in question, it is matter of accident
may happen, that tdterlor evidence may, for whether the ttouse ever receives possession
the particular purpo-e of the particular occa- of it.
sion, require to be elicited; and, in conjunction 3. In consequence,--to an indefinitely great
with it, arraTtfled and commented on. extent, evil in various shapes cannot but have

'2. In the event of the n,m-employ_ne_t, or only been habitually taking place for want of some
partial employment, of the re¢istratlo_ system, information, by the receipt of which, by both
ou this or that particular occasion,--the exer- or either of the two houses_ it would have been
else given to this same officially-informative prevented.
function will be, in proportion, the more he- 4. Of the information, by which are deter-
cessary, mined the proceedings, of the House in which_

with few exceptions, all laws originate, to wit,
IastruvtlonaL .Exer,_plificational. the House of CommoILs,--it is only in a small

ART. 21. Accordingly, the nature of the case part of the whole number ofinstancesindividu-
will not admit of a doubt--but that, under ally taken, that the whole stock is possessed
every form of government, exercise is, with by the other House. Thus it is that, in rein-
more or less frequency, comprebensiveness, and tion to one and the same matter, the two
symmetry, actually and habitually given to it. Houses are, on almost every occasion, acting

Instr_et_omd. .Exzmpl_cationa;. ondifferent grounds: the oneHousc, ongroundsfrequently partial and inadequate, the other
ArtT. 22. In English practice, no such all- House rarely on grounds other than partial and

comprehensive or generally-comprehensive sys- inadequate : the whole Legislature acting un-
tern ofappropriateinformation-furnishing,from der a system of delusion, and in an habitual
the Administrative authorities to the Legisla- course of more or less mischievous operation,
ture, has place. Generally speaking, no infor- even when not thereto purposely determined
mation is furnished to eitherof the two Houses, by any sinister interest.
without its having been ordered : nor, for any 5. By this system of partial information,--
information to be furnished in a ready-written whatsoeverbe the system of m_leficence can.led
form, is any order commonly issued, but in obe- on,---not only is all due punishment at the
dience to a special order by the House, with hands of the legal tribunal impossibilized, but
orwithout an intermediate order from the Mort- so is all cognizance, and consequently all cen-
arch, to whom a petition from the House in sure, on the part of the Public-Opinion Tri-
question is addressed for the purpose, a_ld with burial, likewise.
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] Registrar is attached, the several functiotu_Ir_true_tio_aL ] minutati,_e and transmissire, are, on each oeca-
ART.25. To the case of provinces situated i sion, by the Registrar exercised, as of course,

at great distances from the seat of legislation, _1and thus, in that same hands united with the
applies the mischief liable to result from deft- , receptive and the ce_st_d_t_ve.
ciency of timely information. Proportioned to
that distance, in respect of place, and thence Instructional.
in respect of time, of communication,---is the ART. 4. Far different is the case, where, the
degree in which these dependencles arc, by the proposedreceiveroftheinformationbeingafunv-
nature of the case, rendered scenes of habitual ticT_ary, the proposed communicator is a non-
misfortune and abuse: and it is for the sake of functionary. In this case, between elicitation
the sinisterprofit derived and derivable from the by simple rec,Ttion, and elicitation by extraction,
abuse, that at the expense of the sM,/_ct _nany, in effect as well as in mode, wide indeed may
such dependencies sitnate at a certain dis- I be the difli_rence. On the part of a spontaneous

communicator, willbzqne_ is indeed at least
tance,l_ienceareonekeptcauseinofsubjectiondemandforbYthe rutiu_ few. }]afll_arent, naturally _resumable, and in most

Sublegislatures.[ cases actual_: but, on the part of him who

In_ructio_al. Exe_pl_cationaL i communicates not but in compliance with re-ART. 26. In English practice, deficient in t quisition, and from whom the communication_
appropriate aptitude iu every shape, this or if obtained, is accordingly extracted, un_rYZ-
that lord or other member or adherent of the ingn_s in every conceivable degree,---for any

rnling few, is seut to exercise tyranny over [ length of time, even non-compliance,--may
the distant provinces; and, when at length I have had place. The surmounting, in all cases_
complaints have reached and annoyed the ear this un_Sllingness, and substituting to it the
of the Legislature, l_ercipient witnesses have, correspondent eo_pliance, belongs, in a more
on this or that pretence, been sent out of the particular manner, to the Judiciary Estab-
way of being rendered, for the information of lishment; and forms the most difficult of the
the Judicial and Legislative authorities, nat- tasks imposed upon it.
rath_g witnesses. Instructional.

S_CT_O._XI. ART. 5. Ia the business of that department,
this difficulty is all pervading and continual;

Informatio_-Etlcitatire Function. and so it will be, whatsoever is, in this pro-
posed Code, done,---or can, in any Code, be

Enact'_re. done,--for the lessening it. Ilappily, in the
Afar. 1. Exceptions excepted,--to every business of the.ddmb_btration Department, it

functionary belongs the information-elicitative need be but incidental and casual. In the
function, exercislble at the hands of every quantity, which, for _brming a ground for ac-
other person_ functionary or non-functionary, tiou is strictly necessary and proportionably
in so far as the receipt of the information in sufficient, appropriate information being pro-
question is necessary or useful, vided fob as above.

Enact'_re. Instructional. I_truct$onal.

ART. 2. For exceptions, see eases for secre- ART. 6. In the hands of the ._finitter in
ey, as referred to in C_h.xii. Section 14_ ]Pub- each Subdepartment, this power presents it-
li_i_y_ &c. self, as indispensable. On a view taken of

[ the several official situations, in their several
Expos_t'_ve. _at_ocinatire.

ART. 3. As between the si_nply-rcceptiw, i _rades. established in each Subdepartment_, in sabordinatio_ to that of Minister,--to the
mode of elicitation_ and the extractlre,--in so ! Legislature it will belong to determine, ix,
far as the communicator and the receiver are ] which of them this power shall be attached :
both of them functionaries belongiug to the ! in each cas% subject to all snchrestrictions and
official establishment,--any distinction that conditions as may be deemed necessary for
may be observable between them, will, corn- security against abuse.
paratively speaking, be of little moment.

Reasons. 1. By the general reflistration Instructional.
and publication system, as per Ch. viii. Sections ART. 7. For securities against di_turbane_
10, ll, every functionary, as such, stands pro- given to the exercise of this function, see See-
engaged to furnish whatsoever appropriate in- tion 20, In.cubordinat_ou obviated; tbr securi-
formation may, on whatsoever occasion, be ties against oppression by abuse of power in the
needful, or_ as such_ appropriately required of exercise of it, see Section 21_ Oppre.cxion obvi-
him. ate,d; against extortion, Section 22_ Extortio_

2. To a considerable extent, reception and obviated.
communication are works of the same hand,
and thus in a maturer consolidated into one. Instructional
Thus, for example, in every office to which a AI_T.8. As to the number of $_udb/e d_arer$
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in the exercise of these funetions_--the _ra_- pose, care will be t_ken, that no such ohliga-
rice function is, in the nature of the case sus- tion shall extend to any species of information,
ceptible of the being exercised by any num- in regard to which, mention of such obligation
ber of persons, on the same prolmsed commu- has not been inserted in the Code, appertain-
nicator, or say exa_nin¢e, on the same occasion, ing to the situation in life in which the party
or any number of different occasions. Witness, is placed.
in judicature, under every system, the exami-
nation of supposed l_vide_e-holdcrs, by the lnstrnctlonaL .ExTos_tive.
Judge, and the parties or their Advocates on AnT. 13. Of cases in which the obligation
both sides: not to mention the other classes of of spontaneously furnishing information may,
persons, to whom the power is imparted by --in so far as duly notified, as above, be rea-
the present proposed Code. So also, at exactly sonably imposed, examples are the fbllowing:
the same time, while the extraction prooess is 1. Intbrmation of calamity, recent or ira-
going on, by any number of note-takers, pending, to the Prercnt_re-ser_qce Minister.

2. Information of hostility, rec_-ntly com-
Inslrnct'wnal. mitted or impending, to the _lrmy Minister or

ART. 9. To the Legislature it willbelong,-- I ,Yavy Minister, as the casc may be; and, in
to determine in what cases, if in any,--or by i both cases, to the .Prime Minister.
what classes of functionaries, if by any,--be-
longing: to the Army and Navy Subdepart- Instrt_cth_nal. .Exempli.ficatlonaL
meats respectively,--power shall be possessed ART. 14. In English practice, such obliga_
---of extracting, from persons at large, infer- tion is imposed, upon all persons without ex-
mation requisite for the defence of the coun- ception, in the case of all offences, to which
try against hostility, commenced, or regarded the denomination of High Treason is applied.
as impending. .Mi.,'prision is the denomination in that case

given, to the offence consisting in the non-ful-
Instructional. filment of that same obligation.

ARt. 10. On the occasion of the several ob-
ligations, of spontaneous information furnish- S_CTIO_ XII.
ing, and information furnishing in compliance
with intcrrogation,--special care will be taken _'_lelioration-sugflestice.fanct_on.
by the Legislature, to avoid the producing of
preponderant evil, by the divulgation of facts, .Enact_vc.
by the disclosure of which more evil will be AnT. I. ,Velioratio_-sn.q.qestiv_ function.
produced than prevented: regard being at the In the exercise of it, as often as, in respect of
same time had to the evils producible by the any part of the business of his office, the prac-
practice termed in French espiona:/e, and to tice thereof presents itself to the view of the
those produced by abuse of the power termed Minister, as needing correction, or as being
inquisitorial, susceptible of improvement,--it belongs to him

to draw up, and transmit to the ]Prime Mi-
Enact'_re. I_,at'_oci_atice. nister, an appropriate .3_relioration-suggesting

A_:r. 11. In particular, care will be taken ]_el_ort.
not to comprise under the obligation the dis-
closure of any opinions, entertained by any in- l_,uactire.
dividual on the suhject of religion. AnT. 2. Included in the melioration-sug-

Reason. In this case, ff the profession of gestive function are the elementary functions
such opinion is regarded and treated as a following:
crime, the authors of the crime, such as it is, I. Indicative function: exercised by a state-
are the Legislature itself, or the functionaries meat made, in general terms, of the supposed
acting in pretended obedience to its ordi- amendinents proposed.

nanees. _E;_act_re.

Instructional. ART. 3. II.--I',at'_ocinatlre, or say Reason-
Aa_. 12. To the Legislature it will belong, .qiria.q fimction: exercised by adding, in the

_to determine in what cases, if in any, it I tbrm of reasons, a statement of the beneficial
shall be matter of obligation to persons at i effects, looked for from the several proposed
large, to furnish, to the several Administration changes; prefacing them with an indication of
offices, information relevant and material to the _naleficial effects, if any, resulting from the
the business of those same offices. In so do- actual state of things.
ing, regard will be had, as well to all expense
and vexation necessarily attached to the fur- .Ena_tlre. RaZ_oclnative.

_'_ - nishing of such information,--as also to the ART. 4. ]II.--Eventuall_ emendati_efun¢-
_. difficulty of making sure, that the knowledge tion: exercised, by a written instrument, by

of the existence of such obligation has been the authorization whereof in the very terms
presented to the mind of the individual, at therein employed, it appears to the writer that
whose hands it is required : and for this pur- the change, if approved of, may most aptly be
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accomplished : together wifl_ an indication of the d_seonti_ue,d reloca_l_ty system, is it likely
the authority, whose sanction will, it is sup- to be given in such sort as to be productive of
posed, be necessary, and sufficient, for the a_- public benefit, unless it be under some special
complishment of it: whether, for example_ the stimulus;--such as that which ha.s place, in
authority of the Legislature be requisitet or the case of those Members who possess, or took
any and what authority subordinate thereto to possess, the faculty of exercising influence
may be sufficient. For the reasons why, for on the proceedings, in the character of speak-
the designation of a proposed change, the very ers,--and such, to whom it m_y have happened
f2rm_ of the appropriate regulations require in to be continued for a number of yea_s together
this case to be employed, see Ch. xii. Jvnlci- in the situation of Continuation Committee
AnY COLLECTIVELY, Sectiou 20, Judges' ere_tu- men.
ally emendatire .functio_; and Ch. vi. Sec-
tion 29. .Rat_oclnat_ve.

AnT. 3. II. Because in case of deficiency
Enactlve. in appropriate aptitude in any of its shapes,--

AnT. 5. Exemplars will be disposed of as for the dislocation of a Minister, as per Section
follows : 18, 1)htocable how, fac_l_ttes have place, much

I. Kept in the Office, one. greater than those which apply to the case of
2. Keptbythe Minister for his own use, one. a Member of the Legislature; and for the
3. Transmitted to the office of the Prime existence of that same aptitude in the mea_-

]_Iinister, one. time, securities, as per Section 25, more nume-
4 At the same time to the office of the Le- rous and stillmore efficient: the dislocatedness,

gislation Minister, one. a loss to which a Member of the Legislature
5. So, to that of the Finance Minister, one. will in comparatively but a very slight degree

stand exposed. Yes : slight in comparison it
Instruct'wnal. would still be, should he even be, all the while_

ARt. 6. Whatsoever benefit, may from carrying on, in conjunction with the Prime
time to time have been derived from the ex- Minister, a plan of depredation, by exercise all
ercise given to this fuuction,--will be as it along given to the quantity of the matter of
were the iYuit, and that the ripest fruit, of corruptmn ldaced at his disposal, and the fa-
whatsoever labour has been employed, in the cility of making application of it to evil pur-
exercise of the several beibre-mentioned func- poses.
tions.

S_crmN XIV.
S_cTm._ XIII.

.Attendance.

Term qf serHce. .E,_actire. Expositive.
Enactice. ]_atioc_native. ART. 1. In-door service and out-door ser-

AnT. 1. Dislocation excepted, as per Sec- vice. Between these two modes, or say
tion 18, JDisloc,_bleholc,---a Minister's term of branches of service, will the attendance time
_ervice is the term of his life. of the several Ministers, taken in the aggre-

1?atioe_natire. gate, be divided.
By In-door service, understand whatsoever

Arcv. 2. Q_¢estion. Why, in the situation of service is performed by the Minister in his
Minister, render the length of a man's term of official residence; by Out-door service, what-
service eventually and probably the same as soever service is performed by him anywhere
that of his life; instead of rendering it no else: for example, by inspection progresses_ as
more than annual, followed by temporary non- per Section '3_Inspect_ce funct'_vn.
relocability, as in the case of a member of the
Legislature _. Instructional

Ans_cer. I_ea_ons. AR_.2. Byiheprinciplesandreasonsbrought
I.--Because, in every one of the thirteen to _new in the case of' the Members of the

subdepartments,--in the situation of Minister, Legislature in Ch. vi., Section 20, .Attendance
the field of service being, in comparison with and .re_nuneration, how connected,--will the
what it is in the situation of Legislator, nat- aggregate quantity of time, employed by them
row,--and the subject-matter of consideration in both branches taken together, be deter-
and operation, matter of detail,--appropriate mined; in what proportion it shall be divided
knowledge, judgment, and active talent, will between the two, the Legislature, regard had
necessarily be kept in a state of constant exer- to the different nature of the se_'eral serviees_
eis% and thence, receiving increase, in proper- will determine.
tion to the length of the course of practice and
experience : whereas, in the situation of Mere- .Ratlo_nativv.
ber of the Legislature, to no one of the above ART. 3. For the uninterruptedness of at-
faculties is any exercise given of necessity : tendance on the part of the Legislature taken
nor in the case of the great majority_ under in the aggregate_ and the punctuality of atten-
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dance on the part of its several Members, in- is willing to pay for the faculty of exercising
dividually considered--special grounds, over them.
and above those brought to view, as above, in
the chapter having for its subject-matter the t_atioc_natire.
Legislative Department, are furnished by the ART. 4. So, on the other hand, the greater
need of receiving the several communications the expen_ employed in remuneration, the
made iYom the offices of the several Ministers greater will be the opulence of the functionary
in the exercise of the officially informative so remunerated. But the greater his opulence,
functions, as per Section 11. To the end that, the less his appropriate aptitude will naturally
in every instance, at the earliest moment re- be. For,
quisite, all such arrangements may be taken 1. The less will be his activity.
for which, at the hands of the Legi._laturc, the 2. The greater his facility for engaging in
nature of the communication may have pro- merely pleasurable and other rival occupations.
duced a demand. 3. The greater his facility for obtaining ac-

So likewise by the need of receiving, and complices in transgression, and supporters to
eventually operating in (.onsequence or, Re- shield him against dislocation, punishment,
ports from the Judiciary Department, as per and disrepute.
Ch. xii., Jt:DJCIARYCOLLECTIVELY;Section 19, 4. The more apt to form an exaggerated
(b_te_l interpretatioT_-r,7",ortbi(! f_netioJ_ ; estimate of the quantity of the expense for
Section '2.0, Ew)_tually-eme_Matlre fu_et_o_ ; which, at the charge of the public, there may
_ection' 21, Sistiticc, or say I_rccution-stafi_q be, on each several occasion, a demand.

fanctio_t ; and Section 2'2, Prc-i_terpretatlre 5. Altogether fallacious is the notion, by
fanct$on : also of taking the requisite cogni- which, to the purpose of repression of wroug_
zance of the proceediugs of the several Sub- responsibihtyis regarded as increased by opu-
legislatures. _ lence. By man's nature, every the poorest

individual is rendered susceptible of more
SECTmn XV. suffering, than, in any case, is ever thought

fit to be inflicted for the purpose of repression
R_muneration._ by means of punishment : altogether fallacious

this notion, and, under a corrupt form of go-l_tiocbmtire. I_zstructionaL
vernment, invented for no other purpose than

AnT. 1..,4jvtitade maximized ; expense mini- that of affording a pretence for needless, waste-
mized. Indicated in these few words are the ful, and corruptive remuneration; remunera.
leading principles of this Constitution on the tion, and to a vast extent, in cases where the
subject of remuneration, absence of all service is notorious and unde-

J_atlo_ilmtire. Iastraetional. niable.

ART.2. As to maximization of official apti- Ratiocinative.
rude in this department, for the course taken AnT. 5. Minimization of expense is there-
in this view, see also the next section; Section fore an object here pursued, not only as being
16, Locable who. itself an end, but as being a means of attain-

Ratiocinatlre. ment, with relation to that other end. One
and the same. accordingly, as per Section 16,

ART. 3. Subservient even to the maximiza- is the road that leads to the attainment of
lion of aptitude is minimization of expense, both these ends.
_or,

1. Whatever be the occupation belonging l_atiocinative.
to the office_ the greater a man's rehsh tbr it ART. 6. So far as regards remuneration_
is, the greater his aptitude for it is likely minimization of expense, in relation to all, can
to be. no otherwise be effeeted, than by minimization

2. The less the remuneration, in considera- ia relation to each. In relation to each, in
tion of which he is willing to exercise these each official situation, note this rule : Having
same occupations, the greater is his relish for by appropriate courses, as per Section 16, Lo-
them. cable who_maximized the number of persons

3. Greater still, if, instead of receiving, he possessed of the maximum of appropriate ap-
titude_ ascertain from each the minimum of

Of the matter of this Article, entry should remuneration for which he will be content to
have been made, and would have been, had it charge himself with the official obligations.
occurred, in the Chapter having for its subject- Modes of ascertainment are everywhere in
matter the L%dslative Department. For the ira- use. Competition is no less applicable to the
portance of the unmterruptedness of _tsattendance,
w_th a view to the business of the Sublegisl'atures, price of labour than to the price of goods ; toone sort of labour than to another; to labour
_ee Ch. xxix. 8UBLE(}ISLATURt_--Section ], in the service of the public than to labour in.Field* of _erv_e.

q See farther on the subject of this t_k_etton,the the service of an individual. SO much for
" Ratioaalo of l_ward/' in vol. ii. p. 189_ et _q. minimization of expense, separately eonsi-
_Ed. dered. As to the arrangements of detail_ for
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the union of minimization of expense with i stand all such service as, by such acceptance,
raa_ximization of aptitude, see the next two i he does not stand bound to render.
sections; Section 16_Lotable who ; Section 17, Expositive.

Located how. AnT. 15. Pecuniary and honorary: by one
.R_ttiovinative. or other of these denominations may the mat-

ART. 7, Exercised, by a public functionary, ter of reward be designated, in every shape in
at the expense of the public, liberality is but which it is usually bestowed by the hand of
another name for waste. Combined in its Government.
essence are breach of trust, peculation, depre-
dation, oppression, and corruption. Exercised, _Ratiocinative. Instructio_at.
to a g.od end, and at a man's own expense, ANT.16. For extraordinary service rendered
liberality is a virtue : exercised at tim ex- to the public, reward in a pecuniary shape
penso of others, altd without their consent, it may, with as much facility and propriety, be
is a vice : laudatmn bestowed upon it, hypo- demanded at the hands of a Judicatory at the
crisy and imposture : its fruit_, the above evils: charge of the pubti% as in the like shape it is
the good, if any, on the smallest scale; the so demanded at the charge of an individual.

evil, upon the largest, l_atlocb_ative. Instructional.

l_atioe'_tlatire. Instruct_o_aL ART. 17. With not less facility and pro-
A_T. 8. Repugnant accordingly to tbc_e priety, so may it in an honorary shape.

prineiple_ is remuneration, in any shape, on Enactlre. ]nstrucAional.
any occasion,art, hrarily conferred: repugnant,
even if for service reatly rendered, or about to A_T. 18. IIonorary reward in no shape does
be rendered; much more if on false pretence this constitution allow to be confound, but in
of service, the shape of ,_atural ho_wur augmestted : aug-

mented by the hand of Government; and in
l_*_t_ovinatlre. Instructional. this ease the hand of Government is, as per

AnT. 9. Arbitrarily conferred, consistently Art. 20, the hand of justice.

with these principles, can neither good nor Expositive.evil be by the hand of Government: neither
reward nor (as per Penal Code) punishment : ART. 19. By _atnral honour, understand
nor (as per Cb. xxiv. JrsTlCE ML_JSTZR,Sec- that which, in consideration of service, in this
tion 4, )gispunSt_re Fanvtio_) exemption from or that extraordinary shape, rendered to the
punishment, community, or to this or that section of the

community, the members of it, in their quality
.b?,xposit'_rc. of members of the Publio-Opi_lion Tr/b_tnal,

A_T. 10..,4rbitrar_ly conferred is the mat- spontaneously render to the bene-n_er{tant:
ter of reward, so far as by the hand of Govern- render that is to s._y, by means of appropriate
meut it is otherwise than judicially conferred, sentiments of love and respect, entertained in
Judicially conferred will accordingly be seen relation to him, with the occasional addition,
to be all official situations, in relation to which of the special good will, good offices, slid ser-
location is performed, as per Section 17, Lo- vices, in whatever shape, tangible or untan-
cared how. gible, naturally tiowing from these senti-

meats.
Ratiocinative. _]-nstruct$onal.

AcT. 11. On no other account than that of Enact_ve. Expositive.
service to the public, can the matter of reward ART. 20. Jud{cially augment_'d will natural
be conferred by the hand of Government, ex- honour be by two conjunct and correspondent
cept in so far as it is bestowed in waste, appropriate judicial decrees; the first ojoina-

tire, the other {_nperatire, in this as in other
.Expos{t_ce. cases: as to which, see Art. 23, and Oh. xii.

ART. 12. Ordinary and ex_rqordinary: un- JUDICIARYCOLLECTI_,'ELY_Section 9, Judges'
der one or other of these denominati*ns comes Elen_entary Func, tion_.
all service rendered, or supposed to be ren-
dered_ to the public. Enact_ve.

ART. 21. Efficient causes of the augmenta-
ExF°s_tire" tion in this ca_, are, anthoritative rec,ordation

ART. 13. In the case of a public functionary, and authoritative publication.
hy ordinary service understand all such ser.
vice as, by acceptance of his office, he stands Enactive.
bound to render. ART. 22. Authoritative recordation is by

entry made in an appropriate Register Book :
E._iva. say, in the Extraordinary _vioe R, egister, or

A_T. 14. By extraordinary service, under- say, _Pub/_ Meri_ Iizgh_r.
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principlesofthisConstitution,lsallpurdyfa_
Enattlve. titious honour or difnity, in whatever slutpe,

ART. 23. Of such entry, the matter is eom- conferred, as hitherto it haz everywhere been,
posed of an abstract of the record of the pro- arbitrarily; that is to say, otherwise than
ceedings in _ suit, in conclusion of which the judicially, as above.

judmial decrees, as per Art. 20, have been .Expositive.
pronounced : 1. the opinatlre, stating the act
deemed meritorious, the shape in which tbe ART. 30. T_les of honour, or ens_Tns of
service has been rendered to the public, and d_gnity. To one or other of these denomina-
the fact that the individual, by or for whom tions maybe referred the instruments, bywhich
the demand of the reward is made, is he factitious honour or dignity has usually been
by whom the service has been rendered, with conferred. Combined, to a considerable ex-
the evidence on which the decree has been tent, they have been with one another, and in
grounded ;--tim% place, and manner men- manyinstanceswith massesofpower, orwealth,
tioned : 2. the _mperative, ordering entry to in various shapes, or both.
be made of this same abstract in the above-
mentioned Merit Register. .Expos_tire.

ART. 31. Examples of t_es of honour are_
12naet_ve. 1. Prince.

ART. 2-1. The commencement of the suit is 2. Arch-Duke.
by application, made to the Judicatory, de- 3. Grand Duke.
manding for the alleged bene-meritant_ a place 4. Duke.
in the .PubHo _lerlt I_e.q_ster, on the ground 5. Marquis.
of the extraordinary service thereupon stated; 6. Count or Earl.
as in the case of an ordinary application for 7. Viscount.
money, alleged to be due from defendant to 8. Baron.
applicant on the ground of work performed. 9. Baronet.

10. Knight--to wit, of any one of a variety
Enactire. of orders.

ART. 25. The applicant, that is to say de- 11. Knight--of no order.
raandant, may be either the alleged bene-merl-
taut or any person for him, with or without ]Exlo°s'_tkte"
his consent, and with or without his -know- AnT. 32. Examples of ensigns of di_,mity,
ledge, worn about the body of the individual, are--

1. Stars.
Euactire. 2. Crosses.

ArtT. 26. The defendant will be the tune- 3. Ribbons.
tiouary, who would be defendant, were the 4. Garters.
subjec_ of the demand, money alleged to be due 5. Gold and silver sticks.
from Govermnent for goods furnished, or work
done, otherwise than in tbe way of official Expos"aire.
service; namely, the Government .,4dvocate of ART. 33. Examples of en._gns of diqn_ty,
the immediate Judieatory, as per Ch. xviii, exhibited on utensils of various sorts, employed
IM_EI)IXTE GOV_RN_E._TAI)VOCATF_S; or tbe by the individuals, are as follows :-
Government Advocate-General, as per Ch. 1. Coronets of various shapes, corresponding
xix. GOVEItNI_[ENTADVOCATE-GENERAL,if SO tO the several titles of honour.
he thinks fit. 2. Armorial bearings.

In this latter case, the assertion conveyed,
.Enact_ve. though in most instances contrary to truth, is

ART. 27. The Judieatory will be the im- --that some ancestor of the individual had
mediate Judicatory of the sub-district in which employed himself in an enterprise of unpro-
the metropolis of the state is situated ; unless, yoked slaughter and devastation. For a sym-
for special reasens, assigned by tbe Legislature, bol, if requisite, aglbbet, substituted or added,
or the Prime Minister, the immediate Judica- would have been more suitable.
tvry of some other sub-district shall have been
appointed. 2Ratio¢i_atire. In_ructlonal.

ARt. 34. To the purpose of remuneration,
Enactire. Instrnvt_onal. whether for ordinary or extraordinary service,

ART. 28. xJuthoritative publication, is by --unsuitable_incomparisonwithnaturalho_our
publication, given in such way as the Legisla- augmented, as above, would merely favtit_ous
ture shall have appointed, to the matter of the honour be, as above, even ifjud/¢/a//y conferred.
reeordation-entry, made as per Art. 22, in the For, with the utmost conceivable accuracy, in
.Publi_ .Merit llegh_er, each individual instance, does the quantum of

natural honour adjust itseff to the quantum of
Enactive. Instructional. merit_ in every slmpe, of the service : the lots

AR_. 29. Repugnant_ aecordingly_ to the ofreward_att_ehed to the aggregate number of
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services rendered within a given time, thus ris- be poured power in various shapes, impunity
ing, one above another, in gradations which for various transgressions, and money from
may be as numerous as the individual services various sources by the Legisla.ture, that is, by
themselves. Thus it is, that, in this mode of re- the acting majority of the members. Immove-
muneration, not a particle of injustice can ever able he would remain_ how flagrant soever
have place, except that which, as in all other were his inaptitude.
cases, is liable to be produced by deceptious-
ness on the part of the evidence, or want of JEnactire. Expositire.
aptitude on the part of the Judge ; and, by the AnT. 36. Exceptions excepted, repugnant to
supposition,this danger is the same in both eases, these same principles is all ultra.co_womitan$

On the other hand, where it is of factitious remuneration. By ultra eoncomitant remunera-
honour that the reward is composed, no such tion, understand all habitual remuneration for
accuracy of adjustment can have place. Be- habitual servic%after the cessation of the habit
tween grade and grade, how numerous soever of service.
the grades, there must always be a space more For exceptions, apparent rather than real,
or less considerable ; each such space is conse- see Ch. xi, M1._'mTSRSSEVm_ALLY,Section 3_
quently a field of possible injustice, the mug- _4_Jty f_lin;ster_ and Section 4_ .Navy .Mi,ds-
nitude of which is as the amplitude of such ter.
space. But, proportioned to the magnitude of
each such space, is the discouragement, applied I_atioci_zatlve.
to the most meritorious of two or more services, ART. 37. Completely needless, and thence un-
to which the same lot of factitious reward is justifiable, is all such ultra-remuneration. A
applicable. For if, for the rendering of each baker is not paid for supplying food when he has
of them, sacrifice in any shape is necessary, in ceasedtodoso;amedicalpractitionerforattend-
such sort that greater sacrifice is necessary in ing patients; alaw practitionerfor assistingliti-
the case of the most than in the case of the gents. Yet never is there any want of bakers,
least valuable of the two, the identity of the of medical, or of law practitioners : as little,
reward in both cases operates as a premium on in any official situation, would there be any
the least valuable--as u prohibition on the want of occupants,--if, in the case of service
most valuable. Moreover, in the case of the reudered to the whole community, as in the

factitious honour, the justice of the decree is case of service rendered to individuals, the
exposed to a degree of disbelief, and the Judge habit of receiving the remuneration were to ex-
to a degree of disrepute, for which, in the case pire with that of rendering the service. Butj
of the na2ural lwnour, there is no place. In bakers have it not in their power thus to load
the case of the factitious honour, it is by the customers; medical practitioners, patients; law
Judge that the exact place in the scale of practioners, litigants: while, in a Government
honour is determined, since it is by him that it which has for its end in view the good of the
is conferred, in the shape of some title of hen- few, and, for the subject-matter of its sacrifice,
our, or some ensign of dignity, which has a the good of the many, placemen have it in their
specific name. In the case of natural honour, power thus to load subjects. In the Anglo-
it isnot by the Judge,but by the Publiv-Opinion 1American United States_ waste in this shape

Trib_lnal, that, in each individual instance, the i has no place.beue-meritant's place in the scale of honour is
determined. The Judge may be corrupt, or .Exposltire. l_at_oc_natire.
(what, so far as regards the individual case, A_T. 38. Of modes of ultra-concomitant re-
amounts to the same thing) may be suspected of muneration, examples are as follow :-
being so; the _Publi_-Opinion Tribunal cannot. 1. Superannuation pensions, granted on pre-

sumption of relative inaptitude, through in-
.Enaetire. ._atiocinatire. Ins_:r_tetional. firmity caused by age.
ART. 35. Sufficient of itself for the destrue- 2. Pensions of retreat, granted on the score

tion of this Constitution might an instrument of casual inaptitude, through infirmity.
of corruption of this sort be, if arbitrarily con- 3. Pensions of retreat, granted without so
ferrible. To the Prime Minister alone could . much as the pretence of infirmity, on the score
the power of conferring it be allotted ; for to of a certain length of past service, balanced
no other functionary could any one propose to all along and requited already by concomitant
allot it. In the hands of _ man of ordinary am- remuneration.
bition and superior ability, sufficient then might Remuneration thus located is a premium on
this one instrument be, for the conversion of inaptitude. Men flock into the situation in
the here-proposed commonwealth into an arbi- contemplation of inaptitude : the infirmity, ff
trary monarchy : at the least, into a monarchy it occurs, is exaggerated : if worth while, los-
operating by an all-pervading and all-vitiating toted or even produced : for the plea of it,
system of corruption, waste, and unpunishable naturally ready assistants may be looked for in
depredation, as in England. Into his lap, in all third persons, who are, or regard themselves
return for these objects of general deslre,---for as exposed to be_ sufferers by it ; most strenu-
themselves, or, whatwoutd amount to the same ous of all, the patron to whom the right of
thing,fortheirconnexions_---wouldcontinuallylocationaccrues.
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cluded. Every man will be judged of accord-
Ena_tive. Instructional. lug to his works.

ART. 89. Repugnant to these same princi-
ples is all artificially mislocctted remuneration, Exl?ositire. Ratlocfaative,
--so located, at the expense of the community, ART. 46. Of reward artificially extra_a_at-
by the hand of Government. It is universally ed, at the expense of the community, by the
needless ; it is essentially unfragal, hand of Government, examples are tim fbllow-

.Exposit_re. ing :--1. Pensions, receivable by the widow of the
ARt. 40. By art_oially m_slooatzd, under- functionary, on his decease.

stand conferred on an individual, other than 2. Pensions, receivable by a child or ehil-
him by whom the service was rendered, dren of the functionary, on his decease.

3. Pensions, payable to any more distant
.Exposhire. relative of the functionary, on his decease.

ART.41. Mislovated : it is either misloeated These may be styled post-obituary or post-
in toto or extrarasated. * chit pensions.

Ext_,sltire" 4. An income in perpetuity, derived fromlaud or otherwise, with power given to tlte
AnT. 42. It is mislocated _n to_o,where, to supposedbene-meritantaud his representatives

a person by whom the service in question was to hold in hereditary succession, as if so pur-
not, in any part_ rendered, reward is given ; chased by him. In this case, fbr the benefit
to him by whom it was rendered, none. of one individual, generations, indefilfite in

Ext_os_tlre. number, are subjected to depredation.

AnT. 43. It is extrarasated, in so far as, to Emwtive. l_atiocinatire. Instr_tctlonaL
reward given to the person by whom the ser- ART. 47. Pre-eminently repugnant w_uld
vice was rendered, is added, on that same ac- I be any such compound, as that which is corn-
count, reward given t_ _me person, by whom, ; posed of fact'_t_ous dignity, with fractional
on the occasion in question, no service wa_ masses of supreme power, legislative and ju-
rendered, dicial together; the whole rendered extra-

vasate, running in the blood of the first re-
l_atioc_nat_re. EXl:os_t'_re. muneratee, from generation to generation,

ART. 44. On the contrary, purely benefi- through a boundless line of descendauts, from
eial, and by the whole amount of it, is all re- no one of whom could any part have been
munerution in so far as _aturally ex_'arasated, borne iu the supposed public service so remu-
.Naturally extravasated it is, in so far as, with- nerated: those same generations being, more-
out expense to Government, in virtue of pre- over, loaded with the obligatio_ of keeping
established couuexions, the benefit of it dif- repaired all breaches, made by d a_ipation, in
fuses itself among any, who, by any tie of in- the originally excessive mass of wealth, ori-
terest, self-regarding or sympathetic, are in giually combined with that same inordinately
any way connected w_tll the remuueratee. In rich compound-t" the whole for the perpetual
this casc, having place without expense to the saturation of appetites essentially unsaturable.

community, it is so much pure good, and the JExt_ositire. t?atiocb_atlre, l_s:ructio_aLmore there is of it the better.

ART. 48. For examples, see Art. 31: those
.Ratlocinatire. Instructional. appellations, which elsewhere designate little

Altr. 45. Of reward mis[ooatcd in toto, an more than the gaseous di_aity, designating, in
example has place as often as, for service ten- one nation--ninny of them--the above-men-
dered by a Subordinate, the Superordinnte not tioned substantial compound : for, in the race
havingcontributedanythiugtotheperformance of wazte and corruption, it was ordahxed of
of it, the Superordinate reaps the reward, the old, that the foremost of all other Governments
Subordinate no part of it. should be distanced by that, of which _t is the

In monarchies, injustice in this shape natu- distinguishing character to be (in the wordsof
rally and habitually pervades the whole of the its own so indefatigably trumpeted proclama_
official establishment: the more abundantly, tions,) " the envy and admiration of all sur-
the more absolute the monarchy is, and thence rounding nations."
the more perfectly the light of the public eye
is excluded from all official operations. Enac_._rc.

From this code, by the exclusion of all at- ART. 49. In respect of any extraordinary
bitrarily conferred reward, as per Arts. 8, 9, in-
justice in this shape will be seen effectually ex- _ For two successive demonstrations of thistruth, see the Author's Defence of Economy against

Burke, in Pamphleteer, No. XVII. anno t8]7;
• By a_atomists, blood which has flowed out of and Defence of J_conomyagainst Rose, in Pamph-

its propervessels is _id to be e_ravase_xt : if into leteer, No. XX., _nno 1817. [See these in "Ofli-
other vessels, the error loci is spoken of aa having ei_ Aptitude Maximized, Expense Minimized,_ in
]place; as in the ease of a blood-_hot eye. _oL v. p. 263_ vt seq.--Ed.]
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public service, analogous to the ordinary ser-
vice attached to any official situation in this Enavt{re.
department,--any person wimtever, by whom AnT. 57. To his stated pay is added indem-
any such extraordinary service has been ten- nification money, for the expense of inspection
dered, may be considered as belonging, on that visits, at the rate of [ ] per mile, ac-
occasion, to that same office, and, in proper- tually travelled ; with [ ] for each day
tion to the value of the service, be remune- or part of a day so employed, for diet and lodg-
rated, ing while out. By the care of the Finance

Minister,--after each visit, immediately on
Enaotive. .Expos_tir¢. his return, the money is paid to every other

ART. 50. Service, which, to a functionary minister_ on his signing a receipt.
in the situation in question, would be ordinary,
and sufficiently requited by the remuneration S_:CT]O._XVI.
attached to it, may, if rendered by a person Loc_bls _clw.
not in that situation, be e_raordil_art, and as
such be remunerated. Enactlre.

AnT. 1. This section has for its object the
Exposidre. providing, as soon as may be, and in so far as

ART. 51. Examples are as follows :-- is necessary,--but no further, at the public ex-
1. Service, by defence of any portion of the pense, in relation to the business of all the

territory, or of a Government or private yes- several Subdepartments comprised in the Ad-
sel, or any individual inhabitant of the terri- ministration Department, a system of arrange-
tory, agahlst aggression by any pirateorforeign ments, whereby in the several official situa-
enemy. Subdepartment, tbe Army or Navy. tions, appropriate aptitude in all its branches

2. Service, rendered, at the peril of life, by shall be maximized, and at the same time
the apprehension of a depredator or other corn- expense minimized ; say, a SYSTEMOFOFFICIAL
mort malefactor, while engaged in the commis- LOCATION,or_forshortness, THELOCATIONSYSTEM.

sion of a crime. Suhd_eart_lent, the Preven- In_tr_*ctlo_al.
tire Service.

3. Service, rendered, at the peril of life, by ART. 2. As to what regards instruction, in
the extinction t_*an aceidenttd conflagration, so far as this system is well adapted to the in-
Subdepartment again, the correspondent sec- struction of persons destined to become public
tion of the Preventive Service Subdepart- functionaries, so will it be, according to the
ment. nature of the business belonging to the several

subdepartments, to the instruction of persons
Enaetive. at large, foreigners as well as natives. Any

ART. 5°_. But, in a case of this sort, the benefit thus derivable from the system_ call it
Judge will be upon his guard against a fraud, the COLLATERXL_E._EFIT.
to which, by its nature, it stands exposed: that Enuotire. I_tioc_ative. Ii_tructionaL
is to say, service left unperformed by an ap-
propriate functionary, that a confederate non- AnT. 3. Of this system of location the lead-
functionary may perform it, and thus, by the ing features are as tbllows :-
fraudulent display of pretendedly meritorious A choice will, at any rate, be to be made,
service, receive appropriate remuneration, out of a number of candidates or pe_ons pro-

posed. According to this Constitution. for rea_
Enactive. sons elsewhere given, by a single person, and

AnT. 53. Judicially, in a pecuniary shape, not by a number, the location must on every
may reward to any amount, be thus conferred, occasion be made. That person can be no

other than the person, on whom, in case of a
.E_acti_e. bad choice, as demonstrated by relative inap-

ART. 54. A minister's pay is [ ] a titude, the responsibility, legal or moral, or
year: paid quarterly [in advance.] From nn- both, will fall ; iu a word, the 1)rime Minister.
willing bands, receipt of ulterior emolument is By no legal restriction is he, therefore, pre-
extortion : from willing ones, corruption. This vented from choosing any person at pleasure :
pay is the standard of' reference in the case of but, by a moral restriction, by the circumscrib-
the pecuniary competition, as per section 17, ing eye of the Public-opinion Tribunal, his
Located how, Art. 1. choice (as per section 17, Looated how) will

naturally be confined within limits compara-
Ena_ire. tivety narrow. The person whose degree of ap-

AnT. 35. In every Subdepartment_ the way _ro_*riate aptitude, in all its several branches,
of the minister is the same. as Certified by the votes of a set of appropri-

ately determined Judges, stands highest, will
_E_active. 1have been l_ade known_made known to him

ART. 56. Whatsoever is the number of sub- ] and e_eryhedy. Thus it is that provision is

departments allotted to one and the same mi- [ made for _axi_tizatio_t of aTtitude.ulster, pay is not given for more than one. Remains now the ndnimizatio_ of expen_
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Of those persons who, in the scale of aptitude,
stand on or near the same level, it is made I_truvtlo_wd. _l_a$iodna$ire. . :
known by public competition who those are AR_. 7. If in any degree beneltcial_ th_
who in the situation in question, are willing to same courses will, however, almost from the
serve the public on the lowest terms. Provi- first, have been productive of some degree of
siou for moral aptitude is at the same time appropriate aptitude_ which benefit wilt have
made, by a serntmy, performed at the same continued on the increase up to the point of
time, in the course of the same examination, time at which the preparation period termi-
and with equal publicity, nares,and the consummation period commences.

If, to a person who, in the eyes of the uni- Tlfis increase, at every distinguishable stage
versal public, is seen to stand foremost in the of it, the Legislature will turn to profit_ asper
line of appropriate aptitude, and in that of Art. 42_ and those which follow it.
cheapness of service, taken together,--he pre-
fers a person not distinguished in either way, Instructio_al.
it is at his peril--at the peril of his reputation ART.8. For these several courses, the several
--that he does so. Nor can an improper times of commencement will be appointed by
choice afford any promise of producing to him the Legislature.
any permanent advantage ; for, in the case of
every office, the power of dislocation is con- lnstructlo_al. J_atiocbzatire.
fideff to a number of hands, each acting separ- AR_. 9. On these principles, throughout the
ately, with full power, and who, not adding to official establishment, proceed the several ar-
it (any one of them) the power of loc,_ti_Jl_, rangemcnts_in virtue of whlch_ so soon, and so
stand (every one of them) altogether divested long, as any person is to be found by whom up-
of all inducement to abuse a power so thank- propriate proof has been girth of his having
less and unprofitable to the possessors, reaped any distinguishable portion of the bene-

l"or calling into exercise this dislocative fit in question, no person by whom like proof
power_ there will be the motive afforded by the has not been given will be locable: and, by the
affection of envy in the breasts of disappointed whole amount of the _hus acquired aptitude,
rivals :--a check not capable of being brought how small soever, this system of location will
into operation in the ordinary case of a purely be preferable to any in which no security at all
arbitrary power of' patronage, is given for appropriate official aptitude, rflm_

The choice being thus narrowed, not only it is, that not by doubt, nor even by despair,
expense, but with it, power of corruption, is as to the practicability of carrying the systein
minimized: thebenefitthusbestowedis thcpro- to the height of perfection here exhibited to
duce--not of favour, bat of right : though not view, can any tenable reason be given,for omit-
of legally binding, yet of morally binding right, ring to carry it so far as it shall be found ca-

Enactive. _atioc_natlre. pable of being carried into effect.

AR_. 4. Under this system,two periods there I_structio_al.
are, in relatmn to which, separate provision re- ART. 10. For this, as well as other purposes,
quires to be made ; thepreparatio_ period, and the Legislature will have caused to be made,
the von._u_nmation period. The consummation and published, an all-comprehensive list of the
period, though last in the orderoftime,requires several situations, belonging to this, as well as
to be first described ; the other not being the several other departments: name ofit_ Th_
otherwise capable of being made intelligible. Ot_ce.Calendar: as to which, see also ,Section

Exj_ositlre. 25, Securities jbr ztppropriate .,4ptitade.

ARV. 5. By the consummation period, un- Instructional. .Exposit_ee.
derstand that, during which the courses of pro- A_v. 11. General heads,under which, for the
ceeding regarded as necessary to the produe- present purpose, these may be ranged_ are_
tion of appropriate aptitude in the several offi- I. Situations of talent.
cial situations, in the degree of perfection ]I. Situations of simple trust.
regarded as desirable and attainable, will be III. Situations of trust and talent.

carrying on, each of them during the whole .Expositlre. Instructional.length of time regarded as desirable. Of this
period, the commenoemeut will coincide with AnT. 12. By sitnations of talent_understand
the termination of the preparation period: de- those so circumstanced, that, for the apt fi_lfil-
terminate end _t will have none. ment of the duties attached to them, appro-

.Exposltire. priate kuowledge, jud:tment, and attire talent, insome special shape or shapes, as per Art. 13,
AR_. 6. By the preparation period, under- over and above appropriate mated aptitude, are

stand that during which those same courses regarded as necessary.
will have been going on, but will not have con- These situations will be formed into groups,
tinued long enough, it is supposed, to have ¢orresponding totheseveral groups of branches
produced, with sufficient certainty_ the whole of art and science, proficiency in which shall
of the desired benefit, have been regarded as necessary to the apt
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exercise of the several functions respectively Naval Architecture.
belo_dn_ to the several situations. Naval Tactics. Judica-

E_posit ice. tare, as applied to NavyService.
ART. 13. By situations of simple trust, nn- 3. Interior Cam- 3. Mechanical and

derstand such, for the apt performance of the munication Minister, Chemical Art and
duties whereof no such proficiency is neees- and his subordinates Science,varionsbranch-
sary. invarioussituationses; more particularly

Examples are---- belonging to this sub- Hydrostatics and Hy-
1. Situations, the duties of which are dis- department, drodynamics. Mathe-

charged by the receipt_ custody, and transmis- matics, in so far as sub-
sion, of money, servient thereto.

2. Or of messages from a central part of 4. Indigence Relief 4. Political Economy.
the territory of the state to every other : as in Minister.
the case of Post-office situations. 5. Domain Minis- 5. According to the

3. Or of stores of any kind: except in so far ter. nature of the several
as, according to the nature of the article, che- Domains--Agriculture,
micat knowledge respecting the causes and Geology, Mineralogy,
preventives of deperdition may be necessary, and the several branches

4. So, situations, in virtue of which the cus- of Mechanical and Che-
toditivefunction is exercisedwithrelation to an mical Art and Science
immoveable subject-matter: excepting as above, subservient thereto.

6. Health Minis- 6. Medical Art and
Ezpositive. ter, and his various Science,allitsbranches.

ART. 14. By situations of talent and trust, subordinates. Chemical Art and
understand such situations of talent, for the Science, allitsbranches.
apt performance of the duties whereof the dis- Mechanical Art and
posal of the services of men in considerable Science,varionsbranch-
numbers, or of things, for public use, to con- es. Natural History,
siderable value, is necessary, most of its branches.

Instructional. EXTOS_t_,ce. Geography, in so far asregards climate and
ART. 15. Of groups of talents, proficiency in temperature, in court-

which may be regarded as necessary to the apt tries which the members
exercise of the functions belonging to carte- of the community may
spondent groups of situations, examples are as have occasion to visit,
follow :-- either for war or ','r_de.

7. Foreign Rela- 7. Branches of Art
I. Talent-requlri_ II. Talentst_ere$n_wre tionMinister, andhis and Science, corres-

Situations. csl°e¢ially re_luis_te" subordinates, in the pending to the faculties
1.._rmy Minister, 1. Mechanic and Che- several situations of of reading, speaking,

and his various sub- mical Art and Science, Envoy for General and writing, in various
ordinates, in the se- various branches. Ma- i Purposes, and Con- languages. Political
veral situations of thematics, in so far I suts for the special Economy, in respect of
Commander of En- as subservient thereto. I purposeofprotection theaffairsoftrade. His-
gineers, of Artillery- Fortification. Military I of trade, tory and Geography.
men, and Cavalry; Tactics. Medical Art National Statistics. In-
Commissary, for the and Science, in most of ternational Law.
purchase, preserva- its branches. Judica- 8. Finance Minis- 8.--l. Political Eco-
tion, and conveyance tare, as applied to At- ter, and lus various nomy, as above.
ofmilitarystores and my Service. subordinates. 2. Branches of Art
provisions; Medical and Science towhich be-
Curator ; Military long the several pro-
Judge. ces_s of the several ma-

2. Navy Minister, o. Mechanic, Chemi- nufactures and other
and his various sub- ca], and Medical Art branches of profit-seek-
ordinates, and Science, various ing industry, the opera-

branches, as in the case tions of which are liable
of Army Service. Astro- to become subject-mat-
horny, in so far as ap- ters of taxation, restric-
pliedtothe determining tion_ prohibition, or
the place of a navigable compulsory obligation.
vessel_ whether at an- History, Geography_
char or in her course. Natiunal Statistics, and
Mathematics, in so far International Law, as
as sub_rvient thereto, above.

Van IX. S
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2. Subject-matter of demand, the judi_ial
.Er.actlre. serr_ce, which the Judicatory will have ren-

ART. 16. Except as per Section 17, Located dered to the applicant, if being placed an the
i_ow, Arts. 16, 17, antecedently to his admis- list, he is at the saane time placed at the head
sion into any office belonging to tlfis depart- of it, or in any such inferior place as shall
meat, the name of the individual must have have been thought fit.
been entered upon a certain list, called the Lo- 3. 1)efenda_ds, ill like manner, these same
¢ab/e List. several scholars, each contesting the demand

made by every other, of the highest station,
E_:acti_e. and the several next stations, one below ano-

AnT. 17. For determining, in regard to each thee, as above.
individual, whether he be qualffied to be ad- 4. Evid_ce in favour of his own aptitude,
mitred; and accordingly, whether he shall be spontaneously adduced by each scholar in the
admitted, into this list,--and if yes, in what character of den_tnda_t,--any such marks of
rank, a Special Judieatory will be formed, proficiency, as, according to the nature of the
under the name of the Qucd_eation Judaea- case, the regulation shall have allowed to be
tor_ or s_y Examination Judlc_tor_/. exhibited.

5. Other credence in lfis favonr, elicited by
Enactive. i_t_rrogation, addressed to him by any Judges,

A aT. 18. Of this Judieatory the composition or (_uasi-jurymen, or fellow-candidates, so dis-
will be as follows :-- I posed.

1. Presldtng Judge, the Justice Minister or / 6. Other evidence, elicited by counter-inter-
his depute. I rogations, addressed to him in pursuance of the

2. Other Judges, the Pr'_me Miu_,_tvr and the Iiopposite disposition.
severalMinisters, or their respective deputes. I 7. Also, whatever ecldenve operates_ in a

3. Quasi-jurymen, the several instructors, as i direct way, in favour of any one of his severat
per Arts. 42 to 53, under whose instruction J competitors, as above.
the several locables have acquired their profi- I 8. t)ublicity, throughout maximized.
eiency in the several groups of branches of I

.Expositive.art and science. I
As to Qua_si-jurymen and their functions, i ART. 21. Examples of points ofd'_rersity on

see, in the part belonging to the Judicial De- I. the part of this as compared with an ordinary

partment, Ch. xvi. QUASl-JrRV. i Judicatory, are as follow:--
.Enact_re. Instruet_o1_al. I 1. Substitute or assistant, none, gratuitous

ART. 19. Included in the supposition of the I as°rprofessional,demandantort°defendant.anysuch candidate, either
sitting of a Judicatory of this sort, are file '_ 2. Co-demandants or co-defendants, none
suppositions following:-- _comp_t_d or compellable to be.

1, Returns made to the advertisement, as _ 3. Extraneous witnesses, none compelled
per Art. 42. I or admitted, except in case of necessity, on

2. To the several places in question, peru- : an examination into moral aptitude as per
niary supply, afforded by Government; or* Art. 34.
ascertainment of the needlessness of such sup- i 4. Costs, that _s to say, compensation to a
ply. I party on the opposite side for expenses ef de-

3. Time elapsed, sufficient for the obtain- i mand or del_nce, none exigible.

meat of instruction, more or less extensive, in / E_aet_re.the several branches of art and science in I
question, or some of them; observation being ! Aux. 2"2.Of the Qualificatioh Judieatory the
at the same time made, that, how small so- : o:pinat_r," decree will be thus formed :--Modes
ever, the instruction obtained in consequence of of rotation, two : the secret mode ; then, before
this plan will,by the whole amount of it, have _ the result of the secret mode has been disclosed

been so much more than would have had place ] or ascertained, the ope_ nwdc.
otherwise. More will always be better thau
less, but the least will always be better than .E_ct;re.
none. A_T. 23. Of the way in which rotation in

the secret mode may be conducted, an example
Enact_re. In_ruct'wnal. is as follows :-

ART. 20. Mode of procedure in these exa- 1. A roll of paper or parchment is provided:
min_,tions:--in the main this will be the s_me length such as to contain the names of all the
as in an ordinary Ira_wliate Judicatory. several c_ndidates_ one under another.

Examples of points of agreeme_t and coin- 2. In this roll are so many column,s, placed
eidence ave as follow :-- abreast of one another, headed each by the

1. On the _ursuer'* side, applican.,ta, and i names of such grouT* of branches of art and
demandaatm (the several scholars) demanding i science as, for this purpose, have been assorted
admission into the loca)_le li_t, and to that into groups, as per Art. 15.
end presenting themselves for examination. 3. Under each of these .heads, in each
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column, follow the names of the several san- by the shortness of the time, all undu/ypart/a/
did_tes, in the alphabetical order of their d_closure, indicating by means of secret marks,
surnames, which roll was delivered in by which Judge,

4. To each voter have been delivered tickets, is rendered impracticable.
in card or paper, equal in number to that of 4. In relation to each such group of subject-
the sandidates, multiplied by the number of the matters, the figures expressive of the ranks,
above gro_ps of branches of art and science, assigned to the several candidates by the sere-

S. Underneath, or at tile back of the name ral voters, being summed up,--he, in regard
of each candidate, according to the space pro- to whom the sam is least, is thus seen to stand
vided, the voter pinz a tivke_, exhibiting the highest in the judgment of the whole Judica-
number, expressive of the relative rank which tory taken together.t
it is his desire the candidate should occupy. 5. Example. Candidates, as above, say

6. Say, for instance, voters (Judges and 200: voters, 12: if, by all 12, Candidate A is
Quasi-jurymen together) 25_ candidates, 200; meant to be ranked highest, 12 will be the
groups of branches of art and science, 4: number expressive of such his rank: if lowest,
thence, total number of tickets requisite for 2,400. To facilitate conception, in an appru-
each voter, 800. priate column, in a line with number 12, may

7. Breadth of each ticket, say about one- be inserted number I : so also in regard to the
fourth of an inch; hence, length of each roll, several other candidates.
exclusive of the heading, 50 inches--4 feet 2 Enavtire.
inches. Divide the roll into two equal parts,
placing them abreast; length of each will be ART. 26. In the open mode, the rotation
2 feet 1 inch. will be performed in nearly the same manner;

8. The words and figures employed, being, sole difference, the name of the voter will be
all of them, in print, and printed in the same in his own hand, written at the top of his
press, the person of the voter cannot thus be voting-paper.

made known, as by hand-writing it might .E_aetlre.
be.

9. The two half-sheets of each sheet being ARt. 27. It will be performed, after per-
folded one over the other, in the manner of a refinance in the secret mode : and before the
sheet of paper in folio, the numbers attached time, when, by tbe breaking of the seals, the
to the names, will not in any instance, be vi- result thereof is begun to be disclosed.
_dble.

Enactive. + l\_ote b_ a tLi_llll_ldhtinquistted offrcer of Artil-
ART. 24. :Mode of g_r_ng _n the votes. On a ler3/, bred _Lp*n t_e (.¢orern;nen_.4 cademy at Wool-

day pre-announced, the Judges in presence of wiel*, near London.
each other, deliver in to the Registrar, each of Such is the practice at the Woolwich Academy.
them, his voting roll, at the same time : as de- Of the proceedings of the examinations, a regi_er
livered in, these rolls are signified, in the man- is there kept, and monthly returns of the contentsmade. By these returns, the earhest commissions
ner of a pack of cards, that it may not be in the service are determined, and promotions are
known by what person they have respecttvely determined by seniority in service.
been delivered in. They are then depo._itvd_ For the quieting of the anxieties liable to be
one upon another, ill a box. The box is produced on such occmuions, respecting the correct-
sealed, by an impression from each Judge's ness of the vote, the nature of the case does not
seal.* shut the doorag_mst ulterior expedients. Suppose

a voter hesitating* as to the eoml_arative aptltudo of
Enactire. JI_x2)osltlve. I_structio_al. two or more condidates ; in this case, to give the

ART. 25. Mode of scrutiny. ]?or perform- preference to any one above the other may seem to
ingthe arithmetical operation, the course taken him an act of injustice.Modes in which he may exempt himself from
is as follows :-- self-condemnation on this score :--

1. For the assistance of the Registrar, t. One is the determining by lot which shall be
_rutineers, two or more, are elected by the placed.
Judges. 2. Another, which will naturally be correctly

2. In case of equality, the -President has a expressive of the desired eqnalitv, is the adding to-
casting vote. gether the numbers, that would _ be expressive of

3. At tbe commencement of the scrutiny, the ranks, given to the several supposed equally
and not bet'ore, the seals are broken. Thus, apt candidates_ if they were placed one above an-

other, and then dividing the sum by the number
of those same candidates: the quotient resulting

Note by an East India Proprietor. At the from this division is the number which, on this
India House the forms of secrecy are established ; plan, he attaches to the name of each. Thus much
but it is regarded as a signal of hostility to the as to these particular candidates. By this mode
Directors i¢, on the delivery, the vote is not made his opinion will be correctly expressed in l_latien
visible to him who presides. Secrecy is thus an to these several candidates ; nor, in this way, would
imposture. Allowance of liberty of suffrage pro- the rank of those above or those below them I_
fea_ed ; tyranny and corruption praet_sed, affected.
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E uad_ ce. Enactlve.

ART. 28. In the same manner, as per Art. AI_.T.33. Of the comparative aptitude of the
23, will be expressed, in the secret mode, the several instructors, presumptive evidence, more
aggregate of the opinions of the Quasi-jury- or less probative, will thus be exhibited. The
men. rank of each several candidate being thus as-

certained,--on a line with each, in an appro-
.Ratiocinative. Instrue2,ional. priate column, will be inserted the name or

ART. 29. In their instance, the secret mode names of the instructor or instructors, under
alone will have place. On their votes, favour whose instruction he had studied, together
or disfavour of candidates and their friends with the time or times at which, and the length

l will operate, it is presumed, with more force or lengths of time during which, such his study
than on those of the Judges. In the case of had been continued.
the Quasi-jurymen, they being the several In-
structors, the interest which they respectively .Enactire. Instructional.
have in the aptitude of the persons located in ART. 34. For appropriate moral aptitude,
the several official situations, is not so imme- the Legislature will, if it sees reason, appoint
diate and clear as in the case of the Judges. a limited list of topics, in relation to which, to
Each _Quasi-juryman being an Instructor, it is the exclusion of all other topics, the several
for the interest of his reputation that his Judges and Quasi-jurymen shall or may inter-
pupils, qualified or not qualified, be in the rogate the several competitors : and the sere-
greatest number possible, placed in the highest ral competitors, with the leave of the judges,
ranks possible. * one another.

Into any alleged irregularities of the sexual
Ignaztire. appetite, all scrutiny, as being irrelevant, and

ART. 30. Of the rotation, in both modes, in pregnant with useless and mischievous annoy-
a Table styled the .Ranking-table, the results anee to third persons, will be interdicted.
will be published at the same time.

.Enattive.

JEnactive. ART. 35. Till such list has been framed and

ARt. 81. The effect of priority being, as per published, the liberty of interrogation will be
Section 17, not peremptory, in such sort as to unlimited. Power in this ease to the majority
exclude the faculty of choice on the part of ] of the judges, spentanenusly_or at the instance
the locating superordinate, the result of both of the candidate who is the subject of the in-
modes will lie, and will be seen to lie, before terrogation, to inhibit answer, or declare the
him, for his guidance, interrogatee at liberty to answer or not, as he

thinks best. As to this, see Ch. xii. JVDICIA_Y
.Euactlve. Instructional.

COLLECTIVELY,Section 28, .Lovable wko.
ART.32. When time has brought into exis- For falsity committed in this Judicatory,

tenee a sufficient body of experience, the Le- the interrogatee is responsible, as if it were
gislature will choose betweenthe three modes: in any other. So the interrogator, for any
to wit, the secret mode alone ; the open mode falsity asserted on the occasion of, or implied
alone ; and the two compounded, as above. In in, his interrogation.
regard to the whole number of official situa-
tions, or this or that portion thereof, it will, if Enaetlve.
it see reason, ordain that they shall all three A_T. 36. Of the result of this scrutiny into
be employed : to wit, one during the first ; an- moral aptitude, entry will be made in an up-
other during the second ; and the third during propriate register book, styled the Candidate's
the third, of three successive years. Character ]Jook.

,Enactire. .Ratloc_natire.

• Note by a person of distinction bred in the ART. 37. Appropriate moral aptitude being_
University of Glas_w. "When prizes were gfven, in this ease, mostly negative,---and where no
votes, expressive of the degrees of proficiency, were imputation attaches, as will mostly be the
delivered by the candidates themselves ; each thus ease, not susceptible of degrees,--appropriate
acting as Judge in relation to every other: justice aptitude in this shape will not be subject to
was universally acknowledged to be the general, rotation. Of this scrutiny, as of the other_
not to say the constant, result, the result will lie in the view of each Inca-

Addition by the Author. At Hazelwood School, tot, and will assist him in the formation of his
near Birmingham, at which two Greek youths are
educating by the Author of this Code, punishment choice.
iS never adminiStered, unless the accused has been Enavtlve.
found guilty by his fellow-scholars. Note, that in
no shape iS corporalpunishment there practised. ART. _8. From the result of the rotation

In tile pre_ent case, the multitude of the persons process, as above, will be framed, printed, and
in qu_tion would with difficulty, if at all, admit published by the .Registrar, under the direr-
of so extended a Judicatery. ties of the President_ the aggregate opiaative
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decree, by which the ranks of the several can- yourself able, being also willing, to administer
d/date_ s_y the several probationary loaables, instruction ?
will be determined. 4. What remuneration do you require for

each pupil, with variations, if any, according
.E_acJive. to age, or any and what other circumstance !

ART. 39. Consequent upon, and determined 5. Shall you be able and willing, and when,
by, the opinative decree, will be the impera- for any and what number, to supply lodging
tire decree, by which order will be given for and diet_ or either, and which, and on what
their insertion in the locable list, and for the terms

printingand publicationofit. .Enattire.

.E/tactive. ART. 44. Of an advertisement to this effect,
ART. 40. TO the name of no probationary the object will be, to ascertain, in the first

locable will insertion be refused, on the ground place, in what branches of instruction, and in
of intellectual inaptitude, unless by an express regard to each, for what number of pupils apt
decree of the majority of the officiating Judges. instruction, may be expected, at the charge of
In case of imputed inaptitude, the degree the individuals more immediately benefited,
thereof will be exhibited by the rank occupmd and thence, what part of the expense will be
by the individual's name in the list of proba- required to be borne or advanced by Govern-
tionersj as per Art. 25. ment.

jEnactire. Enaot_ve. I?_atiovi_ative.

ART. 41. So neither, on the ground of too- AR'r. 45. As to the Government's share of
ral inaptitude. But in the printed list, to the the expense, the primary distinction will be
name of each probationer, to whose conduct, between that part which must be advanced in
on the score of moral inaptitude, an objection the shape of capital, and that part for which
has been made, a mark will be attached; and an annual or other periodically received al-
of what has passed, on the occasion of every lowanee, in the manner of interest on taTital _
such scrutiny, a record, under tim care of the may suffice : periodical allowance being pre-
Registrar_ will be made andpublidwd, ferable as far as it will go: preferable, inas-

much as, if ineffective or become needless, the
Enactire. Ratiocinatirz.

expense may at any time be made to cease.
ART. 42. For obtainment of instructors in

the several branches as above,---for maximiz- Enactive.
ing the aptitude of those employed, by maxi- ART. 46. Of theTurposes for which va]dtal
mizing the number of those competing for the may be requisite, the principal are, house-room_
employment,--and, moreover, for pre-ascer- ground-room, and appropriate apparatus: re-
tainment of the expense to Government, lation being, in this case, had to the several
advertisen_en_ will, by direction of the Prime branches of art and science.
Minister, be made of the several places at For house-room and ground-room, it will be
which it is proposed that the instruction shall the care of Government that no advance shall
be administered; together with questions, to be made in the shape of caIr_tal, any further
which every persoa desirous of administering than room, suitable and adequate to the pur-
it may give answers. Name of this instrument pose, cannot be obtained for tfire.
--The prime Mini._ter's .cldvtrtisement ]'or In-
structors; or, tbr shortness, The .Adverti*ement Enactlve. _Ratiocinative. Instructional.
for lnstravtors. AR_r. 47. For the maximization, not only

offru.qality and extent of provision as above_
l_,l_aetice, but, moreover, of appropriate al.titude on the

ART. 43. Examples of these questions are part of the Instructors,---it will be the care of
the following : the Legislature, to minimize, in the instance

1. At the time of answering, have you under of each Instructor, all such supply in a Pecu-
your instruction, any and what pupils, and of niary and quasi-pecuniary shape as will be in-
what ages respectively, in any and what branch dependent of the number of his pupils, and
or branches of instruction contained in this thereby oft he strenuousness and constancy of
advertisement; and during what length of time his exertions.
have you so had them respectively, mention*
ing in each instance the yeax, month, and day Instructional. ltatlooiuative.
of commencement _ ARv. 48. In this view, it will be the care

2. To any and which of them do you supply of the Legislature, that whatsoever remunera-
lodging and diet_ or either, and which_ and on tion is needed for engaging apt Instructors
what terms _. shall, in as large a proportion as may be, be

3. As to what other branches, if any, of art defrayed, not by Government, but by the pu-
and science, in the groups stated in the adver° pils, and their relatives : considering that, in
tisement, as per Art 15, or in any and what so far as salary is provided at a fixed rate, in-
other groups_ or separately, do yuu regard dependent of the number of the pupils_ motives
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for adequate exertion on the part of the al- notwithstanding the multitude of those by
leged Instructors are altogether wanting ; whom it is, on account of the public, desirable
while the love of ease is an inducement, by that it should be possessed,--proficiency in it
the force of which, the absence of exertion will may not afford to pupils,--in number sufficient
be secured : considering, moreover, that even to make up such remuneration, as above, to the
if remuneration were made to rise in propor- instructor,--inducement sufficient in their eyes
finn to the number of the pupils, adequate mo- to pay for the time, labour, and expense, no-
tires for adequate exertion might still be want- cessary to acquirement.

ing; the number being kept up for appearance Instructional.
sake, and the exertion no greater than what
would be regarded as necessary to save the ART.51. In a case inwhich, under the per*
Instructor from disgrace ; and that thus, in suasion of necessity, as above, any such extra
both cases, every allowance, thus made, ope- rate of remuneration has at the outset been
rates as a premium on negligence, and as a allotted,-qt will be for the care of the Legis-
prohibition on appropriate attention and excr- laturo so to order matters, that along with the
tion. necessity the overplus shall cease. Preserv-

ing, therefore, for the sake of good faith, to
Inetruvtional. Ratioeinatlre. the first professor his agreed-for remuneration

ART. 49. On the other hand, cases may --such reduction will, accordingly, upon his
have place, in which, on pain of leaving the deccase, resignation, or dislocation, be made,
service unprovided with the nece.sary iustruc- as the consideration of the probable desil_ble-
tion on matters of indispensable necessity, it hess of the situation in the eyes of apt instrue-
may be necessary to provide extra remunera- tors,--con_Lderation being moreover had of the
tion, in a quantity such as to free the Instruc- habitual probable number of pupils, appears
tor from any such dependence, as above, on to admit of.
the number of his pupils. But against this
ease provision, in a great degree effectual, will Instrnetional. I_atlocinatice.
have been made :--made, by the inevitable ART.52. If, in this or that place, it should
constancy of attendance, and performance of be found necessary to employ public _oney_ in
the appropriate functions, at the seat of duty, prowdmg t_ny for the engaging of apt Instruc-
on principle_ and by means, as per Ch. vi. tors, care wilt at the same time be takeu, not
LEGISL._TIVE,Section 20, Attendance and _e- to make it larger than the pay customarily re-
muneration, how connected; and Section 23, garded as necessary for the subsistence of the
Self-supple_ve function: so far as consists in lowest-paid class of labourers: for, if at the
the reading of lectures, performance being place in question, at the expense of parents
thus secured, although the motives for exer- and relatives, pupils cannot be obtained, in
tion may not be in quite so high a degree effi- number sufficient to afford an adequate in-
cient as they might be rendered by emolument, ducement to an apt instructor, it will follow,
rising in proportion to the number of the pu- that that same place is not so fit as some other
pils, still may they be sufficiently effective, to that might be found. For the mode, in which,
make ample return for the expense. Delivery on the part of instrnctors, comparative apti-
of the instruction, in some state or other, being tude will be exhibited by the examinations.
by the supposition inevitable, regard for his See Art. 32.
own character will prevent a man from exhi- I_._truet;oJtal. Rat_oei_atirc.
biting the instruction in any such state as
should expose his character to disgrace ; and, A_T. 53. In thi._ same view, the propriety
in situations such as those in question,this witl_ will be seen of abstaining altogether from mak-
on the part of most men, suffice to call into ing any allowance _br lodSng or diet of pupils,
action nearly all such appropriate aptitude as considering, that in no part of the territory, in
they are conscious of being in possession of. which any population has place, can there be

any want of parents or other relatives by whom
Instructional. ]_at'wc_nattre. persons, apt in respect of age to become pupils_

ART. 50. Of cases in which, in addition to are already maintained at their own expense:
bare subsistence, remuneration, rising in regu- and that, in so far as allowance were made
lar proportion with, and thence dependent on, for any such purposes, such allowance would
the number of the pupils, may, as above, fail operate as a premium, or bounty, on the pro-
of being sufficient, examples are as follows :-- duction of population in excess.

1. On the one hand, the branch of instruc- Instructlonal. Ratlocinat_re.
tion, on the other hand, the state of the country
such--that an extra mass of emolument, to a ART. 54. As to ch_thing, if any Government
certain degree ample, may be necessary to at- allowance is made, it will be in the view of
tract instructors from foreign countr_s, preventing the comparatively opulent from

2. Or, in the country in question, from tirol being excluded from the benefit of the instruc-
p_re_/t_, tion, by disgust produced from the spectacle of

3. The branch of instrnction such that, in deficiency or uncleanliness, on the part of the
the country in question_ at the time in question_ comparatively indigent.
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Euactire. Instrtwtionat. .Expositive. a[l men will be, after a public examinafio_though there were no more than one, followed
A_T. 55. When, in consequence of the ad- as it will be by collective judicial opinion, hav-

vertisement, as per Art. 42, answers, at the ing such examination for its ground, and ex-
end of a sufficient interval of time, have been pressed by secret, and thence by free votatlonj
received,--the Legislature will, by a succeed- as above.
ing advertisement, fix a day, distant not less
than (one year) from the day on which such .Enactive.
last-mentioned advertisement is issued ; on ART. 59. Accordingly, when one your'sin-
which succeeding day, at the appointed place struetion has been received, no pemon, those
orplaces, the first examination or examiuations excepted who are already in office, will be
will be to be made. These days may respec- placed on the locable list, unless he has been
tively be denominated, the exa_n_7_zt'_on-ap- receiviI_g the benefit of that same instruction
t*ointlny (lay or days, and the exa,_i_at;,,;+ day throughout that one year : when two years,
or days; the advertisement, the c.ram.n¢ttion- no person by whom it has not been received
al_[,ointing advertisement, during those two years, those persons excepted

wtlo are then already in office, and those by
Enactire. Ins(tactician!. whom the in_truetion had been received dur-

ART. 56. G01 the occasion of such exami- ing the second year: and so on during the
nation-appointing advertisement, if not before, whole of the period--the quantum of appro-
the Legislature will have determined, aud will priate instruction receiving every year an in-
then declare its determination, as to whether crease, until what is regarded as a sufficiency
the several branches of art and science, corn- has beeu secured to all functionaries, in all
prised in the several groups, shall be included lines, and the door perpetually shut against
all in one examination, or shall, in any and all those whose inaptitude stands self-confoss-
what manner, be distributed among divers ex- ed, and thus conclusively proved, by their
aminations: those examinations to be perform- shrinking from the test.
ed by the same or (livers Qualification Judica-
(cries, at the same or divers times. Justruct'wnal.

i ART. 60. ]n relation to appropriate moral

Et'.,lctive. aptitude, the Legislature will eonsider--whe-
ARt. 57. Length of the co_zs_oJtmationpc- ther the course of examination relative thereto

rind, say (seven) years. Day of commence- shall commence at the same timewith the exa-
men(, either the day of tim first examination, minationrelativetotheotherbr_nehesofappro-
or some anterior day--say the examination- I priate aptitude as above,---or not till at some
appointing day, as above. In each place if 1 and what later point of time; as also whether
there be places more than one, the number of 1 the acts of the examinee, which, on the exa-

examinations in the course of that period will t ruination, may be permitted to be brought to
be, if annual, 7; if semi-annual, 14; if quar- _light, may commence at any point of time, or
terly, 28. By the last examination will have [ whether a time shall be assigned, to the end
been produced a complete set of functionaries, ! that no such act, anterior to that time, shall
by whom the full benefit of the system will (it ] be endeavoured to be brought to light.
is presumed) have been reaped.

SUPPLEMENT TO SECTION ] 6.
Instruct_o_ml. .Ratiocinative.

AnT. 58. Coincident with the earliest con- vsE o_" LOTAS a._ L_sTrttrM_r_roF SEL_ZrmN.
summation per'wd that has place, will be the
prel_aration period. So many years, half-years, Instructional.
or quarters, so many sta_jes, into which it may ART. 61 or 1. Purposes, to which, on the
be considered as divided. By whatever con- occasion of a probationary examination, chance,
siderations the Legislature will have been de- substituted to choice, is capable of being em-
termined to cause the course of instruction to ployed, with advantage, as an instrument of
be administered in its entire length, by the selection, for the selection of a part of the
tame will it have been determined to cause to whole number of desirable subject-matters of
be administered whatsoever smaller portion the examination, in a case where want of time ten-
interval of time will, at each stag% have ad- ders the employment of thewhole impracticable.
mitted. For, 1. Maximization of the i,wlueeme_t afforded

1. In relation to appropriate aptitude in to exertion on the part of learners, by impos-
official situations, any quantity of time, era- sibilizing the -knowledge as to what part of the
ployed in appropriate instruction for the ob- field of exercise the trial will be applied to,
tainment of it, will be better than none. and thence making aptitt_de of equal necessity

2. Of any given degree of such aptitude, any in relation to every part : thus, on the part of
_ueh direct evidence will be better than none. each, in so far as depends on exertion, maxi-

3. On grounds unknown to all men, no man's mizing the probable degree of absolute appro-
bare opinion_ in affirmanee of another man's priate aptitude.
apti_de_ can be _ well grounded a_ that of 2. In respect of the degrees of eon,paratlr,
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aptitude ascribed to the several competing pro- i with _he addition of the name of the branch of
bationers by the aggregate judgment of the ex- t art and science in question prefixed to it. Ex-
amination judicatory,--minimizing the proba- t amples, Chemistry Questiou .Book: Methanivs'
bility ofinjustice, by impossibilizing the faculty i Question Book.
of giving exercise to undue disfavour, by the 1
selection of subject-matters of examination ; I Instructional.
_or favour, by the like selection,--foreknow- I ART. 65 or 5. For the purpose of obtaining
ledge of it being given or not given to the the instructions afforded by it, the assumption
favoured candidate, is, that, by each probationer, the whole matter

of it may have been stowed in his memory:
Instructional but that, for the purpose of their making

ART. 6° or 2. Responses and exhibitions:-- proof of such portion of instruction as they
to one or other of these denominations, will, it have respectively obtained from it, only a
is believed, be found referable every token of part of the instruction so obtained can be
appropriate aptitude, of which, on the part of brought to view ; brought to view, to wit, by
a probationer, as such, in any branch of art responses, delivered in compliance with the eor-
and science, the nature of things admits the responding questions propounded; only a part
manifestation. Correspondent function, the ex- by the aggregate of them ; consequently, not
ercise of which, on the part of examiners, is more than a much smaller part by any one.
necessary,---in the case of responses the extrav- Such, accordingly, is the course here supposed
tire; in the case of exhibitions, the simply to be determined on, and universally known to
reoeptive: as to which, see Section 11, Infor- be so.

_nation-etieitatire function. Instructional.

Instructional. ART. 66 or 6. This being assumed,--one con-
ART. 63 or 3. Points, determined antece- sequenceis--what person soeverit be,bywhom,

dently to the manifestation either of responses for the purpose of his undergoing the scrutiny iu
or exhibitions, will require to be the follow- question, it is deemed necessary that he shouhl
ing :-- enable himself to make apt response to any

1. Leu.crthof tbl_e, intended and expected to one of these same questions, by that same per-
be occupied in the whole process of the exami- son will it be deemed necessary for him to
nation, enable himself to make response to all alike ;

2. Prubationers, entitled and expected to be whereas, supposing him to regard any one part
examined--their whole number, of the whole number as being more likely to be

3. Functionaries, entitled and expected to propounded to him than others, in any number,
take part in the examination, their several --he would be tempted to content himself with
classes, and the number of individuals in each. qualifying himself for making answer to this
As to this, see Arts. 17, 18. most probably propounded part, leaving the

4. ClassesofExaminers: asperArt. 18,three. remainder in a state of absolute or compara-
5. _ru_ab_r, of individual examinees in each tire neglect.

class. Iustrnct_onal. Ratfovlnatlre.
6..,4g.qregate number, of the individuals in

abe aggregate of tbe classes. ART.67 or 7. In the following mode, lot may
7. Time, intended to be occupied in the eliei- be seen to be made effectually instrumental to

tation of the appropriate information in the the exclusion of partiality, as well unfavour-
extractive mode, to wit, by interrogations fol- able as favourable, on the part of exand:ters.
lowed by correspondent responses. 1. So far as it depended upon the choice of

8. Time, proposed to be occupied in elicita- the examiner to determine the questions, or
tion in the simply receptive mode : to wit, by other tests of aptitude,that shallbe propounded
inspection applied to exhibition, to a probationer,---the consequence would be

For the several modes of elicitation, as a power of favouring or disfavouring, without
applied to appropriate inibrmation, or s_y any regard to appropriate aptitude, the pre-
evidence in general, see above, Section 11, tensions of probationers, in any number, at his
I_format_on-e_icitative/'unction. pleasure. To favour any probationer, he migh_

propound such questions alone, how little pro-
Instructional. Ena_,tire. bative soever of aggregate aptitude, as the

ART. 64 or 4. Mode of procedure for the probationer was best prepared to answer ; or,
elicitation of responses, to disfavour another probationer, he might pro-

For each branch of art and science, provide pound such questions alone as,--to his (the ex-
a book, in which the whole matter of it, or such aminer'_) knowledg%--the probationer would
portion as shall have been deemed necessary be unqualified, or, at any rate, least qualified
and sufficient, has been cast into the form of to respond to.
question, _ith correspondent answers: say, for 2. If, of the whole number of the questions
distinction, responses. Name, common to each that ought to have had place in the lottery, any
such book, the Question Book; name of each part were omitted,--the lottery would, ha pro-
such question book--that same generic name, i portion to the mag_fitude of the omitted part,
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fail to be as probative a test of aptitude as it The frameis thereupencovered upand sealed;
would be otherwise ; and such would be the and, either by the numerical order, or by freab
case, although it had been by chance, not choice, lot, may now be determined--which of the
that the omission had been produced, several questions shall be presented to the so.

If, on the other hand, there were any person, veral probationers. _
by whose choice any such omission could take
plaee,--it would, in this indirect way, be in the * Reform in theEnglish S_le.--In the Act, auno
power of that person to give effect to undue 18"25,6 G. IV., oh. 50, relative to Jury Trial, and
partiality, favourable or disfavourable, as above, commonly called Mr Secretary IJeel's Act, Section

26, the following are the words, in which the mode
Instructional Enactive. of selection there appointed is described :--" Such

piecesofparchment or card, being allas nearly as may
AttT. 68 or 8. Mode of proceeding, bywhich beof equal slze, shallbedelivereduntotheAssociate

choice is excluded_ and to all eyes shown to be or Prothonotary of such court, (viz. King's Bench,
so. ]Example :-- Common Pleas, or Exchequer,) by the u-nderShe-

1. Manner of arranging the questions, for rift of the county, or the Secondary of the city of
the purpose of its being, in each instance, deter- London, and shall, by direction and care of such
mined by lot which of them shall be propounded. Associate or Prothonotary, be put together in a box

In the Question Book, the questions being to be provided for that purpose, and when any such
designated, each of them, by a number prefixed issue shall be brought on to be tried, such Associate
to it, and the numbers _bllowing one another or Prothonotary shall in open court draw out twelve
in numerical order,--a set of square tickets, of the said parchments or cards2one after another."
(of card, suppose) all of equal size, marked On this occasion, what, on the part of the primaauthor of this act,and the draughtsmen respectively,
with the correspondent numbers, are provided, was the design--whether to continue the present
These tickets, in the appointed manner, and in practice of selection by choice, called pac/dnp, or to
Immerieal order, are ranged together in juxta- substitute chonee to it--is more than the author of
position--in the manner of squares in a chess the present work, by whom a volume on the sub-
or draught board, and, like them, enclosed in ject had been published, (see the Art of Packing
a square frame. Total number of questions Juries in col. v.) can take upon him to say: what
(suppose) 1000 : number of the above square he does say is--that if, having the act to draw, it "
tickets iu each frame, as in a Polish draught had been his designto continue the reality of choice,
board, 100 : on this supposition, number of with the appearances of chance to serve as a veil to
boards requisite, 10 : size of the tickets such as it,--unless the fear of being detected by the choice

made of means sopalpably adverse to the professed
shall suffice to render it manifest, to the re- end had not stayed his hand,--similar to the above
quisite number of eyes, at one view, that for wording, probably identical with it, is that which
every question there is a ticket : and that for he should have employed.
no questions there are tickets more than one. In the new House of Commons, should any such

Name of a ticket of this sort, a question- chane_ happen to it as the containing so much as a
_ndir.u:tln.qticket; or, for shortness, a question single member, to whom the difference between
ticket, packing and non-packin9 were anything different

from a matter of entire indifference,--a motion will
I_structionaL Enactive. be made for an amendment, ha_'ingfor its object the

ART. 69 or 9. Manner of drawing out the substituting clutnce to choice. In this case, muta//s
mutundis, unless aptitude for the professed purpose

questi_n-tlckets, be religiously avoided, the wording in the text, or
1. A box is provided, figure square or ey- boraething not dissimilar to it, may, by another

lindrical; size, such as to admit of the tickets chance, be found to answer the purpose.
being thoroughly shaken in it, in such manner Thus much as to theory : now as to practice. In
that no traces of the order in which they are the natural courseof administration and judicature,
originally deposited shall be perceptible: for a supposing, on this or that occasion, chowe regarded
cover_ it has a eloth_ in which is a slit, long as more conducive to e,rpvdlenvy than chance,--
enough to admit a hand:--fittest hand, that of gratification will not probably be given to the de-
n child, not old enough to be exposed to the sire, but on some few, andthoseadcquateoecasions:

• suspicion of having received instructions ena- for, in some nine casesout of ten, either the course
taken by the verdict will be a matter of indiffer-

bling it to act with discrimination. When the once, or the verdict suggested by expe_/ency witlbe
tickets have been dropt into the box, and a deemed sufficiently secured by other causes. By
stiff cover substituted to the flexible one,-- the multitude of the occasions, on which no point
the box is handed over to a number of persons would be to be gained by unfairness, tbe habit of
successively, to be shaken for a sufficient time fairness being thus rendered a matter of notoriety,
by each : the inflexible cover being replaced by --a high ground will thus have been formed, from
the flexible one, the lmnd is introduced into which to thunder down the charge of insincerity,
the aperture, and the question-tickets, in the on whosoever shall have had the audacity to speak

of any such intention as that of ever Potting, to theit
pre-determined number, drawn out, and, as obvious use, the instruments provided as abovethey are drawn out, exhibited to all present, . "Thereupon, should peradventure anypack/_q-uxn't_q ,
_and, in the eyes of the same persons, lodged, occasion happen to take place, there are they at
as expeditiously as may b%--and now like- hand_tbo effeet_talmeausofchoiee, and theobvious
wise, in so far as the necessary gaps admit, in manner of giving effect to them, much too simple
numerical order --in an appropriate frame, to present any demand for instruction in the nimble-
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Instruotional. Instructional.

ARV. 70 or 10. Ill the same manner may be ART. 72 or 12. Cases, in which this same
determined whatsoever exhibitions the several mode of selection is susceptible of being era-
probationers shall have to perform, ployed with a_lvantage in the attribution and

Institution, in the practice of which this distribution of benefits in other shapes besides
samefort_,itous mode of selection, for the pro- the above:--the benefit too small in value to
batten of appropriate aptitude, is exemplified be adnnnistered in the shape of the smallest
--the Health subdepartment at Berlin.* denomination of coin; or at any rate to pay

for the unavoidable expense of requisition or
Instm_ct_onal. transmiss_on_ with the intermediate and sub-

ART. 71 or I1. A mode--the surest and servient operations included in that of vomrau-
most commodious of all that presented them_ nicat;on. Examples--
selves--being thus proposed, for obtaining a Division of a fund constituted by, and corn-
decision at the judicatory of Fort_l_r_--thi_, posed of__
as well as any other, may be the place, for l. The effects of a propr_etor deceased.
taking and exhibiting a supposed all-compre- 2. The effects of an insolrent, extraneously
heusive view of the occasions on which_ and declared such, or self*declared.

the purposes to whieh_ beneficial application 3. The subject-matter of a bequest or dona-
may bc made of it. tlon, ordaining money, from a certain souree_

fingered art. Nothing is there to hinder a mark to be divided among persons of a certain de-
from being put on one side of a t_cket, on the other scription.
side of which a name is written: not that any such 4. Prize-_no_ey: money produced by the
trouble is necessary; for nothing is there to hinder division of a mass of specie, or sale of a mass
the names---one and all--from being uppermost, of property in other shapes_ taken in war.

In the formation of the immediately acting list, I_structlo_al.
a sort of gauze veil, -a-lth a colouring of chance upon
it, is thrown over the p_cking machinery, as above. ART. 73 or 13. Cases, in which it is suscep-
But, the or_]inal list, out of which this immediately tible of being applied to the location of a bur-
acting list is thus to be packed--by whom, and how tl_eu : the burthen, (suppose,) that which is ira-
is it to be formed? Answer. By the ,S'heri2_--a posed by the obligation of rendering service,
member of the arlstocracy.,named every, year bythe burthensome to the individual rendering it_
King. This, per Sectmns 13, 14, without diskmlse.
And, lest this original garbling should not suffice, but regarded as serviceable to the community
by whom is this garbled hst to be regarbled ? An- at large, or this or that section of it.
swer. By the very judieatories, whose power of CaseI. Delinquencynotimputed. Examples:
garblin_ was the grievance, to which this statute is 1. Militia service. As to this, see Ch. x.
the proiessed and supposed remedy : for, by Section DEFENSIVE FORCE.
20, all the great criminal courts, commencing with 2. Quasi-jury service. As to this_ see Ch.
" the King's Bench," are expressly confirmed in xvi. QL'ASI-JERY.
the power of doing whatever they please in regard
to the selection oi jurors---" m manner heretofore I_$tructi_rd.

used and accustomed,"_by "order, orallyor other- ]wise......amending or enlarging the pannel of jurors ART. 74 or 14. In these cases, th, tupposi-
returned for the trial of any such issue." And this ] tiou is--that the burthen is not divisible. In

itself it certainly is not; but, in respect ofheretofore known and accustomed manner--suppos-
ing the existence of any possibility of knowing it-- time of duration, personal service, in any shape,
by whom is this possibility possessed ? By the is susceptible of division. Moreover, where
judges, and by them alone : by the judges, who, on the burthen itself is not divisible, the hardship
_ach individual occasion, cause this supposed check attendant on it is divisible: to wit, by grant

upon their conduct to be whatsoever best suits their of pecuniary compensation, coupled with the
purpose, division of the burthen of paying the money,

Thus, by tbls staOtte is the acknowledged griev- among the several persons among whom the ,
ance---instead of being, as professed, xemedied-- correspondent benefit is shared.aggravated to the very uttermost; and the jury sys-
tem-the supposed check to despotism--and(so far Instructional.
as it is a check, the only check by law established_
---canverted, from a feeble and very imperfcct c]_eck, AnT. 75 or 15. Case II. Delinquency ira-
into a most powerful instrument, puted_ and regarded as proved.

Work, from which the indication of it was 1. Of delinquents, convicted or eonvictible_
taken--" A Corrected Report of the Speeches de- the number so great_ that, if punishment were
livered by Mr Lawrence," in 8vo. London, 1826, applied to every one, the benefit of the remedy,
p. 102. Sole indication of lot there furnished--" tak- applied by the aggregate mass of it, would
_th_tout ofa_t urn ;_' no ulterior indication being, on be outweighed by the sum of the burthens ira-

occasion, regarded as necessary. This little posed by it on the dehnquen$ individuals and
work of the illustrious Therapoutist would form a
highly instructive supplement to the present See- their several eonnexions.
tion: Uses of it,--1. Obstacles to official aptitude I_struet_onal.
in general, indicated: 2. Established modes of trlal_
exemplified. A _. 76 or 16. Physically speaking_ in _ht*
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nature of things, c_anod is capable of being em-
ployed either in l_eu of cl_o'we, or in a._oeia- J_'XT°S_ive"
t_ou with it: in association with it, either, l, A_T. 3. By an rmptlonal bidding under-
by being made to Trecede it_ or 2, by being stand--an offer to give, for tbe situation, with
made tofoUow it. the appointed quantum of pay_ a sum therein

The being employed with it at the same time named.

in a decision on the same point, was scarce .ExTos_tive.worth noticing; on exactly the same point at
the same time, it cannot be: if, of a::y pro- AnT. 4. By a compound bidding understand
posed subject-matter, one part be placed under --a bidding, in which the reductional and the
the dominion of choice_ the other under that of emptional offers are combined.
chanee,--by this arrangement nothing more is
done than the taking of the two thu._ distinct Enactite.
cases, and confounding them into one. ART. 5. On the occasion of this same pecu-

niary eompetition,--from no person other than
f_structional, those on whose claims a judgment has been

ARt. 77 or 17. What is called a lottery, may passed in the Qualification Judicatory will any
be constituted--l, by the act of the parties bidding he available. No person, by whom _,
iaterested:--i, e. by a contract, to which, as to trial in the Qualification Judieatory has not
other contracts, the sanction of law is applied: been undergon% is in any one of these situa-
or else 2, by the law itself, without wa:tiug tions locabIe.

tbr any consent of parties. Euactive. Instructional.

Instr_lrti_:ned. AnT. 6. Peeunlary Security. In relation
AI_T. 78 or 10. The case, in which the con- to the several _in_ple trust and talent and trust

sent of parties is not waited for--the iHstitu- situations, as per Section 16_ Arts. 10, ll, 1,'2,
tion of the lottery being the act of the ta_ 13, the Legislature will have determined--in
is the only case tlmt belongs to the present what instances, and in whatshapes_ pecuniary
subject. The other case belongs to the e._Tosi- security shall be required at the hands of Lo-
t_re matter of the Pc'hal ('ode, and has no catees: and, at the biddiugs, made on the
place here. Note alway_ that: in the case of occasion of the pecuniary competition, each
a Government lottery, in the same manner bidder, making reference to such determina-
only as an i.udividual contracting party, does flea, will add in detail the pecuniary security
the Government act,--not ill its coercive char- lie is able and willing to give.

aeter. In a Government lottery, no man is Expositive.
compelled to pur,_hase tlckct._, any more than
in a private one. Ant. 7. Of every Minister, the situation is

one of talent as well as trust.

SJ_"Jlo._ XVI I. Enaetive.

L_,c._!eJ tu_e. ART. 8. NO person will be admitted_ either
as Principal or as Deputy, to the exercise of

L_t_acti_','. E.(po..;t'_,'e. the functions belonging to any situation stand-
Anz. l. l':cuniary ('o,_pct,ltiol_. So soon ing upon the list of official situations in this de-

as, by the records of the Qualification Judica- partment,--or to any pay as Principal, until an
tory, candidates, apt for official situations, and appropriate invtrument of location, signed by
thence placed on the locable list, have been Locater and Locatee, has been lodged in the
made known,--tlm Prime Minister will, by rceords of the office.
advertisement, give notice, of the day on or Enactire.
before which, but not after which, the offers of
persons desirous of filling ti:e several situations ART. 9. In this instrument, matter will be to
are to be delivered in at his office. These be entered under the several heads following :
oflbrs will be so many biddings in the o[_ce tb wit,
come,petitionprocess. Name of' this advertise- 1. Name, at full length,of the person located.
meat. thepecuniary--eomp_tltion--in_iti_l.q, or 2. His age (mentioning the year, month_ and
official pecuniarl_---cwnpetition, ad_ertiseme_t, day of the month, when born_ so far as known)
The pay annexed to each office having been on the day of the signature of the instrument.
predetermined by an ordinance of the Legisla- 3. Time, tlmt is to say; year, month, and day
ture, each bidding will be either redu¢¢ional, _of She month, on which he was admitted into
or empt_o_al or comFouud. I

the Locable Li_t.
I 4..Rank, assigned to him on that occasion,

_xpositi_e. i as eridenced by the l_anking-table_ as per Sec_
ARe. 2. By a red¢ivtional bidding under- tion 16, Lovable vho, Art. 30.

stand--an offer, to accept, along with the situa- 5. t_idJing, if any, made by him for the
tion, a quantum of pay, le_s than the appointed , situation, with the particulars_ as above_ per
quantum_ by a sum therein named, i Arts. l_ 2, 3_ 4_ annexed.
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6. Biddings, if any, respectively made by advantageousness of his bidding, and the s_f-
whatsoever other persons were, for that same ficiency of the pecuniary security, *df-sea_ed
situation, candidates. Of these biddings, de- and extra-seated, proffered by him.
signation will be made, either by transcript, By sdf-seated, understand property possessed
or abridgment, or simple reference to a sepa- by himself; by extra-seated, property possessed
rate instrument according as they are more or by any such other persons, as have consented
less numerous, to stand bound for the eventual supply of any

7. If preferred to any whose raw,ks were re- loss to the public, judicially proved to have
spectively superior to his, mention of them,with had misconduct on his part for its cause.
brief indication of the grounds of preference.

8. So, if there were any whose biddil_js were Instructional.
superior. AI_T.]5. As to pecuniary and quasi-pecu-

9. Service, in quality of Depute in that same niary security, the Legislature will determine
situation, may be a sufficient ground :--the ac- --in regard to what, if any, situations, the
tual length of such service being specified, to- property, required for this purpose shall be
gether with the year, month, and day of the required to be in such sort bound, as to be ren-
month, on which it commenced, dered inMienable in the hands of the possessor.

._navtive. Enaetlre.

ART. ]0. Of each such location instrument, ART. 16. Exceptions excepted, in no situa-
exemplars will be disposed of as follows :-- tion of trust, or talent and trust, will any per-

1. Delivered into. and kept in the office into sou be locable, until his age (whatsoever have
which the Locatee is located, one. ' been the number of his examination years) is

_. Delivered into, and kept in the office of that, at which a man is entrusted by law with
the Locater, one. the entire management of his own concerns :

3. Delivered to the Locater for his own use, say [-'21] years.
one.

4. Of the several functionaries, if any, who, EwTcdrc. t?atioc_atire.
in their several grades, are _uTerord_nate to A_T. 17. Exceptions for considerations,
the Locater, to each, one. are---

1. Army service; the military branch: in
In*truct'_onaL this branch, an officer is loeable in the lowest

AnT. l 1. The Legislature will consider-- grade at the age of [--] years.
whether, to the checks thus applied, any other For, in this grade, the functionary, though
and what checks on mislocation shall be added: he has the command of some, is himself con-
as for example, a statement of the several con- stantly under the command of others.

nexions of the several candidates in the way .Enactive. Rat'we_natgve.
of relationship, whether by consanguinity or
alliance, fixing in that case the degrees. As AnT. ] 8.--2. Navy service, the military
to this matter, see Ch. xii. JUDICIA_r COLLnC- branch : in this branch, an officer is locable in
• IV_LY_Section 16, .Partiality obviated, the lowest grade at the age of [--] years.

.Enactive. Reason, as per Art. 17.

ART. 12. When a situation subordinate to Instructional.
that of Minister is to be filled, the Minister Ant. 19. On a comparative survey of the
will advertise for candidates, and receive bid- several subdepartments, and the several sitea-
dings as per Arts. l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; the faculty tions in each subdepartment, the Legislature
of bidding with effect being confined to trit,d will consider, in what instances demand for
persons, as per Art. 5. difference in grades has place, and, in so far

as it is established, how far succession to a
_Enactire. Imtruaio_al.

vacancy shall be influenced by it : that is to
ART. 13. In the Location Instrument, the say, in what instances, in regard to any grade

matter will be entered under heads, as per above the lowest, bidding_ under the pecuniary .
Art. 9, together with any such others as the competition system shall have place.
Legislature shall from time to time have added. Instructional. _Ratiocinative.

JEnavti_e. IF,xtnndtive. ART. 20. On this occasion, the eonsidera-
ART. 14. Exceptions excepted, as per Sec- tions following will be borne in mind :--

tion 16_Zoc_bl_ who, Art. 59, no person who 1. Of two persons, the one, suppose, has
]ms not undergone trial in the Qualification been habitually subject to the direction of the
Judicatory (as per Section 16) will (as above, other. In this case, if, by a fresh arrange-
Arts. 5, 12) be locable. But, in the case of a meat, it happens to the superordinate to find
situation of simple trust, notwithstanding any himself subjected to the direction of his quon-
inferiority in the scale of talent, the preference dam subordinate,--a natural consequence is
may, without reproach, be given to a candi- ---on the part of the thus l*elatively depressed
dat%--in consideration of the comparative superordinate_ a pain of humiliativn--_ay_ hi
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this case, a pain of deg.r,adation--a pain pro- tive, reparative, and elimi_ative : as to which
duced by the comparison made of his an- functions, see Ch. ix. ML_rSTERSCOLL_LT,
tecedently elevated, with his subsequently Section 4.
depressed state.

2. Where no such subjection has had place, ][aetrnctional.
no such pain is produced in a man's mind by ART. 26. Nor in so far as regards the corn-
the mere view of the rise of a person, who, mand of fortified places.

not having been subject to his direction, comes Ynstruetional.
to be located in a situation more eligible than
his : in this case, therefore, that same reason, ART. 27. Nor in the Navy department, in
ill favour of settled succession, has no place, which, in the establishments of the great mari-

time powers, in so far as regards the matter
JEnaet_ve..Expositive. Inst_uetional. of subsistence, the above functions, as per Art.

Aa_. 21. As to every situation subordinate 23, are, in each ship, commonly exercised by
to that of Minister, there will be two locators a single functionary, styled the _Purser.
--the initiative and the confirmative. Excep-
tions excepted, as to every office in his sub- .E_active.
department, the initiative locator is the Minis- ARc. 28. In the Foreign Relation subde-
ter ; eonffrmative, the Prime Minister. Ex- partment, at each missionary station, as on the
ceptions, if any, remain to be excepted by the incapacity or absence, so on the death, of the
Legislature. principal fnnctionary,--his functions will be

exercised by a depute of his, as per Ch. viii.
.Enaetive. .Expositive. .l_ttioc_native. PRIME MI_IsxsI_, Section 4, Sdf-suppletir¢

Artr. 22. If, in any subdepartment, any .function. Failing such depute, ff an estab-
initiative locator, subordinate to the Minister, fished subordinate of the principal is on the
is established,--it will be in consideration of spot, under a denomination, for example, such
distance, lest, during the interval between the as that of Sevretary of Legation, such subordi-
day on which the vacancy at the place in ques- hate will, for the time, except in c_se of special
tion takes place, and the day on which infor- provision to the contrary, succeed as ff located
marion of the co_firmativelocation reaches that by a temporarily initiative loc_tor, as above,
same place, the service belonging to the situs- Art. 22.

tion, so vacated, be left unperformed. In this .Enactire.
case there may be two initiative loeators; tem-
porarily initiative lovator, the next superordi- ART. 29. On a vacancy in the situation of
hate of the fimctionary by whose dislocation V@_-Comul, by the Cvnsul will the ftmction of
the vacancy is created; definitively initiative temporarily initiative locator be exercised.
locater, the Minister. Instructional.

.ExTositive. Instructional. ArtT. 30. In what stations, and on what
ART. 23. Examples of subdepartments, in footings, the power of deputation shall be

which, in respect of distance, a demand for exercised by a Vice-Consul, the Legislature,
initiative location, in hands other than those having regard to distance, and to the state of
of the Minister, and thence for te_Iooraril 9 society in the foreign nation_ in each ease_ will
initiative lo_ation, is more particularly apt to determine.

have place, are the following : to wit-- .Enactive.1. The Army Minister.
2. The Navy Minister. ARc. 31. Of the locativ_ function, the mode
3. The Foreign Relation Minister. of exercise is as follows :--By the Minister, he

being the initiative locater, an appropriate
Euactive. Ratiocinative. location instrument is prepared and conveyed

AnT. 24. In the Army subdepartment, in to the office of the Prime Minister. After the
so far as regards command over functionaries lapse of [ ] days exclusive, reckoned from
in the military branch, vacancies, in respect of the day of its being received in that office, the
fu_wtion, are, in effect, for the occasion, with- location will have become confirmed :* uuless,
out special appointment, filled of course; to * On this occasion, the raflonale will lmve to
wit, by the universally and necessarily estab- speak of this sort of expeditive arrangement, tm
lisbed relation between rank and rank; as to generally applicable, for remedy, to the practice of
which_ see Ch. x. D_'EI_IV_ Fol_. indeterminate and indefinite suspendan, through

negligence orindecision :--a practice pregnantwith
InstrueHonal. distress to all individuals interested, as well as in-*

ARc. 25. Not so, inso far as regards situs- definite public mischief. Apply it also to appeals.See Ch. xxii. ArPRLLATI_JUDICaTORIXS. Refer
tions in the non-military, styled the commissa- to MerningChroniele, 27th May, 1824,mentioning

branch; those, to wit, by whom, with Secretary Canning's indefinite suspension of an er-
relation to the matter of warfare, and the mat- dinance of the East India Direction, in the debate
ter of subsistence, are exercised the several of the 26th. [See for farther_urlties here omit-
functions, procurative_ custoditice, aavplica- ted Section 9, Arts. 18z 19sand Note.--Ed.]
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under the signature of the Prime Minister, an cise Even to the function, though by an usur-
instrument, in correspondent form_ locating per, is apt, the end for which it was allotted
some other locable, or an order, suspending to the office is attained, and no evil is pro_
the effect of such initiative location, has, in duced; whereas, by nullification of the act, an
the meantime, in the office of that same Minis- infringement of the disappo_ntment-preventi_g
_er_been received, principle,--on which, as per Penal Code, the

law of property rests,--would be committed,
.Enac_ive. .l_atiecinat_ve. and, on the part of non-offending persons, suf-

ART. 32. In case of any such substitution, fering to an indefinite amount, produced.
reasons for the rejection, and the consequent
location, will be expected : if none are given, Expositive.
the conclusion of the Public-Opinion Tribunal, AnT. 40. Examples are as follows :
and of the Legislature, will be--that none can 1. Acts of sale, performed in the exercise of
be found, the venditive function.

2. Acts of lease-lettil_g, performed in the ex-
]L'navtire. ercise of the _nercede-locatire function.

ART. 33. fPeputes permaneut.--Without 3. Act of purchase, done in the exercise ef
special reason, no person, who has not been the enq_tire function.
upon the fleneral locable list, as per Art. 18, is 4. Any act of l_ire, done iu the exercise of
capable of being located as depute permanent, the JJ_ercede.conductive function.

in any office belonging to this department. _Enactire.
JEuactiee.

AnT. 41. But, in such case, all persons, who
ART. 34. Special reason is--where, in the have derived or would derive profit from the

location inxtrumvat by which the depute is wrong,--whether privy thereto, and accom-
constituted such, the names of all persons on plices with the wrong-doing functionary or
that list being by recital or reference desig- not,--will, as per Penal Code, be divested of
nated,--the locater states, on the part of each, all profit therefrom, provided they be exempt-
either re.fucal or inaptitude actual or virtual, ed from all positive loss.
absolute or comparative : adding, in what par-
ticularshapeorshapessuchinaptitudehasplace. SUPPLEMENTTO SECTIO_XVII.

.Elta_ti2"e. PECUNIARY COMPETITION PRINCIPLE.

ART. 35. In the location i_strument, matter Reasons, in support of it as hereinabove era-
will in this case be inserted under the four ployed: employed, to wit, not as decisive, but
first of the heads enumerated as per Art. 9, in as contributing, in subordination as above to
the ease of a person located in the situation of the aptitude man,federation system, to the gnid-
principal in the office, ance of the decisive choice given to the re-

EJzactive. sponsible locating superordinate.

AI_T. 36. Of the deputation instrument, ex- I_tat_°cinative"
eml_lars will in this case be disposed of, in ART. 42 or I. I.--Reasons, direct and in-
number and destination the same as in the trinsic, deduced from the greatest happiness
case of the principal, as per Art. 10. principle applied to the nature of the ea_e.

.Enavtive. Case I. The situation, a s_tuation of slmpte
trust, as per Section 16, Arts. ]2, 13: for ap-

ART. 37. In any subdepartment, in the propriate moral aptitude, adequate provision
situation of Minister, or any situation thereto being supposed to have been made : to wit,
subordinate, should any person be located who by Section 16, Locable who (Arts. 33, 34, 35,
has no right so to be_----such mislocatee, as also 36, 40,) and no special appropriate intellectual "
the functionary by whom he was misloeated, or active aptitude being regarded as necessary.
will, for such act of mislocation, be responsi- The presumption here is, that, but for some
ble : eompensationatly, if, through temerity, special reason, assignable and assigned, to the
the act was culpable; compensational]y and contrary,--the choice of the locating super-
punitionMly, if, through evil consciousness, it ordinate will fall upon that candidate, in
was criminal: so also their respective aecom- whose instance the result of the pecuniary
pliees, if any, as per Penal Code. competition is most favourable to the public

.Enactive. purse. On_this supposition, all parties will
' have cause to be pleased : to wit,

AnT. 38. But, on no such account, will any I. The community at large ; because that
act done by such mislecatee, in the exercise of choice has been made, which is most benefi-
any function belonging to tim office, be nu/l eial to its aggregate pecuniary interest.
am/To/d, or say invedid. 2. The locatir_gfunctionary : the candidate's

Ratiocinatlve. aptitude, and thereby the locater's responsibi-
lity, being alleviated by the result of the proba-

AnT. 39. Reason. In so far as the exer- tionary trials_ as above ; say then the locati/_
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fu_ct_onary: unless it be his desire, at the present colleagues _.or--not to insist upon that
expense of'the community, in breach of his which could not reasonably be proposed---of
duty and engagement, and at the risk of his the like labour when performed by their sue-
own fortune and reputation, to gain to himself eessors, and the colleagues of those same suc-
an undue benefit, in the shape of patronage, cossets _. O yes : when the energy of the

3. The candidate, by whose own offer the people is t_ such a degree troublesome, that,
situation is procured for him. in the high places in question, regard for con-

l:_atiovinat_vt, sistency, and the oomfort of the su_ect-many,
cannot, consistently with the comfort of these

ART. 43 or 2.--Case II. The situation, a same ruling few, be refused.
s_tuatio_ of trust and talent: to wit, after
the manifestation made, of the grade acquired Instruvtivnal.
by the candidate, in the scale of manifested ART. 46 or 5. At present, engaged, by so
appropriate aptitude in all its branches, as efficient an interest to maximize, instead of
certified by the certificate given by the Exa- minimizing, the expense of o2_viat labour°--
minatlon .Indicatory, as per Section 16, Art. they stand engaged by a no less efficient inter-
17;that document contributing, in conjunction est, to _ninirnize, instead of maximizing, all
with the result of the pecuniary competition, need, and thence all proof, of alTroprgate up-
to the guidance of the decision intrusted to . tirade with relation to such labour. If by
the responsibly-locating superordinate, competition--that competiti,n being at the

I. Reason, grounded, as in the former case, same time free and unrestrained--the degree
on intrC_si6 utility. Only where, to the pur- of aptitude on the part of all competitors were
pose of the practical couclnsion, the claims of made known,--the chance, in favour of the ob-
the two candidates, on the ground of the i jects of their care, would, instead of Leing
manifestation made as to aTpropriate al_ti- equal to certainty, be but as one to ten, or
rude, as above, are, in the opinion of the Ex- twenty, or whatsoever greater multiple of their
a_ninat_on, or say O_al_cation J_ldicatory, own number might be that of tbeir fellow-
virtually equal,-- does it _eem likely, that the competitors. Moreover as,--natural talents_
determination will be made, in favour of him, and other rueans being supposed eqnal,--profi-
whose offer, on the ground of its favourable- ciency will be in the direct ratio of exertion, and
ness to the pecuniary interest of the commu- exertion in the ratio of degree of _eed,--those
nity, is accepted. The locating superordinate _who, without exertion, are sure of having, in
being, by Section 6, Self-._uppletire yunction, this shape, what they have need of, will not
responsible for the conduct of his subordinate ] bestow any exertion at all on the acquisitiou
--he is thus, by a personal interest of no in- i of algproj)riate aptit_dc: and their natural
considerable strength, urged to have dne and I place, instead of being certainly at the top, will
adequate regard to the thus manifestly denton- ] be probably at the bottom, of the scale. Thus
strated approprlate aptit_de. By a deficiency ] it is, that_ to the ends which the greatest hap-
in the aptitude, he would stand exposed to be ] piness principle requires to be pursued, will be
more or less a sufferer: inthe smallsaving to the I/substituted the direct opposites of those cx-

publicpurse,hewouldhavenoperceptibleshare. ! elusively justifiable ends: and while, for the
The arrangement affords theretbre a pro- benefit of'the hands in question, the eaTense of

speet of good, and this without a prospect of ] official service, or of the appearance, or the
evil in any _hape. false pretence of it, without so much as tbe

pretence of it, is inaximized_-- appropriate ap-
Ratioci_tatlve. I titu¢le for the performance of it will be _nini-

ART. 44 or 3. n.--Reasons extrinsic, de- { mizeel.
duced from authority and practice.

1. In England, among the highest of the Instructional. .ExemTlifivat_onal.
ruling few, the tide of events has of late years ART. 47 or 6. The more immediately edu-
borne up some, in whose declared opinion, not cation for office is under the direction of the
only the price of labour,--in whatsoever shape ruling few, in whose hands the fixation of the
--unskilled or skilled,--but also the price of quantum of remuneration, and the location of
commodities in general, and in particular of those by whom it is to be received are con-
ttmse means of sustenance which are worth all joined_--the more striking and instructive will
other commodities put together,--should be here be the exemplification of the relation be-
minimized; and that, as the only instrument _ween cause and effect.*
of minimization, the competition principle
should be uniformly and steadily employed, f_tructional. .Ea_o_ive.

Ift_tru_tional. ART. 48 or 7. Note that, in the case of pe-
cuniary competition is comprised in 'a certain

ARz. 45 or 4. These same distinguished way the case ofgrat_ito_ _risv; gratuitous
statesmen--would they--durst they if they
would--accede to the application of this same * For exemplifications, see the work entituled
instrument to the reduction of the price of the "Official Aptitude maximizod_Expense minimis-
labour performed by themselves and their ed_" in vol. v.
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service 6_hstttu_ing one po_t or say degree, in securing and expense-minimizing system, as
scale of indefinite length, established by pe- composed of the public examination system

euniary competition ; at the same time there and the pecuniary competition system taken
is a necessity in marking the distinction be- together, but followed by the choice left to the
tween them ; the difference in point of effi- locating funetionary,--various considerations,
eiency and extent of application being sogreat; in the character of objections, present them-
the application of gratuitous service, (including i selves, as having been, or being more or less
that which is so in appearance, and is always likely to be, urged. With all employable dill-
called so,) being widely extensive, while the gence they have been searched for, and found
application of pecuniary competition to per- reducible under the heads following--
sonal service in this branch of the public bust- I. Objection, to the public examination part
hess is, nearly if not altogether, as yet without of the system.
example. 1. Timid merit excluded.

Applied to the expense of the Official Estab- 2. The unopulent excluded : thence, equality
lishment taken in its totality, (expense of re- violated.
muneration for personal service included,) it is II. Objections to the pecutfiary competition
not in the power of pecuniary competition, by part of the system.
reduction of expense, to carry on good economy 3. Venality established.
anything near to the point of gratuitousness-- 4. Munificence or say liberality excluded.
the point at which expense is equal 0. 5. Depredation, sharpened by indigence, in-

At the same time, if applied to the purpose vited.
of engaging personal service in particular off- 6. Aptitude diminished : aptitude being as
ci',d situations, it is capable of carrying that opulcncc.
same benefit not only np to the gratuitous Of these in their order ; with their answers.
point, but to a degree to an indefitdte amount
higher ; the matter of wealth being but one of Ratioclnat_re.
divers instruments, by the application of which ART. 50 or 9. Objection 1. T_mid n_erit ex-
personal service is engaged ; others being power, eluded:
repntativn, and dlgaity; the dignity, that which Answer. In the case of a more or less con-
results from the nature of the occupation, with siderable proportion, of those who otherwise
or withoutfactltious honour and digmty, super- would be candidates for office, this effect may
added: in such sort that, instead of receiving ensue. But, it presents not, to any precise
money in compensation for the service render- amount, so much as a deduction from the ag-
ed by him, in taking upon himself the obliga- gregate of the good effects expectable from the
tion of exercising the functions of the office system : nor anything more than the shadow
considered as a burthen--a man will be content of a reason for the rejection of it ; yet entire
to give money, for the faculty of exercising rejection, if anything, is what it calls for. Pro-
those same functions, that same faculty being pertional number of the individuals excluded
regarded by him as a benefit, by this their misfortune, say at random, and

But, in the instances of gratuitous service only for argument's sake, one-tenth. Suppose
here alluded to, in so far as remuneration in a then the system to be in other respects a bone-
pecuniary shape has place, neither is it paid ficial one,--such it will be--in the first place
avowedly by the hands of Government for set- to the whole body of the unexchded eandi-
vice performed in the situatious in question; dates, on their several individual accounts ; in
nor is service in any shape rendered to the the next place, to the whole community, on
whole community,nor otherwise than to a small the aggregate account. Give effect, then, to
particular and sinister interest era small part, the objection, and for the sake of the unliqui-
at the expense of the interest of the whole, dated benefit to the one-tenth, the remaining
which is thereby accordingly d_served, instead nine-tenths will be deprived of that same bene-
of served: in so much that, in so far as this fitin one shape, and the whole of the community
s_me alleged service is performed, the remuner- in the other. On the other hand, suppose the
ation derived from it belongs not to the present system rejected, this same one-tenth for whose
case ; and, being so completely unfit or adverse sake it is rejected, in what determinable way
to the purpose of the pecuniary competition,-- will they respectively be benefited by the re-
required to be, with proportionable care, dis- jection _. To this question, all answer is im-
tinguished from it. possible.

In English practice, to this head belongs the Then, as to the ex/ste_w2 of the alleged justi-
situation of.Member of the House of Commons, ficativc cause of the proposed rejection--the
and Member of the Unpaid Magistracy, styled ! supposed merit. In the instance of this tenth

Justices of the _Peace. In these instances, no- I part, where is or can be the proof of it ? Trueminally the service is uniformly gratuitous ; it is, that in whatever line of study or instruc-
really so, acsording as abuse does not. or does _tion the merit is supposed to have place,---
take place. I timidity, to the degree and to the effect in que_-

Instructlonal. Ptatioeinatlre. I[tion, is not incompatible with it ; but, on the

AnT. 49 or 8. To the proposed aptitude- ] other hand, of the existence of the merit, nei-ther conelasiv% nor any how weakly soever
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Of merit, in a word, timidity _y _ an _ will not have place, l_to this__-
pan/_j but/s not a oa_. dnstry could not be turned in quest of profit_

This, and all other objections notwithstand- without being turned aside/ro_ other sources
lag,---suppose now the pub_i_ e_a_i_ation sys- much more lucrative : to the quantity obtain-
tern established,--observe what_ with regard able by them from this source, there would be
to _er/t and _bn/d/_y, will be the consequence, limits, and those rendered as narrow a_, by _p-
The trial_to be submitted to being alike visi- plication made of the frugality-maximizing
hie to all eyes, each individual, who might principle, appropriate aptitude on the part of
otherwise feel disposed to enter upon this ca- rulers could render them : to what is obtain-
reef, will consider and ask himself whether he able by every man from other sources, there
has _er_v enough to undergo it. Let the an_ are no such limits.
swer he in the negative, he will then bid adieu 3. The bar, opposed to the unopulent l)y the
to a pursuit, for which his own judgment pro- proposed instrument of frugality, is not--like
nounces him unfit, and betake himself to one, the bar opposed under some Governments, by
for which it pronounces him fit. So doing, want of nobility--an impassible one. By rais-
where will be his loss _. Answer--Nowhere : ing himself to a degree of opulence adequate
for proof, see answer to Objection 1. Before to the purchase of the office,--the most un-
him lie, for his choice, all professions and other opulent man, supposing him demonstrated to
profit-seeking occupations, the profit from be, by intellectual attainments, qualified for
which is---not, as here, confined within the it, will be able to acquire it.
narrowest limits possible, but altogether un- 4. By the access, which, by the objection, is
limited. So much for proofs in a _oun$ary proposed to be left to the uuopulent,--entrance
shape. As to reputation, and esteem for set- into office would neither be secured to them,
vices rendered to the public by intellectual nor rendered so probable to them, as to the
labour,_the press is open to him,--and t_mi- more opulent : the greater the opulence, the
dity,--at any rate, the sort of timidity here greater the means of access to patrons_ who,
in question,--is no bar to any use he may feel of course, belong to the opulent class.
disposed to make of it. 5. From the rejection of this necessary se-

curity, great would be the quantity of incen-
_a_io_inat_v_. testable evil pressing upon this very class :-

ART. 51 or 10. But the proposed system evil, pressing upon them in a much more tan-
----does it not hold up to view uno_denoe as gible and sensible shape than any good, of the
an efficient cause of aptitude ? chance of which it is charged with depriv-

Answer. True" but only wben in a certain ingthem, can be shown to wear: b_rt_nof
degree, and, in that degree, only as a partially taxation, to the amount of the money which
contributing cause, and that a remotely opor- the competition would save, is in proportion-
ating one, operating through the medium of able quantities added to that of the matter
appropriate examination. True it is, that in of patronage, with its corrnptive influence.
the character of a learner, looking to be one Mass of pecuniary remuneration saleable, say
day a probationer and competitor for offices, £1,000,000 a-year : saving effeeted by the com-
--a man, whose pecuniary supplies are scanty, petition, £200,000. To reject this instrUment
is l_'_y to use more exertion than a man whose of economy, would thus be to impose _ taz of
pecuniary circumstances are abundant :--to £200,000 a-year on opulent and unopulent to-
use more e_,r_io_, and thence, in so far as de- gether : and this for no better purpose, than
ponds upon exertion, to acquire a greater de- the turning aside the profit-seeking industry,
gree of appropriate intellectual and active up- of the unopulent, from other channels into this.
titude. But the immediately applying proba- 6. By the rejection of this proposed instru-
tire test of this same appropriate aptitude, is merit of frugality, an exclusion would be put
---not the situation in the scale of opulence, --not only upon the frugality, but upon the
but the result of the ¢xa_nination undergone ; bringing into 15lay a main security for, and
and, by this immediately applying dire_ evi- thence instrument of, appropriate aptitude ;
dence, what little probative force belong, to namely, relish for the business. The less the
the faint and remotely applying _res_mlotiv_ emolument,--in other words, the more a man
evidence_ is superseded and reducedto nothing, gives for the office,---the greateris thus proved

to be his relish for the business of it : while to
t_atlovinative, him who gives nothing for it, it may be an ob-

ART.52 or I1. Objection 2, T/_# uno_v_e_t jeet of disgust : of disgust, not surmountable
¢.vol_ded: titus, equality violated. Answers_ but by the extreme of indigence.

1. The provision for equality must always No, says another obfiu_/o_: what is proved
be subordinate to that for security, or society is---not the alleged relish, but a plan for get-
cannot subsist. See Leading Pri_ples, &c.* tiug possession of the office, for the purpose of

2. Supposed relation of equality not real. converting into an instrument of depredation
the powers belonging to it. _p/y. Of no

Leading Principles of the ConstitutionalCode, such plan is the formation in any degree pro-
h_ vol. iL (p. 269 ;) see also above, p. 11. bable. This objection is Objection 5, ./)_/_-

VOL.IX. T
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dntion, &c. whieh_ with the answers, will he who, in regard to the f_n_o_s, has neither
found in its place, relish, nor aptitude, in any shape.

8. As to corruption, so far then from acting
__atioclnatlve. as afer_,tent to it, the competition system is, in

ART. 53 or 12. Objection 3, Ireuality eatab- the emptional as well as in tile reductional
l_shed. The plan makes offices venal: it intro- mode, a sIJe¢ifiv against that disorder : it is for
duces venality into office, want of such a specific, that corruption takes

Answer. 1. Source of the objection, con- place, when it does take place.
fusion of ideas : confusion produced by the 9. In vain would it be said--a man, who
misapplication of the word. What is proposed sees sinister profit, in this or that shape, as be-
to be sold is--not to individual suitors at the i_lg capable of being made, from an abuse of
office the acquiror of it, but to the acquiror the powers attached to the situatien,--will
himself, the emolument, in a particular shape, offer and give more fur it than one who sees no
attached to it. such prospeet, in vain ; for, by the reduction

2. To find such a form of words, as should thus made, in the quantity of money the man
give to the objection, as above, a sort of super- I will have at command, no addition is made to
ficial colour of reasonableness, required some I whatever facility he will have for such abuse :
industry. That which the objection applies to on the contrary, as above, that facthty is dl-
is--not the arrangement itself, but a particu- I minished by the diminution of whatever facility
lax ward or two, which are capable of being l.he may have as to the finding associates and

employed in speaking of it. For example, the i supporters for the abuse: the greater the re-
modes in which the amount of the pecuniary _duetio_ he will thus submit to,--and still fur-
part of the remuneration is capable of being thee, if so it be that he offers to give more for
reduced and minimized, are, as above shown, the salary than it is worth, the more he offers
two: to wit--l, The reductional mode ; ac- . to give for it,--the more strongly he draws
cording to which, mention is made of the great- I upon himself the attention of all concerned,
est reductiol* the bidder will consent to see I and puts them upon the watch to find out----
made from a determinate salary proposed : 2, by what course, he expects, and proposes to
the e_npt_onal mode ; according to which, men- himself to endeavour, to reap the sinister pro-
tion is made of the greatest sum he will give fit supposed to be in contemplation. Suppose
for it, if unreduved. Employ the reductional even, that, as applied to the state of things
form of expression, the objection vanishes: but, under this or that existing Government, the ob-
the emptional being in effect precisely the jection would be a fatal one,--it would not fol-
same thing as the reductional, so likewise does low that it would amount to anything, when
the objection to the emptionat, applied to the one here proposed : for, in no

3. The party, to whom service in any shape existing Government can any system of securi-
is rendered by the arrangement, is the public ties for appropriate aptitude be found, compar-
alone : not any individual whatsoever : of no able in point of efficiency to what may be seen
individual is any service bought b_, of none any proposed here.

aold to, any other. .Ratioeinatire.4. Associated with the idea of venality is
that of vo'rr_jptian_; and by the objection is ART. 54 or 13. Obiee_ion 4, _[un_ficenve, or
meant_ ff anything, that, by the arrrangement, say liberality, excluded :--Exclusion put upon
as often as it is exemplified, eorrujvt_on, in some I that virtue in one quarter, by which merit in
$hape or other, has place, or at the least is Fro- t other quarters, and in all manner of shapes, is
_abilized; and that thence, in some shape or brought into existence.
other, so is relative inaptitude. Answer. Let but misapplication of words

_. But, the real effect of the arrangement is be argument--argument, attbrding in the pre-
precisely the reverse : for, l, Minimizing the sent case justification for useless and pernicious
pecuniary value of the situation, it minimizes expense,--true it will be, that, as good argu-
the quantity of the matter of corruption which ment may be made out of the word 9nunifivenve,
the patronage places in the hands of the lecat- or the word liberality, as out of the word
ing functionary, venally. L_berality may perhaps serve _till

6. 2, Minimizing the value of the pecuniary better than _nunificenve. Being more extort-
remuneration, it maximizes, as above, the de- sively in use, especially on the popular side, it
gree of ralph which the candidate is likely to is more strongty as well as extensively asso-
have for the functions which he is desirous of ciated with the sentiment of approbation ; and,
having the exercise of: for, the less the induce- by the laxity of its import, better adapted to
ment he requires in the shape of _noney, the the purpose of delusion. But, such being the
greater is the inducement he possesses in the nature of the arguments, see now on what
shape of relish, or he would not make the offer, ground stands the title of either of them to the
which, by the supposition, he does make. ] property of giving birth to merit.

7. Minimizing the value of the situation, and When, on the one part, what is called llb_r°
thence of the patronage, it minimizes the pro- al_ty is exercised, the alleged existence of_ner_
bability of its being given by the patron to a on the other part---on the part of him or those
_t_g$_ whose sole re_d_ is for the rnone_, and in favour of whom the self-styled virtue is
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exercised, is constantly alleged. Constantly 2. In the situation of the comparatively
allegsd,--so far from being constantly proved, opulent, the probability of depredation i8
it is seldom so much as attempted to be proved, greater than in the case of the comparatively
The place of proof is occupied by assertion : unopulent, on two accounts.
of the assertion, when orally delivered, the pro- 1. In consideration of, and in proportion to
bative force is as the loudness and reiterated- his opulence, and the erroneously but corn-
hess of it, joined to the force and number of monly and naturally entertained supposition,
eulogistic epithets and phra_s bestowed on of the security afforded for his probity by that
the alleged possessor of the asserted merit ; same opulence, he will be less suspected--less
and scorn, with the imputation of envy and in- closely watched.
sincerity, on all who presume to question it. 2. In proportion to his opulence, will be (as

In the Official Establishment of the City of per Section 15, Re_uneration, Art. 4) his i_a-
London, conquests have, it has been said, been cility for obtaining accomplices in transgres-
of late years made of official situations more sion, and effectual supporters to screen him
than one by the virtue of liberality from the against punishment, dislocation, and even dis-
vice of venality; these conquests made, and the repute. Instances, see everywhere.
source of them--a corresponding quantity of 3. Of the absence of any such degree of in-
patronage--putinte official pockets. The sub- digence, as can probabilize a sharpness of
stance has now been seen of the eloquence by appetite sufficient to produce depredation,---a
which these conquests were achieved, highly probative evidence is afforded by the

Ratiocinatire. very nature of the transaction here proposed :
what a man gives for the office with the

ART. 55 or 14. Objection 5. JOepredat_on emolument attacl_ed, he would not give, if in
sharpened by ind_enc_. When a man has paid his eyes the emolument, with his remaining
the purchase-money (says the objection) he income, if he has any, will not be sufficient for
will be left in a state of indigence, such as will his exigencies.
render it, as it were, a matter of necessity to
him to commit depredation at any hazard. Instructional. .P_at$ocinatiw.

Answers-- F,.remy_l_ c(tY_onal.
1. The objection supposes, that, by a certain,

or an ascertainable, quantity of emolument ART. 56 or 15. This was the argument
attached to the office, the endeavour to corn- against economy, brought out and made the
mit depredation may be prevented, or at least most of, on the occasion of his sham Economy
in an adequate degree improbabilized. Alto- Bill, by Ed_aand Burke, foaming with rage at
gether groundless is this supposition. Draw A_e_ker's disintereste(hiess,¢hen staring him in
the line where you will, true it is, the corn- the face :--Edmund Burke, on whose principle
paratively unopulent functionary will, it is thus displayed, the accidentally divulgated
probable, endeavour to commit depredation : depredation committed by two of his prot_._,t
and commit it he will, if in his eyes the bene- formed, not long afterwards, so instructive a
fit of the depredation is greater than the bur- comment. A document, in no small degree
then from detection: probability in regard to instructive to the great body of the people
detection being taken into account. This will would be a list of at length notified depreda-
the comparatively unopulent do; but so will tors, with the particulars of their respective
the comparatively opulent. The most opulent crimes, under a system of sinecure and over-_
of functionaries have always been the most pay, with an assurance of support and protec-
voracious of depredators. Witness monarchs tion. With the commencement of the reign
almost without exception, and more particu- of George the Third, it might commence, and
larly the most absolute. Witness even "the be continued onwards, as occasion called, tin
best of Kings," as he was so commonly called: the time, should it ever arrive, when, the eyes
witness he, whose debts, it was asserted in of the people having been sufficiently opened_
]Parliament, had been nine times paid by Par- the scene had closed.

liament, notwithstanding his million a-year, Instructional. t_atlocinative.
--the exemption he gave himself from the
income tax,--and his seventeen millions, ob- ART.57 or 16. In this objection, what there
tained for his own particular us%--without is of truth, or at least of the semblance of it,
previous declaration of war,--by the instru- rests altogether upon a state of things, in re-
mentality of a richly remunerated Judge,---in speet of official management and remuneration,
point-blank contradiction to an act of the in its whole tenor the direct opposite of the
Legislature, passed in the year 1744 : the de- one here proposed. A man, whose life has
crees issued without other _varrant than the been a life of luxury without anything of his
words Dro/ts of Admiralty, the assertion that own to support it--the dependent of some
the king is Lord High _4dmirat, with reference patron, whose habits have been correspondent-
made to an order of the/t_/n9 a/one, dated in ly luxurious--is put into an office, with the
the year 1665-6, and that King, Char/_ the emolument which has been attached to it, for
_vond2* the purpose of enabling him to continue in the

• Brown'_ Civil Law, il. 57. "["Powel and Bainbrldge.
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same habits. If then this same emolument is i tween the two characters, the greater the force
not, by more than to a certain amount, beneath necessary to effect the traaEition from the one
his habitual expenditure,_he confines himself to the other.
within the bouuds of it, and neither peculation Giving out money is, in English Treasury
nor extortion have place. Bat, if it _ to a l_nguage, making exert/o_. If anywhere yon
certain amount lower, he finds himself to such want more aptitude, you must make propor-
a degree uncomfortable, that rather than con- tionabte exertions. Giving out money being
tinue so, he risks the engaging in some one or the cause,--establish this caus% the effect fol-
more of the forbidden practiees_ and exposing lows of course. Of a barrel full of spirits_
himself to the consequences, turn the cock, out flows the spirits. Into the

"But," it may be asked, "knowing his own pocket of the functionary, in with the money,
propensities, how camelle to take upon himself --in with it flows the aptitude. As to _o_
the office, and thus subject himself to this this happens, this is, in both cases, matter of
risk 7.,, Answer. Nothing better offered ; the theory ; no need have you to trouble yourself
situation of absolute dependence was uneom- with it.
fortable; the mass of emolument in question, This objection comes in aid of the one
how inadequate soever, constituted, by the last preceding, by which economy is presented
whole amount of it, a port,on at any rate of in the character of a sure cause of depredation.
the means of independence--and the general Instead ofg6ving, receiee money, as the price,
chara6ter of the whole establishment of which --of the power or other object of desire at-
this office forms a part, was that of maximiz- taehedtotheoffice,--youwill(saystheobjection)
ing the facilities for ease on the one hand, eom- have the reverse of aptitude ; and the more mo-
bined with ace'.lstomed, though unlegalized hey you receive from the functionary, the more
profit in every shape, on the other. As to the flagrantly unapt in every respect he will be.
punishment, he saw it altogether without ex- On the other hand (says the basis of the pre-
ample. Dislocation, and that self-effeeted, and sent objection) aptitude being as opulence,--
in the quietest and most unobserved mode, the give twice the emolument you give at present,
worst that could ensue : dislocation, and from you will have twice the aptitude : and so on,
what _.from an office which, after experience, ad infinitum. Put the two objections together,
was found not to give what was expected you have a triumphant dilemn_a. Offer (it

I says) with the office any less emolument thanfrom it.
Such is the state of things--such the frame that which you will find attached to it,--either

of Government, in which the objection origi- no person whatever will accept of it, or, if any
• hated, and on each occasion will be reproduced, one will, his acceptance of it will be a certain

But, of the whole multitude of securities here proof of his inaptitude for it; with no other put-
proposed against abuse, scarcely will that sy_- pose than that of employing it as an instrument
tern be found to exhibit so much as a single of depredation, will the acceptance bare been
one. given to it.--The offer will not be accepted:

--so says horn the first of this same irresistible
._tiocinat_ re. dilemma. Good. But why willit not be accepted !

AnT. 58 or 17. Objection 6. Aptitude dlmi- Answer. Because, to be accepted, it must have
_ish_d. .,4ptitude being as opulence, lessening been made : and it will not have been made.
opulence you lessen aptitude. But _chywill it not have been made ? Answer.

" Thus, for shortness : for precision, a few I Because by nobody but the maker of the dilem-
more words are necessary. By opulence, under- ma can it have been made : and what he has
stand--not opulence already possessed by the made is--not the offer, but the deter_nination
functionary,but opulence g_ren to him: given to not to _nake it. And why this determination
him at publio expense. This being understood, Answer. Because he has always been so per-
say once more aptitude is as opulence. This fectly convinced, that the offer, if made, would
is the whole theory, on which all practice is be accepted, and when accepted, f_llowed by
grounded. This, being an axiom, may without consequences, the opposite to those which his
difficulty be taken for a postulate. If, there- dilemma assigned to it : to his own assertion
fore, in any situation you have not aptitude his own conduct gives the lie.
enough, it is because you have not given out Tell him of any other country in which the
money enough : give money enough, the apti- rate is less, then come two other objections.
rude eomes of course : all other care is super- 1. That country differs from this.
fluous. Whatsoever be the situation, if you 2. Of the smallness of the remuneration_
want twice the aptitude in it that you have the result is actually, in that country, a pro-
at present,--give the man who is in it twice portionable degree of inaptitude :--then_ for
the money you had given him, you have twice proof, comes the assumption just disposed of.
the aptitude. As to the difference,--propose any inquiry

Note also_ that, on divers oecasions_ the into it; whether, for example, it is so great a_
more he has, the more of it must be given to to warrant, in the whole or in any part, the
him. Instance, the metamorphosis of an in- practical conclusion deduced from it,--Oh no:
discriminate defender of right and wrong into this would be too much trouble. So will say
m Judge. The stronger the repugnance be- the objector: and in this instance what ]m
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S_ys may be admitted for true : a Committee will be swept out of their hands, and the feel-
would not be very instructively employed, in Lugs of a dethroned despot will be theirs.
the inquiry whether it be true--that, when a
man breaks a contract, for the performance of Instructional.
which no such securities as might be are pro- ART. 2. The whole artillery offallav_es will
vialed, it is because it does not give him all he be drawn out and employed; in partieular_
would have been glad to get from it, and not the better the plan is in theory, the more inca-
for want of those same necessary securities, pable it will be pronounced of being carried

into effect in practice: and to the thus pre-
CONCLUDINGINSTRUCTIONTO THE PUBLIC- dicted impracticability, all imaginable exer-

OPI_ION TRIDUNAL. tions wilt be employed to give fulfilment.

Instructivual. Instructional.

AnT. 1. To the Public Opinion Tribunal it AltT. 3. If, and in proportion as, in the do-
will belong, with all its energies, to urge the minion of the State, apt Lustructors_ whose n_-
commencement, and urge on the progress_ of tire language is the national language, are
the system of appropriate instruction here de- wantLug,--either the functionaries must re-
lineated. * By the most powerful particular main uninstructed and unapt, or, under the
and sinister interests,--the several Ministers, disadvantage of having to learn, at a more or
with their several dependants and other con- less advanced period of life, a foreign tongue_
nexions, whoever they are, will at all times foreigners must be called in and employed.
be urged to do tlmir utmost fur the retardation, But, unless in case of temporary calamity;
and, if possible, the frustration of it. Of this men will not for nothing quit their old accus-
repugnance the cause is no less manifest than turned habits and connexions, for those of
the existence is unpreventable. Till the tests strange land ; and thus, under the double
of aptitude thus furnished are in operation, mask of patriotism and frugality, sinister in-
the locating functionaries will, of necessity, terest will seek, and with but too much pro-
remain in possession of a power of choice, al- bability of success, a cover for mischievous and
together arbitrary: apt, or in ever so high a autbpatriotic exclusions.
degree unapt, their several dependants and
eonnexions will remain located and locable_ in Instructional.
all situations under them respectively, from ART. 4. Unhappily, no sooner has the sys-
the least to the most highly desirable. On the tern come into operation, than a dilemma, in
other hand, no sooner are these tests of apti- no small degree unwelcome to every feeling
rude in operation, than, by the influx of tried eye, will have taken place : either, to an in-
minds, whose aptitude has been made maul- calculable amount, sacrifice of the public good
lest to all eyes, the sceptre of arbitrary power --of the good of every branch of the service--

must have place; or, notwithstanding any, the
most perfect, degree of moral aptitude, a more
or less considerable number of functionaries

Designed directly and principally for o_1, will have to quit their several situations.
this system will, as far as it goes, operate as a sys-
tem of narwhal instruction, and that, without ad'di- Instruvtional.
tional cost: not to speak of education in other re-
_ects. Assistant to that its least extensive, _ill ART. 3. For minimizing the evil from these
bethisitsmostextensivethoughindirectieflnencee, two opposite sources,--one means, however.
The better they are themselves instructed,the better there is, the application of which will be corn-
will individuals, in quality of auditors at the several pletely in the power of those functionaries
examinations, be qualified for the judging of the whose situation exposes them to it. Accord-
degrees of appropriate aptitude on the part of prO- LUg to their several situations, let those in pes-
batlonary locul_les, session participate iu the instruction adminis-

Even in England,--among the suggestions in
question, if considered merely in their _pplication tered to their successors in expectancy: at
to national instruvtwn at lar_, t_) the exclusion of this price they will add those titles, whatever
o_'ia] i_4ructio_, with a vi'ew to/ocah'o_,--some they be, in which others are sharers with
there may be which, even to the ralisg few, will them, to that experience which is peculiar to
not be altogether an object of abhorrence. For, in themselves.
the conduct of the majority of that class, the wish Should pride be troublesome, let this fact
to shut out all intellectual light without exception, quiet it. Anne 1824, in London, John Mac-
whatever possessien it may have taken of some Culloch, having acquired the reputation of
minds, does not appear to have manifested itself, proficiency in the art and science of political
by any conclusive e_idenee. Delusion, by means of economy, instituted a course of lectures.
false lights,--and the encouragement given for the
reception of them by the application of the mattl: Among his audience were Frederick John
of re_rd in the character of matter of eorruptioB, Robinson and William Hnskisson, both Mere-
--are the principal means employed for preventing bers of Parliament, both Cabinet Ministers:
the subjec_ many from endeavouring to substi_te a Robinson, under the name of Chancellor of
form of Government favourable_ to one hostile_ to the Exchequer, Finance Minister in the House
thor interests, of Commons ; Huskissen_ under the title of
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President of the :Board of Trade, Trade minis- By a Judge, for the forming and entertaining
ter, in the language of this Code, as per Ch. xi. a right estimate of an Administration func-
MINISTERS SEVERALLY_ Section 11. ticuary's aptitude for such his situation,--no

more than a small part can be possessed, of
S_c'rloN XVIII. the means, which will, at all times, be in the

hands of his superordinates in his own line.
.D_lovable how.

.Ratioci_atire.

Expositive. ART.9. Reason 2. By eonfederaey,--be-
ART. 1. Dislocation is either un_nod_fivd or tweeu a Judge Immediate and his superordi-

modified. By u_wd!fed, or say si_ple dis- nate the Judge Appellate,---with any other per-
location, understand definitive removal from son,acting,--sponl_neously, orattheinstigation
an official situation, without consent of the of either of them,--the part of an accuser, any
dislocatee, and without his being located in Administration functionary, how apt soever for
any other, his own line of service, might to a certainty be

dislocated. In the case of any functionary, in
Expositive. a situation subordinate to that of Minister

A_T. 2. Modes of modified dislocation, as (Army and Navy subdepartments excepted,)
per Section 4, Fu_ctions in all, are these-- small, it is tam, might be the probability of

l., Promotion, to wit, in the same subde- any such confederacy. Not equally so how-
partmcut, ever, by a great deal, in the case of a Minister:

"2.Suspension. for instance, a Minister of the Army, Navy,
3. Transferenoc, permanent, to the same Foreign Relation, or Finance Subdepartment.

grade in another subdepartment. Well might it be worth the while of a foreign
4. Transference, te'l_parary, to the same enemy, to employ,--in engaging by bribery the

grade in another subdepartment, two Judges to concur in a judgment to that
5. T,'_nsference, port, anent, to a superior effect,--a sum too vast to be resisted by may

grade in another subdepartment, ordinary degree of moral aptitude.
6. Transference, temporary, to an inferior

_rade in another subdepartment, l_tiocinati_e.
ART. 10. Reason 3. Such would be the

Exposltire. danger,--supposing the exemption, limited as
ART. 3. Wheresoever the word dislocation it is, not established. On the other hand, sup-

is employed, dislocation nl_modified is what is pose it establisbed,--smaU, if any, is the dan-
intended : wheresoever dislocation _nodi_ed is get of continuance in office, on the part of an
intended, the denomination of the modification unapt Administrative functionary. In the
so intended is employed, course of a prosecution of the functionary in

Enactive. question, suppose facts such as demonstrate his
inaptitude for that same situation made known

ART. 4. In both ways, every Minister is at to the whole community,--his dislocation by
any time dislocable by the Prime Minister. subordinate in his o_a line, is a consequence,

which may be relied on with comparative con-
EnactSr_. fidence: especially considering the responsi-

ART. 5. So, by the Legislature. bility of superordinates for their subordinates,

Enavtire. as per section 25, Securities, &c.

ART. 6. Other efficient causes of dislocated- Sscrm._ XIX.
ness are the same as in the case of a member
of the Legislature, as per Ch. v. CO._S_T_rIvE, Subordina_s.
Section 2, Powers, &e. Art. 5. For security
against undue dislocation,--unmodified, and Ins_ruvtlonal.
without consent of the disloeative, modified,-- ART. 1. I. Fields of service. In section 2,
see Section 21, Op1oress_onobviated. Ministers and subdepart_ents, are allotted to

E#act_ve. those functionaries their several fields of ser-
vice. In section 4, .F_nctio_s i_, all, may be

AR_. 7. A Minister is not dislocable by the seen matter, enactire and in_ruct_o_al, relative
_entenee or decree of a Judge. to such functions, as require, all of them, to be

.Ratioelnati_e. exercised for the carrying on the business of
every subdepartment. In section 5, may be

ART. 8. Reasons are the following : seen instroetional matter in relation to the
Reason 1. It may happen that a Minister, several .qrades, which,--in quMity and number

_notwithstanding some offence, for which a differing or agreeing, as it may happen, in the
Judge Immediate, and the Judge Appellate, several subdepartments, compared one with
his superordinate, might be disposed to dislo- another,--may require to be instituted. To
eate him,--might be fitter for his situation the Legislature, regard being had to cireum-
than any other person that could be found, stances local and temporary, it will belong_
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in each such suhdepartment, to give existence
to the several 9rude8 requisite: allotting to each ._,nactirz.
its distinctive field of service_ and its func- ART. 9. Persons exeepted_ are--
tions. 1. Persons belonging to the _Arilitary, or s_y

professional branch of the service of the Army
Enavt_w. subdepartment. As to these, see Ch. x. D:R-

ART. 2. Exceptions excepted,--On each oe- FENS[rE FORCE,Section 5, Term of Service.
casion, in the exercise of his several functions, 2. Persons belonging to the Military, or say
subject is each subordinate functionary, to the professional branch of the service of the Navy
exercise given to the d_reotir+efunction of his Subdepartment: as to these, see Ch. x. See-
immediate superordinate : subject however to tion 5, _'er_ of Serrivs, and Section 16,
any counter direction, given by any superior *I)efensire Force.
superordinate, and so on upwards in the seal+ _. Persons engaged in any branch of the ser-
ofsubordi_u_tion, vice of file subdepartment in question, for a

length of time, in any other way determined,
I_zstrnctional. and by special designation expressed.

AnT. 3. Exceptions, if any, to this enact- 4. Persons therein engnged for the perform-
ment, it will belong to the LegiSlature to up- ance of a particular and temporary service: for
ply, regard being had to circumstances, local example_ artists, handicrafts_ and labourers.
and temporary, as well as to the general nature
of the service of the subdepartment and the l:tat_:inat_zv.
office. AnT. 10. Question. Why, subject to even-

tual dislocation, give to the term of service in
Instructional. grades subordinate to that of Minister, a dura-

ART. 4. Statbt_¢ function. Regard had to tion equal to that of their respective lives !
the matter, ratiocinative and instructional, of Answer. Reason. End in view--the afford.
section 7, _qtat_icfunct$o_z,--and to the nature ing, in the ease of every functionary, the only
of the business of each official situation, of each efficient security which can be afforded against
grade, in each subdepartment,--to the Legis- his being,--notwithstanding any the highest
lature it will belong to determine--what the degree of appropriate aptitude in relation to
Register Books, kept in each such situation, the business of his situation,--removed out of
shall be, and in what manner they shall re- it, at any time, by the operation of self-regard-
speetively be kept. ing interest, or ill-will, or good-will towards

any other person, or erroneous judgment,--in
Instructional. the breast of any individual, in whose hands

ART. 5. Self-_nppletire function. Regard the dislocatire power, in the ease in question,
being had to the ratiocinative matter of Section is reposed. This security consists in the ten-
6, Self-supplet_vef++nction,--to the Legislature dermg the act of dislocationjudic_a/, in eontra°
it will belong to determine--in what official distinction to arbitrary. As to the mode of
situations, in the several grades, if in any, the rendering it judicial, see Section 20, Ir_ubor-
power corresponding to this function needs not, d_nat_on obr4.atrd, Section '2.1, Oppre_/on obri-
and therefore shall not_ be possessed and exer- ated_ and Section 25, Securities, &c.
eised. Instructional.

I_structivnal. AnT. iI. _4ttendance. Regard being had
AnT. 6. So, in regard to the requi.sitivefano- to circumstances local and temporary, as well

¢ion. as to the general nature of the service of the
subdepartment and the office,--to the Legis-

Instructional. lature _t will belong, in relation to eaehoffice,
ART. 7- So, in regard to the melioration to examine and determine in what manner

s_g.qegtive: and, in th_s case, the Legislature +_application of the general principles and rules
will not, it is presumed, see any material dit: i laid down in regard to o_c_al attendance in
ference--either in respect of the relative utility, . Section 14, and in Ch. vi. LZ_SLATUm_, See-
orinrespect of the mode of exercise, as between tiou 18, Atte_+dance, and Section 20, .Attcu-
office and office ; any more than as between da_+vea_+dl_'muneratio_ how connected, shall
subdcpartmeut and subdepartment, be made to the several subordinate situations.

,Enact_r¢. Inztru_tional. t_at_ovinat_.

ARC. 8. Terns of service. Exceptions ex- Any. 12. l_nuneration. In the ease of a
eepted, and subject to dislocation, simple and functionary--in any, and if in any, in what,
modified, as per Section 18, Didocable how; grade or grades---should any, and if any, what,
Section 20, Insubordination obviated; and Sec- increase be given, to remuneration_ at the ex-
tion 21, 0ppre_on obviated,--a subordinate of pense of the public, on the account of length
every grade continues in his official situagion of ¢o_n_+ance in the several _uatio_ sepa-
during his llfe. rstely taken_ or any of them !

Answer. No such inerease_on this account
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in any instance. Reasons for the negative in 3. If settled by any general rule,--it wou]d_
every case are-- in the ease of every individual, be liable to be

1. Of any mass of emolument that could be either too great or too small : too great, the
appointed for this purpose, the receipt would] difference being thereby, to the detriment of
be prevented by the pecuniary vompetition, in the whole community, bestowed in waste ; or
so far as it operated, too little, not sufficient for the exigencies of

2. In so far as such prevention failed to have the individual, whatever they were, that were
place, the increase in question would give cot- thought fit to be provided for.
respondent increase to public expense. 4. In no case will the exigencies of the in-

3. Of no increase in the amount of the re- dividual be altogether dependant upon the
duction made in the expense by increase given number of years during which his life has con-
to the reductional biddings, does such an at- tinued. But, supposing that it is, the smaller
rangement afford any prospect. By a pro- the remuneration he receives at the expense
speet of future contingent emolument at a dis- of the public service, the greater is the regard
tanee, men in general are not so numerously he thus manifests for the good of that same
or so strongly influenced, as by a prospect of service.
emolument of the same value, immediate or 5. The quantum, if not determined by any
nearathand. suchjustand inflexiblestandard,would be
By it,no increasewouldbe giventoappro- requiredto be determinedby the individual

priate'aptitude:eitherina directway,orin willofsome otherfunctionary.Inthiscase,
an indirectway, by increasegiventocompe- thedeterminationwould be much more arbi-
tition, trary, than when, as in the case of disloca-

4. The reasons against it present themselves tion, the question is--whether a man shall, or
as not differing materially from those which shall not, be deprived of the who/e. The eye
have place, in the case where, instead of con- of the Public-Opinion Tribunal would not be
tinuance in the office, dislocation out of it by so jealous and watchful in this case as in that.
resignation has place : that is to say, in corn- 6. In this case, misdirected sympathy, real
pliance with request made by the person him- or pretended--regard for the happiness of the
self, as per Section 15, Remuneration, Arts. few, at the expense of that of the many--
37, 38. would, in the situation of locating patrons, be

5. On the occasion of his biddings under the for swelling the demand, and working, to this
evuniar_/vompetitioa principle, he will be at end, upon the sympathy of others. For the
berry, of coats% to stipulate for an eventual purpose of engaging sympathy in support of

provision of this nature, ff in his judgment his excess, a commonly-employed notion is--that
interest will, by such an arrangement, be lore- a sort of moral merit is manifested by the em-
ponderantly served, ployiug time and labour in the service of the

public, in contradistinction to the service of
Ia_truct_onal. _l?atiov_natic¢. the individual. Erroneous and fallacious is

ART. 13. Should any, and if any, what, in- this notion. Naturally small and altogether
crea_ be in this case given to remuneration, incalculable exceptions excepted,--no more is
at the expense of the public, on the account the good of the public service taken into the
of le_h of service, in the official establishment, calculation of him who gives his time and In-
taken in the aggregate _. bour for what he gets from it, than by him who

Answer. Reasons for the negative, gives his goods for what he gets from it. But,
The same as those which apply to the case, supposing that it is, the smaller the remunera-

where, as per Art. 12, the situation continued tion he receives at the expense of the public,
in is a _ingle situation, separately considered, the greater is the regard he thus manifests for

_t_o_inati_e. the good of that same service.
7. The annexing to official situations re-

ART. 14. Should any, and if any, what muneration to any greater amount, than, in
increase be in this ease, given to remunera- ' the estimation of the individual functionary
tion, at the expense of the public, on account ! himself, is needful, is, in the breasts of patrons
of length of continuance in life, or say lon- more likely to have had self-regard than beneo
gevity _ volen_e for its cause, and is sure to have a net

Answer. Reasons for the negative, balance--not of benefw_rwe, but of maleflwnr%
1. With no material difference, the reasons for its eft'eel.

are those which have place in the case of con- 8. It would tend to people the establish°
tinuance in the service, as Per Arts. 12, 13. meat with individuals, who, at entrance, were

2. To those, to whose interior dispositions more advanced in life,--to the exclusion of
and exterior circumstances any such distant those less advanced : and, in that way, to give
increase is adapted,--means of producing the not only useless, but worse than useless, in-
effect are open, other than that of a provision, crease to the expense.
appointed, as in the case here in question, for 9. The less the pecuniary provision exacted
all persons without exception, as well for those by the proposed functionary, at the expense
to whose case it is notp as to those to whose of the public, as necessary for his exigencies,
case it is_ adapted. --the greater will be the quantum of that
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wldch he lms alre_y of his own: and the
greater thereby his pecuniary responsibility, to .Ratloclnatlve. Im_tru_ionaL
the purpose of eventual satisfaction_ for loss ART. 20. Question. To what end this seeu-
o_asioned by him to the service, rlty for despatch 1

10. The greater the provision for eventual Answer. Reasons--
addition on the account of length of ape, the 1. To prevent the supererdinate functionary
more efficient would be the tendency of the from suffering vacancies to continue unfilled
system to people the establishment, with indi- for indefinite lengths of time, and thereby suf-
viduals, absolutely or comparatively, destitute fering the functions to remain unexercised_
of responsibility in the pecuniary sense, and the business to be either put to a st_nd_

or exercised by functionaries, whose responsi-
Instructional. bility to the Public-Opinion Tribunal is dimi-

ARc. 15. Lovable who. To the Legislature nished, for want of its seeing in what manner
it will belong to consider--in what, if in any exercise is given by them to the powers, which,
subdepartments, and in each subdepartment, in fact, arc exercised by them. As to this
in what official situations subordinate to that matter, see Section 17, Art. 31, as applied to
of Minister, the principles, applied as per See- the situation of Minister.
tion 17, Lovable who, to the situation of Miifis-
ter, will be applicable with beneficial effect; Instructional.
and, in each instance, with what, if any, modi- ART.21. On the occasion of the filling up
fieations: regard being had, in particular, to of situations, become, from whatever cause,
the exemplification given, in Art. 15 of that vaeant,--questions which will naturally pre°
section, of the groups of talents necessary to sent themselves for considerAtion_ are the fol°
the apt performance of the businesses belong- lowing--
ing to the several subdepartments. [ 1. The situation--shall it devolve, as of

:Enavtlve. t[course, upon the Depute permanent of thelast occupant _.or, upon one, and which,--ift

ART. 16. Locate3 how. Exceptions except- there be Deputes permanent more than one _-
ed, as per Sec,tion 17, Located how, Art. gl,_ ] 2. The qualification examination, the resul_

as to every situation subordinate to that of t of which, as per Section 16, Art. 17, every ad-
_,iinister, the initiative function will be exer- [ mission into the list of locables, and thence
cised by the Minister, the consummative, as / every admission into the Official Establish-

per Section 17, Art. 21, by the Prime Minis- I merit for the first time, has had forits efficient
ter. cause---shall it be undergone anew,--by what-

soever candidates, for location in the recently
Enactire. vacated office, there may be _.

ART. 17. To this ease likewise applies the 3. The pecuniary competition, if any, which,
provision made by Section 17, Art. 22 to 29, in the instance of each official situation has,
of the temporary initiative function exorcist- on the occasion of the first location therein
hie in consideration of distance, made, had place, between the successful can-

didate and his competitors--shall it, antece-
Enactive. dently to the filling up of the vacancy, have

ART. 18. To this case likewise extends the place anew._
provision made by Section 17, Arts. 31, 32, for 4. ]Pro_otio_--in what shape, if in any, can
securing the filling up vacancies. For this it, and shall it, in this case, have place _.
purpose,--in the present ease (so also in that
of the day, on which the location instrument 2_atloci_atlre.
is delivered in at the Prime Minister's office,) ART. 22. Question 1. In this department,
recordation will thereon be made, under the I in any instance, on a vacancy, shall the situa-
conjunct signatures, of the person by whom t_tion devolve, of course, upon a Depute perma-
delivered, and the person by whom receired. _nent, without power to the Minister, to make

Enactive. any other choice !
Answer. ]_easons for the negative.

ARC 19. After the day, on which location, l. The obligation which would thus be ira-
consummated by lapse of time, _as place, as per posed upon the Minister, would not be eompa-
Seet.17,Art.31,----thelocateewillnotbeliableto tible with the need there is for the arrange-
be dislocated by the Prime Minister, otherwise meet, by which, as per Section 25, he is ren-
than subject to the limitations attached to the dered in a greater or less degree responsible
dislocative power, by Section 21, Ojopression for the conduct of his subordinates.
obviated.* 2. Unless some particular reason to the con-

trary presented itself, whether in disfavour of
a Depute, or in favour of some lovable person

Note, that the particular securities.,given,yh other than a Depute,--_ Depute would be the
the_e two Articles, 18 and 19, should, m Sectmn person towards whom, in the first instance,
17, Located how, have been applied to the location the eyes of the Minister, in his character of
of Ministers themselves, locater would naturally direct themselves.
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The greater the advantage thus possessed by
the Depute under a system of free choice, the Instructional. l_atlo_natlre.
less the advantage that would be secured to ART. 25. In this way alone can appropriate
him by securing to him the succession to it, to provision have place, for the case where the
the exclusion of free choice, vacancy leaves, in the situation of Deputes,

3. Under a system of free choice,--the whole persons more than one; for, in this way alone,
number, of the persons, whose names have --to wit, by the course taken by them respec-
place on the locable list, will, at all times, re- tively as to the affording, or forbearing to af-
main, as under all eyes in general, so in parti- ford to him this information,---can the locating
cular under those of the locating Minister. Minister obtain, for the guidance of his judg-
Should any other person, whose name is on ment, such lights as (they being the most in-
that list, present himself to the conception of structive which the nature of the case affords)
the Minister as possessing appropriate apti- it may happen to him really to desire. In this
tude in a degree superior to what has been way alone, can the tutelary influence of the
deemed to have place on the part of the De- Public-Opinion Tribunal, as applied to the so-
pure---the Minister's responsibility, as above, curing of appropriate aptitude on the part of
will operate on him as an inducement to the functionaries belonging to the classes in ques-
giving to such more apt candidate the prefer- tion, be maximized.

enee. Instructional.

Instructional. Ratiocinative. ART.26. Note, that the situations to which
A_T. 23. Question 2. The Qualification exa- the question bears reference, cannot be any

winatlon--shall it as above, be in any case others than those which, as per Section 16,
repeated ! If yes, shall the repetition of it be, Locable wh_, Art. 15, are situations of talent:
by the Legislature, ordained to have place in applied to situations of mere trust, the result
all cases,--or should power without obligation of the operation would be time and labour ex-
be given to the minister for the repetition of it ? pended without use : of any imposition of

.,4ns_eer. To the Minister's having it in labour, in the shapes in question, on candi-
every instance in his power to receive the in- dates,--the effect might be--a reduction more
formation which would be furnished by the or less considerable in the number of those
examination in question, there seems no pos- who would otherwise take part in the pecu-
sible objection: by him, in his situation, no niary competition; and thence an increase in
sinister advantage could be derived from it. the expense.
The interest of the public requires that, for
the guidance of his judgment, he should be in Instructional. l_atiocinatire.
possession of the completest stock of appro- ARc. 27. Question 3. The pecuniary eom-
priate information obtainable : and, for his petition, shall it, in these same cases, or any
possessing it, this is the most effectual, if not and which of them, be repeated ._
the only adequate means. The only danger to .Answer. l. The result of pecuniary yore-
be apprehended, is--his not giving to this in- oet_tion being, with relation to the locating
strument of instruction exercise so frequent as functionary,--in the same manner as the in-
the interest of the public would require, formation afforded by qualification examiua-

tion,--instruetional merely, not obligatory,--
Instructional. it is accordingly as completely free from ob-

ART. 24. Note, that, for enabling the locat- ieetion as that has been seen to be.
ing functionary to give to himself this informa- 2. The minimization of the expense,--or at
tion,---no additional judicatory, and thence no :he worst the proof that in that line of im-
considerable addition to delay and expense, _rovement the utmost that can be done has
would be necessary. UnderSectiou 16,Loon- been done,--is a beneficial effect, which,
ble vho, the Qualiiieation Judicatory will be long as no preponderant evil has been shown
in existence, and periodically at work, for the to have plaee_ will suffice to decide in favour
purpose of giving admission into the Locable of this ease.
list. In this state of things, candidates for 3. Were any objection to be found that could
admission into the vacant situation will, if not apply to the _lmission of the pecuniary com.
prohibited, be at liberty to aggregate them- petition,--it w_uld be removed, by the consi-
selves te the body of examinees, for the par- deration of the inadmissibility of any eompre-
po_ of making m_mifestation of their respee- hensive arrangement, by which, on the oeea-
live degrees of appropriate aptitude. Having sion of a vacancy, the location in it would he
it thus still in their power, some there will secured to the occupant of the situation next
naturally be, who, if they see a probability of below. To establish as a general rule that_
thereby eclipsing the Depute or Deputes be- in all branches of the civil, as well as in the
longing to the several situations, will, of their two branches of the military service, superi-
own accord, subject their own aptitude to this ority of grade shall be accompanied with acor-
fresh test; and, to this number, an express in- respondent superiority of emolument,--would
citation, given by the Minister, might have be to establish a system of boundless waste.
the etrect of making addition. ' 4. In this or that station in this subdepart-
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ment may be seen a situation of talent, to ]bution necessary to be made in military sltna-
which, by reason of the smallness of the num-/ tions may, in the way of contrast, throw some
bet of persons possessed of adequate appro- _light. In the Army service, it is of necessity,
priate talent necessary, and the magnitude of [ that power, and thence grade, should rise in
the remuneration obtainable in the same line [ proportion to extent of command, as deter-
of art and science from service to individuals, I mined and measured by the number of indivi-
--it may be necessary to attach emolument to t dual functionaries subjected to it. Confusion
an indefinitely large amount : next above may and anarchy would be the result, if a fnn_-
be a situation, to which no such superiority of tionary having under his command a compa_
talent being necessary, but which, being a ratively larger number--say a thousand men
situation of high trust, with or without inci- --were subjected, constantly or incidentally,
dental patronage, might find persons willing to the directive function of another, having
to fill it, for the sake of the power and honour, under his command no more than a compara-
with emoluments in small quantity, or even tively smaller number_--a hundred men for
without any. example. Superiority of grade and power

thus keeping pace of necessity with extent of
Instructional. Ratiocinative. command,---and in a stipendiary army, emo-

AnT, 28. Question 4. .Promotion. Con- lument to an amount more or less considerable
sistently with the above-mentioned proposed being an essential and inseparable feature,--
arrangements,--so far as regards service other addition to emolument--an addition keeping
than military, can any such system or practice pace with addition to grade and power,--was
as that indicated by the word promotion be an obvious and natural accompaniment, and
with propriety said to have place _. hitherto has perhaps universally been an actual

.An.nrer. It should seem not. Reasons. one.
1. The objections which, as per Art. 22, in- It follows not, however, that, even in that

hibit the necessitating the location of a De- line of service, it is a nerzzsary one in the gene-
pure into a vacancy created by the dislocation ral nature of the case, howsoever in the in-
of the Principal, apply also to this case. stance of this or that particular political corn-

2. They do so with increased force. For, reunify it may have been rendered so by local
be the situation what it will,--evidence, more and temporary circumstances. Even when
probative, as to appropriate aptitude of the not combined with pecuniary emolument, or
functionary, will have been afforded by the with the matter of good applied as matter of
manner in which he has performed the bust- reward, in any other shape,--po_rer has its
hess of the situation in question,--than any value; and, as has been shown in Section 17,
that can in general have been afforded by the Located how,--is capable of operating, not only
manner in which he has conducted the bust- as an inducement, but of itself, as an adequa_
hess of another and subordinate situation, the and effectual one, to the application of time
business of which may happen to be in any de- and labour, to courses of operation, to which,
gree different, but for the inducement, they would not he ap-

3. To any degree of extent it might happen plied. But, of the adequacy of the mass of
--that, in the scale of directive power and cor- inducement in one shape, the consequence is
respondent superordination and subordination, --not needJ'ulness, but _¢d/essness of induce-
-in this or that instance, the higher grade meat in any other shape.
would, to persons in general, all circumstances If, in any one instance_ military subordina-
considered, be not so acceptable as the grade tion has place without being accompanied with
next below it in that same subdepartment, or emolument in any shape,--this one instance
even a grade inferior to the next below it. suffices to prove, that, in that line of public set-

4. It would be a negative upon spontaneous vice, no such corre$t_ondent superiority in the
migration, and upon the transference of a func- scale of emolument, is matter of necessity; and,
tionary from a situation in one snbdepartmeat, of such gratuitous service, the examples are
to a situation, which, though it belonged to an- numerous and extensive. The result, there-
other subdepartment, might, on good grounds, fore, appears to be--that, of the degree of coro
be deemed more congenial to his faculties as respondency which has hitherto had place, the
well as his inclinat.ions; and, if the inhibition cause is to be looked for--rather in habit, and
were not thus all eomprehensive,--to reduce the propensity to imitation, tha_ in the neceso
it within the most apposite bounds, would he- sity_of the case.

eessitate asystem of complicated arrangements, Instr_wtional. I_tioclnative.
euch, that the evil, produced by the complica-
tion and the addition thereby made to the bulk AnT. 30. If to necessity, it is to necessity
of the rule of action, would outweigh the ut- in another shape--it is to necessity of a local
most possible good producible by it. and temporal character--that, in the case of a

stipendiary Army and Navy,--more partiou-
Instructional. l?_atiocinative, larly a stipendiary Army,---the customary all-

ART. 29. On the nature of the distribution comprehensive corregpondence between alti-
propor to be made, of power grade and emo- tude in tlm scMe of power, and altitude ha the
lnment_ in non-military situationsf--tbe distri- _le of emolument: is to be attributed, ta

t
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this or that country--whatever, at the time in Instructional.
question, were the proportionsf--ff an arrange-
ment were expected to be made, for reducing, ARt. 32. Like as between the fabricational
to a certain amount, the scale of emolument,-- and the empt_onal modes of procurement, anta-
the proposed conjunct scales of grade and gonization, as per Section 4, Functions in all,
power remaining unredueed,--res_nat_on, to Arts. 45, 46, has place,--so may it as between
an extent having the effect of di_solution----re- fabrication on government account, by fabricat-
signation, or even revo/V--might be the consc- ing functionaries, oeeupyinga permanently, and
quenee. (repeal excepted) perpetually, established situ-

To the case of non-military functionaries, ation in the official establishment, and funs-
however, no such danger applies. The conse- tionaries occupying situations not continuing
quence is--that, to the complete disregard of any longer than till completion has been given
symmetry--as exemplified in a mutual eorre- to this or that individual work. Regard being
spondency in the three scales of grade, power had to circumstances local and temporary, to
and emolument,--no objection on the ground the different natures of the services in the
of nece_ity, has place, several subdepartments, and to the situation

Instructional. ._xemplificational. in each several subdepartment_---to the Legis-lature it will belong,--in relation to any such
ARt. 31. For elucidation, a glance at an works as may come to be proposed,--to deter-

arrangement, made in Russia by Catherine the mine, to which of the two modes of procure-
_ond, may perhaps, on this occasion, have its ment to give exercise.

use. From the military situations, analogy Instructional. _Exemplifivational.conducted her, or her advisers, to the non-
military : and, a scale of superiority and in- AnT. 33. Of such antagouization, examples
feriority in rank, with or without correspon- are the following--
dent subordination and superordination in re- 1. Fabrication, or say construction, of
spect of exercise given to the directive fune- bridge over a wide and rapid river.
tion, was the result. It was borrowed (it has 2. -- of an under-ground tunnel, especially
been said) from the practice of some other state if under water.
or states in her native country--Germany; but, 3. -- of navigable vessels on the old aeeus-
by the conspicuousness of her situation, her : tomed plans, for war purposes.
name has been stampt upon it. 4. -- &steam-boats for non-military, as well

Be this as it may,--in two respects it was a as military purposes. By survey taken, of the
system of no small importance : beneficial, to branches of art and science brought to view in
a considerable extent, it was and is ; maleficial Section 16, Lovable who, other examples might
to a much greater extent. Beneficial, inns- be found.

much as it is, in its nature, a vast source or Inaructional.
mine of hope. So many situations in the whole
Official Establisbment,--_o many objects of de- Ant. 34. In this or that instance, what may
sire, endeavour, competition and hope, open, as happen, is--that, where, for the exercise of the
at first sight might appear, to the entire of one lubricative function, mlpermanent situations
of the sexes, and thence it might seem, to one may be most eligible,---for the exercise of the
half of the whole population. Here, then, was custoditi,ve and reparative, the exercise of per-

good, placed within possibility of acquire- manent functions, in relation to the same sub-
ment, before the individuals in question, con- jeer-matter,--and thus the institution of per-
sidered in their individual capacity. But, by manent, and even perpetual situations,--may
it was maximization given to the quantity of be necessary, or at any rate, preferable.

the matter of good, applicable in the shape of InstruaionaL Ratiocinatlre.
matter of reward, which, by misapplication,
operates, and continues to operate, as matter AnT. 35. Under a form of government, of
of corruption, placing within the hope of every which comlption is the main instrument, and
individual of the male sex, the capacity of under which, on the part of superordinates,
serving his own particular interest, by contri- appropriate aptitude is, in a proportion corre-
buting, to the sacrifice made of the universal spondent to the degree of it, rare,--both the in-
interest, to the particular interest, real or sup- elination and the ability to make apt choice
posed, of the Monarch, by the maximization
and perpetuation of arbitrary power in his s__tial nature _ be .found " An_ogy being .onn
hands._ of the great instruments m me nana ox m_ent_vu

• _ .............. genius,---and, this being an application of analog T
This system of arrangement may perhaps _rve, upon a widely-extended scale_--the system of ar-

in some sort, for the exemplification and elucida- rangementsdedueed from itwas so far good in theory.
tion of the distinction and alleged opposition, so ! But, an adequately dose and separate examination
often alluded to, between theory and pratt/co: that _ of paxticulaxs---of the particular arrangements cora-
ls to say, in so far as the notion and the language ] prised under this general head--was wanting ; and
is anything better and other than a fallacy, era- ] therefore it i8, that it would be found (it is believed)
ptoyed for the ]mrpose of oppo_ the shadow of I bad/n pract/ve. For the grounds of this opinion_

aa objee_m, in the cue where none, of any sub- [ see A_ 28, 29a 30.
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being a_cordingly rare,---succession, determin- ' same power as to the augmentation of the
ed, in ordinary cases, by seniority in offwial emolument received by _t subordinate. Any
aye as eontradistinguished from natural age,---- such power will he sure to be employed for the
may afford a less bad chance for appropriate benefit of the superordinate ; and, in case of an
aptitude on the part of locatees, than would be antagonization, will he little less than sure to
afforded by an habitual exercise of the power be employed, for that purpose, at the expense,
of unrestrained choice by superordinate loon- and by the sacrifice, of the interest of the pub-
tots, in whose instance, to such their power, an lic service.
unrestrained and irresponsible power of dislo- In_trua_onaL
cation is conjoined.

AnT. 39. No need is there for any such aag-
Inst_io_w_. Ra$ioeinative. mentation, but for obtainment of extra-merit;

AnT. 36. In such a state of things, succes- and when it is for that purpose that it is given,
sion by seniority, as above,--with correspon- it is for that purpose and on that account de-
dent augmentation of emolument, on such terms claredly that it should be given ; not on the ac-
es above,--is, on several accounts, obviously count of length of continuance either in life or
beneficial to the particular, personal, and sinis- of Government service. :Bounty, on length in
ter interest of the locating Superordinate. either track, is prohibition of extra-merit. The

I. It gives proportionable increase to the reward that should have been appropriated to
value of his patronage, axtra-merit, a man gets without it : and, in

2. It gives proportionable increase to the proportion as this has place, labour and self-
power and efficiency of allec$ive* corruptive sacrifice in the endeavour to make proof of
ini_aence, extra-meritwouldbe thrownaway. SeeSee-
_.It givesproportionableincreaseto the tion15,1_emunerat_ou,Art.37: and Section

power and efficiency of _ntimidative corruptive 25_ Securities, &c. Art. 13, Extra de._patch.

influence. .Enavti_e.
If suspected of want of devotedness to the

will, declared or presumable, of the superordi- ART. 40. Exceptions excepted,--in every
natc,--the subordinate, if not dislocated, may, subdepartment, disloeable are all subordinates
at any rate, without scandal and censure by by the Minister,--subject to restrictions, as per
the Public-Opinion Tribunal, remain unpro- Section 21, Oypressivn obeyed; also, by the
rooted, several authorities by which the Minister is

Under a form of government, of which eor- dislocable, as per Section 18, :D_slocableI_o_j
ruption is the essence,--power, through what- Arts. 4, 5, 6 ; but, for reasons, as per Arts. 7, 8,
ever channels it runs, having been converted 9, 10, not by a Judge.
into peison,--there and thence it is, that for
appropriate aptitude, as between choice and .Enactive.
lot, lot would afford the least bad chance. Art. 41. Exceptions are as follows:

1. The several grades in the Mili,tary branch
Instructional of the Army Minister's subdepartment : as to

ART. 37. For obtainment of ordinarily me- which, see Ch. xi. MINisvzss SEVERALLY,Sec-
ritorious service,--no need nor use is there for tion 3, Army Min_er.
augmentation of emolument, on account of, and 2. The several grades in the Military branch
in proportion to, seniority in age, natural or of the Navy Minister's subdepartment, as to
official : no more than, for the obtainment of which, see Ch. xi. Section 4, Navy MiniVer.
commodities good in quality or cheap in price, In relation to these branches of the Adminis-
there is for paying for the same commodities trativeservice,separatearmsgementsaremade_
to a shopkeeper who is sixty years old, more as per Ch. x. De,essays FoRce.

money than to a shopkeeper who is but thirty Instr_tionaL
years old, or to a shopkeeper who has been
keeping shop for thirty years, more money than ART.42. Regard being had to circumstunees
to one who has been keeping shop for no more local and temporary,--to the Legislature it
than ten years, will belong to consider and determine, in what

eases to give, to a superordinate of a grade in-
Instructional ferior to that of Minister, the power of susp_d-

ART. 38. For ord_,narily meritorious service, ing a subordinate, on account of d_ta_w_ in
_an individual master may, in this or that in- face, until circumstances shall have render-
stance, have good reason for giving, to a ser- ed it practicable to take the decision of the
vantofhis o_,extra remaneration, onthescore Minister, respecting the exercise of the powers
of length of continuance in life or service. But, of dislocation, simple or modified : and this,
it follows not---that, at the expense of the pub- not only for this or that i,dividmal instance
lle, a superordinate functionary should h_ve the of misconduct in a determinate shape, but, in

case of need, for general deficiency of appro-

(zt//ed_) operating by inducementcomposed pri_te aptitude in any one of its shapes. See
of hope of rewardexpected, or gr_tltudeforreward Section 21, Oppre_/o_ obv/ated. Art. 48.
received. See Section 4, F_nctions in all_Art. 4L
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whether such establishment or institution is or
IastruvtlonaL .Ex_mplifi,_,at_onal. is not in any respect subject to the exercise o!

ART. 43. Examples are-- the d_rec_ire function of such Minister.

1. In the territory of a foreign state, sus- jExt,ositive"pension of a vice consul by a consul.
2. In a remote part of the territory of this AItT. 5. By an Eridence-]tolder, understand

state, suspension of a deputy commissary by a --any person, considered as having at his corn-
commissary., employed in the procurement, ous- mand evidence, or say information, the posses-
gady, distributions, and, incidentally, sale, of pro- sion of which is necessary, or in a preponderant
_isions or war stores, for the use of an army degree useful, to any functionary for his gnid-
belonging to the state, ance in the exercise of any one of his functions:

3. Or, in war time, in the territory of a fo- and this, whether the source of the evidence be
reign enemy, personal, real, or written: furnished by the

oral discourse of a person, by the appearance
SECTIONXX. of a thing at large, or by the appearance of that

particular sort of thing, by the appearance of
Insubordinatlon obviated, whxch, discourse in a written form is expressed.

As to Evidence-holders and their evldence_
Instructional. see Procedure Code under the head of Evidence.

A_T. 1. The Legislator will, on this occasion, Information, in so far as obtained by inspeo-
consider, whether, to the professional or say tion, is obtained by inspection of some source
military branch of the Army and Navy services of real or written evidence.
respectively, any, and if any, which, of the
arrangements brought to view in this section JEzl°°s_tive"
and the two next, to wit, Section 21, Oppres- ART. 6. By insubordination, understand
_4onobviated, andSection22,Extortionobciated, hereinafter--any act whereby wrong is by a
axe applicable with advantage, subordimttefunct_onary done to the public ser-

vice, by means of wrong done to some super-
Instructional. ordinate or co-ordinate functionary, in such

ART. 2. This section and the three next sort that disturbance, in some shape or other:
have for their object the giving,--to function- is given to _hc exercise of his functions.
aries of all grades, as per Section 5, in the
exercise of their several functions, as per See- E'rlJ°S_tire"
tion 4, and to the members of the community ART. 7. By quasi-insubordination, under-
at large--in a word to non-funvtionarles, in stand hereinafter--any act whereby wrong i_
their several capacities of suitors, insloectors, done, by a suitor, an inspectee, an evidence-
and eridence-lwlders,--security against such holder, or an individual at large, to the public
Wrongs as they stand exposed to at the hands service, by means of disturbances given to the
of each other ; as well as to this branch of the exercise of some functions of some functionary
Government service, against such wrongs as it t as above.
is exposed to at the hands of persons ac_g in }

E_7_ositice.
these several capacities. ]

Expositive. _ Alvr. P.. From insubordination, quasi-insub.ardinatwn differs in this particular. The suitor,
ART. 3. By a suitor, understand---any per- ] inspectee, or evidence-holder, not occupying

son, who, in virtue of any business which he _any official situation under Government,--an_,
has, with a functionary belonging to any sub- t wrong done or endeavoured to be done by hha
department and acting as such,--has need of I in the business of the subdepartment, cannot
any act or forbearance on his part : whether it be obviated by dislocation, as in the case of a
happen or not to such suitor to attend, or to functionary, occupying, as such, an official

have need to attend, at the official residence situation under Government.
of such functionary. Expositive.

Exposltive. ART. 9. To the exercise of any function of
ART. 4. By an Inspectee, understand--any any functionary, disturbance is capable of being

person, whose conduct, in respect of some con- produced in any one of the modes following_
corn he has in the management of some estab- 1. By personal annoya_we, or say by vexa-
lishment, orinstitution, privateorpublic, placed rich, corporal or mental, in such sort that, for
under the inspection of the Minister of some a length of time more or tess considerable, it is
subdepaxtment in this same Administration rendered either utterly impracticable, or to &
departmentf-is thereby in that respect placed degree more or less considerable, less easy, for
under the inspection of that same Minister; him te act with due effect in theexereise of such
and this, whether the establishment or institu- his function. As to the several modes of vexa-
tion in question is or is not, in the whole or in tion, corporal and mental, see the Penal Code.
part_ carried on at the expense of the state or 2. By operation, performed on some ot_er
any district thereto belonging: and thenco_ i person or some thing, in such sort that the
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exercise of the function in question is rendered of Government, no open security can the people
impracticable, or less easy as above, have against the most excruciating tyranny,--

3. By non-compliance with some mandate thence it follows that, if they have any, it must
or requisition which, in virtue of his official be a secret one: and by the mere suspicion,
situation, the functionary is empowered to ad- even supposing it groundless, of the existence
dress, and does accordingly address, to the dis- of any such institution, some check, how inade-
¢_¢r_ as above, quate soever, may be applied, to a tyranny to

l_tlo_inati_e, which there would otherwise be none.
Tyranny would be banished from the earth,

ART. ]0. Under this Constitution, whatse- could it but once be sufficiently known, that
everbetheestablishment,institution, orfounda- rest is everywhere banished from the pillow
tion,--and howsoever_rieate,--in no way can of the tyrant.
any interest which is not sinister be served,
by screening it from public inspection, per- .Expo_itire.
formed through the medium of the authorities Ar_T. 13. Of establishments or institutions,
hereby for that purpose constituted : always perpetual or temporary, which, being, in whole
understood that, in relation to such establish- or in part, maintained at the expense of indivi-
meat, institution, or fuundation, the inspective duals, singly or in numbers, or of bodies corpo-
function is not, in the hands of those same rate or unincorporated other than the Govern-
authorities, accompanied by the directive fune- ment,--may, as above, present an adequate
tion, or by the dislocative function_ simple or demand for their inspection by the Minister to
modified, whose subdepartment they respectively belong,

instances are as follows :
P_atiocb_at_re. 1. Indiqenve Rel_f and Health subdepart-

ART. 11. If altogether exempt from inspec- ments. Establishments or Institutions, hav-
tion, as above,--any establishment, and, by ing for their object or say end in view, real
means thereofi the founder or founders and or professed, the relief of indigence, absolute
their successors, might give an effective force or relativ% with or without labour: for ex-
to regulations repugnant in any degree to the ample, 1. Almshouses : 2. Workhouses : 3.
greatest happiness principle, and to the ordi- Hospitals.
naaces of the state. For, no otherwise than 2. Education and IIealth subdepartments.
by appropriate applicatmn of the matter of Establishments or Institutions as above, having
punishment and reward, can effective force be for their object or end inview, rcalor prefessed,
given to any imaginable regulation. But, who- the instruction of individuals, of whatever age,
soever, for the creation, preservation, or exten- in respect of any beneficial a_uirernent, on any
sionofanyinstitutionorestablishment, attaches part of the field of art and science.
a fund to the support of it, makes to that pur- 3. Health snbdepartments. 1. Hospitals. 2.
pose a correspondent application, of the matter Dispensaries. 3. Medical Museums. 4. Lec-
of reward, to the purpose of securing, on the tareships.
part of all who share, or look to share, in the
reward, conformity to the regulations, what- ,ExposStive.
soever they may be, by which the act of foun- AnT. 14. By a subordinate, in relation to a
dation is accompanied or followed : of the supererdinate of his of any grade, an act of
mutter of reward, application is thus made insubordination is capable of being committed
avowedly and under that name : of the mat- in any of the three modes or shapes, in which,
ter of punishment, not less effectually, though as above, an act of quas_-insubordination is
not under that name : for, of the various modes commissiblc, as above, by a non-functionary, in
of punishment, subtraction of the matter of relation to a functionary.
reward is one; and, whoso, subject to any such Itismoreover commissible bynon-compliance
subtraction, gives his acceptance to the re- with any direction, delivered to him by the
ward, renders himself thereby subject to the superordinate in the appropriate exercise of
correspondent punishment. And in this way his directive function.
it is,--that, under the wing of any dominion, a
dominion still more powerful than itself, is, Enactiv¢.
but for appropriate precaution, liable, at any AnT. 15. Remedies in the case of _z/-
time, and anywhere, to be established, insubordination.

In a ease in which the functionary., to the
t_atiovinative, exercise of whose function disturbance is

AnT. 12. If, under a representative demo- offered, is a Minister,--the _ys/cal remedies
¢racy, any secret establishment or institution applicable on the spot will be the same as
is thus, in u greater or less degree, pernicious those applicable on the spot by a Judge Ira-
and dangerous, and at the best needless and mediate, in the case of the like disturbance to
useless,---in a still greater proportion is it the exercise of his functions: as per Ch. xii.
salutary, supposing it capable of subsisting Jvwct,xlaY COLL_rIV_V_ Section 11, ,S_dativ¢
under an absolute monarchy, or aristocracy, or fu_vt/on.
a mixture of both: tot as, under such a form
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very lowest pitch at which it has hitherto been
I_ruct/onaL customarily placed under the best constituted

AnT. 16. For prevention of disturbance pro- Governments.
ducible in any other less effective mode, wilt be
provided an appropriate set of rules. Title of Enavtive.
these rules--" Rules for the deportment of _uit- ART. 21. For remedy, in case of non-corn-
ors, and other _on-functionarles present on the plianceou thepart of an _lrtspectse,---a Minister,
occasion of exercise given to the functions belong- acting within his subdepartment,--subject to

tO any of the several o_cial situations:" or, the operation of the securities against oppres-
r shortness, Rules for the deportment of non- sion and depredation as per Section 21,---has

f¢nctionari_ in their intercourse with rune- power, in case of necessity, to employ physical
tionaries, in the several Administration sub- force: in the first place upon things, and, if by
departments. If, by the circumstance of any resistance rendered necessary, against persons.
particular subdepartment, any special altera-
tion from the tenor of the above general rules .Enaetlre.
shall appear to be called for,--such alteration ART. 22. For remedy, in case of non-corn-
will accordingly be made, to wit, by omission, pliance on the part of an .Evidenee-holder,--a
addition, or substitution, as the case shall have Minister, acting as above, and subject as above,
been deemed to require, has the same powers, as, by Ch. vi. L_ISLX-

Expositive. rvnE, Section 27, Legislation lnquiry Judi_a-tory, are given to the Legislature ; and by Ch.
ART. 17. These Rules of deportment onthe xii. to Immediate Judges : for details, see the

part of suitors towards functionaries, will con- Procedure Code.
sist of such of the Rules styled ]_ules of good
behaviour, good manners, good-breeding, or de- Enactire.
corum, as apply te the species of superiority AnT. 23. Against insubordination, committed
which, in this case, has place, and is necessi- in any one of the shapes, in which, as above,
tated by the nature of the case. quasi-insubordination is commissable,--reme-

dies employable are the same as in that ease.Instructional.

ART. 18. Tothese Rules execution and effect Instructional.
will be given, in the first place, by the power ART. 24. To the Legislature it will belong
of the popular or say ,noral sanction, as exer- to consider and determiue,--te what grad¢_ if
eised bysuch persons, to whom, in the capacity any, subordinate to that of Minister, shall, in
of In_pecting members of the Public-Opinion the several subdepartments, be imparted the
Tribunal, it shall have happened, by presence benefit of the securities hereinafter afforded
or otherwise, tohavehadcoguizanceofthefacts, against disturbaRce and non-compliance, on the

f nstruvtional, part of Suitars, [nspeetec_, and _Evidence-hotder$.

An_. 19. On the occasion of the drawing up _Enactive.
of those rules, the legislature will consider and ART.25. In case of non-compliance, on the
determine--whether, in the case of any, and if part of a subordinate, in relation to a direction
any, of which of them, for the better securing delivered in the exercise of the directive function
of execution and effect thereto, the force of the belonging to his oifice,--to every superordinate
legal sanction shall in any shape be applied belongs, subject as above, to the provisions of
as, for example, by moderate penal fine orim- Section 21, Oppression obr_ated, the power of
prisonment, or rather, for a first offence, exchi- suspension: also, to the appropriate superordi-
sion or suspension from the right of being pre- nate, the additional powers of unmodified dislo-
sent in the character of Inspecting Visiters, as cation, transferencetoanequalorinferiorgrade,
per Section 21, OTpression obviated, and Sec- orsteppage of promotion: and ineaehcaseexer-
tion 25_ _curitiesfor apTroprlate attitude, cisable either definitively or for a time. For

remedy to mis-exercise of these several powers,
Instructional see Section 21, 01ppression obviated.

ART. 20. In this as in other cases, on the
character of the system of Judic.ial procedure S_czmN XXI.
will depend, in considerable degree,whether,-
in the case where the legal sanction, with the Oppression obviated,
judiciary authority for giving execution and
effect to it, shall be employed,--good or evil Instructional. ExTo_i_re.
shall be preponderant: if in its several shapes ART. I. Relation had to the business of the
of delay, co,ration, and expense , the mass of evil several departments of the Oj_clal Establish-
opposite to the co/intern/ends of justice be mi- ment, and to that of the .,4dmi_istrative De-
nimised,--theadvantage, ofmaking application partment in partieular,-.-persons at large, re-
of this power to the purpose and the occasion, quire, on various occasmns, and for varmus
will be much more unquestionable, thanwhere purposes, to be distinguished from each other,
the magnitude of it is left to stand, even at the into non.f_nctlonariesandfunc_ionari_: so_I_
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afan_t_r_esinto those who, in relation to one C_ t. Alleged oppressee" a _/t_.. Ex.
other, are superardinate$, subordinate.s, and amplse--

vo-ordinate_. By the constitution of human ha- ] 1. On the part of the alleged oppr_sor,tare, persons of all these several classes stand refusal or omission, to render an otficlal service.
exposed to suffer wrong in all shapes, from hu- on the occasion in question, due to him.
man agency: at the hands of every other, each 2. Needless suffering, inflicted on him on
one: and, through the medium of such private any such occasion, in the shape of dday, vexa-
wrong, or in a direct way, so does the public at rich, or expense.
the hands of every one 3. Needless and ungrounded contempt or

Instructlonal. Erposltire. disrespect, expressed in relation to him ; towit, whether by discourse or deportment.
ART. 2. Correspondent to wrong done to a 4. Any other wrong or wrongs, which the

functionary, and thence to the public service"-- suitor may prefer submitting to at his hands,
if by a functionary inferior to himself, is, as rather than be subjected to sufferings such as
above, Section 20,insubordi_lation: if by a non- the above.
functionary, quasi-insubvrdination : correspon- 5. Wrongs, exercisible by contravention of
dent to wrong done to a functionary by a func- the Rules o/O[fiv_al J)epartme_, as per Section
tionary superior to himself, or to a non-func- 20, ]_ubordb_ation obviated.

fionary by a functionary of any grade, by means _Exlgos'_tice. .Ex_q_lificat_onal.of the power belonging to him as sueh,--is o]9-
pression. In the case where, and in so far as, AnT. 6. CASE H. Oppressee, an iu._pectee.
oppressio_* has profit for its fruit, it is vxtorti(m: Examples--
profit, pecuniary or quasi-pecuniary--money or 1. Usctess or needless suffering, in any shape,
money's worth, inflicted on him, on occasmn of the process of

Instructio_al. inspection : of whatsoever nature the subject-
matter of it, if a thirst, may happen to be : the

A_:. 3. Against insubordinat_ot_, provision subject-matter, if one, damaged: subject-mat-
is made in the section last preceding : against ters, ifdirers, damagedorthr(_wnintoconfusion.
oTloression at large, in this present section: 2. I_ro.fit-exti_guishi_gdiscl(_sure: disclosure
against oppression in the particular shape of made--of a beneficial process in manufacture.
¢xtortion, in the next. or plan of management in commerce, not oh-

Instructional. .Expositive. tained without expenditure of time and capi-

ART. 4. Take any human act whatsoever, tal, but productive of, or pregnant with, net
--in so far as oppression is the result of it, the profit, the amount of which would be lessened,
agent is an oppressor, the patient an oppressee, or the source of it altogether dried up, were

Persons, who, on the present occasion, are the same process employed by other persons,
Considered in their capacity of becoming op- by whom the expenditure had not been shar-
vressors, are--functionaries belonging to the ed : the disclosure being accordingly followed
Administration Department: all persons so byextinctionofprofit_asabove_inconsequence
situated, and no others, such competitmn.

Persons liable to be rendered oppressees are For other examples, see above, Art. 5.

--I. non-functionaries; II. functionaries: non- Ext,ositlre. .Exemplificational.
functionaries, in their several capacities of, L
suitors; H. inspectees: HL evidence-hulders-- An_. 7. CASE m. Oppressee, an evidence-
'as per Seetmn 20, ]nsubordi_ation _viated_ holder. Examples--
Arts. 3, 4, 5, byall functionaries;) functionaries, . l. The evidence, personal evidence, or(dty
by their re§pective superordinates, to be elicited : tbr the extractmn of _t, the er/-

Oppressed by a superordinate, any subordi- deduce-holder subjected to forced attendance
nate functionary is liable to be, in any one of from distant parts, with uncompensated ex-
three ways : to wit. 1. in his capacity of suitor, _ pense ofjoarneys to and fro and demurrage.
having need of intereour_ with the superor- ; 2. The evidence, epistularily, to be ehcited:
dinate, in the same manner as a non-function- ' for the extraction of it, the erJdence-holder
ary ; 2. by abuse of the snperordinate's direc- ! subjected to the obligation of furnishing more
tivv power ; 3. by abuse of the superordinate's ] or less lengthy written answers, to correspon-
dlslocative power, simple or modified, as per i deutly long strings of questions.
Section 18, Dislocctble how, Arts. 1, 2. I 3. The evidence, real evidence : for the ob-

Abuse of power may he either positive or I tainment of it, the e_idvnc_-holder subjected to
negative: positire is committed by mis-exercise; , the burthen of a more or less protracted course
n_- at_ve, by non-exercise, where exercise is of search, inspection, and examination, ibllow-
due : _on-user is among the terms employed ed by the burthen of reporting the result : also
in English-bred law, and is applied to power; travelling, the source of the evidence being ira-
and, still more extensively, to rigl_t at large, moveable, for instance, an edifice or tract of

land ; or if maveable, bringing it or sending it
.Expositive. Exemplifieatianal. to the official residence.

A_. 5. Follows exemplification in the 4. The evidence ready written: necessary to
above-mentioned four several cases, the exhibition of it_ a more or less protracted

VOL. IX. U
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course of search, examinations and methodi-
zation. In each ease, the evidence either use- 5Enaetice.
less or needless : or the burthen to the indivi- ART. 11. Follow, in the several eases, the
dual not adequately compensated by payment directly-al_plyin 9 remedies.
to him, or benefit to the public. CASEI. Alleged oppressor, a functionary

.ExpositOrs. Exemplificational. of a grade infer£,r to that of Minister.Power, in this case, to the alleged oppresses,
ART. 8. CASE IV. Oppresses, a .fiotction- to pre_br lfis demand for redress, either to the

ary. For examples of oppression, which _h,_c- ordinary Judicatory,--or to the Minister, to
tionaries at large are exposed to at the hands whose situation _hat of the alleged oppressor
of flmctionaries at large,--see those which is subordiza_te.

lion-functionaries are exposed to, as per Arts. l_nactire.
5, 6, 7. For examples of oppressedncss by
abuse of disloeative power, see the several ARt. 12. In so far as is necessary for giviug
modes thereof; as per Section 18, l)islocable execution and effect, to redress, at the charge
how, and the articles which here ibllow, of the alleged oppressor,--invested, in this

Note, that by oppression at large, if not suf- ease, is the 2"_linister,with the powers and eb-
fieiently obviated, the effects of dislocation,dis- ligations attached to the situation of a Judge
honour excepted, are not incapable of being i immediate, with right of appeal, on both sides,
produced : rather than endure any longer the [ to the Judge appellate.
vexation he is subjected to, the re_lgmttion of t
the oppresses is tendered and accepted. On I .Enactire.

the occasmn of the oppression, this re.-ult may i Aux. 13. As in the case of the ordhmry per-
have beenin contemplatimb and have operated mancnt Judicatory,--power and obligatmn to
as the final cause of it. the Judge of this occasional and transient Ju-

dicatory, to administer satlsftctlon,in whatever
.Expos_tlce. shape it is provided by law, in case of oppres-

ART. 9. So much for the di_rder--its sion at large, for damage, in whatever shapes
shapes_ authors, and patients: now as to reins- I resulting, from the oppression ; and this,

t whether to the oppressce_ or_ through himj todies.
Case L Oppres_ee, a non-funaionary. Reme- i any other person.

dies applicable in this case are either--1, gene- I z_nactive.
rally applying ; or 2. specially applying. By /
the qenerally apavly_na, understand those which ] AnT. 14. So likewise to subject the oppres-
app'iy to oppression, I)._whomsoever, on whom- I sor to dislocation, slnq_le or modred, as per
soever, exercised, and are furnished by the Section 18_191stocabl_how.
l_enal Code, and applied by the judiciary au- Enactire.
therity. By the spec_allq ajoplyin,.t, under-
stand those which apply to oppression, in no AnT. 15. Of hL- own motion,--or at the
other case than where filnctionaries are the instance of the complainant, or the party corn-
oppressors, and the authority by which the re- plained agamst,--power, in this case, t*)this
reedy is applied is---not the Judiciary authori- same special Judge, to call in, or say inrole,
ty, otherwise than as called in and employed the assistance of the Judge imo*cdlate, of the
in aid of the Administrational. sub-dlstrict, within wlfich the official re_-ideueeof

the functionary complained against, is _ituated.

1::xpos_t_re. _ati(_einatl re.
ART. 10. The specially applying remedies,

are either--], direc21_ ayplyinq; or 2. _ndi- ART. 16. Reasons, purposes, and uses of
rectly apt,lying1. ]ty the directty applyin.q, un- such invocatbm. Examples--
derstand those which are constituted in the l. Obtainment of evidence, at the hands of
ordinary mode, to wit, by prohibition, and eridence-holdcrs, in relation to whom the spe-
ars specially applying no otherwise than be- cial Judge ha_ no t ridencc-dichat'w_ Fewer.
cause, instead of those alone who belong to 2. Avoidance of the appearance, or suspi-
the Judiciary Department, the functionaries cion, of undue furour or di_t'c*cour.
by whom they are applied, are those who be- 3. Increase green to the publlcit_ of the pro-
long to the Administration Departme_at, with ceedings : thence, to the security against any
or without aid from those belonging to the deficiency of appropriate aptitude, in any par-
Judiciary. By the bMirectly al)plying, under- tieular, on the part of the special Judge.
stand such as are applied otherwise" than by Enact_re. 17at_oclnat_ve.
prohibition and judicature, applied, as above,
to the abusive act. They will be seen to con- ARt. 17. By the Judge invoked, as above_
sist chiefly in the applying to this purpose the --as well as by the Judge invoking,--will in
power of the Publio-Opinion 7_ibunal,_and thi._ case be exercised the several elementary
for the use of that as well as to the legal tri- Judicial .functions, as per C_t.xii. Section 9,
bunals, providing appropriate evidenoe and Judges' .Elementary l'_nctions: the ultimate
means oflmblicity, im_wrativc function excepted. This will be
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exercised by the special Judge alone : RE_so_ and arbitrary mode, a determinately and judl-
reslavns_bility undivided, cially-grounded mode of procedure, is through-

.E_cecti_e. out, substituted.

ART. 18. CASE II. Alleged oppressor, a Instructional. ExposYire.
.Minister. Special Judge in this case, the ] ART. '2,1. As to the above Rules of deport-

intent, for the more effectual comprehension
Primeea_e_asMi_izter'perArt. 15.P°wer of invocation in this 1 of them, take the analysis, following :

I Rules.--1,of purely self-regarding prndenee;

F, nactire. --2, of extra-regarding prudence ;--3, of nega-
ART. 19. CASE ItI. Alleged oppressor, the tire effective benevolence;--4, ofpositire effec-

Trlme Minister. Special Judicatory in this tire benevoleuce:*--under one or other of
cise, the Legislatlon _Pena/,Iadleatory, as per these four heads, may be ranked every rule,
Ch. vi. Section 28. by the observance of which increase can be

given to the sum of human happiness: call
Enactive. them Rules of Eth ic_,+ or say, Morality, rightly

ART. 20. I_*directly-applyln 9 remedies, in under_tood.
these cases, are as follows :

1. _l_ules of deportme_t for functionaries : Insteuetiomd. Expositire.
analogous to those applied, as per Section 20, AnT. 22. Of these four sets of rules, the ag-
I¢tsabordinatiou obviated, Art. 16 to 20, to the gregate may again be distinguished into two
situation of non-fuuctionaries having need of groups : the first, c(*mposed of those, in re-
efllcial intercourse with a functionary, gard to which, for securing observance to them,

In the case of the .Arn_y and Navy sub- the sanctions belonging to the Pe_tal Code may
departments, respectively, whether any, and be employed with advantage: the ethers, of
what variation should have place, the Legis- those in regard to which those same sanctions
]ature will consider and determine, cannot be, or at any rate, at the time in ques-

2. Enumerated cases for secrecy excepted, tion have not been, so employed.
publicity of all otficial intercourse between
functionaries and non-fimetionaries. For archi- I_st_-uction.al. R,_tloeinatire.
teeture adapted to these two opposite purposes, ART. 23. Rules, not thus advantageously
see Section 26, A re]t_t_ctural _trrau.qeme_ts. enforceable as between individual and iudivi-

3. In the audle_ce chamber of each Minis- dual taken at large, may be thus enforceable,
ter, and that of each functionary his subordi- when applied to the conduct of persons,
nate, of every grade,--m situation and eharae- brought rote a state of constant and inevitable
ters conspicuous, suspended by the side of contact with each other, by their particular
the table of l_ufes of dep(_rtm_.nt for suit_rs, correlative situations. The reason is--that,
&c., a table exhibiting the 1:ales of d,7_ortmeat , in this latter case, a _croJt:l, which, as between
as above, for j)tnct_o_mrles. ]n many points, persons capable ofkeepingthcmselvesseparate
the two sets of rule_ will coincide : in some from each other, would be of little or no ira-

points, they wilt diverge, portance, may, by means of such constant and
4. As in the proceedings of the Judicial De- inevitable contact, be rendered an instrument

partment, as per Ch. xii. Sectmn 14, and Ch. of constant and intolerable annoyance.
xxi. JUD1CIAltY REGISTI_.AR_, Sectb_u 5, Minu-

ration how,--as in the public, so_in the secret Instructional.
audienees, minutation and registration apldied ART. 24. Between the respective fields of
to everything that passes. See Ch. _'_. See- these two sets of rules, the proper place of the
tion 21. line of demarcation depends, in no small de-

S. As in the Judiciary Department, so in gree, upon the state of the system ofjudiclal
this,--securities the _ame for clearness, correct- proc.'dure. The less the quantity of factitious
ness, relative vompleteness, and thence undecep- delay_ vexation, antt expense, engendered by
tlousness, in the eridence so elicited, it, the less will, in this case, be the evil of the

6. As in every justice eha_rtber, so in every i remedy which they are respectively calculated
administration fitnctionary'.¢ audience chamber_ i to administer, and the slighter the disease to
_the sort of reaister styled an Incidental Corn- [
plalnt-Book, as per Ch. xii. Section 18, will ! * Note that, to exTrew_ what xs here e_pres._ed
be ready tbr the reception of any complaint, by effective benevolence, the single mt_ t_enevo-
whmh, at the clmrge of the fimctmuary,--the ' lence would not have sufficed: for, by bene_oiecava
suitor_inspectee,or evidence-holder_ as the case i al°ne, no contribution can be made to happiness:
may be--may think fit to make : or, at the ! nor would benefwgnce alone, because beneficence
charge of the non-functionary, the functionary, i may, to any extent, be exercised, without a pa_i-

7. _l'nus, as m judicial business, as per Ch. ] cle of benevolence: by pecuniary expenditure it ac-
xii. JU_)_CI_RY COLLECTIVELY_3_Ild Ch. xvii. t cordingly is thus exercised, and to an amount cot-, respeoding to the quantum of such expenditure.
JUDICIAL INSPE_'ORS_ and the correspondent I ¢ More significant than :Ethics, were it equally

Procedure Code,--so in administration busi- I familiar would be another appellation of Greekness,--to the hitherto customary, ungrounded_ origin, Deonto/agy.
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which application may be made of it to ad- i Code qf flood mariners, in one article--Article
vantage. : 30th---of those same Articles : and is in these

I_truetional. t wor,t_--
" Whatsoever commissioned officer shall be

ARt. 25. In the Procedure Code belonging i convicted before a General Court-Martial, of
to this present Constitutional Code, evil in ] behaving in a scandalous inJhmoas manner,
this shape is endeavoured to be minimized, such an is nnbccomlnc./the character of an off(-
In the codes of several nations, and in that _f : cer and a gentSm,tl_, bhail be discharged from
England iu particular, the endeavour has been , our service : Provided, however, ttmt in every
rather to maximize it, and has been but too ! charge preferred against an officer for such
extensively successful : expense has been scandalous or unbecoming behavtour, the fact,
maximized for the sake of the profit, offieml, i or frets whereon the same tsgrounded shall be
and professional, extractible out of it : delay i clearly specified."
and vexation increased ibr the maximization

of the expense. I ]_t_,tructioua[. lri+ttiocinatire.
ART. 29. In and by this exposition, such

Ii+stract_onal. as it is, is plainly enough meant to be expressed,
ART. 26. As for the rules of purely self-re- the sub._tance of' the above-mentioned r_l/es of

gartiina prudence, +xtra-rcq_rdin+l pruJ,_,ce deportment, an applied to the ('lass of function-
and p_,sltire e_ectice beneco/eace,--they belong ames there;n men(tuned. To the ordinary ju-
no( to the present occz_mn. As to the rules dlcatorie%--in tbeir stationary situations, and
of I_c:7tttlre efTectlre bet_crJence.--many, which, with their endlessly-protracted courses of pro-
under a system directed to the end_ of justice, eedure,--of nv such indeterminate and un-
might be enforced with advantage,--and, in particularized ru!es could the enforcement
domestic procedure, with a success proper- have been committed, with any sufficiently-
(toned to the degree of appropriate aptitude, grounded prospect of preponderant advantage.
on the part of the domestic legislator and To the extraordinary:-_dicatory, to which, as
_udge, actually are enforced with advantage, above, the enforcemen, of them is actually
--must, under a procedure-*ystem directed to given, yes : for, an in otb._r countrie,, so even
ends opposite to these of jug(ice, be left unen- in Eugland, whatsoever, if any, may have been
forced, and wron,j in the several corre_pcml- the imperfections in the or_,auization of that
ing shapes left unopposed, and by any tbrce extraordinaryjudieatory, to no ends other than
othcr than that of the pop+dar or n+ora/sane- thuse of justice can the procedure system at-
tica, unrepressed, tached to it ever have been directed. Never,

like the system, organiLed for aud by+the or-
JTnstruetion,d. _.xen_plificational. dinary judicaturie_-,--never has it been di-

Art_. 27. The distinction thus brought to rected to ends diametrically opl:.,site to the
view has not altogether escaped the obser_a- ends of justice : maximization, to wit, of the
tion of the authors of the existing codes. The wealth, power, and reputation of lawyers, of-
service of the two military subdepartments, ficial and profi, sMonal, at the expense, and by
--those, to wit, of the Army an't Navy Miuis- the sacrifice of the comfort and ,eeur_t of the
ters,--beiug that in which the contact between rest of the ct*mmumty.

functionary and functionary is, in the highest Instruetio_al.
degree_ close and constant,--and moreover,
the quantity of miscbief liable to be t,roduced A_T. 30. If, in the practice of these mill-
to the public serrice by mutual and unredr_¢ed tary Judges, instance¢ efa contravention of
wrongs, greatest,--endeavours, more or les_ the rules ofjast_ce are ever produced, it is by
successful, have, in the correspondent pares of favour or disfavour, by hope or t_ar derived
the aggregate code, been directed to the .*e+ from d+_taut sources: it is not by masses of
pressiou of such comparatively petty wronz_, fees, the enormity of which, asia English non+
the repression of which was not, as it seemed_ mihtary judicature, r_ses in regular proportion
called for by a_y such necessity, in the case of to the enormity and constancy of the habit of
any other subdepartment, contraventiot+, as applied to the very rules,

the contravention of' which the judges in
Instructional. question pretend to be eudeavouring to pre-

Art_+ 28. Take, for example, in English vent,

practice, an ordinance, to which, for the pur- Instructional.
pose it++question, a place is given in a 2][o_t-
archic(dly-estal_lished (bde, styled the Mrt_eles Ar_. 31. Inadequate as is tbe above-exhi-
of D'ar, which,--with the addition of the bited skeleton, in the character of a substitute
annually enaetive Parliament,tril.q-_ _tablished to a Cb_/e offlood _a(tnners, such as legislation,
Cod_, styled the Mutin._ _ct,--const_tutes the in its present less immature state, might be
whole body of the regulations, by which the capable of providing,--there seems little doubt
_tipenditrry functionaries belonging to the of' its ha_ ing answered its purpose in practice
Army axe governed, with a considerable degree of efficiency. OF

It is comprised--the whole of it---this same such a result the _maliness of fl.e number nf
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prosecutions that have ever occurred under has business. Rcmedies_ direct and indirect_
1these same .,4rtleles u.f IVar, compared with will accordingly be the same.
the length of time, and the numher of the per-
sons subject to them, affords no inconsiderable L"_mctice.
presumption. True itis---that,bytheunwieldi- ART. 35. Solikewise, when the power, tl'e
hess of the judicatory in this case,--and, in abuse of which is alleged, is the power exer-
particular, the difficult), of getting together cised by the exercise of the d_revt$ve function.
the required number of judges--the tbrce of
the presumption is somewhat lessened: but, E_act_re. Instructional.
in addition, comes the general propriety of the AnT. 36. Remain, the remedies to the abuse
deportment, on the part of the funetionarms of ! of the power exercised by the exercise of th_
this class, as compared with tbat of individuals I dlslvc¢*tD'e function.
of correspondent rank_ taken at large. 1. ]Jic, ctly applying remedy in this case,

right of complaint exercisible as per Articles
Instructional .I_ttiocinatlce. . 12 to 19; but, as to satlsfactmn by relovation,

AIry. 32. As to the two corresponding Codes the power, it' exercised by a Judge ordinary,
of _o,,d manm'rs here spoken of_ neither of recommendatory only--(as will be seen)--not
them can be in_erted here. t°_easons are as im_oerative.
follows-- 2. Indirectt!l applying, the same in this case

1. For any such minute details, the Consti- as m that :bnt, in tins case, with the addition
tutional Code is not, it should seem, the proper ' of the preliminary fixation, of the authorities,
place. ] by winch alone the several modes of disloca-

2. Scarcelyis the art-and-science sufficiently tmn shall respectively be exercised.
in advance fbr the exhibition of them.

3. To a more or less considerable extent, JEnnet'tee. 161tiocbmt_re.
variations weuht be indicated, by the diversity AnT. 37. For the purpose of hcaring the
of sentiments, manners, and .customs, in difib- i complaint,ex-epti.ns excepted, the Judicatory
rent regions and commumties. ' employed will be that of the metropolis.

4. As the public mi_,t matures itself, tbe _. ll_as,,n. In that situation will naturally be
matter of prir, tt,', will be removed into the ! fbnnd tbe best instructed sectmn of the Pub-
field of pohticaI: dco_to!,,jy. + ' lic 01_i++'_on-7"ribuna! , and thereby the most

} eificacmns security against abut.
Inztruct'w_al.

AnT. 33. Of the comparatiwdy broad fen- I Instructional. Rat'wciaatlve.
tures, by which, to the purposes ,t sa(_sr_tct'wn :. ARt. 33. But,forsavingexpens%vexationand
and punishment, at the hands of the ordinar// delay, or even for avoidance of partiality, and
judicature, delinquency,iu its coar._.er and mo¢_ thus misdeci_-ion or nondecision_--it may hap-
prominent shapes, is characterized,--no ado- pen that a Judicatory, preponderantly prefer-
qnate portrait--no adequate set of definitions able upon the whole, may be tbund in some
--is a_ yet to be seenin the ('ode of any nation : other subdistrict. Consideration had of all
till these have been settled and delineated, as circumstances, permanent and temporary,--to
in the Penal connected with the present Con- the Legislature it will accordingly belong to
stitutional Code, they are endeavoured to be,-- determine, what if any exceptions to establish :
scarcely, in the minds of public men, will ap- I mad whether actual, by exercise of its own im-
propriate aptitude be sufficiently ripe, for the i. mediately applying authority, or eventual by
adequate performance of' the still more dell- the giving powers to that effect to the Prime
eate and difficult task_ brought to view as M_nlstcr, or the Justice .3lD, i._ter, or recom-
above, memting the cxerci-_e of such powers to suc-

Euact'_ve. Instructional. ceeding Lea_slaturcs.

ART. 34. C.*sn II. Oppressee a functlon- Evactire.

ary. He can be none other than a subordinate AnT. 39. For the f_rmation of the decrees
functionary; to wit, a subordinate, belonong &such dis]ocationJudicatory_optionalcourses
to the same subdepartmen.t, and subject to the arc the following--
power exercised by the exercise of his superor- 1. Confirmation of the act of dislocation,
dinate's directive flmction, simplified or modified.

In this eas% in respect of the need there 2. Declared forbearance to exercise the
will be fbr the subordinate to hold intercourse o#Snatlre function.
with the superordmate,--the relation of the For the distinction between the opinatire
situation of the subordinate to that of the su- and the imperative function in a judicial sens%
perordinate, is, as per Art. 4, the same as that see Ch. xii. JUDICIARY COLLECTIVELY, Section
of a suitor to any functionary with whom he 9, Judges' .Elementary functions.

3. Recommendation given to the dislocating

• [ Deonto/ogy] From the Greek--the branch of functionary,--to substitute_ to the mode of dis-
_,t'b-and-seience_ l_avlng for its subject-matter that location exercised, dislocation in some other
_hich, on each occasion, is proper to be dov-e, mode, mentioning what.
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hate happens to be, in such sort that, unless
.l?ztt_ocluat_re. the act of suspension could be exercised before

ART. 40. Uses of such recommendation are there was time for its being exercised by the
the following : Minister, irreparable" damage might ensue.

1. By the prospect of it, and the publicity See Section 19_ Suborclinat_s_ Arts. 41, 42_
attached to the procedure,--affording a seeu- 43.

rity against ungrounded, and insufficiently El_actire.
grounded, and thence oppressive, dislocation.

2. Affording to the dlslocatee the means of ARt. 48. Follows here an indirectly opera-
clearing his reputation from ungrounded ira- tire remedy. Exceptions excepted,--in no
putatioms, subdepartment is any act of dislocation, simple

l_at_oc_uat_re, as above or modified_ valid,---unless expressed
in and by an appropriate written instrument.

AnT. 41. The due exercise of the functions Name of the instrument--in case of simple
of a functionary would be liable to be much dislocation, a .I)i_locatlve, or say ])Lslocatio_t
impeded, if so it happened that be were unable I instrument: in each case of _wdiSgd di_]oca-
to give exercise to them without the instru- tion, the corresponding name.

mentality of a subordinate regarded by him as E:_actirc. .[r_struct_vnaL
relatively unapt : and, by the apprehension of
seeing himself laid under this difficulty bv this ART. 49. Exceptions excepted are--
or that subordinate ofhis, hisopera_ionsmight_ 1. The Army _ubdepartment, so far as
to an indefinite degree, be obstructed. I concerns the situations belonging to the miti-

Enact_re. .F:atioc_uat_re. tary branch of the service.2. The Navy subdepartment, so far as con-
ART. 42. But to no such recommendation _ cerns the situations belonging to the military

is any obligatory effect attached. I branch of the service.
t?easons. The inconvenient effects of which /, in relation to these situations, separate ar-

such attachment might be productive :--too ' rangements are made, as per Ch. x. DEFErCSIVg
obvious to need description, too various and . FoRce, Section 13, Military Judicatories.

numerous to admit of description here. I .El_actire.

.Euactire. _atiocb_ative. 1 AnT. 50. I. Shape, sbnTle dislocation. .Dis-
ARt. 43. In every such case, to the Minis- ! location instrument. Among the heads, under

ter it will belong_ either to give effect to such which the matter of this instrument is entered,
recommendations, as per Art. 39, or to adjust will be the following--
the matter by exercise given to the tran.cferen- 1. Time of the operation : desigm_tien made
tial function ; that is to say, applied--either of it, by mention of the year, month_ day of
to the subordinate functionary, or to the super- the month, day of the week.
ordinate_ as the case may appear to require. 2. Disloc_tee, who : his names--personal

and officml.
.Et_actice. 3. Dxslocator, who : his names--personal

AnT. 44. Simply dislocated, a functionary, and official.
of a grade subordinate to that of a Minis- 4. Supposed justificatirv cause of the dislo-
ter's, cannot be, by any person other than the cation : supposed justificative portion of the
Minister of his subdepartment: the Prime law: supposed justificative .faets_ with their
]klinlster, or the Legislature. application to the law.

5. Ecidenec, by which the existence of the
.Euactire. supposed justifieative matters of fact is sup-

ART. 45. Nor stopped in the course of pro- posed to have been ascertained: in general
motion, terms, brief indications of the source or sources

from which the evidence was obtailmd:--
Euactlre. sources; that is to say Ev'_druce-holder or

ART. 46. Nor, without his consent, trans- )tolders, who: evidence what--personal, real,
fcrred, either definitively or temporarily, to an or written, furnished by each.
office, either of an hfferior, or of the same, 6. Tim% as above, and down to the mlnut_,
grade, or even of a superior grade. Prom and after which it is intended that the

dislocation slmll be considered as having taken
.Enactire. l:_atioc_uatire, place.

Aa_. 47. Su.¢pended a functionary, may be, 7. Shape, in which the inaptitude, the exis-
either by his im_tediate superordinate, or by tence of which has been regarded as a euffi-
his superordinate of any superior grade, cient justifieative cause for the dislocation, is

._easons. 1. Responsibihty ofsuperordinates regarded as having place :--a deficiency to wit_
for subordinates, as per Section 25, _Securities_ in respect of appropriate aptitude in one of its
&c. four shapes : that is to say moral, cognitio_tl,

2. Distance of the spot, on which_ at the judichtl, aotiv_.:--probity, knowledge_ judgo
moment of supposed misc_nduet, the subordi- ment_ active talent.
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:Enactire. I seque_t suspension shall be for a term longer

than the first.AnT. 51. In case of deficiency in respect of Reason. Preventing the s_Wens$on from
appropriate cognitional, judicial, or aetive ap- t having the effect of di.qoeati,n, or being eon-
tltude, instead of an act of simple diJoc_tion, ,tinued tbr an inordinate length of time, by for-
emanating from the disloc_tb_.q functionary, getfulness, indolenc% or ill-wilL
may be employed an act of resignation, exer-
cised by the dislocate% with an act of accep- Eaactive.
tahoe thereto annexed by tile dislocator, a_ at- ART.56. Rule 2. On each such renewal,
tested by his signature ; in this ease, such re- add the justificative cause : and whether it be
s_.p_atiorzmay be assigned as the sole cause of tim ori.qi_al justificatlve cause as per Art. 54,
the dislocatmn:--in case of deficiency in re- or some fresh cause. Particularize, inthislast
spect of appropriate moral aptitude, resigna- cas% such fre.-_hcause.
tmn will not he accepted ; in this case the dis-
location will be statt, d as having had the de- Enact_re.
fieiency for its justifying cause. AnT. 57-. By any of the causes following,

_tlocin_t_re. the suspension will be terminated.
1. Failure of the renewal.

A_T. 52. By causes in great variety other 2. Failure of' the mention of the justificative
than inaptitude in any shape,--resignation is cause thereat'.

alike capable of being pl_duced. Examples 3. Failure of' sul'ficient _otification, as per
are-- Art. 54.

1. Ill health.

2. Better provision in some other shape. .Enact'lye.
3. Avoidance of separation from dt_mestic or ART. 58. In the ca_e of sa.ct,ension, as in that

oflmr social counexions. . of dislocation, added to the instrument will be
I an exemplar of the record.4. Disagreement with other person% func-

tionaries or non-functionaries, with whom the
nature of the resizner's business unavoid-' I_struvtional.
ably brings him iuto habitual or frequent con- ARe..59. To warrant dlslocntlon, the evi_

tact. I dense will need to be co_clusiw,: for suspea-
sioa, presumptive, or say susl)icion-inducing _

E_nct_ve. . may suffice.
AnT. 53. Added to the l);s!ocat;on instru-

vle_t, but on a separate paper, will be the El_t,ctir_.
_linutcs of the record, including the Erld¢nce, ART. 60. III. Shape, trace.cfore,re pcrma-

interior. Heads for entry,constituting the grmmd of the deere% in exe- i ne_*t,to a grade r_t " '
cution of which the Dislovatio_ i_strument has _matatis muta_dis, the same as in case of sire-
been signed.

Euacti_e. i pie d_sloeation, as per Art. 50.

ART. 34.II.Shape,s_pe_ien: hea<lsfor ART.61.IV. Shape,tra_sfereneetemporar_,
entries, as above. Examples-- to a grade not intbrior. "Heads for entr) _,

l. Time of the operation, designated as per mutatis _mttandi,s, the same as in case of sus-
Art. 50. pen_ou_ as per Art. 54.

2. Suspendee, who : as per Art 50.
3. Suspender, who : as per Art. 50. [_lstructional.
4. Justificative cause, as per Art 50. ART. 62. With or without bhtme on the
5. Evidence, as per Art. 50. part of the trausferee,--tran_ference, whetlmr
6. Time from which the suspension is to permanent or temporary, so it be to a not in-

reckon, as per Art. 50. ferior grade, may have place. For examples,
7. Time, at which it is to cease, as per Art. see the ease of resignation, as per Arts. 51, 52.

55, when, in case of renewal, the i_str_m_cnt Note, that inaptitude with reference to this or
of renewal will be delivered for the informa- that office, in tiffs or that sit,ration, may not
tion of the St_._r,e,_dee.This, upon the principle have place with reference to a similar office in
of theFut_re-c(m,m_icatic, n-secur_n_ arrt_qe, this or that other situation.
_teut: as to whicl b see the Procedure Code,
Ch. x. I_tr_ctioaaL

ART. 63. The c_e of a recent vacancy ex-
.l_netct{cc. _t_atiocln(ttlre. eepted,--transference of one functionary sup-

AR_. 55. Rules for the S_spender. poses simultaneous transference of another:
Rule 1. Take, for the duration of the sus- non-existence of detriment to the public ser-

pension, the least time which affords auy pro- vice behlg supposed, such transference, may in
miss of' being sufficient ; reserving, and declar- this case, have for its justificative cause, tna-
h_g yourself to have reserved, power of_mli- tual convenience.
a_todly repeated renewal_ yet sv that no sub-
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the publiclt_ given to the whole proceeding
E_active. will be maximized, as in the case of ordinary

AI_T,64. V. Shape, transference, permanent Judicial procedure, as per Ch. xii. JUDICI_.R¥
to an i_ferior grade. Heads for entry, mutatis COLL_CTIVI_LV,Section 14, Publ_clty_ &c.
muta_dis, the same as in case of dislocation_
as per Art. 50. _nactive.

ARt. 71. Cases for secrecy. Example--
,Enact_re. 1. War, existing or supposed impending.

ART. 65. VI. Shape, tran.cference tempo- To avoid furnibhing information serviceable to
rary to an inferior grade. Heads for entry, hostile purposes, on the part of an enemy, or
mut_ttis mutandis, the same as in the case of apprehended enemy,--the Special Judge or
suspension, as per Art. 54 : so, arrangements_ any superordinate of his may, in this case, le-
as per Arts. 55, 56, 57. care a _eeial Registrar. Of the proceedings

entry wall, in this case, be made in a special
]nstructional. _atiocinatire. )'!and secret Register, as per Ch. xii. Section 14,

ART. 66. Note, that by a familiar and sin- Publicity, &c.
gle-worded appellative--to wit, dqlradatlon,_
-- transference to an inferlor gTade m_ght have : ,Emlctive. ]_structional.
been designated. Reason for not empleying AnT. 72. Power to the Special Judge Ap-
it--Danger of a degree of opprobrh_m, more )e]late to inro'ke the assistance of the ordinary
tl.an snfficieut for the occa,mn and the par- Judge, or trat_/'er.to him the cognizance of
pose. Of such opprobrium, one consequence I the cause, as per Art. 15. Whether thispower
might be--in name, tra_ference: in effect, 'shall be given, the Legislature will consider
dislocation. By the neces,lty of passing his ' and determine.

time in contact with persons, to whose know- i Enaetlre.
ledge his punishment had been characterized I
by this word,--uncomfortable, in such sort and : ART. 73. Exeeptio_Ls excepted, in the sere-
degree might the situation of the intended ral cases following, exemplars of the Record
transferee be thus rendered, that di,loeation will be disposed of in manner following:
produced by resignation might, as a less evil, These cases are--
be embraceJ by him in preference. Inthis ease, l. Judicature, on complaint of oppression
to the loss of the official situatmn in questiou _at large.
would naturally be added the loss of all hope I 2 Judicature, for the purpose of warranting
of being placed in any otkcr, i the exercise of dislocative power in any one of

l_structional. Eal)ositlre. i its shapes,i' Judicature, on appeal, against an exercise of
ART. 67. Cases in which, transference, if ! transferential or say locomutatire power.

temporary, though it be to an inferior grade, t Modes of disposal will be the following--
might be a not inapposite punishment : Ex- 1. Kept in the office of the Special Judge)
amples-- one.

1. Offence insuberdination, by disrespectfid 2. Delivered to each of the parties, one.
deportment towards an immediate soperordi- 3. Transmitted to the office of everv fune-
nate in the subordinate's subdepartment : eb- tionary, if any_ superordinate to the Special
ject of the transference, satisfaction and pnni- Judg% one.
/ion for a course of contempt or disrespect per-
severed in. .Enact_re.

2. Or towards a functionary of a grade supe- AnT. 74. In the case of suspension, unless it
rior to his, in any other subdepartment or de- be at the instance of suspender or suspendee,
partment, exemplars of the suspension instrument, or of

the reeord_ will not be tralL_mitted to any other
Enact'_re. office.

ART. 68. VII. Shape, stoppaqe qfpromotion:
stoppage definitive. Heads for entry, _nutatis .E_eti_e.
mutandis, the same as in case of dislocation, AnT. 75. So, in the case of simple transfer-
as per Art. 50: s% arrangements, as per Arts. enee to an office, not inferior :--transference
48, 49. whether definitive or temporary.

.Enaotive. JEnactive.

.ART. 69. VIII. Shape_ stoppage oJ Fromo- ART. 76. So in the case of stoppage of pro-
tion: stoppage temporary. Heads for entry, motion.
mutatis mutandis, the same as in case )f sus-
pension, as per Art. 54 : so, arrangemaats_ as Instrgct/ona/.
per Arts. ,_5_56, 57. ART. 77. In the application made of the

matter of this and the last preceding Section,
.Enavtive. the Legislature will have due regard to the

Ar, r. 70. Special eases for secrecy excepted, circumstances tbllowing--
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1. Extent of the whole territory of the greater amount, to the Sdicitor$ (a class so
state, called of professional assistants) of the parties

'2.. Distance of the seats of the several offices on both sides, for attendances alleged to have
from the metropolis, been, at those same times, bestowed by these

3. Facility or difficulty of communication, same Solicitors: and, in this case likewise,
4. Smallness or magnitude of the number of known not to have been bestowed by any one

grades of subordination in the several subde- of them, by or for whom payment is compelled
partments respectively considered, for their so mendaciously pretended services.

In this way it is, that, in the constant and full
SEcrlo._ XXII. view of the English public, fraudulent obtai_.-

I n_ent is combined with, and aggravated by, ex-
.Extortion obviated, tortion : justice being to a certainty denied to

all who should refuse, or be unable, to eom-
"LTa]'°s_tlce" I ply with the demand : the victim not having,

ART. ]. By extortion understand, on the in any case, any possible means of escape. Of
present occasion, extortion, committed at the criminality in this double shape, the profit
charge of any person whatsoever, non-func- goesinto the pockets--in the first place of these
tionary or fimetionary, by a functionary be- subordinate Judges, and of their thus protect-
longing to the .ddudnlstration department, by I ed and even compelled accomplices, the ,_)/i-
means of the powcr attached to the official citors: in the next place, into that of the Lord
situation occupied by him, whatsoever it may Chancellor, by whom, for the extraction of
be. profit from this and other sources in such

disastrous abundance, a relative, or any other
Expositive. dependant or connexion of his, is, on each

ART. 2. If, by oppression or fear thereof, in occasion, located at pleasure: all this, without
any one of the four cases, as per Section 21_ so much as the pretence of application made
above exemplified, profit to himself or any of any test of appropriate aptitude, other than
other person is obtained by a functionary at the pretended judgment of the patron, to
the charge of any other person whatsoever,-- whom, were it only by want of time, the ac-
predatory opt,ression , or in one word extortion, tual exercise by it would be rendered pbysi-
is thereby committed, cally impossible.*

Thib enormity is matter of perfect notoriety,
Ext_°sitive" and out of all dispute. It has not mily been

ART. 3. By oppression at the charge of one denounced over and over again in various
person, extortion at tbe charge of another is publications, but--though without any the
capable of being committed : as where, to save least token of disapprobation, has, of necessity,
any person from ulterior oppression, another been exposed to view in the pages of a Re-
gives money or renders service in any other port, communicated to the House of Commons
shape, to the supposed eventual oppressor, or by a commission, composed of men appointed
to any other person on his account, by the present Lord Chancellor to sit in judg-

ment on the system of Procedure of which
Instruct_o_al. .Euaet_re. this practice forms a part_ and on his conduct

ART. 4. For the remedies, applicable, in the in the direction of it.
direct and general way to the prevention of Were it possible that prosecution should ca-
extortion, see the title thus denominated in the sue,--the defence (for no other imaginable
19enal ('ode: for those applicable in a less di- defence could there be) would consist in the
revt, and to a certain degree pev'uliar way, see extent, long continuance, and constancy of the
Section 21 of this present chapter, practice. The practice of poaching, and that

of smuggling, though neither of them so deeply
Instructional stained with immorality, are both of them still

A_v. 5. Of extortion and fraudulent obtain- more extensive, inveterate, and constant: but,
ment combined, an example, as striking per- among their accomphees, neither have the
haps as any that history ever did, or human Poachers, nor the Smugglers, men sitting in
nature ever could afford, may be seen in Eng- Parliament, to secure to them the continuance
lish Judicature. of the profit,--to secure them for ever against

punishment, and as long as possible from re-
JExempl_ficational. proaeh and ignominy; of ignominy at the hands

ART.6. By a species of subordinate Judges, of all men to whom justice is not an object of
styled Masters in Chalw.ery, acting under the either hatred or indifference.
Lord Chancellor, sole Judge of the highest
single-seated Jadieatory_ suitors are constantly
compelled to pay money, and to a prodigious * See this farther illustrated in Indications re-
amount in the whole, to the said Masters, for speeting Lord Eldon, voh v. p. 349.--E,d.
attendance alleged by them to have been be-
stowed by them, and known not to have been
so bestowed: at the same tim% to a still
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SEc"rlo_ XXIII. ion,--any person may, iu any public print,-
leaving with the printer, his name and abode_

.Peculatio_ obviated, in such manner as that communication may be

Expositive. sure to reach him, as per Procedure Code, _-address to the Minister any question tending
ART. l. Peculation is where, in an indirect to impute partiality on that account : and, to

way, a Trustee obtains, for himself or another, all such ,luestion%the Minister will either make
undue profit, in a pecuniary or quasi-pecuui- such answers as to him shall seem meet, or else
ary shape, at the charge of an intended Bene- abide all such inferenceb as may come to be
Jitee: producing thereby lo_, pecuniary or quasi- drawn from silence.
pecuniary, or sujferance in some other shape,
in maturer or quantity not intended by the law, JRat_od_at_ve.
by_ or in virtue of which_ the trust was created. AnT. 8. So it be but avowed,--from no such

Exposit_rc. connexion can any adequate reason be deducedfor inhibiting any such contract, or imputing
Artr. 2. The tru._t thus violated may be either improbity as of course, in respect thereof, to the

jorSrat_ or politlcal: political, it may be either flmctionary, or such his relativ% as per Art. 6.
public orsem_-pubtie. On the present occasion, The person, of whom it can be obtained best
trust in both these its branches is the object in and cheapest, is the person, of whom, in every
question : public, in so far as the loss, being case, the article ought to be procured : and, if
pecuniary or quasi-pecuniary, falls upon the between one dealer and another, there is not,
public at large : feint-public, in so far as it falls in these respects, any difference,--of which of
upon the population of this or that particular them the article is procured, is to the public,
class or district, and ought to be to the go_,erument, a matter

.Expositive. of indifference.

ART. 3. Of the modes, in which, by a I, erson, 17atioc_Lat;_e.

at larFe , undue profit may, in a direct and cri- i ARt. 9. .So it be but avowed and publicly
known,--so far from being conducive to pecu-

minal way, be made at the charge of another_ i lation_ a connexion of .this sort would ratherexamples are as follows :
I. Theft. be a security against it: for, by this means, the

2. Fraudulent obtainment, public eye winch, in the case of a per.-on not
3. Extortion. supposed to be thus connected, might remain
4. Robbery. closed upon the transaction, would naturally be

.Expositive. called t/_e.ftif wide opened to it.ART. 4. That which would be _P_atlod_ative.

committed at the charge of a person at large, A_T. ]0. Under these circumstances,--if a
is called embezz!e_Jwnt, when committed by a participation, in any such contract as that in
trustee, at the charge of an iatelzded bene.fitee, qaestflm, ought to be interdicted, even to the

E, Jpositire. Minister hlmself,--the proper ground for the' interdiction would be--not the danger of pc-
ART. 5. For the direct remedies against c_dation, but the draught, which a private

peculation, see the Penal Code, title .Peeula- business of this sort would naturally, if not ne-
tion: for i_dlrect, the measure_ of security cessarfly, be making upon him, for that time
brought to view in Section 7, _tatistic func- and attcntlon, of which, by acceptance of the
rich, Bis-section 4_ Loss-BooN. See also what office, he has engaged to transi?r to the public
follows. _erwce the whole benefit.

Enact_re. Tiatlocinat_re.

ART. 6. Whatsoever articles come to be A_T. 11. By any endeavour pretended or
procured for the public service, by exercise real, to apply a remedy in any other shap% to
given by a Minister, or by any subordinate of this ahvays impending disorder,--the disorder
his, to the provurative fun_tion,--if the person would not be lessened but increased. That
of whom they are procured be, by consangui- which a minister would naturally fear to do
nity, affinity, patronship on the one part, and with his own hand, no cause can he have Ibr
aspirancy on the other, immediately or inter- fearingthus todobyanother band. For all such

ventionally connected with such Minister,-- puqmses, relative situations are sufficient : no
the Minister will, in the instrument of con- concert being necessary, by no evidence need
tract, cause declaration of such connexion to he expose himself to be reached. In that st-
be attached to the other contracting party's tuation, a._ in every other,--without the most
name. flagrant and mischievous injustice, for no mis-

.Enactlre. I deed in which he had not been proved to have

participated, could any man be punished: for_ART. 7. Moreover, with respect to any sup ........................

posed but not generally-known tie of connex- I * Ch. viii. Section l _ ; see veI. it. p. 43.
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by punishment in any such case, the sense of Instructional.
security wouhl, in the breast of every person
who knew ofit, beweakencd, if not destroyed: ART. 13. As to $ituatlone of mere trust, in
in the fate of any man so punished, any other which the business consists in the receipt and
man would be apt to read his own. disbursement of money_--by the following

rules, unless for special and preponderant rea-
Ratioe_nat'_ve. son to the contrary, will the conduct of the

ARc. 12. On the other hand, against no such Legislature be guided--
disclosure as is here required, can any person 1. In the case of each such situation, _d_i-
feel reluctance, unless it be his wish and de- *)dze the quantity ofmo_iey, placed at the dis-
sire, upon a favourable occasion, to do or see posal of the occupant.
done the very thing--to be guilty or see others 2. Minimize the time during which it is left
guilty of the very crime--which it is the pur- at his disposal.
pose of the disclosure to prevent : and the 3. As a condition precedent to his location_
more ardent the desire, the more intense will, --require s_'curity ibr the eventual fortheom-
of course, be the reluctance. Functionary ! ingness of a sum, as near as may be to equality_
this desire---is it not yours .* Then what is it ' with the maximum of tim money so placed at
you can suitor by any difficulty opposed to the . his disposal.
gratification of it i "' But the imputation."., i 4. Such security may be composed--partly
Yes, if it were to you alone, but it is to the i of property of hls own, remaining at his own
whole species, without exception, that it up- i disposal, partly of property belonging to per-
plies itselfi Say you--" I am not as other : sons, consenting to become bondsn_e_l: bound_
men are_." Well then--if not, it is--not be- ' in case of deficiency, to provide, to an extent_
cause you are better than they, but because i in each ease limited, for the filling it up : or
you are so much worse. If. in your case, sus- it may be glven--partlyin the one shape,partly
picion is not necessary--necessary in exactly i in the other.
the san_e degree a_ in that of' the generality of 5. To the fact of his receipt of the money in
men--it is because it is so in a areater degree, each instance, give recordation,--togetherwith
This is what, by this very claim of yours-- whatever degree ofpublicit_ the regard due to
this claim of exemption and privilege--you _frugality admits of.
have proved. It is the very claim, which every _ 6. So, to the time and place of its being trans-
malefactor, if he saw any chance of its beiug ferred into his hands : w_th a sufficient deserip-
grauted, would be sure to make : and the more tion of the person, by whom it was so placed_
incontestiblv as well as the more atrociously i amt of the cause and pz_rpo$eof such transfer.
be were guilty, the more anxious would he be i 7. So, on its passing out of his hands,--to
to obtain it. Your wealth--your factitious '/ the time, canse_ and purpose of such its subseo
dignity--your political power--your power in quent transfer.
all shapes--is it on these that this claim of]
yours grounds itself'! Rightly under,toed.all i I_structional.
these are but so many bars to it. All these I Any. 14. For the exclusion of sinister profit
are so many instruments of possible delia- ' by public loss,--a consideration that will be
quency in all these shapes :--of delinquency, I kept in mind, is---that money's _rth--in all
in the case of every man, possible ; in the case i its several shapes, immoveable and moveable
of ever), man, more or less, probable. Thus, i --is more exposed to be made an instrument
from beginning to end, saith the Penal Code. I of such loss, than tno_e_ itself is : that, accord-
Yes: so says it everywhere : for if anywhere i ingly, generally speaking, in the exercise of
there be a person exempt from suspicion as ' the procurative, reparative, elim_natlve, and
being incapable of delinquency,--it is because venditi_e fanctions,--in relation to land, edi-
he is--not man, but God upon earth : which I rices, vessels, or goods,---more facility is afford-
being granted, that which in a man would be ' ed for such real-practice, than in the exercise
ter_nfl, is in this God exercise of right. To i of the receptive, custoditive, and transmissive
abuse power is, upon occasion, the wish of I lhnctions, in relation to raoney: in a word_
every man : the greater the power, the greater that peculation is attended with less difficulty
the facility he has for giving effect to that and danger than endmzzlement: on this, as on
wish, and therefore_ the more. not the less, other occasions, proportioned to the demtmd_
needful, is this and every other bar and check will be the Legislator's vigilance.
that can be opposed to it. The greater the Instructional.
power, the stronger indeed is the ground ....
the ground _.but for what! for suspicion and A_T. 15. Of the ways in whieh such sinister
precaution surely: for anything rather than profit may be made by a peeul#or_--ex_mplea
confidence. Are you sincere and honest _. You are as follows :
will now give up this exclnsive claim of yours: 1. Purchasing from • confederate or fit-
you will submit, with resignation, to the corn- vourite, he gives over value.
mon lot. Are you insincere and crafty _. Your 2. Selling to a confederate or favourite_ he
mask is now off_and will no longer serve your a_,cepts under value.
l_arpose. 3. In case of competitien between vender and
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vender, he over-rates the quality of the goods
tendered by a confederate; he underrates the Enaetiv_.
quality of those tendered by a meal dealer. ART.5. In Ch. xii. JVnlCIARYCOLLECTIV_Lr,

4. In ease of competition between pur- Section 19,.ludge's co_tested-irtterpretation-re.
chaser and purchaser, he assorts the articles, portinqfunction Section20,Judge'se_entually
in a manner suitable to the demand of the con- en_datice/'ul_ction,and Section 21, Judge's _s-
federate or favourite, unsuitable to the demand titire, or say e.recuti_n-shTyinff functio_, will be
of the competitor, seen the provision made,_br preserving the rule

Im_tructlonal. of actmn against deterioration ; and, in the u_e-
lioration-sug:jestirv functio_,allottedtoallfune-

ART. 16. By the united powers, of recorda- tionaries, may be seen the provision made for
tion, publication, and unrestricted interroga- securing the t)auno_tdon against deterioration
bility, as per Arts. 6, 7,---an effectual bar may, fl'om that source, and the continual mcliora-
in every instance, be opposed, to breach of tion thereof from that same sour,'e. _llutqt_s
trust in both those forms : improbability of ac- n_t,_Jdis, to the situation_ of the several Mi-
eomplishment, and probability of detection, nisters in their several subdepartments, apply
will concur in excluding the attempt, the several provisions therein contained : ex-

cept that the several reports will be trans-
SECTION XXIV, mitred through the office--not of the Justice

Mimster, but of the Prime Minister.

Legislation-regardb_g f_tuctlons. Enact_re.

.Enactive. Expositive. AnT. 6. To every administrative situation
ART. 1. Exercisible, in an appropriate seat, subordir_ate to that of Minister,--belongs the

in the assembly of the Legislature, by himself cow,tested inte_7_retatioJl-reporti_,y function, as
or a Depute permanent,--to every Minister, well as the melioration-su.q:lestire.
subject to the orders of the Legislature, be- Euactive.
long the functions following--

1..,drqumenta, tive function: exercised by ART. 7. To the Legislature it will belong
taking part in a debate on the same footing as to consider and determine,--towhat situations,
a member, it' any, shall be allotted, and through what

2. Initiatire function : exercised by making channels, as above, shall be excrclsible,--the
a proposition, or say vwtioa, in relation to any / preinterpretatice function, as per Ch. xii. See-

subject, in any shape. " ! tion 22, with reference to that portion of the3. _l¢,vspom*irefunction: exercised by an- matter of the -Pannomion which apphes to
swers given to all questions put to him by their several orifices.
members, or fellow-ministers, as abov% with Enactice. Iil_tructional.

the permission of the a,sembly. AnT. 8. ,So likewise, to what situations, if
El_aetire. JEapo._itire. any, the si_tltlve or execution-staying fanvtion,

AnT. 2. But, by no Minister, even though shall belong.
it be with the consent of the assembly, can the Instructional.

votative function be exercised : the function ART. 9. In SOdoing,regard will. in each case,
exercised by the delivery of a vote. be bad--on the one hand, to the quality arid

JEuactive. quantity of the irreparable evil liable to have

ART. 3. By himself or Depute permanent, place, for want of the exercise of this function;
" on the other hand, from the exercise of it: and_

every Minister is bound to attend throughout in both cases, to the degree of probability of the
the sitting of the assembly : to wit, in readi- result : to the end that thus on every occasion_
hess to answer queztions_ as per Art. 1. I evil may, in every shape, be minimized.

;Ena_ire.

A_T. 4. To the several Ministers as well as Sr_rto,_ XXV.
to Members, apply the several provisions in Sev_tritiesfor appropriate aptitude.
Ch. vi. L_SL_t'R_, Section 29,.Members' too- Instructional
tions: as also the provision made in C_. xi.
MI_ISTEnS"SEVERALLY,Section 2, Legislation ART. 1. Securities for apprapriate aptitude.
.Minister, for giving to the _Panuomion_-- Under this head_ subject-matters for consider-
through whatsoever channel the several por- ation are the following:*
tions of it may_ from time to time, come to be

* This analytic sketch should, by right, have
introduced_the benefit of the official experi- been exhibited at anearlier point of time : that is
ence_ and consequent appropriate aptitude, in to say, in Ch. vi. L_(_SLaTUR_, Sectmn 31, Se-
the department in question endeavoured to be cur/t_es,&c. But the conception of the draughts-
_eeured : whether it be the Legislative imme- man had not, at that point of time, received the
diately_or the Legislative with the intervention correspondent degree of extent and maturation.
of the Judiciary autharities_ as per next Article. In a work of this kind_ to no person assuredJ_
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l. Elements or branches of appropriate apti- ] named sevel_l san_ions, is applied to the pro-
rude, the existence of which, on the part of I duction of the effect looked to i_om these several
the functionaries in question, as on other oc- ] securitles:---person._ at large, members of the
casions so on this, is endeavoured to be se- ] political community, together with those of all

cured : Here, as elbewhere, moral, intellectual, I other communities_ considered as members of
and active : intellectual, including cognltio_al [ the Public-Opinion Tribunal; and the several

and _udi¢ial--knowledge and judgment. I superordinate iunctionaries, belonging to the
2." Motives, the operation of which, as on t several I_lal tribunals, judicial and adminis-

other occasions so on this, trusted to, for the trational, just mentioned.
giving effect to the securities here provided : 6..Purposes, to which, as designated by their
Desire of pleasure in all shapes, desire of ex- most extensive and comprehensive denomina_
eruption from pain in all shapes. For the tions-- that is to say, _J_aleficent modes of con.
several pleasures and pains, considered as ob- duct, in the prerentlon of which_ as on other
jects of desire or aversion,--and thence as occasions so on this, the operation of the secu-
_wtives, creative of correspondent i_,terc*ts,-- rities here provided, and the aptitude here
and as constitutive of the only sort of matter endeavoured to be ensured, are endeavoured
of which motives can be eomposed,--see ] to be employed :--1, m/_u_e of the official
b_pri_gs of.tlctio_t Tab�e--On col. l.) powers m question--2, _wnuse of those same

3. _at¢ctw:_s, or say ._ources, from which the . powers, in cases where the declared end in view
motives here employed take their rise: the popu- of the institution requires that use, and thereby
lar or moral, and the le:lal: to the popular, or right and ]_roper use of them should be made.
say _nor(d sanction, execution and effect being 7. Relative point of time, at or during which,
given by the 1)abllv-Opinion Tribunal: to the as on other occasions so on this, the operation
le(lal sanction, by the le.q_l tribunals : to wit, of the several efficient causes of security has
the several judlcatories, whose operation ap-] place:--l, a_teced_ntlal, 2, concomitant, 3,
plies to functionaries as well as nun-function- I consequential; relation had to the exercise
aries,--andbytheseveral administrationaland ! given by the several functionaries to their
rirta¢_l/._, judicial tribunals, whose operatiom-, I _cveral functions, in their several official situ-
pertbrmcd through the medium of the several ! ations. As to this, see m particular Ch. xd. Jrvr-
powers h_cative and di-_loeati_ e, is mostly con- Ii CIARYCOLLECT1VELY_Section 32, S:_._rities, &C.
fined to functionaries and iocables looking to !

I Instructional.become Ihnctionaries.

4. l>erso,s, to whose conduct, as oa other I ART. 2. To the Legislature _+ ,¢_11belong,
occasions so on this, for the purpose of scour- ! oil survey made of the several securities pro
ing, on their parts_ the exi._tcnce of the ele- I v_ded in the case of the situatmn of Member
meats of aptitude, or say the qual_cations, of the Legislature, as per Ch. vi. Section 31,
here in questmn :--on .for_ner occasions, the and that of Prime Minister, as per Ch. viii.
members of the legislative body, and the Prime Section 1 °, Securities, &c., Art. 1.--to consider
Minister: on the pre:ent occasion, the several --whether any of them, and which, are, with
Ministers, and their several subordinates, promise of benefit, applicable to the situation

5. Persons, by whose agency as on other oc- of Mmister.
casions so on th_-, the power of the above- Instructional.

can it be matter of _urpr_se--if hew, and it i., hoped, A_T. 3. Apply, of course, the securities
more cm'r.,ct views, and consequent demands for following--
amendment, slmuld, from time to time, bc seen 1. Registration system.
presenting themselves. In the coml_osit_on of the 2. Publication system.
present w()_k it has happened m some instances 3. Di_locability, by the Legislature.
that the time. at which the demand has presented 4. D_slocability,bytheconstitutiveauthority
itself, has been when the part in question of the 5. Responsibility, for insufficiency in the ex-
work has been still unprinted, and, by that means,
in a condition susceptible of correction ; to wit. in _ erci_e of the several functions--i_.formative_ iv.-
the mode, designated in Ch. vi. L_c,_s_,_TIVn,' dica_ive, and initiative: as per Ch. viii. Seetion
_Seet. 29, ._lembers' motwns, Art_. 5, 6. by the ap- 3_ ]_elation to tke Legislature, Arts. 3, 4, 5, 6.
penatlon of the ra_it*t,e. But, in the present in- 6. Di_locability_ for acceptance of any other
stance, besides the expense of time that might be office.

necessitated by the ,Teratmn of _-orking up the i 7. Disloeability, for acceptance of, any office,
matter anew,--tbe references antecedently made 7ift, or factitious honour or dignity, at the
t() articles destined for the section thus amended, i hands of any foreign government.
_'onld have been mi_numbered. Thence it is, that 8. Obligation to keep in exerci_ a Deputein and for this section, as well as Section 16 and
Section 17, the correct/v,_, or say directive m_*de,-- or Deputes, coupled with responsibility for
the mode employed by the insertion of added mat- their aptitude.
ter, is here eml,]oyed in preterence to the reedizive. 9. Responsibility for the aptitude of their
[In the original edition the supplemental matter immediate subordinates respectively_ as per

of Section 16 from p. _79 to P50`83, as well as that of Arts. 26 to 29, of this section.
Section 17 from p. '286 to 1_ u93, was printed so as l 0, Securities afforded by Section 16, Loon-
to follow Section ] 7.] ble _ho: ia particular, that afforded by the exa-
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miuations undergone ia the Qualification Ju- 5. Judicial Register, in which the record of
dieatory, Art. 17 to 41. the proceeding may be seen.

11. Securities afforded by Section 17, Locat- 6. Added to these heads will be those pub-
ed how: in particular, the provision for mini- lished in conucxion with his name in tim last
mization of expense, by meansof the pecuniary preceding Office Calendar, as to which, see
competition, as per Art. 1 to 13. Section 16, Locable who.

12. Subjection to the authority of the Public-
Opinion Tribunal, as exercised by the exercise _nact:re.
given to its functions statistic, eenserial_ and ART. 8. In the Office Calendar of each suc-
melioration-suggestive. ' ceeding year, will be inserted the Convicted

Lists of the several preceding years.In_trnetlonaL

ART. 4. Instruments of Security already Instructional.
brought to view, andon that aecount needing . ART. 9. Should the accumulated matter
hut to be referred to, are the following : ' of this li_ ever swell to an inconvenient bulk,

I. Character lndex:--a species of document, the Legislature will ordain the closing of the
affording, in relation to a fnnctionary belong- series, and the commencement of a new series:
ing to the department in question,--informa- of the several preceding series thus eliminated,
tion serving to convey a conception of his ha- to the entire matter will thenceibrward be sub-
bitual condition in respect of appropriate ap- stituted an abstract.
titude in its several branches ; and his conduct
on particular and individual occasions. Enactice.

To both purposes taken together will serve A_. 10. IV. .Deportment t_(les. In the
--the entries made in the several books deno- Audience (7_am_,er or say BalDness Chamber,
minuted PEItSONALSTOCKBOOK,as per Section . of every functionary., of whatever grade,--kept
7,Statist_efu nction ; Bissection o, Art. 1, p.'2.36; constantly hung up, in a conspicuous place and
INDIVIDUAL SERVICE BOOK ; Bissection 3, Art. characters, will be two correspondent Tables :
8 to 13, pp. 242, 243, and Loss BooK; Blssec- the matter being on one side only of the page ;
tion 4_ Arts. 4, 5, pp. 246, 247. the whole presenting itself thus to the eye at

the same time.
In_ruetlonal.

.EnacHve.
ART. 5. II. 02_clal 3[erit 1)_eqister, or say

.E.araordinary Service Register or Public _iIerit Aa:r. ] 1. Table I. Funvtlonary's Deport-
_eq_ter: a document--servi_tg to convey, in me1_tRules. At the head of it will be insert-
relation to this or that fmmtionary, _ concep- ed, in relation to the flmctionary for the time-
tion of his conduct, on this or that individual being, the several heads mentioned in Article
oceaMon, on which_in effect or tendency, it has 4, as above.
been, in this or that extraordinary mode or Thereupon will follow the existing regu-
degree, beneficial to the service of the pubhc, latlous for the direction of the conduct of
and in that respect laudable. As to this, see functionaries in that situation: as to which,
Section 15, l?_emuneration, Art. 18 to'2.9, pages see Section 21, Oppression obviated, Art. 20.
267_ 268. Among them will be rules, recommending at-

tention and kind deportment towards all visi-
Enactire. ters; those especially, whose particular bust-

ART. 6. Additional securities, on this pre- ness brings them to the Official Chamber.
sent occasion instituted, are the following--

III. Demerit Register. At the end of each t_nactire.
edition after the first, will be inserted an Ap- ART. 12. Table II. Visiter's Jl)eFortment
pendix, intituled the Delinquent List, ConWet- Rules. Herein will be inserted all regulations
ed Li_t, Transgre_iou List_Ol_cial Detiuq_ency for the direction of the conduct of persons at
Calendar, or O_ehd ]PemerLt t_egistcr, large, attendant at the office ; whether in qua-

lity of s_tors having business of their own to
JEnactive. transact with the functionary, or as Inspectors,

ARt. 7. tIeads_ under which the appropri- in their quality of members of the Public-
ate matter will be inserted are the following : Opinion Tribunal, to keep watch over his con-

1. Offence or say delinquency, or transgress- duct, exercising the inst,eeti_ function with
s/on--its denomination--generm and specific : relation to it ; and on their part correspondent
with the characteristic imhvidualiziug circum- kindness will herein also be recommended. As
stances extracted from the Record. ] to these rules, see Section 20_ Insubordination

2. Judieatory in which conwcted and sen- _ obviated: Art. 16 to 19.
fenced. I

3. Offender--or say, delinquent, or trans- ] .Enaetire. _ExTos_t_ve.
grcssor, styled on this occasion the malemeri- ] ART. 13. L:xtra_)es))ateh. Exceptions ex-
tant-his name at length. ] cepted,--for extra despatch, gift and accept-

4. Year, month, and day of the month of the _ance of remuneration, in any shape, is e_rrup-
conviction and sentence. I tion: gift, corruption active--eorruptingncss:
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aeceptance,corruptionpassive--c_rruptedne_s:a transcriptof the above-mentionedcorre-
for,thoughonthatoneoccasionitisa premium spondententryintheExtra_)espat_hBook.
fordespatch,itoperatesasa premium on de-
layon allothers.Thus isbusinessmade to JEnactire.
stagnate,--that_firstforextraordinary,thenfor ART. 20. Of every such _P,emunerat_o_
no more than ordinary despatch, habitual re- Draught, exemplars will be disposed of as fol-
muneration may be necessitated. By extra- lows:
despatcl_ understand employment of a quantity 1. Transmitted, to the Finance Minister's
of the functionary's time over and above that office, one.
duringwhich,by hisagreement, he stands bound 2. Transmitted, to every office superordinate
to occupy himself in the service for which he is to that from which the Draught was issued,
engaged, ending with the Prime Mimster's inclusive,

one.
.Enaet_re. 3. Delivered, to the benemeritant, to be by

ART. 14. Ulterior Securities now for the him or any Agent or Representative of his, ex-
first time proposed for institution_ are the fol- hlblted to the Finance Minister, one.
low"ng: 4. Kept, by the functionary by whom the

L _ecurity, against extortion and factitious draught wa_ drawn, one.

delay, by inhibition of remuneration tbr extra Enaet_e.
despatch.

ART. '2.1. On the face of the Draught, im-
Enaot_ve. mediately on its being presented, the Finance

ART. 15. Exception is where, in a case of Minister will, by his signatur% acknowledge
urgency, the minister, at the head of the sub- the receipt of it.

department, by a written instrumen t, style da re- Enact iw.
mu_eratlon draught, as per Art. 18 to 24, makes
apphcation in fa your of the l)enemerita,nt to the AnT. 00. The drawer of the draught will, irt
Finance Minister, recommending the grant of the tenor of it, have mentioned some day, on
the remuneration desired to be bestowed, or betbre which it may, in his judgment, be

paid without detriment to the service. If, on
.Euaet_re. or before such day, it be not paid,---the Fi-

AnT. 16. But, in every such case, the fact nance Minister will, (m that day, transmit to
of the extra despatch must have been estab- the office from whence it issued, a no_s-payment
bli.hed by quasi-jud_cial assertion, and appro- excuse: if no such excuse has thus been trans-
priate recordation and publicity, as per Ch. mitted, or if of an excuse so transmitted the
xii. JUDICIAllYCOLLECTIVELY_Seetion14_Pub- sufficiency is denied, the bene_neritant may
lioity, &c. transmit to the Prmm Minister an instrument

styled a non-payme_t "complaint, giving thereto
_E.r]_osltlre. such publicity as he deems expedient.

Ant. 17. II. By Qt_asi-judleial assertion, Enactive. Instructional.
understand assertion, the verity of which is
sanctioned by the same responsibility as tha_ ART. °3. To the whole of this, as of every
which has place in the case of testilnony de- other transaction belonging to the business of
livered hefore a Judge. See Procedure ('ode, the Administrative department, constant pub-
title Eride_ce (Ch. xi. :) meantime, see above, licit!] will be given : that is to say, by all such
Ch. vi. LEt_I_LATURE,Section 07, LegislationI_t- means, whereby it can be given without pre-
9uiry Ju,tieatory, Arts. 50, 51, 52. pondcrant evil in the shape of hindrance to the

business, or burthen in the shape of expense :
Euactirv. E.rpositire. and, in particular, by means of general facility

ART. 18. llI. By appropriate reeordation, of o_cess to the ]_¢.qist,_r:Book, for the purpose
understaml, in this case, entry in a book styled of the lective, inspective, commcntative and
the Extra l)es])atch Bo,)k. Follow the heads melioration-suggestive functions ; as to which,
under which tim matter will be entered, see Section 4, Functlotts in all, and Ch. xii.

1. Nature of the business on the occasion ef Section 9, Judges" .U,lementary Functions.

which the extra-service was rendered. Instructional
2. Person by whom rendered.
3. Whether of his own motion, or at whose ART. 24. To the cases, if any, in which,-

instance rendered, for example with a view to war, actual or up-
4. Year, month, and day or days on which prehended,--publicity, given to the fact of the

it was rendered, extra despatch, might occasionally be in _,
5. Number of extra hours of service in which preponderant degree detrimental to the public

it consisted, service,--the Legislature will have regard, and

.Enactire. provide a_eordingly : namely, as per Ch. xii.
JUDICIARYCOLLF_TIVEL£,Section 14,Publicity,

ARV. 19. At the bottom of ever), such Re- &e,--by secrecy, so it be not closer nor longer
mu_cr_ti,m l)ra_q/ht, as per Art. 15, will be_ than the necessity of the case. requires.
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the subordinate or some _o_t_ of his, to the
Ir_truotional. superordinata or some aom_cx/a_ of his, n:_y

ART. 25. To extra #erz-/ce,rendered by any not have been received or looked for : serz4_e,
other means than that of extra de_atch, as per which, how truly soever sinister, and how ex-
Art. 13, the provisions of this section do not tensively soever mischievous, will, in the ha*
apply, ture of the case, for want of sufficient proof

coming home to the superordinate, commonly
Enactiv¢. t_atioclnati_, be unsusceptible of legal punishment judicially

ART.26. IV. Responsibility/or subordlned,es. applied.
By acceptance,---with power self-suppletive,
and power suppletive, locative, didocatlve and "End"ether"
mt$pensive, in relation to his subordinates,_a AnT. 30. V. Completeness of the subjection _a
Minister undertakes for the apt and complete the power of the I_ublio-Oloinion _'ibunal. As
performance of the business belonging to his for all other good purposes, so for this,--as in
office : and this, not only on his own part, but the other departments, so in this,---under the
also on the part of such his several suberdi- authority of the _Public-Opinlon Tribunal, for
hates. Were he not responsible for their mi,- the information of the Supreme Constitutive,
doings,--he might,to his own _inister profit, by through the medium of the press,--by any per-
their hands, screening them by his own power, son, on the conduct and character of any public
do evil in any shape, and to any amount, functionary,comments may be made,--in so far

as clear of iitlsity in respect of thcts, and made
.Enact_ve. without disturbance of tim business :--and, tbr

ART. 27. Responsible accordingly he is, for bringing to light, grounds for just censure,-
all such detriment as, in any assignable form, interrogatories may, in like manner, be uttered
shall have accrued to the public service, through and made public: answer or silence will remain
deficiency, in any assignable shape, in respect to the interrogatee : the Tribunal will draw its
of appropriate aptitudeinanyassignableshape, conclusions.
on the part of any subordinate in his subde- From expressions of vague vituperation, the
partment, to wit. in so far as, by any vigilance appropriate and sufficient punishment will, in
on his part, any such deficiency might have the shape of the appropriate disrepute, recoil
been prevented from having place, on the _itul)erator: m so fkr as unqrounded, the

vituperation will be regarded as qroundless.
Enaetive. Exlaos_tive. But, tbr the purpose of judicial satisfactmn o_

ART. 28. Of cases, in which a presumption punishment, or both, in so fXr as a demand has
of culpable deficiency in respect of such vigi- place, it will rest with the functionary to pro-
lance, may justly have place, examples are as vide evidence ; to wit, by minutation, as per
follows: Ch. xxi. IMMEDIATEREGISTRARS_ Sections 5, 6

1. If, on the part of this or that culpable Minutation Attestation.
subordinate, any such deficiency in appropri-
ate aptitude has been judicially proved, or is Elmetive.
become generally known or suspected. AnT. 31. As, for least misconduct, censure

2. If, after apt information received of such may thus be administered, and the individual
deficiency, the superordinate has omitted to placed under the surveillance of the public, for
take timely arrangements for preventing the the prevention of the like in future,--so, with
recurrence of the like in future : viz. by dislo- still better eflbct and prospect, may be held up
cation, suspension performed, or judicial exa- to view--cause of su._ioicion, on the score of up-
ruination instituted, andwith asmuch despatch preheuded inaptitude antecedently to location.
as is consistent with justice, carried on ; or by So ]ar as regards moral inaptitude,--the seeu-
simple admonition, in a case in which there rity thus sought to be e_tablished has been seen
is reason to expect that such admonition will in Section 16, Lee.able who, on the occasion of
prove suffieient_ the Probationary Examinations. In relation

3. If, antecedently to, or without such in- to the Judiciary department, see the like pro-
formation,--fimely arrangements, such as or- vision in Ch. xil. Section 28, Locable who: and
dinary prudence would suggest, had not been the like, in the chapters relative to the several
taken by him. particular offices in that department.

Instructional. .Enaetire. l:latioeinatlre.

ART. 29. By any such want of vigilance on ARt. 32. VI. Completeness of the subjection
the part of the superordinate,--apt ground to the *,ower of'the legal tribunals. As to the
may be aflbrded to the Public-Opinion TH- Prime Minister it belongs (as per Ch. viii.
buna/,forinquiryinto theeausethereoLthrough Pm_.J ML_ISTSR, Section 12, Securities, _-c.
the medium of the periodical press or other- Arts. _, 3, 4,) to receive information of inapti-
wise :--whether, for example, in cousideration tude on the part of any Minister, and to act
of the location or the continuance of the sub- accordingly,--so, to every Minister does it be-
ordinate in his office, service in some shape, long, to receive information of inaptitude, on
pecuniary or miscell_neous_ at the hands of the part of every functions D" in his subdepart-
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merit, who, as such, is subjected either to his is necouary to the obt_;nment of exemptloli
dialectics, or to his directs power ; and to from punishment, and from the burthen of an-
proceed accordingly, observing the prevision tisfastion, with or without extra remuneration
as to secrecy in Art. 3. of that section, and on account of exercise given to such extraor-
the extension established, as per Art. 4., with dinary power,---are the following :
relation to the Minister's o_¢iaipredecessors. 1. With as much promptitude as may be,-

information, as far as may be, clear, correct and
Instructional. complete,--given to the Legislature, respecting

ART. 33. VII. Provision for securing tl_ the evil, and the supposed remedy so applied.
completeness of _e n_esr_r.q r_ of respo_/b_ 2. In case of any need of ulterior powers, to
power, together with the exclusion of all irre- be given by the Legislature for the exclusion
sponsible exercise of power, by functionaries of the like evil in future,--indication given, of
belonging to this department. To the Legis- the terms proposed to be employed in the mak-
lature it will belong, threnghout the whole field ing of such appropriate amendment as shall al_"
eftheAdministrativedepartment,tolookoutfor, _pear requisite to be applied to the text of the
--and, subject tothe requisite conditions, to es- law. As to this matter see Ch. vi. LF_ISLa-
$ablish,--a]lsuchpowers, tbe existonceofwhich TIRE, Section 29, 3Ien_bers' motions; Ch. xL
shall be necessary and sufficient: and thereby to MiNisrEas SEVER&LLY,Section 2, Lvgislatio_
minimize all den_nd on the score of necessity, Minister ; and Ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLIde
for the exercise of powers not thus legalized. TIVELY,Section 20, .Eventually emendativefume-

tion.
Expositive. Exemplificational.

ART*34. Examples of need of the exercise I_trgctional.
of such powers are as follows-- Ant. 33. For elucidation by means of con-

Temporary inhibition, restriction, or per- trast,--an artifice, congenial to an aristocracy-
mission--of commercial intercourse with foreign ridden and corrupt mixt Monarchy, is an object,
nations,--with a view to security against cala- a glance at which may have its use. It consists
mity, in the shape of famine, dearth, contagion, in the leaving the provision made of adminis-
&c. : as to which, see Ch. xi. MINISTERS SEVE- trative power, purposely in a state of scantiness
RALLY,Section 5, Preventive _ervice _finister. and insufficiency: to the end that,---on the plea

of necessity, power, on any occasion at plea-
Instructional. sure,---to any effect at pleasure,---may be'exer-

A_r. 35. Note, that on no Minister, under the cised without previous exposure to the scrutiny
n_tis¢oT_tlnued session system, established by of the public eye, through those ordinary forms
Ch. vi. LF_ISLATIW, Section 18, .Attendance, of debate, whicharc conformed to, in so far a_
and Section 20,.Attendance and Remuneration, legislation is not only practised but professed:
--can there be any use in conferring any such power, exercised without any special and up-
power : the Legislature being, at all times, in propriate warrant from law: power which, un-
the exercise of its functions, and every Minis- der any aptly and adequately-penned coustitu-
ter, by self or depute, present in the Assembly: tional code, could not be exercised without vie-
on subordinates alone,--that is to say, on such lation of some assignable and specially-apply-
subordinates of the several Ministers, as, at ing enactment.

the time in question, happen to be in places, I_tructio_a/.
in such sort distant from the seat of the Legis-
lature, that the evil, the exclusion of which is Any. 39. A power of this sort may be ex-
the object of the exercise given to the extraor- ercised, so/t may seem, in either of two ways,
dinary power, would take effect, before the ex- according to the state which the Pannomion is
chision of it by exercise given to the power of in with relation to the subject : to wit, either
the Legislature could be accomplished,---is it simply without autlwr_y, or say warrant from
_eceseary to confer it. the law as it stands, or in direct and declared

contrariety to some express enactment of the
ln_tructlonal, same law. In this last case, the power thus

ART.36. For his guidance in the exercise of exercised is commonly designated by the up-
each extraordinary powcrs,_aud for his in- peUation of a dispensing pou_r. So it may
demnity in respect of the exercise given to it, seem : and in practice, as yet, so perhaps
--the functionary will frame to himself an esti- everywhere it/s. In the nature of the case,
laate of the two antagonizing evils :--the sere- however, the diversity depends upon that
lml elements of value,--te wit, magnltude, Fro- which, in the political community in question,
I_inquity, and probability, being taken into ac- at the time in question, is the state, and the
count : that is to say, the mass of evil liable to tenor, of the written rule of action : for, sup-
take place, if the power in question be not ex- pose it to contain an enactment, to a certain
ercised, and the mass of evil liable to take place degree comprehensive,---tbe ease will be, that
if the power be exercised, no power not expressly given by law can be

exercised, without being exercised by an in-
.Enaetive. fringement of some assignable article in the

ART. 37. Conditions, the fulfilment of which body of the law ; nor, therefore, without the
VoL. IX. X
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exercise of a dlspensmg power setting itself
above the law. I_om_.

By every individual instance in which this ART. 43. A circumstance which, under s
device is practisedf---practised on the one part tyranny of the few over the many, giving pc-
and submitted to on the other,--exercise and culiar facility and commodiousness to the prac-
strength arc given to secret and silent despo- tice of carrying on the business of government
tism, at the expense of open, and preparatorily, in this pernicious mode, is--that, in this way,
and freely, and publicly discussed legislation, the power of legislation--supreme and all-com-

I_ructional. prehensive legislation--is exercised without
expense of time or thought, and without con-

ART. 40. In pursuance of this same arti- trol from opposition on the ground of the
1lee,---for prevention of opposition and discon-

greatest-happiness principle. " Whatvrer i_,
Sent, a natural and common practice is, in the is rlght"--(whatever is--that is to say, wbat-
firstinstaneef--oneach severaloccasion,solong ever, by men in the situation in question, has
as the particular noxious purpose can, without been done)--being tacitly assumed as a postu-
greaterincenvenience, be effected in some other latc,--the rectitude of doing the same thin_,
w_y,--to forbear giving exercise to this power, on any and every subsequent occasion deemed
otherwise than for a purpose, which, in itself, a similar one, is stated and acted upon, as a
or at any rate according to received opinions, necessary consequence. This is called follow-
is af a beneficial nature ; whereupon (when, ing precedents: and tins course it is that is con-
by a little experience, accustomed to see the stoutly held up to view, not tufty as a safe
usurpation applied to good purposes)thepecple course, but even as the only safe course : act-
arc insensibly led into the habit of regarding ing, in consequence of all-comprehensive views
it as intrinsically not only innoxious but bene- taken of the same subject, under the guidance
flcial: and in that character, paying, in opinion of the greatest-happiness principle, being at
and action, the same deference to the execu- the same time marked out for a mixture of
tire as to the legislative authority,--to the su- abhorrence and contempt under the name of
bordinate as to the superordinate,--to anticon- theory, and spoken of as an unsafe course: that
stitutional insubordination as to constitutional course which, in truth, is the most oppovlte to
legislation,---to acts by which law is violated as the only safe one, being thus represented and
to acts by which law is made: thereby aiding acted upon as if it were itself the only safe one.
those, who should be the under servants of
their servants, in their endeavours to put them- Instructional.

selves over the upper servants, and thereby ART. 44. Thus it is--that, by the compara-
over those, in whom both upper and under set- tire blindness of man in each precedi1_gperiod,
vaunts ought to behold their masters, the like blindness in each succeeding period is

Instruvtional. Exemptifieat_onal. secured: without the trouble or need of reflec-
AR_. 41. In especial manner and frequency, tion,--men, by opulence rendered indolent, and

:Lhisartifice may be seen employed in English by indolence and" self-indulgence doomed to
practice; employed, and with such success,that ignorance, follow their leaders,--as sheep fol-
public men--those even, who, on other grounds, low sheep, and geese geese.
are all the while acting in declared opposition Inarucfional.
to those usurpers--may be seen and heard
speaking of the exercise of a d_pel_inq Tower ART.45. To the purpose to which this mode
as one of the ordinary operations of Govern- of governing is applied, nothing can be more
ment, in so much that, onthis or that occasion, commodious; the labour of thought is saved to
it is even matter of charge against them, their all who, by indolence or incapacity, or both,
not h_ving had recourse to it. stand excluded from the exercise of it: the

operation of judging of the mere similitude of
In.vtruetlonal. _r_emplific_ional. one mode of action to another, without con-

ART.42. Continually-increasing extent given fronting either the one or the other with what-
to this abuse, is a relative use of, and motive ever, on the occasion in question, is the proper
for, two other congenial abuses : t. One is--- end in view and standard, being that sort of
minimization of that portion of time_ during mental operation, for which the lowest degree
which, in each year, legislation business is of intelleet--_e lowest degree in the conjunct
carried on;--as to this, see Ch. vi. LE6ISLATIVr_ scales of cognitional and judicial aptitude--_
Section 20, _l_e_iance o/_ _mu_era_ion ; 2, sufficient.
the other is--maximization of that portion of
the field of law, in which the rule of action is In_._io_l.
left in the state of .f_c/t_, alias ju@e-m_e A_T. 46. And what is the class of persons,
law; and_at the same time, minimization of the for the giving effect to whose will this mode of
clearness and correctness, and thence the cog- legislation is, in so eminent a degree, well
noseibility, as well as the extent and compre- adapted ! It is the class of those, of whom_
hensiveness, ofthatpastwhichhasbcenbrought under such a form of government as that in

question, the great majority of the legislature
_dehltothelaw.St_teof really-existent _nd _re- i is so sure to be composed: men who bein& by
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opulenc% rendered destitute of all motives for (understand always, instead of, and in pro-
mental exertion, are, by the very nature of ference to, enaot_e_)what is it! It is acfil_
man, from the beginning to the end of life, kept without reason, to the declared exclusion of
as above, in a state of relative ignorance and reason, and thereby in declared opposition to
mental impotence, reason: acting in a more particularly anti-

constitutional manner, when it is by the Eaz-
lnstrcx21o_al, cutire or the J_d/c/ary, in opposition to the

ARt. 47. Thus it is, that of the thousand acts of the Legislature.
persons or thereabouts, on whose will the pro- The more flagrant is the anti-nationality anti
sperity of the millions depends, the action of absurdity, the more anti_ae the yrezedent: the
the whole number (an accidentally-introduced more antique the precedent--that is to sayp
few excepted, or not excepted) is determined the more barbarous, inex-perienced, uninformed,
by a particular and sinister interest, on almost and prejudice-led the race of men, by and
all points, standing, and working, in direct up- among whom the precedent wa_ set :--the
position to that of the millions. This class more unhke that same past state of things, to
may be divided into two subclasses: those that which, at the time in qnestion_ ia the
with misemploy_d, and those with unemployed present state of things.
faculties : to the m_sernl_toyed (meaning with To act thus--to argue in defence of action
relation to the universal interest) belong the in this way--is it not as much as to say, I wi/_
lawyer subclass, the _ercantile subclass, and hare it so, because this or that other man, still
the o2_eial subclass: to the unemployed, headed more profoundly ignorant than myself, and still
and led on by men in po_ession and men in less restrained from evil by the tutelary con-
expectaz_ey of situations in the peerage, belong trol of public opinion than myself,--said in
those who, though distinguished as above, by ,_is day--said some scores or some hundreds of
pre-eminence in mental imbecility, are, by this years ago---/witl hare it so ? These deelaxa-
cleric% enabled to do the work of depredation tions, are they not such as every man who aot_
and oppression, with the mask of wisdom on I and argues in this way should be regarded_
their wsagcs, and the praise of virtue in their and dealt with, as having made _.
ears, sung on each occasion by the whole corn- By these arguments is endeavoured to be
puny in chorus, set up an everlasting bar against reform, be the

abuse ever so mischievous--against improve-
Instructional. _ent, be it ever so beneficial and tmobjeetion-

Ar_T.48. One point however there is---on able.

which a representative democracy and an aris- Instructional.
tocraey-ridden monarchy do (it must be con-
fessed) agree: under both forms of government, AaT. 50. Observations on the system ofjudi-
the possession of power is secured to one class, clal control, employed in this .Section and in
to the perpetual exclusion of another clas_. .Sections 20, 21, in preference to that of arbi-
In the character of the power-hcZding cla.ss in trary wiI1.
the two cases, lies the sole difference. In the Of the substitution here made ofjndieiavyto
democracy, the individuals of whom it is con> purely arbitrary procedure in theAdministra_
posed, are the most a/_t of all whom the whole ties Department, examples are not wanting in
population of the country furnishes: in the the practice of any civilized nations of Europe.
monarchy, as above, the most _tnapt: and thus V_itness, in every nation the Courts Martial.
/edged must the powers of government con- Witness, in English practice the Courts.Mar-
tinue¢--and, thus disposed of the lot of the tial and 3lil#ary I_*_'_ry (burrs.
governed millions,---until these same milllons, In none of these cases, without reasOnS regu-
ronsed at length by the smart of the sufferings larly assig-ncd, accusation on specific groundsp
thus continually increased, rise up in a mass, _elicitation of evidence, and conjunct delibera_
and takp the care of their o_m welfare into ties, by a body ofjudges,--is dislocation com-
_eir own hand_, monly pronounced, or suspension, or sO much

as forced transference. How averse soeverf--
_strvctlonaL ,'not altogether deaf are these judic_tories to

Ar_T.49. 19recedent and practice--no head complaiuts preferred by subordinates against
too empty or too weak, to make the tongue I superordinates. How comes it then--that, in
say aye, at the sight, or the sound, of both or : the case of the non-military subdepaxtments of
either of those two so nearly synonymous and the Administration Department, the socurity_
so aptly-associated words :--precedent, set by afforded by the essentially-necessaxy judicial
the distinguished few who_ characteristic is forms as above_ is almost without exception
political and moral wickedne_: precedent, denied _.

followed, practice persisted in. by those com-
parative many, whose characteristic is a Instructional.
eompannd, composed of political wickedness, ARe. 51. Instead of it maybe seen_in oh-
combined, as chemists phrase it, in awess, with solute monarchies, in relation to all non-mili-
men_l weSkne_, tory administrational situations, di_loesfion

_Phia mode of acting--_ting by pr_.e&_ altogether arbitrary i in th_ F._gliahstminoon-
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gruous and pernicious mixture, of arbitrary vail upon the hands that hold it, to gratify
dislocability with virtual undislocahility, how him with a touch of it: addressing h_mself
flagrantsoeverthewrongsdonetoindividua]e, to them, he will be addressing himself to
to the public, orto both. General rule, disl_ men, to whom he will find hi8 impunity
eability altogether arbitrary : exceptions scarce less dear than their own.
made, here and there, with great parade, by l_tructio_al.
the Latin phrase, qua_ndlu se benege_serit ; in A BT. 56. Hence, when, in the highest
English, duri_g good beha_'iour: aIias, at the judicatory of all accused of having pocketed
2lea_'ure of the Judge. :Note too, that in this £10,000 of public money_ an Ex-Cabinet
case the mode of procedure is not, as above, Minister, knowing the men he had to deal
the natural, sun_nary, and naturally-effectual i with, stood up and said " Yes--I have
mode ; but the technical and never-effectual pocketed the £i0,000, .... No" (was the au-
mode .pursued in the ordinary high judiea- swer of every one of the majority)--" No,
toriea, u_on _nyhonour you have not."

InStructional. I_zstruct_onal.
Art. 52. Referring his complaintto the one ART. 57. Against oppression in no one

great penal justice shop, the King's Bench, a shape, do the oppressed, (so it will be seen in
man by whom a wrong is sustained, places detail,) find any tolerably efficient security,
his eomplalnt in the hands of a Judieatory, in English legislation coupled with English
to which every one of the requisites neces- Judicature. Ask for relief,--what you re-
sary for the administration of relief is corn- ceive is apgravation : oppression by partially
pletely wanting, assessed, and, to the vast majority of the

l_*steucHo_aL people altogether unsupportable, expense.
ART. 53. Law, by which the wrong in Complain of oppression, the yoke is addio

<tuestion is de2ned, and prohibition attached tionally loaded by irresistible depredation :
to it, none : disposition, none on the part sole relief against both, a sort _ anarchy,
either of Judge or even of Jury (not to speak creeping on by degrees, and raising up its
vf the secretly acting instrument of impunit.y head under the feet of tyranny.
the C-rand Jury) to give relief against the Instructm_ml.
wrong, bad it been so marked out and corn- ART. 58. Highly advantageous in compa-
bated by the law : both situations filled by rison is, in this respect, the situation of mili-
members of the aristocracy, bound by the tary men. To them justice could not quite
chains of corrupt dependence on the Monar- so safely be denied as to their unarmed
chy, and predetermined to give, on every oc- countrymen. Accordingly, from military
easicn, the moat effectual support, to power procedure no profit finds its way into the
howsoever exercised. In relation to evidence, pockets of the Judge : while, from non-
arrangements, such as in effect to put in military procedure flow into the correspon-
great measure an exclusion upon all testi- dently situated pockets such immense and
mony but that of _cilling witnesses : and the ever increasible profits. Hence, the purity
situation of all actually percipient witnesses of the one system, the corruption of the
such, as to render it, on every occasion, in a other. Hence, in the one case, the system is
high degree improbable, that among them so _celP_,ulted, to what in both cases is the
should be found any willing witnesses, sole proper and professed purpose--giving

Instructional. execution and effect to the substantive branch

ART. _4. In this state of things, if the of the law: hence, in the other case, so
whole system of intercourse between func- utterly hostile. Remains, indeed, as a source
tionaries and non-functionarles on the one of corruption in the military ease, the
hand, and superordinate and subordinate despotism of the Commander in Chief : but,
functionaries on the other hand, is not one that despotism would have nothing to gain,
unvaried scene of oppression, it is owing-- on the contrary, much to lose, by poisunmg
not assuredly to the state of the law, but to the system with factitious expense and lac-
the s])ecies and degree of good morals and titious delay for increase of the expense, and
good manners, which,_under the fostering absurd arrangements in relation to ewdenee,
care of the popular or moral sanction, as --these too for increaSe of the expense, and _
applied by the Public-Opinion Tribunal,_ moreover of that uncertainty, from which
has been nurtured and kept on "foot, in spite of the source of the expense, and the profit
the law, and of whatever has the force of extracted from it, receive their increase. In
law. that part of the present Code which applies

In_sct/o_d. to the Judicial department, and thereafter
A_v. 55. In the depths of the great pitfall, in the Procedure Code, this state of things

in which the tickets in the lottery called Ju_- will come to be laid open in some detail ;
rice are openly sold--sold at never pre-ascer- but even on the present occasion, reference
ruinable, and continually increasing prices,_ to it oould not be altogether omitted:
anxious indeed must that evil-doing func- those which belong to evidence, see in
tianary be to experience a stroke from the complete detail in the _P,atSona_ of Judidal
rod of punishment, who can so much as pre- Ev/dm_
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susceptible of divews_catiou and requiring
SL_mN XXVL consideration, are--l, Occasions ; 2, Persons;

3, Places; 4, Times; 5, Points of time;
6, Lengths of time.

A rchlte_tsral A rrangemeat_. I_truetlonaL
AnT. 6. On one and the same _¢a,doa,

Is_s_ructional. what may happen is--that, at or in the same
place or places, at one and the same point of

ART. 1. Among the ends in v/ew,--or say ti:_e, for these desirable purposes, it may be
the ele'a_er_tsor the features of appropriate rrxlulsite--that , during one and the same
aptitude,--in the mode of carrying on the length of time, as to persons two or more_
business of the Administrative department the existence and the matter of the inter-
and its several subdepartmants,--are some, course should be known, and in so far public,
which cannot be given to it in so high a so to another or cthers unkuown, and in so far
degree, without, as with, that a_sist_mee, secret, or say private.
which is not derivable to it from any other ]nstrucMonaL
source than the art-and-seience of arch,- ART. 7. According to the nature of the
tectu_'e, business, the demand, as between publicityInstructional.

ARt. o Here, as elsewhere--main ends to and secrecy, will be seen to vary, a_ between"" departmen_ and department; and, in thQ
be aimed at--tirade already brought to view, same department, as between _,bdepartment
as per Section 7, 8tatlstw f_nction : namely and subdepartment : so also, in the same
--maximization of relative good, and mini- subdepartment, as between o_ce and office.mization of relative evil :--of relative good ;
that is to say, of the value of the benefit, Instructional.
accruing to the public from the exercise ARe. 8. As to secrecy--the department, in
given, by the several functionaries belonging which the usefulness of that state of things is
to the several subdepartments, to their sew- at its maximum, is the Constitutive. So
ral functions :--of relative evil, that is to also the extent_ to which this usefulness has
say, of its main branch--to wit, diminution place. This usefulness consists in the need
of the benefit just mentioned; of its colla- there is of secrecy of suffrage for the preser-
teral branches, to wit, the several evils of ration of liberty of suffrage : preservation of
delay, vexation, and expense, it, that is to say, against corrupt_lness_ by

Classes of persons, in different ways affect- the influence of the matter of reward and
ed by these evils respectively, are--l, Suitors, punishment, applied to the producing an
at and to the several offices ; 2, Function- opposition--between the choice in reality
aries, thereto belonging, desired to be made, and the choice which, in

lnstr_ctiona_ appearance alone, is that which the person in
ARt. 3. By appropriate architectural ar- question is desirous to make: as where, at

rangements, contribution, (it will be seen,) an Election, it being the desire of an Eleeter
that A should be the candidate chosen,--the

may be made at the same time to that same i case is--that, by contemplation of the mattermain end, and to those same collateral ends :
for, by those same architectural arrangements, of good or the matter of evil, as eventually
by which delay, vexation, and expense, are about to be received by him at the hands of
reduced in favour of suitors,--may delay, as this or that other person, an Elector gives
welt as vexation and expense, be seen re* his vote in favour of B : B being a candidate
duced in favour of the directing function- other than the one whom, on that same
aries ; and through them, in favour of the occasion, it is his wish to see anceeasfal.
public _ervice. Instructional.

Instructwnal. ART. 9. Upon the agreemeng or disagree-
ART. 4. Intermediate purposes, to which, ment, or say upon the identity or the diver-

for maximization of good and minimization sity,--as between the wish really entertained,
of evil, Arehltectural arrangements are appli- and the wish expressed by the outward sign
cable to official edifices, are--publicity and employed in giving expression to lib---de-
secrecy of intercourse : publicity, in the cases pends the character or say the quality, of a
where publicity, secrecy, or say _n'ivacy, in vote or say suffrage, in respect of the difference
the cases where secrecy is in the highest between genuineTw_ssand _F_r/ou_e_ : ff the
degree conducive to those same desirable two wishes point to the same object, the

Tlality exemplified is genulnevzas : if, to twopurposes.
Narrow will have been seen to be the ex- different objects, sTur/ouvw_.

tent, to which secrecy, compared with that to Instructional.
which publicity, is productive of those same AR_. 10. TheDepartmentwhieh, taken inits
lare_eminently and universally desirable effects, totality, presents itseff as being that, in which

]nstruetwnal. the need of publicity, as compared with the
ART. 5. With a view to the choice as be- need of secrecy, is most exteasive,--is the

twecn publicity and secrecy- subject mattera Judiciary.
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'afforded,---not only by the utter neglect of
I#strust{omt/. theminpractice,butevenbytheabsenceofall

Alt_.II.The Departmentwhich,takenin mentionofthem indiscourse.Pr/ncip/tsay
itstotality,presentsitselfas beingthat,in theall-eomprehensivejuztapesitlonprinciple.*
which the needof publicityexistsin an in- CorrespondingRule. Placein¢ont/gu/tythe
termediateextent.--less,towit,thanin the severalojfiees--meaningheretheseveralapart-
Constitutive,greaterthanin theJudiciary,--mentsallottedforthe officialabodesof the
is the Administrative. several proposed intercommunicants, during

To the cases in which the demand for the time of such parts of their respective busi-
secrecy has place,--they being cases of excep- nesses as can in those several places be most
tion,--occasion for making reference has, in conveniently carried on.

the chapters and sections of this volume, been Expositive.already frequent. Others will be seen in the
several chapters, which have for their subject ART. 16. O_ees--say then, as above, thir-
the Judiciary Department. teen : understanding at the same time--that,

under this hum'e, either so many entire and
Instructional. separate edifices, or so many apartments only,

AnT. 12. For the uses of public'_ty, by what- --and those in the same, or in any lesser num-
#ocver means effected, see above, Section 25, her of edifices,--are as yet alike capable of
Sec_r_t{es, _'e. For the uses of s_crec_/ by being designated.
whatsoever means effected, see Ch. vi. LE(}lS- I_str_,_ctional.
_TIV_, Section 21, Sittings publ'_c a_d ,:,'cr_t;
Ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLEC'_'IVELY,Sectlt_n 14, ART. 17. R¢latire situation oftt_c o,_ces.
.Publicity, _e., and other intermediate pla_'es Of the thirteen Milfisters, two, to wit, the
_herein referred to. Now_ as to the mode, ill Election Minister and the Legislation Minis-
which, to publicity and secrecy,--in the sere- tcr, not bei:_g necessarily _ubject to the direc-
ral eases in which they are respectively pro- tion of the Prime 3liuister,-- remains deven as
duetive of good,--architect_r_d arra_ycmeJ_ts and for the nun_ber, of those, in the instance
in particular may, fit quahty of mea_s, bc made of each of whom, need may have place for an
subservient, office within the reach of the common super-

ordinate, for the purpose of instantaneous
Expositive. intercommunication with him.

ART. 13. By delay, is meant, on this occa- Ministers' offices--say eleven, twelve, or
sion, delay in respect of communication: of thirteen, as above, disposed in a crescent: a
communication on the part of persons era- crescent, or else--what, to the purpose here in
ployed in the service of the subdepartment or question, would serve equally well,--instead
subdepartments in question, with any of the of any such frc_]ment of a circle, one entire
several objects, whether persons with whom, circle, or rectilinear quasl-cirele--a polygon of
or things with which, in and ibr the exercise that same number of sides, circumscribing, or
of their several functions_ it is necessary that inscribed or_ a circle : or an oral form corre-
communication should have place, spondently diversifiable. So far as ventilation

Instructional. EaTositire. alone is regarded,--if protection against vio-lent winds from particular quarters be not
ART. 14. As for other purposes, so for these, regarded as necessary,--an unenclosed space,

--instruments necessary to communication are such as that covered by a crescent, presents it-
--the psychological and the purely physical : self as obviously preferable to the above pro-
psychological, the two so intimately connected posed or any other plan, by which a thorough
senses, right and hearing: correspondent physi- draught of air, sweeping the whole, is excluded.
cal instruments, lhjht and air : air, in that In any case, though not necessarily, yet natu-
state of motion of which sound is the result, rally, in the central situation with reference
When and where, by meaus of both these to the rest, would be placed the Prime Minis-
senses, perception is rendered instantaneous, ter's office, from whence directions will have
--delay is not only minimized, but excluded to be continually issued.
altogether; when and wher% in regard to either
of them, perception fails in any degree of being Instructional. _P_atiocinativ_.
instantaneous,--delay, in a degree proper- ART. 18. With the exception of the saving
tioned to that of the failure, fails of being in expense, by diminution of the quantity of
excluded, matter and workmanship employed in the erec-

tion of boundaries,--as to the Election Minis-
Inst_'uetlonal. Ratiocinative. ter's office, whether it does or does not form

ART. 13. So simple, so obvious, so familiar, part of the assemblage, presents itself as being
the appropriate arrangements ;--so sure of

being effectual, so easy to be employed, so * Not less simple, them in mathematics the s_.
cheap in eompaxison with all others;--shame pe_F_r/t_c_ principle :---s principle emplo_'ed in
might have prevented the mention of them, geometrical demonstration, and as such nottced by
bad not & justificationbuttoosufficientbeen D'AlembertinhisM_/a_o_
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nearly if not altogether a matter of inditfe- these boxes have been w_y-laid, and for some
fence. As to the Le.g/dat/on _in/_r,---the sinister Imlitical purpose robbed of them._"
most convenient, if not the only convenient, On the above oonstruetion,--the messengers s
situation for h/8 office is obviously that of con- by whom papers are carried to and fro, need
tiguity with the edifice appropriated to the never be out of sight of the intercommunioa-
use of the Legislature. tots: by means of wheels within-doors,--boxess

Instrucfionat. if it were worth while, might even be borne
to and fro, by ropes instead of messengers; at

A_T. 19. In the apartment of the Prime the immediately preceding moment, notice
Mini_ter,--from an apt position within reach being given by accompanying bd/s._
of the seat occupied by him, issue tlfirteen con-

versat_on t_bes_* terminating in corresponding _" In the London Offices, particular instances of
positions contiguous in like manner to the seats this mishap have reached the ears of the author of
of the several Ministers in their several apart- : these pages.
ments. ++So in the ease of prisons. If, in any shape,

From the apartment of each Minister to the abuse has existence in any place at any time,--it is
apartment of every other Minister runs in like because, to the extent which, with the utmost fa-
manner a conversation tube. cility, in any place at any and every moment of

As between one and every other of these time,itmightbemadetohaveplace, inspevtion--_y
fourteen Administration functionaries,--thusis rather inspoctedness--has not place : inspection, by

individuals at large ; inspectedness, on the part of
promptitude of oral intercourse maximized, pr/sa_c*rs by the eyes of prison-kerpers : inspected-

Ratiocinative. ness, on the part of prisoners and prison-keepers,
by the eyes of individuals at large, in the character

ART. 20. Collateral adrantafle. By these : of members of the Pubtic-Oprnion Tribunal In
same means, effectual security is afforded, this case, in England, in amanner of which history
against an imaginable mishap, the realization will have to speak, apish, by which, on the part of
of which is not without examples. From all instruments, personal as well as real, appropriate
office to office, official papers are of course aptitude would, as had been demonstrated, have
sent in locked boxes. The offices being, many been maximized, expense at the same time mini-

mized,--was, even at_er having been sanctioned by
of them, out of sight of one another, and situ- the legislature, frustrated by personal antipathy, in
ated at indefinite distances,---the bearers of the breast of an individual higher than the Legis-

lature: instead of it was carried into effect, an estab-
lishment, in which, on the part of instruments of

* Note as to the d/sta_we, to which, for the put- both sorts, inaptitude soon became so flagrant, as
pose of conversatio_, sound is capable of being con- to break through the integument of Bastille secrecy
veyed by means of these same conwrsatlo_-tubes, in which it hadbeenenveloped: expense, incapital
Between thlrty-four and thirty-five years a_o,-----on more than decupled, expense annual several times
the occasion of an experiment, made, by the pro- multiplied. In general terms, as above, indication
curement and under the eye of the author of these of this phenomenon was too analogous and apposite
pages,--conversation, of course _vith a velocity to be suppressed: particulars belong not to this
which was that of sound, in the tone of ordinary place. In the above-mentioned individual instance,
discourse, was carried through a tube of about 35[) the extinction of the plan had for its cause an noel-
feet in length, composed, of course, of a number of dental and individual state of things. But the de-
tubes, fitted one into another, air-tight : d_ameter, gree of neglect experienced by it thenceforward--
according to recollection, between one and two not in England alone, but throughout the civilized
inches. The dimensions of the building were not world, and more particularly in France--and this_
such as to admit of the drawing out that length into not a particle of objection to it being uttered any-
a right line: but, between interlocutor and interlo- _ where, can searcely beaceounted for, otherwlse than
cuter such was the distance, as to render otherwise by that mixture of cold jealousy and apathy, the
impossible any such communication, without the inttuence of which on human conduct is but too fro-
greatest exertion, if it could be held at all, at any quently visible. Before its receiving the above sane-
such distance as that at which it actually had place, tion in England, in France, Lewis the XVI. saw it,

Much about that time,--information was received and expressed his personal approbation of it : before
from several quarters, of an interchange of sounds the reign of that gentlest and least noxious of Mon-
as having been produced at more than a mile's dis- arcbs had, along with his life, come to a close,--
tance between the two ends of an antique water- the inventor of the political part of this plan (the
course, somewhere in the North of England. architectural being the invention of his brother)

About twenty years before that time,----observa- was invited by authority to establish it in that
tion had by the persons in question been made of country. In Ireland, at the hands of the local au-
conversation habitually carried on in a low tone, thority, adoption had been given to it and endea-
between the top and the bottom of a high house in your used towards its being carried into execution
Car_///, London. The year, in which, in a work and effect,--even before it bad received adoption in
intimled Panoptlcan, or the Ir_pectio_ House, the England, as above. In Spain, in the year 1823, it
universal inspection principle, with this feature be- was recommended for adoption upon a national
longing to it, was published and circulated in _o- scale, by a Committee of the then existing Legis-
vernment circles, was 1791. Since that time, this lature. In England, and perhaps the Anglo-Ameri-
instrument has, in London, found its way into se- can United States,--the practical adoption of it
versl public offices, among which is the Custom awaits the death of the two inventors : no expense
House. in the shape of misery and money being (one _hould
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I_. E_/¢_. ! By rids eensldemtlon, the neoessary limit
willbe set to thediameter of th_greund-floor

ART. 21. Thus much for promptiSade of of the whole building.
oral communication between functionary and _erior to the exterior boundary of this

functionary, annular line of Waiting-bo.v_, a correspondent
Now as to the promptitude as between tune- line ofpa_Te: along it the suitors make their

kionaries and 8u/tors,--togetherwithexchision wayallronndtotheseveralWaiting-boxes: he
of needless delay, vexation and expense: vcxa- who comes first, moving on to the box which
tion, by haughty or negligent demeanour on is furthest from the entrance.
the part of the functionary, and by unjust fa- Height, not exceeding what is req_sito for
vonr in respect of priority of audience.--Fol- ventilation.
lows the remedy, in so far as applicable by Light, received into it from the top.
architectural arrangements. The boxes distinguished from one another

_'Valting-boxes. By a Waitlng-box in a Mi- by numbers: e_ch number expressed in figures
nister's office, urJclerstand--a compartment, over the exterior door of the box, to wit, that
into which a suitor or set _)f suitors are ad- which opens into the passage, as also over the
mitred, there to remain while waiting for interior door, which opens into the above-men-
audience : seats, in each, from two to eight : tioned area.
in t_rs, one above another---one, two, or three Without and within these Waiting-boxes,
--as in the boxes of a theatre. --in type and numbers such as to be visible to

Form of each office--suppose, on the out- all eyes, are exemplars of the two Tables, as
side, a polygon of thirteen sides: eleven of them per Section 25, Sve_rities, _'c,.,Arts. 10,1 l, and
constituting the exterior boundaries of so many 12. Table I. Functionary's 1)e]Jortment .Rule.s:
of these tVaitb_kb_es: the two others conti- Table It. Visitor's 1)eportmen$ J_ules.
guous to each other,--use, giving to suitors--
the one entrance, the other, exit. As to these _P_tiocinative.
see Art. 30. AItT. 22. Uses of these same public Wait-

Of the eleven, nine contiguous to each other, ing-boxes. L Service rendered by the popu-
termed Publio boxes: these, for the reception lation of them, in securing and augmenting the
of suitors in whose instance no secrecy is re- pub/ic/ty of everything that passes: this, in
quired, like manner as by the J_dic_al Inspectors in

Prirate boxes, (as to which see Art. 26,) Justice chamber, as per Ch. xvii.
two: one at each extremity of the line of Pub- 2. Like service, by securing observance to
lic boxes. Should the number be found or the above-mentioned rules of deportment.
predetermined insufficient, it might be in-
creased by two or more, at the expense of that InstructionaL
of the Public-boxes. ART.23. Into the central part occupied by

In each Pubhc box,--the interior boundary the Minister, light is let in, by windows run-
a correspondent parallel to the exterior, ning all round the roof, at an elevation higher

About the centre of the polygon,--a counter, than that of the passage.
or rectangular table, with seats for the Minis-
ter, and one or two Registrars or clerks for Instructional
registration. ART. 24. All this, on the same level ; that

Between that part of the table which is is to say, the _round-floor: over it, in stories
nearest to the interior boundary of the annu- of any number, are apartments or assemblages
lar or say quasi-annnlar line of Waiting-boxes, of apartments, called collectively the Trva-
--an open area, of greater or less extent ac- sur_/, appropriated to the purpose of giving
cording to convenience, into which opens a stowage to the official books and papers. As
door waist-high, by the opening of which any to this_ see below, Arts. 38. 43.
person in the box may, in case of need, on per-
mission, pass to the table. Instructional.

Between the Minister's table and the exte- ART.25. To a set of these apartments may,
riot boundary of the line of Waiting-boxes, if the situation be approved, be added another
the distance not so great as to afford any oh- for the habitation of the Minister and his fa-
etruction to oral intercourse, mily: but see Art. 38.

think) in the minds of those on whom it depends, In$fruct_tal. Expositive.
too great to pay for exemption from the mortifica- ART. 26. Private Waiting-bases. By a
t!on of seeing the inventors reap somuch as the sa_ private waiting-box, understand a box having
tisfaetmn of witnessing the adoption of it, unaccom- for its destination the affording audience to
pasied by remunerationin any other shape.--[The suitors in such manner, that, in the instance of
correspondence,illustrative of the author'sattempt
to put in practice his Panopticon, and its failure, such suitor, not only the purport, but even the
with a narrative of the circumstances,will be found existence, of his intercourse with the Minister,
in the memoirs and correspondence,as printed in while sitting in his central part of the roomj
this eolleetiom The Panopticon plan wiUbe found as per Art. 21,---shall remain, for the requisite

length in col. iv,---F,D.] times unknown toa]l persoas_ but s_e]bif tny
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to whom the suitor or the Minister sire31h_ve the annular exterior passage, which, as a]0_ve.
communicated information of it. lesAs to the waiting-boxes.

On his entrance at the above-ment_aQed
I_iom_£. outward doorf-a visitant sees, on each aide d

AXT.27. Nmnher of these private waiting- the hall or vest_'bule, a passage with two doors
boxes, two : one at each extremity of the ring in it, in a right line with one another, divided
of public waiting-bexe_ But, from that part hy a wall into two equal halves: the outboard
of the passage which gives admission into the half gives admission to the public waiting-
public waiting-boxes, the part which gives ad- boxes on that side; the _nward half to the one
mission to the private ones is separated by a private waiting-box on that same side : the
thick wall. two doors which give admission, the o_e of

For the et]_cient cause or causes of demand them to the exterior, the other to the interior
for such privacy, see below, Art. 32. half passage, are both in the same right line:

the half passage which leads to the private
Instr_ctio_l. waiting-box has, besides the just-mentioned

ART. 28. Across the Minister's office, in door, another opening sideways into the half
the direction of the dia_neter of a circle (the passage which leads to the public waiting-
diameter being drawn at right angles to the boxes; by this means, at his exit into the yes-
middle part of the ring of the above-mentioned tibule, the secret suitor has his option--whe-
public waiting-boxes) or of a chord parallel to thor to pass into it dircotly, or through the
the diameter, runs a partition, closed by a door medium of the half passage _hat communicates
or curtain, by the opening of which the Minis- with the public waiting-boxes.
tar makes his entrance to the table, to give A suitor, whose audience in a private box
audience to any part of the population of the has been finished,--to make his exit unper*
public waiting-boxes. On his return at any ceived, watches the time when either there is
time through the aperture, he gives audience no person at all in the vestibule, or no person
to the individua| or indi_dduals in either of the in relation to whom he has any apprehension.
private boxes as above. For enabling the secret suitor, at his exit, to

Between the construction of the public and see into the vestibule without being seen from
that of the private waiting-boxes, the only it,---a small hole closed by a glass would suf-
considerable difference is,--that in the privat_ rice: the situation of it being at an elevation
boxes, the side partitions, instead of being of to a certain degree above that of the humaan
any degree of thinness, must be of such a thick- figure, and a step or steps being provided for
hess, as to prevent the communication of enabling him to ascend to it. Of the purpose
Bound: and, to the same purpose, like regard here in view, a general conception being thus
must be had in the construction of the floor conveyed,--an intelligent architect will, it is
and ceiling, supposed, find little difficulty in giving effect to

it in any one of a variety of particular w_ys,
Instructlonal. _at_ocinat_ve. adapted to local circumstances.

AnT. 29. Moreover, in the case of the pri-
vate boxes, the area between them and the Instructional.
Minister's table cannot be so spacious as in ART. 31. For further security, if deemed
the case of the public boxes: nor would there necessary, a passage under ground may be
be any use in its being so. A correspondent provided, opening into an exterior _t_ pus-
portion of space will thus be fro% capable of sage, with a sentinel at the end of it, by whom
being allotted to other purposes, all persons are precluded from the faculty of

making observation of the persons coming into
I_truct_onaL it, or going out of it.*

ART.30. In that part of the circle which is
opposite to the part occupied by the publio I_u_tl"uctiona[.
waiting-boxes,--and thence, with reference to ART. 32. Cases in which justificative causes
them, behind the above-mentioned partition,--
is a sort of/ta/l or vestibule, equal in extent to * Had the usual imitative msan_ of representa-
at least two of those same public waiting- tion been employed, the d'iversifutatJonswhich the
boxes, diversities of place and time may be foundto re-

In the middle part of its exterior boundary, quire, might thus have bee_ kept out of mind: and
_which is that of the whole bnilding,--ia an a peremptory objection to this or that particular
outward door, which opens into the street, diversification might have been re_.rded as consti-
and thus gives admission to all perselts indis- tuting an equally peremptory objection to ever_tother diversificationthatcould havebeen employed.
criminately. In the shops of London pawnbrokers,a frequently

After continuing undivided for some part of exemplified mode of situation and constructionhas
the space, this hall gives admittance to what- been---one door opening into an obscure court,fox
ever stair-case or passage may be deemed ne- giving unobserved entrance to bashful p/ed_ ;
cessary for communication with the several another, into a frequented street, for giving mfor-
lma'tsof the building: for example, with the marion andentrance to all classes indiscriminately
spaxtments of the eevera_ superior stories_ and including purchaeereandun_ppxcheasivopled_rL.
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for privacy of the intercourse between minister
and suitor may h_ve place. JExample_:-- _l_na_.

Z_s, already fallen--or, unless prevented, ART. 35. Objection a_rcrczl. No reward !
about to fall--on the public service. For a (cries an objector :) no reward in this case. If
list of the several forms of which such loss is true, the information will have been given by
susceptible--a list endeavoured to be rendered the pure motive of regard for the public good:
all comprehensive, see Section 7, Statiativfunv- given for the sake of luore, it will have been
tlon, Bisseet. iv. Lo_s Books. false.

_/nswer. 1. But, this same lucre--what is
Instruotional. it that the word designates ! Nothing more

ART. 33. Motives, capable of giving birth than the matter of reward, that is to say, the
to such information on the part of a suitor, matter of _ood, applied to the purpose in ques-
_:xamp/ea :-- tion, with intimation given--that, to him who

1. Benefit _aturally resulting to him: to is speaking of it, the application made of it is
wit, from the termination or prevention of the an object of disapprobation ; but without any
efficient cause of loss : as where, by a fair intimation, of the ground on which that senti-
trader information is given of contrabandism, meat is entertained.

2. Benefit, sought in the shape of remune- 2. Admit the objection to be a valid one,
ration from government by the hands of the consequence is---that no offence--no mischief
minister. Example :--Case the same:----except producible by an offence--should ever be pre-
that the informant is not, in this ease,--as in vented ;--except in a case, which, for this
the other case it may happen to him to be,-- purpose, presents persons in sufficient number,
in a situation to reap any such naturally re- who are content to sacrifice, each of them, his
suiting benefit, and that an adequate one. For own interest to a comparatively small inter-
illustration, this one example may suffice: the est on the part of the public_--and act accord-
subdepartment, from the business of which it ingly.
is taken, is that of the z_inance l][inix_er: but
the like example might alike have been fur- .Ratiocinative.
aished from most of the other subdepartments. ART. 36. AS in any other way, so in this--

to oppose discouragement to the proceedings
.R,_tiocinatice. necessary to the prevention of an offence, is to

ART. 34. Question. Why, in a case of this act as an accomplice._Questio_. You your-
sort, admit the information to be secret? self,--have you ever made any such sacrifice!

Answer. Reasons. I.--Liableness of pub- ---out of a hundred such sentimentalists, not
licity to convey to a delinquent or to delia- more perhaps than one is there whose answer
quente information, enabling them to elude the would not be in the affirmative : yet not so
operation of the appointed reTnedies: to wit-- much as one, perhaps, is there in whose in-

1. In a//cases, the punifavt$ee and thereby stance it would be true : that which in the ]an-
subsequentially-pre_entire, guage of senhmentalism is a sacrifice of private

2. In many cases, the sati._actire, including to public interest, being but a sacrifice of a
the compensative, self-supposed private interest in one shape to

3. Where the offence is continuous, the sup- a self-supposed private irrterest in another
pre_ive, shape : for example, of an interest correspond-

4. In so far as the mischief is as yet in con- ing to the love of power, to an interest cor-
templation only, the preventive, responding to love of reputation :--of that

II. Need of temporary secrecy, to secure reputation, of which power is the expected
the information from being suppressed by fear fruit.
of the disrepute liable to be attached to the
exercise of the function of i_former. Instructional.

III. Ill-will and ill offices on the part of the AJ_T. 37. The determination to exclude a/_
delinquent_ and persons especially cormeeted false evidence--is it an absolute one _.included
with him--by the tie of interest, self-regarding in it then is the determination to exclude all
or sympathetic, evidence. For where has ever been the piece

Be the act what it mayf--where motives, of evidence, in relation to which, antecedently
adequate to the production of the requisite in- to examination, it could have been known not
formation, have plaee,--it may be presumed to be false ?
that a correspondent probability of such pre-
vention or suppression will thus have place: Instructional. .Ratiocinative.
where no such adequate motive has place, the ART. 38. Attached to the official apartment
evil practice will go on unpunished. Note, of a Minister, (including the trea_ry thereto
that the disrepute sogenerally attached to the belonging,) and under the same roof--shall
character of informer can scarcely have any there be or not be, a ma_sof building, with the
other cause than a correspondent depravity in appurtenances, provided for the/_/?,at/_ of
the character of the laws. Of that depravity the Minister and his family _.
it is ar_cordinglyeverywhere strongly presump- Reasons for the aifirm_tive.
tire at l_t,ifnotofitseffeondasive_evidence.I.Savinginrespectoftheroof.
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2. Protection a_g_inst fwrtive abstra_io_.-- preservation in the case of a representative
or say robbery---particularly by night, democracy as here, with the corresponding

3. Assurance that, by this means, the Minis- subject-matter of the like care so universally
ter will be, generally speaking, on the spot. bestowed in the case of the l_lonarch : the _b-

Reasons for the negative, sense of all expense in the one case, the eaor-
1. If an habitable part be to be added,-- mity of the expense in the other: the needful-

there must he, for the subdepartments of the ness in the one case, with the uselessness in the
eleven or twelve Ministers taking directions other : more particularly in the case of those
from the Prims Minister, that same number of whose attendance is paid on his migration from
ministerial habitations. But, as per Section 2, place to place. Behold, in the case of the
(J]fin_ters and Subdepa_m_nts,) what may Monarchy, a virtual certificate_that, under
happen is--that, for several subdepartments, that form of government; the state of perpe-
one and the same Minister may suffice : in this tual insecurity,--into which, for the increase
case, so many unions or reunions, so many of the inordinate prosperity of that one indivi-
masses of superfluous expense, dual, the subject millions are kept plunged,--

2. The number of the persons, of whom the is shared with them, at the same time by that
family of a Minister is composed, admits of same unit, to whose interest in this shape, a
an indefimte number of diversifications. But, sacrifice, so enormous, of the universal corn-
of the habitations thus provided, the aggregate fort of those same millions, is not grudged.
mass will require to be sufficient for the most
numerous family ; and, in this sufficiency will Instructional .Ratiocinative
be included, a proportmnatc superfluity and ART. 41. Note well---that, in the organiza-
excess, with the correspondent wasteful ex- tion of this compound instrument of security_
pense,--in every instance, in which the actual an indispensable condition is--that the indivi-
number falls short of the number thus arbitra- dual elements of the fictitious body be fre-
rily assumed ; and this excess may be to be re- quently changed. A Prime Minister for life
peated upon any number of habitations, not --with an unchanging body of men--though in
exceeding the eleven or twelve, number, for example, not more than fifty, un-

3. As to the Minister's being always on the dcr his command,--encompassing at the sam_
spot,--by his having a habitation on the spot, time his residence, and that of the most con-
no complete security will be afforded for his fidential and highly empowered servants of the
being himself co_stantly in that same habita- people,--might sooner or later become a Pisi_-
tion, nor of his being accessible when he /s tratus with his fifty yeomanry, or a _R_sau
there. Other and more appropriate arrange- fmperator with his Prvetormn guards.
ments, the nature of the ease affords, as per
Section 25, Secur'_t_es, by which this acces_i- Instructional. E.reraplifivationat.
bility is capable of being secured. Understand ART.42. Subsidiary arraagements, reqniring
always--at the times at which the business to be connected with, and adapted to, those
requires his presence at office hours m the offi- which belong strictly to Architecture alone,
sial apartment. But, every year, a portion are--arrangementsibrthe securityofthebuild-
more or less considerable of his official time rags, their appurtenances, and contents, against
will be to be employed in Inspection visits, as loss by whatever causes--physical or psycholo-
per Section 9, Inspectire function, gical--produced.

4. Suppose no such appendage attached,-- Of such loss examples are--
the habitation, occupied by each Minister, will 1. Destruction by conflagration.
be that, which, in the judgment of the most 2. Destruction on deterioration by other phy-
appropriate judge, is best adapted to his wants sisal causes at large.
and means in all respects. As to the expense, 3. Furtive abstraction.
--it will, in both cases, be taken into the as- Instructional.
count, on the occasion of the offers made by
candidates, on the occasion of the pecuniary ART. 43. Subject-matters, the preservation
¢om_petitioa,as per Section 17, Located how. of which is of prime importance are--the liter-

ary contents of the treasury; more particularly
Instructional. those in manuscript. But, so far as regards

ART. 39. This same instrument might, and the manuscripts, the evil from loss is already
naturally would,---every part of it--serve, at minimized : to wit, by the universal registra-
the same time, for both the n_at_riel and the tion and ¥ublivation system, as per Ch. viii.
Fersonel of both departments---the Legislative Sections 10, 11.
and the Administrative :_for the personal as
well as real stock--for the functionaries be- Inaruetional.
longing to the two departments, as well as for A_. 44. Of psychological causes of indic-
the dead portion of the public property, criminn.te destruction and deterioration, exam-

Instructional. pies are---1. Ill will on the part of afore/g_ adversary.
ART. 40. Compare, with a view to eompa- 2. Ill will on the part of i_terual adver-

lmtive imlmrtance, the prime subject-matter of saries, as in the case of popular commotions,
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Instruct_o_L E.vemptif_atlom_. on all other occasions, so in this matter and onthis ooeasion--at every moment of time what-
ART. 45. Of psychological causes of turtles soever, to do that which, at tha_ same moment_

ab_raet/o_, examples are--- is most _greeable to himself.
1. Desire of the matter of wealth in the or- Of these two-legged beasts of draught and

dinary case : to wit, that in which the subject- burthen, corresponding and proper state--that
matter possesses intrinsic marketable value, of s/avery under that one: dome_tio slavery,

2. Indirect advantage, from the toss of the did the n_ure of things admit of it : but, the
subject-matter to a party on one side, or the nature of things not being thus tractable, then
acquisition of it to a party on the other side, that which comes nearest to itf--to wit, po_i-
over and above any marketable value which t/ca/slavery.
it may happen to it to possess.

Of furtive destruction or abstraction thus Instructional.
produced, individual examples have every now ART. 49. Thus, as to all operations and all
and then trarrspired, arrangements in general : this same all-corn-

: prehensive princlple--apply it now to those
Instructional. arrangements in particular which apply to

ART. 46. Follow vorresFonde_ safiy_xtrds. Architecture, and thence to the habitual oh-
Even in a Republic, established with the best cht! rcsidense of the chief functionary, and his
possible constitution, a purposed destruction chief subordinates.
of public property by popular commotion, I That which the greatest happiness of the
should not be regarded as too improbable to I greatest number requires, is--that at each
need guarding against. The love and verier- I moment of time, the residence of each func-
ation of ten millions at a distance might be / tionary, a_d in p_ticular of that one whose
an altogether inefficient protection, against ! functions are of most importance, should be
ten dozen of individuals, impregnated wth on that spot, on which his service, reference
effective malevolence in this shape, whether I had to the greatest happiness of that same
by inbred error, or by fraud and mendacity number, would be of the greatest use. Corre-
from without : in which case,--by resentment, spondent, howsoever opposite, is the arrange-
produced by the conduct, real or supposed, merit as to place, in the case of this all-ruling
justly or unjustly regarded as culpable on the o_v. That which h/s greatest happiness re-
part of this or that Miuister,--the public trea- quires, is--that, without communication re-
sure in this shape--the whole or any part of ceived of his will and pleasure, no operation
it--might be made a sacrifice, which is regarded as being of adequate moment

with reference to such his happiness, is ever
Instructional. .Ratioclnatiw. to be performed. When, with the utmost

ART. 47. Sole adequate as well as appro- possible despatch, the welfare of the commu-
priate security in this case--a military guard, nity requires this or that thing to be done,
Minister, in this ease. specially charged with which cannot be done but by this or that next
the directive functions, and responsible for the highest functionary, nor by him without verbal
exercise of it--the Preventive Service Mirdster. communication with this highest,--how great
_Snbordinates, draughted from the profes- between the two functionaries the distance is
sional subordinates of the Army Minister. By --distance in place and thence in time,--with
the employment of _on-military functionaries the consequent delay, vexation and expense,
for the purpose,---for example, under the name _is not worth a thought. His official abode
of Watchmen or Porters,--appropriate apti- being in the metropolis, is it at any time his
tude would be lessened,--remuneration_ the pleasure to be at twenty miles distance, the
whole of it, expended in waste, delay correspondent to those twenty miles is

Instruvtional. ExemTlificatlonal. to have place : ff sixty miles, the delay corre-spondent to these sixty miles ; and so in the
AItz. 48. Thus much, as to that which might case of 400 miles, whether by land only, or by

have place--might, should, and everywhere, if land and sea, with all the uncertainties result-
the good of the whole community were the end ing from that mixture.
aimed at_ would have had, and have place.
What can be more obvious _. What more sire- Instructional.
ple ! What more effectual ._ What more easily A_tT.50. On this or that occasion, what is
effectible ! the evil that may not hBtve h:td its origin in

Look round now everywhere,--and every- this cause ! But why mbntion it ? Who ever
where behold what actually has place, heard anything about it _. What minister, ex-

Turn first to Monarchy• Here, the all-de- oept for the fatigue to self and friends_ ever
termfi'uing principle is--that, as beasts in gene- cared about it the value of a straw.

ral are made for the use of men in general,--- Instructional.
so, in each community are men--all of them
but one--made for the use of that one: of ART.31. What then is the remedy? To
this universal slave-holder, the duty (for he too have a Monarch, and keep him in a state of
ha_ his duty) is---_s in all other m_tters and confinement ! No surely. Wha_ then ! Not
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to have any functionary, but one by whom, for I department, styled the _Ir_ta/.Defene_ _ub-
the power and so forth attached to the office, ] depar_e_t_
the confinement would be submitted to with
pleastlre. Expositive.

I_tructdonal. ART. 2. Throughout this Code, under the
appellation of Sea-Sert_e, is meant to be corn-

ART. 52. While the Monarch is upon his prised whatsoever service is performed in yes-
rambles in pursuit of pleasure,--wretches by sels constructed, in respect of bulk or form, in
dozens or by scores are kept suspended be- such manner as to be designed, or fit, for the
tween life and death, waiting their doom. being employed in the open sea ; whether the
True it is--that, in this case, combined with tract of territory, in which, at the time in ques-
the all but most unapt form of government, (for tion, the vessel in question is actually employed,
pure aristocracy is still worse,) is the most be part and parcel of the open sea, or an inlet,
unapt form of punishment. But this, though running from the sea into the land: and
the most conspicuous, is but one drop, in the whether the quality of the water be salt, freslb
current of inseruta_ble evil, flowing from the or mixed.

same source. Instructional. .Expositive.

Instructional. Exemplif_ational. . ARt. 3. For the detail of the arrangements
ART.53. In the United States, the o_ces for National Defence, see the _4_ny and _¥avy

belonging to the subdepartments, together with Codes. To the present Code belong those prino
the residence of the Prime Minister, styled ciples, rules, and arrangements, which have
_Pveside_t, are under the same roof: the whole for their object the securing to those same
edifice being styled the Capitol. But, neither arrangements a character in harmony with
has the circular nor the polygone-eircular plan that of the other parts of this same Code.
of construction been employed : nor, for aught
that appears, the Conversation-tubes. For the .Expositive. Instruvtio_al..Ratiocinative.
designatmnoftheseveraldepartments, fourde- Artr. 4. By the words 2_ational .Defence,
nominations and no more are there employed, as applied to these two subdepartments con-
namely, 1. State; 2. Treasury; 3. War ; 4. sidereal as one, manifestation is made--that_
:Navy.--See the Plans in "The :New National of the arrangements thereto belonging, d_fs_
Calendar" for 1821. is the sole object ; and that offence and aggres-

Instructional. _P_at_oclnatlve. sion, as towards other nations, much more ¢ou-
quest, are repugnant to the essential and lead-

ART.54. As to the office of the Justice Min- iug principles of the constitution delineated by
ister,--this should rather he renmte from, than the present Code.
contiguous to, the above-mentioned cluster of
offices. Between the Administrative Depart- .Exposd.tire.
meat and the Judiciary,--the less the unseen ART.5. Considered with reference to origin_
and unheard commuaication_ the _tter. the National Defence force requires to be dis-

tinguished into two branches--the Radical and
the Exeretitions: the Radical the root from

CHAPTER X. which the Excretitious derives its existence,
and the members of it their subsistence. Of

DEW_SXVEFO_CE. the Radical force the members naturally un-
paid ; for pay to all by all, would be pay to

SEcrm._ I. none : of the Excretitmns, paid : whence they
may he also r_led the Stipendiary.

Branche_, _chat.
Ez_ositive.

Irastr_tctional. .Expositive. AnT. 6. 4_onsidered with reference to the
AR_. I. Of the Army and Navy suhdepart- elements on which their respective operatior_

meats mention may be seen made in Ch. ix. are principally earxied on, the branches into
Mt_ISTEns COLLECTIVELY.Section 2, Minis- which this same force requires to be diatin-
tersandSubdepartments. Onthepresentneca- guished are--l. The Lamt Sarvice, or say
sion, the businesses and operations respectively Army branch: 2. The Sea S,mvive, or say
carried on in them, having one common object, -Navy branah.
to wit, 1Vational Defence, though pursued
mostly by the use of two different sets of in- E_T°sttive"
struments, (personal and material * included,) AR_. -7- From the two sources of distinc-
the two subdepartments may, with a view to tion taken together, come four branches of the
that same object, be on the present occasion National Defence Force: to wit--L Tt_
considered as constituting one compound sub- Radical land-service branch. 2. The Stipe_

diary land-service branch. 3. The Radical
Ptrsomtd, Mat_ri_l. Distinctions established sea-service branch, d. The Stipendiary sea-

in F_m_ la_gusg_ andpractice, service branch.
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[ communities of which the human race is eom-
Im,+tr_maL i posed. No political community ever had place,

ARV. 8. Of all these four branches, first for i the members of which had not their habitation
the most part in order of existence, and thence '.and means of subsistence mostly on dry land :
in the order of necessity, is the Radical land- at all times, many have had place, the members
service force. In each state (exceptions ex- of which neither had in the sea their place of
cepted) the individualg of which it is composed habitation, nor so much as in their o_-n power
/viii be--all such members of the community I any means of immediate communicationwith it.

as are, in a physical sense, capable of contri- ibuting to the purpose in question ; to wit, Exemplifivational.

National Defence. ! ARt. 12. At this day, in Europe no suchmeaus have the kingdoms of Bavaria, Wirtem-
I_struvt_o_+al. f berg, or Saxony : no such means has the Swiss

ART. 9. In an early and immature state of I confederacy, composed of Republican states,
society, the labour and peril of defence against Aristocratieal and Democratical together.
hostihty from without, has, without exception,
been the lot of all who were capable of con- Instructional.
tributing to it : in case of extreme necessity, AnT. 13. As in the instance of the majority,
even the weaker sex has not been altogether if not the whole number, of political communi-
exempt from it : for, for the support of this ties, past aud present taken together, the sea-
portion of the ag_egate interest, no fund hay- service force has been, and is, but as it were a
ing in that state of things been formed, no twig growing out of the land-service : so in
separate class of functionaries could have been the sea-service force, the stipendiary is and
charged with, none therefore exempted from, has been, but as it were a smaller twig grow-
the care of it. ing, and how commonly soever not necessarily_

out of the radical branch.
Instructlonal.

ART. ]0. Of the land-service fore% the Instructional.
Stipendiary portion is but as a twig growing ART. 14. Posterior, as above, in the con+
out of, and nourished by, the Radical branch, junct scales of priority of existence, necessity,
Though in respect of its quantity capable of and extent of the demand,--the stipendiary
being augmented, and but too liable and apt brancil of the sea service is prior to all the
to be augmented to excess, the existence of it other three branches of the defensive force in
is the result and evidence of a considerable dignity, in so far as, on the part of the func-
progress made in the career of civilisation: tmnaries, dignity is proportioned to quantity
forasmuch as thus, by means of a comparatively of demand fbr appropriate intellectual and
small portion withdrawn from the care of pro- active aptitude : aptitude bearing in this case
ducingthe matterofsubsistenceand abundance, reference to a considerably greater number of
the whole remainder of the population is left mutually different operations than in the case
free, without obstrnction, to employ itself ex- of the radical branch in that same service,
elusively in maximizing the aggregate mass or in the case of either branch of the land-
of the matter on which life and prosperity service.

depend. Thus much, as between the two Instruct'_o_al. __at_oc_nat_ve.
branches, or say sub+branches, of the LA._D
service force. ART. 15. AS in the present state of the art

of war, to put and keep himself in a condition to
Instructional act with adequate effect in the capacity of a con-

ART. l I. NOW,as to the sea serrive and its stituent part of the stipendiary defensive force,
two corresponding sub-brancbes. Conmdered must, generally speaking, occupy of necessity
in respect of the order of existence and neces- so much of a man's time, as not to leave him
sity--that is to say, in respect of the extent to in possession of a stock of it sufficient forthe pro-
which the necessity of its existence has place riding himself with the means of subsistence ;
--the land-service force, radical and stipen- hence the necessity, in virtue of which every
diary branches together, claims the precedence man so occupied, must be provided with those
over heth branches of the sea-service force, means at the expense of those by whose labou_
So, likewise, considered with reference to de- the stock of the means of subsistence and
gree and extent of use. For--(tbe compara- enjoyment is continuallybrought into, and, con-
tively small portions excepted, which are sumption notwithstanding, kept in, existence :
employed in the business of fishery on a large and, as the stock of those means which would
scale)--those pre-eminently extensive portions otherwise have been brought into existence, is
of the globe, which being covered with water diminished by every quantity of human time
are called seas, are but so many means of corn- and labour employed in giving security to it
munieation, so many water roads as it were, by contributing to the effÉciencyof the mass of
between those several portions of the earth's the defensive force;--hence,--without a loss of
surface which, not being covered with water, the means of subsistence and enjoyment--loss
give habitation and sustenance to the several to such an amount as never has been submitted
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to, nor is likely to be submitted to, by any acter of _ check, as above, correspondently
political community--hence it is, that the hum- inconsiderable : in its serving ss a source of
ber of the individuals acting as members of the constantly applicable supply, consists its prin-
stipendiary part of the n_tional defensive foree, cip_l use.
has always been, and will always he, small,
when compared with the remainder of such of I_ctional.
the inhabitants as, in respect of age and sex, ART.21. As to preparedness,--at the ex-
would be capable of serving as component pense and for the account of the individuals
parts of it. interested, the radical sea force, without espe-

cial design on the part of those who compose
f_ructional, it, is, in its own way, trained, (unarmed or

ART. 16. But while the number of them is armed as it may happen,) and thus kept in a
thus comparatively small, their power oi_exert- state of comparative preparedness for eventual
ing force with effcct,--and this for the purpose military sea-service. Thus muchin poiutoffact.
not only of defence, but of offence likewise,-- As to the mode in which, and terms on which,
will, in equal numbers, be comparatively great, if at all, it is desirable _hat such extraordinary
And it being necessary not only for the actual application, and transference should be made
exercise of their appropriate functions, but of it, see Section 16, Sea :Defensive Force.
also for the putting and keeping them at all
times in a state of preparation for it, that they Instructional.
should be kept togetherin bodies more or less ARc. 22. As to Stipendiaries, whether in
numerous ; hence it is, that they are at once land or sea service,--under a constitution such
a source of security on one account, and of as the one here in quection,--in a word, under
danger on another.--See Section 2, Leadb_q a pure representative democracy, where gover-
_Principles, Arts. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, nors and governed are to the greatest possible
23, 24, 25, 26, 27. extent the same individuals,--the principal

and sole constant use of a body of stipendiaries
I_structionaI. is--that which consists in their serving as an

ART. 17. Of danger, in two ways ; the dan- instrument of security against aggression by
ger being capable of taking its origin in two forei=ql_adversaries, actual and eventual. Butj
different descriptions of persons : 1. The Corn- raoreover, a collateral and highlynsefnl,though
mander in Chief, under whose orders they are, but eventual and occasional use, is--the afford-
all of them, at all times acting ; and 2. Any lug aid to the j_active v_inister and the Freven-
subordinate leader or leaders appointed to act tiv_-serrivc n_iuister respectively, in the appli-
in subordination to him. cation of remedies, suppressive or preventive,

against delinquency in various shapes, when
Instructional. _Ratioci_atlw. operating upon a large scale :--that is to say,

ART. 18. In the stipendiaries belonging to upon a scale too large to admit of the rots-
the sea-service branch, no such source of dan- chief's being suppressed or prevented, by the
gcr is perceptible. The element on which they personal force constantly at the command of
act keeps them in a state of comparative se- the directing functionaries at the head of the
paratedness ; and at the same time mostly at above-mentioned non-militarydepartmentsand
an uninfluential distance from the seat of the subdepartments ; and capable of being, with
legislature, adequate promptitude,brought to bear by them

respectively upon the place in which the mis-
Expositive. chief has its seat.

ART. 19. That which in the land defensive Instructional.
force the radical branch is to the stipendiary,
in the sea defensive force the private navy is ART. 23. A casualty to which a democratic
to the public, or say the government navy. The constitution, like any other, stands perpetually
pri_at_ navy, which, as above, may also be exposed, is--that of giving birth to a knot of
called the 17xtdical _avy, is composed of those malefactors, who, acting in manifest opposition
navigable vessels which belong to individual to the ordinary, official establishment of the
proprietors ; their crews serving either in yes- government, constitute thereby a sort of tem-
sels of their own respectively,--or for hire, or porary government of their own formation,
ntherwise, in vessels belonging to other persons, monarchial or aristocratical as the case may

be, waging war upon the government estab-
Instructional. l_atiooinative, lished by law : in which case, although no such

ART. 20. Uses. Considered in kind, of the prospect should be entertained by them as that
Radical sea force the uses are,--the serving of subverting the government which they find
eventually as a cheek, and constantly as a established, yet were it not for a body of well-
source of applicable supply. But as, in corn- trained military men in readiness to act for
parison with the danger from the land stipendi- their suppression, no limit might be assignable
ary force, the danger to a constitution from the to the quantity of the mischief which, before
sea stipendiary force is inconsiderable ;--so, an end could be put to it, might be produced
o_ the other hand, is the use of it, in the char- by them.
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l_tru_ned. P,_zt/oclaat_ve. the majorityof thepopulationbelongingto
theaggregateoftheconfederatedstates.Fur-

ART.'24.In eachsuchcase,by theRadical therdetailsbelongingnottothepresentchap-
force,thesame effectmight,in thelongrun, ter.--SeeCh.xxxi.Govsm_M_,_z,SI_teLZO_t
withequalcertaintyhavebeen accomplished.F_DFA_TIVE.
With equalcertainty,yes;hutnotwithequal
promptitude:and whilethecomparativelyun- Instruat_onal.
_'ieldyinstrumentswereputtingtogether,mis- ART.29. As to theRadicalbranch,pecu-
chiefmay have beenproducedin indefiniteliartoa purerepublicand mixedformofgo-
quantity; mischiefwhich_by the immediate vernmentisthissecuritq.a.ffordingfunctionol_
useofthepromptandmoreappropriateiustru-thisbranchof the defensiveforceestablish-
ment_mighthavebeenprevented, merit.Preservedfrom allcareof preserva-

tionfromloss,arealltheywho havenothing
Inxtruetlonal. Ratloc_naZive. to lose.

ART.25. A use,insome sortintermediate Preservedfrom allcare about security
betweenthesesame uses,principaland col- againsttherulingone,arethemembers ofa
lateral,is--thatwhichappliestothecaseofa communitygovernedby a puremonarchy;for
federativedemocracy.Tyranny and a_arthy thatwhicha man hathnot_he cannotfearto
--toemploysuchwordsaslanguagefurnishes,lose.
_Tyranny and anarclzy, though in forms and Preservedfromallcareabout securityagainst
degrees much less drastic and afflictive than the ruling few, in the same manner, are the
those which, by reason of the states of things members of a community governed by a pure
to which they have been in use to be applied, aristocracy.
will naturally be brought to mind by the_e In none but a republic or a mixed govern-
appellations--are two rocks, between which, ment, thereibre, can there be either security
even in the case of this democracy, the vessel or care about security.
of the state has to steer its course, and upon
each of which it is constantly, by violent gusts SECTIO._II.
from this or ttm_tquarter, exposed to be driven.

l_struc6onal, l_atioclnative. I, eadb_g Prlnc_plss.

ART. 26. Of the confederated states, this or Instructional.
that one omits (suppose) to furnish the agreed ART. 1. In regard to this composite portion
contingent towards the common expense of the of the establishment belonging to the executive
whole : or, this or that state resists and para- department, as in regard to the several others,
lyzes the authority of some portion of the ju- the object and endeavour of the legislator will,
dicial establishment maintained in each state of course, be--to maximize the appropriate up-
for giving executmn and effect to this or that titude of it with relation to its several ends.
power, conferred, by the terms of the federa-
tive constitution, on the general government. Instructional..Expositive. tlatiocinatlve.
If, without apposite and effective remedy, ART. 2. These ends are two---positive and
these acts of disobedience to the general will negative. First come positive ends. 1. Prin-
are committed in and by any one member of cipal or main positive end, conduciveness to
the confederacy, so will they be, sooner or the security against hostility from without.
later, in and by every other ; and thus will the 2. Collateral and secondary positive end, sub-
whole fabric fall to pieces, serviency to any other branch or branches of

the public service ; to wit, in so far as practi-
Instructional. t_atioclaatlre, cable, without causing preponderant detriment

ART. 27. For security against every such ca- to this present branch.
tastrophe, a body of land stipendiaries, a little
standing army,--with or without a portion of I_ructio,al..Ea'pos_t_re. llatlocinative.
permanent naral force,according to localsitua- ART. 3. Negative ends--1. Minimizing the
tion,--will naturally be kept on foot. danger to the supreme authority, and thence

to the whole community, from the quantity of
Instrnct'_onal. Ratioc_natlre. force lodged in an authority intended to be

AttT. 28. But this standing army (it may subordinate. 2. Minimizing the amount of the
be said) may, in the hand of the general go- attendant evil in all shapes--the burthen in all
vernment, be--and will always be but too apt othershapes--includmg theexi_enseinallshapes
to be--an instrument of tyranny. Yes, if ill- --at the price of which this good, this security,
proportioned: but no, if welt-proportioned: is endeavoured to be purchased.
and, to its being well-proportmned, nothing
more is necessary than that it should be strong Instructional.
enough to put an end to disobedience on the ART. 4. Of the entire establishment, the ap-
part of this or that one of the confederated propriate aptitude in all shapes will depend
states, without being strong enough to produce upon, and will be in exact proportion to, the
thatsameeffectagainstthedefensiveforceof appropriateaptitudeofthe_rsons andthlt_s s
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ofwhich the stockbelongingtothiscompound of words, which, inthe logicalsons% compose

subdepartmsnt iscomposed, an entireprol)osition,or say in more ordinary
language, an entire assertionS; and as in one

lnstruotionaL and the same proposition, in one and the same
AnT. 5. As to the subject-matters belonging rule, may be contained words in number abtm-

to the head of things, the consideration of apti- dant, and altogether indeterminate,--hence it
rude on their part is a subject not belonging is that, for bringing, or rather for recalling to
to the present head. Considerations having view, a conception more or less clear corre(_t
for their object the maximization of this or : and comprehensive, of the matter of a ru/e_
any other part of the Government stock taken single word, the word prlncip/e, is by universal
in the aggregate, that is to say the augmenta- experience, found a convenient and serviceable
tion of it in proportion as the expense allotted instrument : and, so far as this employment is
to the purpose will admit, may be seen in Ch. given to it,--for every rulv, we either have al-

ready, or are authorized to devise and employ,
iX. _tlINISTERS COLLECTIVELY--Section 7_ Sta- a correspondent princiTlv. Sometimes ale%tittle fu_wtion.

" by one word employed as the name of a pri_-
I_struct'w_al. eiple, rules more than one,--rules even in an

ART. 6. As to the material stock, composed mdefimte number_--may be recalted_ or even
of the appropriate things, for what regards the , brought_ to view.
choice of them, see the Military Code, and the i
temporary and local regulations and mandates Instructlonal. _atiocinative.
from time to time grounded on it. As to the ART. 12. Of the two branches of the defen-
mode of keeping account of them_ see Ch. ix. ! sire force, the most convenient standard of re-
SectionT,_tat;stiefunetion. '_ference, fittest therefore to occupy the first

place in the order of exposition, though latest
Instructional. '_in the order of existence, is the SHpendiary.

ART. 7. In so far as regard_ the personal _ It is among the fruits of civilisation; the pro-
stock, the appropriate aptitude of this branch _ duets of appropriate art and .,cience. Being
of the establishment will be as the appropriate _:of the two branches so much the more efll-
aptitude of the several persons of whom it is ! cient, it is the only one which, in more or less
composed. The rendering their operations _ amplitude, is at preseut to be found in exis-
subservient to their above-mentioned appro- I tence it) every political community. It is the

priate ends, belongs, as above, in detail, to the / only one that suit_ that which is everywhere
Military Code: but when considered m a gone- _ the" actual end of government; namely, the
ral point of view, and with reference to their ! prosperity of those by whom the powers of
effects on the constitution, it belongs al,o to government are possessed. This being accord-
the present Constitutmnal Code. iugly e_erywhere the subject-matter of supe-

rior culture,--the rad;cal, of inferior culture
Instrurtlonal. or of none,--the radical has everywhere pined

A_. 8. With reference to the_e end¢, all or withered under the shade of it. In it ac-

other arrangements which present themselves cordingly, is to be looked for the complete list
as conducive to the accomplishment of them, of those properties, on the possession of which
may, in proportion as apt names can be fuund
for the designation of them, be stated as su5or-
dinate ends, or, in one word, n_eans. Of this * True it is, that rules may be mentioned, for
distinction indication having thus been given, which in many and probably in alt languages, com-
a convenience will be found m bringing them to plete expres_mn may be found given, in and by a
viewtogether_main and subordinate, in one list. single word: the word emp]oyed_ being, m the lan-

guage of grammarian-, a verb, employed in tho
]nstr.uctio_al. mood styled by them the iml,cr_d_w'. _ut, inthis

one word, may be seen the matter of an entireprc_
ARt. 9. Connected with, and correspondent positrons. Thus, on the occasion of the operations

in signification to, the words ends and _eans, belonging to the military exercise, the occasion be-
are the word rules, and the word 1)rinelples. mg previous])" understood, the word ' Fire' suffices

.Expositive. for giving expression to a ma_date_ which, though
the action commanded by it is but individual and

ART. 10. An end being assumed as fit to be not generic, may yet be considered as coming un-
aimed at, by the word rule is expressed, in a der the import associated to the word ru/e. But,
general way, a proposition indicative of a by every verb in its imperative mood, is expressed,
course of action, by the maintenance of which, tl'mugh )n a thus abridged form, the substance of
it is by him who lays down the rule supposed, an entire sentence, or say T ropositio_ ; se_lence, in
that, with or without the aid and observance the language of ,qrammar_ans ; Tropostl_o'n, in the

language of lo.qicians; a proposition, in and b_"
of other rules, probability will he given to the which the matter of an entire assertion is conveve(L
attainment of that same end. This is as much as to say, "My will is, that you

Instructional. .ExToe_tire. perform an act of that sort by which a person willproduce the effect indicated by this word which I
ART. l 1. But, a rule consists of a number am speaking."
VOL. IX. Y
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the aptitude of the system for its purposes, made to an evil, against which, in the cbarac.
real or professed or both, depends, ter of a source of evil, security requires to be

provided : in both instances, th_ ovil is com-
Znstruvt_onal. posed of mischief in all imaginable si_._q.

ART. 13. In each of the two branches, so considered as producible by foreigners acting
many of the_e desirable ]yropertles, so many in the character of enemies. But in the in-
prinv_ples. Under the head of each branch, stance of the radical force, to this evil is
follows a list of the proper$ies, thence of the added an evil of the same sort and extent,
l>rin_'iples, belonging to it : the two lists being, considered as producible by individuals be-
for mutual illustration_ placed column-wise_ longing to the stipendiary force itself, acting
side by side. in that same character; and against evil from

this source, the only source of security is that
I. Stipendiary Bran_.! II. Radical Branch. which is afforded by the radical force.

I. External. security i 1. External security
maximizing. I maximizing. ]n_ru_ional.

2. Internal security 2. Internal security ART. 16. Thus it is, that while the contri-
maximizing, maximizing, buting to security in both its branches is a

3. Aptitude maximiz- 1 3. Aptitude maximiz- property common to both these branches of
i_g. ing. the National Defensive Force, in the instance

4. Number minimiz- 4. Number maximiz- of the stipendiary, the property of primary
ing. ing. importance is that of affording security against

5. Contentment maxi- 5. Contentment maxi- danger from without : a property of but secon-
mizing, mizing, dary importance is that of affording security

6. Inequality mini- 6. Inequality mini- against danger from within. In the instance
mizing, mi;.q_tg, of the radical force, the proportion is reversed.

7. Employment ex- 7. Ina_hcahle here. In this instance, the property of affording se-
tending, or say di- eurity against danger from without, is but of
versifying, secondary importance : the property of afford-

8. Time occupying. 8. Inapplicable here. ing security against danger from within--that
9. Expense minimiz- 9. Expense minimiz- is to say, from casual hostility on the part of

ing. ing. the appointed guardians,--is the property of
10. Preponderant de- 10. Preponderant de- primary importanze.

trimcnt excludir triment excluding. For the modes in which the stipendiary force
may be rendered subservient to the purpose of

Instru_ional. internal security, see Section 18, Collateral era-
ART. 14. In these lists will (it is believed) ployments, and Ch. xi. MINISTERSSEVERALLY,

be found words indicative of all the several Section 5, Preventire Serrice _[inister.

distinguishable properties which can be stated Instructional
as being desirable ones: that is to say, as
being contributory to the rendering the ma- ART. 17. III..,4ptitade-maxbrdzln!7 prin-
nagement of the branches of defensive force in ciple. Of the property, or say quality, brought
question, conducive to their respective ends. to view by this appellation, the su.b_ect-matters
But in the best form which could here be alluded to bear, (it may be observed,) in both
given to it, such is the imperfection of lan- instances, the same generic names, that is to
guage, that antecedently to the conveying of say, persons and things: persons, constituting
any tolerably clear, correct, and comprehen- t_._epersonal stock of this compound branch of
sire conception, some words of explanafi_n the official establishment; thiays, the _naterial
it will be necessary to employ in regard to st¢-ck._of both these subject-matters explana_
each. tion has been given in Ch. ix. MI_ISTERSCOL-

LECTIVELY,Section 7, Statistic function. But,
!ngr_'t_onaL as in the two branches of the Defensive Force_

ART.15. I. & II. As to the secur/t_/r_vi- compared the one with the other, the indivi-
m/z/ngprinciples: ex_ernal-seourity-_v_mizing., duals respectively belonging to them are in
and inter_wd-security-mazlmizlag. To neither every individual instance, different, so, to a
of the two branches (the stipendiary and the considerable extent, will be the description of
radical) of the Defensive Force establishment, the propert/es belonging to them, or desirable
could a title to the possession of the corre- in them, respectively, when considered in the
slmndent desirable properties be disallowed; aggregate.

for, in both instances, the propriety of the end Instru_onal.
in the character of a main end, and the neces-
sity of rendering the means conducive to the ART. 18. After mention made of the pro-
s,ttainment of that end, are alike unquestmn- perty indicated by the word se_ur/ty-max/mi$-
able. But in the instance of the radical force, ing, mention of the property indicated by the
a particular import requires to be attached to word aptitude-maximizing, may seem super-
it, over and above that which belongs to it in fluous. But that which the word seeur/_
both instances In both instances reference is indicatesisbuttheeffect;nothingbeingbrought
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by it to view in the character of a ca_e :
whereas that which is brought to view by the Iastr_tlonal.
word aptitude, is of that same effect the im- ART.23. TO the two mutually aut,_g_nlz_ng
mediate cause, principles--to wit, the number m_nimizi_ ae

Instru_ional. applied to the stipendiary force, and the sum-
bet maximizing as applied to the radical fore%

ART. 19. In name and general design, up- correspond the rules which follow, with their
propria?_ al_tituxle-maximizing is a property respective reasons.
that applies alike to both these branches of Rule 1. Minimize the stipendiary force, so
the Defensive Force : but in nature and parti- far as is consistent with security against hosti-
cular description the difference is considerable, lity from without.
In the ease of the _ipet_diary branch, the de- _l:_at_oo_nati_e.
mend for it is at its maximum: in the radical,
at its minimum. In the stipendiary, it includes ART. 24. /_asons. t. Minimization of dan-
not only the manipulationary and evolutionary get to the constitution from insubordination
movements with small arms, but moreover on the part of these functionaries, and from
other branches of physical art and science, resistance to, or even forced ascendancy over_
wide in extent and variety; mechanical and their respective superordinate authorities, who-
chemical for example--through the medium of thor in the military line or the non-military i
fortification and artillery exercise. In the case to wit, the army minister, the navy minister,
of the radical force, the small arms exercises, the prime minister, and the legislature.
as above, are those with which the members 2. Minimization of expense,---of the quan-
in general will naturally be apt to content tity of the expense bestowed upon the service
themselves, of this compound subdepartment.

3. Minimization of power and dispositiox:_
Instructional on the part of the government, to engage in

ART. 20. IV. In the instance of the stipen- offensive aggression against other states, and
diary branch, _uraber minimizing: in that of thence to involve this state in needless and
the radical branch, number maximizing, internally pernicious warfare.

By the opposition thus exhibited, the idea
of inconsistency will be apt to be suggested; Instructional.
and, but for the requisite explanation, might ART. 25. Rule 2. Maximize the radical
remain attached. But in the instance of the force,--to wit, so far as is consistent with the
stipendiary force, when minimization of the non-employment of compulsory means for the
number is stated as desirable, what is under- formation or maintenance of it.
stood is, that even setting aside the article of
expense, under a constitution such as in all l_alio_inative.
other respects the one here proposed would be, ART. 26. Reasons for the maximization.
the number of these functionaries cannot be 1. Maximization of security, and sense of
too small : the perfect state of tlfings would security, against danger of insubordination and
he--that in which it was equal to 0. ascendancy on the part of the stipendiary force.

2. Giving increase to the chance and faci-
InstructlonaL lh_tfi_inative, lity of affording, without expense of bounty or

A1aT.21. Then again in the case of radical enlistment, or at less expense, as Well as with-
force. What in tiffs instance is to be under- out compulsion, increase ia case of need_ to the
stood, is not the absolute number, but the role- stipendiary force.
t/w number, relation had to those composing Ratiovinative.
the stipendiary force. Why _ Because the
greater the number of those of whom the radi- ART.27. Reasons for the timitative proviso,
cal force is composed, the greater the security --Evil effects the following :
against all enterprises_ to the temptation of 1. On the part of the individuals to whom
4engaging in which the members of the stipen- the compulsion is applied--the correspondent
diary force stand exposed, quantity of suffering.

2. Expense employed in the application of
Instructional. this compulsion :--the instrument which must

ART. 2_O. Here then, between principle and have been employed in the application of it,
principle, and between desirable property and ff it be eificacions, being the appropriate and
desirable property, may he seen to have place necessary portion of the stipendiary force : in-
n sort of relation,--a_tagon_at/o_, the exis- crease thence given to the quantity of this
tence of which there will be frequent occasion most expensive species of force, and thence to
to bring to view : and whenever it has place, the expense of it.
a choice will be to be made, and a line drawn, 3. A civil war thus raised, between one
from the consideration of local and temporary part of the people alone, on the one side, and
eh'cumstances, one part of the people in conjunction with the

stipendiary force, on the other side : thence,
d_nger to the constitution_ as per Art. 24.
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4. If in any place, in any instance, compul- a word, by sdf-diJo_tion. Not only with the
sion employed on this occasion, by the civil use, but with the very existence ofthe military
power alone,--that is to say, by the small scrvice,(understand in this case the stipendiary
tbrce habitually under the command of the branch,) the existence of this faculty is obvi-
judicial authorities,--has been efficacious,--it ously and utterly incompatible. As there is
is because the degree of reluctance thus sur- no sort of practice, how mischievous or foolish
mounted has, either in intensity or in extent soever, for which agreements may not come to
not been very considerable, have been entered into,--agreements for terms

5. True it is that, in this or that case, it invariably limited, may have been entered in-
may not be impracticable to employ a part of to : though, in the stipendiary branch, any
the voluntarily serving Radical force of one such agreement is, in the very nature of the
part of the country, in the application of corn- case, void and unfit to be observed : since, by
pulsion to the production of enlistment in the no breach of it on the part of government, is,
Radical branch of the military force in another in any case, any mischief capable of being pro-
part of the country : but in Zhis case, by the duced, so great as, in some cases, would neces-
supposition, commencement is given to aspe- sarily be produced by the strict observance of
©ies of civil war; and thus, in the meantime, it. The practical result is therefore, in every
instead of being strengthened, the aggregate I such agreement, a reservation of the power of
of the military force of the community is i giving to the term any such extension, as a
weakened, case of necessity, incapable of being described

in detail, may at any time happen to require.
Instructional. _P_atioclnativ¢. By a clause to this effect, inserted in the in-

ART. 28. ¥. Contentment-max_nizing pr;n- strument of agreement, discontentment from
ciple. Peculiar in degree, not to say alto- this source may be effectually prevented_ by
gether, to the military branch of the public no other means can it be.
service, will be seen to be the demand for a
principle under this name : peculiar, whether Instructional.
the interest of the public at large, or that of ART. 31. Opposite to contentment is d_svon-
the particular class of functionaries in ques- tentment. Main source of discontentment in
tion, be considered. L As to the public in- the instance of the stipendiary branch,--treat-
terest : to contentment suppose, to a certain ment duringthe term of service ; in the instance
degree, discontentment substituted. Of dis- of the radical branch, compulsion applied to
contentment substituted to contentment, possi- give co_mencenwnt to the term of service. As
ble consequences are--insubordination, mutiny, to this, see Section 3, Arts. 1l, 13, 16.
revolt, subversion of the government ;--substi-
tution of a military despotism for whatsoever In,factional. Ratiocinative.
form of government the people had by habit, ART. 32. VI. Inequal¢ty-_ldni_l_z¢n.q prin-
with or without affection, been more or less ciple. In some respects this principle, with
attached to: these consequences,notoulypossi- the desirable property correspondent to it,
ble, but as history shows, to no small extent may be considered as included, and thence as
actually realized, already brought to view, under another head :

to wit, under that of the eontentn_nt-_naximiz-
Instructional. _l_atiocinatlve. ing desirable property and principle. For as

AnT. 29. Connexion which the content- between one person and another, whatsoever
meat-maximizing has with the expense-_ini- . inequality is the work of/aw--(which, to the
mizing principle. The worse the treatment, i purpose, is as much as to say, of force)-
which, by men who are not in the situation, is [ is, in proportion to the degree of it, a natu-

understood as being given to those who are in i ral source of discontentment : so, of course, any

it,---the higher the remuneration which, ere arrangement, the tendency of which is to los-
they enter into it, they will require : the bet- sen the effect of that same force, will, in so far,
ter the treatment, the smiler the remunera- tend to give increase to contentment.
tion they will be disposed to accept. But arrangements may be found, which,

while the effect or tendency of them is to les-
Instruv'tional. .Ratio¢inative. sen discontent in so far as producible in this

AnT. 30. 11. Now, as to the private, or way, shall not be contributory to the produc-
rJay the particular, interest. In every other tion of it in any other way. Here then will
branch of the public service, for the investing be a reason, nor that an insufficient one, for a,
of the system with the desirable property here separate mention. See Section 8, Oppres$ioa
in question, the arrangements proposed in Ch. obviated, Section 10, l_emunoratio% Section
ix. MLulSTr_S COLL_°TIVELY, Section 2t, uu- t8, Collateral Employment.
der the hea_l of Oppression obviated, were
regarded as sufficient. But in all those eases, l_ruvtional.
whatsoever of hardship presses upon a man ART. 33. A consideration obviously pre-
while ia the situation, he has at all times seated by the nature and use of the two
the power of liberating himseff from, by so branches of this service is---that in two cases,
Jimple an operation as the going out of it; in as compared the one with the otber_ the task
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of lessening the inequality will be a very necessary, that of each man's time the whole
different one. As, between _ommander and quantity should he at the absolute disposal of
¢oramander inequality increases, so of course the directing functionary on the spot. For
will the ma/_mitudeand efficiency of the power extra demands, provision by location of oc-
of command : and the greater the inequality casional deputies (a provision, in the civil
naturally attached to this entire system of branches of the service seeasyand serviceable)
factitious arrangements, the greater the diffi- is in this impossible. In this braneh_ in the
eulty of lessening it by any particular arrange- time of peace, the number of functionaries be-
ment or arrangements, without producing pre- ing supposed the same as in war, the quantity
ponderant evil by lessening the efficiency of the of appropriate service demanded at their hands
whole of that body of _ecurity, which it is the is,cemparativelyspeaking,next to none. Here_
main object of this part of the establishment to there being a quantity of time left without _p-
provide, propriate employment, and in this sense in a

Thus it is that, as with the _ecurity-maxi- state of vacuity, hereupon comes the question
Inizir_J antagonizes the contentnw_t-maxim_zi_.q --in what way with most advantage to the
principle, so in its own particular way does the general interest of the public, and to the par-
ineclual_tj-max_mizing principle, ticular interest of the class of functionaries in

question--in what way, with most advantage
Instructional. to both these interests taken together_ the va-

ART. 34. Scarcely on any other account cancy may be filled_.
than that of the relation it bear_ to those
other two principles respectively, has the in- Expositive.
equality-minimizing principle, as applied to ART. 37. VIII. Tb_-oeeuFying principle.
either branch, and in particular to the stipeu- By the time here in question understand, in the
diary, any claim to notice. But to put the case of each functionary, that portion of his
system in possession of the correspondent de- time which is not occupied in the performance
sirable property, requires a distinct set of of his appropriate official service.
arrangements, and consequently, a distinct Generally speaking, it will only he this or
measure of attention, to prevent the minor that portion of this or that particular day :
fl-om being swallowed up by the major object, take, for the subject-matter of consideration, a

On this occasion, to secure efficiency to series of days,---either uninterrupted or with
whatsoever means come to be employed, a par- [ interruptions,--and it may be considered
ticular degree of attention will be rendered [ capable of being disposed of on the ground of

needful by the opposing obstacles. I the Collateral-employment principle,as to which

I_structional. I see Section 18.
_ANT.3,5. In the military branch of the] EaT°SitYre"

public service it is, and more particularly in ARe. 38. Scarcely in any other line of off]-
the stipendiary sub-branch, that the need of cial service than the military, can any demand
inequality is at its maximum. This being ob- have place for the considerations which the
vious to all eyes, hence the danger, lest, by the mention of this principle is designed to bring
inconsiderate concurrence of the popular with to view. Nor, in the military line of service,
the legal sanction, the inequality should be does the demand apply to any other than the
permitted to have place in excess. This ten- stipendiary branch. In the case of the radiccd
dency seems to be of the number of the most branch, the greater part of each man's time is
naturally powerful obstacles, with which on employed in more uniformly necessary, or
this occasion the guardian care of the legisla- otherwise desirable, occupations. The super-
tor will have to contend, fluous part alone, if any, is that which, in that

case, can be allotted to the occupation carried
Instructional. on by the performance of official service.

ART. 36. VII. JEmployment-exterMing, or JExpositive.
_y diversifying principle: in the relation borne
by this branch of the official establishment to AnT. 39. In speaking of the time-oceupyln.q
the state of war--joined to the wide difference principle, what is here assumed is, that on the
between a state of war and a state of peace day in question, by the operations strictly pro-
_lies the cause of the demand which has fessional and exclnsivelyappropriate,thewhole
place for the mention of this principIe. In no of the disposable portion ofthefuur-and-twenty
one of the several other departments or sub- hours will not he filled up. Remains, on this
departments, is there any place for so sudden supposition, a quantity of time capable of be-
n variation as in these two subdepartments, in ing employed--with more or less advantage--
the quantity of the demand for appropriate togovernmeut, to the inchvidual, to both, or to
official service : in time of war, never can other purposes at large. "

the quantity of service capable of being ren- Imckruot/ona/.
tiered, be so much as equal to the quantity
in demand : and by the indisputable and un- A_T. 40. In relation to the application ca-
changeable nature of the service, it is rendered pubic of being made of this 9rineiplej r_/_ that
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rcsent themselves as appropriate arc the tel- could any equivalent addition be made to the
owing : serviceableness of the whole.

1. Of the day of a functionary belonging to Instructional.
the stipendiary branch of the defensive force,
leave not unemployed,on the account of govern- ART. 44. For reduction_ and thence for the
ment_ any portion that can be so employed, minimization of expense in its several shapes,
consistently with his comfort and recreation, meaning always the balance on the side of ex-

2. In so far as consists with his ten,fort, pense,---the nature of things presents two dif-
give to his reereation_ all such shapes as pro- ferent, and in form opposite, though in eflea
raise to be in the highest practicable degree accordant modes : 1. Direct, to wit, by defal-
conducive to his appropriate aptitude, with re- cation of what is needless ; as to which, so far
lation to the service, as regards the personal stoek_ see Section 1O_

3. By recreations, understand on this ocea- .Remuneration : 2. Indirect, to wit, by return in
sion, such occupations, as, being conducive to the shape of profit from the aggregate stock ; as
present pleasure, are not detrimental to health, to which, see Section 18, Collateral er_ployment.
or in any other way to the aggregate interest
of life. Instructional.

4. Lest by the idea of obligation and coer- ART. 45. X. Preponderant dstriment-ex-
cion, an occupation which would otherwise be eluding principle.
acceptable, should by the circumstance of its This desirable property thus brought to view,
appearing to be prescribed by government, be with the correspondent principle, applies to the
rendered unacceptable,--let the choice of it, whole system taken together: and consequent-
although antecedently made in a general way ly to each of the several arrangements, made
by the government, be on each individual oe- under the guidance of the above-mentioned
casion felt, and by each individual person un- principles. To be borne constantly in mind,
derstood, to be made by himself, and serve occasionally as a memento, is the

use of this principle ; and consequently the
Instructional. purpose for which the mention thus made of it

AnT. 41. For this purpose, one course is the is here made. Seldom will any special ar-
making provision of things, immoveable or rangement be anywhere su_grgestedby it : sel*
moveable, adapted to the purpose of serving as dora anything more than the cautions which
instruments of the occupation in question_ and are thus given,--in the first place, not to give
placing them within his reach, existeuce to any arrangement, without the

conception of a quantity of the matter of good
Instructional. E.eempli.ficationaL in this or that specific shape, presenting itseff as

ART. 42. Of things, by access to and use of about to be produced by the arrangement ;--in
which this purpose is capable of being served_ the next place, not to make any arrangementfor
examples are as follow : the attainment of such good, without sufficient

I. For .detlve Occupation. assurance that,bysueh arrangement, alongwith
1. Ground, and appropriate furniture, adapt- such good, evil preponderant over it in all ele-

ed to the purpose of the various exercises ments of value taken together, propinquity and
styled 9Tmnastie. certainty not forgotten, will not be produced.

2. Waters, in which,--without annoyance to I_h'actional. .R_tiocinative.
persons of the female sex in respect of decency,
--swimndng may be practised. AnT. 46. Uses of the exhibition thus made

3. Covered pla¢_ in which, and instruments of these principles :
by which, the exercise of fencing, broad-sword, 1. Assisting the conception and memory of
qaarter-sta_, single-stick, wrestllny, and other the directing functionaries, employed in the
pastimes partaking of, or approaching to, the business of this compound subdepartmeut ; to
nature of military exercises, may be prac- wit, by keeping constantly under their eyes a
tised, representation, as clear, comprehensive, and

4. Various places, where pastimes of which correct as may be, of the subject-matters call-
balls, of one sort or other, are the principal ing for their attention.
instrnments, may be partaken of. 2. Assisting their jud._pnent, by keeping at

II. For Sedentary Occupation. the same time under their eyes, the conflicting
5. Appropriate libraries, with their contents, demands made upon them by the mutually-

antagonizing principles on both sides : in such
I_truvtional. sort, that to each a due, and no more than

ART. 43. IX. Expense-minlmizlny prlnvi_ due, regard may be paid.
/g_.--lneluded, in this case too, is the assump- B. Assisting their inve_/on, by putting it to
tion--that, for the purpose of security, eat.erring them to consider, whether these are a// the
and internal, and thence of adequate appro- items that belong to the account: and if not,
priate aptitude and contentment, sufficient pro- to add such as are wanting ; allotting to them_
vision is made : and that, by no additional ex- for that purpose, their appropriate dvnomh_-
penditure that c_uld be bestowed on the set- tlous, with any such explanations as the nature
vice of any one of the departments in question, of the case may have suggested.
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SECTIONIII. I_z_truv,t$onal. .Rat_ov_m_tlv#.

_Radicals, who. ART. 7. As to pay, or remuneration in any
other expensive shape, no immediately cffec-

Expositive. tire service being called for or needed, no such
ART. 1. Exceptions excepted, to the Radical expensive instruments will, it is supposed_

branch of the Defensive Force will belong, at need to be, nor therefore, at Government ex-
all times, all who, being apt with respect to the pease ought to be, employed.
performance of the appropriate exercase, are Principle, the cxpsnse-mi_dmlzi_j.
willing to join therein ; none who are not will- Instructional. .Ratiocinatlvs.
ing. Appropriate denomination, accordingly,
_lu_tedrg. ART. 8. As to the number of the indivi-

duals, in whose instance, for the operations in
Instructional. question,spontansons inclination, by whatsoever

ART.2. To all such as, being, as above, apt, motives produced, has placer--the number, it
are at the same time willing, the government is supposed, will, for the sort of preliminary
will be disposed to afford the necessary instrn- and contingently useful service in question, be
ments of instruction; persons and things in- sufficient : in the event of its being so, neither
cluded, reward nor punishment could, for the purpose

of giving determination to will, be employed
Instru_ional. ,Expositlve. without preponderant inconvenlence_ in the

ARt. 3. The appropriate personal instrn- slmpe of uncompensated exp.ense:
meats of instruction will be persons of the same Principle, the exTense-m_n_m_ztng.
class a_ those by whom the corresponding in- Instructlorgtl.
struetion is afforded in the stipendiary branch
of the Defensive Force : say, for example, for ART. 9. Exceptions excepted, to the instru-
the appropriate manipulations and evolutions mentary means above afforded at the public
upon the smallest scale, drill sergeants: for expense, the volunteers in question will, in
the appropriate evolutions upon the larger each district, subdistrict, and bis-eubdistrict, be
scale, superior officers : with or without up- at liberty to make, by voluntary subseriptions_
propriate habiliments, as per Section 5, Art. such additions as they feel inclined to make.
11, No. 10. Principle, the aptitude-maximizing.

Instru_io_al. Expositive. Instructional. l_o¢inat_ve.
ART. 4. The appropriate material instrn- ART. 10. Exception is---where, by a dis-

meats of instruction will be the least expensive position made of the funds so formed, a pro-
of those which will suffice for the exercises: for bable effect might be, the giving an undue
articles no otherwise employed than by being ascendancy to the more opulent over the less
instantaneously consumed--powder and ball opulent classes, or to the population of one
for example--no absolute need will, for this part of the territory of the state over that of
species of service, have place, another. Example--

1. One part, exercised by firing at marks
Exempl_ficathynal. either with rifles or firelocks ; while, in the

ART. 5. Examples are-- ease of others, firing makes no part of the
1. Masquets, which, having been employed exercise.

or destined to be employed in the stipendiary 2. One part, performing cavalry as well as
service, have been ascertained to be unservice- infantry exercise ; while, in the case of others,
able, and accordingly condemned and elimi- the infantry is the only exercise.
nated. 3. One part, employing in their exercise

2. Instruments,which,--thoughincapableof horse artillery, cannon or mortars : while, in
being employed in firing, have at a minimum the case of others, no such additional and pro-
of expense been rendered, in a degree sufficient eminently expensive instruments of warfare,
for this purpose, conformable, in respect of are employed.
materials, weight, composition, form and size, Principle, theinequality-mlnimlzing.
to those employed in firing in actual service. I_structional. Ratioolnative.

Principle, the exTense m2a_m_z_ng. ART. ll. The Legislature will not, it is
Instructional. supposed, look for Radicals in the character of

ART. 6. To the Legislature it will belong volunteers elsewhere tha_ in towns of con-
to consider whether, in addition to infantry siderable size, and in the near neighbourhood
service, instruments of instruction, as above, of such towns.
shall, at Government expense, be afforded for Reason 1. Avoidance of the expense, in
volunteers in other more expensive branches labour and money, of journeys to and from the
of exercise ; for example, in cavalry, common place of exercise.
axtfllery, and horse-artillery service. Principle, the expense-minimlzlng.

Principle, the expense-minimizing. Reason 2. Avoidance of _hc exclusion put
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_-_?_ _l_on those who are unable to afford the ex- the exact number of the individuals of whom
_'. pease : the advantage thus given to the re- the addition in question would be composed ;

_ o._ ]ative|y opulent, at the charge of the relatively and of these not one would be about to enterp
?y. indigent, or fit to enter, into the stipendiary branch ;
_o.. Principle_ the inc_u_d_y-_imlz_n_, not one, in a word, fit for actual service.

"'___ .Ea_pos_ve. Rati_ _ive.

_'_ Aw_. 12. Onthis occasion, as on that of the ART.16. :{II. Co_tentment-r_taxlmizlag. Bydemarcation of the territories of immediate compulsion, to the whole extent of its applica-
judicatories,--by near _teighbourtwod under- tion, maximized would be--not eontentment_
stand a distance, not exceeding that which, by but discontentment. On the part, of the whole

person not incapacitated by special infirmity difference between the number raised and kept
of mind or body, maybe traversed to and fre on on foot by compulsion, and the number that
the same day, without need of sleeping away could be raised and kept on foot without it,
from home,leaviug moreover an interval of time --discontentment to a greater or less amount,
sufficient for the performance of the business in would of course have place. So many as are the
question_ at the seat of business, individuals thus engaged, so many individuals

whose endeavours, instead of joining in the
.Ratiovinatlve. service, would be employed either in avoiding

A_v._13. Why, on this occasion, and for the being attached to it,---or, if attached, in
this purpose, canuot compulsion be advanta- deserting from it. For the consequence of such
geously employed _. a state of things in respect of efficiency and

.zlnswer. .Reasons. expense, see below--Arts. 18, 19, 20.

1. For procuring for this service men in suf- Ratiocinative.
fioient number,--compulsion (it is presumed) ART. 17. IV. Inequality-minin_izi_g. Here,
would not be needed, again, instead of _dnimizativn, comes _rax/m/-

2. Repugnant would the employment of zation. A state of enjoyment, the state of
compulsion be to the several principles follow- a few: a state of sufferance and oppressedness,
ing: that is to say: I. Aptitude-maximizing.-- the state of the many. In this case, actual
II. Number-minimizing.--III. Contentment- service is supposed. Payment for exemptiatt
maximizing.--IV. Inequality-minimizing.--V. constitutes another and a very different case.
Expense-minimizing. In the ease of payment for exemption, the

inequality is not altogether unsusceptible of
_t_at_ocinatlre. measurement: completely unsusceptible it ;_

A_. 14. I. 211ot_tude-marimizing. In this in the case of actual forced service.
case, as in every other, the greater a man's
relish for the service, be it what it may, the Ratiocinative.
greater, in so far as depends upon relish, will AR_. 18. V. Expense-minimizin_l. Her%
be the probability of his appropriate aptitude either the number will be incomplete, and to
in relation to it,--the less, .the less : his ap- the correspondent degree the design frustrated;
propriate aptitude, that is to say, in every one or deserters_ originally or subsequeutially such,
of its branches--moral, cognitional, judicial, will be to be pursued and endeavoured to be
and active, caught. But, to the expense requisite for this

Thus far as to the aptitude of the several purpose, no assignable bounds can be found.
ind/v/dua/e, individually considered. Now as For each deserter, pursuers more than one will
to aptitude on the part of the whole taken be to be employed : of the whole number put-
together. By the supposition, on the part of sued, only a portion will be caught : in so far
t/t/s branch, appropriate aptitude will not be as the endeavour to catch them is successful,
upon a par with what it is in the case of the then comes the expense of prosecution ; and
stipendiary branch: if it were, no adequate of the number of those prosecuted, only
reason would there be why fn_re and centin- portion will, in all probability, be convicted ;
gent should be purposely substituted to present and of that portion again, only a portion
serviceableness and actual service ; that is to punished, and forcibly aggregated to the corps.
say, no adequate reason for affording facility, as Then again, on the part of those thus aggre-
above, to the keeping on foot of the Radical gated will naturally remain the most anxious
branch of the national force, desire and endeavour to desert anew : and so_

reties quoties.
Et_atlocinative. But, while a part more or less considerable,

A_. 15. II. -Number-r_ni_izing. To the are being thus dealt with, the whole must, and
number of the individuals of whom the aggre- at the expense of the public, be maintained.
gate of the defensive force would be composed, To serve in this, or any other capacity, every
so far as compulsion were applied, here would man who, from property of his own, or other
be an addition made without any proportion- sources, has not wherewithal to keep himself
able addition to the efficiency of that same alive, must be kept alive at the expense of the
force.. Of this addition_ the amount would be, public, or he dies. But, in the distribution of
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_he m_tter of pay, to fred out who can, and _,
who cannot live without it, is not in this case ImC_ru_J. /,
practicable. Pay, if given to any, must then ART. 21. To an English ( _,:
be given to a/L To the expense of hunting mind, the idea of an aggregate body, the indi-
and catching a part more or less considerable, viduals of which are brought together by come
is thus added the expeuse of keeping the pulsion, with a view to land-army service,--
whole ; and, for the only actual service which and which is distinguished from an army by
is looked for at their hands, not one of them its comparative unserviceabteness for the put-
as yet so fit, or so much as expected to be so poses for which both are intended,---presents
fit, as those actually belonging to the stipen- the word _nititia. As to the e_nr_ of this
diary branch, to which they are designedly institution, in England, and in the Anglo-
kept from being aggregated. American United States, it is unquestionable.

To find for it anything like a _e, mu_t be the
Ine_ructional. t_atioc_nat_ve, work of imagination. Two, and no more than

AnT. 19. Thus it is, that on willingness two, uses, does this iustr_nent (it is believed)
depend aptitude, contentment, equality, fru- ever bring to mind.
guilty---everything desirable. But willingness 1. Supposable Use the first. _y for
--on what does it depend _. _4nswer: upon t_me t_e army: this phrase may serve to give ex-
and distance, pression to one._2. Supposable Use the se-

First, as to _ime. In vain would it be looked con(]. Protection against the army, and those
for, on the part of a man who, not having for who have the command of it : this phrase may
his day's subsistence anything but his day's la- serve for the other.
bour, is called upon to give it,--and without As to the benefit derivable from the keeping
equivalent,---to poor and rich together. The up, at a//times,--by pay, and compulsion to
day on which no man labours,--en which no boot, a large body of ineffective men, with no
man does anything for his subsistence,--this, better prospect than that of a c]_a_ce of being
if any, must then be the day, and the only day, able, _rit]_,or though it. were even without,
on which a man who has no quantity of the compulsmu, at one time or other, to aggregate
moans of subsistence in advance, can reason- a small portion of it to the effective army, in-
ably be expected to be found willing to take stead of aggregating to that body, on each oc-
part in this, or any other kind of pastime. By casion, at the minimum of expense, the number
this consideration, the possibility of obtaining actually wanted and no more,--this first iron-
men for this service without preponderant de- ginable use has just been held up to view.
triment, is confined to the day of general re-
pose. Thus much as to tbae. Instructional.

An.T. _2. Under the head of contentmwnt-
Instructional. Ratiocinative. ))_x_raizing, the aifiietion attached to c0mpal-

ART.20. Now, as to distance. In vain would sory service, in this line, has been brought to
willingness be looked for, on the part of a day- view. To save from all such affliction them-
labourer who, to bear his part in this pastime selves and their associates, it has, of course,
for a small part of a day,--even though it be, been the effectual care of rulers to grant ex-

as above, the day of general repose,--would I eruption from it to purchasers. Price for
have to give up the whole remainder of that _temporary exemption, say (for example) as
same day, with part of another, and the whole I under English militia law, £10 ; of the person_
of the intervening night, on whom the obligation is imposed, some there

Thus it is, that the possibility of obtaining will be, who, having f_r their all this same £ I0,
men for this service,--without preponderant purchase the exemption, pay for i_ such their
detriment, as above,--seems confined to the all, and suffer accordingly: others who, if they
_ite and near vicinity of towns of considerable had had the money, would gladly have paid it
magnitude, for the exemption; but not having the money,

Nor, to either party, need this limitation be, / serve per force,and suffer aceordingiystill more
all things considered, a subject of regret. In i than those fi'om whom their all has, as above,
town, as contrasted with the country,--in the been taken. Thus stands the matter at the
seat of the densest, not in that of the thinnest bottom of the scale of opulence. Look now to
populatienf--has the nature of man, in unison the top.
with the nature of things, placed the seat of Others there are, each of whom, having
the most intellectual public. What the town millionofpeundsateommand,paythel00,000th
pays in labour, it thus gains in influence. What part of their property, and suffer nothing. Be-
the country parts with in influence, it saves in tween these two extremes rise, in the scale of
labour ; and it has been seen how vast the say- inequality, as many degrees as there are far.
ing is. things between the ten pounds and the miliio_

Nor, by this division, is the population sepa- of pounds. Nor is this highest degree of ins-
rated into castes, with permanently" conflicting quality regarded as sufficient. For, at the top
interests: town remaining always open to emi- of the scale, persons there will be sure to be,
grants from country; country to emigrants and in considerable numbers, of whom such
from town. effectual care will have been taken, that th_
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will have the benefit of the exception without have for your defence. Buonapurte, when at
paying so much as one farthing for it. Such, Boulogne, was the man to have commanded
under matchless constitution, is the regard your army: Buonaparte,---not the King, the
paid, on this occasion, to the invquality-mini- Prince Regent, or the Duke of York.
r_/z/n¢ principle.* fnstr_tctlonal.

InstrurZiona/. ART. 25. The engine, with its primum mo-
ARC.23. Remains, the protection imagined bile, being in such hands, the machinery--can

to be afforded or affordable by the militia it be worth looking at _. Look, then, at the
against the army: against the army, and thence intermediate wheels. Persons holding corn-
against those who have the command of this mand in this body--to whom does it belong to
last-mentioned instrument, the force and for- locate them _. To the monarch; every one. To
midableuese of whieh are not open to dispute, whom to dislocate them, and that at pleasure !

Here, if the use itself is imaginary--not so To the same. On whom at all times does it
is the fact of its having been held up to view, depend whether motion shall be given to them_
and that by the highest authority, in the char- To the same. Oh, bu_ the officers must, each
aeter of a real one. Witness the English sta- of them, have a piece of land belonging to him.
tate, 26th Gee. III. cap. 107, passed for con- True ; but such a piece, that, putting all the
solidating antecedent statutes, by which the pieces together, the aggregate will still fall
instittltion styled the militia had been legis- short of what is possessed by this or that in-
luted upon. True it is, nothing can exceed the dividual, whom the vision of a star in the East
delicacy with which the conception here in will lead at all times whithersoever his Ma_
question is sought to be conveyed. But what jesty pleases. Remain all this while the pri-
is meant, is either tbe above, or nothing. "A rates : and if, as above proposed, it was on
respectable military force, under the command their own free-will that their convention and
of officers possessing landed property within their operations depended, then indeed the so-
Great Britain, is essential (says the act) to the curity might amount to something. But no :
constitution of the realm." "The militia, now matchless constitution knows better things.

by law established, has (it continues) been lnstructio_aL
found capable of fulfilling the purposes of its
institution." Such are the propositions, by AnT. 26. Well, then--thi_ same machinery
which, in the gnise of reasons, the approbation --4s it altogther useless ._ By no means. To
of the subject many is bespoken for the institu- whom, then, is it of use ? To the engineers_
tion:--bespoken by the united wisdom and elo- the civil engiueers,--King, Lords, and Com-
quence of the ruling one and the sub-rulingfe_v, mons, that have charge of it. And its value

to them, what is it._ Answer--Year ending
Instructional. 24th December 1826, £_87,407, 1ls. 5d. Note,

ART. 24. Thus much for profession. Now however, that what this year gives is the mi-
for e_ciency and sinecrit!¢. This shadowy in- nimum of its value. This year the militia was
strument of security, against the irresistible not, as the phrase is, called out: if called out,
instrument of danger and the hand that wields the value of it, as above, would, to an indefi-
it--by what hand,if applied, is it to be applied_, nite amount, have received increase.

By that same hand, and no other. Approving Instructlonal.
this policy, would you pursue it with consis-
tency _.--one course, and one course alone, lies ARt. 27. So much for England. Turn now
open to you. An invasion ._is that what you to the Anglo-American United States.
are afraid of _. To the apprehended invader _hen the democracy there does wrong, it is
give the command of whatsoever army you b_thoughtless continuation of the usagesofthe

corrupt monarchy out of which it sprung. Wit-
ness Senate, as to wlfich, see below, Ch. xxix_

* When the French had their corv(es, the Eng- Witness Common Law.
lish had their stature day's labour. To add to the Militiamen.--Onpapersay 1,300,000 ;t hum-elm!once of the opulent, every labourer, whose sole
source of his day's subsistence was his day's labour, her in attendance everywhere variable, at all
was ordained to starve while labouring on the road, times una_certainable. For estimating effects,
six days out of every 365 ; for 365, say rather (to two portions of the aggregate must be distia-
make allowance for holidays and sick days, as well guished; those whom free-will, and those whom

Sundays) 300. compulsion brings together ; to the last alone
This by Act of Parliament. To legislators, the applies what follows..+

misery they were organizing--was it unknown?
Think, then, of their intellectual aptitude. Was it
knn_va? Think, then, of their moral aptitude. _ Per estimate for year 18"26(beingon the °d of

Towards the close of the last century, (the exact February ]8_, the last estimate) 1,1"29,277.This
year is scarce worth searching forD on the motion information, and what follows it, are fi'om_diplo-
of a friend of the Author of these pages, S/r Th.o- nmtie eoarcee--" From some of the States the re-
mus C'_arlesBun/mr//, better known by the mtrae turnswore at tlmt time two or three yearnnld, and
of l_ir Cl_rles Bunlff_ry,this di._graceto the Statute in other respects defective."
Book was expunged from it. _ Note_that in so far as it is l*ycompulsiontkat
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/nstru_/o_. Instr_t/onal.

A_T. 28. Danger being equal to 0, query AitT. 31. Such is the expense, the burden of
the value of the best security ! Of danger from which is designed and endeavoured to be ira-
without, sole possible source, hostility from the posed. True it is that, to a large, and that
small, still unevaporated, remnant of the sa- an unascertainable amount, the attendance is
rage race. Miles of frontier betwQen 2000 not paid; and, in so far, the design is frns-
and 3000. For lining it, number of stipen- trated. True it is that, to that same amount_
diaries authorized by law, 6186, officers includ- a deduction will require to be made from the
ed ; in actual existence, the whole number, expense.

never ; on the 31st of October, 18°7, 5722 ; a Instructlonalo
little more than two to a mile. In existence,
why so few _. Answer--because, judging from ART. 32. But, proportioned to this deduc-
experience, more are thought not to be needed, t_on from the expense_ comes an additian to

the _a_ch;ef; and that to an amount by which
Instructlon(d. all attempts to bring arithmetic to bear on it

AnT. 29. So much for security against dan- are set at defiance. This consists in the debi-
ger from u_thout. Now, as to security against lity infused into the whole legal system. Corn-
danger from w$thtn ; against danger from the pulsory law covering the whole territory with
above-mentioned 6186 stipendiaries. Of the its whole population, and disobedience to it
men who, in the character of riflemen, have, staring everybody in the face everywhere.
from boyhood, been at least as much practised Everywhere either the actual suffering from
in the effective use of firelocks as any of the the compulsory obedience, or the contingent
above-mentioned 6186 stipendiaries,what shall and inappreciable mischief of debility in the
conjecture state as the number _.Fifty times Government from the disobedience.
as many _. Twenty times as many _. Ten times
as many _ Strange, if for bringing the danger Instructional.
down to 0, the least of these numbers be not A_T. 33. As a substitute for the compound
amply sufficient ; reckoning as amounting to composed of indirect waste and the compul-
nothing, in respect of appropriate force, the sion_pay, to be employed simply, has been
number of the fencible men not thus practised, proposed--pay to be given to a smaller num-

ber for longer and closer appropriate atten-
I_tr_ect_onaL dance and preparatory service. That in this

A_r. 30. So much for security in all shapes, way the evil in all shapes might be lessened,
Now, as to e_pense, expense of the price paid seems beyond dispute. But, for a security
for it. Under this head, a little more accuracy where there is no dauger--for a security the
would be worth obtaining, were obtainment value of which is equal to 0, 0 would be a
possible. Meantime, note, that, m_der this somewhat more appropriate payment than
head, compulsoriness or nomcomputsoritmss hundreds of thousands of pounds or dollars,
nmkes no difference ; the pecuniary less by the were there ever so few of them.
v.on-performance of produetive labour being
in both cases the same. But if, and in so far lnstr_t_onal.
as, in addition to this loss, money or money's ART.34. But an invading army--Oh, yes;
worth on the score of pay or equipment is ex- a curious enough _ight would be an invading
iended,--thereupon comes a correspondent army. But from whence, henceforward is it
add_io**, to this same lo_. to come _. From no whither_ unless it be in a

In the United States, average value of a fleet of steam-boats sent out from Washington
day's labour, a dollar ; say, on a low ealcula- to fetch it. Yes; the very last invasion from
tion, half a dollar, in English sterling 2s., tak- Europe that the confederacy will ever have
lug the dollar, for even money, at no more than experienced, is the one which was disposed of
4s. Number, ofeachmilitiaman'e attendance-- by that General, in whom, because the rifles
days in the year, four. This gives for the yearly under him performed so well, the unreflecting
expense of his attendance, dollars, two ; Eng- multitude behold their fittest President.

lish sterling, 8s. This multiplied by the above- Instrua_onat.
mentioned 1,300,000, gives dollars 2,600,000-
pounds sterling 520,000. Compare this with ART.35. From England shall an armament
the total expense of the general Government ; come for this purpose ! if expense be rais-
in dollars not more than seven millions; in chief--more mischief will ithave done i_ Eng-
pounds sterling, 1,575,000. land--to England_before startingr--than it

could reasonably expeot to do in the United

the four days' attendance has been produced, it is States, before the country had closed round it,
by the local governments that this compulsion has and disposed of it, as Burgo_ and Cornu_a/li_
been applied. " Congress are authorizedto make were disposed of. If to the people of England
lawsfor the organizing,arming,and discipliningof the Colonies called tb._r Colonies were worth
the militia, but hax-enever exercised this powerto anything, who dues not see that every one of
a_y important extent.'" their compulsorily-governed American Col_
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hies would be in the hands of the freely-go- time take place,_the power inherent in the
earned United _tates, a security forgood beha- legislature will afford the appropriate remedyj
viour on the part of the distant obedience- by the effective exercise of the dislocativu
compelling-rulers t_ function, in the case of these as in that of any

other set of functionaries. Principle, the Pre-
Ir_ructlonaL ponderant-detriment -excluding.

ART. 36. To qualify the great body of the
members of the radical force for attaining the Instructional l_atioclnative.
ends of the institution, two sets of directing ART. 40. AS to pay,--though to the condi-
functionaries will be necessary : commanders tion of citizens exercising this function, recom-
and appropriate _nstructors. The instructors pense in a pecuniary point of view would be
being but assistants to the commanders, will unsuitable,_and that more particularly in the
naturally act as such under their direction, situation of officers, recompense in the shape
as in private life, instructors in the several of power and dignity being of the essence of
branches of art and science act under the di- their situation,--yet, so far as regards their
rection of parents and guardians, their em- professional instructors,--the course, which
players. Principle, the aptitude-maximizing, presents itself as the most natural one, is--

that, for them remuneration in the shape of pc-
Instructional. _Ratioci_atire. cuniary pay should be allotted ; and as to the

ART.37. In the case of the privates, service fund from whence, that which presents itself
in this line being purely voluntary, the natural as the most natural one is a stock purse, formed
Course of things is that, in them, that is to say by contribution among the puFils. Principles
in the majority of them, should be the choice --1. The Contentment-maximizing. 2. The In-
of both commanders and instructors; for un- equality-minimizing.

less in this choice a vote were allowed to him, ]_stru_tlonal.many a man whose service would have been
useful, might decline to serve. Principles, 1. ART. 41. As to the class of persons, to whom
The Aptitude-maximizing. _. The Number- in quality of instructors the choice will be di-
maximizing. 3. The Contentment-maximizing. rected, it will, of course, consist of those, who,
4. The Inequality-minimizing. instruction in this branch of art and science

having been gained by them in the stipendiary
In_tructlonal. P_atiocinative. corps, have ceased to belong to it : these, with

A]tr. 38. So, as to dislocation, the natural or without those in whose instance, though
eom-se is, that in the ordinary state of things, they continue to belong to that same corps,
elsewhere than in the hands of the majority of quantity of time requisite to service in this
the members, in quality of electors, as above, shape can be spared.

no power of dislocation should have place. Instructional.
Principles--1. The Aptitude-maximizing. 2.
The Number-maximizing. 3. The Content- ART.42. To the legislature it will belong
merit-maximizing. 4. The Inequality-minimiz- to consider--in what way facility for the ob-
ing. tainment of the instruction in question from

those same sources, one or both of them,--may
In_ructlonal. Enactive. most conveniently, if at all, be afforded.

AP.T. 39. In consequence of such ordinary
non-dislocability an the part of the members SEe'finN IV.
of the Radical force, unless by a majority of
themselves, should apprehension of insnbordi- StiFendiaries , who.

nation as towards the government, on the part Expositive.of one or more subdistriets or districts, at any
ART. 1. A stipendiary is every person, who,

* In several of the United States, serving in the having by authority of government, as per
Militia serves as a qualificationfor voting on oleo- Art. 2, been located in any part of the aggre-
tions, gate corps composed of stipendiary defensive

Considered in itself, this arrangement presents force functionaries, has not been, as per Art.
itself as eminently useful, as being powerfully con- 3_dislocated out of it.
trlbutory to the superseding all need and demand
for compulsion, for the purpose of engaging men to Expos/tire.
the performanse of this service. So far as regards ART. _. Applied to military service, lovatio_
the defensive force establishment, the usefulness is styled en//_menL
of it seems, therefore,eminent and unquestionable.

But qua//fivat/on on the part of one description J_xposltivv.
of persons, supposeson the part of another descrip-
tion of _ns, d/_lua/_catwn :--an arrangement ARe. B. Applied to military service, dis]oc_
which, m proportion to the extent given to it, is tion is styled dis(_harge.
inconsistent with the unitmrsal#y ofsuffra_e, pro-

aS per C_. vL LEGISLATUrI.E, Section 5, Expos/tlve.
_¢_ors, who. Agx. 4. Reference had to an already exist-
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ing corps, to which the locatee is aggregated
or designed to be aggregated, location in mill- Instructional. Expositive. Exempliflvatlottal.
tory service, or in a word enlistment, is styled ART. 10. In the nature of the armatura
recruitment: the locatee, a re,ruSt. As to this, employed, diversification will, of course, from
see section 14, .Recruitment. time to time, be liable to have place, accord-

ing to the state of advancement at which the
Expositire. art and science of warfare has arrived.

ART.5. Reference had to an already exist-
ing corps, which it is proposed to disembody,-- In_ruct;o_al. Expositive. Exe_pHfi_ionaL
to wit, by a simultaneous discharge of all the ART. 1I. Of the armature c/a_e$ at present
individuals of which it is eomposed,---disloca- in use, examples are the following :

tien of those same individuals is styled dis- I. Infantry.
band_aer_t. As to this, see Section 15, Disband-
_e_t. Serving by land on foot; armed with fire-

arms and bayonets.--1. Infantry of the line;
.Exposit_r_. intended to act in close order, and for the

ART.6. The intervalof timebetween the mostpartinclosecombat (a_2_,_s2$w#_,co-
locationoftheindividualand hisdislocation,_dnus.)--2.Lightinfantry,or sayRiflemen;
isstyledhistermofserr_od_ as towhich_see destinedto actby theirdispersedforce,and
Section 5_ Term of Service. for the most part at a distance (em_nus.)

.Enactive. Expositlt_. II. Cavalry.
ART. 7. What follows in this section applies I.--Serving on horseback.

exclusively to the land branch of the defensive 1. Heavy Horse, or say in French Cava/cr_
force service, d'_lite. Frequently Cnirassiers.

2. Light Horse. Commonly Lancers.
InstructionaL Ratiocinatiw. 3. Horse Artillery ; including Rockets._

ART. 8. Essentially stipendiary is the set- Horse artillery is virtually cavalry. All ar-
vice of the constantly and moveably serving tillery used in the field, or to accompany troops
functionaries, in this line of public service, in their movements, should be horse artillery.
For, of the comparatively small number of Any other is an impediment instead of aid.
those members of the community, whose sub- II. Serving amphibiously on foot or hora_
sistence being permanently secured, is drawn back.
from masses of property already brought into 4. Dragoons. Often confounded with ca-
existence, and habitually kept up,--no hum- valry in general; but improperly. They should
hers anywhere sufficient for this service, would be able, when dismounted, to form a body of
voluntarily serve, or could or ought to be made infantry for close attack. All great generals
to serve, constantly and gratuitously; in time have known how to derive utility from a body
of actual service, to such a degree is the occu- of men on horseback, possessing the quality of
l_tion exposed to bodily hardship in the ex- fighting on foot. Obstacle; feudal and har-
treme, in all imaginable shapes, temporary and boric propensity to think service on foot lse_
perpetual, (such hardships being moreover honourable.
liable to terminate in the loss of the substance 5. Light Dragoons, or say Mounted Rifle-
or use of bodily organs or limbs, or of life men. Principally intended for the duty of
itself.) And, to those who have no such as- outposts.

sured means of subsistence, such gratuitous IIL Serving for defence or attack of fortified
eervice would be impossible, places.

Instructional. .Expositive. 1. Military Engineers.
ART. 9. Classes. From the nature of the 2. Artillery Men ; in-

armature, or say species of weapons princi- eluding Rockets.T
polly employed, springs the division of the 3. Miners. All these ought to
aggregate military functionaries into lines, or 4. Sappers. form but one corps,
_ay classes. For distinction's sake, classes de- 5. Military Artificers. vi_ the Foot Artil-
duced from this circumstance may be termed 6. Pontooneers, (for levy.
ar_xtture classes, or say weapon-taking classes.* making bridges

by boats, and
otherwise.)

In the nomenclature of English constitutional
topography,certaindivisionsofterritoryareterm- _"A cannon,isamachinewhichcandischargea
ed Wap_ntakes--orlginally,We_..p_takes:thefen- hundredandfiftyrounds,sayinan hour,orsome
eibleinhabitantsofeachsuch&vzsmnhaving,by otherconsiderabletime.An equalnumberofmen
laworcustom,beenundertheobligationofocea_ (withhorses,ifmotionfromplacetoplaceisr_
monallymeetingtogether,weaponsinhand. quirsd)canconductand _ a hundredand

In French, the sortofclass here termeda weajse_ fiftyrounds of rockets ; with this furtbe_peculiari-
ty, that the hundred and fifty rounds may, upo_a

¢/_s, is designated by the term arme: mthor awk- oe_c_sion,be all dis©bargedat once, or in any inte_wardly and ambiguously.
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IV. S_d_g amphiMously, by land or sea. Instructional. Expositive.I. Marines.
ART. 19. Understand by Erudite the offi-

Im_ruvtloaal. .Expositive. eers, who (by the Qualification Jnd_vatory, as
ART. 11. /_anks and Grades. The Mere- per Ck. ix. MIniSTERS COLLEC'rIVELY,Section

bets of the Stipendiary Army are distinguished 16, Lovable, wlw, Art. 17) having been aggre-
into--1. Privates ; 2. Officers: (understand gated to the General _Locable list, have, on
here Mit_ary officers.) ! view of the result of the pecuniary competition,

! been located by the Army Minister, with the
JExposSt_re. approval of the Prime Minister.

ART. 12. Understand by Privates, those to
Instructional.

whose situation, exceptions excepted, as per
Art. 11, it belongs to be commanded only, and ART.20. In this line, the number of grades,
not to command: to be subject to, and not and the relation between grade and grade, will
possessed of, the power of command : to pay, be maintained, or from time to time ran'led,
in manner prescribed by law, obedience to the by the legislature.
commands issued to them by o.y_cers,without
on their part issuing commands to one another, Instructional. .Exemlolifica_ional.
any more than to otfieers in the several grades. ART. 21. Of these relations, as they have

place at present, examples are as follows :--
Instructional. J_atio_inat_ve. Lowest in this line is the grade of _ns_n,

ART. 13. Necessary to the attainment of the or say _eeond lieutenant. Exceptions excepted,
end in view,--in every line of service, but in this grade is placed every Erudite officer,
more eminently in this,--is mutual conformity on his first location.
of operation on the part of co-operators : ne-
cessary to adequate conformity of operation is, I_tructional. .Exelnpl_eat_onal.
on one part, obed_nc_ ; necessary, even to ART. 22. In Monarchical States, in the pre-
obedience itself, is on the other part, command, sent practice of nations civilized in the Euro-
At the time of actual service, during a battle, pean manner,--superordinate to the grade of
for example, in no number of Privates will the ensign (or say second lieutenant)---and one to
need of command and obedience to the pro- another, in the order here following, the last-
daction of conformity in operation be diminish- mentioned to the first-mentioned,--are the
ed, much less done away, by the death, disable- several grades designated by the several de-
ment, or casual absence of all superordinates, nominations following :--1. Ensign ; 2. IAen-
between whom and them the faculty of corn- tenant ; 3. Captain ; 4. Major; 5. Lieutenant-
munication has place. In the Army Code, Colonel ; 6. Colonel ; 7. Brigadier-General ;
prevision will accordingly have been made for 8. Major-General; 9. Lieutenant-General; 10.
the contingency thus indicated. General i 11. Field-Marshal.

Instructional. JExposltive. Instruction_zl. .Exe_nplifivationaL

Aitx. 14. /_ n_. One, namely the lowest, is ART.23. In the service of the Anglo-Ameri-
composed of privates : it can hardly be called can United States, no higher grade has place
a ffrade. The other ranks are so many grades, than that of Major-General.

Instructional. ExTosltive. I_ruc:tional.

ART.15, Officers are distinguished into---1. ARv. 24. More or fewer of these grades tha
Ordinary; _. Erudite, or say select. Legislature will from time to time keep on

foot, as it sees good : never ceasing to remem-
Instructional ,Expositive. her, that the greater the number of the grades

AnT. 16. Ordinary officers, immediately su- subordinate to it, the greater is the stock of
perordinate to privates, are styled corporals, power attached to each superordinate grade;

Iuxtructional. Expositive. and that by every addition made to power,addition is made to evil; addition, on the oe-
A_. 17. Ordinary officers, immediately su- casion of which, to the forming of a sufficient

perordinate to corporals, are styled serjean_s, warrant for the making of it, preponderant
good attached to it in an assignable shape is

In_ruvtional. Expositive. necessary.
A_T. 18. Immediately subordinate to the

lowest grade of the Erudites, namely, that of E_a_ivv. Expositive.
_, is the highest grade of the Ordinaries. ART. 25. I. PRIV_TZS. .M'ode of loca2_o_.

ensign is sometimes styled second li¢uteu- Privates are either voluntarily located, or ob-
_; in the horse, cornet, ligatorily located.

_ q_mti_y. Hence, though the accuracyof :Exl_ositir_.
the rocket be inferior, the utility of the other qua-

may fa_o_-___ypre4omi_te. Ag_. 26. Yoluntaxily located are those wl_
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by contract on their part voluntarily entered
into, engage to serve. In_trucAionaL

ART.34. So likewise, as to the pe_unlary
Expositive. Instructional competition on the occasion of thefirst, or say

ART. 27. Obligatorily located, if any, are original location, in the lowest of the Erudite
those, whominatimeofextremeperil,through grades. (As to any higher grade, see Section
inability to procure a sufficient number volun- 10, t_emuneration.) "
tartly serving, the Legislature shall have or-
dered to be thus located. Instructional _P_atiovinative.

ART. 35. To the legislature it will belong
Enaetive. .ExTositive. to consider whether, antecedently to actual

ART.28. Deduction made of those excepted location in the above-mentioned lowest grade
by law, they will be located by chance : to wit, of officers, it shall not be an indispensable con-
by a Lottery, styled the .Defensive Force Lot- dition, that the individual shall have been lo-
tory. For the mode of location and dislocation anted for a determinate time--say a service
by lot, see Ch. ix. MINISTEaS COLLWC_IWLY,year--in the situation of Private. Principles--
Section 17, Located, how. 1.Aptitude-maximizing. 2. Contentment-maxi-

E_active. Instruaional. mizing. 3. Inequality-minimizing.
_P_atioc_native.ART. 29. Of the contract by which a person

engaged serves as a private stipendiary, the AnT. 36. Reasons : 1. Maximization of up-
conditions will be expressed in a written in- propriate aptitude cannot but be promoted by
strument, printed and published for universal the individual's being himself habituated to
cognizance. As to this matter, see Section 5_ the performance of those manipulations and
Term and Conditions of service, evolutions, the performance of which on the

part of others, it belongs to him to superin-
Enactive. Instructional. tend.

ART. 30. Any person, who after such en- 2. Highly conducive at least, ff not neee_
listment regards himself as injuriously dealt sary, to adequate sympathy of afectlon, is cor-
with by any superordinate, civil or military, respondent sympathy of conception; and that
in this subdepartment,--may apply for remedy, in so far as prudentially practicable, by means
as per Section 8, Oppression obc4ated : and C_. of self-experience. Conducive, in an eminent
ix. Section 21_ Oppression obv_ed, degree, to the habit of giving kind treatment

to others, is, in relation to them, sympathy of
JEnaetire. affection; and to sympathy of a_fection, sym-

AnT. 31. II. OFFICEas. Mode of location, pathy of conception as above.
Exceptions excepted, after the lapse or expira- 3. In no small degree,--even under the
tion of the preparation period, (as per Ch. ix. most effectual system of regulations which for
MImSTEns COLLEC_IV_Y, Section 16, Loeable exclusion of oppression can be devisedf--will
_rho,) no person who has not place in the Go- the comfort of those who are subject to mitt-
natal IJovable list, to which he cannot have tar)." command, be dependent upon the degree
been aggregated without passing through the of sympathy, which, in relation to them, has
...... , of examination undergone before the place, in the breasts of those by whom the
Exo mnation Judicatory, will be loeable in any command over them is exercised.
grade of the Erudite class.

Instructional .Exemjali.fvcational.
.Enavtive. ART. 37. In France, not only under the Re-

ART. 32. Exceptions will be,--lst, If, for volution, but under the absolute monarchical
special reason, in the location instrument ex- government of Buonaparte, this preparatory lo-
pressed, the Prime Minister, upon his respon- cation in the rank of private had place. As to
sibility (as per Ch. viii. PR_S M_s"r_R, Sec- term of service in that same lowest rank, the
tion 2, Functions, Art. ll,) shall have seen length of it appears not to have been fixed.
good to locate any person in the first instance, Suppose it variable, several circumstances may
without his having undergone probation in the be imagined, by any one of which, much more
qualification judicatory : taking him, for ex- by all of them put together, the length which
ample, from the population of the state at would otherwise have had place, would natu-
large, or from some rank in the army of some rally be customarily reduced. Say, for exam-
other state, at peace or war with this state, ple, ancestry, opulence, education, location on

recommendation by this or that high-seated
Instructional. superurdinate.

A_. 33. To the legislature it will belong to
eonsider_2. Whether, from the _/fir, a_ion _r_c_/oz_. .E_/_fzcat_/.
¢za_na_n, and for what reasons, after the ARt. 38. Under the English system, in the
preparatory period (as per Ch. ix. Section 16, ordinary course of practice, location of o_cers_
_vab/e who) any and what armature-class or from the lowest grade of the erudite class up-
classes shall to this purpose be excepted, wards, having for its ultimate eaus% in each
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iastanee_ the act of the monarch, as evidenced endeavoured to be efl'ected between maxlndza-
by his signature, accompanied with appro- tion of appropriate aptitude_ and rninimlz_tic_
priate counter-signature,--has for its interme- of expense.
diate cause, to a considerable extent, the pay-
ment of purchase-money to the use of an occu- SEC_O_ V.
pant of the gra_ in question, who, on receipt
of the money, is by his own consent disto- Term and Conditions of Service.
cated; in his room the purchaser being at the
same time located.Qualification-proving exa- ExT°sitive"
ruination, none. Diversified and tortuous in no ART. 1. In the Stipendiary Branch of the
small degree, would the course thus taken be, Military Service, in the case of each indivi-
on inquiry, seen to be. For the efficient and dual, by his term of servi_e, understand the
fina_ cause of these qualities, on this occasion length of time that has place between the day
as on others, recourse must be had to the ntis- on which he is located, and the day on which
tocr_tieo-mon_rchic_l form of the government, he is dislocated.
Main object, maximization of the quantity of
the matter of prosperity and means of happi- Expositive.
hess, drawn, by the ruling one, and the sub- ART. 2. In employing the phrase term of
ruling few, from the product of the labour of service, reference may be had--either, I. To
the labouring many; particular and subsequent the whole of the Stipendiary Military Service;
objects (as per Ch. ix. Section 17, Located, i or, 2. To this or that particular class, or say,
/tow, Art. 44, &c.) on the occasion of this as of sub-bran_, of it; that is to say, land service,
every other part of the official establishment, i sea service, amphibious--or say marine service:
is maximization of expense, coupled with mi- or to this or that rank or grade, in any one of
nimization of appropriate aptitude. As to the these same sub-hranches.
particular set of arrangements which in the
presentinstancethe pursuitof theseobjects .Ex.Tositive._na_tive.
hashad foritsresult;--suchisthediversifica-ART.3.In the severalsub-branchesofthe
tionand perplexitywhich theyexhibit,that StipendiaryMilitaryService,the businessof
theexpositionofitwouldoccupya fargreater locationand dislocationissusceptibleofdiver-
9uantityof spacethancan herebe afforded,sificatioas,thesame as thosewhichhavebeen
Sufficeittoadd--thatinthemaximizationof broughttoview,withreferencetothemembers
theexpense,careistakenthatthemosteligi-of the AdministrativeDepartment,takenin
hlelotsshallbe shared,inthelargestpropor- theaggregate,(asperCh. ix.M_XSZERS COL-
tionpracticable,among themembers ofnoble L_C_VZ_Z,Section18,])i_loca_el_ow,)but
and otheraristocraticalfamilies,for whose underdd_o_t?_tio_ssomeofthem peculiarto
furtheraccommodationthe quantityof apti- thosetwo DefensiveForce_ubdepartments.
tudenecessarytolocation(understandofapti- In regardtoe_it,no suchfavour--nosuch
tudein thatshapeinwhich itisthe fruitof inequality--didthenatureoftheserviceleave
naturaltalentimprovedby labour)is mini- possible.
mized. As tothis,seefurtherSection6,-Pro- On the partofeveryoi_cer,or ofoi_cers
_ot/o_. in any considerable number,---suppose the fa-

culty of exit left altogether to choice,--perpe-
.[_tructlonaL 3?_atio_inatire. tualdangerofmischief,toaboundlessamount,is

ART.39.Inany partoftheabove-mentionedtheconsequence.Evenwithoutconcer_, with-
arrangementsisthesavingofexpensetoGo- outsinisterde_d_n:withoutinducementinany
vernmentamong theobjects_.Plainlyenough shapeotherthanthatofperso_alcow,fort,--an
itmay be seen,tohow much greateranextent _rmy,--anyarmy,or any partof it,--might,
thatobjectcannotbutbe attainedby theunion atany time,bedissolved;by concert,and toa
ofthereductionalwith theemptionalbidding correspondentextent,threatofeventualresig-
(asper Ch.ix.Section17,Art.1 to5) andthe nation,--Tower,toan indefiniteamount,might
universalityof itsapplicationtothelowestor at any timebe exercised;exercisedoverthe
origi_w_grade,beyond which it cannotbe superordiuateauthorities,includingthe su-
carried with preponderant advantage ; as to preme authority in the state : conscquenve, in a
whleh#see this Ch.Section 6, Promotion. More- word, at any time, on any occasion, the estab-
overf---to obviate the inaptitude producible by lishment of a military, aristocratic_ or men-
absolute deference to the joint result of the ar_ic_ despotism.

Qualificat_.on-competitionand the pecuniary _xpo_ive.©ompetition,--for this purpose, as in all the
other subdepartments so in this, to an indivi- ART. 4. Emllstmen6---recrui_ment--disc_rffs
dually responsible functionary will the func- --di_bandme_zt: in these words maybe seen so
tion of location be committed, to wit, to the many denominations, employed in giving de-
minister of the subdepartment, after mention signation to modes of location and disloc_tion_
made of the cognizance taken by him of the liable to he different in some sort from those
l_espoctive results of these same competitions, which have pla_e in non-militexyservice. As to
Ands once moro_ thus it is_ that the union is location, see above_ Section 4, E_/pcsd/ar/_
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td_o: and Section 14, R_ru_nent: as to dials- pens and other material instruments of war.
ration, see Section 15, ])/sbandmenL fare therein employed.

l. ,4go: Earliest, at which the enlistment
Expositive. of the individual shall have place.

AnT. 3. Enlistment is location; voluntary 2. Freedom: In what cases, if in any cases,
or involuntary. In the case of the military the enlistment shall be compulsory.
sub-branches, of both those modes is the ope- 3. _ge: Latest, at which the individual shah
ration of location susceptible : of the voluntary continue on the list.
1,rode alone, special exceptions excepted, the 4. Reckoning from the day of enlistment,
several non-military situations collectively in len_/_ of the ti_:_e during which the individual
the several other departments and subdepart- shall stand en;Taqed to serve : whether limited
ments as above, no otherwise than by the duration of his life

and physical aptitude, or likewise by a e_rtai_
Instructional. number of years.

ART. 6. In all branches of the Defensive 5. If by a certain number of years,---shall
Force service, involuntary, or say _ompMsorily- this his term of service, speaking in general
e_foroed enlistment may, to an unlimited language, be long or short?
amount, be but too indispensably necessary ; 6. The length of this term, shah it be sub-
as to which, see below, Arts. 36, 41 : in any jested to any modification, in consideration of
ether department or subdepartraent, only to the age of the individual at the time of _/_
an extent comparatively inconsiderable, can meat?
any such necessity have place. For these cases, 7. At its expiration, shall the term, in any
see Ch. xii. JUDICIARY COLLECTIVELY_Section and what circumstances, be renewable, at the
1'2, Judges' aid-compel/inff function : Ch. xvi. will of the Government alone, or of the indivi-
Qv_s[-J u_, Section 4, Located, how: and Ch. dual alone, or no otherwise than at the will of
xxv. LOCAL HEADMEN, Section 12, Ju_ice-ald- both conjointly : and, in the case of a fresh
ingfunvtio_, engagement, shall there be any and what va-

riation in terms _. and so in the ease of each

]_xposStlve. succeeding engagement.*
ART. 7. By the word recruitment, reference

is made to a corps already formed, in which a * As to the length of the term, what follows
vacancy, or vacancies, in any number, have from an English officer, possessing, in a peculiar
taken place: by it is meant the act of filling degree, themeansofobservation, aecompamed_vith
up such vacancy or vacancies, appropriate aptitude. For a first engagement in

the infantry, in a country not employing its trocl_
Expositive. chiefly in distant dependencies, seven years a pro-

ART. 8. D_scharg¢, is di_locatlon applied to per medium : in the cavalry, eight years, or at
individuals individually operated upon. most nine: in the artillery, the same. VC'her_

there are distant dependencies, the terms may re-
Expositive. qvSre to be increased.

In British India, for the natives, styled Sepoy,
ART. 9. D'_band_te_t, is dislocat$on applied the customary terms of years vary. from three yearsat once to the whole number of the individuals

to seven years ; the length of the term engaged for
of which the corps in question is composed, being, in this case, at the option of the individual

l_xpos_tive, enlisting. In this line of service there have beenalways candidates for a&nission_ more than could
A_T. 10. In the non-military lines of public be received.

service, only in the case of some change of sys- In 1806, in English servlce,---at the recommen-
tern, can any such extensive mode of disloca- datlon of William _'yndham, then st the head of
tion as that which is termed disband_nent have the land branch of the Defensive Force service,

place : and, in that case, the demand for the engagement for limited terms, for example seve_
$_enrs, was substituted, and to a considerable ex-

operation itself is to such a degree rare and tent, to engagement for l_. By this arrangement_
casual, that no appropriate denomination for the condition and character of this class of rune-
it has grown into use. To the land-branch of tionaries were, in a high and conspicuous degree,
the defensive force is the frequent demand for meliorated.

it, and consequent use of it, confined. To an Since that time, the principle has been broken
extent more or less considerable the operation in upon, by admixture of life engagements with
is the natural, and always desirable result_ of limited term engagements. Fortheunlimitedterms_
a change from a state of war to a state of bounties were made greater than for the limited :
z_.acv" and, to the short-term system, obstruction ha_ been

opposed in other shapes.
Instrz_ctio_al. By the observant functionary above-mentioned,

no more probable cause for this depa_'ure has been
A_t_. 11. In relation to the terms of Defen- found_thanthe natural fondness for arbitrary power,

•ive Force service_ subject-matters for the con- in the breasts of the high professional funetiousxies,
_dderation of the Legislature will be the fol- and sympathy for it in those of their civil exordi-
lowing :--regard being had to the different notes and supovordinates.
branches of the service_ and the different wen- In respect n'f subsistence, engaged for in the

Vo_ lX. Z
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_. At the expiration of each such term of tence, unexpected hardship, to an unlimited
service, in the instance of each individual, in degree, even to that of loss of life, will be liable
the ease of any and what distance from his to ensue. The degree in which such enhance-
_ome, shall any and what provision be made ment is capable of having place, will be sus-
for his conveyance thither ._and, for this put- ceptible of indefinite augmentation, by the
pose, _.hat p/a_e shall be considered as his scarcity liable to be produced in time of war-
home _. fare, by the circumstances of time and place.

9. _l_z'munerativn----its arnaun_ : what, in the
Several branches, and grades in each branch, lnetru_t_vnal. _t_ativc_native.
shall be tim amount of it, in all shapes taken Attr. 13. Reasons in favour of a long term,
together, these :--for a long term, that is to say, for the

t0. Remuneration--its shapes: what part of longest term consistent with the individual's
it in the shape of the matter of subsistence,-- continuance in a state of capacity for service,
food, drink, clothing, lodging, means of con- in respect of health and streng_l.
veyance included : what part of it, and at what 1. Generally speaking, with length of con-
times delivered, in the shape of money or money's tinuance in the service, will increase practice;
_rth, over and above the matter of subsistence, and with practice, aptitude. Principle, the
as above, a_Zitude-maximizinff

ll. Pwmaneratlon : after the expiration of 2. Successive renewals may require corre-
the te_m of service original, and in case of re- spondent bounties. Prtneiple_ the expense-mi-
newator renewals subsequential, shall any and ntmizin_.
what such additional remuneration be given,
in consideration of length ofser_ve, or length InstruationaL Ratiocinative.
of life, or cessation or diminution of physical ART. 14. Reasons against a long term, or
capacity of service ._ say in favour of a short one, these.

12..17_emuneratlon: in case of wounds cura- 1. In proportion as the individual is well
hie or incurable received, or sickness con- treated, the service will, generally speaking,
tracted, in battle,--and accompanied, or not, answer his expectation ; and, supposing it to
by cessation or diminution of physical capacity answer his expectation,--generally speaking,
for service,---shall any, and what additional he will with satisfaction join in the renewal of

remuneration be given on the ground of ecru- the engagement. Principle, the vonSemtm¢nt-
pensathm ? n_axzm_z_ng.

13. Promo_on--onwhat contingencies shall 2. In this case, the s]iorter the term, the
it depend ! stronger will be the motive, by whieh the go_

14. Punishments--to what, and in what vernment will be solicited to make provision
events respectively, shall the individual be sub- for good treatment to this class of public func-
jectabte ;--and, in each event, in what shapes, tionaxies_, to make such provision, to wit, by
ether than those to which a non-militaxy man apprcpri_te enactments, followed by exeeutiolx
is equally suhjeetable, and effect uniformly given to them in practice.

Principle, the _ontentment-maximizir_j.
Instructional. Ratiocinative. 3. As to expense. The better the treatment

ART. 12. l_ote, that whatsoever expeudi- in other respects, the less will be the expense
ture may be necessary on the score of subsis- needed in the articles of subsistence and peeu-
tence, scarcely any part of it can, with safety, niary pay. Principle, the expenee-rainimlzin 9.
be left to be defrayed by the individual him-
Self, out of that which is allotted to lfim in the Instructional.
shape of money. Reason--Because the flue- ART. 15. Ifa pension of retreat, fixed or
tuation which in his situation may have plat% dependent on pleasure, be included in the terms
in respect of the relative value of money, may of the engagement, it may be made greater in
be such that, from the insufficiency of the sup- case of a second engagement_ still g_eater in
ply in respect of this or that article of subsis- case of a third, and so on.

Instructional.
articles of food, clothing, andlodging,the hardships
imposed upon the functionaries of some classes, ARt. ] 6. In this ease, the past length of life,
were, at one time, enormous. In the year 1797, at entrance into the original eng_tgement, may
singularly extensive and alarming was the mutiny present a demand for consideration, with a view
that took place in the sea service. It had for its to its being taken into the account.
cause the fraudscommitted on the sailors, by _rl-
ous functionaries, in _vhose instance, as in every Instructional.
instance under matchlessConstitution, delinquency
'was either kept out of sight, or, if kdown, left un- ART. 17. In the ease of enlistment for a
punished. The mixture of depredation and oF,- limited number of years,--into the account of
pression in this shspe, was, however_ in conse- the expense may require to be taken, that of
quence of the alarm, put an end to. But, of the conveyance to the individual's kome, as per
mutineers, some were hanged, others flogged to Art. 11. No. 8. The sort of government which
death. Punishment, if any,mis-apptied ; apposite- has distant dependencies is, however, the only
ly-applied, none: such is the atl-rullng axiom, one under which this article of expense will
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be found to possess any very considerable de- to be effected; in such sort, as to minimise, at
gsee of importance ; and with a constitution the same time, on the one part the danger of
such as the one here proposed, the possession preponderant detriment to the service, on the
of distant dependencies will scarcely be found other part the amount of the expense. Prin-
reconeileable, ciples--1, the preponderant-evil-alleviating:

Instructional. ]:_a_iovina_iu. 2. the exTense-minimlz_ng.
As to the benefit capable of being derived

ART. 18. Of an arrangement in relation to to the aggregate of the 2population from the
this subject, the importance would range upon efltux and influx, see Section 18, Collateral
a scale, varying in length from a few score employ_ents.
miles to that of a semi-circumference of the
globe. At the one end of the scale, place the Instructional .Ratiocinative.

_soldier in a stipendiary army kept up for corn- AnT. 2 I. Determinateness of the rights and
mon defence by the Helvetie confederacy; and, obligations--its importance. Whatsoever be,
at the expiration of his term, suppose lfim in in other respects, the conditions of the en-
the territory of any one of the confederated gagement, an essential condition--a condition
states : at the other end, in an army in the of the utmost importance to the interest of
Engl/sh service, and at the expiration of his both paxties--the public, and the individual--
service, suppose him stationed in Van Dieman's is, that the rights and the obligations, the bene-
Land, or on some part of the northernmost fits and burthens, certain and eventual, which
boundary of British India. In this case, sup- respectively belong to them in virtue of it, be
pose the place of his first enlistment his own at all times as completely known as possible :
native place, and that place anywhere about all contingencies liable to result from it, in-

, the middle of England. The refusal or omis- cluded: to the end that, for all such contin-
sion to reconvey him to such his native place, gcncies, the most effectual provisions possible
or at any rate to some place or other in Eng- may, on both parts, be made ; and thus the
land, might have the effect, if not of homicide ecil of d_sappointn_ent, as effectually as pos_
at any rate of perpetualbanishment, aggravat- sible, be averted. Principle, the dkqappoin¢-
ed by hardships to the magnitude of which no 9nent-prerentioa principle : as to which, see
limits can be assigned, more in the Penal Codes; of the rationale of

Principles concerned--1, the eontentmen$- which it constitutes to a large extent the
tnaximizing; 2. the i_qttality-minimizing, foundation.

Instructio_l. Instructional. l?xttiociaative.

ART. 19. Note here, the effect of an at- An.x. 22. Only in proportion us they axe
rangement of this sort, on the state of the antecedently and timely known, can the bene-
army, taken in the aggreca_e. In so far as, in fits, whatsoever they may be, meant to be con-
the instance of each functionary, the term of ferred by the establishment of rights, be re-
service is in duration limited,--and in pro- seived :--the burthens, appointed to be even-
portion as the duration is short,--an eventual tually borne, in the shape of the lmn_d_ments
efliux, and correspondent influx, will have appointed, be avoided. And forget not, that
place. For this continual change, the legis- every portion of punishment which cannot
lature will of course have to make provision : operate in the way of prevention, nor yet in
and, in the register of the Army-minister, in the way of compensation to individuals wrong-
the lists of the several functionaries belonging ed, is so much suffering expended in waste.
to the several corps, a_tached to each man's Instructional.
name will be a memorandum expressive of the
day on which his engagement expires, to- ART. 23. To the accomplishment of this oh-
gerber with the place to which, in the event jeet, an inseparable condition is, that the ex-
ofa non-ronewal, it may be necessary he should pression given to the terms of the engagement
be conveyed : and, from these individual me- _that is to say, to the rights and the obliga-
morandums, will be formed aggregate state- tious--the benefits and the burthens--devulv-
ments, exhibiting, in the case of each corps, ing upon each party, in consequence of it, as
the efliux which in the several successive _years above--be committed to permanent signs :-
will thus be produced, and thence the influx to words in the u_-/_e_ form : in a word, to a
that will be needed : a separate account being Code : and that, with reference to these same
kept for the casual efltux produced by death, reciprocal rights and obligations, this s_me
or by discharge, for debilitation or othercauses. Code be an all-comprehensiv_ one : and in this,

in all other caseS, as c/ear and correct, _md,
Instructional. so far as is consistent with clearness, as con_

Az_r. 20. By circumstances of a local and v/se as possible. Name of it in the ease of the
temporary naturc,_the legislature, and under Stipendiary Land Service bra_ch_ say, The
the legislature, the appropriate minister, wilt So/d/cr's Code.
be guided, in aggregating together in the
several remote situations_ such functionaries, I_tr_tioned. Ratioclnat_ve.
in who_ instance the reconveyance requires Amr. 24. The more eaTlivlt thc terms of the
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en/b_ pap_, thebetterassuredwillbe the preventionofdisappointment,trueitis,that,in
conditionof the enlistee,under theengage- respectoftheeffectsoftherightcreatedaud
meritexpressedbyit. And thebetterassured conferredby any engagementof thissort,_
hiscondition,--thecheaper,and in everyre- absolutecertaint_isaltogetherincompatible
spoctbetterthe terms,on which itwillbe in withtheverynatureof theservice.But by
thepower oftheGovernmenttoobtain,atall everysourceof unavoidableuncertainty,dis-
times,suchsupplyof thosefunctionariesasit tinctly,explicitly,and faithfullybroughtto
standsin need of;and the betterassuredit view,_md thuspre-announced,--disappoin_-
willbe ofobtainingattheirhandstherenewal ment, and withit discontentment,willbe
ofthe enga_gement,in theeventofitsseeing prevented,--theconditionofthe functionary
reasontoprefershorttermsof yearstolong meliozated,--andthe pricewhich itwillbe
onesortermsforlife.Principles,I.theexist-necessaryfortheGovernmentand thepublic
hal seeurity-maximiz_n# ; 2. the contentment- to give for his services, saved from needless
nu_imizin#; 3. the ine_luality-minimizil_t; 4. increase, t

the e,zpcnse-minimizin#. Instru_ionaL

Im_ructional. ExTositive. ARt. 30. In every such Code, in the instance
ART. 25. To speak more partieularly,--in of every article having for its purport the es-

this document should be expressed ever), obti- tablishment of an obligation on the part of
i/at/on, actual or eventual, to which, in virtue government for the benefit of the individual,
oftheengagement,theindividualissubjected,--betterthe eng_tgementwere not inserted,
and everyr/g/_t,actualoreventual,which,by thanwhen inserted,broken. Not lessrepug-
virtueofit,he acquiresormay acquire:also,nanttothe principlesof thesupposedconsti-
everystateofthings,occurrence,orevent,by tution,in thisthanin everyotherbranchof
whicha terminationisc_pableofbeingputto thepublicservice,--areallarbitrarydealings
either. Principles, l. the internal-security- --and in particula¢ all brea_hcs of faith.

mazimlzing ; 2. the contentmen_-mazimizin9 ; Instruct/onaL
3. the inequal_ty-tninimizing.

ART. 31. True it is, that in this branch,
Enavtlvs. Instructional. great latitude of action on the part of the con-

ART. 26. For this same purpose, at the time stituted authorities--much greater than in any
of enlistment, an operation indispensably he- other--may be necessitated by the nature of
eessary is the delivery of a copy of this same the service. But, for no such latitude, in no
Eoldier's Code, by the appropriate registrar, line of action, nor to any extent, can need have
intotbehandsoftbecnli_tee; together with the place for any degree of latitude, to which, in
making entry of such delivery in the register, the instrument of engagement, expression can-

not he given, in the tenor and wording of it.
Enactire. InsCructiona r.

ART. 27. This copy being, for its more effec- Instructional.
tual preservation, provided with a portable ART. 32. To the nature or extent of the ob-
ca_e in which it will be kept,---the possessor ligations to which during the continuance of
will be at all times accountable for the exis- the engagement it may be necessary that the
tene_ and good condition of it : accountable functionary should be subjected, no deferral-
for it, to wit in the same manner as for the nate limitation does the nature of the service
habiliments, arms, and other moveahles_ allot- admit of. For, by that same nature, he cannot
ted by Government to his use. but be, at any time, and for any length of

time, exposed to death, in every degree of pro-
Instruaional. .Rat/ovinative. bability, from the lowest to the highest : and,

ART. 28. A man's not being able to read is were it not for such contingent exposure, his
no reason for his not being provided with this service would be nothing worth. Never can
implement : for by no other means can he be fail to have place the eventual need of his ex-
at all times apprized either of his rights or his posing himself to more or less probable death,
obligations,---either of the services he staaads by marching up to the cannon's mouth : this,
bound to render, or the punishments to which with certain death in the shape of punishmen b
he stands exposed in the event of failure on in the event of his declining so to do.
his part in respect of the rendering them. Nor
can this document be in any case a useless Instructional.
one. For, whether he himself be able to read ARc. 33. On the other band, from all obIi-
or no, he will, at all times, be in the presence gations, other than what, as above, are essen-
of those who are : if, in the ease of a private, tial to the nature of this particular branch of
no comrade of his is,--_ble at any rate will be public serviee,--he will, in common with other
some officer, from whom he is h_bitually re- functionaries belonging to the Administrative
esiving orders. Department, find protection and security, in

the principles exhibited in CIr.ix. M_msTmas
Isstructlonal. COLLEL_IV_LY,Section 21, Opp_ss/o_shy/ate.

ART.29.As toeertalnty_and coffee,pendentAnd moreover_inthepresentease,fortheup-
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plica_ion of those principles to practice in and part compulsory, part vohintary,--will depend
by the Military Code,--to the Legislature it i upon various circumstances in the condition of
will belong to establish, in conformity to those the state.
principles, such particulax arrangements as the
natureofthecasemayappe&rtorequire. Seeac- I _ruetlonal. Exe_nplifivat_onal.
eordinglybelow, Section 8, Oppression obviated. ART. 41. Case L--The state, a Representa-

tive Democracy recently constituted: itsfi_a_zes
-Enactive. Ratiocinative. in a low state : n_oney sufficient for procuring

ART. 34. As to freedom--only in case of a military force in sufficient quantity, not as-
necessity, a_ad to the extent of that necessity, sated; the number needed of the land-force
does this constitution admit of compulsory en- stipendiaries, bearing _ large ratio to the whole
listment. Principles, 1. the eontentnwnt-maz_- population of the state, hi this ca_e, the
m_zing: 2. the inequality-minimizing, adoption of the compulsory system may be

matter of necessity. In this case appear to
Instructional. be, as yet, in a great degree, the htte Spanish

ART. 35. In so far as the enlistment is co- Colonies.
luntary, no otherwise than by means of the
matter of remuneration can it be effected, to Instrnct_onal.
any amount affording a promise of being ade- ART.42. Case II. The state, a Representa_
quate. See above, Section 4, Stipendiaries, who. tire Democracy firmly established: its finances

in a settled and flourishing state : the number
Instruct_nal. _Ratiocinative. needed of the land-force stipendiaries, bearing

ART. 36. For compulsory enlistment, the but a small ratio to the whole population of
necessity ha_ place, in so far as for procuring, the state. In this case are the .Anglo-xtmeri-
ia time, the requisite number of the function- can United States.
aries in question, the quantity of the matter of
remuneration necessary cannot be obtained. Instructional.
Principles, 1. the ¢ontent_nent-maximizing; 2. ART. 43. Two inseparably-connected ques-

the inequality-rainimizing.In_ruct_o2_al.Ratiocinative. --atcommencetionS:whatI. supposing_.age2.shallatwhatthetheengagcment compulsorycorrespondentage terminate !liability
ART. 37. Hen6e it follows--that, so soon as I

the quantity of the matter of remuneration, Instructional
necessary and sufficient for the purchase of ART.44. In every case, by what means shall
consent, on the part of the number requisite, the selection be made ! By choice, in respect of
can be obtained, functionaries voluntarily sere- the classes out of which it shall be made _ By
lug should be substituted to all, who, ff any, choice, in respect of the individuals who, among
are compulsorily serving. Principles, 1. the those of the classes determined upon, shall be
coatentment-maximlzing: 2. the inequality-rot- selected _.or by chance in respect both of the
_imizing. ] classes and the individuals!

I

Ir_truct_onal. 1 IratrueClonal.
ART. 38. Provided always, that the extent _ ART. 45. Prodigious are the difficulties,

given to the change be not so great, as to be [ which the exclusion of compulsion will, in so
productive of inefficiency, to a decided degree, far as it is found practicable, exclude. But
in the whole of the defensive force or any por- as, in number altogether indeterminate, indi-
tiou of it, by the substitution of unexperienced ] vidnal instances, individual places and times,

to experienced individuals, or of less expe- t may occur, in which this practicability will

rienced to more experienced. Principles, 1. not have place, these difficulties may, all of
the .External secur_ty-mazimiz_na ; 2. the apt_- them, come of necessity to be grappled with.
rude-maximizing; 3. the preponderant-evil-ex- Instructional. ]_atlocinative.
_luding.

ART. 46. Under some governments, with or
Instructional. without exceptions in favour of privileged

ART. 39. Forasmuch as,exceptions excepted, classes,--the natives of the male sex have by
(as per Section 3, _Radicals, _'ho,) the Radical coercive law been aggregated to the Laud sti-
force comprehends in respect of contingent ob- pendiary force, in the rank nfj0r/vab_: in some
ligation, the whole of the male population of instances, from the age ofado/escence, in others
the eommunity,--enlistment will, in that, be from the time of birth: and thereupon, in some
transference of the individual from the radical instances, for _nd during more or less protract-
to the stipendiary br_neh of the militaxy force I ed, but commonly, at any r_te, limited, terms.
of the st_ts, t No application, however, have those eases to

the present case : the I_nd Stipendiary branch
Instruaional. ] being the branch in question, and in tAo_ e_ses

A_tr. 40. When the enlistment is eompul- I the nnmber-mo_rianizie.# being the principle
_ory, whether it shall be compulsory _lone_ or [ looked _nd acted upon; in the present case the
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opposite principles, subject only to the eventual belongs, is _thin reach oft_ enemy, and that
exeeptions_ as per Section 18, Collateral _. in which it is not.

ployments, instructional. Exemplifivational.
Instructional. tTatio¢inati_e. ART.51. At the time of actual or nearly-

ART. 47. Under the compulsory system,--- impending war,--at any rate in or near the
the classes being supposed determined,--for presence of an enemy,--it is obviously and be-
the selection of the individuals, the tbrtuitous yoad dispute indispensably necessary, that
mode of selection presents itself as the only one death should be a punishment capable of being
consistently applicable. Principles, 1. the con- attached to disobedience of orders. But it
tentment-maximizing: 2. the ineq_alit!C-mbd- follows not that any such punishment, or in-
mining, deed any punishment, beyond that of disloea-

tion_ should, in time of peace, be attached to
Instrnctional. an offence of a description so extensive and

ART. 48. Nor yet would this same fortuitous thence so indeterminate, and thence inn propor-
mode be inapplicable to the voluntary, or say, tionable degree, in respect of the latitude of
spontaneous enlistment system: for, the qualifi- description that cannot but be given to it,
cations necessary--in otherwords, the elements liable to give facihty and impunity to oppres-
of appropriate aptitude, (age, stature, and so siononthepaxtofthesuperordinateauthorities.
forth,_ being supposed determined,--and notice
given, for all who are desirous to be enlisted InstrnctionaL
to give in their harness---this done, out of the AnT. 52. A circumstance which, in official
n_mes given in, the selection might be made eervice at large, but more especially in this
by lot: and that, with not less propriety and branch, suffices to give in an especial degree_
facility in this case, than, as above, in the op- ia respect of certainty of appropriate evidence,
posite case. Principles, 1. the contentme_t- efficiency to the exercise of power, and thence
maximizing: 2. the inequality-minimizlng, at the same time the faculty of reducing the

Instructional. I_t_ocinati_e. magnitude of the lots of punishment,--is thecontinual existence of the subordinate in the
AnT. 49. In the framing of the enlistment- presence of his superordiaates. As in the ease

paper and correspondent Code, care will be of rewards, so in case of punishment, the less
taken by the legislature, to distinguish by as the uncertainty, the less the magnitude requi-
clear a line of separation as possibles--and ac- site and necessary.
cordingly to place in two different sections,--
those obligations which are necessitated by, Instructional.
and accordingly are intended to have place in, ART. 53. The peace arrangements and w_r
a time of war only, and those which are in- arrangements being thus distinct, and the state
tended to have place in time of peace, of peace being taken for the ordinary state of

things, and that which shall accordingly be
tlat$oc_nat_ve, made the subject-matter of reference_--whenso-

Reasons. 1. In time of war, powers and ever it is the will of the Legislature that the
eventual punishments will be necessary, such war part of the Code shall take effect, it will
as_ being in a time of peace uanecessary,--and make effectual notification accordingly_ by the
trance uselessly burthensome,--will be natur- appropriate and established means.
ally and unwarrantably odious : and, the line And so on the return of peace.
of separation being thus drawn, that it may be
more universally conspicuous, the two portions SEcrIo._ VI.
of the Code will naturally be placed in two
different sections. _Pro_notion.

2. The clearer the Code is of all needless
hardships,--as well on the score of constant Instrnct_onal.
duty as on the score of eventual punishment, ART. 1. To the Legislature it will belong
_the more plainly eligible will be the coadi- to consider--by what circumstances, after the
tion of the individual ; and the cheaper the initiatory location, (as per Section 4, Stipen-
terms on which his voluntary servico will be diaries, _,ho,) promotion in the Erudite classes
obtainable. Principles, I. the contentment- shall be determined.

maximizing : 2. the exl_ense-_ninimizi_l. .Enaetive. E.rponlti_e.

Instructional. A_T. 2. Exceptions excepted, in the land-
ART. 50. For theconsiderationoftheLegis- serviee_ in the stipendiary branch in each

lature it will moreover be,--whether, even in armature class, promotion from the lowest of
time of war, a distinction may not, with ad- the Erudite grades, s_y that of ens/gn, will go
vantage, on the above accounts be made, be- on, as vacancies take place, according to
tween the powers and eventual punishments seniority in service, reckoning from the day of
which are to have place, in a state of things the funetionary'e l_eatiou in the grade of ensign ,
in which the corps to which the functionary or say second-lieutenant. Name of the system
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,f management according to which promotion I temporary location might be made to expire
takes place in this course, the _n/or/ty system. ! on a day mentioned, or at an individual point

iof time otherwise described ; in either ease,
Enactire. renewable from time to time, until the return

AnT. 3. Exceptions are-- of peace : on the day of expiration, the gr_les
1. Where (as per Ch. viii. Section 2, Fuse- of the persons so located remain, or become,

t_ons--Art. 11) for special cause assigned, and the same as they would have been under the
not otherwise, the Prime Minister has thought seniority system, had no sact_temporary routs-
fit to place any person in any grade, superor- tion taken place.
dinate, co-ordinate, or subordinate, on that
occasion mentioned. In this case, promotion ]::atiooinative.
has place in the same manner as if in regular ART. 6. Exceptions excepted as above, why,
original location or succession the functionary as an efficient cause of promotion, is/engt/_ of
had arrived at that same grade, serdve, or say, the seniority sy_er_, proposed to

be established _.
]_nactiv¢. Answer. _l_easom Proportioned to/engtk of

2. Where, on an individual occasion, for a service, or say of standing, in the Army or
particular purpose, the Army Minister, subject Navy as the case may be,--will, on a general
to the direction of the Prime Minister--or any view, be experience, length of habit in the
commanding officer, in virtue of a power given exercise of the appropriate functions, and
to him by the Army Minister,--shall, in time thence probability of appropriate aptitude in
of actual or immediately apprehended war, all its several branches.
have thought fit. on his responsibility, to em- ]Instructional.
play in grades different from their permanent
grades, the officers, or any of the officers, be- AItT. 7. Note, however, on this occasion_
longing to the corps appointed for that same the difference between habit of appropriate
purpose ; so far as exercise is given to this operation in the preparatory periods, and habit
power--promotion, transference, and, in every of actual service : that is to say in war time,
but the disgrace-importing sense, degradation, in the several operations of assault and defence :
_are, during the time in question, essentially for example_ in battles_ attack or defence of
and unavoidably combined. Principles, 1. the forts, sieges, forced marches, with or without
a_titude-maximizing; 2. the_Preponderant-evil- combat, daring pursuit, or during retreat.
obviating. Instructional.

Enactive. _atioeinatire. AnT. 8. Consideration had of the particular
3. Where, on individual occasions, one or circumstances of tlm community, and the time,

more, the fact of extra-meritorious service _to the Legislature it will belong to say,
rendered, has been (as per Ch. ix. Section 15, under what, if any, of the diversifications of
.Remuneration, Art. 20 to 28,p. 267-8,) judici- which such actual service is susceptible, a
ally established,--power, in this case, for the shorter portion of time employed in such seT-
Prime Minister, at the recommendation of the vice shall, to the purpose of promotion, be
Army Minister,---Or of the Navy Minister, re- equivalent to a larger portion of time no other°
spectivety,---to promote the benemeritant by wise employed than in general service.
grades, one or more, at his choice : power, but
without obligation. Principles, 1. the aptitude- Ir_str_ional.
_imizing; 2. the contentmvat-maximizing. ART. 9. Whether there shall be given to

this or that corps, in preference to this or that
._nactiv¢. other, the occasion, and thereby the means, of

4. Where, by decree of an appropriate judi- being occupied in modifications of actual and
eatory, the grade of any such officer has been special service, rising one above another in
lowered, or the pace of his ascent in future importanee,--will be for the consideration of
slackened, by restrictive arrangements, the Prime Minister, and the Army or Navy

Minister respectively. To the Legislature on
Instructlon_l. this same occasion it will belong, to put and

ART. 4. To the Legislature it will belong keep itself upon its guard, against undue
to consider whether cases may have place, in favouranddisfavouronthepartofthoseseveral
which, on the occasion of a particular enter- members (if the Administrative department :
prise, the nature of the service may render it and to devise and employ all suitable arrange-
matter of indispensable necessity that the ments, by which partiality in both shapes may
choice of some or all of those who command most effectually be excluded.
under him, should, by an appropriate power,
be given to the functionary who, on that same I_-vtrz_ctlonal. _atlocina_ive.
occasion, commands in chief. AI_T. 10. From the practice of giving pro-

motion otherwise than according to seniority,
I_fruct/o_, subject to the above exceptions as per Art&

ART. 5. In such ease, the result of such 4, 5, 6, 7,--evils which present themselves a_

.4
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resulting, or capable of resulting, are the fol- the Prime Minister, or of the highest corn-
lowing :_ rounder on the spot.

Evil I. In the breast of a functionary, over I. Appointing to the command the senior
whom is located another, towards whom he of all the officers, not as yet employed. Prin-
had been in the habit of exercising command, ciple, the contentn_ent-_xi_izing.
scarcely can a sense of hardship fail to have 2. Appointing to the command an officer
place : and, consideration had of that self- who is the senior of all who are actually era-
partiality which is inherent in human nature, ployed : his seniors in a number more or less
se_reely can the unpleasant sensation fail to considerable, remaining on this occasion an-
have for its a_companiment an opinion pro- employed,--in which case, though passed by,
nouncing injustice to have had a share in the they are not, any of them, placed under the
production of that same hardship. Principle, command of one over whom they had been in
the contentment-n_aximizinff, the habit or expectation of exercising corn-

Note, that in this case, by transference into round.
another corps, the evil in this shape might in 3. Openly placing the officer in question over
a considerable degree be diminished : and this the head of others, in number more or less con-
in the greater degree, the less close and fre- siderable, as per Arts. 3, 4: they serving at
quenttheeommunieationbctweenthetwocorps, the same time with and under lfim. Principle,

the aptitude-n_aximiz_na.
J_atiocinati_e. 4. Giving the appoi'ntment in form to the

AnT. I1. Evil If. Of an habitually impro- senior of the officers employed; but, by secret
per use of so widely extensive a power, one effect orders, re(tuiring him to follow, on every occur-
might be--the establishment of a permanent slon, the advice of a chosen officer, who for
inferiority, in the condition of those to w]mse this purpose is required to be attendant on
disadvantage it came to be habitually exer- him at all times : seniors to this secret direc-
eised, as compared with the condition of those tor serving in any number, in the same army,
in whose favour it came to be exercised. Prin- at the same time. Principles, 1. the apti_de-
ciple concerned, the inequal_ty-minCmizing, n_axindzing. 2. The content_nent-maximizing.

_Ratiocinative. 3. The expense-minimizlng.
Note in this case the antagonization be-

ARt. 12. Evil III. Of a power of this sort tween the two principles, the aptitude-maxl-
in the hands of a Prime Minister, one conse- ndziny and the exl,ense-ndnimiziny.
quence might be--on his part, by means of this
class of functionaries, a plan for substituting I_zstr_lctional. Exen_tifieational.
to a Repubfie a despotic Monarchy, as in the AnT. 16. In the English navy service, an
case of .Buonaparte. occurTence not unfrequent has been--the ap-

pointment of an officer whose grade is not
Instructional. higher than that of captain, to the command

A_tr. 13. Note, that in the case of Buena- of a squadron of considerable force, while other
parte,--ofno such result could there have been navy functionaries in great number, in the
any the least probability, had not the despot several superior grades comprised under the
thus formed been an extensively suecessflfl denomination of adndrals, have remained un-
military commander ; and that in the case of employed. In the histories of the times, indica-
a constitution such as the one here proposed, tion of occurrences of this sort may be seen,
the number of stipendiaries being minimized, in the appellation of co_modore given to the
while that of their sure antagonists and watch- commanding officer in such cases.
men, to wit, the voluntarily serving Radicals,
is maximized,--ptainly inadequate to any such In_tructional. .Exe_ny)l_ficational.
purpose would be the number capable ofbeing, A_r. 17. In that same branch, England
on the occasion of any such design, employed affords an example of a practice not likely to
as instruments, be found carried to so great an extent_ if at

all, anywhere else. This is--for the purpose
Instructional. of accelerating the pace of promotion for the

ART. 14. Note also, that from the limitation benefit of a particular individual, without in-
of the time during which the prime-minister- fringement of the seniority system, and thence
ship is continued in the same hands, the pro- without producing in that part of the oflieiM
babilities of both evils--to wit, favouritism establishment any diseontent,--pnshing up_
and despotism--receive correspondent limita- before him, and for the purpose of coming at
lion. him, his seniors, whatsoever the number of

them may be : individuals, to no one of whom,Instructional.
at so early a time, would promotion have been

ART. 15. So far as regards the command in given otherwise. To give to one man, whose
chief of a corps, appointed on this or that par- extra services, or perhaps whose services alto-
tieutar occasion, for this or that particular gerber, are not worth sixpence, from Z100 a-
purpose, the following modes of proceeding year to £1000, ten times or twenty times the
present themselves _s el, ca to the choice of money is thus given to ten or twenty others,
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on no one of whom, hut for the sake of this in public, and under the wing of that security
one, so much as a sixpence would at that time which is afforded by those s_me all-powerful
have been bestowed. So far as regards ex- instruments.
peuse, this comes of the union assumed to be
iuscpar_ble between increase of power and I_ructiona_.
increase of pay : as to which see Section 10_ A_v. 20. One _r_nsequeuce is--_that, in de-
.Remunerations. fault of special meritorious service judicially

Thus it is that while, with the help of the proved, or other mere probative mad at the
_alf_pay-l_t, in the army there are commis- same time observable evidence, if any such
sioned officers enough of themselves to consti- there b%---the command of an army may, by
tute a considerable army without the help of seniority, be made to devolve upon au indivi-
private soldiers,--in the nav_ there arc corn- dual, in whose instance deficiency, to any de-
missioned officers, a large portion of them ad- grc% in appropriate aptitude is, not only in
mirals, enough to man a frigate, if not a ship fact, but even according to general opiniu%
of the line, without the help of p_vate _a_lor_. but too well established.
In the English army-service commissioned In a monarehy, butfor the expedients men-
officers in more number than, in the Anglo- tioned in Art. 15, the practice, which is so
American United States army-service, army natural, of giving the most important eom-
stipendiaries of all ranks added together, corn- rounds to persons the most nearly connected
missioned officers, non-commissioned officers, with the monarch by the tie of natural reta-
and privates, tionship_ would suffice to render the chance of

As to the cause of this diarrh_sa, it is no success against a representative democra_y_
secret to any cue to whom newspapers are fa- or a self-created monarch, in too great a de-
miliar: aristocratical ascendancy, with the gree inferior to be endured. Two obvious
accompanying plundering, the leading object : causes concur in the production of this danger-
aristocratical ascendancy, of matchless consti- ous practice : the additional security regarded
tution the choicest fruit.* as thereby given to the power of the family,

and the gratification afforded to it by the pus-
]_r_ct_o_a_. session of an item so valuable in the account

AR_. 18. Note, that in regard to permanent of the objects of general desire, (to wit,) wealth,
promotion, no course which the nature of the power, and factitious dignity. At the same
case admits of can be altogether exempt from time, in this case as in others, the higher the
danger of error. On the part of this or that elevation of the individual in the rank of pros-
individual, success may have been obtained-- perity (prosperity being the aggregate of which
success any number of times reiterated, and these objects are the elements) the less is, of
on each occasion proved by abundant and un- course, the degree of appropriate apti[ude: the
contradicted evidence,--yet, notwithstanding, less being the quantity of them of which he is
on the scale of appropriate aptitude considered not already in possession, without need of that
in all its elements taken together, the attain- exertion (labour, self-denial, and self-inflicted
ments of that same individual may have con- pain included) without which no such aptitude
tinued much inferior to that of numerous is, in any adequate degree, attainable.
others, to none of whom any such favour has As to the expedient of secret pupilage, how
been shown by fortune, frequent soever may be the mention of it in

books of anecdote, and even in general histo-
I_t_'uct_o_al. rics,--it is not of the number of those, in the

° A_. 19. Still worse, however, wilI be the case of which the publicity of authoritative,
chance for general aptitude, if, instead of sac- and thence conclusive evidonc% were naturally
_ess proved as above, the choice be left to the to be expected._
arbitrary will of any individual or number of

individuals secretly and thence arbitrarily ex- _"An individual instance, in whists--even in a
ercised. Nothing can their opinion be worth, republic, under the exigency of the time_,--thi_
any further than as grounded on appropriate policy _-ns resorted to, fell once under the notice
evidence. Never can evidence, exposed, as in of the author of these pages. In the war whiv.h
this case it cannot fail to be, to the influence ended in the existence of the Anglo-Americ_a
of sinister interest and interest_begotteu pre- United States, General Pattenham, high in grade
judice in all manner of shapes, and at the and popularity, but we_k in appropriate aptitude,
same time unexposed to the check of counter- _as, in this way, put by Washington unde_ the
interrogation and counter-evideuse, constitute guardianship of Colonel Aaron Burr. Such, at
a ground comparable in point of trust-worthi- least, was the statement made by that once high-
ness to judicially-delivered evidence, delivered sea,tedand extraor&nary aspirant after monarchy,

in the year 1807 or thereabouts, in the courseera
so_ousnment of Some month_ under the _me roof

* See to this purpose the comparisonmade of the under which this is writtem Burr had, for a year
state of the two defensive forces, French and Eng~ or two_ be_n about the person of Washington, in
lish, by the French minister, Hyde de NeuviHe. ] quality of _ds_-vamp, or secretary.

Of _e disastrous state of the army in the N_har-
Referl_28.to the news_r_m of the last we_k in July, _lands,under the command of the late Duke of York_
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classes, if to any,_in preference, or to the ex-
l_ru_om_, elnsion of the others,---should application be

AnT. 21. As to security for appropriate up- made of the re-examination system, as above!
titude,---to the legislature it will belong to
consider and determin% whether in any, and ._z_cer. _easons.
if in any, in what armature* class or elasses_ 1. In their ease, preferably if not exelu-
antecedently to promotion into any and what sively, has place the faculty of affording indi-
superior grades,--in addition to the examina- cation of adequate aptitude or deficiency, by
finns in consequence of which the functionary the process of which examination principally
had been placed in the iocable list (as per Ch. consists : that is to say, affording answers in
ix. MINISTmaS COLL_CTIVnLY,Section 16, Lo- compliance with questions.
cable w/8o,) fresh examination shall be under- Instructional. t_atiocinatire.gone. Armature classes in which, if in any,
the demand for such re-examination is mos Ant. 25. After the first location, that is to
obvious, are the scientific: that is to say, the say, on the occasion of promotion, the peeu-
engineers, and the artillery classes, niary competition will not, it is supposed, be

Instructional. employed. Reasons :
1. To the purpose of reduction of expense,

AnT. 22. Also, in ease any such re-exam/- it will not be necessary. Under the seniority
natiomhas place, what shall be the person or system, the increase of remuneration, at the ac-
persons subjected to it: that is to say, whe- cession of each successive superior grade as
ther that one alone who stands next in seniority often as it will occur, is foreseen_ and will na-
to him by whose exit the vacancy is made, or turally produce its suitable and duly proper-
all such other functionaries as stand in the tional effect. At what time each promotion
_ame grade, as indicated by the same name : may be expected, will be matter of caleula-
whether, for example, on the happening of a tion, grounded on a course of experience open
vacancy in the grade of first-lieutenant, the to all eyes. Principle, the expense-minimizi_..
process shaI1 be undergone by the senior second- 2. On the other hand, suppose this sort of
lieutenant alone, or by all lieutenants in that competition renewed on each occasion ; or
_me battalion, or by all lieutenants in any_and though it were but on a single cession;-
what number of battalions taken together, neither inconsiderable nor unobvious are the

evil effects : and those in a great measure tin-
Instructional. avoidable.

ART. 23. Supposing any such re-examina- 3. By dint of opulence, a youth with little
tion to have place,--a further subject-matter or no experience, and thence with the mini-
of consideration will be--whether an office_ m_lm of appropriate aptitude, might take the
who has been passed by in consequence of the command from seniors, in whose instance apti-
result of one re-examination, shall, on the hap- rude had by experience been, by any number
pening of another vacancy, be admitted to a of degrees, raised above h/s. Principle con-
second re-examination, for the purpose, and cerned, the aptitude-maximlzing.
eventually with the effect, not merely of fill- 4. By seniors, their juniors in unlimited
ing that vacancy, but moreover of recovering numbers, over whom they had for any length
his former relative rank_ in such sort as to of time been in the habit of exercising ecru-
take precedence over one or more of his corn- mand, might be seen put over their heads, and
fades, by whom, in consequence of the first re- to their mortification exercising command over
examination, precedence over him had been them. Principle concerned, the content_nent-
received, maMm_ing.

t?_at_ocinatire. Instructional.

ART. 24. Why, to the scientific weapon AnT. 26. The Legislature will determine, on
what, if on any conditions, an officer having at

inthewaragsL_sttheFrenchRevolution,mention hisown instanceorotherwisebeeneliminated
is,ofcourse,tobe foundin thehistoriesofthe outofthestipendiaryservice,may be relocat-
time.Iftheaccountgivenofthematterinthe ed. On thisoccasiou,regardwillbe had to
year1802totheauthorofthesepages,byapersonany such serviceas may be capableofbeing
hlghinranka_d character,who atthattimewas renderedby a functionaryof thisclass,by
aboutthepersonofhisRoyalHi_ghness,becorrect,mesamofexperienceacquiredinthemeantime;
_themindoftheL_xkcwas,dumngthattime,kept eitherinthebusinessofsomeothersubdepart-
inastateofhabitualcenfusionbytheforceofvAne. ment,orinthe service,militaryor non-mili-
Ifinthatcaseanysuchsecretordershadplace,how tary,ofsomeotherstate.Principle,theal,ti-far from effectual the _licy was, in that instance
at least, _ now seen. But, in whatproportion was tnde-maximi_ng.
it to the Wine,--in what to the birth,--nnd in what lnstrztvtional, l_atioclnatlve.
to the education of the high functionary,--that
wlmt was disastrotm in this ease should be attri- ART. 27. From privates, the faculty of re-
buted? Thisi_amongthe problemsnotsoe_ily eeivingprnmotionf_rextranrdinaryservice,will
solvedz_a_ed. not-i_issupposed,bewithholden_PrincipleJb
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I..Appropr_e-apt_ude _m_zed ; 2. Con-
testament _na_mizcd ; 3. Inequality mini_nized. Instructional. E_mplifivatioRal.

ART. 31. Turn now to the Anglo-American
I_truvtional. Exvmplifw_ion_d. United States. In the Executive Department,

ART. 28. Under the head of promotion, as --the utmost plenitude of useful power being,
well as under that of original location,--not under a democratically chosen legislature, pro-
inconsiderable is the instruction capable of he- served from abuse, to wit, by the most efficient
ing obtained from the observation of English respousibility,--the business of military pro-
practice, motion is preserved at the same time from all

1. On the occasion of original locatiou,----in perplexity. Seniority in service the general
the Erudite grades, enormous, though scarcely i rule : in particular exigencies, by the act of an
with any approach to correctness ascertainable, i effectually-responsible funetionary,_the Pre-
is the waste committed by suffering to pass sident,--departure from it at any time ; and

into private pockets the money which on this this without discontentment, because without
occasmn might and ought to be made to find disappointment or surprise anywhere. _ Priu-
its way into the public purse. Great was the ciples, 1. the aptitude-maxi_nlzin 9; 2. the ¢o_-
scandal, long and elaborate the judicial inquiry tent_ne_t-maximizi_g.
in consequence,--when, in the case of the late

Duke of York, the discovery was made--that _ In relation to this matter, the following state-
through that channel money was in the habit meat was, s few years ago, at the request of the
of finding its way into the pocket of the mis- author, delivered to him by a high functionm.y,
tress of the Commander-in-chief. But instead whose situation afforded ample security for correct_
of the feminine, suppose the pocket had been aess.--In the United States, the President has the
of the masculine gender : the evil to the ser- entire patronage of the army. At all times, he
vice---would it have been less ._ In that case, may place over'," member of it, from the private to
the transition would have been at least as easy, the'Commander-in-chief, in any grade he plea_,
and the eyes of the public not so open to the and keep him or send him upon his service as he
abuses capable of resulting from it. ! pleases : he may accordingly put any man, officer

or soldier, over the heads of any ot_eers he pleases.
lnetruvt_o_al. Exempgifioat_onaL Notwithstanding this latitude given to power by

law, no instances are known, of any extelasive corn-
AnT. 29. As to promotion, mark the regard plaint made of any alleged abuse of it.

shown to consistency. In the British service, This being the case, the evil obviated by this
the seniority system has place in the scientifiv state of things is obvious. A man unfit for the
armature classes_ that is to say, the engineers particular service in question,--or for eceul_ng
and the artillery ; and also in the marines, the ffrade in question, on the oeca_iun of any ser=

In those other armature classes which, for vice,--is not, as elsewhere, appointed to the service
distinction's sake, may be termed the _on-sc_eu- through fear test the ann-appointment of him should
ti_v,---eomparatively rare are the instances, in gi,-e offence to some person _aaving int|uence. Then,
which (not to speak of demonstrated meritori- as to grade, a man unfit to occupy this or that rank

is not lifted into it on no other ground than that
ons service) promotion is obtained through of his having for-a certain length of time been oc-
se_dority alone : efficient cause, purchase, fa- eupying this or that inferior r_tk, for which he has
your, and parliamentary influence ; all these been fit or unfit. For the sake of coming at thi_
if not in undistinguishable, at anyrate in hither- or that individual whom the opinion of his extra-
to undistinguished, proportions, ordinary aptitude,or the more easily-formed opinion

arnstr_ot_ona_. .Ratioeinat_r¢. of the strength of his ¢onnexions, has marked out
for an advance in rank,--twenty others, who ]_a_e

-_xeml'lifieationaL neither the one recommendation nor the other, are

ART. 30. Note, that, in the case of the sei= not pushed upwards to make way for that one.
entific armature ela_es, antecedently to lees- "_l_ne President" (says section II of artiele 2 ofthe Constitution of 1787) " shall be Commandoro
tion, examination has had place. Question: in-chief of the Army and Navy of the United
Why in these classes ._ _nswer: Because the States and of the Militia of the several States,
affording admission into these classes, without when called into the a_tual service of the United
that same security for appropriate aptitude, States." On the foundation of this text (and
would be too hazardous, no other bearing upon the point h_ a careful

In the non-scientific classes, examination scrutiny been able to discover) stand_ the above
none. Why _. Because military official situs- comment. Pe_er of location is one thing ; power
tious are in so high a proportion the destined of dislocatlan is another; power of command ove_
patrimony of the ruling few ; and because, of the persons located, is a third I_erfectly di_i_
every official situation, the value to the occu- from both. That they should all three be united

in one and the same hand, may, in the present in-
pant is in the direct ratio of the remuneration stance, in the grade in question, be altogether fit.
attached to it, and in the inverse ratio of the tln_. Be it so : but, that they are not necessarily
labour necessary to the attainment of it. For so m the _ure of the ca_,is _uffieiently evident;
this cause it is,---that of the official situations and that, in fact, they are not so anywhere in i_
in which the degree of aptitude and quantity ferior grades, is matter of aniver_l notoriety. Of
of labour necessary are minimized_ the aura- disson_iun, on _ point of seeh importance, would
ber_ maximi_ed, not prevention, to wit, be preferable to con_une_
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In_ructio_at. ExemTlifi_t_onal. experieneed,--it follows not that, with equalsecurity, or with any adequate degree of seeu-
ART. 32. Note, that though in this instance rity, without some such restrictions as those

under a government on which the public eye here proposed, that same power could be in-
is so universally and constantly upon the watch, trusted in any hands in a newly-for_ned political
--and under a government so long and corn- state.
pletely settled--no such ill effects as those here
in contemplation appear to have ever been ]mctr_u_t_°nal"

ART. 33. To the Legislature it may on this
occasion be matter of eonsideration,--whether,

hazard?--prevention, that is to say, by appropriate as to power of giving promotion out of turn, asenactment ?

Note, that on this occasion, in the situation of _ per Art. 3, there shall be any and what differ*
President, the constant existence of adequate aF. once as between jveace and _car° I_ time of
propria_e aptitude, intellectual aswel] as moral, is peace occasions will not, in regular course, be
--nut the less necessarily, though but tacitly--as- apt to occur for the manifestation of extraor-
sumed. Assumed; and assuredly not without ado- dinary merit by the performance of extra-
quate reason, the appropriate mural aptitude; the meritorious service : but by internal eommo-
number of the stipendiaries being comparatively so tion, or by rollateral en_ployrnent, as per Sec-
rainute ; the number of the fencible cttizens, in the tion 18, occasion may incidentally be pro-
character of radicals, comparatively so vast ; the
eyes of, the people, everywhere, and at all times, duced.
so widely open to the conduct of all functionaries; Instructional, Expositive. J_atiovinati_e.
and more particularly of this h_ghest.

But the intdlectz6al branch--whence is it to ARt. 34. To the Legislature it may also be
rome? The President, ever since the first, who matter of eonsideration,_whether, in time of
could not but be a military, man, has not (till the peace, without prejudice to permanent preen-
present year--1830) been so in any instance. In dence, the power of command might not, in
any of these instances, what can have been his oF. this or that part of the scale of grades_ be

ortuuities for being acquainted with comparative made from time to time to change hands: in
egrees of appropriate aptitude on the I_rt of mill- such sort that for example, as between second-

ta_ aen ?e result is this. As to aptitude s_yoerlor to lieutenant and first-lieutenant, he who the for-
the ordinary in any of those situations, it is not mer year was seoond, should during the second
likely that,_generally speaking, he should be able year become frst, he who was first descending
to form a welt-grounded judgment on any other and taking his place : and so upwards in other
_mmd than that of the opinion of those military grades. By this means, on each such scale of
iunctionaries, whose conversation is within his grades, each functionary will acquire experi-
reach; hut that, for the security of l_ reputation once in the business of all the grades : and
on the occasion of so extraordinary and conspicu- whatever degree of unpleasantness may stand
uus au exercise of extraordinary power as that in attached to a state of unremitted and immut-

question, he would be anxious to take for his lean- able subordination, may thus be diminished.
ida-stock the authority of the men of best general Principles, 1o the aptitude _na:cim_z_: 2.reputation among them, is no more than may rea-
sonably be expected. So much as to the forr_ation the _.on.tentment-mazimiz_ng; 3. the ine_lual_ty-
of a judgment on the question as to extraordluary m_n_m_z_ng.
plenitude of aptitude, on the part of the objects of As to the proportion, between rise in grade
choice. Remains the case of extraordinary deft- and increase of pay, see Section 1 O, _ernnnera-
eiency. But of this, a non-military man will, in $ion.
eases to no small extent, be a not inadequately
q_alified judge : not less so even than a military Instructional.
man : witness any gener, flly conspicuous deficiency, AnT. 35. For the consideration of the Le-

either in moral aptitude, or in intellectual aptitude, gislature it will be, whether, in so far as pro-
as applied to the ordinary intercourse and concerns motion is determined, not by seniority in the
of life. For evil in this shape, the discretionary
judgment thus allowed to the chief Executive establishment, but on the supposition of simply
Functionary affords a remedy : _'hile the seniority meritorious or extra-meritorious service,--the
_ystern, if no such Po_ver be admitted, opposes an functionary or functiouaries by whose imme-
insuperable bar to all remedy, diate agency the location is in each instance

Behold here, under a really existing constitution, determined_ may not receive appropriate and
which has for its end in view the greatest h_ppi- useful information, from the opinions of such
_ess of the community, and under which, to power persons as, in virtue of their relative position,
in every situation, checks so efficient and adequate (relation had to the candidate in question,)
are applied,_the vastness of the power, which, for will necessarily or at any rate naturally and
the perpose of maximizing security ab e_ra, may, ordinarilyhave possessed opportunities of form-
without any the least danger to security ab i_tra, be ing a peculiarly well-grounded judgment as toestablished and conferred ;--while under a ficti-
tious constitution which has for its end in view the his appropriate aptitude, in all points : always
greatest h_ppiness of the reLing one and the sub- understanding that, by appropriate arrange-
ruling few, the deficiency of useful power is joined ments for the preservation of secrecy, effectuaol
with u_lea_ and mischievous power, in quantity means are afforded for screening the votes from
_o profa_ the'_a_tion of corruptive influence. .
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Cm X._SEcr. VI.] DEFENSIVE FORCE--PROMOTION. :_G5

Inar_io_al. I Erudite officers of all grades may find all ade-quate motive and inducement to conduct them-
AnT. 36. Arrangements for this purpose sup- selves with effective benevolence, in relatio_l

pose these :-- to those their subordinates. Priucipl% the
In the land-service, in each and every bat- I c°l_tent"_eut'_axio_izin9.

talion or regiment, on the occasion of a vacancy
in any one of the Erudite grades, the lowest I P_t_ovi_a_iw.
being in the ordinary state of things the one I AnT. 41. Why not render the aggregate of
first entered upon, collect, in the secret mode . the opinions and wishes of these same perci-
the votes of the several individuals belonging pient witnesses declsire ?
to the ranks following: that is to say,-- Answer. -Reasons. 1. Presumable eompa-

1. The priratezand non-oo_n_nlssionedofl_cers rative deficiency in respect of appropriate
belonging to that same battalion or regiment, moral aptitude. The self-regarding interest
by themselves, which each individual has in his own comfort,

2. The Erudites, belonging to that same bat- being generally a stronger motive than sympa-
talion or regiment, by themselves, thy for the public service : hence the danger

lest a candidate, whose chief qualification con-
Instructional _Ratiocinative. sists in the favour shown by him to these same

ART. 37. This, for the information of the self-regarding interests, will be voted for in
army minister and prime minister: to wit, on preference to those, whose qualifications are
the principle of the qualifivationjud_vatvry, up- in a superior degree conducive to the welfare
plied, (as per Ch..ix. MIniSTeRS COLLECtiVELY,of the public service.
Section 16, Lovable who,) with few or no ex- True it is, that at and during the time of
ceptions, to all subdepartments of the admini- actual service, on the degree of appropriate
stration department in general, aptitude on all points on the part of officers

Instructional. will, throughout, depend in a more or less con-
siderable degree the personal security of all

ART. 38. The number of the votes for the ranks, that of private included. But the mo-
reqpcctive candidates being thus made corn- tire derived from this source is confined in its
pletely known,--let the right and duty of re- operation to the consideration of the conduct
vo_nn_eudation, or say provisiou_t choice, be, in of the persons in question during that compa-
the case of land-serwce in the hands of the ratively short portion of time; whereas the mo-
arnty minister; or in the case of sea-service, tire derived from the consideration of the de-
in those of the nary minister: the ultimate pendenco of the personal comfort of the subor-
choice in those of the prbne minister: he tak- : dinate on the conduct of the superordinate in
ing either the individual so recommended, or relation to him, applies to the whole of the
any other, who, in his declared opinion is in a time during which such their relation to one
still higher degree possessed of the appropri- another continues.
ate aptitude. 2. Presumable comparative deficiency in

I_s_r_lct_o_al. respect of appropriate intellectual aptitude.
In each armature class, the greater the quan-

AR_. 39. Antecedently to the collection of tity of time labour and natural talent requi-
the votes as above,---a time will have been al- site to put a man in possession of the requisite
lowed, within which every candidate will have degree of appropriate intellectual aptitude
been at liberty to make known, by appropriate with relation tu the service of that class,--tbe
publication, any special instance of extra-meri- less, on tbe part of the privates, (understand
torious service, or other grounds, if any, for such as have not been subjected to the test af-
promotion, which it has happened to him to forded by examination, before the General
have exhibited. Qualification Judieatory, as per Ch. ix. See-

Ratiocinative. tion 16,) will be their aptitude with relation
to the forming a well-grounded opinion of

ART. 40. Why, on this occasion, collect the appropriate aptitude in all its elements taken
votes of the privates _ together, on the part of candidates.

Answer. .Reasons. 1. That, in relation to
appropriate aptitude in all points, the benefit -Rat_oeinatire. _Eze_plif_ational.
may be taken of the opinion of all men so situ- AR_. 42. In the early days of the revolution
ated as that among them will, generally speak- which gave birth to the Anglo-American
inn, have been individuals to the greatest ex- United States, the officers elected were (it is
tent possible/_rrvip/ent _vitn_s of his conduct, said) in considerable and even principal pro-
in relation to those same points of aptitude, portions_ those who engaged to put their pay
Principle, the apti$ude-nw-vimizin 9. into a purse common to them and the privates,

2. That, in the contemplation of the influ- and thereupon eat their meals with them in
once with which the state of these rotations common mess.
will naturally operate on the minds of the In-
eating functionaries,--to wit, the wrmy and Instructional. I_t_i_w_ive.
_ary mh_isters, and the p_me minister,_the ART. 43. As to the collection of the vote_
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as above,--for the consideration of the legis- 1. The goad of the sere/re: that is to s_y_
lator it will be, in what divisions, ors_ygroupes, making the species of force in question, on
the votes of the privates shall be received, as each occasion, effectual to the purpose of ha-
above : that is to say, whether the only aggre- tional defence; and, to this purpose, securing
gate shall be that of the votes of those belong- to superordinates obedience at the hands of
ing to the individual grades next below that subordinates.
in which the vacancy has place,--or that of 2. Securing subordinates against oppression
the votes belonging to that same grade through- by supererdinates.
out the whole of the battalion or regiment: or 3. Securing the members of the community
whether the votes shall be collected in both at large from oppression and wrong, at the
these modes : the particular object, or say end hands of thsee their military functionaries and
i_ via.e, being _n both ¢a_ the obtaining the intended defenders.
votes of those who, in the quality ofper¢iplen_ Primary object, the first : secondary ob-
_v/t_s._ have possessed the best opportuni- jeets, the two others. Of these antagonizing
ties of obtaining ]_rveption of the several re- objects, in time of war or imminent danger of
lative facts, and of those who have been best war_ the first will have the superior claim to
qualified for forming a correct j_d_ne_ on the regard : in time of undisturbed peace, the two
ground of those same facts, others. Principles, 1. the external-_curity-

maximizing; 2. the internal-seeurity-_naa_l_dz-
fn_truvHonal. Ratioclnatlw. ing; 3. the conte_nt-maximizing.

Aux. 44. On this combined plan, provision
is made for the maximum of appropriate apti- .Enactive..
tude in all points taken together, without sa- ART. 2. Exceptions excepted. In every
erificing aptitude in any point to aptitude in line of military service, every officer has power
any other. For, to the purpose of affording, of command over every other military rune-
in their maximum of strength, those _wt'_res, tionary who is inferior in rank to himself.
or say inducements, by which the comn_anding
as well as obeying ranks, to wit, the Erudite _Enactirc.
and the non-commissioned officers, arc urged ART. 3. Exception has place in so far as, by
to have regard for the comfort of the purely a mandate of any superordinate of his, any
obedie_ rank, it is not necessary that the votes different arrangement is made: in case of con-
of subordinates of the lowest rank, should be iiict between the mandate of such supererdi-
dev/_/ve: sufficient is the assurance that they nate and that of a superordinate of his, prefer-
will be taken into consideration, and, with more ence being given to that of the higher super-
or less influence, operate on the minds of those ordinate, and so on, up to the Prime Minister.

to whom it belongs to decide. Eaavtive.

InstructionaL ART.4. Annexed, of necessity, to power of mill-
ART. 45. In making their choice, while hay- tary command, in the instance of every person to

ing before them the results of the several rela- whom it isgiven,--are the eventual powerof_us-
tio_ as above,--the army minister, navy mi- _pension and the eventual power ofarrcstation;
nister, and prime _nin_ster respectively, will both powers being exercisible on the spot, over
not forget to have regard to the advantage every person in relation to whom the powerof
attached to the observance of the sen_rrity command having by the superordinate as per
system : they will accordingly take this as the Arts. 2, 3, been exercised, the exercise thereof
generally and prira_ favie operative guide to has been followed by d_obedience or say non-
their choice: not departing from the line of compliance, or want of sufficiently and practi-
conduct indicated by it, otherwise than for cally prompt compliance.

some speci_ reason assig_ble, and according- EnactSve.
ly assigned.

ART.,5. In the exercise of such power of
JExe_nplifivatlonal. axrestation, whatever physical force is neees-

ART.46. Such being the ends in view, which, s_ry to subdue resistance may be lawfully era-
in the .l)efen_ivc Force subdepaxtments should, ployed : of such modes as are effective, the
in relation to promotion, under and according least afflictive being always employed in pre-
to,he great_ l_atv_nes$ principle, be the objects ['erence.
of pursuit, turn now to the objects which, under
¢_,dde_s c_n_titution, are actually pursued. _navtlve.

A_r. 6. Supposing it sufficiently ascertained,
S_c_o_ VII. that by a mode tess afflictive than that actu-

ally employed the same purpose might, in a
])/_i/_//ne E_/sl*ed. manner and degree sufficiently effectual, have

been aecomplished,_the difference between
I_tructional. _tiovinative. the two is a wrong, for which, M for any other,

Aa_. 1. Of military dlsoipllne, the objects the appropriffite redre_ may be sought and
are these :_ aAministered.
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(hl. X.--SzcT. VII.] DEFENSIVE FORCE--DISCIPLINE ESTABLISIIED.

Enact/re. that of relocegion, the Legislature will lmve in
view theprinciples on which were grounded the

ART. 7. For the arrangements by wtdeh the arrangements contained in (h. ix. MI_zs_gas
powers thus conferred are prevented from COLL_lVELY,Seetion21, 0"/_vre._s/o_obvia,ted;
being used as engines of oppression, see Sec- having regard throughout to the difference be-
t/on 8_ Oppre_on obv/a_d, tween military and non-military service.

Er.aetive. I_tructlonaL

ART. 8. With relation to persons at large, AR_. 12. In no case will this regard fail to
the power thus given to military superordi- be bestowed on the difference between time of
hates over their respective subordinates con- actual or immediately-impending war on the
fers not any power. For defending himself or one hand,and time of undisturbed peace on the
others against wrong in every shape, by physi- other ; and the nature of the arrangements fe-
cal force,--as against persons at large,---a spectively best adapted to states of things so
military functionary has the same power as opposite.
any person at large has. But if, from any su-
perordinate of his, a military functionary has S_rio_ VIII.
received a command to inflict wrong in any
shape, on the person or property of any indi- O,vpression ob_ated.
vidual at large,_such command will not ope-
rate in his behalf as a justification. Rather Instructional. l_atioc_native.
than pay obedience to it, he must submit to ART. 1. Against oppression in every shape_
arre_tio_, as above : for redress, see the in this line of service as in every other, the
eourse open to him in Section 8, Oppression most extensively applicable, and efficaciously
obviated; and Section 12, _Power of ;nilitary preventitive,---in some eases even _atisfactivc,
as to non-military, andin all cases the mildest remed_=-ispub/_city.

By it evidence, and thereby efficiency, is given
.E_active. to the judicial authority, and at the same time

ART. 9. If_ for disobedience to an order, to the authority of the public-opinion tribunal.
having for its object or tendency the inflicting
wrong in any shape upon an individual at JEnacti_e. l_str_ct_onal.
large, a military functionary be proceeded ART. 2. 1. Military l_eg_ster. In every
against before a military judicatory, or i_l the regiment, or other such military corps, will be
antejudieial manner as per Arts. 4, 5, the Judge kept a military register. Whether for the per-
ofthe ordinary judicatorywill,onbcing inform- formance of the service attached to this office,
ed thereof, take the promptest and most effica- a separate functionary not invested with any
nious measures for staying the design in its pro- other shall be provided,--or whether the du-
gressin so far as circumstances admit, and final- ties of this and some other office shall be exe-
ly preventing it from being carried into effect, cured by the same person,--tbe Legislature

will determine.
Instructional. -p_a.tioclnat_ve.

ART. 10. For the ease where the subject- Instructional.
matter of wrong ispublic _vrol_erty,----the Legis- AnT. 3. In determining the matter of such
future will make provision by arrangements of register, and the functions and duties of the
detail adapted to particular circumstances, registrar, fhe Legislature will have regard to
For on one hand, if by general provision, as the functions and duties allotted to the office
often as wrong in any shape and in value of registrar of an immediate indicatory, as per
ever so minute, in respect of such property Ch. xii. JumclA_tY COLLECTiVeLY; Section 14,
were regarded by the subordinate as about to Publicity, recordat_on, _blication ; Section
ensue, he were bound, or so much as autho- 15, Secret intercourse obviated ; Section 16,
rized, to withhold obedience to any order of Partiality obviated; Section 17, MOration;
his superordinate,----the greatest confusion, and Section 18, Incidental Cor_plai_t Book; and Ch.
even anarchy, might ensue. On the other xxi. IM_n_ and A_Y_LL*_ R____:
hand, if in no case whatsoever disobedience
were exempted from punishment, a superordi- Instructio_al.
hate might give complete security against all A_t_.4. In this register will be divers books.
punishment to as many subordinates as he
could engage to become his instruments in the gnactive. _va_v¢.
commission of crimes, having for their effects AnT. 5. Book I. -p_i_u_ _ook. In i_
destrnotion of public property to any amount : entry will be maple of every act by which on
he might thus consume the contents of store- any person belonging to the corps in question
houses, dock-yards, and arsenals; or blow up punishment has been inflicted.
fortifications.

I_r_¢$_o_. ART.6. Good effeets for production of which
Ag_. 1I. As to the power of dlalocgtio_b _d it is inatituted_ three :
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I. By apt notification, the preventive in- [ portunity be given to the registrar, by the
fiuence of the punishment is maximized, supererdinate officers, whether ordinary or

2. In case of altogether ungrounded, or Erudite, or say _on-camm/ssioned or _-
over severe punishment, the persons concerned sionvd, by whom or by whose orders the coer-
iu the infliction of it are made responsible; cion has been applied. If without the giving
compensationally, punitionally, or reputation- of such infarmation, anyconvenient opportunity
ally only, according to the nature of the case. of giving it has been let pass, the act of coercion

3. As far as may be, by the apprehension of will he considered as an act of delinquency_
such responsibility, such inflictions are pre- an act of wrong--and as such punished.
vented, and the number of them is minimized. Inaructio,al.

Instructional. ART. I1. Punishment books will be kept in
A_T. 7. In prescribing heads under which the radical as well as the stipendiary branch

matter shall be entered in the military punish- of the land military service.
ment book, the Legislature will have regard
to the heads prescribed for matter belonging Instructional.
to penal suits as per Procedure Code. AnT. 12. So likewise in the sea stipendiary

service.
I_structional. .Expositive.

ART. 8. Examples of these heads are the InstrnctionaL
following :-- ART. 13. In a navigable vessel in which a

1. The offence, what. purser is employed, the purser, unless the office
2. 21rt_de offended against, what. be committed to some other fuuetionary_ will
3. The offence when committed, act as registrar.
4. Offender or offenders, who.
5. Time when committed, year, month, day, Instructional.

hour, in so far as known. ART. 14. If the spot in which the transae-
6. _l_me as above, when information was tion has place be a navigable vessel, in which

first given. / by reason of its smallness no functionary by the
7. Sufferers, actual or eventual,by the wrong, official name of purser is employed,---or if it be

who; for example, 1. the public, in respect of a boat belonging to a navigable vessel, and at
the service; 2. A military functionary in the a distance from it,--or a place on land,--the
rank of private; 3. If an officer, of what grade; functionaries in question being at the time
4. An individual or individuals at large, under the command of an officer or private be-

8. Judge or Judges to whom information longing to the sea stipendiary service,--repor#
was first given, who. will at the earliest convenient opportunity be

9. Witness or witnesses, who : to wit, 1. made to the commanding officer of the vessel
for the pursuer's side : 2. for the defender's to which the party in question belongs_ under
side. such pain as per Art. l 0 as above.

10. D_tne_s or witnesses, by wIwm respec-
tively called, or whether spontaneous, simply .Enactive. .Expositive.
informative (as per Procedure Code, Ch. viii. ART. 15. Book II. Complaint Book. In
Jt_mc_ APVLmXTmN,vel. ii. p. 33,) included, this register entry will be made of every infor-

11..Day or days of hearing; if any other I mation, by which oppression, or say wrongful
than that on which the information was first hardship, is alleged to have been inflicted on &
given, subordinate, by, or by order of, his superordi-

12. Sentence, what : to wit, the terms of it. hate, or superior in the same grade or rank.
13. Sentence, by whom pronounced.
14. Sentence, in whose hearing pronounced. Instru_$onal.

ART. 16. For registration a the mode of pro-
Instructional. ceeding will, in so far as the nature of the case

ART. 9. In this book will entry be made of admits, be analogous to that which, in the case
all instances, not only of punishment inflicted of an ordinary judicatory, is delineated in Ch.
under the name of punishment judicially de- xii. JUDiCIaRY COLLECT_V_LY,Section 18, In-
creed, but also of coercion employed of neces- cidental ComTtaint Book_ Article 1 to 8.
sity, without view to ulterior punishment or
satisfaction; employed, to wit, as per Section Instructional.
7, ])i_clpline eg_abli$hed, antecedently to judi- ART. 17. Of the heads under which, on the
eial accusation, in consequence of disobedience occasion of a complaint, the matter will be
to au incidental order, or upon immediate view entered, see far examples those in Art. 8_ as
of an act of delinquency committed in centre- above.

vention of some permanent regulation. In_tr_v$_o_ud.
Im_ru_io_aL

A_T. ]8. The legislature will at all times
ART. I0. Of all such instances of coercion, apply itself with anxious attention, to the

information will at the earliest convenient up- invention and adoption of every arrangement_
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whlchlm_ntsapremi_eofeoBtn'_tore- trusted of ot_d_ the hex. By this percon
s freedom of compla_t with exactness would, in this _ be possessed the faculty of

and promptitude of professional obedience; or briaging to view the informatio_ or suppressing
by any other means, of contributing to the it at pleasure. True it is, that of suoh sup-
mi_imlzation of oppression, in this branch of pression complaint might be made, through
the public service. It will accordingly in this any, even the mostpublic channel. But, though
view lmve all along an eye to the prevision puhlice4_on of it might, proof of it could _ot
made in C/_.ix. Mi_s_m_ COLL_'nVgLV,See- thus be made, without the disclosure of the
tion21,0ppr_/o_o/rdat_/,agalnstoppression person complaining; which is the very evil
inall branches whatscoverofthe public service, sought to be avoided.

2. Evil the second. Persons necessary to
I_/o_/. concur in the exercise of the power, are two or

Kay. 19. In so far as, in any case, it lies in more. Beneficial consequence, the d_m_. of
power of an oppressor to produce suffering suppression diminished: per _tr_, s quantity

in any shape on the part of an intended op- of naturally producible delay, in length proper-
pressee, without exposinghimselfto experience tioned to the number of these same persons,
suffering at the hands of anyone,--all remedies indefinitely increased. By the simple negative
against oppression, the above not excepted, act of not choosing to act in conjunction with
cannot but be correspendently ineffectual. To the rest, by each one might be exercised the
_ve to tbe°_bove arrangements what further faculty of producing delay to an indetlnite ex-
degree of efficiency the nature of the case ad- tent : to an extent, by which, in many cases,
mits of, is the object of these which follow, the design of the information might be frus-

trated.
Ena_tive. 3. Evil the third. For the purpose of sup-

AI_T.20. Of an act of oppression, alleged pressing all useful information, the receptacle
to have been committed against any military might, by persons unknown, be secretly clogged
functionary, by any superior, whether in grade up with papers conveying false information, or
snperordinate to, or co-ordinate with his,_-in- papers on other matters not furnishing any in-
formation at the hands of any non-military per- formation whatsoever; by either of'these meavs
son applying for that purpose, will be recoiled the proposed remedy might not only be com-
bycverymilitaryfunctionary,bywhomanysuch pletely frustrated, but covered with ridicule.
complaint could have been received at the hands
of any individual engaged in military service. E_i_e. I_ru_na[.

AnT. 23. For rendering the informant re-
Instructional. _iocir_atir_. spensible,---compensationally or punitionally,

AR_.21. True it is, that in some eases, inthe orboth, as the case may require,--in cascof
• mind of a party informed against, there will be false information, accompanied with evil con-

little doubt, or even not so much as any, as to seionsness, or culpable inattentien,_the same
the functionary with whom the information securities will in this case be provided, as in
originated ;when,for example, a party suffering the case in which the party complained of is a
is the only person in whose instance any know- non-military person. As to these, see Prc_-
ledge or suspicion can have had place of the dur_ Cod_, Ch. viii. Section 11.
fact which is the subject of the complaint. But

1. In the first place, such will not be the Enaetir¢. I_ruc_ional.
ease in every instance. A_T. 24. Exceptions excepted, exemplars

2. Even where it is, the irritation produced of each proceeding in every such military corn-
by a contest with a person other than the suf- plaint book, will, as soon as taken, (as per CA.
refer, in the mind of a party complained of, ix. Section 21, 0_/_re_/on, &c. Art. 20,) be
will not naturally be sogreat as if it were with distributed ; and, in this case, as well to the
the party himself, non-military judicatories, as to the several mili-

tary offices, supererdinate to that into which
I_rue_i_al. Ratiocinative. the complaint was delivered.

A_'. 22. A supposed remedy, which is ob-
vious enough,--and which, in fact, has on one E_c_ive.
occasion or another, been employed,--is the AR_. 25. Exception is--where, and in so
institution of what may be styled a _ecret in- far as, in declared contemplation of the evil

foeman/on box. But, by the nature of the case, likely to ensue to the service of the defensive
any such channel ofcemmunieation stands ex- force subdepartments, by means of the infor-
posedto threedistinguishablecvils: evils which, mation liable to be thereby conveyed to a hos-
taken together, present themselves as prepon- tile power,--the communication of the eom-
derant over any good capable of being derived plaint, or of any of the proceedings eecasioned
from it, in addition to that which seems pro- by it, shall, by, or by authority from the legis.
raised by the admission of non-military infor- lature, have been interdicted.
reefs, as per Art. 20.

1. Evil the first. To one person alone, (say En_t_qv¢. .Ratlo_ina_ive.
for example the rvgistrar,) the power is in- A_. 26. In ease of investigation, should it

VoL IX. 2 A
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appear to the judlcatory that the eonduct of a pression has never (unless by favour of the just-
p_rty complained of was not perfectly justitl- mentioned exemption) more than six months
able, yet not in such sort and degree culpable to range in, untouched by the momentarily-
as to present a demand for the application of applied bridle, as above.
a repressive remedy under the name ofpu_-
vwnt or _ttisfaetion,---it may decree accord- ]_¢¢_,c_ional.
ingiy ; stating the publicity given to the trans- ART. 33. How small soever the use of this
a_tion to have been regarded as a sufficient re- remedy to those for whose use it is in profes-
reedy to all purposes, satisfactioual and puni- sion provided, to those, whosoever they may
tional not excepted, be, who may feel disposed to give exercise or

support to the oppression, it is by no means
l_ctlonaZ, without its use. In the House of Commons

AItT. 27. By these means, an e4_cacious (for the House of Peers is above all such
check m_y, it is supposed, to a considerable cares) suppose a troublesome member starting
extent, be given to wrongs which, though indi- up, and holding up to view for a moment either
-_idually taken they might be regarded a_ tri- some individual instance of oppression, or the
vial, might by repetition he 3rendered serious, whole or any part of a system having for one

of its ends the creation and preservation of oI_
fnstructionaL pressiou,--up stands the War-secretary,--and

A_r. 28. A consideration which should never to the admiring audience, reads the ordinance
be out of the mind of any one of those on whom, by which the security above depietured stands
as to this matter, the law, with the execution established.
given to it, depends, is--the superior demand
for attention which has place in the case of a ]nstructlonaZ.
private, compared with that of an o_cer. The ART. 34. In this case as in others, compiaint
greater the exposure to oppression at the hands may have had for its object--either tk_ sy_,
of individuals, the stronger the demand for that is to say the state of the law and official
protection at the hands of government. Prin- practice,--or the conduct of some determinate
ciple, the ineq_tlit_l-minimi.zing, individual or individuals under it. When it

I_tructlonal. is tl_e system, the act of complaint will be an
exercise given to the _qioration-ra99estire

ART. 29. To complaints of oppression,--in .function, as per Ch. v. Cos_rrcrrlv_, Section
whatsoever branch, armature class, grade, and 5, Functions. Art. 4. Where it is the indivi-
rank in the defensive force ssrvice,--will the dual,--under a Code such as the present, the
eyes and ears of the Public-Opinion Tribunal delivery of an instrument of complaint, as per
be at all times open. Art. 15, will constitute the first step in a jud_-

I_st_ctiomd. E_npl_ftc_ionaL _ inquiry.For the experience had of the salutary effect
ART. 30. Turn here to English practice, produced in Military Judicature by the insti-

Twice _-year,--in several of the armature tution of appropriate pubheity, see Section 13,
classes, perhaps in all,--every corps, larger or M_htary J_tdicature.
smaller, is brought out upon a parade ; and
upon this occasion, by express a_nouncement I_ruct{onal.
or general understanding, is afforded to every ART. 35. An arrangement by which the
private _en present, the faculty of giving ex- danger of ulterior oppression in revenge for, or
pression to any complaint he may feel disposed in consequence of complaint, may be lessened,
to make, against any one or more of the super- is transference of a complainant from the corps
ordinates under whom, in that same corps, he in question to some other. But on this coon-
serves. Use to the functionary, this :--what- sion, care will require to be taken,---on the
sower oppression it may have happened to him one hand, lest, under the notion of relief, up-
to experience, the opportunity thus given to pression in another shape be exercised; to wit,
him of adding to it. by transference of the complainant to a corps

to which he is averse: on the other hand, lest,
]nst_'m_ionaL for the purpose of obtaining such transference,

ART. 31. Exists there any apprehension a groundless or frivolous complaint be insti-
anywhere, lest,in the breast of any individual tuted.
in the rank of Frivate, who regards himself as
suffering under oppression, rashness should, S_cTxo_ IX.
for _ moment, obtain the aseoudmacy over
prudence .t--he will, of course, he t_tpted on .Mi_r 1)tlinq_tm_j c_e_ktd.
that occasion from the l_heur of attomta_¢e.

_na_ti_. Ratloob_tive

In_rv_io_. A_. 1..Minor ])di_]_w_cy _ook. (J_es
AR_.32. Supposingthefacultyofgiving may presentthemselves,inwhich,asa cheek

communicationto complaint,as effectualin to delinquency,d/vu/ga_io_,more or lessex°
realitT as it thus is in show and profession, op- teneive, or simple resor_ation, may operate_
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With suffcient efficacy, without being aceom- 4. For extra sercie¢, if in any, in _ _a/_
partied with ulterior infliction in the name of shall extra-remuneration be allowed or allow-
/aun/s_me_. To this purpose an appropriate able.
register, by the name of the _]_z_or f-)cliaquency 5. Smart money--on what, if on any occ_
,Book, is allotted, sions,--in what shape or shapes,--shall extra_

Enactive. Expositive. remuneration be given for exta'a bodily maffer-a_ace, produced in and by performance of the
-ART.2. To this register may be consigned, service.

amongst others, eases of vexation, mental or 6. Branches of service, armoire dassa,
even corporal, arising out of disagreements ranks: diversifications springing from these
between individual and individual, and in par- sources--how far shall they serve as grounds
ticular between private and private, for correspondent diversification in respect of

the quantum or the shape of the remuneration 1
:Enactivv. Inetructional. 7..Extravasational remuneration--in wlutt,

ART.3. For heads under which recordation if in any cases, shall application be made of it
of these cases may be made, see .Section 8, Op- to Defensive Force service.
yressiort obviated, and Ch. ix. MINISTEI_COL- 8. Pecuniary competition--in the adjust-
L_c_Iv_Y, Section 21, Oppre_iou obviated, meat of remunel-ation, shall any and what ap-

plication be made of it in _Defensiw Force set-
Instructional. vice ._

ART. 4. Classes between which di_gree-
meat may happen to have place, and, in regard Instructional
towhieh, the distinction between class andclass ART. 2. Circumstances on which the quna-
may call for observation, are the following : tuna of the matter of remuneration necessary

1. Private and private, in the shape of pay will necessarily be depen-
2. Private and officer, dent, are the following :
3. Officer and officer, l. Desirableness of the condition of the
4. Private and non-military ; or complaint functionary, as to matters independent of the

from non-military, treatment bestowed upon him by his superor-
5. Officer and non-military; or complaint dinates individually considered : to wit, state

from non-military : as per Section 8, 01opres- of the laws in this behalf, and of the official
sion obr_ted, Art. 20. establishment.

Instruc_ional. 2. Desirableness of it in respect of the trea_
meat bestowed upon them by these same

ART. 5. For disagreement under the above superordinates.
several modifications,--in place of punishment, 3. Condition of the people at large at the
a more surely efficacious, and frequently upon time of enlistment. The worse their condition,
the whole a more apt remedy may be, with or the greater in respect of intensity and extent
without registration as above, the transference will of course be their desire and disposition
of one or more of the disagreeing parties, they to enlist.
being military functionaries respectively, from
corps to corps, or from place to place, as per I_trucC_onal.
Section 8, OpTression obviated, Art. 35. As ART. 3. The effective, or say net desirable-
to this matter, see Section 13, Military Judi- ness of his condition will be--the difference
va_ure, produced on the side of desirableness, by the

causes of undesirableness on the one side, and
SECtiON X. those of desirableness on the other.

Instructional.
l:',emuneration.

Ant. 4. Cunses of nndesirableness, the se-
Instructional veral peculiar hardships, to which by this his

ART. 1. Under this head, subject-matters occupation the functionary stands exposed.
calling for the consideration of the Legislature, These, if the treatment be such as it ought to
will be found the following : be and may be, will be most peculiar to a time

1. Quantum of the matter of remuneration, of war. Suppose no war to have place during
how to adjust it : in the first place in the his continuance in the service, the aggregate
rank of yrlvate, in each branch, and in each of them will be equal to 0.

armature class. I_ru_tlonal.
2. Shape and shapes, what the most proper

to be, in different eases, given to that same AItT. 5. Of the causes of comparative de-
,nahum, thefunctionary being in a state corn- sirableness, examples are the following. For

: pletely fit for service, the production of them, the lowest rate of re-
,_. Invalld_il_: in regard to quantum and muneration ever exemplified in practice will

_rfe, what the couree most proper to be taken, be seen to be suffcient, provided it be promptly
iv case of a deficiency, more or less consider- and invariably afforded.
able, in respect of fitae_ for service. 1. Security in respect of _sbs/_nce, over
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and above that possessed by the labouring and reason assignable, preve_ion of desertlon. But
non-military classes, if the situation of the individual is rendered

2. C_o_i_g, greatly and constantly superior to such a degree desirable, as that at all times
in comfortableness and appearance, the number desirous of being admitted shall

3. Security against the diminution of the be greater than is desired to be actually main-
means of external comfort in general, which tained, the reason will not be applicable. If
the labouring classes stand constantly exposed at any time for addition to desirableness, ad-
to, by the constantly growing excess of popn- dition to pay is necessary, it may, with better
lation over the means of subsistence, prospect of advantage, be applied to preset,

4. Exclusive possession of the fad_tions dig- than to future contingent time. As to deser-
_ty inseparably attached to the denomination tion, to no other rank than that of pri._te can
of so/dier, and to his appearance in respect of the danger of it have any application : it can-
habiliments and armature._ not to that of o_cer.

5. Superior amiabiZity, thence derived,in the Instructional.eyes of the other sex.
6. Superior means of cheerfulness in respect ART. 9. As to desertion, if at all times all

of abundance of association, musical entertain- who are willing to cease to serve are'permitted
merit, and variety of local and social situation, so to do, any precaution against that occurrence

7. Comparatively greater leisure time; hum- will, in the ordinary state of the service, be
bet of days in the week, and number of hours unnecessary. In two states of things alone
iu the day, included. This not only in peace can it be needed : to wit, 1. in a state of actual
time, but even in war time, where the fanc- war ; 2. in a state of peace, if the number of
tionary is not in the actual presence of an those desirous to quit should be so great, that
enemy, or in immediate expectation of being by the substitution of that same number of
so, or occupied in long and forced marches, recruits to veterans, the deterioration to the

8. In case of casual bedily suffering by severe strength of the aggregate of the force in rite
_rounds, or loss of the substance or use of bodily branch in question would be perceptible.
organs, compensation secured under the name

Instructional. .Expositive.of nnur_-money. See Art. 1.
ART. 10. l. Rank, suppose that of private.

Instructional. Purposes for which, in this case, remuneration
ART. 6. If, to those who choose it,furlough, is or may be necessary, are two : 1. Enlisting,

that is to say liberty of absentation for a more that is to say, entering into the engagement
or less considerable portion together of the to serve._
whole year, can, as a matter of course, be 2. Actually serving, that is to say, fulfilling
allowed, eonsistently with the good of the ssr- that same engagement when entered into.
vice, including appropriate aptitude on their Enlisting, a momentary act ; serving, a con-
part,--bere will be an additional item in the tinuous act.
account of desirableness, as well as a propor-
tionable reduction in the expense. Iu_tructlonal.

ART. 11. Intimate is the connexion be-
I_mional. .Exemplificutioual. tween the quantity of the matter of remuuera-

ART.7. 1. In the Prussian service, soldiers tion employedinthe one shape, and the quantity
have of late years been allowed to be on leave employed in the other. The greater the quan-
of absence, for as much as thres-fourths of the tity employed, for and during the time of ser-
year ; pay ceasing during that time. vice, the less the quantity needed to be era-

2. So, in the practice of the Helvetic con- ployed in the purchase of the consent to enter
federacy, during eight months in the year, the into the engagement.
same indulgence has been given to the German ]n_ructional.
part of the soldiery.

ART. 12. In two cases, no money for the
I_t_u_tional. _io_iv_i_e. purchase of such consent will be necessary.

ART. 8. Independently of rank and grade, 1. If the enlistment be compulsory : as to
mhall pay he made to receive any and what which, see Section 5, Term and Coudic_ns of
addition, at any and what time, from mere Sere/co. 2. If without expense so employed,
length of service _. For the atfn_native, sole the terms of service are, upon the whole, sutB-

eiently desirable to produce voluntary enlist-
* The point d'ho_wur runs sohigh in the French ment.

army, that a soldier once degraded can never re-
enter the so_rvicein any capacity ; any attempt to I_._t'ru_ona_.
force him into it would produce mutinyamong the A1tT.13. Note always, that in the quantum
men. For the same reason, a soldier never re- necessary, the difference between a time of
selves a blow, even from his officer,without re- peace and a time of wax will, of oourse, makesontlnK it _/e _mp. If he did, in the first
place _is comrades would no longer keep company
with him, and in the next, the oi_icerthat commit- _ In English practice, matt_ of remuneration
ted the outrage would inevitably be put to death, thus employedis styled bomb.
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a difference more or less censiderable. In l
time of imace,--that time being time present, I_ru_.
time of wax future and contingent,--the pro- ART. 17. Note, that on entrance _lnto the
bsbility of war will be more likely to be un- service, that is to say, in the lowest gl_le,_
dervalued than overvalued. But supposing[ promotion into the several superior grades,
the axrival of a state of war, actual or nearly I with whatsoever increase of remuneration it
impending, the question as to bounty and the may happen to be attended,--will of course
amount, will, of necessity, be determined by enter, and be seen to enter, into the acoount
the circumstances of the time. of the matter of compensation, and thence at

The time for bounties, is the time of urgency: the same time into that of the subject-matter
and as the urgency has no determinate limits, of competition.
so neither has the necessary quantum of the
bounty, I_tru_io_a/.

ln_ructionaL )Expositive. AnT. 18. So likewise any title or titles ofhonour, which for extra-meritorious service a
Ant. 14. Essential, with a view to prac- man may have a chance to receive.

rice, is the distinction between that part of
the remuneration which i_ received in money, In_ru_/ona/.
and that which is received in all other shapes AnT. 19. Note also, that in the rsz_ of
put together--say in kind. officer, the several grades are in themselves so

many titles of honour, rising one above another
I_._tructioaal. t_atioei_tative, in the conjunct scales of power and t_ctitious

AnT. 15. Of that which is reeeived in kind, dignity.
the greater the proportion the better.--Rea-
nuns : Inetruvtional. Ratiocinative.

1. Of that which is received in kind, the ART. 20. Prospect of provision, in case of
real value in use will be the same at all times : incompleteness of appropriate aptitude,--the
whereas, of that which is paid in money, the deficiency being produced, whether by old ages
value in exchange, and consequently the quan- or loss of the substance or use of any bodily
tity of the means of comfort receivable, is con- organ or organs ; and mental insanity being
staatly exposed to diminution. Principle con- supposed provided for in the case of military
eerned, the ¢ontentment-maxim_zing. as in the case of non-military persons at large:

2. In both shapes taken together, Govern- say, in one word, in case of invalid_hip. Dif-
ment will, of course, at each point of time, ferent in some respects axe the ruling prin-
give, as far as it is able, as large a quantity as ciples in the case of invalidship produced by
it deems necessary for the good of the service : old age, from what they are in the ease of
and, as to the money part, how much greater casualties.
soever the value of money may happen to be
at the time of enlistment, Government can- I_atiocinative.
not at any subsequent time, without breach Ant. 21. Reasons in favour of such provi-
of faith, give itselt, at the soldier:s charge, any sion in the case of superannuation, axe the fol-
indemnification for the extra expense in that lowing :
article : whereas, as to that part which is to 1. In a non-military state, the man might, to
be furnished in k/nd--tbough, by and in pro- an extent more or less considerable, have pos-
portiuntoriseofprices, it mustunavoidably, and sessed the faculty of making prevision for this
without compensation, remain exposed to loss, contingency by frugality and good economy:
yet it will also have the benefit of any fall in m the military service, of this there is hardly
money prices ; and this without prejudice to any chance.
the comfort of the fhnctionary. Principle, Che 2. In a non-military state, by passing his life
expense.minimizing, in the bosom of his family connexiuns, he

lmCructional. Exemplificatlonal. would have possessed the opportunity of en-gaging their affections in his favour, and find-
ART. 16. In British India, even in the rank lag in those affections the means of subsistence:

of private, in the ease of such of the natives in his military state he will, unless by aceident_
as axe enlisted in the land service,--to such a he cut off from this reseurce.
degree desirable, and in all particulars taken 3. By these considerations--if for this con-
together satisfactory, is the condition of the tingency provision was not made by Govern-
individual in this situation, compared with meat by the terms of the engagement,_meu
that of the bu_ of the populatian,_that no
bounty on entra_c_ is ever given : on the con-
trary, permission to enlist is_at all times, an consequence of a mutiny exhibited by simple non-compliance, unaccompanied by any offensive or
object of competition to a multitude of eandi- aggresgive operation. In conformity to the all-
dates.* comprehensive and constantly observed system of
• - policy maintained under English government, the

* At any rate, such it was antecedently to the author of this _rnage remained uncensured, and
hurrible mae_cre perpetrated in the year]827, in even unpro_ecuted.
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who were governed by prudential considera- 22, the legislator will consider and deh_mine,
tions,---and who, as such, would, in this as in in relation to what invalidship-employments_
any other situation, afford correspondent pro- military and non-military together, Defensive
raise of good eonduct,--might be deterred from Force functionaries will remain apt and appli-
entering intothe service. Principle concerned, cable,---afterandnotwithstandingdeterioration
the aptitude-ma_dmizing, of aptitude, by loss o_f substance or use of

4. From the withholding of this provision, various limbs or organs.
the sufferings inseparable from the decline of Examples are as follow :
life .in every situation would be aggravated ;
and between men at that time of life, and men Limbs or Organs lost Employments, aptitud_
atearlierperiodsoflife, theinequalityincreased. _rdisabled. for wldch may be re-
Principle concerned, the inequality-minimiz- _nainingnotwithstand-
imj. int.

5. Altogether different is the ground of de- 1. One eye. 1. Servingin a garrison.
mand in this case from what it is in the case of 2. Serving as a guard to
pensions for relatives : as to which, see Ch. the e_.terior of any
ix. MISISTERSCOLL_VELV, Section 15, P_e- public edifice.
munera_ion, Art. 46, p. 270. 3. Serving as a guard in

the interior of any
Instructior_al. public edifice : in

An'_. 22. On the occasion and for the pur- particular,in a mu-
pose of inralldsld_---in the instance of each scum of any kind,
individual, care will require to be taken, by to preserve the at-
appropriate inspection and examination,to take ticles from theft and
advantage of whatever mode and degree of in- active destruct_
complete aptitude may have been lei._ to him, or deterioratiom
with relation to collateral employments, suited 2. One hand or arm 4. Serving as per No. 3
to his particular case: collateral, that is to say, lost or rendered above.
with reference to actual combat, and those motionless.
manipulations, evolutions,marchings, and other 3. One foot or le.Jlost 5. Serving as per No. 3
modes of self-conveyanc% which are prepara- or rendered too- above.
tory to actual combat, tionless.

4. One hand or arm, 6. Serving as per No. 3
In_ruc_ionaL and likewise one above.

AR_. 23. Of incompleteness in respect of ap- foot or leg, lost
propriate aptitude, with reference to Defensive or rendered too-
Force service, the efficient cause will be--ab- tiouless.
sence or deficiency in respect of some one or 5.Bothha_dsorarms,
more of those qualltles, the possession and orbothfeetorleas,
manifestation of which are necessary to the apt lost or rendered
performance of the several operations in Art. motionless.

24 mentioned. Instructional. Exemplificational.

Instructional. Au_. 26. Of collateral employments that
ART. 24. Qualities requisite and desirable present themselves as suitable to the above

in Defensive Force service, and more especially cases of invalidship, or some of them, examples
in the ungraded, or say the purely obedivnt are the following:
ranks, may be thus enumerated. 1. Training recruits.

I. On the part of each individual, 2. Garrison service, as above.
I. Intrepidity. 3. Service as exterior local guards, as above:
2. Exactness in obedience, guards (where marching, or considerable loco-
3. Promptitude in obedience, motion, is not necessary) for the protection of
4. _igilauce. the exterior of Government or other public
5. Hardiness, that is to say power_ accom- edifices.

panied with wit/, to endure appropriate hard- 4. Service as interior local guards, as above:
s_ip in every shape, guards placed in the interior of public edifices,

6. Activity (appropriate) including appro- such as theatres, and the several apartments in
prlate dexterity, or say adroitness in the sere- I_ubHv libraries and museums of all sorts.
ral manipulations and evolutions. 5. Operating in private mttnufacturing, an4

II. On the part of numbers, acting conjunctly other profitable establishments conducted on
in the same place, at the same time. large scale: Government contributing what ad-

7. Simultaneity, or say, simulta_mtmers of dition shall in the ease of each individual have
motion, been found necessary, where the manufacture

could not, consistently with its profit, aifordInstructional.
pay to an amount sufficient for h_ subsi_-

AnT. 25. In case of invalidship, as per Art. tence.
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- individuals over whom they rule. Whatever
Inefrn_io_al. Ratio_na_ve. is givcn,--the course has been, to give it a_

ART. 27. To the Erudite grades, scarcely this stage of llfe gratis : that is to say_ with.
does any such invalidship-prnvision,--excopt out requiring service rendered to any pereoa
in the case of wounds received, or loss of the in any stlape in return for it. Modes in which
substance or use of a bodily organ, such loss such gratuitous prevision has been ramie, t_o:
being caused by actual service,--present itself one, the granting to each of the individuals in
as applicable, question an annuity, styled a pem_on, in the

Reasons : shape of money ; another, the keeping them
1. In that ra_ak in life, due regard to such eongrcgated in large hodies, in one edifice, in

contingencies mayreason_bly be expected to be such manner mswould be necessary, supposing
h_d, ontheoecasionofthepe_uniaryvompetition, them in such sertdcka_ to be unable tostir out

2. Unsuitable to such their condition may be of it, Ito_pitalbeing the appellative applied to
thought to be the being subjected to examine- designate an edifice provided for the reception
tion by authority, and the having their infir- and curation of the _, H_p/_al has been the
mities scrutinized into, for the purpose of their term applied to designate an edificefor the cta_
being distributed, as per Art. 25, among col- of individuals in question sick or not sick.

lateral employments. Instructional. ]_at_ocinatlve.

I_truet_a_ed. ART. 31. By every principle that has any
AnT. 28. In respect of making provision for application to the case, this aggregate mode of

a man's subsistenco,--suppose it determined provision stands condemned. Principles, 1.
that, by reason of invalidship, he is no longer the cvntent_ns_t-_imlzing; 2. the i_q_ity-
in a state of complete aptitude for appropriate *nSnimizin9; 3. the expense-tninim_ing.
service, as above,--three options will call for 1. Instead of being at liberty to choose the
the determination of the Legislature. place most agreeable to him, and in it the so-

l. Retainiug him on the list and aggregating ciety most agreeable to him,--every man so
him to some determinate corps, with his pay in provided for is forced into a place, and kept
the whole or in part continued to him, and with in a society, both of which may, to any degree,
employments one or more assigned to him, in be disagreeable to him ; so likewise to those
quality of iJ_ralidship-employments, into whose society he is forced. So much for

2. Discharging him from the service, but the ¢ont_ntment-ma.vimiziag principle.
continuing to him, in whole or in part, his pay 2. To some ofthesc men the place and socie-
down to the time of his decease, ty may to any degree be agreeable ; to others,

3. Discharging him from the service without in any degree disagreeable. So much for the
pay at the expense of the public, or means of i_quality-minimizlng principle."
subsistence in any shape. 3. In every instance in which this Hospital

Instructionvd. mode of making provision for the super&nnu-
ated or otherwise relatively unapt Defensive

Azt_. 29. That in whatsoever service exer- Force functionary has been in nse,_the ex-
cised, some employment,--proflt-sceking era- pease per head has, in an enormous degree,
ploymeat,---so it be not accompanied with un- been found to exceed the expense at which,
*villi_gne_f--ls more conducive not only to with the same degree of comfort, the indivi-
good economy but to individual comfort than dual might have been maintained, and indeed,
idleness is,--seems almost too obvious, as well in other instances, actually was maintained, at
as indisputable, to be worth mentioning. But the expense of the same Government, in a
what may be worth mentioning is, that it con- state of liberty. So much for the e_pen_mi-
slate not either with good econon_yor with ¢_- nimizi_g principle.
fort, to keep in a state in which he is incapable
of earning anything towards his own subsistence, Instructional
a_y man for whom profit-yielding employment AnT. 32. In every instance, regard for the
could he provided, either by those at whose ex- interest of this portion of the subj_c$ malty, has
pease he is so kept, or by any other employer, been the 1)retvRce: in every instance, regard

Thus much as to what ought to be done. for the interest of the ruling one and the sub-
Principles concerned, 1. the co_tentmeut-mazi- ruling f_w, has been either the sole, or at least
_izing: 2. the expend-minimizing, the predominant cause. To the $ub-ru//_fcw,

]n_ructional. .Exe_n_l_atlonaL pleasure from the gratification of the corre-
spondent taste, with praise for the gco_esc of

A_T. 30. Now, as to what has been cote- that taste ; and (in the shape ofhighly-eadew-
mon/y done. To provide invalidship-employ- ed official situations in the establishment, to-
ment in the above or any other shape, is a gether with the correspondent patronage)
task requiring more attention than, under any pickings out of the expense. To the r_li_
form of government, has as yet been felt no- o_, the patronage I_ramennt, together with
enssary, and _ccordingly paid by rulers, either correspondent/_onawr and glar_l, mid repute-
to the financial iuteresto of the whole corn- tion of effective benevole_we. Ask, on this oe-
inanity, or to the comfort of this _ of the casion, among all those the regard for whose
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interest is the a_£z_causeofa]lthisaddi, tlons, adds, to the vMue of the service they ren-
tion to the expense, what is the proportionate der to the several possessors with their rospec-
number of those to whom a share in these plea- tire locating patrons in the shape of matter of
sures, or in any of them, descends, prosperity, the u/rut/or value of the service

they render to _klen _onstltt_ion in the
Instructional. Ezemptificctioncd. character of matter of corruption.

AItT. 33. In England, at an expense per
head some number of times as great as that In_rn_ion_d. P_atioc_na_iv¢.
which is necessary to the same degree of corn- ART. 35. Remuneration pecuniary for extra-
fort in a state of liberty,--two of these Hoe- ordinary meri_ in ordinary _'vioe. Here, by
pital-Prisons, or say Prison.Ho_itals, have the very nature of the case, anything like ex-
for ninny years been kept on foot : For Army act apprepertionment of remuneration to sot-
functionaries, Chelsea Hospital ;for Navy lane- vice is impossible. All that in the way of in-
tionaries, Greenwich Hospital. structiou can be done is, to caution against a

In France, the practice was engendered by naturally recurring argument in euppert of
the ostentation of the longest-reigned of all waste. In the case of each individual, so far
weak-minded despots and tyrants. Witness as it is in a pecuniary shape that prospect of
the tt_F_tal des lnvalides, eventual remuneration is applied,--the remu-

Once at least, if not oftener, has this topic neration, to produce its desired effect, must
been brought before the English House of Corn- be raised, not only in proportion to the value
mona; with what fruit, Chelsea and Greenwich of the service, but in proportion also to the

: still declare, quantum of the matter ofweMth which it finds
In C_elsea Invalid Hospital,---maintained, the benemeritant in possession of. Among

males, , females, ; total, * For men who have engaged in the military pro-
keeping and governing them, functionaries, fession, instances are not wanting of those
roistered, squired, or higher titled, 27 ; untitled, whose incomes have been not less than a thou-
chiefly of the clerk class, 56 : total, 83. Go- sand times as great as those received by per-

i vernors, under the name of Commissioners sons of the least opulent class, which, in such
_: "the greafOificers of State." Who these great vast proportion, is also the most numerous.
? men are,what is before the public does not show. From this fact, an inference that may be drawn,

InGreenwich Hospital, besides Governor and is--that, where to produce the necessary ira-
Lieutenant-Governer, the pleasure of command pression on the mind of a man of the least opu-

s" is provided for C_ptain_, with the title of Es- lent and most numerous class, one pound would
quires; and, under them, eight unsquired Lieu- suffice, there, to produce an equally effective
tenants. What was not worth inqmry was, impression on the mind and conduct of a person
whether, where nothing is to be done, the plea- of the above-mentioned opulent class, a thou-

( sure of being under command is equal to the sand pounds would be necessary. The conclu-
pleasure of exercising it _. Say, however, that sion is that--consistently with good economy,
a vast stone building is a ship at sea, and no such exact fixed appointment is possible.
"everytldng is as it should be."_ Moreover, in the eyes of that same most nu-

Instrnet_onaL merous class, including that of privates in thewhole of the stipendiary force in both branches,

A_T. 34. In an aristocracy-ridden monar- --any such fixed sums would, if thus preper-
shy, in which, in addition to the power of a tioned to pecuniary circumstances, be apt to
stipendiary military force, the matter of pros- present the idea of partiality : of partiality in

purity, (composed, as it is, of the matter of favour of the relatively opulent few, to the de-
u_alth and the other o_ects ofgenernl desire,) trimentoftherelativelyunopulentmany. Prin-
acting in the character of matter of corruption, ciple conoerned, the _ntentment-maximlzing.

"_ is regarded as an indispensable prlmum mobile,
as well as support, to Government,--the ag- In_trnctionaL
gregate of these useless a_demolumented situa- ART. 36. _atural honour augmented: to

• The parliamentary returns give no means of wit, by the hand of Government, as per Ch.
filling up these blanks. The gross number of In- ix. MINISTERSCOLLECTIVKLY,Section 15, /_-

; Pens/o'aers only being afforded. In 1839-40, it muneratiou, Art. 18 to 28. In this may ac-
was 539.--Ed. cordingly be seen the only shape in which,

i _" In Greenwich Hospital, invalided function- with unquestionable propriety,, remuneratiml
aries maintained--males, 2,710 ; females (widows for extra merit in ordinary servme can be be-
of seamen, under the name of nurses) 162: total, stowed in either of the two branches, land and

-t 2,872. For keeping and governing them_mem- sea, of the Defensive Force Establishment.
bern of the aristocracy,mitred, squired, and higher

• t/t/a/, with proportionablepickings (among whom In_ructlonaL .Rafloclnatiee.
one lordly-paid lord) 33 : untitled, chiefly of the Exemplifleatlonal.
clerk class, 63. G_zdees, among whom, under
the title of D/rectors, the patronageof all these si- AltT. 87. With increased force, if there be

_ tuations is shaxed, 24 ; of whom, five Lords, one any difference, does this same reasoning apply
of them,---on the matchless-constitution self-judi- to the case of extraordinary merit_ exemplified
entice principle--Governor over himself, in extra_rdinaxy service.
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F_ample: _ of Major.A_r_, in the war
which ended in the establishment of the Anglo- I_w_/om_. _b_/_a_i_.
American United States. Over and above all A_aT.41. In any ra_k above the lowest,
risks of honourable death, an ignominious the Legislature will consider and determin%
death, encountered and sufferedthrough ended- whether to every or any remuneration in the
your applied to the rendering of a supposed shape of grads and poa_r, any and what addi-
important public service : the act being either tion shall be made in the shape of p_y.
demeritorious or extra meritorious, according Reasons against such addition, these :
to the interest with reference to which it was 1. Grades rising one above another in _ueh
contc_-_nplated_* The Americans, according to manner as is customary, are necessitated by
their principles, did right in putting him to the very nature of the service.
death ; the English, according to their's, in 2. By every promotion, addition is acce_-
honouring his memory with a public monu- ingly, in the very nature of the ease, made to
meat. power and d_nit_'.

3. But, by addition of reward in one
Instructional. it seems not easy, if possible, to say why a do-

Ant. 38. Smart-money. Compensation for mand should be produced for _ddition in any
_arfare._t_ualties: in divers particulars,itwili other shape ;--why money should be nece_ary
be seen differing from remuneration. Remu- to induce men to accept of addition to power
aeration supposes exertion : not so of necessity, and dignity. Subtraction of money would, if
receipt of compensation for casualties. If for any, seem the more needful and reasonable
such ca_ualties no compensation were provided, change.
pay would have the effect of a bounty-upon 4. In this as in other cases, the less the re-
cowardice. Compensation for warfare-casual- ward looked to, the greater the relish for the
ties is not exposed to abuse, unless it be so service, and thence, so far the aptitude, pro-
high, that otherwise than in actual service a babilized.
man would spontaneously subject himself to 5. Immense is neeesearilythewaste_where,
the casualty, for the purpose of obtaining the while promotion follows seniority, additions to
compensation. Principles concerned, 1. the pay accompany it through a line of grades.
exterrml-seearity-_taximizi_: 2. the aptitude- To come at one individual,--recommended for
_dmizing. promotion, by which soever consideration,

merit or favonr,--the correspondent pay is
Exvntpl_fivational. given to all his seniors, in a number to which

ARe. 39. Of warfare vaznahies, examples are there are no limits. See Section 6, Proton-
the following :-- rich.

1. Loss of the substance of a limb or other 6. If pay is thus made to receive additions
bodily organ : eyes, for example, one or both corresponding to lengths of service, additions
other organs should be distinctly specified, for over and above the necessary additions made
the purpose of exclusion or admission, to power and dignlty,_still greater should be

2. Loss of the use of limb or organ, the demand for it in the case of the private, if
3. Loss, complete, of aptitude for service ; by him no such additions to power and dignity

by loss of general health. _are received. Principle, the eaTense-minimiz-
4. Wounds and diseases not productive of ing.

loss---complete or comparative, of aptitude; yet
incurable. I_ru_t/ona/.

5. Wounds and diseases curable. AnT. 42. True it is--that, under the pecu-
Principle concerned, the aptltude-_aaxlmiz- niary competition,--which (as per Section 4,

ing: resolution to enceunter death and wounds StipendiaF_es, who; Art. 34) will have had
without flinching, being in this function the place on the first loeation,_any addition to
characteristic feature of appropriate moral and pay, by whatsoever cause about to be effected,
active aptitude, whether this or any other, will have been taken

into account. But a benefit thus contingent
Instructional. and remote, seems more likely to be under-

AcT. 40. Of such compensation, appropriate valued than ever-valued ; and the more it is
shape---1, for casualties of the incurable class, under-valued, the less, under the pecuniary
Pension for lifo : 2. for those of the curable competition, will be the sum bid for it ; the
class, a sum once paid. greater therefore upon the whole the expense

In the case of those of the incurable class, to the public.
for means of further provision, see the Articles
relative to i_valld_ip: Art. 20 to 34. P_atiovlnatit_.

A_T. 43. Reasons in favour of such addi-

It was that of a spy, sent in consequence of tious, these :
his own ofier--_ot merely to see and report, but to 1. Without proportionate extra pay, men
endeavour to corrupt and engage to desert to th_ possessed of appropriate intellectual and active
sea,ice of aa attacking enemy,a military officerin &ptitude_---referenoe had to extensive cem-
high command, mand_--would not be to be had: they would
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be drawn aside from this publlo occupation to
other private ones. Instruotlonal. i_t_inative.

2. In the case of the scientific armature ART. 46. OVFICEns. 1. Clothing. One means
classes in particular,--for the acquisition of the of lessening the expense of officers in the
appropriate intellectual aptitude requisite, a article of clothing, and thereby diminishing the
long course of more or less severe menta/labour, aggregate of their remuneration, by enabling
antecedently to entrance into the serviee_ will them to increase the amount of their bidding
always be necessary, for their pay on the occasion introductory of

3. If the extra pay were confined to these the pecuniary competitions--may, in some
same e_tra-erud/te armature elasses,--here cases, be--the providing at Government ex-
would be an invidious distinction established pense the clothing of the officers as well as that
between the classes of the one description and of the privates ;--and requiring that no dress
those of the other : an invidious distinction, should at any time be worn by them, other than
having for its natural consequences, on the one the military dress attached to their respective
part _ontempt, on the other part envy and re- grades. Principles, 1. the inequality-minimiz-
_ntment; on both parts, antipathy, and tense- ins; 2. the expense-)_dnimizi_g.
qnent diminution of the facility of intercourse
necessary to maximize the efficiency of mutual Instructional. 1_at_ocinatlr_.
co-opelratlon in the business of the public-set- ART.47. Collateral advantages would be the
vice. Principles concerned, 1. the _xternal- following:
sec,,rity-maximizing; 2. the apt_ude-_w_ximiz- 1. The functionary being thus at all times
in_g; 3. the vontentraent-maxim_zin 9. distinguished from non-functionaries_ andfrom

functionaries belonging to other departments,
In,tractional. --his responsibility would thereby be increased:

ART.44. In the above considerations may the endeavour thus to put himself off for a
be seen an additional benefit produced, in pro- person in a condition in life other than his real
portion to the number of those to whom the one, being, on this supposition, a punishable
qualification in question shall have been ira- offence. Principle, the aptitude-maximi_ing.
partedj by means of the general instruction 2. Among the functionaries in question,
s_st_._n,as per Ch. ix., MINISTERSCOLLECTIVZLV,those superior in the scale of opulence would
Section 16, Lovable, who. The greater the thus be so far divested of the means of obtain-
number of competitors, the less the quantum of ing unmerited respect, at the charge of those

the matter of reward necessary, of their comrades whose place was below theirs
in the scale of opulence. Principles, 1. the

*. Instructional. .ExemplificatlonaL contentment-maximizing; 2. the inequal_ty-mi-
A_T. 45. Neither in the practice of ancient nimizing.

Groove, nor in that of ancient l_ome, will be
found, either such accompanying r/_e of pay I_tructional. Exempl_ficatlonal.
_ith rank as in modern practice ;---or, even ART. 48. 3. In English practice, instances
between pay of officers taken in the aggregate have place, in which, to a greater or less
and pay of privates, any difference approach- amount, the expense of the habiliments depends
ins to that which has place at present in the upon the will--not of the Legislature, the
service of the several European Governments, Prime Minister, or the minister of the sub-
and in particular in that of England ; in which department,--but of some inferior superordi-
country, from causes which will be seen, it is nate. By useless, enormously expensive and
more abundant than in any other, frequent changes in habiliments, enormous has

In Greece, under Xenophon, when letting been the amount of the income-tax thus indi-
out himself and the corps under his command rectly, but not the less effectually imposed.
to a sovereign of Thracef--the pay of a ecru- Among the consequenees,--on the part of those
rounder was twice that of a private ; of the in whose instance pay constituted the sole
commander-in-chief twive that of a sub-corn- means of subsistence, the necessity of contract-
r_ander: no more than four times that of a ing debts without the means of discharging
pr/vate, them. One of the refinements this, of the ty-

In the Roman service, before the time of the fanny exercised by the aristocracy of opulence.
Triuravlrat_,--the pay of the sub-commander A premium on the exercise of this power of
styled a centurion, was no more than twive that taxation, is the patronage exercised by the up-
of a private : on distribution of gratuities after pointment of the furnisher of the useless sup-
a triumph,---gratuities analogous to the me- posed decorations.
dern prize-money--proportion ths same.* Instructional /_a2ioci_five.

See Hume's Essays--Espy on Populousness ART. 49. OF_C_aS. II. Me_i_g. Circum-of Ancient Nations.
Under Mark Antony and the Triumvirate, the

proportion of t_s Sub-Commanderstyted the c_n- been as high as ten times. But C_esar,alway_
turla_ was indeed incr_sod so as to be as five to pre-eminentin prodigality,and att_attime making
_ue. Under C_sar, in the course of the Gallic preparationsforunivenm| conquest,was employing
war, in the case of gratuities the proportion _ himself in this way in gainlng_nflnentlal l_san_
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stances of country and time allowed for,--to cial situations in genera|, as pe_ C_ tx. Se_
the constituted authorities it will belong to tiou 15, _n_ra_/on, Arts. 46, 47. In that
consider and determine--whether in any and general case,the provision operates as a bounty
what respect the amount of the expense be- on increase of population simply: in this c_w_e,
stow,..d among officers when tness_ng together, if, on the one hand, it operates as a bounty on
shall be taken for the subject-matter of regu- population, on the other hand it operates as &
lation. On the one hand, retrenchment there- bounty upon courage : it counteracts the bounty
by unavoidably made on liberty, may, on that which nature gives upon co_rard_. To thil
part, operate as a cause of discontentment, purpose, see what regards smart-money, as per
On the other hand, if the fixation be left Art. 38. Principles, 1. the e.x_rna/-_yo
to individaMs,--espeeially to individuals in _axim_zing; 2. the ajot_tude-'ma_d_n 9.

higher and better paid grades,---the power of _E_e_plifieational. In_ructionrd.determining the question of the expense may
operate as an instrument of oppression at the AnT. 54. Accordant with the principle here

_eharge of the less opulent in the hands of the referred to is that, by which, as to this matter,
more opulent. Principle, the cvntent_ent- conduct appears to have been determined in
qaaxin_izing, the Anglo-American United States. Witnca%

Instr_vtional. Acts of Congress--Act of March 16, 1802:
applying to smart-money, as above, and e_ra-

ART. 50. The number of officers in a grade vasatinnal remuneration taken together.
being less and less as the gr_ie is higher and I. Of right to compensation.
higher, two expedients are thus presented by Efficient eause--I. Disability by wounds_
the nature of the ease, as capable of obviating or otherwise "while in the line of his (the
oppression in this shape, functionary's) duty in public service." Cora-

l. Diet being the same,--the price paid may ponsatee, or say receiver of the compensation
rise in proportion to the pay attached to the money, the functionary so disabled.
several grades. Efficient cause---II, death "by wound 1_

2. The fixation of the price may be peform- ceived in actual service." Compensatee in this
ed by votes: in which case it will be in the ease--
Imwer of the lowest paid to prevent the price 1. The "widow," if any.
from being oppressive to themselves. 2. If no widow, "child, or the children con-

jointly ; that is to say, if respectively," under
Instructional. sixteen years of age. Q,uantum--for tlve years,

ART. 51. Note, that without the latter ex- half the monthly pay the deceased was entitled
pedient, the former would not suffice. For to at the time of his death. *
still, a superordinate, in whose instance the In the ease of d_ablvmen_, to the YPre_denf
amount of private income bore a large proper, for the time being, power given_ for adjusting
tion to the official income, might, for increase the allowance.
of luxuriousness, set the expensef--though in In the case of d_a_, no such power. In-
this case at his own charge,---at a mark, at stead of a power so given, fixation made by
which the amount of it might be oppressive to the Legislature itself.
the lower paid subordinates.

Exen_plificatlonal. t_atiocinatlve.

]_struct_onaZ. ART. 55. According to appearance, the ra-
A_T. 52. Note, that for the purpose of more tional cause of the distinction is this. In the

luxurious living than the mess afforded, the case of death, the alleged efficient cause of the
more opulent might be disposed to absent them- right is an invariable quantity, and the exis-
selves from it : thereby leaving the less opu- tense of it a matter out of dispute : not so in
lent, as it were, in a state of degradation. But the case of disablement.
if each of them were at all times obliged to
pay alike, whether present or absent,---the Instruvt_wd. /_at_oci_atlve.
degradation is not so marked, as not to be A_T. 56. Neither on this any more than
capable of receiving an adequate compensation any other occasion, should be out of sight, so
from the improvement in the diet. much as for a moment, the incontrovertible

full--That the sole proper quantum of reward
Instr_ctlo_al. Ra_ios_natiw. in all shapes at public expense, is the least that

AnT. 53. TheLegislaturewilljudgewhether, any equally apt person will consent to ser_
in case of the death of the functionary from for.
wounds received in actual service, provision in _,_ea_ons. 1. Thus, a/1 are content : Prin-
any and what shape shall be made for any of eiple, the oo#tentme_-max/m/zln 9.
hie genealogical relatives ; and if yes, in what 2. Anythit_g more would have to be pro_
mode of relationship, vide&--for the hundreds _ad the thousands,

Altogether different is the footing on which
the demand for post-obituary provision stands i * Iagerit's Digest of the Laws of the United
in the case of this particular official situation, State_, from March4,1 _89,to May 15,18_0.--Phi-
from that on which it stands in the ease of ofli- ladelphia, Maxwel!, 18'21.
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at the expense of the millions : the millions I_r_c¢/a-aal. E.x_pl_iomd.never consenting, mostly unwilling, and in so
far _ _o_-at. Principles, 1. the expense- ART. 60. Now as to pe_unlary ¢ompet_tlcm,
mi_im_zln 9. 2. The ¢ont_r_vwnt-max_mizing. as exemplified in English practice. True it

is--that in no instance, it is believed, in any
I_ruc_o_l. E_plif_tion_. regular form, authorized, avowed, or even

ART. 57. As a means of reduction, though generally known, has diminution in this mode,
comparatively inadequate, note in the first either on public or private account, received
place, simple sa_. In English practice, in the its application.
officer grades, so great is the competition, and
so many the rich individuals to whom the I_truai_a_. Ex_aplifwationaZ.
office is an object of ambition, with little or _?_aoeina_ive.
no reference to the amount of pay to be re- ART. 61. 1. In the nature of the case, to
ceived,--that the possession of the grade is an extent more or less considerable, in an it-
not only a known but an authorized subject- regular and unmeasured shape, it cannot but
matter of sale : of sale, partly on Government have had place.
account, partly on private account : the two 2. Be the commodity what it may, if it be
modes being blended, in a manner far too eom- a generally known subject-matter of sale,_
plicated to admit of description here. especially if not only in fact, but also of right,

I_ruaio_l. Ex_np_ifi_ationaL --a subject-matter of competition is what itcannot fail to be, in some way or uther) to per-
A_T. 58. Nor yet in the rank of/rf/rate is sons desirous of being purchasers.

it without example. A hundred pounds ster- 3. In every ease without exception were it
ling was, at one time, the known price for the brought under the auctioneer's hammer, ex-
situation of private in the corps called the actly as an annuity to the same pecuniary
Horse Guarde. _ This corps, however, was amount encumbered with the obligation of per-
not in use to be sent upon actual service, ex- senal service in a military or any other shape,
eept when the Monarch himself took the field thus and thus only would the expe_e be mlni-
a custom which was not broken through till mlzed.
towards the conclusion of the second war 4. Add examination, public examination by
against the French Revolution. and before an appropriate qualification-judi-

catory (as per Ch. ix. Section 16, Locable,
Instructional. _mTlif_ational. who ;)--then and thereby would aptitude be

ART. 59. In the French service, sale is not maximized.
in use. Of this difference between the prac- f_ructionaL
tice under the two Governments, the efficient
cause may be seen in znatehless eo_titut_n. ART. 62. As to the expense) the less the ex-
Of this fictitious constitution one fundamental pense to the public the less is the value of the
principle is that which prescribes the impesi- correspondent p_ronape to individual rulers.
tion of taxes, to an unlimited and continually So also the greater the aptitude requisite.
increasing amount, on the indigent many, for Thus under a system of which the matter of
the further and further enrichment of the al- good and of reward, in the shape of matter of
ready opulent few. For the accomplishment corruption, is the primnm m_b/le,--the greater
ofthisobjcet,thedefen_for_e subdepartment, the benefit to the public, the more determined
more particularly the land-service branch is) of eoursejthe opposition on the part of rulers.
affords a pre-eminently apt and commodious I_struc_ional.
field : number of official situations maximised,
number of degrees in the scale of grades maxi- An_. 63. In the nature of the case, no le_s
mized; qua_um of needless remuneration in applicable to military service than to non-
each situation, maximized :+ by the power of military service is the peeu_i_ry-_omp_tio_t
sale, value of each such situation increased. Trin_il_le, with a fixed salary as a basis for the
Thus is depreciation _z_miz_. Of that force biddings._ Principle, the expe_e_ni_imizing.
which should be purely defensive, but which, Instruetlonat.
as against the people whom it pretends to de-
fend, is thus rendered offensive, the magnitude ART. 64. So not tess to the rank ofpri_,
is thus increased : and thus, by the same than to the rank ofo_¢ers in its several grades.
means, is oFtrmssion r_rindzed, last_t_on_.

A_. 65. So not less in one than in another

In former days, an instance of this fell within of the several armature _, as per Section
the knowledge of the authorof these I_ea 1, Bra_w_s, _rt_.

For a most instructive comparative view of
French and English practise in this respect, see _ Such has been the observationmade by a dis-
the speech of the FrenchMinister Hyde de NeurOne tinguisbedEn_li_hofl_er, posseningeminentmeans
in the French _ of Deputies, as published and opportunities of observance. "Volunteer co]o_
in the French _ _llsh pr_ts of the month of nels, "serving without pay, have _hav_d _ well
July 18'28. as other_."
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_ct/o_. taken, is the making application of the pecu-
niary-competition principle, as to one part of

AnT. 66. So not less in the sea-service branch the Defensive Force Establishment, and _ot as
than in the laud-service branch, to auother.

The demand for such a modification,--and
fnstr,,c_/oned, the extent to which it might be advisable

A_T. 67. In every case, its being applicable that it should be carried,--might in no incon-
"tilth effect, will depend upon the altitude (so siderable degree depend upon the extent given
to speak) given to the above-mentioned basis: in practice to the voluntary-serv/_ in the Ra-
the h_her the remuneration in all shapes taken dical/a_/-service branch.
together, the greater the extent to which, by
blddings, whether in the eruptive or the reduc- I_tructional.
tire form, (as per Ch. ix. MINISTERSCOLLF-_- ART. 74. Note, that the only oocasion on
TIVELY,Section 16, Locable _rho,) it will admit which, consistently with the principles respect-
of being lowered, ing promotion (as per Section 6, Promotlo_,)

application of this same pecuniary competition
Instructional. could be mad%--is that of the orz.glnal IO-

ART. 68. So much for what is capable of cation: to wit, in the lowest of the Erud4t_
being done: with what degree of preponderant grade.
adva_ag_ is a question which will, at all
times, be inviting the consideration of the Le- SEcrxoN XI.
gislature. For elucidation, behold now what
stands exemplified in established practice: in _rize-money.

particular, in Engl_h practice. In_ruct_onal. E_lOOs_tive.

In._truvtional. A_tr. l. In regard to prize-money, subjects
Al_r. 69. Note, that on entrance into the of consideration for the Legislature will be

service, (that is to say in the lowest grade,) the following:-
promotion into the several superior grades, 1. Subjects of capture, what.
with whatsoever increase of remuneration it 2. Proportion, as between Government and
may happen to it to be attended in these grades the captors.
respectively, will of course enter, and be seen 3. Proportion, as between rank and rank.
to enter, into the account of the matter of re- 4. Proportion, as between armature class
muneration, and thence into the account of the and armature class.
subject-matter of competition. 5. Proportion, as between army and navy,

in a case in which both are employed in con-
Instr_ctlonal. junction.

AItT. 70. So likewise any title or titles of 6. Proportion, as between one and another
honour which, for extra-meritorious service, a of the various co-operators, individually con°
man may have a chance to receive, sidereal, on each individual occasion.

I_tru_tional. Instructional. t_tiod_t_ve.

A_r. 71. Note also, that in the rank of oflt- ART. 2. I. Subjevts of capture. Principle
oct, several grades are in themselves so many applicable, the individual-spa/ring principle.
titles of honour, rising one above another in the Rule. Exceptions exceptedf---Confine the
conjunct scales of power and factitious dignity, capture to such things as are in the hands

of the Government of the hostile state. Rca_
]mtructional. l_atiocinative, sons :

AaT. 7"2. On the other side stands the objee- I. Value for value, the impression made on
tion brought to view in Ch. ix. MINIS_EaS the enemy's strength by loss of a mass of pro-
_OLLECTIVELY,Supplement to Section 17, Lo- perry already in the hands of his Government
rated ho_, Art. 52 or ll, under the head of is much greater than that made thereon by

Tke unopulent excluded: _us eeluality rio- loss to the same pecuniary amount, of a man
/ate." Applied, as there, to all other otficial in the hands of individuals.
situations belonging to the administrative de- 2. Of a given mass in the hands of indivl.
partment, the objection is, foe the reasons there duals, it is no more than a _ p_por$/o_
mentioned, stated as not presenting a title to that can be taken into the hands of Govern-
prevalence. But admitting the conclusion to ment, to be applied to the military, or any
be in that vase the proper one, it foUows not other b_nch of the public service.
that it must necessarily be so in this likewise: 3. Bet'ore it can have been extracted and
the danger from an ari_vcruvy constituted by brought into the form in which it is employed
opulence, being so much greater in the mill- in war, and in the se_t of war, some indefinite
tary than in the non-military lines of service, f length of _i_ must commonly have elapsed.

| 4. On the part of the enemy, military and
In_wt/osn/. | non-military taken together, though the power

A_r. 73. A middle course capable of being t of military aggression is so much more wen-
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kened, the suffering is less. The suffering
which the military classes endure, is what they Instructional _atloc_tive.
are prepared for, as well as, by the pay re- AItT. 5. III. Proport/on as betw_e_
ceived, compensated for. In the case of the and rank.
non-n_li_xy,---_reparation_ none ; compensa_ Direetingprineiple,--the same as that which
tlon, none. applies to remuneration in its regular and con-

S. On the part of the enemy the tess the tinuous shape: namely, the insqua_ity-m_ni-
suffering is, the less violent is the exaspera- mizlng principle.
tion, the less strenuous the disposition, the
less strenuous the endeavour, to retaliate. Instrzectional. Rat'wcinatlre.

ART. 6. IV..Proportion, as between arnwt-
Instructional. _t_atiocinative. ture class and armature class. If there be any

AnT. 3. Exception may be--wbere a forti- ground for difference, it will be in favour of
fled place is to be taken by assault. Rca- that class, to the apt exercise of whose func-
sons: tions the higher degree of appropriate apri-

l. Benefit to the assailants :--that without tude, intellectual and active, is requisite ; to-
saCra-remuneration, and that too derived from gether with the greater ri¢k, in so far as any
a source that is immediately in view, the sol- determinate difference in this case can be ascer-
dier_ in the attacking army will perhaps not rained. Note, that for the purpose of regular
be prevailed upon to expose themselves to the pay, the standard of reference will already
extra danger, have been settled. Principles--1. the aptitude-

2. Benefit to the acsailees, for minimizing _naximizing; 2. the co1_tentment-n_aximlzing;
the sufferiug:--that the existence of the ac- 3. the ins¢uality-minimizing.
knowledged right, may induce them to come
to terms before they are reduced to the utter- Instructional.
most extremity, and thereby prevent them ART. 7. V..Proportion as between army and
from making a resistance which, on the ave- navy service. Standard, the same as between
rage of cases, would be unavailing as to ulti- armature class and armature class in the army
mate success, but which, in consequence of the service, as above. The navy service being that
irritation produced thereby, would almost cer- in which the larger proportion of intellectual
tainly end in their private property being sub- and active aptitude, in the shape of art and
jected to plunder, whether the right to plun- science, is requisite, and accordingly in the na-
der it were universally acknowledged and rural order of things, is actually exemplified.

avowed, or not. Instructional.

Instructional Rativvinat$ve. ART. 8. ]Note, that, generally speaking, the
ART.4. II. Proportion, as between Govern- navy can do better without the army, than the

ment and the captors, army without the navy. For without the aid
Rule.--Maximize the Government's share ; of landsmen, seamen may act--and, in nume-

thence, of necessity, minimize the captor's rous instances, have acted on laud: whereas, at
share. Reasons : sea landsmen never have acted, nor can ever

1. So says the avpense-minimL-4ng, otherwise be expected to act, without the aid of seamen.
styled tbefrngallty-,a_aximizingprinciple. But in this or that individual case, it may

2. True 'it is that, by the remuneration.nuzxi- happen that this general presumption may be
mlzingprlnciple,--were that inany case, gone- found outweighed and overruled by the indi-
ral or individuals deemed necessary to be called vidual facts.
in--the whole would, at first view, be allotted
to the captors, none to the Government. But, Instructional.
without reducing the quantum of the demand ART. 9, VI. On each individual occasion,
so far as to render the inducement afforded by proportion as between one and another of the
it inadequate,_no small service might, by the various ¢o-oTevators.
reservation of a portion to Government, be In so far as any sufficiently determinate dis-
rendered even to the captors. When aban- tinetien can have had place, and the existenoe
cloned to the cupidity of each individual, much of it have been proved by sufficient evidence_
of what might otherwise have been saved for this may, with indisputable propriety, be taken
all the individuals taken together, is destroy- forasubjectafjudicialexamination. Itranksna-
ed; and in the shares of the profit derived turallyundertheheadofextra-meritoriousser-
from that which is not destroyed, great in- vice: as to whioh see Section l O,]7_munerat_.
equality will have place: while, in the case of a
8era,ruble,cupidity converts fellow-soldiers into Instr_,tio_ud. _t_at_o_inatlve.
mutually-conflicting adversaries. In the hands AnT. 10. A question whicli, on this ocea-
of Government,--the inequality might, and ha- sion, presents a demand for consideration, and,
tura_y would, be minimized ; and the _greater if possible, decision on the part of the Legis-
the service thus rendered, the greater the Iature, is---who shall be admitted as sharers,
share whieh for this service the parties into- and in what proportion, as between the patti-
rested would be content to see retained, eular corps actually engaged in battle in the
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service by which the prize-money was pro- Legislature will, on this occasion, keep in
ducod, on the one part--and, on the other part, mind the consideration--in how great a degree
the whole, or this or that other portion of the the effective force of the rew_rd cannot hut
army, by whose movement_ or position, contri- depend upon pro_npt/t_ in respect of the re-
lmtion in greater or tess amount may have c_t of it---or in how great a degree by delay.
been made to the success. ---especially by delay seen or suspected to be

1. In so far as in any degree any such Con- needless,---the effective value of it cannot but
tribution has been made---some share it should be diminished.*
seem should be allotted to the bodies and the

individuals respectively thus contributing. If SEc_os XII.
in any instance the factitious motive in ques-
tion is necessary, so is it in every other. _ou_r of Mil_ry as to No_-Mititoffy.

2. At the same time by those by whom none
of the hardships or perils were shared, the ]_tructior_l. Expositlee.
share received of the reward should not (it ART. 1. Correspondent and equivalent to
should seem) be so great as the share of those
by whom the whole burthen of evil--actual * On boththesesubjectsusefulinformationmay
hardshipand danger together--hasbeen borne, be derivedfrom Englishpractice,asstatedinthe

In defaultofspecialreasonsindicativeofa dif- ._fornlngChronicleof 5th February 18"25,in the
ferentproportion--sayforexample,shareofthe caseof the prize-moneyearnedin BritishIndia,anne 1818 or thereabouts,in the war carriedon
_wn.engaged , half that of the actually ongage.d, under the Governor-generalship and Commgnder-

Instructional. _P_atioo_natlve. ship-in*chief of Marquess Hastinf/s.
By an English statute, 6 Anne c. 1_, anne 1707,

ART. 1L Care will be to be taken that, on followed by a multitude of others,---the proceeds
the occasion and for the purpose of reward,-- of prizes taken in the se_ _ervice by Government
in so far as a clear line of distinction can be ships are, with wasteful heedlessness (the war was

drawn, in such sort that the matter of fact be then at its height) given in the lump to the cap-
not open to dispute, nor the decision accord- tore.
ingly open to the imputation of injustiee,--tbe This not being deemed to extend to wars carriedon in Hindostan in the name and under the imme-
service rendered by each particular corps, or dints authority of the E'_t India Comt_ny,--"The
even individual, be kept as distinct as may be Crown" (it is stated in speaking of the war ante*
from that rendered by every other. For as cedent to the above-mentioned year 1818) " had
every distinguished exertion requires for the made a grant to the East India Company of the
production of it a separate motive--the more whole of the booty--one half for their own use, to
exclusively dependent on each occasion the re- defray the expense of carrying on the war, the other
eeipt of the reward is seen to be on the exer- half for distribution among the troops."--" Had a
tion made for the obtainment of it, the greater similar grant been made on the present occasion,
will be the efficient force of the reward, in the we venture to assert" (continues the article) "that
production of the exertion, and thereby of the the prizes taken in 1818 would long since l_ve beendistributed."
service: the less exclusively dependent, the What the _'tlcle has for its object is plainly
less the efficient force ; so, consequently the enough the exculpation of the Directors; _d from
less numerous and less strenuous the aggregate their authority it we_rs the appearance of having
of the exertions on each such occasion made. emanated.

Suppose, on the other hand, the aggregate " The Court of Directors" (says an anterior
of the prize-money earned by the aggregate regraph) "lost no time in submitting the question
of all the armies of the State, to be lodged in to the Lords of the Treasury: but,/_
an aggregate fund, and of the matter of that of the legal imTedi_ne_ts thrown i_ f_ wu_ by
same fund, periodical--say, for example, an- _lvis_rs of _e respective parties to tt_ appeal, tlmir
nual--distribution to be made ; one cones- Lordships did not arrive at a decision on the point,

quenee is, that the quantity of money thus although submitted to them in March 1819, untilM_rch 1823. It is known that the decision was
earned in both cases being supposed the same, in favour of the aetna/ captors." Thus far the
the more numerous the army the less strong newspaper article. As to the reasonableness of the
and effective will be the operation of the mass dve_o_, see the consideration alleged in behalf of
of reward towards the production of the de- it in the text. As to the delay---for anything that
sired effect. If it be too much to say, thatin appears, thef_ultlay--notinthsjudg@s, asabo_,
this case the prospect of a share in this same but in the system under which they had to aet.
aggregate fund would, in the breast of each Thus it is that, under tselmical procedure, and
individual, be altogether without effect,-- the judicial establishment to which it owes its birth,
_reely can it be too much to say, that ]_atf --in whatsoever part of the field of business, so_.,political or even military, the man of law serehis
the money thus employed would, if employed feet,--obstruction and evil in all sha_es spring up,
upon the individually-applyingplan, operate invastcrops,under it. Think ofthesemen, sit-
with greater effectthan the _/_/_ of itifera- ringincomfortand security,and in4heirmanufae-
ployed in {]m lumping plan, as above, tory of factltioos delay, grinding away the value of

those rewards, on the et_cleney of which the ser-
I_r_g_oz_. vice, m_h as it is, eaunot but, in so high a d_

l_. With particular attention the be on all occasion_ dependent for its sqccess.



, _ts t_le-_tb_ofmLqz_me, oe_y. Undee-
_t_d by _ary levy, the ne_ity of I__
giving by 1_ te military fanctionsries anthe- i A_tT. 4. For modified anthori_ti_m
rity to prodnee, on each eceasion, in any shape of prohibition, _easuu this. By issuing Fro]d. -_
whatsoever, whatsoever evil may he at the bitionswhich, in the n_tureofthecaso_t_nnot
same time sufficient and _,ary to the ex- he enforced, the Legislator gains nothing, and
elnsion of gre_ter evil Remoteness and an- loses much. That which you prohibit, yon
certainty taken into account, say for perfect cannot regulate. That which you leave un-
correctness, evil superior i_ va/_. Principle, prohibited, you may, in cases to no invonsider-
the PreTondvrant-evil._v_ludlng. able extent, regulate to advantage; at any

In the Penal Code _nilitary _ee_s/ty will rate, you leave yourself free to regulate.
constitute one of the grounds of fi_i_.
Its applicability is more extensive than that /_a_/o_inat_ve.
ofanyotberofthem. Ofthcopeulyeommittod ART. 5. To a manwho, with arms in his

offences against person and property, few there hands, and food within his reach, is on th_
are to which it is not applicable, l point of starving--in vain would you say_

"meddle not with what you see : be still, and
Instructional starve on till you die;" if he obeys, death is

A_T. 2. As to the e_c/e_t ca_ of the ne- present and certain : if he disobeys, death is
cessity--in the most comprehensive description but contingent, and, at any rate, comparatively

that can be given of it, it will consist in the remote.
need of contribution in any shape, to the sup-
ply in every shape, which happens to have I_tru_/ona_.
been provided for the purpose of national de- ART. 6. For such regulations as the nature
fence; and note that, l. for the purpose of na- of the case allows to be established, with a
tional defencv, it may at any time happen that view to the states of things and occasions be-
operations of an offensive nature may be he- longing_to this head, appropriate purposes are
cessary; 2. to both defensive and offensive the following:
operations the matter of subsistence for all per- 1. Minimization of the evil, in all shapes,
sons engaged in or for those same operations, producible by the exercise of the powers on
is at all times necessary, these occasions established.

2. Providing compensation to individuals,
Instructional. l_atloeinative, in so far as they have been sufferers by the

A_t_. 3. As to the need of making provision exercise of it, and by the evil, or say the tin-
for obviating this necessity, and the nature of maqe produced in consequence.
the appropriate powers by the establishmenl 3. Facilitating the application of appropri-
of which the provision must be made, they will ate punishment, so far as necessary to the re-
be seen to be as follows :-- prcssion of such abuse as is liable to be made

By the general arrangements made by the of the power established : a/rose--that is to
law, whatsoever is a man's o_n, (his person as say, by the production of evil, in any detri-
well as his property included,) other persons mental shape, over and above what is notes-
in general stand inhibited from meddling with; sary. This evil, necessary and unnecessary
for without such inhibition nothing can be together, will stand designated by the name of
caused to be any man's own. By and in pro- offences, one or mere, comprised and defined
portion to the extent of the appropriate powers in and by the Penal Code.
necessary, this inhibition is taken off, and al-
lowance, with or without the addition of the ]nstr_etional.

ob_/gat/o_ of employing it, is substituted. On A_tr. 7. As to the mean_ of av_mpli_r_e_¢
this occasion the supposition and assumption with relation to these same purpeses,--such
is--that, on the occasion in question, from the means as the nature of the case admits of, are
non-establishment of these powers, evil to a reducible, all of them to this one expression:

greater amount (trropln_ulty and c,_rtain_y to wit, publivity: publicity, effected by appro-
taken into the account) may at any time come priate notifw_ation: notification made, 1. of the
to be produced, than by the establishment of evil, on the occasion in question, produced : 2.
them. Accordingly, no political community by the proper persons : 3. to the proper per-
has ever existed, or is likely to exist, in which sons : 4. at the proper portion of relative ¢i_.
when need has been thought to have place,
exercise has not, in fact, been given to these l_ru_/o_a/.
powers. Bat, in general, it is in v/o/arSon of ART. 8. Proper persons for the notification
acknowledged law that the operations in qnes- to be made by--are the persons by, or by whose
tion have been performed : what is here pro- orders, the evil has been produced.
posed is_that still, as often as the need has Proper persons f_r the notification to be
place, they should be performed, hut that the made to--are such persons, by whom, for the
performance should be, not in v/o/at/on of, but purpose of co_o_ to be made for the
ac_rd4_j $o_ and _sdvr t/_ a_Jhn-_y of the evil, it is necessary that the particulars of it,
ISw. and the amount of it, should be known--4n_/me.
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Proper portion of relative t_me,--ts the per- Thtugs composing t_e m_tte_- o_--_
tion of time during which the evldenee by In both eases_ instruments of conveyance and
which indication of the evil is a_orded, m_y communication with reference to these s_me
be elicited, with least danger of its being alto- things, and thence the powers ia question ex-
gerber extinct, or rendered more or less oh- ercissble over things applicable to the_e pur-
scure and inconclusive, by/e_ ofti_ne: that poses, rosy _o be necessary.

is to say, at points of time, and _in portions Ezemplificational.of time, as near as may be to those in wldch
the evils produced by the exercise of the power Aur. 13. Of a ca_e, in which, for the put-
have taken place, or been seen to be about to pose ofsubs/stenee, need of a power ofprehen-
take place. -s/on and vonsumptlen, applied to this or tl_t

portion of the _natter of subsistence, may have
lnstructlonal, ffatio_native, place,---an example is the following : Soldiers,

ART. 9. AS to the minimization of the evil. one or more on a march- that part of the
Whatsoever evil "ou allow a man to produce, country thinly inhabited; provisions, in suffi-
--the production _)f it being at the same time cient quantity, not taken with them, or not
not discreditable to him, nor inhibited by the remaining with them. Money, none sufficient
popular, or say moral, any more than by the for purchase; or, though sufficient, no ade-
legal sanetion,--he will have no rep_gn(*nce to quate supply obtainable in exchange for it;
your knowing of it : iu this case, of any repug- cause of the impracticability, absence or hos-
nance which it can happen to him to feel, and tile affection on the pa_-t of the inhabitants.
have to get the better of, the only possible ob- I_truct'wnal. t_xempl_cat_onal.
_eets are--1, exclusion put upon any addi-
tional evil, which, for his own particular put- AnT. 14. II. _Persons, considered ._imply.
poses, he feels inclined to produce : 2. anysuch From persons not military, the services which "
trouble as it may have been rendered necessary there may be occasion to exact, may, in their
for him to take, for the purpose of causing it to nature and character, be either : 1. military_
be known what the evil is which, the produe- or o. non-military.
tion of it being allowed to him_ he has pro- .Exaction of services of a military nature is,
dnced accordingly, for the time that the course of operation lasts,

compulsory enlistment; enlistment, for a time
[nstruetlonal. l_at_oc_natire, corresponding in duration to the emergency.

A_r. 10. If you prohibit the production of As to this, see Section 5, Ter_ and Conditions
tim supposed necessary evil_--the prohibition of S_rrice.
will include in it the effect of an order for con- A town, for example, is in a state of siege.
eealment: and, under favour of this conceal- For contribution to defence, the commanding
ruent, the supposed agent stands exposed by officer causes bands to be laid on persons not
you to the temptation of producing, over and military, in such numbers as to him appear
above the evil necessary to the exelusmn of necessary, and eompel_ them to join in the la-
the supposed greater evil, evil in whatsoever bours and perils of the military functionaries.
shape and quantity may afford a present gra- For and during the appoir_ted time,--these
tification in any manner to himself. If, for persons are thus aggregated to the number of
the preservation of his life, you allow him, actually-serving functionaries.

wheresoever he finds them, to take necessaries, Instructional. Exen_pl_eational.
but not, unless in so far as the necessarie_ may
be insufficient, dai_ties,--he may, and if noti- AR:c. 15. Of services which, not being of a
fication is to a certain degree probable, corn- military nature, there may be occasion to
mealy will, spare the dainties; but if you inhi- exact for military purposes, examples are the
bit him from both, he will take not only neces- following :
saxies but dainties, and perbaps slaughter the 1. Going on messages.
family to prevent their telling tales. 2. Furnishing information.

Instructional. .E.vpositil'e. Instructional.

ART. 11. Subject-matters, over or in relation Ant. 16. W'hen for any such occasional and
to which it may be necessary that, on the sort temporary purpose, a non-military person is
of o_casion in question, for a purpose sneh as pressed into military service, it will be for the
that in question, po_cer shall be exercised_-- care of the Legislature---and of the several
may be thus distinguished : administrative functionaries, non-professional,

1. Tlfings, considered simply, and professional in their several grades,--to
2. Persons, considered simply, allow to the person so impressed, in so far
3. Persons, considered in relation to things, as the nature of the c_se admits, the benefit

of the arrangements made, in that view, in
Instructional. the enlistment contract: and to furnish him

A_. 12. I. Tl_ings, considered simply, accordingly with an exemplar thereof, and of
These things will be eitber--1. Things the use the Sold_er'_Code, as per Section 5, Term and
of which is subservient to warfare; or 2. Cond_tion_ of Service: and, inparticutar, those

VOL.IX. 2 B
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order. In accordance with the circumstances
which regard S_arb_o_e_, as per Section 10_ of place and time_ to the Legislature it will beeJh'ut an_rat_a.

long to determine--1, the purpose for which ;
lnstructlonal. 2. the occasions on which ; 3. the powers, which

AR_. 17. IIL Persons considered in rela- _ shall be exercisable ; 4. by what persons ; 5. on
tion to things. Of services, military and non- I whatpersons; and 6. on and in relation to wh_t
military, employed by persons on occasions of _ things.
this sort, in relation to thingsT-examples Zre
as follows : Instruetio_al. Exp_si_ire.

L Things {mmoreable--1. Assisting in the AnT. 21. Purpose--general description of
fortification or dismantling of a post. 2. As- it, on every ocvaslon, the same : that is to say,

I sisting in the fbrtification,eonstruction, repairs, i defence of the territory of the _-tate against
destruction, or endamagement, of a bridge, or hostile aggression: whether from wittw_t or
other instrument of communication, from within. On each occasion, supply--1, of

H. Things moreable--l. Assisting in the con- whatsoeverl_ersons,whatsoever serrice_ may,on
veyance of military stores and pruvis_o_s of all that same cccasmn, be at once needful,--and,
sorts for use or sale vastody. 2. Assisting in withleast balance on the sideofevil,applieable,
destroying or endamaging them, to prevent and accordingly apphed, to that same general
them from falling in a serviceable state into purpose ; 2. of whatsoever things, according to
the hands of an enemy, their several natures, the _*semay be needful ;

I_aruct'w_at. 3. Of powers, and accordingly acts, allowed to
be exercised in the application so made of such

ART. 18. When, by a military functionary sereices and such things,--qf whatsoever per-
or set of functionaries, on the ground of real so_ts,military functionaries included, whatse-
or supposed military necessity, power is exer- ever arts may, with least evil, be in the highest
cised,--it is exercised either without order of degree conducive to the fulfilment of that same
superordinates, or under and by virtueof such purpose. In this case, as in that of an exer-
order, cise given to a correspondent judicial authority,

prehension will be the general name employed
I_struct_ou.al. Enactlre. m designating the physical act by which corn-

Case I. Power exercisable without order, mencement is given to the course of operations
Sole case for trespass, as above, through mi- necessary to the extraction of the service, or the

litarynecessity, without order,--self-preserva- derivationofthe use: prehensor,thefunctionary
finn: preservation of life from deperition for considered as so occupied. On the part of the
want of necessaries. Iu relation to this matter, i _perations in question, degree of pro.mlJtitude
much will depend upon the state of the country I needful,--such as will not admit of application

/ to the Judiciary functhmary for his sanction.in respect of population and cultivation at the

time. But in general, the existence of any Instructiomd. JExpositlce.
such necessity will be confined to war time: as AI_T.22. In relation to orders for the generalto which, see below, Art. 45.

purpose here ill question, and the functionarms
Instructional. Exemplificational. Expositive. by who_, on the several occasions, for the

AnT. 19. To this head belong, in the English several particularpnrposes, they maybe issued,
land-service, the practices authorized bylaw, --the Legislature will distingmsh--1, the
and termed quartering and bitletting. In Eng- general and most extensive order ; 2. and, if
land, population is so uxdformly dense, that the such there be, the immediate order or orders ;
houses of entertainment, known by the general understanding by an immediate order, that
denomination ofpubllc ]wuses, are everywhere which is to be immediately followed by phy-
in extent and number sufficient for this pur- sical execution, to wit, by prehension, and the
pose: and, to the obligation, the benefit of operations which follow it, as per Art. 21.
which extends alike to all classes (namely the Circumstances of place and tiu_e always
obligation of furnishing the matter of food, taken into account,--the Legislature will ac-
drink, and lodging at the ordinary prices) is cnrdingly determine and ordain,---what orders,
added, in the case of the particular class for the purpose in _luestiou, may, on any _nd
here in question, the obligation of furnishing what oceazions_ be issued and carried into effect,
lodging, and some few articles of snmll value, that is to say--without waiting for authoriza-
gratis. An order, by which, ill favour of the tion from the .,drmy Minister or __'ary__finister
individual functionaries in question, the house as the case may be, or the .Prb_e Minister.
chosen for this purpose is required to furnish
the supply in question, is called an order for [ Instructional.
quart_ri_J; and when expressed in and by an AnT. 23. From the Legislature itself will
appropriate written instrument_ an order for i emanate suchorders,as, in respect of placc,ti_e,

billetti_Pj. } and occasion, are most comprehensive. Com-

Instruetlonal. I pared with orders emanating from fm_ction-aries belonging to the appropriate department
[ ART.20. C_e II. Power exercisable by I andsub-dcFartmentoftheExecutiveauthority_
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those emanating frmn the universally-super- instance acquaintance with the matter of it
intending authority of the LegMature have may be requisite.
the adrantaje, in respect of time for collection

• and consideration of appropriate grounds tbr 17_._tructional.
arrangement: they lie under a disadra_ta:1,', AnT. `27. Of flw existence of the severalex-
in respect of perceptwn of indiridual occur- ten_ively manifested, and extensively influen-
rences from which, at the individual places and tint facts, by which, in the mind of the Legis-
times in question, it may happen to the demand lature or the Prime Minister, the demand for
for arrangement t_, receive mo_;.17cat'wm extraordinary powers of the sort in question

has been constituted, it will be for those au-
In_truetiun'_d. thorities respectively to have satisfied them-

ARt. '24. A dlstlnctiou by which tho nat_re selves by appropriate evidence.
of the demand for regulation at the bands of
the Legi.lature cannot fail to be modified, is Instruct_o_al.
that winch exists between time of full peace, AnT. 08. But should any instance occur in
and time of war, whether actual, or but ira- which, in consequence of information not capa-
pending. As to this matter, see below, Art. 45. ble of being transmitted, or Rot actually trans-

Instructional. mitred, to these same superior authorities, it
should, by any military commander on the

AItT. 25. On the issuing of any order for the spot, be deemed necessary to give exercise to
prehension and forced c_nplo._n_entof persons, such powers--two distinct sets of facts which
or for prehension and forced employment, or for the justification of such exercise will be
destruction, or endamagemen_ of serviceable necessary to be proved, are the following:-
thin:Is, as per Art. 11 to 17, antagonizing I. The individual facts, by the aggregate of
_utions that will rectuire to be kept in mind which, the necessity is regarded as being con-
are those : stituted.

1. Dy the terms of the order, take care to 2. The facts expressive of the damage sus-
allow such latitude as may be sufficient to leave tained, or about to be sustained, by the sere-
it in the power of the subordinate, by appro- ral indiriduals whose persons or things, or
priate forbearance, to minimize the quantity of both, it has been deemed necessary to subject
the evil produced by the executmn given to to the powers in question, and which have
that same order, accordingly been so subjected.

2. Be aware of the danger, lest., under the
cover of such hmtude,on the occasion of the axe- IJ_str_letio_al.
cation given to such order,--whether through AnT. 29. For this latter purpose, three dis-
sympathy or self-regarding interest,--undue tinguishable operations will, on each occasion,
favour or dlqfarour be shown to an individual, require to be performed, by the military tune-
at whosesoever charge; whether that of an in- tionary, in pursuance of whose orders, and
dividual, or that of the public service, under whose insl,ection , the damage is pro-

3. By the arrangements for the maximizing dueed. Those operations arc--
of appropriate notification, will be d_me what 1. Not merely pcrmittmg,--but, by appro-
is capable of being done by law, toward_ the priate invitation procuring, or endeavouring
exclusion of these evils: and, in the tenor of to proeure,--in as great number as may be,
the instructions, reference to these arrange- without mutual obstruction, or preponderant
meats will give each subordinate to under- evil in some other specific shape,--persons in
stand, that all complaints of contravention will the highest degree competent to perform the
find ade,tuately open to them the eyes and ears functions ofperdp_cnt witnesses.
of all those to whom it belongs to give re- 2. Maximizing, in the instance of each, the
dress, facility given to him for clear, correct, and

adequately comprehensive d_serrat_oa : viz. as
Instruotiot_al. to the subject-matters thcmselve% and their

ART. 26. Unless, for any purpose, on the resloectire values.
part of an intermediate functiouary to whom 3. Giving whatsoever degree of clearness,
_n order is issued, co-operation, by applying correctness, and comprehensiveness the cir-
modifications to the order, be deemed nares- cumstances of the individual case admit eot',to
saxy,--the superordinate, in such his order, the several operatious of minutat;on and raver-
will, in proportion as success depends upon datlon; as to which, see Ch. viii. Section 10,
promptitude, be careful not to cause needless P_glstration, _-e. : Section 11, Pul, licat_on,
eonsmnption of time, by cauMng the order to _'c. : Ch. xii. Section 14, Publivit.q, _ ¢. : Ch.
pass through the accustomed ehammls, when, xxi. Jt_DICIAnY I:tI_GlSTIt,tt_S,&c. Section 5.
in less time, immediate communication can be Minut_ion, ttotc.
made of it to the functionary by whose imme-
diate agency execution and effect are to be l_naetire. Instrnctional.
given to it : care being however taken, at the ART. 30. Now as to co_pensat_on for
same time, to send examplaxs of the order to damage, in whatever shape produced, at the
_e several i_te_-mediate authorities: in whose expense of a non-military person, by exercise
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given to power on the ground of military he- been caused;--but moreover, whensoever and
eessity,--compensat_o_ will, as soon as without in proportion as the nature of the exigency
preponderant evil may be, be administered, will permit, to cause previous estimates to be
Compensation,--at the charge of the public in taken, to wit, by appropriate pereeption_ calcu-
every case, in the first instance : in case of latlo_ mi_atat_on_ and recordation.
ab_tse, and to the amount of the abuse, at tim
charge of all such functionaries as have had Instruct_v_ctl.
part in the abuse, allowance being at the same An_. 35. Of the evidence so recorded, and
time made for their state of subjeetion_ on be- of the estimates -_omade, as per Art. 34, exem-
half of all such as, on the occasion of such plars will bc distributed, in this case, as in the
abuse_ shall, by the irresistible force of mill- several cases in which, throughout the course
tary command, have been rendered instrumen- of this Code, distribution of such exemplars is
tal in the production of the abuse. This ordered. In particular, for example:
charge will constitute part and parcel of the 1. To the party by whom, in each cos% the
$mbli¢ debt. Principles--1. the contentme_zt- damage is sustained, one.
_aximizir_; 2. the iueq_l_dity-mb, imizing. "2.To the military officer by whom or under

whose order it has been caused, one.
Instructional. 3. To the next superior military officer, un-

A'gT. 31. In the account of damage, will, dcr and in pursuance of whose orders it ha_
in every ca_e, be included--not only that been caused, one.
which is direct, but that which is c_nsequen- 4. So upwards, to the several superordi-
tial: for example, not only the h,ss of the note authorities.
value of a thing taken or destroyed, but any
loss incurred for want of the use which would 1Tnstructi(mal"
otherwise have been made of it, on this or that ART. 36. Against abuse, in the two opposite
individual occasion, for this or that iudividual shapes of which it is alike susceptible, the
purpose. For what, on this as on other occa- Legislature, and the severalsubordinate autho-
sions, is to be deemed conse_luent_al damm.Ie, rities, in their several fields of' service, and in
----see the 1)e_tl Cbde. particular the Finance Minister,--will, on this

occasion,be respectively on their guard. These
oExemplifio_t_onaL shapes are--

ART. 32. Example. Thing prehended (sup- I. To the detriment of the individual.
pose) a navigable vessel; loaded, and on the 1. Causation of damage beyond the extent of
point of starting : the ressel taken for public the neces._ity.
service; the lading, _wt. Included in the ac- 2. Undervaluation of the damage so caused.
count will in this case be--the diminution of 1L To the detriment of the public, in in-
profit, or the production of positive loss, by your of the individual.

frustration or dd,_y of the ro_lage: at any rate, 1. In the cansation of the damage, stoppi_g
the cost of unshilq)b_g the lading, and rcshlp- short of the extent of the necessity.
1_ing it. 2. Orerc(du(tti(,n of the damage so caused.

11i. To the detriment of either party, or
Instructional. both, as it may happen.

Ar_T.33. On this occasion, the Judge will 1. 0miss_ou in not causing to be made the
he on his guard against taking for facts pro_ed, previous estimate, in a case in which the nature
any alleged probabilities_ brought to view by of the exigency admitted of its being made.

imagination, inflamed by peenniary interest: Instr_ctional.
as if, for example, were brought to account
not only the profit that would have been made ART. 37. Of persons to whom, on any such
upon that cargo, but the profit that might have oecasion_ it may happen to be competent to
been made by the investment of that profit in officiate, with or without such invitation, as
the purchase of a fresh cargo, and so on. Of above, in the character of percitdent w_tness,_s
the first cargo, the profit might be susceptible and registerinq functionaries respectively_ ex-
of proof : namely, from the profit actually amples are the following :-
made on goods of the same kind sold, about 1. A Judge or Judge :l)e)mte (as per Ch. xiv.)
the time in question, at the place of destina- of the subdistrict, if near enough to the spot.
tion ; _ot so, any such profit of the second 2. The Local Headman (as per Ch. xxv.) of
order_ as above, the bis-subdistrict, or any person or persons by

Instructional. him deputed for the purpose.
3. The Local Registrar, or say Headman's

Any. 34. On the military functionary by Registrar (as per Ch. xxvi.) of the bts-subdis-
whom the order is issued, and the military trict, or any person by him deputed for the
functionary by whom or under whose orders purpose.
the damage is produced, respectively--it will 4. Any person or persons officiating on the
be inenmbent----not only so, as above, to cause spot, in subordination to the _Preventive-_Service
pvrcept_an and _*eeordation to be made of the Minister ; as per Ch. xi. M_t_sT_m_ s_v_P._-
damage, while it i_ vaa_in,j and after it has ] LV_Section 5_ Prere*ztive-lService .Minister.
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5. Any person or persons officiating on the dcavour to render the body of appropriate evi-
spot, in subordination to the Interior-Commu- dence as clear, correct, and complete as pos-

._ivatwn Mini.,'ter; a, per Ch. xi. M1nlSTam* sible, will in each case operate as aavroofand
SEVERALLY_ Section 6, lutcr_r-C,mmu_icatlo_ test.
.Minister.

6. Any person or persons officiating on the Enaetive.
spot, in subordination to the lndi(4ence-l_cltef AnT. 4l. As t, Provcdure: for obtaining
_]irinist,'r; as per Ch. xi. MINISTERSSEVEt'_ALLY,compensation at the charge of the publi% thQ
Section 7, ]ndigence-lCelief_linlster. mode of procedure will be as follows:

7. Any person or persons officiating on the I. The party hy whom the damage is al-
spot, in subordination to the Education _Iin_s- leged to have been sustained, will make appli-
ter; as per Ch. xi. MLnISTERSSEVERALLY,Sec- cation to the Judge, in this case asin any other
tion 8. Education [k[inister. case in which, at the charge of the loublic_ a

8. Any pers,n or persons officiating on the judicial demand is made.
spot, in subordination to the IJomain Minlst 'r ; 2. Of the service of the Eleemo_nary .Adro-
as per Ch. xi. Mix_sxmts SEVEr_ALLY,Section 9. vales, as per Ch. xx. if his circumstances ren-
]_oniain Miulst,'r. der them needfifl to him, such demandant will

9. Any persou or persons officiating on the have the benefit.

spot, in subordination to the Health ,:IIinister ; 3. On behalf of the lntblie, the Government
as per Ch. xi. MI.nISTERSSEVERALLY,Section Advocate, as per Ch. xviii, will either give his
10. Health Minister. consent, or make any such opposition as, in his

10. Any person or persons officiating on the view, justice shall reqnire.
spot, in the capacity of a functionary under Enactire.
the orders of the suble:fislature of the distr_ct ;
as per Ch. xxlx. SUBLEI, ISLATURES, and Ch. ART. 4.'2. For atmse of power to the preju-
xxx. SUDLEGISLATiON_II:NISTE]_S, the flmctions dice of an indiriduat,--the individual himself_
of any of the several sorts of official situations or the Government Advocate for the public, or
herein mentioned by Numbers from 4 to 9 in- both in conjunction, may pursue.

elusive. .Euactire.

Instr_cti_n_a/. E.rpositlre. ART.43. For abuse of power to the preju-
Ant. 38. A!,us; of prehensive power, era- dice of the public alone, the Government Ad-

ployed, as above, on the occasion or pretence vocate alone will pursue: but moreover, by
of military neeessity,--what ] In this case, the : any person who is so minded, information may
act by which the wrung is done, will be of the be given to the Judge, as per Procedure (/ode_
number of those acts on which, under the head Ch. viii. Jt,DlCL_L APPLICATIO_.

of Offences against _nz!ir_duats_ inhibitions are Instructional.
put in and by the Penal Code.

A_T. 44. In this case, as in all others_ on
Instructional. the part of the military functionary as above,

ART. 39. Punishment for such abuse. In the offence, whosoever be the party wronged
the case in question, the act being, by the sup- by it, (that is to say, whether one individual
position, unjustifiable, will, in and by this Code, or individuals assignable, or a particular class,
have been subjected to its appropriate punish- or the public at large,) may have had for its ac-
meat ; including the burthen of making saris- companiment either evil conseiousnees as above,
faction in the shape of compensation, and any or culpable inattention : and in respect of pun-
other appropriate shape : burthen of satisfac- ishment and satisfaction respectively, the of_
tion being, as far as it goes, placed to the ac- fender will be deal_ with accordingly. Se_
count of punishment, and capable of being of .Penal (bde_ head of R_MED_ES.

itself sufficient for that purpose. Instructlonal.

Instructional A_T. 45. The country in a state of pe_ce--
ART. 40. On the score of abuse of power,-- or the country in a state of war. From this

application of punishment, in addition to the distiuction will result the corresponding parts,
imposition of the burthen of satisfactlon, sup- or say divisions, in the Military C4)de : say the
poses ceil vonsci(,usness on the part of him by Peace ('ode and the War Code. See Section
whom the abase is effected. Of such consci- 5, Term and Co_dltions of Serri.ve.
ousness, presumptive circumstantial evidence In the Peace Codewill be contained the enact-
may be afforded--not only by positive agency meats by which are created and conferred the
employed in effecting, or endeavouring to el- powers exercisable by military fnnetionaries in
feet, the suppression of appropriate evidence, relation to non-n_l_tary persons, as well in time
in relation to the exercise given to the power, of peace as in time of war : in the War Cod%
--but even by reluctance or backwardness as those the need of which is regarded as not hay-
to the ex_ibltlou or procurement of such evi- ingpl_ee inanyother timethanatimeofwar:
deuce. Of sincerity, on the other hand, the of war, actual or regarded as impending.
degret ofposit_re exertion employed in the on- In the time of peaee_ the applicability oftht
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part which regards war alone, will remain sus- presence, or in the immediate expectation of
rended. It may however remain in the Code, the presence, of an1 enemy,--fer securing up-
in readiness to be revived ; revived, either an- propriate operation in preference to flight, no-
altcred, or with any such alteration as the exi- thing less than fear of death can, on the part
gencies of the moment may happen to have of men in general, be sufficient. If in separate
suggested, tlight and desertion a man saw a probability of

escaping from impending death at the hands
Ii_structional. of the e;temy--men, in unlimited numbers,

ART. 46. If, (as per Ch. vi. LE_ISLATLmE, might naturally be disposed so to do ; where°
Section 18, Attendance.) the sittings of the Le- as, in so far as, by so doing, they behold await-
gislature are, at all trams, u_dlseo_ti_lled,-- tug them a certain death no less probable at
adjournments made, no other tlmn from day to thc hands of their own superordinates,--in this
day ;--and if, at the same time, the reside+tee case, :tnd by a prospect to this effect, this dis-
of the Prbt_e Mbdster is at his office, iu the position, so pregnant with danger of all imp-
near vicinity of the Legislation Chamber ;--no ginable evils to the whole community, will un-
reason seems assignable, why a determination rurally be surmounted: a_ anyrate the disorder
of such prime importance as the revival of this will thus receive the benefit of the most effec-
same War Code, should be in hands other than tual remedy which the nature of the case ud-
those of the Legislature. Circumstances of mits of. But zt tbllows not that becanse this
place and time considered, it will be for the remedy is thus necessary in time of war, it
Legislature to determine whether--in coast- should in an equal degree, or in any degree,
deration of the di._tance from the seat of su- be necessary in time of peace.
preme power _nd the possible urgency of the And with a view to the quantity and qnality
case--the power shall be imparted, to any or of punishment nece_-sary for military offences
whatcommandingfunetionaryorfunctionaries, generally, the Legislature will see the expe-
in any or what distant districts. I diency of making application of this same

] ground for allewation, throughout the whole
Instruct{onnl. I mass of penal arrangements. Principles--1.I

ART. 47. Between the arrangements suffi- I the Coldengme_lt-_,tctrlmizi_,j; 2. the EJTcnse-
cleat in the one case, and the arrangement,' mi_imizil:<j.
necessary in the ether case, the difference will !
turn principally upon two points : I. the exte,# ' I_J._trur_iomd. Ex, _l)lificc_tio_al.
of ehe extraordinary power given, as above, to ! AnT. 50. Under +_<tt,'M¢_sc,+n._t_t_tion,arbi-
the class of functionaries in question : 2. the , trary power being of cour-.e dear to both sides,
extent and burthcnsomeness of the obllqat_ons to the estabhshed practice _s--m*t to establish by

which, for securing on their parts the due exer- I law the necessary powers, but to leave the
rise of their severalhmctions to the advantage powers to be exercised by practice :--by prae-
of the service, it is necessary they should be I t_ee _tro_reJt:_contrary to tc_w: whereupon for
eubjeeted. I wrong clone, in all shapes, under assurance of

I imImnity,--come% in due season,an I_d,,m_lyI>_structio_a[. _4et. Alike obvious and incontestable is the

A_. 48. Of the difference requisite as to i convenience of this course. Had the powers
the extent of theTowers in question, an example ] been demanded of the Legislatnre, adequate
may be affbrded--by the ease, as per Art. 13, I grounds for the demand would have been look-
where, for the justification of the exercise of I_ed tbr, and any that were produced as snch
these powers by the mihtary functionaries in [ would have been liable to be canvassed : and
question, appropriate previous orders will _ot i though, being made by ministers, the demand
h_ve been rendered necessary, compared with would of course have been complied with,---
the opposite case. In so far as necessary for no instance ofnon-comphancebemg tube found
securing a functionary, of this class from perish- ,]elsewhere than. in imagination,---still. : re,_o_._
ing by want, the requisite provision must be in i (suppose) being clearly against comphance,--
force at all times ; in the one state of things, eyes, in some small number might, on each or-
as well a-sin the o_her. But as to those powers, easion, be opened ; and the substitution of
exercise to which need not, and thence ought form of Government having for its object the
not, to be given, but by and in consequence of <_tq,_entation, to one having for i_s object the
appropriate orders,--no otherwise than by war, dbuinutioa of the aggregate of happiness--be
actual or impending, can the need of them (it proportionably promoted. As it is--under the
will be seen) be created, assurance of the subsequent indemnification,--

abuse, in all possible shapes, is of course prae-
In_ruct_onal. tised: power exercised, where there is no need

A_. 49. Of the difference required as to of any at all: and where, of a power, to this
the burthensomeness of the obligations neees- or that effect, a real need has plaee,--along
sary to be imposed, constantly or eventnally, with those operations which are needfnl and
on these same functionaries, an example may contribute to the desirable effect, others are
be afforded by the case of capital, or rather _ay performed which contribute to that effect no-
mortal pnnLhment. In time of war, in the tbing,--but to the effect of depredation, or oI*-
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pression, or both, whatsoever may be desired
by the operators. Inaruet_onaL

Instructional. Exeraplifieat_maL ART. 53. On this, as on all o_her occasions sthe Legislator whose all-comprehensive ruling
ART. 51. Thus, if by flogging or otherwise, principle is the greatea.happi_ Winvlples

it havpens to be your wish to keep men in a looks out, with anxious industry, for the pro-
state of torture till they give any such informa- blems of the greatest difficulty, to the end that
tion as it may happen to you to wish for,--or such solution as tile nature of things admits of
till they say anything else you wish them to may be apphed. The fee-fed Judge¢---who_ by
say,---do you aplfly to Parliament for power every instance of evil prevented by timely lo-
se to do ! Not you, indeed ; you know better gislatiou regards himself as robbed--behold8
things. You cause torture to be applied to m every such difficulty, with hope and delight_
tliem, as much as it is agreeable to you to see a source of fees. Among Legislators the man
applied. This done, some months afterwards in autlwrity beholds in every such diffteultyt
you state to l'allianlent, for its information, unnoticed and unremoved, a source of safede-
that extraordinary disorders require extraor- predation or oppression, exercisable by him-
dreary remedies. The bill passes, and "every- self: the man in ol)position , an instrument of
tiring is as it should be :" be it ever so bad,what warfare, a source of accusation against his
has been done cannot be caused not to have more fortunate antagonist: of accusation, on
been done; and by so perfectly unanswerable the ground of whatsoever, under the diffieulty_
an argument, the satisfaction produced m the happens in a ease of _ecess_ty to have been
mind of every admirer of _natchless constituti,n, done: done--whether beyond the necessity, or
is entire. On goes thus, at all times, the corn- in ever so strict conformity to it.
modious repetend, composed of criminality and The evil, which an oppositionist denouncee
indemnity: criminality each time by whole- as suct b he of course wishes it to be inferred
sale ; indemnity each time foreknown to a cer- and supposed, that, were he in power, he would
tainty--through any number of generations, cure. .3"atural enough the conclusion is ; but
till the matchless mass is dissolved in its own far indeed from being a n_e_ary one. If,
rottenness, according to his own estimate, it were his inte-

rest to cure it,cure it be would : otherwise, not.
f_s/ructio_aL Be the evil, be the abuse, what it may--be

AnT. 52. Under other constitutions, the ob- the accused who they may--whether it shall
jeet of law is_ to secure _hed_enee to itself: un- have him for defender or assailant_ depends on
der trc*tchless oonst_tution, to secure dL_obe- fortune : it depends on the side on which fur-
dlenoe to i_self. Under such law, whatsoever tune has stationed him at the time:P
may be the opinion as to security, security it-
self is an empty name ; empty and usctes_---to any man, in a situation of a certain height, for
all but those who make the law, and those who a_ything which in that situation ha has done: on
are partakers in the sinister interest, by the any .'il*_ister for anything he has done as Minister :

on any ¢;ot,ernor, for anything he has done tm (-i-o-
force of which it is made.* 'tvernor: on any Jm_ge, for anything he has done as

, i Judge.
In a case known to the author of these pages, t _- " It is but forty days _ tyranny at the worst,"

--a leaxlin_ member of administration, not only by ' observed one day in the English House of Lords 9
•taanpering\vith Judges engaged them to break k ' the Law-Lord Camderl. to whose Imrpose (his

law--thus exercising what Jam¢_ t]ze _eeand was I par_y, the Whigs, being then in power) it wan
dethroned for, a dispensina pmcer,--but even . more suitable that an act of necacsary power should
scrupled not to avow _t m writing, to a person of ! be exercised agai_sl law than under the law. The
oppe_ite political princildes , who was not known 1 tyranny was that of suspending by an exercise of
to him even by sight. And this violation of law i illegally-dispensing power, the execution of a cor_
--whatwasitfor? Only to save the treuble of pro- law.
ducing by law, an effect unquestionably innoxiolg_ " But forty days" tyranny, my Lords; think of
and salutary, which, after all--this same illegal the mischief that may be done by tbrty days' ty-
course having been employed and persevered in-- rannr'!" exclaimed his great rival and bitter one_
failed of being produced, my, Lord Mansfield: whose place was at the

Desired on one part, secrecy was not in this ease of the Torie_¢,then, for a short time, by an extr_
promi_ed on the other. But. as no good in any ordinary fortuitous concourse of atoms, east into
shape would be done by the disclosure,--and pun- opposition,--and who, had his place boon then, as
ishment, more or less, would be sure to fall on the commonly, on the ruling side, would have been
informer--none whatever on the criminal,--no still more eager, in so far as his conspicuous tirol-
disclosure _itl he made. dity would allow him, to give ma.vimization to

As for lmnis]_nezd, a man would not be able to tyranny and whatever profit might be to be made
hold up his head for shame,--if, while in Honour- of it. _ee-fed and self-fed Judges, both : both, as
able House lauding matetdess constitution for the in the higher grades are all English Judges,
information of the lower orders, be were thought from the class of mercenary advocates; tha_ class
to be simple enough, in the teeth of never varied which, under matchless constitution, is the nursery
experience, to entertain in reality any such notion for the whole of the talented portion of the frr.ter-
_ that, under that same constitution, punishraent nit_ of self-authorized depred.stors ?.rid op_re_sorl_

in any _hape, could by any possibility alight on in the shape of legislators and sdminista-ators.
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Instructional Exernpl_ficationat. object of the oivitjudi- suffered to extend be-eatery to afford, yond what is regarded
ART. 54. Analogous to the establishment, asneeessarytoprovide

and occasional suspension and revival, of the against the supposed
sort of War Code here in question, is, in Eng- danger.
lish practice, the Proclamation of _fartia/ 2. As to mischief 2. As to mischief
La_ anywhere ; as also the various arrange- from delay, from delay.
ments occasionally employed for prevention or In the c_se of a civil In the case of an
quelling of insurrevt$on in Ireland. .el_npli_ suit, delay of consider- order given in time of
tud_ of powers, and s_a_ztinessof all securities able length will, in a war by a militaryeom-
against the abuse of these same powers, are considerable number rounder, the delay of a
two congenial properties, of which these enact- of instances, not be moment may not be
meats may be seen affording exemplification, productive of any con- distinguishable from
as ample and instructive as can for any pur- siderable bad effects, disobedience.
pose be reasonably desired, nor anyultimatelybad

effect at all to any per-
son but him on whom,

SECTIONXIIL in consideration of his
supposed culpability,

.M_l_tary Jud;sat_re. the burthen of com-
pensation for the bur-

Instmtc_ional. then of the suffering
ART. 1. On the occasion of the excepted j_- producedbyhimontho

dicatories (Ch. xii. Ju_lcrAnv COLLI_CTIVELY,other side, is imposed.
Section 1, Excepted 3ud_atories,) by which 3. As to partialities 3. As to partialities
application is to be made of the general prin- and dissensions, and dissensions.
ciples of judicature to the particular situation In a eivil judieatory, In a military judi-
of the functionaries belonging to the Deft'n- the number of the in- eatery, the individuals
sire Force, the Legislature will take for the dividuals with whom subjecttothejurisdic-
standard of reference the several arrange- the Judge would have tionoftheJudgecould
meats by which those same principles are up- _ to mix in social inter- not, anyofthem, unless
plied to the rest of the community, as also to course would, at any by accident, fail to be
those same persons in so far as their situation rate, in proportion to known to him. They
agrees in other respects with that of their non- thewhole,be extreme- would be known to
military fellow-countrymen, ly small: and by up- him--as in an exten-

It will therefore be considered--in what I propriate institution it sive manufactory the
particulars the difference between the two si- may be, as it is here working hands in ge-
tuations requires a correspondent difference of endeavoured to b% neral are personally
arrangement in the case of the two sorts of made much smaller, known to the principal
judieatoriesf---to wit, non-military or say c'_v_l, managing hands.
and military. 4. As to promptitude 4. As to promptitude

In particular, it will be considered--whe- of communication, of communication.
ther, in this hne of service, a many-seated Inn civiljudicatory, In a military regi-
judicatory, such as that customarily in use the individuals subject mentaljudieatory,sup-
under the name of a Court-Martial, or a single- to its jurisdiction are, pose one and but one
seated judieatory as in other cases under this with a few exceptions, Judgeor set of Judges,
constitution, with or without a quasi-jury sit- all of them within the the whole body is at
ring incidentally as a body of assessors to the reachofthejudgment- all times liable to be

judge, may be preferable. See Ch. xvi. QuAsi- seat at one and the broken into detach-
JURY. same time: with no ments,sentiuanynum-

other difference than bers to any distance
Instrust'wnal. that which is consti- from the seat of judi-

ART. 2. Of the difference between the cir- i tuted by the distance cial authority, and
eumstanees in which the civil judicatories, 1between their respec- from one another : de-
and those in which military judicatories are i tire abodes and the composed thus into
placed, examples are the following: judgment-scat: to wit, bodies, of which no

nowhere so much as more than one shall
1. As to disobedience. 1. As to disobedience, half a day's journey, be effectively within

To the orders of the To the orders of a the reach of this mill-
civil functionary, exe- military functionary, tar)" judieatory, in the
eution and effect might a single act of disobe- way that with small
in a large proportion dienee might suffice to and casual exception
failtobe given,with bringruinonthestate, allwithinhisjurisdio-
comparatively small Stillthepowershould tion are within the
defalcation from the not on any occasion, reach of the civil
_ which tt is the through negligence, be Judge.
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disobedience takes root and gains strength
In_truct'w_aL during the one period, it will naturally, and

ART. 3. From the institution of Court_- little less than necessarily, remain and operate
_lartial_ each composed of _ council of officers during the other period, or at any rate at tile
of different grades, two inconveniences are in- commencement of it. If between the state of
separable ; to wit, 1. more or less of mutual the law in this respect in time of peace, and
dissatisfaction, where the same individual is its state in time of ward there he in this patti-
by one portion of the Judges pronounced guilty, cular a difference, the mischief produced by
by another innocent; and. 2. where file part suffering, through neglect, the establishment
taken by the judgment or the affections of the of a habit of disebedmnee, will be the greater
highest in rank, or other most influential per- the longer the habit has continued: and thence
son, is known,--comes, on the side opposite to the longer the country has continued in a state
his, the suspicion that suffrages have been pro- of peace.
cured to his side by sinister interest: to wit, Instructional.
by the desire of obtaining his favour at the
expense of justice. In the judicatory in ordi- ART.6. Note, that among military and non-
nary, as delineated in tlfis Code, the inconve- military persons taken together,--the case of
nience from mutual dissatisfaction has no disagreement, as between class and clasaj is
place : and against the suspicion, other rome- susceptible of the following diversifications.
dies--ample and efficient--are provided. The 1. Disagreement as between individual and
Legislature will inquire and consider whether, individual, both being in the private ranks.
by the many-seated judicatory exhibited by a 2. In the several officer-grades, disagree-
Court-Martial, advantage ia any shape is in meat between individual and individual in the
any and what cases presented, substantial same grade.
enough to preponderate over the here-men- ' 3. In all ranks and grades, disagreement as
tioned inconvemeuces, between the individual of one rank or grade

I and the individual of another.
I_struct_o_mL 4. In some cases, more particularly as be-

AnT. 4. In time of actual service, in an tween land_menand seamen, and between beth
army which is in a state of actual conflict with and marines,--between the iunctionary of any
an enemy, all general regulations must give rank or grade and the functionary of any other_

way to the ne_'e_>ity of the moment. But if ] in two different armature classes.
the two most efficient guardians of justice-- i 5. Disagreement, as between amilitaryfunc-
the _JleTml'_t.y-nfi_dm_zbtgprinciple and the ! tionary in the rank of private, and a non-mili-
pubt;c'_ty-maximlzi_tgpr_nciple, have taken root ! tare individual.
in time of peace, no demand tbr implicit obe- I 6. Disagreement, as between a military
dience can be so urgent, but that the pressure _functionary in any grade below the highest
of the yoke may receive more or less of allevi- ] stationed on the spot, and a non-nfilitary indi-
ation from regard paid to those same salutary vidual.
principles, anii the corresponding rules. 7. Di_agreement,asbetwecn amilitaryfunc-

I tionary in the highest grade stationed on the

Instructio_at. i spot, and a non-military individual.
ART. 3. In military legislation and judica- 2"n_truotional.

tare, as compared to civil, a sort of opposition !
has been commonly regarded as having place, ] ART. 7. To the judicatory in ordinary will

" belong of course the cognizance of the threebetween the interest ofjustioe and the interest l
of power; in so much that to security, ab extra, i last cases : unless in the character of plaintiff,
in military legislation and judicature, a sacri- I or say pursuer, the non-military individual
floe to an extent more or less considerable, I gives it to the military.
must (it is supposed)be, and is accordingly r,_t_,_M
made, of justice : regulations which, in a civil 1 ...............
ease, would be established with a view to jus- AnT. 8. So likewise of the four first, unless
tree, are aceordinglv, in this or that military the subject-matter in dispute, m so tar aa pro-
case, made to give'way to others, which are ! perry is concerned, is p.roperty purely military,
regarded as most conducive to the n,ax_v_um of --in so _ar as reputatmn _sconcernea, repu_a-
e_c_enc_ on the part of the national force. I tion purely military.
This sort of conflict being admitted,--follows In_rue_io_ag.
the observation--that in time of war, the de-
mand for corroboration of power is at its A_. 9. As to the offences affecting per_on,
v_a_i_v_m; the demand for justice at its mivi- the cognizance capable of being taken of them
mum: in time of peace the demand for justice by a military judicatory need not preclude the
is at ita _aximum; the demand for corroborw civil judicatory in ordinary from taking cog-
tion of _ at its minimum. What at the nizanee of them.
same time is observable, is--that whatever _tr_ct_onal.
puncta_disy of obedience is necessary in time
?fwar, isseintime of peace: for ifahabitof ART. 10. Remain_ as cases eognizaace of
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which cannot without manifest impropriety be fufitire, when, in quitting it, he passes over to
taken by the judicatory in ordinary a__such,--- au enemy s service.
eases as between this branch of the public In time of full peace---(war, neither actual
service and the individual, bearing on any nor apprehended as impending)---transfuqitire

point of military discipline : as per Section 7, I desertion has no place : remains capab'le of
.Discipline e,_tablished, Art. 4. being exemplified no other species than the sim-

ple: mischievous effect, exceptions excepted,
Instr+_ctiomd. inconsiderable, and easily reparable: excep-

ART. 11. On the other band, it follows not tion is--where, by the operation of some cause,
that, because it is neee_qarythat by appropriate instances to a cert,da degree nu_terous, are
means punctuality of obedience shouht be kept produced, at or about the same time. Now,
up in time ef peace as welt as in time of war, admitting that in time of war, for transfuyitire
--therefore, for the accompli,_hment of this desertio_+ death may be an apposite punish-
object in time of peace, mean,_ mu_t unifbrmly meut, and the optmu of applying it may be
be employed as high in the .-eale of severity as given to the Jadge,--still, for sinpple de_rtion,
those employed in time of war. All that is scarcely can there be any need of giving to the
wanted is the ]ounct_mlity; and if in time of Judge any such option to be exercised in time
peace, by means less _evere, punctuality can he of peace.
kept up in a degree as high a_ by means more

' severe, the difference would be so much suffer- Instracth;:_al. Exe)nplificatlc, nal.
ing expeuded in waste. ART. 16. Example II. ];_sobedience of or-

ders. In time of peat% to such a degree inde-
I_m.uctio_al. terminate and diversified is the nature of the

AnT. 12. Moreover, if instead of being era- offence thus denominated,--that the malcfi-
ployed alike in both eases, the extra quantum ceuee of it varies npon a scale begimfing at 0,
of punishment is reverted exclusively for a and ending at a degree not inferior to that of
state of war,--the fear of it may naturally tra_;sfa:dt;re clcsertlon, thlt in this scale, lines
operate with greater effect, when applied to may be drawu, below which there cannot in
mind_ to whieh it is _ew, than when applied to time of ])e,_ee, be auy demand tbr any such
minds to which by habitnal presence it has punEhment as de,_th.

been rendered/;++m ;lblr. It,_tr+tctlo_al.

I_Jstractbmal. An_. 17. For the purpose here in question,
AnT. 13. As to the _MMmam sufficient,-- one line of distinction requisite is--that which

no otherwise than by a course of experiment separates simple disobedience of orders, from
can it, in the nature of things, be made known, that wtfieh is sTecbdly m,dc.f',ce_d. By specially

In the first instance, employ (for example) _+al,ficent understand, productive of any act
the leaqt quanlity that presents any promise of pla,.ed on the catalogue of offences, whether ia
being effectual ; that being found insufficient, the,de_cralPemd(_bd(,or in the Jlditary Code.
add another quantum, and so on. i

In time of peace, experiments of this sort t ];_,,tr+t_ff,_,,d.
may be made with little or no r_sk; in time of : ART. 18. Take it unaccompanied with spe-
_car, scarcely without the utm(,._t rk-k. _ cial maleficence, as above,--it will either be or

_ot be,accompanied with e_'il eo_,sdousness:--
I_;_travtionaL " consciousness of the contrariety of the conduct

A_zv. 14. For this purpose, the best adapted ' maintained_to the conduct lawfullypresc_hbed :
course seems to be this. To the offences in' and, when in this sense wilful,--the offence
question, attach pum_hments of the kind in may receive a punishment, which shall be the
present use, in a scale commencing with a ! same in all cases: the offence will, in this case,
quantity no matter how small, and terminating ' consist in the disregard manifested by the sub-
in mortal punishment. [ ordinate as towards the authority of his su-

Bat (what it is believed, has never as yet perordinate : contempt is the name given, in
been exemplified) divide the scale into two English l_w, to the dizregard, when,--thefunc-
parts : allowing to the judieatery in a state of tiouary towards whose order it is manifested,
war, all the degrees contained in the part being a judicial fimctionaryf--it is dealt with
above ; but limiting the option of the judica- on the footing of an offence.
tory, in time of peave, to the degrees con- For this offence, _tting aside the ca_e of
t_ined in the part below, repetition, small indeed is the punishment for

Instructional. .E:remplificational. which there can be any demand, the offencebeing supposed pure of any intention of post-
Aur. 1,5. Example I. Desertion. Under this tive insult. Be the offence what it may,

one name----de:-_rtion, are commonly included punishment will indeed be nugato_', if it falls
two species, widely different in degree of male- short of what is necessa D" to outweigh the pro-
licence. These axe--], b'b_ple desertion ; 2. fit produced in all shapes by the offence : but,
Trat_sh_:iitive desertion. Simple, when the in this eas% by the supposition, an such profit
dese_er merely quits hi.4 own _crviee : trans, has place.
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Instrua_onal. Instructional.

ART. 19. Shght, in this case, for a first AnT. 26. It being (by supposition,) estab-
offence_ the punishment may be made; in a con- hshed, and for the reasons in the appropriate
siderable degree more severe for a second ; and places mentioned--that in the ordinary Judi-
so on till it ends in ignominious discharge, catories (the few inconsiderable exceptions ex-
This, in time of peace ; but, in time of war, in cepted)theJudicatoryshoald, h_everyinstaalce,
or near the presence of an enemy, it may have be sinfle-seated,---in a Military Judicatory can
had for its object the effect of desertion, simple ally preponderant mass of reasons be assigned
or transfugitive, on the part of the entire corps; --why seats more in number than one, should
and, in such c_se, the punishment necessary have place! and, if in any, in what nuraber_.
will be proportionable, and by what description of persons should they

It_struct_o_ml. respectively be filled _.

Altv. '2.0. For the statement and exposition Instructional. .Rat_oc'o_ative.
of the several appropriate and peculiar riahts ART. 07. In the case of military service,
andpocers,which appertain respectively to _Ii- the body of reasons a:lainst such plurality seems
lit_:ry functionaries of the several branches and even stronger than in other cases at large.
.qrades,--the wro_l.qsand corresponding offences The sorts of cases and suits (it is assumed)
commissflde by them,--and the several reme- are in every instance pem_l.
dies,prerentire,_ppress_re,mti._factive,and(tbr 1. In general practice, the Judges being
sabsequential prevention) 1)unitire,--see the many (iuEnglishpracticeforexample,thirteen
,n'tipendiary,4rmy ('ode, the ,_'tipe_,diary_tvy or fifteen,) are take_a from the corps to which,
(bde, the Radical .4 rm_d ('ode, and the ]ladical at the time of the alleged offence,the defendant
]Va_t Code. belonged.

I_structional. 2. But, in tbi_ case, whether conviction or
acquittal has place, unpleasant are the senti-

Altw. °_1. In time of actual service, espe- meats and sensations left, in the breasts of all
cially in t_e presence or within the reach of person_, by whom respectively any part in the
the enemy, fiw judicial power, without being jndicial drama has been performed_ defendants
liable to l_e ,_topped by appeal, shouhl it not be ] to wit, prosecutors, judges, witnesses : and, by
in the hands st the commanding officer ou the the contemplation of their future contingent
spot _. Primqple, the eaterJ*al security-_mxi, affections and conduct--influence, detrimental
_J_izin,j. to justice, cannot but, to a greater or less ex-

tent, be exercised, in every one of these cases_
lnstructlo_ml. E_l,_Jslti'ce. the smaller the number of the persons exposed

ARt. 0-2. Of this phrase, _ the spot, a deft- on the one hand to suffering, on the other hand
_.'ition will_on this oc_'a_ou, require to be given to sinister interest in the shapes in question_
iu an.1 by the Military Code. the better. In the case of _itnesses, no reduc-

l_stractlo,,d, tion does the nature of the case admit of. Not
so, in that of dud qes. Without any assignable

AI_T. 23. Solo but indispensable check in detriment to justice, the number may_it should
this case, re.qistrati(m, in so t':tr as the exigency seem, be reduced to one.
of the case will admit : regL-tr_ttion, and sub- 3. By the addition made, as at present, to
_equent publication, number one, arbitr3riaess in the exercise of the

Ins_'uc_i,a_a?. power in question, is (it may be slid) more or
less reduced. True : but in general practice,

AnT. 24. This may have place,wlth-ut pre- appeal has not place; and no reason can be
judice to subsequent appeal for the purpose of a_-signed why, if on the judgment-seat there be
coraye_tsation, or satisfaction in other shapes ; but one functionary, appeal from his decision
*_tte._tatiot,ofnon-deliuq_eucy, for example, see should not have place in the class of suits fur-
1"e_mt ('ode: tit. _, m,'./ics, nished by this particular section of the eom-

1;_stm_rtio_,*J. mmfity, as well as in the suits furnished by the
ag_gregate of all the other sections.

A_T. 25. By possibility, occasions may arise, 4. In what way soever the suit termina_es_
on which it may be matter of necessity tbr the tra_¢'erenvc of the defendant from the corps
commanding officer, with his o_m hands, to pat in question to another community, pre_enta
a subordinate of any grade to death, at the itself as a desirable result. Person by whose
instant. And this, not only for acts of positive authority and order the transference is m_de,
aggression, but for _ mere negative act, an act the army minister. Persons at the inO,anee of
of non-compliance with a positive order, where- any, of whom it may be made--1, the dudg.e
by the subordinate is commanded to do this imn_ediateby whom the terminative decree waa
or that positive _,et: for example, to march in a issued; 2. any one, or at any rate _y two, of the
certain direction indicated. _members of the corps in question; _. the defen-

dant himself, whether acquitted or convicted.
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Sr.cvto_XIV.
]nstructionaL

tb_w'uitmcnt. ART. 6. In each district or sub-district, or
other smaller division of territory, the number

X_ruetional. Ratiocinative. imposed will be raised by a lottery, in which
ART. 1. In providing and keeping up a the names of all persons aetually serving in tho

supply of functionaries fl*r the stipendiary radical force will be inserted,--with or without
branch of the National Defensive Force, the the addition of those who though not so sets-
Legislature will bear in mind the positions ing are liable so to serve, as the Legislature
following :-- shall have seen reason to determine. Princi-

I. Of two persons in other respects equally ples. l. the external-sccurYy-_aximizin.q; 2. the
apt, the one unwilling to serve in the situation apt_tt_de-_naxi_izinj; 3. the coJdentment-maxi-
in question, the other willing,--he who is will- mlzlng; 4. the ineT_alit_#_inimiz_.q.
ing will_ on that account, other things equal,
be the more apt upon the whole. Instructional. Enactive.

II. It, in the room of a person unwilling, AnT. 7. Every person who._e name shall, on
another person, not positively unapt, is willing the drawing of such lottery, have been drawn
to se_ve,--such willingness, howsoever pro- out, shall be subjected to serve iu pcrson_ and
cured, will, generally speaking, be sufficient shall accordingly within the time tbr that p'Jr-
to prove that of the two, the willing is upon pose prescribed, on pain of being dealt with
the whole more apt thou the unwilling one. as a deserter, present himself to be aggregated
Principles, 1. the al,titud_-maxiudzin.q; 2. the to the stipendiary three, unless within that
eontentment-n_ximizi_!l; 3. the expe_se-mini- time some apt person, whose name has not
mizing: expen¢e in hardship being taken into been drawn, shall have preqented lnmself to
the account of expense. Antagonizing prin- serve as his substitute : no person tbr whom
ciple, none. such substitute4has presented him,elf, and been

Instructional. accepted of, shall be compelled to serve.

ART 2. For the raising and keeping up the IJ_structlonal. .Enactire.
stipendiary branch of the National Defensive ART. 8. For those who in this case have
Force, preference will accordingly be alwa_.s thus already been enlisted, st_tJ_tituteswill at
given to voluntary _ervice in comparison with I all times be admitted, as far as consistently
compulsory. ] with apl)rol)ri_te aptitude (as per Section 5,

[ 2;'rm and conditi,_l_s of Szrrice,) the exigencyInstruetlon_d. i oftheservicewill allow. Principles, as perArt.
ART. 3. Insofar as for the continuous mass ! l.--the al_titude-maximizi_g; 2. the content-

of remuneration, apt individuals are found in I _aeut-maximizin_t.
sufficient number to present themselves,--I
bounty-money will not be offered. As to thls_ i Instrnctio_al.
see Section 10_ J_emunerati(_n. ] ART. 9. Consistently with this constitutmn,I

Instructional. , --only iu case of invasion, ar imminent danger
'.of invasion, or civil war, can any such corn-

ARc. 4. When otherwise than by bounty- }pulsory recruitment have place. Principles,
money volunteers in sufficient number cannot I I. the exter_al-securit_-maxi_dzinfl; 2. the in-
be obtained, bountie_ without compulsion wilt i ternal-secnrity-_zaxi_,Szing; 3. the content,ment-
be employed, so long as the state of the ha- maximizing.

tional power of fi_rnishing pecuniary eontribu- Instructlo_al.
tlons shall be able to bear the expense, and
the pecuniary supply can be obtained with a ART. 10. As in the land-service, so in the
promptitude adequate to the exigency, sea-service. As in the Land Defensive-Force,

the radicals are to the stipendiaries : so in the
Instruat_onal. Sea Defensive-Force, are seamen in private

ART. 5. If at any time the demand for an service, to seamen in Government service.

addition W this force becomes to such a degree In_ructional. .Ratloci_ative.
urgent, that a pecuniary supply adequate to
the purchase of it is altogether hopeless,--or ART. ll. As to the determination of the
cannot, by loan or forced contribution, be pro- classes of persons to be subjected to this lot-
cured w_fin the necessary time,--the Legis- teD', the most eligible tin_e for the formation
lature will fix for the respective districts and and notification of it would be--when in re-
sub-districts their proportionable quota, corn- spect of the selection to be made of the classes
mitring to the sublegislature of the district the and the individuals, the judgment might be
choice of the mode of raising, or taking such formed without being exposed to the influence
other more prompt and certain course, if any of the excited passions of the several indict-
such there be, as the occasion shall be found duals in the usual way interested : in a word

require. --a time ofprofou_dlpease.
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• --the discontentment will naturally be t_-
Instruct'tonal. mized: sole seat of it, the breasts of a proper-

ART. 12. In giving expression to the enact- tion, more or less considerable, of the number
ments by which the lottery, with such its ofthose parents and otber relatives ofanylueh
tmeessary exemptions, is established_--the pre- persons as, in the character of rolunteers_ are
ferable course will be--to say--not on what thus self-located against tlm wishes of those
classes the obligation shall be imposed, but to same relatives.
_rhat classes the vxemptions from it are accorded.
Principle,thecontentme_t_nzaximizing;inwhich In_truct_onal. .Exemplifivational.
is included the discontentment-minb_tizing. AnT. 17. In some countries it is from their

mother's womb that the recruits have, as above,
Instructional. E.vposltire. been born into the locable list, and thenca

ART. 13. Under some Governments all per- adopted into the army list. From a constitu-
sons of the male sex, exceptions excepted, are, tion such as the present, the expense, in money
_either from birth, or some later period ante- or money's worth, will at a first glance suffice
eedent to what is regarded as flint of maturity, to put an exclusion upon tlfis resource. Only
--consigned by compulsive power, to this con- that it may be seen not to have been overlook-
dition in life. Their names being, for this ed, is mention in this place made of it. In
purpose, entered upon a written register; o,n- those countries, the h_rm of Government having
scription is the appellation by which the in- for its end in wew the maximizing of the hap-
strument of location is in this case denominated, piness of the ruling one, at the expense to what-

ever ammmt of that of the millions,--the prin-
.P_ttiocinative. ciple pursued, in relation to this class of func-

ARc. 14. Reason in furour of this mode of tionaries--instruments at the same time and
location, this: Being all of them brought up victim_ of the appetite of the ruling one--is
in expectation of serving in this line,--the not the _umber-minimizin,y, but its opposite,
minds of the persons in question will have been the nu_nber-mazimiz_n.a prineit,le.
fashioned to it : this being the ease, no disap- As to the individuals destined from birth to
poi_tment, nor therefore any reluctance, will be shot at, as pigs are to have their throats
have place, cut, it seems probable that, being brought up

and educated in this expectation, their suffer-
.Ratioe_natire. ing will on this account, with here and there a

ART. 13. Reasons against this same mode casual exception, be, or at least be capable of
of location, these:-- being made to be, inferior to the suffering

1. On the part of parettts, and other rela- experienced by those who, at the age of matu-
tives_ discontentment may at all times, to any rity, find themselves aggregated to the service
degree of extent, and on the part of each to by force or fraud.
any degree of intel_sity ima_nable, have place, Supposing the education well adapted to this
without its coming, at any rate in all its de- its end, the means of aptitude will on this plaal
tails, under the cognizance of the legislature, be greater than any other• Here then comes

2. So on the part of the conscripts them- in the conflict between two antagonizing prin-
selves ; especially if enlisted at a time of life ciplcs ; on the one side, the aptitude._na_niz-
some years later than that of birth, in such inq, supported by the contentment-maximizing:
sort as to be susceptible of appropriate obser- on the other side_ the expense-minimizlng.
xation and reiteetion,---of observation, in par-
ticular, of tbe effect produced by the arrange- SEe'finN XV.
ment on the language and deportment of their
parents, as above. , 1)isband_nent.

3. If the time of enlistment be that of birth, ]
• . i Instructional.--in this case, true it _s, that on the part ef

the conscripts themselves, the danger of dis- ART. 1. Throughout the whole time of peat%
contentment is minimized : still_ will it be far the existence of a military force supposes a con-
from being excluded, stant d_nger of war : and in political commu-

4. On this plan, exceptions in no small num- nities in general, down to the present time,
ber and variety will of necessity be to be made ; this supposition has received but too much con-
consequence, in the arrangement and enact- firmation from melancholy experience.
ments proportionable complicatlon; in the minds
of the non-exempted_ discontent. Instructional.

ART. 2. During peace, the better prepped
I_struvtionaL a community appears to be for the renewal of

A_. 16. As to volunteer_, note, that by re- war, by resistance made to actual aggression,
mnneration competent in value, attached to the --the better, other circumstances equal_ will
o2_vergrades, the having served for and during he its chance of preventing such aggression_

competent time in the rank ofpr._vate being by fear of the evil consequences to the aggres-
the same time attached as a condition to sor. By ttds oonsideration will the operation

Itdmission to the lowest of tlm officer grades, of disbandment be, of course, in a main degree
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regulated. Of the force which at the close of i I. Infantry man in general, hours [ .]
the war the Government had on foot, retained II. Infantryrifleman, additional hours [ .]
will be, ill preference, that portion which, on a 1
renewal of war, it would require the longest Instrnct',)lml. PaNoclnatire.
portion of time to bring to a state of adequate ART. 5. Question. The infantry, why not
appropriate ai>titude. Or say, disbanded, in ! all of' them trained to be rifielnen , that is to
preference• the_e portions which in the short- '. say, marksmel b habituated to the shooting at

est portion of t:mc are capable of being brought i a mark _. Answer. Reason, the expense : that
to that same desirable state. In addition to ] is to say--l, the o_+ce-l.abt, or say cal4ta[ ex-
pron_ptio_d_, certainty, it istrue, is an element _ pense, of the rifle gnu : 2. the c,_nt_nm, us
which may present iL-elL as clainfing to be expense of powder and shot.
taken into the account of value. But, foras-
much as the s_ate of tile community in qnes- I_structlonal. l_ati,cb_at'_re.
tion must be extraordinary indeed, if those AR_. 6. In the case of _he rifle, the time re-
portions of the defensive force winch it had at quisite for loading, and some other circum-
onetime, could not, sooner or later, be brought stances considered,--it ha> been matter of
intoexistenceatanotlmrtnne•--for_impliclty's question whether any preponderant advan-

sake, the consideration ofeerta'_nt 5 may accord- rage would be obtained,--if to the exclusivu
ingly, generally speaking, be discarded from of the ordinary musket, thc rifle were em-
the account• and that of promlohtude alone set l,loyed by the whoh. b,_dy of the infantry.
down fi)r eonsideratiou. ! But, supposing the question determined in tl:e

Principle applying to this particular case, _ negative,--it would not lbllow• that By no
part of that body should tins instrument ofsay the l)ifl_cu/t-r_placeab'dlty principle, or the i

.Easy-rcl,laceabilit_l principle : wlth equalpro- extraordinary efficmnev be employed. For,
priety either may serve, _ccordiug as retention ' supposing the ordinary musket preferable in
ordlsba_dme_t is the object of reference. Gen- the engagement between body and body,

• , , • [
erallv appheabte prmclple_--I the Lvterl al- _ drawn up collechvely, and in order, on a plain,
s.cur_ty-maxop_zo_ ; 2. the ]nter_ml-secur_t._! _ --riflemen, in a state of appropriate distnb_l-
maximizb_g ; 3. the Jt,tltade maxindzbzfl, tion, might still, in the maintenance of a defile

or other position, in particular in a hilly
lJ,stractio_ml, country, pertbrm a service for whieh_ by the

AccT. 3. To bring the men to a state ofade- ordinarymfantry exercise, wlthoutthepraetiee
quate appropriate aptitude, different armature of aiming and firing at a mark, a man would
classes require different lengths of time: say not be so well fitted.
different numbers of da_¢.% supposing on each
day, in the case of each class as compared with Instructio_tal. ]_at'_(,cb_aNre.
every other, the <ainu nu:nber of hours _ employ- AnT. 7. III. Cavalry man or Drazoou.--
ed in the learning of the exercises. Total of additional hours, [ .] }'articu-

Hence, corre_t,ondiug to the above-mention- lars as follow : To the ibot exercise, Ileribrm-
ed.Difieult-replar(.ability or ]:]a._y-reptaceabitl- ed by the foot soldier as above° add the hours
t_/principle, come.-, the following I_ule. Dis- respectively employed, as follows : I. Mal:ing
band in preference the armature class, which, the i_an master of his hor_c, that is to say, the
for endowingit w_th adequate appropriate up- men takin_ instruction one by one. tlours,
tirade, requires the smallest portion of time : [ .] '2. Teaching the man to bear a part
next, that which requn'es the next smallest: in the evolutious pe_formed bv the men in
and so on. bodies, tlours, [ .] To_al of hours, [ .]

Subclasses, 1. tteavy-horsc or Cuiras_iers. '2.
Instructional. Light-hor_-e or lancer-. 3. Dragoons. 4.

A_.4. For this purpose, the following seal% Mounted Riflemen. Diiferenee_-, of little or
composed of mode_ of operation, with corre- no moment, as to this purpose : difficulty of
spending comparative lengths of time annex- instruction being, m all these instances, nearly_
ed, will constitute an appropriate subject of if not altogether, tile same.
inquiry for the Legislature. The blanks for IV. Foot Artflle_, and Engineers.--Sub-
the number are left to be filled up in the Mill- classes ranged in the order of the lengtbs of
t_ry Code, by advice of professional function- time requisite for aptitude• the length troll-
aries, eared by the smallest number denoting the

Annature classes.--Lengths of instruction : smallest degree of difficulty, are,'_
time requisite in months, say two. In th_s
number of months, total number of hours of _- As in jurisprudence aml other branches of art
exercise, say _s follow_ : and science so in militarvtactle_ a so_ of science

vonl of reformation, l_ _eaped up,--eomposed of
appoltatives, employed in posterior times to desig-

[I-]tours.l--Unless this degree of m;nutet_e_, hate objects difllerent from those which they were
proportioned to which is accurcw/z, 1,e brought to originally employed to designate. Examples axe
_Sexv by the expression,---the re_ult of experiments the following :
stated as having occupied the same length of time, ]. Grenadiers. This "was the name originally
may prove delusive, employed ibr designation of a select cla_ oi infa_
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1. Artitlerists or Gunners. ! quired from the seamen in genera]. Total of
2. Artificers. Additional hours, [ hours [ .]
3. Pontooneers. Additional hours, [ .] In both his capacities, be has to learn, in
4. Sappers. Additional hours, [ .] common with the mere seamen, the operations
5. Miners. Additional hours, [ .] of la_ding and boardimj, al.-.o the serving in

Instructional. gunboats, floating batteries, and fireships.

Instruct_oT_al.
ART. 8. Note, of the forementioned opera-

tions, one and no more may be allotted to AR_. 10. Of all these specially instructed
each man; or to each one of any number of classes, not one is there who is l_ot qualified
men, one or more of them may be attached, to perform whatsoever can be required to be
To the ordinary foot exercise, which consists perlbrmed by an infantry soldier at large, in
in the discharge of balls, whether solid or hol- time of peace ; not one, the particular service
low, from the hollow cylinder,--the foot artil- of which the infantry svldicr at large is ql_a]i-
leryman may add the exercise or exercises be- fled to perf_,rm, tlence the following Rules.
longing to one or more of the other sub-clas_es. ] Rule 1. So loJ_g as an infantry soldier at

Ii_btr_et_on_d. large remains who can be _pared, discharge
not one from any one of tbese specially in-

ARt. 9. V. Horse-artillery-man. To the structed armature classes.
exerciseofthecaralrp-_nan,thehorse-artillery- Rule 2. After appropriate distinction made
ma_ adds the firing part of the exercise of the between land-service and sea-service,--so long
foot-artillery-man. Additionalhours [ .] as any individual belonging to a le_s long in-
Total of hours [ .] strueted class remains who can be spared, dls-

VI. Marine Infantry. To the exercise of charge not any one belonging to a longer
an infa_ztry soldier, the ,*arine-infantry man instructed class.
adds, in a certain degree, the exercise and
habits of the _eaman. Tntal of hour_ [ .] I_strvetionaL

VII. Marine Artillery. To the exercise ARt. ll. Note, that, supposing cavalry men
and habits of a ,:tarit*e-infantry man, the to be kept up ill preference to mere infantry
marlne-artillery _nan adds the special exer- men,--it ibllows not that for and along with
cise of working mortars on ship-board, or per- each man a horse should be kept up. Once.
forming other duties connected with artillery, obtained, the aptitude lbr horse exercise would
of a more comphcated nature than those re- not ordinarily be lost by desuetude, to any
..... such degree as not to be soon recovered. But,

try, whose employment consisted in throwing, in for greater certainty, or in so far as collateral
the manner of so many crkket balls, a species of employments for them (as per Section 18) may
hollow balls, styled qrenades, so constructed, as to be ibund, horses might be kept up, in any nnm-
burst in the maturer'of the hombs projected from ber short of that of the whole number'of the
mortars. The idea appears to have originated in the
war of sieffes carried on for the amusement, of Louis men : say, for example, half : the men taking
theFourteenth. For_hisfavouredservicethetalle_t care of them and exercising on them, in alter-
menwereselected;andtomakethemlookthetaller, note weeks or months.

and thence the more formidable, the caps distin- ]nstr_ct_naL
__'alshed by the l, ame of grenadier caps were em-
ployed. '_hese portable mu:t_rs or hand-grenades ART. 12. Supposing the whole number of
being no longer employed, the conseonence is-- the thus specially instructed classes---say, ma-
that to non-military men, the term gr_enadier, so tines, artillery-men and cavalry, kept undis-
far as its meaning _an be collected from its derlva- banded for "guard and garrison service," as
tion,lsdelusive. Theactualmeaningof.qrenadiers, is the English phrase:--with the addition of
at thepresent period, is a body of picked infantry the preventive service,--tbis supposed, amongof the lz_ze.

" 2. Dragoo_ls, as applied to mounted troops in mere infantry-inen, the riflem_.a will, as above,
general. Orlglna y, one body of men were exclu- claim the pre_rcnce over the re_t of the infantry.

sively employed on foot; amtther body, on horse- i Instruct_o_al.
hack. The distinction had it_ origin in feudal :
times, during which, between the man who was I ART. 13. Supposing no engagement incom-
ar:d the man who was not, rich enough to keep a patible with it contained in the enlistmet_t
horse, a great gulph was fixed. In France, in the instruments,--by the circumstance of eompa-
reign of Louis the Fourteenth, a d_sco_'erv was at ' rative difficulty of replacement will be deter-
length made, that, by using one sort of w_apon on mined the number of the land stipendiaries to
horseback, a man would not be altogether disquali- be disbanded : privates and officers together.fled from using the same or another sort of weapon
on foot. Hence came an amphibious cle.ss, to Principles--1. the aptitude-maximizing ; 2.
which, from their composite nature, a dra.qon being the exl_ense-mini_n_ziu ft.

a serpent with the wings of a bird,--_dd'ed to the Instructional. t_vatiooi_ative.
terror which their experienced efficiency inspired,
--was given the name of Draga_ts,--in English Altr. 14. But, supposing a determination
pronunciation and consequent orthography, Dra- takes place in this or that regiment or other
_a_s. corps, to disbar.d a part a_d no more than a
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part of the whole number of the privates,--- sirous of being discharged shall be concealed,
thereupon comes a state of things, in which ap- are their respective snperordinates: reason for
plic_tion m_y be made of the conte_tmeut-maxi- their not being known, danger of displeasuro
miz_ng and i_qua_itg-m_n_m_zi_g principles, and oppression at the hands of these same

Instructional superordinates.

ART. 15. For this purpose, what is most de- Instructional.
_irable, of course, is--that the number of those AnT. 19. These points considered, suppose,
who are desirous of being discharged, should 1. the danger of divulgation of n_lmber to
he exactly the s_me with the number which people and fi_reign powers unremoved,--the
the government is desirous of discharging : or evil to be apprehended then is, that the ruling
what comes to the same thing, the whole num- powers would not come into any measure for
her of those who are desirous of being kept, this same joint purpose of keeping in the con-
will be exactly that which the Government is tented and letting out the discontented. Sup-
desirous of keeTing, pose, 2. the danger of divulgation of indivi-

duals and consequent oppression unremoved--
Instr'avt_oaal. the evil to be apprehended then is, that many

AnT. 16. But against the existence of this of the subordinates in question would prefer
state of things, the chances will be several suffering under present oppression, to the in-
hundreds to one. Provision must accordingly i creasing the danger of ulterior oppression, for
be made for two opposite states of things : 1. i the amount of which, antecedently to expe-
that in which the number desirons of being I rienc% no precise limit could be found.
kept, is greater than that which the govern-
ment is desirous of keeping : 2. that in which I_zstruct_onal.
the number desirous of being discharged, is AnT. 20. The ensuing plan has for its ob-
greater than that which the Government is de- jest, the keeping of both these secrets; and at
sirous of discharging, the same time, and by the same means, maxi-

mizing the number who, according to their de-
I_structional. t'b_tioslnatire, sires, are retained ; together with the number

ART.17. In Section ]O, Remunerettion, Arts. of those who, according to their desires, are
8, 9, the observation has been made that, in discharged.
the natural state of the case, bating some ex-
traordinary degree of mismanagement on the I_r_¢t'w_al.
part of Government, the number of those, if AnT. 21. Mode of voting for discharge :
any such there be, who are desirous of being l. For the whole number of the privates and
discharged, will at all times be very small : non-commissioned officers, in the aggregate of
and, if at all times, much more upon file sub- all the regiments in which the number of those
stitution of a state of peace with its security same functionaries is meant to be diminished,
and repose,than of a state of war with its perils are provided an equal number of voting-cards.
and toils. But no contingency should be left 2. To each regiment are allotted cards in
nnprovided for; in the nature of the case, the number equal to the whole number of those
state of things in question is susceptible of as I same functionaries belonging to the regiment.
many diversifications and correspondent de- 3. The cards, all equal or similar: dimen-
trees, as the aggregate of the defensive force sious (suppose) a square inch.
contains privates ; and if, in the management 4. For receiving them, two equal and simi-
of defensive force mismanagement has place, lar vote-receiving boxes, closed : in each a slit :
--better it should remain to other nations an- depth of the box such, that the last of the
known; unless on its being known, punishment cards may drop through without sticking.
attaches upon it--a result which, how fre- 5. On the lid of one, iu largepSLcard letters,
quently soever merited, will not, even under the words, Disch,tr:]e me: of the other, lk%e/_me.
the best Government_ be an altogether pro- 6. The_-e boxes are kept in such sort near to
bable one. one another, that a card may be dropped by

a man into either of them, without its being
Instructional. possible fi)r any other person to see into which.

ART. 18. On this occasion, from two differ- This may be effeeted in various ways: for one
ent sets of persons, two facts there may be way see Ch. vi., LEC.ISLA_Vn_,Section 8, Ehc.-
adequate reason for keeping concealed : t$on ,,'Ipparatns, to Section ] l, .El_ctlon, ]_o_c:

1. At a time when the number desirous of (from Bentham's I_ad_cal R_form.Bill, Section
being discharged is to a certain degree con- 4, to 7, eel. iii. p. 567 to 577.) _
siderable, the persons from whose eyes it may
be desirable that the number should be con-

* Another proposable mode is--glvlng to each
ceMed_ will be---not only the people at home, man two cards, each with his name on the one side,
but also the people and Governments abroad, but on one of the two, the words Discl_rqe me, on

2. At aU times, and be the number ever so the other the words Keep me. As to this, how-
large or ever so small, persons from whose eyes ever, there could not be any adequate assurance of
it may be desirable that the individuals de- it_ an_-ering the purpose: for_ an officer might
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7. Even to those who, in other particulars, name-cardsare all emptiedtnto a box, having,
]u_ve no_ learned to read, the difference in ira- instead of a lid, a cloth with & slit in it, big

rt and effect between the two inscriptions, enough to receive a hand and arm; after ]utv-
(it is taken for granted) been rendered lug thus been mixed unseen by several sucees-

familiar, by the view of two exactly corre- sire hands, they are drawn out, one after a_
epondent ones kept hung up in some place or other, in a number equal to the intended numo
places of universal resort, her, as above : in relation to these the orders

8. On the card delivered to the voter, has for discharge are sent: the others remain uric
been stamped, or so written as not to be ex- known.
posed to mistakes, his name and description, 18. In the same manner, when the number
as entered in the Muster Book, with the name desirous of being kept is greater than the Go-
of the writer (for responsibility's sake) and the vernment is desirous of keeping, axe ascertained
year, month, and day of the month : and, on those who shall actually be kept.
the other side, a number, different in the case 19. As to the case, where the number de-
of each voter: the numbers following one an- sirous to be discharged is greater than the
other in numerical order, number actually discharged, relief, if the hum-

9. In the __f_ster Book, in connexion with ber of them be not too great, might be after-
each voter's name, entry is made, of the act wards given to them : to wit, by receiving
and time of his voting by the dropping in of volunteers offering themselves for enlistment
his card. without bounty-money; and_for each volunteer

10. The voting eomp]eted, the two boxes so enlisted, discharging one of the men desirous
will be transmitted together to the seat of Go- of being discharged, as above.*
vernment, addressed to the Army Minister.

11. The two boxes, each in a separate room, * In relation to disbandment, the following para-
are for the first time opened, each of them by graph followed immediately on the conclusion of
two or more persons, of each of whom it is the Extract on the subject of the United States,
known that he is unable to read writing, which forms the note to Art. 33, in Section 6_ aura-

12. By them the several cards are ranged mo_io_.
in regular lines_ each card with the compara- Anno 1815-16, the termination of the war with
iv side uppermost, having (as per No. England presented a case of no ordinary difficulty
ts)elYnothingplainonit but a number, and delicacy. The only purpose for which a regu-

13. Into the room are then let in two per- lar standing military force is meant to be kept up
in the United States, is that of garrisoning a co_-

sons, who, being able to read, range the cards don of posts extending between 2,000 anal 3,00{}
in numerical order, and in an appropriate Re- miles, for a protection against aggression from the
cord-book make entry of the total number con- Indians.

tained in each box: and so successively in the By the last war with England, the regular force,
case of each regiment, exclusive of the militia, had been swelled to about

14. Whenthuscounted, the cardsare dropped 15,000 men. At the conclusion of this war a de-
one upon another, in numerical order, into termination was taken to give up every idea of
boxes of appropriate form, forming so many keeping on foot any regular force whatever, in the
piles, each card with the numbered side still character of an eventual protection against the force

of England, of Spain, in short, of any other foreign
remaining uppermost, the lettered side remain- nation. England, in comparison with which no other
ing invisible to every person. To each box its nation could present any the least apprehension,
_.id is then immoveably attached by a certain would, in the event of a rupture, be quite sure of
number of seals. making more or less way into the interior of the

15. These are the seals of so many high rune- United States: and equally sure of being ultimately
tinnaries, to whom the knowledge of the pro- drowned, as it were, destroyed, or captured, in ca_
portion between the number of those desirous of perseverance. Of no such perseverance would
to be kept, and that of those desirous to be the English nation henceforward be able, at this
discharged, maybecenfined: suppose,thePrime distance, to endure the expense. From England,
.Minister, the Army, Navy, and Finance Minis- therefore, all apprehension is at an end.
ter. Remains, as the only existing source of incursion,

16. If the number desirous to be discharged from the Indians. A_-_iust evil from this source.
• the above number of tO00 was and is regarded as

is no$ greater than that which the Government sufficient.
is desirous to d_charg¢, all are thereupon dis- The difficeltv now _as_how to reduce No.
charged: for this purpose, the boxes aloe open- 15,000 to No. _000, i. e. to less than half. Not
ed; the cards read ; the persons desirous thus that there were not ways enough, in any of which
ascertained ; and, for their discharge, appro- the thing might be done with the ultimate _xluies-
priate orders sent to the several regiments, cence of all parties concerned; but the duty fell

17. If the number desirous to be d_charged upon the President; and the task was a meet un-
is grca_r than that which the Government is pleasant and invidious one. No skeleton regiments
desirous to d_a_arge, the above-mentioned were to be preserved: the reason has been

given. No war, at any rate any certain war, from
any civilized nation was apprehended:therefore,

engage men under his command, to preserve each in proportion as the private_ were dismissed, the
of them, for the purpose of showing him, the card officers, it was necessary, should be dismissed with
_hat had not, as above_ been employed, them.

Yon. IX. 2 C
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I_ruv$_ona/. rate,---supposing aptitude equal as _o all otherparts taken together_--be the proper order of
A_T. 22. O,_vers. The difficulty of drawing 1 preference.

the hne of separation considered,--the legisla- t
ture will consider and determine--whether, I_$tr_ctional.
on this occasion, and for this purpose, the AnT. 24. Note that, antecedently to their
engineer class and the artillery class may not location on the locable lh_t_ as per Ch. ix. See_
be regarded as constituting one and the same tion 16, their respective aptitudes, absolute
class, and comparative, wilt have been decided on,

on the ground of the appropriate examinations,
Instructional. by the votes of the qualification judivatorg:

AnT. 23. For the perfection of appropriate and in the nature of the case, there is nothing
scientific aptitude, both these classes requiring to interdict the repetition of those same means
a perfect aequaintance with the higher branches of proof at any time.--Reluctance_. Yes,
of posology, or say, mathematics, trigo_wmetri- nothing can be more natural. Reluctance _.
ca/ and meridional surre3t_ng , and hydraulics but on whose part ._ on the part of the unapt,
as applied to are/dtevture, in particular with a and of.the unapt only ; and as the strenuous-
view to sieges--the order of their respective ness of the reluctance, will be the degree

degrees of proficiency in the aggregate of the of inaptitude. Antagonizing principles :--on
operations belonging to the aggregate of those the one part, 1. the external-secuHty-_uax_miz-
same branches of art and selene% will, at any I in.q; and 2. the a1_titude-_l_aximlzing; on the

other part_ 3. the contentment-_uaximiz_ng.

The expedient employed was this :--the Presi-
dent convened a General Board, composed of seven SEC'rlON XVI.
officers, selecting, of course (for such was his ob-
vious interest) those whose reputation he regarded _ea 1)efenslrv Force.
as standing highest in the country. No such opera-
tion as dismissal took place, but the existing army Ir_ruvtional.
was regarded as being completely and all at once ART. 1. In respect of what particulars do
disbanded,asbelng(fortbepurposeforwhichitwas the arrangements desirable in the instance of
raised) no longer necessary. But, for a purpose of the sea stipendiary force differ from those de-
n different nature, another army as above was to be
raised. Here then a choice was to be made---made sirable in the instance of the land stipendiary
at the same instant-_f all the several officers, of force _. These particulars the Legislature will
whom the official establishment of this new army have constamtly in mind.

was to be composed. The board accordingly had Inst_'u_tio_d.
their meetings; and it was by the concurrent
suffrages of all the members, or at least of the me- ART. 2. Rule. Exceptions excepted, what-
joritv, that the selection was made. soever arrangement is with preponderant ad-

Titus the number in question were appointed, vantage applicable to the land defensive force_
and none were dismissed: admissions, so many, is so to the sea defensive force.
dismissions, none. What could not be expected
• vas---that by those who found tbem_elves left out fnstru_onal.
of the list, it should be regarded with a degree of
_atisfaction equal to that withwhieh it was regarded ART. 3. Exceptions are, all such arrange-
by those whose names were comprised in it. But, meats as shall have been found prescribed by
whatever dissatisfaction was felt, none of it, it was special assignable points of difference in the
evident, could reach the President: the whole of respective natures of the two branches of set-
it fell upon the Board: and the Board--such was vice. Call these points of difference, the d/f-
the strength of its composition--found no difficulty ferent_al circumstances.
in enduring it. A Board, there has been occasion ° Thus, by mutual comparison and observation
to observe elsewhere, is a screen_ Against the made of analogies, the state of things in both
tutelary force of the popular or moral sanction, a
screen is in general a highly pernicious instrument : branches of the military defensive service may be
but in the present instenco, the force against which olotimlzed: observation being made, on the one
it was employed as a screen was---not that of the hand, of the several subject-matters and points
popular or moral sanction--the tribunal of public of aflreem_nt, or say of coincidence, by which
opinion, composed of members whose interest is the they are assimilated: on the other hand, of the
universal interest---but the force of individual self- several subject-matters and points of diversity

_reference, acting in opposition to the universal by which they are distinguished: each thus
interest, affording instruction with relation to the

Those who were not comprehended, were they other.
neglected ? No : they were not neglected. Note
was taken of them: and, as opportunity offered, In_r_t/ona/. Rat/o_tlv¢.

provision has been made for them in the civil line; ART. 4. I. Subject-matter of diversity the

eeveral of the existing consuls have been in this _rst/t :_the appropriate _zgr_o
number; the gentleman who serves in that character
in this country i_ of the number. The loss he has In the case of the/and-service, the military
_tained of an arm affords _ conspicuous proof, manipulations and evolutions are capable of
_md an honourable memento of it. being performed in any pla_, by all pereoae
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without distinction, where physical force is
adequate: and, moreover, in the ra_//c,a/branch, I_r_t_o_d.
on the part of a sufficient number, adequate ART.6. III. Subjeet_matter the tI_ird.
inducement as well as means for the perform- --their denem_nation. As between the one
a_ace of such exercises, may, in almost all service and the other, no small confusion of
places and times, be found, ideas and misconception are produced, by the

In the case of the sea-service, in addition to giving to a considerable extent to situations so
the mihtary exercises, the nature of the service widely different in power, one and the same
necessitates others that are non-military, that denomination. In the land-servic_ the number
is to say, those by which motion and direction of privates for the designation of whose corn-
are given to the vessels ill which the men and rounding officer the word captain is employed,
things together--the personal and the _aterial is not greater than 100 ; while in the sea-ser-
stock--have their characteristic and essential vice, it runs in English practi_e as high as 1200
moveable abode. As to the _a_dpulations-- men, and in the service of other nations to still
except in so far as those employed in the land- higher numbers, say 1500 or 1600 ; and se_ in
service happen to he exactly copied in the _a- some sort, in the case of lieute_lants : of whom,
service,---they bear no resemblance to those under the captain, in the land-service there are
employed in the lal_d-serviee : as to the er_tu- no more than two, in the sea-service as many
tiona in the sea-service, those employed in the as six.
land-service, the form and comparative small-
ness of the field render impossible : in the sea- ]_tructionaL
service, if among such operations as are per- ART. 7. To the Legislature it will belong- -
formed by the combined exertions of numbers to consider and determine whether to any and
at a time there be any to which the term what extent it may be worth while to substi-
e_olutio_ is applicable, they are in the sea- tute, to that at present established, a entre-
service of a nature altogether different from spondent vocabulary of o2_cia_denominations:
what they are in the land-service, and, accordingly, whether that which is in use

While, by men, in whose instance, whatse- in the land-service should be extended to the
ever may eventually be their lot_ no design to sea-service, or that which is in use in the sea-
engage in the practice of the military exercises service to the land-service ; or whether a new
in either braneh_ lms place, the practice of the system, different from both_shall be applied ia
non-military sea exercises will in their quality common to both.
of seamen be engaged in, to wit, on private
account, or in private serviee_--scarcely to any I_strnct_onal.
of them will it happen to engage, or in the AnT. 8. IV. Subjeet-matterthefourth. l_-
course of their sea-service to be disposed to muueratlon; rising or not with .qrade; as to
engage, in the practice of those land exercises which see Section 10, Remuneration, Art. 41.
which axe purely military. For guidance, the same principles will apply

in the one case as in the other ; but the result
Instructional. .Ratiocinative. of the application may in tbe two cases, be to

Aa_. 5. II. Subject-matter of diversity the a considerable degree different.
_eond: circumstances relative to the ,Erudite
grades. In Section 1,of Supplement, and See- Instructional.
tion 4, Stipendiaries, are brought to view the ART. 9. V. Subject-matter the fifth--O_-
elementary aggregates, by the continual addi- c_rs. Distinction between ordinary, or say
tion of which_in the land-service, grades rising non-commizsioned; and Erudi_,or say commis-
one above anotherare constituted. Numberof sinned. This distinction--whether in any, and

units in the smallest, or say first elementary i if in any in what degree and manner, applicable
aggregate termed a Squad, 6 : component in- _in the ease of sea-service ?
dividuals, privates 5 ; corporal 1 : a plan of .....
aggregation this, the aptitude of which is gens- _nsrruc_wnat.
rally regarded as being certified by general AnT. 10. VI. Subject-matter the s/xth. /,o-
practice, cable who: to wit, in the situation of comm/_-

In the sea-service no such regular plan of sinned o_cers. In the case of the land stipen-
aggregation seems to he either needed or easily diary serviee, (as per Section 4, Stipendiar/es,)
capable of being established. From a ship of a comparatively short tim_y a twelve-
war no detachments can be made but in boats ; month, will suffice for quahfying a percoa
nor in these, but for and during the short and whose name has been admitted, as per Ch. ix.
always precarious time which a boat can live M_s_sv_s co_Ec_vm_y, Section 16, Loeab/e
in the open sea: and between the numbers _o, into the General Lovable List. In the
necessary to be occupied, at the same time, in _a stipendiary service, no such short time can
the production of a given effect in the two cases, reasonably be expected to be sufficient : con-
Scarcely can there he found any degree of _- sideration had of the manipulations, by which
•emblance. Thence it is that in the sea-service alone motion and direction can be given to mr-
the 9fades are everywhere so much lea_numer- vigable veseeis, and of the variety of appre-
ous than in the _ce. prlate 87mn_fie exercises_ the pefforman_'_
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which is thereto necessaryl as also of the great --in the sea-service, on the part of the sea-
variety of subject-matters of information_ no- faring mall fully trained in the situation of
eessary to be continually borne in mind. member of the Radical force, (that is to say

in private service,) relative appropriate apti-
Instructional. tude, as in comparison of that of a man there-

A_T. 11. To the Legislature it will accord- in wholly untrained, is in so high a degree
ingly belong--to consider, in addition to the greater than in the instance of a man corn-
points of appropriate aptitude, intellectual and pletely trained either in the Stipendiary or in
active, requisite in the land-service, what ul- the Radical branch of the land service, in eom-
terior points shall be requisite to be possessed parisonwith a man equally untrained.
in the sea-service : and, in the case of a candi-
date for admission into the relative locablv list, Instru_ionaL
before an appropriate qualification-indicatory, ART. 16. Note now, as to the material stock. "
what course of examination shall have been un- In the sea-service, in and by nari,jable ressds,
dergone, antecedently to his location in the with their appurtenances, is afforded an in-
lowest of the Erudite grades : in the lowest stance of a mass of appropriate matter, of a
grade occupied by a commissioned officer in sort applicable to the purpose of national de-
the *ca-service. fence, over and above whatsoever, in the case

On "this occasion, in respect of the appro- of the land-service, is so applicable.
priate qualifications necessary,---notice will be
taken of the difference, as between the szien- I Instructional.
tif_ and the non-scientific armature classes in 1 ARt. 17. With less reluctance and reserve,
the laud-service. ' it should seem may compulsion be applied to

this mass of material stock, than to the per-
Instructional. sonal stock. In the case of the vessel, unless

ARt. 12. VII. Subject-matter the seventh, by accident, as per Art. 18, upon no more than
Officer's previous service in the situation of one party will the burthen fall : viz. the indi-
pr/vat_. On this occasion will be considered, vidual or the partnership to whom the vessel
how far the reasons which, as per Section 10, belongs; and, in that case, supposing the
P,_mnnerat_, Arts. 17 and 18, apply to the money obtainable, eor_Tensatio_t may be ren-
/and-serviee_ apply also to the sea-service, dered exactly adequate: while, of that s_me

vessel, the crew may amount to dozens or to
Instructional. J_atio_inatlve. scores; and, on the part of each of them, the

ART. 13. VIII. Subject-matter the eighth-- burthen of personal servive, under the suifer-
Compulsory aggregation. In case of emergency, ings and perils of warfare, may, to an indefin-
of the Radical branch of the s_ defensive able degree_ be different and greater.

force, shall the personal stock, in any and what Instructional.
portions of it, be liable to be compulsorily ag-
gregated (as per Section 14, t_evrultment) to ART. 18. Under this head, not ineonsider-
the stipendiary _ able is the difference liable to arise out of the

Answer. In this ease, as in that OFthe land- circumstance of the vessel in respect of load-
force---No: unle_ and in sofar as, for obtain- inff. If it be waiting for a freight, and not
ing the supply voluntarily, with or without under any engagement for that purpose,--then
pay for enlistment, the money necessary cammt is the ease a simple one, as above. Not so, if
in time be found. Principles, the contentment- any such engagement has place: still less, if
maximizing: the ineguality-min_nizinff, at the time ofprehen_ic_, the vessel is already

laden : in which ease, there will be the _r-
l_tructlonaL l_atloainative, rain expense of nnloadinq, with the loss of

A_T.14. IX. Subject-matter the ninth. Like time, and the uncertainty in respect of tlnw
question as to the material stock : namely, the and practicability as to the obtainment of the
i,essel with its contents and appurtenances, use of another equally fit vessel for the same
cargo not included. Answer the same. purpose. Eminent is the uncertainty in which,

in this case, by the unchangeable nature of
Instruvtlonal. the ease, the _luantum of the dama.qs, in the

ART. 15. Note here, as to the personal stock shape of eanseqnentiat damage, will frequently
---the _ew: including, or not including, the be involved: and, in this ease, in addition to
aeveral members of the official establishment the owner of the vessel, another party, or
in the English private service styled captain any number of parties, damnified, that is to
or master, and mates. For compulsory trans- say, in the character offre/ghters_ may have
f_a_nce from the Rad/va/ to the Stipendiary place.
branch, whatsoever ground there may be in
the /a_-serviee,--the neee_ity being always Instru_ional.
supposed---stronger is the ground which pre- ART. 19. X. Subject-matter the t_n_. No*
sents itself in the case of the &_a-sorvine. WhyS. tification timely and apprnpriative. For diml-
Answer. Becausethenumberofmenthustrans- nixing, and even to a considerable extent
ferred being supposed in both cases the same_ doing away altogether, the sense of suffering
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from compulsion,---in the case of transference place: if itinerant, in what _e_, and on what
of seafaring persons from private u_arl_ke eoyage. As to this matter_ see the Proee_r#
to pv/g_v _arl_e service, as aheve,--it will he Code, Ch. x. Section 3.
the care of the Legislature to apply to this
casethetimely-nvt_.fiva:tionprinciple, l_structional.
Mode ofapplication,supposethefollowing: ART.24. To theLegislatureitwillbelong

an enactmentthat,exceptionsexcepted,no toconsiderand settlewithitseif--whether,in
personshall,byany ownerorcommanderofa considerationofthehardshipattachedtothis
privatevessel,behiredfortheservicethereof,:eventualobligation,remaneratiominanyand
er receivedtherein,withoutsignatureof a what shapereceivablea_thetimesshallbeat°
_rittencontra_(a blankformforwhichwill tachedtotheserviceperformedby theindivi-
beannexed)establishingtheeventualobliga-dual'sentranceintosuchcuntraet_asabove.

tion to serve in the 9orerr_ne_ navy, if_and as Instructional. _t_atiov_natlve.
often as_ so required.

ART.25. By no other consideration than that
Instructional. of the impracticability of otherwise obtaining

ART.'20. Exemplars,asper Ch. viii. PRntEMI- a sufficiency of men for this branch of the mi-
_STm_S,Section 10, Registration System, to be litary service, will the course taken on this co-
delivered: one, at an appropriate register office, casion be, it is supposed, determined.
belonging to the port at which, if a national ]_ea_on. Suppose a bounty given,---porson_
pert, the vessel is stationed at the time : if a in any number, intending at the time to quit
foreign port, or at sea, then at the first ha- for ever the territory of the State in question,
tioaal port thereafter entered: and, in any in such sort as not to be thenceforth in effect
case, one to the re_.dsteroffice of the _avy _ti- subject to its laws, might receive the bounty ;
_ister: others to any such ot_er places of de- and thereafter either not serve at all according
posit as local circumstances may have indi- , to the contract, or,at atime anterior to the carli-
cated, est at which the need of their service for Govern-

Instruv_ivna_ _Ex2_oz_t;re. ExemTlificational. ment account could have place, cease to serve,and withdraw themselves out of the service.
An_. 21. Of exceptions, which, in this case, Principle concerned, the e.rpeu_e-misimizi_9.

may require to be mad% examples are the
following : l_structivnal, f_atioc_nativ¢.

1. A landsman working his pa_afle, as the Any. 26. As to the sense of hardsh_lp, and
phrase is : an individual who, not being accas- the d_co_tent_ne_t thence resulting,--in the in°
tomed to the sea,--to save the money expense t stance of the individual thus compulsorily en-
of payment for his passage, bestows, in lieu of ] gaged, the nature of the case precludes the
it, his labour in the navigation of the ship. I possibility of putting a complete exclusion on

2. A foreigner, who, on being interrogated, : it. At the time of entrance into this occupa-
declares the t_ct of his being a tbreigner, to- tion in the prira_e service,--the degree ofeven-
gether with his intention of not being subject- tual hardship, in the event of the compulsory
ed to this same eventual obligation. On this transference, wills in the mind of eac_a indivi-
occasion, it will be made the duty of the corn- dual, be inversely as the apparent probability
mander of the ship to put the questions, and of the result at that time : and, should that pro-
together with the answers, cause entry of it bability appear small, the call, whenever it
in the ship's books. A blank form for this put- happens, will, in spite of the original warning
pose will of course be provided, and consequent preparation, unavoidably, if at

that time the service is disagreeable in his eyes,
]_tr_t_onat. produce in a correspondent degree the pereep-

AnT. 22. Added to the lovatee'$ exemplar of tion of hardsh_p_ with the correspondent _ufo
the copy of the contract will, in this case, be Ceranve.
aprinted exemplar ofse much of the2(avy C_de
as he has any interest in being acquainted with : I_t_eNo_u_l. _t_at_oei_atir_.
includingeveryenactmentby whichhiscon- ART.27. TlluSfar,thatistosaysofaras
dition,whetherimmediateor futureeontin- _egardsthefunctionariesthemselves,--theevil
gent,intheseastipend_ary_orsayGovern_ne_t_isan unavoidableone_ But an evildistinct
_Navy service_ is affected, from this perception is, in the breasts of per°

sons at larg% members of the same community,
IngruvtionaL the/den of the above hardship, accompanied

AR_. 23. Inserted moreover in the instrn- with s pain of sympafAy, and thence on the
ment of contract, will be a clause, having for score of injustice and want of due sympathy
its object--the securing, at all times, for the on the part of the Government, a eorrespon-
benefit of the public service, the mea_s of cam- dent sentiment of antipathy on their part, as
manica_onwith the individual: inwhich _e_a_ towards that same Government. But by the
will be included the means of knowing at all care taken thus to obviate, as above, and lessen
times,_if his condition be stationary, at wh_t as far as possible, this same hardship, the con-
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ceptlon of injustice will, it should seem, be that subject (Section 17) they are accordingly
pretty generally excluded, posted off'.

Instructional. Instructional.

ART. 28. Note that, in the shape of provi- ART. 32. Applied to the P,_7_d/calbranch of
sion for wounds, disablement, superannuation, the Sea Defensive Force, registration has four
widowhood, and orphanage,--remuneration, if distinguishable purposes. Interests more par-
any, in the shape of bou_vtyon entrance, will ticularly provided for and served--in the three
not be exposed to the original fraud in Art. 24 first, that of the pub/iv : in the fourfh, those
indicated : for, only by actually serving afcord- of the individual functionaries. Denomina-
ing to the engagement, can the claim of the in- tions, these which follow. These may be thus
dividuM to the remuneration be, in any of those denominated :
eases, established. But as to the question-- I. For public interest.
whether, in those cases respectively, such pro- 1. Financial, to wit, for the extraction of
vision shall be made,--individuals, voluntarily the contributions assessed on goods imported
or involuntarily, entering into the Government and exported.
service in the first instance, and individuals 2. Commercial : for bringing to view the
entering in like manner from private service effects produced on the aggregate value of
into Government service, stand, it should seem, those same imports and exports, by the at-
on the same footing, rangements made from time to time, whether

for the maximization of this same value, or for
I_struct_onal. the extraction of these same contributions of the

ART.29. In relation to the sea-service, com- Sea Defensive Force stock, personal and real
parison had with the land service,--in a patti- together; to wit, by enlistment voluntary, or
cular degree important is the consideration, in default of vohmtary, compulsory, as the
that as contentment is increased, need of re- exigency may require.
mnneration, whether continuous or once for all, 3. Defensive : for ensuring, to the several
on voluntary enlistment from the radical to the amounts, at the several times necessary, the
stipendiary branch, is diminished. Circum- transference of the necessary quantity.
stance in which this particular degree of ira- II. For the interests of the individual
portance has its eflcSent cause--superior diffi- functionaries--to wit, as well in the private
culty of securing appropriate notoriety to op- as in the stipendiary sea service.
pre_siansexerciseJ. Thencetheimportanceofar- 4. 01Tre_ion obviating--as to which, see
rangements conducive to that end ; as to which Section 17.
see Section 17, Shipboard Oppres._ion obvSated. I_struvtional.

Instructional. ART.33. On the occasion of the distinction
ART. 30. In speaking of the radical branch between the land and the sea branch of the

of the Sea Defensive Force, mention is made, Defensive Force,--amoug the subjects for the
to wit, per Arts. 13,15, 21, of the possible even- consideration of the Legislature, will be the
tual necessity of compulsory transference from question--how far the nature of the case re-
the radical personal stock to the stipendiary quires that a distinction should be kept up
1oersonal stock. For this purpose, arrange- between the functionaries of the one branch
ments for securing eventual fo_hcominguess and those of the other.
on the part of the individuals in prorate ser-
vice, with the maximum of promptitude, wilt be Instructional.
necessary. To the obtaining of forthcoming- ART. 34. In particular.
hess on the part of each individual, necessary 1. As to the system of exercises, whether,
to the constituted authorities is, the knowledge and how far, to the functionaries belonging to
of ttn'ee distinguishable matters off act. each branch, might, at different times, be

These are--1. His existence, given the exercises more particularly belong-
2. His being in a state fit for service, flag to those of the other.
3. The place at which, and _neans by which, 2. Whether, and how far, the system of

at the time desired, a mandate for his often- grades which at present has place in the one_
dancewillreachhim,insuchsortastopre- mighthaveplaceintheother.
sentitsefftohismind.

Instruvtional. ,Exemplifl_t_onal.

Instructional. ART. 35. In the English service, those mili-
ART. 31. Necessary again to these purposes tory functionaries, in whose exercises the land

is appropriate registration. As to the heads and the sea exercises are thus combined,---in
under which, for this purpose, the matter of a word, whose system of exercises is amph/b/-
the information will require to be entered, they ows--constitute but a small portion of the
will be found to be of the number of those whole, and are distinguished by a special
which have for their purpose the minimization denominate, to wit, tbatofMarinee: a small
"ofship-boardoppression: to the sectionon body beingallottedto everyship. (In the
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British service, the ordinary number is in the sinister interests, to wit, those of the rating
proportion of one to each gun in the ship.) one and the sub-ruling fv_--tbe advanoemen_

Instructional. Exe_nplificational. of which, by the sacrifice of the general inter-est, constitutes, in the country in question, the
ART. 36. In the French service, a plan has only actual end of government. Hence it is

recently been adopted, having for its principle that a maxim, on the establishment of which
the minimization of the d_tinct'wn : the nmxi- deliberate reflection concurs with imbecility
mzzation of the unio_.--See Art. 4. and inaptitude in respect of all the several

branches of appropriate aptitude--moral, in-
Instructional. .Ratiocinative. tellectual and active--is tha_ which prescribes

A_T. 37. Consideration had of the general the exclusion of all chan:_e: the inexorable
superiority of the maritime branch of the de- _reservatinn of abuse in all its forms, the most
fensive force in England, as compared with absurd and maleficent not excepted.
that of France, a natural inference, on the
part of the government of any other nation, Instructional. .Ratiocinative.
might be--that the reason of the case is on AnT. 39. Another circumstance, sufficient of
the side of English practice. But, by whoso- itself to put an exclusion upon the inference
ever considers the difference between the in question, is that, in this case as in every
forms of government in the two nations, this other, no change beneficial to the general in-
inference will not be seen to have any sub-
stantial ground. France, since the establish- i terest could be eifected, without the conse-quence being, that to the several particular
ment of the Charter, possesses a constitution, and sinister interests concerned, detriment, in
which, |low unapt soever when compared with some shape and degree or other, would, with
that of a representative democracy, is not only I more or less reason, be apprehended : and, it
a really-exiting constitution, but one which I_being a maxim, as evidenced by unvarying

has in it some seeds of melioratmn : whereas, I practice, that on each occaslon the greatest
in England, the constitution, matchless as it is I general interest shall give way to every the
and may well be styled, being a mere crea- I smallest particular interest on the part of the
ture of the imagination, not existing any- aggregate of the ruling and influential few,-
where in any determinate form of words, and this maxim would, on this occasion in particu-
the practice of government in a state of con- lar, suffice to put an exclusion upon the change
stunt deterioration,--what there is of meliora- in question, in how high a degree soever bene-
tion being, on the part of Government, the ! ficial to the general interest.
result not of design but negligence---no supe- 1
riority of aptitude, on the part of the French i Instructional. .Exen_plificative.

plan as above, would, by force of example, ART. 40. Note here--that, by the change in
suffice to produce in Euglaml any considerable question, three distinguishable sub-branches
alteration in the plan at present pursued, i of service would, in some way or other, be

]_lstructivn_l. ! affected : the land-service : the sea-service :
I and the amplzlbious-service, termed thatof the

Alvr. 38. In England two circumstances I n*ariuvs; by the functionaries at the head of
have place, either of which would suffice to each, apprehension would hence be entertained,
render any such considerable improvement of seeing the value of their patronage in some
hopeless. One is, the horror of change, by degree lessened. By this apprehension the
any other instrument or efficient cause than change would be rendered unendurable : an-
the secret operation of arbitrary conduct on endurable to them, and of course to all those
the part of the constituted authorities. For, in conhsctvd with them by the common ties of
this or that particular department, suppose a particular and sinister interests_ as above.
change introduced ;--and this, in how high
soever a degree beneficial, and extensively re- Instructional. .Ratiocinative.

cognised as being so ;--and this too, even with- ART. 41. Even if the branch of inaptitude_
out detriment to any particular interest ;-- correspondent and opposite to the rnorad branch
still, it is on the ground of the greatest-happi- of appropriate aptitude, as above, did not suf-

prinvlptc that it would have to be pro- flee to the production of this effect,--those
posed and advocated : on the ground of the which correspond to the intellectual and _tive
ffreatest-happi_ prin¢iplv, to the/exclusion branches would, of themselves, be sufficient.
of, or at any rate in preference to, the imita- In the case of the land-service, by the habit
tia_ prlnviple, and the wstom-pursuin.q pr_n- of locating in the situation of commander-in-
dp/e. But suppose the habit of reference and chief in this sub-department a near _elation of
appeal to the greatest-happiness principle thus the monarch,* the want of motives adequate to
established ; it would of course, with more or

tess frequency, be applied to cases, in which * It wilt be observed that the practice, since the
the advancement of _he public interest would time when this was written, (and when the Duke
mesessitato this or that sacrifice, to a greater of York commanded in chief,) has not been am_
or lees degree, on the part of particular tad ble to this ceneuce._Ed.

at
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the p._uet_m of the necessary l_bour of mind tlon: namely, of applying _ the purposes _dr
sufficee to pus an efl'ectua] exclusion upon any Parliamentary corruption, the patronage of
tolerably adequate idea of appropriate intel- one of the tln-ee recently united kingdoms.
loctual and active aptitude. Ekperience in For, as of late has been over and over again
the mi//2ary branch of the service---experience, demonstrated,--without so ruuehas one act of
with or without success--experience in this the will on the part of the corruptor, the
branch alone, without any experience in, or existence of a quantity of the matter of pro-
aptitude in relation to, the c_v_/ branch, or in perry applicable by him to the purpose of cor-
relation to any official or other situation, re- ruption,is abundantly sufficient to produce the
quiring mental labour--has been sufficient, effect.
Under matchless constitution, the assumption Thus, in a certain mode of fishing,--when
uniformly acted upon is--that the higher the fisherman has baited his hooks, and thrown
the degree in which the objects of general de- them into the water, no need has he of any
sire taken together are possessed by the indi- labour other than that of returning at the end
viduaL the higher is in all points taken to- of a competent interval of time, to take the fish
gether the degree of his appropriate aptitude: off the hooks, and stow them in his basket :
while, idiosyncrasy out of the question, the for the skill of the fly-fisher, this same mode of
truth is--the very reverse: for, of all such up- political fishing presents not any demand.
titude the degree is in proportion to the quan-
tity of time and labour employed in acquiring In,tuitionaL Exemplifivational.
it ; and the greater the amount of the objects ART. 45. In a statement recently made in
of general desire a man is in possession of, the the French Chamber of I)cputies, by the Min-
less is his _nsibility to these motives, by the iister of the b'ea .Defensive Force subdepart-
force of which alone can the employment of meat--in French practice, contrasted with a

time and labour be produced, recent proceeding ill tim English House of
......... I Commons, an incontestably conclusive proof
• _$tr'aetwnaL _xempt_pvatwna_. t may be seen of the utter inaptitude of the

A_T. 42. For tim direction in chief of the practice of Government in England, as to the
business of the sea-service subdepartment,-- I serving as a model of imitation to other na-
no appropriate experience whatsoever even iu i tions ; of the inalptb_de in England,--and at
the military line of that same service, has for , the same time of the aptitude, comlaarative at
this long ti_ae been regarded as necessary, or, least, on the part of the practice of Govern.
till in a recent single and short-lived instance, ment in France.
had place in practice : a functionary in whose
instance experience in the military line has had Instruvtional. Ex_nplifi_atloncd.
plaee,--and an individual in whose instance ART.46. Of the French statement, the sub-
notanytheslightestpresumptionofappropriate stance may be seen in the extract following_
aptitude with reference to any function what- from a speech of M. Hyde de Neuville, as re-
soever, has had place,--have been located with ported in the Morniag Chronicle of the gth of
the same indifference. July, 1818.

" We have 30 general officers ; we had 64
Instructional. Raffoelnative. in 1787. According to the statements which

ART.43. In preference to this indifference, have been already given,---if England were to
an arrangement confining the choice to an in- trace them in the same proportion, she would
dividual taken from the college of ._hysieians, have about 80--she has actually 215 ; France
or from that of surgeons, would be a real, an has 80 captains of ships of the line,--in 1787
important and incontestible improvement. For she had 123 ; England, at the same rate, ought
without a long continued course of mental to hare, at most 220--she has had 850. TVe
labour applied to branches of art and science, have 120 captains of frigates : England had
(chemistry and mechanics to wit,) of which 868 commanders, who are equivalent. Our
application is made in the military line of this l_eutenants de vaisseaux and enseignes together,
branch of service,--scareely can any individual are 728 : En.qland "has 3,710 lieateaants_ and
even find his way into either of those colleges: 543 masters."
whereas, in the official situation here in ques- Allowance made for controvertible points_
finn, instances have not been wanting of men on the one hand in relation to numbers requi-
not known to be possessed of any the least site under each head, on the other hand for
acquaintance with any branch of usefiil know- difference in tlm value of monies as between
ledge whatsoever_--such excepted, and that in the two countries,--from these data, an esti-
such degree, as men of opulence not destined mate not altogether uninstruetive might be
for any profession cannot escape from being made of the quantity of money, in this sub-
more or less superficially acquainted with. department alone, under "Mat_le_ Cora_ti_u-

t_on" constantly applied to the purposes of
.[ftstructlonaL _t_atiocinatlve, waste and corruption, at the expense of the

AI_T.44. The declared situation has been indigent subject many, by a_ad for the benefit
rendered an appendage to an undeclared rune- of the opulent and ruling few.
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_ c_ _,_. ._xemp_c,a_zonaz. | ordination---and in time ofd, , a_ger"e_ m_t _=_ _

A_t_. 47. So much for France. Of theprin- I unqualified obedience,_ou the part of ano_a _ -_
eiples pursued in English practice, the maul- I board, whosoever t)_ey may be, to the orders of _
festation here in question is as follows : the person by whom the operations are di- " '

Every now and then, for the purpose of blind- veered, whatsoever the denomination attached
tag the subject many, and preventing them to such his situation may be. . /
from seeing that the maximization ofwaste and 2. As to the fact: that is to say_ the actual
depredation is of the number of the end_ uni- state of things. In consequence of the narrow-
formly pursued by those on whom everything hess of the limits within which the abode of

deponds,--a Finanve Co_mittee is appointed all on board is contained, not one of them all,
by the House of Commons ; declared purpose, so long as it continues to be their abode, can
lhat of proposing reductions in the aggregate by possibility escape from out of the reach of
amount of the public expenditure. Of this the irresistible power of the all-directing func-
Committee, a majority is on every occasion tionary, so long as he continues in the exercise
composed of individuals, in relation to whom of such his function.
the most perfect assurance has place that no Thus then it is that, for the sake of the
considerable reduction will ever be consented _diridaa_s concerned, a demand has place for
to I_] them. all such arrangements as may be found neees-

In the session of 1828, a Committee of the sary to the securing, as far as may be, against
sort was appointed : at the close of the session, the abuse of this power, all such individuals
they had made four reports. In one of these as, by their particular situation, stand exposed
reports, one single office (that of L{eutenant- to it.
General) belonging to the Ordnance--_an under Thus much for the interests of the indivl-
sub-department, the business of which is con- duals: and it will be seen that, by the arrange-
junctly subservient to each of the two sub-de- merits necessary to provide for these same
partment% the Army and the Navy, belonging particular interests, services will at the same
to the Defensive Force)---is stated as needless, time be rendered to the public interest, in the
and on that account requiring to be suppressed, several ways mentioned in the last preceding
On being brought before the House at large, section--Section xvi. Art. 32.
this proposition was set aside by 204 votes to 95.

From this one example, what probability ha_ ]n_ructio_al. ,
place as to any such redaction as that held up AnT. 2. Under the legislature, and in con-
to the view of Europe, by the statement of the fortuity to its ordinances, the authority pro-
French Minister as above,--may be estimated vided for the repression of abuse, in whatever
without much difficulty, shape_ and situations liable to have place, is

the judicial. On the present occasion, the
S_CT_O_ XVII. _ arrangements required are--such by which

apposite application shall be made of the gene-
Slti_-board OpFre_io_ obviated, ral authority of the Judge, to the peculiar or

Instructional. d_ere_.tial circumstances of this particularcase.

A_T. 1. In the han,Ls of a commanding ofll-
cer,--in the Radical branch of the Sea-service, Instructio_aI.
the power needful (it will have been seen) has A_T. 3. By the arrangements to which ex-
place in quantity much greater than in the pression is given in Ch. xii. JUdiCiARY COL-
Radical branch of the Land-service : so like- L_C'r_VSLY, Section 6, Fields of Svrvic¢, and
wise has the power commonly exercised. But, Section 25, zlttendanve, provision is made, in
coupled with the sense of the need of the apt a general way, for the uninterrupted atten-
exercise_ the facilities which the nature of the dance of a Judge,--and,in case of need, Judges,
case affords for the abusive exercise of this same acting singly, in number _¢ore than one, in the
power, have been known to render the abusive several spot_ regarded as requisite ; and ac-
exercise extensive, to a degree which calls upon cordingly, in every sea-port belonging to the
the legislature for a corresponding degree of state. The arrangements which, on the present
attention and endeavour employed in obviating occasion, require to be brought to view, are--
it. the particular arrangements requisite, for

1. As to the noeS. Necessary--not only to adapting the general powers so given, and
the purpose of the service itself--that is to obligations so established, to the particular
_ay_ to the safe custody and appropriate con- circumstances of the present case.

veyance of the cargo, but to the preservation Ins_'r_onal.

In some respects, the desiderata indicated in ART. 4. These peculiar arrangements will
this section, have been supplied since it was writ- be seen to be referable to one or other of two
ten, by the Merchant Svamen's Act, 5 and 6 W. heads: to the first, those which are employed
IV., _ t9._/, in seeurin_ the existence and forthcomingness
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of adequate _ of all such facts as can eoneeption liable to be produced by the ease
present a demand for the exercise of the autho- where persons, two or more, are known by the
rity of the Judge, in and in relation to a vessel same name,--in another column in the same
on its arrivo_ in port : to the next, those which line will moreover be entered a word, or fig_e,
provide for the regular transference of the expressive of the place occupied by the name
Judge in person to that receptacle, as being of the individual in question in the list of the
the seat of the/_oss/b/e abuse, and the spot on individuals, if any such there be, before him,
which the whole of the evidence relative to it bearing the same name, as per this or any
will commonly be to be found : care being other Port Register. Al_ another word, ex-
taken, at the same time, effectually to obviate pressive of the name of the port in which such
all such evil, as by retardation of the business other register is kept.
of the vessel, the exercise given to the judicial Thus, suppose Portsmouth the port, and
power might otherwise produce. ]Peter Porter, the name common to two"

individuals, whose names have been entered
Enacti_e. in the same year. In this case, ]peter ]porter,

ART. 5. Seaman's Genera/Reff_ster. For the with no other addition than that of the year
above purposes, in addition to whatsoever Re- and ]portsmouth the port of entry, being the
gister might be kept for exhibiting to view the designation of the one who was first entered,
state of the stipendiary portion of the personal ]peter ]porter the *eeond, with the additioff of
stock of the Sea Defensive Foree,--will be that same year and the port, will be the de-
kept, under this denomination, at the seat of sigllation of the one who is next entered : and
Government, in the office oftbe_aryMinister, so on.
a P_eq/ster exhibiting to view the state of the
_ea/portion of this same stock : that is to Enactive.
say, the aggregate number of the individuals ART.9. By the individual himself, in so far
employed as seamen in any service other than as able, will be written, the words expressive

- that of Government. of his time of birth, place of birth, and eonditio_
in respect of marrh_qe: if not, by the regis-

_'r_aeti_e. trar, the individual m_king his mark, to which
ART. 6. Formed and constituted will this will be subjoined the words HrS_n_zrk,together

Register be in manner following, with an attestation by the signature of at least
]_ort Seainan's -Register. At every port, one disinterested witness present at his making

under the care of the directing functionary of the same.
the port, will be kept a Port Seaman's R_yis- Enactlve.
tvr, iu which, at the first entrance of every .
person into the service of any individual, or ART.10. Of the entry thus made, exeraplars,
set of individuals, in the line of sea-service,-- as per Ch. viii. PRIME ]_hNIsTER,Section 10,
entry of such his engagement will be made : .Registration System, taken in the manifold way,
and, for securing the making of such entry, will, at the same time, be disposed of as fol-
appropriate Tena/tles will be attached to the lows :-
omission of it. [ 1. Delivered to the _ndividua/, one.

Enactlre. ] 2. Delivered to the person in vommand of
ART. 7- On one of the leaves, on the left i the ship for which he is engaged, one.

side of the book (the right-hand leaf being era-t 3. Transmitted to the office of the _ravy
ployed as per Art. 11.) entry will be made of I Minister, one. Also, delivered or transmitted
the name of the individual in question at full to the persons or offices in question, any such
length, surname or surnames, and christian other exemplars as the Legislature may have
name or names, or what among non-Christians seen reason to ordain to be delivered.
is equivalent, included : and in the same line i
therewith, in so many appropriate column% I Instructional. JEnactire.
matter under the several heads here following : I AnT. 11. So much for entrances: follows

1. Time of birth, as far as known, according now the mode of recordation, as applied to

to his declaration ; mentioning year, month, ex/ts.-_ and day of the month. On the leaf which is on the right side of the
2. ]Place of birth, as far as known; mention- book, in a line with that the contents of which

ing if within the territory of the state, the dis- have just been described, will be a set of heads,
trict, eubdistrict, and bis-subdistrict, expressive of the mode and time of the indivi-

3. Condition as t_)z_arriage; that is to say dual's veasi_.q to be in the condition in which
---bachelor, widower, or married man. he was pla_ed on entrance. Examples axe as

4. Time of entrance; mentioning year, month, follows :-
and d_y of the month. I. KI_LF_. Sub-heads, under this the fol-

lowing--l. ])ay of death.--2. Place of death.
_a_i*e. _a4io_i_atire. Ex_osit_re. _3. Pcr_ _¢'ese_t, if known.--4. Place at

F_emlalifleat_°md" i which the wound, or other c_use of d_th_ was
Awr. 8. For obviating the confusion and mis- received. In ease of dubiousnese u to sn_
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point, annexed will be _ word/)_b_, or has been ins2_ob_ by such fanofionm.y
the syli_ble D_. above.

II. D_crasEv, towit, by _aural death. Sup-
posed cause of death, as per ordinary hills of Enaetlve.
mortality. Sub-heads--1..Day of death.---2. ART. 15. If among the pa_engers there be
.Place of death.--3. Persons present, if known, any person who, his name not being on the

III. PP.OMOTED.Sub-heads---1. Condition, seaman's register, nor intended so to be, la_
or say, s/tuft/on into which promoted.--2..Day been admitted into that same vessel on condi-
on which promoted._3. By whom promoted, tion of his contributing his services towar_

]V. DISLOCATED.Sub-heads,whichseever be the working of the ship, the name and descrip-
the mode of dislocation, these--1..Day onwhich, tion of every such person will be entered on a
_2. Persons by whom. For the several modes separate list. Name of such list_ The Passage-
of dislocation, see Ch. ix. MxNisr_as COLLEC- Earner's List.
_v_y, Section 18, Didocable, how.

In whichever mode the exit has taken place, Enaa_ive.
two other sub-/_ex_dswill in the same line be Aar. 16. Of such seamen, of whom in the
added: that is to say--1.-Name or names of'. port Register ill question, the names axe
the informant or informants.--2. -Dayon which above recorded as having _t that same port
the information was delivered, made for the first time their entrance in the

service,--the list, when formed, will be style_l
Instructional. Enactive. the Seaman's Entrance List. Distinguished_ ia

ART. 12. From the information thus at the respect of the quantity of time comprised in
several posts obtained, and thence trans- these same lists, there will be the day_# list_
mitted to the Navy Minister's Office, within the _eek's hst, the lunar month's list, the e_-
[ ] days after the last day of every solar i lendar month's list, the quarter's list, and the
year, the Registrar will have drawn up and ! pear's list. .E_trance-mau, the name given to
entered--an aggregate account of the whole each individual, considered in respect of suo]a
seafaring population in its several classes and ' his entrance.

graxles : the stipendiaries and the radical, each i Enactive.
in s separate book : to which account, along !
with the other public accounts, appropriate i ART. 17. For every statement made on the
publication will be given, as per Ch. viii. PRIME '. occasion of any examination taken as per Art.
MI_ISTER_Section 1l, Public_tt'wn System. i 13, the examinee will, in ease of falsehood, be

! responsible to the same effect as ff the exami-
Instructional. Euac_ive. ! nation had been taken in an ordinary judica-

A_T. 13. Excejotionsexcepted, as per Art. 26, _tory : as to which see the Procedure Cod%Ch,
after the institution of this Register no navi- viii. S_ction 11.
g'_ble vessel belonging to this State, will be
_affered to depart from any pert belonging to Instructional. JEnact_.
this State,--until, on inspection made by an ART. 18. At the erCranee of the vessel into
_ppropriate functionary, account has been any such port, the commander will deliver an
t_ken, and delivered in, of every one of the exemplar of the crete's list and the passseugers
individuals composing the population of that list, resulting from the accounts taken_ as per
same vessel : of such persons as are therein, Art. 13, at the last port from which he took
inspection having been, at the same time, made his departure. To this list will be subjoined
by him : and, of all such, if any_ as, though three other lists, termed subsidiary, or say
belonyinff to the population of the vessel, are supplemental lists; namely, 1. the m/_ug list;
moton board thereof at the time of inspection, 2. the nneaTectedly-reveie, ed list, or simply the
as above,---an account will be taken,---by exa- unexpected list; 3. the cxnne-and-gons list.
ruination of the commander, and of any such In the missing list will be entered the na_mes
other persons as may be requisite : which ac- of those who, their name appearing either ia
count will be signed by such commander, or the crew's list or in the passenger's list_ are not_
his refusal noted, at the time of inspection, present; together

with the alleged causes of their not being/try-
Instructional. Enaet_ve. sent, or say, their non-alaTeara_c.

A_T. 14. In such account of the whole popu- In the unsxpectedly-reccived fist, will be en-
lation will be contained two separate lists : tered the names of those who, their names not
_ae, the list of the crew : the other that of the appearing either in the crew's list or in the
pa_nger_, if any, actual or intended. In the l_e_enger's list _ above, are, at the time of
eapo_ity of a person belonging to the crew, no the inaction, Fre_nt, and appear as belong-
porsen will be suffered to depart in the vessel, ing to the number of the crew, or to the hum-
unless either his n_me stands entered on the her of the passengers, as the case may be;
Register of that same port, or a certificate, as together with the day of each person's reeep-
_r Art. 10, of his having been entered on the tion_ and the occado_ on which, and cause far
Register of that same or seine other port_ whioh, received.
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In the _onw-and-gon_ list will be entered together with the r_ned_s respectively pro.
the names of all such who, their names not vided for these same wrongs by law. 2. In-
appearing on either the crew's list or the ])as- dication of the course to be taken for convey-
senger's, nor they themselves appearing at the ing _nformation of the wrong to the authority
time of inspection, have spontaneously, or in instituted for the ap_licat_n of those same
consequence of examination as above, been re_nedies: that is to say, 1. the antecedently
stated as having been as above uaexlvevtodly preventive; 2. the suppressire; 3. the sate-
received, and somade their entrance, and there- factional (including the eompensational); 4.
after their e.r_t,as above, the punitional, or say snbse_uentially .pr_

venture.
Instructional.

ART. 19. Of the capacities in which, torte- ,Enactive.
spondent to the occasions on which, it may have ART. 23. On the joint responsibility of the
happened to a person to have made his en- commander of the vessel, and of the function-
trance into a vessel during the voyage,--that ary on whom its departure from the pert de-
is to say otherwise than at a port as above,-- pends, a Table expressive of the n_tture of
examples are the following: those several wrongs, and printed in placard

1. JPassafle-_rners, as per Art. 15. types, having by the care of the Navy Minister
2. Persons who, in consequence of ca_al- been provided, exemplars thereof will be kept

ties of any kind, have obtained admittance and I hung up in such parts of the vessel, and in
been receiwd: for instance, persons taking ] such number, that some one or more of them
refuge from shipwreck, from famine, from one- [ cannot fail to meet, at some part of the day,

m_s, from pirates, from mutineers, the eye of every person belonging in any cape-
Instructional. city to the population of the vessel. To takedown, or in any part without lawful autho-

ART. 20. Prevention of oppression being rity obliterate, alter, or add to any such Table,
here the purpose_ and of ship-5oard oppression will, on the part of any person, be a punish-
in particular,--comes now the application able offence : so likewise, on the part of the
made of the Appropriate l_atification princi- commander, connivance thereat; that is to say,
1Me. Whatsoever other arrangements may to omission of any lawful exertion, the exercise
this same purpose have been made, by no pos- of which depends upon him, towards causing
sibility to any individual, on any individual the punishment to be inflicted.
occasion, can they be of any use, any further
than to him, or to some-one for him, their ex- Instructional. JRatiovlnati.re.
istenee and purport are, at the appropriate A_T. 24. Each man's copy of the Code being
time in question, known. Here, therefore, tbl- kept in an appropriate case, the preservation
low the proposed arrangements, directed to of it from injury may as easily be enforced and
the purpose of securing the existence of the effected, as the preservation of any part of his
notoriety thus requisite, official clothing, or any other part of his offi-

cial stock. As to reading, he who is able to
.En_ctive. read it will himself read it: he who is not

ART. 21. At the time of the entry of the able, will hear it read by others who are able.
person's name on the ship's-company's register, To no rational being can want of willingness
_into his hands will be delivered a printed to be secured against oppression be rationally
exemplar of the Seaman's Code, for which, an-- imputed, and, no otherwise than this means of
teeedently to the making of the entry, he will security is afforded and profited from, can such
have had to pay, at a price not exceeding the security against oppression be enjoyed. By
ordinary price of printed work of the same no person but by one whose wish it is that
type and quantity of matter, and paper of the oppression should have place, can any provi-
same sort. On a blank leaf thereof will have sion necessary to such notoriety be opposed.
been inscribed his name, expressed as above :
with a certificate of the entry made thereof in Instruotional.
the regi_er, as above. ARC.25. Consideration had of the amount

of damage liable to be produced by demurrage,
JEnactive. it will be seen that it is not of every indivi-

Ant. 22. In this Code will be contained, in dual instance of wrong, of which a navigable
form as concise as the conveyance of ade- vessel has been the theatre, that, without pre-

quate conceptions of the matter will admit, ponderant evil in that shape, cognizance can
the indications following :--1. Indications of be taken, in such sort as to give to the provi-
the several wrongs, by the infliction of which sione for repression of the wrong their full exe-
by a superior, oppression is exercised; wrongs, cution and effect, upon the spot, with the bone-
whether it be the body and thence the mind, fit of all such relevant evidence as it has
the mi_d a/o_ the re]_atation, the property, happened to the individual case to have brought
the pou_', or the condition ia life, of the indi- into existence. But, to no inconsiderable ex-
vidual, that is respectively affected by them : tent, may justice bo even thus administered :
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and extraordinary accidents excepted, of the //_ or in such other order as shall have been
existence of e_mplai_t at least, under the up- prescribed by the Judge, will, with hie own
propriate head, whatsoever it may be, as per voice, or through the intervention of any
Art. 22, .cognizance may, without any such other, call for and effect the requisite appear-

, preponderantevil,be ineveryindividualin- ance.
stancetaken,by an appropriateJudge: the
eoraplet_on of the mass of evidence, and the Instructional.
pronouncing judgment, and causing execu- ART. 30. Having regard to the sinister in,
tion and effect to be accomplished, being re- fluence offear on testimony, theJudge will,if he
served until the nearest point of time at which sees reason, give a secret and separate hearing
such consummation can be effected, to every one of any such number of the per-

.EnacCire. sons in question as he may see reason thus to
distinguish ; applying the concealment as well

AnT. o_6.Exceptions excepted, no navigable to the pu6vose of the examination,--and as far
vessel, after entrance into any port in the ter- as may be, to the person of the examinees--as
ritory of tiffs state, shall be suffered to depart, to the result of it.
unless and until, before the Judge immediate
of the place as per Ch. xiii. JUDGESIMMEDIATe, fnstructionvd.
and Ch. xiv. JUDGE-DEPUTESPERMANENT,all ART. 31. From the evideutiary matter eli-
such persons shall have made their appearance, cited by means of any such examinations as
as in and by Art. 13, are in that behalf men- happen, as above, to have been performed im
tioued: to the end that all _aralota_ntswhich secret, the Judge will deduce and frame any
any such person is desirous of making, of wrong such questions, as the case may require to be
m any shape experienced in the course of the put on the occasion of any subsequent_vzdg/s
vessel's then last voyage, may be received by examination.
him ; and, if practicable without preponderant
evil by reason of the delay,--_a decision thereto l_truvtlonal.
relative will, before the departure of the yes- AnT. 32. It will be the care of the Judgo
sel, have been pronounced by him_ and execu- so to order matters, that any such delay, vexa-
tion and effect given to it. tion, and expense, as the affording this seeu-

]_tructional. rity against oppression may necessitate_ shall_
on every occasion, be miuhnized.

AP-r. 27. On this occasion, it will be the JEna_tive.
care of the Judge that no person, who, on the
entrance of the vessel into the port, was, or ART. 33. To any person, whose name stands
had been, of the number of its inmates,-- in the Seaman's .Register, belongs the right of
whether belonging, as per Art 14, to the Cve_r's addressing to the Registrar of the Justice Min-
1/s_ or to the .Pa_nger's //st,--shall remain ister, or to the Registrar of the Navy Minis-
unheard : in such sort that, of all persons who ter, letters of complaint, stating, as well as he
at the time-being are, or at any time have is able, any wrong alleged to have been sus-
been, on board the vessel, to no one shall the tained by him : with indication of such his
hereby intended protection of the law fail to name, and of the persons by whose ev/den_ it
be afforded, may be proved, and of the ports or other places

at which the elicitation of the evidence or
Instructlonal. any part of it, might with advantage be per-

ARv. 28. To this end, he will take the ex- formed by the Judge at the judieatory there
amination of the persons in question, either situated.

on board the vessel, or in the justice-chamber, Enaztlw.as the considerations of despatch and general
convenience may determine ; and either all at AnT. 34. Of such letter, immediately on re.
one and the same time, or some at one time, ceipt thereof, the Registrar will transmit a
some at another, as the circumstances may re- n_a_ifold ex_nplar to every port in the terri-
quire, tory of the State : to the end that, at whichso-

ever port the vessel in question, or the alleged
JEnactive. Imtruct_onaL oppressor, or the alleged o_pressee, or any other

Aaz. 29. For the purpose of such examina- person alleged to be capable of furnishing al_
tion, the Judge p_incipal, or some depute of propriate ev'_denve, may arrive,---the Judge of
his, together with the Registrar principal or the port, as above, may take his examination,
some depute of his, will with all practicable and to the purpose of deoretion and eventual
promptitude repair to the vessel, and take pos- azecntio_, carry on such appropriate proceed-
session of the principal cabin, excluding there- ings as the circumstances of the individual ease
from immediately, in the first instance, every will admit.
other person. This done, the Registrar, taking
each person according to the order in which .Enavt_ve. Instructional.
hisname standsin the aggreg_ .Populatian ART.35.In the_,._eaman'sCodewillbe
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ruined a printed formu/a for _ueh letter of corn- tl_n by tl_t same course of m,bitra_ cruelty,
plaint ; stating the name or names of the act carried on, without any the least proof, to fix
or acts of alleged oppression complained of, as the crime upon any one of the individuals, upon
they appear in the Table of Cleaves; together whom it turned out afterwards that tuey had
with reference to the articles in and by which been guilty of it. Turn now and behold the
they are constituted offences: moreover, the costs. One horribly lacerated and tortured to
p/ave or places, and time or times, as near as make him confess himself guilty of another's
van be recollected, and the person or persons offence, the real author of which was after-
from whom, in quality of evidence-holders, evi- wards found to be a man who had assisted in
deuce---perSonal or real, or both,--may, it is the torture, (p. 48t.) With "nearly the whole
supposed, he elicited. In a word, it will he savings of his l_st two years' labours," the de-
little more than an ordinary demand-paper; fendant was about to " return to his wife
for aformu/a of which, adapted to every spe- and family."--(p. 484.) Stopped by the pro-
ties of offence, see the JProcedure Code, Ch. xii. seeution, he is, though acquitted, stripped by
Section 4. it of all these savings, and sent out of Court

JEnactive. Instructional. absolutely pennyless.
So much for the acquitted defendant, un-

ART. 36. To every such proposed complain- doubted author of so much groundless cruelty.
_at, warning will, at the same time, he given Look now to the prosecutors. By a class of
--that in case of uuflrounded complaint, he will licensed and authorized depredators, too learn-
be satisfactionally and punitionally responsi- ed to be ever punishable, (page 485,) behold
hie : to wit, according as the falsehood is ac- these unlicensed ones, with their blameless
eompanied by ev//consviousnsss, or is the result companions, divested, in the figurative sense, of
of ou/pab/s inattention, or of blameless error : whatever else they could call their own. Such
and with the information--that if, by accident, was the result of a single suit in one of the least
the use of theforrau_a should be placed out of [ expensive modes : purse employed ill the pro-
his power, his complaint, so far as intelligible, secution, a COmmonpurse.

be attended to and transmitted : but that, In that same suit, had the conduct of all of
by every word of needless matter contained in them been ever so blameless, not a shilling
it, its chance of being found intelligible will be would any one of them have received from that
diminished, suit, or any other, in compensation of the tor-

ments so endured. The purse employed in the
lnst*'uctlonal. Ratiocinatlre. prosecution, let it not be ibrgotten--a common

ART. 37. Responsibility on the part of every , purse. In the situation which was theirs, the
individual, as towards every individual, being I situation of a common seaman, the situation
thus assured, the probability appears to be i constantly occupied by so many myriads,_
that, in this way, the number of wrongs, real I think what possibility of relief there could have
and erroneously supposed together, will, in been for any one whose purse had no other for
comparison with the hitherto ordinary state its support.
of the case, be in a large proportion re- TheEnglishJudge,tbefee-fedEnglishJudge,
due.ed, is the surgeon who, when a wound is brought

Instructional. JExemplificational. to him to dress, instead of lint, applies poisonto it. This surgeon is a fictitious character.
A_tv. 38. Turn now to England : look at its The Judge, every English Chief Judge who

technieal procedure. For an example of the goes by that name, a too real one : and by a
sort of protection afforded by it against ship- statute of 1826,--lest the poison should not be
board oppression,--behold the result, in the au- strong enough, and relief from oppression not
tobiography of a man of character, himself a sufficiently near to impossible,--King, Lords1
declared percipient witness of the several facts. * and Commons, have given to these same Judges
]By the master of a vessel in pr/vate service, on the power of making for ever unlimited a4di-
the bodies of divers privates, seamen under his tion to the fees exacted by them, for their own
command, an enormous and long continued benefit, through the hands of their own erea-
course of cruelty carried on. On prosecution, tnres, on pretence of contributing to the admi-
---mstter of the defence, composed of allege- nistration of justice.
tion made of theft as having been committed Not long after the enactment of this law_---
by the prosecutors. Mode of prose_ution_ by in a pamphlet intituled "Indications respect-
/_d/egme_. The commander acquitted : ac- ing Lord Etdon,"_ this choice fruit of mat_hl_
quitted, because such bell been the behaviour eonaitution was endeavoured to be brought to
of the witnesses : the witnesses themselves, not view by the author of these pages. Down to
punished, by any competent, or supposed corn- this day, (22d Sept. 1828,) any more than in
Imtent indicatory: not punished--otherwise the course of its passage, has any one of the

seff_tyled representatives of the people prO_
_es Y_ Adventures of a Minor, &c.

Yah ii. p. 484, by Willium JButtvrworth_ .Eul, ,
Iand_ "Bye,1808. "]"In vol. v. of this colleetlem
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vailed upon himself to utter so much as a syL I arY, the whole time should be at all times at
lable in disapprobation of it ! _ the command of Government : what is _ n_

t cessary is, that at all times it should be as.
I_tractlona/° [ tually employed either in actual war service

A_r. 39. In reviewing the contents of this _ or in war exercises, tiers then, of that which
and the last preceding sections, the Legislature _ is not necessary for either of these two pur-
will consider, whether in any, and ff in any, in i poses, is composed the quantity of surplus
wh_t instances,--tbe arrangements herein and I time, capable of being applied to employments
therein proposed, in relation to the radical at large, which, with reference to the main
branch, may be applicable with advantage to andcharaeteristieemployments, maybe termed
the stipend/ary branch ; and in what instances collateral.
the arrangements so proposed in relation to the To the hours in the day hear_ reference the
s_-,ser_/co may be applicable, with a_lvantage, t_ne-occut_ying principle, as per Section 2,
to the land-_rvic_. Leadir_.. Principles, Art. 37 : the occupations

themselves, though considered as being allot-
SF_TIONXVIiI. ted to military men acting under military dis-

cipline, being themselves other than military.
Collateral E/mptoyments. To entire days in the year, and in any number,

bear reference the employments here spekeu
jEx)9ositive, of under the name of collateral emptoymet_ts.

A_T. 1. By collateral employments at large, By the very nature of the service, it is tea-
understand such as are so with reference to, i dered indispensable, that, during a certain
and are by thisname disthwaishedfrom,others, season, throughout all the days in the year,
considered as the employments mainly, or say as well as throughout all the hours in a dsy_
principally, carried on by persons belonging to the occupations of all subordinates should be
the class in question, at the absolute disposal of their respective

On the present occasion, the employments superordinates. Tiais season is that of acted
considered as the main, or say principal era- war, with the addition of any other portion of
ployments, are those which are termed _n//i- time during which, on the part of the Govern-
fury, and consist in the use of arms, offensive ment, the apprehension of nearly-i_nyendims
and defensive,whetherin actualcombat against war has place.
an enemy, or in the performance of any such
manipulations or evolutions as are performed, Instructional. E:eposit_ve.
for the purpose of learning how to employ ART. 5. In and during a season of profound
such arms against an enemy with most ad- peace, a portion, more or less considerable, of
vantage, the aggregate time of the military frmction-

By collateral employments for military men_ aries belonging to the Defensive Force F_stab-
understand any suehnon-militaryemployments, lishment, will, without detriment to the ser-
es are considered as capable of being perform- vice, be capable of being disposed of, accord-
ed with advantage to the state, by men be- ing to either of two systems--the fitrlvuglt-
longing to the stipendiary branch of the Defen- allowb_9 system, and the emlgloSttae_-atlotti_l
sire Force, under the direction of the Army system.
sad Navy Ministers respectively ; those Minis- By the furlough-allowing system, or say the
ters acting on the occasion under the direction furlough system, understand that, according to
of the Prime Minister. which the military functionaries in question

are allowed to betake themselves to non-mili-
Expositive. tary employments_ on their own account re-

ART. 2. Neither to the radical branch of spectively.
_he La_d Defensive Force, nor to that of the By the employment-allotting system, or say
/_ea Defensive Force, has that which is here the empIoy_wnt system_ understand _at, ac-
s._id of collater(d e_l,lo_1w_s any applica- cording to which employment is given by Go-
tiou. vernment to the days of the military func-

tionaries in question, in the same manner
I_tr_tctional. as in time of war; during which time they

ART. 3. Leading principles serving as are occupied in employments other than
sources of rules applicable to this subject, are military, though it is under military d_.
the following :-- cipline that these same employments are car-

1. The aptitude-maximizing, tied on.
2. The contentment-maximizing.
3. (Incidentally) The inequality-minimizing. In_u_ion_. .Ezemplifi_tt_.
4. The expense-minimizing. ART. 6. By several governments the

Imt_,m_/otm/. Ea_vos/t/_. /oz_ system has been customarily pursued.1. In the Prussian service, during three-
A_t_. 4. In the stipendiary force, what is fourths of the year, permission has been habi-

_r_artj is--that of each individual function- tually given to soldiers in general to betttke
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themselves to employments non-military, on Ins_/oz_d.
their own account respectively: and this, with-
out any special regard to vicinity or remote- AnT. 10. Note, however, that only occasion-
hess, with reference to the places at which ally and by accident, can this species of collv_
the corps they respectively belong to were teral employment be furnished. At all time_
stationed, for tile service of that subdepartment as of

2. So in the service of the Helvetic Con- that of every other, functionaries must be
federacy, during about two-thirds of the year. kept provided, in number sufficient for ordi_

In neither of these eases do the function- _ry occasions. Only on this or that ez_ra_
aries thus licensed receive (it is believed) any ordinary occasion, can there be demand or use
pay at the charge of government; or if any, for auxiliary force from this quarter or any
not so much do they receive at this time as at other : and it may be that no such extracrdi-
othertimes: Principle, thee_ense-minimizino, nary occasion shall ever have place. The

extraordinary occasion will be--when, by
Instructional. .Exemlolifivational. some extraordinary occurrence, the standing

ART. 7. In English practice, in some corps, provision made has been rendered inadequate.
the privates have been customarily permitted
thus to betake themselves to employments I Instructional. Exempl_fivat[onal.
no_.military, on their own account. But, as I AnT. 1l. Example 2. Preventive service,
to pay, instead of being made--the whole or I specially applied to the collecting of the Re-
any part of it--to cease, it has been supposed I venue, under the authority of the Financeto find its way into the pocket of this or that t Minister : to wit, in cases where the number
superordinate. Principle, not as above, the / of co-offenders is liable to be so great as to
expense-minimizing, but the ex_en_e_maximiz-__ _1produce a demand for aid from an armed force.
4ng: this being the principle which, under i So far as any defensive force fimctionaries are
matchless constitution, is, in every depart- thus employed, the Army or Navy Minister's
ment, and every subdepartment, the all-rul- subdepartment, as the case may be, lends its
ing principle: the aggregate of the ex- aid to the Preventire-Serv_ce Minister's sub-
pense constituting so much profit in the con- department, and the Finance Minister's sub-
janet hands of the ruling one and the _ub- department, one or both.

ruli_ few. .[nstruvHonal. .Exempl_cational.

Instru¢tional. ART. 12. Example 3. Service in the char-
AP.T. 8. As to collateral employments, that acter of_Prettevsor, on the execution of a .Pre-

which in relation to them is desirable is--that hension mandate issued by a Judge, for the
in this as in other cases, those should be prehension or say arresiation of indlviduals, on
chosen, if any such there be, by the practice the occasion, and for the purpose, of judicial
and pursuit of which appropriate aptitude, procedure : as to which see Ch. xxviii. PRE-
with reference to the main or say principal nENso_,and Procedure Code, Prehension, Ch.
employment, promises to be kept up and in- xxii.
creased, or at least not diminished.

Rule. For collateral employments, other Instrudlonal. :Exemplificational.
considerationsbeing equal,cboose in preference AItT. 13. Of collateral employments, adapt-
such as, with reference to the main employ- ed to the situation of land stipendiary deteu-
ment, are aptitude-increasing and subsidiary: sire-force functionaries, and to the keeping in
the practice of the collateral occupation con- exercise the qualities in Section 10, Remt_nera-
tributing to make tlaell more and more fit for tion, Art. 24 mentioned, that of intrepidity
the performance of the maht one. excepted,---examples are the following :

InstrudlonaL .Exporitire. I. Employments consisting in the perform-
.ExemFliflcational" ance of operations actually contributory to theservice of the defensive-force subdcpartment,

A_. 9. Of such appropriate-aptitude-in- though without danger to the operator.
creasing employments, conducive to the for- 1. Keeping on foot, or improving or en-

• marion, preservation, and increase of the qua- larging, fortifioation_ of fortified _own$ or
lities of intrepidity and activity, as per See- Forts.
tion 1O,__emuneration_ Art. 24, examples are 2. Keeping on foot, or improving or enlarg-
the following : . ing, by land, or water, or both, roads for mili-

Example 1. Occasional employment in act- tary purposes.
ing in aid of the .Prsventive-_ervi_e Establish- 3. Keeping on foot, or improving or enlarg-
meat; more particularly on the occasion of ing, naval _orks of the stationary kind, such
the application made of it to the prevention as ports, breakwaters, slips for the construe-
or suppression of delinquency accompanied tion of navigable vessels, docks for fitting out
with violence : as to which, see Ch. xi. M:m- and repairing them.
s_mgs S_V_.Lv_ Section 5, Prcr_Zire-Eer- II. Employments consisting in the perform-
v/ce _ri_/_t_r. ance of operations on _ubjeet-matters of the
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_rae kinds as the sJmve, but applied to other In this state of things, if, as in France ansi
l_rposes, other old established states, the whole male

4. l_oads--land roads, population, appropriate exceptions excepted,
5. Water roads, including purely natural, to are, by what is called conscription, aggregated

wit, rivers and lakes; artificial, to wit, canals, to the army service, though not, as in those
6. Bridges and underground tmmels, cases, for a small number of years, but for tb
7. Dykes and embankments, large number, say from twelve to twenty, or
8. Water-courses. upwards, and in the course of that time occu-

pied m collateral employmdnts, as per Art. 13,
Instructional the habit of obedience and the habit of labour

AR_. 14. Preferable, of course, are such may thus be formed in conjunction, useful lite-
collateral employments as give employment to rary and other intellectual instruction being,
o2fficersas well as privates, to such as give em- during a portion of each day, superadded.
ployment to privates, but not to officers. Of Through plenitude of mental occupation, con-
this last sort are some of those exemplified in tentment,--the fruit of a continuity of mode-
Art. 13, with the exception of the officers of rate and pleasurable desire, excitement, and
the engineer armature class, in small numbers correspondent gratffication,--with urbanity of
for general superintendence. ' deportment, may thus be substituted to list-

Instructional. I lessness, uneasiness, discontent, and quarrel-
' somenes% the natural endemial diseases of

ARc. 15. Note, that to defensive-force l_n_- unfurnished minds. In this manner, that state
service, defensive-force sea-service is less near of things, w)uch is to a certain degree forced
of kin than Prevcntire Service as above. Not upon such communities by the operations of
but that it might be of use that, as in the cace their enemies, may be made subservient to
of the so called _n,_rine-armature class, the ulhmate good.
functionaries belonging to each of the two While by means of the appropriate and in-
brunches should be made qualified for, and ap- separable d_seip]ine, privates will thus have
plicmble upon occasion to, the service of the learned how to obey, commanders will have
others. Moreover, in virtue of the qualities learned how to cummand: and, by suchlearn-
common to both. (as per Section 10, I_munera- tug, supposing it to have for _ts fruit the habit
$h)n, Art. _4,) sea-service functionaries have of command_n_without oppressing, (the power
in fact been every now and then employed in of commandmg being di_ested of the power of
the land-service, even without the aid of any oppressing, asperSectionS,)thelotofthosewho
of the land-service functionaries, and yet w_th are thus under command will be better--more
conspicuous success. But, without the aid of conducive to happiness--than if they were not
sea functionaries, never could the land fuuc- under such command. Where no such deter-
tionaries_ with any the least chance of success, minute and legislative checks to abuse of power
he employed in sea-service. True it is--that by oppression have place,--power, by which-
land-army manipulation exercises are not al- soever of its two instrument_, matter of pun-
together incapable of being performed at sea : ishme_t and matter of reward--operates,within
but land evolution exercises are ; room for the limits prescribed to it by the political and
thesebeing altogether wauting. Insea-service popular or moral sanctions, arbitrarily and
the distinctive operations, and these the only without check. In this case, in great measure,
ones, are of the _nan_p_dation class : and with are in t,rirah, lift" the masses of power respec-
a few exceptions scarcely worth mentioning, tively exercised in the several relative condi-
these are incapable of being performed onlaud, finns in life, domestic and extra-domestic :

exercised, to wit, by husband over wife ; by
Instructional. father over children ; by master or mistress

ART.t6. In a certain state of things,through over domestic servants; by employer over per-
the instrumentality of collateral employments sons receiving or expecting employment at his
as abeve,--ttm stipendiaryland defensive-force hands; by customers over dealers ; by posses-
service will be seen to be, by means of the dis- sionists over expectant legatees : in public life,
eipline which is inseparable from it, capable of ; by the functionary possessing power of dislo-
being rendered conducive to habits of labour, cation over his dislocables; and by expected
to profit-seeking industry, and thence to cvn- locating patron over persons looking for offices
tentmsnt and moral deportment. Place, where at his hands : in a word, by him who has power
the heat of the climate, and the facihty of ob- to canse uneasiness in any shape, over all those
mining land with rude produce on it sufficient at whose hands he sees no ground for appre-
for subsistence, have concurred in producing hending retaliation; and by him who has power
an aversion to labour : ti,_e, when the forma- to confer benefits in any shape, over all those
tion of new states, and the struggles almost who are looking for benefits at his bands. In
inseparable from that process, have concurred the case of military command,--even as, upon
in producing an exclusive demand for service an average, exercised under existing institu-
in the two branches---one or other of them, or tions,--it is to a considerable degree exercised
both--of the defensive-force service; especially in a manner not altogether arbitrary but judi-
that of which dry land is the theatre, cial; in _ueh sort as to afford agaiast oppre_-

VOL. IX. 2 D
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eion a seeu_vity over and above what would valve opening inwards, but none opening onto
ha_e place otherwise. And, by the arrange- wards, with reference to the mass of the popu-
menta above referred to, the substitution of lation at large.
the judicial to the arbitrary exercise of power The statement thus made in favour of the
is endeavoured to be maximized, good effects of military discipliue under these

circumstances, is the more trustworthy, in so
Instructional. much as it is universally concurred in, by per-

ART. 17. In the ease of military enlistment, sons by whom, ill alma,st all other particulars,
--voluntary, or, as in tile case of conscription, the conduct of Government, in that so extraor-
compulsory,--commencing at adolescence, and dinarily circumstanced country, has for a long
continued, as in the case of apprenticeship, time never ceased to be covered with strong

] during the period requisite for instruction,-- and strongly-grounded blame.
that portion of the population to which the
benefit of the requisite instruction would be InstractluJ_¢d. Exeml,lificc_tional.
imparted, would stand distinguished into two ART. 20. Of representative democracies in
very differently circumstanced classes, or say, which, by extension given to the mass of Land
sections: section the first, composed of those Defensive Force_ a reasonable promise seems
actually operating under tbe regulated power to be thus afforded of a continued addition to
of command in question: section the second, the stock of morality and happiness,--_x-
composed of those who, having, during that amples are the following :-
length of time, been experiencing the benefit I 1. Late Spanish America, throughout.
of it, subject to the attached burthen, are de- 2. Late Portuguese America.
riving the benefit of it clear of the burthen. 3. Haiti, and other h,,t countries in general,

which have not yet made advances in civilisa-
Insfrttctional. _tion equal to those made under the advantage

A_T. 18. The distinction is the more mate- of more temperate chmates. "
rial, inasmuch as it helps to obviate the danger ARt. 21. So even Greece, (although in this
to internal security from excess in the quantity instance the circumstance of temperature, as
of the stipendiary force. For, supposiug those per Art. 16, has not place :) the moral charac-
who at the time belong to it, disposed, under ter having, by oppression inflicted and endured
the Prime Minister, or a leader of their own during so vast a length of time, suffered that
choice, to overthrow the Constitution,--ou the moral depravation, which on the part of slaves
other hand, all those who, on the expiration of on the one hand, and that of masters on the
their respective terms of service, have passed other, is the unhappily certain fruit of slavery.
from the stipendiary body into the aggregate
mass of the population, will naturally be more SEcrm._ X[X.
disposed to resist any such project, than to
concur in it. Concluding t_enzarks.

Instructional. L'x_mplificationaL Instructional

ART. 19. An example, of a nature to serve Ant. 1. For the consideration of the Legis-
as proof of the amelioration capable of being lature and the subordinate authorities, it will
made by military discipline, in the morality be--what instruction may be derivable from
and happiness of a population found by it in the practice of other states and other times :
a low condition in both these respects,--may in some instances the pl_ctice, although car-
be seen in British India, in the ease of the tied on with advantage then and there, will be
Native soldiery, styled svpoys. As to _tor_llty, found to be inapplicable here and now: in other
in favour of these, (comparison had with that instances, not.
of the classes from which they are drawn,) f_r The cases in which it will he found inappli-
proof, reference may be made to universal testi- cable, are mostly those in which the applicabi-
mony : as to happiness, in favour of these lity depends on the state of the mind.
same persons, the fact, equally notorious, and The cases in which it will be found to be
capable of being made manifest by authentic applicable, are those in which it depends on
documents, is--that for the situation of private the state of the body.
in that army, there are at all times candidates Of cases in which, it being the condition of
in large numbers. But in so far as they are the body that is in question, the applicability
tt,illin.q, the experienced and yet uhinvalided may be found to have plac% example is the
being of course preferred to the inexperienced, following :--
_diminution is never produced by other causes 1. Weight which a soldier is capable of
than invalidship or death. A circumstance habitually carrying about him.
which affords matter for just regret accord- Weight which, according to Vegetius, the
ingly is---that this part of the official estab- Roman foot soldiers were accustomed to carry,
lishment_ being, as it is, a receptacle which in sixty pounds.
so high _ degree possesses the property of State in respect of maturity of age being
ameliorating whatsoever is included in it, the same, no reason appears why by _ Roman
ahould be in the state of a reservoir with a at the present day, or a Frenehma% or an
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Englishman, the same weight should not be 20 privates and'l fa subaltern (lieu-
carried. 4 corporals,_---a section_tenaJat, 2d lien-

On the other hand, in the armies of modern 2 serjeants. J [tenant, or _usi_.)
80 privates and_

times, men are admitted at ages less mature 16 corporals, _=a company a captain.
than into the R_man armies of those ancient 8 sel_eants. )times. The reason depends on the nature of
the armature. For making use of the fire-
arms in modern use, less strength is necessary T]_v .Battalion.
than for making use of the cutting weapon 8 companies ;
and shield employed by foot soldmr_ in those with8 captains.
ancient times. 16 first lieutenants,

16 second lieutenants.
I_structional. Commanded by a lieutenant-colonel ; each

ARv. 2. Cases in which applicability de- half-battalion of four companies, occaaionaJly
pends on the state of the mind. For examples by a field-officer, (major.)
see Section 4, Stipendiaries, w/_o; Art. 14, The office of colonel, as distinguished from
Ranks; Art. 19, .Distinvtlon between Ordina- that of lieutenant-colonel, is null, or at all
ties and .Erudites. events nominal. Tbe colonel of a regiment is

In those days, in respect of martial instruc- always an officer of the rank of general; who
tion, the difference was small between rank derives certain emoluments from the office, but
and rank compared with what it is at present, is never required to be present with the regi-
Almost completely unknown in those times merit, the lieutenant-colonel being in all re-
were the branches of art and science, on spects the responsible officer.
which, for the artillery and engineer arma- 2 battalions=a brigade, commanded by a bri-
tnre-elasses, appropriate aptitude in so high gadier-general.
a degree depends. , 2 brigades=a division, commanded by s lieu-

l:nstruct_onal. , tenant-general.

ART. 3. Number of the grades. Supposing SEe'finN II.
it ascertained that the number of grades in I
European service in general, and in English / On Courts-MartiaL*
service in particular, is greater than needful, A general Court-Martial in the British set-
it would not follow that it could with any ad- vice consists of thirteen members at least,

vantage, or even without utter ruin, be ten- i usually fifteen, to make allowance for sicknessdered so small as it was in the Roman service _or other contingency.
in ancient times, i The senior of these is President.

In modern times the state of society and I To him, by name, the commander, under
the nature of the armature combine in enabling I whose authority the Court-Martial assembles_
commanders to employ detachments of small / directs the warrant to assemble and try.
numbers on many different occasions for many t The Judge-Advocate is also named in the
different purposes : and consistently with the [ warrant.
common safety and the accomplishment of the I The other members are not named, but se-
purpose, whatsoever it may be, no detachment, leeted by the commander, or taken from the
how small soever, can be without its corn- roster at his pleasure.
mander. The President must be superior or senior to

On the other hand, in the ancient times in all the others, and in ease of his sickness or
question, comparatively speaking, there was death, it is presumable that the next senior
scarcely any action but in the largest bodies, would officiate. Of course no man ought to
The whole of the force collectible at the time vote who has not been present from first to
on one side, met and encountered in a body last : though this is not so clearly defined asit
the whole force collectible at the time on the should be.
other side. The Judge-Advocate is often a civilian, or

common lawyer--often a military man, seleot-
SU]?PLEMENT. ed without necessarily proving any fitness.

He holds his place at pleasure, and if a
SECTmNI. military man, his commission also, like all the

members of the court.
He is paid by a per diem aUowance from

Composition of troops (Infantry) in Enfllsh date of the warrant assembling the Court, tillService.
the sentence is finally returned approved by

The Company. the commander who summoned the Court (or
Unit, is the private, his successor in the command.)
5 l_rivates and _ uad Commanded by a

"1 corporal_ _-_asq { corporal. _ Taken from a letter wrltten to the author, by

lOprivate$ and _-_-_ahalf- _J a serjeant, a man of high professionalcharacterjnow ia a di_-2 corporals,_ section, rant country, his friend,
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The Judge-Advocate's f_mctions are di,_er- note perhaps is, that uo record is thus kept up
sifted and incompatible. He has all the in- of the r,_astm._ that swayed Courts in deciding
_uenee: buttbePresident (backed bythe court) important poiutsoflawandproeeeding. Thus
Lll the authority, saving the Judge-Advocate's future Courts have no benefit from past deci-
right to record hi_ opiuion and dissent on any stuns: they only know the naked facts. Per-
point of form, at all times, on the proceedings, haps this is not without advant_ge, consider-

The Judge-Advocate is public prosecu_r, lug the mischief done by precedents in the
representing the State. administration of law ; but there is a great

He prepares the " crime" (indictment) exa- difference in this,---that regular Judges and
mines for the crown, chief and cross, la_vyers have all a fellow-tholing and a cam-

Sums up, after all the proceedings for the man comedy to perform, and therefore bend,
defence as well as prosecution are closed, in or affect to bend, to previous d;ct_¢; wherea._
an address to the C_urt, wh% Pro,talent in- the tribunal called a Court-.][atrial, uniting
eluded, then become a jury. the functmns of Judge and Jury, is taken, for

The Judge-Advocate is the adviser in law, each occasion, out aT the mass of Erudites ;
and conductor of all the proceedings ; though and the occasions being but rare, each mere-
the Court is not bound to follow hls counsel, her is generally full of his vocation, and ifi*
and though the President is always professedly clined to exercise the portion of.po_rer vested
"_ddressed as the chief authority present, in him, fairly for the public weal.

Lastly, the Judge-Advocate is supposed to Thus little difference exists in the temporary
be counsel for the prisoner ; but the prisoner Judge-Juror's opinion of to-day, from that of
frequently provides (if an Erudite) a lawyer the plain man of yesterday ; and thus it is, ttmt
as his etmicus curia3, and he suggests the qnes- only a t_c bread matters of law, procedure,
tions to be put to evidence--the points of law and evidence, have come to be "ruled points."
and fact that arise incidentally--and by a tic- A great loss of tinge certainly follows this
tion (for lawyers qud lawyers are not recog- necessity of arguing everything de nova: so
nised in Courts-Martial) obtains leave to "read far this state of things is matter of regret.
the prisoner's defence." A greater, because invariable, loss of time,

It is plain that in most ca_es, the Judge- arises from everything whatever in the pro-
Advocate must be possessed of tremendous in- ceedings being conducted in writing. Except
fluence and power, and must be erer!lthiny in the conclave discussions, all evidence is minut-
such a court. How is it then, that beyond ed,--opening--defence--summingup,likewise.
doubt, Military C_)urts-Martial lean strongly This mu_t be, so long as the sentence and ver
towards the accused, and often baffle power diet of a Court-]_Iartial are not final, nor any.
and persecution ? wise operative until they have received the up-

The reason may be found perhaps in the proval of the Commander who assembled the
sympathy excited by the total helplessness of Conrt, or his successor ; and who may corre-
one of the Court's own class, exposed thus to spond with the Court and the Judge-Advocate,
such tremendous odds; and the _*eans are clear pointing out what they should do--ordering
enough, whereby this merciful (and sometimes thereto reassemble and revise their "sentence,"
erroneous) tendency is gratified--namely : (not '_proceeding_,'' but "finding and sentence"

The secrecy of individual votes and opinions, only,) once. or as permitted by the letter of the
This secrecy pervades every important pro- Article of War, twice.
eeeding of a Court-Martial. At any stage, No such power exists in the navy. There,
any member has a right to " clear the court" the Court's finding and sentence are unalter-
of all_ save President, members, and Judge-Ad- able,and pronounced i_ vourt--the execution or
vacate. The clearer then propouuds his ob- staying ofit, or commuting or pardoning, being
jeetions to any matter of law or procedure, to in the competence of the Admiralty alone.
any question put or answer received, in short No other power should exist in the _rmy,
to anything, and then proceedings might be abbreviated.

The Judge-Advocate may record any opin- The shortest General Court-Martial now takes
ion or objection he chooses, to the resolution up several days; every question_ even from a
taken by the Court ; but the debate is con- Judge-Juror_ being in writing.
eluded with closed doors. No sentence of death can be pronounced un-

The majority decides, less two-thirds of the Court concur in it. This
No record is made upon the minutes, of comes into collision in particular cases, with

opinions or votes-- the proceedings simply the rule that the verdict, of guilty or not, is
state the fact that the Court was cleared and PIRST declared by the same Court 9u_ Jurors,
opened again, the Court having ruled so and and by a bare majority; while a SUBSEQI:_.__
SO. The President and members, as well as vote is taken distinctly as to the question of
the Judge-Advocate, are bound by their oaths pure law ; i. e. the sentence applicable to the
to secrecy with respect to the vote or opinion finding of "_guilty." This second question is
of any particular member of the Court. settled by a bare majority, save in two or three

This _vrecy is t]_ grand safety-guard of articles:--mutiny--forcing a _afeguard-_and
_vr. It has many of the advantages vowardi_e are the articles in question [see An-

of ballot; and its only disadvantage of much nun! Articles of War]--whcre death is the s_/_
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pumsament---no discretion allowed--yet two- In this class of Hiudoos and Mohammedans_
thirds must concur. Suppose out of the thir- (native officers,) is wholly vested the delioate
teen necessary members, six against, seven find fnnctionofdoingjustice betweenthe sepoysand
guilty of mutiny. The law is peremptory as to the state. All the forms are the same as in Bri-
the punishment of death ; but yet nine against tishCourts-Martial. The Codealmostthe same.

four must concur in this sentence. Whence A Judge-Advocate, the ordinary English
will come the TWO in addition to the seven, functionary who acts in white Courts-Martlal,
required _. Not, certainly, out of the six who sits in Gencral Courts-Martial ; and in "regi-
dissented from the verdict of guilty. _ mental," or "garrison," or "line" Courts-Mar-

The anomalous things above pointed out do tlal, a European officer is temporarily named to
not occur often---1. Because the penalties of act as superintending officer, with exactly the
mo_-t articles of war in the Code admit of great powers of a Judge-Advocate. European _nd
latitude--Death or such other punishment as a native sworninterpreters are employed. Every-
Court-Martial "shall award"--" Suet* punish- thing is reduced to writing in English, by the
ment"--" Corporal punishment"--" mulcted Judge-Advocate. Sentence is approved bythe
in such proportion of his pay," &c. &c. Such officer who ordered the Court. Matters of life
is the usual phraseology.--2. Because, both in and death, equally with those of the most trill-
the "fi_diny," and in the " sentence," the same ing nature, are handled by these tribunals, and
species of majority, viz. a bare majority, suffi- I no complaint is ever made of their conduct.
ces in most cases. This latitude of" arbitrary Substantial justice is always done: and, if any
punishment," as.the Scotch lawyers have it, is slight leaning exist, it is not towards their own
bad: yet it is not easy to say what can be body, but towards the State.
done, where scarcely any of the offences legis- The _ni_wr Courts-Martial are the worst parts
lated for are mala in se, but almost all _na/a of the system. Until lately they acted not un-
prohibits only. der any solemn sanction of oath orotherasseve-

In England, none but Erudites are privileg- ration, whether on the part of Judges or evi-
ed to sit on C_urts-Martial, whether general dence--nay, it is not very long since "Drum-
or regimental. Iu the navy, none under the head Courts-Martial" used to be assembled,
degree of Post Captain ($. e. Lieut. Col. in the without any record of proceedings, and sane-
Army ;) an absurd rule, originating in days tion instantaneous lashing (five or six hundred
when men of very inferior knowledge and edu- stripes) of men taken fi'om the ranks for some
cation filled the lower Commission of Lieuten- sudden offence of discipline.
ant, which corresponds with Captain in the Sir Francis Burdett has done indescribable
army. An ensign in the army is qualified to i good hi the whole field of military justice, by
s" . _ t ....it on any Court-Martial. None under the de- t drawing attentmn" to these Courts. Pumsh-

gree of a field-o_cer (of which the lowest rank I ments are now of a more judicious and merci-
is that of_Iajor) can lawfully be President ofa t ful kind--Drumhead Courts are defunct.
General Court-Martial; nor under Captain, of I .All Courts now meet under sanction of oath
a RegimentalCourt, and this only in case of ne- and record.
cessity. A species of more formal regimental Court,

In India, all the native officers of a battalion, called " General Re qinlent_l Court.Martial,"

(viz. one subahd<_r-_sajor, ten subahdars or cap- ] has arisen to take cognizance of offences which
rains, and ten jen_ahdars or lieutenants) must . used to be referred to General. Courts-.Martial
have risen from the ranks as private sepey_.? I The difference is, that the new Court has a re-

sponsible person to act as Judge-Advoeate,
Hence, the virtual effect of the two rules taken which no minor Court formerly had ; and

together is, that no individual shall be sentenced greater number of members._
to capital punishment,unless two-thirds of the court In the French armies stripes have ever been
concur in finding him gudt!l of t]_efaets.--Ed, of unknown. Count de Narbomm, before the Re-
first edition.

_¢ It would be a mistake to infer from the term
native ql_cer, that the individuals so named lmld soldiery as a personal compliment on the part of the
the rank usually considered as attached to the term commander. Butthis fortuitous occurrence involvva
officer in Europe. Theirfnnetions are undoubtedly no further consequences --Ed. offir_ editiou.
very important : but a true description of their ran*k _ The General R_ment_l-Court-Martial (of
would be, that a subahd¢_r holds nearly the same which the name b'," itself is a species of solecism)
eminence m the mditary hierarchy, as a troop ser- is an invention for giving to the oËficers of a regi-
_eant-major in a regiment of cavalry ; while the ment the powers (with the exception of capital
sul_JM.ar-ma}or (an_officer of comparatively late punishment) for which it used to be necessary to
invention) naay be considered as possessing the dig- refer to a General Court-Martial, or one composed
nity of the regimental serjeant-major in the same of the officers of different regiments assembled. It
service. The youngest ensign, from the moment is composed of thirteen officers, frequently inelud
he joins the regiment, commands all native officers ; ing the youngest ensigns who have been six mouths
and would do so, if the question were of taking the with the regiment ; and its usual application is to
command of the regiment on a field of battle. A sentence soldiers to transportation, i_o-rwhat, b_or_
generalofficersometimesappointsa nativeoffÉcera RegimentalCourt-Martial,wouldhave beencall-
to act as an additional aide-de-camp ; which is in- ed orienting thomselt_fi'om tl_r reg/_, but in
tended to be, and probably is, felt by the native this case is laid aa desert/o_F-,d. _1¢ ed/t/oa.

e
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volution, tried to introduce the coup du plat panicor otherepidemy, havebyae_identtakea
de sabre, in conformity to the Germanizin,_ rage part with a sovereign or miniver in a direct
of England andFvaneeforty years ago. Tl_irty attack upon such liberty as was possessed by
thousand men are said to have deserted on the their countrymen. But this delusion could not
promulgation of the order, and it was abandon- have long subsisted. So the thirty battalions
ed. The Peine dn Boulet--hard labour--igno- of the French Parisian National Guard; 12,000
minious dresses,--imprisonment, &e., are in- of whom long survived all political changes. So
flicted for smaller offences ; but death is often the American militia and regulars in both wars.
inflicted for desertion, mutiny, &c. Remarkable fact--that in India, where the

In the Indian sepoy army, flogging is corn- English pretend they cannot introduce criminal
paratively rare, and almost solely confined to or civil native juries--they ha_e introduced
ignominious offences, theft,&c. Noflogged man them from the very origin of their power--
is usually allowed to be retained in a corps, seventy years ago, in the sepoy service. No
but is turned out. It is needless to say that sepoy can be punt,bed in a_!/way but by sen-
such an army must be animated with a very tense of native officers, all of whom are of his
high spirit, and that such a system could only own colour and caste, and all have served for
be maintained where the status of the soldier is many years as private soldiers. The thing has
placed very high in general estimation. And von_pletely answered in practice, by universal
so it is. consent.

A sepoy considers himself, and is considered
by family and neighbours, a gentleman. All '
the higher ranks (of natives) in the battalion , SubsM'_ar_¢Obserratlo_s b_¢the Edit(Jr offlte Ori-
are filled from the lower exclusively. Pay, qimd _dition of the _Ch_lptero_ f)efeJ_cv
clothing, food, lodging, medical treatment, in- Force.

valid-pension--all are liberal and quite secure ; . The :Editor of the Chapter on Defensive Force
and the natives judge and punish each other i has been offered the opportunity of appending
by a simple though severe code of laws. If
this could be done in England, instead of fill- i such subsidiary observations as may appear to

bear upon its general object.
ing our armies with jail-birds, the same effect He is desirous of stating, that all which is
would follow; and, as in Bengal, fifty aspirants i thus introduced is on his own responsibility,and
would follow each battalion, waiting for va- i in no degree involves the authority of any ofcancies.

In France, it is well known how much the i the rest.
b

military morale was raised by the unsparing- i An1". 1. On d;fferent descr_ptlons of Land-ser-ness of the conscription, by the open aceT_ues
between the marshal's and the private's situa- I vice I)e.fen_ce Force.
tions, by the sympathy created between officer I First in order of institution, and principal in
and soldier owing to those cirenmstauces, and t point of magnitude, must always (or with such
to that of every officer being obliged to begin I inconsiderable exceptions as scarcely to permit
as a private soldier, notice) be the service of Infantry/.

In Austria and Prussia, where they count The first instinct of man is to take care of
quarters and so forth, the _lorale of the mill- himself. The earliest efforts of men on foot
tary machine is of the lowest grade in the scale, combined for war, will consequently, (and more
Yet these last are at least as dangerous to especially where the missile weapon is one of
liberty and humanity, as the French or the great power and _fik*ct,)be in open or dispersed
sepoys,--as ready instruments against their order; in which, though there may be a con-
countrymen--their own fathers if need be. _siderable degree of unity of operation, (as, tbr

Is it only then, when the soldiery of high example, all may advance on one particular
military morale look up exclusively to the _Exe- point, and at one particular time, by the ar-
eutive for promotion, protection, bread, that I rangements of one or more leaders,) the result
they are dangerous ! Let us hope this is so ; i will be the sum of the efforts of individuals act-
aud that it may be possible to find the two de- Iing under the guidance of their individual cour-
siderata capable of coinciding--namely, a higb I age and intelligence, rather than of discipline.
military feeling among the soldiery, with a pre- [ Of such composition, in a great measure, were
ference of country, liberty, public rights_ in the earliest armies of France in the Revolution:
ease of collision, to the will of one. such also were the Vendcans opposed to them

To compass this, measures must be systema- t in the West.

tically devised to make the few stipendiaries I But when a considerable number of expert-cease to consider themselves as servants of the merits have been made in this kind of wax, it
Executive alon% paid by it, promoted by it, begins to be generally found out, that great
dependent on it. But all this, though perfectly effects are produced in favour of whichever
feasible in a really free country, where repre- side can induce large bodies of men on foot to
aentatien of the people is substantive, cannot act together with closed ranks, and thereby
on,exist with an overshadowing aristocracy and form themselves inta compact military machinea_
an unreformed Parliament. moved and directed entirely by the will and in-

Our F_/dt vo_un2evrs might_ in a political telligenco of individual commanders. Such
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bodies ma) not supersede and totally remove of Crrenadlers. From their several uses it seems
the utility of the other previously-described to follow,--that the first are the most easily
species of force ; but they are found to be ira- formed, and may contain by preference those
meuse _dditiens to its efficacy. In short it is who have more intelligence than discipline, or
determined by experience, (by which every- who from youth, want of stature, or other
thing else in this world is determined,) that a causes, are deficient in athletic vigour : in this
_ertain, and this a very large proportion, of a way also the radical force is most speedily and
regular army of given numerical strength, will easily made to be an effective part of the pub-
produce an increased result in the shape of lic defence, and the defensive force ofeommuni-
power, by being trained to fight in close order, ties increased in comparison with the offensive_

What is close order, must be determined --a consummation evidently contributoryto the
with relation to the species of arms m use. general happiness of mankind. And--that the
The ancients thought of nothing less than six- others, or Infantry of the Line, should be con°
teen deep ; because though they were not ab- stituted by preference ofthosewho,from habits,
solutely without machines approaching to the education, or otherwise, are most amenable to
nature of artillery, these were feeble, difficult discipline, or least endued with the qualities
t_ move, and on the whole comparatively ineffi- favourable for the formation of irregular com-
eient. But when armies came to be exposed batants ; and moreover should be composed by
to such powerful agents as modern artillery preference, of men of stature and that species
and musketry, their ranks were speedily re- of strengthwhich is operative in bodily contests.
duced to tteree. For, in addition to the havoc Next of the service on horseback. When

made by the modern missiles on bodies of it had been discovered that bodies of infantry
deeper ibrmatiom it was discovered tbat m no might produce striking military results by
ordinary circumstances could more than three means of celerity of movement upon ..various
ranks employ their own missile weapor_s at the parts of the enemy's formation or position,itwas
same time ; so that, so far as the combat was but a small step to the observation, that this
to be decided by these, any ranks above three power of celerity might be obtained in a much
were non-effective, higher degree by means of troops mounted on

When fire-arms were first introduced into horseback. And the probability is, (both from

armies, it was natural that an over-strained general reasoning and from the contents of hi_
idea should be formed of their effects. The tory,) that the earliest cavalry was considered

opinion therefore gained ground, that a com_ as something very dangerous and irresistible
bat between two armies of disciplined infantry, by men on fi*ot. One of the earliest militaryim-
could be nothing but a mutual slaughter of two provemeat.%however,inallnationsthathaveem,
lines of men drawn up opposite to each other, and ployed disciplined armies,has beentbe discovery,

trying which should suffer longest. But by de- that so long as infantry in close order preserved
grees it was discovered, that the power of fire- its discipline and coolness, it was virtually un*
arms, great though it was, had been overrated, assailable by cavalry, or at all events could only
Fear, hurry, defect of vision from smoke, diffi- be assailed with effect by means of such snpe-
culty of hearing orders from noise, all tended tier sacrifices as amounted in practice to the
to make the effect of a direct and continued same thing; and the extent of this result has

firev_stly less destructive than might have been been increased by the introduction of fire-arms.
expected. .4_ud in addition to these negative When, indeed, infantry was intimidated and
causes diminishing the danger of the attacking had lost its union and resolution,--when it had
party, it was found that in the extended posi- ceased to obey the directions of a presiding will,
_ions occupied by great armies, the assailant and the attention of the individuals composing
had almost always, in some part or other of the it had been directed to the means of ese_pe
field of action, the power of advancing under rather than of victory,--as, for instance, when
cover of peculiarities of ground or other ad- it had been made to give way before the victo-
vantages, and moreover of covering himself by rious infantry of an assailant,--then the power
troops in open or dispersed order, who could of a body of cavalry was found to be over-
draw off the fire of the enemy at the same whelming. And even before the victory of the

time that they were themselves comparatively infantry was decided,--or, as it may be ex-
covered or unexposed. In these ways it came ]pressed, durante ¢onflivtu,--the rapid move-
to be discovered, that in spite of the effects of ment of a body of cavalry towards a point that
fire-arms, battles of infantry were, after all, in was already vulnerable, or that. was sure to be-
a great measure reducible to contests between come so in the event of the superiority of the
bodies of men in close order, and at short dis- enemy being acknowledged, was found to be a
tances,--sometimes so short as to empley the powerful instrument of success. In the earliest

arrne blao_¢ (or manual weapon as distin* application of cavraly, therefore, the mere c5"-
guished from _hat which acts by means of cumstance of velocity, or the power of rapid
gUnpowder.) locomotion, may be held to have been the most

From these eircum_ances arose the distinc- important agent in the expected restdt.

ti_a between L_ht Infantry, and I_fantry of But when cavalry had thus come to be era-
the/Ar_, or what in the continental armies are ployed as what may be called a _ying_piece on
often collected into battalions under the title the chess-board of war, it was speedily din*
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covered, that there were many circumstances, 1is into that which manwuvres_ &ridthat which
in which the operations of the hostile cavalry [ does not ; in other words, into Field At-
could in no way be so well opposed or neutral- tillery, and the artillery used in the attack and
ized, as by moving against them with a piece I defence of tbrtresses. With respect to Field At-
of the same kind. If infantry, already engaged ] tillery, the inferences from modern wars are_

_. with an equal force of infantry, was disturbed ] First, That though it may be desirable and

by the rapid approach of a body of cavalry in t useful that all commanders of large divisionsaddition,---or if it had given way before the of the army should have certain limited quart-
enemy's infantry, and was in the act of be- titles of artillery awaiting their disposal, the
ing destroyed by the cavalry that supported it, I great effects of artillery are to be procured by
_there was manifestly no practicable way of I employingito_ensivelyingreatmasses. Second-
mo*_ingwith sufficient rapidity to it_ relief, ex- i lv, (which is only a consequence front the other,
eept by attacking the cavalry with a body [ and does not seem to have been so fully appre-

of the ._ume kind. This, therefore, led to the i elated and developed as might have been ex-
employment of cavalry against cavalry. And pected.)--That all Field Artillery is, or ought
here it was speedily discovered, that in corn- i to be, of the nature of cavalry, or what is com-
bats of this nature, not only rapidity of move- monly denom]nated Horse Artillery. Without
meat, but stren.qth was essential to success. In the power of rapid motion derived from the
effect it was discovered, that the horse was artillery-men being mounted, it is impossible
the principal part of the machine, and that in that it should perform the offices expected from
proportion to its strength and vigour, was the it. Every man who has seen war, will have
power of the whole. And this led to the for- observed numerous instances in which the in-
mation of a cavalry d'_lite: which is, or ought fantry, by reason of its greater power of sur-
to be, what is known by the distinctive names mmounting obstacles, could get over the country
of Cavalry of the Line, Heavy Cavalry Grossc fitstcr than the cavalry,--s_ill more, than the
Cava/erie;--while at the same time there ex- ) artillery. And the only way to enable the
ists another cavalry, (which for distraction's artillery, in even the ordinary circumstances
sake will be here called Ordinary Cavalry,) of action, to keep up with the infantry,--is to
c_pable of performing the common services of give it the power of compensating for obstacles_
cavalry, but less applicable than the other to . by exerting the velocity of cavalry after they

m contests where individual strength is of prim- . are overcome.
ary importance. If it should be asked, why Next in importance to the artillery-men be-
all the cavalry should not be of the best, the ing mounted, i_ the simldicity of calibres. The
answer is, that all cannot be of the best. Tbe calibres of field artillery migh_ apparently be
demand for cavalry will, in every war where a reduced tot_co;--e_.,jr.the calibre of six pounds
country shall be called upon to put forth its Ibr the long gun, antl of twenty-four for the
strength, be greater than there is a possibility I howitzer intended to act with shells in post-
of supplying by horses of the h_ghest strength i tions which do not admit of direct fire. An

and quality. And so forcibly is this felt, that I observation deducible from tables of artillery
in most of the European armies there is a third I practice, and which appears to have been much
kind of cavalry, intended principally for the overlooked inthe construction of modern artil-
service of out-posts and making observations ; lcry,is that (within certain limits) the weight of
which goes under the name of Light Cavalry, metal m a gun being supposed fixed, the effect
and is mounted on horses of still smaller height for field service, or m other words tbr acting
artd physical _brce. In the British army ttus against men and horses not covered by forh-
last class of horses is non-existent ; the quality ficatious, will be ,Tr._aterwh,'_ the _.fire_zquantity
and uumber of horses in the British islands, qfm_tal is.formJd i_to tt.auT_qfsma/lercaliSre,
with relation to the number empb_yed in war, than into o*_eqfgreater. For proof, reference
being such as to allow of all the Light Cavalry is had to the tables ; showing, that of two guns
being mounted on horses of the second class, circumstanced as above, the smaller calibre

The Artillery (as befure noted) is an acces- absolutely sends its single or round shot farther
sory to whose agency little that is analogous with the elevations in ordinary use, and more-
existed among the ancmnts. Since the cam- over expels a greater quantity of the small
paigns of the French Revolution, its importance balls called grape at a singte diseharge,--which
hasbeen greatly extended. Asbeingthe wea- is exldained by the gun's being comparatively
pou which demands most science, it will be stronger, and enduring a comparatively greater
always a favourite arm, where the intelligence charge. Hence, if, as may often be the case
of nations in a m,,re advanced state of society, with a Det_nsive Force, there should he a ne-
ts brought into opposition to the force of such cessityforopposingafieldartilleryofbrasswith
as are in a less. And the greater the diffusion one of iron, (in which the inferiority of the iron
of intelligence, the greater will be the results is, that to obtain the same strength, the weight
likely to be derived from this arm. On the must he increased from a third to a half,) the
whole, therefore, the advantage is likely to be best way nfdiminishing the disadvantage will
on the side of those s,'ates in which the power probably be by diminishing the calibre. This,
of 8elf government is in the hands of the many. therefore, is an ob_rvatien tending to increase

The great and palpable division of artillery the efficiency of defensive foroe.
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It is evident _hat horse artillery, considered the divided fortresses_ shall keep ttle Iat_n- in
_aspecmsofcavatry,possesses precisely those check, and be ready to fall with a superior
qualities Which the other cavalry has not. It force on the first that ventures beyond it walls ;
can c_nvey to a given point the faculty of over- and the difference (twenty thousand) he will
whelming, or helping to overwhelm, a body of add to hi_ fi_rmcr sup: riority in the field, rook-
infantry ; and when it is in combination with lug the final pr_,purtion that of five to nine.
cavalry, the same necessity which obliges the i Fortresses, therefore, considered merely as
infantry to form square_ to resist the cavalry, ! places of shelter, arc not a source of strength
exposes it to destruction from the artillery. _ to a retreating army in operations on a large
Horse artillery, therefore, in localities favour* I scale, but the contrary. But as keys to eom_
able to its action, has tended to give the advan- ] mmdcations, fbrtresses have a very consider-
tags to cavalry over inihntry ; or, in other ! ableeffect,though less than was ancieutlyattri-
xvords, to confine the superiority of the infan- buted to them. A fortress that can stop up a
try to localities not adapted for thc movement point of passage for a certain period against all
of large ma_ses of horse artillery. : t*pposition_ may oblige an invading force to lose

A difference discernible between horse or- time in taking a circuitous route ; and several
titlery and other cavalry is, that horse artillery , tbrtresses of the same kind in succession, may
has the mo_t marked power of deciding vic- cause theloss of time toamount to some weeks
tory ; cavalry, of b_proving it. _ --and a week's greater or less delay may de-

The use of' tbot artillery (or artillery where ' terrains the late of a nation. Hence there is a

- the artillery-men are not conveyed on horse- I substantial use of fortresses_ and there is an
back) appears to be with propriety hmitat_lc , imaginary one ; and it is the business of states-
to the attack and defence of fortresses. It is_ _ men and commanders of armies_ to distinguish
therefi_re, in reality, part of the science of the ] one frem the other. And this proper use of
engineer : or--the sciences of the attack aud _.fortresses is evidently an important considers-
defence of fortresses, and of the use of heavy i tion in relation to Defensive War.
artillery, should be combined in the same in- i Hitherto the subject has been that of differ-
d_viduals, i eat armatures or modes of arming, or what the

The use of fortresses in modern war appears ] French distinguish more briefly by the word
to be reducible entirely, or nearly _o, tn thezr i arme. The next is, of the mode of applying
effects upon communications. For example, a them. And these two subjects have manifestly
fortress winch secure< a certain passage to the a degree of inter-connexion with each other.
possessor, and cnable_ tmn to exclude lu_ enemy Arms of a particular kind are chosen, from an
from the same passage, is of the same value opinion that they are the most effectual for the
and effect as the possession of a gate, which couduct of war ; and war is conducted in one
lets in one man and keeps out another. It _s certain manner and not in another, in cerise-
in just continuation of this metaphor, that a queues of a reference to the nature of the arms
fortres_ is sometimes styled "a key," "the key in use.
of a country," &c. A fvrtress which is the key The great division which presents itself in
to nothing, is in mvdern military estimation this place, is the d_wsion into tactics and _tra-
worth nothing, and would he better dismantled, teg'_cs. It ]s remarkable,that after all that h_
Many ancient fortresses arc thus situated, and been written on the ruilitary art, men in gene-
therefore have been abandoned. But to have ral have not yet come to a clear and ve,m_a,.ular
any effect in the way of a kc/_, a fortress must ' comprehension of the difference between th_,e
be connected with some extensive local ob- two tldngs. Even Jomini (the last military au-
stacle or difficulty, as for example, a river, or thor of name, and the only one who has written
a chain of mountain_. If there i_ to be a gate. intelh_ibly on the rationale of the movements
there must also be somethin_ of the nature of of armies*) is not clear upon it. Tactics (from
a wall : for a fortress in an open country, or on vd¢¢_ ordi_w_ are the preparation of the in-
n plain of ice, would be like a gate where there struments. ,_'trate_._ics (from v¢_¢_ _) are
was no wail. _ how to apply them after they are made. To

The idea that fortresses might operate as .

cheeks to an invading army, by the fear of the / �Tra-it_de._qrandes Operations miIdai_s. P_r

effect of their garrisons upon its rear, may be i [e G:_ral l_a_:o_ de .]om_ni; :_vols. in eve, aweconsidered as obsolete. If a hundred thousand ¢_tlus; 4(} fr.--Par_, 1811. The book is an e_-
men retire before a hundred and tx_entv thou- pos_ of the military system of Napoleon. When
sand, and as the means of eheckiug the enemy, France was inx._led in 1813, domini went over to
throw fifty thousand into ibrtre._e_,--the con- the Allies ; and altered the subsequent editions of
sequence only is, that even if the enemy leaves hi,_ book, to please his new aesocmtes. The later
fifty thousand to watch them, the inequality of editions are consequently diminished in wtue.
the active forces that remain, instead of being There are also several volumes professing to be acnntinuation ; but of inferior interest. _n 11330
as five to six_ will be in the proportion of five the same author published, Ir, troduct/on _i P_d_
to seven, which is worse than betbre. But the d_s gra_es combina_ns de la _e et d_ l_

invader _r_7 not leave fifty thousand. He will tactiq_e, _otam_*t au Trait_ des_2ra_._ Op_a-contrive flint, for instance, thirty thousand, col- tiom mihtaires. _inseii_, t'ari*., ft.; which i_
leered into larger b,,-:_c_ than the garri_ou_ of a kind of syllabus of _he _'_her, _ith addition
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mixeolours,prepareeanvass,andehoosebrushes, the same kind of revolution in war_ that Coper-
may be said to be the tactics of a painter. Stra- nicns did in astronomy. He saw clearly, that
reties are how to paint. To know how to ibrm so long as there was distance enough for the
eolumns_ lines, to advance, to retire, &c., is tae- central army to have time to concentrate its
ties. To know when to form columns, when operations on one of the divided forces on its
lines, when to advanc% when to retire, &c., is flanks, without its movement being in_tantly
strategies, discovered and interrupted by the pursuit of

There may be a small tactique and a ffra_de the other--the chances were all in favour of
tacti_tue--a tactic of companies, and a tactm the force occupying the central or interior po-
of regiments, and a tactic of corps d'_lrm_e-- sit]on. And t]us (though other e_uses com-
tt tactic of infantry, of cavalry, and of artillery; bined and aided) was the leading source of his
but they all agree in the definition given, military success, so lhr as it depended on the

The divisions existing in strategies were movements of armies. When his enemiesbad
never clearly developed, till it was done by by experience become acquainted with his sys-
Napoleon. The strategic of b_ttles was indif- tea, they endeavoured to paralyze it by witb-
ferently well understood before his tim% and drawing before him witb_ut fighting ; so as to
had received great improvements, as connected disappoint him in the object of his movement,
with the modern weapons, from the King of which was to destroy a part_--and thereby
Prussia; but the rules for the direction of leave him no result but thelabour ofhismsrch.
forces at a distance from the enemy, were in And this was attendedwith considerable effect,
a very different state. The leading principle in the particular circumstances of Napoleon ;
of this strategic of battles, may be stated as because time and victory were precious to him
derived from tbe fact, that when a force drawn at that period. But it does not follow that
up (as in the greater number of cases, since the same system is applicable to general use.
the invention of fire-arms, forces must neces- Where circumstances on the two sides ap-
sarily be drawn up) in long thin lines, was at- preached to equality, the very practice of the
tacked by other forces which had placed them- retreating system would be an avowal of infe-
selves in the direction of the smaller dimension riority ; and the commander of the other army
of the line, or in other words upon one or both would find opportunities of so directing his
of its flanks, it was almost sure to be defeated; movements, that to retreat before him should
or at all events the chances were greatlyagalnst lead him to some object equivalent to a victory.
it, unless counterbalanced by extraordinary It mayappear matter of interminable regret,
activity in the commander and resolution in that such a discovery, which proved itself ca-
the troops. And the reason of this was, evi- pable of cbangiu_ the face of Europe, should
dent]y, that bodies thus attacked in the diree- have produced so httle benefit to mankind at
tion of their smaller dimension, are under an large. But the results are yet to come. The
incapacity of offering any effectual def_'nce er diecovery of Napoleon has decided the ultimate
opposition, without, at all event_, a change of independence of nati_n_.by demonstrating that
position to prepare for it ; and this change of I the most civilized and hbcrat portinn of Europe,
position, when to be effectcd under the prcs- _possesse_ the good military position against the
sure of an enemy and because the enemymakes les_ civilized powers which surround it. If
it necessary, is a very dangerous operation, r France, for example, should ever again be at-
and almost sure to end in disorder and rout. I tacked by such a coalition as at the commence-
What was established therefi)re was, that in ! ment of her Revolution_ the military principle
respect of positions in actual combat, the een- i developed by Napoleon would give her almost
tral position was the dangerous one, and to i the certainty of repulsing the invaders_ and
occupy the circumS_rence of the circle (or in finding the way to their capitals in return.
other words to surround or turn the enemy) i A practical inference of smaller extent is,
was the desirable one. And here began the i that m the case of a national resistance in eir-
mistake, which Napoleon was born to correct, I cumstances like these of Spain when it rose
and conquered the European continent in set- i upon the French forces dispersed over t]:c
ring right. What was true of bodies of troops ! c(Juntry in 1808, the object of the insurgen_
in positions of actual combat, was assumed to should be to unite concentrically into masses
be true of bodies at great distances from each ' superior to the separate masses by which they
other. Because an army wa_- in a dangerous : happen to be surrounded, and then assume the
situation when it had another army on each ; offensive without a moment's delay, for the
of its flanks within cannon shot, it wa_ assure- purpose of overpowering their enemies in de-
ed, that an army in Germany was also in a tail ; repeating the same process of eoncentra-
dangerous situation, when it had one army on tion and attack, as often as circumstances shall
its flank in italy, and another in the Nether- direct. The first part of the contest must in
lands. The First Consul was the discoverer fact be a r_ce, to see which side can execute
of the fallacy contained in this assumption, and this kind of process with most celerity and
of the true principle of what may, for distinc* vigour.
$ion_ be ¢a_led the grande stratggiq_e, or mode
of directb,g the movements of armie_ at a dis- AR'r 2.--On th_ Ridl_,for 1)efen#i_ For_e.
tanee from the enemy ; and he made thereby it has been asserted that the inventmn of
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bombs decided the superiority of standing For practical evidence of the effect of the
armies over cit/zea levies, and gave a blow to ri_e for Defen_ive Force, reference may be had
civil liberty in most of the states of Europe. to America. Who will make any permanent
The invention of the rifle appears calculated impression on the United States, with their
to reverse the superiority, population of riflemen _. Who would dictate

On this head, question may be the following : forms of government to France, if, in addition
_If an army of citizen defenders were oppos- to her stipendiary army, she had an equs, l
ed to an invading regular force, in such num- number of volunteer riflemen from her radical
bets on the two sides respectively as should force _.
balance the difference in the habit of _eting ARc. 3.--On il[iJit_ry E_ow_ff.

in organized masses, and make the chances A point which may be usefully insisted on,
equal,--would not a relative advantage be iu connexion with a treatise on Defensive
given to the citizens, if both sides were to re- Force, is the great economy, so far as relates
ceive the power of arming themselves with to the Stipendiary branch, of having everything
rifles at discretion, with Ume ibr learning the of the best tl_at is flrovurable.
mechanical use of the instrumeut ._ Take for example the armature of the In-

It may be maintained that there would :-- fantry. The cost of an infantry-man in the
1. Because, the eitzzens being the greate._t Stipendiary branch, including pay, cioth/ng,
number, the sum of all the additions that could food if supplied distinct from pay, and arm&-
be made to the efficiency of individuals on ture with the common musket, is ordinarily
their side, would be greater than the sum on estimated at £30 sterhng (750 francs) a-year.
the other.--2. Because the additions to the The cost of an ordinary musket is about £1
power of the individual citizens, are in the sterling, and that of a rifle is, on a large esti-
same directmn in which the advantage of the mate, £10; hence, if the rifle is supposed to
aggregate laybefore : but the additmns to the last ouly fifteen years, (which is much finder
power of JndJ';idnals in :the regnJar Jbri'e, (Jr the truth,)and to require renewing cont/nuaHy
extended beyond the comparatively small num- at the end of that peliod, the additional expense
ber who might be employed as irregular corn- ofarmingand keepiugamanperpetuallyarmed
hatauts before,) are in a different direction, with a rifle, with due calculation of the value
and consequently for every addition to the of money at fiveper couture, maybe estimated
strength of the aggregate in one direction,
there is a diminutmn ia auother. Or if it be w_ tire: 20 coupsde Fusil, et on touche 5.fiJi* une
cleaxer, s'ty--the teu,teacyofthecba_ge upon C_h'ede5piedsdehautsur 3 de tar,je...16eoul_
the whole, is to transfer the mode of combat de Carubine, et on touche 13 Ibis & mgme but.-
from that in which the regular force has most A_de-Mgmo_re _ l'usage des Ofheiers d'Artillerie
advantage, to that in whmh the citizens, de France. 56.me6di_mn,1819. Table des M_i-

The .,4ide-M_moire for the use of the French 6res, p. xxxli.
Artillery (edition of 1819) contains the only (l_eh_wu! Remarks, in.,_;rtedby the Editor.)--

The number 26, where it appears in the first para-
known statement of the relative powers of the g:aph of the above, h_s been substituted for t 6
rifle and the common musket, which is a manifest mlsprlnt in the onginah

The result of experiments there stated is, The result m iavour of the rifle would probahly
that the superior efficiency of the rifle (eircum- have been considerably greater, if ins_e_l of the
stances for and against, all taken into account) rifle of sm._ll dmmns_ons (as described in other
is, in situations appropriate to its use_ as thir- parts of the .Atde-31i'mo_re) had been employed
teen tu five._ the English mihmrv model, with barrel of thirty

French inches, and_batl_ of the same size as the
French musket.

* Des 6preuves comparatives, fai_es _ Magde- The above etatement _scuriously at variancewith
bourg, en mars 18]4, par MM. le C. de B.Dussaus- the objections presented in preceding editions of
soy, etc., Otticiers d'Artillerie, aver le Fusil the A_de-ftI_'mu_re,m_dallowed to continue in the
d"lnfa_erie _ir_ arev babies de IB e$ de 20 _ L_ Just: the whoJeof which are founded on _be _p-
tivre ; et la Carablne, dlte du calibre de "->2,ray_.e position of m*smanagement. There is nonecessity
de 7 tales en spirale, tlrge avec hallos de 26 £ la lot the ball being driven with _iolence ; all that
llvre, tantgt nue, tantgt enveioppg_ede papier ou is required being, that by means of it_ greased eieth
de calepm, tirge £ 1-40 de livre de pomh'e, pomtgs it should go down smoothly like the sucker of
horizontalemcnt &70 toises du but,--ont denn6 tcs pump. Hence the loading is easy, either on foot
r4sultats suivans: or horseback. The powder to be in blank cart.

l o. La Carabine a plus de port6e que le Fusit ridges, like those used in exercise ; the balls eevex-
avecballes de 2t), et presq.ue autaat que le FtL_il ed With their greased cloth, twisted together at the
aver hallos de 18; ends. The rararod of bum wood, cylindrical, of

20. Lajustesse du tir de la Carabine,et sa portge, nearly the diameter of the bore ; any bruise from
sent d_autant plus grandes, que la balle a ete plus an iron ramrod making the barrel useless ever
forego, pourvu cependant qu*on n'outre-passe p_.s afterwards. It is easy to add a b*yonet of 28 o(_
certaines limites ; 30 inches long ; making the whole iengththe sums

3°. La Carabine a 4 lois plus de justesse que le as in the musket, andwithout removing the pow_rFusil avec hallos de It, et Ix lois que ]e Fu_il avec of taking aim. i_Iany other suggestions mig]_ b_
ballea de 20 ; added, tending to i::erease the ratio of the eomF_-

4%_lv¢_ de boris_ireurs_et darts le m_me ten_ps rative efficiency of the mstrument_
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as equal to a continual payment of £1 per an- CIIAPTER XL
num. Hence, by a nation which has consider-
able capital at command, thirty riflemen may MI._IST_S SEVE_LLY.
be. raised, armed, and permanently kept on ibot,
ibr the salae expense as thirtl--one commoa S£cwlo._ I.
infantry-meu. But it hasbeen shown that, m
appropriate circumstances, the advantage of Election Minister.
the rifle over the common musket is as 13 to
5. Hence, if riflemen are r_ised to the extent E_active.

thatcanbeemployedunder such circumstances, ARe. 1. To the Election Minister; under tho
and to no greater, 5 of these riflemen will be as Legislature and the Prince Minister, it belongs
useful as 13men with muskets: or, preserving to give, at all times, execution and effect to

thesame proportion, 30 riflemenwill do the ser- the matter of the Election Code, to wit, as to
vice of 78 commoninfantry-men. But 30 rifle- the mode of filling the seats in the Legislative
men areonly theexpenseof 31 of other infantry. Chamber, and as to the mode of filling the seats
The expense, therefore, of 47 infantry-men out in the several Sub-legislative Chambers.
of 78 will be saved; or a given expense will
be applied, with an increased final result m Enactlve. Expositive.

the proportion of 78 to 31, or upwards of 5 ARt. 2. To this purpose, it belongs to him
t_) 2. to exercise,--a_ to all Tcrsons, in so ihr as era-

In the same manner a cavalry soldier is or- pl,)yed in any part of the business of any of
dinarfly supposed to cost about £75 a-year. ! the several elections by which those same seats
Let the horse be assumed to last on an average are filled, the locative, supptetive, directive,
six years; and let the question be, of the effect and dislocatire functions ;--as to his own of-

of adding £20 to the parehase-money of the rice, the self-suppletive function ;--as to things,
horse. The additional co_t of purchasing and I in so far as thus employed, in.conjunction with
from time to time replacing such a horse, may _ the Finance Minister, the procurative, custo-
(with allowance fur the interest of money as I dltive, al_Jicat;ce, directive reparative, tran$-
before) be rated as equal to a continual pay- _format_vv, and el_nanat_ve functmns ;--as to
ment of £4 per annum, ttence 75 horse sol- [ persons and t]dnfls, the inspective ;--ab to Ter-
dlers mounted in the Improved manner, may he i soTzs, thin_]s, and occurrences thereto belong-
maintained ibr the same expense as 79 of the { inn, the statistic, recordatire, publivative, and
other; or by striking off six or eight men and ] oJI;ciallq-infvrn_ativc;--as to states of things,
horses per squadron, the regiments of new [or,{inat_c¢s_and arrar_gements, the melior_ion-
cavalry will cost no more than the old. The ! _._:Testivc. Concernil_g the_e tunctmns, see
question therefore will be, whether tbr certaiu J_Ch. _x. ML_SrERS COLLECTIVELy_ Section 4,
services, such squadrons will not be more , .Functions in all, Art. 4_ et seq.
effective, than squadroils of the c_mmon kutd
with six or eight men :_nd hor_es mo_e in !! lnstruct_o_al.

each; or whether the efficiency of the he,r i Ant. 3. :For the whole of the process by
squadron, s, wiz;, equal mm_ber_, will not be * which the_e seat< are fillod, eee the aforesaid

increased in a greater proportion than that of i Electhm Cbde. SectionS. [Works,vol.iii.p.577.]
79 to 75.

On the same principle, if it was proposed to S_cx_o._ IL
give the rifle to a portion of the mounted troop%
the comparative expense would only be in the Legislation _inister.
proportion of _e_enty-six to seventy-rive.

These considerations throw light on the ex- E_actire. Ext_ositire.

pensiveness of anything that is _nferior, in a AR_. 1. To the Legislation Minister it be-
permanent or Stipendiary ibrce, longs to render to the business of the L_._sla-

In the arming of the Radical force, the ti_,nal Department, service analogous to thot
economy of using the improved instrument is wlfich, by the aggregate of the operatious _f
not so demonstrable, nor so reducible to pr_c- the several other Ministers, with the excep-
tical effect. If every man of military age in tion of the Election Minister, is rendered to
the United States of America can be induced the business of the .,4dmi*dstrational Depart-
or obliged by law to arm himself w_th amus- meat.
ket of the cost of £1, it does not follow that
it would be feasible or proper to direct him Enactlve.

to arm himself with a rifle of the cost of £10. ART. 2. To this purpose, it belongs to him
But still, the advantage derivable from the to exercise, always in subordination to the

weapon in the proportion of 13 to 5, is capable Legislature, the functions following : for the
(more especially in a time of public alarm) explanation of which, see above, C_. ix. M_-
of being held out as an effectual induce- _ST_aS COLLECTIVELY, S_ction 4_ Fnnctio_ ia
meat to a great number of individuals, to all, ART. 44 to 70.

arm themselves voluntarily in the improved I. As to all person_ employed iu any part of
mam_r, the business of hi_ office :--1. the ,_._ive--2.
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the suppletiro---3, the dire_ivc--4, the di_loca- Assembly, on the first day of its sittings,
ti_'c. Report, stating such laws, if any, as expired

II. As to his own official situation :--5. the in the course of the year just closed, and such
adf-s_ppletive, as, in tile course of the year just begun, are

IIL As to things, ia so far as employed in, about to expire : to the end that nothing apt
or in the business of, his office, (but not exer- may cease,noranythingunaptbeeonthaued_ioz
risible otherwise than in concert with the want of notice.
Finance Minister) :--6. the procurative--7, the
custoditlre--8, the a-p-plicatice--9, the reTara- .Enactive.
tiee--lO, the ellndaat_re. AuT. 7. So, it belongs to him to direct a_

IV. As to moneq, also in concert with the arrangements relative to the printing and _-
Finance Minister :--the procuratire--the cus- i tribution of the Pannemion, including all aa-
todttive--and the applicative, ditions from time to time made to it.

V. As to persons and things:--11, the in-
spective. Enact_re.

VI. As to persons, things, money, and occur- ART. 8. So, in relation to the proceedings
rc_ces thereto belonging :--12. the statistic, of the several sableflL_latures--
(as to which see Ch. ix. MImSTEP_UCOLLEC- I. In virtue of his o2_rially-i_formatlv_
TIVELY,Section 7, Statistic.fun.clion,)--13. the function, to make known to them respectively,
recordativ¢--14, the publioative--15, the _d_- with all promptitude, all laws, and dh.ections
¢ially-inforn_atire. given in relation to them by the Legislature.

VII. "As to states of thin.qs, ordinance._, and II. In virtue of his in._ective function, to
arrangements.'_16, the melioration-suggestlce, watch over and eventually indicate to the

Legislature any such sublaws or proceedings
.Ex-posigive. as among any of them respectively shall haw

ARt. 3. Of his procnrative, custoditive, up- had place, to the detriment, as supposed by
plicative, and reparative functions, subject- him, of the authority of the Legislature, or of
matters are the .Legislative .drchices. Of the thL- or that other Sublegislature.
contents of these archives, examples are, the
manuscripts, books, maps, and any other imi- Enac_ive.
tative sketches, kept for the use of the Legisla- A_T. 9. So, to exercise the star/stir and
tire Assembly. mcliorat_on-su.q.qe_tire thnetions, with relation

to the form in wlLich the body of the law pre-
Expositive. sent_ nself: that is to say, the manner in which

• ART. 4. So all edifices in which the Assem- the portions of matter belonging to it are
bly holds any of its sittings ; and all edifices grouped together--the order in which they
in which are kept any of its _rchives: the follow one another, and the words by which
edifices, with the furniture thereto respectively they respectively stand expressed.

belonging. Enactlv_. :Expositive.

.Expositive. A_r. 10. In particular, with relation to the
ART.5. In particulax, to all accommodations tactics of the Assembly : the rules, to wit, by

for the several descriptions of persons, habi- which its debates and other proeeediugs are
tually or occasionally present, at the sittings directed.
of the Assembly. Examples are--

I. Members. Instructional.
II. Ministers, or their subordinates, or bottb [ ART.11. Simple abrogation, simple addition,

attending from the several subdepartments, substitution, or modification. At each point of
III. Clerks, attendant on the Assembly. tiara, by every ordinance issued from the Le-
IV. 1_eporters, ofi%ial or spontaneous, of its gislatnre, one or other of these operations will_

debates and proceedings, by every fresh enactment, be performed upon
V. Visiters, or say Le.qislational Ins2cetors; the Pannomion, in its then existing state.

to wit, persons at large, attending m their Case I. Sbaple abrogation. To the portion
quality ofmembers of the Supreme Constitutive. of matter in question, reference will be made

VI..Ministers, l"_r_voys,and ..4flents, of all by indication made of the place it occupies in
elasses and ranks, from foreign powers, the Pannomion : the place, as designated by

VII. Persons under examination, or wait- the numbers respectively applicable to the
ing to be under examination, in the Assembly, code, the chapter, the section, and the article.
or in any of its Committees_ in the quality of Added for better security against errors of pen
w/$_ or petitioners, or press, the two first words and the two last

words of the mass of matter intended to be
.Enaeti_. Expositive. abrogated.

AnT. 6. So of his statistic and mdioration- Case II. _Siraple addition. Mode of refer-
_e._ina functions, in respect of all portions racer--indication given of the chapter and see-
of the tfannomion, the duration of which has tion, and of the article immediately after g hieh
been rendered tvraporary: delivering in_to the the new article is to be considered a_ in_t __e_h
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IIL ,Sihi_uti,_n, in the result, is a I_estructior_l.
eompound of the two former ; subjoined to
abrogation_ addition, as above. ART. 17. Comparatively speaking, for re-edi-

Case IV. 2_]od_fieation. Reference being tions of the General Code, the occasions will
made, as above, to the article or articles in- be rare,--of this or that Particular Code, of
tended to be modified, for giving expression to frequent occurrence : more especially, for ex-
the modification,--ehoice will be to be made ample, 1, in the case of the Particular Codes,
between two modes, or say forms, in either of ttle enactments having for their object addi-
which it is alike capable of being expressed : tion, defalcation, substitution, or modification,
namely, the corrective, or say the directice, and in relation to the aggregate of the taxes : 2,
the re-editive; as to which, see Ch. vi. LEGIS- so likewise the enactments regulating the man-
L_rVRE, Section 29, .3lembers' .Motions. ner of carrying on this or tha_ profit-seeking

occupation; the object of the regulation being
Enactlre. Instrllctional. either the giving positive increase to the ag-

ART. 12. When and as often as the whole gregate of the fruits of productive industry., or
number of the copies, of which the edition of the preserving it from being, to the detriment
the code in question is composed, are disposed of individuals, disproportionately and unduly
of--whether gratuitously delivered, or sold-- disturbed, by the manner in which the taxes
the Legislation Minister will have caused print are imposed.
a new edition, with the whole of the contents
in the re-editive form, as above: inserting a .Enact_re. I, strnctlo,al.
notice therein, of the then lust state in which AR_. 18. Legislational-amendment-inspeetlre
the contents had been placed by the nwd'_fica- function. The Pannomion being supposed com-
t$vns, or say amendments made in the eurree- pleted, no ulterior and succeeding legislative
tlve, or say dlreoti_e mode. operation can be performed, without operating

ill the character of an amendment,* upon some
Fxpositi_e. part or parts of the matter, which it finds eS-

ART. 13. General Code--system of .Parti- tablished; for, in the text of it, will be found
cular Codes: to one or other of the aggregates, propositions to such a degree comprehensive
thus denominated, will every portion of the and extensive, that no ordinance can at any
Paunomion, at all times, be found referrible, succeeding point of time be ever added, with-

out producing, in some way or other, an alter-
.ExpositOrs. I ation in the effect of the aggregate mass, on

ARe. 14. By the General Code, understand which it is applied.
that portion of matter by which, in one way E_mct_re.
or other, the interests of persons in general are
affected ; upon each class of persons, benefits, ART. 19. Under the direction of the Legis-
with or without corresponding rights, being lature, to the Legislation Minister, in virtue
thereby respectively conferred ; or burthenb, of this his Legi_lation-amendme_t-D*speetive
by means of corresponding obligations ira- function, it belongs, to take coguizance of every
posed; or, on one and the same class of per- i proposed amendment, that is to say, of every
eons_ benefits conferred, and burthens imposed, fresh proposed ordinance, or aggregate of ordi-

nances, ill whichsoever of two sources it has
Expo_it_re. originated: and accordingly either antecedently

ART. 15. By a.Part_cular Code, understand or subsequently to its presentation to the Le-
a portion of matter, by which, exceptions ex- gislature. Antecedently to its presentation to
cepted, the interest of no more than one class, the Legislature, it will have come under his
or say description of persons, or two classes, cognizance, in the case where it has been co,n.
or say descriptions of persons, are principally mitted to him from the Judiciary authority,
affected : that is to say as above, by means of as per CtL xii. JUDICIARYCOLLECTIVELY,See-
special benefits conferred, commonly by means

of correspondent rights, or special burthens_ _Amendment. InEnglishpractice, every'changeor
imposed on them, or both. sayalterationprodueed,ordesignedandendeavoured

Exj_osit_ve. to be produced, in the body of law which it findsestablished, being supposed and affirmed to be for
Aa_. 16. Exception is--tha_ which has place the better,--every discoursehaving for its declared

in the case of the judicial and other function- purpose the effectingany such alteration, is term-
aries, by whose instrumentality, execution and edan amendment, and for the effecting of any such
effect are to be given to the several enact- alteration, this term amendment,--this and no
ments contained in that same code : and who other, already being in use in English practice, and

thence in French, may, after th_s notice, without
stand accordingly invested with the correspon- danger of misconception, continue to be employed :
dent rights, and burthened with the corre- and accerdingly,after this notice,to say of anyprint-
spondent obligatlotm : all such functionaries ed portion of discourse, under the denomination of
m-e in so far interested in the contents not auamendment, that it is an un_pt or a badamendo
only of the several JPart_uZar Codes_but also ment, and that it is no amendment, is what m_
theG_mera2Code,, be ea_dwithout self-contradlctionin oft_t.
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tion 20, J"_dges' eventually em_ndat_eefunctlon, i made. For the matter and f_m of _h r_-
acc_)rding to the provisions thereby made for _ port, see Art. -'29. For the reason_ w]:y it _
giving to the Faunomion at all times, the thus rendered necessary, see Art. 36.
benefit of such experience, information, and
correspondent skill, as cannot, in any other _ .Enactire.
situation, in an equal degree, have place ; aml ] ART..05. F_eeption is, where upon the re-
at the same time, preser_ i_.g the rule of action , sponsibility of the proposing member, it is by
from being, to an indefinite degree, increased the words " declared ur,jent," with his sigl_-
in bulk_ and thence proportionally diminished ture annexed, declared so to be. For the rea-
iu cognoscibility and certainty of effect, by a . sons why a proposed amendment will not be
species of discourse, composed of discussions received without the fulfilment of this eondi-
occupying more pages than an ordinance which tion, see Art. 36 : for the reasons why it will
were the result of it, would occupy lines,-- be received ca fulfihnent of thi_ condition, see
and, without having received the sanetmn of Art. 59.
the Legislature, yet capable, notwlO_standing, Enactlc_.
of exercising the influence and producing the
effect of law. ART. 26. In the case of • law whic] b in

consequence of a declaration of ur.qenvy, a_
En,lctlee. above, has passed without having been ecru-

ART. 20. A_ to the mode in which, if pro- mitted to the Legislation Minister, he will, as

posed in like form as if propv_-ed by a mere- soon as it has passed, unless inhibited by the
her of the Leglslatur% an alnendment, subject Legislature, take cognizance of it, for the par-
always to the pleasure of the Legislature, will pose of securing its being ultimately in sym-
by its silence after appropriate notice, be ag- metrical form.
gregated to the Paamomion, see Ch. xii. JUDI-
CIARY COLLECTIVELY, Section 19, Judges' con- JEnactir_.
tested.i_terpretation reportis_fl.fu_etion, Section ART. 27. If thereupon it be reported by
20, J_dys' ecentuatty-emeadadre fanetlon: him symmetrica:, it will be in that state ag-
Section 22_ Judges" preiuterTretatire rune- gregated of course to the body of the laws :
t/on. if reported unsymmetrical, a draft deemed by

him symmetrical will be delivered in by him
ETmcH re. Instcuct_onal. along with it; which draft will, if approved by

ART. 21. Remains the case, in which it is the Legislature, be so aggregated ; or if it be

from the Legislature, that the proposed amend- disapprovedr it will either be rejected altoge-
meat comes into the hamts of the Legislation ther, or another will, under direction of the
Minister : from the Legislature, that is to say, Legislature, be, by the Legislation Minister,
either from some individual member, actingin substituted for it.
that character, or from a Continuation Cbmmit-
tee of the Legislature. as per Ch. vi. L_ISla- Expositive.
Tt'_E, Section 24_ Continuation Committee. ART. 28. By a clause in a portion of the

law, understand any lesser portion proposed
f:nactire. Instructional. [ to be therein inserted : to wit, whether it con-

ART. 22. The case of declared ur.qenc_/, as i sists of but a single word, or an entire propo-

per Art. 25, excepted, if and wheu a proposed sition in the logical sense of the word project/-
law is proposed by, and in the name of, a Con- tion, or any number of propositions, or any
tinuation Co_nmhtee, the Legislature, to which portion of the matter of a proposition, with or
it is so proposed, will determine, whether it without the addition ofsingiewordsorphrases.
shall be taken into consideration bv the whole

Assembly in the first instance, or _-hether, an- .Enactlve.
tecedeutlytosuchconsideration, reference shall ARt. 29. In and by such report, the pro-
be made of it to the Legislation Minister, to i posed law will be declared to be in one or
the end that, in point of f_,rm, its symmetrical- other of the three states, or say forms, follow-
hess, with reference to the Pannomion in its lug:-

then existing state, may be provided for and I. " In symmetrical form_" as to whieh_ see
secured. Art. 32.

II. " Not in symmetrical form."
.Enaetire. III. Form undecided : that is to say,who-

AR_. 23. In case of such reference, direction ther symmetrical or not.
will thereon be given to him, to return it within
a time mentioned, with his Report thereupon _:na¢_i_
made. A_aT. 30. If, within the time so fixed, tho

matter of the proposed law has, by the Legi_-
_act_. l_tiouMinister,been declared to be i_ s/c_-

A_. _4. F, xccptions excepted, no proposed taCtical form, it will thenceforward be ready
law will be taken into consideration by the for the consideration of the Legislature, whet_
Leqgi_lature until such Report shall have been soever, whether by the original mov_ or by
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any othermember, broughton,tbrthatpur-ispectthereof:atthesametime,he wilIim
po_e. liberty by exercise given to the _ora[_o_-

suggestive function, to attach to it an amem_-
Enaetiv_. _J_nt, preceded by the words_ _.4msndm¢_

A,_r. 31. If it be declared not _mrnetr_al, proposed i_ res2e_t of purTort."
the word dropped, will be added, and there-
upon his name, personal and official, attached. __atioclnati_.
So likewise, if declared undecided. But in ART. 36. Question. An amendment, why not
eit_'er case, with or without alteration, it may receivable in any other than the symmetrica_
be m_xoduced, atany time, by thcsame crony form_. .Answer. Reasons :--Good effects pro-
other member, duced by it, the following :--

Exposit_re. I. .Prevention of uncertai_t?/. When in this
form, the alteration proposed to be mad% is,

ART. 32. By syn_metriealform, as applied to if the proposal be adopted, actually made, the
a clause proposed to operate in the character parts meant to be affected by it, being de-
of an amendment, to any article or aggregate scribed in a manner not capable of being mis-
of axticles, contained in any part or parts of taken, certainty is the consequence : when by
the text of the Pannomion,--understand such a fresh statute, the text of the body of law
form as in respect of terminology, phraseology, which it applies to, being left untonched, it
and *aethod, including the grOUTing of the mat- may be matter of doubt and dispute, what are
ter_ and the order in which the clauses follow the parts meant to be affected.
one another, is, not only in import but in form, II. Prereat'wn of needless addltio_ to the
in accordance with the matter whereto applica- balk of the rule of action. By every such addi-
tion is made of it : in such sort that when the tion, a proportmnate probability being pro-
two portions of matter--the amended and the duced, of rendering a more or less considerable
a,-,mding--are put together, they may wear portion of it incomprehensible, to a more or
the appearance of having been originally writ- less considerable portion of the individuals,
ten at one and the same time. whose interests are affected by it.

ExTositlve" III. Security against unconnected and _m-provident alterations. The proposer will thus
AR_. 33. If the amendment is symmetrlea]_ be laid under an obligation, of taking tho

the mode in which the effect given to it is closest view of the effect which will be pro-
produced_ will be either the directive, or say duced upon the whole body of the Pannomiun,
torr, stive, or the re-editive; as to which, see by the enactment proposed by him, if it be
Ch. vi. LF.a_SLaTVR_,Section 29_Members'Mo- adopted: and by this means, many a mis-
Sions. chievous alteration will be shut out.*

_nactive. + In English practice, about 1827, a design was
ART. 34. When, in the opinion of the Le- formed of consolidating parts of the statute-law, by

gisl_tion Minister, the proposed ordinance, or putting into one statute matter which had entered
say amendment, fails of being symmetrical, or into the composition of divers statutes, amt there-

I upon in and by tim consolidating statutes, declaring
is in an undecided state, as above, he will in those other statutes, or parts of statutes, repealed.
relation to it take one or other of the three But when that which "_'asthus dealt with, was not
courses following :-- an entire statute but only a part of a statute, not

1. He will, in the corrective, or say directire by express deslg,mationbut only by qe_eraI deslg-
form as above, render it symmetrical, and nation of the contents, has it been_undertaken to
thereupon report it to the Legislature, with be repealed: " so much of the statute in question
the words " Rendered Symmetrical" attached t as relates to" such or such a matter, or to that
to it ; or, i effect :--Consequences, l. It is left open always

II. He will return it to the member in qucs- to argument, sa_d sometimes to real doubt, _'hat
the exact portion of matter is. that was meant to

tion, with a Report, expressed by the words, be so dealt with: 2. The body of the law is left "
requires to be drawn up anew; or, not eapa* encumbered wLh all these earcases,---some dead,--

ble of being rendered symmetrical by coffee- some as above, in a state between life and death.
rich." For this mode of proceeding, one cause may be

III. He will return it with his Report, ex- found in the condition in which in respect of me-
pressed by the words, " not eatable of being thod, that part of the rule of action which is no"
rendered sym_tr_va_ w_thin the time ajo- a mere fiction, is still left---a m_s in which, be it
pointed." ever so enormous, no parts thstingulshed one from

another, by the figures of the numeration table are
Eaavt_e. Instructional. to be found.

In the statute book of everyother civilized nation,
ART. 35. In case of his rendering it_ as the aggregate body of the laws is partitioned into

_tbgve_by ¢,o_revt_vvamendments, symmetrical, divismns and subdivisions one within another, the
as to him appears, in respect of form,--be will, results of the last division, being commonly-termed
i_ _ ¢loing, leave to the best of his judgment, articles,-.--these articles all alongdlstinguishod by
_,e matter unchanged in respect of purport ; numbers, and in respect to length, each article dif-
mad will accordingly not be responsible in re- feting little if anFthing from the se_t_o'_m in a
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respects fraught, would moreover be emp|oye4
Im_rzu_ma/. J_/oe/z_/ee. in waste ;--being, by the supposition, inca*

Air. 37. Under this condition, added to pable of being adopted in such sort as to be •
that of the adoption given to the proposed made to fulfil their intended purpose.
amendment, by the motion of one member,
seconded by another, ns per Ch. vi. LF_ISLA- ]7_iocinati_.

See_ea 29, _Membere' Motio_, Art. 7, a A]tT. 39. On the part of all persons thus
sort Of share in legislation is capable of being taking a share in the management of public
imparted--not only to *ninisters, members as affairs, a habit of precision and correctness, in
they are of the Legislative body, as to every thought and expression, would thus be pro-
right but that of voting,--but also to persons meted : while, on the other hand, by the time-
at _zrge , considered as members of the Consti- ly view of the indispensable task, the unapt
tutive : and this, too, without preponderant would, without the obnoxious and apparently
inconvenience. See Ch. xii. JUWCI_RY COL- unjust form of positive exclusion, feel them-
_r_VELV, Section 19, J_ge_' contested-in, selves excluded in effect.
terpretation-reportin 9 function; Section 20,
Jndges' eventuail_-emendative fu_tion; Section t&ttio_inative.
21, 8_dy/es' si_i_i_e fun_ion; Section 22, ART. 40. For the greater accemmodatinnof
Judges' pre-int_r_retatir_fu_¢tion, legislators, on whom the ultimate decision

would, on each occasion, have to rest, the sub-
J?_t_io¢/n_tive. ject-matter of decision would, on each occa-

ART. 38. Scarcely without this restriction, sion, be drawn as it were, to a point ; instead
could thisfaeultybe thuswidelyeommunicated, of being diffused, as it would otherwise be
without preponderant inconvenience : in pro- liable to be, through a chaos of vague genera-
portion as, on the part of the people, attention lities.
to their public concerns, received that exfen_
which is so desirable, the time of the Legisla- ]_tiocina_ive.
ture might thus become overloaded, and its AnT. 41. In the present proposed constitu-
attention bewildered, by a chaos of crude pro- tion, the groundwork of every arrangement in
positions, put forth, without adequate reflec- detail is unbounded liberty. The problem to
tion, by unapt hands; and the propositions be solved is, how to apply such restraints as
themselves, with whatsoever utility in other shall have the effect of keeping the rule of

action clear of all immethodical and pertur-
literary work at large. In the Statute Book of batery additaments, without prejudice to that
England, the whole mass of matter to which au- essential liberty, which must remain invio-
thenticatlon is _ven by one and the same touch of late. 'I_c arrangement which has presented
the sceptre, is termed a $?a_ute, and the statutes itself in this view is the leaving the universal
which in the course of the session follow one liberty of initiation untouched, adding to it, at
another, are distinguished from one another by the same time, an arrangement which shall
the title of chapter, with a number annexed, secure its passing through the hands of a re-
But of these statutes, though there are many of
them, each of which is of a bulk equal to that of a spensible functionary, by whom, the matter re-

maining as little changed as possible, it shall,reasonable volume, not one has any authentically
recognised parts. In practice, somehow or other, on every occasion, be moulded into a form
in the printed copies, a division has been made of such as shall make it quadrate with the form
them into numbered sections. But neither this, already given to the entire mass to which it is
nor any other division, has place in the original aggregated. If the fiat of this functionary
manuscript; and thus it is, that the practice of re- were in every case indispensable, he would be
pealingnootherwisetbanbydescription, iskeptup, a monarch with a veto in his hand. Power

But this practice,--though it has this for its must theretbre be reserved to and by the Le-
cause, has no excuse: for if the thing described gislature, to preserve its acts in every instance
were--not the purport, but the terms--not the from the operation of this check : to wit, on
meaning, but certain words--for example, from
_uch or-suehwords in such a line in such a page in the declaration made by the use of the word
the Goverament-printed copy, to such and such urqenc_, already in such extensive and fro-
other words in such another line of the same or quent use.
such other page,--awkward as would be the expe-
dient, unce_]nty as to the matter intended, would _t_atioc'mative.
at any rate stand excluded. [The author's views ARt. 42. No sooner is the word twg_e _
on this subject will be found at greater length in heard, than the public eye fixes itself, of course,
the Tract on Nomography, vol. iii. p. "231, et s_q. upon the measure, and the individual by whom
The special defect al_ov_ noticed was singularly il- it has been brought upon the carpet. The in-
lnstraied in the consolidation of the Customs' _cts dication of an irreparable evil as about to takein 1826,--part of the proj oct above alludsd to. After
anormonsexertionshadbeenmadetocollectandde- place in the event of the usual delay, will be

_crlbe all Acts and portions of Acts bearlng on the universally looked to, as a condition precedent_
Customs, it wM found after the consolidating Acts to the justifiable use of this important word.
werepa_ed, that semehadbeenonx_tted, andthata The sort of laws to which the use of it witl

so_lementaryrepo_ing Aetwaenece_mry.--_.d.] under these eireum_ane_ be naturally con-
vo_. IX. 2 E
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are those which are of _ temporary ha- i of the business of the Legislative body, the
ture_ and which, within the limits of the usual Legislation Ministerwill have been anticipated
delay, will either have been productive of the in his operations, by a precursor, belonging
full effect desired, or have received their ade- to one or other of two sets of funstionavies.
quately mature form, in passing through the These are---
ordinary official channel. I. The several Ministers employed (as in so

far as a demand for the performance of the
]nstructionat. legislative service has place, they will be) in

AltT. 43. Let a ease be supposed in which proposing, and, with the consent of the Legis-
the disposable time of a single Legislation lature, carrying into effect the several fresh
Minister, will not suffice for the quantity of enactments. To the extent of this part of the
business thns brought before him: by the uni- business, reference to and report from, the
versally applied institution of Deputes in the Legislation Minister will, unless objection be
number found requisite, any such deficiency is made by motion, follow ; and thus, these ope-
already obviated, rations will not, both together, consume any

sensible portion of time.
l_atiocinat_e. Exemplification and proof in the English

AnT. 44. Objections. I. Delay. In the prac- House of Commons : the practice in regard to
rice of all other governments, in which the the first, second, and third readings of a Bill,
business of legislation is in the hands of ale- in its passage to the character of a law.
gislative body, delay is a subject of well- Of thc twelve other Ministers, each wilt have
grounded complaint : and, to the causes of been continually occupied in giving the adat r-
delay which have place in those eases, this tation requisite to the proposed ordinances,
arrangement adds a new one. drawn for the purpose of the business belong-

II. _No one _*an's time su_clent. A greater ing to his own subdepartment : and the pro-
number would be requisite : and the greater eess of adaptation being in all cases the same
the number, the greater the room for want of process, and they having, each of them, deputes
symmetry as between the mode of drawing and subordinates whoso assistance will, at all
practised by one man, and the mode practised times, be at his command, no deficiency in re-
by another, spect of appropriate and adequate skill can,

III. J}[onolooly. As a draft cannot be taken on their parts, in so far as depends upon prae-
into consideration, without h_ving passed tice, be reasonably to be apprehended.
through the hands of the Legislation Minister, In particular, in the case of the Fina_ve
_by his retaining it, through indolence, negli- .7_irlnister,---with whom, in so far as money is
genee or design, the patience of the proposing concerned, the several other Ministers will
member may be wearied out : and as, per Ch. have to act in concert, (as to which see the
vi. LEGISLATUR_Section 14, Term of Ser_ive, several sections in which their functions are re-
the session will not last longer than a year, spectively enumerated,) the degree of his fatal-
the measure may thus be kept in suspense till, liarity with the business of adaptation, will be
the Session being at an end, the proposer is to theirs respectively as twelve to one.
no longer in a situation to go on with it. 2. In the case of a proposed ordinance, pro-

posed by and from the Continuation Commit-
.l:latiocinatire. tee, as per Ch. vi. LEGISLATURE, Section 24,

A_tT.45. In such sort are these objections Conti**uatlon Com_dttee, the person by whom
connected, that, in relation to them, one and it is proposed, will be the fuuctionary who, on
the same set of answers may serve, the occasion in question, acts as the organ of

I. Under no existing government, has the that same committee. By the supposition, he
Legislative body, as yet, been in the habit of will have had more than one year's practice,
sitting, during so large a part of the year as in the business of giving to proposed ordi-
the half : under this code, it never ceases to nances, the required adaptation and symme-
sit. See Ch.vi. LEOISLATVRE,Section 18, _71le_*t-try; and to the number of years, during which
bets' .dttendance. Section 20,.,4ttendanve and he will have been habituated to this practice,
_P_muneration, how connevted, there will be no positive limits.

II. As a standard of reference, and at the Remains, as the only sort of ease, that can
same time as a model for imitation, before the present any probability of a demand, for the
eyes of persons in general, and all members of application of labour, of an_vcontinuance, on
the Legislature in particular, will, at all times, the part of the Legislation Minister--the ease,
have been the Pannomion, in whatever state where a member, not having fallen into con-
the proposed amendment finds it. Familiar nexion with either the appropriate Minister or
the matter, not less familiar to them, will have the Continuation Committee, has this or that
• een the _aet/tod and the ez/_ress/on. Amongst new arrangement, which, with his name at-
its objects, or say ends in view, it will have taehed to it, he is desirous of laying before
had the giving to it such properties, by which the Legislature. In this case, if in his own
the facility of adapting amendments to it in eyes, he is sufficiently qualified for the per-
_mmetrical form, will be maximized, form_nee of the z_iaptative process, he will

II1. In all but _ comparatively small part perform it acoordi_ly; _nd in this ca_e, like-
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wise, the quantity of time occupied by the /ati_ bod/es, acting within their several fields
exercise given to the Legislation Minister's of service.
function, will most commonly be next to nothing.

Supposing a Member to such a degree, new In_ruct_o_d. .Ratio¢i_aZ_v¢.
to Legislative business, that even in his own ART.49. So many legislative bodies, so many
eyes he is not sufficiently qualified,--searcely schools of legislation, accessible to all, who, by
ca_ he be at any difficulty, as to the obtaining self-regarding interest, or public spirit, sl_ll_
the requisite assistance. By no man, with any at any time_ feel themselves prompted to seek
tolerable prospect of success, can a new mea- entrance.
sure be brought forward, without his having,
as he believes, secured the eventual support of ]_tructional.
fellow-members, in some proportion or other, ART.50. Note, that, in the ordinary mode_
in the shape of speech and argumentation on in the case in which the change is made in
that side. Altogether unlimited is the num- any other way than by simple repeal or by
her of those from whom assistance will in this simple addition, no such certainty is afforded.
shape be derivable. In so far as substitution is intended, the effect

Assistance, as above, being obtained or re- produced on the old matter by the new_is left
garded by him as needless, nothing is there to questionable and open to argument : and pages,
binder him from applying, in private, to the in any number, are employed to do that which
Legislation Minister for his revisal, antece- after all is perhaps not done, but which might
dently to the presentation of the drafts to the have been effectually done by a linej or even
assembly: and with or without corrections, by a word.
(supposing the former regarded as apt by the
Minister,) the time occupied in the conjunct .Exem_vl_ficat_onal.
business of reference and report will_ as above_ ART. 51. In English practice in relation to
be next to nothing, statute law, an instance has been observed, in

which the amount of a page is emldoyed in do-
Ir_truct_oaal. ing what, as therein expressly declared, would

AnT. 46. Note here, that the use and use- have been done by the substitution of the
fulucss of this function will consist--not so word or to the word and.
much in what is done by the Legislation Mi-
nister and his deputies, in relation to the pro- E_active. .P_atbcinatiw.
cess of adaptation, as in what, under the ART.52. To the Legislation Minister, as per
apprehension of seeing the defects in their Art. 19, it belongs to receive from the Judici-
drafts laid open to his view, and through his ary Department proposed ameudmen_ts, as per
to the Assembly's, will be done towards this Ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLECTIVELY,Section 20,
end by everybody else. Judges' Eveutually-emend_tive Function. For

the conservation of the aptitude of the law in
Inatruetio_at. respect of form, thus is the same security given

AnT. 47. The office of the Legislation Minis- in this case, as in that in which proposed laws
ter will thus, by the very nature of the case, are, as above, introduced by Me_ers'Motions.

become, though without the name and show .Expositire.of a school, a school of legislation. Into this
school, young men destined for public employ- ART. 53. In the case of each Judicial-amend-
ment, might be admitted, at about the same merit Report, the day on which it is received
age as in England, France, and other colin- will be termed its reception-day. After the
tries, they are admitted into the office, (for lapse of [seven] entire days, if, in the mean-
the purpose of being instructed in the busi- time no appropriate evidence of disapprobatio_
hess,) of an attorney-at-law; nor, notwith- has been received by the Legislation Minister,
standing the all-comprehensiveness of its ex- either from the Legislature, or from any of the
tent, would the subject-matter of the public Judiciary authorities, as per Ch. xii. JUDICIARy
business, the whole of it being continually COLleCTIVeLY,in this behalf mentioned, the
before their eyes, and every part of it conti- amendment thus submitted, will, by consent
nually referred to, be by a great deal so diffi- given by acquiescence, be deemed to have
cult of comprehension, as the matter which, received the sanction of the Legislature :
in England at least, an attorney finds himself whereupon, if in ready-adapted and symme-
under the obligation of making himself ac- trieal form expressed, to wit, in either of tha
quainted with : his practice being, for its suc- two modes, the correetize, or the re-ed_iv_, as
eess, in so high a degree dependent on the per Ch. vi. L_SL_URE, Section 29_M_be_'
degree of his acquain_nce wi_h that immense _rot/oas, the Legislation Minister will, in its
and shapeless mass. appropriate place_ aggregate it to the body of

- • the laws.
I,z_/oz_. Rat/o_i_t/ve.

.' 'A_T. 48. These same conditions will apply, Eaa_e.
Ofcourse, to a/1 _ communications, made A:aT. 54. To the printed imlrre_on of every
or _ought to be m_le, to _ny of the _- amendment_ thus _ the Legizl_tima
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Minister will cause to be added, at the ]3ottom proposers, as well as members, and days of
of the page, in form of a note, indication as adoption, as above.
concise as may be, of the names, persmml and V. Amendment% which,havingbeen received
official, of the several Judiciary functionaries, in a ready-adapted and sy_rtmetrleal form, but
as per Cb. xii. JUVICIARY COLLECTIVELY,not moved by me_bers, have dropt: with
Section 20, Eventnally-emendative Fsnction, names of the proposers; except in so far as
through whoso bands it has passed, and of the the contrary has been desired by them.
parts, in relation thereunto, respectively taken VI. Amendments, which, not having been in
by them. ready-adapted or et_e not in symmetrical form,

have, onthat account, by whomsoever proposed,
Enaetive. dropt : also with names of proposers, as above.

ART. 55. Under the care of the Legislation
_linister, every day in the Government News- .E_active. _P,,atiocina_ire.
paper, willbe published, a list ofall such duly- ART. 58. When, of the Pannomion, or of
proposed amendments, as shall have been re- any of the Codes belonging to it, an edition is
ceived at his office, on the day last preceding, about to be exhausted,--to the care of the

Legislation Minister, under the direction of
.Et_aotive. the Legislature, it will belong, as per Art. 12,

ART. 56. In each such list, in relation to in what parts soever the corrective mode of
each such proposed amendment, indications amendment has been employed, to substitute to
will be given under the heads following :-- it the re-editire. In every re-edition, the names,

I. Portion or portions of the existing Pan- as per Art. 57, will be preserved : to the end
nomion, on which it is regarded as bearing : that, to the people at large it may at all times
making reference to the Code, Chapter, See- be known, in what manner as to the several
tion, and Article. matters in question these their several trustees

II. Person or persons, fi-om whom it was have executed their trusts.

received at the Legislation Minister's office. Instructional. .Ratiocinative.
III. Person or persons, by whom it was re-

ceived. ART.59. Grounds for the expectation, that
IV..Day, on which it was so received, the provision hereby made for the keeping the

Pannomion clear of unsymrsetrieal matter, and
Enactire. thereby for the conservation of its aptitude in

ART.57. Every year, within [ ] days respect of form, will be effective :-
after the last day of the last preceding year, I. The option being left to ever)- person to
or, if need be, oftener, the LegislationMilLister submit his proposed law_ in the symmetrical
will publish his periodical .Amendment Calen- form, no person can be at a loss to frame his
dar. C_ntents of it,--notices of the several proposed law, either in the carreetive or re-
amendments submitted in the course of the editire mode : for, so simple isthe form of apply-
year, distinguishing between those proposed ing an amendment to an already existing regu-
by motion in the Legislative Assembly, and lation, or assemblage of regulations, that it
those submitted from the Judiciary ; and in varies not from that, the observance of which,
both cases, between those which have been (in every community, in the management of
adopted, and those which have been rejected, whose affairs, the people at large have any

L Amendments adopted, in pursuance of share,) is habitual.
motions by members; adding the names, of II. Scarcely in any existing code, is there
the mover and seconder, and of the other sup- any want of ordinances, to such a degree corn-
porters of it, if any, and of the opponents, ff prehensive, as that by any new ones introduced,
any; also notice of the days when adopted, an alteration will, in some way or other, be

II. Amendments, submitted by Judges, and : produced in the efficiency of some one or more
adopted : with the names, personal and offi- of them. For, suppose, for example, an ordi-
eial, of the proposers, and the several other nance in these words--Whats_er act is _ot
judicial functionaries, through whose hands, expressly prohibited by some artid.e in th_s eode_
as per Ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLECTIVELY,See- every person is at liberty to perform. So long
tion 20, Erent_tally-en_vndative Function, Arts. as an enactment to this effect continues in force_
2, 3, they have respectively passed : also like no prohibitive law can be passed, without bear-
notice as to the days : and of the approvals, ing relation to this law, and applying limitation
acquiescences, or disapprovals they have ex- to the efficiency of it.
porienced, as per Ch. xii. Section 20, Ewn- IIL ln the present code, more than ordinary
t_ally-en_er_dative Fu_te_ion. care is taken to secure, to the assemblage of

III. Amendments submitted, as above, and ordinances contained in it, this all eomprehen-
; with like indications, as above, sire quality: so, therefore,will there be in every

IV. Amendrsents, wtlich, havingbeen receiv- other code enacted in conformity to it.
ed in a sym_,'tr'_alaswelt as ready-adapted IV. It being by the supposition, as per Art.
form, from Members of the Legislature, Minis- 19, made the dut_ of the Legislation Minister,
ters, or persons at large, have, on motion made to examine in this view every proposed law on
b_¢members, been adopted: adding names of its being proposed_ scarcely can it be suppa_d
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that he will net, sooner or later, see on what exclusive initiative in legislation, the obvlo_
clause or clauses of the Pannomion in its then but sole,howsoever inadequate compensation, is
existing state the several elauses in the pro- the exclusion thereby put upon the confusion
posed law bear, in such manner as to alter the resulting from the possession of it, by every
effect of them ; or that in penning amendments, member in a Legislative Body. To the evils
he can be at any loss, how to keep his language i attached to this exclusive initiative, an obvious
confi,rmable to that which he finds therein era- palliative is the allowing to the body, if one_
ployed, and to each of the two bodies, if two, of the Le-

V. He cannot apply his mind to the adap- gislature, faculty of making known, in genera_
ration of an amendment to any one clause terms, the substance of any proposed law or
therein, without feeling the necessity of apply- mass of law, which it is its desire to see re-
lag it at the same time to the looking out for all ceive the effect of law. To allow this faculty
such other clauses, on which it bears as above, to the body is to allow to individuals, and if no

VI. By the knowledge that his draft will ! exception be made to every individual, that
thus undergo the scrutiny of the official func- ] introductory faculty, without which the prin-
tionary, every person who has to draw up a pro- cipal faculty cannot be exercised : to wit, the
posed law, will naturally be engaged to give to right of motion-making, to the effect of propos-
it, to the best of his power, the requisite sym- ing, in substance, and thence even in terms,
metry; lest, for want of it, the progress of such whatever it be, the wished-for law. Supposing
his proposed law, should receive obstruction, the people to possess, by any means, a certain
and his own deficiency,in respect of appropriate degree of influence in the legislative bedy,--a
aptitude, be at the same time brought to view. result, not altogether incapable of being sooner

VII. All along, in compliance with the pro- or later brought about, under such a form of
visions in Ch. xii. JuDICIArY COLLECTIV_LY,Government, is a state of things preferable to
Section 20, Judged Er*ntuaUy-emendatire that in which the liberty of giving introduction
function, amendment-proposing Reports will to a proposed law is possessed alike by every
becoming in from the Judiciary Department : member.
and notices of them immediately pubhshed in Examples of a state of things, in which some-
the Government newspaper, as per Art. 55. thing like this effect has been brought about

VIII. So also will the iike demand be pro- are not altogether wanting.
ducing the like supply, by means of the local In a mixed Monarchy and a representative
ordinances emanating, _s per Ch. xxx., from the Democracy, the obvious, and for some time un-
several Sublegislatures. avoidable, result, of the equal and unlimited

Thus, on every occasion, will the eyes of all faculty of initiation in the hands of every mere-
persons concerned, be directed to the care of ber, is that chaotic state of the body of the taw
securing to the matter of the Pannomion, with which, under both these forms of gevernment_
the addition of any such improvements as it has hitherto been ever_vhere visible.
may lie open to, whatsoever degree of symme- Of this chaos, the most eminently conspicu-
try it was originally invested with. ous exemplification is that which is presented

Instructional. Exe_nTlificat_onal. by the body of English Statute Law. Withthis liberty unrestrained, supposing the whole
A_T. 60. Of matters which, though properly rule of action (real and fictitious law taken

belonging to the Judiciary Department, are in together) reduced within that moderate corn-
English practice exclusively and constantly pass, within which it is net altogether incapable
taken cognizance of by the Legislative Depart- of being reduced,--still, sooner or later, the
ment,---everyCode, framedinconformitytothis liberty in question, if no restraint were put
present Code, will be kept clear by appropriate upon it, would suffice, for the production of &
arrangements. Examples are the following :-- fresh chaos.

1. Laws, applying remedy by divorce, in in-
dividual cases of adultery. Sr_tm_ III.

2. Laws, for authorizing change of property "
from one shape into another, on the occasion of _rmy Min_r.
family settlements.

3. Laws, for the division of common lands. Enactive.
ART. 1. To the Army Minister, under the

]nstrua_onal. Legislature and the Prime Minister, it belongs_
ART. 61. Of matters properly belonging to to give at all times execution and effect to the

the local Sublegislatures, that part of the Pan- matter of the Army Code : and to the tempo-
nomion, which contains the matter, coexten- rary orders from time to time emaning from
sire with the whole territory of the State, will the Prime Minister.
in like manner be rendered and kept clear.

_na_ti_.

.E.eonpli.fwational. ART. 2. In regard to the professional army,
Aw_, 62. In a monarchy, for the all-compro- to this purpose it belongs to him to exercise

hensive _nd glaring evils attached to the at- under the direction of the Prime Minister, as
_angement_ which gives to the Monarch the to all/_rsons, in so far as employed in army
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business, the Zocat_e, suppZetlve, directive, and to give at all times execution and effect to
d/s/ocat/v¢ functions : as to his own office, the the matter of the Navy Code, and to tempor-
self-supplstivs function: a_ to things, in so far sty orders, from time to time, in relation te
as thus employed, (but in concert with the navy business emaning from the Prime Mi_
Finance Minister) the proourative, custoditlve, ister.
applleative, reparative, transformatiw, and Enaet/vs.
diminati_ fuuctions : as topersons and things,
the inspective : as to persons, things and occur- ART. 2. To this purpose, in regard to tho
fences thereto belonging, the statlstis, recorda- stipendiary branch of the Sea Defensive Force,
tire, publieative, and ojficially-infor_nat$ve : as armed or unarmed, under the direction of the
to states of things,ordinanees_aad arrangements, Prime Minister, it belongs to him to excreis%
the _nelioration-suggestive. as to all persons, in so far as employed under

him in navybusiness,the locative, supplftive,
,Enactive. directive, and dislocative functions: as to his

ART. 3. So, in particular, the instructive own office, the self-suppletive: as to things
function : as exercised by directions given, in moveable, in so far as thus employed, (but in
relation to the military exercise, whether singly concert with the Finance Minister,) the proenr-
performed or in bodies, ative, eustoditive, applicative, reparative, trans-

formative, and ellminati_e functions: as to
.Enactive. persons and th_ngs, the inspeetive; so as to

ART. 4. In regard to the non-professional persons, things, and occurrences, the statistio
army, it belongs to him to exercise at all revordative, publicative and oy_eially-informa-
times, the inspective, statistic, recordative, and tire; as to states of things, ordinances, and ar-
_wlioration-suggesting functions : and incident- rangements, the melioration-suggestive.

ally, the lovative, suppletive, directive, instrue- .Excmpl_eational.
tiw, dislovative, procuratire, eustoditire, appli-
cative, reparative, and ellminatlve flmctions, ART. 3. Examples of things which are the
according to the arr&ngements made from time subjects of these functions, are the following :-
to time by the Legislature, as between the I. THINGSMOVE._tBLE.
Prime Minister and the Sublegislature. 1. Arms, provisions, and clothing, as per

Section 3, Art. 5.
Instructional Exempl_ficat_onal. 2. Navigable vessels of all sorts and sizes.

ART. 5. Examplesofthe thingswhich arc the 3. Naval stores for the equipment of do.
subjects ofthesefunctions, are the following :-- II. THINGSi_mv_nL_.

I. THINGSMOVEABLE. 4. 1. Shps for the building of navigable
1. Arms used without fire : as swords and vessels.

pikes. 5. 2. Docks, for reparation and outfitting of
2. Small fire-arms portable by men : as mus- do. after return from service.

kets and pistols, with accoutrements and am- 6. 3. Jetties, for giving facility to the ap-
munition, proach of large vessels for reparation or outfit.

3. Fire-arms, portable by beasts only : as 7. 4. Harbours : with (_uays, Moles, Break-
horse artillery, waters, and all other appurtenances thereto

4. Large fire-arms, not portable, but only belonging.
drawable : as cannon and mortars, with their 8. 5. Arsenals.
carriages and ammunition. 9. 6. Dock-yards.

5. Previsions. 10. 7. Storehouses.
6. Clothing. 11. 8. Beacons.
7. Horses, and other beasts, ridden, ordraw- 12. 9. Buoys.

ing. :Enaet_ve.
II. I_ECEPTACLES MOVEABLE.

8. b- Baggage wagons, ART. 4. In regard to navigable vessels be-
g. 2. Pontoons, for crossing rivers and other longing to individuals or bodies of individuals_

waters, he exercises the inspective, statistic, recardativ¢_
III. RECEPTACLEStMMOVEABLE, andtnetioration-suggestivefunetions: exercising
10. 1. Barracks, for lodgment of troops, the insTectire,statistiv and revordatlvefunctions
11. 2. Army hospitals, under any such heads as shall from time to time
12. 3. Storehouses. have been prescribed by the Legislature.

13. 4. Fortifications. t?xttio¢inatlxe. Instructional

Szcno_ IV. AnT. 5. In two cases, the aggregate of the
maritime stock in the hands of individuals, is

2W'avyMinister. a fund or source applicable in augmentation of
theaggregate stockinthehandsofthegovern-

Enavti_e. meat for the use of the public.
Art. l. To the Navy Minister, under the 1. On any occasion by free consent on the

Legislature and the Prime Minister# it belongs s parts of all pa4rties interested.
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2. In case of military necessityj even with- I custody and conveyance of gunpowder and
out consent, on the part of any party inter- i other explodible substances : precautionary

_ted. t stowage and custody of spontaneously combu_
SECTION V. tible vegetable matters in warehouses : the

employment of precautionary operations and
Preventive _errice _fin_ter. I instruments in mines : Fire Insurance Assoei-

.El_act_ve. t ations.
4. Against suffocation in m_nes and manu-

A_T. I. To the Preventive Service Minis- factories,---precautionary arrangements and
ter, it belongs to give, under the Prime Minis- I monitions.

ter, execution and effect to all ordinances of I 5. Against disease and mortalityfrom putrid
the Legislature, in so far as they have for their Fwater, naturally accumulated, drainage ; fi'om
object the prevention of calamity ; or of delia- _ putrid water,artificially aceumulated_ drainage
quency, otherwise than by exercise of the _ in enclosed tunnels.

functions belonging to the Judiciary. ] 6. Against disease and mortality from con-

F,_actlvc_ i tagion,--temporary prevention or restriction of
.. intercourse of persons or goods, with the per-

AttT. 2. To this purpose, it belongs to him, _ sons, receptacles, or commodities, known or
under the direction of the Prime Minister, to suspectedtobe the seatsofacontagionsdlsease.
exercise, as to all persons in so f_r as employed ] 7. Against disease and mortality from the
in the Preventive Service, the lecatlre, s_p- ] consumption of articles of food or drink, in a

191etfve, direct'e_e and d_slocat'_re functions; as _ state regarded as dangerous to health,_ar-
to his own office, the s_'I/=s_l,pletire function; i rangcments for preventing the vent of them.
as to t_in.gs, in so far as thus employed, the I 8. Against disease and mortality, from me-
1_rocuratire, custoditire,appllcatire, retgar_tive, ' dieinal and other drugs, liable to produce the
tran_f_r_t_atice, and cli_iJ_at$ve functions: as i effectofpoisons,--precaationaryrestrictionso n
to per.,o_s and thb_.q.% the _spective; as to per- ] the vent of them : as for example, keeping
so_s, t_iags, and occ_rrc_c_s, thereto belonging, : them in cabinets under lock and key_ with tha
the statistic, record_ttire_pt_blieatlre_ and _'- word I_o_son written on them.
c_atly-it_for_!,_t_re" a- to ..totes of _mIs, ordi- I 9. Against extraordinary scarcity of neess-
_u_ces, and _rr, tt_j, _,_et_ts__hc m,:li(_ratiot_-s_g- saries,--precautionary supplies, in so far as
gestSre, freedom of trade is inadequate to the purpose.

Exe_plifieat_onaL .Eze_npl_fieational.

AnT. 3. Examples of the principal cala- ' AnT. 5. Examples of things belonging to
mities, to which prevention is capable of being the department of the Preventive Service Min-
applied, ufidcr the care of government, are as ister are the following :
follows : I. THINGS I_¢_:MOVEABLE.

l. C_llapsion : namely of the natural sort, I. A_alnst Y)e[in_uency, a_d Calan_ity b_

in large masses,or of edificesin a ruhmns state; t firor by means of earthcluakes. _'. Offices for Police Directors and their
2. Inundation. subordinates.
3. Conflagration. 2. Police Station-houses.

4. Disease and mortality, the results of un- 8. Receptacles for Fire-Englnes, Ladders,
healthy and unmedicated situations, and Fire-Escapes.

5. Unhealthy employments, the unhealthi- II. Against Innndat_on.
hess of which is capable of being removed or 1. Dykes and Dams.
lessened by appropriate arrangements, m. Against Cvntaghm.

6. Contagious disease, l. Lazarettos.
7. Dearth and famine. _v. Agai_wt axtraordi_ary scarcity.

Exe_nplificat_onal. 1. Government Magazines.II. THINGS MOVEABLE.
A_. 4. Examples of arrangements for the 1. Vehicles.

prevention or mitigation, of calamity in the 2. Beasts of draught and saddle.
above shapes, are as follows :

1. Against collapsinn_---of earth, in hilly or I_tru_t_o_al.
mountainous situations, precautionary surveys : AR_. 6. In relation to the Defensive FSrco

of edifices, particularly in towns, precaution- Service and the Preventive Servi_e_ the Legis-
ary surveys : for reparation, or demolition of i lature will consider, how far, by a mixture of
ruinous ones; also precautionary arrangements _ Defensive Force Functionaries with Preven-
in the _oustruction of new ones. ! tire Service Functionaries_ the advantages of

2. Against inundation,---surveys of bridges, i a stationary with those of a migratory body_
dykes and emhaukments; also arrangements I may be combined, and the two branches of the
for the draining of lands. I otiicial establishment rendered mutually sub-

$.Againsteonib_ration,_prec_utionaryeon- I servient, each to the purpose for whioh th_
_'uction of edif_: prec_utionaa-yf_brication_ [ other is prinelps]ly instituted.
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j into delinquency. But if of each mllitaryfime_
Imbrue. ! tionary's time, one portion being employed in

A_tT. 7. Under the Legislature, this will active service in this shape, another were emo
be matter of special consideration for the Prime played in the performance of the military ex-
Minister. He will accordingly, if he sees rea- ercises, appropriate aptitude with relation to
non, unless inhibited by the Legislature, attach military service, might thus be continued unim-
from time to time, to the Preventive Service, paired. As to the advantage derived from an-
(subjecting them for the time to the direction quaintance with the characters, family circnn_
of the Preventive Service Minister,) certain stances, abodes and haunts of delinquents and
portions of the stipendiary Defensive Force, persons liable to become delinquents, a due ad-
Land or Sea Force, or both, as occasion may mixture of the migratory, with the stationary
require, functionaries, might afford this advantage, and

at the same time obviate the danger from sinis-
J_atlocinati_e. ter connexion.

A_T. 8. I. _4dranta_ez to tl_e St;pend_ary
])efensire Force, more particularly the Land E=emplifica$ional.
Force. ART.11. Examples of subject-matters of such

1. Those from the employment-extending local knowledge, are---
principle, as per Ch. x. DEFSNSIVSFORC_,Sec- I. Statistic circumstances: sites of the seve-
tion 2. Lawling ])rlnciples. ral habitations, thence abodes, of the respective

2. Those, from the time-occupying principle, householders, with their inmates of both sexes
as per Ch. x. Section 2. and all ages. Of these particulars, an adequate

3. Appropriate acquaintance with the ter- degree of notoriety would be necessitated, and
ritory in a military point of view, thence pro- effected, for the purposes of Election Service_
portionable aptitude as to the purpose of de- as per Election C_)de,Section 10.
fending it, against an invading enemy. In 2. Moral circumstances : disposition of the
point of extent, the value of this advantage several inhabitants, as resulting from habitual
would increase, with the frequency of the mi- sources of livelihood and other occupations.
gration. Norwould it proportionably decrease, 3. Circumstances purely topographical. Con-
ia respect of correctness and completeness, dition of the territory in respect of plains, hills,
within each portion of territory : for, sufficient and mountains,--rivers, lakes, and seas,--soil,
for the military purpose would be a much whether sandy, clayey, chalky, gravelly, rocky,
smaller portion of the time of these military &c., and natural productions,--ground woody,
auxiliaries, than would naturally be applied or woodless.
to the use of the Preventive Service. Of the knowledge of these last-mentioned

particulars, the use is, the giving facility to the
l_atioci_ative, eventual accersition or say hither-calling, of

A_T. 9. II. Advautages to the _Prerentive individuals whose attendance is required, with
,%rvlve. or without such or such articles of his property,

1. Those resulting from the natural pre- for the purpose of evidence or justiciability,
eminence of the military functionaries, in re- and in case of need, the prehension of the sup-
spect of the qualities of vigilance, punctuality posed delinquent, or other defendant.
of obedience, promptitude of obedience, acti- With the benefit of all these helps, scarcely
city, simultaneity of obedience, and intrepidity, would any band of malefactors be formed,whom

2. Those resulting from the additional se- the functionaries so employed, would not know
curity, which such admixture will naturally where to find, together with the appropriate
give, against sinister connexions, between the evidence requisite for their conviction.
functionaries and the internal adversaries,
against whom they are employed to combat. Itatlvcinative.
Of this security, the degree and value, in the ART. 12. A consideration that will not escape
case of each body, would be inversely as the observation, is--that, as to seduction of rune-
length of time during which it continued sta- tionaries by sinister cennexion with delinquents,
tinned in the same place, the danger is considerably greater, in the case

of contrabandists, than in the case of delin-
]_atiovi_w_tive. quents at large. In the case of the contraban-

ART. 10. There seems to be but one qualifi- dist, the mischief produced,is not soobvious and
cabion, in respect of which, functionaries be- conspicuous, as in the case of most other sorts
longing to the Defensive Force Service, land and of malefactors. The community is indeed in-
sea, according to local circumstances, included, jurcd: but the community is an ideal and in-
would not naturally possess more aptitude, with visible being, of too a_rial a texture, to be
relation to the Preventive Service, than those grasped by a mind of ordinary texture : the
would who are exclusivelyattached to this last- fair trader injured is indeed a real and visible
mentioned service : and this is local knowledge, being, but seldom is he determinate. Seldom
tncluding thatofthe characters, familycircum- is it known to what eontrabandist any fair
_ances, abodes and haunts of individual delin- trader is iudebted for the suffering which, by
quentsj and person_ most in danger of falling this or that one of his oporations_ the contra-
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bandist has produced. The consequence is-- money, for the use of any of tile above iL__
that, against the contrabandist, no such anti- merits of communication.
pathy points itself as against the robber, the 7. Letter Post-Houses.
thief, or even the obtainer by false pretences : 8. Carriage Post-Houses.
much less, any such antipathy as has place in 9. Edifices belongingtoTelegraphlcStation&
the case of the housebreaker, or the assassin, 10. Inns for the use of Travellers.
in whose instance homicide has been employed, II. TH1_os xov_tm.E.
either for perpetration, or for concealment, of 1.Vehiclesofall sorts,habitually employeditl
an enterprise of indiseriminating depredation, the conveyance of passengers, or goods, or both.

2. Beasts of conveyance so employed.SF_nON VI.

Interior-c_nrau_catlon .MiMaer. SF_rmN VII.
Enactive. Indigence .Relief Minlaer.

AttT. 1. To the Interior-communication Min- Enaai_.
later, it belongs to give, under the Prime Minis- AR'e. 1. To the Indigence Relief Minister,
ter, execution and effect to all ordinances of under the Legislature and the Prime Mitfister,
the Legislature, as to the means employed by it belongs to give execution and effect to all
Government for facilitating the communication institutions, ordinances, and arrangements,
between one part and another of the territory emaning from the Legislature, in relation to
of the State ; navigable vessels used in sea- the relief of the Indigent.
service excepted. .Enaaive.

J_'_act_ve. ART.2. To this purpose it belongs to him
A_aT.2. To this purpose, it belongs to him, to exercise, under the direction of the Prime

under the direction of the Prime Minister, to Minister,--as to all persons, in so far as era-
exercise--as to all person*, in so far us employ- ployed under the direction of Government, in
ed by Government, as above, the locative, sup- the business of affording such relief, the/oc_-
plet_ve, directive, and di_locative functions ;--- rice, suppletive, directive, and didocative fune-
as to his own office, the sdf-suppletive function; tions ;--as to his own office, the sdf-suppletlvv
--as to things, in so fax as thus employed, in function;--as to things, in so far as thus em-
conjunction with the Finance Mmister, the pro- pioyed, the procurative, custoditiv G appliva-
c_rative, custoditive, applicative, reparative, tire, reparaZive_ tran*formative, and dimina-
transfor_ative, and diminutive, functions ;--as tire functions;--as to persona and things, the
to persons and t/tiny/s, the inspeetive;--as to inspective;--as to person,, things , and oeeur-
]_er_om, thin._, and occurrences thereto belong- rence_, the aati,t_, re_o_xtative, publicati, ve,
ing, the statistic, rec(,rdative, the o_c_ally-in- and o_ci_dly-infarmative;_as tostate_of thi,qs_

formative, and putdi_ative ;--as to aries of ordinates, and arramlementa _the meliorat_ow
things, ordinances, and arrangements, the me- sngge_iv¢.
lioration-su_yestive. Emotive.

Enacti_e. AnT. 3. So, to exercise, in relation to all
AnT. 3. In regard to such instruments of such institutions and establishments as, for

communication as belong to the public, under this purpose, are or shall be on foot or in pro-
the charge of the Sublegislatures, he exer- gress, at the expense or under the direction of
eises the ins_vealve, statlaie, rccordat_ive, and any sublegislatures, individuals, or bodies of
mdioration-_/jge_ive functions, individuals incorporated or otherwise asso-

ciated for this purposs,--the inspect/verger/a/e,
Enaaire. and meliorations-suggestive functions.

ART. 4. So, in regard to such as belong to
individuals_ or bodies of individuals. S_rmN VIII.

ExemTliflcational " Education Minister.

A_T. 5. Examples of things belonging to this Enaaive.
Suhdepartment are the following :-- ART. I. To the Education Minister, under

I. THINGSIM_OVEABLE. the Legislature and the Prime Minister, it
I. Roads: whether in the open country, or belongs to give execution and effect to all

in a town. institutions, ordinances, and arr_ngements_
2. Lakes, Rivers_ and the beds of both, when emaning from the Legislature, in relation to

dry. the subject of Education.
& Artificial Canals, with the Locks, Under-

ground Water Tunnels, and other worksthereto Ezm_tive.
belonging. AJ_ 2. To this purpose, it beIongs to him

4. Bridges and dry Tunnels. to exercise, under the direction of the Prime
& Aqlteducts: conveying w_ter. Minister,---as to all persomb in so far as em-
6. Toll-houses, for the collection of toll- ployed under the _reedon_ or at the ex_

¢ ,,.
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of Government in the business of Education, earned, or by the noneommis_ion of it, punish-
the /or,at/w, sulaplctlve, directlw, and dislo- ment incurred, the commission of it follows of
catire functions;--as to his own office, the course. No opinion more absurd or more mis-
sel.f-_uppletire function ;--as to things, in so ehievous can be conceived, than are many of
far as thus employed in conjunction with the those, the profession of which is thus regu-
Finance Minister, the Trocurative, custod_ire, lady obtained, at the hands of millions. BQ
appllcatire, rei)aratir_ , transformative, and the opinion what it may, the snppert thus
etiminative functions ;--as to persons and given to it, is presumptive evidence of its being
things, the i_zspective;--as to persons, things, in itself false, and ¢onduslve evidence of its
and occurrences, the statiztl¢, recordatire, publi- being so in the eyes of such its supporters
entire, and offcially-ir_ormatire;--as to states and their approvers. An establishment for the
of thi_.s, ordinances, and arrangements, the subornation of falsehood is an establishment
t_dioratioa-sug_jestize, for the propagation of immorality, and for the

Enactire. Expositive. poisoning of the fountains of justice. Of nocrime commissible by an individual, can the
AnT. 3. In the exercise of his directive rune- mischief be equal, in extent or magnitude, to

tion, to him it belongs to preside at all exami- that produced by every institution, of whieh_
nations, performed m public, for the purpose upon a national scale, corruption in tiffs shape
of ascertaining, and making manifest, the de- is the fruit.
gree, ab¢olute and comparative, of appropriate Suppose that among the supporters of it,
aptitude in all its branches, on the part of all there be really any person in whose eyes, while
aspirants to govcrument offices, he himself is exempt from pernicious error, all

others are to such a degree prone to it, that a
Enactlre. Exfiositiee. declaration of this sort, if prescribed or ap-

ART. 4. On this occasion, he has for asses- proved by himself, is more hkely to prevent,
sots the Ministers, to whose subdepartments than to produce mischievous error,--by no per-
respectively belong the several branches of suasion of his sincerity can Government he
instruction, forming the subject matters of the warranted in placing or leaving any such in-
several examinations, strument of despotism in his hands.

E_zactire. Enactire. Instructional

ART. 5. TO this Minister it belongs, more- ART. 8. On the occasion of the inspection
over, to exercise, as to all such establish- taken of Education Establishments maintained
ments within the territory of the state, as, at the expense of the several sublegislatures,
having any branch of education for their object, bodies corporate, and individuals respeetively_
are at any time on foot, or in progress, at the ---it will therefore be the especial care of the
expense, or under the direction of sublegisla- Education Minister not to exercise any coer-
tures, of individuals, or incorporated or other- cive or unnecessary interference, with the view
wise associated bodms,--the inspective, thesta- of producing uniformity, contrary to the opi-
tistic, and melioration-suggestive functions, nions and wishes of the parties immediately

concerned.
Euactire. L_truct_onal.

ART.6. On this occasion, it belongs to him, Enactive. Instructional.
with more particular care, to inquire, and ART. 9. It will in a more especial manner
from time to time to report, whether there be be his care to avoid giving offence to any per-
any and what institutions or establishments, sons concerned, in respect of the opinions re-
in which application is made of the matter of spectively professed by them on the subject of
punishment or of that of reward, in such man- religion, to the end that no person may be
ner as thereby to engage any persons to make debarred from maintaining and disseminating,
profession of particular opinions as to any in relation to that subject, any opinion what-
subject, more particularly as to government, soever :--ever)" individmtl being responsible for
morals_ or religion, any offence into which he may have been led, by

entertainment given to erroneous opinions.
.Ratiocinative.

ART. 7. An establishment thus applied, is Enactire. Instructional.
an establishment for the subornation of false- ART. 10. In case any such opinions should
hood_ by irresistible means; falsehood, the ap- present themselves to his observation as have,

ropriate instrument of crime in all its shapes, or are likely to have, the effect of producing
y itt throughout the whole field of judica- mischief, by acts placed in the catalogue of

inter--domestic as well as publie_---that which offenees,--he will report them tb the Legisla-
should be justice, is converted into injustice, ture, to the end that_ in ease of need and use_
and the judge_ howsoever unwillingly_ ten- provision may be made of appropriate instrne-

file accomplice of the evil-doer. Of tion and warning, holding upto viewthe erro-
t_tsehood in this sh_pe_ discovery is imlmssi- neousness of the opinions, and the offene_eswith
h]_ Under this seourity, on what oeeMi_ which, as above, they present themselves to
imever_bythe oommt_6_on of' it reward may be his view as being pregnant.
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Enactive. I_ruc_io_. SF_'IO_ X.

A_r. 11. In the exercise of the starletS, in- H_9.1t Minister.
spedi_e_ and meA_orat_-mu3ges_i_e functions,
--to the Education Minister, in concert with ET_v_/ve.
the Indigence Relief Minister, it belongs to ART. 1. To the Health Minister it belonhmj
consider, and from time to time to report, under the Prime Minister, (frequently in con-
whether, by any and what means, for relief junetionwith the Preventive Service Minister,)
against excess of population, at any time, in i to give execution and effect to all legislativo
the whole or in any particular part of the ter- ordinances, having for their special object, the
ritory of this State, the non-adult or junior preservation of the natiomtl health.
portion of the relief-requiring elass,--tbe or-
phan class in particular,--may, by appropriate Enac_ive.
preparatory education and instruction, be era- ART.2. To this purpose, under the direction
ployed with advantage, in the way of coloni- of the Prime Minister_ it belongs to him to
zation :* relief being given in land unappro- exercise,_in relation to all persoJ_s, in so far as
priated or unemployed_ in this State or any employed under him, the Iocmtivc, supplet_re_
friendly foreign State, near, adjacent, or in directive, and dislocatle, e functions ;_as to his
any degree remote : the employment in which own crone, the self-_tppletire funetion;--as to
they are brought up, being combined into a sys- things, in so far as thus employed, but in con-
tem, specially directed to this object. Ingrafted eert with the Finance Minister, the procura-
ontkisquestionmaybeanother,--whether, from tire, cu_coditive, applicative, reparative, tro_na-

colony, if thus established, any contribution formative, and dimlnative functions ;--as to
in any shape towards the relief of the helpless persona and thivas, the inspective ;--as to per-
class, to be administered here, or in any such sons, things , and occurrences thereto belonging,
colony, can be looked to, as obtainable, the statistle, reeordat_re, puSl_vatire, and o_-

eially-i_fomnative;--as to states of tfiinffs_
S_crm,_ IX. ordinances and arrangements, the md_oratior_

1)omain _Iinlstev, s*eq.ge,_tire.
Enactire. Enaetire.

ARt. 1. To the Dom_tin Minister it belongs, ART. 3. So, in relation to all such institu-
under the Prime Minister, to give execution tions and establishments, as_ for this purpose_
a_xdeffect to all ordinances and arrangements are on foot or in progress, for the use of the
of the Legislature, which have for their sub- public, at the expense or under the direction

ject matter any immoveable thing, considered of the Sublcgislatures, or of individuals, or
iu so far as, being at the disposal of the Go- bodies incorporated or otherwise associated,_
vernment of this State for the benefit of the the inapectir% statletiv, and melioration_gge_-
community at large, it does no_ stand exclu- tire functions.
sively appropriated to the service of any other
subdepartment. Enactivc.

Arty. 4. To the Health Minister, in relation
Enaetire. l_xpositlve, to all medical functionaries serving in the

ART.2. To this purpose, it belongs to him, /and, or say army branch of the Stipendiary
under the direction of the Prime Minister, to Defensive Foree,--belongs moreover the/oea-
exercise,---as to all persona, in so far as era- i ti_e, supplet_re, directive, dlsloeat_ve, and sus-
ployed by Government upon any such subject- pensive functions : the functionaries so located
matter, the lovatire, suppletive, directive, and ]by him being at all times subject also to the
didvcative functions ;--as to his own office, the exercise of the suspensive function, exercise-
self-suppletive functlon;--as to things in so far able for special reasons, by the commanding
as thus employed, in conjunction with the officers of the several corps serving separately_
Finance Minister, the proeuratire, custod_tire, from the grade of colonel of a regiment up-
appl_ative, reparative, transformative, and eli- wards. For the manner in which the suspen-
_ninative funetions;--as to persons and things, i sive function will, in this case, be exercised_
the inapectire ;--as to persons, things, and on- see C?u.ix.M_NIST_RS_OLL_C'rXV_J_Y_Sec_on21_
eur_enves thereto belonging, the _tat_ic, revor- Optrression obviated.
dative, publlvatire, and oflwiaUy-inforn_atire ;--
as to states of things, ordinances, and arrange- Enavtiw.
raents, the meliora¢ion-suggestive. ART. 5. So, as to all medical ftmetionaries_

serving in the sea, or say _ary. br_nch of the
Of the prastieabUity of colonization, for relief Stipendiary DefensiveForee : the functionaries

against excess of population, the Greeks have an so by him located, being at all times subjee_
illustrious exmnp_e in the practice of their early also to the exercise of the suspensive fanntian_
ancestors :--more illustrious than commendable: exereisible for special reasons, by the _t-
their colonization was unprovoked predatorywar, manding oflioers of the several navigable vee-
upon po_or_. _ in and for which the _everal medical
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funetionm_i_ are _t the time in question sere-
ins. E_a_tlve.

ART. 10. So, as to the COntents of all shops
I_utruvtlo_. and storehouses, in which drugs, designed to be

ART. _. For the consideration of the Legis- employed for medical purposes, are kept for
lature it will be, whether and how far the sale, or otherwise for distribution : more p_r-
provision in Arts. 4, 5, shall be applied to the tieularly with reference to the precautionary

edventivessrv_c_subdepartment : regard being arrangements directed to be observed by the
to the composition of this branch of the Preventive Service Minister as per Section 5_

official establishment, and the distribution Article 4, relating to the sale of poisons.
made of the functmnaries thereto belonging. .Enactiw.

.Enactive. ART. 11. So, as to the contents of all shops
ART.7. So, aS to all medical functionaries, andstorehonses, in which instruments, designed

serving under the ]ndi:lence ReliefMbdster, for chirurgical purposes, are kept for sale_ or
--it beloug_ to the Health Minister to exercise otherwise, for distribution.

the locative, sul_pletive, directive, distocatire, .Enac_ive.
and ._u_pens_ve functions: the functionaries

him located, being at all times subject ! ART. 12. In particular as to all such medi-so by
also to the suspensive function, exercisable, for _icaments and drugs designed to be employed
special reasons, by the functionary having ' for medical purposes, as, from any general
charge of the establishment, for the service of '_office or repository, have been conveyed or are

appointed or designed to be conveyed, to any
which such medical functionaries have respee- i of the appropriate stations, in the Army Ser-tively been located.

I vice, Navy Service, or the Indigence-Relief
Enact_re. Expositive. i Hospital ,Service.

ART. 8. So, in relation to the things ira- I Enaetive.
9_oveab/e following, and the things _wveable ]
thereto respectively belonging,--to him it be- ] ART. 13. So, as to perso_s, things and occur-
longs, always in concert with the Finance fences, the statistic and recordati_ functions:
Minister, to exercise the several functionsjoro- as to states of thi_gs, ord'_na_tees,and arrange-
curative, custoditlve, applicative, reparative, _e_ts_ the melioration-suggestive function.
transforn_ative, and elim,_atire: that is to say-- Enaetire. l_struv_ional.

• 1. t:lo_itals, maintained at Government ex-
pense: army and navy hospitals, and preventive AR_. 14. In addition to the above generally-
service hospitals, if any, included, applying functions, belong to this Minister the

2. Lazarettos: that is to say places, within specially-applying functions following :-
the limits of which, for the purpose of ascer- I. Authoritatively-elindnativefunction.
taining the presence or absence of contagious In the exercise of this same function, sub-
disorders, persons,or property, or both together, jest to appeal to the Judge immediate, he
are confined : in this case in concert with the causes to be employed the appropriate means,
Foreign Relation Minister likewise. ' for the dlmb_ation of all such medicaments, as_

3. l_aboratorie$, if any such there are, in by deterioration, natural or accidental, have
which medicines, for the use of the stipendiary been rendered unfit for medical service : and
branch of the land and sea defensive serviccs_ on this occasion, takes care that they be either
are prepared, destroyed, or if put to use for any other pur-

pose, so prepared for such use, as not to be
Enactiw. capable of being, in their relatively unapt state,

ART. 9. In regard to the other things ira- applied to any medical purpose.

moveable following, sofar as regards health, as .Enact_ve. .E.rpo_tlve. Instructional.
also the persons therein residing, the inspective
function: that is tos_y-- A_. 15. II. .d_ua-provuratir_, or say

1. Prisons: and all other places, in which Water-_upply-sec_ri_gfunctlon. In the exer-
any person is kept under confinement, vise of this function, he will take for the sub-

2. In particular, madhouses, at whose ex- ject-matter of examination, the supply of
l_ense whatsoever and under whose care soever water which has or may have place in such
kept up, whether at the expense of the public towns as the Prime Minister (consideration

" st large, or that of the sublegislatures,---of had of their extent and the density of their
bodies corporate, or otherwise associated_ or population) shall, for this purpose, have given
of individuals, to him in charge: on which occasion, he will

_. _dific_z, with their appurtenances_ be- include in his observation the quantity, quality,
longing to the field of service of the Ind_encv and proportionality of distribution, of the sub-
.l_g_f z_ri_£¢_, ject-mattor of this supply.

4. Edifices, with t,.he.lrappurtenances, be- ]_a_it_. E_l_i_iv_. E_plifl_tio_d.
lunging to the field of service of the F.d_.,¢_
jlfi_ct: A_. ;6. IlL .Malaria-ob,datimd, or
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m_btrlal flmctlon. To this function exercise 6. Registers of the V/esther, end ]nstra-
will he given, by keeping under review all such ments for the formation of such Registers.
local situations, as are liable to harbour or 7. Mortality Reports, as above.
give rise to exhalations detrimental to health. 8. Models of the human form, in its natural

Of the sources of such exhalations, examples state.
are the following :-- 9. Models of distortions.

1. Lands whish,to whatsoever proprietorsbe-
longing, are habitually or occasionally covered F_na_tlve. E_l,ositive.
with stagnant water. Ant. 20. VI. ._4ptitud_-seeurin_jfunctloft.

2. Mines, considered in respect of such in- In the exercise of this function, to the Health
flammable or dangerously respirable gases, as Minister it will belong to watch over the aptio
they are liable to contain, rude and efficiency of the application made, of

3. Common sewers and drains, the Probationary Examil_ation system, (as per
4. Places of interment. Ch. ix. ML_STERS COLLECTIVELY,Section 16,
5. Theatres and other similarly crowded Loc_ble who,) with reference to all aspirants

places of public entertainment, to those offices, the functions of which, are ex-
6. Manufacturingestablishments,considered ercises of the art of medicine, in any of its

in respect of the several ways by which they several branches, and to whatsoever subject
are liable to deteriorate the air, by the several applied : in such sort that, by the operation of
modes in which the operations belonging to sinister interest,---whether self-regarding, sym-
them are respectively carried on. pathetic, or antipathetic,--no person relatively

unapt be admitted, or relatively apt excluded :
.Enactive. E.rpo_itire. In_tructional. mindful, that in self-regarding interest, are hi-

ART. 17. IV. Health-reqarding-evidence-eli- eluded not only love of money, but love of ease.
eitatlre-and-revordatlvefanetion. To this func- He will,therefure, preside at allsuohexamina_
ties exercise will be given by the elicitation tions, having for Assessors, persens three or five,
and recordation of the documents following :-- elected by all who, in conseqnence of Examina-

l. Bills of Mortality. The matter belong- tions antecedently undergone by them, have
lug to these documents he will receive from received certificates of appropriate aptitude.
the Local Registrars of the several Bis-sub-
districts: in virtue of their several functions,-- Enaetive. Expositive.
death-recordative, tnarrktge-recordative, birth- ArtT. 21. VII. .Professional confederaey-
recordative, _natur_ty-re¢ordative, and insanity- c1_e_kingfunction. To the Health Minister,
revordative, as per Ch. xxvi. LOCALREC_ls- under the direction of the Prime Minister and
_rLAns,Sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. On this occasion, the Legislature,--and with the assistance of
separate notice will be taken, and report made the Public-Opinion Tribunal, as per Ch. v.
of the state of mortality and disease, in the Constitutive, Sections 4, 5,it will especially be-
several Hospitals and Establishments, under long, to be upon the watch against all injury
the management or inspection of the _4rmy to the health of the community_ by the opera_
Minister, the .Vary .Minister, the Preventive tion of particular interests, in the breasts of
_rvi_ .Minister, the Indigence .R_lief Minis- medical practitioners, at the expense of publio
ter, and the Eduvation Minister. interest: (and, as occasion calls, to make report

2. From the several different places, Regis- accordingly :) for example, by associations
ters of _e Weather, in so far as habitually among themselves for the formation of regula-
framed and preserved in the several establish- tions and arrangements, express or tacit, con-
ments above-mentioned ; also from any other cerning division of labour, rate of payment_
public sources, from whence they may conve- terms or mode of attendance, or otherwise.

niently be procurable: and from private sources, _Enactiee. Instructional.so far as procurable from those sources, with
the free consent of the individuals interested. ART. 22. VIII. .,4ppropriate-publivatlott

function. To this function he will give exer-
Enact_ve. Expositive. else, by giving, to the result of the exercise

ART. 18. V. Appropriate vustoditive rune- given to the several preceding functions, the
tiou. In the exercise of this function, he has utmost publicity that can be given to them, con-
charge in chief of all medical n_usemns,belong- sistently with a due regard to public economy
ing to Government. in respect of the expense, and to the feelings of

Instruvtional. _Exemplifivational. persons subjected to the exercise of his severalfunctions: yet not so as to give concealment
A_. 19. Of the contents of s Medical Mu- to delinquency, in whatever shape exemplified.

Seum_examples are the following :--
1. Anatomical Preparations. SF_rmN XI.

Chirurgical Instruments. For¢igtt Rr_lation Minlste_r.
_. Specimens of the Materia Medics, pre-

t_rved for standards of comparison. _na_iee.
4. Herbaries. A_. I. To the Foreign Relation Mini_el'_
_. Medical Books and Graphical imitations, under the Legislature and th_ Prime _l_i__stert
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it belongs to give execution and effect to all foreign Agents, as above: hawng care, that
Legislative Ordinances and Government at- they be secured and continued in the enjoyment
rangements, having for their subject matter, of all privileges properly belonging, and pre-
the intercourse between the Government of vented from assuming or enjoyingprivilegesnot
this State and the Governments or Subjects of properly belonging, to their respective stations.
other States : executing the business by him-
self singly, in so far as no business belonging JExemplifivational.
to any other subdepartment is mixed with it; ART. 7. Examples of tbe different classes and
but in so far as any such mixture has place, grades of Agents commissioned from one pelt-
executing it in concert with the Minister of the tieal state to aetin another, are the following:--
subdepartmeat to which it belongs. I. For general purposes, constantly, or inci-

dentally resident.
Enactive. 1. Ambassadors extraordinary.

ART. 2. To this purpose, it belongs to him, 2. Ambassadors.
under the direction of the Prime Minister, to 3. Ministers plenipotentiary.
exercise,--as to all other functionaries, in so 4. Charges d'Affaires.
far as employed in this subdepartment, the II. Constantly resident for the special par-
locative, supyletive, directive, and dislocative pose of the affairs of commerce.
functions ;--as to his own office, the self-sup- 1. Consuls, at the superordinate stations.
laletive;--as to things, in so far as thus era- 2. Vice-Consuls, at the several subordinate
ployed, in concert with the Finance Minister, stations.
the procurative, applicative, reparative, trans- ]II. Occasionally resident for miscellaneous

formative, and eliminative functions ;--as to special purposes.
perso_s and things, the _nspecti_e ;--as to per- 1. Commissioners.
so_s, thlngs, and occu_'renoes, the statistic, re- JEnact_re.
¢ord_tive, publicative, and o_vially-i_forma-
tire ;--as to states of things, ordinances_ and ART. 8. In the exercise of his locative func-
arra_ements, the _wlioration-suggestive. tion, under the direction of the Prime Minister,

he locates and dislocates Agents of the several
Enactive. Expositive. classes and grades, as per Art. 7, commissioned

ART. 3. _TVegotiative.function. In the exer- to act for this state in foreign parts.

cise of this function, under the direction of the .Exemplificational.Prime Minister, he holds communication :--
1. With agents of all classes, commissioned ART. 9. Examples of things belonging to this

by the governments of foreign states, to hold subdepartment are the following :-
communication with the government of this I. THINGSIMMOVRABLEo
state, within the dominions of this state, l. The edifice or apartment in which the do-

2. With Agents commissioned from this Sub- cuments belonging to this subdepartment are
department, to act in the dominions of foreign kept, and in which the subminister, and the
states, subordinates under his direction, are stationed,

3. With the governments of such foreign while occupied in their official business.
states,whether directly, or through the medium 2. The edifice or apartment, if a different
of Agents from this government, as above, one, in which reception is given to foreign

Enaetive. .E.vpositire. Agents, as above-mentioned.3. The residences of the several foreign
ART. 4..Mis_ive run, ion. In the exercise of Agents, in respect of the care requisite in re-

this function, he despatches to foreign parts all lation to their privileges, as above.
letters and other documents, written or other II. THINGSMOVEABLE.
thanwritten, towhomsoever addressed, relative 4. 1. The several navigable vesgels, if any,
to the business of this Subdepartment. which, belonging to this state, constantly or for

JEnactive. _'x2os_t/_. a time, are employed in the conveyance ofAgents or despatches from this department, to
ART.5..Epistolarya¢coptiveorre¢cptlvefune_ the territeries of this or any foreign state.

_ion. In the exercise of this function, he re- Ena_ive.
selves all letters and other documents, written
or other than written, relative to the business ART. 10. In relation to the commanders of
of his department: and this, as well from per- such navigable vessels, and their subordinates,
monsat a distance, whether it be in the dotal- in so far a_ so employed, as above, he exercises,
nions of this or in those of any foreign state, or in concert with the Navy Minister, the Iota-
from persons who, at the time, are within reach tire, suppletive, dire_ive, and distovat_ve thnc-
of oral conference, tions ; and in relation to the vessels themselves,

the proourati_e, eu_tod_ive, applicative, repa-
_navtive. E_To_ive. rative, wad elimi_tive functions.

Awr. 6. Hosplfled.f_n_hm. In the exercise Ex/_d_/ve. Ia_,u_o_/.of this funetion_ he has charge of such recep-
_on m_d entert_nment_ u is given to any such A_. 11. In the exerelse of his statistic funs-
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tion, as to observance or non-observance of _'_positive. Iz_'uc$1o_aLtreaties between this and other sta_es respec-
tively, it belongs to him to note, and with espe- AnT. 2. How questionable soever may lm
sial care report, all instances, if any, of non- the usefulness of laws made for the direct put-
observance of such treaties on the part of this poseofgivingfactitiousencouragementtotrade_
state: and this in a manner no less clear, correct_ either in the aggregate, or in this or that par-
and complete, than in the instances supposed to titular branch, in addition to the natural and
have had place on the part of any foreign state, aptly proportioned encouragement given by the

effectual demand,--need, not only for regula-
.Expositive. I_truotional. tions on the subject of trade, but also for fre-

ART. 12. So also as to all injuries known, or quent changes in the matter of those regnla-
on apt grounds suspected, to have been done, tions, caamot fail to be produced by a variety
by individuals belonging to this state, out of of causes. Examples are as follows :-
the territories of this state, to the government I. In the way of discouragement and virtual
of, or individuals belonging to, other states : prohibition, produced by taxation on the prices
and this, whether from the parties injured, absohlteandeomparative,ofthesubjeet matters
complaints, in relation to such injuries, have or on which the taxes are imposed ; whereby, with
have not as yet reached his cognizance : such or without any such design, discouragement is
injuries excepted_ for which it lies within the applied to some and encouragement to others,
power of such foreign government to obtain re- and thereby a need produced for effects of
dress, through the powers of judicature, respectively opposite tendency, for the purpose

of obviating and counteracting such effects.
Expodtive. Instructional. II. Effect produced on the money prices of

ART.13. So likewise any instances, in which, commodities,--things moveable and immove-
by advantage taken of weakness, or distress, able,--by variations in the relative aggregate
any foreign government has been made to ten- quantity of money, of various sor_ as com-
der to this government, or this state, service or pared with the aggregate quantity of somme-
supposed service, the exaction of which, were d_ties destined for sale.
it a case between individual and individual III. Prevention of frauds employed in the
would be deemed an act of oppression, as to- giving to things vendible, apparent degrees
wards the people of that state: more par_icu- of value over and above the real, including
lady, if it be by forming with this state a per- cognizance of weights and measures:--sugges-
manent treaty, oppressively disadvantageous tion of arrangements, with that view_ for the
to such foreign state, consideration of the Legislature.

IV. Regulation of the temporary monopoly,
Expositive. Instructlolzal. without which, inventions in relation to the

ART. 14. In the exercise of his statistic and subject matters of trade, could scarcely take
melinration-suggestivefunctions,incoucertwith place : inasmuch as, after having expended
the Finance Minister, within [--J days after the capital in the antecedently necessary experi-
first day of the Legislation year, he presents ments, rivals by whom no such expenditure
to the Legislature a report, exhibiting, under had been made, might, by underselling them_
appropriate heads, the state of the intercourse derive to themselves the whole of the profit_
of this state, with the several foreign states, in substituting loss to profit, on the part of the
relation to commerce : showing, in what way inventors.
the commerce of this state is affected, be- V. Application of attention to the means of
neficially or maleficially, by the ordinances, maximizing the quantity of true, and mini-
arrangements, and correspondent practices of mizing the quantity of false, information, of
the several other states ; and in what ways the states of firings and occurrences, by the know-
commerce of those several states is in like ledge of which the aggregate of profit in trade
manner affected by the ordinances_ arrange- is increased, and that of loss diminished :--a_
meats, and practices of this state, to which, see Ch. ix. MINISTERSCOLLE_IVELY,

Section 7, Statistic Function.
SECTmNXIL

.Erpositiw. Irartruaional.
Trade Mini_r. ARt. 3. Intimate and constant is the eon-

Er_zctire. nexmn between the operations of the Trade
ART. l. To the Trade Minister, under the di- Minister and those of the Finance Minister :

rection of the Legislature and the Prime Minis- proportionably urgent, and indispensable the
ter, it belongs to perform all such functions as need, of converse between these two function-
are needful, over and above those which belong aries. But while, in the nature of the ease,
totbeJudicial Department, towards giving exe- the Finance Minister is incessantly in action
eution and effect to the laws made for the regu- in the exercise of the directive function, in
lation of trade, and from time to time to report relation to his subordinates, and of the tranao
to the Prime Minister, and the Legislature, any missive function in _egard to mo_ey, in rela_
such changes as to him shall have appeared re- tion to his co-ordinates, in obedience to the
qnisite, exercise made of the dLrective function by him



will hsve li(_le to do in"_ny of _ w_s: ing to e_d).
l_ 'busine_ _ eble_yhitheexcise
,__he_, ,_,_, _,_, _. I_ __.
da//p/_f_, mid md/oratio#_ A_. 6. IL Prem_v_Tardi_y br_ueb. Offot-
ftmetions, .' _ew_:_:_bsand subheaAs, examples are am

':'-:_ _LIL L Ba!auee in hand, or deficit--the amount

_meq_'_ "mb_er. 2. Money, which should have been re_i_,
• "_ ' : nmaely,-by Government. Subheads: 1. The

. .,¢_)_t, _' " eeveral som'oe_ from whence they should b_ve

Tothe_mm__m_er_e beeareeeived;_.Andthe times at whiehtheyART. I.
Legishtture and the Prime M_n'_itbelengs ought t_eupeetively to h_ve been paid in ; 3.
to give, at all times, exocut_u_ az_d _ to With indications of the causes of the failure,
the ordinances of the Legislature, as to the detinitive er tempor_, as the ease may be.
fabrication, receipt, and dispe_l of the money ft. Money, which should have been pa_d,
of the State, and to the occasional directions, namely, by Government. Subheads : l. the as-
from time to time, emaving from the Prime verat persons or classes of persons, to whom it
Minister. should have been paid; 2. the several branches

of service, on account of which it ought to
Ena_ve. have been paid, and 3. the times at which it

A_T. 2. To this purpose, subject to the direc- ought to have been paid; 4. with indications of
tion of the Prime Minister, it belongs to him the reasons or causes why, in each instance) it
to exercise, as to all persons, in so far as era- was not paid.
ployed in the business belonging to the reve- 4. To confront with the foregoing, the like
hue, under his direction, the _o_ative, supple- statements carried back to the last preceding
¢ive, directive, and dislo_ative functions ; as to year, as also to other preceding years, in so
his own o_ce, the sdf-suppl_tive function; as to far as, to any assignable purpose, useful as
_ings, in so far as thus employed, the pro- well as practicable.
eur_tive, custoditive) a_pllc_t_e, ret_ratir % 5. For this purpose, in so far as, in the ac-
#m_for_/ve, and elimin_ive functions ; as to counts of this or that preceding year, the he_ds
persons and thinps , the inrpecti_e: as to per- under which the matters are arranged are not
_omt,tltin_s, and o_urren_es, the stat[sti% reset- the same as those under which the matters of
dative, public_ti_e, and o_i_i_lly-infor_ati_e; the current year are arrangsd,--they are
as to s_ates of thlups, ordinances, and arran.pc- brought into coincidence, as fax as practicable.

_nts, the mdiora_ion-s_estive. Instru_tion_. Ex_mplifi_ational.

.E_mj_tfio_t_o_o,_. ART. 7. IIL Prospective or Estimate branch.
ART. _. Examples of things belonging to Of the heads and subheads, examples are as

this subdepartment, are the following :-- follows :--
I. TH_s x_ov_sL_. I. Demands expected. Heads and subheads)
1. The meta_id-money mint: in which are as far as circumstances admit, the same as

fabricated such portions of intrinsically valu- those of the expenditure in the retrospective
able matter, as are in use for the purpose of part : under each such subhead, the sums be-
exchange, longing to it, in the two different years, placed

2. The paper-money min_ : in which are fa- side by side.
bricated such portions of the matter of wealth 2. Fresh demands expected : that is to say,
as consist in promises to transfer metallic demands for heads of services, for which there
money, had not been in the current year any expen-

diture. Heads: the department and subde-
E_aet_. ._z'po_i_e. partments. Subheads: the several services,

AR_. 4. In the exercise of his statistic funs- designative, in each instance, of the cause of
tion, [ ] days before the last day of the the fresh demand.
current legislation year, he delivers in to the 3. The like carried on, through any number
Assembly his annual report, of successive years, in so far as, to any assign-

able purpose useful as well as practicable.
Instru_tion_. _memplificatio_. 4. Supplies expected :--means of answering

Art_. 5. I. ]?_tro_pe_tive branch. Oftbe heads the above demands. Heads : 1. Money in
and subheads, examples axe as follows :-- hand; 2. Money expected. Subheads, as far

l. Receipts : Money received in the course as they go, the same as under the receipts : the
of that same year. Subheads : the several sums belonging to the first year, side by side,
taxes and other sources, as above. Of the differences, whether on the

2. Expenditure : Money expended in the side of increase or deerease, the causes indi-
same period. Subheads : the several depart- cared. 8. Extinct sources, with their respec-

_ meat_ and tmbdep_rtments. Bis-subhead_ : tire amounts. 4. Fresh sources, with their



respe_veexpee_monnt_ _E_m_ef mde,_tmy_,e_e_the_Ue_f. _i_
money expected frpm fresh seerees. Sub- visa, in either of two ways, to wit-- - -
hea_: the fresh°souree_ 1. By the eventual le_ of the principal, in

consequence of inestveacy_ on the part of the

Az_.8. Toeempletotheseeem_t_oftheyemr, 2. By retardation or frsstrstion of the set-

within[ ] d&ys afser the _eeme_t vice_ fi_rthe p_rl_eq of._/_ is destined to _._._
of the new Legishttive year, lm delivers in his be emitted ear -of_hi$_z_f •
supplemental report, in which the series of the *_°
oever_ mattem is cm-ried ca;to the fast day Im_r_s_ P.gt/od_" _. _
of the expired year, inclusive: inserting any Aa_. 16_ I'f with#_ _prepondera_ evil, in _

|inch olmervations aeb in his view, may be in. the shape _f _k ef losS, profit cau he m_le ./_-_
etructive. _by the prlva_ eustodieut, in the wa_yof inte-

rest_ so may it by the public. -__:_E_os_.
AItT.9. In relation to money, the f_enetious Im_truc_ion_?. _ :,_

that may have place, are the following: the AI_T.17. In reisctionto the quantity of money "/./_
Latin word for money being, for distinction's of all sorts, the Legislature will on each occ_
sake, prefixed to the name of each respective sion consider, whether it is its desire that that
function. _ame quantity should receive increase or not. -

t. _F_re-fabricative, or money-making, if not, it will so order matters, that for every
2. _Ere-receptive, or money-receiving, sum put into circulation ill the shape of vica-
3. _Ere-custoditive, or money-keeping, rionsly valuable money, an equal sum that
4. _re-postulative, or money-requiring, would otherwise have been in circulation in
/_. _L-'e-applicative, or money-applying, the shape of intrinsically valuable money, shall

be kept out of circulation.
_zpo_ive.

A_tT. 10. Application of money, as contra_ I_stru¢_io_zal. _l?_tiocin_ttlve.
distinguished from custody, is performed by AR_. 18. In this case, by the substitution,
emission, to wit, from hand to hand : which two distinguishable advantages may be oh-
may be,with or without the intervention of mid- rained.
die hands, according to distance or otherwise, l. One is, the saving upon the expense of

E_uos/t/ve. conveyance.2. The other is, the superior security against
A_T. 11. Emission of money may have place, spurious fabrication. But for this purpose it

either in payment of a debt due, or without is material, if not necessary, that the value
any debt due : in the former case it is so_ive assigned to the several pieces, separately taken,
in the other case,--if for an equivalent, _uo should be greater than that of any piece of
_i_ if not for an equivalent_ donati_, intrinsically valuable money : and the greater

the value, the greater the advantage in this
_no_/ve. shape; for the greater the value, the fewer the

A_T. 12. The wre-fabricative, or mo_ey- h_nds it will have to pass through, and the
m6d_in_ function, is under the sole direction of easier it will be to trace it from hand to hand.
the Finance Minister. I_struct_naL _tiocin_tive.

._posi_i_. fnstructlona_. ART. 19. In this way, but only upon these
ART. 13. Money is either intrinsically vs- terms, advantage might be derived, and that

luable, or vicariously valuable. Vicariously very considerable, to the public, from the use
valuable, becomes equivalent to intrinsically of paper money, even supposing the n_tion not
valuable, by the habit and confidence of ob- to stand charged with any public debt.
t_ining property intrinsically valuable, in ex-
change for that which is hut vicariously valu- "ExT°°si_ive"
able. In so far as intrinsically valuable, foreign ART.20. The velocity of circulation is as the
money is exchangeable as well as heme-fabri- number of times that a piece of money of
cared, given amount passes from hand to hand, for

an equivalent, in the ordin_ way of trade,
_na_ive. within a given space of time--say a year.

A_. 14. Under the direction of the Legls- ]nstructlonal. P_at_i_ive.
lature and the Prime Minister, it will be among
the duties of the Finance Minister to prevent ART. 21. The aggregate quantity, and the
functionaries, in whose hands public money is aggregate velocity being given, it matters not
lodged, from deriving any private benefit from in regard to prices, in what shape the money
lt_ _tt the expense of the public service, hez been existing : whether in that of intriu,

sicily valuable money, or that of paper money:
I_ru_/oz_d. i.e. promises of intrinsically valuable money

A_. _5. From misapplication of it, thus performable to besxer on demand, or similar
VOL. IX. 2 F
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promise._ at _ many days al_r date, or after I_structionaL P_atlod_t_.
_ight.

ART. 28. The operation of paying money,
Initru_ional. shall it be performed by tile same person by

AnT. 22. Modes of payment of which the whom the subject-matters obtained by it are
Finance Minister may have to make ehoie% employed, or by a different person _.
axe the following:-- Answer. By a different person. Better

I. Paying to each creditor a part of his due, that money should not, than that it should be
postponing the remainder, with interest, to a at the disposal of the Minister, for the service
time mentioned. Nompayment of interest is of whose department it is needed. Better that
insolvency, to the amount: so in truth, non- { in each given place, all payments be made by

payment of interest with mercantile profit, to an appropriate officer, say the Paymaster.

mercantile men. Reasons.
I. Frugality promoted, by sarb_g i_ the pay

Instructional. of functionaries.
ART. 0.3. 2. Establishing an order of 1. The operation of paying money, indis-

priority as between creditors of different de- ponsably consumes a more or less considerabto
seriptions : on determinate and adequately quantity of time, according to the nature of

notified grounds, t the money, whether in pieces of larger, or in
pieces of smaller value.

.Ratloci,nat_ve. 2. The operation of paying money requires
ART. 24. In the first mode, the injustice no particular talent, natural or acquired. The

is least: to non-mercantile men, who can bor- operation of giving employment to the subject-
row without humiliation, none : to mercantile matters obtained by the money, will in many,
men, more or less according to their means of perhaps in most cases require talent, natural
profit, but no more than they ought to keep or acquired, or both.
themselves prepared for, as in dealing with 3. For engaging the service of a man po_-
individnals, scssing appropriate talent, more pay at the

expense of government will commonly be he-
Ratiocinative. cessary, than for the engaging the service of

ART. 25. Great, in the second mode, is the a man not possessing any such appropriate
danger of injustice, talent. For every purpose, which, while an

In the choice of favoured classes, two inte- untalented man could have been employed, a
rests require to be considered, talented man is employed, waste will therefore

1. Public. be committed, to the amount of that sum, by
2. Individual. which the talented man's pay exceeds that of
Sole class in whose favour public interest the untalented.

:requires favour, is that of war functionaries in Instructional. _l_atiocinatire.
war time, actual or impending: the evil, by
deficiency as to them, may involve toss of pro- AnT. 29. lI. F_n_gatity promoted: to _it,
petty, and all other objects of desire to an un- by saving in quantity of tbfw employed and
limited extent : as to other classes (one excep- paid.for.
tion excepted) the evil is comparatively ineon- 4. If by the hand of the functionary, for
siderable, whose use the subject-matter is wanted, the

payment of the money, in exchange for which
Rat'wclnatlre. it is wanted, were to be performed, the appro-

ART. 26. Excepted class,--the lowest paid priate business of this talented functionary
in all departments and br_nchcs, would be experiencing continual interruption,

Examples :-- by his passing alternately from the exercise of
1. In Army, Navy, and Preventive Service, the appropriate function, to the exercise of the

•--privates. money-paying function. For much" less time
2. In the other Subdepartments, the merely than is necessary for the examining and count-

writing functionaries, in preference to all spe- ing of the money, is sufficient for the signing
¢Aally instructed superordinates, of an instrument or document, warranting and

3. In branches in which all are specially ordering the payment of it.
tin,trusted, those under direction, in preference This reason applies, even supposing talented
to their directors, pay were no greater than untalented pay.

_io_in_ir_. Instructional. _atiovlna$1vc.

ART. 27. Reason. The higher a man's place ART. 30. lII. Frugality promoted: to wit,
in the conjunct scales of money, power, and by additional security again_ pevu/a$/on and
respecteduese, the greater in genernlare his _bezz/emc_t.
means of supplying temporary pecuniary de- 5. Suppose one person only, occupied, both
fl¢iency, from the amity of those connected in procuring the article and paying for it, one
withhim,by ties ofinterest,self-regardingor personalonewould be answerablefor the
_ymi_tthetic. propriety of the payment, and one person
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alone, to wit, that same person answerable for af_er deducting the one from the other_ con-
the fact of its being paid for the public service, veying the residuum, either to, or from, the
Employ in the business, the two persons in central office. If the residuum he on the re-
question, they serve, each of them, as a check eeipt side, then to the office; if on the pay or
upon the other. The orderer, by the order, disbursement side, then from the office.
acknowledges and witnesses that he has re-
ceived the subject-matter for which it is is- In._tructional. Ratiovi_atire.
sued : the payer must have this same order as ART. 33. Taxes which should be interdict-
evidence that it is not without just cause, and ed axe--
sufficient warrant, in respect of service ten- 1. Taxes on the means of political infor-
dered to the public, that the money is paid by mation, in particular on Newspapers. By
him : an instrument of receipt might suffice to these the justice of the Public-Opinion Tribu-
show that the money is paid, and to whom hal is perverted, and its force lessened. So
paid ; but it could not in general suffice to likewise by the suppression of evidence, or of
show that it is on account of the public service the diffusion of it, injustice in all shapes is
that it is paid. promoted.

In either office, should the document rela- 2. Taxes (whether under the name of stamps
tire to the transaction be lost, that belonging or fees of court) on judiciary proceedings, in-
to the other may serve as a memorial of it. relying prohibition of justice--encouragement

Instructional. I_tloci_mtir_. to injustice.
3. Taxes on medicines. By these bodily

ART. 31. Receivers and Payers of public pain is inflicted, or even life taken, from all
money, shall they be the same persons, or dif-. who cannot afford to pay the tax. It is a tax
ferent _. on iadigence: a prohibition aggravating the

Answer. The same ; so far as they can be. hardships of the indigellt.
Reasons. 4. Taxes on insurance against calamity.
Case I. That of the central place of receipt By these efficient providence is lessened, and

and payment---th# seat of Government--the thence the number involved in the calamities
Metropolis. Advantages-- in question increased.

1. Frugality promoted, by one Chief Ma-
nager instead of two. ]_truotional. .R_tiocinati_.

2. Frugality promntod_ by one system of AnT. 34. Purchase of instruments of amusv-
guarding instead of two. meat for the rich, with money raised by taxes

3. Frugality promoted, by saving in the on rich and poor, is depredation : depredation
article of the building and its appurtenances, committed oa the poor for the profit of the
For the lodging of a given number of persons, rich.
whether residents or occasional visitors, one Magnificence exhibited by a person at his
house of sufficmnt dimensions will cost less in own expense, is magnificence : exhibited at
building and repairs, than two houses of the the expense of others, it is depredation.
same solidity, and beauty of appearance. This
will be more clearly seen, when applied in de- Exemplific_onal.
tail, to approaches, fences, &c. ART. 35. Examples of depredation in this

4. Frugality promoted, by saving, in frag- shape are the following : the purchase_money
meats of functionaries' time unemployed. Ex- being all along understood to be that produced
ample. In the event of two offices, the quan- by the taxes, or which might have been em-
tity of time habitually needed for the busi- ployed in easement of the taxes.
hess, requires say more than four functionaries' 1. Edifices, although for the use of the pub-

" time, but _ot so much as five : yet must five lic, in so far as rendered costly by ornament.
be paid. The time needed in each, above that 2. Pictures, statues, and other productions
of four, is thus half the time of a fifth. Keep of the imitative arts.
the establishments apart, the number of fune- 3. Books, valuable no otherwise than for
tionaries you must pay is ten; consolidate their rarity.
them, and the number of functionaries suffi- 4. Antiquities.
cleat is nine. 5. Miscellaneous artificial curiosities.

The minds of the rich should not_any more
I_'uctional. J_atiocina_ive. than the bedies_ be feasted at the expense of

ART. 32. Case II. That of a Town, at a the poor.
distance from the Metropolis.

The advantages are, I_ional.
1, 2, 3, 4, as above. A_x. 36. Examples of objects which ought
5. Frugality promoted, by saving of the not to be confounded in this view with the

expense and risk of conveyance. This applies above, though frequently found in the same
as to all but the difference between the money collection.
received there, and the money which should 1. Anatomical preparations.
he. or may be made payable there. At the 2. Subjects of natural histury, in it_ thr_
eau of a certain period_ say a quarter of a year, kingdoms.
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3. Machines and draughts, and models of having with the Army, Navy, and Preventive
machines, services.

From the branches of art and science, of
which these articles compose the stock, be- Instructional. _atiovinatlve.
nefit may alike be reaped by persons of all ART.7. The branch, the claim of which
classes, will naturally yield to that of any other, is the

Domain service. The Domain of the State not
SECTI0._XIV. being of any use, except in so far as the sub-

ject matter of it may permanently or inciden-
Conflicts of authority, how terminated, tally be applied to use, in a manner beneficial

to one or more of those several other branches
Enactive. of the public service.

AnT. 1. For the prevention of doubt and
disagreement, between subminister and sub- __atioclnatire.
minister, as to the extent of their respective ART.8. Note that, on each occasion, for
powers, and the detriment which the public determining the preference, the proper object
service may thence be liable to experience, it of consideration is not the general comparative
will be the care of the Prime Minister, by exe- importance of the two branches of service in
eutive, oreventual]yemendative subordinances, question, but the comparative detriment likely
with reasons annexed, to draw such apt lines to ensue to the universal interest, on that par-
of demarcation as the nature of the case ad- ticular occasion, for want of the service of the
mits of, and the general good of the service person, or the use of the things in question,
may from time to time require, whatsoever may be the branch of service, on

Enactlrc. account of which, the demand has place.

ART.2. So, where the tenor of this cede ExemTl_ficat_°nal"
or the nature of the case requires, that the ART. 9. Examples :--
subministers of two or more subdepartments, 1. For the Army service. For commencing,
should act on the same subject in concert, to completing, or repairing a fortification, dis-
take care that, through want of agreement, no mantle not a public building, though it be but
detriment to the service, in the way of retard- ornamental, if from other sources materials
ation, or otherwise, shall ensue, can be had at little more expense.

2. So, for Navy service. Cutnot down trees,
Expositive. Instruotioual. serving for protecting lands or edifices against

AnT. 3. The ease in which such conflict is pernicious winds, nor even those serving for
more particularly liable to have place, is that recreation or ornament.
in which, for the purposes of their several
branches of service, different subministers may, Instructional.
in their respective departments, have need of ART.10. It would be no small convenience,
the service of the same person, or the same if the office of the Prime Minister and the
individual thing, at the same time. In this offices belonging to the severalsubdepartments,
case, the preference will require to be given were all under the same roof. In this case, if
to that particular branch of service, through the situationofthe Prime Miuister'soffieewere
which, for want of the services of the persons, central, (the others forming a ring around it,)
or the use of the thing, at the time in question, a set of conversation tubes, would enable the
the detriment to the aggregate interest of the Prime Minister to confer with each, and each
community would be the greatest, with anyother, withoutrisingoutoftheirchairs.

He who writes this, held conversation once,
Instructional. l_atiocinative, and without any strain of voice, through a tube

ART.4. Evil from foreign adversaries, be- of nearer four hundred than three hundred feet
ing in respect of extent naturally the greatest, in length. The experiment was instituted by
hence, in time of war, or imminent danger of him, with a view to a purpose, such as this.

war, the claim of the Army and Navy services Instructional
will in general require the preference in com-
parison of all others. ART. I 1. The office of the Justice Minister

should rather be remote from, than contiguous
Instructional. I_atiovinative. to, the above-mentioned cluster of offices. Be-

ART. 5. Next to this, the Preventive set- tween the Administrative department and the
vice : having, as it has for its object, the pre- Judiciary, thelesstheeemmu__icationthebetter.
vention of evil from internal adversaries, as See as to this, Ch. ix. M1slsTm_s COLLF_r]VELy,
well as from purely physical calamities. Section 26, ,4r_itectural.Arrang_ments.

ImCz,ttotlottaL t_atio¢inative. 2Vot_ to Ch. xi. on the _ of a Reigns Es-

AnT. 6. Next to this, the Interior-commu- tablish_mt, tobepaidforattlwpublivazpe_.
I_icatiun service : especially in respect of the For the business of religion, there is no de-
©onnexion which the object of it is capable of partment: there is no Minister. Of no opinion
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on the subject of religion, does this Constitu- To estab/izh religion, is to establish i_si,-
tiontakeany cognizance.It allowsnotof ¢¢rity:to establishinsincerity,istoestablish
re*rardinany shapefortheprofessingor ad- thatvice,bywhichnotonlyviceineveryminor
vocatingofany particularopinionon thesub- shapeisservedand promoted,but viceswol-
jeotofreligion.It allowsnotofpunishment leaintotheshapeofcriminality.
inanyshapeforthe professingor advocating Nothingcan bemore nncontrovertiblethan
ofany particularopinionon the subjectof thisaxiom:--He who, by applicationmade
religion.It leavesto eachindividual,after ofpunishmentorreward,discountenancesin-
hearingany suchargumentsas he choosesto quiryintothetruthofany opinion,declares
hear,to decideforhimselfon eachoccasion,therebyhis persuasion,or at the leasthis
whatopinionhas thetruthon itsside. strongsuspicion,ofthefalsityofit: and ifby
No declarationsarerequired,averringex- him so simplydiscountenancinginquirythis

elusiveand detailedknowledgeofthingsessen-persuasionisdeclared,much more by him by
tinilyunknowable,and in relationto which, whom thecreativepowerofrewardisapplied
differencesarenotoriouslyuniversal,andinter-toprofessionmade ofit;stillmorebyhim,by
ruinable, whom therepressingand extinguishingpower
In England,truepoliticalknowledgeisthe of punishmentisappliedto oppositionmade

treeof goodand evil:academicaldeaththe to it.
penaltyfortouchingthefruitofit. No opinionisthere,soerroneous,thatwill
Manifestationofallsuchknowledgeasde- not be embraced,if,fortheembracingof it_

rivedfromthefreeapplicationofthegreatest-rewardisheldout.
happinessprincipleto politics,religionand Nowhere isanythingunder the name of
morals,istheabhorredand dreadedevil,to religionestablishedin the Anglo-American
theexclusionof which allattentionand all UnitedStates,andwhere,withsuchextensively
exertionsaredirected, prevalentsincerity,isreligionprofessed_asin
For thispurpose,a secondaryendeavouris thosesamesohappilyunitedStates

tokeepthetimeoftheaggregateofth-jure- Inwhichof themallisit employed as a*
nilepopulationat theuniversitiesof Oxford Stateengine_. In what otherpoliticalstate
andCambridgedividedbetweencomparativelyisitso zealouslyemployed as a supportto
uselessstudy,and idleness:idleness,although morality--andinwhat otherstateisita more
debaucherybe theaccompanimentofit. powerfulone_.

Study, so it be directed to the comparatively On the continent of Europe, the restraints
useless--in a word, to any hut the above-men- upon the study of the most important parts of
tionedpre-eminenttyuseful,objects,--hasnatu- useful knowledge being the immediate work
rally the preference : reason, obviot_ :--that, of supreme power, are more extensively note-
by the display of difficulty overcome, the repu- rious. Means employed, not only withholding
tation of the place and the system may be of reward, but application of punishment.
preserved from decline. Nor yet is the public appropriate examiua-

But to the spectacle of proficiency made in tion system undervalued there, or unemploy-
the forbidden branch of knowledge, that of ed.
debauchery, as a less eYil, will as naturally I In medicine, rulers see the art and science
be preferred, from which they have most to hope, and least

To one or other of the two desired classes, to fear. Accordingly, in that part of the field
every student, according to his turn of mind, of art and science, no obstacle being opposed,
is thus ag_oTegated: the strong-minded to the ---examination, to a more or less Considerable
uselessly-learned class : the weak-minded to i degree public, is generally in use.
the class composed of the stupid, the simply ! Unhappily for that liberty, without which
idle, and the debauched, knowledge is not possible, medical science can-

From all participation in the fired, to the ! not be cultivated, without close and continual
amount of millions a-year, allotted to the pur- ! scrutiny into the relation between cau_ and
chase of insincerity, who was ever excluded by e_fect. In London, in a recent instance, certain
habitual drunkenness _. enemies of liberty and knowledge beheld in

Who is there that would not be excluded by the result of a scrutiny of this sort, a proof of
heterodoxy _.and what is heterodoxy, but non- the truth of Atheism : the ruin of the author
conformity to the opinions, the prefes._ion of became thereupon the object of their confede-
which is, under every monarchical government rated, but not successful, endeavours. Direct
COmmanded,and which under all those same profession of atheism is profession of atheismj
governments, are at the same time more or and nothing worse. Endeavour to crush a
less ditferent| man for the profession of atheism, is virtual

The assumption is that, _t the word of corn- confession of atheism, coupled with the practice
round, opinions can turn to the right _nd left, i of insincerity and intolerance. In proportion
like legs and arms. to every man's love of humankind, and of those

The grand use of what is estahlished under virtues on which its felicity depends, iusin-
the mzme of religion is to secure insincerity: cerity and intolerance of difference in opinion.
to secure untrue assent, and to exclude a,ll op- whatever be the subject_ will ever be odious. *
lz_ition to opinionshowsoeverabsurd.
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CIIAPTER XII. largest stock not only of ,tppropriate know,
ledge,but of appropriate judgment, will be pos-

Jt'nicl,_ l_Y COLLEf_£I VELY. sensed.

In the present Code, the grand demand for
Preli*ainary Ob,err,_t_olts. appropriate knowledge on the part of judges_

Astonishment and Indignation, are the sen- will be done away, by the substitution of pro-
timents which the perusal of this Chapter, not posed real law, to the at present accepted fie-
to mention preceding and succeeding ones, can titious law.
scarce fail toexeite lathe breastofevcryreader, That which mankind may stand perfectly
who, in any country, is either in possession or assured of is--that under the present Code of
expectation,ofasituationonanyjudgment-seat, real law, as under every other, by the function-
to a certain degree elevated. The effect is cer- ary in the several classes and grades, his own
tain : the cause altogether simple. In this part interest in every shape, and in particular in
of the present Code,the end in view is the great- the shape of ease, will be pursued to the utmost
est happiness of the greatest number, consider- of his power, whatsoever becomes of that of the
ed in the character of justiviat, le6 as in the greatest number. Of the proposed Code, in
French language they are so aptly expressed, this as in every other part, the object is accord-
and may henceforward in the English. [ ingly so to order matters that in the pursuit

OfeveryCodeasyetinexistencc the draughts- of his own interest in tho_e several shapes, at
man has been some lawyer acting under the the expense of the greatest number, the diffi-
conjunct influence of rulers at large, and some culty he experiences may be maximized, and
lawyer or lawyers of the highest grade. The the facility given for the effectual obstruction
persons whose greatest happiness it has of l of all such endeavours be minimised.
course had in view, and to whose greatest hap- If, for the accommodation of a single indivi-
piness the happiness of all other persons has dual, matters should be so arranged, as that
to the utmost possible extent been made asa- there should not be a moment of time, during
erifice, have been the persons under whose in- the whole of his life., without his having persons
flueuce the draught has been penned, in any number in attendance upon him,--in an

A remark which will with equal certainty arrangement of this _ort, supposing the indivi.
he at the same time made is,--that no person dual capable of affording the expense, scarcely
possessed of adequate appropriate aptitude, or would any person see anything extraordinary
rather, forasmuch as that expression will be too --anythhlg to disapprove. Yet for the benefit
precise, no person of honour would give his ac- of all,--of the myriads or the millions, a few
ceptance to an office b_adedwith such burthens, exceptions excepled, and those narrow and re-
The answer is, that for far inferior benefits, cent ones, afforded by what is called Police, iu
obligations far more burtheusome, are by per- . no Code of law has any such arrangement been
sons in great numbers, everywhere not only made.
submitted to, but eagerly coveted and aimed For the accommodation of individuals, set-
at : and if moral aptitude be taken into ac- vice in all imaginable shapes is to be had on
count, the least apt would be higher in the all days and at all hours ; and for ordinary re-
scale than the highest of those by whom the mmmration, other iu_lividuals there are, each
situation has commonly been everywlmre of whom is on all days and at all hours
fined, ready and glad to render it : witness ah those

Of appropriate aptitude with relation to the whose business it is to supply diet_ medicine,
business of these several offices, which will he and conveyance.
the most strongly probative evidence ! accept- From what cause this difference ! From
ante of the office on these terms; or, strutting what but the utter falsity of all those profag-
demea_aour, by looks and boasting phrases, de- sions of regard for the happiness of subjects, of
claratory of the indignation pretended to he which rulers have in all governments been so
felt at the thought of a man's being capable lavish : professions, the utterance of which has
of giving acceptance to it on such terms _. been so confident, and the eontradio,tion so uni-

Of utter inaptitude with relation to the func- formly true and therefore so intolerable.
tions of it, what more conclusive evidence can As to the Judicial Establishment, so intimate
be a_orded than the determination _ot to ae- is its connexion with the system of procedure,
eept of it upon these terms ! that in any explanation given of the former, it

In England, the enormity of the masses of is not possible to avoid bringing into view, to
emolument receivedby hireling advocates, from an extent ruoreor less considerable, the intend-
the practice of their immoral profession, is held ed purport of the latter.
_p to view with triumph, as an adequate and Having foritssuperordinate end,themaximi-
irrecusahle reason for correspondent enormity zation of the security afforded by the services
in the emoluments attached to the ot_ice of of the functionaries belonging to the judiciary
judge of highest, and next to highest grade, system, it sets before itself in the first place two
For this excess, though no adequate reason, conjunct subordinate objects, namely maximiz-
there is s_ill a plausible one: the incomprehon- il_g the number of those to whom that benefit

. _ibility of the lawj and the presumption that is imparted : and rendering and keeping at all
by the advocate who has had most practice, the ! times, adequate to that purpose, the number of
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the functionaries employed in the imparting of the law, by means of the appropriate aer,_.ces
of it. of the functionaries of justice employefl for

But here, at the outset, a great difficultypre- that porpose_ no system of judicature hitherto
sents itself. To those who fbr this purpose are established, has justice for its object. If any
called upon to pay attendance on a judge, the such system had ever had existence, this i_
obligation of paying such attendance will un- what it would have done.
avoidabtybeproductlveofvexationorexpense, It would have rendered complete the _ero
or both, to all indefinite extent. On the other vices of the functionaries employed in the ad-
hand, true it is, that if it be matter of vexation ministration of justice.
to be obliged to be attendant at a judicatery in It would have avoided with the most ecru-
the character of defendant, such to a certain pulous care the adding any factitious expense,
degree it cannot but be, to attend at that same vexation, or delay,to those expeuserbvexations ,
place in the character of pursuer. But a state and delays, which are natural and unavoidable:
of things which to an indefinite extent may it would no more have taken for a subject of
have place, is this--namely, that while to this taxation a man whose leg had been broken by
or that man, in the character of defendant, at- a fall given him by design, than a man who lind
tcndauee for the time in question, is a very seri- suffered the same affliction by a fall experieno-
oas evil ; to this or that man, in the character ed by accident.
of pursuer, it shall be no such evil: on the con- But that instrument of power which calls it-
trary, when coupled with the benefit expected, selfa Court of Justice has in every community_
in this or that shape from the ewl to which the without exception,had for the object of its in-
defendant is thus subjected, or from the result stitution, not justice, but its opposite injustice:
of it, it may in his eyes be a good. A_ for in- injustice in the shape of depredation and up-
stance, where the suit has for its object the pression. As to relief to the injured, it has not
obtaining from an individual, property in some been the end in view, but oMy a collateral and
shape or other by an unjust claim, by means of unintended result : what good has been dune,
his inability through indigence, to employ has been done partly as being, with relation to
against it the necessary means of self-defence: the evil, an unavoidable accompaniment, partly
or, more simply, for the gratification of yen- as s means of reconciling to the infliction of
geance, the reducil_g him by means of the ex- I the evil the inconsiderate and deluded multi-
pense to a state of indigence, t tude.

Such being the state of the ease, if the door ] The proofs of this are conclusive and altoge-
of the judicatory is thus thrown open, and the I ther irresistible : they are shortly these :-
faculty is given to each individual in the char- I 1. Imposition of law taxes : puttiltg oat of
acter of pursuer_ to compel the attendance of I the protection of the law all those who are uu-
persons of ever)- condition in any number to able to pay the tax.
meet him in the presence of the judge in the 2. Imposition of law fees, puyable to the
character of defendants, and no restraint is I functionaries of justice: functionaries employ-
laid upon the abuse of this faculty, the judge, ed in giving such security as is given against
by means of his official services, may in this injury from internal adversaries : and who

might be sufficiently paid by a minute part ofmanner be rendered, how unwillingly soever, 1
at the pleasure of any evil-doer, the instrument the expense employed m the payment of those
of evil, to any amount, engaged in giving security against injury from

Happily to this evil, the nature of the case i foreign adversaries.

furnishes a remedy, alike obvious, simple, and t 3. Audience refused to the parties ia the
effectual: aremedy the sufficiency of which is, i suit : the defendant not compelled to meet the
to a certain extent, demonstrated by universal J pursuer in the presence of the judge : nor thu
experience. This remedy is, the subjecting the I pursuer admitted in person to state to the judge
author of such vexation to pecuniary loss. I his demand, and the foundation on which it

Thus far, such is the course which has been _Irests.
pursuedinallsystems ofjudicaturc asyetestab- t England is, of all countries, that in which
lished : and the result is that no vexation up- I depravity in this shape has soared to the high-
preaching in amount to the vexation just above eat pitch. It would be alike needless _md end-
brought to view, has in any of them been seen I less to attempt to investigate the amount of
to be produced. By every man by whom in the booty thus regularly made : or the proper-
the situation of pursuer such vexation is tions in which it has been shared between the
brought upon another man, thus forced in the monarch and the judge ; or the proportions in
situation of defendant, pecuniary loss is sus- which they have contributed to the extraction
rained, in pursuance of the arrangement made of it.
for that purpose. This loss consists of, and is The arrangements taken for the gathering
imposed upon him in proportion to, the faeti- in the fruits of this depredation, serve effec-
tions part of the costs of suit: of the money era- tually for the prevention of vexation, in so far
ployed by him in the defraying of that part of as the prevention of it is to them an object of
the charges, desire. Of those whose deai_e it would be to

If justice consists in the affording to every inflict vexation on their adversaries, Jdl the_
m_n alike_ in so far as may be, the protection who cannot afford to have this instrument t mm
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kept from doing so: _4 thus far, evil being would have been necessary to disburse, to
prevented_ correspondent good is done. But the purpose of making compensation, sul_-'tl-
to all those who can and will afford to have tote equal suffering in the name of punish-
this instrument of vexation, the use of it is ment: in a word, for simple temerity, impose
let out accordingly, the burthen of compensation ; for evil con-

To exclude evil, however--to do good in sciousness, add punishment.
any shape, ha_ never been to them an object A course of this sort would have answered
of desire : if it had been, they would have ex° the purpose of justice : but it would not have
chided all vexatious suits, and all vexatious answered the purpose--it would not have fa-
proceedings on each side. Before any vexa- routed the sinister interest, of the authors of
tion were inflicted by the judge on the defen- any established system of judicature.
dant, the judge would have seen the pursuer, The advice which they gave to one another
and taken from him, for this good purpose, on this occasion, was extremely simple. Ad-
those securities, the uses of which are so mit all unjust claims, and all unjust defences
abundant for good and bad purposes promis- by which anything is to be got : exclude all
cuously, just claims, and all just defences by which

Thus, then, is the separation made : the evil, nothing is to be got. Never was advice more
the work of design, the greatest part of it; the diligently complied with. By the admission
good, work of design, no part of it. given to the injustice, they got money ; by the

Meantime, abstraction made of whatever is exclusion put upon justice, they got ease.
factitious, and thence avoidable, considerable,
and that to a lamentable degree, is in many SECTIONL
instances, the expense on one side, of giving
the necessary support to a well-grounded .Excepted Judic, atories.
claim ; on the other side, the expense neces-
sary to effectual self-defence against an unjust .Expositive.
one. This bar to justice, though not capable ART. 1. By the Judiciary gstabli_]Iment,
of being removed altogether, might, however, understand the aggregate of all persons and
by appropriate arrangements, be removed in a all things at all times belonging to the Ju-
considerable degree. As for the relief of those diciat Department: as to which see Ch. iv.
who would otherwise suffer for want of food, .4uthorit_es.

so, for the relief of those who would otherwise Expositive.suffer for want of justice--that is to say, for
want of service due from judicial function- ART. 2. By a J_dlc_atory, understand the
aries, funds might be provided. If appropriate aggregate composed of all functionaries at all
care were wanting, the disposal of such funds times employed in the exercise of the aggre-
might be a source of abuse. But the neces- gate, or say collective judicial fimctions, within
sary and sufficient care need not be wanting: the territory of this state; or in the territory
and against the abuse to which relief in this of any other state, in virtue of a commission
shape is exposed, the difficulty would not be lawfully emanating from any functionary, ex-
near so great, as that of preventing abuse in ercising any such aggregate_ or say collective
the disposition made of relief against the want judicial functions, within the territory of ttds
of the means of sustenance, state. For the elementary judicial functious_

To those whose desire it were to prevent of which the abeve-mentioned aggregate fune-
needless vexation_ the means of accomplishing tion is composed, see Section 9.

it are sufficiently obvious : in every instance, _xpositive.
in as far as possible, let the author of the pro-
ceeding be the individual on whom the evil of ART. 3. Comprised, accordingly, under the
it falls. If it be for want of due attention denomination of a judieatory, are--
that the vexation has been produced, make 1. All judges principal, immediate, and ap-
the author civilly responsible,--impese on him, peUato, as eontradistinguished from judges-
in so far as he is able to bear it, the burthen ] depute permanent, and judges-depute occa-
of indemnifieation--of making compensation I sional ; principal, for distinction's sake, to
to the suffering party for the suffering he has i distinguish them from their respective de-
sustained : if it be not for want of attention, putes.
but on the contrary by reason of attention era- 2. All judges-depute permanent just men-
ployed in the endeavour to produce the evil, tioned, as to whom, see Section 3, Judiciary
and without any justificative cause for doing Fu_t_onaries, and Ch. xiv. Jcv_a-DaPtrr_s
so, make him penally responsible : to the bur- PaRM_F._T.
thenofcompensation,ifimposed,add ulterior 3. All judges-deputeoccasional; as to
sufferingin the name,and forthepurposeof whom see Section3, ]udieia_T Function-
punishment if either the ease does not admit ar/es, and Ch. xv. Ju_-Dz_JT_S 0ccA-
of compensation, as where there is no indivi- SmNAm
dual special sufferer, or the author of the 4. The Justice Minister: in so far as occu-
vexation has not wherewith to make compen- pied in the exercise of judicial functions • as
_ation,inthiscasetothelossofsomuch asit towhom seeC'n.xxiv. J_s_c_ M_iSTm_
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iteriallydifferentfromthoseofthe ordinary
._'zp_. Judmatories:forthe bestadaptedmeans of

Awt. 4. By a _jle-seated J*udivatory, un- coming at the truth, in regard to the relevant
derstand that of a functionary, acting as such, i facts, are the same in xelation to every sort of
by himself, in the situation of judge, his au- act. The only change will be that which re-
thority not being shared with him by any i speets the natural degree of promptitude, and
other individual in .that same situation, that which regards the situation of the tempo-

.Exp_s/tive. rary judge. The time by which a judge,whose seat is at a considerable and indetermi-
AR_. 5. By a tunny-scarred Judica_ory, un- hate distance, can be called in, cannot be

derstand the fictitious body, composed of func- waited for : and the ordinary judge, having
tionarics more than one, acting no otherwise little or no acquaintance with the details of
than conjunctly in the exercise of the autho- the office in question, would probably in the
rity belonging to a judge, first instance, in respect of cognitional aud

judicative-aptitude, be less apt than the spe-
Expositive. t_a_ovina_ive, cial judge here substituted to him. True it

ART.6. Under this Code, a few special in- is, that in the case proposed, the cause in
stances excepted, and in each for special rea- which the special judge would act, might
sons, no many-seated--no other than a single- without impropriety be termed his own cause "
seated judicatory has place. For the special but the facility of appeal being in this case, as
instances, see Ch. vi. L_SL_TUa_; Section in all other cases under the present Code,
27, Leqislation Inquiry Judicatory; Section maximized, the evil would be nominal only,
28, Lepislation Penal Judicatory. Ch. xv. not real and effective : the evil associated in
Jv_ IMMEDIATEDEPUTESOCCASIONKL, SeC- idea with the phrase--Judge in his own cause,
tion 5,Refereesdcputable. Fortbe reasons why, having for its origin, the evil which for want
these excepted, a single-seated is preferred to of the facility in question, has at all times and
a many-seated judicatory, see below, Section 5, everywhere, been exemplified in such disas-
_umber in a Jndicatory; and Ch. ix. ML_S_nRS trous abnndanee.

COLLECTIVELY; SectJ,on 3, Nu_nber in an o_¢e. Expos_tlve. JEzempl_t_cational.
E_positire. AR_. 10. Two other sorts of judieatories_

AnT. 7. By E_cepted Judivatories, under- which are wont to be regarded as Judieatorios
stand all judicatories to which, unless in case of Exception, are those styled in English prac-
of special reference, the ordinances contained tice, Audit Courts, and those styled in the
in chapters from xii. to xxiv. inclusive, are not same practice, Courts of Claims.
intended to apply. What there is peculiar in them, as corn-

These are-- pared with other judicatories, and common to
1. Legislational Judicatories, as per Ch. vi. them, as compared with one another, is this,

L_SL_yUR_; Section 27, Legislation I_q_iry to wit, that in their organization there is a sort
Judlcatory; Section 28, Legislation Penal Ju- of imperfection : in each wanting a situation
d/vatory, which is commonly regarded as a necessary

2. Military Judieatories : or say Courts-Mar- and indispensable element in the composition
tial, includiag Army Judieatories : or say, Army of a judicatory. In the Audit Court, the situ-
Courts-Martial, and Courts of Inquiry, and ation wanting is that of pursuer : in the Court
Navy Courts-Martial, and Courts of Inquiry, of Claims, the situation wanting is that of de-
as to which, see Ch. x. D_NS_W For.c_ ; See- fendant. Not that in either case, the fimctions
tion 13, _t-ilitaryJudivatorie,_. For the names of the deficient situation remain constantly
of those several exceptions, see those sections unperformed : in both cases, a functionary has
respectively: and see below, Section 6, Fields place, by whom they ought to be, and at any
qfS_rvi_e, rate are professed to be,with scrupulous exact-

Expositive. hess performed, and with more or less exact-ness commonly are performed, and that i_ the
Aa_. 8. Understand by a Court-Martial, a judge. Without a judge, the f_mctions belong-

judieatory having for the end of its institu- lag to judicature cannot in the aggregate be
tion, the giving execution and effect to such performed at all: they cannot be either well
ordinances as have for their object the apply- performed or ill performed. But without a
ing to the purposes of their destination the pursuer distinct from the judge, they are ca-
services of such functionaries as stand engaged pable of being performed : and so without a
to contribute in an especial manner to the se- defendant distinct from the judge.
eurity of the territory of the State and its in- Without a pursuer they are performed in
habitants, against hostile aggression on the the civil field in English practice in this same
part of external or internal enemies. Audit Court: the business of it consists in

calling a debtor to account, the question being
l_tr_t/os_d, t_tt/ovinatiw, in every case_ whether a debt which it is ad-

A_. 9. In the case of this sort of Excepted mitred he has incurred, has been discharged
Judicatories, the proceedings will not be ms- by him : if the decision be i_ the affirmatlve_
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he is pronounced discharged, and no adverse In Courts-Martial, in England, the function
proceeding against him can be carried on; if of pursuer is declaredly added to that of the
the decision be in the negative, he may be pro- Judge. Judge-Advocate is the denomination
seeded against by a demand for satisfaction, by which this functionary is distinguished. In
as in the ordinary ease of the proceeding on a the situation of pursuer, he acts singly : in the
demand on the score of debt. situation of Judge he acts a¢ presiding mere-

In ordinary cases of debt, the suit being car- ber of a many-seated judicatory--a Board of
tied on intheordinaryjudicatories,suitson Judges.
thisgroundarecarriedon promiscuously,with
suits on all other grounds: whereas, in this .I_atloc.i_mtir_.
case, suits on this ground are the only sorts of ART. 11. For the designation of a Judlcatory,
suits of which the judicatory takes cognisance, why employ this term, to the exelusiou of the

In English practice the only instance in more commonly employed word Court ?
which a judicatory under this name is estab- xtnszccr. _t_aso_t.*.
lished by Government, and acts with power
from Government, is that in which the situ- 1. In this same signification the word Judi-
ation of creditor, and theuce of judge, is occu- eatery is already in use.
pied by Goverament itseli, that of debtor being 2. The word Judicatory is clear from all
occupied by individuals: by individuals by ambiguity: the word Court, not.
whom money (money's worth might as well be 3. The word Court, besides ambiguity, is
added) has been received, either in requital] tiabletoproducedelusionandmischievoaserror.
for service rendered to Government by the re- I 4. Not that the wordJudicatory is altogether
ceiver of the money; or, in trust to hand it I free from ambiguity; but the ambiguity is of a
over to some Govermnent functionary, or to : sort from which not so much as misconception,
expend it ou account of Government. much less any evil effect in practice, can en-

Examplesof aJudieatorythusdenominated, sue. Originally it meant--not a person or
are-- persons, but a place in which the person or

1. The General Audit Board which sits in persons acted, as in the case of the words/)or-
Somerset-house for the auditing of Government _n_tory, Laboratory, Refectory : that is to say,
accounts in general, the usual place of residence of the functionary

2. The Judicatory of which the Auditor of acting as such; and, in conformity to a eus-
Greenwich Hospital is the Judge. Debtors, ternary fignre of speech, from the original and
and the only ones, on whose accounts judgment proper signification, comes the imTroper--the
is there passed, are those who stanc] in that derivative.
relation to the constituted authorities of that 5. Tainted by this same ambiguity is the
Government Hospital for superannuated Naval import of the word Court :aud besides this
functionaries, innoxious feature of imperfection, so is it, by

3. Chelsea Hospital--has this foundation an another, and that a noxious one.
Auditor so called : this receptacle for the en- 6. In Monarchies in general, and in the Eng-
tertainment of superannuated Army function- tish Monarchy in particular, in addition to the
aries ! I sense in which it is synonymous to the word

Instances are not wanting in which, in the judicatory in its Tersou-regarding sense, as
service of an individual, another individual is above, the word Court is employed in the de-
maintained for this purpose, and under this siguation of the persons following:
denomination. In these cases, the principal L The Monarch.
is a great landholder; the debtors, his tenants. 1I. The persons most immediately attached
What will be the sensation produced in the to the service of the monarch, in his pri_ate or
mind of a"Frenchman, for example, when he say non-functionary capacity.
is informed of an instance, in which for a m. Any such other persons as are most fre-
Nobleman, a Duke, service in this shape and quently in his presence.
under this name, is performed by a Barrister, 7. xlntevedent to the Juridical sense of the
son of another Nobleman, a Lord,--and that word Court, was, as above, its Monarchical
for this service the Barrister receives £1,500 sense. In the times of original inexperience
a-year : full twice as much as the highest paid I and simplicity, all the authorities in the state
species of Judge in France. f wet% in the supreme grade, exercised by one

Upon the choice of the debtor, it depends in ] hand. By degrees, the judicial authority--
this case, whether to appear in this sort of I the Monarch not having time for the exercise
judicatory or not : whether to pay the debt, or of it---was transferred to subordi_,t¢ hands.
produce evidence by which payment is proved. Name of this functionary--in England, the

In suits culled penal or erimiual, under t Grand Justioiary. Bu_, his residence was the
Rome-bred law, this kind of procedure is car- I same as that of the Monarch : to wit, the
riod on, over a very extensive part of the logi- [ Court in its klng-regarding sense; and when-
cal field of judicature, in divers nations. Un- t ever and wherever the Monarch $rave21ed_(as
der the Austrian Go_e_umel_t, in particular, it / for a great part of his time he eommontv did,)
used so to be. Witness Banniza. So under _ with him travelled the Jadge_ _,nd wtutt was
theP_u Govvrnment. [ called J_i_.
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8. A C_u_ is the region of favour : of favour, two eonseeuti_e moments a j_erfol_r in tw¢
in contradistinction to Justice. A Monarch is different characters :--that of a non-function-
above Justice. From his will it is, as from ary, and that of a functionary : as tothis mat-
its source, that what in a Monarchy is called ter, see S_ction 3, Judicial _un_ionari_.
J_sti_e, emanates : on that same will depends
the nature of it : the purport and tenor of the f_tr_etional. EaTadtlre.
words by which, on each occasion, it stands AnT. 2. On his first appearance in the Judi-
expressed. Witness the ma_xim_ Qnod _Prin- eial theatre, in the presence of the Judge as
eipi plaeuit legls habet vi.qorem :--a maxim, in such, addressing himself to the Judge, it is
every pure Monarchy, not only acted upon, either of hk_ own motion, or at the call of some
but avowed : in the English Monarchy, some- one else, that a person, be he who he may,
times avowed, sometimes disavowed : but, by enters :--entering of his own motion, and for
all, more or less acted upon, even when dis- the purpose of being heard, by the Judge, to
avowed, whom he makes application to be heard : this

9. The Monarch, at any rate, is essentially doing, he may. by a customary denominatiou,
and avowedly irresponsible; and, whosoever is be styled an .Applicant.
irresponsible, has thereby power to do every-
thing which in every one else is v_zvsT, and, I_mructiol_al.
but for such irresponsibility, would be so in ART. 3. Purposes for which, to u Judge, as
him likewise, such, application is capable of being made, are

10. Employ the same word ill giving deno- two : 1, to render service to him in this or
migration to a ,truztic_-Cha_ber and a _Palace-- that shape; or 2, to demand service in this or

to a Judge and a Monarch--as well might that shape, at his hands.

you eml;tuy the same word in giving denomi- Exgoo_tire.nation to JUSaaCF_and injustice: or non-guilti-
ness and 9uilt_ne_--to veracity and mendacit_ ART. 4. When, by any person, application is
--to truth and falsehood, made to a Judge, as such, it is made by him

11. Of the word Court, the effect is to in- either on his own account or on account of
volve in a sort of clouded nutjesty, the person some other person or persons, or on both ac-
whom it is employed to designate. It thereby counts or on any joint account. In so far as
is suited to the purpose of being employed as it is on his own account, let his denomim_tion
an il_strument of pernicious deveption, as often be--_r$noipal Judiciary applicant : in so far
as, by others or by himself, employed in the as on account _of any other person, assista_
designation of the person of a Judge. On the Judiciary applicant.
imagination of hearers and readers, and in
particular of suitors, it serves to stamp the I_t_acAi°nal"
idea of a person endowed not only with recon- Any. 5. Of a service which it may be of use
d_te wisdom, but with a power still superior to should be rendered by an individual to a Judge
the legitimate power of a Judge. as such, the beneficial effect will be m make

12. In the mind of the functionary, by pre- addition, in some shape or other, either to his
senting to view a .fictitious, in the room of the appropriate power, or to his appropriate know-
real em_t_/, it obnubilates and weakens the ledge. To his appropriate power, service can-
sense of re_)omiMlity: while Ixion-like, the not need to be rendered, otherwise than in an
mind of the deluded multitude embraces the extraordinary state of tlfings : that is to s_y,
shadow, the substance escapes its grasp. _ when resistanve thereto is either experienced

or apprehended. For the cases in which, in
S_c_no_ II. consideration of such extraordinary states of

things, power is given to call for service in this
.Actors on the Jad_e_al Theatre. shape at the hands of individuals at large, see

the next Section, Section 3, Judiciary Fune-
Instructional. _Expositiev. tionaries, Art. _2,, and, if it be right that, for

ART. 1. Actors on the Judicial Theatre,+ or this purpose, appropriate service should be

say, Performers iu the Judicial _a_a. Of rendered vo_pul.*orily, not less so is it, tha_ it
these, some will be seen to be .lud/c_ary func- . should be tendered, sTontaneo_sly , or, in any
tionaries; as to these, see Section 3: others, t other way, volnntar_ly. .Aid-tendarer is the
not ; as to these, see the remainder of the pre- appellation by which, in this case, the appli-
sent article. But note here--that to one and I cant may, upon occasion, be designated.

the same individual it m_v happen to be in I InarttctionaL Ez ositive

* Throughout this code---for the opposite pur- I ART. 6. If it be in respect of his appropriate
of.maximizing the stseng_h of the sense of ] know/edg_, that service is tendered, and there-

responmbatSz the word Jud9v m, m so far as re-.... " " "_'-" . , . ".... / upon re_gdered_totheJudge, it is_ in the shape of
em_ec_on serves, employe_ In premrence zo _ne | ;nfr_t,v;,_. _ _n¢-_,t;,n_iventohiminrela-
word Judical • except where the word Judge "._ ............ #" _ ....... _ , •..... or_._;..... t tmn to some matter of fact. lnforv_ant m the
mt_'n_ no_ I_e sumelent.ly comprehensive. | _ --

[Tttwatt_.] T/_aat_s (be_t rcmembered_ there _ _ ............ _-- ._ ---\-_-- *
are mor_ab/e, as well as immoveable. [ The word I_former, though m it_ ongumI
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appellation by which, in this case, the applicant Pursuer that the p/ac_ is occupied, or say the
may he, and accordingly is wont to be, desig- part acted, by the Judge, examples these--
Rated. For the several pul"poses, for which I. In a case styled civil, or say z_on-penal, in
such informatinn may be tenderedand received, English practice, an .4udit Court, or say a

Court of Account, spoken of in the preceding

SeepLICATIoN.PRocEDURECODE, Ch. viii. JUDICIALAP- ] Section : the part of Defe_wlant is in this caseacted by the individual--the _ccountant: the
lr_strnctional. Exloositire. part of Pursuer is, in conjunction with his

ART. 7. If, for serr[ce, in any shape, a de- own, acted by the Judge.
Dland is made at the hands of a judge as such, II. In a case styled penal or say erimina_,
_it will be either at the charge of some deter- --in Rome-bred practice, the sort of suit
minate party, or not : if yes, it will have for styled inquisitional: the part of supposed or
its purpose the giving commencement to a suit say sn_evted delinquent being, in this c_se,
at law, or say for shortness, a su/t: * if not, it actedbytheDefendant,--thepartofPursueris,
will be for some one or other of diverspur- inconjunctionwithhisown, actedbytheJudge:
poses, as to which see Section 22, Judges' pre- name that may be given in this case to the
interpreta¢ire function, Section 24, Judge_' Pursuer, the Inquisitor: in Rome-bred Latin
non-contestational-evldenve-elicitativefunction: he is styled Inquisitus.
and PROCEDURECODE, Ch. viii. III. In some sort analogous to this is--in a

Military Penal Judieatory, in English practice,
_xposlti_e. the part acted by the functionary styled the

AltT. 8. By a party to a suit, understand a Judge-Advocate.
person, or set of persons jointly considered, in
any number, whose station is on one and the .Exe_nplificational.
same side of it. ART. 12. Of the case. in which it is of the

.Expos_tlve. Defendant that the place is occupied, or say
the part acted, by the Judge,--an example is

ART. 9. S/des in a suit, two : the pursuer's --in English practice, the sort of judieatory
and the defendant's. Pursuer, the party by styled a Court of Clai_ns. On the ground of
whom, at the &arge of another, a demand is right, at the charge of Government, a benefit
made : Defendant, a party at whose charge a in some shape or other, is, in this case, de-

demand having been made, is by that same manded by a party. The part of ])emamtant,
party resisted, or say Pursuer, being thus acted by a party,

--the part of Defendant is, in conjunction with
Expositive. his own, acted by the Judge.

ART.10. A suit is of two sorts : either a com-
pletely constituted suit, or an incompletely con- Expositive.
stituted sltit: a COMPLETELYconstituted suit is ART. 13. For distinguishing the several
that, in which, on the two sides, appear and modes of rendering assistance with reference
act two individual parties as above: an IN- to litiscontestation,--and thence the several
¢OMPLmT.LYc_mstitttted suit, that, in which, corresponding species and denominations of
there being on one side, one such party,-- judicial assistants,--sourves of division, wifn
there is not on the other side, any such party, correspondent species and denominations, are
_any person, other than the Judge. Ordinary, the following :--
_that is to say to the greatest extent exempll- I. Source the first. Relation as between
fled, is the case, in which the suit is completely the principal, (to wit, the party,) and the as-
constituted : extraordinary, that in which it is s°istant. Species thence deduced--1. Party,
incompletely constituted, the intended benefitee: 2. Assistant, the trus-

tee. Included, in and by these denominations,
Exemplifieational. is the supposition--that whatsoever funet$_,_s,

AltT. 11. Of the case in which it is of the whether rights or powers, are exercised by the
assistant, are of the nature of trusts: that is

signification exactly equivalent to informant, has, to say charged by law with the obligation of
by the dyslogistie import, which has become attach- corl:espondent services : services, consisting in
ed to it, been rendered, with reference to the pnr- the rendering the exercise of them beuefwial,
pose here in hand, unfit for use. or say serviceable, to the party : which party

An appellative, customarily employed, in the is thereby constituted intended benefitee. As
English language in particular, as synon_ous to to the several spev$esof trusts, see Civ//Code,
a su_, is a cause; but, such is the ambiguity re- title, Trusts. In the meantime, as to the in-
sulting from the ether import,---the /ojical, or as tended be_efitee, and the correspondent trus_,some would say, the n_etaphysical import---g_ven
to this same word, that, throughout this present see, for the present, Westminster l_vicw, for
work, it has seemed advi_able to abstain from giv_ October 1826. No. xii.: and page 59 of the
lag any employment to it. Su/t has for its vonj_ Article in its form of a Separate Tract.*

(as logic'._ say) to sue, to.1_trs_e, s_r,
/mr_r, pursu/t: catty, employed m this sense,has * Vol. vi. p. 387. A Cemmentaryon Mr Hum
uo such ¢*_s. phrey's RealProperty _.
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II. Source tile ss_o_d. The place where
the Judge is--say the Ju_ice Chmnber--being E_padttve.,
the place in which the service is considered as ART. 15. By an intvrn_ed_¢e a_i_t_ _m-
rendered,--relative ti_e of existence at that derstand--any as_/staat_ who, on the ocv_lon
place as between party and assistant. Species: in question, intervenes between a party ann the
1. Assistant Concomitant. 2. Assistant Substi- Judge : and who, accordingly, is thereby, and
f_te or say ]_pressntative. in so far, a substitut% or say repress_atiw of

III. Source the third. AUTHORITY,in vir- the party.
rue of _vhieh the assistant acts : that is to say,
1. The authority of the party assisted: 2. Instructional. Exemplifioat_nal.
That of no other than the individual assisting. ART. 16. Between the Principal and the
Species : 1• Assistant Depute. 2. Assistant Judge, Judicial Assistants to either party, in
sdfivlocated, number indefinite, before orbehind one another_

• Source thefaurth. Relation, in respect in the manner of the links in a _hain, may have
of the exk$enve or non-existence of other assis- place. Of chains of this sort, examples are the
tants or say agents, between the Principal and following :-
the Assistant in question. Species : 1. I_nm_- 1. Chain the first. Party_ a person inea_
diate assistant---2. Unimmediate assistant, pacitated from acting for himselt; by relative

V. Source the fifth. Nature of the induce- infirmity of_nind: by whatsoever cause produ-
_aent, operating as the final and efficient cause ced--immaturity, eaducity, or fatuity. Neces-
of the act, by which fulfilment is given to the sarily intervening Judicial assistant, and, as
obligations belonging to the trust. Species : such, trustee, in this case, one: that is to say,
1. Gratuitous assistant. 2. ProJ'e_onal or say the Guardian. By the assistant, as occasio_
_aid assistant, requires, appearance is made in the presence

VI. Source the sixth. _[ode in which the of the judge.
sort of service in question is rendered--to wit, 2. As and for his assistant, concomitant or
1, Preordinative. 2. Effective. Species : 1. substitutional, this permanent trustee employs
Preordinative assistant : in English law lan- (suppose) for the ordering, or say management,
guage, .4ttorney, or say _olicitor: in French, or conduct, of the suit,--an occasional assis-
_dvoug. 2. Effective assistant : in English law taut, gratuitous or professional : by whom, as
language Barrister: in French,.4vocat. Func- the occasion requires, appearance is made (as
tions of the effective assistant resolvable into above) in the presence of the judge. Number of
three: towit, 1.the orative: exercised by making, links in the chain of _rustee_ip, in this case, ire.
instead of the party, application to the Judge : 3. Of the Guardian, as above, the residence
2. the evidence-elicitative: 3. the argu_nentative, being in the dominion of a distant foreign state_

VII. Source the seventh. Time, at which or in a distant dependency of the state in
the asskcance is afforded, (relation had to the question,--for judicial assistance he betakes
commencement of the suit.) Species--1. the himself to a professional _nt on the spot.
conten_porarily-servinfl, as above; 2. the Iorein- But, this professional assistant is, by this same
_erpretati©e: in the former case, the suit is in distance, incapacitated from paying, in his own
¢x_tenoe; or, (as lawyers say,) in _sss; in the person, attendance on the judicatory in queso
latter, it is in a state of future contingency ; rice. Under the like necessity, he accordingly
or, (as lawyers say,) in posse. Denomination employs on this occasion, as his aqent, another
of the prelnterpretativv species of assistant, in professional judicial Assistant ; by whom, his
English, a Counsel, that is to say a Barrir, ter; residence being on the spot, the attendance, as
so denominated, on the occasion of his render- above, is paid. Links_ in the chain, in this
tag assistance in this shape: in French, nn case, three.

c.o_e_l, that is to say, un avocat_ so denomi- _x_odtive.v,ated on this same occasion•
ART. 17. Assistant of the first order--Assis-

Instructional rant of the second order--Assistant of the third
A_a_.14. Note, that no such a.o._ant as the order. By these several appellatives may the

Preinterpretative Assistant do the Judiciary three sorts of intermediate Assistants be dis-
Establishment of this Constitutional Code, or tinguished. But from which of the two sub.
the correspondent Procedure Code, have need _jeer-matters of reference, shall the numeration
of, or give admission to. To the preinterpreter t take its commencement. Say, from the Party:
_ut authority, this Code substitutes the he being the person, to whom the assistance is
preinterpreter with authority: t_) the party's administered. Immediate Assistant and Trus-
professional preinterpretative assistant, the tee to the party or parties, in this last case, the
preinterpre_ing Judge. See as to this, Section Cruardian: Intermediate Assistavts and Tl_s.
22, Judges' lrreinterpretativefunction, tees_ the two professional men_ as above.

For the different arrangements which re-
q_/re to be deduced from and grounded on, _.r_m_ifiv_4,mal_
and accordingly _/l be deduced frem_ and A_tv. 18. Chain _ _ez_d. Party, a Joint-

ounded on, these several distinetions_ see Stock Company. Memo, s too numeru_s to act
oe_um_ Cov_ Ch. viii. zmd Ch. ix. as auito_ without confusion. Immediate Ju-
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dieial Assistant, Ass_tant of the first order, in terminated in a few mlnut_, is thus spun eat
this ease a fuuctiov_ry of the company, whether for the space of as many years, with an expense
permanent, or employed for no other than this of more than as many hundred pounds.
same temporary purpose. Judicial Assistant The way in which the commission to give
of the second order, say a Professional era- existence and utterance to this mass of mond_-
ployed by the above-mentioned no_profes- eioas surplusage, reaches the Special Pleader,
sional Judicial Assistant. is this :

For other such chains of Judiciary Assis- The party tells h_ story to his Attorney.
t_nts, see the Civil Code : tit. Trust_; and the The Attorney tells h/s to the _/_e_/a/ Pleader
-Procedure Code. --that is to say, either the same story or a dif-

I_r_ctlonaL _xemplificatlonal. ferent one, differing to whatever amount pre-sents itself as best suited to that purpose which
AnT. 19. So much for such Judicial Assis- belongs in common to the two law-learned

rants for whose services an indispensable de- gel_tlemeu. And this common purpose--what
mand may have place, in every civilized State. is it ! It is of course the giving to the suit
Style them accordingly Jud_c_arg -Assistants, whatsoever degree of lengthiness and expen-
naturally and indispensably in demand. Add siveness, can be given to it, without too great
now to, and compare with, these, another set, an expense to both learned gentlemen or either
for which there is no such natural and indis- of them, in the article of reputation.
pensable demand. Style them Judiv/ary .As- Between the sort of business belonging to
Nstants redundant: or say, in redundance, _n the Special Pleader u1_der the Bar, and the
s_perfluity: or, in Euglish law language, in sort belonging to the Special Pleader at the
which the thing itself is in such immense and Bar, no fixed line of demarcation has place. On
disastrous abundance in surlolue_ge, each individual occasion, the matter for the Q

For a sample of this set, turn now to English instrument, is taken to be manufactured at the
practice, lower priced, or the higher priced manufactory,

1. Evidence Elivitator. Bis-subspeeies of aecordingaslessormoreheadworkisregarded
this subspecies of Professional substitute,-- as necessary to the operation.
Judiciary Assistants, these--In the Judica-
tories styled common Law Courts : 1. Special JExe_lifivationaL
Pleader at the Bar : 2. Special Pleader under ART. 20. In the sort of Jadicatory styled an
the Bar. ET_ity Court, superfluous-evidence elicitator,

To the functions of both these p-irate fanc- in the written form, an Equity Draug]_tsma_ ,
tionaries exercise is given, by giving _tter- at the Bar, or under the Bar, as above. But,
ance, to masses of discourse, s_p],osed to in this ease, by whomsoever drawn, necessary
emanate from a party ; though, unless by to its reception is the signature of a Draughts-
accident, iu fact, never seen or heard by him: man at the Bar : and when the time comes,
utterance--that is to say in writing, and not that E ridea_e-eli_tator is aggregated to the
otherwise. ]_vldenve is the appellation lmre list of ,4rgumentators,
given to this species of discourse. Why ev/- Suppose, now, (what frequently is the ease
de_ce? Aus_ver--Because to some purposes, in both Judieatories,) the individual demand
the effect of evidence, that is to say as to one and the same--the fact alleged on cue
the constituting a ground for judicial decision, side, denied on the other side, one and the
/_ given to it ; though to other purposes not. sarae,--the evidence by which support is given
By the Judge, the elieitation of this species of to the assertion by the one side, to the den_al by
matter is exacted on pain of loss of suit at the the other side, the same,--still, the mode of eli-
charge of him who omits to cause it to be eli- citation employed in the Common-Law _onrt,
cited : exacted--though, when elicited, it is and the mode employed in the F_uity Court are
acknowledged as having no claim to credence, as different from one another, as they can easily
and spoken of as if not designed for any other be conceived to be. At the opening of the suit
purpose than that of serving as an object of ! in an Equity Court--evidence, which, ceasi-
reference to other matter to which the effect deration had of its source, would not by Corn-
of evidence, as above, is avowedly given. In men Law be received--namely, evidence of a
every instance, it teems with falsehood. But, party--is required to be, and must be elicited.
by the Judge, impunity is given to all this Of this party-witness, the station is on the
falsehood. Whyl .An_ver--Becanse he, and Defendant's side : and in the written mode as
the partnership of which he is at the head, are above, an assistant of the party, whose station
suffered to exact, in the name of f_s_ money, is on the Pursuer's side, is employed to elicit
in proportion to the quantity of this same false- it. But the statements thus elicited being
hood : and by any bar opposed to falsehood, a destined to appear in the character of evi-
check would be applied to the quantity of the dence--prefessing to be all along consonant
whole mass of fees. To let in this species of to truth--the ceremony of an oat/,, with even-
profit-yielding matter, the parties are inexor- tual punishment at the back of it, is attached
ably excluded from the presence of the Judge : to it,--namely, under the notion of its being
and a suit which, if he would hear the parties, a _ur/ty against m_ndcw/ty. Here, then,
might without exl_ease be_ _rdingt6ju_tice , would be, as in the case of/_p_d_d P_db_
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check to quantity : were it not that, on the Co_rts;--if, in a word, theplaee of thei_ res_
pursuer's side, _e_/av_ty--and that without denee be no other than a r_a_try place--to
stint, is not merely tolerated, but absolutely this Fr/nvipa/ solicitor is added, for the per-
c_mpdled. To a set of i_zterroqations, or as in formance of such of the operations, the scene
technical language the word is interrogatories of which lies in the metropolis, a_wther soliel-
--in common language questions, the Draughts- tar acting as spent to this his principal.
man is obliged to prefix, to an extent to which Moreover, interposed between the solicitor
there is no limit, a set of assertions, which, on resident in the metropolis, and those public
pain of not producing the effect intended by iudiciary functionaries who are purely such, is
the interrogation, must be false : for, in order another judiciary functionary styled a Clerk
to obtain a statement, in relation to a state of in Court, whose character is of a mixed n_-
things, of which he is ignorant, he must state tnre : but, in such sort mixed_ that, to analy_e
|fimseff to be informed of it, and make accord- it, belongs not to this place.
mgly in relation to it a statement, which, to Note--that in English practice, acting in
his k_ge, is false--he hi_set.f being the the eharacterofadvoeates,---evidence-eliciting,
/_vent_r of it. On the other hand, in answer or argumentating, or both,--Judiciary Assis-
to this statement, and these interrogatories, rants, in number altogether unlimited, may, on
the Defendant's Solicitor (so this species of each side be employed : employed---sometimes
Professional Assistant is styled, when the ju- for the benefit of their assistance, sometimes
die, tory is styled an E,]uity Court, Attorney for the advantage of depriving the adverse
being his name when it is a ('om_on Law party of tlmt" same benefit: instances have
Court,) this same solicitor after taking his in- been known of as many as ten or more, ap-
struetions, in writing or in conversation from pearing at the same time : in former days,
his client the defendant---draws up a paper of within the memory of the author of these
]nstr_lVtions, which he hands over to another pages, the instances of a number as great as
Equity Draughtsman, by whom, at the expense this, were not altogether unfrequent.
of truth, in as far _ is necessary, it is modi- Instructional.
_ed, in such sort as to afford the fairest pro-
raise of suiting h/s purpose, without subjecting AnT. 21. Of the enumeration thus made, the
the defendant (his client) to punishme,t, for use is the putting the Legislature in a way to
•ny such parts of it ashappento be false : the satisfyitself, of which of those different su/t_of
paper thus fabricated, the defendant "attaches Judiciary Assistants, the operations are neces-
his adoption to it, by means of the ceremony sary, audofwhiehnotnecessaryto justice. But
styled an oath, in which case, what is called to give to this question a complete solution,
vilful, meaning selfoonsviou_falsehood is styled belongs exclusively to the Procedure Code ;
perjury : and if, in the appropriate mode pro- in which see Ch. viii. and Ch. ix.
sevuted for and proved, subjects the party on
whom it is proved to appropriate punishment. Instructional.
But for such proof, a separate prosecution and A_tT.22. Note, here, in conclusion : So far
two witnesses, testifying on oath, in contradic- as regards the direct ends of jastice---(namely,
tion to some statement of the party so prose- execution and effect given to the ordinmaces of
cuted, are necessary : and unless such prose- the main body of the law, to the exclusion of
cution be instituted, such proof made, and misdeeision and non-decisiou, where decision
conviction and sentence pronounced in cause- is due)--obviously necessary on each occasion,
qnenee, the a_er (such is the name given to is the attendance of each party in the presence
the paper), this answer, let it teem ever so of the Judge : and this, even where, in the
abundantly with falsehood, is, in every point, character of an evidence-holder, it is not no-
by the Judge, how fully conscious soever of cessary for the support either of his own into-
these same falsehoods, taken for true, and acted rest, or of that of a party on the other side :
upon as such. Of the Plaintiff's Draughts- the matter of fact not having, either imme-
man, with his interrogatories, the object has diately, or through the intervention of any
been, of course, throughout, to extract from other person in the character of an evidence-
the Defendant declaration of such facts, and holder, come within his view. For, in the
soch alone as will make for him--the Plain- breast of every species of Judiciary Assistant,
tiff" and, consequently, in proportion a.qalnst _ above-mentioned, ha_ place a sinister into-
the Defendant. But into the belly of each rest, conflicting with the interest of the l_rty :
such to-his-client-unfavourable declaration, to which last-mentioned interest it belongs to
which he regards it as not safe to avoid the Judge in every ca_, to give the benefit of
making, he takes care to insert others, one or his care. But throughout the whole field of
more, the complexion of which is favourable Judieis,1 Procedure, _onflivt, or say antago_zi-
to him. zation, has place between the direct ends of

If the residence of the party, and thence of justice as above-mentioned, and the ¢oll_ral,
his solicitor, is elsewhere than in the metropo- namely, minimization of delay, expense and
lis,_in which place alone (with exceptions to vexation : and on. which side shall he the
a comparatively small extent) are the jnd 9- claim to preference, will, in each individual
me_-_ of the jndicatories called Equ/ty iustance_ depend upon the eircumatance_ of
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the individual case: of which circumstances, SE,_mt. Ii _,
under the Procedure Code connected with this
Code_ the Judge will provisionally form his Judidar_ Ft_nvtlonm._.
eoneeption from the examination taken by
him of the wFj01/_ant. In the case of a child, E_active. _To_ive.
of an age inferior to the age of reason, or in ART. 1. Judiciary functionaries, to the d/-
that of a person in a state of complete fatuity, rect/ng portion of whom application is made,
tw : the party being, in these cases, by the by applicants and their assistants, as per See-
supposition, in a state of complete incapacity, tion 2..Actors, _c., and of whom is composed
as to the watching over his own interest. But what remains of the company of performers in
in those cases, as in every case, the difference the judicial drama, are these--
between Capacity and incapacity depends
upon degrees : and (delay, expense, and vexa- I. In a_ II_MEDIArEJUI)ICATORY.
lion apart) it belongs to the Judge to obtain,
as and for the ground of his judgment as to L M_GISTERIAL.
the degree, the best evidence which the nature 1. The Yudpe; with his Deputes Permanent,

• " of the case affords : in which evidence, cau- as to whom see Ch. xiv.; and Occasional, as
not but be included the testimony of his own to whom see Ch. xv.
senses. 2. The _Re.qi_trar; as to whom see Ch. xxi.,

On the ether hand, the syst_tm of Judicial and below, Art. 4.
Procedure ha_-lng, in every country, been the 3. The Goreru_nent advocate; as to whom
work of men, who, either at the time of work- see Ch. xviii, and Ch. xix. ; and below, Art. 5.
manship, were in the exercise of the function 4. The Elee_osynary advocate; as to whom
of professional judicial assistant in one of its see Ch. xx., and below, Art. 6.
modes as above, or for the whole time during 5. The Q_as_-j_rors ; constituting eollec-
which-they were qualifying themselves for the tively the Quasi-jury : as to whom see Ch. xvi.,
task, had in that way been er_gaged: and in and below_ Art. 7.
virtue of that profession, their interest being H. M_rSTER_L.
in a state of constant opposition to the interest
ofthepartiesonbothsidesofthesuit, andmore 6. Judiciary messengers, or say, Mandate
especiallyofthose whose side was on each occa- bearers; as to whom see Ch. xxvii., and be-
sion the r_qht side,--hence it is--that in the low, Art. 8.
_Pro_edure Code of every such country, it has 7. Prehen_ors; as to whom see Ch. xxyiii._
been an object of uniform endeavour to reduce and below, Art. 9.
to its minimum the number of the occasions on 8. Door&eeTers; as to whom see below, Art.
which the parties on both sides, or on either, 11.
are compelled or admitted to appear in ope_ 9. G_ards (Judiciary Guards); as towhom
indicatory in the presence of the Judge. see below, Art. 12.

Hence it is that, in addition to the ineiden_ l O. Jailors, or say Prlson-keepers, or [near-
tally necessary number of professional actors in cerators; as to whom see below, Art. 13.
the judicial drama, the constantly unnecessary, l 1. Quas_-li_tors; as to whom see below,
yet constantly admitted number has, to such a Art. 14.
degree, been worked up, as above. 12. Vendue-masters, or say Venditors, or Ju-

Only in the case, where the evil, eorrespen- dieial Salesmen ; as to whom see below, Art. 15.
dent and oppositeto the collateralendsof 13.Execu$ionalists;_astowhom seebelow,
justice,asabove,wouldoff,erasebepreponde- Art.16.
rant over the evil correspondent and opposite II. In an APPELLATEJUDICATOR¥. Exe-
to the direct ends of jnstice,--ean evidence, cutionalists excepted, functionaries, as far as
elicited in the epistolary mode, be admitted, needful, with functions the same in nature
to the exdus£os of evidence from tbe same and denomination, as above. As to these
source, elicited in the oral mode ; elicited-- see Ch. xxii. But for execution, the business
that is to say, in so far as the judge has it, in is by the .Appellate, remitted to the I_nmed/a_
any way, in his powerto compel attendance at Judicatery. See below, Art. 17.
the judgment seat, for the elicitation of such IIL The Jvszm_ M_N_ST_R; as to whom
oral evidence ; and, even in this case, the el- see Ch. xxiv., and below, Art. 18.
feet of epistolary evidence need not be cv_/u- IV. Added to these,--as well in an Appel-
s/re: it may be subjected to the being even- late as in an Immediate judicatory,---ot]_ciating
tually reversed, or modified, by elicitation
subsequently performed in the oral mode.

So likewise, in the ease where the proposed _ [E.ve_/o_//sts.] Executioner would have
been the more simple, and thence the more cones-

evidence holder,--being or not being, at the dent appellative. But for this purpo_ it has been
time, to this purpose in a state of actual sub- polled: m_mely,by being confined to the deslg_
jeetion to the power of the jadge,--ha_ at that los of personsemployed in the in_ietiou of _rt.G
same time, his residence in a d/._amt depen- ,unishment; or, in ire mo_ extended sea,e, per:_
deney of the state, or on a spot within the do- oneemployed in the ini]ietlon of dolorifiecorporal
minion of this or that for_i9_ state, unldmmnts.
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in the character of a Committee of the Pub- understand a funetlon_ry, to whose fu_c_on_"
li_-O_nionTribunal,area bodyofAssessorsexerciseisgiven,by hiecommitting,orcauai_ _._!
styled Judivial ]nspectors; as to whom see Ch. to be committed, to writing, such discourses ._
xvii., and below, Art. 19. (they being relevant and material to the par. _ _
V. In everyportionof territorystyleda pose)asare uttered,in thejudicatory,by or "_

Bis-subdistrict. inconsequenceof an applicationtherein,by _:'_
I.The Loon/Headman; as to whom see any person,made by word ofmouth;as also

Ch.xxv.,and below,Art.20. by hissecuringand keepingforpublicuse,
2.The LocalHeadman's1_egis_rar,orsay, everywrittenor otherinstrument,or saydo-

forshortness,the.Locall{egistrar;astowhom cumentthereindelivered,forthepurposeofits
seeCh.xxvi.,and below,Art.21. servingin the characterofe_Mence:as also

by hiscommitting,orcausingtobecommitted,
I. MAGISTERIAL JUDICIARY FUNCTIONARIES. towriting, statementsexpressive of whatever

.Euactive. _ExTositlv¢. relevant and material acts, positive or nega-tive, of a nature to influence the termination
ARZ. 2. By a Jadge, understand a function- given to such applicatmn, as happen to have

ary, to whose principal and characteristic been, by any person, performed : including, up-
functions, exercise is given, by his giving, by on occasion, any external signs, from which the
means of appropriate deer¢es---opinative and inward state of mind of the person in ques-
imperative--and the mandates thereto condu- tmn appears to have received expression :
cive, execution and effect to ordinances of the such as--tone of voice, change of colour, con-
Legislature ; that is to say, in all rases, those figuration of the lineaments of the face, ges-
excepted, in wlfieh the obligation of producing ture and deportment.
that effect belongs to functionaries in the Le-
gislative and Administrative departments in _nae_re. `ExTosltire.
their several and respective fields of service. ART. 5. By a Government Advocate, under-

stand a functionary, to whose functions exer-
.Expositive. _n_ructional. eme is given, by his acting as the Substitute,

ART. 3. Note, that in the case where really or say Representative of the.Government to
e_ting law, called statute or written law, is the purpose in question, on the occasion of
the object, or say subject matter of reference, suit, in which the Government is a party,
the ordinance in question is a really existing whether it be on the t_ursuer's or on the De-
ordinance ; inasmuch as the terms of it did ori- fendant's side : or any other judicial case iu
ginatewith,andwere fixed by,theLegislature: I which the Government is concerned in point
whereas in a case, in which the object or of interest.

subject matter of reference is that which is Expositive.universally called Unwritten Law, and by
English lawyers Commo_ -Law, (in one of the ART.6. By an .Eleer_osynary Advocate, un-
several senses in which that appellative is derstand a functionary, to whose functions
employed)--there not being any such really exercise is given, by his acting as ..4_L.tant,
existing object, or say subject matter of refer- concomitant or substitute, or say ]_epresenta-
ence, applicable to the case,--an imaginary tire to any individual, m so far as such indivi-
portion of falsely supposed existing law--say dual, being, or being about to be, or having,
a supposed v/rtua/ ordinance--must, on the or being about to have need to be, a party in a
occasion of each demand made by a suitor, be suit, is in a state of relative helples._ness: be-
imagined for the purpose : imagined--in the ing, to a greater or less degree, by infirmity,
first instance--either by the judge himself, bodily or mental, incapacitated from acting by
as where, without application made to him himself with adequate effect ; and being, at
by any person, he begins to act as under the same time, unable to procure gratuitously
some systems of procedure has been the for the purpose in question, adequate assm-
praetice ;*or, by an applicant--by aPursuerfor tanee; and also, by relative indigence, inca-
example ; or, by or for some other party in paeitated from obtaining adequate assistance,
the suit ; and thereupon either that same tic- as above, together with such evidence favour-
titious ordinance has been adopted and acted able to his side as the nature of the individual
upon by the judge, or some other has been suit happens toafford. Forother arrangements
feigned by him, and acted upon, as aforesaid, made for the relief of such relative helpless-

nesS, see Section 13, Justic_for the Helpless.
.Enactive. .ExTositive.

_r. 4. By the _trar of a judieatory, .EnaeCive. Expositive. lClat_ocinati_e.
A_t_. 7. By Quasi,rots, collectively term-

* In th; ..... ;_ _.a _ o_;_; .... des the ]ed a Quasi-j_ry, understand an ever changing
judgehasbeensuokenofasactin_e_vo_i_nb,orIbodyofAssessors,convenedfromthe bodyof
e._meromotu-a_d,in penalcaaes_thec_urse,or_thepeopleatlarge,forthepurposeofitsserv°

thesystemofprocedure,t_keninitstotality,Iing,by theexercisegiventoitsfunction,asa
]ms been styled the _/u/s/tor/a/, in contradistinc- I c_cdc applied to the power of the perman_
tlon to the _ I judges : which s_me power_ were it not for

VoL IX. _ 2 G
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this and other checks, as per Section 32, _e- shortness a G_cffcl, understand a functionary s
w,ritiesforappropriateaptitude,wouldbeal- towhosefunctionsexerciseisgiven,by occa-
togetherarbitrary;enablingitspossessorsre- sionalapplicationmade,of physicalforce;to
spectivelyon eachoccasionto promotetheir thepurposeof preservingfrominjury,while
own particularand sinisterinterests,at the in theJusticeChamber as above,(orthither
expenseof the interestof the communityat repairing,or thencedeparting,)personsand
large,inrespectofjustice, things: and elsewherethaninthejudicatory,
By itsname,thissamejudicialbodystyled givingexecutionand effectto judicialman-

a Quasi-jury,bearsreferenceto thejudicialdates,inwhichtheforceofaPreI,ensorfailsof
body styledin English-bredlaw,a jury:of beingsufficient.

which, without possessing the vicious features, .Ex])os_t_ve.it is designed to exercise the beneficial in-
fluence. ART. 13. By a Jailor, or say Prlson-_eper_

For the arrangements, relative to this same or Invarverator, understand a functionary, to
class of functionaries, see Ch. xvi. QUASI-JvR£. whose functions exercise is given, by his keep-

ing under confinement within a spa_e enclosed
II. MINISTERIALJUDICL_.ItYFUNCTIONARIES. within walls, the bodies of all persons, who by

mandate from a judge, or any other person
? _Expositive. authorized by law so to do, have for this pur-

ART. 8. By a Judiciary Messenyer, or say pose been committed to his charge.

_Mandate-bearer, understand a functionary, to Expositive.whose functions exercise is given, by bearing
mandates (for whatsoever purpose and of what- ARc. 14. :By a Q_asi-Lictor _ understand a
soever tenor) to, as also responses from, per- functionary, towhosefunctionsexereiseisgiven_
sons resident, at the time in question, in any by his inflicting or causing to be inflicted, af-
place other than the Justice Chamber. As to flictive corporal punishment : for example by
Judiciary Messengers, see Ch. xxvii, stripes, or temporary confinement of the body,

or some part or parts thereof, in a state of un-
.Exposit'_re. easiness; as also loss of life, should punishment

ART. 9. By a J_ld_ciary Pre_ensor, or sayfor to this effect be in any case ordained in and by
shortness a Prehensor, understand a function- the Penal Code.

ary, to whose functions exercise is given, by :Expositive.application made of physical force, in so far as
needfifl, to the physical possession of any sub- ART. 15. By a Vendue-Master,_ or say
ject matter, of which it is requisite that such Vend_tor, understand a functionary, to whose
possession, indefeasible or defensible, should functions exercise is given, by his causing sub-
be taken, for the purpose of giving execution ] ject matters of property, moveable or immove-
and effect to a mandate of a judge. Such sub- ] able to be sold for the purpose of operating,
ject matter may be either a thing or a person : i by the acquisition of them, in the character of
if a th_ng, either a thing immoveable, or a a satisfaetive, or, by the loss of them, in the
thing moveable. For the several purposes of character of a punitiv% remedy.

such prehension ulterior thereto, see Procedure JExposit_ve.C_de, Ch. xxii. PRZHE_SmN.
AnT. ]6. By the generic name Executionallsts,

[_truct_onal. Ex_ositlve. may be designated, 1. Jailors, 2. Prehensors,
ART. 10. Every person who is fit for acting 3. Quasi-Lictors, 4. Vendue-ML_sters.

as a Prehen_or, is fit for acting as a Mandate-
bearer: but, of persons fit for acting as Man- _Jnactive. ]_xpositlve.
date-bearers, it is not every one that is fit for ART.17. By an .,'lppdlateJudge, understand
acting as a Prehensor. The two functions a Judge, to whose functions exercise is given,
may come accordingly to be allotted to the by cognizance taken by him of a suit, at any
sameperson,or todifferentpersons_as oeca- timeafterthefirstday on whichithas been
sienmay require, submittedtothe cognizanceof an Immediate

.Exavo_it{ve" Judge: most commonly in consequenceofapetitionby a partyfora decree,by which,if
ART. 11. By a 1)oct-keeper, or say a J'an_tor, issued and carried into effect, the condition of

understand a functionary, to whose functions the parties, or some of them, will be rendered
exercise is given, by giving (subject to diree- more or less different from that which it would
tion from the judge) entrance into, or exit from, be, if execution and effect were given to the
the Justice Chamber, to the several other ac-

tars on the judicial theatre; and, so long as _ [Qua_L_'_or.] Under the law of ancient Rome_
they are therein, causing them to occupy thei_
_mspectivelyappropriatelocalsituations. Lictorwasthedenominationby whicha function-ary exercising functions of this sort, was desig_teL

E.r]_sitlw. .t. [ Vendue-Ma_zr.] In the English We_tIndia Colonies, functionaries thus employed_ar_
ART. 12. By stJud/¢iary Guard_ or _ay for designated by this denomiaatiow
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decree from which the appeal is made : that is tio_ of F_.id,en_e. As to the species of lone-
to say, a decree issued by the Immediate tionary thus denominated, see Ch. xxvi. LOCAL
Judge. As to what belongs to Judges Appel- REGISTRARS.

late, see Ch. xxii. APPELLATE JUDICATORIES. E_6gg_e. E_ositi_. • _"

Ena_ire. Exposltire. AnT. 22. In c_se of need, for giving effect to
ART. 18. By the Justice Minister, understand the mandate of a judge, all persons, on requi-

a functionary, to whose functions exercise is sition from him emaning, are bound to act as
given, principally by the exercise of the sere- MINISTERIALJUmCL_Ry FUSCTIO_Ant_soc_a-
1"_}powers of location, dislocation, and suspen- Konal, in any of the above several capacities:
alert, in relation to the several Judges Imme- all persons, and in particular all Preventive ser-
di_te and Appellate. As to what belongs to v_e functionaries, M1 Army functionaries, and
the Justice Minister, see Ch. xxiv. all Nary functionaries. As to this, see Section

l 1, J_ldqes' Sedatire function ; and Section 12_
Enactive. E_posit_ve. Jud_les," d id_con_l_eli_ngfu_ct_.n"

ART.19. By a Jud_v_l, Inspector, understand
a functionary, to whose functions exercise is EnaCtlve. Expositive.
given, principally by his presence, at the place ART.23. So likewise, of their own motion
and time, at which exercise is given to the and without waiting for any such mandate aa
functions of a Judge, Immediate or Appellate: per Art. 22, persons are, in certain cases, per-
he, by such his presence applying a check mitted, and in certain cases even bound, to act
to the power, which, were it not for this and in those several capacities, or some of them, for
other checks, would be arbitrary in the hands the purpose of giving execution and effect to
of the said judges: this same inspective func- the taw: to wit, on the presumption, that, had
tion being exercisable, without any act done by the occasion come to the knowledge of the
the person in question, expressly for this pur- judge,--a mandate, to the effect in question,
pose,---his presencetherc and then,Ironing place would, by him, have been issued. For a spe-
for some other purpose. As to what belongs cificatioa of these cases, together with the rea-
to a Judicial Inspector, see Ch. xvii. JUDICIAL sons for the institution of this power in the
INSPECTORS. several cases, see the Penal, Non-penal, and

Procedure Codes: and see below, Section 1l,
Enavtlve. F,xpositi_e, l"nstruvtionaL Yud,tes' Sedative funvtivn, and Section 12,

A_r. 20. By a Local Headman, understand Judges" .4id-compellingfunvt_on.
a functionary, who, in each one of the smallest
portions of territory styled Bi_-S_bd_ricts, or lnstr_vtlonat. Expositive.
Trls-Subdistrivts, into which, by an all-embrac- A_T. 24. Note that, in and by the Procedure
ing process of division and subdivision, the ter- Code, in connexion with this Code,the arrange-
ritory of the State is divided,--is, of all public ments, for the application of the necessary
fanction_ries,whoseauthorityis eonfinedwithin checks to abuse of power in these cases, being
the limits of that same portion of territory, ttm purged of factitious delay, vexation, and ex-
_d. Of the functions allotted to this rune- pease,--proportioned to the efficiency of the
tionary, some will be seen to belong to the 21d- security thus afforded, is the a_plitud_ of the
taini_rativ_, the rest to the Judiciary Depart- peter, which, without preponderant danger,
meat. Of those which belong to the Judiciary, may be created and conferred.
the exercise will throughout be in subordina- In contradistinction to these occa_o_w_, the
tion to the authority of the Immediate Judge foregoing may be styled perma_n_ Judiciary
of the Subdistriet within which the Bis-Sub- functionaries.
districtor Tris-Subdistrietinquestioniscon-
t_ined. As to the species of functionary thus I_truct_o_al.
denominated, see Ch. xxv. LOCALH_AD_ZN. ART. 25. Note, that, to an extent more or

less considerable,--with great _lvantage, in
Ena_tive. Expositive. respect of frugality as well as certainty of in-

ART.21. By a Local Headman's Registrar, tended effect, maybeunited the functionsofJu-
or say a Local .Registrar, underst_md a rune- diciary Mandate-bcarer_nd Letter-post bearer:
tionary, by whom, in each Bis-Subdistrict, are among the functionaries subordinate to the In-
exercised, with relation to the proceedings of terior Communiva_ion 2dinlstcr, those acting in
the Local He,linen,functions the same as those, the capacity of Lv_r-post bearers, being, for
which by an Immediate Judiciary Registrar this purpose, and to the extent thereof, render-
_re exercised, as per Ch. xxi., with relation to ed subject to the direction of the judge.*
the proceedings of an Immediate Judge ; as
alsodiversotherfunctionsbywhich,insomany

I.Adequate(it is believed) to the purposeof
corresponding forms, written evidence, chiefly giving, in the most effectualmanner, andwith least
of the pr_-a/_nte.d kind# applicable to various delay, vexation, and expense, execution and effect,
purposes, reeeivea its expression, and is pre- to the aggregato of the mandates, issued by the
served for eventual use. As to pre-appointed aggregate body of the judges, is the aggregateof
evldence_seetheP_r_ C_, and the_ thefunctions_in andby thiscode_allottedto tl_
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S_rioN IV. aries in questio% appropriate aptitude in all
its branches.

Jv, d_vator_es--theirgrades. II. Particular reasons, applying to these
several branches respectively, these--

JEnactive. I. Applying to n_oralaptitude, this:--namely,
AI_T. 1. In everyS_d_distrqvt isan Immediate exemption from corruption and undue favour.

Judieatory,withacorrespondent establishment 1. Independently of all qualifications and
of functionaries,Magisterial and Ministerial,as oth_ sevurities, applying to the situation of the
per Section 3. Judge appealed tu, whatsoever be the sinister

desi_,m in questmn, that it should be pursued by
2_,nacti_e. two is, at the least, twice as improbable as that

ART. 2. In every 3)istrqet is an Ap1)ellate it should be pursued by one: especially tw% in
Judicatory ; with its correspondent establish- regard to whom effectual measures are taken
ment_ as per Art. t. to prevent their having had any personal com-

munication, one with another. As to this, see
.Enactive. Section 17, .Migration.

ART. 3. The Immediate Judicatories, and 2. Even supposing, on the part of the judge
they alone, have Cognizance of suits in the first below, no matter from what c_use, a desire
instance. The Appellate, and they alone, have ever so strong to slmw undue favour to
cognizance of such suits and such suits alone, party on either side, and thus to produce the
as, by Appeal or Quad-.dppeat from a party, effect of a decision varying in any manner or
on one or other side, come before them from degree from that which the justice of the ease
the Immediate Judicatories. requires,--still, unless the judge below regards

himself assured of a determiuatiou on the part
l?,xpos_t_re, of the judge above, to give effect to this desire,

AttT. 4. By Quasi-Mppeal, understand an no adequate inducement will he have for the
application, which, without the name, has the Commission of the supposed injustice: the
_.fe_ of .Appeal. See Ch. xxii. API'ELL.__TE: more flagrant the injustme, the stronger his
JVDICATO_tIES; and Procedure Code, Ch. xxviii, assurance of undergoing legal punishment at
APPEAL and QI3_SI-API'EaL. the hands of the constituted authorities, his

superordinates, or loss of reputation at the
Enactive. hands of the Public-Opinion TribunaI---onc or

ART. 5. Subordinate in some sort to the Jus- both : and this without reaping the undue be-

lice Minister, are as well the Appellate as the nefit he had proposed to himself.
Immediate Judicatories. For what concerns 3. True it is, that the assurance of the non-

this functionary, see Ch. xxiv. JusTicE MI- success of the supposed criminal designs, de-
r_ISrF.R, pends on the abihty of the party in question

to avail himself of the remedy held out by the
l:lat_oe_nat_ve, power of the Appellate Judicatory : for where-

ART. 6. Question 1. Why, in any case, era- soever, by relative indigence, or any other ob-
ploy as man//as two grades of Judieatories _. stacle, (which, without preponderant evil, it is

.dnswer. Reasons:-- in the power of the government to remove,)

I. General reason, this. For the more el- man is rendered unable to avail himself of the
feetually securing, on the part of the function- relief thus proffered to him by law, the proffer

thus made to him is a cruel mockery; and

aggregate of the other functionaries belonging to hence the need of a system of Procedure, in
the judicial department : adequate, or at any rote which expense, delay, and vexation, are mi-
not wanting much of being so, in respect not only nimized ; as also of arrangements for adminis-
of comprehenszvene_s, but al_ of clearness and s#a- tering, at the expense of government, a_d, as
plicity; clearness, to the exclusion ot obscurity and far as needed, in the shape of professional as-
ambiguity; simplicity, or say _m-ce_nplea_Q/or _wn- sistance, and money or money's worth_ for the
complicatedness, for the sake of clearness and avoid- expense necessary to the exhibition of evi-ance of needless delay, vexation, and expense.

2. In respect of those several desirable proper- deuce; as to which, see Section 13, Justice.for
ties, in a greater or less degree, will (it is believe_l) the Helpless; and Ch. xx. EL_osv.'_xnr An-
be found to fall short of them, the aggregate of the reciTES; and Ch. xvii. JVD_CISL IrcsPEc'roI__%
arrangements, in every as yet established Panno- Remains, however, at any rate, the check, ap-
m_on, in whatsoever nation established, plied to the Judge's supposed improbity, by

3. Look now to matchless Constitution ; there, the fear of punishment and censure as above :
instead of adequacy,--instead of a stock " without finally, see Section 32, J_lges'_ dry., Securities
overflowing full,"--behold a mixture of deficiency Jbr a2_ropriate aavtitud¢.
and redundancy: deficiency, to a considerable IL Applying to intellevt_alaptitude, (know
amount ; redundancy to an absolutely unmeasurable ledge and judgment included_) this :--namely,
mnount. Of judiciary functionaries, (the judge in
the instance of many of them, being dL%,uised an- the benefit of experience,
tier so man_ different names,) for a hat, though not At the commencement of his career, tile
yet a complete one, see P_r_aao_ _o_t Jvs'rxc_, Judge Immediate will be an untr/ed man : _-
(vnl. v. p. 4_7 e_ seq,) tr/vdf--th_t is to _ay_ in'his _ituation of Judige
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_ir_¢ip_; though, by the necessity of his hay- the part of the Judge Super-Appellate, injus_
ng previously served in the situatmn of Judge tice may be done no less easily and effectually, _

1)ep_te permanent, a_ per Ch. xiv., or that of than by the like partiality on the part of the
Judge Depute ocwazional, as per Ch. xv., pro_ Judge Appellate in the former ease. At all
vision for his being endowed with this same ever_ts, what adequate assignable grounds can
desirable quality has been made. Here, then, there be in this case, for confidence in the jus-
ts one course of trial: and, the case being rice of the decree pronounced by the Judge
such, that, in the situation of Judge Appel- Super-Appellate _.
late, no person can have place without his But, (as per Ch.xxii. APPELLATEJUbiCATO-
having_ for a considerable leogth of time, RIF_S,)of several modes of change--aU of them
served in the situation of Judge Immediate equally capable of having place--simple rever-
principal, accordingly, so it is,that to that one sal is but one : let in the several others, and see
course of trial is added a second, what endless confusion, with addition to ex-

m. Thirdly and lastly, applying to appro- pease, vexation and delay, at each grade,
priate arrive aptitude :--like security for, and i would be the consequence.
probability of, increase of this branch of ap- i Suppose, then, grades of jurisdiction, one

above another, to the number of six or seven.propriate aptitude.
iv. Of all these causes of increase of ap- i Think of the confusion and denial of justice

titude, the existence and the influence being . which in such a case cannot but have place !
open to all eyes--hence the probability not I Think of the contempt of the ends of justice,
only of actual increase of aptitude, but, on the which in that same case cannot but have place
part of the people, a general persuasion of its in the minds of the constituted authorities, by
existence; and, consequently, a correspondent . whom tlmt same state of things is kept on
confidence in the whole of the judicial estab- foot !*
lishment, coupled with a sense of security in
their own breasts. Ratiocinative.

ART. 8. QUe_iOa 3. Why thus ha every sort
_tioc_at_re. of suit ._

ART. 7. Q_est_on 2. Why not more than two _. ,4nswer. Reasons :_
Answer. Reasons :-- Beeause_ if, in the ease of any sort of
1. Because of the vast increase of expense, suit, such repeated trial and opportunity of

delay, and vexation, without any adequate investigation as above, affords the sort of seen-
degree of probability of appropriate aptitude rity in question, so, in that same degree does
on the part of the ultimate decision ; and it in the case of every uther sort of suit : be-
correspondent confidence on the part of the tween no two sorts of suits does the nature of
people, things admit of the drawing to this purpose

2. To come to particulars. Suppose, in- any determinate line of separation.
stead of two such grades, t_ree. From the
Immediate Judge, appeal to a Judge Appel- I_structionaL

from the Judge .4ppe_late, appeal--say ART. 9. If there were any sort of suit int Judge Super-Appel_a_. Suppose now which, to the right of appeal, no condition or
the decision of the Immediate Judge confirmed restriction whatever were appli_d_ a denial of
by the Judge Appellate, then reversed by the ustice would in so far have place, to the pre-
Judge Super-Appellate. Here then are in fa- udico of every person by whom the expense,
your of the decision two roices--say according- delay, and vexation, inseparable from the ap-
ly two d_anves; iu disfavour of it but one ; I plication of this remedy, cannot be endured.
the consequent result is, it is reversed. Of t Hence, on the part of the Legislature, the
the Super-Appellate Judge the appropriate I necessity of using all necessary and practicable
aptitude in all its several branches, has more endeavours--
chances in its favour, than that of either of his 1. To minimize in every ease the expense,
two subordinates. True : but has it more than delay, and vexation attendant on appeal.
both of them put together? for if, in respect 2. So to order matters, that when he, wbo
of length of triedness, he has the advantage is desirous of appealing, is unable to endure
over both his subordinates, still has his imme-
diate subordinate, the Judge Appellate, no
inconsiderable stock of that desirable quality: * In the latter part of October, or the former
and thus_ from the vast addition made to the part of November, 1825, such is the state of things
expense, delay, and vexation by this addition that must be believed to have had place in the
of a third grade to the machinery, no other Judiciary Establishment of Scotland, if credit be
addition would be made to the probability of given to certain letters on the subject in the Glo_

and Traveller, and the Mor_imj _hromcl_ of that
rectitude of decision, than that which would time, [There may still [184t] be four successive
be m_de by the difference between the lesser grades of appeal in Scotland. Beginning with the
degree of appropriate aptitude ou the part of Sheriff-substitute, a case may be carried before the
the Judge Appellate, and the supposed greater Sheriff, thence to the Outer-_Iouse of the Court of
degree on the part of the Judge Super-Appel- Session, thence to the Inner-House, and lastly to
late : for_ ha this ca_ by undue partiality on the House of Lord_--F_.d.]
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that burthen, the necessary aid shall be afford- S_os V.
ed to him from some other source or sources :

--as, for example, from the purse--either of 2Vu_ber in a _v,d/e_tor_.
some voluntary contributor or eontributors_
should any such come forward; or, if the judge E_ar_ive.
think fit, from the purse of the adverse party : ARt. ]. Exceptions excepted_ in no Jud/ea-
(notwithstanding that of him it cannot as yet tory number of seats more than one. As in
be known, whether he be in the right or in an Immediate Judicatory, so in an Appellate.
the wrong) ; or lastly, from that of the public,
as a dernier resort. _ .Ratiocinative. Instructional.

3. And that in the long run, from no an- ART. 2. For reasons, see those which apply
grounded appeal, shall profit, in any shape, be to the case of a situation in the Administrative
made by the appellant. Department_ (Ca. ix. Section 3.) To the pre-

sent case, they will all of them be found aF-

Note, that under the system of procedure plying : and, if with any difference, with in-
which the hereby-instituted Judiciary establish- creased force.
ment all along bears reference to, and supposes to
be in existence, in no case has the Judge above, for _atio¢_nat_veo
the basis of his decision any mass of evidence ether AI_T. 3. To the reasons which apply to that
than that which has been present to the cognizance case, add in this case, the additional control
of the Judge below. This supposed, for no expense applied and information afforded, by means of
can there, in the Judicatory above, be any demand the constant contestational discussion_ with
other than the expense of obtaining professional
argumentation on the ground of that same evidence, the assistance of Advocates, at the pleasure of
For the eventual defraying of that expense, the the parties specially interested,--and Appeal
finding adequate security, should such be the man- with like discussion and _ssistanee_ also at the
date of the Judge below, may, under that same pleasure of those same parties.

system of procedure, be a condition to the allow- :Exposgtire.ance given to the act of making appeal; in that
case the Judge above will not take cognizance of ART. 4. Exceptions are--
any appeal, in the case of which the appropriate 1. Of neeessity_ for extraordinary occasions_
written instrument does not contain a word or the Supreme Judieatory_ the Legislature. See
_ords of permisslan, signed by the Judge below.

Throughout the whole tenor of this code, and Ch. vi. Sections 27, 28.
_hence throughout this section in particular, a 2. For ordinary occasions, the Quasi-Jury_
power, the existence of which is supposed to have as to all the elementary judicial functions but
place on the part of the Judge, is, on every occa- the imperative. See Ch. xvi. Section 3.
sion, in so far as in his eyes the information in 3. For military suits. See Ch. x. Section 13.
question is necessary to justice,--the power of
making inquiry into" the pecuniary circumstances
of every individual, who, in any character whatso- to the frustration of that which by supposition is
ever comes before him ; for, suppose no such power his own purpose ? Should not the act of making
to ha_'e place, denial of justice, coupled with and appeal ha_e, without more ado, the effect of step-
aggravated by, exercise of oppression may, instead ping the execution of the decree of the judge below ?
of administration of justice, be the result. --leaving it to the judge above, to impose on the

In point of fact, should the case be such that, in party appealing, the conditional obligation abeve-
no judicatory as yet having existence under any mentioned ? Questmns these,--for the considers-
government, any such power has place,---_n this tion of the legislature ; but to which no determi-
supposition, so it is that in no judicatory as yet in hate answer can be given, till the very tenor of the
existence, is fulfilment given to the ends of justice. Code of Procedure, and of the corresponding
True it is, that to an amount more or less consi- of the Substan_ve Cod_, has been determined.
derable, evil will be among the number of the Against this evil, in Section 18, I_ Corn-
results of such inquiry : but, by this undeniable plaint Book, will be seen a provision which, even
fact, no reasonable objection to the institution of of itself holds out a promise of being--not merely
such inquiry wilt be opposed ; for not less true is an efficient, hut even a sufficient, remedy: it con-
it, that from beginning to end the whole business sists in the conveying, on every occasion, to the
of _udicature is but a eholce of evils, judge above, information of everything which, on

But injustice, depredation, and oppression, to that same occasion, has been either done or said,
any amount, under colour of justice, may, under by the judge below: thence it is, that by the sub-
any government be accounted for, and shown to be ordinate judge no criminal act, positive or negative,
natural, by one notorious fact : namely, that, under can be committed, but informatio*n thereof will find
every government as yet in existence, the system its way to the cognizance of such his suporordinate,
of procedure has been the product of the labour of In the Procedure Cede, in certain suits of a penal
a set of men, whose interest it has been, that for nature, the question may come to be started_ dis-
their benefit, injustice, depredation, and oppression, cussed, and settled_---whether_ for the avoidance of
in so far as beneficial to that same sinister interest, preponderant evil in the shape of expeuse_ vexation,
should be maximized, and delay_ it may not upon the whole be advisable

But a question that may be asked is--the judf* to inhibit the exercise of the right of appeal The
below, in a case in which it is his intention to do question belongs not to thhs place ; only to obviate
injustice, (and this is a case nvhich must through- the imputation ofwaut of due censideration, ismen-
out be provided for,) will he thus lend his lured tion hvre made of it.
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account actually incurred. Suppose now a set
Iastrz_ionaJ. of judicatories iastituted_ in such number as

ART. _. From any addition to number one shall be sufficient, but not more than sufficient,
in a Judicatory, the only beneficial effect which to secure the community against all denial of
can be expected with relation to the ends of justice from this cause : from this aggregate_
judicature, are those of a check to misconduct, deduct any number, how small seever_ denial
and in particular to misconduct in those shapes, of justice in a proportionable degree has place.
in which it is the result of deficiency in respect But scarcely in any country is the aggregate
of appropriate moral aptitude on the part of : number of judicatories, so great as altogether
the Judge, first constituted; but against any to exclude denial of justice from this cause:
such deficiency, other and ample securities are the actual number being reduced below the
providedinabundance. SeeSection32. relativelyrequisitenumber by the difficulty

ofprovidingfortheexpense.Supposesixhun-
.Ratiocinative. dred, the greatest number of judicatories, for

ART.6. As to thischeck,weak and ineffi-the necessaryexpenseofwhichprovisioncan _
cleatwillit beseentobe. By oppositionto beafforded,andsupposethisnumberbutbarely
hiscolleague--theJudgewhoselocationisthe sufficientto preventas above,thedenialof
resultof thefirstchoice,by oppositiontothe justice:put anadditionaljudge,thoughitbe
willof thishissuperior,the inferiormight butinoneofthewholenumberofjudicatories,
losethewholecomfortofthe officialpartof,you make a defalcationofone fromthetotal
hislife:by acquiescenceno lessdoeshe suffer!numberofjudicatories,and therebya proper-
inany shape. No greaterthoughtthanwhat tionableadditiontothelengthofjourneysand
tohim appearsnecessarytosavehimselffrom demurrage,intheinstanceofat leastoneju-
positivecensureat the hands of Superordi-dicatery;and toa correspondentamount you
notes,and frombeingregardedby them as a producedenialof justice,togetherwith in-
cypher,willbetheparttakenby him_inthe creaseof delay,vexationand expense,as
business, above. But for whatever reason you make

such addition of one Judge in any one Judlca-
Rat_oc_atir¢. tory, for the same reason should you make that

ART. 7. From the efficiency of the check same addition in every otherJadicatory. Place
thus applied to misconduct through moral in- then in each Judicatory two Judges, instead
aptitude on the part of the first chosen Judge, t of one Judge, you reduce the total number of
as also from the value of any addition capable Ijudicatories to three hundred, instead of six
of being made to his appropriate intellectual I hundred, the number requisite to prevent de-
aptitude, a cause of defalcation may be seen niat of justice : place in each Judicatory three
by that produced in the defalcation made from Judges, you reduce it to two hundred, and so
his oz_z intellectual and active aptitude, by on : producing by every such addition made to
the torpor produced for want of adequate too- the number of Judges in each Judicatory, a
tires for exertion as above, correspondent unavoidable addition to denial

of justice, together with still greater addition
t_atioc_zat_r_, to delay, vexation, a_d expense.

AnT. 8. In this way it is that when two
Judges are placed in the same Judicatory with _atioe_at_r¢. I_a_tr_t_o_zal.
the same powers, appropriate aptitude in its AnT. 10. Only by a still more abundantly
several branches, in respect of each, is dimin- productive cause, namely law taxes and law
ished by the coexistence of the other, fees, official and professional, are these effects

of supernumerariousness of Judges, in the pro-
t_tic_inatiw, duction of denial of justice, together with

AR_. 9. By the allotment of a number greater aggravation of delay, vexation, and expense_
than needful in each Judicatory, or in a con- concealed from general observatiom
siderable number of Judicatories, the ends of
justicewillbe contravenedin anotherway, 17._t_o_atiw.
throughthe medium of the expense: towit, ART.II.If,of tWO Judges,eitherhas,by
by producing,totheinjuryofa greaterorlessmeansofcorruption,orsympathy,orantipathy
proportionofthemembers ofthecommunity, towardsthisorthatindividual,a sinisterinto-
theeffectof a denialofjustice,and toa yet restwhichwillbe promotedbydelay,--hehas
greater proportion that of increase of delay, it in his power, not only to produce it to an
vexation, and expense. For denial of justice indefinite extent_ but to produce it, without
is the effect, in so far as, by the length of scaudal, by pretending doubts; and while in
journeys to and from the Judicatory, with the this way promoting the sinister interest, he
addition of the intervening demurrage, ex- may be acquiring the reputation of printer-
pease to _u amount greater than can be de- °rdinarym°ralaptitude'°nthescere°fprmter"
frayed, is imposed upon suitors or necessary anxiety to judge aright.
witnesses:and thegreaterthelengthofthose
re,me journeys and demurrage, the greater is l_a_ocinative. In#tr_ioz_,l.
the amount of whatsoever expense is on that A_. 12. To France is confined the inad_-
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quate counterbeneflt of a many-seated judie_- full Court--four Judges _ present, c_nne_
ture, and in this case the benefit belongs not be justifiable, or the mode of doing it at chamo
to judicature, but to legislation. It consists ber_ must be condemned : the mode of doing
in a weakly additional control exercised over the business at chambers, cannot be juatifiabl%
the sinister interest of the Monarch, by strength or the mode of doing it in Court, must be con-
given from multiplicity to the control applies- demned.
ble by the Judicial Establishment: and a sort Three is the number of these judicatories :
of virtual negative upon the laws, exercised three, the number of the instances in which
by the members of the Judicatory, at their the suloerfvetation just described, has place.

peril, and never without more or less of self Instructional. .Exemptifwational.sacrifice. Under the original form of govern-
ment, this negative was applied to the law AnT. 14. Peculiar to those judicatories in
itself before enactment : under the present and by which the species of laseudonomia---of
form of government, it cannot any otherwise sham, and Judge-made law, styled Commo_
be applied, than in this or that individual case Law, in eontradlstinetinn to Equity, is admin-
under the law, after its enactment, istered, is this q_tadrup/icit_ thus preferred

Number of Judges in the highest and most and substituted to unity: in no instance in
influential Judicatory, the Cour I_oya_e, no which Equity is the name of the thing which
fewer than fifty-six, whereof Presidents six. is administered, has it place : not in any one
Salar "eighteen thousand francs or £7'2.0a-year. of the three superior Judicatories, so strangely
Yet under such a Constitution who can say but piled up, one above another, styled the Vice-
that, in the character of a check to arbitra D" Chancellor's Court, the Master of the Rolls'
power and misrule,--the power of the legisla- Court, and the Lord High Chancellor's Court :
tire assemblies being rather a cloak and a coat nor yet in any one of those inferior Judica-
of mail for it, than a bridle,--even this ex- tories in which the Judge is styled a M_ster
pense may be well employed. As to the money, in Chancery.
were it not wasted in Judges, it might be Nor yet is this quadruplicity sufficient in all
wasted in Jesuits.* cases. In certain cases, it is trebled: twelve ++

!nstruction_L Exemplificatlonal. the number of the Judges : the Judges of thethree common Law Courts being packed to-
A_T. 13. In England, four Judges are paid gether for this purpose. And these cases in

for doing badly, that which (as has been seen which the demand for appropriate intellectual
above) would be done much less badly by aptitude is regarded as being at a maximum,
one: the expense to the public consequently what are they _. They are mostly of a sort in
thus far quadrupled, which no man in whose instance the most corn-

Of course this observation applies solely to men sense has place in union with common
that part of the business, which is exclusive of honesty, would regard the case as a fit one for
that which is called the _rial, and which, if the being argued : where for instance the ques-
the ends of justice were the objeets_ would not lion is, whether a man shah be deprived of his
be done at all. right, because a lawyer's clerk has made a

Portions of the business in which this waste mistake, unintentionally or intentionally, in
of dearly paid labour has no place, are--l, the writing of one of the letters in a word.
the business called the trial: in which the To the three puisne, pronounced puny,
elieitation of evidence is performed in the best meaning junior, Judges, any one of several
mode ; 2, that part which is called the chum- very advantageous substitutes might be pro-
bet busi_ess, and which is carried on, the whole posed : any one, or for choice all of them. On
of it_ under a veil of secrecy : no person being an occasion on which the opinion of all four
present other than the professional lawyers-- are delivered seriatim, after the chief has de-

men whose interests it is, that the ends of jus- t livered his opinion, "I am of the same opinion,"
tiee should be in us high a degree as possible are the words commonly pronounced by each

contravened : expense_ deluy_ and vexation t of the three puisnes. If then it be necessary
maximized/¢ ] that ibr this purpose, on this occasion wards

Here then on the part of the law, added to t should be employed, animated substitutes
the reproach of ina_atitude, is that of inconsis- would be necessary. On this supposition_ the
tenc_, the mode of performing the business in substitute would have to belong to that class

of animals in whose instance, wings witi_
I feathers are substituted to arms with hands :

Tlfis was written during the reign of Charles ] a _rrot for example a mlno or a Irtarlin_
the rentl .--Ed. i " "........... [ But when the report _s not over complicated,

T lnere are now we Juuges in eacn of the three r " " " " " " " "" "o _ rt _...... . _ • _ exp essmn may oe given to me opinion, ny,_maer_ r k.ou s. _¢lille Iour el them are slttm_ ! . ._. ._ . . .._ . _ .
• " ' , * • VlSlnlC as Well as Dy anUlele signs _rra ea_n _nco, during Terra time the fifth s_ts m a ser_a- [ " Y
rate court for the pur]_ose of taking bail, determ_n- ] in judge's robes might be the figure of a man
lug points of practice, hearing motions of course, and ]
motions which are not deemed of sufficient impor- t ++The number is now fifteen ; each of the three
lance to be made before the full Court. This Judge | Common Law Courts having a Chief and four

sits at n/x/pr/u$, and at Chambers._Ed.] I Puisne Judge_--_2_/o



in wa_ work, or a palnter's lay-man, and wi_ eateries: tho_etowhichthehighestdegreeo _m"l_/'ma:_'-_''_-
in hand, the office of the puppet show-man, portance is ascribed are allotted to the highest
might be performed by my Lord Chief Jus- numherofJudgns, who alse receive the highe_t
rice. remuneration. The assumed principle is, that

Of the whole four, the only one in whose the probability of justice is in the direct ratio
instance any real demand for rationality, or of the number of Judges in each Judieatory:
what passes for such, has place, is the Chief and upon this assumed principle they act with
Justice. For he, being always a lord, and perfect consistency.
generally a poer--a member of the House of
Lords--sometimes even a Cabinet Minister,--- S_--'_o_ VL

"all the authority that depends upon opinion,
all the influence, is to him a subject matter of F/e/de of/_e_a_e.
exclusiveproperty.On ordinaryoccasions, Enacti_e.
by him is saidwhatsoeveris said:by the
otherlearnedpersons,eithernothingatallis ART.I. To eachJudieatorybelongsitslo-
said,orthe sortof somethingwhichhasjust ealand itslogicalfieldofservice.

beenmentioned. En_wtir_.
"I have notbeen consulted,and I w/llbe

heard."Some 67yearsago,didtheauthorof ART.2. Of thelocalorgeographicalfieldof
thesepageshearWilles,puisneJudgeof the theJudge'sjurisdiction,theestablishedlimits
King'sBench,uttera declarationinthesevery arcdeterminedby thoseof theseveralconti-
words,in theearsof an astonishedaudience,guousJudicatories,
Not least was the astonishment of the Lord Enac_ive.
Chief Justice--the great Earl of Mansfield,
against whose authority rebellion was thus corn- ARz. 3. For this purpose, the whole territory
mitted by a speech thus audacious and unpre- of the State is divided into immediate judicial
cedented, districts.

InsCrua_onal. Exempl,_fivationaL Ena_tlve. _xTo_ire.
A_T. 15. As to the part borne by the House ART.4. By the immediate judicial districts,

of Lords in judicature, no other imaginable understand the local fields of territory of the
Judicatory can be so unfit for rectifying honest immediate Jndieateries.
errors. Enact_e. Instructional.

1. The vast majority of Members are igno-
rant of the law, and destitute of appropriate ART. 5. Of the judiciary subdistriets the
knowledge, dimensions, and consequently the number of

2. They are destitute of judicial aptitude, each in the whole territory of the State, will
by indolence, and carelessness, the necessary be thus determined. Conceive the whole sur-
concomitants of pre-emiuent opulence, face of the territory divided into portions as

3. Thence also destitute of appropriate ac- nearly equal as may be .'--form, as near to
tire aptitude, that of a square as the oblate sphereidical

4. By extensiveness of private connexion, figure of the earth's surface admits. Conceive
pre-eminently exposed to corrupt partiality, the seat of the principal ju, t_e cha_ff_r, to be

5. Obligation of attendance, none : those in a town, occupying the middle of the square :
alone attend, with perhaps one or two excep- in such sort, that from the spot the most re-
tions_ who are brought thither, by the influence mote from the justice chamber, a grown per-
of some particular and sinister interest, son, in a state of ordinary health and strength,

6. To crown the absurdity, the Chancellor will be able to travel on foot, from his or her
has the direction of this Judieatory, of wbich place of residence to and from the justice
the chief occupation is, the sitting in judgment chamber in the course of any day of 24 hours,
on his decisions : a complete mockery of justice, without sleeping elsewhere than at home : an

interval of---saysixhours---beingleft for the
Instructional. _xemplifizational. performance of the judicial service.

AR_. 16. From the highest, look at the Diameter of each square say 24 miles.
lowest species of Judges--the Justices of the Length of the radius say 12 miles.
Peace. In quarter sessions, they sit in un- Greatest number of miles thus to be travel-
limited numbers, led in the day of 24 hours, 24 miles.

In comparing the French and English sys- In this state of things may be seen the
temstogether, there will be found in the French standard of reference : the dimensions pro-
practice, errors in principle, but consistency in posed to be, in each individual case given to
application. In the English practice, principle, the immediate judiciary district, as nearly as
none: inconsistencyconsummate, thecausesofvariationwillallow.
In theFrenchsystem,suitsbeingclassed Causesofvariation,these--

zw_ordingto the supposedorderof theirira- I.The inequalitiesoftheearth'ssurface.
portance,thosetowhich theleastimportance 2. The interpositionofsurfacecoveredwith
isaseribed_areallottedtosingle-se_tsdJudi- wateron thelineofroad.
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3. Greater or less deviation of the line of ]ing, along with the instrument of appeal_
road, from a direct course. ] transmitted from the Immediate to the Ap-

4. State of the road, in respect of nmterial, pellate Judicatery : the whole of the proceed-
drought, moisture and repair. Iing thereon, consisting in argument alone, on.

5. Distance of the town, exclusively or pre- I the subject of the evidence as transmitted from
ferably adapted to the accommodation of the the Judicatory below.
actors on the judicial theatre. As to these As to Appellate Judicial Districts, whether
actors, see Section 2. there shall be any, and if any, what shall be

the Immediate Judieatories respectively sub-
_l_tioci_at_ve. Instructional ordinate to the several Appellate Judicatories

Ex¢_npl_ficational. having their seat in those same Appellate Ju-
ART. 6. Of the immediate judicial districts, dicial Districts, it will depend in each State

why render thus great the number, and con- upon the extent of its territory, and the faci-
sequently the aggregate of the expense, ne- lity of inter-communication between each part
cessary for the remuneration of the several and every other.
judicial functionaries _. In a country such as England, in which the

Answer. Reasons. communication between each part and every
1. To save the expense of attendance at the other, whether of persons or papers, is in a

Justice Chamber, on the part of suitors, or ! manner instantaneous, neither need, nor so
say parties, and other evidence-holders : for, I much as use, would there be for any Appellate
to every suitor in whose instance that ex-! Judieatories, elsewhere thaninthemetropelis:
pease cannot be borne, justice is denied. I nor consequently for any Appellate Judicia_

2. To save the delay, which of necessity has Districts : and the metropolis being the seat
place, where suitors or other evidence-holders ! of the best public, that is to say, the spot in
will have to travel from distances as above : ! which the number of the most enlightened men
a delay, the magnitude of which will of course ] capable of acting with more or less attention
increase m proportmn to such distance, i in the character of Judicial Inspectors, as per

3. As to the expense--by arrangements Ch. xvii,--herewould be abundant reason for
peculiar to this system, reduction will be up- taking the metropolis for the seat of all those
plied to it. These are-- same Appellate Judicatories, whatsoever were

I. All-comprehensive establishment of single- the number of them.
seated, to the exclusion of many-seated Judi- Taking the case of England (exclusive of
catories : as to which, see above, Section 5, Scotland, Ireland, and the distant dependen-
_Number in a Jud_atory. eies) for the standard of comparison, and set-

II. Of Judges, to a number unlimited, yet ring out from this mark, the demand, if any,
universally and constantly sufficient, the in- for Appellate Judicatories elsewhere than in
stitution, in the situation, and under the the metropolis, will be greater and greater as
name, of ./ud_ .Deputes. As to these, see the territory of the State is the more snd more
Ch. xiv. JvvG_ I_MEmATE DEPUTES PEa_A- extensive, the state of the population less and
Nm_T,and Ch. xv. JnnGE I_EDI_T_ D_PU_ES less dense, and the inter-communication of
OCCaSiONaL. persons and papers less and less expeditious.

III. Of each such Judge, rendering the logi- As it is with every other thing valuable, so
cal field of service all-comprehensive : there- is it with the benefit from judicial service,--
by obviating the necessity, and excluding the expense, when operating as a tonal/t/on to the
practice of splitting the logical field, into attainment of it, produces the effect of a den/a/
irregular and numerous scraps of undetermi- of it, to all who are unable to defray that same
nate form and dimensions, with a Judge or expense : intended or not intended, a further
set of Judges, for taking cognizance of each : effect which it has, is therefore the delivering
as to which, see below, Arts. I1_ 12, and 13. over to depredation and oppression, at the

hands of all who are able, all who are unab/_
Instructional. to defray that expense. The practical infer-

ART.7. Of the immediate Judicial Districts encc is--that either in this case the right of
the dimensions as above, are determined by making appeal must be denied, or the expense
the care taken to secure to suitors and evi- inseparable fremit, must be laid on the shoul-
dence-beldere, the faculty of paying personal ders--either of the public, or of the party op-
attendance at the Judicatories during the posite to that one by whom the appeal is made.

hours of business, without sleeping elsewhere .Ex_vosi_ive.than at home.
But in the Appellate Judieatery, according ART. 8. Determined by, and composed of,

to the system of Procedure attached to the the sorts of suits, of which the Judge is era-
present Code,* no evidence-holders willhave to powered to take cognizance, in consequence of
pay attendance, nor yet of necessity any suitor the originating application, is the _ field
on either side : the whole of the evidence be- of service of each immediate Judge.

Printed at ¢_mmvncement of voL ii. in this _w.
eollectio_--F_/. A_g_.9. By the origi_tir.g appllc_hm_
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derstand the application in and by which the I hensive conception of the whole field of law
suit takes its commencement : as to which, see [ and legislation : and even in that ease, scarcely
the Procedure Code, Ch. viii. JUDICIAL AP- _ capable of being performed without giving, ri.so
I_LIC_TIO_and Cnn.xiv. SvTrs_ THEgnSORTS. _ to doubts and dilutes, and thence to _, in •

..... t number unlimited, and all of them purely
.Eari_asit_ve. ln_rv_wna_. _ mischievous : add to which, jealousies and

ART. 10. Under the Procedure Code upper- / conflicts of authority between Judge and
raining to this Pannor_ion, originating ap- ! Judge ; all which conflicts are, by this sim-
plications are capable of being made for plieity of contrivance, completely obviated.
purposes more than one : but that which is 4. Of this partition of the logical field of
most frequently exemplified, is that by which 1judicial servic_-_f this splitting of jurisdic-
commencement is capable of being given to a t rich, the efficient cause has been in the state

the application having for its object the ] of the political rule of action in periods of
admission of the applicant, or the co-appli- Itcomparative barbarism : in the conflict be-
cants, in capacity of a Pursuer or Pursuers, in tween power and power, and between proton-
relation to some other person or persons, in sion an_ pretension among the ruling few_
the character of proposed Defendant or Co- among whom the aggregate power of the
Defendants. For the other modes of applica- State was at different times divided.
tion, see the Procedure Code, Ch. viii. : and in From this source lms also flowed the evil of
the meantime see Section 19, Judges' Co_eF_ed- uncertainty, and increase of uncegnoscibility.
interpretation-reporting Function; Section 21, Different modes of endeavouring to come at
Judge_' Execution-staying F_nction ; Section the truth--different sets of rules for this pur-
22, Judges' Pre_nterpretative Function ; and pose have been among the actual, though not
Section 24, Judge' _Von-Cont_ta_ioaal-eri- the uvcessary, consequences of it. In every
de_c_-divitation Function. case, the right and proper ways of endeavou_

ing to come at the truth are in f_ct the same :
.Enactive. the consequence is, that if between any two

ART. 11. With the exception of those sorts there be any difference, one of them at least
of suits, the cognizance of which belongs as must iu so far be wrong. But on the field in
per Section 1, to the Exceloted Judicatorie_, of i question, in no instance has the way pursued
all sorts of suits whatsoever, is the Judge of t in this endeavour been the right one, or so
every Immediate Court, competent to take 1 much as in any degree approaching to it : and
cognizance. Those exceptions saved, all-corn- i thus, of this division, an accompaniment if not
prehensive is the power of the Judieatory ;-- I a consequence, has been--not only aberr_ion
omnicompetent the Judge. from the line of rectitude, but a system of

. I aberrations in vast variety as well as multi-
.r_nact_re. I tudes.

ART. 12. Co-extensive with the logical fields 5. Under the all-comprehensive system of
of the several Immediate Judicatories respec- Local Judicatories herein established, obser-
tively, and subordinate to them, are the logi- cation has already been made, as per Art. 6,
col fields of the several Appellate Judicatories : t of the expense saved by the undividednass of
saving the above exceptions, all-comprehen- the logical field of service. Behold here, how
siye is the logical field of each Appellate vast that saving is. In any one of these Judi-
Judieatory; omnicompetent each Appellate coteries, suppose but one such fissure, and one
Judge. additional Judieatory the result of it. By

whatsoever reason the demand for the fissure_
l_at_ocinatir_, and the consequential additional Judicatory,

ART. 13. Why, with the exceptions above- has been produced in any one Judgeshire, by
mentioned, render the logical fields of all these that same reason would be produced a de°
Judicateries all-comprehensive _ mand for the same fissure in every other.

Answer. Reasons-- Now, then, for the result in numbers. Num-
1. By any division made of the sorts of suits bet of Immediate Judicatories, if there be no

among different sorts of Judicatories, eowt_li- such fissure, suppose 100 : make one fissure,
cation would be established : which complica- the number will be 200 : make two fissures,
tion is altogether useless, and would be purely it will be 300, and so on.
mischievous. To a greater or less extent, this sort of

2. Mischievous it would be in proportion to needless, useless, and pernicious fissure, has
the number of fractions into which the logical place as yet in the Judicial establishments of
field were thus broken : even supposing the all civilized nations, under all governments :
limits of them, every one of them, ever so but under no government to an extent near
clearly determined and described, so enormous as under that of the British

3. Adjusting the boundaries between one Empire.
sort of suit and another, is in its nature a work For a pretty full display of this mischievous
of the utmost nicety : not capable of being complication under the English and English°
perf,_rmed with any tolerable degree of accu- bred system, see J_s_i_ and Codi_a_on I'_
laCy, without a most correct and all-compre- $/on_ (in eel v. of thi_ collection.}
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the portion of law on which the application ig
S_"rlaN VII. grounded.

II. Purpo_. 1. Securing eventually em-
Intercotnmunity ofJudicic_/Jervlce, ployable means of execution ibr judicial orders,

In_ru¢_o,_. by which the service demanded by a pursueror other applicant, will be rendered : 2. Oh-
ART. 1. As in all departments in general, ea tainment of means of proof, or say evidences,

in particular in the Judicial, not for the grati- or sources of evidence necessary to constitute
ficatiou of individual pride, but for the fulfil- a ground in point of fact for the demand.
meat of the ends of Government, is authority III. _/_ts, or say Operations. l. Accersi-
committed to public functionaries, tion: 2. Prehension, followed by adduction,

.Enac_ive. _tiocinative. Expositive. sistition, or transduction : 3. Epistolary inter-rogation : 4. Visitation and inspection.
ART. 2. Between the Judge of one Imme-

diate Judicatory and that of another, inter- Instructional.
community of service as complete _ the ha- ART. 5. Between one and another of these
ture of the case admits, has place. For maxi- seversl modes of proceeding, the nature of the
mization of the execution and effect given to case will commonly require the option to be
the ordinances of the law,--and for minimize- made. For the considerations by which it
tion of delay, vexation, and expense,--to every will be to be determined, see the Procedure
Judge, who (with relation to the suit, or ini- Code, Ch. xxi. JUDICIAL Tm_NSFF-aa,and Ch.
tiatory judicial application in question) is the xviii. MF_S oF EXECUTIng.
original, or say the originating Judge, belongs,
under the conditions stated in the Procedure .Enactive. Instructional

Code, the discretionary power of invazion, ART. 6. Of ivery such act of invasion, the
with reference to the iocal field of service of invading will, in the promptest mode in use,
every other Immediate Judge. Name of this give notification to the invaded Judge. For
Same power,--power ofi_wasion, appropriate forinularies, see the Procedure

_Exposi_ire. Code,Ch. xxi.
ART. 3. By the originating Judge, under- .Enavtive. Instructional.

stand him in whose Judic_tory the initiatory ART.7. If, in his opinion, consideration had
juridical application has been made ; appli- of circumstances such as the above, the ends
cation to that same individual effect not hay- of justice may be more effectually attained in
ing, by that same applicant, been made to any this or that other Judicatory : the original or
other Judicatory. say oriffinatin_ Judge will dismiss the appli-

An initiatory application is either petltory, cation made to himself. He will in that case
or simply informative: petitory, when it has for point out such other Judicatory in which, for
its object the obtaining admission for a de- the reasons by him declared, he recommends
mend to a determinate effect made by the up- it to be made.
plicant, whether on his own account, or on
account of some other person certain : simply Instructional.
_nformative, when made by a person without ART. 8. If, on the examination, it appears
desire expressed, of becoming himself pursuer that, on occasion of this same demand, any
in a suit or petitioner for any other purpose, petition or informative application has already
or of seeing any other determinate person ad- been made by or on behalf of the same appli-
mitted in that character : as where the sub- cant in another Judicatory, and that no such
ject matter of the information is--the supposed recommendation as per Art. 7, has therein
commission of same supposed offence by some been given, it will be matter of consideration
person as yet unknown,--or the existence of for the Judge, whether to retain the applica-
some danger whether to person or to property, rich, or, as being vexatious, dismiss it. For
to the obviating of which the exercise of the responsibility, compensational, and puni-
judicial authority may become conducive, tional, which, in the case of such virtual ap-
Ses Procedure Code, Ch. xii. INI_ATORV peal, if ungrounded, may be requisite for the
HEXP.INm repression of juridical vexation ; see the

I_u_ru_iona_. Penal and Procedure Codes.

ART. 4. Of the ea_es in which, puTTose_ for Ena_ivs.
which, and acts or say o_eratio_ by which, AR_. 9. Every such invading Judge takes
juridical invadon as above, may be necessary with him into the invaded territory his own
to the accomplishment of the ends of justice, rank and power, subject only to the rank and
examples are as follows :-- power of the Judge oftbe territory so invaded.

L _. Situated within the territory pro-
posed to be invaded, a person or a thing he- Enacting.
ee_sv_ry to be a_ted upon by the invading AR_. 10. In so fax as,if the order of the
Judge, for the giving execution and effect to one Judge is executed, the execution of an
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order of the other Judge is thereby impossibl- counter-demandants, whether in the same or
lized_--tbe prevalence belongs generally to the in different judicial territeriesr--for the aT-
order to which execution has begun to he given, rangements made for ultimate equality or
before it has begun to be given to the other, proportionality of distribution, as of burthensp

so of benefits ; see the Procedure Code_ Ch.
Instructional xiv. SUITS, THEIR SORTS.

ART. 1l. Of the incompatibility thus brought
to view, examples are as follows :-- I Rat_oci_z_i_e.

i. By an accersiti_, or say hither-calling ART.10. Thisintereommunity,whyiastituted!
mandate, of the invading Judge, the atten- A_swer.
dance of a certain person at a certain point of Because, in the whole territory of the stat_
time at his Judicatory, is required. By the there exists not any spot on which, for giving
invaded Judge, he being ignorant of such effect to a just demand, and giving in that reo
order, the attendance of that same person at spect execution and effect to the correspondent
that same point of time at his Judisatory, is portion of law, it may not be necessary for
by an appropriate mandate required, the indicatory applied to, whatever it be, to

IL By a prehension mandate of the invad- exercise its authority within the territory
ing Judge, for the purpose of securing the of any and every other judicatory: and this,
means of eventual execution, to a demand on whatsoever may be the relation of the indivi-
the ground of debt, property situated within dual to the suit, whether pursuer, defendant,
the territory of the invaded Judge, is required witness, or the _rox_; or ass/stav_ of a pursuer_
to he prehended and kept in custody : by a or a defendant.

likeorderoftheinvadedJudge,forthe like E_positlr_..I/u_tru_tloncd.purpose,on occasionof a similardemand by
anotherdemandant,thatsamepropertyisre-i ART. 17. Consistentlywith the intercom°
quiredtobe so dealtwithat thesame point munity,with the correspondentuniversally
oftimeforthebenefitofsuchotherdemandant, mutualpower of invasionof jurisdiction,as
For examplesofthecasewhere thesubjecthereestablished,how isit,thattoany Imme-

matterofprehensionisa thingimmoveable,diateJudicatory,any peculiarlocalfieldof
seetheProcedureCode,Ch.xxii.PREHENSION. servicecan belong_.

So also when it is a thing incorporeal. .z_nswers.
So also as to what ought to be deemed a 1. Of each suit, or other judicial applicas

beginning of such execution, tion, the cognizance will belong in the first in-
stance to the Immediate Judicatory of the

Enactive. Judicial District, in the Justice-Chamber of
ART. 12. But in case of disagreement as to which the judicial application is made : and

the priority in point of time, the prevalence by any person may judicial application be
belongs provisionally to the mandate of the made, to the judicatory in the territory of
invaded Judge. which, at that moment, he is in existence.

2. In the ordinary state of things, or in the
.E.rpositi_. .Eaactive. state of things most frequently exemplified, to

AR_. 13. Jurisdiction-ad_u_tive function. To the lot of that same judge will it fall to carry
this function exercise is given, by an impera- the suit threngh, from beginning to end : to
tire mandate, declaring on Appeal from either elicit the whole of the evidence, and after is-
of the thus conflicting mandates, to which of suing thereupon his definitive decree, to give
them execution shall be definitively given, execution and effect to it accordingly : and,
This function, if the territories are situated as well for the purpose of the elicitation of
both within the same Appellate Judicial Dis- the evidence, as for the purpose of such exe-
triet, belongs to the Jud9e xtpp_llate ; if in cution and effeet,--the Terso_e on whom, and
different Appellate Judicial Districts, to the the t_ings on which, it will be necessary for
Ju_tic_ Minister. him to operate, wilt be situated within that

same district.
I_ztructiona_. 3. In comparison of this state of things, an

AR_. 14. In the exercise of this same Juris- extraordinary one is, that in which, for any
diction-adjustiw function, it will be for the purpose, the vdt or other judicial applicatiom
superordinate functionary to take care, lest will have to pass, though it be but for a too-
by the one subordinate, the invasion be unduly meat, into the hands of the judge of any dis-
declined or unduly performed ; or by the trier other than that of the judge first applied
other, unduly acquiesced in or opposed : as to,_the oriq.inating judge, as above.
also, lest, by collusion on the part of one or 4. This being the ease--it follows that the
both, priority of execution in favour of this or judicatory in which the s_it originates, will
that party on either side, be unduly obtained, be the judicatory in which the appl_vatio_ in

which it originated was made, before the ap-
:Embrace. I_r_tioned. plicant had made in any other judicatory an

AI_. l_. Pro_islon_d only is the prevalence application demanding at the hands of tl_
in the above examples spoken of, Between judge that same service.
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_. But it does not follow, that for a single to bear upon his conduct, in this respect as in
moment after the examination of the appli- all othere,_an efficient motive tbr doing right
cant has been completed, the suit will continue will thus be operating upon him at all time_;
in that same judicatory: retained there, it while, as above, no motive for doing wrong,
will be, or dismissed, as to the judge may will be operating on him at any time.
seem most fit: the applicant being in this
case, advised or not advised to transfer the Instructional. .l_atioolnative.
suit, and make application accordingly to the ART. 18. But for the determining to which
judge of this or that other district, or say judge- indicatory, for the purpose of all suits taken
shire, together, jurisdiction, in the most ordinary

6. Under the Procedure Code, appertaining i case, over all persons and things situate within
to this Code_ on the occasion of every such t the territory of that same judicatory, apper-
original appllcation,--it will, before the ter- [ talus,---the practical need, use and reason is
ruination thereof, have been the care of the t this : if operated upon, at the instance of sets
judge, to ascertain as far as can be done, by of parties more than one, the same person, or
the examination of the applicant, whether, in the same thing, cannot always be operated
his judicatory without invasion made into any upon with the same a_lvantage to both sets. In
other, or transfer of the suit to any other, the the character of an evidence-holder, for exam-

suit can be carried through from beginning to t pie, the same person cannot be examined in theend : and if not, at what stage of the suit, the Jastice-Chambers of two different judicatories
invasion or the transfer respectively will have at the same hour; nor even in two Justice Chain-
to be made; that is to say, in all cases, with the hers of one and the same judicatory in the same
minimum of expense, delay, and vexation, minute: one and the same thi_ moveable or im-

7. To the number of the different judica- moveable, or one and the same mass of money,
tories, into which, at the same time, or at dif- I cannot be disposed of, at the same moment of
ferent times, one and the same suit may, upon time, with equal advantage to one set of suitors
this plan, have to pass, no possible limit can in one suit, and to a different set of suitors, who
be assigned. Within judicial districts in any are such in a d/_erent suit: hence, in these cases
number, may be situated, at any point of time, of conflicting interests, will come the need of
in the course of the suit, pursuers in any hum- articles of law, cna_ive or _nstru_iol_, or
ber_ defendants or proposed defendants in any both,--for determining to which set of suitors
number, or evidence holders in any number. (that is to say, to those parties respectively,

8. But from this diversification, how prodi- Iwhich in each such suit have right on their
gious soever, no objection to the course here side) the advantage shall he given.
chalked out is deducible. Be the degree of
e_mplication, which in these respects has place, In_t)'uet_onal.
what it may,--by the natural system of pro- ART. 19. As to p_rsons, if in the district of
eed_urehere employed_ this complication, with any judieatory, the person in question has a
thequantum of expense, delay, and vexation, ' fixed place of residence, not having any such
attached to it, may in any degree be dimi- place in the judgeshire of any other judica-
nished; but it cannot be in any degree in- tory,--to the power of the judge of that same
creased : for supposing, (what however will indicatory will this same person be in a state
not in any instance be found to be the case,) of subjection, on and for all ordinary/occa-
that by the technical system, the aggregate sinus : and, for example, for the purpose of a
amount of these same evils will be minimized, suit, on the occasion of which, the judge of
that same course will the judge have it in his that same judgeshire has been the orlgi_a_isq
power_ in the individual case in question, judge. But, for the purpose of some suit
whatever it be, to pursue, and cause to be put- which is in pending in the Justice-Chamber of
sued. some other judicato_y, it may be necessary

9. Yes, it may be said, in his power it will that this same person should be examined,
be : but with the power to do so, will the and desirable, were it possible, that he should
_/ll to do so, be his likewise_ Answer. Yes, be examined at this same moment of ti_w:
it will. And why _. Because, here, then, is an o_ca_on on which, and a pur-

I. l_emuneration by fees--or, in one word, pose for which, it may be necessary to distin-
fse-gatlwri._---being effectually exeluded,_in guish the two different judicatorics by corre-
no shape will profit be capable of being made spondently different denominations : the one
by the judge from any undue extension given being the o_igi_a_i_, or say origi_ judiea-
by him to the field of his service, tory_ and as such having ordinary jurisdiction

II. By the a_t-comprehensive system of mi- over the person in question; the other extract-
S/ca, applied to whatsoever is either said dinary, and casual jurisdiction : the one having
or done, in relation to the business in hand, jurisdiction over him in _ suits; the other
by any person present, as per Ch. xxi. I_ in _ot_/y/instituted suits.

DIAT_ a41d APPELLATE JUDICIARY REOlSI"Ja/,as; ,/_io_.
Section _, minimize/on ho_, and the scrutinizing
inspection of the public eye, as per Ch. xvii.; A_tr. 20. In a case of a conflict of this surt_
Jvmc_LIssP_CTOV.s, beingcontinuallybronsht it may happen for example, that a pe_on
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havlng been b_ught before the judge of a 4. In relation to perlo_ and fide, as
certain judicatory in virtue of a mandate above, the/_._per_i_.
issued by him, in the course, and for the pur- 5. In relation topersonS, t_i_s, and or,ourre_
pose of a suit which had taken its origin in cestheretobeionging,byandwithtbeinstrumen-
his judioatory, a claim may be laid to the exa- tality of the Registrar of the Judicatory, (an
ruination of him, or even the extraduction of towhich see Ch.xxi. IMHEVlATE,&C.JUmcILaT
him, by a suitor, in a suit which had origi- RSGIST_RS,) the statistic, re_orda¢ive, (or say
nated in a distant judicatory, that claim hay- minutative,) oJ_i_ially-_uforma_ive, and pub//-
ing for its ground, correspondent mandate _ativs.
issued by the judge of that same distant judi- 6. In relation to states of things, ordlnanr, es_
catory. In this case, it may be necessary that and arranpements , the _elioration-sup. gestive.
the judge, by and before whom this person is
so under examination as aforesaid, should, for Ena_ti_e. Expositive.
the purpose of deciding to which of the two ART. 4. By a function exercisable as above
claims the preference is due, take cognizance by a Judge alone, understand the judivative_ or
at the same time, of the two different suits,-- say appropr_tdy e_vutive function, by the
namely, that which originated with himself, exercise of which, by means of the e_mentary
and that which had originated with the above- functions therein contained, (as per Section 9,
mentioned distant judge. El_r.qf_ction._,) in pursuance ofapplie_-

Here then may be seen a demand for divers tio_ made to him, for the commencement of &
regulations of procedure, neither the tenor, suit or otherwise, mandates and decrees are
nor even the purport of which belongs to the issued, for the purpose of giving execution and
present purpose, but of which, for explanation effect to this or that ordinance of the Legisla-
of what does belong to it, it seemed necessary ture, or of this or that Sublegislature : that is
that this general indication should be made. to say in so far as contes_ation has place, whe-

ther as to the question of law, or as to the
SEC_m_ VIII. question of facts; any such contestation ex-

cepted, as may have place in any subdepart-
Fu_ctio_ c_m_o_ to J'udfles. ment, as between subordinate and superordi-

nuts, in that same subdepartment, in relation to
E_odtire. the characteristic business of such subdepart-

ART. l. __o_-d_zt_n_t_e and distinctive-- merit : as to which, see Ch. ix. M_s_z_s COL-
into these two classes may be divided, in the I L_C_VELY; Section 19, _ubord_nates; Section
first place, the aggregate composed of the i 20, Insubordination obviated; Section 21, 0p-
functions belonging in common to judges. _ression obviated; Section 22,Ezt_rt/on obv/a_-

ed; Section 23, _e_ulation obviated.
Expositive.

ART.2. By nonMis_inct_ve, understand those ExT°sitire"
which belong in common to judges and to mi- ART. 5. Purely serf exercised, or say exe_
ulsters, as per Ch. ix. MINISTEBSCOLLECTIVE-_ cased without the instrumentality of any other

L_; Section 4, Functions in all. i person--and exercised by the instrumentalityof other persons, namely the several subordi-

JEnactlve. ! nates in the Judiciary Department ;--into theseAR_. 3. To e_ch judge, as well .Appellate . two classes may be divided the aggregate com-
as Ita_nediate, within his fields of service, in posed of the distinctive functions of a Judge.
relation to the several judicial officers, acting
in subordination to his authority, as per Sec- _xpositive.
tion 3, Judiciary Functionaries, belong (sub- AnT. 6. Purely se/f-excr_ed is the Judge's
ject to the direction of the Justice-Minister) opinative function : as to which, see Section 9,
non-d_inetire functions, which follow-- Judges' E_Twntwry fuu_tions.

I. The lova2i_e, suppletive, direc2ive, and Expositive. Instructional.didovative functions.
2. In relation to his own o_ce, or say _t_- ART.7. By the Judge's transmissive function,

atio_, the self-_upple_ive, understand that, to which exercise is given by
3. In relation to thin_s, in so far as by him the intervention of some subordinate function-

employed, habitually or occasionally, in the ary, by whose instrumentality the locomotion
exercise of his other functions--beiong the of the subject matter sent, or say transmitted,
pro_ura_ive, vu_todi_ive, applicative, repara- whether thing or person, is produced.
tire, transformative, and eliminative functions:
exercisable these six in conjunction with the E_i_ive. Imgruc_io_.
Finance Minister : as to which, see Ch. ix. A_. 8. Strictly speaking, this same function
M_sxs_ns COLLeCtiVeLy;Section 4, Arts. from (the transmissive) does not belong to the cla_
45 to _: and, of the present chapter, Section of distincti_ functions : exercise being necee-
_, ._udi_ T .Apparatus; Section 34, J_s- sarily given to it by all the several function-
giee-_; and Section 35, Jud_/ary H_ aries belonging to the Administrative Depart-
b///_ ment, as above. But_ so it is--that the things
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emd persons which constitute the subject several functions, re w]_eh e_ke is Siren by_
matters of the exercise given to it, are respec- the issuing of the several zQnd&te_ by exeOn-
tively, in the ease of ea,:h eubdepa_lnent be- tiou of which, or cemplisnee with whieh_ the
longing to that department, a different class of business of procedure i_ carried oa.
thingsandpersons, accordingtothenatureofthe Examples, are those which fellow:_
business of each such subdepartment: whereas, 1..Aever_dt/ve, or say/ddte_ca_z_7: exercised
of the exercise given to this function in the by an incidental maadste_ sent to a party for
ease of a Judge, the subject matters are--all example, or to an extraneous witness, requir-
things, and all persons, nearly, if not entirely, ing his attendance at the Judicatory.
without exception : which considered--on the 2..Mis_v¢, or say tt_ither-svndiz_j.
part of the Legislator accordingly, particular 3. Svrutative, orsaysearc_-making, orsear_.
care is requisite in marking out the limits, by ¢ammandlng: exercised by search msde, orcom-
which the exercise given to it, is circumscribed, rounded to be made, for the body of a person,

_xpositive. Instructional. or thing, or both.4..Pvehensive: exercised by causing posses-
ART. 9. In every instance, in which exercise sion to be taken of a person or a thing, or both.

is given to the transmissive function, so far as 5. ,Sistitive: exercised by causing the sub-
it is productive of its intended effect, a eorre- ject matter of the prehension, as above, to be
spondent function, to which exercise is given, kept at the place at which it has been pre-
with reference to the same subject matter, is hended.
the aveeptive; and with the intervention of the 6. _ddduvt_e: exercised by causing it to be
likeintermediateand subordinate functionaries, brought to the Judieatory.
to this function also, in relation to those same 7. Extraditive, or say transmissive, or trans-
subject matters, may exercise be given by a duvtive: exercised by causing it to be delivered
Judge. at some place, other than that, from which the

EaTositive" mandate issued.8. t_estitutire: a mode of the e_trad'_tlve:
Aar. 10. If, of the subject matter in ques- exercised by causing delivery to be made of

tion, transmission is considered, as having, on person or a thing into the custody of some per-
any anterior occasion been made, the function, son, in whose custody, he or it, had antece-
to which exercise is given by the succeeding dently been.
transmission, may be styled the retro-transmis- 9. Eliminative, or say abdnvtive, or say
_/ve: and so3 in the case of acception and retro- ejeetive: exercised by simply causing the sub-
acception, ject matter to be removed out of the place in

question, without mention made of any parti-
Expositive. lnstrnctlonaL cular place into which the removal shall be

ART. II. According to the relative situation performed.
of the functionary, transmittinq or say sending, For other functions of a judicial nature, see
(relation had to the functionary _e_t to,) trans- Ch, xxv. LOCXLH_])_Es ; Ch, xxvi. LocxL
mission will be either ,_supra, ab in fr?z, or ex RF_STR_.S ; Ch. xxviii. PR_HESSOns, and
cequo: and so in regard to acceptance. Of the t)rocedure Code; Ch, xxii. PRnHF_Sm_.
these modifications, the h supr_ transmission, *
is the one most essential, not to say the only Exl°°sitive"
one which is absolutely and independently ART. 14. By the judiea_ive, or say appro-
essential, to the situation of a Judge. priately executive function exercisable by a

Judge, by which, as per Art. 4, execution and
Expositive. Instructional. effect is given to ordinances ef the Legislature

ART. 12. As to the faculties, to which, in his or a Sublegislature, understand, in like man-
intercourse with another functionary, or with net, the function, by the exercise of which
any other person, application is made by a execution and effect is given to any alleged
Judge,--they are either thephy_ical or say cot- rule of so styled unwritten law, alias c_njectural,
poreal; orthe peyeholo_ival or say _nental: the alias inferential, alias juri_prudenthd, alias
mental faculties again, are either the intell_e- Judgeo_ade law : to wit, so long, and in so far,
tun/, or the vo/itioned. A communication made as any part of the rule of action, and basis of
by a Judge h supra, acting as such, is, if aF- judicature, has been left still floating, or rather
plied to the volitional faculty of a functionary, tottering,upon that imaginary, purely fictitious,
or any other person, styled a mandate; which nebulous, and perpetually delusive, and uncer-
may be either jussive, or inhib_tiw, or say pro- talnty-and-iuseeurity-perpetuating ground.
ldbitive: jussive, in so far as the act commanded
to he exercised is a POS_TXV_act ; inhibitive or Expositive.
eayprohibltive, inso tarns it isa _vEact, ART. 15. By exercise given to, and appro-
consisting in ab_/nenc_, from the performance priate application made of, the power attached
of some positive act. to the ezeoutive function, as just described,

_Enactive. _E_positire. exercise will be given to certain other func-tions, which form respectively the subject
A_. 13. Exercised by all Judgss_are the matter ofso many sections hereinafter ensuing:
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$1u_tis.re-my,SeefiealejJ_t_. _¢._fp_ thatintherecord_tive,areincludedthemine-
_zefit_sttla_;SeeZdon11,Jtm_mt'_f_w- tativeand theeustoditive: theminutati_,by
titre;Section12,Judges"sid2aattptg//_gj6tnv-theexerciseof which theentriesare made ;
$_a__on 19, J_d_' ¢o_d-i_tvr_r_$a- the ¢_stod/tive, by the exercise of which they
_/os-r_t/_j fm_t_on ; Section 20, J_dges' axe kept and preserved.
• w_t/_ f*_n_/on ; Section 21, 11. I_o_ten_ly, or say int_rlo_ut_ri_y-n_-
J_d_s" _ or say _io_-_ay/agf_nv- dative, or say dirvetive: exercised, by causing
_; Section 22_ Judges' pr_-i_'prdative it to be received, by the several persons, at
f_zn_/on ; Section 24, J_d_s' _on-_nt_a. whose hands, on the occasion, and in conse-
¢bma]-#v/denc_o_ ruin. quence of a judicial application made to him_

for the giving effect to the exercise of his
ezceutire function, antecedently to the exer-

SECTIONIX. cise given by him to his i_perative[y-decre-
tire, or say ultimately-mandative function, as

Judges, _c., Elementary Functions. above.
12. -[nv_dentally-requlsitive. This function

.Ex/9os/tice. is in/toe/f the same with the incidentally-man-
ART. 1. By the elementary functions belong- dative : sole point of difference, the situation

ing to a Judge, understand those, the conjunct of the addressee, with reference to that of the
exercise of which is, in the ordinary course of addresser : the situation being--in the case of
his business, included in the exercise of his the incidentally-mandative function--subordi-
several other functions, as per Section 8,Func- nate ; in the case of the requisitive function,
tions common to Judges; and in particular of co-ordinate, or in any way supcrordinate.
the executive function, that being the one to 13. Incidentally-receptive: exercised by
the exercise of which the exercise of all the the reception of evidence in its several modes,
other functions is subservient, or say .forms, from its several sources, at the

Elementary functions common to every hands of the respective Er_dence-holders. As
Judicatory, including both grades of Judica- to these, see Ch. vi. L_G_SLXTVRZ,Section 27,
toriee, Immediate and Appellate, and exercised Le.qi._httion In_u_ryJudicatory. Arts. 10, 11,
.personally by the Judge, axe the follow- 12.
mg :-- 14. Incidentally-informative: exercised by

1..,4uditive function, as applied to oral dis- information given to the various persons_
course, whether functionaries or persons at large--to

2. Lective function, as applied to written dis- whose minds the exercise proper to be given
course, to the several functions, devretive, mandative_

3. Inspective function, as applied to writ- and requi_itive, as above, requires that the in-
ten discourse, or any other visible document, formation should be made present.

4. Interrogative function, orally exercised. Expositive"5. Interrogative function, epistolarily, or
otherwise svriptitlous!y exercised. Note, that AnT. 2. Note, as to the inspective function.
the interrogative is a particular application In so far as the subject matter of it is a per-
made of the hereinafter-mentioned imperative son, considered in respect of his conduct, in
function, particular in respect of his conduct in relation

6. Commentat_vefunction, excrcisedhymak- to his ojflce,----exercised in a more especial
ing observation on what has been heard or manner is this function in relation to the ]_e-
seen. gistrar, he being the officer, by whom, or un-

7. .t_atio¢inative, or say l_easomgiving rune- der whose direction, permanent account is
tion : exercised, by stating the considerations, given of every discourse uttered, and every
which, in the character of inducements, led to other act exercised_ by the several actors on
the formation of the declaratory decree, the judicial theatre: as to whom, see Section 2.

8. ]Declaratively-decretlve, or say aplnative Expositice.function: exercised, by the delivery of an
opinion:declaringthatthemeaning of the ART.3. Underthe inspectivefunction,is
law issoand so,or thatthe factor factsin includedwhat may be termed the quas/-in-
questionaxesoand so: withtheinferenceas spective: understandthereby,the functionto
tothestateofrightsand obligationson both whichexerciseisgiven,insofarasitisby a
sides, sense,otherthanthatof sight, thattheper-
9. Imperatlvely-dec/rctive,orsayultimately-eeption and correspondenti_formationisob-

mandative_or say imperativefunction:ex- tained.

ercised, by the issuing of a judicial ordinance .Exposlt_ve.
or mandate, in pursuance of the exercise given
to the declaratively-decrctive function. ART. 4. A mode of the inspective function,

I0..Re_orda_ion-ca_si_j, or say l_evordative is the v/z/tatlve: exercised, by exercise given"
function: exerciscd, byc_usingentrytobemade to the inspective function, in so far as, on the
inabook, ofthercsultoftheexercisegiventoa_ny occasion of such exercise, vha_j_ of _ i_
or aI1 of the _bove_muntioavd functions. Note, employed on the part of the judge.

VoL IX. 2
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functions-_to wit, 1. the audifive ; 2. the lee-
Ea,po_ive, tire ; 3. the inspective ; 4. the interrogative,

A_a_._. Pr/_iped and subs/dlary--relacion orally exercised ; 5. the commentative, (tha
had to relative time, such are the modifies- interrogative, epistolar_,y exercised being omit-
tions, of which the devretiw fun_iou, consi- ted,) and 6. tile ratiocinative, may with pro-
dered in respect of both its branches taken to- priety be made exercisable. As to the impera-
gerber--namely, the opir_tivdy-decretive, and t_rely-decretivc, or say ultimately-_aandative,
the im1_eralivdy-decretive _ is susceptible, on the principles of this code, this function is,

for the sake of responsibility, cast, entire, upon
ExT°s;tiw" the judge: for his due exercise of it, trust

ART. 6. By the prineilPat-d_eretive rune- being given to the force of the securities hero
tion_ understand that which has place, in every provided, for appropriate aptitude in all points,
ease, in which, by the act of the judge, exe- and thence against misconduct in this his situs-
cation and effect is given to the article or tion: as to which, see Section 32, Judges' _v-
articles in question belonging, as above, to the cavitY, _fc.

main body of the law ; and which, being corn- Expositive.
mealy the last which the judge has need to

• exercise, may, on that consideration, be deno- ART. 13. Elementary functions, appertain-
minuted the ultima_ly-decret_ee function, ing exclusively to the judge of an appellate

judicatory, these which follow. They ave such
Exivositire" modes of the above-mentioned ultimately-de-

ART.7. By the eubKdiary-devretive rune- cretive functions as bear reference to the ex-
tions, understand those to which exercise is ercise made of the corresponding functions,
given or not given, according as the need on the part of his subordinate, the judge of the
thereof has place or not : of which need, the immediate judicatory.
existence will depend on the individual cir- I. PnIMARILY-I_ECRETIVE,these, to wit,---
eumstancos of each individual suit. 1. The simply _o_firmatlre.

2. The sin_ply nullifa_ire: as where, in a
Expositive. penal suit, a Defendant having been declared

ART. 8. 1. Introductory, or say interloeu- guilty by an Immediate Judicatory, is de-
tory.--2. Supplemeg_a_ry, or say post-decretory: clared not guilty by the Appellate.
into these, may be distinguished thesubsM/ary- 3. The reversive: as where u thing given to
decrctiw functions, as above, a Pursuer by the Immediate Judieatory, is

given to the .Defe_tant by the Appellate.
Expositive. 4. The substitutive: as where neither the

ART. 9. By the introductorily-decretlve, or arrangement prayed by a Pursuer, nor that
say the interlocutorily*decretive function, un- prayed by a _Defeadant, is made, but one
derstand that, of the exercise of which, in different from both.
some cases, the need has place, antecedently 5. The raodifieative: confirming the subor-
to the time, at which the proceedings are ripe dinate decree in part ; altering it in any of the
for exercise to be given to the ul$imately-de- above ways, as to other parts.
Qretive funetio% as above. II. SUBSID:IARILY-DECR,ETIVE_ to _it, INT_R-

LOCUTORILY*DECRETIVE, these, to wit,--
L_z2°_dtiw" 6. The _enslve: as to the whole, or as to

ART. 10. By the supplementarily, or say a part or parts.
_rt-devretorily-devret_ve function, understand 7. The acceleratlve, or say expediti_e: ex-
Shag of the exercise of which, in some cases, ereised in so fur as, in consequence of applies-
the need has place, subsequently to the issuing tion made by a suitor, greater despatch than
of that sort of decree, which, in most eases, would otherwise be is given to the proceed-
being the only one necessary, is, on that ac- ings of a Subordinate Judicatery.
count, styled_ as above, the uhimate. 8. The sistit_ve, or say r_tardat_ve.

9. Theretrotransmissive, or say retrom_dve :
I_tr_onal. _hether for the purpose, 1. of receiving exe-

ART. 11. Note, that of subsidiary decreer_ _ution and effect ; or, 2. of performance of fresh
more than one of both sorts, as well interlo- ,rial, or say Inquiry, in the Immediate Judi-
©story as supplemental, need may incidentally" eatery: and _at, whether as to the _v/to/eof
_,ve place, the facts collectively taken, or as to this or

th_ fact exclusively : or, for the purpose of
thetexeeution and effect to be therein given toI nstru_k,nal.

ART. 12. Note, that, in a ease, in which the decrees and mandates of the Subordinate
use is made of the assistance of a body of men, Judieatory, when, and in so far as, no other°
exercising functions in some sort coinciding wise than part/a//y confirmed.
with those of _,_r_, as at present in use, (as Note, that in some instances, the above mo-
te whiclb see Ch. xvi. Qws_-_uRv,) it will difleations may perhaps be found to coincide :
readily be conceive4, and admitted--that, by and that, the five first may be considered M
such jury, dz of the first seven of the above being not di_i_,_t and dc_ary, being only
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to many modifications of the ultimately-decre- Means of securing genuineness on the part
tire function, exercised as above, by the Ira- of the real and written evidence, none : mea4as
mediate Judicatory : but, in practice, in which- of securing against mendacity, negligence, and
soever of these points of view they are con- temerity, such personal evidence as was found
sidereal, will make no difference, obtainable---of securing, to wit, by appropri-

ate and adequate remedies, satisfactional and
.P_t_cinat_v¢. punitional--nene.

AnT. 14. Objection. The imperative has Judisatory many-seated: consumed conse-
been stated as a function common to all judges, quontty in super-useful discussions, on each
The Conciliation Judicatory, invented in Den- individual occasion, a quantity of time more or
mark, has been applauded, and the leading less considerable: at the same time,theiratten-
principle of it, adopted and employed in various tion withdrawn from the subject by a more or
other political States : in particular in France less considerable proportion of the judges.
by Buonaparte's Codes. Of its beneficial etfects, Onthe part of aU these judges,one excepted,
the number of cases finally determined by the waste of time more or less considerable. Had
Danish Judicatories, afford a demonstration, the single-seated system been established, so
Admitting, what cannot but be admitted, that many meritorious men, by each of whom, sup-
for a large portion of the field of law and pro- posing him invested with the imperative fune-
cedure, the imperative function must unavoid- tion, in addition to the rest, such service as he
ably be given to the judge, even on the first was capable of, might have been rendered in
inquiry, and that in these Danish Judicatories, a separate judicatery: and so, a correspondent
and all the judicatories derived from them, the quantity of delay: vexation and expense, saved
opinative decree given by the judieatory, is to the parties : expense _.yes: for time con-
not of itself conclusive, but leaves the door sumed in journeys to and fro and demurrage,
open to an application to an ordinary judiea- is expense.
tory, in which the imperative function is added True it is, that in Denmark at any rate,
to the rest---still, why not imitate an arrange- whatsoever good was in this way done to sui-
ment, the usefulness of which, has to the gone- tots, was done without any expense to the
ral satisfaction of civilized nations, been so public, in the article of remuneration for the
adequately demonstrated by experience _.and judge.
accordingly why not employ it, in so far as But even as to this saving, if thought pro-
employment has been in that case given to per to be made, no reason appears for suppes-
it _ ing that under the here proposed system it

Answer. By the judiciary system as here might not be made.
detailed,(withtheimperativefunetionattached Of the probability of such eeonemy_ that
in every case, to the others exercised by the very example affords very strongly presump*
judge,) will be done, all the good which ever tire evidence. Serving in that way, only as
can have been done by any one of these Con- one in a crowd--his influence no more than
ciliation Judicatories : and moreover, a great fractionary, and unfortified with any impera-
deal, which, constituted as they are, it has not tire and coercive power,--would not the samo
been possible for them to do. man be equally ready to render that same

In the first place comes the list of those service, when standing alone, and endowed by
suits, to which it was found unable to give that supremely-inviting attribute |
termination. Compared to those, to which it But, it will be said, of all these men, there
did give termination, small it is tru%were they seems no reason for supposing that there was
in number : but in respect of the aggregate a single one, who to this work of generous
importance_ relation had to the pecuniary eir- supererogation ever gave the whole of his
eumstances of the parties, there is no saying time : one would attend on one day; another_
how great may have been the ratio of this on another_ just as each found most conveni-
small minority, to what it was in that. ont.

When withont expense, a chance for justice, It may he so: and for that reason it is, that
were it ever so faint, was seen to be obtain- on the present plan, remuneration is provided :
able, no ground of complaint so frivolous, as although by the admission of competition, ia
not to send the claimant to the spot, where, the case of this service, as in the case of sor-
without any expense but that of time, and vice in all other shapes, this remuneration will
without any part of that vast load of expense, be cut down to the smallest portion which
delay, and vexation,which in all other instances each person will be content to take.
they saw manufactured for the sake of the
pr_e , this same chance, they saw obtainable. S_oN X.

fieient, and partial, and deceptive, must
have been in many a case the stock of evi- Judges' _elf-Buppldlr¢ Fu_ciiom
denee.

Compulsory and thence adequate means of E_a_i_. Exl_dtive. _io¢ina_ir¢.
procuring evidence--such evidence as in each ART. l. Lest the business of the o_ce
individual suit, the ca_e happened to furnish should at any time, though it were but for a
_none. day, be at a stand, to every Judge Immediate
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be|ongs the _ of_2f-_ly, with the ob- of any person eonlent|ng to subject himaelf
lig_tion of keeping it in exercise. Exercised to the risk.

is this power, by the location of an at-all- ExTos_tlve"
times dislocable ]Deput_.

._OS_t_,¢. ART. 9. By pun_tionally responsible, un-derstand responsible to the purpose of being
ART. 2. By a ]Depute, understand in this subjected to punishment; that is to say to

case, a functionary who, being thus located sufferance under the name of_n_h_t: and
and distocabte_ exercises, on the occasions on this, in some cases, over and above the suffer-
which the business might otherwise be at a once produced by the exaction of c_mpensa-
stand, the functions belonging to the office, tion; in other cases i9 lieu of the sufferance
with certain exception_ excepted_ which are produced by such exaction; namely in tho_
as follow: cases in which compensation cannot have

place : for example, where there is no indivi-
.l_naaive. dual specially wronged : and so as to compen-

ART. 3. Exception 1. To a Judge Depute sationally aud didocationall_.,
belongs not the power, given by Ch. vi. LEQ_S-
I.aTVRE,Section 2, to the Judge Principal : .Enactive. Instructional.
namely that of representing an act of the Le- Aar. 10. Within [ ] days after his
gislature as being anti-constitutional, own location, a Judge Principal is expected

to make such location as per Art. 1., and
Enaaive. thereafter, immediately upon the dislocation

ART.4. Exception 2. Nor the power of of any such Depute,to locate a succeeding one.
locating subordinate functionaries, as per Sec-
tion 8, Fur_tions co,ninon to Judges, except J_Tnactire.
in case of urgent need, to the senior in service, AlzT. I 1. The instrument of location, with
on the death of the Judge Principal, and for the year, month, and day of the month, wilt
a time ending with the location of a successor be signed by the Principal; and, in token of
to such Judge Principal. aceeptauce_ by the Depute.

E_aaive. .Enacti,re.

AR_. 5. Exception 3. Nor the power of ART. 12. Of every such instrument, exem-
dislocating any such functionary_ except in plars, as per Ch. viii. Pm,,a_ MI_STSlt, Section
case of urgent need; and, for a time ending ]0, .Rv.qistration S_lstem, will be made_ and
with the location of a successor to such Judge disposed of, as follows :-
Principal. 1. Kept in the office of the Immediate Ju-

.Enavtire. diciary RegisCrar_ one.
2. Transmitted to the office of the Apctlate

ART. 6. Of occasions on which, but for the Judiciary Registrar of the Appellate Judica-
existence of a Depute, the business of the tory to which the Judge immediate in ques-
office would be at a stand, examples are the tion is subordinate, one.
following :-- 3. Transmitted to the Justice Minister's

1. Inaptitude of the Judge Principal, by office, one.
means of infirmity, whether of body or mind. 4. Kept by the Locater, one.

2. Remoteness of the Judge Principal, from 5. Delivered to, and kept by the Locatee, one.
the judgment-seat, by whatsoever cause pro-
duced. Enactire.

3. Vacancy of the Office of Judge Principal. ART. t3. In case of emergency,---created,
for example, by sudden calamity or hostility,

Enaat_ve. --lest time for ac*eptance be wanting, a Judge
ARc. 7. Exceptions excepted, as per Arts. Immediate, may, by appropriate instruments,

2, 3, 4, 5, to every branch of the service of constitute JDeloutesocca,ional, in any number,
the Principal, does the power of the Depute without any such acceptance : a second, to
extend; both fields of service included--tp.qirml serve in default of the first; a third, to serve
as well as local; as to which see Section 6, in default of the first and second; and so on.
_ield_ of Service. But only in case of emergency will he exe-

cute any such instrument : and, on his respon-
Enavtlr_. l_atiovinativ_, sibility, so soon as the emergency has ceased,

ART. 8. Punit_aally, as well as comTen- he will cancel the instrument, having for that
,ationodly, and didoeationally,--for the acts purpose called it in.
of the Depute is the Principal,--responsible.
By acceptance of the office, not simply for JEnactlve.
performance, but for apt and complete per- Aa_. t4. Locable, in the situation of Judge-
refinance, of the functions, does he contract : depute, is any person whatsoever : his locator_
&,reopens/b/e, he might safely commit breach the Judge Principal, being for such his depute
of trust in any shape, by the inmamientality responsible_ as per Arts. 8 and 9.
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To this judicial situation, rewards atfa+ohed
Enaaire. by the nature of the ease are--1. The distine+

A_._. 15. Dislcea.ble, or suspendible, at any tion--2. Thepower--3. Reputation, risingwith
tim% is the Judge Depute by his Principal: so good desert.
likewise by any of the authorities, by which 7. 1. Distinction--2. Power. For the value
the Principal is disloeable, as per Section 30, set upon reward in these shapes, note several
])islocable how ; and this_without judicial examples.
forms, such as those made requisite in and by I. English Small-Debt Courts, culled Courts
CYn.ix. MINISTEP._COLLECTIVEI,Y_ Section 21, of Conscience. Field of j_risdi*tio_ narrow,
O_ressiou obviated, as low as 40s._ _Oower,not an integer, but tt

Ena_tlw. fraction, and that so small a one : numerator,
1: denominator, a score or more: while in

ART. 16. Possessed of this same self-supple- the situation of Judge Depute, the logical field
tire function are---not only the judges but the ofjurisdiction isboundless; the power, integral,
several other magisterial functionaries in the II..Da_dslt Conciliatiou Courts. Logical
judicial department, as per Section 3, Judi- field, wide compared with the above English :
ciary Functionarirs, and the several ministerial narrow, compared with the one here proposed :
functionaries, subordinate respectively to those power, fractionized.
_me magisterial functionaries. IlL English Justices of th, Peace Courts.

Examples these, too conspicuous to be left
I*zstruaional. .Ratlocinatire. unnoticed: though, by the comparatively small

AI_T. 17. For the beneficial effects resulting fees, and the casual emoluments attached to
from the atlottment of this function, to the functions other than their judicial ones, the
functionaries belonging to the judicial depart- ease is rendered not so simple as either of the
ment, and for the proof that no ground has two above-mentioned ones.
place for any such apprehension as that of a 8. In the present ease, to reward, in the
deficiency, in the number of apt persons ready above-mentioned shapes in possession, is added_
and willing to serve in the situation of deputes, in expectancy, the independent and superior
as above, see Ch. ix. MINISTERSCOLLECTIVELY,power, with pay. By this, may be procured
Section 6, Self-suppletive.functi,m, Arts. 12,13 : more strictness of attendance, than could be
the reasons which apply to the administrational by any other method: for, to all who have not
department applying also to the judiciary, submitted to this strictness, all access to the

pecuniary reward, with the independent power,
_atioei_atire. is barred.

ArtT. 18. 1. By the here proposed deputa- 9. Nor yet are the evils of monopoly thu_
tion system, is afforded the only possible mode let in : for deficiency in the number of the_
of providing sufficiency, without superfluity, in functionaries cannot have place, without its
the number of the judicatories: of steering al- being the interest of those who have thQ
ways clear, between insufficiency and excess, power that it should be filled up.
Embl_em, the boots which fitted themselves to 10. By every hour of his attendance, the
every leg. depnte's capacity of promotion will be brought

2. Thus are conjoined the maximums of nearer : thus will every act of good desert in
amplitude and frugality, this shape, bring with it its own reward.

3. Still, to exclude abuse, requires the Legis- 11. Moreover, relatively considered, as be-
lature's, and the public's, unremitted vigilance, tween each one and his colleagues, each one

4. Number deficient ; proportioned to de- who bestows the ]tour will gain an advantage
fieiency is delay : and delay, in so far as being over all who do not : and the logical field
needless, it is wilful, is denial ofjust_ce. De- being at its maximum, small must be the local
fieiency and superfluity may exist together : field that will not furnish a demand for de-
deficiency in one spot, superfluity in another; putes permanent, more than on% or even
and, if the field of jurisdiction be parcelled two.
out in the way of logical division, both may 12. A Judge Depute permanent, will thus
haveplace on the same spot; someJudicutories be in the condition of an apprentice, to whom
overloaded; others idle : and, proportioned to uniform good behaviour affords a proportion-
tmperfluity in the number of the Judicutories, able prospect of being taken into partnewstdp.
is superfluity in the expense. 13. All having this to gain, none have any

5. As to what regards expense, under this positive loss to suffer. Hence will naturally
system of frugality, deficiency, being appar- be formed two classes :--
ently at its maximum, apprehensions on this 1. Closely attendant, those who look to office
score will be apt to present themselves: no pay with pay and the superior power : say, stlpe_.
given, no workmen (it may be thought) wilt be diaries i_t e,x_evtaney.
to be had. But, of these same apprehensions, 2. Loosely attendant, thase content with ttm
further consideration and experience join in inferior power without pay, the occupation
demonstrating the ungroundednese.

6. By being left unpaid_ service ill this ehatm _ In several instances, it has been ralr_l to .t_2L
is not loft unrewarded.
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being agreeable to them, so long as the bur- will, by all-comprehensive codifications be re-
then of attendance is not too heavy : say, gra- daced to next to nothing.
tuitously servia, or holmrary deputes. 23. When adequate appropriate knowledge

14. A check, which, of itself, applies itself has thus been rendered common, adequate aly-
to abuse of the patronage by the Judge Prin- propriate judgment will not be so rare as to
cipal, is--that the value of the expectant situ- require extra pay.
ations will be inversely as the number of the 24. Of appropriate active aptitude likewise,
individuals bywhom they are occupied: thence, --(the difficulties attached to judge-made law
whatsoever be his desire, power of rendering and technical procedure not having place under
the number excessive will not accompany it. this Code,) a moderate--a comparatively small
Thus stands the matter in the ease of the ,_i- quantity--will, in this official situation, suffice.

pendiaries i_ expectancy. In the profession of an advocate, it is, even
15. Not equally so, in the case of the I-Iano- under this system, of prime importance; that

ratios. When pure from burthen, the slightest is to say, to each individual client.
token of honourable distinction is, to most men,
acceptable. Thus, but for some remedy, the SEc'rIo_ XI.
establishment would be infested with sinecures.

The sinecurists, though they cost no money, Judges' _edat_ve Function.
might in various other ways, be mischievous.
A depute might even be appointed for the pur- Enacti_e.
pose of showing undue favour to this or that ART. 1. To the Judge in each Judicatory
particular individual, belongs the sedative function : Sedative, orsay

16. For remedy, let every depute permanent .Di_urbanee-s_ppres._ive, relation had to the

be hound to a certain minimum of attendance business of the judicial theatre.

in the year: those who failed to bestow it, .Expositive.would silently drop out of the list, without the
ARt.2. Bythesedativefunction, understand

harshin form.operation of dislocation, or resignation that which has for its object the securing the
17. The two classes, not having any distinc- l judieative function against disturbance; par-

tire mark, would have no determinate excite- _ties against useless delay ; and actors on the
ment to enmity: yet, of emulation, not only udicial theatre, against needless vexation
as between individual and individual, but as and annoyance. *
between class and class, the service would
have the benefit. Enact_ve.

18. Lest, by indolence, or ill humour, atteu- ART. 3. In the exercise of this function,
dance, when requisite, should be withholden, power is given to the judge, in case of neces-
and justice thus delayed, power of mulcting, sity, to cause eliminate out of the judicial
for non-attendance after summons, might be theatre, any actor, by whose misbehaviour
given to the Judge Principal. any such disturbance is produced.

19. By the suppletive or deputation system,
aid will be afforded towards the minimization Enactive.
of Principal's pay. If the mere distinction i ART. 4. So, in case of necessity, whether
and power of a depute suffices to produce a for terminating the offence, or preventing the
certain quantity of attendance, much greater repetition of it, by the same offender, or by
will be the quantity producible by the addition others, imprisonment, namely, for a time limit-
of pay and superior power : and, so long as the ed in the imperative decree or sentence.
burthen of attendance is not intolerable, the
pay may be made less and less; and, thence, Enaetive.
greater and g_reater relish for tbe occupation, ART.5. So, in lien of imprisonment, or at
and in so far appropriate active aptitude, may the expiration of the term appointed for ira-
be secured, prisonment, obligation to enter into a writ-

20. So, if, by the bare expectancy of a given ten engagement for abstaining from the like
quantity of pay, a certain quantity of atteu- offences, for a term limited : with or without
dance is produced,--by immediate possession, a bondsman or bondsmen, who engage even-
either increase of attendance, or acceptance of tually to pay to the use of the public, money,
diminished pay, may he produced, to the extent of a sum specified, in the event

21. Objection. True: number of aspirants of his subsequently committing the llke of-
may be abundant; and yet, considering wh_t fence.
in this line of service aptitude is, apt aspirants Enaotive.
may be altogether wanting, if pay, in possession
or expectancy, be not in view. ARt. 6. So, in ease of necessity, for the

22. Answer--Quantum requisites not so rare
as might be imagined : For, * For modes of disturbance andannoyance, see

In comparison of the actual customary de_ Ch.vL LEGmLAT_mE,Section 16(EL_©CTmNCon_,
za_nd under the English technical system, Section l_t) and PZN_LCOD_tit. 8/mp/_ora/
the requisite quantum of peculiar knowledge vaza_/o_
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termination of noisome clamour, either where Enacti_e.
the continued attendance of the offender is
needed; or for example's sake,--in l/e_ of eli- AnT. 19. For remedy, in case of alleged

ruination, gagging. For the instrument to be abuse of these same powers, see Section 18_ Ira-
employed, and the mode of applying it_ see cidenta_ Complaint-BcoL

Section 33, Judiciary apparatus. Enactive.

Enactive. A_T. 13. Wheresoever he goes, whether it be
ART. 7. So, in case of necessity, for ter- onregularout-door-duty,asperCh.xiii.Section

ruination or prevention of dangerous or noisome 2, or incidentally,for _e purpose of applying to
action, pinioni_ or booting, or both, as the case any individually-apprehended offence, a pre-
ma_ requlee : that is to say, where the con- ventive, or to any ehrenica| offence, a suppres-
tinued attehdanee of the offender is still need- sire remedy, the Judge carries with him, the
ed in the Justice Chamber, or for example's powerofgivingexercisetothesedativefunetion,
as_ke, in the severalmodes inthissectionmentioned.

EaTositi_e. Instructional P_atio¢_nati_.

ART. 8. By pln_on_n¢, understand confining ART. 14. Whatsoever be the branch of ser-
the arms b, means of the instrument applied vice, whatsoever the ot_ce, whatsoever the
to persons .nsane, under the denomination of nature of the service, whatsoever the condition
the str_/t wa/.st_oat, of the fuuetionary,---indispensable is the neces-

sity of his having in hand sedative power, ade-
_xpos_tive. quate to the purpose of securing against disturb-

ART. 9. By booting, understaucl the eonfin- ante, at the hands of all persons whatsoever,
ing the lower extremities by means and within the function he is occupied in the exercise oft
the limits of one and the same boot; in both personsin situations superordinate to his own_
cases, without bodily uneasiness_ other than the and at the same time possessed of directive
least which is necessary to the production of power with relation to his own, alone excepted.
the effect. If, in contemplation of lowness of grade, and

consequent deficiency in respect of appropriate

Enoetire. I aptitude, there be in any other depextment in

ART. l 0. So, in case of necessity, for pre- 1 the Judiciary, any description of functionaxies_
veution of escape, the strait pettivoat, to whom it is not thought advisable to intrust

this power,---it will rest with the Legislature
_Expositive. I to search them out, and by apt and adeqtmte

ARt. 11. By the arait petticoat, under- i description, to render them in this respeot
stand an instrument having for its object the i effectually distinguishable from all others.
applying to the action of walking any requisite
degree of retardation.* SEcrloN XII.

Judges' A M-conTell_ng Function.
In this ease, the principle, applied by the

strait waistcoat to the Ul)l_r extremities, is up- Ex_)ositive.

plied to the lower. No pain is suffered in the }'br- ART. 1. To this function exercise is given,
tner case ; as httle in this latter. In the former when, for giving execution and effect to anyease, the utmost e.rira-force capable of being eon-
femed by b.s,nit, is subdued - not less effeetuall Legislative ordinance through the medium of• y, , . Y
would he *.he utmost force e_psble of bereft exerted the judicial authority, the physical power of
by the strongest man in a state of mental'sanity, the ministerial subordinate of the judieatory_

But, where the strait pettico(d is employed, so I being insufficient, or not at hand, a demand
might the strait u.a/stcoa2 have to be employed i has place for such other assi_stance as the state

along with it: otherwise the lmnds might be effec- of persons and things furnishes.

tu_lly employed in the removal of whatever ob- [nstructlonal.structions were applied by the strait petticoat.

Thus might the use o'f the needlessly-amietive ART. 2. Of the purposes, for which the need
and odium-inspiring instruments called irons, be t of the exercise of this fimction may have place_
altogether superseded : irons--in their two species, the following axe examples :-
namely, manacles, applied to the upper extremities;

.fetters, applied to the lower. 1. Discovery or pursuit of a latent or filgi-
At the time of the first French Revolution, a tire malefaetor_ or other defendant or proposed

medical man of the name Guillot, invented the so defendant.
much talked of instrument, which from him took i 2. Prehension of one from whom resistance
the name of the Guillotlne. Of this invention, the has been experienced, or is_ on axlequate
object and effect was to minimize the suffering pro- grounds, apprehended.
dueed b_ythe de_th punishment, called decapitation, i ..

or say I_J_ading. _For the _rviee thus done to numbers, was the reproach of crue/ty. To no in-
mankind, the retribution received by the benevo- considerable an extent the like retribution cam
lent and bemd_eent philosopher, at the hands of the scarcely fail to await the proposer of the herei_
prejudicedand the thoughfle_ in but too great above-m_mtionedinstmment_.
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3. Giving termination to a course of con- mg to the Pr_ _ w_l, for this pnr-
junet ma_eficence_carryin_ onto the injury of pose,be ingeneral the mostappropriate ohjecW
person or property, by malofa_torB, rendered of choice.
by armature or numbers, not otherwise sub- a_na_i_. In_tru_/ona/.

duable. AnT. 9. Where, of a man or body of men,
Expositive. J_naa_ve. belonging to the stipendiary, orsay professionaJ

ART. 3. A person whose aid is thus called branch of the Defensive Force Establishment,
in, is thereby, to the purpose and to the extent the assistance is called in,--the Judge, or other
of the occasion, constituted as per Section 3, a Judiciary functionary, will, if time permita,
min/_ter/aZ o_ce_ of justice, transmit in writing to the commander, under

whose immediate orders they are, an appro-
[_truc_ionaL priate instrument_ styled a mandaf, e ia a/d.

AnT. 4. Exercise, or non-exercise of this In this instrument, information will be given
function,--number of the persons on whom the of the nature of the exigency, and of the tern-
power attached to it shall be employedf---man- porary command so taken, of the man or men
her in which it shall be employed,--as to these so impressed: this, with or without a mandate
several points_ as on all occasions in general, directing the commander himself to repair to
_o in this in particular, minimize evil, will be the spot, and afford his assistance.
the directing rule. ]_'nactlre. Instruvtlonal.

Instructional ART. 10. On receipt of such instrument, or
ART. 5. Accordingly, as to choice of persons, information to that effect, nothing but a well-

those wiR be to be preferred, whose services grounded apprehension of preponderant evil,
may be thus employed, with least detriment, in _ome determinate and assigned shape, will
as well to their individual concerns, and those justify non-compliance: of such apprehended
of persons specially connected with them_ as to evil, he will in this case forthwith give inti-
the public service, marion, also in writing, stating the facts, by

the cousideration of which the apprehension
l"_struct_onaL has been produced.

AnT. 6. Exceptions excepted, every person Instructional.
is hound on requisition, to give aid to any func-
tionary, for the purpose of giving execution Ant. 1l. Examples of grounds of such non-
and effect to any part of the law. compliance, are as ibllow :-

Exceptions are-- I. Hostile aggression, in the quarter in
1. Where in making the requisitions, the question, from a foreign enemy, actual, or sup-

functionary in question acts in disobedience to posed imminent.
the order, or in opposition to the authority, of 2. Peremptory order, from a superordinato,
a superordinate of his. grounded, as supposed, on similar eonsidera-

, 2. Where the actwhich by him is represented tious.
as one, which if exercised, would be of the Enactive. Instructional.
number of those which would operate in giving
execution and effect to the law, is not in truth ART. 12. In case of non-compliance, if ex-
of that number : being on the contrary an act case be not giuen, the functionary by whom
of disobedience to the law. the mandate has been received will be respon-

3. Where the individual so called upon, is sible: if given, so is he for the adequacy, as
restrained by the consideration of his or her well as verity of the excuse : and in this re-
bodily weakness, sponsibility may be included eventual obliga-

4. Where he or she is restrained by timidity tion to make compensation, at his own ex-
or say mental weakness, pense, for all damage thereby produced.

InstraaionaL .Enacti_e.

ART. 7. For subduing force, males will An_. 13. Not only to a Judge, but to any
naturally, on this occasion, be preferred to re- otherJudiciaryfunctionary, ministerial as well
males. But, rather than justice should fail, as magisterial, belongs the same function,
females may be called in ; when a female is with the power attached: he acting in the
the person on whom axecution is to be given i endeavour to give execution to the law, with
to the law, a person of the same sex should,if or even without any special order_ concomitant
circumstances permit, be employed, in prefer- !or antecedent from the Judge.
enee to a person of the male sex, as where, in .Enactive.
the exercise of the s_ruattlve function, the body
is to be searched_ for subject matters, instru- A_T. 14 Need of the exercise of this func-
menta_ or evidences of delinquency, lion will still more frequentlyhave place, with-

out, than with, the cognizance of a Judge. Tbia
I_rua/onaL eonsideredf--not only by a Judge, but by any

A_. 8. Among functionaries, thoee belong- otherJudioiaryfunetionary, ministerial as well
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ae m_gisterial, may the function, with the place, so is it with the quantity of _ and tho
power attached_ be exercised, quantity of money tl_t may be nece_ary fo_

the production of the evidence, or the quantity
Ena_tite. In_tructional. of money that may be necessary for compensa-

ART. 15. ttdlo to the law is an appropriate tionfor loss of time on thepart of the witnesses.
formulary of invitation, by which notification
may be given of the purpose for which this /_t/o_.
power is assumed and exercised: after these A_tT. 3. Such being, in this respect, the an-
words will come, if not known to the party questionable state of things, one consequence
addressed, a statement made, as effectually as is--that, without any relief other than such a_
circumstances admit of the individual state comesto be afforded by the powers of thePublic-
of things, by which the need has been produced. Opinion Tribunal, the effect of every factitious

addition to this natural evil is--to constitute
Instructional a graduated system of depredation, and op-

ART. 16. In certain eases, not only by a pression in all other shapes: every rank, which
Judicial functionary but by any person of stands superior in the scale of opulence, exer-
sound mind, may this function, and the power cising, by this means, a tyrannical dominion
belonging to it, be exercised with preponder- over every other whose place is below it.
ant benefit. But, to give particular descrip-
tion to these cases, and to obviate the abuse Instructional.
to which, in such miscellaneous hands, it can- ART. 4. As to the evil, in so far as the ex-
not but stand exposed, belongs to the Penal pense necessary as above, to the support of a
and Civil Codes. just demand or a just defence, is wunting,--it

consists of every evil which man is exposed to,
SEcrlo._ XIII. either by the want of the protection of the law,

Justice for the Hel_)lcs_. or, on failure of satisfactory legal defence, by
the power of the law : by it, a corrcspondent

I_struetio_l. portion, more or less considerable of the whole
Agr. I. Expense, in a pecuniary, or what population of the country, is placed in a state

comes to the same thing in a quasi-pecuniary, of outlawry.
shape, and in particular in the shape of con- Iustruvtional.
snmption of time, is on every occasion, as on
the one side of the suit, so on the other, indis- An_. 5. To provide for the exclusion of ty-
pousably necessary to the obtainment of judi- ranny, thus exercisable by means of superiority
eial service: and, of this expense, more espe- ofopuleuce, belongs to theConstitutionalCode,
cially on the part of him in whose instance the with no less unquestionable necessity than to
disbursement is involuntary, evil is in a pro- provide for the exclusion of the same un_ustiil.
portionable degree an inseparable accompani- ableandmisery-producingdominion,wbenexer-
mont. In some instances, indeed, if no ex- cised by means of superiority of legal power.

pense over and above what is necessary be Expositive. I_str_ctianal.employed, so small w_ll be the amount of it,
that except in so far as consumption of time ART. 6. By relative indigence, understand
imports loss of the means of subsistence, no inability to defray the above-mentioned ex-
exertion on the part of the legislator would be pense. The evil attached to it as above, takes
advantageously employed in the endeavour to a different shape, according as it is on the
exclude or compensate the expenditure : and .Pursuer's side, or the .Defendant's side, that
thus small may perhaps be found the quantity the indigence has place. On the pursuer's
of it in by far the greatest number of indivi- side, the evil is different, according as the in-
dual instances : and.so far, on his part the only digenee is original or incidental : orlg_nal,
care necessary will be, that of avoiding to where the effect is to prevent a person who
cause or permit the natural and necessary ex- would have entered upon the career of judicial
penditure to receive any factitious increase, pursuit from doing so ;--call this therefore

moreover the extra-judicial evil : incidental,
lnstructlo_a/L when, failing upon a person who is actually

A_T. 2. But, on the other hand, neither are engaged in that career, it prevents him from
cases wanting, in which no determinate limit continuing in it : call this the jadivial evil : in
can be set to the magnitude of the natural part this last case, to the suffering from the loss of
of this evil. No limits are there, except those right and remedy, is added the suffering from
set by the earth's circumference,to the distance the impoverishment : especially if, as is so
which may have place between the abode of frequently the case, that same impoverishment
a neces_ry witness, and the place at which had the expense of the suit for the sole or
hie testimony may with greatest or exclusive principal cause of it.
propriety, or even by possibility, be delivered: Instructional
scarcely are there any, even to the number of
witnesses_ whose testimony may eventually be ART. 7. Of every such act of depredation or
found material: and, as it is with distance in oppresaien thus exercised ae above_ the legi_
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later, who, whether through design or negli-the pursuer's side. In this condition every ad-
gence, omits to apply such remedy as the ha- versary who is profligate enough to be ready
ture of the case admits of, renders himself to take advantage of it, beholds in him a victim,
thereby an accomplice. What if, to that mass to whom escape from destruction is impossible.

of expense which of itself grows out of the Instructional.nature of the case, he adds a factitious mass,
createdbyhimeitherdirectlybyhisownhands, ART. ll. Hitherto, under every known Go-
or what comes to the same thing, indirectly by vernment, the expense, which is the instrument
those of other persons_ thus acting under his of tyranny in this shape, stands distinguishable
eyes and orders ! into the two above-mentioned br_nchcs--the

natural and the favtltious. The factitious, the
Instructional respective rulers will extirpate, whensoever it

ART. 8. Thus far, as to the mode in which shall have become their pleasurs to cease acting
the evil is produced, where the indigence is as accomplices in every crime : it will stand
on the Pursuer's side. In so far as it is on excluded of course in every code, the arrange-
the Defendant's side, the law is an instrument merits of which are determined by the prin-
of the evil, not merely in a negative, but ac- cipl_ laid down in the present constitutional
tually in a positive way. In this case, any code.
person who, finding himself in a state of rela- InstrnaionaL
tire opulence, chooses to take for this purpose
a station on the pursuer's side, is thus, by the ART. 12. To the ulterior task of minimizing
power which the legislator and the Judge the natural branch of the evil, a necessary pro-
offer to his hands, enabled to inflict on every liminary is--the investigation of the sources
person, relatively indigent, whom he has any from which the expense takes its risc,--tho
desire thus to injure, sufferhlg in any shape, in oacasions on which, and the jvurl)oses Jbr lchich,
whish, against a demand requiring it to be the need of it has place.

submitted to, (whether on the score of alleged Instructional
guilt or otherwise,) he is, by want of the ne-
cessary pecuniary supply, bereft of the means ARC. 13. These ascertained, the onlycourses,
of making what would be regarded a satisfac- --which_ on this occasion, the nature of the
torydefence. Here, then,is atyranny, of which case admits of, for the minimization of evil,---
the powers of the Legislator and that of the will be reducible to these three :
Judge are in a more direct way the instru- 1. Minimizing, on the several occasions, the
merits, quantity of expense actually bestowed.

2. As to such part as cannot but be be-
Inatrhotional. stowed, placing it upon those shoulders on

AnT. 9. In th_ case, the distinction between wlfich, by a given quantity of forced expense,
the original and the incidental evil, as above, the least quantity of affliction is produced.
has place likewise. In neither case, however, 3. As to such part of it as is thus applied,
can it be termed extrajudic$al: in both cases laying it upon these, in whose instance,--in
it is strictly and purely jad_cial: in both compensation or part compensation to the pub-
cases it is exclusively of legal and judicial lic, of which they are a part, for the affliction,
manufacture: by the express ordinance, or, I thus produced,--the disposition made of it pro-
what comes to the same thing, by the tacit I daces, in the way of repression of greater evil,
allowance of the legislator, the power of the (by the spectacle of that same afflmtiolb) the
Judge being the very instrument by which the beneficial effect of punishment.

evil is produced. Instructional

!nstructional. ART. 14. The operations by which (the
ART. 10. An exception may appear to be quantity of forced expense being given)the

presented by those cases in which for conviction affliction is diminished and minimized, axe these
positive proof of delinquency is made ncces- two: to wit, 1. The imposing the burthen upon
sary, the circumstantial aud negative proof the public fund; that is to say, upon the
afforded by non-appearance or non-defence not whole community in the aggregate : 2. As be-
being taken for conclusive. But even when tween two litigants occupying different sta-
positive proof is thus made requisite, the same tions in the scale of opulence, imposing it in
disastroua consequence may be the foreseen proportions correspondent to the height of
and pre-assured result of relative indigence. In their respective situations.
the ease of a criminal prosecution,the innocence
of the defendant would be made manifest (sup- JExypositive.
pose) by true and conclusive evidence, if pro- ART. 15. Of any such monies as shall have
duced: but, the production of it cannot be come to be provided by Government, for the
effeeted without expense, and he has not where- defraying of the natured and neces_axy portion
withal to defray that expense, much less to of the expense of litiseontestation, on both
defray the expense of a prosecution as for sidea---the aggregate mass will compeee what
perjury, against false witnesses if engaged on m_y be styled Th¢ ,_wd dus$ir_aV,md.
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it. This is where, ln the instance of the assel.-
.Ezp_it_e. torp it has been aCCompanied by the ceremony

A_t_. 16. In thls fund may be comprised two oalledthemaJd_goath, or_kingancat_. Bat
distinguishable branches : 1. the regular, or in this case, to the making a beneficial applica-
say, the prlncipa_; 2. the i_cidenb_, eve_ua], tion of the matter of punishment, neitller
or snap,mental branch, nor any other ceremony, it is evident is neces-

sary. Confining the application of the punish-
_Expos_tire..Enaet_ve. ment for mendacity,to the easewhere this

ART.IT.I.I_o_LARBRA_CH. Thiswillbe ceremonyhasheenperfornmd,islicensing,and
composedof theproduceof pecuniarypenal- by meansof the profitwhich theevil-doeris
ties,imposedfortransgressionin anyshape, enabledtoreapfromit,rewarding,encourag-
byany pcrsenwhosepresencerankshim among ing,and suborningmendacity,inallcasesm
theactorson theJudicialtheatre,asperSec- which,whileconsequencesbeneficialto the
tion2: but more pac_icularlyon partieson falseassertorare givento the assertor,the
bothsides,ineaseoftransgressioninanyshape performanceoftheceremonyisnotexacted.

inwhichitissusceptibleof thedenomination Instruaio_al.TCatloeinati_e.
ofan ofenu againstjustice:more especially
inthecaseofthosetransgressionstowhichthe ART.°0. The expenseofremunerationfor
severaldenominationsof wrongfuljur_._calthe serviceof judicialfunctionaries_consti-
vex_t_n, and juridical falselwod, or say 3urn- tutes (it may here be said) a portion of the
dieal false assertion, are applicable, aggregate expense of a suit : and for this item_

it may be observed, no provision is included in
Expositive. the plan of the above-mentioned fund, consl-

ANT.18. i. Wronqfu]Juridicalvexatlon--its dered in either of its branshes. Only, however,
modifications are: 1. Juridical vexation, crimi- in outside appearance does this portion of the
nal--accompanied with criminal consciousness, expense belong to any one suit, any more than
or say, consciousness" of wrong : 2. Juridical to another ; only in outside appearance are
vexation calpable,--accompaniedwithculpable the benefits derived from it, enjoyed by one
inadvertence, thence with temerity, or say with description of litigants more than by another,
ra_d_aess: in this case, not accompanied with or by litigants in the aggregate more than by
actual consciousness of wrong, but carried on non-litigants. In fact, of the two classes, in
in sucheircumstanees,that if accompanied with the aggregate mass of benefit derived from the
that sort and degree of care which ought to services of this class of functionaries, the clas_
have been bestowed upon the case, (and may of non-litigants enjoy by much tl_e greatest
without undue hardship he exacted,) would (it share ; since, whatsoever .security they enjoy
is presumed) have sufficed to prevent the vexa- for their respective possessions, is enjoyed by
tious conduct from taking place. In each of them altogether free from those drawbacks,
these two shapes wrongful juridical vexation which have place in the case of litigants : in-
may have place alike on the pursuer's and on somuch, that were the separation possiblej
the defendant's sides, equal justice would require, that everylitigant,

to whose proceedings on tlm occasion of the
Expositive. suitno blamecouldbe imputed,shouldbe eX-

ART.19.n.Jurhlicalfalseas_rtlon.Juri- oneratedfrom hisportionofthe expenseof
dicalvexation,isa speciesoftransgressionnot suchremuneration;and thewholeburthenof
eommissibletoany considerableextentby any itbe castuponthose,by whom theirsharein
person other than a party to the suit. Jurid$- the aggregate benefit of this same security is
eel false assertion, is a transgression into which enjoyed, without being subjected to any such
a party, iu his character of witness, and an afflictive alloy.
extraneous witness, are equally liable to fall : To throw upon litigants the whole or any
incidentally also,anyother of the different sorts superior share of the burthen of the Judicial
of actors on the judicial theatre. Establishment, is no more reconcileable to jus-

Modifications are--1. _[e_daeious assertion; tice and the greatest happiness principle, than
2. [nsi_were assertion ; 3. Temera/rioas, or say, would be the throwing, on the occasionofevery
reuh assertion. Between mendacious and in- war, the whole burthen of the military esta_
sincere assertions, (both being accompanied lishment and military defence upon a thin
with evil consciousness, to wit, on the part of line of frontier ; or the imposing a tax on nick-
the asserter consciousness of the falsity of his ness in each shape : so much for every fit of
own assertion)--between these two modes ot the rheumatism, so much for every stone ex-
falsehood, the difference is---that in the case o_ tracted or endeavoured to be extracted, in
insincerity, the subject matter of the assertion addition to the tax on medicines.--See _Prot_
is a fact belonging to that class, of which his agaJ_t L,ae Tax_s, [vol. iL p. 573 e__.]

own mind is the field; in the case of mendacity, I_¢r_c_b_d. Erpo_i_.
any other sort of fact whatsoever. As to men-
dztcionsassertion,undertheasyetestablished ART.21. Thisconsidered,whatsoeverper-
_stems, seldom is it made punishable, unless tion of the government reeclpts is empl-yed
wlm_e the name of p_j_r 7 has been _iven to in defraying the exlmnse 0£ this_amtmer'_b
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together with that of the stock employed in having been refused by the appointed public
the same service, may be denominated by the functionaries, the refusal has been ill grounded.
appellation of the Ordinary Justice Fund : ] So many as there are of these instances, so
while_he portion of those same receipts era- / many are the occasions on which contributions
l_loye_rin facilitating the access to justice on / to t_e E_rua/J_ce Fund may, with more or
the part of the otherwise helpless, may be dis- ] less assurance, be looked for, from voluntary
tinguished from it by the appellation of the _hands : and by tile establishment of this re-
Extraordinary Justice Fund. / source a more or less efficient security against

partial or otherwise undue refusals will be
Instructional. seen to be afforded.

ART. 22. In the application of punishment Instructional.
On this occasion to the repression of tile evils
produced by means of a pernicious direction ART. 27. As to the official hands, to which
given to the hand of justice, no more reserve it will on these occasions belong to apply for,
need be used than in the application of it to and eventually obtain, allowances out of the
the repression of evil, in the like shape, pro- public funds,--see Ch. xviii. GOVEm_ME._TAn-
dueed by wrong-doers at large, without the VOCATES,Section 7, Moncy-Requisitive Funv-
aid of any such irresistible hand. Of the tion: and Ch. xx. ELEE_mSYr_ARYADVOCACY%
quantum of the pecuniary burthen imposed as Section 4, ,l[oney-I_equis_ti_e Function.

yet on this occasion, in all established systems, Instructional.
and with very little of that discrimination,
which from the very first might and therefore AnT. _8. Of the occasions on which, in the
ought to be made, between the injurer and the breasts of individuals, the disposition to make
injured,--imposed, that is to say, by that part such contribution maybe expected to be called
of the expenses called costs of suit, which is into action, examples are as follows :-
purely factitious, a small portion would in all 1. Injurer's funds insufficient for compensa-
probability be found sufficient, if confined in tion to the injured.
its application to such wrong-doers, whose de- 2. Pursuit or defence just, and need of
linquency operates in one or other of the shapes evidence real, but the evidence remote, and in
just-mentioned, the opinion of the public functionaries,--guar-

dians of the public pursc,--the evil of misde-
Expositlre. eision, (its degree of probability being taken

ART. 23s II. SCPPLEME_TALBRA._C_.This into account,) likely to be outweighed by the
will be composed of such monies, as, in case of evil of the expense necessary to obviate it,
deficiency in the regular branch, the govern- supposing the expense charged on the public.
ment shall have provided from other sources. 3. In regard to appeal, the losing party un-

able to defray the expense, but in the opinion
Instructional E_Tos_tire. of the public functionaries, the ground for ap-

ART.24. To these supplies, to bcth of which peal not sufficiently strong to warrant the
theemploymentoftheeoercivepowerofGovern- charging the public with it. For the course
ment is necessary, may come to be added such here pursued for minimizing the expense of
as may be afforded by a supplemental and appeal_ see Ch. xxii. APPELLAr_JUDICATO_.Im.
volunt_ru branch : added to this same Equal
Juztice ._'and. Instructional. l_at_oc_native.

ART.29. By supplies inappositely allotted
EaT°sitire" to this purpose, evil might be created in such

ARc. 25. By the voluntary branc]_ of the quantity as to outweigh the good resulting
.Equal Justize Fnnd, understand the aggregate from the exclusion of the evil thus endeavoured
of such monies, as for this purpose shall have to be excluded. For the arrangements taken
been furnished by voluntary contributions, for the obviating of danger from this source,

see the lOrovedure ('ode. Such would be the evil
Instructional. I_t_ocinative. effect, ff for want of sufficient means of repres-

ART. 26. In ordinary cases, the two go- sloe, mendacious assertion, employed in sup-
cerement branches will, it is assumed, suffice : port of applications for money for the purposes
and for these cases any such fund as the re- here in question, were permitted to have their
luntary fund would be manifestly needless, designed effect. But, as on other occasions so
and thence of course unproductive. But cases on this, mendacity is capable of being, in an
there are, in which, though in a certain point adequate degree, repressed by appropriate at-
of view supplies would be useful, supplies from rangements : and, in the Procedure Code con-
the government fund would be inapplicable, nected with the present Constitutional Code,
Of the government fund, the application must arrangementsofhithertounexampledeffieiency
necessarily be lodged in certain official hands, will, it is believed, be found comprised.

But what will every now and then be happen- In_t/o_aL
ing, is that in the eyes of this or that indivi-
dual, (in his quality of member of the Public- ART. _0. As to the provision made of an
Opinion Tribunal,) supplies out of this fund Eleemosynary Advocate for litigants of
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e]ass, the principle, from which the arrange-
meats proposed under this head, and those in _Tnavt_e.
CIL:LX.ELEEMOSYNARYADVOCATES, and also in ART. 36. In every Justice Chamber, log
title c_,ts Ch.xx. in the Procedure Code, are _here be kept in a conspicuous situation, a*-
derived,--is now for the first time offered to cessible to the actors on the judicial theatre,
universal notice. It is the same which, in an instrument of appropriate relief, namely, &
Anno 1791, in the work on the Judicial Estab- receptacle provided for the receipt of voinn-
]ishment, written and printed for the use of i tary contributions, and designated in conspi-
France, though not then published in England, I cuous letters by the words, Egual Justice Box.
gave birth to the just-mentioned proposed ofll- t
cial situation, under the not altogether appo- In._ructional.

siteappellationof1)slenderGeneral.* ART.37. Additionalmeansof productive-nesstotheEqualJusticeFund,are these:_
I_structio_al. I. Instructions from the Legislature to Judges.

AnT. 31. In all hitherto established systems t Instructions to give, in each individual case,
of Judicial warfare,--partly through negli- (assigned reasons to the contrary excepted,)
gence, partly by design, the relatively helpless preference to pecuniary punishment, as cem-
have in the lump been left without defence : pared with punishment in other shapes; saving
the relatively helpless, that is to say, every- the preference due to compensation, and saris-
where the vast majority of the people; although faction in other shapes, to individuals wronged.
in relation to Judicature, to leave a man with- For rules and reasons see Penal Code, titla
out defence, is on the part of government to Remedies.
deny him justice. Instructional.

Instructional ART. 38. 11. Instructions in like manner
ART. 32. Under these same systems, not to Government Advocates. Instructions to

only have those, who of themselves are desti- keep watch, in this point of view, over the con-
tute of the necessary means of supply for the duct of litigants ; and, as often as delinquency,
natural expense of litiscontestation, been left in any one of the shapes here in question, pre-
unprovided with those means, but to that same seats itself as having had place, to call for
natural expense, factitious expense has in va- punishment in this shape, exceptions as above
rious shapes, and in various degrees of enor- excepted, at the hands of the judge.
mity, been added.

Instr_vtlonal. SECTm_xlg.

ART. 33. Here then is injustice,--injustice Public$ty, I_ecordation, and Publ_atlon.
in the shape of sinister partiality,---establish-
ed by express law:---established upon an all- Ir_structional. .Ratiocinative.
comprehensive scale : injustice to the many_ ART.1. Special demand for secrecyexcepted,
to and for the benefit of the few. and that never otherwise than temporary, (of

Exempl_ficational. which see the Penal, Civil, and Procedure
Codes,) the leading principles of this Constitu-

ART. 34. In monarchies, pure and mixed, tiou require, that, for the information of tho
but most of all in the mixed monarchy of several constituted anthorities,--ofeveryJudi-
England, oppression in this shape is, manifest- cial proceeding, as well while carrying on, as
ly and undeniably, the result of design and thenceforward, the publicity be maximized. In
system. In the only Representative Demo- the darkness of secrecy, sinister interest and
craey as yet fully established, in the Anglo- evil in every shape, have full swing. Only in
American United States,--in so far as it still proportion as publicity has place can any of the
has place, it is the mixed result of design and checks, applicable to judieialiojustiee, operate.
negligence: design on the part of the lawyer Where there is no publicity there is no justice.
tribe ; on the part of non-lawyers, design in
some, namely, the richer classes ; negligence Instructional.
and ignorance on the part of the rest. ART.g. To the purpose of contemportmeous

Instructional. but evanescent publicity,servesthepresence
of the several actors on the Judicial Theatre_

ART. 35. The present proposed Code has, as enumerated in Section 2, and in particular
therefore, for its objects, not only the keeping that of the appointed Judicial visiters_ as per
excluded all such factitious expense, but also Ch. xvii. JVnICIAL I_SP_-_O_.
the-providing means for defraying, on every
occasion, astkr as may be, the natural expense; I_ru_o_aZ.
after having done as much as the nature of the ART. 3. For the purpose of subsequential
case is found to admit of towards minimizing and indetlnitely permanent publicity, _ system
it. of registration, to he pursued on all occasions_

under a pre-appointod set of heads, will be seen
* See rol. iv. p. 354 et se_b" in Ch. xxi. IHM_DI_Tr__tNnArrm.,._r_ _s-'
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T_ARS, and more fully in the Procedure Code thereby intended and endeavoured to practice
attached to the Penal and Civil Codes. As to corruption on the part of the Judge : and ill
the principle and the mechanical means, see the character of a conniver, the Judge, unless
Ch. viii. PRIM_ Mim_cr_ Section 10, Refi/s- he makes the receipt of such missive kuowu
tration S_stem; Section I 1, Publication System. as above, wilt be deemed to have participated
See also Ch. ix. 5IJ_ISTF._ COLLECT_VELY_See- in the offence.

tion 7, _S'tatistiv Function. l_nactire.

Inslruct'wnal. ART. 6. Periodically, to wit, on the first day
ARt. 4. For the exclusion of evil in various of every week, the Judge, at the opening of the

shapes, exclusionofcontemporaneous pubhcity Judieatory, will make known every such un-
will, on various occasions, be tbund necessary, due address, as in the course of the preceding
:But, in these eases, the hght of publicity will week, shall, as abo_e_ lmve been received : to-
be but covered up for a time : it will not be gether with all such others as, although re-
extinguished, eeived, have, in any former week, whether by

design or accident, failed to be made known ;
SECrmN XV. if"no one such has been received, he will make

declaratwn to that effect.
Secret intercourse obviated.

.Enactire.

Enaetive. ART. 7, If, with any such design as that of
AnT. 1. In no private missive, addressed to_ wa_ting the time of the Judieatory, and thereby

or de,igned to be read, or heard, by a Judge, producing, to the damage of persons known
shouht any discourse be inserted, tending in any or unknown, denial or delay of justice,--rots-
way to influence his conduct as a Judge, on sives composed eL or containing inlpertineut
the oeeasion_ or for the purpose, of an)" indivi- matter, be addressed as above to the Judge,--
dual suit or other application, instituted or every person, by whom or by whose procure-
contemplated, ment or instrumentality such missive was

written or knowingly conveyed, will be respon-
Enactisc. sible, eompensatmnally, or punitivnally, or in

Ariz. 2. Any missive, having for its design both ways, as the ca.,e may require, in the
or teudeney the exercising any such undue in- same manner as for a persc,ual application
fluem'e, the Judge will not thfl to make known, having the same simster purpo_-e.
at hi_ next sitting, or _t the time iu Art. 6,
herein-after meutmued. ]_n_ct_rc,

AUT. 8. At the time of such periodical de-
Enact_re. claration as abovc, or earlier, the Judge, _hould

AnT. 3. If of such missive, the whole has any such undue address, as per Art. 6, have
such design or tendency, he will forthwith corn- been made to him, by word of mouth, or other-
munic_te it to the Registrar, that it may be wise titan in writb,.7, will, in like manner, make
read as above in open Judieatory, and the ori- the same known, mentioning in each iustanee
ginal kept with the Register Books: if only a the individual addressing, together with all
parr or parts, he will communicate to the Re- such others as arc known, or believed by him to
gistrar every such part, and cause him to make have been present, or otherwi.c, at the making
entry of a copy of it. of the address ; and, in so far as the iinpertance

of the matter shall have warranted the time
.Enactire. and labour necessary, he will be expected to

AR_. 4. If after having received any such lmve made a minute of the tenor or purport of
missive, the Judge omits to give pubheity to it, the ad tress at the time, or so soon after as

above,--any person, by whom the same was convenience would admit.
written, or any person, by whom before or
after its having been received by the Judge, it SECTm_ XVI.
was seen, may upon his responsibility, appear
in open Judicatory in the character of an all- _Partiality obriated.
plica_t, and put questions to the Judge as to
his lmving received it. .Enactire.

ART. 1. If, in any Judicatory, Immediate or
.Enactire. Appellate_ a suit should arise, in which the

t Judge has a known and acknowledged interest,AR_. 3. If, in any such missive, there be any i
portion of discourse, having for its design or he will of course transfer the cog_limnce of it
tendency the influencing the conduct of the to a Depute, choosing some one, in the choice
Judge as such, by hope of good, or fear of evil, of whom the parties on both sides are agreed,
at the hands of the writer, or any pemon on if any such there be : if not, some Depute ori-
whose behalf he thus writes--the writer and ginally located by some preceding judge, in
every person privy to the intention of its being preference to any one originally located bv
conveyed to the Judge, will be deemed to have himself. If it be in an Immediate ,lad_ca-
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tory, the Judieatory it is transferred to, will, partles concur in a petition that the suit may
for minimization of delay, vexstion, and ex- remain in the coguizance of the Judge notwith-
pause, be some of the contiguous Judlcatories. standing : _:r,--in an immediate Judicatory a
Dut by consent of all parties, the transference party on one side applies to the Judge Appel-
may be made to any Judlcatory whatsoever, late to transfer the cogmzance of the suit to
Should it happen that uo Depute, not regarded the judge of some other. Immediate dudica-
as impartial, can be obtained, the smt will, on ' tory ; in an Appellate he apphes to tile Jus-
the petition of any party, be transferred to tice Minister to transfer it to some other Ap-
another Judge : if it be ia an Immediate Judi- pellate Judlcat_ry.
eatery, by the Judge Appellate ; if it be in an
Appellate Judicatory, by the Justice MinibLer. Iastruct_aL

AnT. 7. If, to any such cause of partiality_
_.rpositire. Inst_'_lctienaL ' Iris situation stands exl,osed as _bove,--tbe

ART. 2. ]_artiality may, with reference to Judge will do well to consign, of his own ac-
the person i_ question, be either favourable or cord, the suit to some I)epute, on this special
otherwise : in every c_se it will ]lave had for _l-OallLl : stating at the same time the nature
its internal cause, some interest : if fa_'ourable, ] of the sltuatmn, and of the temptation to whwh
a self regarding or sympathetic interest; if ad- 4 it stands exposed : and tins--whether the De-
verse, an antipathetic interest. Of a partiality 'pute be the object of his special choice, or one
adverse to one side, tlm effect may be the same on whom the eogniztmee has devolved in vir-
as a partiality in favour of the other. In any tue of some general rule.
one of these cases, be the particular cause
known or unknown_ the existence of some such Emtctire. L_structional.
corruptive cause may, in some c_ses_ be con- ART. 8. On the occasion of the examina-
elusively inferred f_om its effects, tion of a Judge by a party as above,--whoever

officiates as Judge, will have to consider and
In_ructio_ta?. inquire whether it may not be productive of

ARt. 3. On the conduct of the Judge the material delay, e_pecially if. for eouuter-evi-
effect may be the same, or nearly the same, deuce to the declaration of the interrogated
whetbertheseatoftheinterestbeintheJadge's J_dge, extraneous evidence be adduced or
own breast, or in that of some other individual tendered ; if so, he will thereupon take such
with whom he is counected by some special measures as may be necessary to prevent pre-
tie,whether ofself-regardmgorsympathetmiu- dominant c_il in consequence of such delay.
terest,--for example, a wife, offspring, parent,
or other near relation in the direct or collateral .E_mctlrc.

line, a patren, a prot6gd, or an intimate friend. AnT. 9. Rather than a suit should be heard
and determined, though it were tufty in the

.E;mcticc. first instance, by a Judge suspected of partia-
ART. 4. If, by expo._ure to the action of lity,--ifit be a Judgelmmedlate,theAppell_te

Feductive interest in any shape as above, par- Judge will thert,fore, on petition from a party
tiality is, by a party on either side of the suit, on either side, transtbr the cognizance to some
regarded as liable to have place in the situ- other Immedmte Judicatory : choosing, by
ation of the Judge,--to such party belongs the preference, one, if such there be, which all
power of putting to the Judge all apt ques- partms concur in preferring ; and employing,
tious by wlfich the existence or non-existence on the occasiou, the facihties affbrded, as per
of such exposure may be established : so also Section 7, by ut_.rcommurnty of judicial ser-
to every other party on both sides. As in an _ice : it it i,e a Judge Alq,etlatc, the Justice
Immediate, so in an Appellate Judicatory. , Minister, as above.

Enacti t'e. .Enact_ce.

ArtT..5. Oa this occasion, the Judge re- ART. 10. If_ before the termination of an
moves from the judgment-seat to the seat ap- _ Appeal, the Judge appealed from is constitut-
pointed for that side in favour of which par- ied Judge of the Appellate Judicatory, in such
tiality is regarded as liable to have place" sort as that a decree could not be passed with-
at the same time, for the deciding as to the out his having to sit in judgment on his own
existence of tile exposure, the Government acts,--eognizaace of the Appealwillhave place
Advocate, the Eleemosynary Advocate, and as follows:--
the Registrar, place themselves on the judg- I. If it has been already assigned to a De-
ment-seat, and constitute a Judicatory_ ama- pute of the Judge Appellate, it will remain
jority determining_he decrees, with such Judge Depute.

Enactire. JEnaa_re.

ARt. 6. If the decision be in affirmanee of Ar_T. 11. '2.. If not, it will he taken by the

file exposure, tile Judicatory locates some other Judge Appellate Depute, it' there be but one_
person for the eogmzanee of the suit, as per or it' there be mere that_ one; by the senior in
Art. 1_ unless_ trusting to eventual appe_l_ all service.



The, then,thoughinform_ey_,_
_ to be pecc_le, they _e in _eet stllI_

A_y. 12. 3. If there be ao Judge Depute euredly unpunisha&le.
capable of serving, it will, on petition of any As to any qucetlon rel_t_ to ex_pesare to
party, be transferred to another Appellate seductive and corruptive influence o_ the
Judicatory, as per Art. 6. ofanypubliefunetionary_ nothingcouldbe more

shockingly indecorous : the blood would
_nstrudiona_. at the bare mention of it. Justice ha_ its use

ART. 13. If, to the action of any cause of and value in some eases, and at the charge of
partiality, the situation of a Judge Depute the lower orders, it should he executed with
permanent, to whom a suit is about to he con- inflexible strictness. But when opposed to
signed, is recognised by him as standing ex- decorum and dignity, it shrinks into insignifi-
pesed,--he will do well spontaneously to de- canes.
clare it, and onthat accountdecline cognizance. 4. Applied to the inferior situation of Jus-

tice of the Peace, considered as s_ch, the ob-
_Enavt_vc. jection of indecorum and indignity applies not

AR_. 14. If, for the purpose of ascertain- with such force. It is not, however, but in a
ing the existence or non-existence of such ex- case peculiarly flagrant, nor then, but with
pesure, questions, as per Art. 4, be put to him, extreme reluctance, that in case of a complaint
the principal, or some other Depute, will take of any injustice exercised by them, the sort of
his place ; and, unless, in consequence of the redress, such as it is, is administered by the
examination, the cognizance be remitted to Court of King's Bench. Nor can any such
him, hear and determine the suit in his stead, complaint be made, but at an expense which

not one, out of some hundreds exposed to the
lnstruet_ona2, injustice, are able to defray.

ART. 15. TO no considerable extent have
these measures of prevention been applied in S_crm_ XVII.

the established law of any State: their eft]- J][igratlon.
cacy, if applied, accounts for this. The as-
sumption always has been, that at a certain Instructional. _tio_inat_w.
height in the scale of authority, the function- ART. I. The judicial _nigratlon system has
ary is temptation and corruption proof, for its object or end in view, the obviating the

danger of misconduct, in respect of any of the
JExempl_vational. ends of justice on the part of a jadicialfunv-

ART. 16. In France, not only in the me- tionary, in consequence of connexinns formed
dern post-revolutionary, but in the ancient by him in the way of self-regarding interest ;
ante-revolutionary Codes, a Judge whose situ- or affections contracted in the way of sym-
ation is not in the highest grade, is declared pathy or antipathy from length of inter-cem-
liable to be pros h pattie, as the phrase is-- munication inthe territoryin whichhe isjudge.
presented on the ground of his having con-
ducted himself as a party in the suit. But on Instructional _a_ioc_natire.
the part of a Judge in the highest grade, all A_. 2. It applies in a more particular man-
such injustice is tacitly assumed to be impos_ ner to the situation of Judge, Appellate as
sible. The greater the facility of transgres- well as Immediate. But it includes moreover,
_ion, the less the probability : such is the logic the several situations of Gorernment _4dvocaSe,
of this assumption, and Eleemosynary Advocate, in both grades,

Instruaional. Exempliflcatlonal. principally in consideration of the influencewhich, by their conduct_ may be exercised on
ARe. 17. Under the English system, on the that of the Judge.

part of certain inferior grades, the capacity of
transgressing is admitted, and thence exposure _E_activs.
to eventual punishment is in form established. ART. 3. Under this system, in no Judlcatory
But the supreme grades, in which no such ca_ will any Judge remain, or say be com_wran_
pacity is admitted, but impeccability assumed, more than three solar years, with the addition
are abundant, of a fraction of another. The Immed/a_#

Examples--- Judge will migrate from sub-district to
1. House of Lords Judicatory : members distr:wt: the _4Tps//a_ from disSr/_ to d_r/¢$.

not punishable, but by a majority of their own ._o_itive.body : the consequence is, the majority are
unpunishahte. ! ART. 4. Such migration will be either _ated

2. So in the House of Commons. or Ow_dental. The stated migration is that
3. The Judges of the Westminster Hall Ju- which takes place on a certain day of every

die, reties, next below the House of Lords. year. This day is styled the stated per_od_
Of these, though declared punishable, none or amtua_ judicial-migration-day ; an in_n-

mn be punished but by the Commons, with t_d migration, is that which, being produced
the concurrence of the King and the Lords. i by come intervening cause, has place on a_y
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_tr_a_ the year-.- _e period of time of cares of the Justice Minister, tha.t, on the oc-
*MdrJt such d_y is t_ _ day, and the last casion of each migration between the terri-
-d_" of that came solar year, the last day con- tory from which, and the territory to which,
_i_mtes the fragment which, in such c_se, will a Judge is transferred, there be, in so far a_
]_e added to the three solar years to constitute the system of territorial division permits, oan
the e_m_ra_/o_ time of tbe Judge in that ju_ such territory at least intervening : in the c_
dieatery, of the Immediate Judge one sub-district : in

the ease of the Appellate Judge one district.
.Ena_tive. Ezpo_iv_.

A_. 5. Justice Minister's _[_.qration-direc- Instructional
tlw function. In the exercise of this rune- ART. ll. On the other hand, for obviating
tion, the Justice Minister gives directions to needless delay, vexation, and expense, on the
the course taken by the .Migration ,System occasion of the removal, he will avoid giving
in its application to all the several function- v4mecessary increase to evil in those several
aries comprised in it at all times : by such di- shapes, by any needless magnitude of distance
reetion, transference is made of the several between the territory from which, and the
functionaries from one Judicatory to another, territory to which, the migration is made to
and their migration thus effected, take place.

Exp_tire. Exposi_i_. I_$truct_onol.
ART. 6. The stated migration day, which, as ART. 12. In the case of a functionary tr_ms-

applying to all the several functionaries, may ferred as above for the first time, his c_mmora-
be termed also the _/eneral migration day, is t/on ti#_ will of course be reckoned from the
the first day of every solar year. day of his lo_at_on in such his office : in the

case of a functionary transferred for any other
En_wtive. than the first time, it will be reckoned from

ART. 7. Of _nvi_n?_ transference and mi- the time of the last of his migrations, if more
gration, causes (on specific grounds in each tlmn one_ or if not more than one_ from that
case assigned) may be the following :-- one.

I. Representation from the Prime Minister.
2. Representation from any sub-legislature. _n_truvt_onal.
3. Petition by any Judgeable of the Judge AnT. 13. In determining the length of corn-

in question. _oration, which, upon the whole, it may be
4. Petition from any other Magisterial rune- advisable to allow, and the distance which it

tionary belonging to the same Jadicatory. may be advisable to require, between the place
5. In the case of a Judge Immediate, re- of a former and that of a subsequent commo-

presentation from his Judge Appellate. rationf--censideration, it is evident, will re-
6. In the case of a Judge Appellate, peti- quire to be had of magnitude, in respect of ter-

tion from any one of his Judge Immediates. : ritory, population, and Judges' remuneration.
7. Petition from the Judge himself in case The larger the territories in proportion to the

of his desiring to be transferred, density of the population, the less the danger
from length of commorstion, and the greater

.E_;wt_v_. the inconvenience attendant on removals.

AR_. 8. ]_very such representation and pc- In_trzwtional.
tition will be on grounds assigned, of which
mention will be made in the insfr_m_n_ of A_r. 14. Among the checks meant to be
transference : to wit, the mandate by which the applied to the conduct of every Judge, is that
migration is directed: the Judge having liberty which may eventually be applied by the obser-
and opportunity to contest the transference, ration made thereof by his comradesin office--

to wit, the Government Advocate, and the
Ena_tive. Expositive. Eleemosynary Advocate, in conjunction with

ART. 9. Migration 3Iandate. This is the those ether constant inspectors, provided in
denomination given to the instrument ef trans- and by Ch. xvii. under the denomination of
ference, by which the Judicatorv to which the Judivial In$1o_ctors. Lest, by a too long con-
Judge to whom ig is addressed,'is to migrate, tinued association, the efficiency of this check
is declared. In it, the ground of the transfer- be impaired,--it will be among the cares of
ence in the mind of the Minister--the consi- the Legislature so to order the migration that
deratious whereby he has been disposed to noGovernment Advoeateor Eleemosynary Ad-
accede to the request, are _lso declared. In I vocate shall, by eommoration or transferenee_
the first instance, it will only be previsional : _be located in the same Judicatery with the
liberty and sufficient time for contestation will ! same Judge, for any greater length of time
be _dlowed to the Judge. than the maximum of his commeration time,

Ias_¢tionaL as Per Art. 4.

ART. 10. In pursuance of the object of this E_a_ive. I_tru_io_al, Ratiocinate.
_ystem, as per Art. 1_ it will be among the A_T. 15. For carrying into effect this de-
. VoL IX. 2 1
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mouth of any partisan of any as yet existing the law, and appropriate use made of the latl-
judicial establishment, and correspondent sys- tude allowed by the law to the discretion of
tern of judicial procedure : under no such sys- the judge, admit of.
tom, does the lessening of it appear to have in 3. With perplexing and vexatious frequency,
any instance been in any degree an object of interrupting a party in the course of his put-
endeavour or so much as desire, suit or defck_ce.

4. Forcibly putting a final period to the
InstrucHonaL speech of a party, or his substitute or assis-

ART. 33. On the other hand, in the here rant, in the course of his pursuit or defence.
proposed judiciary system, and the Procedure Such speech not having in it, at the time of
Code connected with it, provision is, in divers the interruption, matter irrelevant or in any
ways, made for the minimization of this same other way improper.
inconvenience. 5. Letting pass unrepressed, treatment in-

fns?ructionaL jumous to a party or witness, in the above or
any other ways, by a party, or a substitute or

ART. 34. By the all-pervading practice of assistant (gratmtous or professional) to a party
minuting down, as per Section 14, all the evi- on either side of the suit, or by any function-
denee which, in an oral form, ever comes to I ary, magisterial or ministerial, attached to the
the ears of a judge, together with the argu- Judicatory.
ments in so far as shall be thought material;
and this in a mode the expense of which is J_atiocinatire.
minimized, as per Ch. viii. PRIMEMX_ISTER, ART. 3. For security to all persons, against
Section 10, J_eflistratian system,---all evidence incidental vexation by judges and other judi-
delivered in a Judicatory is in the best shape cial functionaries,--in the exercise of their
possible delivered to the Judge that hears it, respective functions, or otherwise by means of
and to every succeeding Judge in the next the power attached to their respective situ-
best shape, ations,--and in particular while any proceeding

in a Justice Chamber is carrying on,---for this
Instructional. cause it is, that the remedy afforded by the In-

ART.35. By the institution of Judge Deputes, eidental (bm_vlaint-.Book is provided.
as per Ch. xiv. xv., means are afforded for
minimizing the number of the instances in .Enactire.
which such transference will have to take ART. 4. To the Registrar it belongs to pro-
place. In the case of every stated migration, vide, and keep at all times accessible to all
the term having been long foreseen,--it will persons, a separate and appropriate Register
be among the cares of the migrating judge to Book, thus denominated.
avoid, as much as possible, the giving in his
own person, commencement to suits, to which L'navHve.
he is not in this same way likely to give ter- ART. 5. If, by a Judge in the exercise of b.is
ruination. It will be an object with him to functions, or with reference, express or virtual,
clear his hands, as far as may be, of all those made thereto, any discourse be uttered, or any
to which he has given commencement, turning act done, whereby any individual regards him-
over fresh ones, as they occur, to his deputes, self or any other individual, or the whole com-

munity, or any class thereof, aggrieved or
SECTmNXVIII. about to be aggrieved, it is the duty of the

Registrar, at the instance of such individual,
I_cidental Cv_nplaint-.Bool_. forthwith to make or cause make entry of the

minute thereof, in the Inc'_dentat Complaint-
.Exposltive. Book: having special care, in so far as dis-

ART. ]. Incidental is the attribute given to course is the subject of complaint, to set down
the species of complaint in question, in contra- the very words : accompanying it, in every
distinction to any which would be of such a case, with a statement made of all such states
nature as to form the matter of an appeal : of things, discourses and other acts and events,
i. e. a complaint, calling for a decision oppo- information of which shall be necessary to a
site, in the whole or in part, to a decision pro- clear, correct, and complete conception of the
nounced by the judge appealed from. true nature of the case.

.Expositive. Inxtruvtional. .EnacN_e.

ART. 2. Examples are as follows :-- ART.6. Ofeverysuch Incidental Comp]alnt-
1. Vituperative language employed by a minute, if it be in an Immediate Judicatory,

judge in speaking t% or oi, a party, or an ex- exemplars, written in the tnanifotd-mode,
traneous witness, as per Ch. viii. PRIME M1NISTF.P,Section 10,

2. Menacing language, if expressed in terms R_gis_ration System, will, on the responsibility
of wrath, or giving intimation of an intention, of the Judge and the Registrar, be disposed of
actual or eventual, to subject the party to any as follows :--
ingJetion_otherthantlmtwhichthe tenorof I.TransmittedtotheAppellateJudge,one.
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2. Transmitted to the Justice Minister, one. .Enaaive. .Exlaositlv¢.3. Delivered to the Complainant_ one.
4. Kept in the Registry, one. ART. 12. Eve_ person, who, for the purpose

of eventual complaint, makes or causes make_
Enact_ve_ any such minute, does so under his responsi-

ART.7. If it be in an Appellate Judicatory-- bility, satisfactional and punitionat, as for
1. Transmitted to the Justice Minister, one. wrongful mental vexation, should the corn-
2. Delivered to the Complainant_ one. plaint be deemed frivolous or false : especiaUy
_. Kept in the Registry, one. should the falsehood be deemed to have been

accompanied,--not with mere rashness, but
.Enavtive. with criminal consciousness : that is to say, the

ART. 8. So, if, on the part of any other actor consciousness that the statement is, in the
on the Judicial Theatre, as per Section 2, any whole, or in any part, materially false.
such transgression having place, the Judge, on
being apprized thereof, fails to administer ade- Instructional.
quate satisfaction to the party aggrieved: add- ART. 13. Instructions explanatory, of the de-
ing, if the case requires it, ulterior punishment, sign of, and connexion between, this and the
--in this case to the other exemplars disposed four last preceding Sections : to wit, Sections
of, asperArt. 6, will be added one delivered 14,15,16, and 17: as also in seme sort of Sec-
to the alleged offender complained of. In every tions 28, 29, and 30, respecting location and di_
such wrong, which, after witnessing, he leaves location.
nnredressed, without having done what is in On the part of a Judge, suppose inaptitude
his power towards redressing it, the Judge is in any shape or degree, reference had to the
an accomplice, several branches of appropriate aptitude,--the

cause of it may have had place either beforejEnactire.
or not till after, his location : to the exclusion

ART.9. Should the Registrar refuse, or wil- of it, in the first case, apply the provision ia
fully delay, to make or cause make such entry, Section 28, Locable w_o, (followed by those in
--in such ease, rather than any such informa- Section 30, Disloc_ble how:) to the other case_
tion, as above, should be suppressed, it belongs those in Section 14, Publicity, revordation, and
to any other actor on the Judicial Theatre, as publica_io_., and those in the present Section
per Section 2, to make such recordation of the relating to the ]avidental Complaint-Book:
matter in question, as heisable, taking, intes- those in Section ]4, applying to the whole
timony of the correctness of it, the signatures series of operations intended to be performed
of any persons present, by him in the ordinary course of his business;

those in the present Section to casual and un-
Eaactire. intended occurrences.

AnT. 10. Of every such entry made in the
I_¢idental Camplaint-Book, lection shall be Instructional.
forthwith made to the assembled audience, and ART. 14. Of these occurrences, the most ira-
inspection allowed to every person desiring to portant are those petty mental and verbal in-
inspect it, for the purpose of ascertaining, and juries, which, in that situation, love of power
securing the correctness, clearness, and com- is so apt to indulge itself in; inflicting on those
pleteness of it. If thereupon, by any person, whomit sees subject to it, injurieswhich,though
imperfection in respect of any of those quali- occasioned by the suit, have no particular con-
ties be imputed to it, such person may, on the nexion with the particular interests at stake
spot, draw up, and tender to the Registrar, a upon the event of it. In the established sys-
_daute of amendment, stating such alleged de- tom_ transgressions of this sort have very ge-
fieiency, together with such forms of words, as nerally been left unnoticed and unrepressed.
shall be deemed by him requisite for the ap- Between the possessors of supreme power, and
propriate supply, substitution, or defalcation, theirpriucipal instrnments, in this Department,
Tothis minuto, theRegistraristhereuponbound as in every other, there exists a natural com-
te give authentication; to wit, either by his sig- inanity of sinister interest : according to his
nature on the original or by a transcript en- calculation, the superior cannot do too much
tered in the Incidental Complaint-Book. to augment, he cannot do too little to diminish 5

the fear inspired by the instrnments of his will:
I_struvtional. and, so long as his own authority remains an-

AnT. 11. To any such minute, it rests with impaired, his own pride is gratified by every
the writer, or any one else, to give publicity, gratification received by the pride of his sub-
in what form and to what extent he thinks fit : i ordinates.
and the writer will do well, if it be an Imme- I
diate Judicatory, to cause deposit in the Ap- Instructlonal.
pellate Judicatory, one exemplar, and transmit ] Any. 15. From the same cause, the like
another to the Justice Minister ; if it be in an ] wrongs, liable to he done by the several other
Appellate Judic_tory, an exemplar to the Jus- actors on the judicial theatre to one another,
tiee Minieter. I have been left without speeial notice : so even
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thosetotheJudge himself:to determinethe who intheirsmallnumber,occupytheplace
power of the functionaryon theseoccasions,of the whole people,--joins,with exemplary
wouldhavebeentoli_dtit: anda naturalab- readiness,inheapingpunishmentand infamy
surancewas,thatinthe obviousnecessityof upontheodiousand needless,and compaxa-
thecase,he wouldneverfailtobeholda suff- tivelyinnoxiouscrimeofbribery.
eientwaxrantforwhateverexerciseofhispower
should at any time prove necessary for guard- Szcrlo_ XIX.

ing his operations against disturbance. Judges' Conte_ed-Interpretation-P_fortiug
On the part of a public functionary or other Function.

trustee, during his continuance in such his
trust, corruption may be produced, either by E_)os_tive. Ratiocinative.
intercourse between the corruptee and a cor- ART. 1. This function has for its object the
ruptor, or by the mere force of some corrup- keeping the rule of action, and the decisions
toe's situation, without any such intercourse ; thereupon grounded, in all times, in so fax as
the corruptee's situation being such, as without intended by the legislator, the same in all
assistance from any external application, ha- jndicatories, and thence as to all persons : or
rurally inclines him, iu this or that way, to vie- say, for shortness, securing uniformity of deai-
late his trust. To the case first mentioned, ap- s/on : and moreover improvement: to wit, as
plies Section 15, Secret i_tercourse obriated : to well in matter, that is to say, as to subserviency
the other, Section 16, ])artiality obviated, to the end, as in form, that is to say, as to

clearness, correctness,and comprehensiveness
f nstractional, l_tioeinat_ve, of expression.

ARe. 16. By the corruption which requires To this end it is provided as follows :_
intercourse, the utmost effect produced and
consequently the utmost mischief, is as nothing, Enaetir, e. ]Zxpos_tive.
compared with that which it produces by mere AnT. 2. On the occasion of an Appeal, to
situation, without the need of intercourse. In wit, from an Immediate to the appropriate
an absolute Monarchy, all other functionaries Appellate Judicatery, in so far as it rests on
are, by force of the two correlative situations-- the ground of law, in contradistinction to fact,
by the dependence of their situations on that an interpretation, different from that put by
of the Monarch's--kept in a constant state of th$ Judge, will, by the Appellant h_ve been
corruption--ready instruments of wrong in put upon some word or assemblage of words_
every shape in his hands. In a limited Men- contained in some article or articles of the
archy, those trustees, by whose location the Code. This being the case, the Judge will, in
limits, such as they are, are set to the power penning his apinatire decree, call upon the
of the Monarch, will always be for the most Appellant to deliver to him a paper, contain-
part in the same state : the expectation of the ing the words of the opinative decree he_ the
good, which, in such variety of shape, they are Appellant, contends for, together with the
capable of receiving at his hands, sufficing for article or articles on which he grounds his de-
this purpose, without the apprehension of evil round, that such words shall therein be era-
in any shape, other than that in which it is ployed. To this form of words the Judge will
produced by the subtraction of the good. Thus give the appellation of The .,4ppellant's In;ref-
it is, that in every Monarchy, the office of pretation paper: and at the same time to any
Corrupter-General is attached to the situation such form of words, as by himself is regarded
of Monarch : that of Sub-corruptor, to every as being, though different from, yet equivalent
known instru_nv_t of his, and every known fa- to, and correctly explanatory of, the words in
veer/re ; and, forasmuch as, to the reaping the question as they stand in the Code, he will
fruit of the corruption, no act on the part of a give the appellation of the Judge's Int,e_Trr_a-
corruptor is in any such situation necessary, tion paper.
every such corruptor may, if he but act with
common discretion, enjoy the full benefit of the Enactive. Instructional.
corruption, without suffering any of the odium ARC. 3. In so doing, be will, to the best of
which, were the corruption observed,would be his endeavours, render his assistance to the
attached to it. In company with this benefit, he Appellant, in giving expression to his meaning
may, at the same time, and without diffmulty, to the best advantage, proposing, upon ocea-
give himself at the hands of the unreflecting sion, for the appellant's choice any such other
and deluded multitude, the praise of Tur/ty. terms, as to him, the said Judge, shall appear

Instructional. more apposite; that isto say, any such terms as,
in his opinion, appear to afford a better warravt

ART. 17. Bribery is corruption by inter- for such decrees, opinative and imperative, as
course; and the monarch who, while asleep on the Appellant demauda_than those so proposed
the throne, by the mere act of sitting on it, for the said purpose by the Appellant.
keeps in a state of continual corruption and
mischievous obsequiousness, both the self-styled _'_a_tive. _xpoa/ti_z.
trustees of the people, by whom his power Is AgT. 4. On this s_me occasion, if to the
suppeeedto be limited,and theirelector_Judge it appearsthat,by no altesationtlmt
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occurs to him, could the intention expressed the direction of the Judge, will draw up a re-
on that occasion in the Code, be either render- port,termed theContesteatlntetTreta_ion _l_e.port.
ed more clear, or the matter of the Code im-
proved,--he will transmit to the superordilmte Enavtiw. Instructional.
authorities, along with the record, his opinion ART. 9. In each such Report, the number
to that effect, in and by the words n_ altera.- of the thus conflicting interpretations will Oro
tion needful or useful. AJndge'sAmendment- dinarily be no more than two : namely, thatof
_egati.cing-pape_r will, in that case, be the the Judge,andthat of the Appellant. Bat,what
appellation of the paper containing those same may happen, is that, on the same word or
words; Contested-interpretation-reportinyfunc- words, by divers Appellants, interpretations
t/on, that of the function thereby exercised, will have been put different from one another,
If, on the contrary, it appears to him, that for as well as from that of the Judge. In this
either of the above purposes, an alteration case, each such Appellant will be called upon,
would be of use, he will, in case of simple and allowed to give in, his Interpretation-
defalcation, with the words in question, add paper, which will accordingly be included in
the word de/e; in case of addition, the words the Report.
proposed to be added, with a designation of Enactire.
the place where ; in ease of substitution, the
words proposed to be inserted, with a desig- ART. 10. Of a Contested Interpretation .R,s-
nation of the place where, accompanied by a )ort, exemplars will be thus disposed of :-
copy of the words proposed to be defalcated, 1. Transmitted to the Appellate JudJcatory,
or s_,y eliminated. A Judge's .,4mend_ent-pro- one.
pasinq-paperwillbe the appellationinthis case: 2. Transmitted to the Justice Minister, one.
JEren'tually-emendatire fu1_ction, that of the 3. Transmitted to the Legislation Minister,
function exercised. As to this matter,.see Ch. one.
vi. LF_ISLA_URE,Section 29, _)Iembers' .M_tioJ_. 4. Kept in the Registry of the Immediate

Enacted. Judicatory, one.
5. Dehvered to each Appellant or set of

ART. 5. If, on the occasion in question, the Appellants, _oining in the same ]nter_vretatio_
Appellant has the assistance of a Prqfessional pcq)er, one.
Lawyer, as per Ch. xxiii., there will be the less 6. Delivered to the party or parties Re-
need of any such anxiety, as per Art. 3, on the spondent, one.
part of the Judge. ]i, for want of appropriate 7. Kept by the Judge, in his individual ca_
knowledge, judgment, or active aptitude, the pacity, one.
Appellant appears to be not sufficmntly quali- Enavtive.
fled to do justice to his own cause, and at the
same time not unable to bear the expense of ART. 11. _rhen, upon cognizance taken by
professional assistance, the Judge will, if he him of the Appeal, the conflicting interpreta-
sees reason, advise the procuring such assis- tions come to be decided upon by the Appel-
tahoe: if in his view, through want of pecuniary late Judge, be wilt, by his signature, adopt
means, such inability has place, he will call in and give his sanction to such of them, if any,
the assistance of the Eleemosynary Advocate, as in his opinion is the proper one; or, as per
as per Ch. xx. ; or the E/eeumsynary .Advocate Art. 2, add an Interpretation paper of his
may in such case, of his own accord, interpose own; or, as per Art. 4, an .Amendme_-nec/a-
and proffer his assistance, tiring paper. The instrument in and by which

these same matters are communicated, will be
Enactive. termed T£e Judge .,4TTdlate's Contested Inter-

AnT. 6. The two concomitant and opposite _retation _t_eport.

interpretations being thus drawn up, the _Re- E_mctive.
istrar will cause the Appellant to authenticate
/s interpretation by his signature ; in ease of ART. 12. Every such Judge Appellate's Cvu-

refusal, mention thereof will be entered, vsted I_lerpretation .Report, will be drawn up
by the Registrar of the Appellate Judicatory,

_:navfive. under the direction of the Judge, and exem-
ART. 7. Concurrence in this way in the au- pints of it be disposed of as follows:--

thentication of an .Appellant's Interpretation 1. Transmitted to the Justice Minister, one.
paper, as above, will be among the conditions 2. Transmitted to the Legislation Miuister_
without which, no Appeal on the ground of law one.
will, by the Registrar of the Immediate Judi- 3. Retre-transmitted to the Immediate Ju-
c_tory, be traJa_mitted to the Appellate Judi- dicatory, one.
catory. 4. Kept in the Registry of the Appellate

Judicatory, one.
.Enac21ve. Expositive. 5. Transmitted to the party or parties Ap-

ART. 8. C_ted Interpretation t_eport. Of pellant, one or more, as per Art. l 0.
everyease,inwhichany suchpairof opposite 6,Transmittedto the partyor partiesRe-
interpretations has place_ the Registrar_ nnder spondent, one.
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7. Kept by the Judge Appellate for his own
USe s one,

ART. |8. In each of two suits having pla_
.Enactive. between different parties on different grounds_

ART. 13. Justice Minlater's Contested Inter- and having no communication with one an-
_reZation J_port. In the same manner the other,--it may happen that of the same word
Justice M[inister will fro,me and transmit his or passage, interpretation has been given, and
Contested Interpretrc_ion/_eTort to the Legisla- that, as in the ease oi the same suit, as per
tion Minister, for the use of the Legislature. Art. 17, the two proposed Amendments have

been different from each other and conflicting.
.Enactire. tlatioeinatire. Of these cases, at the end of his said .An-

AnT. 14. That, in the progress of the above _ual interpretation .Diversity Reloort , the Jus-
Reports from the Immediate Registry to the tice Minister will subjoin a separate Table
Legislature, no unnecessary delay may have wherein the several words or passages which,
place, the Registrar will, at each office, be in the course of the year, have been respec-
careful to set down upon his Register, as well tively, as above, the subject of conflicting
as upon the face of each Report respectively, amendments, on the occasion of different suits,
the day on whichit was received at his office, will be exhibited, with the conflicting amend-
and the day on which it was therefrom trans- ments respectively applying to them : mention
mitted, will therein be made of the several function-

aries, himself included, by whom they are re-
zEnact_ve, speetively proposed; in each instance, any such

" AnT. 15. Contested InterTretation Committee. remarks as he may see reason to make, being
:For the consideration of all such Contested ln- subjoined.
terpretation Reports, as shall, as above, have
been received by the Legislation Minister,-- JEnaatlve.
the Legislature will have provided, and kept ART.19. Of every amendment thus adopted,
in constant exercise, a standing committee, the effect will by the Judge be confined to
under the appellation of The Contested Inter- such suits, as shall thereafter be instituted :
19retatio_ Committee. retroactive effect_ none.

.Enactire. SECTmNXX.
ART. 16. At the end of [ ] days after

receipt of a Justice Minister's Contested lnter- Judges' Jeventually-emendative Function.

Ioretation _t_eport by the said committee, (if Expositive.within that time no motion has therein been
made for the taking such Report into consi- AR_. 1. In Cb. xi. MINISTERSSSVERALLY,
deration,) the interpretation, if any, which has Section 2, Legislation Minister, Art. 20 to 24,
been sanctioned or proposed by the Justice mention has been made of the conditions on
Minister, shall be considered as adopted by which, and the mode in which, by the tacit
the Legislature, and corresponding amend- consent of the Legislature, an amendment,
ment, directive or re-editive, as the case may proposed by a Judge Immediate, will, as if
appear to require, be, by the Legislation Mi- proposed by a Member of the Legislature, and
nister, (subject to direction by the Legislature adopted, receive the force of law, and be ag-
and the Contested Interpretation Committee,) gregated to the body of the laws. So also, in
applied to the part or parts in question of the Section 19, Cvntested.interpretation-reporting
Pannomion, as per Ch. xi. MINlSVERSsErE- function has been delineated, the mode in
RA_LY,Section _, Legislation _linister. which adoption may be given to any interpre-

Ena_tire. .Expo_tlve. ration proposed by a Judge for any portion ofthe text of the law; that is to say, for an
ART. 17. Justive Minister's Mnnual Inter- amendment in respect of form, to be applied

pretation Diversity Table and t_po_. On the to it • the intended matter, or say import of itj
view taken by him of the several Contested remaining thereby unchanged.
Interpretation Reports, it will be among the i Mntat_s mutandi_, as below, in like manner
cares of the Justice Minister to take special is provision hereby made for amendments oft-
note of all instances, if any, in which, upon ginating in the judicial authority, in respect
one and the same word or passage, in any arti- of matter.
cle of the Pannomion, different interpretations
have been put, in different Judicat_ries, Ira- .F_naetiva.
mediate or Appellate; and from them, on the ARt. 2. Here follows the _ of bri_ginej
last day of every year, or oftener, he will foru_rd the proposed amendment. When, in
transmit to the Legislation Minister an aggre- any part of the law, the need of amendment
gate Report, styled the Justive Minister's.tin- presents itself, on the occasion of a suit brought
_uallnterpretationDiversit_ llelP_rt: in which, before him, to any such judge, as having place,
in a tabular form, all those several instances --he draws up, according to one or other of
of diver,xty _tand expressed, the forms mentioned in Ch. xi. Section 2: to
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wit, the _rec_ee, or the re-eCho---the amend- The result becomes the proposition of him, t_
meat, which to him seems most suitable. In said Judge Immediate, and is dealt with, a_
open Judic_tory, the Government Advocate, above, per Arts. 2, g, 4.
and the Eleemosynary Advocate being present, E_t¢.
he thereupon consults them, by reading, or
causing to be read to them, the tenor of such ART. 6. On receipt of his exemplar, the
his amendment, with his reasons annexed : and Registrar of the Appellate Judicatory marks
calls upon them respectively to mark on the on it the day when received. Describing it
paper one or other of the several responses by the designation of the article or articles to
signified by the words -Approved, -Acquiesced which it applies, he sends notice to the Jus-
_n, or .D._approvext; giving to each of them, tice Minister of the reception given to it by
if desired, any such cons_d¢ra_ion t_me, as, upon the Judge Appellate, as signified by the words
their application respectively, he shall have -Approved, zl_quiesced in, or ])/_pproved :
deemed requisite, which words arc expected to be written by

the hand of the Judge. So likewise another
Enact_ve. such notice to the Legislation Minister. If

ART. 3. Transmission of thepropo#ed amend- within consideration time, as per Art. 2, and
_t t_ the superord'_nate authorities. At the ' Ch. xi.._ectmn 2, Art. 53, no such notice to the
end of such vonslderation-time, the judge Ira- contrary has been received by the Le_'islation
mediate transmits to his several supererdi- Minister, the amendment is considered as ac-
nares, to wit, the Judge Appellate of his dis- quiesced in by the Judge Appellate and Jus-
trier, and the Justice Minister, exemplars of a tice Minister respectively.
Report, under his signature, containing the Enactive.
proposed amendment : on each such exemplar
is marked under his signature the response of ART. 7. In like manner, the Justice Minis-
the Government Advovate as above, or else a ter, after receipt of his exemplar, causes notice
declaration of the invitation given, and time to be given to the Legislation Minister.
allowed to him, or in his absence to the senior ,Enactive.
in office of his Deputes permanent, and the
lapse of the time without response received; and ART. 8. If, within aonsideration time, as per
so in the case of the Eleemosynary .Advocate. Art. 2, notice of disapproval has been received

by the Legislation Minister, from either the
_na_tive. Judge Appellate or the Justice Minister, re-

ART. 4. Of such proposed amendment, with jeetion is the consequence : if from neither_
the responses,--or declaration of non-response adoption.
as above,---constituting an Emendation-aug- _nav_v¢.
gearing l:_eport, exemplars will thereupon be
thus disposed of:-- A_a_. 9. So, if, within such vons/derat/o_

1. Transmitted to the Appellate Judicatory, time, a motion for the taking the amendment
one, with the day when sent marked on it. into consideration has been made by a mere-

2. Transmitted to the Justice Minister, with ber of the Legislature, and by another second-
the like mark, one. ed, the aggregation of it to the body of the

3. Transmitted to the Legislation Minister, laws remains suspended, until the result of
with the like mark, one. such motion has been determined.

4. Kept in the Registry, one. .Enact_ve. Instructional
5. Kdpt by the Judge for his own use, one.

ARt. 10. When an extraneous amendment
Enac$iv_. is thus submitted to the Judge, it matters not

Al_. 5. Mode of bringing forward the amend- whether the applicant has or has not a parti-
ment, by the instrumentality of all individual cular interest in its adoption-
special applicant.--The individual having taken
note of the article or articles, which to him _nae_ive. I_,tructional. l_atlo_i_iw.
appear as standing in need of amendment, and ART. 11. Nor yet whether any explanations
being desirous to procure, by the anthority of given on the occasion be true in fact. Not
the Judge Immediate, under the eyes of his but that, for the purpose of giving additlen_-
supererdinates, the adoption of such amend- clearness to the conception conveyed by him
meat accordingly,--he frames his proposed of the nature of the demand for the amend-
amendment, employing either the directive, or meat, the applicant may, on his responsibi-
the re-editive mode, as per Ch. xi. M_s_ns lity in case of falsehood, state the details of
S__rSm_Ly, Section 2, Legislatian Minister. any individual case, in which he himself, or
This proposed amendment, the judge, after any other party, has a particular interest.
hearing what he thinks fit to hear from the Bat, as to the adoption or rejection of the
mouth of the proposer in support of it, either thus proposed amendment, the Judge need not
l'ejects simply, or adopts simply, or adopts regard himself as bound by any opinions formed
with any such s_per-ame_dme_, subtractive, by him respecting the truth of amy such state-
a_lditive_orsubstitutive, astohimseemspreper, meats :for, onlyto the _/_/_ofthe cave, not
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to any individual fa_, separately considered, amendments sheuld increase in number, in such
will any such amendment apply itself : ac- sort as to occupy a greater portion of the time
eordingly, not being considered as constitut- of Judges than can be conveniently allotted for
ing evidence, the matter of such statement this collateral purpose, it will be among the
need not (unless the Judge thinks fit)beentered cares of the Legislature to repress the excess
on the record, by annexation of such conditions as shall be

deemed apposite : requiring, for example, on.bJnactirc.
every occasion, in addition to the applicant, re*

ART. 12. If, however, I*._adoption of the spensiblelawpractitionersathischoice,innum.
proposed amendment depends in any degree bet proportioned to tile exigency of the case.
on the truth of any allegation of the proposer's,
m relation to any matter of fact, such allega- Instructional
#ion will be considered as evidence ; and, for ART. 18. In the exercise of this same even-
ensuring the verity of it, the same securities tually emendative function, the Judge will
will apply as in the case of a piece of evidence have in consideration the local extent which it
delivered on the occasion of a suit. appears to him proper to be given to any re-

gulation on that occasion proposed by him :
J'_nactire. observingwhether the circumstances, by which

ART. -13. To an amendment proposed, as the demand for it is constituted, are peculiar
above, by an individual applicant, his name will to his own territory, common to all the judi-
be attached, of course, unless the contrary be cial territories of the state, or peculiar to such
his desire, or such other territory or territories; and these

Enactire. distinctions she will bring to view, in his Mello-
ration-suggesting, or say _Emendation-suggest_mJ

ART. 14. An amendment proposed by a J_eport.
Judge Depute, permanent or occasional, will
not be transmitted, without the approval or i lnstructlonal.
acquiescence of the Judge Principal, as attested AnT. 19. On this occasion, he will pay par-
by his signature, tieular and separate attention to the field o_

_Procedure.
.Enactive. Iiatioc_nat_re.

ART. 15. Only for some alleged oversight in Instructional.
the wording, in consequence of which the words AnT. °0. To these same distinctions, refer-
employed fail, it is supposed, of being expres- ence will moreover be made by the Judge Ap-
sive either of the desire actually entertained pellate, in the Report made by him upon the
by the legislature, or of the desire which it is Judge Immediate's JE_nendation-_gge*ti_, or
believed would have been thereby entertained, ,]lelioration-sug.qesting .Rej_orts.
if the circumstances mentioned as forming the
ground of a justificative cause of the demand Instructional.
for the amendment had been respectively ART.21. So likewise by the Justice Minis-
present to its mind,_only for amendments of ter, in the Reports made by him thereupon
this description is it expected that any such to the Legislature.
proposition, if made, wall be received by the
Judge. For if it be in respect of the design J_nacti_e. Instructional
and policy of the law that a change presents ART. '22. On the occasion of any such pro-
itself as beneficial, an appropriate authority posed amendments or new.regulations on the
more competent to the reception of the sup- subject of procedure, the Justice Minister will
posed amendment, is the Legislature. have special regard to the demand for uni-

formity, as in the case of contested interpreta-
,Enactive. .Ratlocinat_ve. tion, as per Section 19, Contested-interpretatio_-

A_T. 16. In the event of its being deemed reportingfunaien: totheend that, in the parti-
frivolous by the Judge Immediate, to whom it culare in question, uniformity and diversiformi-
is submitted, lest by accident or design the ty, according to the demand for these qualities
disposable time of the Judicatory should be respectively, may, in the several judicial terri-
occupied in waste, and, with or without de- series of the state, be created and preserved.
sign, denial or considerable delay of justice be
produced, every person whose signature is l_atloclnative.
_ttached to sueh proposed amendment is re- ART. 23. Objection. Supposing this function
epensible for it, satisfactionally or punitionally, conferred, it will be in the power of a Justice
or in both ways, as the ease may require, in Minister, without need of assistance, other
like ma_aner as for a frivolous and vexatious than that of one Judge Immediate and one
miit, as per _Provedure Code. Judge Appellate,to go out of his proper sphere,

and form a party in opposition to the Legistw
IzaxuaionaL ture, by bringing on the carpet this or that at-

ART. 17. If, at any time, in any Judica- raagement,--on this or that peat of the field of
tory mrJudieatoriee, such exmmeouspreposed law, on which the public mind is already tak-
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lug, or may be brought to take an interest,-- thorization, and execution of contrite, as be-
dangerous to public tranqnilllty: evil conse- tween individual and individual.
quence, the community kept in a state of per- 3. Topics relative to the interpretation, au-
petu_ ferment, thorization, and effectuation of conveyances.

Answer. The evil will work its own cure.
To any annoyance from this source,it would re- .E_actlve. R,atiocinative.
mainin the power of the Legislature with every ART. 26. In case of emendation by appoint-
desirable facihty, to put an end at any time. ment of punishment where as yet there is none,
Measures of severity necessary, none. A simple to wit, on the discovery of a maleficent quality
determination not to take the matter in ques- as being possessed by an act of this or that de-
tion, for a subject of discussion, would suffice: seription, not yet by prohibition aggregated to
once expressed, it would without difficulty be i any class of ofl_ncos,--apply not any retroac-
renewed as often as the obnoxious proposition I tire punishment : do not apply pain, in the
made its appearance. Sufficient for the pro- [ character of punishment, to any one, by whom
duction of this effect, would be the motion of 1such act of newly discovered maleficence_ ha_
one member, seconded by one other, and ac- i been performed.
ceded to by a majority of the remainder. No i ]. The only use of punishment is prevention
impression could the supposed turbulent fune- I of similar maleficent acts, (maleficence having
tionary--the Justice Minister--make on the I place in this case by the supposition,) which
legislative body, unless there were in that ] otherwise would have been committed. But
body, a party actuated by wishes to the same I this good effect may as surely be accomplished
effect : and if there were, of no evil in tlfis by prohibition, w_tlmut punishment, i. e. by the
shape would the function thus conferred on the announcement of punishment as about to be in-
functionary in question, be productive: the flicted, in theeventofa_yrepetitionofthema_e-
case being that it would equally have place flcent act, as by prohibition _/th punishment.
without him. His means of influence are not 2. On the other hand ; of the infiction of
so great as those which belong to every mere- punishment without warning in any one such
her of the Legislature. To every member be- case, an effect liable to be produced is, the
tong the rights of audition, argumentation, and sense of insecurity, resulting from the breach
motion, in the Assembly : to the Justice Min- of the general rule :--no punishment for any
ister, not one of those rights : and had he even sort of act, to which, in the existing state of
every one of them, he would be little higher the law, punishment may not be seen to be al-
than upon a pax with every other member of ready attached, the supposed maleficent act be-
the A_embly. ing already included under some denomination

I_aCructional. _a$iocinative. Expositive. of offence.
ART. 24. Examples of the topics which pre- Enactire.

sent themselves as being in a more particular ART.27. But the inhibition as to the in-
manner liable to give birth to inconvemence in fiiction of retroactive punishment, does not ex-
this shape, are as follows :-- tend to the abstraction of the profit from the

1. Topics belonging to political economy, maleficent act.
Instance, quantity and quality of encourage-
ment and discouragement, absolute and compa- J:_atiocln_t_re.
rative,preper robe applied to the several distin- ART. 28. Correspondent to, and concemi-
gaishabte branches of productive industry :--to taut with, the profit to the maleficent agent
be applied,--whether directly for that same from the maleficent act, will be loss, or say
purpose, or indirectly and unavoidably, on the pain of privation, or suffering in some other
occasion of taxation for the purpose of revenue, shape, to some one else. The consequence is,

2. Topics belonging to the relation of the that by forbearing to produce suffering on the
state in question, to foreign states, part of the maleficent agent, suffering, and

3. In the case of a federative Government, probably to a greater amennt_ would be pro-
topics belonging to the relations between this duced on the part of some person, to whom
or that state_ and this or that other, or between no maleficence is so much as hnputed : and
this or that state_ and the whole nation, thus by forbearance to produce on the part of

the maleficent agent, the suffering attendant
Instructional. Ezjvos_tive. on the obligation to disgorge the profit_ no net

ART. 25. Examples of topics, in rc]atien to saving of suffering would be produced.
which, the allowance of such extraneous up- In so far as from the maleficent act in ques-
plica_ous, affords the best premise of being tion, damage to an individual is produced, the
conducive to the melioration of the body of the provision thus made, for the extraction of the
t_w, are as follows :-- profit of the maleficent act, for the purpose of

1. Topics relative to the laws having for transferring such profit to the p_rty wrengedx
their object the affording security to the per- is, in other words, a provision ordaiuing corn-
son, property, reputation, or condition in life pensatioa to be pro tanto made :accordingly,
of individuals, in this case, for the reason just aadgned, mako

2. Topics relative to the interpretation, au- ing of compeus&tion ought to be ordained.
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In a word, though in such a ease applica-
tlon will not be to be made of the punitive re- Enactiw.
reedy, yet application will be to be made of the ART. _. In this case, he will proceed thu_.
satisfa_tive, and thence, in so far as the nature If, at the time when the supposed injustice has
of the case admits, of the compensative remedy, manifested itself to his eyes, the whole of the

But moreover, in the case in which by the evidence which the individual case, as stated
maleficent act in question, no loss or suffer- by the applicant, furnishes, has been elicited,
ing in any shape had been produced on the he will issue, at the same time, three pair of
part of the individual, (the maleficent act be- decrees : each pair composed of an opinative,
ing of a purely public nature, as for instance, and the correspondent imperative decree, as
an act by which a defalcation from the mass per Section 9 : one pair, for giving execution
of public property had been effected ;) still, and effect to the law as it stands ; a second,
even in this case, extraction should be made ibr giving execution and effect to the law as it
of the profit of the offence. For, in the first will stand, if the amendment, which he there-
place, to the public at large, from the addition upon proposes, is adopted ; a third, for stop-
made from this source, to the aggregate of the ping the execution of both, until the will of
public stock, the same beuefit is produced as the legislature shall have been made known.
is produced by a profit to the same amount It is by the issuing of this last pair, that the
from any other source. But whatsoever may Judges' sist_tive function will have been exer-
be the danger produced by this abstraction of eised: of the two first mentioned, the one or
profit, scarcely can any correspoudent alarm the other follows, according to the decision of
be said to be concomitant with it. Where is the legislature, as made known by the recep-
the alarm that would be produced by the per- tion given to the Emendation-eug#estin U Repc_rt.
suasion, though it were universally shared--
shared by every man,--that in the event of .Enactive.
his succeeding in the reaping of a profit, from ART. 4. Conditions necessary on each ec-
a maleficent act, at the expense of the public, casion to warrant the exercise of this function
though he will not be subjected to any ulte- are the following :--
rior suffering, he will not be left in possession 1. That, from execution, if given, to the law,
of any such undue profit _. In a word, that damage and injustice, whieh, but for sueh stop-
though he will not be a loser by the mischief, page would not be excluded, would, in some of
which he will have done, yet, neither will he the therein assigned shapes, or probably might,
]lave been a gainer, ensue.

As to the application of the preventive and 2. That, from the exercise so given to thi_
suppressive remedies, in this case, see Section function, no damage so great seems equally
21, J_dges' Sistitive, c_rsay _Execution-staying likely to ensue, as from the non-exercise of it.
function. 3. That, of this same sistitive function, the

exercise be accompanied by a corresponding
SECTIONXXI. exercise given to the Eve_uaUy-emendative,

function, in such sort that express reference of
i the case to the will of the legislature be made,

Judges' Sistitive, o_ say Exeout_on-_ay_ng
Function. as above.

JEnactlve.
Expositive. I ART.5. In the tenor of the slstitive decreo

ART. 1. By the Judges' _ecutlon-s_yi_, or I or mandate, the description of the time of its
say si_itire or suspensive function, understand '. continuance may be in these words,--unle_
the exercising, for special cause the function, by ! and until, on view of this order, the legislature
the exercise of which a stop, and eventually an r. shall have ordained otherwise.
end, is put to that execution and effect which Enact_z_.
he would otherwise hold himself bound to give
to this or that provision of the Pannomion. ART. 6. Of every such pair of decrees, as

per Art. 3, exemplars will aecempauy those of
JExposit_ve. Enavti_. the corresponding ]Emendation-sugge_ing _Re-

ART.2. Such special cause is, the observa- port_ as per Section 20, Art. 4.
tion made by him of something in the law,
which, having appeared to him to be an im- Y_ruc_.
perfection, such as, in ease of execution and AnT. 7. On whatever oeeasion exercised, the
effect thereto given, will be productive of in- earlier the stage at which in the course of the
iustioe_ and thence of contravention to the in- suit it is exercised, the better : for example,
tentions of the legislature, has as such given upon the bare view of the law, antecedently
exercise to his EventuaUy-emendativefuuction, to any inquiry in the way of contestation_ as
as per Section 20. In such case, it is not only to the question of fact.
allowable to him, bat on his responeibility,
rendered incumbent on him_ to stay execution E_w_iw.

•_e_ordingly. Awr. 8. If, at the time of the observation
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made by the Judge, as above, the eZ_tat_on medical practitioner, who, seeing a person
of the evidence has not been completed, he may attacked in the street by a disorder, to the cure
in the ordinary course of procedure, to save of which immediate bleeding is necessary or
vexation and expense, stop such process until, contributory,has accordingly performed on him
as above, the will of the Legislature shall have that operation. By an adversary, he is prose-
been made known, cuted under this law. By the Judge, exeeu-

JEnactir_. tion of it (suppose) is refused. Now, by this
refusal is produced a retroactive effect ; and_

ART. 9. If, however, by the result of the in consequence, in the breast of the adversary,
judicial examination of an applicant, or other- a pain of disappointment. Less, however, will
wise, it shall appear to him that evidence, he the evil composed of this pain, than the
material to the giving effect to the application evil composed of the punishment, if inflicted
(should the order of the Legislature require on the practitioner, by whose intervention a
him to give effect to the law as it stands) life has been preserved; and by whose punish-
would, by the delay in question, be in danger ment the public mind would naturally be
of being lost,---he will, at the instance of the impressed with sympathy as towards the suf-
applicant, continue the collection thereof un- lurer ; antipathy, as towards all those con-
til it shall have been completed : but, in this cerned in the production of the suffering; and
case, he will give warning to the applicant, terror on each one's own account, and that of
that it is at the peril of co_ts of suit, and corn- his friends, in rebpect of their exposure to the
peasation for the delay and vexation, that what operation of laws so framed.
he so insists on will be done ; and for securing
eventual payment, he will, as upon occasions in Instructional. Exer_plific_ational.
the ordinary course, as per Procedure Code, AnT. 12. 2. Case II. A contract: the
take such arrangements as the nature of the contract, for example, between the Merchant
ease, and the situation and circumstances of I and the Jew of Venice : fabulous, it will not
partiesmay require, be less explanatory than if real. Money lent :

on failure of repayment by a certain day,.Ratiocinative.
power to creditor to cut from debtor's bedy a

ART. 10. When, by exercise given to the pound of flesh from any part, at creditor's
Judges' sistitive function, execution, to a por- choice. Regarding this contract as being of
tion of law as it stands, has been, as above, the number of those, by observance of which
refused, the effect of such refusal will be liable greater evil would be done than by the breach,
to be retroactive: disfnlfdling thus an engage- the Judge proceeds, as above, transmitting
ment, which (though, as supposed, through proposed amendment, as per Section 20, and
oversight) had been entered into by the law. for suspension, issuing the three pair of de-
Here then comes a dilemma. Giving execu- crees, as above, Art. 3. True it is, that of
tion and effect to the law as it stands, the these suspension decrees, if confirmed by the
Judge, by the supposition, renders himself, in Legislature, namely by tacit consent given to
his own conception, instrumental in the corn- the proposed judiciary amendment, the effect
mission of an injustice : refusing so to do, he will, as in Case I., be r_roactiw. But in this
disfutfills an engagement entered into by the second case, the retroactivity is at the least
law, and thereby also commits an injustice : not less irreproachable than in Case I.
weakening, in a certain degree, it may be
feared, the confidence reposed by the people Instructional.
inthegeneraltrustworthinessofthelaw. But, ART. 13. By these means will, and by no
that which the people look to, at the hands of other means can, the practice of etrai_ed con-
the Legislature and the Judiciary together is struction in judicature, with its all-pervading
_the fulfilment of salutary ordinances, and no and boundless evils, be eradicated. By that
ethers : not the production of evil by admis- practice, in proportion as the prevalence of it
aion or omission of this or that word in a taw, is known, men's confidence in the effect of the
through inadvertence or otherwise. What law, and in the disposition of the judiciary,
may, therefore, be reasonably looked for, is--- cannot but be proportionably weakened. To
that, by giwng execution and effect to the ira- lawyers this is no evil, but a good : for by it
perfectly expressed portion of law in ques- encouragement is afforded to the maintenance
tion, a severer shock would be given to the pub- of litigation on the wrong side. But, to all
lie Confidence, than by forbearing so to do. but lawyers, it is an evil of the first magni-

Instructional. .Exernplifu_ationaL tude, the sense of security being in proportionto the extent to which its existence is known
ART. 11. Under this dilemma,--for mini- or suspected, weakened by it. Neither is it

mlzaticn of the evil, the Judge will take such in anytolerabledegree, adequate as to anygood
course as shall have been indicated by the cir- purpose, by which it can be supplied with a
eumstances of the individual ease: examples reason or a pretence. At one time, the Judge
are as follow: will not employ this faculty : his responsibility_

1. Case L A pe.al case. The law so inap. real or imaginary, deters him : while, of any
positely peaaed,asto subject to punishment a evil which may ensue from the non-employ-
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ment of it,the odium willfall,he sees,not neithercan the Judge,any more than any
upon him,but upon theLegislature: atano- foreigner,contributeanypoliticalpowertothe
thertime,you have a Judge who wouldera- adoptionofwhat he has thusproposed: and,
ployitinfavourofa suitortowhom he were besideshis two superordinatesabove-men-
favourable,but_/llnotemployitinfavourof tioned,any two members when theproposal
thesuitorin questionstowhom he isadverse,comesbeforethe Legislature,which iswlmt

I_tru_tional. Expo6iti_e. Exemplificat_onal. it cannot fail to do,--any two members, each atthe expense of no more thanthree or four words_
ART. 14. A case, alluded to in Art. I l, may will suffice for defeating the proposal alto-

afford an example : it is that of a law against gether: nor can it take effect during the sleep
assassination, converting, by looseness of ex- of the Legislature, for, directly delivered and
pression, into a mortally punishable crime, perpetually renewed mementos are provided
the act of him who has drawn blood in the for keeping that body awake.

streets : thus a surgeon who, on seeing a man Inxtruvtloaal. iV_atio¢inati_s.
fall into a fit, bleeds him, is prosecuted--the
Judge, if honest and timid, construes the law ARt. 18. As to the unlimitedness, true it is,
accordhlg to the letter, reluctantly : if adverse that, on the field of legislation, to this.power,
to the surgeon, and to such a degree dishonest, such as it is, no limits are here set : no less
gladly, true is it, that an attempt to set any such

limits would be a task of no small difficulty.
Instructional. Expositive. JEzemplifieational. On the other hand, not less true will it be seen

ART. 15. This sort of case will have place to b% that, as to any such limits, there would
as often, for example, as, in a penal law, a re- be neither need nor use. That which could
quisite justificatire or exzmptive cause has been not be done without great difficulty and corn-
omitted to be established: or in a non-penal plication by definition, will be done without
law, having for its subject, contracts in gone- any difficulty by practice--by experience.

ral, or a particular species of contract, an I_structional. .P_atlov_uative.axoueratire clause.
ART. 19. Wherever, through oversight, a

In_tru_tlonat. _l_t$oa$aativs. clause, or a word, adverse to the general de-
ART.16. Objections answered. Objections sign of the law, has crept in, all persons whose

liable to present themselves are the follow- views the design suits, will be glad to see the
ing :-- oversight repaired. This is what, without

"1. In this way, the legislative and judicial trouble to any of them, the Judge could do for
powers are confounded--united in one and the all of them : this is what, without more or less
same set of hands--and of the legislative power trouble if at all, they could not do for them-
itself, the two elementary powers, the initia- selves. So far, therefore, as a Judge is seen
tire and the consummative." to be thus occupied, so far his amendments

"2. The legislative power thus given to the will be well received and employed. On the
members of the judiciary extends over the other hand, should it ever happen to a Judge
whole field of legislation : no limits are, or can to be seen abusing this liberty, by employing
be, set to it." it in making encroaehments from his own re-

3. By the eventually-emendative and sisal- gion into that which is above him, jealousy
tivefunctions together, the preinterpretative,(as would be awakened, and the project crushed.
to which see Section 22,) is rendered useless." "This," (would this or that member say to

this or that other,)" this is not serving us : this
I_tstructional. J?xtt_ovinative. is setting up against us. This must be stopt :

ART. 17. Sueharethe objections. In each I willmoverejeetion, ffyouwillsecendme."
instance the incongruity pointed out will be
found to be only apparent, and not real. Instructional.

As to the initiative function here given to ARt. 20. To Judges, all this will be no less
Judges. This is no other than that which manifest, than to Legislators. Every Judge
is given not only to these same functionaries, will feel assured of being admitted to correct
but to every inhabitant of the state, and every oversights, and save himself tram being seen
inhabitant of the globe. Given it is with- acting in the odious character of an instrument
out any the smallest risk or inconvenience: of injustice. No Judge can hope to give birth
for, with the exercise given to the power, in this way to any independent and extensive
by the making of the proposal, the power measure.
ceases : no further power has the proposer, Any little miscalculation which, on such an
whoever he be, for the support of it. In the occasion, a man may have fallen into, the event
case of the Immediate Judge, true it is that, will, in all quietness, immediately set to rights.
coupled with the opinion of his superordinates
in the two grades, the mere inaction of the lnst_r_/(maL /_t/oo/na_/ve.
Legislature suffices for giving to his proposal A_T. 21. Neither to Judges Appellate, nor
the effect of law : in appropriate language for even to the Justice Minister, does it seem ne-
addin_gto his i_i_C/vc, the _summat/v¢. But_ cessary that this power lhould be granted.
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Not thatit is not desirableupen occasion, that in question,--the like security, together with
it should be exercised by them. What is desir- exemption from the vexation and expense i_
able, is, that it should be exercised by both of separable from litigation, in particular from
them ; but by both under the same checks as whatseevermighthaveotherwisebeonprodneed
those which apply to the situation of the Judge by elJeitation of evidence.
Immediate. In that of Judge Appellate, what-
ever alteration may happen to have presented .Enact_ve.
itself to a man's mind in the character of an ART.3. If to the Judge, it shall, on this ee-
amendment, it is not in the nature of things casion, appear, that, by a correspondent amend-
that he should be at a loss for a Judge Imra_- ment, ambiguity or obscurity may be cleared
d/ate to propose it for him ; still less, in the up, and that, by the benefit of such elearance_
still superior situation of Ju_icz _1ini_t_r. the evil, produced by the addition, if anyj

Instructional. t_atiocinative, made thereby to the bulk of the rule of action,
will be outweigbed,--he will accordingly make

ART.2"2. In the text, against abuse in every 1transmission of such proposed amendment toshape in which the powers attached to these the superordinate authorities, as per Section
functions are exposed to it, appropriate warn- 20, and Ch. xi. MInistERS SEVERALLY,Section
ings are givem But, supposing these waru- 2, Legirda_ion Minister.
ings ever so much beyond expectation inef- [
feetual, never could abuse approach to the I Instructional. _atioei_ative.
height, at which it as yet stands everywhere : t ART. 4. Note here, that need of interpreta-
nowhere so conspicuously as in the field of ! tion may have place, without deficiency on the
English law : Legislators and Judges being, by part of the Legislator in any point of appro-
habit, alike steeled against sensibility to the priate aptitude : without either sinister policy,

evils to which" they are continually,, giving I on his part, or relative ignorance, or _rroneous
birth. " What the eye does not see, says the I judgment, or so much as oversight : for, it may
proverb, "the heart does not rue." I be, that at the time of enactment, the reason

Necessary were all these functions, to the I of the case requiring a certain species of oh-
giving to the foren_io the intended simplicity of jeets to be included in the law, the existence
the domestb_'system of procedure, and the up- of no individual belonging to that species was
propriate aptitude, which, to the extent of its at the time realized, or could so much as have
powers, the only familiar, yet so craftily and been anticipated.
pertinaciously neglected system, possesses.

• " 1 Instructional.All this supposes the dominion of the on y
real law established over the whole field of ART..5. On this occasion, an evil against
law : all this supposes, sooner or later, corn- which the Judge and the several superordi-
pletely extirpated the spurious substitute, nate authorities will be on their guard, is--
sprung from necessity, nursed and kept on the the danger of doing injustice to other interests_
throne by artifice--the chimera, called by such which, by, or in consequence of, the statement
a multitude of names_ of which Common Law made by the applicant, may not have been
is one. sufficiently brought to view. Accordingly, no

such preinterpretation will the Judge ever
SEcures XXII. afford, without having taken effectual mea-

sures for preserving all such interests from
15reinterpretatire Funct_om being injured, for want of adequate faculty of

contestation and counter-evidence.
.Expositive.

ART. 1. To this function exercise is given, lnstruotional. _l?,atlovlncaive.
in so far as an application is by any person A_x. 6. At any rate, if the response, being
made, bringing to view a particular portion of in disfavour of the applicant, he acquiesces in
the Pannomion, and requesting to know of the it, here is a saving of evil on both sides : to
Judge, what, in ease of a suit thereupon the applicant, whatsoever vexation and ex-
grounded, will be the import by him ascribed pense would have accompanied the elicit_tion
to it, and the opinative decree pronounced of evidence on his side, and the eontestation
in COnsequence: all such other points in tbe thereof with or without counter-evidence, on
Pannomion as are deemed to bear upon the the adverse side : to him who would otherwise
point in question, being at the same time con- have been a defendant, the c_rrespondent
templated, vexation and expense, together with that of

the contestation on the point of law.
Enactive.

A_r. 2. In this case, if reasonable cause of Ena_ive. Instructional
doubt appears, the Judge will not refuse to AJaT.7. Against frivolous applications, on
the public the security, which, by the removal this as on other grounds, for sinister pu_,
of it, would be produced : nor to the applicant, such as that of inflicting vexation on the Judge,
_if so it be that he has any special interest or preoccupying his time for the purpose of
iu the import ascribed to the portion of law extinguishing evidence, or delaying ju_tioe_ in
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relationto thisor thatothersuitor suits,-
provisionby responsibility, compensational or E._pos_w.
punitienal, or both, as the case may require, ART. 2. Taken together, the cases provided
will be seen in the Procedure Code : of the for, by them, comprehend every shape in which
pecuniary responsibility, the produ_ may be imperfection can be imputed to any portion of
paid into the Equal J_stive Fund, a_ per See- law. Take the passage in question, whatever
tion 13, Justivefor the Hely)less, Art. 15. it be, if the party in question be dissatisfied

with it, it is either because he does not clearly
Iastruvt_onal. _Ra_iovlnat_w. conceive the import, nor therefore the 0ease-

ART. 8. Neither by the e_ntually-e_ne_ quences of it,--or because, entertaining a con-
dat/ve function, nor by the sistitive function, ception, correct or more or less incorrect, of
nor by both together, can this same preinter- the import, he regards it with disapprobation;
pretation be said to be rendered useless. Need in the first ease, either he finds himself unable
of preinterpretation may have place, where to assign to it any import at all, in which case
neither in matter nor in form, can imperfec- obscurity is the appellation of the imperfection
tion be justly imputed to the work of the Le- he ascribes to it; orhe finds his judgment and
gislature. At the time of enactment (suppose) expectation hang in suspense between two or
the state of things in question, though lying more imports in which ease ambhju_ty is the
within the reason of the law, neither was in I appellation of it.
existence, nor could have come under the con-

ltemplation of the law-makers. I_truct_oaal.
Moreover, what is clear to one man, may be ART. 3. Beneficial effects endeavoured and

obscure or ambiguous to another : and many expected to be produced by these arrange-
a man, to whose anxiety it would be an ines- meats, and in the character of reasons, opor_t-
timable relief, to be assured what, on the point ing in recommendation of them are the fol-
in question, the opinion of the Judge would lowing :--
be,--might feel himself altogether iucompe- 1. Preserving for ever from deterioration
tent to sit in judgment on the work of the Le- whatsoever symmetry comes to have been
gislature, and declare that it is or is not well- established as between the several Codes ill
adapted to the purpose. No amendment will the _Pannomion, and their several parts.
a judge take upon himself to propose to the 2. Minimizing and indefinitely retarding_
Legislature, where he himself sees not any theneed ofconsolidatien laws: remedies whichj
ground for doubt, nor hesitation as to the how necessary soever, can never be applied_
course be ought eventually to take. Yet, in a without more or less difficulty and inconveni-
ease of this sort, by a response, howsoever un- ence.
favourable to his hopes, the mind of an appli- 3. Preserving the Pannomion, in proportion
cant may be set at rest, and, to parties on both as the parts of it are brought into existence,
sides, as above, the eventual vexation and ex- from being infested, and its usefulness im-
pease of litigation saved, paired, by masses of that very sort of spurious

and excrementitious matter, which it was ori-
Iustruvtional. ginally employed to take the place of : matter,

ANT.9. So, where,forthepointinquestion, no eomposedofmasses of the socalled common la_v,
l_rticular prevision appears to have been made i in the shape of Reports of judicial decisions,
in any part of the law; in this case, the subject professed to be grounded on the law, together
matter of preinterpretation will be--not this or with dissertations, grounded partly on the
that particular article of the law, but the whole genuine text, partly on this spurious matter_
body of the law taken together. The interpre- and succeeding one another without end.
tative function, cannot plant certainty in any It is for want of such an institution, that in
part of the field of law, without the previous this respect the condition of France, since the
toil of litigation : by the preinterpret_tive prodigious improvement received from Buena-
function, that same benefit 1nay be obtained parte's Codes, has been continually growing
without being clogged with any of that hither- worse and worse. Not more than a dozen
_o inseparable burthen, years have those five Codes been in authority,

and already the field is crowded, the coneep-
SECrmN XXIII. tion of the people perplexed, and uncertainty

.Jppllcatlon of Seetlons 19, 20, 21, and 22, to continuallyrendered moreuncertainbyswarms
t_ several Codes of the _Pa_mion_ and to of commentaries.
_n_d, tten Law. _TnstrY_tionaZ.

Expositive. A_v. 4. Other good effects, but presenting
ART. 1. In these four sections taken toge- themselves in a shape less tangible and pen-

ther, completion is given to the design corn- derable, are the following :_
meneed in Ch. v. COnSTITUtiVe,Section 6, con- 1. In matter as well as form, the general
tinned in Ch. vi. LF,61SLATURE, Section l, and texture of the Code improved : improved, to
further continued in Ch. xi. M_N_S_ZaSssv_o wit, by the necessity which all persons_ who
_L_ Section 2. engage in the task of endeavouring to ai_plY
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alteration or give initiation to law, will find I 8. Liberating the people, from the yoko to
themselves under, of applying their attention, / which they have hitherto been subjected by
with care and precision, to tile very tenor of t the oplnlo'n trade : a trade carried on by law
every portion of the existing law, on which the practitioners, selling at high prices, guesses, at
proposed new matter bears ; thus renderm_ what in the case in question the Judge who-
necessary, to the hope of acceptance a terrain , ever he may happen to be, will peradventure
degree of skill on the part of the operator ; do. The simple course would be to ask the
and, in a proportion more or less considerable, Judge himself, and this is what under the here
repelling from the employment those who fail proposed system,any individuatis, on any ocea-
of being qualified for it. stun authorized to do; and tiffs by a question,

2. By the publicity of the proceedings, the to which, with or without reference to tim
attention of all persons by whom the Judica- Legislature, the Judge is bound to give re-
tories are frequented, (and in and by Ch. xvii. _-ponse.
JUDICI_.LINSPECTOlk% it will be seen how nu- The flmefions which in the production of
merous aa_dinfluential they cannot fail to be,) tbe_e two gn_,d effects have the principal share,
willbe so much the more frequently and closely are---the ere_taally-emendative_ as abov% and
applied to the business and forms of legisla- tim Fr_i_terl)retativc.
tion. In this particular, the magnitude of the 9. Exclu(ling_ or at any rate minimizing, the
advantage gained is as the number of the Ira- evil produ,,ibl_ by execution given to this or
mediate Judicatories, to the number of the that particular ordinance, rendered by over-
bodies occupied in the exercise of the powers slgt_t adverse t_, the general design of t!_e
of Legislation : that is to say, the Legislature whole body of the law, taken in the aggregate:
and the several sub-Legislatures, perhaps even to the desi_,ulof that same ordi-

3. Oftheme:nl:ers of the Leqis/ature itself, the nance itself.
attention so much the more frequently called to Ne(essary to the production of this effect_
the details of the process of legi-lation, was the addition of the t_rei_,oterpretatice, tu

4. In regard to the whole body of the Pan- those two other functions. To the infi-
nomion, maximizing the facility of its mclior- nitely extensive mass of fl_ture eontingeut evil,
atlon from all imaginable source_, apply the erentuatly-emendative and l)rei_-

5. Di,armlng,Judges of the arbltrary power lerpretati_e functions: to the present and to
offr_,stra_b,n and att_rat;,,a under the name the impending and l)aalo-juost-fature evil, the
of interl,rctat ;_J_: disarm_eg _hem of the power, i sistitlce.
by dive_ting them alto_zether, and for ever, of i
the l.*'et,_ee, tt_therw_in all plaee_ aud at all I I_*str_et_o_ml. 32_atlocinat_re.
times, ha_ this power been exere_.-ed : and, for- I Ant. 5. Under unwritten or common law

asmnch as, in the effects of the exer_u_e g_ve_ I itself, pure will be the benefit produced by ex-
to it, _ mixture of good with the evil beth/ ] erei,_e given to this same sistitive function •
frequeutly to be found ; and the g,,od the mo:t . pure from all danger of becoming _tloyed with
prominent of the two,--never _v_thent unan- fi0astiee. For, common law beinginthe whole
swerahle objections could it be either eo_,- mtreal, is in every part of it unknowable_ and
demned or justffied. By the here proposed of every.judgment pronounced on the groumt
means, now for the first time, the evil may be of it, the effect is accordingly retroactive : not
effectually excluded, and the good left pure. more indispntably_ nor more perniciously re-
Under the existing system, scarce can imagi- treactive, can be any such proposed sistitive
nation suggest the improper liberty which a rule.
Judge will not take with the declared will of Too deplorable in every country would the
a Legislature: under the here proposed sys- condition of the people be, if the benefit de-
tern, none will any Judge ever dare to take : rivable from the system of improvement were
for the sources of excuse, elsewhere so abuu- condemned to wait for _ distant an era as that
dant, will here be altogether wanting, of the complete extirpation of _o grievously op-

6. Securing identity to the import ascribed pressive and afflictive an intumescence.
to the law, in all judicial districts and subdis-
tricts,--instead of a d_versity, with no limit to In_vuctionaL 22_at_oci_at_re.
it, other than that of the number of subdis- Any. 6. The reason is no less decided in
tricts : securing tlms a perpetual and all era- favour of sistitlon, where, without any such
bracing unitbrmity of decision as between warrant as that which is here supposed to be
snbdistrict and snbdistrict, given by real law, stoppage of a decision that

Note that the flmctions, which, in the pro- would have been given on the ground of a sup°
duction of these six good effects have the prin- posed article of common law_ is made by the
cipal share, are the (b_*tested-b_t,'r2,retatio_- _re authority of a Judge. True it is that
reporting and the e_ent_mlly-eme_datirs, in this case uncertainty is produced : but by

7. Enabling each and every individual, on this uncertainty_ no certainty is destroyed;
every occasion, to learn in time what he may for _hat which has no existence cannot be
do, and what he cannot do, with safety : and ds_troyed : and some good is at the same time
what benefits he may expect from the law d_e ; whereas, by doing otherwise_ nothing
without being disappointed, but evil would have been done.

VoL. IX. 2 K
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Exe_zplificational. I path for the admission of an endless mass ofimprovement, but in return for this small
ART. 7. In English practice, a known dis- / labour no small additional dignity to the situ-

tiuetiou has place between deciding according i ation of the Judge himself.
to the str'_ct rules of law, and deciding accord- I In the here proposed Code, all imperfections
in q to the _nerits." By deciding according to ! in the rule of action are by all such means as
the strict rules, instead of according to the I the nature of the case afibrds endeavoured to
merits, is meant--deciding according to some i be as fast as they anywhere present themselves
rule, devised by sinister interest, as a pretence to notice, forwarded to the notice of the legis-
for deciding iu direct opposition to the justice i lature and the public, to the end that, as soon
of the case, on the ground of a mistake, made as possible they may be removed.
(perhaps for the purpose) by a copying clerk, In the tfitherto established systems, all such
or of something else which has not anything imperfections are anxiously kept out of sight,
more to do with the nature of the case. By that such of them as iu the eyes of rulers are
deciding according to the _nerits_ is meant de- favourable to their particular and sinister in-
tiding according to what, by any reasonable terests may be preserved.
person to whom tim judicial practice is uu- Even in the Anglo-American United States,
known, would be regarded as b_ng according with the exception of the Constitutional branch
to j_st'_ce, of law, into which irresistible necessity forced

improvement,--under the guidance of the law-
ExenTplificational. yer tribe, the great majority stall keep them-

ART. 8. A practice has of late sprlmg up selves on their knees befbre the emanations of

of making decisions according to what is re- the corrupt despotism, from which tlmy ha_e
garded as the merits, in opposition to what, emancipated themselves ; the impertbctions of
by the Judge who so decides, is declared as which are covered from observation by a chaos
being according to the strict rules of law. Of of common law, through which their optics
this practice, true it is---that the effect is bet- have never as yet been able to penetrate.
ter than that of deciding otherwise than ac-

cording to the merits. But how much better SECTIO._ XXIV.
the effect would be if the innovation were

authorized by real law, and accompanied by Judgeg non-Contestatio_ml-Eridence-EIicita-the obligation of making communications to
the Legislature, as in the here proposed mode, tion Function.

--is sufficiently evident. Proportionably so 1_nactive.
would be the merit of the Judge who, on pro-
nouncing his discourse, should declaredly give ART. 1. To the Judge Immediate, for all pur-
to the here proposed sole instrument of cer- poses of judicial procedure, belongs of course
ta_nty, the authority of his name. the evidence-elicitation function: exercisable_

as exercised antecedently t% and concomi-
l_atioclnatire. Exempl_fcatio_ml. tautly with, litiseontestation.

ART. 9. A lorelei admirer of English judi- Forthemodeofexercise, see Procedure Codel
nature, little thinks how effectually it is in the Ch. rift. JUDICIAL APPLICATIO._, Section 8--
power of a copying clerk, or his master, to sell .JTplication-.4ts Tu_Toses.
a pardon to the most atrocious criminal, or to

L'_mctlre.give to a defendant property to any amount
belonging to a plaintiff, by the instrumentality ART. 2. Among the purposes for which the
of these same strict rules of law. correspondent application may be made, is the

.Ratioclnatire. Exe_plificationaL obtaining the sort of_udieial service renderedby reception and registration given to orally,
ART. 10. On this occasion as on others, as or upon occasion scriptitiously delivered, evi-

often as any new arrangement for the pro- deuce, to whatsoever legal purposes eventually
motion of the public benefit is proposed, applieable.
comes the question--if such be its utility, how
happens it that in all this while, it has not, Expositive.
trader any established system,been ever carried ArtT. 3. The application may be either l.
into effect, or so much as proposed ._ To give Unilateral, or 2. Bilateral: unilateral, that is
a specific answer to any such question; must be to say on one side only ; in either case, having
left to the historian. All that in this place can for its object an eventual suit, determinate or
be done towards it is, to say in general terms, indeterminate.

that of this imperfection as of all others, the Expositive.cause may be seen in the want of identity of
interest between governed and governors. ART. 4. Bilateral, the application is made by

In these four sections taken together, by a two or more, the applicants having for their
slight addition made as above to the labours object the settlement of some individual dis-
of the Judge, will be seen to be given not only p_te,by the ascertainment of some fact or faets_

vast a,seist_noe to the legislator and an eaey on which it turns.
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In6tructional. E.rpos_tire. part and a second part. The first part com-
mences at 6 o'clock in the morning, and lasts

A_T. 5. In this case, the application is, with till 2 o'clock in the afternoon, containing thus
reference to the question of fact, analogous to ei:lht hours : the second part commences at 2
what, in the ease of the preinterpretative func- o'clock in the afternoon, and lasts till 10 o'clock
tion, as per Section 22, it is with reference to in the evening, thus also containing eight hours.
the question of law. The night service commences at l0 at night,

and lasts till 6 o'clock in the morning : thus
.Exl_,os_l;re. containing also ei,fl_thours.

ART.6. Purposes, private orpublic : in either
ease, nou-litigational or litigatlonal : if litiga- lns_ractiol_aL
tional, suit non-inculpative or ineulpative : suit, AItT. 6. This, for example. In the several
if inculpative, either non-eriminatlve or crimi- Judicatories, the le_slature will settle
native : suit in either ease purely public or pri- division of time, according to climate, terniSe-
rate-public : understand by private-public, af- rature, and national habits, as general eonve-
fectmg in such sort an individual or individuals nicnce shall be deemed to prescribe. For an
assignable, as, by means of the evil of the se- Appellate Judicatory in particular, the hours
eond order, to affect the community at large, of attendance will probably be taken partly

In any ease, the persons, which the appliea- from the time of the first part, partly from the
tion has for its object, whether in the situ- time of the second part, of day duty.
ation (ibr example) of eventual pursuer, or in
that of eventual defendant, may determinately Enact_re.
and individually, or only indeterminately and AnT. 7. Excepted days excepted, for the
specifically, be in contemplation. Judge Principal, days of attendance are all

the days in the year : the excepted days are
Instr_cti.Jnal. styled relaxation days: the number of them

ART.7. For whatsoever purpose this same is fifty-two, equal to that of the days of gene-
evidence-elicitation function be exercised--he- ral rest: with the addition of [twenty-six,
cessary to that same purpose, will be the regis- other days_ at his choice.
tration of the matter elicited. As to the pro-
cess, see Ch. xxi. IMI_IEDIATE and APPELLATE ./_,_aCtlt'_.

JvDiciAaY REGIS:rRA1/S; Section 5_Minu_tation ART.8. Thus in the case of a Judge Irnme-
how. diate: so, in the case of a Judge .etppetlat_:

that is to say, so long as any suit sent up from
SECTIO_XXV. any Immediate Judieatory within the Judge

Appellate's Judgeshire rem:ti_ undecided.
J _,l,j, _', (_'c.,.dr6 _2d,_ncc. Enact'_re.

E_act_ee. l_at;,.ci,aCSre. ART. 9. Hours [eight] on an average.
ART. ]. IVhen sT,eeps I,(_astice, so _au ,I_ts-

tire too. In an Immediate Judicatory, at no Enctctirc.
time is the Judicatory without a Judge s_t:ing AnT. 10. Thu_ in the case of a Judge Ira-
in one Justice Chamber at least : on no day iu mediate : so in the case of a Judge Appellate.

the week or year, in no hour of the twenty-four. E,mctire.

_xposlti re. ART.11. _'here, to avoid breaking the thread
ART.2. Considered in respect of/;me, judicial of evidence or argumentation, the Judge priu-

service, or say d_ttg, is distinguished into da// cipa] sits over time on one day, he may sit so
duty,and,d, thtdutv:judicialatteudanceaecor, t- much the less on any day or days of the next
ingly, into dayattemt_owe and M:_htattenda_e_. [six] days.

._Xl_Os_tire. Enactlre.

ARe. 3. Considered in respect of.ylace, judi- AnT. 12. But on no day or hour may he be
ci_l service is di_inguished into home duty and absent from duty, unless some Depute, perma_
out-doorduty: judicial attendance accordingly, nent or occasional, be present : when a sucres-
into home attenda_,ee and out-door attendance, sor appears and takes the seat, then and not

before he who occupies it, quits it.
.Enact_ve/ Expositive.

Aa_. 4. To the Immediate Judieatories alone, _nactirc. Ratioc_natice.
belong these distinctions in respect of time and ART.13. For the purpose of pecuniary remu-
place. For the mode of attendance on nbjht neration, and the locability of Deputes, Judicial
d_ty and out-door duty, see Ch. xiii. JU_ES attendanceisthusreeorded. AsinanImmediate
l_u_x_, so in an Appellate Judicatory,nnder _he care of

l:?,,*actlve. .Erpos_tive. the Registrar, three .,zlttendance l_egisters, aweekly, a monthly, and an annual one, are eon-
AR_. 5. The day duty is divided into a first stantly kept. They ave kept by manuscript eno
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tries, daily made, in printed Tables, under the receives on his seat the pay of the relaxatio_
appropriate heads, days, r_mlar and chosen together, included in

that same quarter.
E_tive.

AItT. 14. Weekly Attendance R_aister. This Ea_cti_e.
is thus kept. Vertical columns, seven: headed AnT. '21. The Registrar being, as per Ch.
in a horizontal line, with the names of the xxi. Sectiou 3, paymaster, he entitles himself
days of the week : horizontal columns under, ! in the same manner_ to retain his pay, as it be-

and crossing those same vertical columns, t comes due.
twenty-four :headed, each of them, on the lef( ]
and right extremities, by the numerical names [ .Euact_re.
of the hours. On quitting his seat in the Jus- I AI_T.22. Gorernment Adr_)cate's attendance.
rice Chamber, each occupant writes the initials Exceptions excepted, wheresoever and when-
of his name, in the compartments expressive soever a Judge serves, so does a Govermneut
of the several hours, during which he has been Advocate.

occupying it. Euactive.

Euactive. AnT. 23. Exceptions are--
ART. 15. Of these Weekly Registers, four, 1. _Ni.qht-homeduty.

placed in an horizontal line, compose a Monthly 2. Out-door duty ; unless in a case in which
.Register : the Register of a Lunar month. Government is a party, or at the instance of a

party, the Advocate's attendance is excused
.Enact_,_e. by the Judge.

ART. l 6. Of these MontMyl_:/_ters, twelve, 3. Out-door duty ; if, by the suddenness and
with the addition of a SuppleT_ental one, con- urgency of the demand, his attendance is ren-
taining the odd twenty-nine days, go to the dered impracticable, without preponderant in-
composition of the ztn_2ual Reg'tster. convenience, in respect of the delay or the ex-

1.1.1.Enactire. pense.

A_T. 17. In a conspicuous part of the Jus- E_active.
rice Chamber, in type and position such as to ART. 04..EleeJ_os?!nary Ad_cocate'_ atten-
be legible to the Probationary Professional dalte¢. Exceptiuns excepted, wheresoever and
Lawyers, as they sit in the Judiciary Inspec- whensoever a Judge serves, so does an Elec-
tors' Compartment, as per Ch. xvii., and to the mo:ylmry Advocate.

attendant suitors in their capacity of Judicial En(lcti re.
Inspectors as far as may be, the Monthly Re-
gister of the month is kept hung up: that ART. 25. Exceptions are--
month expired, it is slid away on one side, 1. _ight-ho_ae duty.
and another put in its place, the former one, 2. Out-door duty ; if in a ease which, there
however, remaining still visible, being no party to whom his appropriate assis-

tance should be afforded,his atten danceis excus-
.Enact{re. ed at the instance ofany party, by the Jmlge.

ART.18. Out of the materials furnished by 3. Out-d,_or duty ; if by the suddenness and
these Registers, the Registrar frames the ]m urgency of the demaud, his attendance is reu-
dirldual Serriee Calendar of each Judge De- dered impracticable without preponderant in-
pure, as per Section 23, Locabte who. convenience in respect of delay or expense.

.EJ_active. I'lat_odn_at{ve.

ART.19. Of each functionary, (the Registrar ART. 26. For the attendance of the Govern-
excepted,) the pecuniary remuneration is paid meat Advocate and the Eleemosynary Advo-
daily by the Registrar to the functionary, cate, the demand is created,--not merely by
Principal, or Depute, on the official seat, ac- the need of their active service,ontheoccasions
cording as it is by the one or the other that on which they officiate, but also by the need of
the seat is occupied : at the conclusion of the their presence in the character of Judicial In-
time allotted for the sitting, as per Arts. 5, 6. specters of the conduct of the Judge. They
If at that time, neither Principal nor Depute being as well as the Judge paid for the whole
he there present, the pay of that day reverts of their time, it is matter of indulgence to
to the public, and the Registrar remains eharg- them if, on any occasion on which the atten-
ed with it. In the Weekly Register, as per dance of fire Judge is demanded, attendance on
Art. 15, the act of reception is acknowledged [ their parts is ever excused.

by the initials of the receiver's name, written ! Instructional.

by his hand, with the initial letter R added. ART.97. In the case of out-door service at
Enavtiw. large, an adequate ground of excuse for either

ART.20. On the last pay day, of every quar- or both, may, however, be constituted by the
ter of the year of his service, the functionary addition that would be made to the expense.
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Judicatory, Judges, three :* sittings in some
.Enact_ce. cases single, in other eases in pairs : in Man-

Any;. 28. 12tefl_rtrar's Attendance. Night- chester, one: ill no other part of England,
home duty excepted, whensoever aud where, any.t

_ever a Judge serves, so doe_- a l_egistrar. Instructional _Exempliflr_at_onal.

Emtct_re. l_at_c;_¢ut'Lce, lnstruct;onal. ART. 35. TO what is above the class of eX-
ART. 29. ])e]ule permane_tt'$ attendar_ce. In eeption,_ is but one : and it has been seen how

respect of hours, on the part of a Depute per- narrow a one : general rule--the rule strictly
manent in the several situations, as_-iduity of obcerved by every oflmr of so many thousands
attendance will be the same, as onthc part ofthesejudges_this:whenitismoreagreeable
of the Principal, or iu bach other degree to him to attend to the duty than to neglect
as on the occasion of the original location, or it, he attends to it ; when it is more agreeable
afterwards shall have been agreed on, between to him to neglect it, he neglects it.
Principal and Depute: yet, so as, that, for
want of some Depute,permanent or occasional, Instructional. .Exea_pl_ficat'wnal.
serving respeetive]? in the number of tmurs ap- ART. 36. ]3ut, dL_contSmity, all pervading
pointed for the Principal, no business shall re- discontinuity, is the leading principle. Of
main undespatched, matehless eonstitutiou, de_dal of 3ust_ce, and

for lengths of time, altogether unknown in
Instructio_mL 37at'_,)rS_at'tce. every civilized eountry_ is among the chara¢-

AnT. 30. That, on the part of a Deput% iu teristie features.
the several situations, experience, and c(m,e-
quent presumptive aptitude, tbr location in the I_'tructlonaL .E'xempl(ficat_onaL
situation of Principal, may be, as near a_ may ART. 37. In common Law cases, civil and
be, coextensive with the experience of the criminal together; in comnlon _aw eases_ as
Prineipal,--the I)rincipal will bear in miud the (h_tlnguished from Equity ca_s, from Eccle-
gtving the correspondent divcrsificatiou to the siastical Law ca_es_ aud from Admiralty Law
employment of each Depute. cases--intervals, in each twelvemonth, in each

place, (the metropolis exceptcd_) two : to as'it,
IJ_str_ct_,m,d. l?atloc_mt_re, in each of two terms of six months, days

ART. 31. In this or that Jodicatory_ the Le- all but two or three. A_ for the case of ex-
gislature.ifby reason of the quantity of judicial eeptiom that of the metropolis, it is too much
bnsiness, amt the smatlucss of the number of diversffied to be taken for the subject of de-
persons willing to serve as Deputes, it sees lineation here.
need, will provide pay for one or more Deputes
permanent. Instrnctloncd. E.rem])lificational.

I_stm_cCional. II_atloeStat_re. ART. 33. In France, exceptions excepted, on
the part of Judicial functionaries, continuity of

ART. 32. But, in that case, it will, it is sup- attendance is left to individual probity, under
posed_ see sufficient reason to avoid impairing the guardianship of chance.
the simplicity of the system, by relaxing the
dependence of Deputes on Principals, or by Instract;omtl. Exemt_lificational.

admitting on the part of the Stipendiary Depute ART. 39. Exception is the sort of Judicatory,
tess closeness of attendauce than what is ex- composed of the sort of Judges called,in imita-
acted of the Judge Priueipal. tion of the English system, Justices of the Peace.

lnstructio_al. Exemp1;ficatlo_aL ln_r_wtional. _Exe_q_lificat_onal.

ANT.33. Ofthesort ofuninterruptednesshere AnT. 40. Thenumberofsitting daysinaweek
required, examples are not altogether wanting are settledby caehJudicatoryforitselfby Regal-
in English practice. In respect of origin, they lations, which, for their validity_ require the
are but recent ; and, in extent over the field of siga_ature of the Justice Minister--Garde des
taw_ narrow_--limited as they ar% to that part Sceaux.
of it, which is covered by the Jurisdiction
given to the subclass of Justices of the t_eace_ Instruaional, Exen_pt_vat_onal.
distinguished by the appellation of Stipendiary AnT. 41. But, in a criminal suit of the
._agistrates. That which in this case expee., highest class, the suit once begun, sitting days
tation points to, is uniuterruptedness; but, for are undiseontinued, until it is concluded. In
the degree in which the expectation is fulfilled, the choice of the first day,endeavour is however
the business takes its chance, used to avoid including a Sunday in the se-

Instructional. .E_emlgli.fieat_onal. quenee.

ART. 34. Stipendiary Magistrates in the * The number is now reduced to two.--Ed.
city of London, none : in the vicinity of Lon- "t"Liverpool has had one for the last three or
don_ Judicatories thus composed, nine: in each four years.--/i:d,
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require to be made between casual service and
Instructional. _xeml,l_.fieat;onal. appointed service.

ART. 4'2. General v,_ca_i,_ time, two months Exlms_t_ve"in the year: viz. from 1st September to 1st
November inclusive. B,_t, during, or in the ARt. 48. By casual serri_e, understand that,
course of, this nominal vacation time,--the the demand ibr which is constituted by cases
entire Judicatory being in general divided into of _*rge_cv: such, to wit, iu which at any me-
several Judxcatories,---eaeh containing Judges meat of the twenty-four hours, it may happen,
more than one,----one of them, during the re- that, by the indispensable regard fi_r the emt_
pose of the rest, sits, under the name of a Va- of justice, demand shall be produced for the
cat,on Chamber; and thus, out of the vast dis- exercise of the flmctmns of a Judge. Those
older, constituted by this conglomeration of- cases will commonly be understood to come
many-seated Judieatories, is deduced an ira- under the head of cases of police : but, be the
perfectly compensative remedy, custom anywhere what it may,--regard for the

Instructional 3?xemplifioatlo_al. ends of justice can never either require or ad-mit the establishment of t,co sets of judicato-
ART.43. In some cases, too small i_ the ries--allovertheterriteryofthestate, orinany

aggregate Judicatory to be regarded as capable part ofthatterritory:---onc,for the sortofjastice
of bearing to be thus divided. In these cases, which has at all times gone under the name of
t_,_ewhole sits in continued sittings, in l*aca- i ittst_cc;anothcr, f,r the sort of justicewhich has
tlon as well as Term t_tu_,; and all the repose I'in modern times received the name of police.

the J ud4':', end,,y, cxtcn,,!s m_tbeyond afew days, [ ]C.rF_,s;t;re.

Im_truct_,nal. E.,-,m),lifc_tt'vmal, i AnT. 49. By a[,po'_nted serrice, understand
AnT. 44. Iu most Judicatories has place, on thaG which is performed during a portion of

the part of all the Judges tozether, the prac- the day, the commencement of which is deter-
tice of enjoying now and then by stealth a minedby a special ordinance of the Judge. In
few holidays : at Easter three days ; at Whir- this way will be marked out, whatsoever time
suntide, three ; at Christmas, three or four. is employed or to be employed in hearings
Allowed by law these indulgences are not : but, with a Quasi-Jury: and, on each individual
neither are they repres-_ed, oceasion_ or by a general rule, for the com-

Instructio_al. _xemplifieat_omd. mencemeut of such service, that hour and mi-nute ma.q be, and of course naturally w_ll be,
ARt. 45. Sitting time in a day, generally but so marked out, which is regarded as most con-

one: hours in it t_rec. But, ia a ease of ur- sistent with general convenience.
geney, another sitting time is added, with
hours in it from 8 to 10 ; hut, in this case, for Instructiomd.
refreshment, _ small interval i_ takca by AnT. 50. As on all other occasions, so on
Judges and Jurors. thcse,--for cases, which are not regarded as

oa.¢esqf urqencq, such hours of commencement
In_r_tetionaL will, in every political state, and may in any

AnT. 46. A._between day-serr'_ce and n_J_t- judicial territory in the state,--be appointed,
serricc, the division thus made of the whole as are regarded as most consistent with gene-
solar day, or say interral between one m;d-,fa_ ral convenience : lea_ing, tbr sitting in casual
and the _ext, will of course require to be me- cases, all hours antecedent and subsequent to
dified according to the time of the year a_d those employed in these appointed sittings.

the climate as per Art. 6._ What is ordained Instructional.
as above in the Enactive Articles, must not be
considered as amountivg to anything ether A_T. 51. During a proportion of the year
than an exemplification of the prhmipl.e. Of more or less eonsiderable,--it may happen in
the hours comprised in the da_t-serr$cc_ first the Judmatory, be it what it may, that, on this
half and second half taken together,_some or thatday, no individual casual case shall take
will not be of the number of those in which plaee during the time, left as it were vavant,
the people in general are engaged in their or- for the reception of such casual cases: and
dietary day occupation : and, so far as this is whatsoever may be the amount of the total
the case, the transaction of the jutlie_al busi- quantity of time thus left unemployed in ac-
ness will not, at those times, be consistent with tual service,_the obligation of being thus in
general convenience, attendance for and during that same quantity

In_trnctlonal. of time, may at first view be apt to present the
idea of hardship, as resulting from the imposi-

ART. 47. Oa this occasion, a distinction will tion of this obligation on the Judge. But so
long on further consideration--so long as a

* Consideration, on this occ-_sion, will be had sufficient number of relaxation days are allow-
o,_tho.,e parts of the globe in which, for a length of ed, nothing of haxdshipit wilt beseen has place.
t_me, more or less considerable, no alternation be- So _ he is but on the spot, the Judge will oe-
twee_ li3ht and "darknessh_s place. I eupy himself lathe manner most agreeable _nd
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convenient to himself ; and thus it is,--that, so stituted by the IIouse of Lord_, four Judges
far from being less eligible, his condition will are employed in doing badly what would be
be more eligible than that of a person whose done much less badly by a single one; the hum-
time of labour coincides with, and occupies the bet of these individual judicatories, is to a must
who& of his time of attendance, flagrantdegree inadequatetothedemand. For,

notwithstanding the immense number of suits
Instruct'wnal. which are prevented from coming into exis-

ART. 52. Two standards of reference appli- tence, by the impos_ibihty which those who
cable alike to all political states and all eli- would have been suit.rs, are laid under, by the
mates, suggest the two following rules:-- price exacted for their admission into that

i. Among public functionaries in the several situation, (of which number, upon a very me-
departments, in all grades from the lowest to derate gues_, nine-tenths would be too low an
the lfighest, whatever is the number of the days e_timate)--still the number of thu_e which are
in the year, and of the hours lathe day, by cu_- actually instituted in those jlldicatories is so
tom or regulation occupied by any individual, great, and the quantity of business_ in them is
without detriment tu health, that samenumber so great, as to exact at the hands of these
is the least wbwh ought to be occupmd in tlle Judge% and in particular of the chief of every
department ofju_t'_cc, four, a greater quantity of labour, than their

constitutmns are sble to endure, without mani-
I_._truct_o_aL lest and frequently exemplified detriment to

ART.53. IL In the instance of whatever tim health of several of them. To apply to
grade, how low soever, without detriment to this deficiency an adequate remedy, would
health, the number of days and hours of utten- require more skill than the class of those on
dance on duty is greatest,--as in the case of whomit depends, aflbrd._: thcapplyinganything
every other department, so in that of the judi- in the guise of a remedy, could not be so much
cial, that same number may without hardship as attempted,_Sthout incurring the intoterable
be exacted of those functionaries whose situs- reproach of innorat'_on.

tion is in the hi,/he_t grade, l_/r_,:tlonaL

Instr_ctb,_JaL l-_at'wc_natlre. AnT. 57. The result is--the bespeaking, and
Artr. 54. If there were any difference, it is purchasing, at the expense of the people, by

in the case of the functionarle_ of the highest high premiums, this slow suicide: impunity for
grade that the cl_*-_e_tatteu,laace should be transgression in every shape;enormous salary;
exacted. Why ._Becauee in respect of remu- and, fbr the continuauee of this enormous sa-
neration and thus of compensation, if even the lary, continuance in office, notwithstanding in-
pecuniary part is not superior, that which con- _teltectual inaptitude,--such are the principal
sists in power and dignity, cannot but be so. items, of which this bounty is composed.
For the contrary practice, so far as ithas place,
jn._tificatire reasons t]acre cannot be any : of Instructional.
I_istto'gcalor say aeteJ_g_¢al reasons, or in one ART. 58. Of such a chaos whatsoever can be
word cause.q,there is this obvious one : to wit, predicated, subjects the Censor to a most per-
that it is by the most powerful classes that the plexmg dilemma. Predicating unfavourably
proportions have been determined : those next wit]rout exccptmn, he exposes himself to the
in power to themselves, arc of course those reproach of insincerity and injustice: under-
which are most favoured by them_ to the pre- taking to give all the exceptions, he engages
judice of all still inferior classes, m a labyrinth of dissertation without end.

InstructlonaL ExemTl_ficatiot_al. ][_str_ct_o_al. ._.,re_l)li._catlonal.

At_T.55. In England, the result of a super- , Aar. 59. That the suffering, to which the
ficiM glance would give to this _eteulogy a per- twelve _ Judges are thus subjected, is the re-
emptory falsification : it would present to view salt of anything rather than a regard for jus-
the highest class of Judges in the character of rice, is proved by the exceptions which have
martyrs, to their zeal tbr the public service i place. Judge of his single-seated Judicatory_
and discharge of their official duties : and the I the Lord High Chanceltor,(in whom the twelve
superiors, the members of the legislature, per- [ Judges behold their creator,) bestows upon the
severing with apathy in the practice of keeping I business of justice, just as much and just as
them in the state of martyrdom. By a more ! little of his time, as is convenient and agree-
particular inspection the illusion would be dis- able to him : the rcm_uder of his offieially-
uipated, employed time is employed--in allaying the

t squabbles, and helping to organize the eurrup-
Instructional. .Exempl_ficat'wnal. I tion-operating measures of an impenetrable and

Artr. 56. While judicatories, of variou_ fields ! irresponsible Cabinet. Such, in a greater or
of service and divers grades, swarm in count- ] less degree, has been the state of things at all
less multitude; and while, in each of the three _times ; and in the cour.-e of tile five or six and
common Law Judicatories which occupy the

grade next below that high_st which is con- t _ Now iifteem
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twenty years' reign of the late Chancellor,_ to ] parent ; to wit, for the purpose of bringing
atone*for his inaptitude in every shape, and for about an augmentation in the number of the
the insufficieneyofthe quantity of time bestow- salaried situations, of which the Justice Min-
ed by him upon the business of judicature, ister will have the disposal ; and to which the
the suitors were saddled by him with the de- individuals, who dedicate themselves to this
l_y, vexation, and part of the expense, and the branch of the public service, may aspire. Such
population at large with the other part of the arc the moral forces with which, on this oeca-
expense, of _n additional _lrade or say sta,7cof _sion, the Legislature will have to contend.
judicature, inserted in tl_e midst of'the'old- i
establEhed ones. Frum the Master in Chan- Instrurtlonal.
cery to the Master of the R,_lls: from the Mas- ! ART. 62. Under the actually established
tar of the Rolls to the Chancellor : from the English system, though in some parts so highly
Chancellor sitting alone to the same Chancellor ] redunda_at, in other parts thu_ lamentably de-
sitting with three or four reluctant, ignorant, I ficient i_-the number of the Judges. }I'enee,
heedless, living appendages stuck down by him [ in the chain of official service, _hose vast asps
for appearance sake, in the House of Lords.-- I --those solutions of continuity--of which in-
was not enough : between the Master of the justice by inaction, and oppression by positive
Rolls and himself did this creator and pro- action, are at once the results. By the inac-
server of all Judicial abuse, cram in a Vice- tiou, for .-o long as it lasts,--justice is, in all
Chancellor ; lest the number of the snare_ and cases in all sorts of suits--denied. But, it is
plakmesraineddownuponthepe*pleonprctcnce in the field of penal law, and in that to a vast
of administering justice should be incomplete, extent, that the oppres.qou,andconsequent evil,

pr,_duced by an excrcite of the judicial pawer,
]_,str_ct'_o_,d. i.,, in a more particular degree,flagra_t. For

ART. (]0. Under these circumstances---what, what is callcd t_bailable offence--that is to say,
in regard to these functionaries, is actually the an offence, for which, if he could find persons
state ,f things .7 .A_zswer: that no hardship is willing to bind themselves for his appearance,
felt :--the functionaries receiving that which be would not be committed to prison--the
is the most agreeable to them--namely, money Defendant, guilty or iunvcer.t, must, if he can-
--in lieu of that which is less agreeable to _:ot find such bail, be committed to prison.
them--na:u_qy, ease. As to the offices and Committed _ and for what purpose _. For no
the funct%naries taken Wzcther, what then other purpose than that of securing his forth-
ought to be the state of thi_tgs_. .Answ<.r: to comiugness at the next sitting of that same
the offices, such number given, and, to each Judicatory, or any other, whatever it may
functionary so occupied, such time of atten- happen to be, to which his lot i_ consigned.
dance prescribed, as shall at_[)rd to this depart- As to the lengdl of this interval (,f undue suf-
ment of government, a sufficiency of appropri- fi_rance, it depends upon a variety of acet-
ate labour, or say f_etb)_!ar_¢-pc, xcr, in this dent% no_ one of them having any connexion
ease J_dfls-p_ta'r, (as men say steam-yower,) with the conduct of the accused: it depends
without detriment to the health of any of the upon the nature of the Judic_tory, and npou
individuals so occupied, a variety of local circumstances. Accordingly,

I_str_cth,nal. the duration of it is of various length=, from
a single (lay to two lmndred days or more : all

A_. 61. As to what is the requisite number that time, guilty or mnocent_ the man is kept
of the Judicatories,--antecedently to expert- in a state of equal sufferance; ruined proba-
once, not in any State,--and, iuparticular, not bly in mental constitution, by converse with
in any State by which the principles of thi_ the associates into whose compauy he ha_ been
Code may come to bc adopted, can any ade- thus forced; and, whether so ruined or not,
quate indication be given of what that hum- ruined in reputation us well as in pecuniary
her willbe. Antecedently to experience, alike circumstances.
impossible will it be found, to determine the
number of the person_ who will be able, and Instruot{oaal.
at the same time willing, in the several judi- Aa_. 63. The demand, continually apt to
eateries, to serve upon the proposed gratuitous arise for the exercise of the legislative func-
terms, in the capacity of.D,Tutvs, tothe Judges, _ion, would of itself suffice to demonstrate the
and to the several other judieml functionaries, inadequacy of every system of law, under
In this state of things,--another state of things, I which any intermission of the exercise of that
the existence of which, cannot, consistently paramount and all-embracing duty, is al-
with any knowledge of human nature, fail to lowed. It will of itself be a proof that, under
be anticipated, is--on the p_rt of those on _ all representative constitutions _ yet estab-
whom it immediately depends, a general dis- lished, the universal interest has, h_ the eyes
position and endeavour, to produce, in the ag- of the legislature, been eclipsed by the parti-
gregate number of these gratuitously serving i cular interest of the legislators. Everywhere,
Ministers of Justice, deficiency, reala or up- for their own personal _ceommodation, regard-

I le_ of the interest of their constituents, have
Lord Eldon. I those Md and unfaithful servants, g}ven them-
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selves long periods of inaction_ as sehoolmas- S_crlo._ XXVL
ters (but with much less lack of reason) give

long holidays, really to and for themselves, Judges', _¢., Term of_ervlvv.
nominally to and for their scholars. Men-
archy, even the most absolute--Monarchy, Enac_ivs.
wi_h all its still greater evils, has the advau- ART. 1. A Judge's term of service is for
rage of being exempt from this. Under that _ llfc: unless in case of dislocation, as per Section
form of Government, at no time is the power 30, D_slocable, how.

wanting--at no time anything more thall the Enact_re.
will--to provide for any accident whatsoever :
to apply to every oversight, and every mis- ART. 2. So, that of aGovernment Advocate.
ehance,'the best remedy winch the na(ure of ] Enact'_re.
the case admits eL AnT. 3. So,that of an Eleemosynary Advocate,

t_tiocit_at'_re,
of this exigency, is one which not only in common,

ART. 64. What wouhi be thought of the but also in official language, is calted'thel_zsurrec-
founder of an liospital_ who, daring half or a t_on _let: insurrection being regarded, and w_th
quarter of the whole number of months in a but too iull cause, as an occurrence continually
year_ should provide for its being shut up. and e_ther in existence_ ar impendinz : the whole fra_le
the patients turned into the street% or lef_ to of government b_mg such a% ;_it had for its pur-

p_ se the l_roduction; _uppression, and reproduction
perish for want of relief _. But, in the case of o,' hl_ur_ceti_n, in a perpetual ser_e_, could n_t ha_e
the Hospital, the evils, the cause, and the

been more appropriately dcvi_ed.
authors would all be more or less ex_ensivcly Of tld_ same Insurrection Act, such is the mat-
visible; whereas in the caee of the Legislature, ter and spirit, that to ha_e rendered it perpetual,
lmw extensively soever visible the evils may would have been to make declaration ot a system
be, the cause lying buried in the wi._dom of of government, such as could _carcely fail oi con-
dark ages, the evils are not traced up to it : signing to dest_aetlon the very class ior whose sake
and the authors of the continuance of the evil it would have been pursued: for, so ]on_ as fire
not being the authors of the commencement of will burn. in the power oi an encompassing and

• exasl,C_tcd majority,will always he the habitations
it, are screened by their predecessors from _he of the m_nor_tv, with their re_l and personal con-
reproach so justly due. tents. _uch i., the state of things, in which during

][_at_o_nat'_re. almut hali of ewry year (with custom for sole rea-
son) the legislature keeps itself in sleep and im-

A_T. 65. For so flagrantly misctfievous and potence.
_bsurd an institution as that of a re_alarly Beholdnowanexampleoftheconsequence. Inthe
sleeping Legislature, only from the Book of opinlouofthepossessersofthecoustitutedauthorlty,
Fallacies couhl anything in the shape of the --theexecutivc,comesademandforthepowersgivan
shadow of a justification, or even so much as by thI_-same Insurrection Act: that Act, " the ad-
o palliative, be produced, ministration'" of which, w_ (it sesm,) " so effica-

cious in a former c_lsis of difficulty and danger."
Instructional. l_adov;_tat_re. But the Act is dead: to resuscitate it, another act

would be necessary. Such other act. when is it
AR_. 66. If, with any degree of reason_ these then that it could be had ? not till " some _w_th_'"

observations are applicable to the business $f are over. But if, without any such corroboration,
legislation, with still more manifest reason are at the accustomed rate, government can be carried
they to those of judicature. But,fllnt is the on for some months_ why not for any number of
matter, of which, as yet, the hearts of all rul- years ?
ing functionaries bays been composed. _' Extract from the Morning Chronicle, 16th No-

vember, 11_27.
* Since the first volmne was printed, comes a InELAN'D.

document, which (not to speak of so many others, Extract from a letter signed William Lamb,
which a _eareh made on purpose might d_scover) and _-ritten in the name of the Lord Lieutenant,
may, in the case of the legislature, serve to place to the Earl of Llandaff, in his capacity of chairman
the importance of uudlseont_nued sitting, in an in- o{ the General Meeting of Ma_strates of the
strueti_-e point of view. In Ireland, ei seven rail- County of T_pperary, held on the 20th of October,
lion% si.% for tl_e benefit of 41}0,000 of the other 1_:2_.
million, are, by the laws and the execution given " The Maglstrates are apprized that ttle Lord
to them, thrust down rote a separate class, on which Lieutenant cannot exercise the powers conferred
(all relaxation notwithstanding) hardship and con- bv the Insurrection Act without a new act of the
tempt are continued to be heaped in varieF_ted legislature : and as Parliament is not likely to a_
abundance. Consequences, natural and eet_aln: semble, for the despatch of business, bei_re the
_n the part of the injured millions, correspondent usual period ot time, some months must elapse be-
discontent : on the part of the authors of the in- fore an), application can be made for such a ._tatute.
jury, eorrespondent alarm ; w_th continuance or re- " His Excellency trusts that the Magistrates will
_etitian of hostile, in the place of judlcla] proce- apply to the exercise of such means and powers a_
nuts, for the suppression of that counter hostillt% the present laws afford, the same spirit of fortitude,
for which the whole frame and practice of govern- zeal, and activity, which rendered the admini_tra-
ment is one continued provocation, tion of the Insv, rrcct_on Act, _o efficacious _
Amongst other._mtute_made underthepre_surc Ibrmercrisisofdifficultyand &*_ger2_
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tice of a Government, the yoke of who_ op-
Enavtive. pression they have shaken off.

ART. 4. So, that of a Registrar. l?atioclnatire.

Ratiovinative. ART. 7. On the part of public flmetionaries,
An_. 5. Why are not the functionaries here good behaviour is, on this occasion, regarded as

in question, continued in office during good a thing of course. If, on this occasion, and on
behaviour ? the part of the functionaries in question, why

Reason. Answer. not on every occasion, and on the part offune-
Because continuance in office during flood tionaries in all departments, and of all ranks

behaviour, is continuance in office during ill Absolute monarchy would, on this supposition,
behaviour, be the simplest, and require the least expense

By continuance in office during good beha- of thought, to institute.
viour, is meant, continuance in office during
life, or so long as tile functionary pleases, sub- Ratiocinat_re. Exemplifl'c(itio_al.
jeer only to dislocation by judgment of a Judi- ART. 8. On the direct contrary supposition,
eatory, groundedonsuchevidenceasisrequired was founded the general plan of the constitu-
by a Judicatory. But in any office whatsoever tiou of the United States : although the Judges
the fimctionary maybe rendered completely in- there retain their office during goc,t behaviour.
apt, inrespectofeveryone of the several bran- What seems to be forgotten is--that in that
ches of appropriate aptitude : and may, there- Government,there is not, as in that fromwhich
fore, without ttle possibility of being dislo- that country has so happily made its escape,
cated, produce evil to an extent altogether . any such monarch, from wlmse dislocative
unlimited, i power it was so necessary that the function-

First as to moral inaptitude. Not to speak ', aries in question should be secured, seeiz g how
of moral inaptitude in other shapes, moral in- assuredly it would be exercised for the ad-
aptitude in the shape of corruption, may have vanccment of his sinister interest, and by the

place in any office, to any extent, without pos- sacriliee of that of the people.

ablesibititYevidence.°fadequate proof_ by judiciarily receiv- J?at_ocb_atire.
Of this position, the most perfect demonstra- Ar_T.9. Note that, under the here proposed

tion has been given elsewhere.* To the car- i constitution--it not being a t_deral one, over
ruptee it is known by circumstances, what on all fimctionaries in question, dislocative power
the occasion in question, is the wish of the by the hands of the constitutive, is capable of
corruptor : say for example--the acquiring or being exercised with much less difficulty than
retaining an estate in litigation. Between under the United Statesconstitution. And this
a son of the corruptor a man of wealth,-- isoneamongthedisadvantageouscircumstanees
and a son of the corruptee a Judge,--it is attached to a federal goverument, which, how-
settled, that upon the corruptee's adjudging to ever, was in their case the only practicable one.
the corruptor, the estate in question, the cor-
_zptor shall give to the son of the corruptee, a .Ratiocinative. Instructional,
lucrative office, or his daughter to wife, with AIcT. 10. Ill the case of good beharlour, the
a large fortune : and to the father--by whom is way to secureits existence,is totake for granted
made to his sou, a certain allowanc% which on the existence _ot of good behaviour, but unless
his receipt of the provision inquestion, he with- excluded by adequate prevention, the very
draws,--it makes no difference whatever, opposite of it.

whether the hand, into which the money is _atlocb_atlvc.
paid, be his own, or his son's. Of neither of
the sons, is it in tbe le._st degree probable, that ART. 11. Next as to intellectual aptitude
he will spontaneously came forward in a Judi- or inaptitude. Perfectly compatible with cam-
eatery and give evidence of the transaction,-- plate absence of ill behaviour, as above, is the
thus spontaneously calling down upon himself most perfect absence of appropriate intellec.
the indignation of his father, and covering the tuai aptmlde.

whole family with disgrace. But this is but l_atlovinative.
one out of an infinity of other ways in which
the same corrupt purpose might be effccted. ART, 12. Lastly as to active aptitude. Not

less compatible with complete absence of ill
l_ativeinatire, ,Exempliflcatlonal. behaviour as above, is the most perfect absence

ART. 6. By this phrase during good beha- of appropriate active aptitude.
viour, an exemplification is given of two things:
tlle power which, by long connected associa- SECtiON XXVII.
tion, words have of producing delusion : and
the influence exercised over the understanding Judges', _'v., l"temuneratlo_.

of the people of the United States, by the prac- Enactire.

* _ Booki,Ch.x.CoaRVvzlo,_. ART. I.The pecuniaryremunerationia--
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Of a Judge Immediate, [ ] per day. 1to be connected with him, or to any person at
Of a Judge Appellate,[ ]perday. Ilarge,as to the functionaryhimself,in like
Of a Government Advocate Immediate,Imanner_asperSection16,.Partialityobvi.a_d

[ ] per day. and for procuring upon occasion, by aceersi-
eta Government Advocate Appellate, [ ] t tion, prehension and adduction, or epistolary

per day. t interrogation, as the case may require, the re-
Of an Eleemosynary Advocate Immediate, [ quisite sources of evidence,the same means will

[ ] per day. ' be employed as in the ease of a suit at law.

Of an Eleemosynary Advocate Appellate, I[ ] per day. l"_tiocinatire.

Of a Registrar Immediate, [ ] per day. I ART.6. As to the Judge, if no such occur-

Of a Registrar Appellate, [ ] per day. rence has taken place, no harm results to him;
if any such occurrence has had plac% still no

Enact_re. wrong is done to him by the divulgation of it.
AnT. 2. At the charge, or by favour of no in- If in his conduct there be nothing wrong, no-

dividual, can any such functionary, or any De- thing done by any other person, howsoever
pute of his, lawfully receive money or money's connected with him, can render it so.
worth, or benefit in any other shape, on account
of anything done, or expected to be done, or for- Instructional
borne, by him, by means of his official situation. ART.7. In the ease of the Immediate tune-
From unwilling hands, any such receipt will tionary,--added to the pecuniary remunera-
be extortion; from willing hands corruption, tion, and the natural and inseparable power

and dignity, is the encouragement afforded by
Instructional. l_tt_ocbzat'_re, the exclusive prospect of promotion, to the

ART.3. From money or money's worth, re- correspondent office in an Appellate Judica-
ceived to the use--not of the Judge himself, tory, with its superior power and dignity and
but of thi_ or that person connected with him, its comparative ease,as per Section 25,Judges',
by this or that tie of interest, self-regarding _-c., .,dttendance : namely, by immunity from
or sympathetic, the benefit accruing to the Night and Out-door duty. and from the obli-
Judge, thence also the corruptive effect pro- gation of holding personal converse with the
duced in his mind, may be of any magnitude, )romiscuous multitude : the subject matter of
not exceeded even by that which it would be decision being, in an Appellate Judieatory,
of, if received by the Judge, with his own composed exclusively of the matter of the re-
hands,tohisown use;norwould any patti-cord,transmittedfromtheImmediateJudiea-
cipation,on thepartof the Judge,be always tory,withorwithoutargumentationthereupen.
necessarytotheproductionofthateffect.Yet
for the act of any such other person_ to inflict Instructional
punishment on the Judge, would be altogether ART.8. In the case of the Depute perma-
_njust, and highly mischievous : it would give neat, added to the inseparable power and dig-
to persons at large, in an indefinite number, nity is the encouragement afforded by the ex-
the power of cousigning to poverty and infamy, elusive prospect of location as principal in an
flmctionaries in any number, whose conduct in Immediate Judicat_ry, and thence of promo-
that situation had been pure of blame, tion to the correspondent situation in an Ap-

Enactire. peLlate Judicatory.

ARt. 4. But, if of any act done by a Judge, Enactire. I_2struct_onal.
the justice be to a certain degree dubious,-- AnT. 9. No services, no remuneration. For
benefit in any shape, or promise thereof, con- the manner in which service and remunera-
difional or unconditional, received by any con- tion are knit together, see Section 25, J_dges',
nexion of his as above, may serve or help to _.¢., .Attendance.

form a ground for Appeal ; for Appeal, and in Instructional.
case of participation proved, with or without
dislocation, and with or without punishinent, ART. 10. By the pecuniary competition, (as
in the name of punishment_ and compensation to which see Section 28,Jud.qes', _'v., Locabt¢
to party or parties injured, who,) antecedently to experience, no assurance

could be given, that, how large soever the
Enact_ve. appointed salary, it might not be reduced to

_kRr.5. Onhis responsibility,compensational 0, or even to less than 0 : more than the sa-
and punitional in case of frivolous and vexa- lary was worth, being given for it.
tious accersition and interrogation, through in-
sincerity or temerity,--any person may put In_tructlonal. Exemplifi_athrnal.
questions, tending to the manifestation of the ART. 11. In France, under the anvien re-
receipt, actual or expected, of any such bene- gi_ne, in the sort of Judicatory styled a Par/e-
fit, by the functionary, or any person so con- meat, scarcely (it is believed) di_i the emolu-
nected with him as per Art. 3 : and this, as meat in all shapes, attached to the situation of
well to any person so co_meeted or supposed Judge, amount to ordinary interest upon the
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capital expended in the purchase of it. ]_x- Instructional.tortions, it is true. were enormous. £1 is in-
cidentally spoken of by Linguct in one of his AnT. 16. Suppose, for argument's sake, in-
.Plaldoyers as exacted for the copy of a de- I stead of being in appearance (which, however,
tree: a sum which, in that place and time, as will be seen, they are not in reality)un-

wouhl go at lea_t thrice as far as a sum of the paid, they were paid, would the mischief they
same name would now in England. This ex- are productive of, be done away or so much
action is faithfully copied by their fellow as lessened _. On the contrary, it would be in-
disciples of the Roman school, in Scotland.* creased. :Increased it would be by the whole
]::u,_rmous the extortion ; but correspoudcntly amount of the tax. It would be increased not

enormous the muhitude of those among whom / only by the burden of the tax. hut by the ad-

the produce came to be divided. ] di_ional badness of conduct, of wifich the ad-

ditional opulence would be productive. Ast¢
instructional. .Exempllfcational. this, see Ch. ix. Section 15, I_emm_eratlon.

AnT. 12. Supposing the amount of induce- I_struct;o_ml.
ment to stand exactly at O, here then would !
be, what is regarded as the case of the ela% i AnT. 17. But putting aside casual emolu-
of functionaries- known in E,_gland by the de- I ment to casual receivers as above, from impure
nomination of the Unpaid Magtstracy, an in- sources, taking tbr the subject of consideration
stitution against which and with so much force the state of universal practice, it is not true that_
and justice, so much has of late been urged, strictly speaking, they are altogether unpaid.
As to this matter, in the country which is the Unpaid by salaries_ yes ; m.,paid by fees, no.
scene of it, true it i, that it swarms with evils Ir_tractioncd.
of the greatest ma_,uitude : with oppression,
and depredation, in an infinite variety of AnT. 18. Somebody, Esq., or Sir Somebody
shapes : wAh corruption, at once the cause, Something, or my Lord Somebody, does not, it
and among the etfect_, of those more immedi- may be said, receive the money rote his own
ate]y felt and tangible evils. But it is not to halide, or convey _t into his own pocket. In
the circumstance of the services being unpaid, .general, probablynot: the hands it is received

that is to say, not paid by money, levied by rote, the pocket it goes into, are those of lfis
taxes, imposed upon the whole people in some clerk.
proportion to their means, that the raischie- But this same clerk is a protegd_ a depen-
vousncss of it con-_ists. ! dant of the Squire, the Baronet, or the Lord.

The fees, if they add not to his opulence, add
In._ruct_o_d. ' to that portion of his power_ which is in the

A_T. 13. It is composed of a variety of other _hape of patronage.

eircum_tanee_. ] [nstruetlonal. .E.rcn_pli)qcat_onal.
1. The badness of the laws, to which the class !

of Judges in question are employed in giving ' A_T. 19. Many is the man, who, under the
execution and effect : those laws_ having for name of' a Justice of the Peace's Clerk, receives
their object and effect_-aud iu a very large pro- in this worst form at the people's expense, pe-
portion--theadvancementoftlleparticularand cumary remuneration, to a greater amount
sinister interest of the ruling one, and the Ari_-- than that which is received, in its least bad
toeracy ; sinister, because promuted at the ex- _brm in France by the Judge, whose title Jugv
pense, and by the sacrifice of, the interest of de Pain', has been copied, together with the" : fllltCtiollS, in some re._lwets, from that of the
the vastly greatest number, of a whole people. ]_nglish ./u_t'_cc c_ the t_,.,ce.

Instructional.
Instructlonal.

A_T. 14. 2. The almost total absence of the

applicable securities for good conduct : those AI_T. 20. What belongs to this subject is--
securities, of which so ample, and it is hoped the question between the receipt and non-re-
efficient, a list is to be seen in Sectmn 32 of ceipt of emolument. As to the corruptive na-
this same chapter, lure of the source, its effect ms to increase given

to expense, to the impoverisln_nent of the rein-
In, factionaL tively in_ligent, and to the denial of justice,

ART. 15. 3. Of these same Judges the situ- see Ch. ix. *_IINISTERS COLLECTIYELI". Section
atiou is such as to add to the power, the in- 15. J&muneratlon.

elination, to put to the most mischievous uses, .Ratiocinative.
these same mischievous laws: imposing in a
variety of ways, (not less, but more burden- A_T. 21. For remuneration for the service
some, by being indirect,) taxes to and for their of judicial functionaries of all classe._---magis-
own particular benefit, on the whole people, terml and ministerial, why give salaries at the

expense of the public, to the exclusion of re-
muneration in every shape, at the expePme of* The enormous fees p_vahle by lit_g,_nts in Scot-

land have now (1841)_m_" *nnsidera_bly reduce& individual litigants ._
_Ed. }3ecau_c exaction of remuneration at the ex-
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pense of parties litigant, would, as against no one of the diversifications of which, ill and
them, be the height of oppression, by the arrangements in question, that official

Instead of imposing on litigants the expense situation is susceptible, does the functionary
of litigation, (or any part of it, from which see it in his power to make any addition to the
they could be exonerated,) to the exoneration quantum of his remuneration.
of non-litigants, it is on non-litigants alone, as
has been already observed, to the exoneration l_at_ocinatlve. Exempl_ficati_naL
of litigants, that it should rather be imposed. ART. 23. In every case, in which by sny
For, the security which litigants do not enjoy unpunishable means whatsoever, it is in the
without alloy, that is to say, without the ex- power of any man, tbr service in any shape, to
pense and vexation which their situation as give increase to the number of the occasion_
such, imposes on them, nou-litigants enjoypure on which that same service comes to be ten-
and without any such alloy, dered, this same opposition between interest

Because exaction or permission of remune- and duty has place, and the mischievous effi-
ration at the charge of individuals in the situ- ciency of it, is more or les_ considerable : duty
ation of suitors, is a certain source of corrup- is sacrificed to interest. The e_il sustained by
tion : corruption unpunishable and ever in- the eust(m_er, by whom the service is bespoken
creasing : and through this corruption, of cur- . and paid for, ismorc than equivalent to the good
respondently increaAng expense, vexation and obtained by the dealer, by whom the service is
delay, in contravention of all the appropriate performed and svld.
ends, direct and collateral, of judicature and This state of things, to no inconsiderable
judicial procedure. ' degree has place, in the relation between pa-

Te authorize a Judge to exact in this man- tient and medical practitioner : in considera-
nee for himself his own remuneration, is to tion of it, an arrangement not altogether
authorize him to impose taxes (though under uncommon in England, is that of an annual
the name of t_'es) to an unlimited amount, and salary given by the patient to the practitioner.
put the proceeds into his own pocket. No less ,
defensible would be a law, authorizing the S_cTmx XXVIII.
head of the army to pay him_elt, what he plea_- ,
ed tbr so being, than to authorize the head of* 1 Judyes, _'c., .Locable who.

the law so to do. I_structio_tal.

l_at$oeinat'tve. I AI_T. 1. To render a person locable in the st-
ART. 2_. Objection. Payment by fees is . tuation of Judge Immedmte, necessary are two

recommended in Ch. ix. MI_1STEItS COLLEC- _ qnalifieations, e_rper$enee and irreproarhable-
_IVELV, Sectmn t6,].vcab& who, Art. 47 to 50, _te._s: experience, that is to say, appropriate
inthe case of lnstruct_rs, yet condemned in t!w experience; when under the operation of this

f .... I
ease of Judges. I_hc_e opmmns, are they, and It Lcode, there has been time for the acquisition of
yes, how are they, reconcileablc _. In opinions : it : irreproachableness from the beginning, and
thus opposite, xs there not an inconsistency _. I at all times. Follow here the mode in which

Answer. No, not any. Of the reasons by i the experience willbe ascertained, and that in
which, in the situation of a Judge, remunera- , which the irreproachableness _dll be proved.
tion in this mode stands condemned, there is ] E_met_re.
not one that applies to the situation of an In- I,
struetor in arts and sciences : whether the in- ' AnT. 2. After the expiration of the original
struetion be or be not accompanied with board, preparatmn period, as per Art. 22, no person
or lodging, or both. will be locable in the situation of Judge lm-

By giving increase to the number of the oc- mediate, unless he has served in the situation

casions eu which, by himself or his locatee.-', I of Judge Immediate Depute, for at lea_t [two]
fees are receivable, the Judge, if fees eousti- _ serrie¢ _ years.

tuted the whole or any part of his remunera- l_mctire. ILrfios_t_re.
tion, would by this means have it in his power,
to give to the aggregate of it, an unlimited in- A_. 3. A service year is, on this occasion,
crease: that is to say, by giving a eorrespon- composed not of all the days that have elapsed,
dent increase to the number of the occasions but of those days alone, during which, by the
ou which the fees allowed would be to be re- person in question_ the service has actually
ceixed : to the number of the operations per- been performed.

formed, and to the number and respective _,nactive.
lengths of the written instruments issued.

Thus it is, that, by the allowance of such ART. 4. During the original preparation
fees in judicature, the interest of the Judge is period, as per Art. 22, during which no person
placed in a state of diametrical opposition to, can have as yet fulfilled the two service years,
instead of unison with, his duty : an arrange- as above, any person who, as per Arts. 14, t5,
taunt, by which a bounty is given on the pro- has given proof of irreproachableness, may, at
duetion of delay, expense, and vexation, the discretion and on the responsibility of the

In the case of the Instructor in question, in Justic_ ._li_i_$er, be located in the situation
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of Judge Immediate : except as above, at the the number of hours, during which, in the
expiration of that time, no person is thus lo- course of that year, they have respectively
cable, who has not fulfilled his two service served, reckoning from the day on which they
years, as above, respectively began to serve. Of such part of

this matter as regards each person, is formed
.E_active. EaTos_tlvc. his -Individual Sercice Calendar.

AnT. 5. I. Appropriate experienve, hod
proved. For ascertaining and making known Enaetire.
at all times what individuals have become ART. I t. Within [ ] days after
_lualified, by experience, a complete set of the termination of each solar year, from the
Judge Deputes, ]ndlridual Ser.r_ee Calendars, above-mentioned Individual service Calendars,
and an,4 nnual a_TgregateService Calendar will the Justice Minister causes publish the Ann ual
be framed and preserved: the Aggregate being Aggregate Judiegal Service Calendar of that
composed out of the Individual Calendars. year : a copy he causes transmit to every Ju-

Enactive. Expositive. dicatory, as well Appellate as Immediate ; and
in each Justice Chamber, a copy printed in

AnT. 6. In a Judge Depute's Individual conspicuous characters is kept hung up for
Servlve Calendar, on each day of the year, on universal inspection in a conspicuous place.
which the individual has served in that char-
acter, entry is made of the number of hours Enaetive.
during which he has on that day served. ART. 12. In this Calendar are contained the

lists which follow :--
Enattire. Exyoositive. 1. List of all person% whose service years

A_T. 7. In this Calendar, a man's yearsof have been commenced, but not yet fulfilled:
service axe determined--not by the interval with the solar year month and day in which
between the day on which he first began to each person's actual service commenced: the
serve, and the day in question, but by the num- number of the days on which in the course of
ber of hours during which he has served. Days that year he served, and the number of lmurs
in two years, say 730 : serving hours in a day_ of service completed by him at the end thereof.
suppose 10 : to complete the two servaee years, Name of this list, The Locable U_fulfilled List.
service during 7,300 hours is, on thi._ supposi- 2. List of all person% _h% their service
tion necessary. Ofthesetwoservice years, fulfil- years having been fulfilled, have respectively
ment may have taken place in the time of two become capable of being located in the situation
solaryeaxs : but at the end of any greater length of Judge Immediate, but who are not as yet so
of time, it may be that it has not taken place, located ; and in this case, with the time of com-

mencement, and the number of hours as above.
.E,(letice. Name of thi_ list_ The Locabl_ Fult;tled List.

AgT. 8. To eanse set down on each dayin 3. List of all persons, who, tlmir service
this Calendar, the number of hours during years having been flflfilled, ha_e respectively
which the individual has, in the course of _hat been located in the situation of Judge Imme-
day, served, is among the duties of the Regis- diate ; and, in this case, with the time of com-
trar ; and, on the day in wlfich the two service mencement and number of hours of service as
years have been completed, he enters notifica- above; the time of fulfilment, as above, and

tion thereof, in these words :--" On this day," i the year month and day on which, and the
(naming the individual,)" his two service years I Justice Minister by who_n, they were respec-
werecompleted." Forthemodeinwhichentry tively located: also, the number of hours,
is made of the facts formhlg the materials of served in each one of the two situations, as
this Calendar, see Section 17, and Ch. xiii. above. Name of this list, The Lvcated L_st.
JUI)GF.SIMMEDIATE. 4. List of all persons, who, having served in

the situation of Judge Immediate, have been
Enactive. promoted to that of Judge Appellate, with the

ART. 9. If, after serving in one Judicatory, several particulars last-mentioned, and the
a Judge Depute serves in another, as often as solar year month and day on wlfieh, the Ira-
such migration takes place, he carries with him mediate Judieatory from which, the Appellate
a copy of his Service Calendar_ authenticated Judicatory into which, and the Justice Minis-
by the Registrar's signature, ter by whom, the location was made, also, the

number of hours served in each one of the three
Enactire. .Expositive. situations, as above. Name of this list, The

Altr. 10. Within [ ] days after Promoted List.
the termination of each solar year, the Regis-
trar of each Judicatory, transmits to the office Enavtiw.
of the Justice Minister, a list of the several A_T. 13. For the preparation of these Ca-
persons who, in the course of that year, have lendars, by the Justice Minister, blank forms
been serving in that Judicatory : whether as will be caused to be drawn up, and, in types of
Judge Depu_s permanent, or Judge Deputes as large sizes as conveniently may be printed;
occasional : adding to tbeir respective names_ and by him copies thereof will be transmitted
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_o the several Judic_tories, a_ well Appellate situation, superior aptitude can be secured--to
as Immediate : in each Judicatory, they will admit inferior instead of"it, would be to act in
be kept hung up in the several Justice Clmm- direct repugnance to the ends of justice. So soon,
bers, so as that the contents, with the manu- therefore, as in sufficient number, there are per-
script entries, in proportion as made, shall be sons in whose instance, the best security that
as easily visible as may be to all eyes. the nature of the ease admits of, for a formed

habit of impartiality, has been afforded by appro-
Enact_rs_ priate practice,--no person, by whose habits a

AnT. 14. II. Irreproachableness, howproved. ] reasonablypresumable comparative iufbriority,
A vacancy having place in the situation of in respect of that quality has been demonstrat-
Judge hnmediate, antecedently to the locating ed by corresponding inexperience, can there-
of a successor, the Justice Minister, by letter fore be admitted into this same situation con-
addressed to the Registrar, makes known the sistently with due regard to those same ends.
proposed successor, at the Judicatory in which
he is or has last been serving ; as likewise, if l:_at_oci_ati_e.
it be a different one, in the Judicatory in which I A_T. 18. Nor of the eonsequen_ exclusion
he is proposed to be located. In the Judica- will hardship be in any case the result. Per-
tory in which he is or has last been serving, on sons_preferably disposed for these occupations
the next day after receipt, the letter is, by the respectively, will seek employment, each of
Registrar, proclaimed, and attached to that them in tbat to which, in his own judgment, by
same Judge Depute's Individual Service Ca- appropriate aptitude in every shape,and at any
lendar, therein kept, with invitation in writing, rate by inclination, he is best adapted. Net-
and time sufilcient given, to all persons so dis- ther in the case of the Gorernment .Advovat$
pond, to come tbrward, and make any such ob- nor in that of the Elce_osy_ary Advocate, can
jections, as they respectively think fit to make, his remuneration, in all shapes taken together,
to the intended choice : and to this invitation, pecuniary included, be inferior to that with
publicity is given, by all such means as the which he is himself well satisfied. As to the
ci_rcumstances of the two several places afford. )ret_ssional lawyer, in compensation for hon-

our, his prospects hold out to him pecuniary
.E_actire. remuneration,in a quantity to which it is scarce-

ART. 15. From the day on which such pro- ly in the power of competition, to set any ti-
elamation has been made, the proposed Loca- mits; while in the case of _hoseto whose labours
to% being present in the Judicatory, in which in the same field, but performed for different
he is, or l_s last been serving, and the Judge purposes, public honour is attached, what re-
Principal, or, in ea_e of his necessary absence, muneration is allotted, in a pecuniary shape,
some Judge Depute, taking the judgment seat, will necessarily be confined within limits,wlfieh
anypersonwboh,.sanyobjectiontomake,comes to any degree may be narrow ones.
forward in the character of Pursuer, and the
inquiry is conducted on the same footing as in __at_ocinat_re.
the case of a penal suit. In conclusion, report ART. 19. Nor yet, need any individual tako
is thereupon made by the Registrar to the Jus- as a reproach to himself, the observation of the
tice Minister : the Justice Minister, thereupon, temptation to which, by his occultation, he
by an appropriate instrument, declares his per- stands exposed. The stronger the natural sini-
severance in the proposed location, or with- ster propensity, the greater the honour to him
draws it, as to him seems most meet. by whom it is overcome.

L'nactire. .E_tavt_re. Ratiocinative.

Any. 16. From the very. commencement of ART. 20. Excluded thenceforward, for this
this Code_ the test thus afforded of irreproaeh- reason, from the capacity of being located in the
abteness, will be applied. On every vacancy situation of Judg% are accordingly the classes
in the situation of Judge Immediate, the Jus- following :--
tiee Minister, when he sends to the Judicatory 1. Persons, having served in the character of
aprobationer, will place on the judgment seat, Government Advocates: to wit, whether JPrin-
along with a person to officiate as Registrar, cipals, 1)eputes permanent, or 1)epute_ ocra-
a person who_ during the probation, shall offi- sional. Abias infavour of the claims of the Go-
elate to that purpose as Judge. vernment, even when insufficiently founded,---

and thence on each occasion to the prejudice
.Enactive. _at_ovinatirv. of the individual, whose claims stand in oppo-

ART.17. III. Compa_tivv inaptitude exclud- sition to those elaims_--may, in and from this
ed. In the situation of Judge, an early formed situation, be naturally, and not unreasonably,
habit of impartiality is an essential security expected.
for the exercise of that virtue on each succeed- 2. Persons, having served in the character of
ing occasion : a security not only for right in- Eleemosynary Advocates, whether Princ_2als,
eliuatiou,but tbr right judgment;---not only for De_u_es per_nanent, or Deputes occa_naJ. A
the moral, but for the intellectual branch of bias in t_vour of the claims of the t-letple._%
appropriato aptitude. When, for a Judicial even when insufficiently founded_---to the pro-
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jndice of those of their adversaries, even where after completion of hi$ two a_rvleo years, as
sufficiently founded,--may, in and from this per Art. 2, the ¢"_rliest age at which a Judge
situation, be naturally, aud not unreasonably, Depute perroal_ent, will be loeabl_ in the situ-
expected, ation of Immediate Judge PriucipM, will be

3. Persons having served in the character of twenty-tltree years. Anterior to the age of
Professional Lawyers, or Probationary Profes- twenty-one, there will be ample time, for a
sional Lawyers, as per Ch. xxiii.: for, in their person to have reaped the benefit of that same
instance, the appropriate endeavours having Geueral instructiou system, in its full extent.

unavoidably been employed,in promoting in- Exl,os_t_,c"_ustice in favour of delinquency in all manner
of shapes,--delinquency, of which these advi_- I AICT.24. By the origb_.al ln't_arat_,on peri,d,
ers and assistants, cannot in gener:d, any more understand the length of time between the day
than the delinquents themseh_es, fail to have of the commencement of this Code, and the
been con_cious,--au indifference a_ between day on which, by the completion of their two
right and wrong, asbetween justice and injus- years' necessary term of service, in the eapa-
rice,and an habitual endeavour Locause wrong city of Judge Depute [ ] persons, have
and injustice, with the natural accompaniment entitled themselves to be placed as per Art.
and instrument, memlaeity, to prevail,--cannot 12, on the Locable Fulfilled l;._t, by serving
but be naturally, and not unreasonably, ex- either as Judges Immediate Principal, or a_
peered at thehands of persons socircum_tanced. Judges immediate Depute. _
Nor the less true is it--that the stro,._ger the
natural sinister Iu'open_ity, the greater the Enact'_re.
honour to him by whom it is overcome. ART. 25. I. ]nvm_Ji,_teJnd(.h.'._Qualificat_n.

, From and after the expire4ion of _his same ori-
L'n_actic,'. ]?at_ec'_lvctlrc. , gimd pr,7,arat,n, ),cflvd, uu person will be

AnT, "2!. IV. Ulterior intdl_ctmzl el,tit, rid,' entitled to be 1.cated in the situation of Im-
*_eured in fat,*re. Ill C]I. ix. 5IIsISZl-:RSCOL- mediate Judge l_rincipal, unless and until his
Lr.C_r:VELY,Section 16, Locat, le wh,,, and Sec- name has been duly entered on the said Lo-
tion 17, Located h,_r,--is exhibited a general cable ff alfill_d Lift.
scheme of public instruction, ibr functmnaries !
of the erudite clas_ iu the several Admiui_tra- l:,_,tct;_.
rive Subdepartment_ : of which distinction no- AR_. 26. I1. l_;m,,Eate Gorer_ment .Ad-

rice is also taken in Ch. x. Dr:_'E:_s:vn FoRce, ] toccatas (_ua[ifcati,,, _Nor as Government
Section 4. and Cb. xvi. Qc,_Sl-Jl:nv, Section 2. I Advocate, unless and until his name has been
Whether by flmctionaries belonging to the Ju- duly cut(red on a corre_-pvnding hst, intituled
dicial department, this same benefi_ _hall or the Gorcr_,_ht ,'ldroc¢_tCs Locabte lZulfitled
shall not tie shared, can scarcely be a matter List.
of indiffercncc. In the whole field of human
action, no imaginable occupation can be a=- .E_aetire.
signed, the business of which is not, in some A_. 27. III. L,one, li,_te Eleemosynary
way or other, liable to come within the cog- Mdcoeate's Qnal!fication. Nor as Eleemosv-
nizanee of the fimctionaries employed in Judi- nary Advocate, unless and until his name ha_
eature : most particularly, of those from _ahose been duly entered on a corresponding list. in-
situations the matter in dispute, whatsoever i_ tituled the El_cutosffn_ry _ldrocate's Loc/_;,/_
be, receives its effective decision. Fa/fdled Li_t.

Instruct;o_zaL i Enact_re.

An_. 2°. Accordingly, a thing to be de.-_ired, i AR_. 28. IV. Immedi,tc E,o:strar's Qua-
is--flint so soon as the number of those by ! lificat_on. .Noras Immediate Registrar, unle_u
whom this benefit has been shared, is risen to ! and until his name has been duly entered on
such a magnitude, as to contain in it a number, i a corresponding list, intitnled the lmmediat#
able and willing tu afford an ade,tu:_te supply, I ]'¢egistrar's Locable Fulfilled List.

to the several magisterial situations in the Ju- I Enactlve.
dieiary department, Deputes permanent as
well as Principals, included,--no person, who AnT. 29. ztppellat.e Judge's Qualification.
has not shared in that same benefit, should be ; Nor as Judge Appellate Principal, unless and
locabte in any one of those same situations. To until his name has been duly e_itered on
make observation and declaration of the time corresponding list, intituled, ]'],e Judge .z!.p-
when society is ripe for improvement in this pellat,'s Locable Fulfilled List.
ahape_ will bc among the cares og the Legisla-
ture. Enactire.

Expo_itire. ARt. 30. To be entered on the Judge .,4p-peltate's Lovable Fulfilled List, after the expi-
ARv. 23. Example :--Earliest age at which ration of the original preparation period, the

a person shall be employable as Judge Depute functionary must have served for at least clio
permanent_ suppose twenty-one years: if so_ service year as dud,ie Immediate.
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i asImmediate Judge Depute,will not prevent his
j_sa_/v¢_ i serving occasionally as Registrar Depute, nor

AdaT.31. During the original preparation his service days in that character from being
period, for the qualification of a Judge Imme- contributory to his qualification for being lo-
diate Principal,--no person who has not served cated in the situation of Registrar.
as Judge Immediate Principal, during one ser-
vice year, will be locable as Judge Appellate, SF.CTmNXXIX.
if there are [ ] persons who have served,
each of them, during one service year, in the Jmtges, _f_., Located how.
situation of Judge Immediate. Enacti_.

.E_active. ART. 1. Judges, as well appellate as imme-
ART.82. SOsoon as_ during the preparation diate, are all of them located by the Jnstiee

period, there exists any one of the function- Minister : to wit, out of the persons, locable
aries mentioned in Article 22, who, in his pro- as per Section 28, Ju&jea, _c., Locabl_ _:
bationary state, has served for the space of a and Ch. xxii. Section l, .Appellate Jud_ _o.
service year,---no person who has not_ for that F_active.
length of time served in that same state, is
capable of being located as Principal. An_. 2. So likewise Government Advocates,

as per Section 28, and Ch. xviii. I_mu_:
Enact_e. GOV_.R._F_TADVOCaTeS.

ART. 33. _lppellate Governme_ _dvocat_'s .Eaa_ire.
Qualifivatio_.

In respect of the appropriate experience, ART.3. So likewise Eleemosynary Advocates,
intellectual aptitude and irreproachableness, as per Section 28_ and Ch. xx. EL_-_OSVNXaV
the same securities as those which, as per At- ADVOCatES.

ticles 1 to 24 are provided in the case of _Enactive.
Judges, wiU, mutatis _utandis, be employed in
the case of GovernmentAdvoeatesinbothgrades. ART. 4. So likewise Registrars, as per See-
A Government Advocate Immediate will be tion 28, and Ch. xxi. I_M_n_a_ _Nv APPF.L-
located out of the list of professional lawyers. L_ Jvvmx_aY R_sz_as.

.Enac_ive. .Ratiocinative.

An'/'. 34. Crovernment .Advocate _eneral'_ AnT. _i. V(hy not leave the function oflocat-
Qualification. So, in the case of the Govern- ing all the several judiciary functionaries, in
ment Advocate General. He will be located their respective official situations, in the hands
out of the list of Government Advocates. of the members of the Supreme Constitutive---

of those in whose hands the function of locating
Erw_c,tive. the possessors of the Supreme Legislative au-

An_. 3_. 21ppellate Eleemosynary _dvo- thority is located, instead of in those of a
¢r_te'sQualifivation. So, in the case of Elee- singiefunctionary, himseff located by the Exe-
mosynary Advocate in both grades, entire Chief_.

Answer. Reasons.
,Enactive. First, as to the not locating it in the hands

ART. 36. .ApTd/a_ Judicial Reg_trar's of the Supreme Constitutive.
Ql_a/ifwat/on. So, in the ease of a Judiciary Want of time : namely, for receiving ade-

gistrar in both grades, quate information, as in the case of the func-
tion of the Executive Chief.

_Enavtive. That, with relation to the location of the
An_. 37. Gavernmen_ _4dvocatv General's members of the Supreme Legislative, the here

.Registrar's Qualification. 8% in the case of proposed members of the Supreme Constitutive
the Government Advocate General's Regis- are not unapt, but on the contrary, in an ex-
trar. He will be located out of the list of elusive degree apt, has been already shown.
Judiciary Registrars. But to the case of the class of functionaries

here in question,this same appropriate aptitude
.Enactiw. does not extend. For by league with a can-

AnT. 38. A person's having served occasion- didate for the judgeship, a single leader might,
ally as Immediate Registrar Depute, will not in the event of his success, acquire means of
prevent him from serving occasionally as Ira- gratification for sinister interest to an indefl-
mediate Judge Depute; nor his service days, nite amount.
in that character, from being contributory to
his qualification for being located in the situ- .P._atio_uatiw.
ation of Judge. ART. 6. On this supposition, between the

leading individual in the character of patron,
E_a_iv_. and the candidate for the judgeship, in the

A_.$9.Aperson'shavingservedoecasionally character of protege, there woutd be a eor-
VoL IX. 2 L
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rapt connexion : a connexion constituted by _in opposition to the supposed ruling party
a community of particular and sinister interest, would thus form itself. Between party and
both acting in diametrical opposition to the party here then would be a constant struggle.
line of duty, and universal interest. By the If the locating party were successful, there
judge on every occasion, undue favour would would be no redress ; if unsuccessful, then one
be shown, not only to the leader himself, but party judge, would succeed to another. Thus
to all persons specially connected with him, then instead of partiality at the expense of one
by any tie, whether of self-regarding interest, side, would be substituted partiality at the
or sympathy, expense of both sides. True it is, that by

both sides, a bridle or check applied by the
l_t_oeinatlve, opposite interest and power of the other, would

ART. 7. Here then would be a Judge, who be felt : not less true is it, that in favour of
being located by the influence of the head of neither of them would the power of that check
a party, and moreover by that same party be found adequately effectual. Mutual ani.
continually exposed to be dislocated, (such mosity would be kept alive by mutually and
at any rate is the arrangement here proposed,) continually repeated injury.
would be in a state of constant dependence
on that same party. Being in a state of de- 1_atiovinative.
peudence upon that same party taken as a ART. 10. True it is, that in all subordinate
whole, and at the same time, they individually judicatories there would be the faculty of ap-
in a state of dependence upon him, here, be- peal. But altogether insufficient would be
tween the powerful functionary in question, this remedy.
and the most influential persons in the district, 1. In the first place, in the very natu.re of
would he a sort of league, defensive and often- the case, the benefit of appeal can scarcely by
sire, against all the rest. By partiality in any means be placed within the reach of every
their favour, impartiality in his breast, would, individual. Such is the quantum of delay_
pro talTto, be destroyed, and the maximum of vexation, and expense,withwhich (after every-
partiality substituted. He, making himself an thing has been done, that can be done, towards.
instrument of depredation and oppression in the extinction of e_il in these several shapes)
every other shape for their benefit, they would access to this remedy will continue to be ob-
all the while, give him their support, while structed.
exercising depredation and oppression for his 2. In the next place, the disease, as it has
own benefit, and for the benefit of the several place in the subordinate indicatory, so by the
other individuals specially connected with him. operation of the same causes, will it be seated

in the suporordinate, at any rate, unless a dif-
J_atlocinat_e. fercnt mode of location be applied to the SU-

ART. 8. On condition that the locative func- perordinate one.
tion be not in these same hands, an arrange-
ment herein proposed is, that the dislocative l_atiocinat_ve.
function with relation to this class of function- ART. 11. So much as to want of moral
aries should be in those same hands. By this aptitude. As to appropriate intellectual apti-
means, against real-practice in ever" shape, a tude, it is possessed by the Supreme Constitu-
security in favour of those whose interest is t've in sufficient amount, with reference to
the universal interest, will be placed in their location as applied to the Supreme Legislative.
own hands. But in the case here in question But as to the point here in question, the Con-
that same security has noplace. By that same stitutive is altogether debarred from compet-
_inister interest by which the corrupt and su- ing with the Justice Minister.
premely unapt functionary has beenonce locate
in the situation in question, by that same inte- _iocinative.
rest will he at all times be located,--at all ART. 12. Next, as to the not locating it in
timespreservedfrombeingdislocated, andatthe the hands of the Supreme Legislative. The
sametime,aIlthosebywhomhehasbeeninjured, reasons which apply to the ease of the mem-
excluded from the faculty of obtaining relief, hers of the Constitutive authority as abovej

Ratiovinative. m_y be seen applying to those of the Legisla-
tive : with a force equal in quantity_ not ; but

Any. 9. True it is, that (especially under a in species, the same.
form of government, arranged in other parti-
culars in the manner here proposed) sooner l_aytiovinative.
or later the depredation and oppression having ART. 13. Lastly, as to the not locating it
become intolerable, the evil would find its own in the hands of the Executive Chief.
remedy : under favour of that liberty of dis- Reasons.
oussion, which could not immediately be ex- See those applying to the questicu_why not
tinguished, those who suffered by the real- locate in the hands of the Executive Chiefthe
practice being assiduous and united in their location of the Justice Minister
complaints to all other constituted authorities See also, the functions of the Justice Minis-
•nd to the Public-Oninion Tribunal, a uarty ter_ which the Executive Chief would lmw to
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look to the exercise of, in addition to his own, functionaries ready to accept ulterior employ-
and those of his subordinates, the minister_ meat, will at all times be visible, greater than

the whole number of those who have actually
P_at_ina_i_. beenin the habitual receipt of full employment.

ART. 14. In the case of the several function- This considered, whenever an influx of business
aries of the administrative department, placed of this sort happens to come in, the Justice
under the absolute direction of the Executive l_linisterissuesan instrument ofinritation, stat.
Chief, as to what regards official duty, centes- ing the nature of the business in question, to-
ration is neither desired nor expected: ira- gather with the number of the Judges and
partiality is therefore a quality that belongs other functionaries, necessary to the maximiz-
not to the case. ing the despatch of it, and calling upon all

Not so in the case of the Judges : in their qualified persons who feel disposed, to send in
ease impartialityis an essential and indispensa- their proposals.
hie attribute : were they in a state of depen- On this.plan, the most ez_ct agreement ha_
deuce on the Executive Chief, their hnpar- place, between all interests concerned : be-
tiality would be much weakened by this ar- twcen the interest of the public, in respect of
rangemeut. Only in so far as there is no con- the ends of justice ; and the interest of the in-
testation with regard to the right, is it desired dividuai functionaries : the ends of justice to
that the absolute dependence of all the several wit, as indicated by the evils, by the avoid-
ministers on the Executive Chief should have ance of which, they will be fulfilled.
pla_e : in the ease of judiciary functionaries, 1. As to _on-deci_ion. In these cases, as in
eontestation is certain : only for the terrains- all others, the interest of the public, and thence
tion of it_ arc their offices instituted. Here it of Government, requires that the non-decision
is essential that, in relation to functionaries so should, as to every part of the business, be
abounding with power as the Executive Chief, minimized : in other words that despatch be
independence should be as decided as the ha- maximized. But so does that of each indivi-
ture of the cascwill allow it to be. dual functionary : if in this situation, his la-

bours continue beyond a certain length of time,
_?n_truet_oncg.' the limitation of them to a portion thus cam-

ART. 15. One elass of cases may he seen, for parativelynarrowofthelogieal fieldofservice,
the cognizance of which the most apt, or even would render him (as well in reality as in
the exclusively apt, provision, will he made by appearance) less qualified for traversing the
a set of Judicateries, composed, each of them, whole field as a Principal, than if, with even
not of Principal functionaries, hut of Deputes : less assiduity, he had been in the habit of
and these Deputes located--not by their re- giving to his attention, that same all-com-
speotive Principals, but in an Immediate way prehensive anddesirableextent. Henee_more-
by the Justice Minister. i over_both interests require that the number of

To this class belong those sorts of cases in these Judicatories employed at once, be nmxi-
which incidentally and casually a larger quan- mized.
tity ofbusinessis apt toflow in, than can with- 2. As to m_de¢_.on. Inthese casesas inaU
out waste be provided for by any permanent others_ by and in proportion to want of pub-
establishment : larger th_n can be provided lieity, misdeeision would of course be prohabi-
for, even by theherein-provided, newly-devised lized. In what instances soever, business of
Source of supply, the unlimited power of lo- i this description has in practice been assigned
cation given to the several Principals. A cir- to special Judicatories, constituting with rela-
eumstanee which would oppose additional tion to the ordinary ones, so many Judith-
difficulty to an adequate supply for any such tar/as of e_rception,whatever portion at"thelight
extraordinary demand, is the need of employ- of publicity has been suffered to shine upon
lug one and the same spot, as the seat of the the proceedings of ordinary Judicature, has
greater part of the whole of the number of beenwithdrawn_omtbese extraordinaryones :
these simultaneously constituted Judicatories : their proceedings have been carried on in her-
and of this ease, the seat of Government would tactically sealed recesses: natural dens of cor-
n_tur_,lly afford an exemplification, were it ruption, fraud, depredation, and oppression.
only on account of its affording the most effi- But to the interest of the individual, the
ciently inspecting public, maximum of publicity is not less favourable,

than to that of the public. That he m_y not
l_tr_r_ion_l. F_e_t_lifwat_onal. be forgotten, or considered as laid aside, it will

ART. 16. The plan on which, for all such be for the interest ofcach to be seen continu-
casual and temporary demands, the most apt ally in action, and that his mode of action be
provision is capable of being made is, by the asconspicuousasthe comparatively limited na-
re_t of the system,rendered su_ciently obvious, ture of the business will admit of its being made.
In the whole number of Judicial Territories eve- whatever part of the field a demand
taken together, with how near an approach may have place, for indication of exceptions,--
eoever to the maximum of adequacy the ac- the eases her_ it. question will not be found
tual supply of Deputes may have adjusted it- comprised in it. Of the demand presented by
meif to the demand_ a number of these several the Army Service. and the _avv Serviee_ _
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alsothegroundsofit,a viewhas beengivenIAppellate,is at any timedislocableby the
already.Of allthosegrounds,withthe ex-IJusticeMinister,(he proceedingintheexcr-
ceptionof thatwhich appliestothe demand IeiseofhisJudicativefunction,asperCh.xxiv.
fora speciallocate.r,notone,itmay be soen_ISection4, and not otherwise;)also,by the

hasplaceinthepresentinstance. Ioperationof any oneoftheefficientcausesof

Exemplificat_onal. I dislocatedness, applying to the case of a Mem-ber of the Legislature, as per Ch. vi. Section 30.
ART. 17. In English practice, the provision l

made for business of this sort, stands exem- .Enactive.
plified in two sorts of Judicatories, termed { ART. 2. So, a Government Advocate.
Audit Courts, and Courts of Claims already t
mentioned in Section 1. In both these in-_ Enactire.
stances, but for the requisite explanations, _ AnT. 3. So, an Eleemosynary Advocate.
the composition of the Judicatery might con- !
vey the idea of a system more favourable than .Enaetir_.
the one here proposed_ to the joint interests of ART. 4. SO, a Registrar.
economy and justice. No Eleemosynary Ad-
vocate ; not even so much as a Government .Enact;re.
Advocate. The more profusely overloaded AnT. 5. If in any one solar year, the service-
with emolument that office is in other instan- time of a Judge Depute permanent, as per
ces, the higher is the value that will be apt to Section 28, Locablc who, falls short of [one-
be set upon the saving made by the omission fourth] part of the maximum of' a Judge Prin-
of it, in these. But were even economy every- cipal's required service-time during that same
thing, and justice in other respects nothing, period, his name is, on the first day of the en-
loss to an incalculable amount, rather than suing solar year, eliminated from the list of
saving, would be the natural, not to say the Judge Deputes permanent : the conclusion be-
necessary result. - ing formed--that either the requisite closeness

Such would be the case were there in each and punctuality of attendance is greater than
Judicatory but one Judge. From this total he can endure, or, in the eyes .of the Judge
darkness, he would derive the uncontrolled Principal, he is deficient in appropriate apti-
power of ministering to the sinister interest tudc, absolute or comparative. *
and desires, signified or anticipated, of the
patron by whom he was located. Oppression Enactlve.
would thus be exercised on this or that indi- ART.6. A Judge Depute permanent is more-
vidual : depredation consummated in favour of over dislocable by the several causes of dislo-
this or that other. But in practice, the hum- cation, by which a Judge Priucipal is disloca-
bet runs above one in an indeterminate de- ble : see Ch. xiv. Section 2, _lation to Prin-
gree : and by and in proportion to the number, vital.
the abuse, instead of being checked, is more
likely to be multiplied. The majority has in Enact_e.
this ease the power of preventing it at the ART.7. Thus in an Immediate Judicatory,
hands of the minority, but who of them all so also in an Appellate.
has the inclination _. By opposition, no one
would gain anything but ill.will and discern- .Enactive.
fort to himself. By connivance at the real- ART. 8. So, a Government Advocate Depute
practices of his several colleagues, success to permanent.
his own may be secured by every one. In all
such harmony the presence of another instru- Enactlve.
ment of Government in the character of an ART.9. So, an Eleemosynary Advocate De-
Advocate would suffice to plant disturbance, pute permanent.
With him would unavoidably come in more or
less of a public. By those other instruments Ena_t_ve.
of Government, otherwise than at the instance ART. 10. So, a Registrar Depute permanent.
of this one, in favour of any sinister interest
on the part of the ruler, to the prejudice either SscrmN XXXI.
of the public or of individuals, nothing, how
well soever inclined, could they thus venture to Judges; _'c., I_auyural _Dedaration.
propose--nothing forwhieh a ground ostensible
and more or less plausible, could not be made. Instructional. l?xttloeirtati_.

ART. 1. Use of this instrument. As in other
SEcrIo._ XXX. high official situations, so in the present case,

the use of an Inaugural Declaration is this :_
Judges, _(c., Di_locable tinny, to direct the attention of the public at large

Enacth, e. * Provision is thusnmde againstsuperfluousand
ART. l. A Judge, whether Immediate or sinecari_ Judge Deputes Fermanent.
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to those points in the conduct of the function- ] pendent upon or conneetedwith me: but that
ary, in respect of which, by the nature of his ] on suspicion of any such offer or recompense, I
situation, he stands in the greatest degree ex- 1will forthwith make public such my suspicion,
posed to the temptation of swerving from the I together with the grounds thereof and the
line of duty : and in a more especial manner, I names of all parties concerned.
to those on which the force of the political, J
including the legal sanction, not being so IV. Secret i_teroourse w_th.Appl_caats
easily or effectually brought to bear, aid from dispramised.
the popular and moral sanction is most ART. 5. I will not, on any account, give ear
needed, to, but indignantly reprove, any application

Under this description, come in a more that may be made to me, in any manner or
especial manner, those cases, in which the place other than on the judgment seat, and in
aberration has place--not in toto, but only in the hearing of all, in relation to any cause, ht
degree : on the face of the instrument they will contemplation of its depending or coming to
easily be distinguished, depend before me : much less will I give any

I. Execution and Effect promised, opinion or advice relative thereto : and shouldany such application be made to me in writing,
ART. 2. I will in all things, so long as I con- I will forthwith produce and read the same in

tinue in the exercise of the functions belong- _open Judicatory, although it should be con-
ing to this my office, pay obedience to the law : rained in a private and confidential letter : so
I will on each occasion use my best endea- likewise if_ having been addressed to any one
yours to give execution and effect to every I else.
part of it, according to what shall appear to I
me to be the intent of the Legislature for the t V. Publidty promised, where d_.
time being : not presuming on any occasion to I ART. 6. I will not endeavour to keep secret,
_ubstitute any particular will of my owfi, to I but on the contrary, study by all suitable
the will of the Legislature, even in such cases, means to render in the most extensive degree
if any, where the provisions of the law may public, the proceedings in all cases, except
appear to me inexpedient : saving only the I those in which the law shall have ordained
exercise of suchdiscretionary suspensive power, t them to be kept secret.
if any, with which the Legislature may have _t

thought fit to intrust me. [ VL Secrecy promised, _here due.
II. Impartiality iv the qeneral exercise of [ ART.7. Onevery occasion, on which, in rein-

_Powerpro_dsed. ] tion to any part of the proceedings belonging tomy office, the Legislature shall have ordained
ARt. 3. On every occasion, in the exercise secrecy to be observed, my sincere endeavours

of this my vocation, sincere and anxious shall shall be applied to the giving full execution
be my endeavour, to keep my mind as clear and effect to every ordinance directed to that
as may be of undue partiality in every sense : end.
of partiality in favour of any class or indivi-
dual, to the injury of any other : of partiality, t VII. _Non-rereagefor Obloquy.
through self-regarding interest : of partiality, 1 ART.8. Whatsoever reproach may happen at
through interest inspired by sympathy : of I any time to be cast upon me, (or any other
partiality, through interest inspired by anti- i functionary of the Judicatory,) whether in re-
p_thy : more particularly will I be on my I spect of my demeanour in the exercise of the
guard against partiality in favour of supe- functions belonging to my office, or on any
riots, to the prejudice of inferiors : of supe- other account, never will I, by means of any
riots, inwhatsoever scale of comparison---opu- power or influence, derived from my office,
lence, power, reputation_ talent--natural or cause, or seek to cause, or willingly suffer, evil
acquired, in any shape to happen to any person concerned

III. Bribery disprom_sed, in the casting of any such reproach: savingonly, in ease of mendacious or culpably temer-
ART. 4. 1 will not at any time, accept any I arions falsehood, designed or tending to the

gift or favour, that shall have been offered me, production of such evil effect, my right of aF-
in the view either of influencing or recompens- plying to some other Judicatory, for such saris-
ing my conduct on any particular occasion in faction, for wrong, or punishment, or both, as
the discharge of the functions of my office : in in the eyes of the Judge, the case shall appear
case of my suspecting any benefit to have been to require.
conferred on me, or offered to me, or to any
person supposed to be connected with me, or VIII. _ron-sdf-servi_.
intended to be so conferred, with any such ART. 9. I will not, on the occasion of any
view, I will forthwith declare and make pub- pecuniary or other bargain, or understanding,
.ic, such my suspicion : nor will I, knowingly directly or indirectly, receive or avail myself,
and wittingly, suffer, ff it be in my power to or endeavour to avail myself, of the influence
prevent it, any such offer or recompense to be or authority of my station to obtain any ado
made_on any suchaccount,toany personde- vantagetomyselforany other.
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IX. Non-d_.eri_. XVI. F_o_/or d_o_ of Tr_

A_T. I0. I will not take any part wh_tso- d_yrom_.
ever in any election, nor use any means, direct Amr. 17. On no occasion, nor for any put-
or indirect, to influence the vote of any other; pose, although it were for the elicitation of
excepting only the public statement of my material truth, will I employ any untrue as-
pretensions according to law, on any election sertien, direct or implied, for any such put-
in which I shall myself be a candidate, pose as to cause any witness to believe or sus-

pect that by any other witness, some matter
X. _Ton-ab$eatation. of fact has been disclosed, that has not been

AnT. ll. I will not willingly absent myself disclosed : yet, while thus avoiding the utter-
from duty, except to the extent of the time al- ante of falsehood, for the elicitation of truth, I
lowed me by the law, or in case of unavoid- will avoid at the same time, bydiselosureofany
able necessity, resulting from sickness or other- evidence which has been delivered, the afford-
wise ; nor then, without making the best pro- lag to any witness, any positive facility for
vision in my power for keeping my place sup- the fabrication of false or other deceptiuns
plied, evidence. On every occasion it shall be among

the objects of my endeavours to keep my own
XI..Despatch. discourse, and, as far as depends upon myself,

AR_. 12. I will, as far as depends upon me, the discourse of others, as pure as may be,
give to every cause that comes into my hands, from the taint of fallacy in every shape.

the utmost despatch that shall appear to me XVlI. Urbanity to Parties and l/V_D,esses.consistent with the purposes of justice : nor
will I put off any cause, or give to any cause, ART. 18. On the elicitation of testimony,
the priority over another, but for special rea- whether, from party or extraneous witness,
son publicly declared, it shall, on every occasion, be my special care

to avoid inflicting on their feelings any unne-
XII. Zv'on-pree_jvitz_fio_. cessarywound: to avoid giving to my discourse

-ART. 13. I will at no time, through impa- any such shape as to involve the assumption
tienee or otherwise, knowingly cause or permit of delinquency in any shape, as having place
justice to suffer by undue precipitation ; and in his instance ; or be indicative of anger or
in particular, I will not bestow less attention contempt as having place towards him. in my
upon the ca'use of the poor than of the rich ; breast ; or of menace in the event of his corn-
considering that, where small rights are seen porting himself in a manner otherwise than in
to be contemned, great ones will not be deemed accordance with my wishes.
secure : and that importance depends not upon Of no power or influence attached to my si-
nominal value, but upon the proportion of the tuation, will I ever avail myself, to any such
matter in dispute to the circumstances, and its personal and sinister purpose, as that of treat-
relation to the feelings of the parties, ing dependance, or exacting, or receiving

homage. To avoid wounding, by haughtin_s
XIII..E_rl_snse minimizexL of demcanour_ the sensibility of such of my

ART. 14. I will not, through favour to those fellow-citizens, whose business brings them
who profit by the expense of the administration into communication with me, shall be among
of justice, connive at, much less promote, any my sincere and constant cares.
unnecessary expense ; but, on the contrary,
study, as much as in me lies, to confine such XVIII. _re_on qf.4dvovated, ,_'v.,
expense within the narrowest bounds cempati- _nurbanity.
hle with the purposes of justice. ART. 19. Careful to avoid inflicting any such

umlecessary wound on my own part, I will be
XIV. 2_on-impaZ_nc, e. no less so in repressing, as soon as observed,

ART. 15. I will not, through impatience or all such disposition on the part of any other
favour to the official, or to the professional ad- person possessing any authority, or performing
vocate, show discountenance to him who plea_ls any part on the theatre of justice : to wit, any
his own cause, or to him who pleads gratui- Quasi-Juryman or Registrar ; any Govera-
touslythe cause of his friend, but rather show in- ment Advocate, or Eleemosynary Advocate,
dnlgence and lend assistance to their weak- or Professional Assistant mrSubstitute to s
ness. party ; or any gratuitous Assistant or Substi-

XV. )Von-partiality by _DeIoutatlon. tute to any party; or any. extraneous witness,on the occasion of any question, proposed by
ART. 16. I will not either make or revoke him to be put to any other witness.

any appointment of a Depute, permanent or oc-
casional, with a view to favour or prejudice XIX. 2_/d to Bro_erd*_dges.
any suitor otherwise than according to justice; ART.20..Where, on the occasion of a suit
hut for the common convenience of suitors, and having its origin in the Judicatory of another
only to the extent of the number which shall judge, the function of eliciting evidence for
appear to me requisite to that end. the purpose of that same suit is committed to
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me, I will use my best endeavour, by mean._ may be needful for the repression of evll in-
of suoh evidence as I shall thereuponelicit, to tention, seeking its accomplishment by such
complete the necessary and sufficient ground means.
for such decrees and mandates, as the nature
of the case may require, and for giving thereto, Enavtive.
full execution and effect. ART. 23. The above Declaration will be

Where, for the purpose of eventual exeeu- made by every judge, and a similar one, in so
tion and effect to such decrees as he shall far as it appertains to their respective offieess
have seen reason to issue, on the occasion of a will be made by every Government and Elee-
suit originating in his judieatory, any other mosynary Advocate.
judge has issued, for any purpose, a mandate,
to which, for such purpose, it is necessary E_avt/v_.
that execution, in part or in whole, be given ART. 24. A copy of the above Declaration,
within my judgeshire,---far from obstructing, printed in the largest type, conveniently era-
my endeavours shall, in so far as needed, ployable, and on one side only of the paper,
be applied to the facilitating of such exe- with the signature of the judge or other fune-
cution: applying myself in aid of, and so tionary at length to every clause, and at the
far as requisite in concert with, such my eel- end, the date of the day when signed, shall
league, by the performance of any such opera- be kept in the Justice Chamber, hung up in a
tions as may be necessary to the affording equal conspicuous situation, so long as he shall cou-
benefit to such judgeables, to whom it has tiaue in office.
happened to addre_ themselves to his Judi-
eatery, on the one part, and such to whom it S_loN XXXII.
has happened to address themselves to my
own Judicatory, on the other. Judgc$'_ _¢., Se_ur_iesfor approl)riat¢

XX. Reasons, given to audience, aptitude.

ART. 21. So far as may be, without uneco- Enactlre.
nomieal expenditure of judicial time, I will on ARt. 1. Principal and indispensable securi-
every occasion employ my best endeavours in ty, publicity of the procedure throughout the
affording to the surro_mding audience in their whole course of it from first to last. Excep-
quality of Judicial Inspectors, and to the tions, if any, minute in comparative extent ;
Quasi-Jury on the occasion eta Recapitolatory incidental and but temporary in duration :
Examination, a conception as clear, correct, examinations, for example, productive of un-
and comprehensive as may be, of the nature necessary and preponderant vexation, by dis-
of the case in hand, and of the considerations closure of family or commercial secrets.

on which, in the character of reasons, the ]n_tructlonaL
several operations performed by me iu rela-
tion to it, are grounded. AnT. 2. Instruments of publicity, the in-

struments of discourse in both its shapes--
XXI. Legislation-regarding function, audible and visible--oral and written.

ARt. 22. On every occasion, I will pay due The theatre of Judicature, in form as well
and solicitous attention to the Legislation- as dimensions, after the necessary regard paid
regarding functions allotted to my office : I to frugality, should be adapted to the reception
will be on the watch for every occasion on I and entertainment of the greatest number of
_hieh need has place for amendment to the I persons that, in that state of comfort which is
text of the law, whether in respect of matter necessarytoclear, correet, and completecencep-
or of form : and wheresoever in other respects, tion, can receive at both inlets to the mind,(viz.
a demand shall seem to me to have place for hearing and sight,)information of what passes.
an eventual amendment, it shall be my care, In a country in which a corrupt benefit shared
to the best of my ability, so to frame it, as to between the monarch and the judge is the ae-
render it, in as perfect a degree as may be, tualmainendofjudicature, keepingthe theatre
well adapted to its proper end, and intended of judicature as ill adapted as possible, to
purpose, these its proper ends, is among the objects of

When applied t_, for exercise to begiven by a secret policy. For the judges, for their
me to the preinterpretat_ve function, I will with scribes, for the leading advocates, situations
indulgence submit to any such inconvenience, adequate in extent, sufficient for comfort, suf-
as may be the result of deficiency of appro- ficient for sight and hearing, are provided.
priate instructedness, on the part of a consult- To jurymen, situations affording sight and
ant suitor : yet not so, as to concur with him in hearing could net be refused : but, of the ecru-
the uneconomical consumption of that official fort that would be conducive to clear, correct,
time, for the beneficial application of which, and complete perception, no inconsiderable
other suitors are in waiting ; at the same time, share is commonly denied.
in ease of a purposed design on his part to For axlvocates of minor account, _ station,
give existence to such waste, it sha/1 be my adequate to the reception of ss many as can
care to apply such appropriate punishment as have need of attendance= on the occasion of



several successive causes, is provided. To an _ theirwitnessesw_itlngforthet_:_se_t_ea_me
attorney and his clerk, for each of the parties l on. The line of seats neare_ to _hat of ihe
to a cause, access neither could be, nor is, de- _Judge, and thence the most eomm,_dio_ for

• siredtobe refused.Theseindispensablede-Isight,and hearing,to be occupiedby those
roundssatisfied,the placeleftaccessibleto_whosecausestandsnextinthe listof causes.
thoseof whose suffragespublicopinionis_In theinstanceofa causebeingappointedfor
©omposed,isineverypoint,form,extent,a_d Ia certainday,supposeitto be ofthenumber
comfort,kept in a stateas ill-adaptedas _ofthosewhich,whiletl_eyaffordconsiderable
possible. 'and extensiveexcitementto publicattention,
Ingressisnotrefusedtotheking'ssubjectspromiseto occupysucha lengthof timeas

_no indeed: inthissanctuaryofjustice,theiwillnaturallyImveforitsnaturaleffect,the
omnipresenceofthe God upon earthbeingideterringfrom attendancethe partieswhose
constantlymanifested,exclusionputuponany cause standsnext,--thequantityof space
themeanestofhissubjects,would be a dimi- which,inordinarycases,would Imvebeenoc-
nuticnofhisglory.Ingressisnot rendered[cupiedby the partiesto theseveralsuits,in
illegal; God forbiditshould:itisonlyrcn- theirseveralturns,would thusexhibita va-
deredimpossible, cancy. For the fillingup of thisvacancy_

tickets placed at the disposal of the parties to
I,struvt_onal. .Exemplifivatlonal. the appointed cause, and their agents, would

AnT. 3. Persons by whose presence publi- thus afford a chance more or less co,raider-
city, so far as etfested by information received able.

through oral discourse, is constituted, are:-- _nstruvtionaL
1. The scribe or scribes oftbe Judge as such.
2. The plaintiff's assistant with his scribe or ART. 3. If in the nation, province, or dis-

scribes, trict in question, in respect of number and
3. The defendant's assistant with his scribe mental cultivation taken together, the corn-

or scribes, puny thus divided--the section of the tribunal
4. During the extraction of oral testimony, of public opinion thus constituted--be regarded

thewitness under examination: incidentally as not sufficient, the eye of the legielator should
any other witness or witnesses purposely con- be on the look out, for others competent in
fronted with him. that respect to add to it. Of these distinguished

3. The advocate or advocates, if any, occu- members of that subsidiary tribunal--of these
pied in affording their assistance to the several guardians of justice--the description would
parties on both sides, vary, according to the circumstances of the

6. The attorney or atternies, if any, occu- country, and the nature of its institutions.
pied in affording their assistance to the parties In a judicial district coextensive suppose with
on both sides, a parish, or containing in it parishes more than

7. In a case where a quasi-jury is called in one, obligation suppose imposed by law, obli-
the quasi-jurors, nation of attendance by rotation, so far as such

obligation can be imposed without preponder-
Enavt_re. ant vexation and inconvenience. In a town

ART. 4. The above of necessity : necessity { in or near which a military body of regulars
being created by the form of procedure above ] has its station, attendance in like manner.
proposed. I In a nation, province, and district, having ha-

To be addible for the separate purpose of tional guards, like attendance on the part of
publicity:-- [ the officers of such guards. Title of the func-

In front of the Judge's seat, suitors with ] tionaries in question, guardians of justice.

I_tr_ctional. Ezemplificatio_tl.

ART. 6. The following are the benefits sought to be promoted, and the evils excluded, with
reference to the situation of Judge :-

.Benefits and Virtues meant to be pror, oted. Evils and Vices _neant to be excluded.

1. Impartiality. 1. Partiality, through sympathy or antipa-
thy.

2. Incorruptibility, in a passive way. 2. Yielding to corrnptive applications.
3. Incorruptibility, in an active way. 3. Solicitation of corruptive agreements.
4. Publicity in general. 4. Concealment_ where adverse to justice.
/_. Secrecy in appointed cases. 5. Divulgation, where adverse to justice.
6. Unsolicitableness. 6. Inchoate partiality by admitting private

solicitation.
7. Abstinence from abuse of power, in Elec- 7. Abuse of power, by usurpation of patron-

tlons : viz_ by usurpation of patronage, age.
8. Constancy of attendance. 8. Violation of duty, by non-attendance.
9. Promptitude of despatch. 9. Dilatoriness, by indolence, negligen¢e_ or

design.
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10, Clo_ma_ a_l ooutlantty of attention 10. Inattention, partlcularly_osmatlcauses,
even to the _m_dleet eausee, thence precipitation.

11. Pnnctuallty of obedience towards the 11. Disobedience, as towards the law : viz.
festive law. by misinterpretation, or arbitrary decision.

12. Certification of its imperfections, when- 12. Creation, or permission of needless ex-
ever observed, peuse to suitors : so vexation.

13. Minimization of expense. 13. Partiality towards advocates : contempt
towards, and non-assistance, of suitors and
their gratuitous assistants.

14. Non-partiality towards advocates. 14. Insolence, contemptuousness, and proud
deportment as to suitors and visiters ingeneral.

15. Indulgence and assistance towards 15. Harshness towards delinquents_ and
suitors, persons accused of delinquency.

16. Amiable and patient deportment to- 16. Assumption of superior virtus_ on thu
wards all. ground of superior power.

Instructional. Instruetlonal.

ART.7. Of the various other securities for ART. 11. _,Iost of the securities which apply
appropriate aptitude, moral, intellectual, and to the situation of Judge Immediate, apply to
active, whether antecedential, concomitant, or that of Government Advocate.
_onsequeathtl, or say ulterior, see Ch. vi. L_uls- Ulterior securities are---
_azva_, Section 31; Ch. ix. M_xsT_us COL- 1.To any person that thinks fit, in considera-
_rXV_LY, Section 25," and also the various tion either of his own or any other private
Sections contained in this Chapter : more par- interest, or any public interest, power to apply
tieularlySeetions14to18,andSections25to31, to the Judge tbr his mandate, requiring the

Government Advocate to act on the occasion
In_rwtiomd. in question, whether on the Pursuer's_ or on

AnT. 8. Additional securities, applying not the Defendant's side of the suit.
to the situation of the Principal, but only to 2. Add to this case the concurrent authority
that of the Jl)ep_tte,are the following :-- given to persons at large; viz. in the character

1. Power of the Principal to make, in rela- of ii_ormants, and that of pursuers, in non-
tion to his own judicatory, general regulations penal and lourely penal cases: and in the char-
as to the distribution of business, between De- acter of persons specially wronged, and, as
pure and Depute, as per CA. xiv. JVVGE IM- such, cuTups'aura_ m publico-j_rirate peltal
MEDIATE DEPUTES PERMANENT. cases,

2. Power to a party to apply to a Depute
permanent, to make reference to the Judge Instruc_.ional.
Principal, as to this or that particular point, AnT. 12. So, in the case of an Eleemosynary
as per CA. xiv. Section 2, P_latio_ to _Pri_ci- Advocate. To any person regarding himself
pa/: and in case of his refusing or omitting so as having a need of his assistance, or to any
to do, to apply to the Judge Principal for other person on his behalf, power to apply to
that same purpose, the Judge, for his mandat% requiring the

3. Dislocability of the Depute by the Prin- Eleemosynary Advocate to act as such, in be-
eipal, as per Ch. xiv. Section 2. half of such relatively helpless person.

Instructiol_aL
SEcrm_ XXXlII.

AnT. 9. The securities which apply to the

situation of a Judge Depute permanent, apply Judiciary M_paratus.to timt of a Judge Depute occasional, except
always, the concomitant security relating to Enavt_ve. .Expositive.
col_nexlons: for which, as regards the situation
of Judge Principal, see Sections 16_ 17. AnT. 1. By the Judiciary apparatus, under-

stand the stock of things which, to enable the
Iu_truetio_al. Judiciary Establishment to discharge its func-

A_T. 10. Securities applying to thcsituation tions, require to be at the dispesal of the
of Judge Appellate, and not to that of Judge Judges in their respective Judicatories_ under
Immediate, are the following :-- the direction of the Justice Minister.

1. The proof of ulterior appropriate expe- .Expos/_ve.rience.
2. Ulterior proof of irreproachableness af- AaT. 2. The articles of which this stock is

forded by the additional scrutiny--to wit, by composed, will belong partly to the class of
the antecedential security, afforded by the things immoveable, partly to the class of
serutiny_ preparatory to the Judge Imme- things moveable: and to divers things imo
diate's promotion to the situation of Judge moveable, will be attached so many appro-
Appellate. priate aggregates of things moveable.
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E_ctive. E_oslti_. Instructional

ART. 3. Belonging to each Judicatory, wilI ART.4. An Occasional Justice Chamber, will
be immoveable things following :-- be every apartment, in which, by reason of

1. Justice Chambers, one or several, deficiency in the number of appropriated Jns-
2. Repositories for Books and Papers, and tice Chambers, a Judge Depute, whether per-

materials for writing, manent or occasional, at the time, holds his
3. Official habitations, of any such Judiciary sittings.

functionaries, to whom the Legislature shall
have thought fit to allot such abodes at the Enactire.
public expense. ART. 5. E_ery Justice Chamber of the Ira-

4. Waiting-rooms : and rooms for any such mediate Judicatories will be provided at the
parties and witnesses, as, for prevention of expense of the Sub-district, those of the Ap-
sinister concert, it may on this or that occa- pellate Judicatories at the expouse of the Dis-
sion be deemed fit to keep in a state of sepa- trier : in both cases by the Sub-legislature of
ration from such or such other persons,--may the Distriet_ in concert with the Justice Min-
for that purpose be provided, ister.

5. Places of confinement attached to, or
otherwise allotted to, the use of the Judica- Ena_tire. lnstrucH( _aY.
tory. AI_T.6. On whatever occasion, any apart-

EnacHre. Expos_tire. ment is employed as an Occasional JusticeChamber, it will be the care of the Registrar,
Aar. 4. Of moveable things belonging to under the direction of the Judge Principal, to

each Judicatory, examples are as follows :_ .cause it to be fitted up, and stocked, in so far
1. The furniture of the Justice Chamher_ or as may be without preponderant addition to

the several Justice Chambers. the expense_ on the same principle, and in the
2. The official habiliments or ensigns of the same manner_ as the Principal Justice Chum-

Judges, and such other of the actors on the her.
judicial theatre, to whom distinctive habili-
ments or ensigns of office are allotted. :Enactiv_. Instru_iona_.

3. The arms of such judicial officers by ART.7. So order matters, that between every
whom, on occasion, the bearing of arms of any person to whom, for the exercise of his right, it
kind, comes to be necessary to enable them to is needful to hold converse with any other,--
exercise their respective functions, he may with the greatest facility hold converse

4. Instruments of repression applicable in with every such other: and this without dis-
case of necessity to the bodies of refractory turbance to the business of the place.
persons, in the exercise of the sedative func-
tion. Er_active. Instructional.

5. Instruments of punishment. ART. 8. So order matters that of the dis-
6. Instruments of communication and con- course held in the chamber between oneperson

veyance, in so far as any are employed in the and another, all opportunity of concert for a
conveyance of persons or things, applied to the sinister purpose be as completely as possible
purposes of judicature, excluded.

S_IoN XXXIV. Enac2ive. Expositive. Instructional.
ART.9. In this view, consider on what ocea-

Justice _7_ambers. sions, for what purpose, and between what per-
sons, such intercourse will naturally be subser-

JExpositice. vient to the purposes of justice.
ART. 1. By a Justice Chamber, understand Consider, moreover, on what occasions such

a Chamber in which judicial suits, and other intercourse may naturally be liable to be re-
judicial applications are heard, pugnant to the ends of justice.

As between actor and actor on the judicial
.Enowtive. theatre, what will generally be necessary is, that

ART. 2. In each Jadicatory, if, besides the in the judicatory itself, they should mciden-
Judge Principal, there be one or more Judge tally hold communication with one another :
Deputes, sitting at the came time,--_to each such what, exeeptious excepted, does not seem to be
Depute must of course be allotted a separate necessary in any case is---that the matter of
Justice Chamber, during that same time. that communication should be a secret to any of

the others: for publicity, there is the genera!
Ins_fuctioz_aL . reaSon--prevention of concert, for the purpose

ART. 3. These same Supplemental Justice of promoting private interest at the expense of-
Chambers, may be either appropr/at_, or public.
_s/oaa/: appropriated, are all such as by 1. The Judge might seek to bring over tha
original construction, purchase or hire, for a Jury to his purposes, by considerations which,
term oort_ stand allotted to _ purpose, being adth'esscd to their prejudices and pus-
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sions, shame would prevent him from sub- I. Maximize the number of those by whom
mitring to a more enlightened part of the corn- everything that passes can be heard.
p._ny present, such as his comrades in office, 2. Maximize the number of those by whom
and the professional section of the Judicial Ill- everything visible that ha_ place or passas can
specters,and thisorthatone among the mis- be seen.
cellaneousportion--thesuitorswaitingfortheir 3. Maximizetheconvenienceandcomfortof
tuxus, the several actors on the theatre, according to

2. By concert with his comrades in office-- their respective functions and stations.
the Registrar, the Government Advocate, and 4. If all cannot in equal perfection exercise
the Eleemosynary Advocate, he might indulge the faculty of hearing, let it be exercised by
in a greater degree of despatch than would be those in whose instance it is of the great, st ira-
consistent with a due regard for the main and portanse to justice that it be exercised.
direct ends of justice. 5. So in regard to the faculty of seeing.

Note, that from the sight, the hearing, and
Ezposit_re. Instructional. thence perception and conception in all their

ART.10. Of the aggregate company of those parts, receive assistance.
actors, one class there is in whose instance pre- 6. Convenience includes not only the faculty
veution of secret intercourse will frequently be of occupying the situation in question, without
an object of particular importance : this is, dur- annoyance, but with it the faculty of making
ing the period of elicitation, that of the wit- to the best advantage application of what has
nesses whose interests and affections are on the been seen and heard -"and in particular the fa-
same side: in this ease, the evil to be obviated, cuity of minutation.
is information given by a party witness to an-
ether,eitherduringexaminationorantecedent- ]nstru_/o_.
lytohisexamination. ART.13.Stationswhichmay withpropriety
On theoccasionofsuitsstyledcriminal,there be elevatedare--

isingeneralno want ofdispositiontoemploy I.The Judge's.
precautionsofthissort.But the demand for 2. The Registrar's.
them isfrequentlynot lessurgent,in cases 3.The Quasi-Jury's.
styledcivil,inwhichno partyon eitherside 4.The GovernmentAdvocate's.
isexposed to any sufferingthatbearsthe 5.The EleemosynaryAdvocate's.
name ofpunishment.But asina caseofthis 6. The Pursuer's.
sort,theamountofthelargestmassofproperty 7.The Defendant's.
may be at stake,--thcre exist no other bounds 8. The Witness's.
than those which limit this property, to the
magnitudeof thebribe,whichhe who stands l_structlo_al.
inneedofan articleof mendacioustestimony ART. 14.While eontrmutingto theexami-
may be willingtogive,and heinwhosepower nationofwitnesses,theGovernmentand Elee-
itistofurnishit,he nolesswillingtoreceive,mosynaryAdvocates'stationsmighthe under
llerethenisaninstance,amongsomany others,theJudge's.While addressingthe Judge,
inwhichdifferenceinrespectofprecautionaryoppositetotheJudge's.
arrangements,shouldnotbetooblindlyand ab- In the areaofthe JusticeChamber may
solutelydeterminedbythedistinctionexpressedperhapsbe tobe included,stopsintothesere-
by thewordspenaland civil,inregardtosuits,ralelevatedstationson eachside.

Enaeti_e. Instructional. E_cti_.

Anz. 11. Legends for the Justice Chamber, ART. 15. Opposite to the elevated seats, as
printed in large placard types, should he hung per Art. 18, will be less elevated seats for vi-
up in every Justice Chamber whenever so era- siters. Each seat has a slight back for support
ployed :_ of the individual sitting ; and a desk for him

Examples of such Legends are-- to lean and occasionally write on.
1. Greatest-happiness principle.
2. Ends of Justice. E_zctire.
3. Truth-securing monitions. Ant. 16. A box or boxes will be provided
4. Warnings against falsehood, for the waiting witnesses belonging to the suit
5. Elementary functions of Judge andQuasi- which is being heard. These might be either

Jury. distinguished from the visitors' seats, in which
6. Judge's Deportment Rules. sitthe partiesand witnesses betongingto other
7. Suitor's Deportment Rules. suits, together with the PrebationaryLawyers,
8. Judge's Inaugural Declaration, (if not or not.

toolong.) E_t_,c_.

E1m¢_i_. ln_ructional. A_r. 17. For visitorsat large, g,all_i_
.A_. 12. In the construction and arrange- should be erected on each sideof theareat_aad

moot of a Justice Chamber, the following con- at right aagles to it.
_dera_on_ and rules shenid be kept in view:-- {
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SEcrm_ XXXV. ! of distinction have had their intended effect,
!they have procured for the worst man the

Judiciary Habilimentz. same quanti_y of respect as for the best.

I_ructlonal. Instrudlonal.

ART. I. As instruments of discrimination, AnT. 5. Respect, in a proportionate quantity
not as traps to catch respect, are peculiar h_- on the one part_ will, by the nature of man, be
biliments here meant to be allotted to judici- among the inseparable consequences of power
ary functionaries, on the other. So likewise with respect to ap-

propriate intellectual aptitude, in whatever
Enactive. Instructional. shape, it cannot fail to be possessed by every

ART. 2. As instruments of discrimination : one to whom it can happen to have been located
that on every occasion, each by every other inthe situation of Judge. But by the sort of
actor on the judicial theatre, (casual visiters certificate afforded by habiliments, of a form
included,) may, at first glance, be seen to be, and texture similar to those customarily worn
in respect of official situation, or occupation, by persons belonging to this class, his habitual
what he is; and not regarded as being in any good behaviour will be certified as being at
such respect what be is not. least equally good with that of an average

By the word distinction, a conception oppo- man of that same class : and of this certifi_'ate
site to that intended might have been convey- every unapt individual will avail himself in
ed : for, in the English l_nguage, distinction, such sort, as, without fear of consequences, to
though originally meaning nothing more than indulge in the practice of those pernicious ha-
discrimination, is come to denote a source of bits, to which, by the possession of the power
respect, belonging to that commanding situation, he

stands exposed. By haughtiness of demeanour,
Instructional. it will be his endeavour to maximize the qnan-

ART. 3. By this means, whosoever has need tity of respect bestowed on him by all who
of service in any shape, at the hands of a mere- are subject to his power : and _hatsoever is
ber of any one of these classes, sees at once, claimed by apparent knowledge, is naturally
and without loss of time in inquiry, or danger conceded by self-conscious ignorance.

of mistake, the individual from whom such ser- Instructional. j_xemplifieati_nal.vice can be obtained : the characteristic habi-
liment is as a sigu to a shop. ART. 6. In English practice, for the prodac-

At the same time, with equal rapidity, if tion of every good effect producible by judica-
any deviation from the appropriate course of ture, no peculiarity of habiliment is necessary.
action, belonging to each actor on the scene, If not the highest, the Privy Council is among
shouldj in the instance of any one of them, the highest among English judicatories. Sit-
t_ke place, observation may be made of it by ting on the judgment seat, no habiliments does
every other, a Privy Councillor wear, distinct from those

which are worn by other gentlemen.
Enaetlve. Instructional. At the Quarter Sessions of the Peace, sit,

ARe. 4. Not as a source of respect. In this amongst other gentlemen, members of the
character, a distinguishing habiliment would House of Peers, none of them wearing any
either not operate at all, or operate as an in- other than their ordinary dress.
strument of delusion--an instrument of facti-
tious dignity. In this ca_e, as in every other, .Enactlve.
an enemy to all natural, is all factitious dignity, AnT. 7. If gowns are employed, the differ-
of whatsoever appendages composed : it ope- ence between that of the Judge and that of
rates as a bounty upon, an encouragement to, the Law Practitioner, should be conspicuous.
and a cause of, misbehaviour. Keep excluded Colour of the Judge's plain ; that of the Law-
all such marks, and every individual is judged yer's_ party-coloured. The Judge's rather
according to his works : apply those marks, brown than black : black gives an air of gloom
every individual is judged otherwise than ac- and severity, rendering the wearer an object
cording to those same works : he is judged ac- rather of terror than of amiable regard.
cording to the works looked for, _t the hands Functionary Advocates should, in this way,
of all individuals, belonging to that same class, be distinguished to the eye, from the non-rune-

Of all the classes here in question that of tionary ones.
the Judge's is the only one,--in the instance of In every instaneej the costume of the De-
which, under a system such as that here pro- putes, whether permanent or occasional, should
posed, the effects of any such delusion would be the same as that of their respective Prinei-
be apt to be productive of any considerable pals.

mischief. ]But for the caution here given, long .Ena_tive.
flowing robes, such as among civilized nations
have been in use to be thus employed, would ART. 8. For the Quasi-Jurors, diserimina_
naturally be allotted to the functionaries of ing lmbiliments_ such as to cover their ordinary
the higher grades. In so far as these marks garments, are provided at the public expense.
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In this way_ the comparatively indigent mem-
bers will be preserved from contempt: and .Enact]re.
their comparatively opulent colleagues, and the ART. 3. Out of the matter entered in the
other _ctors on the scene, from disgust. Ni,lht ]_eg_ter, Night _4ttendance Regig_sj

weekly, monthly, and annual, corresponding
Enactive. to the Day _4ttsndanve Pwgisters,(as perCh.x]].

A_T. 9. Common to all functionaries, a sash, Jrmc_AnY COLLECTIVI_LY,S_etiou 25, _ttte_-
with a legend, indicative of the particular dance,) will be made out by the Registrar, and
function, in a different colour. Section xxxvi, his signature thereto attached. Of the presence
-Prisons.+ of the Judge in the N_l_t Justice Chamber, as

per Art. 4, attestation will be made by his sig-
nature, as per Ch. xii. JuDiClARYCOLLECTIVELY s

CHAPTER XIII. Section25,Attendance,andbytheco-attesting
signatureofthedoorkeeperwrittenintheNight

JPDGF..SI_I_DlxZ'/L Chamber,inthepresenceoftheJudge,atthe
conclusionoftheNightdutyattendance.

SECTIO_I. Enactive.

Night _4ttendance. ART. 4. _T_ght Justice Chamber. For the

Enactire. EaTositive. performance of the Night duty, lest, in thetime generally allotted to repose, exercise of
ART. l. Of eases presenting a demand for judicial functions for cases of urgency be

night attendance, examples are the follow- wanting, attached to every Immediate Judi-
lag :-- eatery is a Night Justie_ Chamber, in which

I. A person--charged with_ or suspected of, the Judge, or some Depute of his_ passes the
some crime, to the judicial pursuit of which, night. What is expected is, not that he shall_
provisional.confinement of the person is deem- throughout the night, keep himself awake :
od neeessary,--is apprehended and brought only that, for the purposes of his duty, he shall
before the Judge : need thereupon has place be liable to be awakened.
for lodging him or her, until _he hour arrives Enactive.
for day attendance, in some place and manner,
suitableto what,from appearances,may be Art_.5. With orwithoutthe intervention
supposedtobe hisorherconditioninlife,and of a court,the doorof thisnightchamber
accustomedhabits:and thatinsuchsort,that opensintothestreet.Attachedto iton the
no avoidableannoyancefrom incongruousas- outside_isa watch-bo_,inwhicha ministerial
sociationmay ensue, officer,or successionof ministerialol_cers---
2.A courseofcriminalityinjuriousto per- towit,a doorkeeperordoorkeepers---relieving

son,or property,orboth,isgoingon at the oneanother,whose dutyitisto keepawake,
time: forgivingterminationto it,the pro- arestationedfor thenight. Overthe dooris
senseoftheJudge on thespotisdeemed he- an inscription,inconspicubuscharactexs---T/te
ee_arv. Jud.qe's N_/ht Chamber, illuminated during the

3. So, any calamity, for the prevention or whole of the requisite time by a t_mp. On
termination of which, the ministry of the Judge one side of the door, in a tabular form, in like
is capable of being employed more speedily or characters, and in like manner, illuminated,
more effectually than that of the Prerentiw is a placard containing and intituled--_Pade_
_er_ Minister. concerning admission on night busraess.

_nactlre. E,xvositive. Instructional.

ART.2. Of the Registrar, the functions are, ART. 6. Of the manner in which night duty
ou this occasion, exercised by the Judge. may be performed with least inconvenience to
Under appropriate heads, he makes a minute the functionary, an example is as follows :-
of what passes : in the course of the next day, By a partition glazed and grated, and a cur-
exemplars of it, for distribution, are made of rain attached, that part of the chamber in which
it, under the care of the Re qistrar: name of_ the bed is stationed, is separated from the
the book in which the operations performed entrance part. Of the glazed frame, the upper
in the performance of night duty are entered_ part is made to slide down, and the curtain is
together with such instruments as are the re- undrawn, when any person makes his appear-
suit of those same operations, the N/ght -p_e- auce before the Judge. To persons coming in a
g_ster, peaceable manner, and, without annoying cla-

mour, desiring to be heard on business that
would suffer hy delay till day time, admittance

No MSS. having been found relatingto Pri- will be given to one, or, upon occasion, two at asore,which was the title given bythe author,to Sec-
tion 36, in the Table of contents,printed duringhis time, by the Doorkcoping Watchman, as far as
lifetime, the reader is referredto the author*scorn- to the partition : if armed, into his custody
prebenslvework on that subject, entitled, Panop- their arms must first have been delivered.
tlcon,invol.iv.ofthiseotlection.--/,M. So, to persons_afterlawfulprehensionthlll
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adduced, to the end that they may be disposed the Judge Immediate, in person, or by some
of a_ per Art. 1.* apt Depute, should exercise any of his fanc-

floes,---he is bound to do so. The duty which,
SECnON II. on such occasions, he performs, is styled tat

Judge's Out-.Door Duty.
Out-Door .rl tt,_nd_ nc_.

Ratiocinative. Expositive. Insf_ructiouaL

Enac4ive. ART. 2. Of the purposes for which it may be
ART. 1. On whatever occasion, for giving necessary or desirable that out-door duty

execution and effect, in the most apt manner should be performed, examples are as fol-
to the law, it is become necessary or desirable lows :-
that at a distance from the Justice Chamber 1. Maximizing the instructiveness of evi-

dence.

Of the bed on which the Judge reposes, the 2. Preservation of evidence from deperition.
feet are towards the entrmlce. On each side of the 3. Prevention or termination of damage by
two sides and at the feet, rises a board in a vertical delinquency or calamity.
direction: on the two boards at the sides, shdes, in
an horizontal direction, another board called the t_tiocinat_ve, fnstruvtlonat.

br/dge, performing the oflice_of a table. On this AP.T. 3. Purpose I. ll[aximlzing the instruc-
table lie the materials for writing, together with tlveness of er4denoe. The instructiveness of evi-
any books or papers of which there may be need. deuce is at its maximum, when the percepti-
To exercise his function, the Judge has but to sit ble objects which enter into the compositionu- in this bed.

rTo man .a uerson in whose conce tion suitors of the grounds of the Judge's decision, have
Y _ P " ' s

were made for Judges, not Judges for suitors, that come under the cogmzance of hrs senses. A
a functionary whose dignity is that of a Judge, in the case of any other person, so in the ease
should, for the periormance of any part of his duty, of the Judge,--only in default of the faculty

be for any part, how small soever, of the year, h_ i of taking such cog_Szance, or for the purpose
bitually liable to be waked out of his sleep,--may . of making known to the superordinate autho-
appear altogether unendurable. Better that.wron.gs ! titles the grounds on which he acts, can the
of all sorts remain without reme_y_ or multitudes , _ ; ',,, , "_ _1_ '_h _1. ._ o .I
remam sleepless all mght long, m a state of mutu- I _h_ _,d_ .f ;,_t;_o ,tir_t ,,rl o-t1_,_1 to-
ally dLstressmg mtercou se, than that on the part of t o_ 1. 1 a _ ..... +;_1., "_¢_ _,_
any such compound of learning and dignity, expo- g_..er, _e p.ace_ on .... c_pa ....... _ l_r._.
mare to an erln_ shoul_l Acerbate niece A i ground constituted by reports, made by other___ ____ysueh suffe___ ............ v ____. __ _ ....

physician, yes: a generalissimo, _es : .any person persons m the character of w_tnesses.
imaginable, other than the image o_God, the King ...........
or the i e of the King, a Ju-- ' _t-ia_oo_a_vre. lnsvrucr_onat.mug age.

Of this note and some of the preceding articles, AR_. 4. In relation to one of the two direct
the object b_.ing to.put objectors to shame, by show- ends of justice, to wit, avoidance ofmL_deci_ios,
mg to how mcons_derable an amount the mcanve- --the advantage gained by performance ofout-
nicnce is in this case capable of being reduced,-- door duty,--that is to say by _n_ratiou to the
the same sort of person by whom, without such in- spot in question, for the purpose of inspevtion,--
dieation, the alleged intolerableness of it would be consists in the difference in point of instruc-
stated as a peremptory bar to the proposed institu-
tlon, would, if this note, with the alleviation indi- tiveness, between the ground on which the

decision rests in the two opposite cases : tocared by it, had formed part of the text, have em-
ployed his ingenuity in representing it as ridicu- wit, 1. where the conception formed by the
lous, and as forming in this way an adequate Judge, in relation to the object in question,
ground for rejection and contempt. The whole re- has for its sole ground a report or reports
mainder of the proposed Code being disposed of made to him by some other person or persons,
by silence, an article such as this, would in that to whose senses, in so far as their declaration
ease have been held up to view in the character of is correct and complete_ the object did, at the
an adequate specimen of it. The argument here time and place in question, present itself;--2.
supposed, is no other than one, to which, some five
add six and thirty years ago, it actually happened where his conception has for its ground the
to be exemplified, on the occasion of an arrange- impression ma_te by that same object on hia
merit of a slightly different nature, to which the OWn senses.

one here in question is now substituted. The fal- .Expositive. Instructional.
hey being thus d_._.act_rized and exposed m _t_ro,
fear of dmme may perhaps in some instates suffice ART. 5. Of the case in which performance
to render it abortiv_ of out-door duty may be necessaxy to the ac-

A_ oPt.onas, in relation to any subject, a phm, or

_. component arrangement belonging to it, the
utility of which is to such a degree manifest and conducted in England. Not so in France: there,
incontestable, that no argument deduced from the the fimlt lies ratter on the opposite _dde.
_happ_a_ principle, can be found to oppose After the _ of a certain number of ulterior
to it,--of this complexion are the devices which eent_ri_, or so long as man is man, is it possible
_dnizter interest, intm'_t-begotteuprejudice, and that, by the intervening conjunct eource ofmelior-
qChority-_ p.rejudlee, coae_r of ¢our_ in ation, moral and intell_d, disi_$sauous_e_ in
ph_aig e_ a_'-tast it. In _ w_y ar_ reviewl ar_umentshalll_vebee_settereetP
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complishment of this purpose, the subject destruction, or of preponderant damage there_
matter of inspection being, in all three eases, to, or to the value of the cargo to the freighter_.
a thing immo_eable_ examples are as fol- By the journey of the Judge to the ship, the
lows :-- time of the journey, and more or less of the

1. Where the boundaries between the pro- demurrage, as well as all danger to ship and
perty of one person, and that of another, are cargo, will be saved.

to be ascertained or adjusted. E_ositi_. t_a_ioci_at_v_.2. For the purpose of compensation, where
the amount of damage produced on a certain ART.9. Purpose III. Pr¢vent_ or terml-
spot by physical or human agency, is to be nation, or say suppressio_ of damage, by
ascertained, del_ruluencyor_landty. For examples of such

3. Where the question, whether a contract, damage, see Ch. xi. MXNIS_ERSSEVE_LY,
of which a certain spot has been the subject, Section 5, Preventive _rvlee Minister. Ofthe
has or has not been duly performed, is to be Judge's out-door attendance, so far as regards
determined, delinquency, the exercise will be no other than

that exercise of his sedative function, az per
Ratiovi,ative. Instructlonal. Ch. xii. JUDICL_RYCOLLECTIVELY,Section 11,

AnT. 6. The Judge by whom the decision is extended to out-door cases. The reasons for
framed, must be the same Judge by whom the the imparting to the judicial department this
visit to the spot has been made, or the advaaa- branch of power are--that, in a case of such
tage in question will not have been reaped : emergency, it may happen that the ministry
if it be by the Judge Principal that the de- of a Judge may be capable of being employed
eision is to be framed, by the Judge Principal more promptly than that of a Preventive ,_¢r-
must the visit have been made : if it be by a _dce.Minister, or of any subordinate of his : and
Judge Depute, by that same Judge Depute. A that, by the superior authority of the Judge,
case may indeed be, in which it may be of ad- the requisite physical co-operation of persons
vantage, upon the whole, that the visiting and at large may be more effectually obtained, than
inspecting Judge, be a person other than the by the authority of any inferior functionary in
deciding Judge; but in this case the advantage, the Preventive Service subdepaxtment.
if any, will consist in the superiority in respect Iastraatlonal.
of trustworthiness on the part of the report
made by the visiting to the deciding Judge, ART. 10. Where the subject matter of
in COmparison of the report tlmt would have inspection, be it a person or a thing is not
been made by other alleged percipient wit- physically, or as per Art. 7, prudentially in-
nesses, or in the addition made by the report capable of being adduced to the Justice Chum-
of that same visiting Judge to the reports bur, the question will arise---Object to Judge,
made by other alleged percipient witnesses, or Judge to object? Obje_ to Judge, will of

course be the general rule : Judge to object, ,,
.Ealgosltive. l?_at_ocinati'ce. Exemplificati_nal. case of exception. To give a detailed deserip-

ART. 7. Purpose II. Pre_rvation of er,i- tion of the exceptions proper to be made bo-
deuce front d_perition. Of the cases in which longs to the penal and non-penal codes, with
performance of out-door duty may be necessary the Procedure Codes thereto respectively at-
to the accomplishment of this purpose, exam- tached.
ples are as follows :-- Instruvtlonal.

1. Of the proposed witness the testimony
being necessary to rectitude of decision, he is ART. 11. To the same Codes, will belong
not capable of coming of himself on ac_ersition, the task of framing arrangements, having for
or of being adduced to the Justice Chamber, their object, in cases where, for the making of
without d_ager of death, or serious and lasting such visitation, expense is necessaxy, the rank-
detriment to health : as where, for conviction ing provision for such expense : taking at the
of a murderer or intended murderer, necessity same time the requisite precautions for pre-
has place for the elieitation of testimony from venting, on these occasions, the undue con-
the lips of the person wounded by him : and sumption of the public time and money, by al_
so, for whatsoever purpose the testimony hap- plication made thereof to private purposes.
pens to be needed : whether for proof of a

_rom£ in ay_nal ease, or for proof of a r/9/d E_ive.
m a #o,-p_md case. ART. 12. Under the care of the Registrar,

on the occasion of each visit, is framed and
E_podtive. Poatio_inative. Ezevapliflc_tlonal. kept the Judicatory's l,cidentat Out-door 1_

A_T. 8. 2. A ship on the point of sailing, gister: to wit, under the heads following, to-
The testimony of certain proposed witnesses, gerber with any such others as may come to
on the occasion of a suit, penal or non-portal, be prescribed in the Penal and Non-PIzal
being indispensable, they cannot, in the rsqui- Codes.
_ite namber_ during the time necessary for the 1. Tim_---to wit, year, month, day of the
journey to and fro, with the intervening de- month, and day of the week.
murrage, quit the ship, without danger of 2. P#rpo_e for which the visit was made.
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3. P/a_ to which, at each time, it was on the death of the Judge Principal, and for a
tousle, time ending with the location of a successor.

4. Mod_ of corereyan_e. 3. Nor the power of dislocating such fu_tc-
5. Tithe of outset: hour and minute, tlonaries, saving in ease of urgent need.
6. Time of arrival at the spot : hour and 4. Nor the power of exercising the self-sup-

minute, i pletive function as to his own office.
7. Business done there. Things in question,

if any, seen. Enactive.
8. Persons, ff any, inspected or interrogated, ART. 3. To every Depute permanent passes

or both. of course along with the instrument of depu-
9. Time of return to the Judgment Scat : ration, the executive function, subject, so long

day, hour, and minute, as the suit continues in that same Judicatory,
10. Judged func$_nar_es occupied in the to the direction of his Principal.

visit : attested by the initials of their respee- _Enadiw.
tire names, in their respective hands.

11. Parties occupied in the visiL if any. ART. 4. So likewise as to all ministerial
12. Professional assistants, if any, of the subordinates, the directive, so far as necessary

several parties, with theirrespeetive names and to the exercise of his above-mentioned execu-
places of abode_ written by them respectively t_ve function : as also the suspe_ice.

at length, and mention made to what parties Enactive.
they were respectively assistants.

18. Extraneo_ _itnesses, if any; adduced ART. 5. So likewise as to all things, the use
for example, or accersed for explanation of of which is necessary to the exercise of his
local appearances on the spot, with attestations other functions, the custoditive and applica-
in like manner, tire; but not the procurative or the elimina-

tire.
l_nactir_.

ART. 13. Out of the several [hal,dental Out- .Enactive.
door I_gisters, the Registrar will frame, keep, ART. 6. So likewise as to all persons subject
and keep hung up, weekly, monthly, and an- to the exercise of his direct_w function_ the
nual Out-door .4_endance RegisterS, and era- ins_ectiw.
ploy the matter in the formation of the Ind/-
vidual _rvlvc Calendar, as in the case of the .Enaotlve.
Ho_ .4gendanve Reg/#zr, as per Ch. xii. ART.7. SOlikewise as to all things subject
JvnIca_mr COr_LF_r_V_L_,Section 25, .dtten- to the exercise of his eu_toditire and aTpliva-
danes, tire functions, the inspective.

Instructional tgnaotive.

Ant. 14. For other matters, see Ch. xii. ART.8. So likewise as to persons, things,
JUDICI_RI"COLLECtiVELY,Section 25, ._tten- and judicial proceedings and occurrences, by
dance, and with the instrumentality of the Registrar

or his Deputy, on the several occasions respec-
tively located, the mlnutative and recordati_¢

CHAP. XIV. function.

Jvx_ I_,atm_aT_ DEPUTESPEE_NEh'r. .Enaet_ve.
ART. 9. So likewise as to states of things,

S_C_ON I. ordinances and arrangements, the mel_aration-
suggestive.

Fidds of _ervive. Enavtive.

Ena_iv¢. ARt. 10. The instrument of location, with the
AlaT. 1. Exceptions excepted, coincident _ear, month, and day of the month, is signed

with both fields of service, of the Judge Prin- by the Principal, and, in token of acceptance,
cipal, are those of evex_ Judge Depute per- by the Depute. _xemplars are disposed of as
manent, follows :_

1. Deposited under the care of the Regis-
Enavtive. trar in the Judicatory, one.

Alt_. 2. Exceptions. l. To a Judge Depute 2. In the case of an Immediate Judieatory,
permanent, belongs not the power given by transmitted forthwith to the Registrar of the
Ch. vi. L_ISLATUR_, Section 2, to the Judge Appropriate Appellate Jndieatory, one.
Principal: namely that of representing an act 3. Transmitted forthwith to the Justice Mi-
of the Legislature as being anticonstitutional, ulster, one ; as to whom, see Ch. xxiv.

2. Nor the power of locating subordinate 4. Delivered to the locates, one.
funetionsries, as per Ch. xiL Section 8, saving ,5. Kept by the locstor in his individu&l ca-
in ease of urgent need to the senior in service, pacity, one.
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bearance to a,ssi_a to him his due FrOportioa
A_r. I I. The Principal and his Deputes of the aggregate number of suits.

permanent as well as occasional, in any num-
ber, are expected to act as far as occasion de- I_io_/.
maids at the same time. A_r. 6. Inducements, adequate to the pro_

duetion of this injustice, are at all times in.
S_x:rloN II. the nature of man and things : 1. ill-will, for

example, towards the Depute in question :
l_a_on to Prlneipal. undue partiality in favour of this or that other

l_na_ive. _rpo_i_e. Depute : 3. jealousy of superior talent, or ap-
propriate aptitude in some other shape, in the

A_._. L At the requisition of the Judge instance of this same Depute : 4. on the part
Princilml, a Depute permanent is at all times _of the Judge Principal, desire of recommend-
i_ound to ccmmence his sittings at the place, ing himself to the favour of the supererdinate
day_ and hour, in and by the instrument of locating functionary, namely, the Justice Mi-
requisition prescribed: and, in the fulfilment ulster, or any other high functionary, under
of such his duty_ as the occasion requires, to the notion of the Depute's being to them re-
continue any number of hours, not exceeding speetively an object of disfavour, well or ill
that prescribed in Ch. xil. Jvmcx_n_ COLLEC-grounded, or a rival Depute, of undue fa_ou_.
I'7VF_LY,Section 25, _tte#da_ee: it being un-
derstood that the Depute is not bound to do Inst_u_icu_l.
judicial service, other or more severe than that AR_. 7. Such being the abuse, now as to
to which the Judge Pr/ncipal is himself bound, the remedy. Two obvious ones present them-

Ena_v_. selves: rotation and _o_. But by either of
these, the public service in this shape might

An_..2. If, without just excuse, after such be teft exposed to detriment in an unlimited
requisition received, with time sufficient for degree : namely, by inaptitude on the par_ of
compliance, he omits to attend and serve, or a Depute to a corresponding degree.
departs before the appointed time of service is
expired, entry of such his default will be made I_struaional.
hytheRegistraria the Register ofthe day, and AI_T. 8. Although against abn._e in this
the defaulter wilt stand eompensationally and shape, scarcely does the nature of things admit
punitionallyresponsible. Astoexcusesfurnon- of any completely effectual remedy; yet the
cempliauce with judicial mandates on the part following palliatives will be seen to be of no
ofpublicfuaetionaries, see the Prccedure Code. incousiderabieetftcacy, andquite sufficient to

Enactive. preserve the institution of Deputeship against
rejection.

ART.3. By any confirmation, expressed or 1. The Depute submits to the injustice, till
implied, given by the Judge Principal to the the migration of the unjust Judge Principal
proceedings of the Judge Depute, it is not to into another judgeshire, as per Ch. xii. Jvvl-
be understood, unless so expressed, that he Ci_ COLX_aC_Ve.L_,Section 17, Migration,
lms taken personal cognizance of such pro- takes place : of which migration, the time can-
eeedings, or any of them : all that is meant is not be later than three years, and may have
--that, by him, nothing erroneous in them has place at any dab'.
been known, or suspected to have had place. 2. The Depute hlmselfmigrates into another
For error, in the proceedings of the Depute, Judgeshire. if in the Judieatory in question
appeal to the Judge Appellate affords the his conduct has been irreproaehable_ no con-
same remedy, as for the like in the proceedings siderable "objection to his aptitude in any
of tbe Principal. shape having become apparent, complaints

against him on the part of his Principal, will
Enaetire. have the effect of drawing attention to his

Ame. 4. For relief against oppression of a suffering, the rendering him an object of sym-
Judge Depute permanent by his Principal, ap- pathy, and the engaging the Judge of this or
peal lies to the Appellate Judicatory. that other Judgeshire, to make choice of him

I_ru_ional. for Depute.3. On the ground in question, the Depute
APr. 3. Oppression in a particular shut m-- makes his appeal to the Judge Appellate of

_onstituting an a3uae---in which the guarding the Judieatory, or to the Justice Minister;
agdmst it is attended _ith a particular degree who thereupon, if he thinks fit, addresses to
of difllculty,_is this_ the Principal an admonition or recommenda-

Te the fulfilment of Deputes' _ervice time, ticu_ having for its object the application of
{two years, as per Ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLEC-the appropriate redress.
• IV_L_, Section 28, ]._oe_e _o,) and thence 4. _na_'oughthe medium of the Press, the
to his locabilitT in the situation of Principal, Depute makes his Appeal to the Pnblic-Opi-
the Principal to an unlimited extent applies nion Tribunal

VOL.IX. 2 M
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his place : and, until the vacancy is filled up,
X_urtructlo_al. by the presence of a successor, occupies it, but

ART. 9. As to the two last of these reme- without the pay.

dies, such is the natural uncertainty of their Ena_ti_¢.
success, and such, on that and other accounts,
on the part of a party injured, the natural re- ART. ]4. So, in case of any temporary dis-
luctance to having recourse to them, that such ability of the Judge through sickness, or any
recourse does not present itself as likely to be, unexpected prolongation of his stay upon di_-
in any considerable degree, frequent. But of taut out-dotn" service.

the eventual recourse to one or other of these Enactir¢. InstruCtional.
four remedies, the existence of an effective
apprehension on the part of every Judge Priu- ART. 15. At the request of a party on either
¢ipal, presents itself as being, in every in- side, or of his own motion, any particular point
stance, in a high degree probable: and that in mayj by a Judge Depute permanent, be refer-
such a degree of strength, as to be sutiieient red to the cognizance of the Judge Principal :
for confining the abuse witlfin bounds as narrow but it will be for th_ care of the Judge Prin-
as the nature of man, in any case, admits off eipal and that of his Judge Appellate, that such

reference be not made to have the effect of an

Enactive. engine of preponderant delay, vexation, or eX-
ART. 10. Judge Principal 1)¢1_ute's Service- pense.

r_/ulatiag funvtion. In the exercise of his
Eventually-emendative function, subject to the _nactiv_. I_structional. l_atio_inative.
control and direction of the Appellate Judi- ART. 16. Forasmuch as Appeal will lie, from
eatery and the Justice Minister,--each Imme- the decisions of the Judge Depute, as well aa
diate Judge Principal, from time to time, by from those of the Judge Principal, appeal to
the light of experience, frames regulations the Judge Principal is not allowed from any
respecting the manner in which the various decision of the Judge Depute, lest such inter-
portions of the business of his Judieatory, as posed stage of appeal should be employed as an
determined by the species of suit, shall be engine of undue delay, vexation, and expense.
distributed among the several Judge Deputes But if, in a case of doubt and diffieulty_ re-
Permanent 3 attached to that same Judicatory. quest of any such reference, as in Art. 15, be

mad%--and, in the declared opinion of the
J_nactive. Judge Depute, such reference may be made

ART. ll. No judicial business will remain without preponderant delay, vexation_ and ex-
unproceeded upon, so long as there exists upon pense--he will do well to comply with the
the list a Judge Depute permanent, by whom request: mention thereof, and of the consequent
proceedings thereupon can be carried on. compliance or non-compliano% will of eourso

be entered on the record.
Enaetb_e.

ART. 12. If, at the same time, there be JEna_tice. .Ratlo_natir_. I_struct_onal.
divers persons in waiting, each of them in the ART. 17. As when it is before the Judge
oharacter of an applicant,* to give commence- Principal, so when it is before a Judge Depute
ment to a suit, and at the same time divers permanent, that the suit has been commenced,
Judge Deputes permanent, within call and --after the orig_na.l inqu_ry--a reca_pitulatory
unoccupied, the several applications will be inquiry will have place, in any of'the eases
distributed among them by lot, saving such mentioned in Ch. xvi. QvAsI*JuRY, Section 1,
choice as the Judge may see reason to make Fidds of Service. On this second inquiry, the
for special cause assigned. Judge Depute should in general be the same as

on the first : because, to any second Judge the
.Enactlve. evidence that had been elicited on the first

Am_.i3. When, in any Judicatory, by any inquiry, cannot otherwise present itself in the
cause whatsoever, a vacancy has been pro- most apt shape, unless the percipient wit-
dueed in the situation of Judge Principal,-- nesses be examined over again, by which cot-
the Judge Depute permanent, ff there be but respondent delay, expense, and vexation must
one, or if more than one, the senior in service_ be produced. Nevertheless, for preponderant
M per Ch. xii. Section 29, Locked how, takes reasons assigned, the Judge Depute permanent

may, on this occasion, of his own motion, trans-
mit the recapitulatory inquiry from himself

* [Applicant.] In the Code of Procedure be- to the Judge Principal, who, in such ease, will
longing ¢o this Pan_oralo_, no person is received either perform the inquiry himself, or transmit
in the character of a pursuer, till, on apersonal it to some other one of his Judge Deputes per-appli_ation made by or for him, at the judieatory,
and a _atemvnt made subject to interrogation, and manent: and, on the application of any party,
reader an appropriate l_enal sanction, in case of fal- with or without reason assigned_ it will in llke
aid,--he has in so far a_oeded security against its manner be transmitted to the Judge Principal.

gr_ndless, or frivolous and vexatious. See But in this case it will be for the Judge Prin-
Pro_dure Code, Ch_iii. Section 2, (vol. ii. i_ 42.) cipal to consider_ whether the application had
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not for its cause, a hope entertained of the de- any time, be found to be inconveniently in-
ception capable of being produced by the corn- i creased,--the LegisLature will make the up-
putatively unapt shape of the first edition of proprhtte arrangements for lessening it.
the evidence ; and if yes, to declare such his
opinion or suspicion, and act aecordingly,onthe Instructional. Exposlti_.
occasion of his decrees. ART.23. Of the ways in which such demand

may be lessened, examples are the following :_
Enactlve. 1. Confining to the Judge Pri_il_d the eX-

A_T. 18. Contested-interpretation-reporting ereise of these functions respectively.
fnnction. When the ultimate decree, on the 2. Requiring, on each occasion, the eoncur-
occasion of which--the demand for a legis- rence of Judge Deputes permanent, more tha_
lative interpretation presents itself, is the one-
decree of a Judge Depute, he it is by whom, i 3. In the ease of the preinterpret_tive fame-
if at all, this function will have to be exercised, tion, interdicting applications, on the same
But, in this case, the report must, at orbefore subject, by the same person, to Judieatories
the time of its being transmitted to the Judge more than one. ".
Appellate, be transmitted to the Judge Imme-
diate Principal, for the purpose of receiving :Eaac_ive.
any such observations as he may think fit to AnT. 24. For cause assigned, and subject to
add, before hisfiat is attached to it. Appeal to the Judge Appellate, to a Judge

Principal belongs the power of dislocating _t
.Enactivv. any hme any Judge Depute permanent, serv-

AnT. 19. Eventually-emendative f_nctlon, ing in his Judieatory : in which case the name
By a Judge Depute permanent may this func- oftheDepute,isbytheRegistrareliminatedout
tion also be exercised. But in this case, like- of the list, formed from the Individual Service
wise, the proposed amendment must, at or be- Calendar,as per CA1.xii. Section 28, Lovable who.
fore the time of its being transmitted to the
Judge Appellate, be transmitted to the Judge Enavtive.
Immediate Principal_ to receive his observa- ART. 25. Of such elimination, the effect is
tions_ as above. --to exclude the person so eliminated from

I the capacity of being located in the situation
Enaet_re. of Judge Principal : and from that of offaciat-

ART.20. _stltivefunvtion. By a Judge De- ing in any other Judgeshire in the situation of
pure permanent may this function also be exer- Judge Depute.
eised. But in this case, exceptions excepted, the
mandate must be countersigned by the Judge Enac_ire.
Principal, or his substitute, in case of vacancy, ARe. 26. In ease of Appeal to the Judge
or in csse of sickness or distance from the Appellate, and thereafter to the Justice Mi-
judgment-seat, as per Ch. xii. Jvv_c_*nv co_- ulster, belong to them respectively the options
LF.C_I_IVELY,Section 10, Self-suppleti_efun_ion. following :--

_zcep_io_ _ where, before the decision of 1. To confirm the dislocation altogether.
the Judge Principal_ or of such his substitute, 2. To annul it altogether.
could take eifect,---irrepar_ble damage would 3. To confirm it as to the particular Judge-
probably ensue : in which ease, a clause giving shire in question : annulling it, as to the ine_-
indication of the damage, and of the evidence pacity of serving in this or that other Judge-
on which the apprehension of it is grounded_ shi_e, or in this or that number of Judgeshires :
must be inserted in the appropriate mandate. : and so, as to the incapacity of being lccated in

the situation of Judge Principal.Eaactive.

AR_. 21. Pre_nterpretat_r_ function. By a Enact_ve.
Judge Depute permanent may _his function ART.27. On the occasion, and for the put-
also be exercised. But, in this case also, the pose, of such d_sloeation, the Judge Principal
proposed interpretation must, at or before the proceeds in the same manner as in the case of
time of its being transmitted to the Judge Ap- any subordinate functionary.
pellste, be transmitted to the Judge Immediate
Principal, to receive his observations_ as above. Enact_ve.

ART.28. If the dislocation be for ulterior pun-
][nstruotlo_al. _o¢i_t_ve. ishment, orfor compensation to a paxty wronged,

A_T. 2'2. If, by reason of the multitude of or beth,--the Judge Principalwill proceed had
the persons, to whom, by this means, the ex- decree accordingly, on the same evidence.
ereise of the contested interpretation, reporting, In_ruvtlo_aL
evv_ually..em,_ndativs, shtitive, arid preq_ter-
I_raazive fuuctions, is thus in,parted,---the de- A_tr. 29. For the care to be taken by a
mmad made upon the attention of the Legista- Judge Principalas to the enabling hisDepute to.
tare, or upon that of the Judges Appellate, or acquire aptitude for location as pri_ncilml_se_
upeu that of the Justice Minister_ slm!l, at Ch. xii. Sectie_ 27, Jnd#es', _e.,/_ern#s_-a,_r_.
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SECTIONIII. articled Clerk of an Attorney, or of a Law
Student before he is called to the Bar. Fiv_

Term of _erv/_¢. years is the term of their apprenticeship, with
Enactiv¢. prospect of uncertain and variable remunera-

tion at the end of it. The apprenticeship of
ART. 1. For the purpose of his locability in the Judge Depute is no more than two years,

the situation of Judge Principal, a Judge De- with prospect of certain and fixed remuncra-
pure permanent, unless dislocated, as per Sec- ties.
tion 2, _t_elatian to Principal: or in the same
mode as a Judge Principal, _s per Ch. xii. Instruct$onal. l_u_tiovlnatlve.
JUDICIARYCOLLRC'TIVELY,Section 30, /)/go- ART. 3. On this occasion, a question which
vab/e how, continues, in such his situation, for cannot fail to be put, and to which particular
life, unless and until located in the situation and sinister interest will he eager to make an-
of Judge Immediate Principal, or that of Ira- swer in the negative, is thh, :--is there any
mediate Registrar. sufficient probability that upon such terms,

under obligation to so close an attendance,
Enactive. under such strict responsibility, and without

AnT. 2. In the Judicatory in which he firsl salary or remuneration, in any other pecuniary
received his deputation, he continues, unless or quasi-pecuniary shape,--apt persons will
dislocated, as long as he chooses, and from constantly be found willing to serve, in thin
thence passes into any others successively, in capacity, in adequate abundance _.
which he finds a Judge Principal disposed to To this question apply the following an-
emlaloy him as Depute. swots :--

1. Judging from extensive and notorious
Ssc_or_ IV. custom, there seems no reason for regarding

the requisite acceptance as being in any de-
.,']ttendanve. gree improbable.

2. Were pay, in any shape, to any amount
Enaot/ce. attached to the Office, the whole plan would

ART. ]. In the situation of Judge Depute be frustrated : this will presently be made
permanent, the attendance will, in respect of manifest.
days and hours, be in general the same as 3. In the character of an adequate cause of
in that of the Judge Principal, as per Ch. xii. demand for expense, insufficiency of induce-
Section 25; or in such other degree of assi- ment should not be assumed. Upunthe ground
duity, as, on the occasion of the location or of such insufficiency, it will be time enough to
afterwards, shall have been agreed on be- act, after the existence of it has been demun-
tween the Principal and each Depute : yet, so strated by experience.
as for want of some Judge Depute, permanent 4. Supposing it demonstrated by experience,
or occasional, no business shall remain undo- that upon these terms an adequate number of
spatcbed, apt persons are not procurable,---in that case,

Instructional. a course which, in the first instance, would be
more eligible, than the attaching of pay to the

ART. 2. For particulars, see Section 2, _eo situation of Depute, would be the attaching of
lation to Prinvil:_l. additional pay to the situation of Judge Prin-

cipal : for in that case, the amount of the
SEc'rIONV. expense would be determinate; whereas in

the opposite case, it would be indeterminate.
_Remuneration. 5. On the ground of economy, were that the

Enactire. Expositive. only one, the non-necessity of pay would, iuthis instance, as in every other, be sufficient
ART. 1. Distinction, power, _nd in prepor- reason for withholding it.

ties to appropriate aptitude, reputation-of 6. But, in this instance, by every penny
these elements is composed the remuneration needlessly thus applied, a step is made towards
of a Judge Depute permanent: add to these, the creation of delay, and denial of justice.
if the situation of Judge Principal, with su- For procurement of the quantity of Judge
perior power, and remuneration in a pecuniary power, sufficient to shut the door against those
shape, (hut charged with closer obligation,) be evils, the quantity of money, capable of being
among the objects of desire, the prospect of applied to this object, is (suppose) sufficient,
being therein located, as per Ch. xii. Section but barely sufficient : add now more pay-
28, Lovab/e _cho. From unwilling hands, re- call in consequence for more money--by the
ceipt of other remuneration is extortion; from supposition it is not as yet to be had :--i$ is
willing ones, corruption, not to be had till a law for the raising of the

money has been enacted. What then is the
Inaruotloaal. consequence _ suits present themselves, for the

ART. 2. The eligibility of the prospect in cognizance and termination of which, no Judge
thi_ case is much superior t_ _ case of the power is at hand.
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On the other hand, lay out of the question
ln_tr_u_t_onal. .Ratio¢inat_w. all pecuniary emolument,---all interests COlt-

ART. 4. So much for the several distinguish- cur in securing the universally desirable re_
able reasons for which, to the situation of suit--providing a sufficiency of this power_ and
Judge Depute, pecuniary emolument, should avoiding to provide it in excess : be the sul_
not, in any shape, be attached. Now for the ply ever so great, on no man is any burthe_t
way in which_ by any such arrangement, the imposed by it ; no man is, in any way_ a suf-
whole design would be completely frustrated, ferer by i_: be it ever so small, still no deft-

From the allowing to the Judge lh'incipal clency is there in the quantity of it. The sup-
an unlimited power of locating Deputes in ply is, in a word, da_tic: it possesses one of
any number in which he can find persons will- the properties of the fabled boot_: it fits it_
ing to accept the office, no evil consequence in self to ever)." leg. Add pecuniary emolument,
any shape can, under the responsibility provid- the supply becomes rigid : the good becomes
ed, (as per Ch. xii. JVnICIAR1_ COLLEC'rlV_LV,volatile, and flies off with the moment ; the
Section 10, Self-snppletire-fu_etlon,) in any evil--the pecuniary burthen remains fixed.
caseensue. Attachemolumentto thesitua-
tion,theinletthusgiventoabuseismanifest, In_trudional..t_atioci_ati_.
aud to theevilcapableofbeingproducedby ART.6. Ofthehereproposedarrangements_
it,no limitcanbeassigned.Why not! xls- onenaturalresultseemstobe,atany rate,in
s_r_r:Evenbecauseno limitcan be assignedajudgeshireofacertainextent,andthcucefur-
to themultitudeofthe suits,ordemands for nishinga certainquantityofjudicialbnsiness_
•uits,which,on thisor thatparticularooca- _the formation,thoughina mannerscarcely
sion,may chanceto be risingup,and callingperceptible,of two classesofDeputesperma-
for Judge power,for takingcognizanceof nen_,(alreadyalludedtoinCh.xii.,)eharacteriz-
them;on which considerationare grounded ableby the denominationsofExpectant_i-
the provisionsmade inthenext chapter(Ch. pendiaries,orforshortness_y Stipendiaries,
xv.)forJudgeDeputesoer_asional,tobelocatedand Honoraries.By th:sdistinction,consider-
asoccasioncalls.If,then,tothesituationof ableadvantageseems tobe promised,and no
JudgeDepute permanentpay wereattached,considerableinconveniencethreatened.
sayin theshapeof salary,herewouldbe so Betweenthetwo,a sortofemulationseems
many salariessocircumstanced,that,on the likelyto takeplace: emulation,and thence
partof the Judge Principal,to the interes_thecompetitionforgoodrepute: goodrepute_
wouldbeaddedthepower,ofloadingthecorn- inthejointestimationof thefountainof pro-
munitywith the expense ofconferringthis motionabove,and of thePublic-OpinionTri-
benefiton personsin whatsoevernumber it bunalallaround: a sortof auction,inwhich
were agreeableto lfimto conferit. What, the biddingswould be in the shapeofgood
then,wouldbe theulteriorconsequence_._4n_ desert: ofgooddesertinthefirstplaceinthe
_wr :That,astheseveralparticularoccasionsarticleofpunctualityof attendance;thatbe-
ceasedtohaveplace,herewouldbe so many ingiathepowerofeveryindividualnotinca.
aituationsremainingina stateofsinecure, pacitatedby sickness,and which,in thepre-

sentcase,may be consideredasamodification
Instructbnal. t_a.tlovlnatiu, of appropriate moral aptitude : in the next

Any. 5. If in this shape the bounty of For- place, so far as in the power of e_ch oompeti-
tu_e were not adequate to his wishes, little tor, in the shape of appropriate intellectual
difficulty would he find in the supplying the and appropriate active aptitude.
deficiency by art. How should he _. The Instruvtio_?al. ]_atio_natire.
whole history of the Judicial Establishment,
with its Procedure,--in England, not to speak ART. 7. Nor in this case does competition
of other countries,--is the history of art ap- threaten to be productive of any such ill hu-
plied to this same purpose, mour as in all eases is more or less liable to be

In the situation in question, the majority of the accompaniment of it. By no external
men, not to say the totality, would, by this mark will the distinction be characterized: on
sinister interest, be tempted--would be in- no man will either denomination be in such
duced, as above, to create Judge Depute power sort fixed, as that, if it should sit heavy upon
in excess. Nor is this all : for, among men in him, it may not be in his power to withdraw
this situation, suppose in the Judge of this or himself from under it : the transition from the
that Judgeshire, public virtue, of so rigid a one class to the other, will be insensible ; mad
texture as to he proof against this temptation, as circumstances and inolination change, may
then comes another and an opposite dsnger: have place successively in both directions.
the danger--lest of this number, a proportion Considerable, in this respect, will be the in-
more or less considerable should, for fear of fluence of the magnitude allotted to the mini-
the imputation, forbear to create, to a suffi- mum of the quantity of attendance (less than
vient amount, the additional Judge power re- which, will not be consistent with continuance
quisite : and thus it is---that, in every, or el- on the list) compared with that of the qunn.
most every, Judgeshire, there would be either tlty of the attendance exacted at the hands of
too much of it_ or not enough, the Judge Principal. The le_ the quantity of
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attendance e._a_d, the gresterwonld naturally Sscrio._ VII.
be the number of those in whose estimate the
distinction and power would outweigh the ])isloca_le I_o_.
burthen of the labour : the greater the quantity
exacted, the smaller the number of those in E_a_i_e.
whose estimate the prospect of the still supe- ART. 1. If in any one solar year, the set-
riot power, coupled with the remuneration in vice time of a Judge Depute permanent (as
expectancy, would be necessary to the produe- per Ch. xii. Section _°8, Lo¢ccble _/lo) fails
tion of that same effect. If, by an advan- short of [one fourth] part of the maximum of
tageons change in his pecuniary circumstances, a Judge Principal's service time, during that

functionary, to whose acceptance of the office same period, as per Ch. xli. Section 25, _4tte_
the prospect of the pecuniary remuneratiou d_¢e, his name is, at the first day of the ensu-
had originally been necessary, should have ing solar year, eliminated from the list of Judge
been led to set a lower value upon this expec- Deputes permanent : the conclusion being
tancy than before, or at the same time a higher formed, either that the requisite closeness and
value on the labour than before, although a punctuality of attendance is greater than he
moderate degree*of exercise might not be uu- can endure, or that, in the eyes of the Judge
pleasant to him,the result might be--his suffer- Principal, he is deficient in appropriate apti-
inghimselftoslidedownintothe]zonoraryelass, tude, absolute or comparative.
On the other hand, if, either by a disadvan- Thus in an Immediate Judicatory, so also
tageous change in respect of pecuniary circum- in an Appellate.
stances, or by an increased relish for the occu-
pation, a person whose place had originally Enactlve.
been in the honorary class, should feel disposed ART. 2. In other ways, a Judge Depute
to give increase to the quantity of this exer- permanent is dislocable by the several causes
else, he might thus, if, on the part of the Judge of dislocation by which a Judge Principal is
Principal, he found no repugnance, pass with- dislosable, as per Ch. xii. Section 30.
out eclat, and without attracting any decided Thus in an Immediate Judicatory, so also
observation, out of the honorary into the ex- in an Appellate.
pectant stipendiary/class. In this way might
public benefit be in perfect unison with private SF_C_IONVIII.
convenience: a union on which not only the
utility but the stability of every institution so JPart_ality Obvlated,
materially depends. I_tructlona_.

SECTIONVI. ART.I. If to theactionof any causeof
paxtiality,asperCh.xii.Section16,thesitu-

Loc_ble _o. ation of a Judge Depute permanent, to whom
a suit is about to be consigned, is recognised

.Ena_t_e. by him as standingexposed,he willdo well
ART.I.Exceptashercexcepted,eachJudge spontaneouslyto declareit,and on thatac-

Principal,uponhisresponsibility,asperCh.xii.countdeclinecognisanceofit.
Section10_inadditiontosuchas,onhisentrance
into office, in the judieatory in question, he finds Enact_ve.
already in existence, locates in the situation of ARt. 2. For the purpose of ascertaining
Depute permanent, such others as he sees need the existence or non-existense of such expe-
to locate, sure, if questions, as per Ch. xii. Section 16,

be put to a Judge Depute, the Judge Princi-
E_adiw. _P_tioei_zti_. pal, or some other Depute, will t_ke his place

ART. 2. So soon as an all-comprehensive in consequence, during the examination, and
Code (non-penal and penal branches included, unless the cognizance of the suit be remitted
together with the system of procedure thereto to him, hear and terminate it in his stead.
belonging) shall have been established, the
sole exception to leeability in the situation of For other matters_ see Chapter xii.
Judge Depute, is that which regards the pro-
fessiun of an Advocate. Of every person be-
longing to that profession, the name, ere he is CHAPTER XV.
permitted to practice, is set down upon the list
of those who are admitted into that profession. Ju_E I_X_.VIATEDsPv'r_s OCCASIONAL.

No person whose name is, or has been upon
that list, is it lawful for a Judge Principal, on SF_o_ I.
pain of dislocation, to locate in the situation of
Judge Depute permanent, unless his name has Fields of _.
for [one] entire solar year, reckoning from the
commencement of the then las_ solar year, been E_w_iw.
eliminated from that _me list. ART. 1. The fields of serviee_ or jurisdiction
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of an Immediate Judge Depute occasional, another, sittings may be continued by him_ till
are, on the occasion of each suit, marked out the suit has received its termination.
and determined by the act by which he is lo-
rated : and thence by the suit or suits for the IastrucC_oaat.
hraring and determination of which he is lo- AnT. 4. Exceptions excepted, as per ArL
eared. 3, only in case of an extraordinary influx of

Inztruct_nal. suits, so great that the time of the Deput_
permanent, if more than one, will not suffice

Airy. 2. Of Judge Deputes permanent, the to prevent accumulation, with the consequent
institution has but one final cause--namely, delay,---will the Judge Principal, in addition
the prevention of delay, by whichsoever of its to such Deputes permanent, locate any oven-
two causes produced : delay in respect of the dom_/, Depute. Thus is provision ra_de against
progress made in such suits to which corn- superfluous and sinecurist Judge Deputes per-
mcncement has been already given : and de- manent.
lay in respect of the commencement of such suits
to which commencement has not been given. I_tructioncd. Expositive. Exwnplifiva_iomaL

Of Judge Deputes occasional, the institution ART.5. Of the subject matter of the sort_
has two final causes : namely, the minimiza- of suits, the individuals of which are most
tion of delay as above ; and the giving the likely to be apt for being committed to the
judicial cognizance of _he suit in question to a cognizance of a Depute occasional, in the ex-
person, other than the persons occupying in the pectation that on one and the same day, suita
Judgeshire in question, the several situations in considerable numbers may be made to re-
of Judge Principal, and Judge Depute per- ceive their termination, examples are the fol-
manent. A desire to this effect may have had lowing :--
for its canse, either of two opinions : 1, an opi- 1. Simple corporal eexat/ou_ in anyof its
nion of the inaptitude of those official Judges ordinary shapes.
in the aggregate, or of that one, by whom it 2. Simple vituperation,as distinguished from
is foreknown or conjectured that the suit wonld specific defamation.
be taken in lmnd : or 2, an opinion of extra- 3. Sma/1 J_ebt_, on any of the ordinary ac-
ordinary and comparatively superior relative counts.
aptitude, as having plac% in the instance of For definition of Nee. 1 and 2_ see Penal
this or that individual at large, of whom, for Code.
the purpose in question, proposition is accord-
ingly made. SECTIONIII.

SE_m_ II. Locable, who.

Term of Serdve. I_tructlo_al.
ART. I. In the choice of a Judge Depute

Enac_ive. I_truc_onal. occasional, for the purpose of this or that indi-
ART. 1. Of an Immediate Judge Depute vidual suit_ the Judge Principal, it is expectedp

occasional, the term of service is, on each oc- will locate by preference, a person proposed or
rasion, marked out by the act by which he is freely approved by the parties on both sides, ff
located. He may be located, either for the any such person, nut manifestly unapt_ can be
edit, or for the day : if for the day, it will be found willing thus to serve.

for the hearing and determining such suits as ]?a_iocina_ive.
shall come before him in the course of that
same day : or any such suit as, after having ART. 2. If not approved by all partice_ the
been commenced on a former day shall, con- approbation of one or more will be a reason
trary to expectation, at the close of it, remain rather for rejection than for choice : since, by
undetermined, such partial approbation, on.the part of those

who choose, ground will be afforded for sus-
I_r_t_na/. picion of a correspondent partiality on the

A_. 2. Exceptions excepted, a Judge part of the object of their choice.
Principal will avoid .q/v_ng, unless in case of
necessity, to a proposed Depute, cognizance of S_o_ IV.
a suit which does not present a promise of its
termination in the course of that same day. _o_r_.

A_. 3. An exception is, where it is on up- An_. 1. Coercive powers, whether for mean_
plication, or by free consent, of the parties on of execution, or for means of p_obation, t_m
both sides, that a Depute occasional receives Judge will, in the dv/_tat/o_ i_rsme_, either
his deputation. For in that case, whatsoever cemmunlcate or not, to a Depute occasional, M
be the number of days that the suit requires, to such Judge shah seem most _set. Powers
following or not immediately following one for means of Frobat/on may he vommuaicat_
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without powers for means of ezevttt/on, or application to the Judge Principal ; and of
powers for means of execution, without _owers the fa_t of such application, as also, of the re-
for means of probation, sult, entry will be made on the Record.

JExposit_vs. SrzrmN V.
A_tv. 2. Of coercive means of probation, ex-

amples are-- _Refereesdeputable.
1. Aecersitinn, or s_y hither-calling man-

dates, transmitted to proposed witnesses, and Enaotive. .Exposittre. Ratiovi_tive.
other supposed evidence-holders. ART. I. If on any occasion, the pactie_

.'2.Prehension mandates, whether applied to should agree to constitute on each side an at-
supposed evldence-holders, (inoinding proposed bitrator ; the two arbitrators, to secure tb
witnesses,) or to t_iags in quality of sources of majority choosing an u_loire_the arbitra-
oral or written evidence, tors and the umpire together, are termed

3. Scrutative, or say search-commanding referees. These three referees, the Judge, if
mandates, whether applied to persons or things• he thinks fit, may constitute, for that occasion

only, so many Judge Deputes occasional : and
Expositive. to the decrees, opinative and imperative, of

ART. 3. Of coercive means of execution, ex- the occasional Judicatory thus formed, hil
amples are-- sanction may be given by his signature.

1. Prehension mandates, having for their Without the additioffof an umpire, the re-
subjects, whether persons, or things corporeal, feree of a defendant in the wrong, might, by
or say real, immoveable or moveable ; or things mere inaction, produce the effect of a decision
incorporeal, or say fictitious, such as detached in his favour.

rights. Enaeti_e. Ratiocinative.

Instructional. An_. 2. Neither of a purely p_bli_ penal, nor
ARt. 4. Of the diversification of which these of a publico-prlvate penal, case, (as to which

same prehension mandates are susceptible ; see the Penal Code,) can the cognizance be
see for examples those mentioned in Ch. xii. committed to Referees. The security of tha
Section 8_ Funvtion_ co_mon to Judges. public against malefactors must not be placed

at the mercy of those to whom it may happen
_avtire. to be of the number of those same malefactors.

AnT. 5. If it be by consent of parties that _Encwtive. ]nstmtvt_onal.
the individual in question is located, the Judge
is by such consent exonerated from compensa- Age. 3. The proceeding before referees will
tional responsibility, as towards any such con- stand in the place of the original inquiry, bo-
senting party, for any mis-nse or non-use of fore a Judge Principal. It may accordingly,
any power so communicated, if the Judge thinks tit, at the instance of any

pexty or a majority of the referees, be followed
_Enactire. Instructional. by the reeapitulatory inquiry before theJudge,

ARt. 6. In eases in which such coercive with a Quasi-Jury, as per Ch. xvi. Soetioa 1.
powers, whether for means of probation or for
means of execution, are eonferred,--they will .Enactive. Ratioeinatlve.
be conferred by mention made of them respec- Ant. 4. Attendance not being, without pre-
tively in the deputation instrument by which ponderant inconvenience, compellable on the
the Depute is located, part of the referees or any of them, the pro-

ceedings, but for effectual provision to the con-
E_avtive. lt_truotlonal, t_atiooi_ive, trary, might at any time, by the inaction of may
AR_. 7. That no needless delay be caused, two of them, be, for an indefinite length of

either by his death, sickness, or absence from time, or for ever, stayed. For remedy, the
the principal Justice Chambor, on out-door Judge, at the instance of a party on either
duty, (as per Ch. xiii.,) the Judge Principal side, may proceed either in the way of original
will take care that there shall he always one inquiry ; or in the way of recapitnlatory in-
Depote permanent at least, furnished by him quiry as above: or a substitute may be appoint-
with appropriate powersforlocationofDeputes ed in the same manner as the original func_
ocvasional, with requisite powers as above, tiomtry was appointed.

E_aa_ve. Enactire.

.ART.8. Of his oum authority, neither on the ART. 5. So likewise in case of death, or con-
body nor on the property of any individual, tinned incapacity, by reason of siokness_ on the
other than the parties joining in the request paxt of a referee.
or con_ent for his appointment, can a Judge
Depute occasional exercise any act of power E_a_fi_z.
for the purpose either ofevidence or of eventual ART.6. In a suit before referees, the Umpire
execution. For any such purpose he will make will oflt_iate as Registrar.
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power of the Judge_ But the other may l_ve
E_. Ra_/oo/_¢/_. place in any ease.

A_. 7. But_ to obviate deperition, through Against this latter defect, the English law
negligence or sinister design, the record will, provides a remedy, such as it is, by adding (to
from Rrst to last, he subjected to the inspec- use the phraseology of the present Code) thQ
tion, and for every purpose, to the power, of imperative decree of the Judge, to the opina-
the ordinary Registrar. tire decree pronounced by the arbitrator. But

this mode of escaRing from the clutches of the
Enactlve. law-learned brotherhood, could not but be in

ART. 8. The proceedings will, in ordinary, no small degree unacceptable to them. It was
be private. But, at the will of any two of the the work of Statute law, and not till the reign
three referees, they will at any time be carried of William the Third was it forced upon them.
on in public. They have accordingly embraced every occa-

sion forcloggingitwithtechnicalities,dimin-
In_ructional. Ratiocinative. ishing the efficiency cf it by factitious expense

ART. 9. To obviate the keeping the public and delay, and thus bringing it into disrepute.
Registration establishment encumbered with
uselessmatter,theLegislaturewillmake the SE_ION VI.
requisitearrangementsforthe eliminationof
theserecords,aswellasothers,sosoonasall: l?_emuneration.

demand for them, for the eventual proof of E_acti*_s.falsehood, or of _vro_tg in any other shape, or
ri_ in any shape, shall have been at an end : ART, 1. If proposed, or freely agreed to,
saving any such memorandums as may be of by the parties on both sides, a Depute occa-
use towards an all-comprehensive statistic sional, located by consent of parties, does not
history of the Judicial Establishment. stand inhibited from the anceptanee of remu-

neration, to any such amount and in any such
.E_it_. P_ati_i_atlv_. lawful shape, as shall have been agreed on.

ART. 10. Coercive powers for means of exe-
sat/on, (as to which see Section 4, Powers, E_a_ive.
Art. 3,) the Judge m_y confer on the Referee ART.2. So, neither a Referee.
Judic_tory ; for means of probation, #or: for,
if yes, parties might, by a e.o/lusive suit, insti- Instruotion(d. t?.atloe_nati_e.
tnted for the purpose, or on the occasion, of a ART. 3. On this occasion, it will belong to
really contested suit, elicit from persons at the Judge Principal, to be upon the watch, and
large, under the name of evldence, information to take whatsoever measures may be neces-
productive of wrong, in all manner of shapes, sary, to prevent all prolongation of tim% for
to the proposed Evidence-holders or others, augmentation of reward.*

I_truvtional. _,t_inative.
Let England here again be a warning to the

ART. l l.._rbi_ration is thus a species of at- world. In the Judlcatories calling themselves
rangement which cannot underany Code, with- Courts of Eq_t.V, the factitious length to which
out very pernicious deficiency, be left unpre- the examinations are drawn out by this sinister
vided for. profit, is not the lea_t efficient of the causes of that

In a Code framed upon the principle of this delay by which those judi_tories stand dlstin°
present one_ true it is_that the frequency of guishedabove all others. In theCourt of Chancery
thedemand forthe applicationof itto prac- inpartlcular,abuseinthisshapeismatterofsuch
rice,willnot,naturallyspeaking,be nearso notoriety,as wouldlongagohavedrivenoutof
greatasunderanyasyetexistingestablishedtheirsltuatious,overwhelmedwithjustreproach,a_lconcerned in the practice, if power, impunity, and
system of law. Still the demand for it cannot rapacity, did not so effectually steel men against
altogether be superseded, particularly in cases shame. A sort of under judges, celled Mas_er#,
of complicated accounts between commercial pay themselves thus by the hour, whether they sit
men, or of distribution of large masses of pro- or do not sit, themselves or their clerks, the whole
perry among claimants, by different titles, or somesmall part of the tim_ Of tkree appoint-

ments made and paid for,fur three distinct days, it
Instructional .P,_io_native. would not only be a less to the praetisvrson both

ART. 12. Under arbitration, unless the re- sides, but an.injury to the master, and the master's
qnisite support he given toitbylaw, two deft- master, if the two first wese kept. If, An such a
eiencies un_voidablyhave place: wantof power state of things, complaint of abase could ever be
toseeure the attendance of witnesses; andwant made by any one of the thousand_ who are ruined

by it, the only man to whom it could be made, ia
ofpower to give execution and effect tothe the man who derives the greatest profit by it,_tlm
award. Of thesetwo defects,thefirstwill Chancellor;who givestoanyman heplebes
not be productive of any evil consequences in faculty ofirrasistlble a_d unpunlshablo pillage: tim
those eases where there are no extraneous wit- man by whom M1these ma_.en, twelve in uumber_
_ o_ none but what can he made forth- are appointed; all with snormou_ _lari_ ever
coming, without the aid of the compulsory and above what is thus pocketed.
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have exhibited marks of an opposite nature
Ena_. .I_io¢_nati_. a_ tendency.

AIRY.4. Lest more reward be secretly re- _For this purpose, with the ends of Justice
coived from the one side, than from the other, for constant guide, the institution of a Jury in
the amount of what is given on each side will, all its several forms, has been the subject of
on this occasion, be judicially ascertained, constant scrutiny. Taking these ends in the
Receipt of remuneration, in any shape or qaan- manner that re-agents are employed in ehemis-
tity, other than what has been judicially de- try, the endeavour has been all along to effect,
elared, will be corruption, between good and bad, a clear separation: to

put aside the bad, to preserve the good for
SECTIO._VII. use ; adding to it, such new and ulterior ele-

ments as the contemplation of those same ends,
J:_art_ality obviated, has, on the several occasions_ been able to

suggest_
YEnavtire. Compared with the power of a Jury in the

ART. 1. In relation to any supposed in- English style, the power of a Qv.ashJury, will,
forest, self-regarding or sympathetic, a Judge in respect of effective.force, be found much m_r-
Depute occasional is subjectible to interroga- rowed. On the otherhand, in respect of extent
tion, and, in consequence, liable to be divested ! over the field of law and legislation, much en-
of the cognizance of the suit, in like manner as larged ; rendered in a word, co-extensive
a Judge Depute permanent, as per Ch. xiv. throughoutwiththatofthejudicialpoweritself.
Section 8. Antecedently to entering into particulars,

the reason why the power of this body of fnne-
Instructional ._a_oc_natlre. tknaries is, comparatively speaking, rendered

AnT. 2. But for the restriction thus ira- thus narrowed is, that the demand for it, which
posed, with or even without confederacy with under the English Government is so urgent_
a Judge Depute occasional, appointed at their has in the Constitution delineated in the present
instance for the purpose, ill-disposed persons Code no place. In the English form of Go-
might, in thi_ way, by a fictitious suit, obtain vernment, the medium in which Judges, as well
undue advantage, in any one of a variety of as almost all other functionaries, live and move
shapes, to the injury of third persons. Against and have their being, is an atmosphere of coy-
any such mischievous enterprise, the Judge ruption : the Judges are, in effect, dependent
Prindipal will accordingly be on his guard, creatures of the Monarch, whose interest is so

:For other matters, see Chapter xii. completely hostile to that of the people ; and
at the same time, in regard to responsibility,

CHAPTER XVI. as well in respect of dislocabllity as pani-
bllity, virtually, essentially, and according to

QUASI-JURY. all experience, irresponsible.
The rule of action having for its makers, in

General Prellminarg Observat'wns. all its parts, a set of men, whose interest is, in
Being, in its leading features, different from every branch of it, in a state of correspondent

every mode of Judicature as yet in use, in hostility to the people, one great, and perhaps
which men without appropriate experience are the principal use, and good effect of the insti-
admitted into any share of judiciM power, it tution, consists in what it does towards ren-
hecame matter of nece_ity to employ for the dering of no effect, every part to which it up-
designation of it a new and appropriate name. plies itself, in the body of the Laws. In tb
H_ving then in common with the Jury system, word, to undo wlmt legislators and lawyers
this characteristic feature, the word Jury is have done, is the great use of Juries.
accordingly employed in the composition of it. In so far as what is done, by those highest
But the powers allotted to the body thus de- constituted authorities, is right--conducive, to
signated, being different in several, and these the greatest happiness of the greatest number_
very material, respects, from those allotted to --the institution of a Jury cannot but be pro-
any body of functionaries a_ yet designated by judicial,---detractive from the sum of that
the name of a Jury, the Latin adverb Quaai_ same greatest happiness.
is employed for the purpose of giving adver- I. The apt features observed in the Jury
tisement of the ditference:J system, and, on that acceant_ retained under

In the framing of thin, art of the Code, as the Quasi-Jury system, m_y be thus enume-
of every other, submission to the ends of ,us- rated :
rice (as herein all along designated) has been 1. The general end in view_ namely, the up-
tim only guide ; usage being no otherwise re- plying limits and checks to the power of the
ferred to, or employed, than as a source of Judge.
evidence ; evidence to wit, of the benef_/a/ 2. The degree of publicity which is in fact
effects of such parts of the practice, in relation attached to the Jury system, and which with
to the subject m_tterin question, as have been or without design has spread to other suits, in
foundbeneficialintheircharacterandtendeney; which no such body of unprofessional Judgee
and of the 2,ern/v/o_ effects of such parts as is called in,
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8. The sort of obligation, which, in virtue one of them, (while in the state of eo_t_
of the obligatory powers giveu to the Jury in which they are kept, upon their retiri_for
over the result of the cause, the Judge finds the purpose of discussion,) is involved • a sir-
himself subjected to--namely, the obligation cumstanec by which in respect of everything
of giving to the Jury.,and thence to the public which belongs to tl_t same deportment and
at large, explanation and reasons, having for discourse, their responsibility to that tribunal
their object and tendency, the rendering the is nearly done away. 2. The magnitude of 4_
nature of the ease clearer to the public as well their number by which, in respect of}he uffizi-
as them, than it would be otherwise : the af- rude of the conjunct decision, the sense of re-
fording such grounds as can be found for such sponsibility is so much weakened on the part
decision as, avowedly or unavowedly, it is his of each.
desire they should adopt, and thus rendering 6. The scantiness of the application, made
it more difficult, than without such explana- of this supposed instrument of control, with
tion and reasons, for a Judge to pronounce, or reference to the power of the Judge; the non-
cause to be pronounced, a decision palpably application of it to more than one oat of many
unjust and indefensible, spots, in the field of Judicature; and the non-

4. The effect which it has bad in relation to application of it, to any more than one out of
evidence ; causing it to be exhibited in a bet- all the stages through which any suit is liable
ter _hape, than any in which it is generally to be carried.
exhibited in a Judicatory into which no such If to the pernicious effects of this incougrn-
body of ephemeral Judges is introduced, ity, there be any circumstance of alleviation,

II. The unapt features observed in the Jury it must he to be looked for in those eireum-
system, and from the Quasi-Jury system on stances by which, as above, its utility_its
that account discarded, may be thus cnume- eontributoriness to the ends of jnstice_ is so
rated, much reduced. But where, in those suits and

L Evils eorr_pondsnt and opposite to the stages, this institution (how unapt soever) has
direct ends of justice, no place, the opposition of the system of pro-

1. The corruptness of the situation of the cedure to the ends of justice, is still stronger
persons locating in this case. The function- and more mischievous.
aries by whom these alleged and supposed in- _L Evils correspondent and opposite to the
tended limitators of the powers of the Judges collateral ends of justice : maximization of ex-
are located, are the Sheriffs of Counties, or pense of jnstice_ in the shape of delay, vexa-
other functionaries alike exposed to Monarchi- tion, and pecuniary expense.
c_| influence ; to the naturally irresistible in- 1. Needless quantity of vexation, or expense,
th_ence of that same all-rnling functionary, by or both_ produced by the multitude of the ac-
whose influence over the Judge, the chief rea- tualiy serving Jurymen, in each suit.
son is afforded for the endeavour to apply this_ 2. Much greater vexation and expense, pro-
or any other check to his power, duced by the still greater multitude of the oh-

In virtue of this origin, a Jury comes into ligatorily attendi_ Jurymen, out of whom, in
existence, with a principle of corruption in- each suit, the actually serving are drawn.
volved in its essence. 3. The vexation, and expense, and mischie-

2. The solemn promise forced upon the vons complication, produced by the operation
members of this body_coupled with a compul- called c/w_Usnping; an operation, the object of
sory declaration of unauimity, which dcclara- which is, to keep excluded out of the actu-
tion is, in frequent instances_ unavoidably and ally serving list of Jurymen, such number
necessarily false, as are, on one side or other, suspected of

_. The pernicious use made on this occasion partiality in favour of the respective adver-
of the religious sanction, the force of which saries.
has, in practice, been sought to be added on 4. Vexation attendant on the state of con-
this occasion to the other sanctions, fiuemcnt and suffering, to which, in case of

4. The arbitrary power, given over the re- disagreement, the _-hole twelve are kept in-
_ult of the cause, to a set of men, who by their volved: to confinement which has for its
sitv_tiun, are demonstrated to be in eompari- avowed object the compelling them, in an an-
son of the Judge, (the authority with which known number, to make a false declaration,
theirs antagonizes,) in respect of appropriate and violate that solemn engagement on which
knowledge, judgment and active aptitude, pal- their efficiency is supposed to depend.
pably inferior; while by means of the habit of I|L Feature, beneficial under the Govern-
perjury forced upon them as above, sensibility ment under which the Jury institution origi_
to the force of the bridle, supposed to be ap- nated; prejudicial under the Government here
plied by the several sanctions in question, can- proposed; therefore hence discarded.
not but be diminished. I This feature is the weakness which, by

5. The circumstances by which the tutelary I means of some of the above-mentioned features,
power of the Public-Opinion Tribunal is in 1 this portion of the adjective branch of law,
great measure prevented from hearing upon t keeps infused in certain portions of the eorre-
their minds. These are--1. The secrecy in ] spending substantive branch : namely, those
which the deportment and discourse of every ] which have for their object the ma_i_
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of the power of the few, at the expense of tile ground of excess, in the quantum of the puniLh-
security of the many. ment.

IV. Features, supposed apt, which not being 9. Power to the Quasi-Jury to call in the
found in the Jury system, are here in the assistance of the Government Advocate, or the
Quasi-Jury system, introduced. Eleemosynary Advocate, at their option, to as-

1. Division of every Quasi-Jury in_) two sist in the wording of the amendment proposed
sections : 1. the more erudite ; 2. the more by them, to the judgment, or the sentence of
popnt_r : the more popular, the more nume- the Judge, as per No. 5.
rous : thence, in case of disagreement, the will 10. Pay.--Provision made of regular pay,
of tbose who belong to file more numerous sec- for indemnity to those, whose pecuniary eir-
tion, may preponderate over the will of those eumstances would otherwise render the service
who belong to the less numerous section; those of the public in this department, an intolerable
who belong to the more erudite section are in- hardship. The quantum is such as will render
troduced, in order that, by the influence of un- the compensation adequate to the majority of
derstanding over understanding, those who the whole number of the members of the oom-
may be presumed to excel in intellectual apti- munity. To render it adequate in the case of
rude, may guide those in whose instance, ap- the few, would render the correspondent bur-
propriate moraJ aptitude is more probable, in then, intolerable to the many.
so far as they think it propor to be so guided. As to the erudite section, such pay a_ could

2. Allotting to the Quasi-Jury by law, in be afforded, would be no a_lequate eompensa-
express terms, and thence with surer, more tion; the distinction attached to their sits-
comprehensive, and more constant effect, titan ation, will be of more value in their eyes, than
has place in the case of a Jury, the several t any pecuniary compensation.
functions herein designated, by the several
adjuncts, auditive, interrogative, a_d opinative S_CTm_ I.
or censorial.

3. Stating, in express terms, the nature of Fields of Servlce.

the explanations expected at the hands of the Expositive.Judge, for the use of the Quasi-Jury_as also
for the use of the members of the Public-0pi- Any. 1. By a Quasi-Jury, understa_ad an
nion Tribunal. ever-eh_ging body of Assessors, convened from

4. Ordaining the registration of the dis- the body of the people, for the purpose of
courses of the Quasi-Jurymen, as well as those serving by the exercise given to their functions
of the Judge, namely, for the purpose of sub- in the character of checks applied to the power,
jesting to responsibility those assessors of the which but for these and other checks as per
Judge, in case of unapt discourse on their part; Ch. xii. JuwclAnv COLLECTXVELV,would be
and also the Judge himself, in case of disregard arbitraxy, in the hands of perm&nant Judges.
shown to their discourse, when its title to re-
gard shall appear unimpeachable. _'naetlve.

5. Into the Register, admission secured to ART. 2. Attached to every Judicatory,
any alterations proposed by the Quasi-Jury or whether Immediate or Appellate, is a Quasi-
any member of it, in the terms of the decision Jury; co-extensive with that of the Judge i_
delivered by the Judge ; yet so as the Judge its local field of service.
shall remain at liberty to pay what regard to
it he thinks proper; remaining thus with his re- _Enactive.
sponsibility undiminished, the proposed amend- ART. 3. So, with the exceptions in this sec-
ment going up of course to the Judge Appel- tion expressed, is its logical field of service.
late, for his adoption, rejection, or modifiea_
tion. E_aetive. Expire.

6. Power to the Quasi-Jury, at the instance A_T. 4. The occasions for its service, axe of
of a party, to send up to the Judge Appellate two sort_--pri_cipal, and i_identaL The
the decision of the Judge, for confirmation or principal occasions axe those on which the

alteration, in a class of penal cases in which Reva_itulatory Inquiry, or say R_ap/_tda-
appeal is not allowed, where a Quasi-Jury is to_]_'xarainat_on, otherwise called the Quaa/-
called in; easesin which, fremtheassuredmul- Trial, is performed: for the incidental, see
titudeofgronndlese appeals, itwouldotherwise Art. 15.
be productive of preponderant evil, by useless
vexation to paxties injured and Quasi-Jurors. Eno_tice. Exposi_'_e.

7. Power to the Quasi-Jury, to allow to the Any. 5. The Recapitniatory Examination

pursuer, the faculty of appealing as well from snpposesthe anteriorexistence ofadifferentone
a judgment of acqnitt_tl as from a judgment --call this anterior, the Origi_d Inquiry, or
of conViction, say Origiz_l E_miz_Uio_: ff all persona con-

8. Power to the Quasi-Jury, to allow to a corned are satisfied with the result of it, no

pursuer, in case of conviction, the faculty of recapitulatory examination has place, it is the
appealing against the sentence, on the ground only one. It is conducted by the Judge, his
of defleiency, u well as to s defonda_t on the alone being the imp_ratiwf_cfioa : thequa_
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_urore shar;_ugwith him in the exercise of the days is necessary, unless, by consent of partie_
other e_w_zt_/judicial functions, as to which, matters can be so ordered, as that a decisioz_
see Ch. xii. JUDICIARyCOLLECTIYELY_Section 9. on this or that po/nt, shall have been made with

E_c_i_. ExI_w. the aid of that one Quasi-Jury, the decisionon what remains of the matter of the suit_be-
ART. 6. The Recapitulatory Examination is ing reserved for another Quasi-Jury.

performed by the re-exhibition, re-considera- Note that facts in such sort independent one
tion, and if from sources more than one, con- of another, may for proof or disproof, without
frontation and comparison, of all evidence de- preponderant prejudice to right decision, he
llvered on the Original Examination : with or allotted each to a different Jury : and accord-
wiLhont evidence, which on the original inquiry, ingiy such distribution may in any suit be nmde.

not, whether it could, or could not be_ ad-
duced. Ena_ive.

AltT. 12. Exceptions excepted, at the Re-
_na_tive. capitulatory Examination, no evidence is ex-

Aa_. 7. The Judge has power to perform a hibited that was not exhibited at the Original
B.ecapitulatory Examinationofhis own motion, Examination : if, of any part so exhibited, de-
for the satisfaction of the public, or of his own perition, actual or virtual, has had place_ sup-
conscience : he is bound to do so, on petition ply to the deficiency is made from the minutes :
presented by a party on either side : security and with consent of parties, the re-exhibition
for eventual compensation for the delay, vexa- of any article of evidence may be omitted.
tion, and expense, being found by the applicant
as per Procedure Code, Ch. xxvii. `E_zad_ve.

ART. 13. Exceptions are,
_nae_/ve. 1. Where, since the issuing of the eventu-

ART. 8. When it is of his own motion, he ally definitive decree, appointing the Quasi-
pronounces not any definitive decree, till after trial, evidence has been discovered, the exis-
the Quasi-trial has been performed : when on tence of which was net at that time known.
petition, decrees such as but for such petition In this case, however, to warrant the admis-
will be definitive---say eventually definiti_e de- sion of it, timely information in relation to it
crees, are pronounced by him, and to these de- must have been afforded : in default of which it
crees the petition has reference, i may be either rejected, or referred for re-ex-

iamination, by the same, or another Jury, at
`Enaaive. another time.

A_. 9. When on petition, it is in this wise ; 2. Where, in consideration of the length of
_the Judge's ¢rent_ally definitive decrees hay- time that must elapse before the pieces of evi-
ing been pronounced, he addresses himself to deuce in question can be obtained_ the elicita-
the parties thus : "ls it the desire of any one tion of it is thus deferred.
of you that there should be a recapitulatory
examinations." If by any one, answer be _naaive.
given in the affirmative, a day and hour for the ART. 14. The subject matter appointed for
purpose is appointed by him, after hearing that Quasi-trial may be--matter of fact alone, or
which they respectively have to say as to the matter of law alone, or both together.

time. Enaai_. E_posi_ive.
Efto_t_. ART.15. The in_identcdoceasions, on which

Ainu. 10. In case of necessity, the P_ecapitu- a hearing before a Quasi-Jury may have place;
latory Examination is carried on through any are those on which, antecedently or even sub-
number of sitting_ But, unless for obviating sequently to appeal as for definitive toledo-
Some casual and pressing inconvenience, no eision, appeal as for quasl-misdec/s/o_, (as per
adjournment from one sitting to another has Ch. xxii. APPm_L_E Juv]cx_oa_s, Section _
place, until the regularly employable quantity _'u_je¢_ matters of _/_v_ea_,) has been made.

of time has been exhausted, without the suit's .Expositive.
being ripe for the definitive decrees: saving
at all times to the Judge, the power of con- A_t_. 16. Quc_i-misde_irion has place, in se
tinuing the sitting indefinitely, to prevent the far as, by the conduct of the Judge, in any
breaking the thread of the inquiry to the de- other way than by a definitive decree--for
triment of justice, example by undue delay or by precipitation---

the effect of misdecision has been produced.
Eno_ive. I_ructio_.

AnT. 11. Should it ever so happen, that by I_s_ruc_o_a_.
the number of sittings expended, before the AR_. 17. On both occasions, petition for
suit is ripe for decision, the regular length of Quasi-trial, isin effect appeal from the Judge,
•ervice, appointed for a set of _uasi-Jurers, ns acting u_tAout a Quasi-Jury, to the same Judge,

r Section 6, has been exhausted,--they must or to another Judge, acting in that same judi_
detained for what_ever further number of a tory, ¢/t/t a Quasi-Jury. Forthe diff_zeaee
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between appeal so called, and this quo_i- otherwise powerful, individuals, such influence
appea/, or home appeal , or r_ear/_ as it may might be a_quired, as might cause these func-
be c_lled, see Ch. xxii. APPKLL_TEJUDICATO- tioI_ries to exercise their functions according
iu_.% Section _, _ub_t taatters of_4pp_, to _ regular system, in a manner prejudicial

to justice, and altogether unsusceptible of
_Enactive. remedy, in a penal or a_ayother direct shape.

A_v. 18. On any of these same in¢idvatal
occasions, the Quasi-Jurors give, orrefuse, their l_structio_al. _l_atlocinative.
approbation to any petition, by which the ART. _2. In this state of things, a corrup-
hearing on which they serve has been pro- tire influence might naturally be exercised,
duced. This approbation they give, either each upon the other, by the Substitute-Qua_N
simply or with any such modifications, as they Juror and the Judge. The Substitute--the fie-
think fit. So likewise their opinion, with or quency of his becoming so, depending more or
without proposed amendments, on the subject less upon himself--might, on the one hand by
of any decree or mandate, which on that same offensive yet unpuulshable demeanour, render
occasion, the Judge may have thonght fit to issue, himself an object of apprehension, or by undue

obsequiousness of favour, to the Judge. Thus
Enavtive. Itl_ruct_onal. there might be a mixture of strife and corrup-

ART. 19. Whatsoever opinative propositions tion, by either of which, still more by both
have thus been ma_deby a Quasi-Jury, having together, the beneficialness of the institution
in the immediate judicatory been of course and the public confidence in it, would be
entered on the record, go up with it, in case lessened.
of appeal, to the appellate judicatory.

For the optional forms capable of being given I_tmtctio_al.
to such their opinions, see the Procedure Code, ART. 23. SO far as regards the vorr_tpt_o%
Ch. xxvi. QuAsIoJu_v, Section 10, 01oinativs this consequence has been made manifest by
f_ion (works, col. it. p. 154) : so for the par- English experience in the ea_e of jurors. _ As
ticulars of the effect given to them. to strife, evil in this shape is under that form

SO, as to the form of recordation, of government but too effectually obviated, by
that corruptive influence and ascendancy, by

Instructional. .Ra_ioclnat_e. which pretended and supposed cheeks, are so
ART. 20. Main uses of a Quasi-Jury two--1, uniformly converted into subservient iastru-

Serving as a check upon the power of the meats.
Judge; thence as a security for his appropriate
aptitude : 2. On the part of the Quasi-Jurors, Instructional. Ratiocinative.
deriving appropriate instruction to themselves, ART.24. Of the service rendered by the insti-
as scholars in thc judicatory_ in its character of tution, in the character of a check upon the
a school of justice. Were the first use the only Judge, the effect depends--not so much upon
one,defaultswonldbelessmaterial; substitutes a_t_a/aptitude, on the part of jurors on each
might, in considerable proportion, serve as well individual occasion, as on his apprehension of
as principals : and thus accommodation might t what, for aught he can know, it m_y be. In
be afforded to both classes; to principals, by / the one case, knowing, on each occasion, by ex-
exemption; to substitutes_ by remuneration re- perience, what it a,Ctually is, he can, in pro-
ceivcd from principals, portion as, in respect of moral aptitude, it is

I inferior to what it ought to be, act _ccording-Instructional. Ratiocinative. ly: in the other case, u_proeided with this
AR_. 21. So far as regards appropriate in- knowledge, prudence will incline him to take

t_llestual aptitude, such substitution will, in for the constant ground of his proceedings, the
proportion to the extent of it, be productive of supposition of the maximum of aptitude.

advantage. But in this case, service in the g_iocina_ive. Instructional.character of a substitute might become in a
preponderant degree prejudicial in respect of ART. 25. Thus it is--that, on this occasion,
moral aptitude. It might become a regular anta@oniz_tion has place, between universal
source of livelihood :--a profit-seeking oceu- interest and particular individual interest--
pation :--in a word a trade. In this case, individnal interest acting upon an uncommonly
though the original aptitude would, so far as extensive scale : the universal interest requir-
depended upon experience, receive increase, ingth_tthenumberoftheindividualsservingin
yet, of this increase, a deficiency in respect of this situation be maximised; individual lute-
the more influential clement of appropriate rest that it be minimized. Between these
aptitude, namely moral aptitude, would be a conflicting interests, to effect a composition, as
but too natural accompaniment. The frater- far as local circumstances admit, will, in e_ch
airy, composed of the traders, would be apt to political state, be among the legislator's
fall into two divisions, arrsnged a_inst one cares.
another, by this or that party interest. Thus
arranged they would constitute a known or * See the Elements of the Art of Packing, &e,
knowable body, and in this body, by rich, or in col. v. of this caUection.
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Cm XVL_S_'_. II.] QUASLJURY--COMPOSITION AND NUMBER. S_w9

S_rrlo_ II. efficient cause of title to exemption, is of &ha-
tare to be put out of doubt by conclusive evi-

C.of_ositioa and _umber. donee, as in the case of quantity, the difficulty
will in general be comparatively, if not abso_

Enactlve. Ea'Tositive. lutely inconsiderable.
A_T. l. A Quasi-Jury is composed of Quasi- Not so, where, as in case of quality it ad-

Jurors of two classes, the ordinary, and the mitsnot of any such conclusive evidence.
$e/e_: for shortness, say Ordinaries and ,S'e- Take for example the case of super_nnns, tien.
/evt_ For the efficient cause of title to exemption,

take the number of years the person has lived,
Enactive. Ratiocinative. Instructional. say for example, sixty--here in general, there
ART. 2. That a casting voice may never be will be little difficulty. On the other hand, if,

wanting, the number of both together is odd. instead of this quantity, you take the appro-
The number here established is three, whereof priate quality, viz_, the capacity of serving_ in
two ordlmzry, one sdevt. By the Legislature, this branch of public service, without prepen-
addition, if deemed necessary, will of course be derant hardship to the individual, here comes
made to it : but what is expected is, that of the difficulty, one man at slxty-fire or seventy
the ordinary, the number will be at least twice shall be more capable of serving without pro-
as great as that of the select, ponderant hardship; than another man at sixty

.Ratiocinative. Ir_truct_onal. or even fifty-five.But in company with_ and in proportion to
ART. 3. Looked to, more particularly for such difficulty, comes the arbitrary power, imcl

appropriate moral aptitude, thence for the de- with it the facility of applying it to sinister
retraining _eill, are, as per Section 4, the 0rdi- purposes, in every imaginable shape_ to the
naries: theirs being the interest of the great- purpose of extortion, on the one hand ; to tbe
ast number : for appropriate knowledge, judg- purpose of corruption, on the other.
ment, and active aptitude-- thence for aid, Hence it is that, to avoid a very considerable
and guidance to ordinaries, the Selects. real evil, which does not readily meet the eye,

Note.--By the necessity of eliminating cer- it becomes necessary to leave open the door to
tain classes, indication is given of the course a quantity, nor that an inconsiderable one, of
which, if not the only apt, seems at any rate apparent evil : for suchwiU always be the ca_e,
the most apt, that can be pursued. Produce in so far as quantity, in contradistinction and
the selection, not in a direct way, by the loca- preference to quality, is assumed and employed
tion of these who present themselves as being as the standard and object of reference.
fit to be charged with tiffs compulsorily impos- What, it may be asked, with your eyes open,
ed function ; but in an indirect way, by the will you give introduction and establishment
elimination of those in relation to whom it ap- to this double injustice t In so indefinitely
pears that, for one reason or other, they are large a multitude, will you give exemption to
not tlt to be charged with it ; instead of addi- those who, being so perfectly fit, have no just
tion, the operation, by the result of which this title to it _ while, to the injury of another largo
great class wilt be filled, will be subtraction, multitude, you refuse the benefit of the exemp-
and of the remainder left, by and after the tion_notwithstanding that, by the reason of the
performance of it, will the class be"composed, case, they are so justly entitled to it _ Answer.

Meantime, for the composition of this class, Yes : this evil, whatever be its magnitude, I
two operations correspondent, but opposite in find myself under a necessity of introdueing_
their nature, present themselves as necessary on pain of finding myself under the necessity
to be performed : the first, of a general nature of introducing a much greater evil.
---of the legislative cast,--designation of the Taking for the efficient cause of title as abeve_
eliminative classes ; the other_ of a particular the faculty of enduring the burthen, without
nature--of an executive, and thence of an preponderant hardship_ I force upon the func-
_lministrative cast,--the filling up of these tionary, whoever he is, the exercise of a judi-
eliminative classes : the dislocation of indivi- cial function. So many individuals as there
duals_from the appropriate toeable class, can be any reason, or so much as a pretence

In the exercise of the first of these functions for charging with it, so many suits has he to
there will be little difficulty. To the charge take cognizance of, and make decrees upon, if
of partiality_ it will be in but a slight degree not in the name, yet with not only all the
ebnoxious_ power, but much more than the power, of a

What difficulty there is, attaches itself al- Judge. Of a Judge 1 And in what state of
most exclusively to the executive function : to things t. In a state of things, in which all eel-
that which exercises itself upon individuals, in deuce of a sufficiently conclusive character will
their individual capacities, in general be altogether wanting. Debarred

In truth, when looked upon a little nearly, thus by necessity, from deciding according to
in so far as reason, not favour or disfavour, is justice, he will be enabled, and (in the eyes of
taken for the guide, it will, in the instance of all who see for themselves an advantage in his
¢extain classes, be seen to be of the judicial possessing the licence) justified, in deciding
©hgracter. Where the fact, constituting the according to favour and disfavour : m oI_rem-
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ing those whom it is agreeable to him to op- If, for all the several indiv|c_al_ actually
press ; in favouring gratuitously or for a price, attending in the course of a year, one and tim
those on whom it is agreeable to him to confer same Quasi-Jury Compositor is made to serve)
this benefit, viz., by forming out of the possibly-attendi_ag

When, for the diminution and restriction list, the eventually-attending list, for all t_he
of arbitraxy power, all is done that can be several immediate Judicatories within his dis-
done, still, be the power what it may, some trier, his abode cannot be in any near vicinity
hands there must be, in which it is lodged, and to more than one, or some other small number
these must be the hands of a single indivi- of the Judicatories, comprehended in that same
dual, for the all-comprehensive reason, which district : and if it were worth while, his abode
should never be a moment out of sight, viz., might even purposely be fixed in a place in
maximisation of responsibility. Of the official which it should not be possible to him, without
mdividual in question, what shall be the official the notorious formality of a visit, to come in
name _. Say for example, Compositor--the actual contact with any one of those same
_uasi-Jury Compositor: for as by the func- Judges.
tionary of that name in a printing house, the As to .Fortune, when once it is determined
contents of a printed sheet are in the first in- that to the decision of this same fictitious per-
stance determined, so in the case of the sort of sonage, an affair of this sort will be committed,
list here in question, in each individual case, the faculty of obtaining that decision, without
though in a way which is the reverse of that danger or fear of misdecision, has nothing in
mechanical rood% are the contents of that same it, but what may, to universal satisfaction, be
list. secured.

Having thus fixed upon our workman, with When in a general way as above, the de-
the sort of work on which he is to be employed, termination has thus been made, who those in-
--uponwhichlist, shall he in the first instancebe dividuals are, who, in each Judicatory, are fit
employed ._Answer.--Uponthe possiblyattend- to be called upon to attend, and shall attend
ing list, for the purpose of extracting out of it, accordingly, the mass of difficulties is unhap-
theeventuallyattending list. Astothepossibly pily by no means cleared away. in the in-
attending list, it is the same with that of the stance of any individual, the call being made,
electors in the subdistrict in question: for whet if it should not be obeyed _.unhappily
though between the one list and the other, it and unavoidably,here comes matter for another
might be possible to make some difference, nc suit. The Judge, indeed, in this case, not the
particular benefit presents itself as being capa- unavowed and undeclared, but the avowed and
ble of being preponderant over the general evil expressly constituted Official Judge, the Judge
of complication with which any such distinc- of the Judicatory in which the individual has
tion would be attended, been called to serve. Here too, however,

Remain for determination, the hands by comes the so frequently recurring difficulty:
which, and the term of service for and during the difficulty of determining, in relation to the
which, our Quasi-Jury Compositor shall be non-attending eventual Quasi-Juryman, who-
located. Fitter ones, than those of the sub- thor the cireumsta_ce stated by him, as a
legislature of the district, in which the judicial justificative cause of his non-attendance, really
district of the immediate Judicatory is con- at the time and place in question, was in exis-
tained, have not presented themselves. Term tence.
of service, say one year, or to speak strictly, In the course of the eliminative process, one
the remainder of the year, at the commence- circumstance there is, the aptitude of which, to
meat of which the location, viz.) by election constitute an efficient cause of title to exemp-
has been performed, tion, seems incontestable, but which lies ex-

This Q_asi-Jury Compositor, if circumstances posed, in no slight degree, to the difficulty and
favoured, would bring with him into office, a objection of which so much has been said. This
propensity to come to a mutually commodious is the case of those in whose instance, indi-
private understanding, with the Judge. On gence is at such a pitch, that if admitted into
the part of the Judge, the correspondent pro- the Judicatory, their presence might be pro-
ponsity would by the like causes, he made to ductive of annoyance, _bstructive in a serious
have pl_ce. My fears, however, of any such degree of the course of the business. Of this
sensibly maleficent alliances are not very con- difficulty no solution will be afforded, by the
siderable. To my Judge, for the purpose observation that, in the.possibly attending llst)
of keeping him out of temptation, in this as no individuals can have place, but such as are
in all other shapes, I have given a quantity in possession of the art of reading : and with
of official and beneficial occupation, sulfieient the possession of that art, indigence such as
to fill up the whole of his disposable time : that in question cannot with propriety be re-
while, on the other hand, in the situation of garded as compatible. To this, there are two
the Quasi-Jury Compositor, the occupation answers. In the first place, introduction of
given to him does not, in so far as conjecture the Quasi-Jury system may be possible, and
can reach it, present itself as likely to afford thence necessary, betbre the time when the
any considerable quantity of maleficently-em- art of reading has made any progre_, so ex_
ployable leisure, tonsive as to afford _ _aificient number of



after the ellm_n_#ions that are indls-
pensable, have been performed : on this suppo- _na_iv_. ._z/_d$_
eition, some qualification other than the pus- ART. 6. IlL I_/ve function. /n the
session of this _rt, may be of necessity to be exercise of this function, he shares with the
appointed. Judge in the inspection, not only of all visible

The other answer is, that if the possession instruments of discourse, but of all other vial-
of this _I1 intellectualizing a_t, is as amply hie objects, whether things or persons, ca_le
diffused as it can be, and therefore as it ought of serving in the character of sources of evi-
to he,--in this case, within the number of those deuce, for the formation of his dec_es.
who are in possession of it, may be those whose
condition in respect of the means of subsistence .Ena_ti_. Extwsi_iw.
is at the lowest pitch. For there are none ARt. 7. IV. Orally-Interr_ative function.
but what may be, and therefore ought to be, Intheexereiseofthis ihnction, he puts by word
made to read ; and what can scarce in any pc- ofmouti], questions to parties, to witnesses, and
litical community have place, is that there to the Judge: and incidentally, as occasion
should not be some in it, in whose instance in- calls, to any other of the actors un the Judi-
digenee in the degree here in question_ has sial theatre, as to whom, see Ch. xii. Section
place. 2. As to the qualities which should have place

on the part of the discourse expressed by such
S_'*r_o_ III. questions, with a view to produce responsion,

see PP.oc_vvn_ Covs, Ch. xxvL Qvzs_*Jvztv,
Section9, Interrogativefuacgion. (Works_voL

Fu_tlon:. it. p. 153.)

Enactive. .E_.a_i_e. .EaTo_dive.

Aux. 1. Functions of _uasi-Jurors are these ART. 8. V. C_u_entat_re function. In the
which follow :_ exercise of this function, he gives expression to

1. The Auditive. such c_mn_nt_, or sayreraarks, orobssrva$/o_,as
2. The Lective. occur to him, whether as to the discourse or de-
3. The Inspective. portment of parties and witnesses, or as to the
4. The Orally Interrogative. conduetmaintainsdon the occasion, whetherby
._. TheCommentative. the Judge or any other actor on the Judicial
6. The Opinative* theatre. For the mode ofobviatingobstruction,
7. The Appeal Warranting,orsay Licensing. hy the undue exercise of this function, see Ch.

xiL Section 11, Jed_wz' Seda_ivefum_ion.
E_av_iv_.

ARt. 2. Of these Functions, exercisable by Enactire. _Exporitive.
each individual are all but the opiaatSw and ART. 9. VI. Opinative function. On the
wp2eal.livez_iny: these, no otherwise thanby priucipaloccnsionsabove-mentioned, theQuasi-
the body. Jury, in the exercise of this their function, by

the mouth or hand of their foreman, give ex-
_maet_r¢. pression to any such amendments as they think

ART. 3. The .41opeal-livcn$ing excepted, all fit to propose to the Judge'_ vvvntually.dvflni-
these functions belong in common to Quasi- tire decree in both its brauches---opinative and
Jurors and the Judge* Of the Judge's ele- imperative put together,--pronounced on the
mentary functions, as per Ch. xii. Section 9, original examination : so likewise, to any such
the imperative, and that alone belongs to him, absolutely.definitive decree, as in consequence
to the exclusion of Quasi-Jurors. of the recapitulatory examination, he mayhave

.Enactive. .Expositive. thought fit to substitute.
AR_. 4. I. _/ud/tlve function. In the ex- .Enactlv¢. lnttructloncd, l_atlo_iuatlve.

ercise of this function, aQuasi-Jurorhearsall A_.I0. VII. _41opeal-lir_nsinpfunction.
discourses capable of serving as grounds for The sort of occasion, by which this their funs-
the formation of the Judge's decrees: and tion is called into exercise, is as follows :_
moreover all discourses of the Judge, whether Criminal cases there appear to he, in which, if
a_ldressed to the Quasi-Jury, or any one of the execution of the sentence were delayed, of
them, or to any other actor on the Judicial course, until the decrees of the Appellate Ju-
theatre, dicatery have been pronounced, and its sanc-

tion given to the execution of the imperative
EnaeCive. Expositive. decree of the Immediate Judieatory, the cer-

ARc. 3. II. Le_Civ_ function. In the cx- taln evil of delay, vexation, and expense, to
ercise of this function, a Quasi_Jaror shares parties injured, andotheractorsonthe Judicial
with the Judge, in the reading of all writ- theatre, might, in the eyes of the Legislature,
ten, or otherwise visibly expressed discourses, outweigh the possible evil ofeifective mistiest-
capable of serving as grounds for the forma- stun, forwant of such appeal :particularlyifthe
tion of the Judge's decrees, appeal, with the consequent stay of execution_

Vo_ IX. 2 N
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were placed absolutely within the power of the
defendant. In these cases, the Legislature may Instructional. _¢ina_i_e.
perhaps, it is supposed, think fit to give to the ART.] 3. Circumstances, by the consideration
Quasi-Jury the option of granting or refusing of which, it may happen, that in the mind of
their fiat to the consequent stay of execution, the Legislator, a demand for the institution
where, by the defendant, declaration of appeal of the restriction, thus put upon the faculty of
Iflaall have been made. To this, their ./Ijo!peal- Appeal, may have place, are as follows :-
l/vetting function, exercise will in such case 1. On the one hand, the magnitude of the
have been given, by the grant or refusal of such miscldef of the offence.
thetrfiat. Name of this fiat, an _.4ppeal license. 2. _qae comparative multitude of offeuces_

On the signature of an Appeal license, by and offenders_ relation had to the species of
the Q_asi-Jurors, or a majority of them, the offence.
Judge will send up the Appeal in course, and 3. The comparative improbability, even of '
stay execution accordingly : on the refusal of prosecution, much more of conviction, in the
it, he will cause execution to be mad% as if no case of a person completely innocent, as to the
such license had been prayed, sort of offence charged.

For the enumeration of those cases, see the 4. The otherwise certain multitude of
Penal Code under the heads of the several of- groundless Appeals, for the chance of ultimate
fences: and the Procedure Code, CtL xxviii, impunity, and the certainty of intermediate
APPF_.L AND QUAsi-APPEAL. respite.

5. The exclusion, if pnt by the Penal Code,
"EXl_°sitire" as upon the principles of this Code, it would

ART. ll. Cases of indlgsnt rapa_'ity, or say be, upon all punishment, productive of evil in
of rapacious or predatory indlgsnce. By this any shape, of a nature absolutely irreparable,
appellative may be designated the class of and uncompensable--for instance, death or loss
cases which, on this occasion, is principally oflimb, orbodilyorgan,---certainextraordinary
in view : in these cases, the nature of the of- cases excepted.
fence being such, that without the stimulus of 6. On the other hand, the unavoidable sere-
relative indigence, seldom is a person led into rity of the punishment, notwithstanding the
the commission of it. exclusion put upon punishment productive of

_zpos/tive. irreparable evil as above.As to the effect to be given to the exercise
ART. ]2. Of offences of this descrlptien, the of this function, see the Penal Code, and the

following may serve for examples : for ade- Procedure Code. So as to the form of the in-
quate denominations and definitions, see the strument, by which expression is given to it.
Penal Code.

1. 2b'radulent obtainment: that is to say, !ustruv'tional.
obtainment with consent procured by decep- ART. 14. In eases, such as the above, it will
tion, without supposition of title on the part of be for the consideration of the Legislature,
the delinquent, or intention of making restitu- whether to authorize or no, the Judge at his
tion, or of being amenable to law. discretion, to make after the initiative appli-

2. T_fl: that is to say. ,aption without con- cation, but one inquiry, and that before a
I_eat_orsupposition,orpreW .ee oftitle, orinten- Quasi-Jury ; or tomake two inquiries, namely,
tion of restitution, or of being amenable to law. the original without a Jury, and the recapitu-

3..Puffery at large: that is to say, caption latory with a Jury, as in other cases. The
by force, or obtainment by consent, extorted more simple the case appears on the initiatory
by means of immediate, or unpreventible in- application, especially in respect of the quart-
jury, to body, mind, property, or reputation, tity and quality of the evidence, the less wilt

4. H/yhway Robbery : that is to say, on a naturally be the demand for a second exami-
much frequented road, street, or other pub- nation, in addition to the first.
lic and open place.

_. ])ay Robbery : in con_nnctien with _[ouse- _navtlve.
breaking. ART. 15. Modes in which the above funo-

6. _Ar/g/_t_obbery: without Housebreaking. tions of the Quasi-Jury (the Appeal-licensing
7. _i_ t_obbery: with Housebrsaking. excepted) are called forth into exercise :--
8..Day or .N_ Robbery : with or without 1. By the parties and their assistants, or

Housebreaking, but in conjunction with He- substitutes, professional or gratnitous--what
m/c/de : that is to say, with Homicide inten- is said, is in general addressed and understood
tlenal, as to that effect, as well as the act ; to be addressed to the Quasi-Jury in conjenc-
and whether, in relation to the robbery, pro- tion with the Judge.
put, Wry, eo_eom/_an_, or conseqe_tial :pre- 2. By the Judge when making his observa-
paratory, for preventing resistance : eencomi- tions on the evidence, or on the argumentation,
taut, for subduing resistance : consequential, or on the conduct of a party, or an extraneous
for punishing resistance, or for seeurityagnh_t witness, or any other actor on the Judicial
justice, theatre ; or in stating the reasons on which

_ou_ebrea/d_£: with intent to rob. his decrees, mandates, or other diseoursea_ on"
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acts are _ounded,---the Quasi-Jury are in Jury Minister of the subdlstriot_ as to whom
like manner addressed as principal auditors, see Art. 12, and the Registrar of the Judica_
appropriate regurd being at the same time had to tory, whether Immediate orAppeU_te_in which
the Judicial Imvfe_ors, asper Ch.xvii., and the they are to serve.
several other actors on the Judicial theatre.

Enaetlre.

SBc_o_ IV. AR_. 10. By the Minister, out oftbe above
Service List, as per Art. 8, is formed the

Located how. L_t of each solar year : by the Registrar, out
of that L_able L_t, are formed the _D_iJ_¢/

F_taeAire. .EaTo_dti_. ,4tteudant _qetsof the several weeks.

ART. I. For seven days together, commenc- -Enac2ive.
ing with Monday, the day of rest included, in
some Justice Chamber--ordinary, or, as in the AnT. 11. For an Immediate Judicatory, the
ease of Out-door Sitting, extraordinary--at- _estined Attendant Sets are drawn from tho
tend together three Quasi-Jurors, one of them subdistrict in which that Judicatory sits ; for
a Select, the two others Ordinaries, forming an Appellate Judicatory, from the District in
thus an .,,lttendance Set. Defaulters excepted, which that Judicatory sits.
(as per Art. 2,) whatsoever be the number of

Ena_tiw. Exposltlve.Quasi-Trials in the week, these three serve to-
gether in all : thus forming the same .Avtua//y- ART. 12. Subject to dislocation by the Jns-
_er_ing _e_. tiee Minister, the Quasi-Jury Minister is the

Vote-taking Clerk of the Subdistrict, who, as
.Expositive. such, has been located by the Election Minis-

ANT'.2. If there be a defaulter, or defaulters, ter, as per Election Code, Ch. vi. LF__tSLA-
this AvtuaHy-servlng Set are in so far differ- _rvRx, Section 7, Elevtion-Of_s. Known to
eat from the ])estiaed .,4ttendanoe Sgt. this Voting Clerk, are, as to their persons, all

who have delivered, and as to their habitations_
.Expositive. all who are entitled to deliver Election Votes.

ART. 3. A defaulter may be so of the whole Such dislocation the Justice Minister cannot
seven days_ or of any one of them. effect, but by locating, by the same iastrument_

a substitute of his own choice.
.Expos_tle¢.

Enaotlve. Expos_tlve.ART. 4. To a defaulter is substituted, as per
Art. 22, at short warning, a Supplementalist, AI_T. 13. Out of the above Electors_ are
out of the Totes liable List. framed by the Minister, two Lists---the Ex-

cluded List, and the Exempted List. Those
-Eaactive. on the Excluded List, cannot be put upon the

AnT. 5. In default of such Supplementalist, Liable List: those on the Exempted List, can-
s Judicial Inspector will be drawn by lot from not be put thereon, but on their own applica_
among the Probationary Lawyers, of whom tion.

see Ch. xxiii., or from among the Suitors, or wit- .Enavtlr, z. Expositive.
nesses in waith_g to be heard on other suits.

ART. 34. Of those, if any, by whom such
Enactive. application is made, is composed the Volu_-

AI_. 6. On each week attend ff_eSs,one or tarily-serving Liable List. Of the ]Jable List,
more_ according to the exigency of the Service. those who are not upon the Exempted List, are

distinguished by the appellation of the 0bl_a-
JEnavtive. Expositive. torily-serving Liable List.

ART.7. Liable List, is, in each Judicial ter- Instructional.
rltory, Immediate or Appellate, the name of
the List containing all those who therein are A_r. 35. Of exclusion what shall be the
Ftab/e to be called upon to serve as Quasi- grounds, will in some measure be the result of
Jurors. local considerations. Of proposable greunds_

examples are as follows :--
Enavt_ve. 1. ])isreputablenes_ on the score of ¢rimina-

ART. 8. It is eosnposed of the persons enti- llty. Evidence, the Delinquency Register : as
tled to officiate as Electors, as per Election to which see the penal code.
Code, Ch. vi. LEGISL_TURt_,Section 6, El_.ible 2. Preoccupation in public business • as in
td_o,--those excepted, who for this purpose, the case (exceptions excepted) of all Public

have on appropriate grounds been eliminated. Functionaries. Evidence, The O._¢ial
Enaeti_. EaTo_ive. ! gister.

Kl_. 9. Of the .Dezt_ned_ttendant s.get,or _ Instructional. .Expositive.
sets_ of each week, the composition is the re- A_v. 16. Of Exerapt$on_ proposa_ble grounds
salt of the connected operations of the Quas/. ] are as follows :--
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1. Habitual infirmity of body. ground of exemption is temporary_the name of
2. Habitual infirmity of mind. the same person may, of course, be in the same
3. Superannuation--to wit, on presumption year, at one time on the Exempted List, at an-

of relative incapacity, through infirmity, or in other time on the L/abl_ List : and so, in the
respect of extraordinary vexation, by fatigue course of the year, any number of times.
and discomfort of travelling and extra-habi-
tation. _Enactivs.

4. Preoccupation private; as in the case of AnT. 21. In time of peace, apprehension of
Seafaring men, Medical men, Professional imminent war excepted, (as per Ch. x. D_-
Lawyers : also any other persons, the nature FF_SIVE FORCE,Section 12, Pvwers of ._lili-
of whose professional occupations does not tary, as to non-Milltary,) situation in the Sti-
admit of their being, for so long a time as that pendiary Army or Navy is not a ground of
of a week together, suspended_ or carried on exclusion; nor,--except on special application
by substitutes, by a Quasi-Jury exeraption demand_ asper Art.

5. Foreignership ; that is to say, inaptitude 1T,---of exemption.

through want of sui_cient acquaintance with Enactive. Expo_itlve.the language in which the proceedings arc
carried on. ART. '22. Oat of the LialJe List, will be

6. Absentation from home. formed by the Minister two distinct Lists, to
7. Relative unaflinenee, wit, the Country Liable List, and the Town

]_navtive. Expositive. Liable List. To the Town List, belong allinhabitants whose habitations are within the
AnT. 17. Of the existence of an appropriate precincts of the town in which the Justice

groundofexemption, asperList, evidenceprovi- Chamber of the Judicatory, whether Imme-
eionalty conclusive will, in the instance of each diate or Appellate, is stationed. Of the Mere-
individual, be a written instrument, expressive bcrs of this List, the destination is, to serve,
of an application on his part, signed by him, as per Arts. 2, 3, 4, at short warning as Sup-
(the case of infirmity of mind excepted,) and ple_nentalists, or say Substitutes, to defaulters
containing his assertion thereof, corroborated belonging to the Country List ; or for the par-
by the attestation of two [or more] house- pose of completing the week's service, as per
holders of the same Subdistrict, declaratory Art. 38. To the Country List belong all the
of their persuasion of the truth of such his de- other L/able inhabitants of the Judicial terri-
claration : responsibility, in case of falsehood, tory of the Judicatory, whether it be I,_-
the same as in case of testimony oraUy uttered diate or _tlaladlate.
on the occasion of a suit. Name of the Instru-
ment, a Quasi-Jury exemlotlon demand. .Enavtive. l_,xpodtive.

ART. 23. Out of the Country Liable List, are
_xClve. formed the Select Liable List, and the Ordi_ry

AI_T.18. On the ground ofinKrmity, whether Liable List. So, out of the Town Liable List.
of body or mind, as also on that of private pre- [
occupation, the demand will require to be re- I t_nactive. Exjvos_i_e.
eeived on the first day of each solar year: if AnT. 24. To the Select Liable List belong
it be not received on or before that day, the among those whose names are in the General
name of the individual will be entered in the Liable List, all those (exceptions excepted)
L/ab/e List from whom (as per Art. 14) appropriate ap-

Enactiw. ,Exp_tlw. plication to be admitted thereupon has beenreceived. By such application, a man dis-
AnT. 19. _l_datiwu_uencz. Understand qualifies himself from receiving subsistence-

thereby, either, money, as per Section 5. On the other hand,
1. Relative untidiness: that is to say, want he enjoys the distinction conferred by the

of such habiliments, by the want whereof, an- functions attached to his situation_ (as per
noyance would be caused to colleagues ; or, Section 3, Functions.)

2. Relative untrustworthiness: that is to
may, in such sort and degree that the necessary Enac_ive. .Expositlve.
expenses of the journeys of the individual to ART. 25. To the Registrar of the Judicatory,
the place of Judicial attendance, could not, whether Immediate or Appellate, it belongs
without too much hazard be advanced, as per out of the Country Liable List, as furnished
Section 5, Eubslstence-money. Adequate evi- to him by the Quasi-Jury Minister, (as per
dence is, in both cases, either, Arts. 9,10, 22,) to frame_for the several Qua_/-
• 1. F_cmp_ion demand, as per Art. 17; or, Jury Examinations, the several ])egined _lt-

2. Ccrg/fwa_, by Lo¢_ Headman, as per Ch. tcadanae _ts, for the several weeks, or the
xxv., and Looag _trar_ as per Ch. xxvi. year : and time after time, in such number a_

Expos_tiw. the service shah have required, to ac_rse, orsay suramou,them respectively : and each time,
ART. 20. The E_mpt_ List constitutes in case of default, to accerse Town Liab/_ to

ma appendage to the Liab/e List. Where the take the placeof ])efadt¢_.
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val sufficient for journey and preparation shall
E_/ve. E_-po_/_e. h_ve place.

AnT. 26. As in the Immediate, so in the
Appellate Judicatory, to the Registrar it be- Enc_/ve. I_br_d.
longs, from time to time, to a_c_rsethe several ART. 30. The day and hour of the drawing
individuals, by whom the service of the sere- being foreknown, any person who, seeing his
ral weeks in the solar year is to be performed, name in the Liable List, has a legitimate ex-
To this end, the state of the L_e List will ense for not paying attendance on the coming
be made constantly known to him in manner week, transmits to the Registrar, at his otBce,
following :-- an appropriate E_use paper, for the truth of

T6wards the close of each solar year, time which (as per Section 6, _4tte_rw_) he is
enough to be received by the several indivi- compensationally and punitionally responsible.
duals betbre the first day of the ensuing year, For the several allowed excuses, see the _ro_
_the Quasi-Jury Minister, having caused to c_mplianee E_se Li_ in the -/_ro_edu_ Code,
be framed and printed, transmits to the habi- Ch.x. Section 5. Init are contained theseveral
ration of each individual liable, a printed ex- excuses by which exemption is given from the
emplar of the Liable List for that same year, obligation of compliance, with the several _"
as also on the earliest day, one or more exem- cersitio% and other judicial and authoritati"
plats to the Reg/_trar. This List will be di- mandates, authorized by the Legislature.
vided into as many _ub-L/_ as there are
l_i_-subdistric_s, or say Local Headman's and Enaeti_.
Lo_a_ .Registrar's territories in the S_bd/8- ART. 31. Of the several individuals frown
tr/_, or say Immediate J_ge's territory: on whom, within the time iu question, E_use
each such sub-list, the individuals will stand papers have been received, the names are
indicated in the alphabetical order of their transor_ed into a List, which is kept hung up

_urnames. .Ratloclnatlv¢'. in the Justice Chamber in conspicuous ch_r-JE_wtive. Expo_i_. acters and places. On the drawing of theLottery, if the name of any such E_r is
AnT. 27. In the course of that same ensuing i drawn out, the Registrar points to that same

year, he will, in proportion as the information name in the __e L/_, and another is drawn
reaches him, transmit to the Registrar notice out instead. His name is again put into the
of the several individuals, who, by death, ex- Lottery at the end of [ ] weeks.
patriation, exclusion, exemption, or otherwise,
cease to become liable. Of these, the Regis- Enac_ive. I_t_ionaL
trar wilt frame a List, which will constitute ART. 32. To the Qua_i-J'ury MiniVer, the
an appendage to the Liable Li_ of that year. appropriate facts in question, as above, will
Name of it, E_h_ Liable List. Use of it, pre- have been made known as follows :-
venting his transmitting _c/_er_it_on mamta_es I. Of the deaths, such as have happened in
to those in whose instance their incapacity of the several Loon//_eg/_ra_'s territories, will
servinghasbeenthusmade manifest, havebeen made known tohim by so many

_ea_-indi_i,g certifir_tee, tr_usmitted to him
.E_i_. _o_ive. (as per Ch. xxvi. LocaL RF_ST_ Section

ART. 28. In like manner he will give notice 5, Death-reeerdation Function) by the r_pec-
of the several individuals who, by becoming tire Local Registrars: efliuxes produced by
entitled to give votes, become liable to serve other causes will have been made known to
as Quasi-Jurors. Of these will be composed him, from such other sources of information
another appendage. Name of it, the Influx as his situation has furnished him with.

L/ab/_ List. Amalgamated with the Liable Enaet_re. Instructional. ]_atloci_ative.L/st of the yenr_ this appendage, after deduc-
tion of the names in the E_ux List, will con- ART. 33. II. Of the individuals, whose _
_tute the Liable List of the next year. names belong to the Influx List, the accession

will, in the instance of those by whom votes
_ir_. _x_ositire. have been delivered, or are intended to be de-

An_. 29. From each Liable List thus con- livered, have been made known to him, to wit,
stituted, the individuals constituting the so- I in his quality of Vote-taking Clerk of the Sub-
veral sets will, as occasion calls, be deter- district, as per Art. 12, by the applics,tio_
mined by the Registrar in open Judicatory, respectively made by them, for the blank in.
by _0_ as per Ch. ix. MINISTERSCOLLECTIVELY,struments, by the filling _p of which (as per
Section 16, _ _rho, Supplement : the EL_nON COVE,Section 7, Voters' Ti_/_,
time of the several operations being so ad- pre-sg_blid_d) their respective titles to vote
justed, that, between the day and hour of the will have been constituted : in the other in.
delivery of the aceersition mandate, at the stances,from such other sources ofinformatlon_
habitation of the individual, and the day and as his situation has furnished him with. Note,
hour appointed for the commencement of his that of the several individuals, wh_e names
attendance at the Justice Chamber, an inter- are upon the L/ab/_ L/_, there i_ not any one_
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who may not have an interest in maximizing persons in the L_d)/e L_st, of that same
the number of those who will be sharers with territory, have served. At the end of such
him in the burthen, which it is the unavoidable his term of service, a mark, indicative of the
effect of the institution to impose, fact of his having served, together with the day

on which his service was completed, will by the
-Enavtive. ]_atiocin_tive. Minister be entered upon the printed Liable

A_T. 34. For the better securing the corn- List of that year, and continued on the Lists
pleteness and correctness of the information of the several succeeding ycars_ until it has
thus furnished, attached to the printed Liable been duly eliminated.
L/_, of each year will be the E_lux List and
the Influx Lis$ of the last preceding year : and .Enactive. t
in each List will be added to the name, in- ART. 40. Any person may serve by substi-
dication of the source from which, the ¢_annel tute : the substitute being a person whose name
through which, and the day on which, the in- is on the L/ab/e lsist. In this case, the sub-
formation was by the Registrar received, stitute brings with him, the .,dccersithm man-

-Enactive. Instructional. date, addressed to the principal. He stands
bound to answer any questions as to his being

AnT. 35. Of the Sets to be drawn out for the person whose name is on the List, and as
each ensuing week, the nnmber will have been to his not having been chosen for any sinister
predetermined by the Judge, from the number purpose : such for example, as the showing
of Quasi-Jury Trials destined to be performed undue favour or disfavour towards any party
in the course of the week. As to their pro- to the suit. The principal is thereupon ex-
bable respective duration, and thence as to erupted from taking his chance in the Lot-
their aggregate number, grounds of inference tery (as per Art. 81) for ( ) weeks to
will in the instance of each have been pro- come : and the substitute stands excluded from
dnced by the Original Inquiry. serving again, until, as per Art. 39, the stock

.Enactive. I_strnvtlonal. of those who remain liable to serve has been
exhausted.

ART. 36. Corresponding to the number of
the Judge Deputes permanent, if more than -Enactiv¢. "Expositive.
one, will be the number of Quasi-Jury Trials, AnT. 41. To keep watch against abuse in
capable of being, upon occasion performed in every shape in this department, will be among
so many Justice Chambers, principal and occa- the special tasks of the Pnblio-Oylnion Tri-
aioaal_ at the same time. burial. Of these shapes, a principal one would

.Ena_ive. Instructional. be the species of fraud called _Packing. By
1_aeking, understand in this case an arrange-

AnT. 37. If, before the end of the week, it ment under which_--in consequence of an
has been clearly ascertained, that, of the _ts agreement, express or tacit,between the Quasi-
in attendance there are one or more whose Jury Minister on the one part, and men of
service will not be needed, every such super- wealth or influence on the other part,--by
tinons set, will, as soon as it is so discovered, be means of a system of absentation and corre-
_ismiseed. spending substitution, individuals, one or more,

.Enaetiw. ]nstruetlonal. .ExTositi_e. attending for the purpose of serving the in-
terests of a party, at the expen_ of justice,

AnT. 38. If on the other hand, and so soon are, on this or that occasion, introduced into
as, whether by experience or by well grounded the composition of a Quasi-Jury. As to thin
anticipation, it has been determined by the danger see Section l, Fields of Servive, Art.
Judge thkt the number in attendance is not 21.
sufficient for the completion of the service,--

_*other sets, in sufficient number, will be forth- I_ruot_onaL .Ratloclr_atiee.
with aeeersed from the lbwn Liable List, as ART. 42. In a newly constituted State, in
per Art. 22. which population is thin, territorial divisions

These numbers will, in the nature of the in proportion extensive, appropriate journeys
case, be indefinitely variable. Sitting time in long, and on the part of the ordinary class,
a day, being_(say) e/ght hours, on this or that even with reference to this function, appropri-
day, may have been performed Quasi-Trials ate aptitude in its several branches rare,--the
c/g/Jr or more. On the other hand, in this Legislature will probably find itself under the
or that instance, by one and the same Quasi- necessity of confining the selection, out of this
Trial, eight or more hours may have been ssme class to To_c_*s: extending the range,
occupied, from time to time, in proportion as those

.Enactlr¢. several obstacles give way, to the correspon-
dent and opposite features of convenience.

ART. 89. When, in any Judicial territory, NoV.--On this occasion, it would be among
Immediate or Appellate, a man has paid due the objects of consideration for the Icgistature_
attendauce, he is not, in and for that same whether anything, and what, can be done for
terri_ory_liable to serve anow_ until all other the allevistion of the tyranny hitherto, in
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greater or loss degree, so universally exercis- favour of this advance towards equality, in-
ed over the weaker by the stronger sex. Sup- adequate as it cannot Hut be.
pose for this purpose, amongst other things, a
modification of the Quasi-Jury. The num- Ssc'_o_ V.

her of the males _the total number being mini- _ubsistence-_fo_ey.mized as it has been) would scarcely, it would
be thought, admit of retrenchment. If so, E_axAive. lastruvthmal.
the next least number affording a certainty of ART. 1. The subsistence-money of an ord_.
a majority is five. Reserving in every case nary Quasi-Juror is [ ] per dsy of atteu-
the predominance to the stronger sex, here dance: journeys and demurrage included: this
then would be the foreman as before, a mate being double the estimated amount of the or-
erudite, ordinaries two males : of the female dinary day's Fay of the lowest paid nlass of
sex, erudite one_ ordinary the other. Logical labourers.
field of exercise, those cases in which the in-
terests of the two sexes antagonize. For par- E_w, tlve.
titular instances, see the Table of Private ART. 2. So, in the case of each individual_
Offences, in the Penal Code. Under the penal together with appropriate medicines and me-
head of Offences against property, will be in- dical treatment, for every day in which his _e-
eluded several non-penal heads respecting turn is prevented by sickness ; the fact being
righas. Instances are, 1. Reciprocal rights established by appropriate evidence.
and obligations of male and female in the
married state. 2. Shares as between sex and .Enactive.
sex on occasionalsuccession.3.Encourage- AnT.3. Under the careofthe Registrsx_
meritformedicalpractitionersof the female theregularsubsistence-money(asper Art I.)
sex,forcasesof parturition,pregnancy,and issentand deliveredtotheQuasi-Juror,or
othercomplaintspeculiartothatsex.4.Equal leftathishousethroughthe medium of the
but appropriatepartitionof the femalesex, LocalHeadman oftheBis-subdistriet,atthe
in whatsoeverencouragements,are givenat same timewiththe.,_vcvr$itir_mandate.The
thepublicchargeforthe meliorationofedu- casualadditions(asperArt.2.)arefurnished
cation, by theRegistrarattheJudicatory.

Dn the occasion of the Election Code, secrecy Enavtir_.of suffrage being secured, much reason was
found for giving to the female sex an equality ART. 4. A Quasi-Juror of the _/ec$
of suffrage, as compared with the male ; no serves gratis.
reason found on the other side : no argument

• but what was grounded on the assumption of S_c_oN VL
the thing in dispute. From this source, as
from every other, corruption must be guarded _4ttendance.
against. On this account, as well as on ac-
count ofexperience,femalesshouldnotbe ad- Enavt_e. Exl_dtive.
mitted till after the child-bearing age. So, ART. 1..,4ttendance, ho_ enforced. By the
on account of comparative want of experience, Registrar is regularly framed and kept tha
an exclusion should be put upon never-married Quasi-Jury Defaulter's List. In it are two
females, in favour of married women and Sub-lisCs:--l. The Country .Defaulter's List:
widows. For more assured freedom, better and 2. The Taw_ Defaulter's LL,t. To the
perhaps that upon women under the power of name of each defaulter, as soon as he becomes
husbands, an exclusion should be put in favour so, the Registrar attaches an indication of the
of widows, fact, and the day, and of the proceedings ea_

In domestic society, as between man and tied on_ in consequence.
wife, in case of contrariety of wills, in respect
of the occurrences of the day, the determining Ewwtlre.
power cannotbe lodgedin any otherhands ART.2. For thepenaltyforeachday'sde-
thanthoseof themale. The handsinwhich fault,aswellon thepartof the So/oct,_ on
power,on whateveroccasionexercised,must thepartofan OrdinarydestinedQuasi-Juror_
be reposed,are thosein which,physicallyseethePenalCode. Inlieuof,_ereveninad-
speaking,itcanatalltimesbeexercised:but ditionto,compensationmoney,fortheover-
for some timebefore,and afterparturition,burthenedLiableswho have sorved_penalty
thefemale(althoughby a comparativelyrare foreachday'sdefault,somany days'imprison-
accident,sbewereinrospoetofphysicalstrength ment:name oftbefundintowhich(incustody
the strongerof the two) couldnot possiblyoftheRegistrar)themoney ispaid,theOver-
be so, nor yet, when encumbered, and with in- burthened Q_si-Jurors eorapen_atio_ f_nd.
creased sensitiveness, with an infant at her Out of it, to such Town Quasi-Jurors aa have
breast. But far from afl_ordingreason against served, componsatiou is made for the burthen
the female sex being let into a participation brought upon them by defimlts, whether on
_'pOlittcal power, exercisable on politic_ oc- the Fart of the Country, or of the Town stock
¢asions, this consideration affords a reason in of destined O.,uasi-Jurors.
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ART. 3. On receipt of an appropriate instru- •

ment of requisition, signed by any [ ] Town _m_i_e.
Liables, who have served, the Government A_I'. 6. To the Judge_ in the ex_ ofldd
Advocate will institute pur_nit, on the ground _edative function, as per Ch. xiL J_tclJ_tr
of default. COLLECTIVF,LY, Section 11, it belon_gs to take

care that, in the exercise of their several fuae-
Enc_ive. tions, whether severally or collectively exer-

AgT. 4. On receipt of a like instrument eised, the members of the Quasi-Jury do not,
ned by any [ ] such Liables allegingf_- designedly or inadvertently, produce useles_

ood to have been committed by an assertion _nd pernicious obstruction, delay, or vexatio_
contained in any Ezcuse paper, particularizing in the process of Judicature.

the alleged false assertion, and binding them- .E_po_it_e.selves on their responsibility, compensational
and punitional, to make sufficient proof of the AnT. 7. Examples are as follows :--
faisity,--be willinstitute a snit_ demanding the ]. In the exercise of the auditlv¢ function,
appropriate punishment, insisting on the bearing of useless documents

or arguments, or the useless repetition of use-
Sscr_o_ VII. ful ones.

2. In the exercise of the {n_/Tect/_ function,

_e_uri_ie_sfor _Fpro_r_te _p_itude. as applied to discourse in a written or othervisible shape, one of the members keeping the
E,_ive. Instructional. document to himself to the prejudice of the

right of another ; or one or all of them keep-
A_. 1. Of the part taken by a Quasi-Juror, ing the business unneeessaxily at a stand, while

manifestation will, on each occasion, be made the lective function is, or is supposed to be#
of course in the Register ; responsibility will exercising by him or them.
thus be secured in the case of culpable inapti- 3. In the exercise of the i_spe_i_e function
rude. So, on the other band, appropriate dis- at large, keeping the business at a stand
tinetion and honour, in case of appropriate up- by needlessly prolonged inspection : especially
titude in any shape, in any extraordinary de- if, where a person is the subject of the inspee-
gree manifested, tion, needless vexation be inflicted on the

_nactlre. person.4. In the exercise of the i_te_rogatlve ftmc-
A_T. 2. For unconscious error in judgment, ticn, persisting in the utterance of irrelevant

no Quasi-Juror is ever punishable ; hut if on questions, or in repetitions of the same ques-
any occasion, compared with his means of in- tion, or persisting in exacting an answer,
formation, the error is clearly so gross, that when by the Judge the question has been
unconsciousness of wrong on his part is not decreed to be such, that answer thereto is not
credible, in such case he is punishable ; nor in exigible.
such ease will any acquiescence or even con- 5. In the exercise of the comme_tative fun¢_
currence on the part of the Judge, suffice for flea, obstructing the course of the business by
hi_ exemption, irrelevant or frivolous obscrvations_ or repeti-

tions of the same observation.

A_T. 3. So for wilful connivance at breach __t_o_.
of duty in any shape having place in his pro- AI_T. 8. For occasional assistance in the
sence, or with his knowledge, on the part of the formation of his judgment, a Quasi-Juror of the
Judge. In whatever shape delinquency has ordinary class, has before him the appropriate
place on the part of a Judge, a Quasi-Juror_ knowledge and judgment that may naturally
having knowledge of it and not declaring it_ is be expected at the hands of his colleague _
an accomplice, whose place is in the select class.

.Ena_tive. _active. .R_tlo¢ina_i_.#
A_.4. For corruption, whether in the shape A_T. 9. In a week, for the service of which,

of bribe-taking, or in any other shape, he is divers Qua_i-Jurysetsaxeinattendance,sheuld
punishable ; and this although the part he it so happen, that during any part of the time,
takes be in other respects right, sets one or more are not in actual service, their

appropriate place will be in the Insp_or'e
.E_active. Gs[lery, as to which see Ch. xvii. JuDlm_ I_-

AR_. 5. For his protection against unjust sP_c_o_s. The greater the time emp_ioyed by
punishment at the hands of the Judge, he them in that seat of appropriate instruction,
shares with every ether person the benefit of the less will be the time during which they
Appeal to the Appellate Judicatory, namely, will stand e_ to seduction at the htnd_
by means of the IncidenW_ Gomp_int .Book, of pexties and their adherents.



excepted, whot for p_ventto_ of eoncert in
"CHAPTER XVII. falsehood, h_ve been ordered to withdraw°

• 5. Persons brought by curiosity. Of these,
JUDICIAL INBP]©L_0]_I. the number will naturally be, asit is desirable

S_J_ION I. it should be, proportioned to the importance,
real or apparent, of the business in hand : its

WTto a_d ]_refore. importance, whether withreference to the in-
terest of the public, or of individuals speciall_

Ez/_d_/e¢. interested.
A_. I. By J'tu/_/a_l_spedorsunderstand 6. Non-adults;attending,whethersponta-

allpersonswb.atsoever_who, not appearing,neously,or by directionof parentsor guaro
unlessby accident,in any othercharacterdiana,inthistheatreand schoolofjnstice.
among theactorson the Judicialtheatre,as 7. Personsbroughtby requestofparties,oz
per Ch. xli. JUDICIARY COLLECTIVELY, Section by interest taken in their fate.
2, are present, while judicial business in any
shape is carrying on : of them is constituted the Enaaire. Instruction_.
Committee of the Public-Opinien Tribunal, sit- ARt. 7. For every hearing by appointment,
tingintbeJudlcatory:s_ytheJudiciaryIn_pec- admission tickets for the Inspector's C_llery,
]_tO_ Cof£_f_. See Ch. xii. JUDICIARY COLLEC- the Registrar will, on application, deliver to
TlVZLY,Section 3, Judiciary Fun_tiomtries. litigants : the same number to litigants on one

side, as to those on the other ; to wit, for the
]_ru6tlonal. _atlo¢inative. purpose of their locating, in the most COrn-

ART.2. For their own instruction, as well modious places, their respective friends, but
as for a check to inaptitude in all shapes on under the precautions necessary to prevent
the part of judicial functionaries of all classes, annoyance.
to maximize the number of these beeasional
and unpaid functionaries is among the objects ]_nac_ive. Instru6_ionaL _t_iocina_i_.
of this Code. AR_. 8. Wh_t, on this occasion, is desir-

able is, that no litigant should be without some
_n_¢ti_e. f_ttloc_n_i_e, one friend at least, watching over his interest_

AR_. 3. In this view it is, that in the Jns- and able upon occasion to make report ; but,
tics Chamber it provides for them an appro- forasmuch as, in certain eases, it may hap-
priate situation, under the name of the In- pen, that on one side of the suit, or on each,
t_ae_torsor Inspection Gallery, with the intent the number of parties is so great, that, if each

, in that situation, for the commodious were to locate a friend, visitere of other classes
exercise of this their office, the necessary and might stand excluded, and in particular, those
effectual means may at all times have place, of the Probationary Professional Lawyer class,

the Judge may, at his discretion, limit the
Inaruetio_al. number thusadmitted,soasitbethesameon

AnT.4. At 0W-doorsit't_ngs,itwillbe the each side: and,ifthe number of litigants
careoftheJudgetomake fortheiraccommo- claimingticketsbegreaterthanthemaximum
darienthebestprovisionwhich thenatureof number so appointed,the Registrarwillde-
the place_ and the occasion, will admit, termine by lot to which of them tickets shall

IaCru_tlonal. be delivered.

Ant. 5. So, even at Night sittings, in so.far S_r_oN II.
as may be without disturbance, and without
prejudice to security. Fu_on_

_xpo_iv*. In_truaional. Ena_t_r_.
AR_. 6. Of the description of persons, whose AnT. 1. To Judicial Inspectors belongs of

service in this situation for the advancement right the auditire function, as in the case of
of justice is desired and expected, examples Quasi-Jurors.
axe as follows :-- !

1. Probationary Law Practitioners, serving Enctctize. ]_struaional.
in the Inspector's Gallery, for the purpose of ARZ. 2. So, though at the discretion of the
entitling themselves to admission on the list of Judge, the i_wpect_, the _ivs, and the
Professional Lawyers, as per Ch. xxiii. See- _ommentati_ ; and, to the exercise of these
tion4, functionsby thesesamefunctionaries,insofar
2. Partieslitigant,in othersuits,waiting asmay bewithoutobstructiontothebusiness,

theirturnforaudience, hewillrathergiveencouragementthanhinder-
3. Persons in attendance as witnesses, in ex- ance.

peet_tien of being heard in anysuch other suits.
4. Persons in attendance as proposed wit- _na_ire.

nee_ce or other evidence holders, waiting to be - ART. 3. To them belongs not the Op_I_
heard in the suit which is on the esrpot : those funetion_ nor the Afpea/_arra_ing-; and in
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these may be seen the principal differences 3. Evasion of Taxes.
between their functions and those of the Quasi- 4. Peculation: by undue means, producing,
Jury. for gain to the individual, loss to Government.

5. False Testimony and other Offences
against Justice : namely, in so far as no such

CHAPTER X'VIII. special injury as above has place.
For the complete list, together with the eX-

IMMEDIATEGOVERNMENTADVOC,tTES. pository matter, including correct definitions,
and the Ratiocinative matter, see the Penal

SEc_o._ L Code.

Fields of Service. Expositive. _l_at_ooinative.
ART.8. III. Penal vases, publivo-prlrate.

Enaot_re. These axe those in which some assignable
ART. 1. The same as that of the Judge is person having received special wrong in some

the Immediate Government Advocate's local assignable shape--the wrong, consideration
field of service, had of the a_arm or the ulterior danger, orboth,

to others, is considered as applying to persons
_L'navtlw. in general, and as on that account presenting

ART. 2. Logical Field of Serriee. In a/1 a demand, for suffering to be inflicted in the
judicial cases, in so far as Government is a name of punish_nent.

party, he officiates as substitute to the Govern- E_Tasitive"ment.
AItT. 9. Examples are the following :--

_Enactivc. 1. Hominids, except where justifiable.
ART. 3. Except it be in a case in which 2. Mutilation.

Government is on one side of the suit, and the 3. Disfigurement.
Sublegislature on the other,--the Government 4. Disablement.
Advocate, by acting on behalf of any Sublegis- & Highway Robbery--extortion by threats
lature_ acts on behalf of Government. of immediate wrong by violence.

Expositive. 6. Robbery by Housebreaking.7. Mendacious defamation.
ART. 4. Cases, in which Government is a 8. Bigamy.

party, axe either, 9. Forcible, or clandestine, or fraudulent
1. Non-penal cases, abduction of a child ti'om its parents.
2. Penal cases purely public. 10. Forgery, in relation to money, or trans-
3. Penal cases, publico-private, ferable securities for money.

For a complete list, and expositor), matter,
.Expositive, see the Penal Code.

ART. ,5. I. 2"_on-Penal vases in which Go-
vernmentisaparty. These are, those in which, E, nactive.
in respect of the aggregate mass of property ART. 10. In the exercise of his functions,
belonging to the Government, as Trustee for the Government Advocate will be bound to
the public, or this or that portion of that same officiate in the cases above-mentioned, onreceipt
aggregate,--judieial contestation has place, of an appropriate mandate From the Judge, or
between the Government on the one part, and an kppropriate requisition from any Minister_
some individual or subordinate body on the inrespectofdemandspreducedbythebnsines_
other part ; no crime in any shape being ira- of such Minister's Subdepartment; such requi-
puted, on the occasions to the individual_ on sition being countersigned by the Prime Min-
the Defendant's side. ister. Names of the instruments, 1. Judge_'

Gorernmer_t _4dvocate's Servive-req[uiri_gJfan.
_Expositive. date. 2..Ministers' Government _ld,covate's

ART. 6. II. P_a_rl cases purely loublie. Serri_e-requiring Mandate.
These are, tho_e in which no assignable indi-
vidual having received special wrong, or say J_nactire.
injury in any assignable sha;e, the sole party A_T. ll. In any one of those classes of
injured is the Government, a_ Trustee for the cases, as per Art. 4, of his own motion he may,
State. and if in his opinion, the public service requires

Ea.podt_ve. it, he will, make application to the Judge tobe admitted to give commencement to a suit,
ART. 7. Examples are or may be the fol° or continuance to a suit, already commenced

lowing :-- by other hands. Name of the instrument, Ge-
l. Treason : participation with a foreign terror.eat _dvocats's admittatwe _isitbr_

power, in acts or designs of hostility against
the State. , ._

2. Rebellion.
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Sr.c_xoNII. assubstituteforthatsameLocalGovernment,
ill the same m_tnn_ra_ for the G_e_'_I Govel_-

2_dation to Judge. meat.

E_act_e. .E_toti_.

ART. 1. To the power of the Judge, asex- ART. 3. Exceptionsare_
eroisedbyhisseveralfunetions,--imperatir_e, as I. Where the General Government being
per Ch. xiL Section _, Elementary Yssction_, on one side of the suit, the Local Government
udati_e, as per Ch. xii. Section 11, and aid- is on the opposite side.

compelliny, as per Ch. xii. Section 12,---the Enactlv¢.Government Advocate, in the same manner as
any other actor on the Judicial theatre, or any ART. 4. II. Where, for the support of it8
private person, is subjeet, interest in the suit, a special substitute is em-

E_act_e. Expositive. ployedby thelocalGovernment. But inthisease,unlessincaseof oppositionof interests,
ART.2. Bat,incaseofmisconductin any asper Art.3,the GovernmentAdvocatehas

shapeon thepartoftheJudge,inamoreespe- concurrentauthoritywiththeAdvocateofthe
cialmannerthantoany othersuchactor,to localGovernment,in likemanner as he has
theGovernmentAdvocatedoesit belongto witha personin a purelypubliccase,asper
giveinformationthereoftotheseveralsuper- Section4,and ina public.o-privatecase,asper
ordinateauthorities:namely,totheAppellateSection5.
Judicatery,by specialand appropriateappli-
cation,followed,ifneed be,by regularsuit; S_zCTIo_IV.
and atthesametime,throughthemedium of
the Public-Opinion Tribunal, to the Legislative Functions in purdy Publi_ PenaJ Co_ses.
andConstitutive authorities, by any such means
of publicityas thecircumstancesofthecase .Enactive.
MFord. AnT.I.Exceptionsexcepted,ina penalcasa

purelypublic,theGovernmentAdvocateisthe
Enastire. _P_t_o¢ina_ir_. established, and, in the ordinary course of

ART. 3. On every such occasion, in virtue things, sole pursuer.
of his office, and in consideration of the special
and appropriate means of information which, Enacti_e.
by reasonofthesituationandhabitsbelonging ART.2. Exceptionstohisbeingsoleplu-
tohiso_ee,hepossesses,--itismatternotonly suetare--
of rWht,but ofduty,forhim toofficiate:and, I.Where, on hisown viewof an offence
incaseof any suchmisconduct,ifitbe sufli-committedintheJusticeChamber,theJudge
eientlymanifest,thatneithertheactualitynor hastakenuponhimselftoconvictandsentence,
thecriminalitythereof,wereunknown tohim, issuingthe correspondentdecreesopi_i_
he may besued,and m_de tosufferasan ac- and imperative.Thiscasewillnaturallybe_,
complice, rareone.

2. Where,on receivingan informcti_eap-
Enactlve. plication from any other person, the Judge

ART. 4. At sittings not constituted sscret, authorizes such person, and on his consent,
the Government Advocate, in suits in which orders him to continue it.
Government is net a party, has, like any other 3. Where, by not regarding himself as having
person, a right to be present. But, even in need of assistance from the Government Ad-
sittings so constituted, he has this right, ex- vocate, the person in question has, in the first
ercisable in person or by depute, instance, applied to be admitted as pursuer,

and has been admitted accordingly.
SECTIONIlL 4. Where, for the special purpose of the

suit in question, the Government Advocate-
Functions i_t _ron-Penal Cases. General has deputed to serve as Government

Advocate in any Judicatory, a person other
Er,rtctiv¢, than the Government Advocate of that same

ART. 1. Inaaon-peaalcase, aGovernment Judicatory.
Advocate, acting as substitute to the Govern-
meat in behalf of the State, performs the same Imrtruct/on¢,/. _t_m_/_.
service as a Law assistant, gratuitous or pro- ART. 3. If, in the case of any such ofl'enco,
femional,toany privateindividual it depended on the Government Advocate

alone,whethersuitshouldbe commeuced_or
E_a_/ve. when commenced,whether,or inwhat man-

&aT.2. Exceptionsexcepted,in relationnet,itsho_Idbe continued--thepowerthus
to any property,which,as belongingto the possessedby him beingthus-arbitrarywould
District, the Snblegislature thereof has at its he much more efficient than the limited power
epecisl disposal_ the Government Advocate acts of remission given_ as per Eh, xziv. Secticm _t
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X)_punlt_fu_, to the Justice Minister.
To apply to it the above, together with all E_'t_ve.
other apt checks, will accordingly belong to ART. 8. If, on the occasion of any such
the Pr_oedure Code: see Ch. viii. JUmCIAL suit, an individual, alleging special injury to
_.PPLICATION. have been received by him, or one for whom

he applies, demands, at the charge of _ de-
E_#a_ee. I_r_ot_onal. fondant, money or money's worth, in eompen-

ART. 4. In every purely public penal ease sation for such injury, his application for leave
in which a person at large has been admitted to act as joint pursuer will no_ be refused.
pursuer, it is the right of the Government Ad-
vocate, and if, in his opinion, the public service l_._t_'actio_d.
requires it, his duty, to act in that capacity in ART. 4. In this case, if he be able to dei_y
oonjunction with such person : so likewise to the unavoidable costs of pursuit, the Judge will
the exclusion of every such person, if, on up- prefer allotting to him the conduct of the suit,
plication for reason assigned, he has been unless, for prevention of undue favour towarda
thereto authorized by the Judge. a defendant, he deems it necessary to transfer

it to the Government Advocate.
E_a_tir_. Instructional.

ART.5. Of the purely public cases in which S_rloN VI.
it may he of use to the public service that a
person at large should be admitted to act as Funotlons as to Ofences a#alnst .[_sti_.
pursuer, in lieu of, or in conjunction with, the
Government Advocate, examples are as fol- Ena_tlvs.
lows :-- ART. 1. Whether the case be non-penal, or

1. If, and where, on condition of his bearing penal, to the Government Advocate it belongs,
the expense of pursuit, the law has given in a more especial manner, to watch over the
to a person at large, on condition of the con- I interests of justice, by demanding, at the hands
viction of the defendant, remuneration in any of the Judge, in the case of an qfence _yalr_
shape, at the charge of the convicted person, fi_stice, committed by an individual on either
or from any other source, side of the suit, a pecuniary mulct, the magni-

2. Where, from any motive, public or pri- rude of which shall be in the joint ratio of the
rate, a person at large, for better assurance, magnitude of the evil of the offence, of the profit
without any such reward, is willing to defray reaped or aimed at by the offence, and of the
the expense : and in this case, where no pro- pecuniary sufficiency of the offender. See Cho
ponderant objection has place, regard for the xii. J_uv]cIxaY COLLeCTIVeLY,Section 13, J_s-
public purse will dictate such admission, ties fo_ the Heb_less.

Instructional. Ezposit_ve.

ART.6. On every such occasion, as well AR_. 2. By an offence against justice, un-
the Government Advocate as the Judge, will dcrstand an offence by which the attainment
be upon their guard, lest, at the commence- of any one of the ends, direct or collateral, of
ment or in the course of the suit, the pursuer, justice_ is prevented or impeded.

with or without concert with the defendant, .ExTortive.should be purposely acting in any maturer, in
the view of frustrating or obstructing the of- ART. 3. To the attainment of the d/r_
feet, or any part of the effect, professed to he end of justice, impediment is opposed by false-
aimed at by the suit. hood, accompanied with evil consciousness, in-

sincerity, or temerity of assertion. Forexpo-
SzCr]o_V. sitory matter,correctdefinitionsincluded,see

PenalCodeand ProcedureCode.

Funaions in pnblic,o-prlvats Penal Cases.

_ar_tlve. ART. 4. To the attainment of the so_latera_

ART. 1. In a publico-private penal case, the ends of justice, impediment is opposed by need-
Government Advocate has concurrent authori- less delay, and by all endeavours to obtain it.
ty with the person or persons speciallyinjured. So, by needless expense, imposed or ende_

routed to he imposed, by any one party uponF__.
any other.

A_. 2. In a publico-private penal ease, So, by needless vexation in any shape.
gkom and ai%r hearing the evidence, as it comes SOsPenal Codeand Procedure Code_as _bove.
out in the course of the original inquiry, it will
belongtotheJudgeto determinewhetherthe S_gto_ VII.

eontinuanceand terminationof it shallbe al- Money-re_islti_e Fun_io_lotted to the individual or individuals in ques-
tion alone, or to the Government Advocate Ez_i_e. E_pod_/_e.
alone, or to the one and theotheriD conjunction. ART. 1. For engaglng, at the hands _' i_
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dividuala, service necessary to the giving exe-
cution and effect to the law, in this or that Ez_ti_.
shape, and in particular in the shape of evi- A_T. 6. Case IL The service already and
dence, the matter of reward, at the disposal of without any such invitation performed. In this
Government, will, in various cases, be found case the Government Advocate proposes iz
necessary; and, in divers of these cases, either ter_ninis, the mandate, by execution of which
the quality or the quantity of that same mat- the proposed reward, according to the nature
ter will necessarily remain unfixed by law. of it, will be conferred. Name of the instru-

For this purpose, a fund having been pro- ment, a Reu_ard-r_ferrlng m_ndate. Heads,
vided by the Legislature, and placed at the and proceedings thereupon, will be, _
disposal of the Finance Minister, (such pertious m_ndisj as in Case I. as per Arts. 3, 4, 5.

excepted, as under Ch. xii. JUDICIARY COLLF_C- J_/Ve. Instrtw_ional.
_VELY, Section 13,J_stic_ for the Hdpless, are
provided for the service therein mentioned,) to AnT. 7. Exceptions excepted, proceedingl
the Government Advocate of the Immediate are in this, as in all other cases, open, as per
Judicatory, in which the need arises, it be- Ch. xii. JU_mXARV COLLECTIVELY,Section 14,
longs, so far as is needed for the occasion in Publicity, &c. Cause for exception by tern-
question, to make application to the Judge, porary secrecy may in this case be---danger,
requesting his Money-r¢quisiti_e mandat6--re- lest, from publicity_ a delinquent derive means
quiring at the hands of the several persons of evasiom
exercising the ougoditive function, in respect
of the appropriate part of the above-mentioned Ena_ive. Instructional.
fund, payment of the sums deemed proper, to ART. 8. This function, a Government Ad-
the use of the person or persons for whom it vocate is bound to exercise, wheresoever, in
is needed. [ his opinion, preponderant evil, in the shape of

failure of justice, would otherwise have place;
Enac_ive. Instructional. or, with an adequate degree of probability, he

A_. 2. In the instrument of requisition, likely to have place.
according as, at the time of issuing it, the ser- So, if directions to that effect have been ro-
vice in question has or has not been performed, ceived by him from the Government Advocate
entries will be made under appropriate heads. _ General.

Case I. The service needed, as yet unper- [
formed : object of the reward, procuring per- .Ena_ti_e. In_m_l.

formance : heads in this case will be the fol- / An_. 9. In every case, to prevent abuse inlowing:-- all shapes from the exercise of this function,
1. Nature of the service needed, will be among the Judge's, as also the Go-
2. Occasion of the need. vernment Advocate's and the Eleemosynary

3. Reward proposed, its quality. Advocate's especial cares: in particular, abuse,
4. Reward proposed, its quantity, in respect of undue advantage, openly or se-

cretly, reaped by individuals, frum needless
_nastivs. reward,thus paid, at public expense,as for pub-

A_a_. _. On receipt of any such petition, lie service : especially in publico-private cases.
the Judge forthwith delivers it into the hands
of the party or parties on the other side, call- Ena_ire. Instructional.
ing upon them for an appropriate instrument, ART. 10. On this as on other parts of the
styled their Paper of Ob_r_tion on the Go- field of government, it may be that reward, as
¢er_tme_Advoc_t_'sJ_oney-re_ui_itivepetition. per Ch. ix. M_mT_as COLX_T_VEL_, Section

15, P_emnn_.r_tion, may, on occasion, consis-
Enactlve. Instru_ional. tently with justice and economy, be conferred

A_T. 4. In this Observation paper, the heads for extraordinary service, even though not in-
wilt be the following:-- vited, but already and spontaneously rendered.

1. Simple approbation or acquiescence. If, on the field of justice,_to the Immediate
2. Simple disapprobation--or Government Advocate, the Eleemosynary Ad-
3_ Modified approbation, vocate, or the GOvernment Advocate General,
4. In case of disapprobation, or modified as the case may be, it will belong, for reason

approbation, appropriate reasons, assigned, to make requisition for such retroac-
From silence, at the end of a time appointed, tire reward.

acquiescence is inferred. _atio_in_i_. /n_ructlo_.

.Enaeti_. ART. ll. In regard to the matter of reward

A_r. 5. The Judge thereupon will either considered as employed in this branch of the
refuse the reward simply, or issue an appro- public service, there are several dangers that

,,_e_ef'atoinstrument containing such description require to be guarded against.
the service and the reward as the occasion One is, the giving reward where the service

shall appear t_ him to require. Name of the might be obtained without reward : obtained
IMtrument_ & _o.fsrin 9 ma_at_, consequently without expense in that shat_
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or to a greateramount in any othershape. The lessthequantityof evllwhich inthis
Say rewardneedless, shapestandsattachedtothefunction,theless
Another is,where reward to a certainwillhe the need,and thencethe use,ofre-

amount isnecesmry,and in a preponderantward attachedtopublicserviceinthisshape.
degreebeneficial,the givingitiu an amount If matterscan be so managed,asthatfrom
greaterthanthatsame necessaryand bone- burthenin the shapesabove-mentioned,the
fleialamount, injuredpartyshallbe exoneratedaltogether,
A thirdis,thegivingitin suchsort,asto allsuchexonerationwillwithno smalldegree

givebirthtooffencesof theverysame speciesof efficiency,operatein the characterofre-
asthosewhichtherewardisemployedinthe ward. The rewardheldoutby thechanceof
endeavourtosuppress, compensation,will,insofarasa fundcapable
Anotherpointtobe consideredis,towhat ofaffordingitisin existence,andwithinthe

speciesofservicetherewardshallbeattached,reachofthehandofjustice,beabranch,though
On thisoccasionthesespeciesof servicebuta contingentone,of thenaturalreward:

presentthemselves: namely,I.Information,ofthe rewardnaturallyattachedto the ser-
i.e.originalevidence.2. Subsequentlalevi- vice. The pleasureof vengeancewill,atthe
denee.3.Prehension.4.Informationofmeans same time,affordanother,and thata never-
nf prehension.5. Informationof means of failingone: a reward,valuableinproportion
securingexecution.6. Prosecution,meaning tothestrengthof thecorrespondingappetite
legalpursuit, inthebreastoftheindividualinjured.

The resultis---thatsofaras canbe avoided,
Instr_tionaL whatever matter of reward is thought fit to be

ART. 12. As to information or original evi- granted for convictien-premoting information
deuce, should, if determinate in quality, not be fixed

By the practice of attaching reward to set- or limited in quantity, by any general ordi-
vice in this shape two effects of an opposite nance: nor at any rate, the receipt of it, made
nature, malefieial and beneficial, are liable to virtually absolute, and clear from all con-
be produced, dition, over and above the delivery of the

1. The malefiC[ is, the giving birth to the information or testimony, and the conviction
offence, by inducing one person to draw an- of the delinquent.
other into the commission of it, for the pur- If not only the shape be determ_ed, but the
pose of obtaining the reward, by information quantum fixed, as also the condition deter-
_ven of the offence when committed, mined as above, the natural consequence is,

2. The benefi_ia_ effect is, the throwing that regular and determinately grounded c_-
difficulty in the way of criminal confederacies, culations will be made. From the practice of
by preventing men who otherwise might be- such calculations, two distinct evils will take
come confederates in criminality, from reposing their rise.
in one another the confidence necessary for
that purpose. Ind_tlon_l. l_atioci_ati_e.

An object of endeavour will here be,--hew ART. 14. 1. In a ease in which the reward
to exclude the malefieial, retaining at the will he clearly seen to be inadequate, it will
Same time, with as little loss as may be, the he plain to all concerned, that no information
beneficial effect, will be given : and thence, that so fax as de-

Much will depend upon the class of offences pends upon the mutual perfidy, as between
to which the offence in each case belongs, confederate and confederate, no danger will

Inst_ct_ona/._atlo_i_zti_e. attachuponconfederacyfromthissource.
2. In a caseinwhich therewardisclearly

ART. 13. In regardto a Poblieo-prlvateseentobeadequate,itwilloperateasa source
offence,theinjurywillnaturallyofitselffur- productiveof delinquency,in the shapein
nishan informer,and inhisperson,insofaras whichitisemployedunderthenotionofpro-
ithas happened to him,to havebeen with ventingit:by the more artfuloftwo male-
relationtoit,a witness,---anagentcontribut-factors,anotherwho butforhim,mighthave
iugtotheprehensionoftheoffender,orofany- remainedin innocence,willeverynow and
thingcapableofservingas a sourceofeonvic-thenbe inveigledintothe commissionof the
rich-promoting real evidence, crime, for the purpose of his being informed

It will, at the same time, have a tendency against, and convicted, that the reward held
to furnish in the person of that same individual, out for information, followed by convietion_
_t proseeutor--a pursuer, may be earned.

But to this tendency there will always he a
cheek, more or less efficient, according to the I_b-uctloned.
¢ondltion in life and pecuniary circumstances A_T. 15. Ifthe service for which tn¢ reward
ofthls came injured party : namely, the de- is proffered, is that which is rendered by judl.
lay, vexation, and expense attached to the cial pursuit--pursuit carried to the length o_
exercise of this functinn--att_hed whether by conviction,---evil consequence in a w_iety of
n_tural only_ or by artificial, snper_lded to shapes is the result.
m_n_tl causes. _ The quantity of the expenditure in this
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_hape must be profusely large: large in itself, S_no_ IX.
absolutely considered; large, when relatively
considered, relation had to what would suffice Locable _o.
for the production of iaformationj or convic-
tion-producing evidence, or both. Enac_i_e.

The quantity, how profuse soever, will still ART. t. Exceptions excepted, when among
be insnfficient in many an instance. • those who have paid attendance in the Inspee-

Iz_w_/onaL EATos/_ive. tor's gallery, there are those who, beingof theage of 21 years, have thus attended in the char-
ART. 16. Now as to the plan to he pursued acter of probationary lawyers for two years_

for the production of the beneficial, without no person shall be lceable in the office of Go-
producing the malefieial effect, verament Advocate, untilhe has so attended f,Jr

For the production of the beneficial effect, two years : when there are those who have at-
namely, the preventing of those who would tended for three years, no personwho has not
otherwise be confederates in crime, from re- attended for three years : and so on to _ve
posing in each other the confidence that would years : after which all must have attended
he necessary for that purpose, it is not neces- five years.
sary that any one should stand absolutely
assured, that at all events, any other would in Enactlve.
ease of effective information, stand assured of AR_. 2. An exception is--the ease of those
_ceiving the matter of reward in a determi- who, antecedently to the existence of persons
hate shape and quantity : without prejudice to so qualified as above, have served in the situ-
this effect, the receipt might be left subject to ation of Government Advocate Principal for
a variety of contingencies, chosen for the put- not less than one year.
pose of putting an exclusion upon the male-
ficial effect. Let it be but understood, that in For other matters, see Ch. xii. JunIcl_RY
case of sufficiently assured need, the reward COLLEC_VEL_.
will be offered and given, though it be at
the same time understood that if need do CHAPTER XIX.
net have place, no reward will be given;
this persuasion will be sufficient to create and G0V_R_'_F_rAnVOC_ _m_m_m
preserve the salutary apprehension in minds SF_rm_ I.
in a certain degree disposed to calculation:
while in minds to a certain degree indisImsed G o_rnrnent .Advocat_ GencvaJ.
and unused to calculation, no degree of deter- .Enactive.
minatences given to the proffered reward would
suffice to produce this same salutary effect. AnT. 1. Res/dence. Resident in the metro-

polis, or wherever else is the residence of the
SF._rIO_VIII. Legislature, will be the Government Advocate

General.

.,4 ttend a n¢_. EnactS.

Enactive. Any.2. Fields of ,_. Co-extensive with
An_ 1. In a non-penal case in which Go- thewholeterritoryofthestate, and thenee with

vernment is a party, the Government Advocate, the aggregate of the several local fields of set-
on every oocasion, in person or by Depute_ at- vice of the several Government Advocates, is
tends of course, his local field of service.

Ena¢_ive. .Enaai_e.

A_r. 2. So, in a purely public penal case, ART. 3. Co-extensive with the aggregate of
on every occasion after the initiatory appli- theirs, is his logical field of service.
cation, if made by any other person_ as per i Ena_ive.
Precedare Code, Ch. xii.

A_. 4. Functlons. In relation to his own
Ena¢_i_. office, belongs to him the self-suppletive funo-

A_t_. 3. So, in a publico-private penal case, tion, together with the obligatien of keeping
when thereto required by the Judge. it in effectual exercise.

Enar_ive. Er_a¢_i_.

A_v. 4. Such attendance may be required A_. 5. In relation to the se_ral Govern-
by the Judge, either of his own motmn or in ment Advocates, he possesses the several fune-
compliance with a petition from a party spe- tions locative, suppletive, inspective, diroetive_
clally interested, trausferential_ suspensive, and dislocative.

Enactire.

A_T. 6. In virtue of his directive fun_
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tioz9 he will, in re_tlo_ -to any supposed of- _m_- _ _ .....fence or connected body of delinquency, as _-
often asoeeasioneatls, isene to the Government _ 12_ Lem_ed/,me. Heialemt_
Advoc_tesof different ImmediateJt_dies_ories_ Prime M_uister.
directions for instituting and ea_rylng e_ pur-
mxit a_inst supposed deli_gen_bln _myhum- F_¢¢_/_. _.:_"
bet, at the same time. .4_T. 13. Digooab_elu_ He_is __

_. reason aes_gned by the Prime Minister.

mode of pursuit is meet apt tulle _dIediate A_r. 14. Heisdislo_ble_tpleasnre by the
exercise, aa*ethose in whieh the same forbid- Le_'e.
den end has been pursned in eoncert, at the
_me time, by di_erent delinquents_in mutually J_-
dist_t places. An_. 1_. So slso by the Constitutive authe-

Ex_anples a_e :_ rity_ as per Ch. v. Sections 2, 3.
1. Treason.
2. Rebellion. Ena_t/_.
3. Contrahandism. ART. 16. He is disloeable, for special delin-
4. Forgery, and utterance in relation to quency judicially proved, by the Justice Mi-

public money, nister; and, in that case, is not reloegble by
the Prime Minister.

In._tr_¢tio_wd. .Ratlo_inative.

AR_. 8. In determining the Immediate Ju- Ena_iw. X_r_'_/o_.
dicatories, in which, in each instance, pursuit ART. 17. Jot_rno_ of _P_ings. To hie
shall have pis_e, he will not forget the collate- intercourse with informants, and to his corre-
ral any more than the direct ends of justice-- spondence with his Deputes and Subordin&tos
the minimization of delay, vexation, and ex- above-mentioned, he will give temporary and
peuse, to the supposed, but perhaps erroneous- provisional secrecy, in every iust_nee in which
ly supposed, wrong-doer, as well as to parties he thinks fit: his order for secrecy being entered
wronged and witnesses,--any more than the on the Record bythe word_eeret,writtenbyhim,
conviction and punishment of the supposed with his names, proper and official. The record
wrong-doers, in the event of his being found will be a Journal of his official proceedings.
guilty. Accordingly, he will not, except in _avt/v_.
ease of necessity, (regard being had to the in-
terests of all other persons interested,) issue a A_. 18. Exemplars of this Journal will be
direction, in consequence of which, a defendant disposed of as follows :-
will have to be conveyed to a distance from 1. Kept in his office, one.
hie home, or his family connexions. 2. Transmitted to the Justice Minister, one.

3. Transmitted to the Prime Minister, one.
In_tructlona_. _l_ttioelnative. In both instances, the Journal of the day

AR_. 9. Lest the time demanded for more will be transmitted on the same day when
extensive, be absorbed by less extensive, duties, minuted.
he will not himself act in ordinary as Govern- .Ratiocinative.
ment Advocate at the Immediate Judieatory,
within the territory of which his residence is : A_r. 19. Question. Why, over and above
that Judicatory having its own Government a Government Advocate in and for each Ira-
Advocate : but, in ea_e of need, he has power mediate Judge's territory, as well as one for
to do so. each Appellate Judge's territory, establish one

for the whole territory of the State
Ena_tlve. Ratloelnctle_. Answer. Reason. Because there axe many

A_. ]0. Of his own motion, orat the direc- sorts of offences, in regard to which as well
tion of the Justice Minister, in the exercise of co-offenders, as witnesses on both sides, may
his inspective function, he makes _[nspe_tlon have their abodes fixed and occasional, in the
Visits, for the purpose of inspecting and taking like.number of different Subdistricts, and in
cognisance of the conduct of the several Go- various Districts : and in no such Subdistriet
vernment Advocates, or any of them : of each or District would there be a Government Ad-
such visit will he stated and made public the voc_te, so well quafified by situation, to take
reasonm: that is to say, the events or states of an all-comprehensive view of the whole field
things, by which a demand, regarded us ade- of judicial action, as a functionaxy with the
quato, for the exercise of that same function, same functions stationed in the centre of the
had been created, territory of the State, and h_bitu_ted to the

making of such all-comprehensive surveys.
_iv_. Question. Why give to the Prime Minister

Agr.ll. T_raof_rviee. Subjeettodisloea- the power of loesting the Government Adve-
tion_ his term of _-viee is for ]Lee. eate Gener_ ?
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),?_- _._l_ture, tbo business of the Prime Minis- B_.
,j : • ._g to give on every ee_aei_ exeention ART. 9. In other particulars, the soeree_
-'._ itad.e_& to the will of the Legislature as ex- sod causes of dislocation arc in this ca_e, the

..-_byitehtw_a_dhe being responsible sa_e_int_e ease of-the Registrar of a_t
_' ,__ttothe'L_gisl_ti_eami C_msti-Appo!la_eJudicatory.
: _ antheri_to no other functional, or

_ef f_t,_-'q_maz_bcan with equ_ a_pfitude __. I_.
be _dlottedtlm d_ice of the f_etiov_yon ART.I0;Q_estion.Why, in re_rd to tlm
where,inco,tested-oases,isreposedthecare situationof GovernmentAdvocateGeuera_
of taking appropriate measures for securing ]_egistmr, g_ve the power of loc_tien, net te
the efeetuation of that purpose, the Prime Minister, as in the case of tha_ of

Question. Why, with relation to the same theGovernment Advocate General himself_nor
subordinate give to the Prime Minister the to the Government Advocate General--prlnsi_
power of dislocation ! pal in the office,--but to the Justice MinSter

Answer. Reason. Because without the Answer. Reasons. 1. To the end that tyro
power of dislocation, the power of location authority of the Registrar may serve as a chock
would not be su_cient to produce the effect : upon that of the Government Advocate Gone-
especially as, oil the Prime Minister's coming sal. This it will do, partly by throwing, upon
into ot_ee, he WO_LIdcommonly have for this occasion, the light of publicity upon every act
his immediate Agent in the Judiciary Depart- of the active functionary; partly by the danger
merit, an individual located,---not by himself, which he would see impending over him, in

. but by some predecessor in office, the event of his exercising any act which in the
view of this constant and irremoveable in-

S_o_ II. specter, were an unwarrantable act.
At the same time, the Registrar not having

a veto upon any act whatsoever, exercisable
Gov_.n_nent,4dvoc_te_eneral'_Reg_trar. by theactivefunctionary,neitherfrustration,

Ena_tire. norsomuch asdelaycouldbe appliedtoany
officialact,whichtheAdvocatemightseer_-

ART.I.Attachedtotheoi_eeofGovernment sontoexercise.
.e/dvo_a_Genera, isthatofGo_ernmerJMd- 2.The JusticeMinisterhavingthispower,
_cate General's Registrar. together with the inspective function, with re-

ferenee to all other Registrars in the Judiciary
E_avtive. Department, will, in respect of appropriate,

ART. 2. His relation to the Government cogaitive, and judicial aptitude, be naturally
Advocate General, is the same as that of the possessed of a greater share of aggregate ap-
Registrax of an Immediate Judic_tory to the propriate aptitude in relation to the choice s
Judge, as per Ch. xxi. Section 2. than could fall to the lot of a person occupy-

ing the situation of Prime Minister.
Enactivd. 3. If the powerof locating a successor were

ART. 3. His term of service is for life. in this case in the same hands as the power of
.Enactiw. dislocating with reference to the functionary

in possession, the result would be, a doable in-
ART.4. His attendance is the same as that terest in making a sinister application of the

of the Registrar of an Immediate Judicatory, power of dislocating : namely, the aAvantage
nnd enforced by the same means, of getting rid of a troublesome inspector and

_nactlve. Instruction. eventual adverse witness, coupled with the ad-
vantage of locating in the person of s relative or

ART. 5. His remuneration is [ ] per other dependant, aneverready accomplice. The
day; received by him from unwilling hands, benefit of the patronage, operates as a bounty
ulterior emolument is extortion-- from willing upon the exercise of tyranny and oppression.
ones, cerruptiom

.Emzctive. For other matters, see Ch. xviii.

ARz. 6. He is locable out of the List of Im-
mediate Registrars. CHAPTER XX.

.E_a_iw. _T._MOS'rZ,L4.RYADVOCA_lZS.

ART. 7. He is located by the Justice Minis- S_e_ I.
ter.

Ena_tlve. F_l& of _rvi_.

ART. 8. He is dislocable by the Government Enacti_.
Advo_,te General; but on appeal, relocahie ART. 1. The same as that of the Judge, i_,
by the Justice Minister. in an Immediate Judicatery, the local field of
LYon. IX. _ 20
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ART. S. To causeobliter_te any word, entry ART.5. Of this speciesof evidence, the offset
of which has been made, by, or by direction and object is the preventing well-grounded
of, the Registrar would exceed the power of rights from being frustrated,--thence well-
the Judge. grounded expectations from being disappoint-

ed, and pain of disappointment from being
Emotive. produced,--for want of the creation or pre.

Awr. 4. If, when a Judge Depute permanent servation of the appropriate grounds, on and
sits, the Registrar does not either sit with by which they would and should respectively
him, or provide a Registrar Depute to sit with be established. Hence the appellation prod-
him, the Judge, Principal or Depute, appoints dent/ary, applied to distinguish the functions,
a Registrar Depute to sit for that day's sit- by the exercise whereof, existence and dura_
ring: entry is made of the deficiency, and the tion axe given to this species of evidence.
Registrar is eompensationally and punition-
nlly responsible for it. E_ctlve.

ART. 6. Exceptions excepted, such pre-ap-
Enac_ive. pointed evidence having its birth--not in the

AnT. 5. So, when a suit is allotted to a Judicatory, but in the office of the Local Re-
Judge Depute occasional, gistr_r, as to whom see Ch. xxvi. LOCAL

GIST_aS, the _eetivv f_nctione relative to
documents thus brought into existence, are no

SF_rIONIII. others than those which arise out of the com-
munication made thereof from the Loon/

.Elective Function. 9i_a_ to the J_liciary t_egistrar's office.
Enactiw. EnactS.

AnT. 1. To the Registrar, in each Immedi- ART.7. Exception 1. Miantatlon, by which
ate Judieatery, belong three distinguishable existence is given to extrajudicial z_rational
elassesofeffoctivefunetiens,--theS_b_udic_ary, pro-appointed evidence, in compliance with an
or say Lit/seontestational, the -prwo/de_/a_T, appropriate application made for that purpose
and the Financial in the Judicatory : forasmuch as the minuta-

E:cpoeltive. tire elementary function thus applied, belongsm common to the Judiciary Registrar of the
AnT. 2. By the Sub_ud_ry, or say L/t/s- subdistrict, and the local Registrar of the Bis-

eonte_ional functions, understand those func- subdistriet: the applicant having his choice.
tions, need for the exercise of which does not But of a mass of this sort, when brought into
take place till after the commencement, or in existence by the Local Registrar, an exemplar
contemplation of an individual suit, or of an will be transmitted by him to, and kept by_
application which, being made to a Judge, the Judiciary Registrar.
may terminate in n suit. See -Procedure Cod_,
Ch. viii. JUDICIALAPPLICATION. E_.

E:cpoKtive. AnT. 8. Exception 2. Minutation, as ap-
plied to the several discourses, held in Cerise-

ART. 8. By the -proddentiary functions, un- quence of application, made in any of the se-
derst_nd those which are exercised--not on veral modes in which it may be made, to a
the sole occasion of any individual suit ecru- Judge, as such, without giving commencement
menced, or intended to be commenced, but in to a suit. Instance the sort of application by
contemplation of Some future contingent suit, which, as per Ch. xii. JUDICIAnYCOLLECTIVE-
individually contemplated or not, on the occs- LV, Section 22, the exercise of the Judge's
sion of which, it may happen that the matter t_e-interpretative function is requested. As
in question, if recorded, may be of use. It is to this and the other modes of judicial applio
by the exercise of these functions that exis- cation, see _Procedure Code, Ch. viii.
tenco is given to the species of evidence styled
pre..appois_,ed evidence. • Expositive.

Expos_ive. AnT. 9. By the Registrar's _b"i_s_a/func-tions, understand those exercised in relation
ART. 4. By pro-appointed evidence, under- to the monies intrusted to his custody, for

stand evidence by which information is pro- furnishing the/pay of the several other func-
served concerning any fact, which, as to a tiouaries belonging to the Judieatery, and de-
_t of any kind, is of a nature to produce, or fraying the several other expem_es thereof.
to contribute to produce, either a eo/f_iw or
an ablc_ive effect. Emwtiv_. E_ositi_.

ART. 10. Included in the fund composed of
A_othissadothermsttersrslatingtoe_d_we, the a_ggregate of these monies, will be the

seethe author'_workon Evidmce, in eel el.and viL elementary masses following.
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1. Produce of the mulcts imposed by the 10. Commu_/oat/on_: to wit, as to the se-
Judge. veral matters, of which communication comes

2. Monies transmitted to the Jndieatory by or requires to be mode fro_ the Judi_ory to
the Finance Minister, for the filling up of such any other quarter.
deficiencies as have place in the supply afford- l 1. _4ut/wnti_at/w : to wit as to /_
ed from the several other sources, portions of written discourse : i_/_mm_ with

reference to the Judicatory. This function is
Szc_o_ IV. in itself the same with the a_at/v_.

12. _4ut/_n_/c_ive, as to portions of wrRtou
Elementary l_'un¢_io_s, discourse and other tangible objects

genous: to wit, brought into existence in any
_,_positi_. other quarter than that just mentionsd_ and

AgT. 1. By the Registrar's Elemen_ry funs- from thence brought thither.
tions, understand those, the conjunct exercise 13. C_it_: to wit, as to portions of
of which is, in the ordinary course of his busi- written discourse and other tangible objects,
hess, necessary to the discharge of his elective indigenous, as above.
functions, as per Section 3. 14. C_._oditi_, as to portions of written dis-

course, and other tangible objects _ra_
E_pos/ti_. as above.

AnT. 2. I. Elementary functions included 15. Sub-directS: to wit, as to the o_cial
in the Su_i_iary, or say L_iscol_tationa_ conduct of all ministerial judieial functionaries,
elective functions, are-- by or through whose instrumentality the _ve

l. _¢_d/tive, as applied to oral discourse, functions tninutwti_,e,r_ptiw, commtmiva_i_m-
for the purpose of minutation. ¢d,and ous_odi_ir_,are exercised : sub-directive,

2. [_'pe_iv¢, as applied to written discourse, to wit, under the Judge.
or to any other visible document, for the same 16..,4cocos-affording. In the exercise of this
and other purposes: or incidentally, to any function, the functionary wilt afford _ccess to
visible occurrence that happens to have place, all the several documents in his custody, whe-

3. Levtire, as occasionally applied to writ- ther for the purpose of simple inspection, of
ten discourse, lection, or of transcription, as need may re-

4. Interrog_i_e, on the occasion, and for quire: maximizing, in the iastance of each per-
the purpose, of mia_ta_n, son, the facility of access for these several par-

5. Mi_ive, whereby the result of the poses: always in so far as shall be consistent
exercise of the above functions is committed with the like facility to every other person, as
to writing: to wit, either in the _an/fold way also with the exclusion of preponderant evil_
at once, as per Ch. viii. Pa[_ M_ST_R, See- whether from the consumption of the keeper'a
tion 10, l_egistrati_n System, or preparatorily official time, or from obstruction to the exer-
thereto, in the ordinary way, by pen and ink. cise of his several other functions as above.

6. C_nment_tivs, for the incidental purpose
of giving elucidation to the result of the exer- Euac_i_. E:r_ositi_e.
cite of the mi_ut_tire function : or to the per- ART.3. IL Elementary functions included in
eonta_ive, argu_ntative, or opi_ativo matter of the Pro_de_ry ef ec_ivefunctions, as applied
the discourses of auy other of the actors on to the documents emaning from the LocalRe-
the Judicial theatre : or to the similar matter, gistrars Office, are--
together with the i_per_i_¢ matter: of the 1. The Rec_tive : exercised by the receipt
discourses of the Judge. of those same documents.

7.._tte_tative or recognitions-exacting. By 2. The Mveep_atio_al: exercised in cash in-
this function, when minutation has been made stance by the minutation, with or without the
of a portion of discourse uttered by a testifier, delivery, of a document, testiflcative of the fact
litigant or extraneous, his signature in ac- of such receipt. Name of this document, the
knowledgment of the correctuess of the minute word receipt, preceded by the name of the ape-
is elicited : to wit, after such discussion and eies of document received.
modification as may happen to be necessary 3. The Cu_todi$_vc: exercised by thekeeping
to preserve him from the insincerity of giving, of these same documents.
as and for his discourse, anything which, in 4. The _qulsltive: exercisedbyrequiringthe
truth, is not so. See below, 11, AutAentica- delivery of them when not spontaneously do-
t/vs. For the mode of attestation, see Section livered.

$, Minut_ion how. E_ti_. Expos_ive.
8. I_cet_ive: to wit, as to the several matters,

communication of which comes to be made to ART. 4. IIL Elementary functions included
the Judicatory from any other quarter, in the Fi_a_wial e.ffedi_ functions, are--

9. _/cr_er_/tir_: to wit, in so far as any mat- 1. The .Rec_l,ti_e: exercised by the receipt
ters which, requiring to be _ommunirat_l to the money in question.
theRegistrar, require to be called for, in order 2. The _cr_ptatlo_al: exercised in each in-
to their being communicated, stance by the minutat/o_, with or without th_

dd/vt.ry, of a document, te_/fl¢_iv_ of theft
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of such receipt. Na_e of this doenment, a books, or of the o_ species of oeourrence, on
.Money receipt, the left hand page, of the ot/ter, on the right

3. The Cgstoditive: exercised by the keeping hand page of the _me book.
of those same monies.

4. The Reguizitive: exercised by requiring Expositive.
the delivery of them, when not spentaneously ART. 6. Certain acts t_ere are, whereby ex-
delivered, istence is given to so many masses of wxitten

5. The Transmissive: exercised by thetraus- diseeurse, by the aggregate of which the busi-
ference of them to other hands, in proportion ness of judicature is in great part carried en.
as they are applied to their respective uses. These acts are judicial operations, and the

writings _udicial instruments. Fer the diver-
SEc'rxor_V. sifleations ef which they may be _usceptibl%

see the -Procedure Code, Ch. vi. ALL-coxr_so
Minntat_on, _o_. HF-_S_VSASRaNOEK_TS.

Enacti_. Exl, os_ve. .Expeslt_ve.

Aar. 1. In the exercise of his litiscentesta- Ant. 7. Considered in respect of any intluen-
tionalftmctions, theRegistrarcommitstopaper, tial informatien which it may be in the nature
net only the relevant disceurses, which, while ef them respectively te afford, these, amongst
sitting in the Justice Chamber, have been ethers, are mereover styled documents.
heard by him, but also statements of all the
several relatively influential eccurrences, in- .E_esiti_e.
formation of which has reached him: setting ART.8. Unm/_nuted Suit. Consideration had
them down at the times at which they have of the simplicity ef the inquiry, and the corn-
respectively reached him. putative unimportance of the matter in di_-

.EaTeslti_e. pute, the Legislature will determine whethersuits of any and what description, may be
AR_2. By relatively influential, understand heard and determined, without minutes taken

all such occurrences, by which the commence- of the evidence, as above : always rememher-
ment or termination of a suit may come to be ing, that in se far as money is oencerned, ira-
produced, or the course taken by it during its pertance is not absetute--depending solely on
continuance, er the effect produced by it after the magnitude of the sum--but relative ; re-
its _ermination, modified, lation had conjeintly to the magnitude of the

E_pos/t/r_. sum, and the pecuniary circumstances of theparties. Such suits style unminuted su_.

ART. 3. Relatively influential occurrences Expesi_iee.include,--
1. All relatively influential _¢ts, performed ART.9. Of demands to which it may happen

in the Judicial theatre, by parties, witnesses, to be regarded as fit to be heard and deter-
or any other actors; or elsewhere, by any ef the mined on, as unminute_ suits, examples are as
ministerial judiciary functionaries, stationary fellows :-
or missionary, er any other persens at large. 1. Demands on the ground of s_mp/e ¢or-

2. All relatively influential ph y_icxdeecnrren- poral rexat_on : vexation not accempanied with
¢e_, to which it may happen to have had place, permanent bodily harm, inflicted or intended.
whether in the Justice Chamber or elsewhere. 2. Demands on the ground ef ordinary debt.

_Fa"pesitlze. Demands_ claiming money on the ground ofservice rendered in the most frequently exem-
ART. 4. By acts, understand not only pos/- plified shape. Examples are as follows :-

five, but negative acts: net only acts of eompli- l. Goods sold and delivered.
mace, for example, but also acts of non-cempli- 2. Serviceable labour, whether of body or
mace: for instance, an act of non-compliance mind, orheth; performed for aprice,whether
in relation to a decree or order of a Judge. determined or undetermined.

.Erpositive. Instr_ctiow_l. 3. Lodging, withorwithout board, afforded.

ART. 5. Subjects of concomitantly st_i_ti¢ _ac_ive.
minutation, are those occurrences which, as per ART. 10. But, forasmuch as, by reason of
Art. 3, have place at the moment in the Judi- the situation of a party concerned, or other
cial theatre ; subjects of subseqnen_ially stria- circumstances, it may happen that _ case be-
¢i¢ minutation, are those which, having come longing to a sort not commonly worth record-
into existence at some other time and place, rag, may present an adequate demand for re-
have no otherwise been brought under the cog- eordatiun,--eare will be taken that to any in-
nlzanee of the Registrar, than by means of in- dividual case ranked in the class of unnd_d
formation furnished to him at times respec- suits, minutatien shall he applied, at the in-
tively subsequent to those at which they re- stance of any party, on payment of a price
spectively took place : the entries made of them to the Equal Justice fund, as per Ch. xii.
respectively will be m_le either in d_cren¢ Section 18, Jus_cefor the Hdples_; or, if on
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account of the peeunla_ circumstances of the as recognked by lfim, followed by the words,
Imrtyrequiring it, or on _ny other ground the "h/s mark."

Judge sees rouen, without payment of a price. Ena_ive.

Ez_ctive. AnT. 4. So, likewise, if it be s portion of
An_e.I I. In an unminuted case, the evidence written discourse delivered in by him as his:

_lone will be omitted : but of all other rela- in this case, to his name he will prefix the
tivelyinfluentiateircumstsncesandoecurrenees, words, Th_s dis¢ourst is mi_, or_ simply my
such as the name of the Judge, the Registrar, di_ouT"_.
the day, the names of the parties, the subject
matter of the demand, the ground of the de- Ena_ve.
fence, if any, and the decree,--entry will he ART. 5. So, likewise, if it be a portion of
made : and moreover, an ]nc@le_ta_ C_nptaint discourse, delivered in by him, as and for the
J_ook, as porCh, xii. Section 18, ready for the discourse of some other person or porsons_
eventual reception of complaints, will be at known or unknown : and if known, instead of
hand. the word _ni_ze,inserting respectively the name

or names, description or descriptions, of these
SECrmN VI. same persons.

_l tte_atio*z ho_ E_tlve.
ART. 6. In case of refusal or evasion, as

Encwti_e. Ezposlti_. per Art. 2., the l_egistrar will inform him, that_
A_tT. l. Necessary is this operation and the unless the faculty of amending it be desired by

exercise of the corresponding elementary func- him, and afforded to him, as per Section 7,
tion, as per Section 4, to the securing of full Minuto_ion--._mendtne_t Itow,the correctness
and sufficient credence to the genuineness of and completeness of the minute will be COR-
n portion of discourse, delivered by any person sidered as having been nevertheless inwardly
other than the Registrar himself. The mode and virtually recognised by him.
of exercising it is as follows :-

Whensoever, by word of mouth, a portion Enactive.
of discourse has been uttered, which is deemed ART.7. The Judge will thereupon either
to be of a nature to require that it be expressed concur in testifying the recogeition,--for ex-
in writing, and that entry be thus made of it, ample, by his signature to the words v/rtua//y
in some book belonging to the office, the Re- recoqnlsed,--ur, after hearing any such declar-
gistrar, for the better assurance of the correct- ation on the subject, as any of the persons
hess and completeness of such entry, will pre- present shall have been desirous to make, he
sent to the person whose discourse it was, or will take such course, as the circumstances of
is supposed to have been, the minuts, in which the individual case shall have suggested, for
expression is thus given to it, calling upon him establishing the existence of the matter of
either to admit or deny the correctness and fact, the acknowledgment of which was thus
completeness of it. evaded.

E_actlve. .Ez'pos_ti_. E_zive.

A_T. 2. This being done by the Registrar, A_T. 8. In so far as the individual denies
now as to the person whose discourse it put- either the correctness or the completeness of
ports to be. Relation ]_d either to the whole the minute in relation to the discourse actually
of the minute so tendered, or to this or that uttered by him, by word of mouth, the Regis-
part of it, one or another of the three follow- trar, if, nevertheless, assured of its c_rre_z_s
ing courses, he csamot fail to take. The and complet_te_, will make entry of such his
alleged correctness and completeness of it, he assurance, and call upon any of the persons
will either admit, refuse, or e_u/e the adm/._/on present to express, by his signature, each of
of: evade by sitenee, for example, or irrele- them, his assent to, dissent from, or ignorance
'rant or insignificant discourse, in relation to, its possession of those qualities,

Enact_e. _positire. respectively.
A_tT._. In case of arlington, the Registrar S_t_o_ VII.

will call upon him to give thereto in writing,
the appropria_ expression : to wit, at the end _._inut_ion_.dme_swnt _ot_o
of the portion of discourse in question, writing
his name inallits parts : if unable to write, _]vo_tlee. Im_ru_aL
making, instead of his nsme, the mark of a A_. 1. Of this operation, the eventual
eree_ as thus .[., or any other simple mark, need grows out of the minutetive and attesta-
such as no person, who has the use either of tire functions. On the occasion of any

or mouth, ea_ be at a loss to make : and course uttered, as per Section 6, whe_ may
to this mark the Registrar will; in his oWn h_ppen is, that though by the utterer the eor-
haml_ aAd the name of the person in questlon_ rectness or completeness of the account given
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of it in the minute, is not questlez_, be ldev
-self on recollection, for the purpose, real or ____
pretended, of giving additional correctness or e__ evidsuee m each __ :
completeness to the statement made by him- /_w. I_d.
_elf, or, at the suggestion of some oth_ per-
•on,--theJudge or the Registr_r, for example, A_._. The expense, oceasinned byeuh
_m_y be desirous to make therein, in the w_y mmen_mts, w_ a_cordlnS to the d_rmh_
of additton_ subtraction, c_ substitution, to tien of the Judge, be _ either by the indi-
wit, in any one or more of these w&ys, z more vidu_l or by the public: regulzrly by the
or le_e considerable chinese, ti_er by whom it w_ occasioned: bat in oea-

aidemtion of his pecuniary eXreu_ er
Ena_fi_e. of the exigencies of the ea_, it my, by .the

ART. 2. Exceptions excepted_ in any such Judge, be plaid to the account of the pabllo.
ease the Registrar will afford the requisite
facilities. But, for s standard of comparison, E_w$_. l_u_ruaiona_
he will in every ease keep, in the Registry, an ART. 7. If it be not by the Regist_a', m*
exemplar of the minute in its original state : Depute of his, that such scription is performed_
and of this origin_ minute, he will add an the expense will, in either caze, consist in the
exemplar, to every exemplar which he any- remuneration given to some appointed serib%
whither transmits, of the minute by which the who will be paid at the r_te of such or such a
amendment is exhibited, sum, for such or such a number of words : to

the Judge itwill in this case belong to take care,
Enact_e. lest, for the undue anganentation of the profit

ART. 3. On any such occasion, the mode of to the scribe, or by wantonness or sinister de-
proceeding will be in manner following:-- signonthepartoftheindividualinquestion, the
Antecedently to his departure from the Jus- quantity of the matter, receive undue increase.
tiee Chaanber, if time and the quantity of the Enou_tive. In_ruaio_L
written discourse will allow, (if not, as soon
a_erwards as may be,) the Registrar, at the AnT. 8. If, and in proportion as, through
requisition of the individual, delivers to him carelessness, w_mtonness, or sinister design,---

" an exemplar of such part of the matter of the obstlmction, and thence evil to a preponderant
record as purports to be composed of his state- amount,to the proceedings of the Judic&tory, is
ment_ as above, produced or endeavoured to be produced,by any

such individual, as above---to wit, either on the
Enacti_e. occasion of anthentie_tion performed by attes-

An_. 4. To this minute, within a time al- t_tion, as per Section 6, or on the occasion of
lotted on the delivery thereof by the Jud.ge, amendment, aa per this Section--the Judge,
of which time entry is made, the witness is at for the repression of such abuse, will apply
liberty to make amendments, in any one of such punishment as in his judgment is neeee-
three ways, to wit-- sary and sufficient, subject to any ordinance

1. By giving, in the exemplar itself, expres- made in relation to this matter, in the Pe_/
siontothe severalintended alterations, whether Code. For the mode of proceeding, see Ch.
by addition, subtraction or substitution, xii. JUDICIARYCOLLECTIVELY,Section 18, 1_-

2. By delivering a separate paper, giving ¢ident_l Complaint _Book.
instructions for the making thereof.

3. By delivering another paper, with his .Enaaive. I_ructlomd.
desire as expressed on the face of it, that it Ariz. 9. For a more precise, partieular_ and
may be accepted instead of the paper delivered complete enumeration, description, and p_trti-
to him, or instead of such sheet or sheets of it cularization of matters destined, on this oec_-
as he points out. _ sion, to be entered in the Register, see tlm

Procedure Code.
Ena¢_ive. See also Ch. ix. M_sxgss VOLLSC_TS_,

ART. 3. On receipt of such amendments or Section 7, Stati*ti_ fu_wtion.
instructions, the Registrar causes make a fresh
set of manifold exemplars of the matter of the S_vrms VIII.
amendments, retaining for confrontation the

S_urlt/a for appropr/_ A/,*/*t,d,.

• Such as delineated in Arts. 3, 4, is the mode E_aalve.
commonly employed,on the receiptand extraction ART. l. When once, by or by direetinn of
of evidence, in the select committees of the English the Registrar, a word has been entered on the
House of Connnoes. Witness, in the situation of Register, to obliter&te it, or allow it to betestifier, the author's own experience. Where the
occasion warrants by its importance, the delay, obliterated, in such sort as to be no longer
vexation,andexpense,---thismode mightandshenld legible, or to _ter it, or allow it to be altered
be prac.ti_d in a/2 Judicial, or other govermmmt into any other word, would he _n act of falsi-
mqumes : scarcelyis it in a_y other, ficatlon_ and as such punishable: so likewise



_'._m, Bydr_w_a_L_ent bitiTe_thepr_ib_ _teri_u--es,_
•"_.i;-_Io_r s_,e_rectloum_y,-however, at all the sLme pl_e, the _te_will be s man'u

_e in so _r applied to errerinany _ 8,ptitude u _ _'fua_.io_ of this o_moe.
discovered; But, in every such case_

• e_ttry must be msde of the fact of the coffee- For other mstt_, see Ch. xii.
with the year, mo_th_ d_y of the .moz_h,

_ hour when made, and st !eriCh _ bT CHAPTER XXIL
_, then_me ofhim by whom the sorree-
tion is msde. A_ JUDICA_O_

E_¢_. Sscno_ I.
2. Whatsoever entry is made by the

hand ofa t_strar Depute, is signed by him, .dppsl/_te Judge_, e_.

with a _ufficient designation of the person, in _po_i_e.

the same lmnd, at the same time. AnT. 1. By an Appellate Judge, under-
E_ve. i stand a Judge having cognizance of Appeals,

, ART. _. To cause make on the Register
any portion of written discourse, without the ! _d_i_.
consent of the Registrar, belongs not to any A_. 2. By an appeal, understand an ap-
other actor on the Judicial theatre. But, to plication made to a Judge, superior in grade
any such actor it belongs, to frame or cause and power, by a suitor in an Immediate Judi-
frame a minute of his own, and to tender it to catory subject to his authority, alleging error,
the Registrar for his assent or dissent, as to in a specified shape, as having h_l place in the
its relevancy and correctness : and such assent conduct of a Judge Immediate, in relation to
or dissent, the Registrar is bound to signify, a particular suit, and thereupon claiming re-
namely, with his family name, and name of lief, in some form specified, according to the
office, at length, or by initials in the margin, nature of the case, at the hands of the Jud_

Enacted. so appealed to.

AnT. 4. On the ground of alleged irrele- .Enac_ive. _zpos_ive.
vancy, injuriousness, or even criminality, in A_tr. 3. A ground for appeal may be con.
any shape, it belongs not to the Registrar to stituted by inaction, as well as by action: of
refuse or omit making entry of such assent or the one as well as of the other, on the part of
dissent : if the discourse be injurious or erimi- i a Judge, injustice may alike be the result. As
hal, it will stand as evidence of the impro- to this, see Seetioa 3.
priety of him by whom it was made.

S_'_ON IL
_n_i_e. _tioclr_ive.

An_. 5. Designed to act as mutual checks F/rids of_erv_.

upon each other, are the several official situa- Ena_i_e.tions of the Judge and the Registrar. If, on
the occasion of any suit, by negligence or col- AnT. l. Of the service of an Appellate Ju-
Insion, the Registrar were to omit providing dicatory, the _ field includes in it the local
a Depute of his own to act with the Judge, the fields of service of a certain number of Imme-
Judge, by the location of any person of his diate Judicatories.
choice to officiate in the character of Registrar
Depute, might on every such occasion deprive E_wt/ve.
the interests of justice of the benefit of this A_tT.2. So, the _o9_ field: except in so
check. To this reason it is, that while by far as modified by the previsions contained in
Section 2_ to prevent denial or delay of Jus- this, and the ensuing sections.
flee, prevision is made against any such defi-
ciency, the Registrar who, by acceptance of Enacti_e.
his office, undertook for the prevention of it, is, ART. 3. Exceptions excepted, to no Appel-
by Section 2, Art. 4_ made responsible, late Judieatory belongs any immediate juris-

diction.

S_c_m_ IX. E_i_.

M_3rat/o_, _one. Aa_. 4. Exceptions are--
1. Complaints of misconduct, in any of the

_z_¢_i_. _z_/oc/na_ive. shapes mentioned inCh. xii. Section 18, ]m_-
AnT. I. A Registrar does not m_rate, de_d Comp_i_ Book.
To prevent the formation of sinister con- 2. Non-transmission of the Record_ or vicious

nezion between two parties, it is not necessary state thereof_ as per Section 4, Art. 2, hera
beth should cha_e place. The more in- ensuing.
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reef way, nltlmate mlsdeclsien is producible
S_no_ III. as above, examples are as follows :--

1. Undzze delay, Vex_tlon, and ezt_: I.
Eu_ MatUre of _p_aL delay practised or permitted, in consequence

of which, means of probation or execution
En_i_,o .E_si_ir_. perish, are deteriorated, or become unobtain-

ART. 1. Of an Appeal, and thence of the able; 2. vexation inflicted or permitted to be
service of a Judge Appellate, the subject mat- inflicted; 3. expense imposed or permitted to
tot is either ordinary or incidental, be imposed, on persons destitute of the means

Enact_ve. E_osit_ve. of defraying it, and of thereby keeping them-selves in the way of obtaining justice.
ART. 2. By the incidental subject matter of 2. Precipitation: namely, by this or that

an Appeal, understand misconduct in any judicial operation, the performance of wbfch
shape mentioned in the provisions relative to has for its etfect, the preventing the perfor-
the Incidental Complai_ t_k, as per Ch. xii. mance of this or that other operation, the per-
Section 18. formance of which was necessary to right de-

cision: for example, the obtainment of the
.E_wt_. _xpos/ti_. necessary means of probation.

ART. 3. The ordinary subject matter of an
Appeal is either alleged mi_dec_ion or alleged E_tactive.
Quas/-m/_ev/sio_, on the part of the Judge ART. 7. For explanations and prevision in
Immediate. detail, as to these several matters_ see the Pro-

eedure Code.
E_os/tiw.

A1aT. 4. By _a_-m/sd_c/s/on, understand Sscrms IV.
any act of the Judge, negative acts as well as
positive included, whereby, otherwise than by Gr_rnds ofl)e_islon.
definitive decision, wrong the same in effect,
as might have been produced by definitive .Enactlve.
misdecision, is produced. A_v. I. Exceptions excepted, in an Appel-

late Judicatory, the sole grounds of decision
:Enactive. .E_positi_e. i receivable are as follows :--

ARv. 5. Of the ways in which, without de- 1. The matter of the record, as transmitted
tluitive misd_ision, the wrongful effects pro- from the Immediate Judicatory: in which
ducible by it are capable of being produced, matter is contained the whole of the evidence
examples are as follows :-- belonging to the ca_.

1. Denial, direct or virtual, by act positive 2. Argumentation heard from the mouth of
or negative, of necessary or material means of the parties or their a_i_tants, gratuitous or
laroof or disproof. By .dr_gal dcniet, under- professional, on both sides of the suit, or par-
stand no_-feasance, in any instance in which ties and assistants likewise: which argumen-
feasance is prescribed by justice, tation has for its sole basis, as above, the

2. Or, of any such eventually necessary matter of the record, or any portion of it.
means of execution, for the execution of such
judicial orders as the nature of the ease calls E_ac_ive.
for: provisional prehension of the person or ART. 2. Exceptions are :-
goods of a defcndant_ for example, t. If no record at all has been transmitted

3. Or, of the judicial service, necessary to from the Immediate Judicatory.
the enforcing of compliance with any such 2. If, by an Appellant, the matter so trans-
judicial orders : compliance, whether at the mittod is objected to, as being in a material
hands of parties, witnesses, judicial function- degree incomplete or incorrect.
aries, or persons at large. In these two cases, al_o, Appeal may be re-"

4. In particular, of any means of mutual eeived.
communication, necessary to such compliance,
on the part of any such persons, as above, as _'_t/_.
between one anothcr_ or between any of them ART. 3. For supply of evidence, the exis-
m_d the Judge. fence of which has not been discovered till

5. Or, of due execution of definitive decrees subsequently to the definitive decree pro.
actually pronounced, supposing them such as nonnced in the Immediate Judicatory, the
the nature of the case demanded. Judicatory to be applied to is---not the Appol*

Note that in every instance, necessary to iate_ but the Immediate Judicatory.
eommanle_tion, whatsoever be the objeets be-
tween which it is to hate place, is the appro- Enac_/_.
priate quantity of _inw requisite. ART. 4. So, if not till subsequently to the

.F_wt_. Ezpositiw. delivery of the definitive decree of the Appel-late Jndicatory, or even subeequently to exe-
AI_T.6. Of the means whereby, in an indi- entien given to it.
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which, an arrangement is presorl_ d_ereut
EmZ_o from tl_t proscribed by the Immediate Judi*

AIT. 5. At the Immediate Judicatery itself catory, the substance of the order bearing uo
must have been delivered all evidence, on reference to the deerese of the ImmediateJ_
which Appeal therefrom, complaining of al- dicatory.
leged Qua_i-misdeo_io_, is grounded : unless E_acti_.
the receipt, reeordation, or transmission of
such evidence, or any material part thereof, be ART. 2. For the several diversifications
directly or virtually refused, which the exercise of these several functions

may require, a,ceording to the natu_ of the
S_G'rlo_ V. suit in question, see Procedure Code.

Quasi-Jury **ece_ary. Ena_tive.

Ena_/ve. AR_. 3. Of functions exercised by the issuing
AIZT.1. As on the occasion of a re_apitu- of incidental orders, such as those, the need of

examination in an Immedla_ Judica- which may be called forth by Q_s/_._ppad$,
tory, so on the occasion of the examination in examples are as follows :_
au Jlppella$e Judieatory, necessary to the 1. The _tive : when the alleged cause
validity of what is done, is the presence of a of complaint is non-commencement or non-con-
Quasi-Jury, as welt as of such Judicial In- tinuance.
specters as the place and time afford. 2. The in/t/_t/_ : when it consists in doing

something which ought not to be done at all.
.Enactlve. 3. The si_ti_i_ : when it consists in doing

AnT. 2. Exceptions excepted, from no deft- something which perhaps may require to be
nitive decree, pronounced otherwise than on a done, but ought not to be done so soon.
r_ctpitu_k_ry examination, as per Ch. xvi.
O_vas_-Ju_.Y,Section 1, can any Appeal be re- S]_rflON VII.
ceived. From a definitive decree pronounced Vezatlon b_/._ppe_d obv/at_d.
at the close of an original inquiry, the only
a_peal being the appeal from the Judge,*vith- Enactive.
ot¢ a Quasi-Jury, to another or the same ART. I. Exceptions excepted, in case of an
Judge, _/t a Quasi-Jury, as per Ch. xvi. See- insincere or rash appeal, that the blame may
tion 1. more effectually fall upon the Appellant, the

Enacti_e. Judge appealed from may, at the instance of
any party, take order for the attendance of

A_a_._. Exceptions are :-- the Appellant at the Appellate Judicatory_
1. If by the Immediate Judicatory, proce- on the hearing, who thereupon may be, in case

dure with a Quasi-Jury be expressly or vir- of need, subjected to fresh _/v_ vo_ interv_
tunny refused, gatories : in case of non-cempliance, the appeal

2. If, on the original inquiry, Q_/-m_/eo may be dismissed.
c/s/o_ has had place, as per Section 3. For cases of exception see Procedure Code,

In both these cases, Appeal may be received. Ch. x.xviii. API_E_L_NDQUASI°APPEaL.

S_cr_ONVI. E_acti_. In_ru_ud.
A_v. 2. If the pecuniary and other fa-

Op_iona_ Funct_on_ as to ])evrecs. culfies of a proposed Respondent, be not
adequate to the support of his cause at

Enact/re. the Appellate Judicatory, and no adequate
Att_. l. Functions, of the exercise of which assistance, gratuitous or professional, wilt, it

in the delivery of his definitive decrees, an appears, be there obtainable, the Imme-
Appellate Judge has the option, are these diate Judge appealed from may, of his own
which follow :-- motion, or on the application of the Resyon-

1. The Conflrm_tive: by the exercise of dent himself, orofth_EleemosynaryAdvocate,
which, the decrees of the Immediate Judica- or even of the Government Advocate of his
tory are confirmed, and order for execution Judicatory, transmit, along with the record,
thereof sent down to that same Judicatory. certificate to the above effect, addressed to

2. The _t_e_rs/v¢: by the exercise of which, the Eleemosynary Advocate at the Appellate
sm order is given prescribing an arrangement, Judicatory; whereupon the Eleemosynary Ad-
the direct reverse of that which was decreed vocate will, in virtue of his ofl_ce,make argue
by the imperative decree of the Immediate mentation on the Respondents side.
Judicatery.

_. The Modifir_a_ive: by the exercise of S_CTIO.SVIII.
which, the arrangement decreed as above by ,_ea_s, _c_,_.
the Immediate Judicatory, is confirmed as to
l_rt, reversed, or changed as to ether part. ln_ruct/o_. _a_/ve.

4. The Eu_i_utive : by the exercise of AltT. 1. Of the several Appellate Judie_
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levies shall the Justice Chambere be stationed late Judicatory, the mass of instruction is
tn the several d_ots, or all of them, in that narrow in comparison of wh_t it is in an Ira-
one only which is the seat of Government, or [ mediate Judicatory : it is confined to what
what other shall be the plan employed in re- i may be afforded by the matter of the record ;
gard to their location _ together with the argu_ntat_on which has for

I. Reasons for the distribution, in preference ' its subject matter that same matter : it in-
to the agylomerat_on plan, are these :-- eludes not the oral examination of witnesses,

1. Between the Immediate and the Appel- nor the arrangements for securing execution
late Judicatories the communication will, on and effect to decrees, and thence for securing
the distribution plan, be, upon the whole, much the efficiency of the means employed for the
more speedy than in the agflo_neration plan. necessary communications.
Of the advantage, the quantum will be directly 3. Bytheagglo_ncra$ionplanalone canthe ag-
es the extent of the territory of the State, and gregate expenseofall thesejudisatoriesbe mini-
i_versely, as the facility afforded by roads, and mized. On the distribution plan, while some
other instruments of communication, of them will be saturated with business, others

2. In concurrence with the Sublegislative there will probably be, whoso whole working°
Assemblies, the Appellate Judicateries will time will not be filled up. Out of every two
compose a powerful instrument_of universal whose time were not above half occupied, the
information; they will contribute to the for- expense of one might be saved : so, out of
marion of so many enlightened and watchful every three, whose time was not above a third
sections of the Public-Opinion Tribunal ; in- part occupied.
stead of contributing, as the agglomeration Of the sum of these reasons, the compare-
plan would, to condense all such light into one tire force may be varied more or less by the
spot, thus leaving the rest of the territory in local circumstances of different States.
a state of comparative darkness.

3. On the d_stribution plan, the migration Instructional.
system, which forms a part of it, presents a A_T. 3. Supposing the di_trib_io_ plan pre-
powerful preservative against the contagion of ferred, thereupon comes the consideratian_
corruptive local attachments. On the agylo- what shall be the relation between the results
tneration plan, true it is that the efficiency of i of the division made for the purpose of suber-
these same causes of evil would, in appear- I dinate legislation, and those of the division
once, be diminished. Bat in reality, it would i made for the purpose of superordinate ju-
more likely be increased. Applied to lane-idivat_re ? Were symmetry and consequent
tionaries in these situations, the corruption II facility of conception the only objects of re-
would be the more efficient the more influen- gard, exact coincidence would, without hesio
tial the corruptor: and in the metropolis tation, be the answer: the best public oh°
would naturally be collected the most power- tainable is desirable for the one purpose,

ful and most influential families. I and so is it for the other. But, from this
4. By the a_gloraeratioa plan, all the rune- maximum of simplicity, departures in indefi-

tionarles would naturally be brought into the nite numbers may come to be prescribed, by
closest and most familiar contact with the considerations of alocalnature andofweightier
Justice Minister :--the subordinates with their import. Not improbably one homage to _m-
common superordinates. With this famili- plicity may however be found capable of being
arity, the strictness of inspection necessary to paid, without any very considerable sacrifice.
justice would scarcely be compatible. They Supposing, in one or more instances, divers
would indeed be more immediately under the Sublegislative portions of territory comprised
eye of their official inspector, but, unless in so in an aggregate of Immediate Judicatery terri-
fax as accidentally kept awake by casual anti- tories, which have been put together for the
pathies, that eye would be in a naturally cos- purpose of composing the territory of an Ap-
hi.vent state, pellateJudicatory; orconversely,divers Appel-

To inflict punishment on a man at whose late Judicatory territories put together to form
table you have been sitting, or he at yours, one Sublegislative territory : still, in either of
is not, especially in any such elevated sphere, these eases may the coincidence be thus far
&thing endurable, preserved, that no Sublegislative territory shall

be cut into two or more pieces by the boundary
InstruvtbuaL _Ratiocinative. lines of one or more Appellate Judicatory ter-

ART. 2. II. Reasons for agg/omeration, in riteries, nor any Appellate Judicatory terri-
p_eferenee to di_rib_io_, tory, by those of one or more Sublegislative

1. These judicatories would, every one of territories : the elementary parts of the one
them, be under the eye of the most intellec- i will, throughout, be in either case so mauy in-
tualandpopnlous section of the Public-Opinion tegers of the other, without any admixture of
Tribunal. fragments.

2. The advantage from the diffusion of in-
struction in matters ofjudicature would indeed ......
be in this proportion narrowed. But what For other matters_ see Ch. xi_
must not pass unnoticed is_ that in an Appel-



Ca. XXIII._c'r. L] PROFEKSION_._L LAWYERS--WHO.

5ati_, or as it has been styled dye, or
CHAPTER XXIII. c_7/_/¢ appellative, applied to the mine

course of action.
PgOF_IONZ.L LAWYERS.

Expositive. In_ruc_ional.
SF_IO_ I. AR_. 7. Out of the association has grown

a most pernicious vulgar error or fallacy
Professional lawyers, _Ito. error, on the part of those who are not aware

Expositive. of the misrepresentation thus made : fallacyon the part of those who are. He, whose
ART. 1. By a Professional L_wyer, or say endeavour it is to obtain redress for errors,

La*v Practitioner, understand a person who, and he whose endeavour it is to do wrong by
for remuneration, serves as Agent, or say force of law, are confounded by it, and repre-
Helper, or Helpmate, to any other person, on sented as being persons of the same character.
the occasion of his being engaged, or in con- He whose endeavour it is to save himself from
templation of being engaged, in a course of an unjust demand, and he whose endeavour it
litiseonteststion, orinthefrsmingofwrittenevi- is to save himself from a just demand, are in-
dentiary instruments, composed of the matter volved in the same opprobrium ; find thus it is,
of preappeinted evidence, and as such framed that under the notion, or on the pretence of
with a view to eventual litiscentestatien : or, repressing litigatien, the rich find powerful ecru-
on the occasion of application made to a jndi- bine with one another in consummating the
estory for any purpose. For the several ocoa- oppression of the poor and helpless.

sions on which, and purposes for which, up- Expas/five.plicstien may be made to a j_dicatory, see
Procedure Code, Ch. viii. ART. 8. In this class of practitioners, the

nature of the euse admits of four principal sub°
.Exposltlre. classes ; or what comes to the same thing, the

ART. 2. Litiseentestatien is a term era- same person may, as occasion calls, act in any
ployed to signify indiscriminately the course one or more of so many distinguishable calnt-
of operation gone through on the occasion of a cities : exercising, in the service of individuals,
suit at law, by him whose station is on the de- individually considered, or considered as united
mandant'e side, and that gone through by him in bodies, so many distinguishable functions.
who is on the defendant's side. These subclasses are, or may be, thus deno-

minated.
Expositive. 1.2/ttorneys-a_-/ae_---or say, Law Managere.

ART.3. Coincident in signification, wholly In this character, the professional helpmate of
or psrti_ly, with demaudant, are, in English- the party conducts the proceedings in the suit
bred Law, claimant, plaintiff, complainant, on his side. In its original signification, this up-
orator, pursuer, prosecutor, and perhaps others: penation is not coextensive with the term mann-
one employed in one judicatory, another in ger: for it supposes the party not to be atten-
another, dent in the Justice Chamber, in the presence

of the Judge : in a word, it is synonymous to
Expositive. Instructional. _ub_itute or procy : suppose the party present,

A_. 4. Upon clearness, us well as corn- the Lawyer who acts as his helpmate, (crating
plesensas, in anything like au adequate degree, in this case, _tswell as the other as ma_uzger,)
an absolute veto is on this occasion put by the is not his substitute, or say proxy, but may with
nature of the case, improved by sinister indus- propriety be termed his ass/_tau¢.
try: what ishere seen is, thenearest approach 2. _4dvovates, or say Law ..4dml,dstraZor#,
that can be afforded. Pleaders, or 21rguraentators. This term, though

!employable in both cases, brings to view more
Exp_dtive. readily the case where the pleading is per-

ART. 5. Coincident in like manner with formed by word of mouth, than the case where
Defendant, is Defender: perhaps also some it is performed by writing.
others. 3. Counsellors, or say La_¢ ._dvlsers ; to

wit, in relation to the commencement, the con-
E:cposi$ive. tinufince, and the termination of a suit.

ART. 6. Coincident in signification with 4. _otaries--so styled under Rome-bred
/_isvant_atlon, in some sort, that is to say Law : under English-brod conveyancers. In
partially, is l/$/ga$/o_; find this last is the this character, the Lawyer f_mes or assists
term most commonly employed. But to the in framing, evidentiaryinstruments, as per Art.
_tae_ae_of the word 1/t/gut/on has become at- 1 ; and in particular instruments of contract

, in the mind of him who employs it, a and other instrnments of law conveyance, by
sentLment of disapprobation, in relation to the which rights and obligations are created, and
act or practice designated by it ; litis_o_test_ conveyed between one person, n_tursl or fleti-
ficm being the mineral, lltiga_iou the disafv_ro- tious, end another.
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Szc_o_ IL tion for the lowest, not to speak of the inter-
mediateones.

L/t/_onte_ta_/ona/C/ass, one o,ty. 5. The more numerous, the higher paid, and
thence the more opulent, the body of these mer-

E_i_. cenaries taken in the aggregate, the stronger
ART. 1. Into whatsoever elementary lane- is the resistance which, while they cannot but

tions the aggregate of the ftmctions of a pro- be disposed and prepared, they cannot but be
fe_sional lawyer has, as per Section 1, been able to oppose to every alleviation of the ev/l
elsewhere considered as distinguished, under by which they profit, and out of which, _._t
this code, whosoever is entitled to exercise any which to them is good, is extracted.
one of these functions, is entitled to exercise Iastructlonal.
every other. For the manner in which a per-
son's title to exercise them is constituted, see ARV. 4. For rendering it the more clear,
Section 4, Lovab/e v/to. how the mendacity lioenseisestablishedand

acted upon, a few words of explanation may
EnaeC_ve. Expo_t_ve. have their use.

ART. 2. In this as in other professions and Suppose no such assistants to have place, the
occupations, persons may act in l_rtnership; party standing alone, speaking with the instru-
on the occasion, or in contemplation of any ment of punishment hanging over his head,
suit, professional l_wyers m_y, in any number, with the thread c_pable of being every instant
act a_ paxtners. But for no communication cut, upon tim appearance of the ofl'ence_ the
as between one and another, are they, in their danger of mendacity, and consequently the
dealings with their clients, or with adverse evil flowing from it, is at its minimum. Re-
parties, entitled to make any separate charge, move now from off the stage the party himself,
One partner, for example, cannot, by calling and bring on in his place the mercenary assis-
himself _ttorney or Msnag/ng Lawyer, entitle taut, and constitute him his substitute. The
himself or a partner of his, _o make a charge party, let him have uttered ever so many false-
on their common client, or in case of costs de- hoods, cannot he punished for anyone of them :
frayed by an adveretry, on the adversary, for for it is not to the Judge, it is only to the
putting a state of the case to another partner, party's own assistant, hired by him, and de-
for his instruction in pleading before the Judge; pendant on him, that the falsehoods are uttered :
nor to the same or a third portner, forgivinghis what they are, and how many they are, are
advice as to the commencement, continuance,or matters utterly unknown to the Judge. In
termination of the suit, or for the purpose of his the person of the party they ave therefore all
framing an instrument of proved_re, on the of them unpunishable.
occasion of the suit, or an instrument of vo_ To all these several falsehoods, if there be
veyanoe at large, or an instrument of vo,travt, no punishment to restrain him, the hired sub-

P,_t{ovinat_ve. Instructional. stitute will of course give utterance : i. e. to
all such as, in his eyes, are of a nature to give

ART. 3. Excluslon, why put'upen the eli- _upport to his client's canse,whieh, bythehire,
vision of the profession_ into the customary has been rendered/_i_ cause. As the principal
classes, two or more : namely, the attorney with whom they originated cannot be punished
$mdthe advocate, with or without ultorior divi- for them, so neither can the substitute, by
slon made of each _ whom they have been adopted, uttered, and

Answer. Reasons. l. The greater the hum- put to use : for, as to the f_ct of their having
her of these divisions, the more completely is been stated to him by his client,--in the a_ser-
all responsibility, a_d feeling of responsibility, tion of this fact by the supposition, there is
done awty. nothing but what is true. False as they may

2. The more effectually is the system of have been, it was not for him to presume their
faisehcod--tieensed falsehood--and by the falsity : it was not for him to cast this staSn
license rendered effective, as well as unpunish- upon the character of this his customer, this
able falsehood, in its several shapes of insin- his benefactor : if, considering the nature of
cerity and rash assertion, established, them, the credence given by him to them was

3. The greater the number of these met- too easy, here was nothing more than an error
eenaries, the greater the number of assis- in judgment: and an error in judgment is not
t_nts who, in one a_adthe same suit, must be among those things for which punishment can
peid. reasonably and usefully he inflicted.

4. Not only in proportion to their number
must the p_y be increased, but in a higher pro- _sas_ive. I_ru_/o_a_
portion. For among these mercenaxies, dis- ART._. To evil in this shape, theest_blished
tinctions in respect of rank, n_turslly and systems afford not a_y of them, any tolerably
necessexilyhave place; and the higher the rank, eflleiont remedy.
the more expensive the remuneration :remu- But to this same evil, the here proposed
_or_tion of the highest rank for the _me quaa- system a_brds _ remedy, nor that an inef_ent
tity of time and labour, or even for much lees, one.
being several times the amount of remunera- In the tirst phtce_ if to the Judge, acting
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under the check imposed upon him by the clr* Nut unfrcquently, to wit, when in the eyea
cle of Judlei_ry Inspectors, it is, from the of a client, able to bear what additi_mal ex-
nature of the case, sufficiently manifest that, pem_emay be necessary, the importance of the
in the intercourse between client and lawyer, suit warrants that same additional expens%be
falsehoods were uttered by the client, to the who is helper to the party in the Immediate,
end that, through the lawyer they should find will, in case of appeal, migrate with the suit
their way to, and make their impression on, to the Appellate Judicatory.
the faculties of the Judge ; and that of these I_trustlonal.
statements, the falsity could not but be recog-
nised by the experience and discernment of ART. 4. Where two or more Law Practl-
the man of Law, here, on the part of this said tioners act in partnership, one partner may, on
man of Law, is i_i,cerity: and, for falsehood the occasion of a particular suit, make this
in this shape, the substitute may, with as much migration, without interruption, and thence
facility and justice, be made to suffer, as the without detriment, to the general course of
principal, for the me_dav/ty. And so in case the partnership business.
of rash credence, supposing the conscious- I_struvtio'_L Exemplifi¢_tional.
hess of the falsity not sufficiently certain, and
the misrepresentation to have had no other ART.5. UnderEnglish-bredI_w, underwhieh
cause than an error in judgment ; though that both logical _nd local fields of judicial service
error, so clearly the result of a culpable want are broken down into such an indefinite muL
of attention, as to be, in consideration of the titude of fragments, the confusion has produced
injury to the parties on both sides, not unjustly a correspondent, though not an equal, degree
punishable, of diversification and complication in those of

Upon occasion, justice to a degree still more the Professional Lawyer. An attorney in this
extensive and more effectual may be done. or that judicatory osnnot make his appeaxance
Interrogatories having been put to the profes- in this or that other : and so as between Bar-
atonal substitute, and his answers set down, rister and Barrister.
the principal his client, might afterwards be SF_CrtONIV.
convened before the same Judieatory, and be
in like manner examined: examined, in the Looab/e _/_o.
first place separately, and afterwards in con- E_setiv¢.
frontation with the man of Law: effectual
arrangements being, in the meantime, taken, to ART. l. When the period of preparation
prevent them from giving themselves the bone- (as to which, as applied to the case of Judgea,
at of any falsehood-assisting intercourse, see Ch.xii.JuDICIARYCOLLECTIVELY,Seotinn _8 s

Looabte _rho) has elapsed, no person is admis-
SFZTIONIII. _ible to serve as Professional Lawyer whose

Fields of_rvise, name does not stand upon an appropriate list,--say the Profe_io_a/LatvSters' L_.
Ev.astlvs. Iaftr_or_aL

Euast_v¢.
ART. I. Coextensive with the logical fields

ofservice ofthe Judges taken in tbe aggregate, AnT. 2. No personis thus Iocablein the
is that of every Professional Lawyer : of the Professional Lawyers' List who has not served
whole field of law actual and possible, no part out his service time, in the character of_Pro-
is there on which professional, and thence, re- batior.ary Profes_a_ La_er, after his name

munerated help, to a party, may not be india- has been entered upon the .Probationary Pro-
pensably necessary to the attainment of the fe_J_d Lauryers' List.
ends of justice. Enavtive.

Enactive. AItT.3. After the expiration of the above-
ART.2. Coextensive, likewise, with that of mentioned appropriate preparation period, as

the Judges, taken in the aggregate, is his local per Art. l, no person is locale in the Proba-
field of service. He who has been admitted tionary Professional Lawyers' List till he has
in any one Judicatory, may serve in any other, been located in the Administration Lcoable

List, as per Ch. ix_ MI_ST_aS COLLRCTrVELYS
[,stru_ional. Section 16,Losab/e _d_o:he is then Iocable by a

A]aT._ As between Immediate and Apel- Looatlo_ i_r_ment, signed bythe Government
late Judicatories. essentially necessary to apti- Advocate principal, or the Eleemosynary Advo-
rude of service in an Appellate, will previous cote principal_ of any Immediate Judicatol'y.
service in an Immediate Judicatory be. But, Ena_ive.
so manifest will be this necessity, that while
any professional law helper, who has served in ART.4. Until the preparation period has
an Immediate Judicatory, is to be had in an elapsed, any person is thus locable on the Pro-
Appellate Judisatory, none who have not pro- bationary Professiom_l Lawyers' List, by_the
vie__sly served in an Immediate Judicatory Government Advocate principal, or the
will, n_tunflly speskin_ be employed, mosynary Advocate principal, as per Art. 8.
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_" [ _ I_tor, is not they diq_$_
A_& In_of_Pro_izm_Pro- _yofli_.

gmdo_l L_wy_, the asrTi_ time is composed
er [four] ser_e years. For the monz_ of a _ '_
_ year as __!_l frem a so/at A_.2. But, if _e has commenced aefi_ _
_r, see C]_ xil. JV-DICL_R¥eO_LY, that quality_ certain omces and situ_
Section 28, _ td_o. there are from which he is thereby di_m_-

Em_¢. fled. These are those of_
1. Judge, Prindpel_ or Depute perma_nt,

A_. 6. Of the four service years, the two 2. Registry, Principal, or Depute perm_
_t ave served in the Judicial Inspectors' neat.

Gffillery,as per CIL xvii. _To_i_"
Ena¢_ive. I_ao_, A_tT. 3. For certain Judiciary offices mid

A_T. 7. Of the two others, any portion may situations he remaizz not disqn_.!iRed. These
he served--either in the Inspectors' Gallery, are those of--
as above, or by serving gratuitously in the 1. Government Advoeate, Prindpal, or De-
character of El_osyna_ Lawyer, in the pure permanent.
service of _dpless litigants: as to these, see 2. EleemosynaryAdvoc_te_Princilzd_er De_
Ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLECTIVELY,Section 13, pure permanent.
Justice for the Helpleu, and Ch. xx. ELEEMOSY-
NARYADVO_TF_ .E_. Ex_sitive.

Enac_ive. I_st,_ud_l. ART.4. If it be with consent of all parties,
he is not disqualified from serving as Depute

A_t_. 8. Whatsoever time has been served occasional in any one of those above-mentioned
by such _nary Lawyer in the Judica- offices. Till located in the Professional Law-
tory, will h_ve been entered of course on the yers' list, his hired and unavoidable course of
Record : whatsoever has been so served by partiality has not as yet commenced.
him elsewhere than in the Judicatory, will be
a_ertained by examination. To the Judge it ]_ioci_atlve. ]_u_ruet_onal.
will belong to have care, lest, in any instance, A_T. 5..Why exclude Professional Lawyers
a portion of time, stated as having been so from the capacity of being located_ or ofllciat-
employed, has _not been so employed, or has ing as Judges ._
been needlessly so employed, for the purpose Answer. Because, in quality of his profes-
of its striking off"so much service time in the sion, a law practitioner, in the pay of a liti-
Inspectors' Gallery. gant party, acts under the impulse of an inte-

_g_ive. I_ruc_io_l. rest incurably adverse to the several ends of
justice. The whole train of his thoughts and

Any. 9. After the expiration of the pre- occupation engages him in the perpetual en_
paration period, as above,--the age at which a deavour to promote injustice. By injustice in
person will be locable on the Probationary that shape in which it stands opposed to the
Professional Lawyers' List, will be [nineteen] collateral ends of justice, his personal _ud
years. This will give for the age at which he sinister interest may be served in the most
may commence service as Eleemosynary Law- ! immediate way, and in this case, at the ex-
yet, say twenty-one years ; and for the age at peuse of his client, as well as that of the ad-
which he is loeable on the Professional Law- verse party. By injustice in the shape in
yers' List, twenty-three years : the same num- which it stands opposed to the direct ends of
her of years as that which, as per Ch. xii. Sec- iustice, his personal and sinister interest is
finn 28, is necessary to render a person locable served by him in a less immoderate, though
in the situation of Immediate Judge principal, not less extensively effectual way : and in this
This will leave for his taking the benefit of the case, in conjunction with the personal and
General Official Instruction system, as per Ch. sinister interest of his client.
iX- MINISTE]_ COLLECTIVELY, Section 16, Lo-

_dw, a period, having for its commence- I_str_w_/o_aL
ment an age dependent on the particular cir- ART.6. In the ease of a Judge, this may be
eum_tances of each individual, and ending st in s no less degree true ;but, in the ease of the
the above-mentioned age of nineteen years. Judge, the correspondent propensity is suscep-

tible of checks, such as, when united, afford
S_p_ V. promise of being effectual : not so, in the case

C_pa¢it_ a_ to 0_¢_. of the assistant of a party litigant_ engaged in
his service by hire.

F_po_ve. In the case of the Judge, disrepute is at-
AnT. |. A ProbationaryProfessionalI_wyer, tached to the exercise of partiality, adverse to

if he Ires not commenced acting in quality of the ends of justice: not so, in the case of
FAeemosynary Lawyer_ as per Section 4, his hired law practitioner.



eye of the Ptlhiie-Opinion Tribunal, unjust pably aI_urd would it be to take say whe_"
_y can scarcely have place and a_t interests h_ve been in continual oppselti_ to

effect, without being manifest, and in these same en_ds,trained in the two schools of
•mteh-_rt manifest, as to be perceptible to se- injustice, the Attorney's otRce lind the &dve-
"_ad authorities, in the power of any one of ca_e's ehmnber.
_te_ it is to remove him out of his situation: i
W_, in the ease of the hired law practi- Imnb-c_/ona/. P_0_/odnaZlee.
_ner, whoce intercourse with his client is AR_. 9. True it is, that besides being era-
era-tied on in secret, unjt_t pa_ality, having p|oyed in_the endeavour to give success to the
for its effect and object the assisting him, how- enterprises of a wrong-doer, or e_ving him from
_ever widely in the wrong, to g_in the suit, condign punishment, he is also employed in
as if he were in the right, may have place, the endeavour to obtain, for the injured, corn-
and to an uul_ extent, without being to pensation, and for the public, the benefit of
any other eyes perceptible, the example afforded by punishment, e_t_the

I_s_r_t/oz_d. _t/odsat/ee. charge of the wrong-doer: accordingly,
two parts which the law practitioner is with

ART.7. Only in so far as in the exercise of equal constancy employed in acting, this is the
this profession, it is the egect of disrepute to only one which, on the occasion of the laud
diminish the quantity of his professional gains, which is continually poured forth on the pro-
can disrepute be regarded as affording to this fessiou, is ever brought to view. But whether
propensity any effectual check. But it is not it be in this v_y that he is employed or the
in the nature of the case, that by any disre- other, is in every instance matter of chance,
pute which can in this case attach itself, any and to him it might seem, would therefore
such diminution should be affected. To insin- naturally be, matter of indifference. But on
care litigants, the greater the effect with which a nearer view, it wilt be seen that it is on the
the propensity appears to operate to the ad- side of the wrong-door that the bias of his af-
vantage of his clients, the stronger is the in- factions will he sure to lean : for the clearer a
dueement it presents to them for engaging man's right is, the less is the need he has of
him in their service. As to the sincere iiti- such support : and the more atrocious a man's
g_nt, dishonest means, it is true, he has not, criminality is, the greater is his need of it,
as such, in his own eyes, any need of, nor, and the higher is the reward which may natu-
therefore, any adequate motive for employing _lly be looked fur in return for it.
in preference a law practitioner whose dis-
position affords an assurance of his readiness fns_ructionaL _at_o¢ina_ive.
to employ such means. But that same pro- AR_. 10. To the indiscriminateness of the
penalty which affords an assurance of his re_- hire and the support, and not to the occupation,
diness to employ even dishonest means, affords does the necessity of the habitual insincerity
an a_._xra_ce of corresponding energy and stand attached. It applies not to him in whose
activity in the employing of honest and unex- instance the service is gratuitous. For in this
eeptionable ones : and few indeed are the titi- case it is not so natural as to be generally pre-
gants, howsoever sincere, who seeing, as they sumeable, that a man will render his assistance
think, the party who, being adverse to them, to one who in his eyes is culpable, unless it be
is in the wrong, about to gain the suit by dis- in the case of a particular friend, to ward off
honest means, would not, rather than see the excess in the suffering to which he stands ex-
wrong to prevail, and feel it prevail, at their posed : and no sooner does the couduct of his
own expense, be content, under a reasonable Froteg_ present itself to his eyes as being to a
prospect of success, to see him employing si- notorious degree blameable, than publicopinion
miler dishonest ones in their favour, will approve rather than condemn him in the

]nst_uaion_. Pvatiocina_iw. event of his withdrawing it.
By his affection for his friend, suppose him

A_. 8. For the situation of Judge, under even led astray from the path of sincerity and
this Code, preparation is made of a class of probity, the deviation is but the work of a
men whose interests, when the checks to in- moment : whereas, in the case of the law pray-
justice that apply to them are taken into ac- titioner, without any deduction worth bringing
eount, will be seen to be in a state uniformly to account, it occupies one half of his life.
conducive to the ends of justice. From injns- By absurdity and improhity, coupled with
tlce, opposite to the direct ends of justice, the grossest inconsistency, exclusion under a
they can have no tolerable chance, nor there- variety of pretences has been put upon evi-
fore, any natural hope to gain profit in any dance, in consideration of the impurity of the
shape; while, at the same time, they have source. No case is there in which it can be
everything to suffer and to apprehend from it : reconcileable to reason ; but if there t_rs a
and so, as to injustice, opposite to the colin- case, it would be that of the law practitioner, -
ternl ends of justice. They are men who and more particularly when raised into power
must have served an apprenticeship, and that and impunity by the office of Judge. Under
_a active one, in the school of justice--the the denomin_tlon of a felon, a man who hM
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been guilty of a single act of robbery or theft: being applied to that uniformly desirable pur-
ls thus deemed incapable of ever speaking pose. But in this same experience is any spo-
truth. :But without uttering so much as a cial security afforded for its being exclusively
single falsehood, a man may have passed his ._oapplied _. No: on the contrary, the result
whole life famili_¢ized in the practice of rob- probabilized is--that it will be for the advance-
hery : whereas, without having passed it, in ment of any purpose indicated by this or that
the continual practiceof wilful falsehood, never _particular and sinister interest of his own, in
in England could a man have been raised to preference to the fulfilment of the ends of ins-
the dignity of Judge. Not on the man who is rice, where competition has place, that the ex-
hanged, but on the man by whom he is hanged, traordinary mental power in question will be
would the exclusion be put, if reason, not pre- applied.

judice, were the guide. Instruvtlonal. .Exemp1;fica_onul.

[_truaiom_l. Ra_h)viua_re. ARt. 13. In some parts of Italy there used
ART.11. For bringing the particnlarinterest to be asort of man whose profession it was, in

of the Judge as near as possible to coincidence consideration of a fee, to lend his assistance to
with the universal interest, every expedient any man, whose desire it was, no matter for
that could be found has been employed, and it what cause, to ease any other man of the bur-
is hoped not without success. But to bring then of life : a .Bravo was the appellation by
the interest of the law practitioner into a di- which this species of professional assistant
rection other than diametrically opposite to was denominated.
the universal interest, is what the unalterable By what points was the brave gentleman
nature of the case has rendered absolutely ira- distinguished from the learned gentleman _ An-
possible, swer. By these--

It is the interest of the taw practitioner, to In a direct way, the life onIy of the adver-
raise and foment to the utmost, disputes and sary is the subject matter of the service ten-
quarrels among relatives and neighbours, dered by the brave gentleman to his client :
Among the duties of the Judge will be the property only in this or that particular ease ;
putting litigants upon their guard against this 1for example, where the client happens to be
sinister interest, and as often as be finds it at I next in succession to the victim indicated. To
work to hold it up to public view. But, the I the subject matter of the learned gentleman's
Judge wbo was himself a law practitioner, and I professional service, no such, nor any other
whose circle of intimates is composed of law I limit, applies.
practitioners,--what reasonable expectation 1 The learned gentleman is not sure of hitting
canthercbe,thathewillthusjoinwithstrangers his mark. But this is no fault of his: to the
against his familiar friends ._ that the wolf will hitting it, no endeavours on his part are ever
thus join with the sheep against the wolves _. wanting. Read those high-treason trials, by
Look at the English bar and benches. Special which a learned gentleman, in reward for
and casual cause of quarrel excepted, what con- his services on that occasion, became not only
federates were ever more indefatigable than are a learned lord, but, moreover_ the head of the
those lawyers of the two classes--Judges and law. See whether, on his part, any endeavours
Barristers---insingingthepraisesofeachother_. to cause the men in question to see their

bowels torn out in due form of law, were want-
Instructional. .Ratiocinative. ing. Read the trlalsof Hardy and HorneTooke.

Ar_T. 12. To the relation between the quah- The instrument of service employed by the
ties possessed by the able Advocate, and the brave gentleman is the hand. The instrument
qualities desirable on the part of a Judge-- employed by the learned gentleman is the
sufficiently close for instruction is the relation tongue.
between those possessed by a Procuress, or the The brave gentleman, if he can be laid hold
keeper of a house of fll fame, and those desir- of, is, for the service rendered by him, deprived
able, on the part of a governess or mistress of a of life by the conjunct services of a learned
boarding-school for young ladies, gentleman in his capacity of Advocate, and

The Procuress being conversant in the arts another learned gentleman in his capacity of
employed in the destruction of female chastity, Judge. Neither less of life nor suifeidng in any
will be possessed of the experience capable of other shape, is the learned gentleman exposed
being applied to the preservation of it. By to experience in either of these his capacities.
this same experience is any special security afo For the sort of service rendered by the brave
forded for its being exclusively soapplied ._No: gentleman, a certain degree of disrepute never
on the contrary, the result probabitized by it failed to attach upon the character of the brave
is rather the sale of the article in question to gentleman, notwithstanding that one of the
the best bidder, than the preservation of it. four cardinal virtuesj namely fortitude, which

The Advocate being conversant in the arts his profession necessitated, and by which be
o employed in the misrepresentation of law and was so pre-eminently distinguished. Instead

fact---of everything, a correct conception of of disrepute, transeendant honour is the reward
which is necessary to the exercise of justice, which the learned gentleman receives, not only
will be possessed of the experience capable of at the hands of the political_ but at the hands
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of the popular, or say moral, sanction: not rate's, orwhatotherl was, aceordingteHomor,
only at the hands of the ruling portion, but by among the questions put to a stranger by
the suffrages of the Public-Opinion Tribunal : Menelaus. In his observations on the English
and so will he continue to do until the bandage statutes-curious enough, says Judge B_rring-
is taken off the eyes of that Judicatory, and the ton, must have been that state of society in
difference between right and wrong is become which a question to this effect could be put
perceptible to it. without design or apprehension of giving

offence. Worded a little more in detail, the
I_structlo_. ExemTlific_ionaL question might have stood thus : You _,re a

ART. 14. Neither to the brave gentleman, plunderer, and for carrying on your business,
nor to the learned gentleman, is his honour, his a strong and lawless arm is the instrument
good reputation, byanymeanswithout itsvalue, habitually employed by you. Force was then
Of the brave gentleman, the reputation consists and there the chief arbiter of human destiny.
in the fulfilment of his duty as to two descrip-
tions of persons: to wit, 1, his clients: 2, his Instruct_ov_l.
professional brethren, with whom on each occa- ART.17. From the time anterior to Homer,
sion he is in alliance, in league, in confederacy, and the territory of ancient Greece, trans-

Towards his client, his duty on each indivi- fer the scene to England, or English-bred
dual occasion consists in killing the trouble- America.
some person whom he stands engaged to kill : You are of the Bar, sir, if I do not role-
it would be violated, if, instead of that same take _. is a question which new-a-days in
troublesome person, he were to kill his era- England or the United States, a gentleman
ployer, may, with as little fear of giving offence, put

Towards his client, the learned gentleman's to any other gentleman whom he meets. You
duty consists on each oocasion in subjecting to are of the Bar--that is to say, the indiscrimi-
capital or other punishment the troublesome hate defeuce of right and wrong, and that for
person onwhom he stands engaged so to inflict hire, is your occupation : and for the purpose
suffering: it would be violated, if, instead of of that occupation, falsehood--seif-eonseious
that same troublesome person, he were so to falsehood, is an instrument which, without
deal with his client : or if, by design or negli- stint and without scruple, you are in the con-
gence, he were to suffer the troublesome person tinual habit of employing.
to escape. Thus it is in the existing order of things :

So, his duty consists in the endeavour to and thus of necessity, in every order oft hinge,
save his client from merited punishment, whe- it must at all times continue to be.
thor in the shape of mortal or less ai_ictive But that which is not of necessity is, that
suffering : that same duty would be violated for filling the situation of Judge, the indivi-
ffhe neglected to use any means in his power duals selected should, in every instance, be
to _produce that same salutary effect : if he taken from this class,--nor so much as in any
omitted, for example, to _ve utterance or sup- single instance.
port to any false assertion tending to the produc-
tion of that same effect, how completely soever SECTION¥I.
conscious of its possessing that same quality.

t_emu_eration.
I_ru_ional. Exemplificatgona_.

AnT. 15. In England, on the part of the Ir_tru_t_o_. ._tio_inc_i_e.
Judges, of all classes of men that are anywhere I AnT. 1. _fin_mize expense. As_ to all other
to be found, disregard to truth, love of injns- ! parts of the expense of recourse to the power
flee, and hatred of justice, have place and are I of justice, so as to this, such is the general
in force and operation, to a degree (as will have _rule. The less the remuneration given to por-
beenseen)altogetheriueapableofbeingequallod I sons of this class, so much the better for per-
in any other country, civilized or uncivilized: i sons of all other classes. For, unless the

of mendacity, nowhere has any such use been I services rendered by the functionary in ques-tion, in his capacity of Notary, constitute an
made : from mendacity, nowhere has any such ! exception, by whatsoever is given to a fnne-profit been derived.

OutofwhomaretheseEngtishJudgeschosen _. tionary of this class, is expense added to ex-
Outofthoss professionallawyerswhohave been pensa, vexation to ve_tion.
for the-longest time habituated to the practice
of profit-seeking and profit-reaping mendacity. I_ru_. l"-i_tio_inati_.

ART.2. By fixation of prices---that is to
I_ruotlo_l. E_emplifw_t_al. say, by appointment of a fixed sum for each

A_T. 16. Of the two irreconcileable ene- article of service---by this expedient, if it
rotes to justice and happiness, force and fraud stood alone, in no other than a very inada-
--force is the first that falls into disrepute : quate manner could this desirable effect be pro-
Re, at length, though al%era lon_ interval, will duced. Written pleadings, paid at so much
fraud, for so many words, being altegethar income

Your oeeupatiou_ _rf--what is it _---a pi- patible with the only system of procedure
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eompatib!e with this Code,--and of written the lawyer for his service, the Judge will take
instruments of procedure, all such as are in into consideration--not merely the quantity of
their nature susceptible of general application time actually employed, and of business ac-
being provided for by printed papers, with tually done, but also what there was need
blanks for the individual parts of the matter,-- for employing and doing : and this, whether
little would remain for the subject matter of length of time be regarded, or number of
charge besides the time employed on each oc- operations (journeys included) performed, or
cacion in the business : and how difficult it number and length of written instruments
must be, not to say impossible, to pre-ascertain, penned.
for the purpose of fixing the remuneration,
what shall be the quantity of time necessary Instructional
to be expended in the performance of each ART. 6. In an estimate formed of the qnan-
particular business, for which there shall be turn of remuneration, adequate on the occasion
a demand in each individuaI suit, is sufficiently in question to the service performed by a pro-
manifest, fessional lawyer, the quantity of time thereon

expended cannot pass unheeded. But so far
In,run,hal. as regards time employed elsewhere than in

ART*3. Under the here proposed system, the Judicatory, unless checked by the vigilance
several circumstances, however, contribute of the Judge, not only may time not employed
their aid towards the reduction of this part in the service of the client be charged as so
of the expense, independently of everything employed, but, for the sake of the remune-
that can he done, by regulation applied in a ration, needless addition may be made to the
direct manner by fixation of prices, as above, quantity actually so employed.
Examples are--

1. Exclusion of all written pIeadings, as SEc_o_ VII.
above.

2. Maximizingthe generalizationofallwrit- _ecur_tio for appropriatv aTtiSud¢.ten instruments, as above.

3. Exclusion of the distinction between Ena_tive.
managing lawyers and speaking lawyers, as
per Section 2, Litiscontestati_nal Class, one ART. I. Compensationally and punitionally_
only. as a litigant or extraneous witness is respen-

4. Exclusion for the most part of argumen- sible for statements mendaciously or te_rari-
tationonthequestionoflaw, bythesubstitution ouslyfalse--so is a Professional Lawyer, for
of real law throughout, to imaginary law, and statements insin_rely or temerariously false ;
thence of all extra payment for pretending to to wit, as to anything which he professes to
delineate the features of a nonentity, believe, of statements made by any such wit-

5. Rendering the substitution of the help- ness. or by any person whose statements, made
mate to the principal,--of the lawyer to the or supposed to be made, on any other occasion,
client,--acaseof exceptiononly:the gene- are,on the occasionin question,employedin
rallyexemplifiedeasebeingtheattendanceof evidence.
allpartieson bothsidesintheJedicatory,in
the presence of each other, as well as of the Enavtlv¢.
Judge : by which means, except in so far as ART. 2. By a decree of a Judge Imme-
highly penal cases form an exception, the de- diate, pronounced after due examination, and
rounds on each side, and the evidence on which subject to Appeal, a Professional Lawyer may
they are respectively grounded, will all corn- be eliminated out of the List of Professional
monly be brought to view at once. Lawyers acting in that Judicatory.

InrtrucZional. t_atioc_native. .Enactiv¢.

ART. 4. The causes, by which the excess in ART. 3. On appeal, if the eliminating de.
the price paid to lawyers for their services, cree be confirmed, the Judge Appellate may
and thence the excessive amount of the bur- extend the disqualification_ to any, or all other
then imposed on their litigant clients, is pro- Judicatories in the State.
duced, will thus in a great part he removed;
while, by a variety of arrangements directed to Expositi_e.
this end of such part of the burthen as cannot ART. 4. One instrument of security, which
be taken off from the parties on both sides, the applies peculiarly to the Professional Lawyer,
quantity imposed on those who are in the i is his direct and constant subjection to the
wrong will be maximized; and by that means i power of the Judge: a subjection_ less reserved
operate with proportionable effect towards the I than in the case of the Government and Elee-
reduction of the quantity of the like wrongs mosynary Advocates : they being raised above
in future, him, by their official character.

E_. Iastru_iona2. JEna_tivs. Instructional.

AaT. 5. On reviewing the demand made by ART. 5. The same publicity which enforces
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the Lawyer's duty as towards his clients,
enforcesitalso,as towardshisclient'sa_Iver- _z_actlvs.
series. A wrong, to which a litigant on either ART. 2. As to his /_a/ field of services
•ide, stands exposed, at the hands of the Law- see Section 2, Fu_w_ions in 9_erat.
yer on the other side, is the giving undue in-
crease to costs of suit. By want of appro- S_Io_ IL
priate intellectual aptitude a client may stand
debarred from having cognizance of the excess: Functions in ge_raL
or, by want of firmness, from resisting the de-
maid. Without waiting for any application Eaa_i_e.
on the part of the client, the Judge will there- ART. 1. As to the Judges, and the several
fore--if it be needful, and without prepender- other magisterial functionaries belonging to the
ant evil in the shape of delay, vexation, and Judiciary department, (as perCh, xii., Section
expense, practicable--of his own motion, ac- 3, Judiciary.functionaries,) the Justice Minis_
cerse the client, and, by examining him, endea_ ter exercises the locative function: from among
your to ascertain, whether the time charged wb_tpersons, seeCh.xii.Section28,_w/_.
as expended in the service of the client in re-
lation to the suit, was or was not so expended, Enaeti_
and if expended, whether the expenditure was ART. 2. So, eventually, the suspe_dve: as
or was not needful, as per Section 6, Art. 6. per Ch. ix. M]_IsTEns COLL]ZCTIVF_LY#Section

As in relation to time, so in relation to epis- 4, Functions in _, Art. 44.
tolary communications, other written instru-
ments, and journeys. E_ac_i_e.

AnT. 3. So, eventually, the d/dock/w: M
In,ruction. per Ch. ix., Section 4, Art. 44.

ART. 6. On this occasion, the Legislature Enactiw.
and the Judge will be aware of the manner in
which the sinister interest of a client may be ART.4. So, in certain eases, the tra_slatlve,
acting, not in opposition to, but in league with, or say, transferenti_t, as per Ch. ix., Section 4p
the sinister interest of the lawyer. For, if in Art. 44.
his own view of the matter, the client is con- E_active.
fidentofgainiugthesuit,and thatinsuchsort,
as to be assured of receiving back from his ART. 5. With relation to his own office, the
adversary the amount of his own expenditure, Justice Minister exercises the seZf-supp_it_
in the shape of costs,_a confederacy with the function : that is to say, by the location of
Lawyer may, in this case, render it the endear- .Dep#_, as in the case of the P_ime Minis_,
our of the client,--not to minimize, but to as per Ch. viii., Section 4, _elf-_uppletivefu_-
maximize the amount of his own costs, t_on. Failing such location, the functions of

the Justic_ Mini_r are exercised by the
Instr_ationa_. L_i_latio_ Minister; as to whom see Ch. xi.

ART. 7. For the more effectual and timely M_N_ST_-nsSaVER,S,V, Section 2_ /_dda_/o_
prevention of all such excess, an object of the Minister.
Judge's care will be, at the earliest stage of the
suit, in concert with the parties and their law- - Ena_tive.
yexs, to ascertain what may be the cheapest ART.6. As to the several things belonging
as well as most expeditious course, for bring- to the Judiciary department, he exercises in
ing it to a just conclusion. For various arrange- chief the several functions pravurative, custo-
ments made for minimizing expenses, see -Pro- ditive, appIic_tlve, reparative, transformati,_,
vedureCode, Ch. xx.,R_EmEsCo_P_.'_sA_or_, and eliminative; as to which see Ch. ix.

MINISTERSCOLLECTIVELY,Section 4, F_n_/o_
For other matters, see Ch.xviii, and Ch. xix., in a_, Arts. from 45 to 53. The functions pro-

and also the Prescripts Code, Ch. ix. Paoxizs. curative, _p_rative, and diminative, he exer-
cises in concert with the Fi_nc_ Minister.

CHAPTER XXIV. Expesiti_. Exemplifica_io_al.
AI_T.7. Of thi_ps belongingto this depart-

Jvs_c_ M_Is_, ment, examples are the following :--
I. Things m_ow_nLz--Ju_/_ C/_mbers.

S_rmN I. II. Things _ov_L_---the A_orh thereto be-
longing. III. Things _ov_nLs_Pr/_J.

FiKds of Serd_e. IV. Things MOVF_BLE_the 8rock thereto be-
longing.See Ch. xii. JvmcxaRv COLL]ZC_IVm._.

_Enactlve. Section 33, Jtwli_iary _pparat_s; Section 34,
A_t_. 1. Co-extensive with the territory of Ju_ti_Cl_mb_r_; Seotion35,J_didaeyltabill-

the S_te, is the Justice Minister's lena/ field m_s_s; and also the Author's work, intituled
of service, P_oP_tcoN (in col iv. of this CoUectiom)
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existing mass, be productive of, in respect of
Enacti_e. form.

ART. 8. As to the several other offices be- As to form considered with reference to/a_,
longing to the Judiciary department, he exer- see _Nom_.raFhy (col. iii. p. 233.) This function
cises the Vindictive function, as per Section 3, he exercises in concert with the Legislation
Visitativefunction. Minister, as to whom see Ch. xi. MI_XST_

.Enactlve. SEVERALLY,Section 2, Legi_at_on MiniVer.

ART. 9. So, as to Prisons, employed in the E_active.
army service, or navy service, or both. See ART. 15. For giving execution and effect to
Ch. x. D_.rm_sxv_ FencE, Section 13, .Military the exercise given by him to these his several
Judivatorizs: and Section 17, _hiF-board Op- effective functions_ he exercises within the
Freu/o_ obv_te,d. field of service confided to him, the several

elementary functions belonging to the several
.Enactiw. Judicateries, Immediate and Appellate, as per

ART. 10. As to the business of his own oi_ice, Ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLECTIVELY,Section 9.
he exercises, in chief, the Ins]pectlve, Stat$stle,
and t_eeordatlve_fuuetions : as to which, see SECTIO_III.
Ch. ix. _¢_INISTEns COL_VELY, Section 4, Visitative Function.
Funotions in all, Arts. from 54 to 57. So, like-
wise, in the several Judivatories he causes to _nactive.
he exercised those same functions : enforcing, ART. 1. As often as occasion calls and time
upon occasion, so far as regards this h_s permits, so far as possible in person, as to the
department, the application of the Universal rest by Depute, permanent or occasional, the
_t?z.gistration system, as per Ch. viii. PP_ME Justice Minister will perform in the Immediate
M1_xsrrJt, Section 10, Registration Syste_n. Judicatories InsFection vi_.

.Et_actlve. .Enactive. Instructional.

ARc. I 1. In relation to the exercise given, ART.2. Objects and businesses of such visits,
by the several Judges, Immediate and Appel- these,-
late, to the Contested-interpretation-reporti_,fl, 1. Seeing that by those several Judicatories,
Eventnally-emendative, and Preinterpretative in so far as in them lies, execution and effect
functions, as per Ch. xii. Ju1)iCiaRV COLLEC-is given to the several ordinances of the Legis-
TXVELV,Sections 19, 20, 2"2, he exercises a lature.
superintending control: as to which see those 2. Preservation of mutual conformity and
several Sections. symmetry, as between each Judicatery and

every other, in respect of the mode of giving
Enactive. execution and effect to the substantive branch

ART. 12. So, in relation to the several above- of the law, through the adjective branch, that
mentioned subject matters, the melioration- is to say, the system of Judicial procedure.
augge_ive function--the exercise of which, his 3. Taking cognizance of appropriate apti-
paramount means of observation and informa- rude, on the part of the several functionaries,
tion considered, is, in a more particular man- with a view to continuance, dislocation, suspen-
nor, expected at his hands, sion,or translation, asper Ch.ix. MINISTEaSCOL-

_IVF.JLY, Section 4, Functions in all, Art. 44.
.Enact_ve. 4. So, with a view to the promotio_ of them

ART.13. So, likewise,in relation to thewhele in their several situations, to the like in AI_
system of Judicial Prooerl_tre,and the practice peltate Judicatories.
of the several Judges, and other functionaries 5. Settling any such differences as may have
under it. place between a functionary in one line, and &

functionary in another line ; as per Ch. xii.
_iVe. J_'DICl_aVCOLLECtiVELY,Section 3, Judio/ary

A_aT. 14. So, the conservative function, in re- functionaries: forexample,Judge.Government
lation to the state of the law considered in Advocate, Eleemosynary Advocate, and Re-
respect of forra: that is to say in respect of gistrar; and so, as to the several min/_rk_
the _ordz by which the _aattvrs of it, or say functionaries.
the/dea_ meant to be conveyed by it, are de-
signated and expressed ; and the _hod, in- ]ns_r_tlonal. .Rat_ocinatlve.
eluding the grouping, and the order, in which, ART.3. AS to the ti_ of visitation, diversl-
in each group, those same words are arranged, fications it admits of, are these. It may be
As to the mode in which exercise is given by Feriodlcal, or occasional; if occasional, the
him to this same function,--it is by representa- occasions may be determined either by cho/a_
tion, m_de by him, to the Legislature, in case or by chance.
of any deterioration, which the introduction 1. Of its being ,wr/od/¢al, the use is this:-
of a _ law, howsoever apt in respect of To persons at large, to all to whom it may
r_at_, might, for want of symmetry with the happen to have _om2_lain_ to make, informa-
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t_on to communicate, or _diorat_e arran_'e- the moment at which the lot is drawn, and
,aent_tosuggest,tin willthusbe given,and themoment atwhichthevisitofthe Justice
that in so far as may be, adequate, for arrang- Minister is made known to the functionary, of
ing their respective affairs, in such sort as to whose conduct he comes to take cogni_ace.
minimize the inconvenience produced by at- To this purpose,--in so far as it can be effected,
¢endanv¢ at the Justice Chamber. without losing time by travelling backwards

2. In the case where the time, though not and forwards, the lots may be drawn, not only
periodical and accordingly fixed, is determined at the moment next before that of his setting
by choice, the like convenience has place. Not, out for the Justice Chamber, first visited by
however, in so great a degree ; for on the part him, but then and there al_ for the determina-
of the several individuals in question, the de- tion of the Justice Chamber next to be v_
gree of convenience will be diversified : de- and so on.
pending on the quantity of time, between the ln_truvt_onal.
moment at which the notification of the intend-
ed visit takes place, and the moment at which ART. 7. To the intent that, in the br_a_
the terminationof tlmtsame visitactuallyoftheseveralfunctionaxies,theexpeetatinnof
takes place, being eventually subjected to such inspection

may be kept effectually alive,--the I.e44sla_
Instructional .Ratiocinative. ture will perhaps see sufficient reason for ap-

ART.4. Such is naturally the good effect of pointing a certain number of judieatories, to
choice. Now for the bad effects :-- be in the course of each year subjected to these

1. In so far as the time is placed under the same inspection visits, leaving the individual
command of cholze, a danger, which has place, judicatories to be determined by/or.
is,--test, through the influence of some patti- Instructional
cular and sinister interest, whether in the
shape of self-regard, sympathy, or antipathy, ART.8. So, likewise, as to the ogees of the
in the mind of the thus visiting fimctionary, several Local Headmen and their respecti_nD
_'_ronetshould be done ; wrong, either to the Registrars : as per Ch. xxv. and xxvi. To
public service or to this or that individual in- these offices apply the several preceding Arc
terest, tides of this present Sectiom

2. Whether any such sinister interest hay- ]n.ctructlonaL
ing had place, the correspondent bad effect
has or has not been produced,--a suspicion to ART. 9. For the mode of taking by/or, the
that effect to an extent more or less consider- decision of chance,--see Ch. ix. MINISTE_ COL-
able may have place in the public mind. LIOffrlVELY#Section 16, Locabl_ trho, _a_,_-

Icaez_,
Instructional Ratiacinati_

Instructional.
ART. 5. Remains the case where the time,

not being fixed but occasional, is determined ART. 10. As to the Appellate Judi_rie_,
by chance. --whether they shall be subject to these visi-

Of this mode of determination the 9ood effe_ rations of the Justice Minister, wilt de4aend
and ttse, is as follows :--The time not being upon their local situation : if it be/_ the me-
foreseeable, the consequence isf--that at every tropolis, yes: if elsewhcr¢ than in tim metrclm-
moment of time, as much as at any one such lis, no.
moment_ it concerns all those whose conduct
is to be inspected, to maintain that conduct SF_-rm_ IV.
in a state in which it will abide this trial.

Judivative Function.
Instravtional.

Enactire.
AltT. 6. The practical conclusion seems to

be as follows :-- ART. 1. In the exercise of this functiorb the
1. Periodical visitation at fixed times--that Justice Minister takes cognizance ofpet/t/o_,

is to say, once a-year ; or in the course o9 the complaining of oppression or den/a/ of fl_/_e,
year, at two, three, or any greater number of ! in an .etppellate Judicatory : of the like ¢om-
times,_equally, or not very unequally, distant plaints in relation to an Imraediate Jlfdicatory,
from one another, according to circumstances, cognizance, in the first instance, belongs to

2. For partieulax reasons on each occasion Appellate Judicatories.
assigned,--the day of the Justice Minister's : Enactire.
occasional visitation determined in each in-
stance by choice; joreceded by notice, having ART. 2. In Consequence of any such ecru-
for its object the attendance of all persons de- plaint, or spontaneously, he may deliver to any
sirens of attending. Judge, or other officer belonging to his dclrart-

3. In addition to these announced and fore- ment_ in public, a sentence or order of d/s/Pin-
known days, days of visitation determined by tion; or a recommendation or perm/sslom to
drawee: that is to say, by lot:--the lots so resign : in ease of such recommendation or lint-
drawn, as to minimize the interval betwden miasion_ he grants a public hearing, if, for
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: e_ d _, m,_md: _, in du -t_ eeeent_dou6ftl_.e_eaee,!_rt_t_ to
timere_ig_aatinnf_ils to lr_ve_ order_i that of the_mmeneemen__j_-p__/t_
d/do_t_o_ follows. _. ti_. ground of it : _.y, time a_

F._o_/ve., Ins#_o_. _'3. Time of the remission, posterior to that
Agr. _ For any such _ente_aoeor order, the of the commencement of pursuit, but anterior

most apt c_use will generally be---deficiency in te that of convictian : say, time asrte-aonvlv-
_t of approlnqa_ _K,ra_ _ptitude; for any tio_ed.
such reoo_v_en_at_ or pevm_, deficiency 4. Time of the remission, posterior to that
in reapect of appropriate inte//v_t_al or adiw of the ewaviction, but _terior to that of the
qCAtud¢, sentent_, whereby the quality and quantity of

the punishment has been pronounced : s_y,
I_o_oL time aste-_nt_.

A_. 4. For ulterior exercise of this same _. Time of the remission, posterior to that of
judi_tive function by the Justice Minister, see the pronunciation of the sentence, but anterior
Section5, Disl_tuitivefundion, andSeotioa6 , to the commencement of the execution thereof:
J_risdictian-adjusti_s _unct/on. _y, time ante-ex,ecutional, "

6. Time of the remission, posterior to the
Sl_rlol_ V. time at which, in consequence of the sentence,

the actual application of the punishment has
1)isp_t_itive F_notion. taken its commencement : say, time pott-ini-

Expositive. Instructional. #kd, or terminative.

Aa_. 1. By the Justice Minister's dispuni- Instructional. .ExcesSive.
tlvefnn_tion understand--the function to which Aar. 4. III. Grounds, on which it may be
exercise is given by the remission of punish- thought that at one, or more, or all, of the sere.
meat, in a ease, in which it stands annexed by ral relative times above-mentioned, remission,
the law, to the commission of an offence, in this total, partial, substitutive, or suspensive, may,
or that one of the several shapes, marked out with propriety, be made, are these which fen
in the Penal Code : as to which see the Table low :-
of Offences, as attached to the Penal Code. 1. Of exculpative evidence, discovery made

Instructional. EaTosltire. at a time subsequent to conviction.2. Service expected to be rendered by the
A_. 2. Principal and all-comprehensive convicted delinquent, or say vonv/c_, by infer-

subjects of consideration, on this occasion, are mation having for its effect the prevention of
these :-- otherwise future nets of delinquency.

I. Quantity of tl_e effect producible, in each 3. Service expected to be rendered by the
instance, by the remission. Modifications of convict, by the prevention,f_ustration, or timely
which, on this ground_ it is susceptible, are repression of acts of hostility, or diminution of
these, namely : their maleficent efoals: of hostility, namely, at

1. Remission of the whole of the punishment the hands of a foreign power.
appointed by law; _y total remission. 4. Service expected to be rendered by the

2. Remission of a part thereof, more or less convict, by the prevention of physical calamity,
considerable; say partial remission, or the diminution of its maleficent effects.

3. Substitution of a less Mtiietive to the more 5. Service expected to be rendered by the
afflictive punishment, appointed by the law. convict, by the communication of some useful

4. Suspension made of the application of the invention or discovery.
punishment, (whether total, partial, or substi- i 6. Service actually rendered by the convict
tutive,) for and during a time, more or less in any one of the above-mentioned four shapes.
considerable. 7. Regard for the amity of foreign powers,

By less aiiiictive, understand that which-- one or more.
in the conception of the party about to snffer, 8. Regard for the amity of the people of the
is_accordingtohisdeclaration,lessafflictive.State to whichtheindividualinquestionbe.

longs.
I_ructlonal. _xpodtiw. 9. Multitudeoftheindlviduals, wbo, having

A_az. 3. IL l_dative time, at which the been co-operating with the delinquent in ques-
remission, whether total, partial, substitutive, tlon, axe liable to be punished for the same
or suspensive, is made to take place, or say to cause : say, n_ultiowle ofco-ddinquents.
take effect. 10. Service rendered, or about to be ren-

Distinctions, which on this ground may re- dered, by the delinquent in question, by infer-
quire, or be thought to require, to be estab- ruction contributory to the conviction of some
lished, are these: co-delinquentor co-delinquents.

1. Time of the remission, anterior to that of .Enactive. Instructional.
the commission of the offence: say, time ante-
peccatio_at. ART. 5. As to remission at the hands of

2. Time of the remission, posterior to that of the Justice Minister, it will be subject to #ha



finn to _he _'iousgTeunde,respoc_bj here- expeek_l_ f_Wnathe inventionor di_ove.,7, lw
"_ parfi_ :-- ofsu_cient m_i_de to overbalance wh_f_-

L G_uud the first.--Of exculpatlve evi- ever evil mayreaso_bly be apprehended from
denoe, dis_ry made at a time subsequent to the impunity thus conferred.
the conviction of the delinquent in quesl_en. And in _ view the Publlc-Opink_ Trib_

_re may, in this ca_e, require to be _ken, n_l will h_ve its eye on the line of conduct on
lest the convict, being in time apprized of the this oecasien pursued by the Justice Min_r.
existence of the evidence in question, should
purposely .postpone, till aider conviction, the J_e. ir_. _oe_.
elieit_tion of it: for ex_.mple, for the purpo_ ART. l O. VL Ground the _xth._
of averting the elicitation of some counter- actually rendered by the convict in say cheer
evidence, the elicitation of which may, by the the four shapes above specified.
expected death or expatriation of the evidence- Care will, in this ease also, require to be
holder, be accordingly averted, taken in like manner, that there be a renan,

able ground for the persuasion, that the good
E_a_w_i_. I_'ru_ional. produced by the service in question wan,

ART. 6. II. Ground the second.--Service, was about to be, of sufficient magnitude to
expected to be rendered by the convict, by overbalance whatsoever evil may reasomd_ly
information having for its effect the prevention be apprehended from the impunity thus con-
of otherwise future acts of delinquency, ferred.

Adequate assurance will, on this occasion, On the other hand, it will he borne in minds
require to be obtained, not only that by means that a reward bestowed for a past service
of the information thus afforded by the convict, operates as a reward offered for all similar
the offences in question will have been preo future services ; and that thereby service m_y
vented : but also, that without it, they would in countless shapes be purchased.
not have been prevented : and, accordingly, On the other hand, again, if a man has in
that the delinquent not having himself been contemplation a favourite crime, from the corn-
able to cornmumcate the information, was not, mission of which he looks for inordinate grati-
by some other person who had become pos- fication, the contemplation of reward, in this
sessed of it, made the channel of communica- shape, may lead him to add to the service in
tion for the purpose of his obtaining the re- question the maleficent act so contemplated.

mission of the punishment. .Ena_ire. I_tr_io_al. __e.

E_ctire. Ins_r_tionaL A_. ll. Grounds on which, to whatsoever
A_. 7. III. Ground the third.--Service other functionary it may, it will _ belong to

expected to be rendered by the convict, by the the Justice Minister to exercise, at any one of
prevention, frustration, or repression of acts of the above-mentioned points of relative time,
hostility, or the diminution of the maleficent as per Art. 3, _he dispunitive function in every
effects of hostility at the heads of a foreign one of the above modes, as per Art. 2. They
power, are these which follow :-

In this case also, in Hke manner, will care I. Ground the first.--Regard for the amity
require to be taken, to prevent the impunity- of a foreign power or foreign powers. It may
conferring transference of merit, as per No. II. be that, under the particular circumstances of

the case, from ill-will, with or without acts of
.E_actire. Instructional. hostility, on the part of a foreign power, evil

AR_. 8. IV. Ground the fourth.--Service would result, of such magnitude, as to over-
expected to be rendered by the convict, by the balance whatsoever evil may reasonably be
ln-evention, or the diminution of the effects, of apprehended from the impunity thus confer-
some physical calamity, red.

Of the several calamities to which human But, in the situation of the Justice Minis-
nature stands exposed, see a list in Ch. xi. ter, for the forming a correct estimate of a
Ml_isT_s_v_e.aLLY, SectionS, Preventiw_er- service in this shape, means will not, in gene-
v/c_Min/_Wr, and Section 10, H_tk _[iniet_r. ral, be possessed so adequate as those which

Care will, in this case also, require to be are accessible to a t_nctienary occupying the
taken, in like m_nner, to prevent the impunity- situation of Prime Minister : to him, therefore,
conferring transference of merit, as per No. II. in this case, the function is committed.

E_ive. In_tru_io_d. Emotive. I_s_r_io_w,l. Ratiovi_tiw.

ART. 9. V. Ground the fifth.--Service ex- ART. 12. II. Ground the socond.--Regard
peered to he rendered by the convict, by the for the amity of the people of the state to
communication of some useful invention or dis- which the individual in question belongs.
eovery. In no place, at no time, under no form of

Care will, in this case also, require to be government,--not even under the form conge-
taken, in llke manner, to prevent the impunity- nial to this Code,---can the people at large be
nenfer,_n& transference ofmerit_as per No. I1. reasonably regarded as likely to he so nen_
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upon a levelwitht_eMembers of theirLe- surancewillon thisoccasionrequireto be
gislature,inthescaleof appropriateintellec-entertained.
tualaptitude,butthatinconsequenceofsome I. Thatw/ththe information,forwhichso
delusion,a portion,moreorlessconsiderable,greata pricewillhavebeen paid,thewhole
of the community,may not be to sucha de- oftheevidencenecessarytowarrantthecon-
greeaverseto the executionof thisor that vietionofthewholenumberofthedefendants
penallaw,orattachedtotheparticulardelia-inquestion,whatsoeveritbe,willbeobtained.
quent,thatwhatsoeverevilmay reasonably 2. That withoutit,no sui_eientevidence
be apprehendedfromtheremissionofthepun- againstany one.
ishment,on the individualoccasionin ques- 3.That_dth it, willbeobtainedtheevidence
tion,may be overbalancedby thejoy inthe applyingtoasmany as may be,of thewhole
eventof theremission,and thechagrininthe number ofco-delinquents,of whichitisde-
eventof theexecution.But,inthiscase,for sirabletoobtaintheconviction.
thesamereasonas inthecaseNo. I.,theex- Preportio_edtothe magnitudeof the evil
erciseof the dispunitivefunctionbelongs--of theoffence,isthe magnitudeof the price
not to the Justice Minister, but to the Prime thus offered, for the hope of contributing to
Minister. _ the prevention of it in future. To confer im-

punity on one delinquent with no other effect,
.E_a_tire. .infer'actionS. .Ratiocinative. and for no other purpose, than the faculty of
ART. 13. III. Ground the third.-_'Multi- applying punishment to another, is, if by sup-

rude of co-delinquents. In this case, for the position that same faculty can be obtained
s_me reason as in the case No. I., the exercise 7rat_, a bargain palpably absurd.
ofthedispuuitivepower belongs--notto the
Justice Minister, 1)ut to the Prime Minister. I_ructionaL .E_mplifieationaL

Various offences there are in which, with or ART. 15. Mind now the practical cease.
without mutual consent, it may happen to in- uence. Where such is the practice, the exis-
dividuals, in numbers altogether unlimited, to tence of it constitutes a sort of apparent and
embark : in particular, such as are distin- virtual law, which makes itself known to the
guished by the appellation of political, con- fraternity of criminals of all sorts. It thus
slating, as they de, in acts of hostility to the operates as a premium, as an encouragement,
ruling powers. In the course of a ciri! _rar, to all crimes to which it applies itselfl A
it may happen to the minority, in any pro- man says to himself--" I will get men to join
portion, to have the upper hand, and, by that with me in the commission of this crime : I
means, to be in possession of all the powers of will reap myself all the benefit of it, and by
government. In such a state of things, the information given to the judicial authority, I
whole number of the members of the commu- will impose upon them the whole burthen of
nity, with the exception of those members of the punishment."
the minority, may be in the condition of co- What, if to the encouragement in this
delinquents : and, to avoid giving exercise to shape, he added, under the express name of a
the dispunitive power--and that at a time an- reward, a pecuniary donation : the payment
teeedent to fi_(li_i_! pursuit, or say pro_u- of it, having for a condition, the conviction of
ti_n_would be not merely inexpedient, but the co-delinquent in question _. Here, then, is
physically impossible, encouragement offered by authority,--offered

according to law,--for two atrocious and dis-
.Euac'ti/ceo I_tructlonaL LTZ_atio_ative. tinct, though so intimately connected, crimes :
ART. 14. IV. Ground the fourth.--Service in the first place, the principal crime in ques-

rcndered or about to be rendered by the de- t tion; in the next place, the utterance of men-
linquent in question, by information contribu- I daeious evidence, whatsoever it may be, that
tory to the conviction of some co-delinquent t may have presented itself as necessary, or
or co-delinquents, conducive to the obtainment of the reward.

In this case, to give exercise to this power Under English law, thanks to the s_nister
of remission will belong--not to the Justice industry of the Judges_ the wretched succe-
Minister, but to a Government Advocate : that dauenm to law, by which so large a portion of
is to say, to the Government Advocate of the the field of legislation is covered, being of
Judieatory, by which cognizance was origi- their formation, this practice is still in vigour.
nally taken of the offence. _By the Justice To the defendant himself, an interrogatory,
Minister it will not be to be exercised, for the the effect of which might, by means of his con-
same reason for which the power of a Judge fessorial evidence, his evasions, or his silence,
Immediate will not, except in cases of rare be to afford demonstration of his guilt, is not
necessity, be exercised. By the supposition, suffered to be put. Why _ because, forsooth,
by the Judge Immediate it will not be to be the talking of any one of those crimes would
exereised_ because the exercise of it has for not be pleasant : a reason which, if admitted
its effect, the preserving the delinquent from to give determination to the conduct of the
being, in the character of a delinquent_ brought legislator, would have the effect of giving fro-
before any Judge Immediate. punity to every malefactor, and complete

On the three points following, _dequate as- license to every crime. Pleasing to him !
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No, assuredly it will not be, if he is guilty : but Isstructlonal.
not less assuredly it would be, ff he is innocent.

ART. 19.' In this case, on the subject of acts
Instructional. of any particular description, supposing the

ART. 16. Three several modes there are in legislator to act under the guidance of the
which, in an indirect and unobserved way, ,,reatost-happiness principle, suppose it should
impunity may, in practice, be given to acts be his opimen that, in regard to the sort of act$
marked out for punishment by the direct de- in question, from the attaching punishment to
ctaratiou of the law. Iu two of these instances, them, the happiness of the community would
the authority by which the effect is produced experience diminution: at the same time that
is the legislative : in the third; it is the judi- towards persons by whom those acts are prac-
ciury, in the first two, the relative time at tised, or supposed to be practised, ill-will, or
which the remission applies itself, is anterior say antipathy in the breasts of a portion more
to prosecution : the remission is, in a word, or less considerable of the communityhasplace,
a_cte.prosecutional: in the third case, it is pe_- in such sort, as that it is their desire to see
prose_utional, and commonly post-aonviationa_L punishment of the sort and to the amount in
The effect, in some cases, is comj_letdy remus- question, inflicted on persons by whom those
sire; in others, no other than susloensire, acts are, or are supposed to be practised ; and

that such is the intensity of this desire, and
Instruct'wnal. such the extent to whichit has place, that were

ART. 17. The impunity in one of these three it contravened, the evil, consisting of their dis-
cases has commonly for its cause, want of per- affection towards the Government, would be
spicacity, and thence, presence of inadvertency greater than the evil produced by the attach-
in the mind of the legislator : he sees not ing to the acts in question, punishment in
that, to an extent more or less considerable, sort and quantity, by which the mass of ill-will
the effect produced by his enactment will be in question would be saturated.
_not the effect declared by him to be in-
tended to be produced, but the reverse of it. Instruction.
Such, for example, and to a prodigious extent, ART. 20. On tlfis, or some other (no matter
is the result, in the case in which, to the act, what) consideration, by a Legislature of former
which is taken for the subject matter of pro- times, to acts of the description in question,
hibition, stands attached punishment in no : punishment has been attached. By the actual
other shape than that of a pecuniary penalty, application of punishmen_ to those same acts,
Where_ to an extent more or less consider- ! at the institution of the present Pannomion, in
able, a profit from the offence rises to an the opinion of the Legislature (suppose) the
amount exceeding the loss by the payment of happiness of the community would experience,
the penalty,--to the amount of the difference not increase, but diminution. At the same
between the loss and the profit, the effect of time it apprehends, that after the habit, which
the law is, in this case, not merely that of a the community has been in, of seeing punish-
license, but that of a premium, or say, a ment attached to the acts in question, were no
bounty on the commission of the offence. As punishment to be attached to them by the new
to this, see the work intituled NOSOGRAPHY, htw, the consequence would be that from the
Ch. ix. (in col iii. p. 280, of this collection.) observation of the change, a portion more or

less considerable of the people, would not o_ly
lnstruct_o_l, experience dissatisfaction, but dissatisfaction to

AItT.18. In the second of these cases, the re- such an amount, that the evil composed of it,
sulthascommoulyfcritseanse,the perspicacity, would be greater than the evil eomposedof the
foresight, and prudence un the part of the legis- application made of the punishment in question
later. This state of things is exemplified in the to the delinquents in question. In this case,
csee_ where, having by the Substantive branch what course shall be taken ! A course, which in
of his Code, interdicted the act in question, a case of this sort has been taken, is, such as
and attached a punishment to the commission that indicated in Art. 18. In this way, the
of it, by the Adjective hranch, or say the Pro- diss£tisfacti_m in question is left uupredaced,
eedure Code, he excludes from the right oi the tranquillity of the public mind is tmdis-
prosecuting for it, every person other than a turbed.
Government functionary, acting under the I_s_r_ional.
direction of the Prime Minister under a De-
mocracy, such as the present one : a function- ART. 21. Bad opinions--acts consisting in
ary_namely, the Government Advocate of the the giving expression and publicity to bad
Immediate Judgeehire or the Government Ad- opinions. By legislators of most, ff not of all
vocate-General : under a Monarchy, the func- nations, to acts of this description, punishment
tionary acts under the direetion of the monarch : has been attached. To inquire what the rein-
in which state of things a virtual dispunitive tion is, which has place between legislation
function is reposed in the hands of the Monarch to this effect, and the happinees of the ecru-
in one ease, of the Prime Minister in the other munity, belongs net to the present _.
ease. What do_ belongtothe presentpurpose
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the observation, that supposing this policy ad- !selves, what will men t]_Jnkand say of the pro-
visable, here is a case in which the purpose re- bity or the intelligence of the Judges by whom
quires, that, withreferencetoaetsoftbedeserip- the practice could be persevered in,---of the
tion in question, the power of remission, with legislators who could leave such Judges an-
regard to whatsoever punishment stands at- punished,--and of the people who could con-
tached to them, should in this indirect and tinue their submission to such legislators !
silent way, be committed to the Government
Advocate, and through him to the Prime Min- Enaaive. .Expositive. In_rudio_d.
later. AnT. 26. Of all the several cases in which,

In_ruvt_al. Exempl_fic_tional. as above, the dispunitive function is intrustedto the Justice Minister, in no one will the
ART. 22. In the third of these ca._es, the remission be justified, otherwise than on the

remission of the punishment, and the virtual ground of an individual matter of fact, the ex-
though indirect exercise of legislative autho- isteuce of which has.been made known by ap-
rity, is exercised by the Judiciary. propriate and adequate evidence, elicited in

In this way, the evil capable of being pro- the same manner, as the evidence, on the
duced, and which in certain countries, in Eng- ground of which convictions are pronounced.

land more particularly, actually continues to JT_struct_onal. FJxpositive. -P_atio¢inatlve.be produced by it, is such as cannot hut excite
the astonishment of succeeding generations. ART. 27. On no other supposition, than that
The simple word _id, or its synonym, the thereby the aggregate of the happiness of all
compound word null-a_d-_oid, is the instru- persons interested, will in that case be greater
meat by which the effect is produced--the ira- than in the opposite ease, can the application
punity conferred. For the pronunciation of of evil in the shape of punishment be justified:
this word, some pretext is always made, but on no other ground than this, can the remission
no pretext is too frivolous to be employed and of punishment be justified : and if in the one
serve. In the original writing, or copying of case, the existence of the matter of fact, of
a written instrument, for example, in one of which the justification for the exercise made
the words, a letter which ought to have been of the power of punishment, ought to be estab-
inserted, is not inserted ; or a letter which lished by appropriate and adequate evidence,
ought not to have been inserted, /_ inserted, suited to the nature of the case, so ought it in
On this ground, without any other--without the other. In the one case, not more than the
any the least regard to innocence and guilt, be other, should the happiness of the person in-
the crime ever so atrocious, the criminal, after terested be dependent upon the arbitrary will
the most undoubted proof of his guilt, receives and pleasure of any person, whose interest it
in this way, impunity from the hands of the may be, or may appear to him to be, to make
Judge, and is turned by him, loose into society, s_crifice of it.
to go on, and add crime to crime. Enaaive.

Instruaion_d. ART. 28. When, in consequence of such ez
ART. 23. AS often as, in this way, remls- parts evidence as hath been delivered in to

sion of punishment takes place, legislative him, the Justice Minister determines to make
power is usurped : and the usurpers are--- complete inquiry into the truth of an alleged
the draughtsman, on whom the instrument de- ground for the exercise of this his dispunitive
pends for its aptitude, and the Judge who on function, he will either himself complete the
so frivolous a pretext, sets himself above the elicitation of the evidence, or for the comple_
Legislature, overrules its declared will, and tion, issue his mandates to the Judge, or Judges
frustrates its design. Immediate, of one or more Judgcehires, (the

Judgeshire in which the conviction took place,
I_¢t_oT_. included,) according to the place or places, in

Asr. 24. Such is the efficiency of habit and which the Evidence-holder or Evidence-holder_
custom, in expunging all sense of shame, that have his or their residence.

the pra_tiee of conferring impunity on known E_positi_.criminals, and thus violating the authority of
the Legislature, is on the part of all Judges ART. 29. When it is not to the Justice
(of the rank in question) an avowed practice : Minister, but to the Prime Minister, that the
this being one of the modes in which decisions exercise of this power is committed, the need of
are pronounced on grounds foreign to the evidence is not less iacontrovertible, thanwhere
merits: a mode of proceeding which no such it is to the Justice Minister, that this same
Judge ever scruples, or hesitates to speak of trust is committed. But the evidence, ussort_
himself as practising, ed to the nature of the case, is different in the

one ease from what it is in the other. In the
I_ruaionag. eases in which it is to the Justice Minister, that

AItT. 25. A few years hence, when corrup- the ascertainment of the fact is committed, the
tion has put on ineorruptien, and the eyes of appropriate evidence is not already in his poe-
the gre_t body of the people have opened them- seesionj but is C_tlmbleof being elicited, by in-
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terrngatories addressed to individuals, on that will of the Legislature shall have beau made
particular occasion, for that particular pur- known.
pose: in the cases in which it is to the Prime
,Minister that the ascertainment of the fact is !n_r_/ona/.
committed, all the facts which hear upon the ART.34. Pardon, to pardon, mercy, _o
ease have already, in so far as they are capable mercy--to no such words does any place be-
of being made known, been made known to him long in the vocabulary of this Code.

accordingly, by evidence, such as it belongs to I_s_ruct/ona/. Rat/otiS.
his situation to receive.

ART. 35. Power of pardon supposes tyranny
Instructional Ratiocinative. in the same hand. Exercise of the power of

A_. 30. As to the relative time, generally pardon is occasional relaxation of _he hahi-
speaking, in no other ease than where eonvie- tual tyranny, habitually exercised by the same
tion has already taken place, will application hand. Where, without obligatio_ to exercise,
be made for the exercise of the dispunitive it, power of punishment /s exercised, tyranny
function by the Justice Minister. The alleged is exercised. True it is--that, as on every
delinquent, does he expect to be declared occasion, it is better that tyranny be not exer-
.Not guilty _. Application for remission of the eised than exercised ; so, on every occasion
punishment would be a virtual confession of where no obligation to inflict punishment is
guiltiness, and correspondent loss of reputation imposed, it is better that it be not inflicted than
would be the natural consequence. Does he that it be inflicted. But, on every occasion on
expect to be pronounced Guilty? Still he which, on adequate grounds, the obligation of
may as well take his chance for acquittal, for inflicting punishment is by law imposed, it is
example, by the death or expatriation of a better that it be inflicted than that it be not
necessary witness ; and when the worst that inflicted; and the non-infliction of it by him
can happen has happened, namely the pronun- by whom it should have been inflicted, so
elation of the decree of conviction, it will then far from being a meritorious act, is, or should
be time enough for application to be made for be made a punishable offence.
the remission. I_tru_onaL

Instructional. ART. 36. Such being the real effect and true
ART. 31. The only case in which, to a man character of this power, behold now the char-

who expects to be otherwise convicted, it may actor ascribed to it by the unreflecting and
happen to appear eligible to obtain remission, deluded multitude : behold hence the support
antecedently to conviction, is where, to pro- and encouragement given by this delusion to
serve his reputation from the wound it would absolutism and tyranny : proportioned to the
receive from the individual facts which would quantity of the praise bestowed upon this
be divulgated by the incnipative evidence, if power is the evil produced by it.
eHcitated, he subjects himself in preference to
the evil resulting from the general prevalence Instruction.
of the opinion of his having been guilty of an ART.BT. The more oppressive the tyranny
act of the sort in question, unaccompanied with of which the law is thus made the instrument,
any distinct conception of its particular eir- the greater is _he quantity of the good capable
eumstances, of being done by the non-exereiso of it : and

the greater the quantity of good capable of
l_tructional, being thus done, the greater is the quantity of

Awr. 32. Between the Penal Code, consi- praise capable of being thus purchased. Thus
deled as occupied in the appointment of the it is that in a monarchy not only is praise eli-
several punishments for the several offences, cited by the exercise of tyranny, but the more
and the part of the Constitutional Code thus enormous the tyranny the greater is the quart-
occupied in declaring in what cases the appli- tity of praise thus undeservedly and insidiously
cation of such punishment shall be superseded, obtained.

nothing of contradiction or inconsistency has Instructional Exemplification_d.place : for, the cases in which exercise may be
given to the dispunitive function, constitute so ART. 38. Look at the Roman emperors of
many exceptions to the more general rules, by old times ! Look at the oriental despots of all
whichthosesamepunishmentswillrsspectively times! Never were a Titus or a Trajan so
have been appointed, much lauded as a Nero or a Domitian. Life

and death being at his option, the monarch re-
EnaeC_e. ceives laud for every subject he abstains from

ART. 33. At any time, if any circumstance, putting to death. To the Almighty in heaven
overandabovethosehereinabove-enumerated, man is indebted for his creation; to the AI-
presents itself as fit to be constituted an eflt- mighty here on earth for his preservation.
eient cause of remission, the Justice Minis-
ter will forthwith make report thereof to the lm_rwct_d.
Legislatm.e : suspending execution until the ART. 39. Thus, combined with cruelty, with
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insincerity, with artifice, and with fraud, no of the notion, that it is to the bounty of a hu-
wonder if to long-robed sycophants the power man creature, thus situated, that every other
of pardon should be the subject of such cesta- member of the community stands indebted_
tic eulogy: by one class held up to admiration for everything valuable that he or she is in
by some such appellative as the most valuable possession of: and that as to him or her, when
jewel of the Crown : by another, even to ado- !so pleased, it belongs to give, so to him or her,
ration, as being an attribute communicated by when so pleased, it belongs to take away.
the one God to his express image and repre- 5. In every charter received from a monarc]b
suntative here on earth. For, true it is that, and referred to as a source of right, a propo-
by whomsoever exerciced,--in him it supposes !sition to this effect is implicitly contained :
the existence of tyranny, and of that same royal bounty in this shape is assumed to be
tyranny, he is in this respect the most valuable, the only security for good government, which
as being not merely the least odious but even the people ought to have: were it not fur this
the beloved instrument, concession_ he or she would have had, and

would continue to have, the right of doing
Instructional. with them whatsoever he or she pleased; and

A_T. 40. By pretences thus false, is praise would have been in the right, had he or she
thus filched from the deluded people by the done so.
sceptred hypocrite. 6. In regard to monarchy in general, and

limited monarchy in particular, a vague con-
Instructional ceptiou which has place in the minds of all its

AnT. 41. Popularity gained by tyranny ? adherents, is, that being thus rotten, the props
What a paradox I Yet, where is the monarchy which, by deception and delusion in all ima-
in which that paradox has not been endear- ginable shapes_ are supplied to it, cannot be
oured tobeverified,and the endeavour crowned too strong or too abundant.
with a deplorably extensive success ! 7. The Judges on whom, in so considerable

In,rectOrial. a degree, the Iot of the delinquent in question,in respect of the difference between life and
ART. 42. TOpardoa is to be an habilual ty- death depends, are in their minds divided as

rant :to showmercy is to have exercised tyranny, to this matter: to some the supposed additional
Scarcely, if at all, less odious should the security, by putting out of the way so many

words pardo_ and mercy be than the word men, by whose existence their property, and by
tyranny itsel£ Tyranny is itself without a possibility their persons, and even their lives,
mask : pardon and mercy are tyranny under a appear to them to be kept in jeopardy, pro-
mask. serifs itself as the most valuable benefit : to

some, the exercise of arbitrary pov_er in savingIJstr_tctio_al. _l_at_oe_nat_e.
Ex_npl_ficational. the lives of delinquents as above, presents it*self as most desirable : in this exercise of a

AnT. 43. Conceive a state of things in which power above that of the legislature, the last
the punishment, being death punishment, the behold the very thing they wish for : the others
numbers of the persons convicted and sen- put up with the state of things in question, as
tenced arehundreds, and the numbers executed well as they can ; not being able to obtain any-
ave _n/ts. Of this state of things, what can thing more congenial to their taste.
have been the cause or causes ._ _nswer-- 8. The Judges, having reduced the value of
Causes, these which follow :-- punishment in the shape or saydimension ofoer-

I. The greater the number of those to whom talaty, or say probability,--those among them,
this part of the punishment is remitted, the who are partisans of death punishment, feel
greater the number of those over whom an what appears to them, the need of increase to
arbitrary power of life and death is exercised: it_ in the shape or dimension of inter_y.
exercised by the unknown functionaries, by 9. Death being regarded as the natural and
whom, with or without just cause, this vast original punishment, due to all such offences
power is exercised ; exercised in secret and as are regarded as criminal, punishments other
without any the slightest responsibility or ap- than death punishment, have, when considered
prehension of it. as applied to offences of this description, come

2. The gratification reaped by the pride of to receive the name of sevo_darg jvunlehrae_.
these same individuals---the pride of repeal- 10. To1_reve_zt the institution and applica-
lag, Fro tan$o, the enactments of the legisla- tion of those secondary punishments has from
tare, and thus exercising a power over the so- the first been the endeavour of the English
atyled supreme power. Judges of the highest grade--styled the |Ve_-

3. To abso/ut_ rulers, and their adherents, minster Hall Judges : Judge Blaekfitone being
the advantage of impressing on the imagina- the only one who joined in the promot/on of it:

. tiens of the people_ the idea of a sort of God- Blackstone, with whom, together with Howard
head upon earth, as residing in the person of and Eden, the Penitentiary system, according
the man, woman, child, or madman, whiohso- to theflr_ conception of it_ originated.
ever it might happen to him or her to be. 11. When they failed in this, their next on-

4. It operates---this idea--in confirmation deavour was, to keep ormake theseseeondary
o
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p_to _ expensive as possible : and in I
this_ all who joined in it, were but too effectu- t E_t_.
ally seceded by a secret intrignej set on foot _ ART. 2. This power he exereises_ whether
by George the Third. / the functionaries in question, as above, belong

12. A plan had been presented to, and /to the same Judicatory, orto different Judica-
eagerly, not to say rapturously, taken up by, t tories.
the ministers of that king--by Pitt the second, I
and by Lord Manstleld the first--a plan by t Eaacfive. Instructio_taL

which (not to speak of collateral advantages, 1 ART. 3. Of such his decision, the subjectmoral, and economical, such as conception had I matter may be, not only that which, under the
never till then reached to) the expense of the existing law, in his opinion, had place, but also
maintenance and employment of prisoners what, in such his opinion, ought in f_ture to
would have been reduced from the first to next have place : in a word, the function on this
to nothing, occasion, exercised by him, may be---and in

13. George th_ Tldrd having conceived a ease of need, is expected to be,--not only the
secret pique against the proposer, by whom il_terpretative, (as to which, see Ch. xii. Section
the plan was to have been carried into execu- 22, Judpes' , Trelz_crpre_tiw fu_wtion,) but
tion, kept the business in a state of delay, by also, the eveatuatly-eme_dative, (as to which,
secret management, from tlle year 1794, to the see Ch. xii. Section 20,) proceeding, m_Cat/s
year 1811, this delayhaviog been preceded by muta_dis, in manner as therein directed.
two years and more of delay, between March
1792, the time of acceptance, and July 1794, I_tructlonal.
the time of passing the act of parliament, his AnT. 4. In so far as_if the order of the one
assent to which had, by means unknown, been Judge is executed_ the execution of an order
obtained by those same ministers for that put- of the other Judge is thereby impossibilized,
pose, tl_e prevalence generally belongs to the order

14. At length arrived the year 181l, when to which execution has begun to be given, be-
the time was thought to'be arrived for putting fore it has begun to be given to the other.
an end to this economical scheme altogether:
benevolent and influential men, in considerable !nstructioned. .ExemplifivationaL
numbers, still pressing for the penitentiary ART.5. Of the incompatibility thus brought
plan, a sort of composition was entered into to view, examples are ns follows :-
with them; by the Secretary of State for the 1. By an accersitive mandate of one Judge,
Home Department, Lord Viscount Sidmouth, ' the attendance of a certain person at a certain
a Committee of the House of Commons was _point of time at his Judicatory is required.
got up for form's sake : the act of 1794 was i By another Judge, he being ignorant of eneh
formally and virtually repealed, and the still order, the attendance of that same person at
existing plan sub_itnted, that same point of time, at his Judicatery, is

15. Of this plan, the expense of the mere I by an appropriate mandate required.
construction of the building has been corn- 2. By a prehension mandate of one Judge,
pute _ _t £1000 per prisoner: to what a degree for the purpose of securing the means of even-
the __peuse of secondary punishment in this tual execution to a demand on the ground of
form, upon an all-comprehensive scale was debt, property situated within the territory of
uupopularized, and represented as impracti- another Judge is required to be prehended and
e_bte_ m_y be imagined. _ kept in custody : by a like order of some other

Judge, for the like purpose, on occasion of a
SECTIONVI. similar demand, by another demandant_ that

same property is required to be so dealt with,
Ju_sdic_oa-adjustire Function. at the same point of time, for the beneilt of

Enavtive. _Expo$itiw. such other demandant.
AnT. 1. In the exercise of this function, S1_c'rmNVII.

in case of dispute or doubt, as to which
of two or more judicial functionaries, belongs Term of Service.
the exercise of this or that power, or func-
tion, the Justice Minister, in subordination E_.active.
to the Legislature, issues a decree, opinative ART. 1. In the case of a Justice Ministers
and imperative, declaring by whom, if at after the expirat/o_z of the preparation period,
all, and in what manner, the power_ or say as per Section 10, Locab_ _vho, the term of
funetlon, in question, ought to have been exer- service is the term of his life : subject only to
eised, causes of dislocatedncss_as per Section 12_

Furtherinformation_villbe found ontbe subject i lovable how.
of this article, in the correspondence as to the [ Ena_ive.
Panopticon, attached to the author's Meraoirsand

rr_pomtease, as publiahed in this eoUectiov_-- ART. 2. .During the preparation period_] exceptions excepted, of no Justice MiniVer
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will the term of Jervlce be more th_n one so_r _on period,--in other wM, fl_n znd
year. For the reason, see Sect_n 10, Looa/_ _qer the oommenoement of the rel_ive oon-
a0w. summation period, ss to which two periods see

Ch. xii. JvmaA_Y COLL_'T_VZLY,Section 28,
E_cti_. Loca_ _o, and Ch. ix. M1NISTr_S COLL_C-

A_tT. 8. Exception wilt be, if before the TIVELY,Section 16, Locab_ _/_o,no person will
ordinaxy election, a vacancy have pLsce: in be loczblc in the situation of Justice Minister,
that c.sse, the psi-son elected for the remainder who has not, after serving [two] service years
of the year, will continue in office during the in that of Immediate Judge Principal, served
then next year. [two] service years in that bf Appellate Judge

Principul.
SEe'noN VIII.

E_acti_e.

_t_mune_tion. ART. 2. Dur/ng the preparation period, no
E_acti_. I_uct/o_. R_t/oc/na_/_e. person who has not, after serving one sere/ca
AnT. 1. The Justice Minister's pay is [ ] year as Judge Immediate Principal, served one

per day : the same as that of every Sub-Min- service year as Judge Appellate Prineipul, will
later. It is paid to him stud him only : it is be locable, so soon as any apt person exists
paid to him at his ot]_ciairesidence. Ofpewer, who h_ so served.
patronage, and dignity, is the most valuable
part of his remuneration composed: dignity, Enactive.
natural, inseparable from, and proportionabio ART. 3. Until such presumption of appro-
to, appropriate aptitude, priste aptitude, as is afforded by service, as

per Art. 1, has come into existence,--tbe Le-
Enacti_e. 9islature will make its election out of all such

A_. 2. Attached to his Justice Chamber, persons, to whom, in such a state of things, it
is his oa_c/a/rest/end, kept furnished by the has h_ppened to have afforded such presump-
eax¢ of the Finance Minister at the public ex- tire evidence of appropriate aptitude, as the
penes, nature of the ease admits of.

_nactive. .Enac_i_e.

A_t_. 3. To his regular pay, is added in- A_tT.4. During the preparation period, of
demnificstion-money for the expense of Inspec- no Justice Minister will the term of service
tton Visits, as per Section 3, Visitativcfu_c- be for solar years, more than one, norwill any
rich, at the rate of [ ] permile, actually person, who has served during one year, be
travelled : with [ ] per day and night, eligible on any other year, of that period.
for diet and lodging, while out. At his offi-
cial residence, immediately on his return from Rat_oci_ati_.
e_ch visitation, the amount will be paid to him ART. 5. Why, during the prepaxation period,
by or from the Finance Minister. dislocate the Justice Minister without proof,

or so much as imputation of blame-worthy
Sr_c'r_oNIX. conduct, after he has served no more than a

_t_end_nce. single yearAnswer. Reasons.
_acti_e. l. To the end that, when the choice comes

ARc. 1. Either at his official residence, or, to be made of s Justice Minister whose term
as per Section 3 ; on some Inspection Visit, he of service is for life, those to whom it belongs
stands bound to attendance on the same times to choose may have two persons out of whom
as a Judge Immediate, as per Ch. xii. Section to choose : two persons, of each of whom cx-
25, Attendance, night duty excepted, perience in equal quantity has been had.

2. A consideration by which this experience
E_adive. is rendered the more needful is, that at the

ART. 2. By an appropriate Registrar, whose commencement, and throughout the whole
office is attached to his, as of his several official course of the preparation period, out of no
acts, so of his attendances, is an account kept. persons will the choice have to be made other
It is kept by an appropriate _erv/ce Calendc_r, th_n such as, in the profession of Advocate,
upon the phtu of those kept in the several Ju- had been inured to the indiscriminate defence
diestories, Appellate as well as Immediate ; of right and wrong, by the indiscriminate ut-
as per Ch. xii. Section 25. terance of truth and falsehood.

, S_r_o_ X. Szcz_os XI.

E_ac_ive. Ena_i_. 1?_tioclnati'_.

Awr. 1. _dfler the expiration of the relative A_T. 1. By the Legislature, as is the Prime
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Minister, so is the Justice Minister located : I tion will be attracted equal in mten_ty and
by the Legislature, to whose will it belongs t extent to that which will of course be at-
to the Justice Minister to provide in chief, for t tracted by the functions of members of the
giving execution and effect in contested, as to _Supreme Legislature : no such ample means
the Prime Minister in ur,_onte_d oases. / of judging will, therefore, in this case, be put

Enacted. Iiinto the hands of the people, by the discussioncarried on in the Public-Option Tribunal by
ART.2, Until Judieatories Immediate have / the leading Members.

for [one year] been in activity, no restrictions ! 4. The object or end immediately in view
in the choice of the Legislature have place in being the giving execution and effect, on each
this ca_e, other than those which have place occasion, to the will, _91a4ever be the object,
in the case of the Prime Minister. of the Legislature itself, the degree of interest

with which the Legislature will see to the
Instructional. _at_ocinat'_ve. execution of its own will, will naturally be

ART. 3. Question. Why place the power greater than any interest with which the
of locating the Justice Minister not in the members of the constitutive would see to the
hands of the Executive Chief, by whom the execution of a will, in the formation of which
other Ministers are located, but in the hands they had not any of them any immediate
of the Legislature _. share.

I. Why in the hands of the Legislature _. 5. As in the instance of every ether head
Answer. Reasons. functionary, so in this, it is essel_tial that the
1. The use of the office of Justice Minister power of d_slocatio_ should be in the hands of

is to give execution and effect, in the surest the constitutive. But it is moreover essential
manner, to the ordinances, which are the ex- that, in thi_ case, the power of location should
pressions of the will of the Legislature : to not be in tlm same hands as is tlm power of
give execution and effect to it, namely, in the dislocation. Why it should net be so in the
case in which, from whatever cause, instead of case of the situation of Justice Minister, by
obsequiousness, it experiences contestation, whom it is proposed that the several Judges be

2. Supposing the purport of that will ascer- located, will appear from the reasons which sp-
rained, obsequiousness could not be too prompt, ply to the situation of the Judges them--elves.
too unreserved, or too universal.

3. Were the time of the Legislature sut_i- I_str_ctb._al. l_tivci_atlre.
cleat for the despatch of this business, in ad- A_tr. 5. III. Why not in the hands of the
all/ion to their'own, by t]wm, this i_unction Executive Chief_
ought, for the above rea_son, to be exercised. Answer. Reasons.
But, by want of time, they are debarred from I. For a reason similar to the second of the
the exercise of this additions] function, as, by _reaso_,s applying as above to the situation of
want of time, the members of the Constitutive the constitutive. Not with any such intensity
are debarred from the exercise of the Legis- can the attention of the Executive Chief
lative, and the members of the Legislature pcr._on whose will is net the will to which it
from exercising that of the Executive ChieL appertains to the flmctionary in question to

give execution and effect--be expected to ap-
Instructional. .Ratioci_ative. ply to the eheice of the person by whom such

ART.4. IL -_rhy not in the hands of the execution and effect is t_ be given to the will
Constitutive _. of the Legislature, as that with which the Le-

Answer. Reasons. gislature itself may naturally be expected to
1. On the part of the Constitutive, want of apply itself to that same _ubject.

time: namely, want of time for the exercise 2. So great is tLe ag/re_ate quantity of
of this function, in addition to that paramount power proposed to be plaee.l in the hands of
function from which their authority takes its the Executive Chief, by that which is pro-
denomination, namely, in its application to posed to be given to him in relation to the
the authority of the Supreme Legislativ% as several other departments of the Executive,
also, as will be seen in its proper place, in its that unless some special and preponderant
application to the Local Legislatures--the Sub- reasons were afforded for the attaching to the
legislatures, office thN power,--con_idercdin itself, the mere

2. Note here a distinction. Not in the want consideration of the danger from excess of
of time for the bare exere_e of this function, power in the same hands, would suffice to in-
does the efficient cause of inaptitude consist dicate, in preferenc% hands any other than
in this instance : only in the want of time for those of the Executive Chief.
the acguiri_g the appropriate knowledge--- 3. In pursuit of a conjunct sinister interest_
the appropriate materials for apt judgment : possessed by them in common, the two tune-
in a word, for acquiring adequate intellectual tionaries--the Executive Chief and his sup-
a._t_z_de, posed nominee, the Justice Minister--might

3. On the part of the people at large, by the concur in the commission of depredation or
here proposed function of the Justice Minis- oppression in other shapes, to the prejudice of
_r, notwithstanding its importance, no atten- the peop]% in an immediate way, or in an un-

VoL IX, 2 %
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immediate way, by opposition and obstruction, eomitant, and ultimate--that have been up-
instead of obsequiousness, to the declared will plying to him, in his anterior situation of Judge
of the immediate creatures of tile constitutive l_J_mediale and Judge Appellate.

body--the Legislature. E_Lactire. In._tructlonal.

Instract_o_JaL Rat_ocb_at_ve. An_. 2,. Securities concomitant, relative to
ArtT. 6. Que_ition. Why not render the co_uexlons. In this particular ease, the seen-

Justice Minister dlMocable'by the Executive rmcs which have place in the case of,tudges
Chief, a_ the several other Ministers are _. Immedmtc and Appellate have no applicatiun.

Answer. Reasons.
1. Because, to the effectual performance of ];zstruct'_vn_d. .Rat_oclnatire.

the functions [_.longing to the Ju'stice Minis- ART. 3. But in respect of the Justice Miuis-
ter, no such promptitude aml e::actues_ of ter's Locative Function, the securities against

obedience, and complete mutuality of' adh_.'_t-I corruptitm,whicb apply to the several situations
merit, is necessary, as in the ca-e of' _he greater I with rei_'rence to wilich he possesses the loon-
part of the whole number _f the departments tire power, are, it is hoped, abundantly su.,gi-
belonging to these other Ministers: namely, ', cient.
the Army Minister, the Navy Mimster, the The only hmction which pre_ents itself as
Preventive Service Minister, the Interior Corn- J being in any degree et_cn to abuse by corrup-
munication Minicter, and the Fiua::ce Minis- _tion, in any shape, is the Judicative. For the
ter. i exercise of tlns function, tim occasion will na-

2. The functions of the Jubilee Minister _turatly be extremely rare: still more rare,
consisting in the watching over the several accordingly, the abuse of it, having corruption
Judicial functionaries, to see that they do i ibr its cause.
what depends upon them toward_ securing
execution and effect to the ordiuauces issued, .Enactive. InstructiouM.
and arrangements made, by the Legislature, I A_T.4. Securitiesultimatelyapplyingare:--
it will be more effectual to that purpo.-e if, in I 1. Dislocability by the _Constitutive autho-
case of inaptitude, the remedy by dislocation ' rity, as in the c tse of a Member of the Leas-
be immedmtely in the hands of the per_ens : lature, the Prime Minister, and every Minis-

ter, as per Ch. v. CO._STITt'TIVE,Section 2,
whose will is thwarted by it, than in the hands i Po_cers.of another, although subordinate to, and dis- I

locable by, themselves. I 2. So, by the Legislature, spontaneously.
3. The "functions of the Justice Minister con- 3. So, by the Legislature, on .denunciation

sisting chiefly of location and eventual dislo- i by the Prime Minister.
cation, no decided judgment can so easily be i "4. So, by the Legislature, on denunciation
passed by a supcrordinat% without particular [ by any Sublcgislature.
and minute judicial inquiry, a_ in the case of I 5. Punibihty at the hands of the Legisla-
the functions belonging to the other Ministers. ture; procedure, the same as in the case of a

Member of the Legislature, as per Ch. vi. Sec-
SECTIO_XII. I tion 28, Leyislatiou Penal Judicatory.

1)idocable, how. ] Instructional.
I A_T. 5. Of all persons in who_e instance

.Enactire. .Expositive. ! the power can be conjoined, with the interest,
AnT. 1. In like manner as the Prime Min- ] and consequent desire, to offer to the Justice

ister, the Justice Minister is dislocable by ; Minister the matter of corruption in any at-
that authority, namely, the Legislative, for the [ tractive shape, the only one is the Pri,ne Min-
giving execution and effect to whose will, he ister--the head of the zld'_niuistratlre ])epart.
has been located, ment, and in it of the Financhd Subdepart-

_nent and Locater General, in respect of the
E_act_rc. high situations thereto belonging. In compa-

Art_. 2. Other efficient causes of dislocated- risen of this source, corruption from all other
ne._sare the same as in the case of the Members sources seems highly improbable.
of t he Legislature, a s per Ch. vi. Section 30, ])/s-
locable, how, and in the ea.se of the Prime 5Iin- ]_structional. !::atiocinat:re.
ister, _s per CL viii. Section 9, I_islocabte, how. Art_. 6. Between these two highest func-

tionaries, to impossibilize all intercourse, were
S_c_o._ XIII. it desirable, w,)nld not be possible : n% nor

__qecur_t_csforapproTriate attitude, yet to impossibilize all such corruTt{_,e inter-
course. /X'ot so, the throwing in the way of

:Enactlre. Instrnct_o_al. it such difficulties as to render it, ff not alto-
A_r. 1. In the case of tbe Justice Minister, gether unexampled, extremely rare. For this

securities for appropriate aptitude, anteceden- purpose, the most promising remedy is eom-
tial, down to _he time of his locatMb a_ such, posed of two arrangements : one is, the maxi-
axe, the several securities--antccedential, con- mizh_g the distance between the two high tune-
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tionarles in question : the other is, as often as ] Department the necessity of constant, and
between them any personal intercourse has [ thence, at the pleasure of the several function-
place_ the maximizing the notoriety of it. I aries, of familiar and confidential intercourse,

It may be asked how, by mere notification, | has been seen : the necessity, and at the same
or though it were the complete prevention of | time the innoxiousness. Widely different is
personal aud immediate intercourse, can cot- ] the case as between the Chief of the Adminis-
ruptive intercourse be prevented, when in_.er- trative Department and the Chief of the Ju-
course by writing remains open, and through diciary. The danger here is, lest, with or with-
intermediate Agents' personal iatereour._e ! trot intending it, each or either should exercise
The answer is--completely prevented, cert;__lcdy oa the other a corruptive influence, by the eou-
_ot : but, in case of deliu,tuency in both of sideration of those good things, by the disposal
those ways, evidence having place, danger of of which each has it in his power to benefit
detection and punishment is thus applied to it. the connexions of the other. Under the influ-

ence of such a system of securities as that
Instruct'_o_al. which has been already seen, whatsoever may

ART. 7. As to the distance--in the case of be on both parts _he disposition, the particular
the Administrative Department, between the facts necessary to the giving further effect to
highest Superordinates on the one hand, and a sinister interest, on the part of each, could
highest Subordinates on the other, it camlot not, it is believed, be easily made known, with-
be too small. On the other hand, in the case out frequent and secret intercourse. Under
of the Administrative Department and the Monarchy, yes: for there, in the hands of the
Judiciary Department, taken together, be- Monarch, at whose completely arbitrary and
tweea the residences of the two chief_ of these uncontrolled d_spesal, is the aggregate of all
two Departments, for the purpose of diminish- . objects of general desire, what the head of the
ing the frequency of intercourse, the distance . Judiciary sees is--that in the ease of obse-
eannot be too great ; so as both residences quiousness to the will of the Monarch, almost
are included within the limits of. the metro- anything which it happens to him to wish for,
pelts--the place of common resort of all sorts may drop into his lap; and in ca_e of resistance,
of persons, for all sorts of purposes. These nothing : and thus, in that case, of no exptaua,
two remedies, in so far as they go, are both of tion is there any need. But, wide is the dif-
them unexpensive and simple--simple, anti ferenee in the prese:lt ease.
free not only from preponderant evil, but from I_Tst,'_ctionaL l_at_oc_nat_re.
all evil in any shape.

In the case of dist, n_, an obstacle opposed ARt. 10. The opinion and endeavour of the
to the apprehended intercourse is of the phy- framers and adapters of the institution being
sSval class, and, as far as they go, physical thus declared, will afford a sufficient, if not
obstacles are capable of being rendered alto- ' complete, protection against odium, to "tll such
gerber insurmountable; not so moral obstacles persons as may fe_4 diwosed, on the several
• _occa-ions, to contribute to the giving executionIn any case.

As to expense, two residences will not cost and eifi_et to it : acting thus as spies, (_ays the
any more, if built at the greatest, than if at Constitution to them,) you act_ as the greatest-
the smallest distance. ' happiness principle calls upon you to act : by ,,

calling you s/,_es,a functionary whose endea_-
[nstruction_d. I our it is to betray his trust, will neither makeI

ART. 8. So much as to tt_e unfrequeney of ! his own conduct the better, nor yours the
the supposed dangerous intercourse. Now as _worse.
to notoriety : namely, for the purpose of draw- True it is, that the tru_pet wl_ch accom-
ing upon it the watchful and tutelary eye-- panies the one head functionary in his visits to
the antiseptic influence---of the Public-Opinion the other, cannot accompany his intimates of
Tribunal. all sor_s, in any visits of theirs, to any inti-

An institution which presents itself for the mates of the other, those of the formal sort
purpose is this :--Attach to each of these great _more particularly ; but by _his means, though
fuuctionaries, a _aaU one--a trumpeter, with between principal aud principal, sinister inter-
his trumpet ; and let the trumpet, with its course cannot be absolutely prevented, it m_y
sound, accompany the great functionary to in no inconsiderable degree be obstructed and
every place without the limit of his own rest- : tariffed : forbetweenuo twoindividuals,for any
deuce : to the individual the dist_ctiou con- sinister purpos% can any intercourse, through
ferred will operate in compensation for the the medinm of any third person, have place,
suspicion manifested : and as to the suspicion, without their putting each of them, himself as
the imputation, it being cast--not by any on% well as the other, to a correspoudeut degree in
on another, but by the law, on all, on no one the power of that same object of mutual and
can it sit heavy, unless in his instance there sinister confidence : and under a C_nstitution
be more or less ground for it. such as this present one, scarcely can any one

sinister benefit, or any number of sinister bene-
Instru_nal. Rat_oc_natice. fits be found, for the hope or receipt of which

A_. 9. In the case of the Administrative a functionary in either of those higtr-_itu_tioml
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would be likely to place himself in a situation Legislative Chamber, on his entrance into office.
thus perilous. This Declaration will be kept in view, when-

ever he sits in the exercise of his JudicatUre

Instruvtional. P_atiocinat_ve. function_ as per Section 4.

ART. 11. As, ca the one hand, to the rune- Expos_t_re.
tionary, the factitious dignity may operate as
compensation for the thus publicly manifested ART. 2. For the form of an appropriate
suspicion ; so to the people and their constitu- Inaugural Declaration, see Ch. xii. JrgDIClARlr
tion, file security thus afforded may operate in C()LLEC'rlVEL_', Section _l_ Judges', _'¢., Inau-
compeasationfbrtheevihvhichhasfbritsinstru- yural .Declaration.
meat this same factitmus dignity: where, as un-
der a Monarchy, or an ArL-to('rac7, the facti-
tious dignity is so much pure evil 7evil without CtIAPTER XXV.
a particle of benefit--every oac is used to it,
and thereibre no one objects to it : where_ _s LOCAL HEAD._IEN.

here, it is at any rate, not altogether unattend- _Prdiminary Obserrations.
ed with compensation, more or less efficient,
no one is used to it, and therefore many a one ]For giving effect to the will of Government
may condemn it. in all its several main branel,es--legislative,

Upon thewhole,not onlytbe probabilityofits administrative, judicial, suhlegislative, not for-
being accepted, butincaseofitsbeingaccepted, getting the constitutive authority, which, as
the balance on the side of utility_-ill be m no per Ch. iv., is superordinate to the Govern-
small degree dependentupon the circumstances meat itself--one set of functionaries remains
of place and time. still wanting : functionaries who, with refer°

euce to every distinguishable species of poli-
Instruvtional. .Exe_pl_cat_onal. tical action, shall at all times be as near as

ART. 1'2. In England, when on C_rcu',t, the po._ible to the spot. Functionaries of this
pair of Judges make their entry into a County description are those who, under the name of
Town, they are attended by the Sheriff of the JLocal lIea,_t_en, are here instituted.
County, and one or two Trumpeters blowing To these functionaries the name of Head-
their trumpets. If right there, when of no use; *aen is given, because, with the exception of
can it be wrong when, as here, it promises to _aoh functionaries, superordinate to them in
be of special and important use ]* the scale of office, as may happen to have their

re._idence, permanent or transient, within their
S_¢rxoN XIV. territories, they are in such their territories

superior in au:hority to all other persons : and

Inauaural .Declaration. as such, have, for certain purposes specified,
the command over them : local is the limitative

Enaet_re. adjunct added, because, though in the logical
AnT. 1. The Justice Minister will pronounce field their authority is individually more cx-

an appropriate Inaugural Declaration, in the tensive than that of any other single function-
ary, except the Prime Minister ; in the geogra-

* When Blackstone, the author of the Common- phical field it is narrower than that of any of
furies on the Laws of England, received his Oxford their superordinates. In this part of its extent
Professorship of English Common Law,--then as it is indeed a milfimum.
now, the ruling functionary, the Vice-C_qaneellor This considered, unless the number of these

of the Universita 3 (for the'C,_a_ce/lor--a sort of situations is so great that the complication pro-
Epicurean god--ne_ er shows himself,) never quitted dueed by it were productive of an inconvenience
the precincts of his own college, without being ac- worth taking into the account, the only limit
companied and preceded by a functionary styled a which can apply to the number of these seats
]3eadle, wielding a sort of sub-sceptre styled a rna_s.
A certain Dr Browne, under the aurae'of l_rovost, of authority, will be that which is set by the

expense. Suppose the expense out of thahead of Queen's College in that Unlversitv, being
then Vice-Chancellor, Blackstone, on his taking question, it would be difficult to say at what
possession of his o_ce. sent a message to Bro_m, mark the number of them could be too great,.
demandingsomemamfostmarkofdlstmctmn:"Let There will be persons and things needing the
him, '_ was the answer,--" Let lfim, whenever he occasional exercise of the powers of Govern.
pleases, walk before my Beadle." meat in all places, in considerable numbers :

In that instance, it need scarce be observed, the functionaries belonging to the several depart-
factitious dignitv was, and is, not only without use, ments and subdepartments, at any rate, ecru-
but without effect, other ttmn that of favour}ng paratively few : and, not to speak of eompti-
transgression, by the warning thus afforded to it,
to keep itself out of the sight of the offended ma- cation, so the business be but equally well
glstrate. Transgression ? it may he asked. In such done, the fewer the better. But the fewer, the
a place, in the day time at any rate, of what trans- more distant will be their stations from those
greasion is a street ever the scene ? Answer.--In spots, whichever they be, from which they are
¢'ountle_svaricty:andbvpiouslngenuity, evelTtrans- at the greatest distance. Thereupon comes
gression lms been con':'elted into an act of perjury, this inconvenience. The greater the distance
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between the functionary and file spot which, in about as many different sets of functions at-
each instane_e,iswithin the local field of his ope- tactical as there are towns in which a function-
rations, the heavier the burthen of delay and ary of this denomination is to be found. There
expense by which they will be impeded. At are--that is to say, if marked out and fixed by
the same time, supposing every diminution really existing law, there would 5e. But,
effectcd of tile local field of each, wbich the almost universally, this part of the field of
good of the service can require, and thence legislation has no other covering than what
every augmentation of the number,--one con- is composed of a groundwork of imaginary,
sideration there is, which may suffice to pre- with here and there, perhaps, a patch of real,
vent the number requisite from being so inor- tlmt is to say, statute law: this portion of the
dinate as at first sight might be apprehended, field, along wittl others, to so vast an extent_
This is, that the greater the number of the being left in the state of debateable land_ fur
situations, the le_sswill be the quantity of the tim benefit of corruptionists, in the shape of
business requisite to be assigned to each : the boroughmongers and lawyers.
less the quantity belonging to each depart- Umler the English dream of a Constitution
ment and subdcpartment : and thence the --under the English actual form of Govern-
greater the number of the departments and ment--in tiffs, as in every other part of the
subdepartments of the business of whictl a field of legislation, the duration of the reign of
share may, without o_erloading, be allotted to chaos is destined to be maximized : the dura-
this office, tion of chaos, and to that end, the darkness of

Of the several sorts of business which, on the den of Cacus.
this occasion, presented themselves as capable As to the several ends of Government--that
of being, without preponderant inconvenience, which, in the situation here delineated, they
allotted to the sort of fnnctionary thus deno- have been thought to require, may be seen in
minuted, the legislator will now see before him the h_t of the functions which hcr¢ fJllows.
the list. The points which seemed to call for
the exercise of his judgment were, in the first SEc_o_ I.
place, whether there were any which it was
not matter of necessity to con_ign to some- ]"_eld._of Serclce.
body; in tim nex_ place, whether, in any one
of the situations hereinafter brought to view, E_act_ce. _;xpos_t_ve.
there was a functionary to whom, with greater AP.T.I. By a Local Headman, understand
prospect of aptitude and convenience, the sere- a functionary, who,--in each one of the small-
ral functions in question could, in the spots in est portions &territory, called Bis-subdistrirts,
question, have respectively been intrusted, or Tris-subdi_tr[cts, into which, by any all-

In the French system, the sort of function- i embracing process of division and subdivision
ary whose logical field of authorify is mo_ the territory of' the state is dividcd,--is, of all
diversified, and at the same time his local field [ public functionaries, whose anthority is con-
narrowest_ is styled Maire: 3[aire from the t fined within tl_c limit of that same portion of
Latin Major, whence also the English Mayor. t territory, the head.
But if, to a functionary to whom are confided [
the functions that will presently be seen, a ] Enact_re.
name were given, to which a set of ideas_ eom- i AnT. 2. Of the authority of each Local
putatively so narrow, stands associated, a con- i Headman, the local field is accordingly the
tinuallyrecurringtrainofmisconceptionswould I .Bis-sul_Mistr_ct,or Tris-s_lbdistrict_ for_ and in
be the result. As to the English system, no which he serves.
functionary under this name does it present
in any spot within tim territory, except here .E'nactive.
and there on% among ttmse which several cem AI_T. 3. Of the authority of each Local
furies ago, were eovered withbuildings. But Headman, the logical field will have been
if, for purposes such as those in question, for a marked out by the several functions allotted
comparatively small aggregate of spots which to him by competent authority: that is to say,
are covered with buildings, a constantly resi- by the Legislature ; or_subject to its authority,
dent functionary is necessary, still greater will by the Sublegislature, within the territory--or
be the need of him in the other inhabited per- say local field of which his local field of sec-
tions of the territory: say, in a word_ every* vice is situated.

where else. Instructional. _atioc_native.
For, where the population is dense, much less

difficulty and delay will the ordinances of the ART.4. Of the authority of this office, the
superordinate functionaries, in the several de- eventual logical field is coextensive with the
partments and subdepartments, be exposed iwhole field of legislation. In the aggre-
to, in respect of execution, than when it is m.gate body of these offices, the Legislature pus-
thin: in a word, the thcility will be as the I sesses a set of subordinate functionaries, to
density; the difficulty as the thinness, i any of whom, as occasion calls, may be corn-

Moreover, to the office of the functionary I mitred to be performed, within their several
called Mayor, there are h_ the F_gli_h chaos [ bis-subdistricts, any function, the exercise
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of which could not, by reason of local dis- for a sudden emergency, instruments whereby
tanee from the seat of authority, be so aptly Local Headmen .Deputes oeoa_,donal are locat-
performed by tbeir respective superordiuates-- ed, may, in unlimited number, be valid without
namely, the functionaries presiding over the their signature, see Ch. ix. MiNmTrms rOLLEr-
several departments and s_abdepartments of TIVEL_: Section 6, ,S'elf-srq*ldctivefanetion.

the Administration. Enactive. flatiocinatire.

I_struetional. l_at_oc_natlre. AI_T.5. For damage produced to the service
ART. 5. Of this ultimate link in the chain for want of the due exercise of this function,

of territorial division, the object is to mira- the functionary is punitionally, aswell as satis-
mize the inconvenience resultb_g from the factionally and dislocationallyresponsible. By
length and difficulty of the cour:e which the acceptance of the situation, he contracts for the
individual may have to take, ere be can reach apt and sufficient performance of the duties
the fu_cthmaey, and the functionary ere he attached to it.
can reach the perso_*s or the tldpg._ on which
he has to operate. The de_'ee of facility as to .Enact_re.
means of communication being given, thi_ in- AnT. 6. Locable in the situation of Local
convenience will be inversely as the multitude tteadman's .Depute pcrmancl_t, are all those,
of these 1)ortion_ of tcrritory,--their inequa- and tbose tufty, who are so, in that of Local
lity as compared with one another,--the near- Headman principal, as per Section 25, Lovabl4
ne_softheiral)pr.achtothc fi_urc ofa_,iuare ,- who.
aml the nearnes_ of the :J;ode of the fauctloll-

Enact;re.ary to the centre of the rr2._are.
ART. 7. Dislocable at any time is the Local

SEc'rlo_ II. Headman Depute by the Principal, as likewise

Sdt'-s_qTleti_'c Fa_;ct:,,_. by any of the authorities, by which the Prin-
" " cipal is dislocable.

Evact'trc.

ANT.1. To a Local Iteadma-_, a_ to a Min- Szcrto._ III.
ister, belongs the Self-_q,tdrtircf_tncti._ , to-
gether with the obligation of keeping it in ex- Gencra!-asslsta_zce Functloa.

ercise. .Enactice. .EXl_OSitlce.

Tdsactire. AnT. 1. in the exercise of this function, at
ART. 2. Accordingly, for the earrvingonthe the call of the Prime Ministcr_ or of any

business without interruption, immediately on one of the Ministers, or of the Judge of any
beinglocated, the Principal provides a written Immediate Judicatory, the Local Headman
instrument wherc},y some person, at his choir% doe_ within his territory what depends on him,
is constituted tfis I)epute permanet_t. Tlm in- towards giving execution and effec_to all or-
strument marked with the year, month_ and dinances, mandates, or orders, in relation to
day of the month, is signed by the Principal, which, in conformity to the will of the Legis-
and in token of assent by the Depute. latnre, ;t may happen to them to regard the

business of their respective departments and
Enactive. subdepartments, as standing in need of such

AnT. 3. :Exemplars, 10 : to wit-- his assistance : and this whether for the pur-
l. Kept in the Register office of the Head- pose of securing execution and effect, or for the

man's territory, one. purpose of minimizing the amount of dday,
2. Kept by the Locater, one. vexation, and expense.
3. Kept by the Locutee, one.
4. Transmitted to tim office of the Prime

Minister, one. I. LEGISLATURE-AIDING Fur#crier, s.
5. Transmitted to the office of the Army

Minister, one. Se_rrio_ IV.
6. Transmitted to the office of the Navy

/dmistcr, one. -Presidential Funaion.
7. Transmitted to theoffice ofthePreventive

Service Minister, one. EaTo_itive. .gnactive.
8. Transmitted to the officeof the indigence Artr. I. In the exercise of this function, ttt

Relief Minister, one. all meetings of the inhabitants of his territory,
9. Transmitted to the office of the Foreign held for the exercise of any public function,---

Relation Minister, one. the Local Headman takes the chair of course;
10. Transmitted to the office of the Imme- and, subject to the authority of the majority

diate Judieatory Registrar, one. present_ conducts the proceedings.

J_naetive. Expositive. Enaczive. Instr_taional.

AnT. 4. For the cases in whieh_ to provide ART. 2. But to no such meeting is hi_ pro-
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senc% either in person or by deputy, in such effect to this principle. In every his-cub.dis.-
sort essential, as to render invalid any proceed- trict, the military functionary will find a non-
ings at which a majority of the persons entitled military functionary capable of taking, and
to vote are present. They are free, if they under the obligation of taking, cognizance of
thhlk fit, to elect any other person President. the exercise given to the extraordinary mili-

tary power: and this non-military functionary
SECTIONY. estabh_hed in the command of such a force---

the Radical force of the 13!s-subdistrict--a_
Conrocat;ve Function. wiil be sufficient to overpower any force ttmt

can be nudcr the command of a Stipendiary
Expos_Hre. En,tct'_ve. ot_ieer, who__erank is not elevated by some

ART. I. In the exercise of this function, grades above tim lowest. On an occasion of
the Local Iteadman convokes the inhabitants this sort_ whatsoever is done by the Stipen-
of his territory, :is occasion calls, to meet to- diary functionary, the Local Headman inspects
gether for public purp,*scs, and keeps within bounds_ and the Local Re-

gistrar records it. The smaller the territory_
.En_tctire. IJ_truetional. ,:the nearer at hand, on every such occasion,

AI_T.2. What number of persons, joining in will the Headman of it be : in no part of the
a requisition ibr this purpose, shall, on each territory can a military cmmnander set a foot.
occasion, be sufficient to authorize the exer- without being in immediate expectation of
rise of this function,--and what number suffi- seeing this eoatroUing functionary at hi_ elbow.
cient to render it oblig:ttory,--are points of
local and temporary ceu._ideratiun, whi_'h, un- I SECTIO.nYII.
der the direction of the Legislature, _ill be
settled by the Sut, le,d,_l_tturc of the district in h Stil_endiary ,_ry-contro!li,j Fu_:etion.
which the Local Headman's territory is com-

i Expvsitlre. .Eu_tc_ive.prised.
] Ant. t. In the exercise of this function, the

Local lleadman conducts himself, as per See-
II. ADMI._ISTR:(rloN-AIDING Fu_cI'IO_'S. ' tion 6, Arts. 1, 2, 3, in the exercise of the ,_'t_-

i pen4ictru .d_ my-cvntrolllm.l Function.Sr,cx:o_ VI.

In.¢*ructionaL

,._,ipendlaryA,',ny-e.mtr,Hin:t Fe.net:,vn. { A_./.o Gt_:_e r;B_:.:l,ea k _ gotd,em ande_rthse,Exl,O_,;tice. EJmct_r,,. ex . _ . _" ",. s "I be so fr_,quently presented by the sea as by
A_. I. In the exercise of this function, he i the land branch -f the service. But how re-

takes cognizance of the exercise given to all ' mote soever it may be, from the nearest part
such powers, to which (under Ch. x. Dl-:rE._--i of the sea, scarcely can there be a Bis-subdis-
mv_ FOltCa, Section 12, Powers qf:d_t'_tury as trier in which a demand for the exercise of it
to.Non-_,il'aary) it happensto be exercised by may not have place. Suppose, for example, a
any stipendiary Army functionax:y, on the Navy officer, with a portion of his crew, tra-
ground of *n'd'_tarynecessity, versing the country in pursuit of a d_ert_r_ or

.Enact_re. a body of dc._¢_r_ers,from that braneh of the
servic% and knowing or suqpecting that the

ART. 2. For this purpose, subject to the I object of their search has taken r*fl_ge in a
control of the Immediate Judieatory, he has, ,I certain hov.se. Entry being reihsed, shall
on eve_" occasion, under his command_ the they, by law, have imwer to employ force for
whole of the Radical Military Force stationed the obtainment of it _. tI_w useful _t might

within his territory; Land Service and Water be, that their proeeedings_ whatever they were,
Service (if any) included, should ha_'e for witness and moderator tiffs

local functionary, is sufficiently manifest.
Enact_re. Instructional.

A_¢. 3. In Ch. x. DEv_xstv_ Foncg, Sec- SEc_xo_ VIII.
tion 12, the principle has been advanced, stat-
ing the inaptitude of all inflexible prohibitive 2)an_age-pre_nt_ve 1:'unction.

bars to the abuse of military power, and the Expositive. _naaire.consequent necessity of making the most, of
such bars as it is of the nature of the Public- Aev. 1. To this function the Local Head-
Opinion Tribunal to oppose, to wit, by maxi- man gives exercise by appropriate measures,
mizing and perpetuating the nc.toricty of what- taken for the prevention of damage in any of
soeVer exercise is given to the Stipendiary the cases following :-
Force, on the ground of necessity. Damage by Calamlty or Ca._ualt_t. For ex-

In the political situation here established, amples of the modes in which damage by ca/a-
may be seen the particular means of execu- n_ty is liable to have place, see Ch. xi. Migra-
tion employable for giving application and T_aS SEVERALLY,Section .:5,J*rcventire
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._[Ddster. By casualty, understand calamity to the _Preventive Serr_ce $[in{ster, the Local
on a smaller _cale. Headman has command over the resident

Prevention has place, 1. where, on appear- armed force hi his territory, in like manner as
ance of danger, all damage is prevented ; 2. per Section 6, Stipendiary Mrmy-vontrolling
where, after some sustained, all uIter_c_rdam- Fu_etion.
age is prevented ; 3. where damage is pro- 2. Performance of the preventive operations
vented in part only, not in the whole. Pre- necessary, as perArts. 2, 3. Inso doing, he will
vention of ulterior may be either temporary make recordation, as in the case &Military
only, or final. _'Vecessky, as per Ch. x. DEFENSIVE FORCE_

Secti,m 12, l_owers of Mffltary as to 2"Von-tn_i-
.E_pos_tl ce. tar9 '

AnT. 2. Of the cases in which, by the timely
interposition of authority, damage may be pre- Enactire.
vented, examples are as tbllows :-- ART. 7. II. So, in the case of Delinquency.

I. Calamltq--Inundatlon. Preventive opera-
tions:--l. Diverting the course of the water, Enactire. Exp,s_t'_ce.
by operations pertbrmed on the lauds of pro- AP._. 8. III. In the case of Mbsentation.
prietors or occupants not consenting; and this 1. Locating a persou as temporary curator_
whether it be by absence or reluctance that I with appropriate temporary powers and re-
the want of con_ent is produced. _'2.Applica- i sponsibihty, as in post-el, it cases, as per Ch.
tion made of the manual labour of hands, over xxvi. LOCALRE(;ISTRAR%Section 10, _Post-
aud above such as the persons immediately obit-admlnistration-qraTdin9 Function: or lo-
interested are able or willing to procure and catiug dtcers persons as conjunct curators.

employ within the time. Enacticv.

Ex)'°sitlre" ART. 9. Meantime, for enabling the pro-
ARe. 3. II. Calamit_--Cbnfla:lration. Pre- praetor to take the appropriate charge of his

vcntive operations:--Applieation of extra ] owal property_ the Headman will employ such
hands, a_ above. 1. In c_se of a forest or _means of communicating with hinb as the na-
tract of dry grass on fro, preservation of a turc of the case affords.
more or less remote tract, by gaps made or
enlarged m the masses of combustible matter, Enavtive.
by cutting down and removal of the trees or ART. 10. In all these cases, of his proceed-
grass. '2,.So, in a town, by the pulling down ings in the exercise of this his function, he
of intermediate buildings, where water in suf- will, by the instrumentality of his Registrar,
ficient quantity cannot be had in time. as per Ch. xxvi., cause make recordatiom Of

Expo._tire. the record, exemplars will, by the Local Re-
gistrar, be disposed of as follows :-

ART. 4. Damage by Al,sentation : that is to 1. Kept in the l_'eglstrar's O_ce, one.
say, for want of proprietary care. Examples 2. Tram, mitted to the Immediate Judiea-
of cases arc as follows :-- tory, by tke promptest conveyance, one.

1. _lq_eProprietor not known. 3. Transmitted to the Preventive Service
2. The Proprietor absent irom the spot, and .Minister, one.

no other individual"at hand, having authority 4. Transmitted to the Justice _3Tinlster, one.
to take charge. 5. Kept by the J_ocal Headman, for his own

3. An individual, having charge, by infir- us% one.
mity of body or mind, incapacitated from
adequate performance. Instructional.

AnT. l 1. The Prerentiw Service Subdepart-
Expositire. ment being, as per Ch. xi. MlmS_ERS sErE-

ART. 5. Examples of subject matters and RA_LY,Section 5, of an amphibious character,
modes of damage are as tbllows :-- belonging partly to the Mdminlstrative_ partly

1. Corn, grass, fruit, roots, or other agric_d- to the Judieiar_ Department_ such is the
rural product.% perisking for want of ga:her- character of the services performed, in the ex-
ing in. ercise of these functions, by the Local Head-

2. Agricultural live-stock perishing, or wan- ma_.
tiering out of reach, for want of sustenance.

3. Perishable dead stock in trade, perishing SECTm_ IX.
for want of appropriate care or sale.

_Eaa_t_ve. zExpositire. Eleemosynary Function.

ART. 6. Of the Remedies applicable by this Expositive. Enactive.
functionary, examples are as ibllows :-- AR-r.1. Eleemosynary or say Ind;_Jenee-

I. In the ease of Calamity. relief-aiding function. In the exercise of this
t. Application of the number of hands re- fimction, under the direction of the Indigence

quisite. For this purpose, in subordination l_etief MiniVer, the Local Headman givc_
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upon occasion, within his territory, execution function, ordinarily or extraordinarily, i_ has
and effect to all such ordinances as shall have been, or continues to be, exercised, the Head-
emaued, either from the Legislature or the man will, by the earliest opportunity_transmit
Sublegislature, in relation to the business of to the Immediate Judieatory notice thereof :

__ the Indigence RelirfSubdepartment. also, then or thereafter, al_ exemplar of the
record of whatever passed : likewise all such

SzcTlo._ X. persons and things, if any, as he has caused to
be prehended.

Hospitality-exercislng Fu_etlon.
SEerm.n XII.

Exjvo_itlre. _nactirc.

AnT. 1. In the exercise of this function, Justice-aiding Funct:,o_.
vmder the direction of the Foreign 1-_elation
Minister, he provadcs, as occasion calls, for the Expositive. Em,¢tire.
hospitable and suitable reception of the Agents ART. I. In the exercise of this function, the
of foreign powers, in their passage through, or Local Headman gives aid to justice in the
temporary abode in, his territory, cases fi*tlowing :--

1. Where, from the Judge of his territory, ha
IIL JI-'DIC&TURE-AIDIN(] FUNCTIO,_S. receives order so to do.

2. Where, on information from any other
SEczio.n XI. person,it appcarstohimthat such aid is neededj

_edatlre Function. or may be of preponderant use.
3. Where, upon observation made by him-

E,xposit_ve. Enaetive. self of the matter of fact in question, it appears
Ant. 1. In the ordinary exercise of this to him that such aid is needed, or as above

function, for his security against disturbance may be of use.
in the exercise of his other functicus, he em-
ploys, in case of neees:ity_ those powers which, E_'positire.
for the like purpose, as per Ch. xii. JUDICIAr_Y AnT. 2. By fl_ri_:/aid tojustlce, understand
COLLgC_IVELV,Section 11_ _edat_re function, the contributing to give execution and effect to
are given to the Judge. some decree or mandate, which has been, or, as

appears to him, would have been, issued by the
Ex)msitlre. E_actlre. Judge, had the circumstances of the case been

A_T. 2. In the extraordinary exercise of known to him.
this function, he applies it to the purpose of
cffecting the cessatmn of any such casual riot SEcrmN XIII.
as may have taken place in hi_ territory. Call
it ia this case his l:i.t-,tucggi_tgfuncflon. Uncommiss_oned prehension-approvingF_nctio_.

.Exposltire. EaTositive. .Enactire.
Ar_v. 3. By a riot, understand any course of AnT. 1. In ease of an act of prehension,

operation, in which persons, [two] or more, _exercised ona person or a thing, by command or
with or without concert, act in the continuous allowance of law, on the ground of necessity,
exercise of physical vi(,lencc, on persoils or by an individual not specially commissioned,
things one or more, or in producing annoyance . for the stoppage or prevention of a criminal
to the neighbourhood by noise, or threatening I offence, or for the placing the offender or sup-
language, or deportment. [ posed offender, under thephysical power of the

Eue.ctlce. Instructional I[Judge,---the prehender, if no functionary be-longing to the Jud'_cial or _Prcrentire servicei

Ar_T. 4. For the purposes in this section ] be nearer at hand, will, if the service admits,
mentioned, he has under his commaud the l repair to the Local Headman of the territory,
whole of the l_dieal military force belonging '_and give him information respeeting the facts
to his territory ; and on each occasion employs ! and circumstances. The Headman will there-
such part as iu his judgment is in quality best upon either leave the individual or other sub-
adapted to the purpose, and in quantity suffi- jeet matter preheuded in charge of the pre-
eient, without being superfluous, hender, or take charge thereof, in conjunction

with him, or without him, as the law in that

._nactive. i[behalf shall have directed.

Art_. 5. When once begun in his territory, ]i Enactlee. r_nstr_tional.

the exercise of the sedative function may be
continued by him, in any of the contiguous, i Artr. 2. At the request of the Prehemder,
and so in any ulterior, Local Headman's ter- the Headman may moreover, if he thinks fit,
ritory, until the riot has ceased, deliver to him an instrument_ eontaining his

i approval of the Prehender's proceedings, in so
Enaeti_e. far as, by such evidence as hath come before

Altx. 6. On _hatsoever oecasionthe sedative him, he iz enabled to judge. Name of the in-
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xtrument, Lov_l Heaclmau'a proeis_o_alpre- of these functionaries: with themj it is all
hension-approring oertiScate, power, and no obligation.

Effects and use of this certificate :--In case
of suit brought against the p_'ebender on tlle Instruct_o_lal. ExemTtifieat_onal.
ground of such his proceedings, thib certificate ART. 6. Under this Code, the tteadman, if
may be adduced byhim in the character ofjus- applied W, would not dare to make sport of
tificative evidence, subject to overbalancement law and justice. That day or the next, the
by counter interrogation or counter evidence, complainant would repair to the Immediate

.Expositire. I_stract_onal. 17_atloci_atire. Judicatory, the delinquent would be called
before it, and obliged to make compensation

ART. 3. This function and the two preeed- fur loss of time, or any other injury that had
ing ones, are obviously very near of kin to one resulted from his neglect. In England, for
another. Iuthenatureqfth_.oceaslo_,ouwhieh anysucheomplaint,acomplainantwouldhave
it may happen to them to be called into exer- to pay near a £10(_ in costs, for the attempt_
else, lies almost the only difference. To the before trial, and would assuredly obtain no
sedatire fu_vti<,u, it will be a chance or casual redress. Neither would any punishment be
commotmn produced by an occurrence, capable inflicted on the delinquent, but on proof of
of happening everydayin ever)" year, but which I corruption, as if without it no mischievous
from hundred years to hundred years, may misconduct couhl have place. But then, gen-
never happen. In the case of the ;,_stiee-ald- tlmnen who serve their king and country in
ingfaJ_cti_,J_, an order from the Ju(ige will ha- this capacity for nothing, are not to be harassed
tural]y in the ea_e of the individual obhgation, by frivolous accusations.
be ._n efficient cause : hut unless the duty, to-
gethcr with the power, were extended to those Ssc'rIo._ XIV.
cases, in which an i_ldividual order from the
Judge was by the nature of the case imp_,ssibi- Judiciary power-controlt_J_y Function.
lized, the provision made for the support of
justice, would manifestly be lame and iusuffi- E_actire. Instructional
eient. In the case of the u_comwissio_edpre- ART. 1. In the exercise of this function,--if,
henslon-apprarin.qfunction, the efficient caase by any i_teressee, (bn his responsibility in case
is, an application made by an individual, who, of groundless or wanton application,) informa-
time not admitting of its being made to the tion lms been given to the Local Headman of
Judge, for art individual authorization, takes the territory, of any physical act of judicial
upon him provisionally, (under the assurance power, exercised on any person or thing, for
of obtaining it, as soon _s time admits,) to act the purpose, real or pretended, of giving exe-
in aid of justic% in pursuance of the general cution and effect to any decree of the Judge_
authority supposed to have been given by the --in such case, if, for stoppage or prevention
law. of any abase made of the power so exereised_

]_tstructional. .Exe_,pl_ational. or about to be exercised, his attendance on thespot is applied for, he will, if he sees need or
ART. 4. In English practice, a man who preponderant use, attend accordingly: to wit,

sees another committing a felony, may appre- in person, or, if unable in person, by Depute.
bend him and carry him before a Justice of the
Peace. But a felony, what is it ? All it sig- _nactire. Expostt_vs.
nifies, and that but ambiguously, is the punish- AnT. 2. Of such attendance the object wilt
ment, not the offence. True it is, that under be--not the frustrating in any way any latch-
this denomination, some of the most misebiev- tion of the Judge, but merely the furnishing
oas of crimes, such as murder, housebreaking upon occasion the most trustwortby evidence
bynight, aud highway robbery, would, bymost of it: if, however, it appears tohim_ that by
men, probably be regarded as included. But any subordinate of the Judge, on pretence or
between depredations felonious and depreda- under the belief of giving effect, obstruction is
tions unfelonious, endless and geueratlyuncog- really opposed to the will of the superordi-
noscible are the distinctions, hate, he will, on his responsibility, take such

course as the circumstances of the ease appear
Instructional. _Exe_plificational. to him to require, for giving effect to it, giving

ART. 5. Suppose, however, apersonbywhom always, by the earliest opportunity, infbrnm-
the necessary knowledge is possessed, and the tion thereof to the Judge.

occasion having place, suppose the act of pre- .Expositive.hension to have place in consequence. What
is to be done with the supposed felon _. With- ART. 3. Of the physical acts of judiciary
in reachable distance, perhaps there is no Jus- power thus liable to need control, examples
tire of the Pea_e, or he is out of the way, or are as follows :-
be chooses not to act, if there should be any- 1. Prehension, and consequent detention_ or
thing else which it would be more amusing or transmission exercised on a perso_.
more agreeable to him to do : for, performance 2. Prehension and consequent detention_ o1'
of ftmcti_na is not really obligatory in the case transmission_ exercL_ed on a thing mov_b_.
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above,of the Immediate Judicatories, dellverred
3. Prehension and detention of a thing ira- ]_to the Registrar to be kept in his office, one.moveable.

. 4. Seaxch made, whether on laud, or in a ! 4. So in ease of appeal to the Registrar of
building, navigable vessel, or other reeept_le, 1 the Appellate Judicatory_ one.

for the purpose, real or pretended, of prehen- SECTIONXVI.

sion or inspection in aid of justice.

SECTIONXV. Subjud'_ciary Vend_tire Function.

Subjadieiary topo:lraph lcal Function. .Er_actire. E,.rposit_ve.

i A.nr.ol. When, for giving execution andE_avt_cv. _1]_os'_t_ve. eft' 't t _ judicial decree, a mass of property
Any. 1. In the exercise of this function, the i_ to be sold,--the Local Headman of the ter-

Local Headman takes cognizance of all such of ritory is the functionary, to whom, exceptions
the judie:ary proceedings, here following, as excepted, the function of effeeting the sate, and
have place within his terntory_ and, by the iu- placing the produce at the dispo_l of the Jn-
_trumcntality of the Local Headman's ]_egis- dicatory, wilt be committed.
tr_r, causes recordation to be made of the re-
tsults. EJ:aotlre.

1. Everypart;t'w_ made of a portion of land, ART.2. Exeeptiolas exeepted_ the mode of
or erection made on land, or under-g_Jua_d sale will be by auction.
work, within his territory, into shares,in thvour
of that same number of proprietors, or sets of Instructional.
proprietors, or interes._ees. Ant. 3. To establish exceptions_ should any

2. Every union made of any number of per- be deemed needful, will be among the cares of
tions of land, or erections made on tatad_ or the Legislature, and the Sublegislature, iu the
nuder-_'rvuud work, within his territory, for adjustment of the details of the 1Non-pen_l.
any specml lmrpose. :Penal, and Procedure codes.

3. Every actual transfer made of any por-
tion of laud, or erection on land, or under- Instructivnal.
ground work, within his territory, from one ART. 4. Whether it be by selection or by
proprietor or intere_._ee to anothcr; and this_ auction, the moralaptitude of the functionary
whether the change be to take place during the will_ on these occasions_ stand frequently ex-
life of all theinteressees, or not till after, audin posed to formidable temptation. To preserve
consequence oi; the death of the proprietor or it inviolate, will be among the special cares of
proprietors, interessee, or h_teressees in posses- ] the superordinate authorities.

siom / Instructional
4. Every eventual tra_lsfcr made of any per- 1

tiou of such proprietary subject : for example, ! ART. 5. The source of temptation is--by
in the way of mortgage, or say la_*d-T.led_V. ] sale at undervalue, profit to the directing O_Jae-

5. Every judicial decree, by which b_unda- tionary, or what comes to the same thing, a
r/es are established between one such proprie- person connected with him by some special tie
tary subject and another, of interest, self-regarding or sympathetic : pro-

6. Every judicial decree, by which, as be- fit, to wit, by the d_fferenee between the ac-
tween land belonging to one proprietor, or set tual price received, and the price which, but
of proprietors, or interessces, and land belong- for the sinister design in question_ would, or
ing to another proprietor, or set of proprietors, might imve been _eceived.
or interessees, the course to be taken by a .E_actlce. L_str_tctional.
stream of water, orthe uses to be made of it, is
determined. Ax_r. 6. :prexeutives and preservatives_ as

in other eases of temptation, so in this---respon-
Enactlve. sibitity satisfactional, punitional, and disloca-

ART. 2. Of every instrument, by which tm_ml: and, for execution and effect, publicity
any one of the above-mentioned operations is throughout the whole of the process_ maxi-
performed_ together with all appropriate dell- rnized:to thispublicity_thesolelimitshonldbo
_mations thereto annexed, exemplars will, by that which maN be found set_ by the conjunct
the care of the Local Headman_ be made and consideration ofdelay_ vexation, and expense.
disposed of as follows :--

1. Delivered to each party_ or set of joint S_cr_o._ XVII.
p_a'ties_one.

2. Delivered to the Local Headman's Regis- C_muuicat_on-ald_n.q Fun_t,_o**.

tray, and kept among the records of his office, Enaet'_re. _zpositiv_.I_lle.
A_r. 1. In the exercise of this function,

J?,navtire. according to such means a_ shall by law ha_
A_t_. 3. 3. Also of every judicial decree, as been placed at his disposal,---dhe Looal Holed-
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man affords the requisite supply to any such
deficiency, as the service of any Administra- Instructional
tion subdepartment may at any time chance to A_tr. 7. At the desire of any party, if he
labour under, ill respect of the means of corn- sees reason, he will call in the Registrar ; but
munieation between place and place. As to the Registrar is not obligationally responsible_
these, see Ch. xi. _IINISTRRS SEVERALLY, See- in case of non-compliance.

tion 6, Interior Commuuica.tion ._link_ter. Instructional.

SF,crIo._ XVIII. Ant. 8. At the desire of any party, unlcs_
he sees special reason to the contrary, he will

Bcueficeut-mediation Function. render the hearing secret. For causes of se-
crecy, see CA. xii, JUDICIARY COLLECTIVELYj

+Enact_ve. Section 14, Publicity, _'c., and Procedure Coder
Aar. 1. In the exercise of this function,-- CA. viii. Jt'mc_xL AI,PLICATION_Section 15,

for prevention of litigation, on application made Proeeedh_gs when secret.
to him, the Local Headman, in so far as he
sees good, will apply his good offices to the re+ Instructional.
conciliation of fi+mi/y differences within his AnT. 9. If he sees reason, he will inform
territory, the parties what, in the case before him, will,

in his opinion, be likely to be eventually done
Enact'ire. by the Judge.

AnT. 2. For the non-exercise of this func-
tion, he is not compensationally, pmlitionally, Instructional. Euactire.
or dislocatioually responsible : on]y_ for any A_:_. 10. For any of the above purposes, on
abuse committed of the trust thus reposed in _pplication made by any inhabitant of his ter-
him :--for his reward, he will have the love_ ritory, he may call in any other inhabitant
respect, and self-satisfaction, which will be the thereof to a mutual attendance. A person so
natural fruits of the kind and meritorious ex- called in, is not obligationally responsible for
ercise of it. non-compliance. But, at the instance of the

.Exl,osit_re" Headman, the Registrar will make entry ofsuch non-compliance ; and, at any time after
ART.3. Of family differences, or say dis- commencement of a suit between the parties,

agree_+ents examples are as follows :-- at the de_ire of the applicant_ send certificate
1. Differences between husband and wffL thereof to the Judlcatory.
2. Differences between parent and c],ild.
3. Differences between brother and brother, Instructionol. _at[oci,ult_ve.

sister and siger, or brother and sister+ inhabit- AnT. 11. Of the sort of incompletely+era-
ing the same house, and without a common powered Judicatory, called a Conciliation
parent. (hurt, invented in Denmark, and in principle

4. Differences between any two other near applied in some measure in Buonaparte's and
relatives, inhabiting the same household: espe- other codes, the principle has thus received
cially if without the near vicinity of any corn- a proportionably extensive approbation. Not
men superordinate in the order of genealogy, that, under the here proposed system, suppose

5. Diffi+rences between entp/oyer and helper, it in any considerable degree to answer its in-
in any business, especially if inhabiting the tended purposes, there can be near so great a
same household, demand for a judicatory of this sort, as under

the system in which it originated, or even under
Enact_re. Iustructional. any in which it has been employed. On the

AnT. 4. The application made to him may other hand, the extent given to the principle
be made by either party separately, or, as the being maximized, cannot but be much greater
ease may be, by both eonjunctly : if conjuuctly ! than in any of those other systems : for, in the
so much the better, t enormous amount of the mass of factitious de-

lay, expense, and vexation_ created, or left and
Instructional. cmffirmed by those Codes, is to be found the

ART. 5. In the case of husband and wife, sole warrant for the institution era Judicatory,
and ia other cases, where the parties are of unprovided with the power of giving exeeu-
different sexes, he will do well to call in, as tion to its own decrees. As to this matter_ see
his assistant, a person of the female sex, wife CA. xv. Section 5, Referees d_putabte.

or widow, and past the age of child-bearing. I_ruvtional. .Ratiocinative.

I_struc:tional. ARc. 12. As to danger of abuse,--notwith-
ART. 6. Where both, or all parties are of standing any supposeable deficiency of trust-

the female sew at the desire of any one, he worthiness in the situation of the functionary
may do well to call in, or refer them from him- here in question, as compared with that of the
self to some person of the female se_ cireum- Judge Immediate,--little ground of apprehen-
stunted a_ per Art. 5. sion will_ it i_ betioved_ be found. No coercive
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power is in this case given ; nor yet, as in the
of the l)anid_ Conciliation Courts, are SECTIO_XX.

parties compelled to betake themselves to this
uncoercive judicatory, in their way to the co- Trard_b_y-di_p_tes-settlin_ Fun¢$1o_
ercive one. Power of compelling co_peT_m-
tiou not being in this case-given to the func- L'nact_ve.
tlonary, the influence of any such opinion as A_T. 1. In the exercise of this function, in
he may see reason to declare, will, in each in- subordination to the Immediate Judicatory,
dividual instance, be correspondent to the con- with the advice and assistance of his Regis-
eeption entertained by the parties, as to his trar, the Local Headman employs his endear-
appropriate aptitude; and as the aggregate ours in settling trarellinq d$_loutes; thereby_
mass of useful information in the territory in in so far as on him depentts, giving execution
question increases, this aptitude will naturally and effect to the Traveller's Subeode.
receive correspondent increase.

Ext_ositire.
Instructional. Rat'_oe_nat_ve. AnT. 2. Of travelling disputes, examples

ART. 13. Note, that, in this case, as to every are the following:--
asscrtion,bywhommeveron this occasion made, 1. Disputes between a traveller and a con-
the same securities against falsehood must be ductor of a public vehicle, respecting the quart-
given, as in any other ease : else, as in Eng- turn to, be paid.
lish practice, the omission of those securities o. So, respecting loss of_ or damage to, tra-
will operate as a l_eense to, and a bounty upon, roller's effects.
_aendacity. But no imperative power, either 3. So, respecting damage alleged by the
for compelling the appearance of persons or conductor to have been done to the vehicle_
things, in the characterof soureesofevidence,-- or the effects therein, or the beasts of draught,
or for compelling responsiou for the purpose of by a passenger.
evidence, at the hands either of strangers or of 4. The like as between a traveller and an
parties,--must be conferred: for, if yes, the innkeeper.
power would be--not this comparatively slight 5. Disputes respecting the accommodation
and limited power, but, in so far as regards afforded in the vehic!c, or the hm, as between
evidence, the ordinary and complete power of traveller and traveller.
judicature. Rat_cinat'_re.

SECTIO._XIX. ART. 3. Question. Of the here assumed
demand, for a pal_ieular Subcodc, bearing re-

Beneficent-it_format;o_ Funct;vn. lation to, and denominated from, persons thus
occupied, what is the efficient cause _.

En_ctiee. Imtructional. Answer. 1. Tbe extreme need of the maxi-
ART. 1. In the exercise of this function, on mum of promptitude, in respect of whatsoever

_pplication made to him, the Local Headman remedy is desired to be applied to the evils to
affords useful information and advice, on va- which this occupation is liable to give birth.
rious occasions, to the otherwise helple_, in Of this remedy, the principal, if not sole pecu-
so far as the means in his power extend_ and liarity, will be--the nature of the Judicatory
his employable time admits, to wluch the power of making application of

it shall be allotted. For--the persons who
Instruet;onal. E.rpositire. are they, who, in this instance, require to be

ART. 2. Of these occasions, examples are as taken for subjects of the regulation _. They
follows :-- are persons of all clas,es, without exception :

1. For subsistence the applicant has need of and so in regard to the wrongs which, on this
employment, and t_ough able to perform work, occasion, may require to be repressed, and the
knows not where, orhowtoobtainit. Ifunab,'e_ correspondent rights which may thus require
his case belo_lgs to the IrM;qenoe Relief Minls- to be carried into effect. _Not that as to
tot's Subdepartment, as per' Ch. xi. Section 7. wrongs and r_ghts, the classes that may re-

2. From the estate of a person lately de- quire provision are in fact so absolutely bound-
ceased, or become insolvent, in a distant ]3_s- less, as in regard to persons : still, however, to
subdistrict, or in a forei&mcountry, money is the purpose of provision by regulation, they
believed by the applicant to be due to him ; may, without practical error_ be regarded as
for example, on the ground of natural rela- such.
tionship or debt : his wish is to know by what
means, if any, he may take the best adapted Ratioci_ative.
course for the obtaining of it. Ar_. 4. 2. This circumstance it is that brings

3. On an account, to which he was not privy, the case within the field of the Co_stitutionat
by the decease of a relative, money is become Code. C_onfinethe application of the remedy_
due to him from government, and his wish is in the first instance, to the ordinary Judic_-
to know,in what manner to make application tortes, the distance between the scene of dis-
an_dproof, pugs and the seat of Judicature con_idered_
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the remedy would in most eases remain unap- tanee, there to receive _ punishment, the
plied; or if applied, be more afflictive than the i amount of which is screwed up, wi_ont
disorder. Unless, on an occasion of this sort, i sernple, to _ degree little short of the highest.
the power of stopping the traveller be allowed Suppose the thing, on the other hand, not
to persons exposed to suffer wrongs at his merely as above, transferred from one pers_,u
hands, the power of doing wrong, in all man- to another, but destroyed, and thus lost to
ner of shapes, is given to every individualwho, everybody: in tl_is ease, be the wrong ever so
on the spot in question, is personally unknown: gre_t, whatsoever be his responsibility as de.
and, over the whole of the globe, a compara- dared by the law, if his person is unknown, or
tively small portion excepted, in this case are he choo_cs radmr to go out of, than stay with-
all individuals whatsoever, in, reach of the power of the Judge, such de-

cbzr_d, is not accompanied by any act_a/
t_tiovlnatire, re._pt,nsibility : only to what is called a cir,/

Aar. 5. Yet, if you do grant this power to s_lit does he stand exposed, and by that he is
the several classes of persons by whom the left at full liberty to make his escape. Yet to
protection in question is needed, say in parti- the loser of the thing, how is the loss of it
eular innkeepers and conductors of vehicles, rendered the lighter by its being destroyed_
you put into their hands the faculty of prac- better it would be for him that it were stolen :
tising extortion and oppression, at the charge for then would he have a chance more or less
of an unbounded multitude, who, in no small considerable of getting it back again; whereas,
proportion, will be in a helpless state, no such chance has he if it be destroyed. True

it is, that, in respect of the demand for pun-
t_at;ocinative, ishment, there may bela difference between

ART. 6. Such is the dilemma : what, then, the two cases : but in respect of the demand
is the option which it reaves _..Answer. Either for compensation, there can be none.

to leave the wrongs in question without re- Instructional. Ratlocinat_re.
reedy, or to give the application of the remedy
to a Judieatory, much nearer at hand than, in ART. 8. Of any remedy of which the Legis-
general, will be the ordinary Judicatory : to lature may feel disposed to make the 1Lo_al
give it, in a word, to a Judicatory, of which 11eadm(t_ the instrument_ the efficiency will
the Local Headman, with or without the a_si_- naturally depend upon the de_ee of confi-
tance of his Registrar_ is constituted Judge : deuce which it may regard it,eli as warranted
for, no other course so unexceptionable, can in reposing in this functionary. To every or
the nature of the case admit of : no other anypersoa regarding himself as injured hi any
Judicatory does the present Code afford : no of these way_, shall the power of prehcndi:_g
Judicatory which can so effectually meet the the supposed wrong-doer, and adducing him
evil, can any Code afford. Yet even thus, before the Local Headman, be given ._ If yes,
against the traveller, no remedy can be en- what shall be the function exercised on the oc-
deavoured to be applied, but evil, to the mug- casion by this functionary _.The opi;_rctireonly ._
nitude of which scarcely can any limits be or, in addition to it, the sole surely effectual
assigned, is liable to be produced : a man, function the imperative ? Then, as to the Re-
whose preservation from ruin depends upon gistrar having, lit this ca_e as in ottmr_, cog-
his meeting with a certain person, or having nizance of whatsoever the Headman does, or
under his eye a certain aggregate of thln:Is: endeavours to do,--may it not be advisable, in
or, on his arrival at a certain place, within a consideration of his longer experience, and
certain time, is consigned to ruin, if, by the probable _uperiority in respect of appropriate
means in question, or any others, he is pre- intellectual aptitude, to confer on him in thie
vented from arriving at the place in question case, with relatiou to the imperative decree of
within that time. To exclude this species of the Iteadman, an effectual negative _.or, in
evil is therefore impossible : all that can be case of the Headman's re,sing, or purposely
done, is to minimize the amount of it. declining to act, the imperative function itseff!

Exeml_lifivat_onal. Ratiocinative. Instructional. .Ratioainative.
ART. 7. Under existing systems_ not tufty ART.9. Note that, on this occasion, the tess

inadequate in the extreme, but teeming with the confidence reposed by the Legislature in
inconsistency, is the provision made against these chosen and effectually responsible rune-
evil in this shape. By _ person travelling, tionaries, watched as they will be by the see-
suppose in a carriage in which he is passenger, tion of the Public-Opinion Tribunal, by which
damage to a certain amount is done to the they will be environed,--the greater is the
carriage, to the cattle, or to the inn at which confidence it will thereby repose in persons of
he stops. From the damage done, suppose all descriptions, of whom collectively nothing is
him to obtain or seek profit, as where the thing known_ except that as individuals ¢hey are
in question is stolen by him, or endeavoured unknown: nor let it be forgotten that, to the
to" be stolen, what, in this case, is the conse- here supposed, as to any other Judieatory_ no
quenee _. He is liable to be taken before the proposed pursuer can adduce a proposed d_
ordinary Jadieatory, whatever be the dis- fe_dant_ without at the same time adduving
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himself, and thus subjecting himself to what-
soever penal and other burthensome eonse- SEcrlo._ XXIV.
quenees the law has attached to any such
offence, as on the occasion it may have hap- .Re_,u.,wration.
pened to him to commit. L'naetire.

SECrlO-_XXI. Ant. 1. Of the Local Headman of each
territory, the pay is [ ]. Received

Hospltalde Post-obituary Function. from unwilling hands, ulterior emolument isextortion : from willing ones, corruption.

Enactive. E.rpositice. Enactive.

AnT. 1. In the exercise of this function, in ART. 2. As in the ease of a Minister, so in
tha ease where, within the Local Headman's thi.%by the pecuniary competition will be de-
territory, a foreigner or other person dies, or termined, in what shape, and to what amount,
is found dead, and no other persun being with- deductions, if any, front the abeve-mentioaed
in reach, in whom the disposal of the body, pay, shall be made.
and the temporary disposal of the effects of
the deceased, can with propriety be made to SEctioN XXV.
devolv% as per Ch. xxvi. LOC._.LREGIsTnAP_S,
Section 10, the Headman takes upon himself I.oea_le u'hu.
that same trust : in so doing, he gives, in so
far as on him depends, execution and effect to , Enactire.
the correspondent provisions in the_'tranger's AI_T.1. T_ll the arrival of the Official
Subcode. Aptitude consummation period, as per Ch. ix.

._[INISTERSCOLLECTIVELY,Section 16, Lovable
Instructional. .Ratiooinative. who, any person is locable as Headman whom

A_T. 2. In the exercise of the post-obit-ad- a majority of the appropriate electors think fit
tn,nistration-(jranting function, allotted as per to locate.
Ch. xxvi. Section 10, to the Local t"¢zgi*trar:the
deceased being supposed a native, er other resi- Enact_re.
dent inhabitant of the territory of the state, AnT. 2. After the arrival of the eousum-
there will in general be some individual in mation period, no person is locable until his
whom this trust may be, and ought to be, re- nanm has been entered on the (:eneral Loeable.
posed. But, in the ease here in question, no List: if, of the pcrsous entered on that list,
such person has place. The consequence is-- there be any one willing thus to serve.
that, either the trust must devolve upon some
public functionary, or the disposal of the body_ SECTmNXXVI.
and such effects as the deceased had in his

possession, will be abandoned to chance and Located h,_w.
depredation. Enact i ce.

SECTm_ XXII. AnT. 1. Antecedently to the election, can-
didates will have given in their names, toge-

Term of Serv_ve. tber with their several deduction offers, rela-
tion had to the standard pay, as above, ae-

.Enactire. .Ratiocinat_ce. 1 cording to the pecuniary compet_t,ivn process,
AnT. 1. Of each Local Headman, the term , as per Ch. ix. ML_IsrEns COLLECTIWLr,See-

of service is the same as that of a Member of tion 16, Loeable who: out of these bidders_ to-
the Legislature, as per Ch. vi. LEGISLATORS, gether with such candidates_ if any, by whom
Section 22, Term of Servive, and Section 24, no bidding has been made, the Electors will
Continuation Committee: in such sort, that the have to choose.
Electors may at all times have their ehoiee of
divers persons, in the instance of each of whom SEcTIox XXVII.
degrees of aptitude have been manifested by
experience. 1)idoeable how.

S_.c-rtoNXXIII. .Enact_re.
AnT. 1. A Local Headman is disloeable,

21ttendance. [ by any one of the several Ministers, to the ex-

Enact/me. I ereise ofwho_ function it is hereby made hisduty to give aid, as per Section 3_ Geaeral-
A_aT.1. Of a Local Headman, the atten- / a_istanceFunetion.

dance _ governed by the same rules as that of /
the Judge, as per Ch. xii. JvI)JctxltY COLLFA_- _ .Enactive.
_vl_l', Section 25_ Judges' Attenda_e. l A.aT. 2. So, subject to appeal, by the Ira-
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mediate Judge of his territory : so by the when written. So, likewise, to the Registrar'g
Prime Minister, the Legislature, or the Consti- .Approved submodo. Function thus exercised_
tutive authority ; namely, in this case, by that the _'on-obsta_te function.
branch of it which is composed of the electors
of the Subdistriet. :Enactive.

ARe. 5. So, likewise, in ease of delay on the
SECTIO._XXVIIL part of the Registrar. Formulary in this case,

I. Communicated: then follow day, hour, with
.Retoorts--publ_city. ddiberation tSne allowed, and signature : For-

mulary at the end of that time : 2. Ddibera-
Enactive. tion tS_w elupsed_ order confirmed.

ARt. 1. Under the name of the _eport Cham-
ber, a chamber in the Local tteadman's Office _Enactire.
will be allotted to the purpose of maximizing ART.6. By the tteadman and the Registrar,
publicity in regard to the matter of the several the same official apartment will be occupied,
Reports concerning Deaths_ Marriages_ and as in the case of the Judge and the Judiciary
Births. Registrar. Of this apartment, the Headman

will be, as need or occasion call, tlm frequent,
Enactlrc. the Registrar the constant, occupant.

ART. 2. Tables, to wit the originals, exhi-
biting the matter under the several heads_ will .Enactire.
be kept hung up for public inspection. ART. 7. Exceptions excepted, that which in

here said of the Principals, applies to their re-
Eaacti_e. .Expositive. spective Deputes.

ART. 3- In regard to each, the events that '
occurred during one week will consti'cute the -Enact_ve. E.q_eslt_cc.
contents &one Table. The Tables of 52 weeks ART. 8. _,Vithrelation to everything done by
having been hung up, when the Table of the the Registrar in the process of registration, the
53d week is added, the Table of the first of Headman possesses the inspective function : s%
the 52 weeks will be consigned to another re- likewise, the commentatire, and the melioration-
pository : and so on in snch sort, that there- suggestive: and all discourse, which, in theex-
after there will be at alltimes inthe Chamber, ercise of either of these his flmetions, the
open to umversal inspection, the matter of the I-Ieadmau delivers, the Registrar at the request
whole year, ending with the existing week : of the Headman, as testffied by his signatur%
or_ if the walls, all or any of them will con- will enter upon the Register.
veniently exhibit any greater number of weeks,
in exact succession to one another, so much the -E_tactire.
better. AI_T. 9. In like manner, with relation to

everything done by the Iteadman,the Registrar
S_crlo_ XXIX. possesses the commentatire and _nelioration-

l:¢dation to Local _l_egistrar. sugJestire functions.
JEnactire. .Enactlre. Instructional.

ART. 1. Whatsoever the Local Headman, as ARt. 10. For any breach of official duty on
such, does, the Local Registrar records, the part of the Headman, of which the Regis-

trar had, or but for lns own default would
.Enactire. have had, cogmizanee,--the Registrar, in case

ART. 2. To every act of the IIeadman, the of his omitting, or wilfullv, or through negii-
Registrar attaches his opinion. He exercises genes, delaying, to give official information
the com_nentative function: as per Ch. xvi. thereof, to the Judge, is responsible, satisfae-
Qvxs1-JvRv, Section 3, Functions. tionally, punitionatly, and disloeationally, as

for connivance : in like maturer, as are a Quasi-
-Enactlve. .Expositive. Juryman, "a Government Advocate, and an

A_T. 3. It is expressed by one or other of Eleemosynary Advocate, for connivance at de-
three formulas : 1,Mpproved; 2,]gi_pprored; linquency on the part of a Judge.
3, .Approved submodo. In this latter case lie
makes entry of the decrees modified, as in his Enactive.
view the case requires. AnT. ll. So, likewiqe, the Iteadman, ln case

of any breach of official duty on the part of
JEnactire. the Registrar.

AnT. 4. The Registrar has not, directly or
indireetly_ a negative on any act of the Head- Enaet_ve.
man, except as per Section 20, Art. 8. To the ARt. 12. Of every portion of discourse, entry
Registrar_s 1)isapproved, the Headman at- of which the Headman requires to be made
taehes, if he thinks fit, the words Ordered not- in the Register, he makes entry accordingly,
witl_standlng, with his signatur% and the day under the santo conditions as those which in
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the Immediate Judicatory have place as be- bility,--s_tisfaetlonal, punitiomfl, and disloca-
twven the Registrar and the Judge : as per tional.

_LYi IMMEDIATE AND APPELLATE REGIS- 7, So, without specific delinquency assigned,
•tgt_s_ Section 2, .Relation to Judge. dislocability.

8. Exposure to the judgment of the PubHo-
Ena_i_e. Opinion Tribunal.

ART. 13. During the exercise given to his 9. Obligation of maintaining with the R_
several functions, as far as may be, matters gistrar an uninterrupted communication.
will be so ordered as that the Headman, or if 10. Official Duty Table, constantly in the
he cannot be, a Depute of his, shall be present: conjunct view of this functionary, and all per-
yet so as for want of such presence, the service sons having business at his offce.
performed by the exercise of the function shall 1]. Deportment Rules in like manner con-
not be frustrated or impaired, or preponderant stantly in view.
inconvenience, in the shape of delay, vexation, 12. Incidental Complaint Book.
• nd expense, produced : and of the non-pre- ! 3. In the General Register of the Ottiees
senee of the Headman, the cause will be stated Registration of everything done or said by him
on the record : so if neither the Headman nor on the occasion of the exercise of his functions.
any Depute of his are present, the cause of 14. Character Index.
ouch complete non-presence. 15. Merit Register.

16. Demerit Register.
I_ructiona_. _io_inati_¢. As to these securities, in detail, see Ch. ix.

ART. 14. In the situation of Local Registrar, MINISTEasCOLLECTIVELY,Section 25, _l_-
aS in that of the Registrar of a Judieatory, the t_e8for apFroFriate aptitude.
functionary by whom the business of registra-
tion is conducted, should be stationary : and in SEc'rIONXXXI.
this case, for the same reasons as in that. In
the case of the Headman, as in the case of the Inaugural 1)edaration.
member of the Legislature, and the member of
& Sublegislature, it is desirable that he should Enactive.
not be stationary ; and though his power is ART. l. Every Local Headman, on his
entire, and theirs but fractionary, the reasons entrance into office, will pronounce an appro-
that applied to those two cases may be found priate Inaugural Declaration, in his official
applying in some measure to this. _ apartment. The Registrarwill,in each instance,

/ make an entry of the pronunciation of the De.

Instructional. Exemplificat_onal. ] claration.ART. 15. For his natural Mentor, this com-
paratively inexperienced functionary will have Expositive.
his comparatively experienced associate, the ART. 2. For the form of an appropriate
]Registrar. Inaugural Declaration, see Ch. xii. JUDICIA_tY

Thus in the city of London, in the situation COLLF.CTIVELY,Section 31, Judges', _¢., ]_u-
ofAlderman; for that part of his business which guro_])edaratioa.
is performed by him, in his character of Justice
of Peace, the Alderman has his clerk : a man
whose attention is confined to this business CHAPTER XXVI. t
only. By him are the interrogations put, wlfile Local RF_ISTR_.RS.
the Alderman, sitting above him, and looking
grave, yields auspices. SF_rIO_ I.

Sr_no_ XXX. F_ld_ of Serv_.

lt_ettritles for aIotrropriate apt_tude. Ena_tir_.
Aa_. 1. Of the service of a Local Registrar,

Ena_ive. Instructional. the local field is the same as that of his com-

A_. 1. Securities for appropriate aptitude panion in office, the Local Headman.
on the part of a Local Headman, are these
which follow :-- * Since this chapterwas written, a general system

1. Single-seatedness in this as in all Admin- of Registration for births, deaths, and marriages,
i_trative and Judicial situations, has been established in England by the 6 and 7

W. IV. c. 86, as amended bythe 7, W. IV. and
2. Interdiction of all emolument over and 1 Vict. c. 2"2. The readerwho is acquaintedwith

_bove established pay. the provisionsof these acts will find them in their
3. Prohibition of extr_ remuneration for broaderand more essential features anticipated in

e_'a despatch. [ the following pages : andto the author'sdiscoveri_
4. Effect of the precautionary indications for 1and opinions on the subject of Registration, set

prevention of sinister profit. _forth in his other works, (and especially in book iv.
_i. ResponsiHlity for subordinates. I of the Rationale of Evidence,) we may safely, M
6. In case of specific delinquency, responsi- ] in so manyother instances, trace the _ourceof this
VoL IX. -- 2 R
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this oetce, such exeepted_ in the exercise
E_v¢. Iz_r_b_naL which a conjunct _,a_ is bornv by the Local

AnT. 2. The logical field is marked out by Registrars and the Local Headman: as to which
the functions, delineated in the fourteen fol- see Ch. xxv. LOCALttEAD_fE%Section 29, 1_
lowing Sections. lotion to Local J_g_strar.

Enactive. Instructional. Enact_ve.

ART. 3. Of the service of the Local Regis- ART.4. On the occasion of the several rune-
trot, the ordinary field, is no other than that tions, by the exercise of which such occur_
which is occupied by the recordation of pre- fences as call for minutation are recorded,
appointed evidence. Incidentally and momen- description will be given by this functionary
tarily, it may become applicable to the purpose •of the persons by whom the relative information
of a suit, to which it gives commencement : is delivered. Heads, the following :-
and so far as this is the case, the evidence eli- I. Person or persons from whom elicited.
cited by him takes the character of litiscontes- Subheads :
rational evidence, as per Ch. xxi. IMMEDIATE 1. Sex.
ANDAPPELLATEREGISTRARS_ Section 1, F_elds 2. Names, surnames and christian, or the
of _rvloe. equivalent, the whole at length.

3. Age, mentioning the year, month_ and
SF,crm_ II. day as far as known.

4. Occupation.
Belf-supple$_ve F_n. II. Place at which the information is eh-

cited: whether the Registrax's ofllciaJ cham-
:Enac_ve. bcr, or any and what other place : if a house,

ART. 1. To a Local Registrar, as to a Lo- making known the house or ether place, as
eal Headman, belongs the self-suppletive rune- per Ch. vi. LEGISLATCR_,Section 13, F'o$_-r_ak-
tion, together with the obligation of keeping _ng habitations, lzowdefined.
it in exercise. III. Time at which the information is ell-

cited. Subheads: year, month, day of the
.Enact_v¢. month, day of the week, hour.

AnT. 2. To the situation of Local Regis-
_a_r, apply the several other articles, which, Instru_onal. Exe_npl_flvat_o_.l.

per Ch. xxv. LOCALH_gN, section 2, Self- ART. 5. Examples of the matter of various
suppletive function, apply to the aituation of sorts of preappoiuted evidence.
Local Headman. L l_icmorandums of events ablative and col-

lative, as to title to property, power_ and con-
SFzno_ III. dition in life.

1. Deaths.

Functions _n general. 2. Births.
I_ructia_d. Enactive. 3. Marriages.

II. Legally operative species of statements.
AnT. 1. For the dvmentary and separately These arc,

ineffective functions, of which the process of 4. Conveyances at large, such as the Legis-
effective registl_tion is composed, see Ch. xxi. lature shall have ordered, or permitted te be
:IMMEDIATE ANDAPPELLATEJUDICIARYRF_I_- thus registered or recorded, namely, the ori-
T_na, Section 4, Elementary Fu_ctions. ginals, or transcripts, including, L Conveyances

of actual transfer ; H. Conveyances of encum-
_navtivs. -?ns_ruct_onal. brances or eventual transfers ; and nL Dis-

ART. 2. For the mode of ndnutat_on, see charges of such encumbrances.
that which is directed to be employed in the 5. Conveyances testamentary, or say, po_t
Judiciary Registry, as per Ch. xxi. I_D_A_ obituary, in particular.
ANDAPP_,L,TE Jvmc_v R_sT_as, Sec- 6. Contracts ordained or pormitted, asabove,
tion _, .Minutatlo, ]w_. in case ofccnveyances.

7. Declarations, delivered under or without
_iv¢. interrogation, concerning facts, eventually col-

A_cr.3. In Section 5,and those which follo@, lative or ablative, in relation to title, to pro-
are detailed the several functions belonging to petty in things, or to services of persons, or

power, or condition in lifc,--mad capa_te
accordingly of serving in the character of

in dvilisatlon. Those who are familiar with evidence.
thQworking of the present system, will be no tess
_Tuck with the accuracy_th which the author has _aactAv¢. F_.
antisipated its advantages. When the Registration
Bill for England was bright forward, a like me_ ART. 6. AS to the Books into which the
Imrewas proposed for 8edtland. It was opposed various minutes or entries are ma_ie,the Local
by the Church, and has now (1_4l) been fo aurae Registrarexercisesthe castodi_¢veand w2_i_:
ye_r_past for_o_e_--_, tiv_ functions_ and also _he c_a._za_,
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as to the f_alty of inspection. As to the Edi- benefit of any persons dear to him: and tldsj
rices or Apartments in which they are de- without sensation of loss to any one else.
posited, the _od/fi_. XustructionaL

SECTION IV. ART. 5. IV. POLITICAL ECONO_J_-SF_VI_G

PURPOSES.
Cvenealoglc_-rec_rda_ion Ftm_ions. 10. Furnishing, at all times, indic&tiGrisof

the state of the population, at different perlede_
Expositive. in respect of increase and deccan, e, in the

AnT. 1. By genealogical registration, no- several different parts, and thence of the w'mdeb
derstand registration of Deaths, Marriages, of the territory of the State : to wit, with s
Divorces, Births, Arrivals at Full Age, Lapses view to the causes of any such excess or
into Insanity, and Restorations to Sanity. deficiency, and thence to the appropriate

remedies.
]nstructior_zl.

ART.2. Of the apt registration of these Ins_ruaionaL
several occurrences, the several useful efeots ART. 6. V. CALAMITYANDCASUJLL_J_'-II_fN|-
a_d purposes may be stated as follows :-- raziNG PCnPOSF_S.

I. PROPERTY-SETTLINGPURPOSES. ll. By affording continual indication of the
l. Establishing title to property, several disasters that have been known to ha_
2. Establishing title to s_pport or re/i_f, at place, whether on the more extended seato of

the charge of near relatives, in case of indi- calamity, or the more eeutracted scale of or-
gence, dinary co_a/ty, --directing the attention of the

3. Establishing at the charge of one relative pnblic, and of the Government_ to the mini-
l/_b//_y as to debts contracted by another, mization of the like in future.

4. Establishing title to ¢ondit_o_ in l_fe: to
"wit,in respect of parentage, consanguinity and Instructional
affinity. ART.7. VI. C_IME-m._I_nZ_G PuRPOSeS,

5. Establishing title to self-go_rn_nent_ 12. The case, in which this purpose is ca-
)able of being served by registration in this

Znz_ruvt_onal. shape, is almost exclusively that of dea_.
ART.3. II.I-IEAL_H-PRESERVlNGPURPOSES. The way iuwhich thispurposeisservedis--
6. Furnishingmattermud groundsforinfer-bybringingtolighttheinstancesinwhichthat

euces,contributorytotheincreaseof general resulthas had criminalor culpableconduct
keal_--thediminutionof mortalityand dis- among itsconcurrentcauses:thus,whetherit
ease:forinvestigatingthecausesofdiseasein had foritscause,design,ornegligence,giving
itsseveralshapes;and thencefordevisingof publicitytothefact,withitsseveralmaterial
reined/ca,sanativeand preventive, circumstances,witha view to legalpursuit;
7.Furnishinggroundsfordeterminingthe and,bymaximizingtheprobabilityofdetoction,

comparativedegreesof salubrityofplac_ in minimizingthefrequencyoftheoffence.
differentsituations;witha viewtoindividual
settlements,and publicestablishments. Instructional.
8. Furnishinggroundsfordeterminingthe ART._. "VIE INDETERMINATEP_

compaxativedegreesof salubrity,asbetween In a periodofthesame length,a_d among
oe.supat_onand occupatio%inplacesalikecir- the same number of deathsfrom allcauses
onmstanced:thatpersonswho axewillingto takentogether,theconditionof the portion
engageininsalubriousoccupations,may be the ofterritoryinquestioninrespectofthepoints
more effectuallyenabledto obt_n adequate followingshouldbe attendedto:-
compensationinothershapes,fortheirsuffer- I.Naturalsalubrityorinsalubrity.
ingsin respect of healtlL* 2. Sufficiencyorinsufiieiencyofemployment

InstruCt/GnU/. for labouring hands.
3. Salubrityor ins_ubrltyof the occupation

ART. 4. III. PRIVATe. F_CONOMY-AIDINGin which the greatest number are employed.
PURposES. 4. Temptations offered to prodlgality.

9. Furnishing grounds for calculation, re- 5. Degree of prevalence of habitual drunk-
speeting the rate of mortality, with a view to enness.
the purchase of life annuities, and post-obit 6. Form of the Local Government : to wit,
provision £er relatives: thereby enabling each of one Headman's Territory, as compared with
proprietor to employ his money to most advan- another : or of one District, or say, Suble_is-
re,go, whether for his own benefit, or for the lature's Territory, compared with another.

7. Form of the General Government, ascom-

Sines the establishment of the Registration pared with the form of Government in this and.
in Engisad, the Reports of the Registrar that other political State.
have fromtime to time supplied extensive 8. Notions most extensively prevalent on the

_tion, and been the source of various corn- subject of religion: in particular as a@plied
tmmt_ in rehttion to these hesds._Ed, the case ofdetths by suicide.
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J_ea_-r_da$_ F_I. AnT. 6. In a ease where, am per Article
2, No. IV., any person has been stated, or is

Ena_i_. by him suspected to have been, contributory to
AmT. 1. In the exercise of this function, on the death, in s criminal or culpable manner,

the ocoasion of every death that happens within as therein mentioned, he will forthwith tran_
his territory, the Registrar receives and ex- mit to the Immediate Judieatory, an exemplar
tracts information concerning it : that is to say, of the record of the inquiry as above, of which
eencorning the mode, the known or supposed such statement or suspicion is the result.

eanses_ and the material consequencos of it. E_a_ive. Instructi_oJ.

E_/w. ]n_ru_/o_ag. ART. 7. Follow certain other functions sub-
ART. 2. Heads and Sub-heads under which judiciary, exercisable by the Registrar on the

the information furnished will he entered, are i occasion of deaths. Reason. Impossibility of
the following : added under each Sub-head their being exercised by the Judge, in time for
willbeone or other of the threewordsfollowing the eventually requisite ulterior judicial ope-
--to wit, Knotvn,Supposed, or Unvonje¢turable. rations.

L Person of the deceased, Sub-heads as per He will, if in his judgment it be neeessury,
Section 3, Fwn_ior_ in genera, Art. 4. issue and cause execute, a prehension and

II. Place of the death ; as per Section B. transduetion mandate, for taking into custody
III. Time of the death ; as per Section 3. every such suspected person, and conveying
IV. Cause of the death. Sub-heads are, him forthwithtotheImmediateJudieatory, to-

mere old age, disease, or casualty, gether with every such thing, as it may appear
1. If disease, name of the disease, necessary, or preponderantly useful, in the
2. If casualty, character of sources of written or real evi-

l. What. dence. Name of the fimction_ the .Pre_.
2. Persons contributing to it, any, and

who. Ettactive.
& As to each, whether with or without A_T. 8. So, where the deceased was found

design to hurt. dead, or in a dying state, in a street, roaA, or
4. If with design to hurt, whether with any other open and public place,---he will, in

or without design to k/P. like manner, transmit information to the Im-
V. Persons, if any, present at the death, mediate Judieatory, althongh no such cause of

Sub-heads, as to each, are : suspicion at the charge of any person in par-
1. Sex. ticular shall have as yet appeared.
2. Names.
8. Age. Eno_ive.
4. O_:cupation, or occupations. AxT. 9. The body he will, in this ease, keep
6. Abode, or abodes, in his custody, until there has been time for

his receiving the directions of the Judge in
Ena_/_e. relation to it.

A_T. 8. From these elementary Tables, the
_rarwlll frame _ MortaJi_y Tables, Enactive. I_tru_io_al.
annually, or if hood he, oftener. A_T. 10. The fact of the death being estab-

lished and recorded, and the time for reeeiv-
Eno_ive. ing directions from the Judge, as per Art. 9,

AmT. 4. Disposed of by him will exemplars having expired, he will deliver the body to the
thereof be as fellows :-- known Pog_ob_ trustee, te_mcntary, or

1. Kept in the Office, one. te_amentary of the deceased, or ant person
2. Transmitted to the Health Minister, one. properly authorized by such trustee, by _ war-
& Transmitted to the Immediate Judieatory, rant, authorizing him to dispose of the body by

one. interment, or in any such other mode as he
4. Transmitted to the AppellateJudicatory, may choose.

One°

5. Transmitted to the Prime Minister, one. Ena_tlw. In_-_wt/o_tal.
6. Transmitted to the Legislation Minister, A_T. 1L If the body be that of • person

eae. unknown, or of a person for whom no such
7. Transmitted to the Subleglslaturo of the trgstee has appeared, nor, to the belief of the

Territory, one. Registrar or the Headman, is likely to be
found, antecedently to the time at which, by

_,uteti_. putroseence, it will have been rendered _ source
A_aT._. In _elatiun to the evidence thus to of annoyance,_he may place it at the disposal

he obtained, he poeseeaes power, receptive and of a medical practitioner for the advancement
extraetive, in the same manner as daes a Jud&e of medical artand science. In such ea_b_te
Immediate. will give the preference to aay pzaetitioner_wtm
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shah have attended the deceased at his last apI_uted to be exerelse_/n _ of
moments, or who, after the decease, shall have death. +
been called in for the purpose of the inquiry
into the cauie and r_nner thereof as above. Ial_r_j_-_J.

ART. 18. By these two local fuuotlom_les
Enar_t/v_. --the Headman and the Registrar--are per- +

AltT. 12. If no _uch practitioner be to be formed in conjunction the several kin& ofm_
found, the Headman will dispose of the body vie_ performed under F_ngiishbred-law, by tlm
_n any such other manner as he shall think Keeper of the Pariah Register, and the Core+
best, and will make entry of such disposal upon her with his Jury.
the record. Of the English system, the extreme im_

quacy is among the results of the inexperienced
Ena_ive. ]nstructlonal. and barbarous ages in which it took its origin.

ART. 13. If, for the purpose of exami- The Coroner's inquest, though bettor than no-
nation, in the course of the inquiry as to the thing, would be palpably inadequate, were it
cause of death, the P_egistrar has deemed it only for the distance to which this functionary
necessary to prehend any person, although has to go, especially in the largest counties,
not at the time suspected of having been con- and the expense uscessitatod by two journeys.
tributory to the death, and has accordingly The direction of this important function being
caused him to be prehended, he will t_ke left to the nonentity called Common Law, the
his examination accordingly, conduct of the Coroner is altogether axbitmry,

Endive. In_ructionaL and is determined on every oecasionhy what-
ever sinister interest happens to have piece.

ART. 14. In case of obstinate silence or The notification, too, in this case, is confined
evasive rseponsion, or respension believed or to death_ known or suspected to be violent.
suspected to be wilfully false,--he will cause
convey him to the judicatory, in like manner SECTtO_VI.
as a suspected person, together with an exem-
plar of the record of the examination.* _arr_9_-record_ion _z_'ioza

En_ivs. Instructionca. .E_a_.

AR_.IS. If, in any case in this sectinn men- ART. 1. In tbe exercise of thls function, the
tloned, the delay necessary to the transmission LocallRegistrar causes recordation to be made,
ofanexemplaroftherecord, wonld be attended as they occur, of all marriages celebrated
with preponderant inconvenience,--the Regis- within his territory.
tr_r may, for the present, transmit a brief ab-
stract, or notice, together with an intimation .Ena_i_.
of the time at which the exemplar may be A_T. 2. So likewise of all divorces.
expected. Appropriateformularies will be
found provided in the Procedure Code. Ena6ci_e.

A_r. _. With relation to the Register Boo_
+Ena_ive. Instru_tiona2. in which these occurrences are recorded_ h_

A_._. 16. In the prehension mandate, as exercises the _ua_od_ir_ function.
per Art. 7, or 13, may he contained an autho- I_str,_t/ona2.rity, in ease of necessity, to prebend the per-
son in question in any adjacent Local Head- A_. 4. The business of mea'riage is sub-
maa's territory, or even in any other in the jeered to difficulties and causes of complication
State. But, in this case it must be accom- which have not place in regaxd to deaths or
Imnied by a transcript of the record up to that births. 1. Parties two ; 2. Families two ; 3.
time, and contain a clause requiring the per- Anterior residences frequently in different bis-
_ons and things prehendod, to be forthwith de- subdistricts ; 4. Places of celebration different
livered into the custody of the nearest Imme- from the places of anterior abode of both, or
diete Judge. either. Care and regulation will also be re-

quisite to obviate error by the registmtien of
Enac_iv_. Instructional. the same contract in different places, and thus

Aa_. 17. When, in case of casuzdty, as per giving it the appearance of so many di_etwat
Art. R, the person, though not actually dead, contracts.
a4_pe_rsto be in imminent danger of death, the
m_me powers may be exercised, as are heroin Ing_tet/onal.

A_t_. 5. As to the conditions, the fulfilment

+ * It is here assumeda_ ma_terof necessity, that of which shall be rendered necessm'y to the va_
_lzthe official residence of every Local Headm_u, lidity of this species of contract, --or sa,y caumm
the_e is a z_romj-room,in which persons, who have of invalidation,--they belong to the'Civil Code.
been examined, or who are in waiting to be ex-
alained,, m_/ybe kept, until they can be conveyed _empl/.fw_/o_,/.
to the Judisatory of the Sub-distrlct. Altr. 6. In England, the entering into this
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e_,.aet has been mixed up with retig_, and
the performance of a religious ceremon_, by a I_. Ezemp_Tva$_.
Priest is necessary to the validity of the con- ART. 5. In the exercise of this function _,
tract.* For the performance of the ceremony, has religion been mixed up in England, uRder
too_ fees are exacted from all alike, the name of christening, and fees of course

exacted for the perfornmuce of it. Without
SECTIONVII. the payment of these fees, and declaration

made of belief in certain religious opinions, no
individual is admitted to the benefit of

_irSh-recarda_ien Function. substitute for registration._ Thus, _ith re-
.Enactive. speet to the registration of deaths, marriages,

and births, of the seven distinguishable put-
ART. 1. In the exercise of this function, the poses mentioned in Section 4, of none but the

Local Registrar eanses reeordatiou to be made first, is any care pretended to be taken by
of all births as they take place within his ter- Government. Much more apt is the footing on
ritery, which this business stands in France. Neither

into the registration of deaths, marriages, or
.Enaet_v¢. I_structional. births, is what is called religion_ admitted to

ART. 2. Heads, under which, in the Birsh- interfere. The apt registration of these facts,
_'ecordi_ Reg/ster, entries will be made, are taken in the aggregate, is there regarded as
the following :-- a work of prime necessity, with reference to

1. Sex. the purposes, public as well as private, men-
2. Father's names, as reported_ exceptions tioned in Section 4, and the exaction of any

excepted. _fees, for such registration, is prohibited by law.
3. Father's age, as reported. See the Code Civil, de Napoleon, Lie. i. Tit. ii.
4. Father's occupation, as reported. Ch. ii. iii. iv.
5. Mother's names as reported, exceptions

excepted. SE_Io._ VII1.
6. House where born--description as per

.Election Code, Section 10 (col. iii. p. 583.) M zturity-recordat_on Function.
7. Year, month, and day of the mouth : and, Enaetive.

as near as can be guessed, the hour as re- ART. t. In the exercise of this function, the
fretted. Local Registrar records the day on which each

8. Persons, if any, present at the birth, person has arrived at the age of complete self-
9. Personorpersonsbywhomthereportwas government, for which purpose he will elicit

brought to the office : their names, under the sufficiently probative evidence of the fact.
handwriting or signature of each respectively.

10. Year, month, day, and hour at which Enac.t_re.
the Report is received. ART.2. So, arrival at the several other

11. Names given, or if any proposed to be ages, if any, at and not before which, he or she
given, to the child, as reported, is by law competent to the exercise of this or

Instructional. that particular right or power.

ART. 3. AS to exceptions, whether any and Instructional.
what shall have place, will depend upon the ART. 3. Examples are the following:_
_rtateof the laws respecting sexual intercourse, 1. Right of choosing a guardian.
and its consequences. 2. Right of making a will, orsay a pan-oh/-

Instructional. tuary disposition.
3. Right of contracting _narria#_.

ART. 4. In regard to the statements here
required, the case of children born out of mar- I Section IX.
tinge, or from an adulterous intere.ourse, re- ]
quires to be kept in view. On this occasion, [ Insanlty-recordation F_n¢_ioa.
two opposite evils present themselves. On the [ .Enactir_. /Erpos_tiw.
one hand, disgrace entailed upon the irre- ART. I. In the exercise of this function_ the
proashable offspring, in addition to that suf- Local Registrar records, as soon as adequate
feted on the same account by both parents, evidence thereof has been elicited by him, the
but in the vastly higher degree by the mother; existence of _n_an/ty in the instance of any
on the ether hand, for the hope of exemption, person_ resident at the time within his territm,y.
judicial falsehood, in intended effect, tanta-
mount to what, under the existing swearing Expositive. .Rat_i_.
system, is styled perfi_ry. ART. 2. By insanity, understand such inflr-

* This has been altered by the Registration ASt. _¢ This is not now required by the l_tk,_ton
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mity of miud as either for the sake of persons t preventive arraugeu_ents can be taken by the
in general, or for the sake of the person him- t Judge. In the case of melancholy insanity,
Belf alone, otherwise than on the account of t the mischief is continual, but special danger
non-age or criminality, an effectual demand I has no place.
is produced for the subjecting of his body 1
or his mind, or both, to restraint, under the t Enactive. Im_r_.
care of some person or persons, by authority 1 AnT. 7. In respect of time, immediate and
of law. ' more or less urgent, but short, wilt be the de_

mand for the exercise of the in_uity ohvlativ_
Ezpositi_e. Rr_tiocinative. function by the Lo_al Registrar, in the ca_es

AnT. 3. In some cases, only as a channel for ofprim_eval, superannuationat, and melancholy
conveying the information to the Judge, is file insanity. After appropriate recordation ma<le
ministry of the Registrar needed : name of the by him of the malady, the charge of permanent
function in this case the ]nsan_y-i_formatlve. guardianship will devolve upon some other
Use and reason, saving in respect of delay, persons, non-functionary or functionary, the
vexation, and expense, in the journeys of infer- Indigence-Relief Minister, for example, ac-
tuation. In other cases, the nature of them cording to directions given by the Judge.
may require that, by this functionary himself, Enact_ve. I_ruc_ionat.
means of security should immediately be em-
ployed : use and reason, prevention of imme- AnT. 8. If, from the information reeeive_
diateiy impending mischief. Name of the func- it appears to the Local Registrar that the suF-
tion in this ease the Ir_anity-obviative. posed insane Persen cannot, without d_ger

either to others, or to him or herself, be left in
I_tr_t_ona/. a state of Personal liberty, he will pronounce

An'i:.4. Forthemarkingthereqnisitedistinc- an appropriate provisional opinative decree
tion in practice, between these two classes of and imperative order, declaring under the
cases, as per Art. 2, the several modifications, charge of what persons he or she shall be placed
which in these respects the infirmity admits iu a state of temporary confinement, and under
of, require to be distinguished and brought to what mode of confinement. Name of such per.
view. son so appointed Temporary I_a_ity Gr_,_.

d_an. Name of the instnlment, I_/t,_ Tit-
EaTositire. Instr_ctlonaL porary Guardianship Order.

AnT. 5. Insanity is either 1. pr_mveval, or 2.
advent_f/o_. Name, when prim_eval, (in Eng- Enactive. I_tr_i_aL
lish,)idh_tcy: adventitious, it iseither 1. Inc_- ART.9. If, in this ease, itappears to the Re.
dental, or 2. Superannuatio_at. gistrar that the insane person has in pommssio_b

Incidental, considered as to its effects, may or effectually at command, Pecuniary menu
be distinguished into universally-dangerous, adequate for the present to his malntenmase_
and purely _df-dangerous: self-dangerous in- i the Registrar will_ by appropriate decree and
sanity may, as delinquency, be so in respect of 1"order, authorize the guardian to receive and
person, property, reputation, or c_)nditlon in i apply to that purpose such pecuniary msaas.
life: in respect of person, by sdf-de_tructlon i Name of the instrument, Insanity TemFara _
for example, or "_rreparable self-di_f_urement, I .,4limentative x_uthorizb_g Order.
sdf-dlsa, blew._, "orself-m_ihet_n: in respect _
of property, by l_rod_ality, or _provident ] Ena_tive. In_tructionaZ.
_a_ageme_: in respect of reputation, by t ART. 10. If it appear to him that the sup-
indecorous self-exposure, or sel.f-disqraving dis- ! posed insane person has not, in adequate quart-
¢o_rse: in respect of condition in life, by ill- I ti_y, in possession or effectually at command,
_rt_d marriage, t such pecuuiary means, he will, by appropriate

By superannuat_ona_ adventitious insanity, decree and order, give direction to some persia
_nderstand that which is sometimes produced or persons, to advance from time to time to
by old age. the Temporary Insanity Guardian, such re-

quisite pecuniary means. Name of the per-
_,vpoK;t_ve. l_tloc_nat_e, son so charged, the Temporary Iasa_$_l A_I-

AR_. 6. Considered as to its effects, insanity mentator.
maybe distinguished into 1.capricious; 2. mail- In_truvt_onal.
einus; 3. rabid; and 4. melancholy. Where
c_tpricious,malicions,errabid,anecess_rysup- A_tT.II. Permanent InsanityGuardian_
plementtotherecordationfunctionmaybetl_twhol PermanentInsanityAlimentator,who!
whichisexercisedby theoperations,havingfor foranswertothesequestions,seeiathePatti-
theirobjectthe preventionofthe impending cularCodesthe]_.':,anity_ub-_od#.
mbchief: name of the function_ as above, the in- f,_tr_ct_o_al.
_n_ty-ob_atlv_. t_eason for the institution of
it, length of the distance of the Judiciary Re- ART. 12. A qu_tion for the consideration ef
gi_trar's office from the sources of the informs- the Legislature will be, whether in any and
flea: thence, da_ger of mischief before may what cases, and in what mode, to Fat
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gASifyupon_foetlagwdogou8 tothat of in-
sanity for preservation ofpreporty.from waste, _/ve. I_l.
far individuals and families. ART. 2. He thereupon, according to the dl-

F_tpli_ation_t" reetion given in the R/g_-¢o_ferr/_£ _ P_-cedure Codes, proceeds _oinquire whether there
A_t. _. Under the English system, where be any person entitled and disposed to contest

to a person possessed of adequate property, in- with such applicant the right to the possession
sanity is imputed, around him _ock the law- and exercise of this trust. If it be clear to
yers like vultures round a carcase. Many are him that there is not, he accordingly, by an ap-
the years, many the thousands of pounds, f-re- propriate instrument, grants to the applicant
quontly thus consumed. Thus is prodigality_ the appropriate powers : if it be clear to him
compulsory prodigality, organiTed at the ex- that some sufh proposed contestator exists, or
pense, frequently to the ruin, of the afflicted if it be matter of doubt whether there does or
family : organized by the power and for the not, he refers all parties to the J_dgc : on the
profit of these pretended and self-constituted Register he in every case makes entry of every-
guardians, thing that has passed.

E_active. .Enactlv_.

Aav. 14. Disposed of by the Local Registrar, ART.3. Exemplars of the Record will on
are exemplars of the record as follows :_ this occasion be disposed of as follows :_

1. Kept in the office, one. 1. Kept in the oflice, one.
2. Transmitted to the Immediate Judica_ 2. Of parties between whom the right i_¢o_-

tory, one. tested, delivered to each, one.
3. Delivered to the Temporary Guardian, 3. To the Registrar of the Immediate Jadi,

one. eatery, one.
4. Delivered to the Temporary Alimentator, E_tlve. Instructional Ratiocinative.

one.

_. Transmitted to'the Prime Min!_ster;one: ART. 4. In case of need, for preservation
of the effects from depredation,destruction, and

E_act_re. deterioration, the Registrar has power to take
An_. 15. Of every case of restoration to sani- them under his care, and so to keep them, unt_

ty, (evidence thereof, as expressed in an appro- time sufficient having elapsed, the Judge, or
l_riate instrument, being elicited and delivered under his direction the Eleemosynary Adve-
to the Local Registrar of the territory, in the cate, in the exercise of his supertutelary fune-
Register of which recordation had been made tiou, as per Ch. xx. Section 5, has taken them
ofth_insanity,)recordationwillbemade. Name into his disposal. Use and reason, the same
of the instrument, Restored-sanity Cer_f_a_. as in the case of the Local Registrars Insanity-
For the persons by whom such certificate will record_tion function, as per Section 9 : and
be granted, and the conditions requisite to the in the case of th_ Local Headman, in virtue
grant of it, see in the Right-conferring, or say of his Hospitable Post-obituary function_ as per
Non-penal partieuiarCodes_ the Insanity Sub- Choxxv. Section 21.
code_ as above. _w_tlocinatiw. I_ructional.

SF_trrmsX. ARe. 5. Possible indeed it is, that in the in-
stance of this, as in the instance of any other
functionary, or any other individual trustee, it

_o_t-obit-admln_s_ratlon-_'antin 9 Fu_w_ion. may happen to the trust to be abused. But in

.Endive. Exposit_w. this possibility no adequate reason for with-holding it from him can be deduced. In regard
A_. L In the exercise of this function, on to appropriate aptitude, in the case of this rune-

the decease of a person leaving effects in his tionary, security, the highest that the nature
territory, the Local Registrar receives applica- of the case admits of, will have been provided.
tlon from any person stating himself or herself 1_,Iorcover, in his hands the duration of the
to be entitled to the administration of those trust, and thence of the faculty of abuse, is
same effects in the quality of_Pos_-obit _ucves- minimized. If from a functionary, for whose
#1onus, or Post-ohiO Trug_: and if trustee, whe- trustworthiness this security is given, the exer-
ther as testamentary or as vir_-te_c_nwnt_ry cise of it being also under the constant inspoe-
trm¢_ or say ad_ninistrator: to wit, for the tio_ of the Headman, the power is withholden_
pnrpoee of making disposal of them, for the itwillremalninthchandsofpersonsofallde_
eomme_ benefit of all interessees, whether as scriptions, themostuntrastworthynotexcepte&
ere_urrs, legatees, or kinsfolk. The security thus afforded by the care of_

Tee term Po_-obi_ Trustee includes the idea functionary, who, by reason of the amalinessof
of _ust, and is therefore more expressive than his territory, is nearer to the spot in questi_t
the term _'_¢_or : the term Post-obi_ is al- than any other can be, is added, not eub_/tuted,
reaa_ _a u_e m English practice, as in the in- to the greatest security atforded by the current
atmtco e_ a Post-obit Bond. prscti_.
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in, may be fixed with joint _rm_i to the qmm-

Iu_rwfloz_. F_np_. try of the ma_, the quality of the iagredient_
Aa_. 6. In the whole of England, Wales in- and the facilities, natural and aeq_ of t]m

eluded, there are but two offices at and from persons interested.
which the judiciary power in question van be 3. The power of disposal being given te
obtained: that belonging to the Archiepiscopal some one, or some two in co, unction, tlm
Province of Canterbury, and that belonging to power of inspection (subject to such condition
the Archiepiscopal Province of York. For the as shall prevent obstruction to the dispeu_)
4_btainment of the power in question, £5 is the may be given to all persons interested.
minimum of the expense. Such is the expense 4. The comparison of the effects themm_veJb
if the place of the effects were next door to the with the account of them as given in the in-
office. Judge from hence what it may be at ventery, will be as easy as possible.
three hundred miles distance. 5. Of the sale of such, as to prevent dete-

I_ructiono_l. L'zemplifica_io_al. rioratien or deperition, it may beshould be forthwith sold, the fairness will ]rove
ART.7. This being the case, all persons in- as many guardians and guarantees as there

terested in a mass of effects, which, after de- are persons interested, with the addition of
fraying the expense, will not stford a surplus, their respective friends and neighbours.
axe without the benefit, whatever it may he, of 6. Every arrangement, whether of substaa-
the law, which has, or is supposed to have place, tire or adjective law, by which the disposal
in relation to the subject. But in this case are would be directed, being determined by the
the vast majority of the people. To what ex- ordinances of real law, not as in England by
tent injustice on this ground may have place, imaginary and sham law, every one would
no one can on any sufficient ground take upon know what he has to expect, every one would
him to say : and in so far as justice has place, have in his hand an efficient check upon any
the law of course gets the credit of it, but the act of such sinister design or carelessness, in
real cause is in the probity and good conduct w_ch, without such check, the functionary ca
of the people, in spite of what, by the license whom it depended might otherwise be apt to
and encouragement thus held out, the law does indulge himself.
to render them dishonest. I_uct/onaJ.

]v*truc_brnal. Ezcmt_if_tlo_w_. ART. I0. True it is, that supposing, with
Airr. 8. The person to whom the disposal of the management of this functionary, the Heart-

the property is intrusted, (a person of whom, man of his territory, or any party interested,
casual exceptions excepted,too few to be taken were dissatisfied, recourse to the Immed_te
into account, the functionary by whom it is Judieatery of the Subdistrict would be tlm
granted has not any the smallest knowledge,) only remedy. Here, then, would be litiga-
on the granting of the power, makes a promise tio_. But in respect of vexation and expmu_
on oath to deliver in, within a limited time, say whet a contrast sud_ litigation would make,
a year, an inventory of these same effects, with that litigation which has place in the
When the time comss, it has been delivered in establishad English practice, may be see_ in
_this same inventory---or not, as it may hap- the Procedure Code.

. But suppose it delivered in, what claim I
it to confidence : to confidence on the part S_c'rlo._ XI.

of persons interested t What check is there
upon it, what security against falsehood and Proper_y-trapJfer-recorda_n F_z_Tm.
insufficiency I Preventive check, not any :
Teparative check, yes ; to wit, by litigation: Enacfi_e. Ezpodti_.
and at an expense such as, in the case of the AJ_. 1. In the exercise of this function, the
vast majority, is sufficient to absorb, not only Local Registrar, in manner ordained by the
the whole subject matter of the litigation, but i Legislature, exercises the recordative fuae-
the whole property of all litigants on all sides, rich, in relation to all instruments of

ante, or ssy proper_y-c,.fectlng inctrmnents, to
I_. _P,_/oclnati_. which, by the Legislature, or, subject to the

Az_r. 9. Contrast this established with the authority of the Legislature, by the Sublegis-
here proposed state of things, lature of the territory, exercise shall have

L The abode of the Headman and his Re- been ordained to be given to it in the Local
gictrar not being so far distant from the most Registry.
distant abode in his territory, but that a per-

of adult age may, with ease, walk thitber Iz_ru_ionoJ.
m_d back again in the course of a day, every ART.2. For the list of property-affeetiag
habitation with every inhabitant is known to instruments, see the Non-penni Code, tit. Ira-

him. The arrangements made for the purpose _rume_s.of _ections, in the Election Code, as per Sec_
tlen t0, suffico to render it so. _ive. Iz_t_ru_.

Sk The time at which the inventory is given A_. _. Purposes in this eaees ew_ _i
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above the advantage attached to the giving to pellative, by which the import of both might
the transaction a determinate form, by means be comprehended,--say obliga_ry tra_sa_io_.
of perpetually existing signs, are-- A contract is a species of conveyance ; for by

1. Securing the instrument against deperi- it are conveyed rights to the services_ what-
tion. ever they are, which by the contract a person

2. Securing it against injurious alteration, stands bound to render. What distinguishes
3. Securing individuals against loss_ by lab- a contract from a conveyance which is not

rication era false instrument, contract, is that by the conveyance the sole
4. To persons contemplating the giving cre- services the right to which is necessarily con-

dit to another, on the supposition of his having veyed, are the negative services of persons at
at his disposal the mass of property in ques- large, as well as the conveyors : to wit, the
tion, affording security against its having service consisting in abstaining from all oceu-
been by antecedent obligations placed at the pation of the article conveyed. Of these set-
disposal of anterior creditors. Say, security vices, which, on the occasion of the conveyance,
against prior encumbrance, the conreyor undertakes for the performance

5. To persons who might otherwise be dis- of, the word covenant is the denomination: so
posed to contest the title of the proprietor to of those for which the conveyce binds himself
the interest in question, in the mass of pro- for the performance : these covenants are so
petty in question, rendering manifest the hope- many subs/d/ary contravts.
lessness of any such endeavour. Say, secu-
rity against disturbance. SECTIONXIII.

6. To persons disposed to purchase the mass
of property in question, or an interest therein, E_ra-judic_ab.e_idenee-recordat_on Fun_a.
affording security, and the persuasion of secu-
rity against all claims on the t_rt of others, Enact_r_. Expositive.
on the ground of antecedent title on their Ant. 1. In the exercise of this funeral,

or on that of the proprietor's _ of the Local Registrar elicits, and records, all
legal power to make the disposition, whatever such evidence as, in contemplation of even-
it be, which he may take upon him to make. tnally existing suits, the Legislature, or suB-
Say, security for titles, ject to the authority of the Legislature, the

Sublegislature of the territory shall have er-
SECTIONXII. dained or authorized him to receive : to wit,

on the responsibility, satisfactional, and punN
Contravt-rcvc_'dation Fua_ion. tion_l, in case of falsehood of him by whom it

.Enactive. Ex]_osit_. is delivered: with or without power of receiptand extraction from persons other than him by
ART. 1. In the exercise of this function, the whom the evidence is offered, and the recerdse

Local Registrar, in manner ordained by the tion thereof requested, according as the Legis-
Legislature, exercises the recordative function, lature shall have ordained.
in relation to all instruments of co_raet, to
which, by the Legislature, or, subject to the .[sstru_ional. _atio¢inative_
authority of the Legislature, by the Sublegis- ART.2. In Ch. xii. JUDICIARYCOLLEC_VELlr,
lature of the territory_ exercise shall have been Section 24_ -Wo_-vonte_tational_evidenrz-div_
or_lained to be given to it in the Bis-subdis- ration Fnn_km, this is among the purl_Ses
trict Registry. i for which power to elicit, that is to say, to

receive_ and upon oco_ion extract, such evi-
]_xpos_t_re. Instructional. deuce, is given to the Judge. By giving the

ART.2. In addition to the first three seeu- same power to the Registrar of every Bis.sul_
ritise mentioned in Section 11, Art. 3, the district_ the delay, vexation, and expense to
grand use of committing this function in par- individuals will be minimized, and the _ime of
ticular (Mthough it applies to a great extent the Judiciary Registrar so far disbarthened.
to all the functions in general) to so numerous

classof functionaries,is the consequent In_ruct_naL
diminution of the delay, vexation, and ex- ART. 3. This seems moreover to belong, in
pense resulting from the shortness of the dis- a more particular manner, to the number of
tance between the seat of the evidence and those cases in whioh,--te prevent unproflt-
the abodes of the individuals having need to able consumption of funetionary's time, by
deposit it, and thenceforward of those having frivolous, wanton, or ill-desig_eg apptieations_
need to inspect it. --it may be advisable _ a small pecunln_.y

compensation, remissible in case of deehu.ed
I_struet_o_al. and credited indigence, should be required to

ART. 3. Of contracts, as of conveyances, the be exacted, as a condition preliminary to tim
exposition and relation belong to the Non- exercise of the function.
pe_ml Code. For clearness, correctness, and
comprehensiveness of conception, not incon-
aiderable_ would be the me of zt comm_n _p-
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_i_ar_l-t_pograph_-e_nce-re_orda_ AI_T.,5. So, likewise, the Appropriate
Fur,_i_a ter _ttaehed to the Sablegishtture, from the

Tables of atl the several Bis-sub_strictsp with-
_w. E_padtSve. in the District.

Any. 1. In the exercise of this function,
the Local Registrar exercises the eu_oditire E_ive.
function, in regard to all such ,naps, _nd other APT. 6. Of these respective Dignstaj when
imitative documents, as, by order of the Judge, completed, the Registrar of the Immediate
in explanation of a judicial decree, shall from Judicatory, the Health Minister, aud the Fi-
time to time have been consigned to his charge, nauce Minister, wiU each of them canse ¢opiea

in the manifold way to be made, and exemplar8
J_nac$_ve. disposed of inthe manner following :_

ARe. 2. So, likewise all such z_aps, hearing 1. Kept in the office, one.
reference to t,_nd, or works upon or underland, 2. Transmitted to the Prime Minister, one.
as, on that occasion, may, by any interessee, 3. Transmitted to the Legislature, one.
have been consigned to his charge. 4. Transmitted to the Sublegislature_ one.

SEc_m,_ XVI.
ART. 3. At a view taken of any object for

a Judicial purpose, at an O_t-door $ittb_, as J)o_men_ _.
pe_ Ch. xiii. J_vo_ I_mA_, Section %
Out-door attertdance, he attends at any time, Enac_ve. J_aTo_t_.-
and officiates, in manner as ordered by the
Judge. AgT. 1. In every Local Registrar's Ofli_,

a chamber will be allotted to the purpose of
SEc_o_ XV. _taximizing publicity in regard to the matter

of the above-mentioned Population Tables.
JDigestire Function. Name of the Chamber,--The/_eport C/mmber,

or s_y, The Document Cl_mnbcr.

A_T. 1. Fromtheorigin_lPopulationTables, E_c_.
as per Ch. xxv. Local lt_xv_, _eet_ou 2_, A_. 2. Table_ to wit the o_als_¢x_ih_t-
.R_po_--p_l_ity, will be copied in the maul- ing the matter under the several he_, as per
fold way, by the Local Registrar, exemplars Section 4, will therein be kept hung up, for
insuehnumberas shall have been deemed need- public inspectiom Of this matter will be _rm.
fuL Of these will be disposed of_five, in man- posed the furniture of the walls : one wall or
her following :_ portion of a wall being allotted to JDe_._;

1. Kept in the office, one. another to Marr/ages and Divorce; a third
2. Trav_mitt_ to the Immediate Judiea- to Births and arrivals at M_r_y; $ fourth

tory, one. 1 to entries made of I_ty and resection to

3. Transmitted to the Health Minister, one. i _n_y. For other matters, see Ch. xxv. Lo-

4. Transmitted to the Finance Minister, one. CxL H_v_, Section 28, _v_-p_5//c_y.
5. Transmitted to the Prime Minister, one.

/_avt _ve. S_ON XVII.

A_. 2. From the Tables of the several Term of_ervice.Bis-subdistricts, or t_is Subdistriet_ the Regis-
trar of the Immediate Judieatory, under the .Ena_iv¢.
direction of the Judge, will, within one [week
e_:month] after the conclusion of e_h s_lar AIt_. 1. Of a Local Registrar, the term of
year have framed a set of D_gest_d Tables, service is the same as that of a Judiciary Re-
ad_pted to the purposes of the Judicial de- gist_ar, as per Ch.xii. Jvmc_a_cm,_c_v_%
partment. Section 26_ Term of _rvi¢_.

S_o_ XVIII.
AR_ _. So, likewise, from the Tables of all

the _ver_l Bis_suhdistriets in the State, the _t_¢_da_w_.
Health Minister will frame another set, adapt-
ed to the business of the Health department. _nac_ir_.

E_/_. /_._. I.Of a Local Registrar, th_ attca-
A,._c. 4. So, likewise, the Finance Minister, dance is governed by the same rules ss that of

a.set ad_ptod to the bnslaea_ of the Finance the Judge, as per Ch. xii. JVDIC_ARYOOL_
I_p_t. xrv_, Section 25, Y_2_' _4o_dmm_.
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Judieiary Regish'a_ are loeated: namely, tim
S_t_o_ XIX_ Justice Minister's.

Rem_,era_o_ S_-rmN XXIIL

A.e_. I. The pay of a Local Registrar is _.
[ ] per day. AnT. 1. Disloe_ble is a Local Registrar ill

Received from unwilling hands, ulterior the s_me manner as the Judge, as per Ch. xiL
emolument is extortion ; from willing ones, JUDICIAnY CO_V_Y, Section 80,
eorrnption, cab_/tow.

SECTIO_XX. En_.
AR_. 2. So, likewise, by a majority of the

_4t_,da,_ and Re_nu,eratio,, how connected. Electors of the Local Registrar's territory,

.Enavtiw. Expositit_. convened or assembled for that purpose, inpursuance of a requisition signed by [one-f_th]
ART. l. Vacation days excepted, the Local of the whole number entitled to vote at elee-

]_egistrar attends in his office every day in the tions, as per Ch. vi. L_xS_Tum_ Section 5_
year. E[ec_ors, wtto.

Vacation days are,--every seventh day,
urgency excepted, as in the ca_e of a Member S_yrmN XXIV.
of the Legislature, as perCh, vi. L_mLATUgE
Section 20, _endance and _munera_ion, _c. 8e_urlt_ for appropriate ap_z_de.

E_zcti_.

Ena_ti_e. ART. 1. The Same securities for appropriate
AJ_. 2. Vacation deys excepted, sick or aptitude, which, as per Ch. xxv. Section ?,0,a_e

well, for no day, on which he does not attend applicable to the sitn._tion of a Loc_d HeaAma_b
at office, during office hours, does any Local also applytothesltuation of a Local Registrar.
Registrar, any more than any Legislator,
Judge, or Judici_tl Registrar, receive his pay. Ezpositive.

ART. 2. For a detailed exposition of the_
_na_t/_. securities, see Ch. ix_ Mx_ST_ts coxa.mrnvm_r,

Alto. & By the Local Registrar'e Depute Section 25.
permanent, as per Section 2, _;df-_uppl_tive

f_t_t/o% is kept an _4_end_ Book, in which SF_0N XXV.
the several days and hours, on which the
Local Registrs_r principal attended, are set I_auffur_ .Dedarc_ion_
down by him : as to the mode, see Ch. xii.
JUDICIARY_0LLECTIVELY,Section 28, Lo_ab_e _n_c_ir_.
_/_o. Of the result, the Local Registrar, or in ART. 1. Every Local Registrar, on his en-
his default the Local Headm_n, transmits, on trance into office, will pronounce an appro-
the is_t d_y of each month, an exemplar to the priate Inaugural Declaration, in the ofltehd
Judiciary Registrar of the Judie_tory ; an- apartment of the Local Headman.
other, for publication, to the editor of the
neaxest government newspaper. E_vodt/ve.

A_. 2. For the form of an appropriate Ino
S_rxo_ XXI. augural Declar&tion, see Ch. xii. JUDICIAItT

COL_ELY, _tion _l:t 3"t/_A_, _'O-:t iYl_t ,It_
Lo_able wl_o. gur_d Dedoff_io_.

A_T. I. In the case of a Local Registrar, CHAPTER XXVII.
the qualification, constituted by service per-
formed in the situation of a Depute, is the JuDIC_ MI_e_G_aS.
mine as in the case of a Judge Immediate, as
per Ch. xii. JuDICIx]gYCO_VKLy, Section SECTIONI,

M_ngers, or my _le_ko_, _.o.

S_os XXIL E.v/u_i_.

Located how. ART. 1. By a Messenger , understand a jndi
eia_'yMandate-bearer--afunetionary, towhom/ "
function exercise is given, by eanslng knew

AgT. l. Loea_d is a Local Registrar, by ledge to be had of a written numdate emal
the same h_,_k by which the Judges and ing.from_Judge; aadofthe contentsefneb
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in me far as aequaint_ee thereof obviate a_l such subterfuges k among the
m obtained by aetuaJ contact wittb &udphysi- objects of endeavour of the Preeedu_ God_
sai peseession of, the instrument, when de- as per Ch. x. JumcxxL Co_umc,_oa. _
]iveredto the party addressed; or, inhis ste_,
to mome other person, for the purpose of its Ena_/ve. F_poe_ve.
being delivered to him: arrangements for that ART. 6. Judiciary Messengers, are either °_
purpeee will have beenma_te in the Procedure official or unomci_l ; or say special or
Code. sionaL Ot_ci_l messengers are the Lett_..Je.-

Empodti_. Post c_rtiers, as per Art. 3. Spee_l or oee_siona_, are all persons employedms such, by or
A_e. 2. Aecorsitor is an appellation coin- under the authority of a Judge.

eident with, but not altogether co-extensive
with, Messenger oa Mandate-bearer. Accersi-
tion, from the Latin, is in English hither-call- CHAPTER XXVIII.
ing. Calling to the judgment-seat the indivi-
dual addressed---caliing him to it, that is to JumclxRY PR_ns_soaa
say, requiring him to repair to it, will accord-
ingiy be the most frequently exemplified put- SECTIONI.
pose of the judicial mandate. But neither are
other purposes wanting, for which the issuing Pre_nsors, e_to.

of a judici_l numd_te may be necessary. Cor- _zposltivs.respondent to the modifications of, or say the
elementary functions included in the prehen- ART. 1. By Pre/_nsor,, understand I set
sire function, as per Ch. xxviii. JUDICIARY Of judiciary functionaries, to whose functions
_SOS_ Section 2, will be those of the exercise is given by prehcmdo%for whatsoever
M_senge_. judicinl purpose made, of persons or thinbqb

under and by virtue of corresponding lmmdate_
._,m_iee. fnftru_ional, emaning from a Judge.

ART. & In concert with the Finance Min-
i_,er a0adthe Interlor Communication Minister, E_/_.

ements will be taken by the Justice ART. 2. By pr_sion, underst_d takiag
r for eansing a_l judicis_ mandates physical possession of, and taking into their

(excoptin_s excepted) to be delivered _tt the custody, persons and things, of whivh, uader
places to which, aad to the persons to whom, and byvirtueof correspondent mandates imu_
addressed, by the several and respective fune- by the Judge, (to whom they are respectively
tienaries a_ing as letter-ca_ers, under the di- subordinate,) such possession is required to be
ruction of the Interior Communication Minister. ta_ken.

For this purpose, as by any person at large,
so by a Letter-Post functionary in particular, In_ree_io_J.
a letter thus sent, by or from a Judge, can A_T. 3. For more pa=tieulur fu_,.tlom in-
with as much facility, as if by or from any cinded in the prehensive fanetlon thus applied_
person at large, be conveyed to the place _ud see the Procedure Code, Ch. LrLi._oa.
pemoa _ddressed.

E_a_. S_o_ II.

A_. 4. In concert with the Finance Min- Fie_ of_ervb_.
il_r_md the Interior Communication Minister,
as above, the Justice Minister will, moreover, Eno_ti_e.
take the necessary axta_gements for e_using ART. 1. The local and logical fields of _er-
all judicial mandates, appearing on the face of vice of a Prehensor are the same as those of &
them to he such, and the responses thereto Judge, as per Ch.xii.JvDICIXRY COLLEC_Y3SLY,
l_peetiveiy, to be delivered free of postage. Section 6.

Iz_ructlo_. Ena_iw. E_ti_.

AJtT.5. On tbe ptrt of an individua_ wish- AnT. 2. Ordinary and extraord_ry, or
tag to escape from the fulfilment of any obli- say oo_naL Sucha_ethe Prehense_eloe_
e_t_e_Onvouredimpesedon him by the law, and en- fields of service.

accordingly to be notified to him hy Ordinary, that which coincides with tlmt of
the mandate of _ Judge, a natural endeavour the Judge, to whose Judie4_tory the Prehens_

of com_ be_ to ese_pe from the reeeiving in question belongs: e._tr_, the respee-
tafe_emttion as above, of the existence of the tire local fields of service of any or _dl the
_judieitlma_date,tewurdswhich, several other Immediate Judicateriss.

by the supposition, he is uot disposed to pay Enaetive. Empos/t/_.
_bedienee: so, _ewise, when sueh informa£on
_'tmen meeived by him, to esea_ from the A_. $. Only when the person or
beiagkaewntohamerecoivedit. Toeheekand thix_ or things, whi_ requiring to be e_-
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headed, are, or by the Judge ale believed to I alIy,--_ud lest _mm_3 _divldunl _ by
be,(wbether_nastationa_ormtgratorystate,) any _¢ident, means of giving execution and
within the Judgeshire of some other Judge or effect to a judicial decree, should be wanting,--
Judges,--to the authority to act within his own to the Judge it will belong, of his own sutho-
Judgeshire, will be added by the Prehension rity, by appropriate instruments, to appoint
mandate, issued by the Judge, authority to act Prehensor Deputes Occasional, in such number
within the territory of any other Judge. as the state of things may have been found to

require.
I_uctio_al. .R_ioci_ati©e_

Awr. 4. Whether they.be persons or things, S_c_o._ IV.
or both, frequently it cannot be seen, whether
at the moment of issuing the Prehension man- Loc,wble _o.
date, the proposed subject matters of prehen- E_acti_."
sion be in a stationary or a migratory state :
nor, if in a stationary state, how soon from AIT. 1. The pecuniary competition lmving
that state they may not pass into a migratory had place--a salaD" having, by the Legislature,
one: nor, in case of migration, into or through been attached to the situation, as in the ease
what other Judicatories the migration may of a Judge, as per Ch. xii. Juwcx_u_Y COLL_V-
not extend. TIVELY,Section 27, .Rnnuneratio% any man

Accordingly, in the tenor of the prehension- who can read and write, is loc_ble.
mandate, at the moment of issuing it, the E_a_ve.
Judge, if he sees reason, will insert a clause,
authorizing the Preheuser to extend to any ART. 2. Qualifications, l. Ordinary. The
other Judgeshire or Judgeshires, without ex- aptitude of the candidate, in respect of the axts
eeptinn, the exercise given by him to this his of reading and writing, will be exhibited in
function, At the same time,if, in the individual public in the Justice Chamber, immediately be-
case in question, there be any reason to sup- fore the signature of the location instrument.
pose that, in preference to, or to the exclusion .Enactive.
of_others, the subject matter in question is, in
a more especial degree, likely to be found in ART. 3. Of the day and hour at which the
this or that Judgeshire; in this case, in and by signature of the location instrument is Fro-
another appropriate clause, designation of such posed to be performed, notice e_ectually pub-
partieulax Judgeshire or Judgeshires will be lie will have been given ; for any persons so in-
inserted, e]ined, to come in, and by their evidence re-

spectively delivered and examination taken,
En_t_. I_str_io_. show cause why such location shall not lmve

A_T. 5. As for other judicial mandates in place.
general, so for these, printed forms in general In_ru_io_d.
terms, with appropriate blanks for the inser-
tion of matter peculiar to the several indivi- ART. 4. Of persons who. in respect of their
deal eases, will be provided under the direction antecedenttyhubitual occupation,presentthem_
of the Justice Minister. selves as affording a presumption of especial

appropriate aptitude, examples are the feliow-
Fam_i_e. ing :__

A_. 6. In case of any such judicial invaslon, 1. Functionaries having served as serjeants,
as above, the invading Prohensor wilt make a or in any superior er inferior grade, inthearmy
Report, specifying the Judgeshires so invaded, subdep_rtmeut, being at th_ same time in re_
with the time of each such invasion, and the spect of bodily vigour apt fern service, in which
opemtlous thereupon performed, as in this case, bodily resistance on the lm_t of

others, is by _the supposition liable to hove
Sgc_o_ Ill. place.

2. Functionaries having served in the Navy
_f-suppl, e_i_e_t?u_c_ion. subdepartment, in grades analogous to theabove.

_wa_i_e. 3. Fanetienarles having served in the Pre-
Aa_. 1. To a Prehensor, as to a Judge, be* ventive Service subdepertment.

longs the self-suppletive function : with this Inst_t/ona/.
diffe_nce_ that in the case of the Prehonsor,
the instrument of deputation must be signed, AR_. 5. Qualifications, 2. Ext_..erdina.,T.
not only by the Preheusor principal, but also Consideration had, that individuals of all sorts
by the Judge. --foreigners as well as natives--persons no_

speaking a_y language spoken by any pro'mac
EmT_ti_. In_ru_/osa_. nent inhabitant of the State--are liable to be

A_. 2. Under and by virtue of his aid-cem- subjected to the exercise of the power th_
peUingfunetion, as per Ch. xii. Jw_c_av coL- conferred, and regard beivg had to the need
xa_r_v_, Secthm 12, _t any time pru_- whiohhus place for interchange of expres_a
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of will, and oorrespondent expressio_aof corn- _the instance of, and appropriLte demand ac-
plisaee sad refusal, the locating Judge, on the cordingly made by, any other pei:son whets,
occasion of the choice made by him_ as between ever.
eandidat_ and eaudidate, will have regard to
the number of foreign languages, if any, in .Enacted. lnst_u_ional.
which the candidate is able to converse : cw- AnT. 2. When, and as often as, it happen_
t_r/s _rP)_, the aptitude of the candidate to a Judge to dislocate a Prebenser, he will
being a_ the number of the languages, in which cause him to appear on a day appointed before
he is able to converse, him in the Justice Chamber, and there, a_ter

taking his examination, in so far as shall ap-
fnst_,ct_o_l, pear necessary, (if by the result thereof he is

AnT. 6. In making choice of a Prehenser, confirmed in his opinion of the inaptitude of
for the individual occasion, if the proposed this functionary,) will declare tohim tbecause
Prehendee be a foreigner, the Judge will or causes of his dislocation, and pronounce
e,_t_r/s/_f/bus, employ, in preference for the dislocative decree accordingly.
occasion, as Prehenser, .if any such there be,
an individual who is able to converse, either in Ena_t_e. I_struct_onaL
the native language of the proposed Preheudee, A_T. _. To the care of the Government Ad-
or, if that cannot he, in some other language, vocate it will belong, of his own motion, or, at
in which the proposed Prehendee is able to the instance of the Judge, to secure in this, as
converse, in other eases, the exhibition of any such evi.

Instru_onaL deuce, as for the forming of a gromld for the
proposed dislocative decree, m_y l_ve preseate

AJeT. 7. Where the proposed Prebeudce is ed itself as necessary.
of the female sex, the Judge will, if he thinks
flib make appointment of a person of that same Enactire. I_ru_ion_.
sex_ to act as attendant on the person of the
proposedPreheudee, whether she be a foreigner ART.4. To the care of the Eleecaosynary
or a native : this, for the purpose of minimiz- Advocate it will belong, in like manner, to se-
ing the annoyance to which a person of the cure the exhibition of any such evidence, as
female sex may unavoidably be subjected, by for averting the dislocative decre% n_y have
being in the mode in question placed under the presented i_self as necessary.
power of a person of the male sex : of which
annoyance the intensity will naturally be in .Ena_ire. Inst_,u_TnaJ.
proportion to the degree of affiuence to which ART. 5. In this case, to afford a valid ground
she has been habituated. On such an occasion, for the dislcoative decree, it is not necessary
the Judge will be upon his guard against the that the demand for that purpose should h_ve
danger, lest, by means of such appointment, for its ground any offence of the number of
the intended prehension should in any way be those, the denunciation of which is exhibited
frustrated, in and by the Penal Code. The decree will

have for its sufficient ground and w_t,the
SZC_ONV. whole matter of the record, of which such exa-

mination as above constitutes the essential part.
Lo_ated ho_.

Enactire.
Esa_tir_. ART. 6. Of this dislocative record, excm-

A_aT.l. Located by the Judge of the Judi- plars will be distributed in manner following:
eatery, to which they belong, and under which 1. Kept in the Judicatory, one.
they serve_ will be all Judiciary Prehensors. 2. Delivered to the Dislocatee, one.

3. Delivered to the dislocating Judge, One.
E_a_e_ 4. Transmitted to the Appropriate Appel_

A_T. 2. Performed wilt the location be, by late Judicatory, one.
an appropriate instrument, styled a PrOcurer- 5. Transmitted to the Justice Minister, one,
/oca_in9 instruCt.under the signature of the
locating Judge. Enable. Ins_r_tionaL

Ant. 7. Should the dislocativedecree appear
S_I_ION VL _ not sufficiently grounded either to the Judge

Appellate or the Justice Minister, they will
_,s/ocwb/s/unv. not, however, relocate the dislocatce in any

Judicatory in which he will have to serve, uno
E_ti_e. dera Judge by whom, or at whose instance,

Awr. 1. Dislocable at any time, by the Judge he has been dislocated.
of the Jndicatory, in which they respectively By his dislocation in one Judicatory, no per-
serve, are Judiciary Prehenso_: by the Judge, emptory bar will be oppo_i to his location ia
that is to say, either of his own motion, or at any other.
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_m_x.crmm. which, in ee_queaee thereo_ __.-

of delay, ¢_ otherwiee_ lmTe ia_ea _ _
S_'no_* I the public servieeo . ,

of _. Sscrxos IV.

_f_/v_. E_v_. IL IuS_oz_rea_ F*_zug_m.
AI_. 1. In every District is a Sublegisla-

taro. Emu_iz_. E_pos/t/_,
By Subleg_laturo, understand & political AR_. 1. In the exercise of this function"

body, exercising, under the authority of the each Sublegislature, within its lec_] field ef
Legislature, either as to the whole or as to service, subject to the &uthority t_f the L_i_

part of its logical field of service, functions lature, institutes and keeps on feet, Pnblie
of the same n_turo as those of the Legislature. Works and Establishments, such as it t_wtnka

fit, belonging to any of the local fields of ser-
Enomtivs. vice following: that is to s_y_

A_t_. 2. Of the service of a Sublegis_ture, 1. The Preventive Service Minister.
the local field is _so the local field of a Judi- 2. The Indigence Relief Minister.

district. So n_ny judicial districts_ so _. The Education Minister.
many Sablegisl_tures. 4. The Domain Minister.

As to which, see the several chapters, see-
Sz_yzIO_II. tions, and articles, in which the severa_l func-

tions belonging to these several subdepm_
_ast/ons i_ genera, merits are brought to view.

E_ve. fm_r_sctio_al. Ez_iti¢_.
A_ 1. By each Sublegislature, under the A_. 2. Comprehended in this function am

authority of the Legislature, axe exercised, the several elementary functions, comprehend-
within its loca_ field of service, the several ed under the general head of the Adm|,i_ra.
functions following :--ythst is to s_y-- tire functions iu Ch. ix. M]_ST_S co_J._r_-

1. ItsMinisterial function. _IV_LY,and Ch. xi. MxsXSrEZ.Ss_v_x_.
2. Its Institution-reaming function.

l_na_tive. Expositive.9. Its Muney-supplying function.
4. Its Exponditure-w_tehing function. A_. _. All these severeJ functions the Sub-
& Its Tramsfer-eompelling function, legislature exercises, either immediately byits
6. Its Inform_tion-eHeitative function, own hands, or unimmediately, by such other
7. Its Publicity-securing function, hands as it thinks fit : locating them afford-
Of these several functions, the nature stands ingiy ; as also di_ocating them as it deems

expressed in the seven sections following, convenient."

S_'r_o_ III. S_c_os V.

I. Mi_i_erial Fu_ctlon. III. _oney-supp/y_ng Fum_m.

]_'mzcti_. Ena_ve. Empo_i,z.
A_r. 1. In the exereise of thisfunctlon,& A_.I. In the exercise of this function_ eaeh

_ublegislature assists in giving execution and Sublegislature provides funds, by taxes and
effect to all Government srra_ements, when otherwise, for the several branches of expendi-
and in so flu" as c_lled upon so to do by the turf, of which, as per Section 4, it has file dl.
_ture. rection.

_z_eti_¢_. * In so far as, in the exercise of these pewe_
2. So, if ca_ed upon by the Prime Min* any of the sublegislatures punme rules different

later; but with power in this ease to appeal to from those laid down in this Code,for the General
the Legis]m.ture. Legislature, it will thus, at the instan_ of its own

portion of the community, be m_king experimer_
E_. in Legislation, wherefrom useful instruetlon _.1_

naturally be derived ; and by the exercise of tl_
AI_.& So, ifealleduponby_nySub-Minis- fasulty, the sentiment of free agency will ]at fe]

ter, actin8 within the logical field of service and nourished. If f,om improperenreise, m:.m_
behmsing to his subdepartmenk dsuger in any shape to the community at

_d on_y o_ffi_o__ a_r-_... _them_e-
_. EmerY. erdim_ejpo_o_theLeg_Ixtumwatr___

Aw_.4. Power, in the above two eam_ to the averting it.
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', - district, contained within its own district.

Ia_crset_onaL Provided that, if it be by any authority other
2. Among the cares of the Legls- than thatofa judieatory, the proceedings shatl

lathe, will be the keeping watch over the be carried on with the same sort and degree
oper_tion_ of the several Sablegislatures in of publicity as that with which the proceedings
this field, lest obstruction be thereby opposed of a judieatory are accompanied.
to the efficiency of those, which have for their
object the service of the whole state. S_ION VIII.

SzcTIo_ VI. VI. I_formatloa-eli_tati_e Function.

IV. E_,ndiSure-_at_hing Function. _naalre.

Enactive. Expositive. AnT. 1. :Exceptions excepted, the powerswhich the Legislature will exercise, for the
AnT.l.Intheexereise ofthisfunction,theSub- collection of evidence, and thus on occasion,

legislature exercises, in relation to the persons, forming for its proceedings an appropriate
things, a41dother objects comprised within its ground, each Sublegislature, within its own
fields of service, local and logical, the several territory, will exercise.
functions which, in Ch. xi. Section 13, are at-
tributed to the Finance Minister, to be by him JEnactire. Expositive.
exercised, in relation to the objects of the same AnT. 2. Exception is--that which regards
denomination, belonging to the general service the invitation to an Agent of any foreign
of the state, power: by the Legislature alone can this

power be exercised.

SEerlo_ VII. Enactive.

V. Transfvr-vomTell_ng Function. ART. 3. In relation to the form of the ag-

Enactive. Exposlt_re. gregate mass of law belonging to its field ofservice, it exercises, by its own hand, or those
ART. I. When, for the use and greater be- of any person or persons employed by it, the

nefit of the whole district, or of any territorial functions of the Legislation M-inister as dell-
division contained within it, or of any person neated in Ch. xi. Section 2.
or aggregate of persons belonging to it, the
transfer of an article of property in any shape, Enact_e. Instructional.
is deemed necessary, the proprietor or proprie- ART.4. In relation to its proceedings and
Cars at the same time declining to sell at any the grounds of them, it also exercises the se-
price, or declining to sell at the price offered, veral functions statistic, recordative, custodi-
_to the Sublegislature it belongs, in the exer- tire, and melioration-suggestive.
eise of this function, to cause a value to be set
upon the article, by apt valuers, (sufficient S_CTm._ IX.
liberty of litiscentestation being, at the same
time, allowed to the proprietor,) and upon de- VII. Publi¢_ty-securb_g Function.

livery of the equivalent in a pecuniary or other EGvositive"shape, to cause possession to be delivered into
such hands as the nature of the service indi- ART. 1. In the exercise of this function, it
cares, gives to its several ordinances, and to the

minutes and grounds of its several proceed-
Enactive. Instructional. ings, whatsoever degree of publicity they are

A_. 2. In ever)- such case, the constitution respectively susceptible of : yet so as that the
expects---not only that the benefit from the evil, resulting_in the shape of delay, vexation,
transfer be in due proportion, shared between and expense, from the mode of communication
the parties on both sides; but also that the employed, be not such as to outweigh the be-
compensation so allowed, be rather over than nefit.
under that which shall appear to be the exact
equivalent, for the loss sustained by reason of SEcrmx X.
the expropriation : and that in such valuation,
the value of affection, in a ease susceptible of Sublegidat{on-Inquiry Judicatory.

R, be not neglected. Enactire. Instructional

Enavtive. Instructional. hn_. 1. When in one and the same arrange-
.&mL 3. For the determining such eompon- meat, existing or contemplated, the interests

action, the requisite examinations may be of two or more districts are concerned, the
made, either by the Sublegislature itself, by a Subleglslature of any one of them may send
_mmittee of itself, or by a person or persons at invitation to that of any other, to join in
large, appointed for the purpose by itself; or the formation of a composite Inquiry Judi-
by reference to the indicatory of any sub- eatery. Bicomposite, trieomposite, or quadri-

Vo_ IX. 2 S
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composite,and soon,willsucha JudicatoryI SEzr_o._XIV.
be,accordingtothenumber of theSublegis-
l_tnres. " _tf_nda_ce and l_elnu_eratij_z--]tow ¢o_n_¢$_,

Enactire. Enact'_re. Instructional.

ART. 2. By authority from any Sublegisla- AnT. 1. In respect of the connexion between
ture, an Inquiry Judicatory may exercise its attendance and remuneration, to the several
functions within tile territory of any other I Sublegislatures apply the several provisions

6ublegislatnre. ] applied in Ch. vi. Section 20, to the Legislw

Instructlvnal. ture.

ART. 3. On any such occasion, it will be SECTXO._XV.
among the cares of such Judicatory to mini-
mire the interruption or obstruction, if any, Locable _rho.
given to the proceedings of the Judiciary _tnd
other constituted authorities, in the district JEuactire.
into which it migrates. ART. 1. Whosoever is competent to serve as

Member of the Legislative body, is competent
.Enact_re. Instructional to serve as Member of any Sublegislative body.

ART. 4. Any conflict which, on such occa-
sion, may have place between authority and SECTIONXVI.
authority, the Legislature will terminate : to
wit, in such manner, as sball be deemed most Located how.
conducive to the aggregate good of the service:
conjunct regard being had to the elicitation of Enact_ve.
_pprepriate truth, and the minimization of de- ART. 1. In each subdistrict, immediately
lay_ vexation_ and expense, after voting for the election of a person to serve

as Deputy _om the district, in the Legislatnrej
S_CTIo,_ XI. the voters vote for the election of another per-

son to serve as Deputy from the subdistriet,

Term of Service. in the Sublegislature of that same district. Somany subdistricts, so many members of th_
.Euact_re. Sublegislative body.

ART. 1. For a Member of a Sublegislature, S_CTm._XVII.
the term of service is, in every particular_ the
same as for a Member of the Legislature. JD_tocabt_ how.

JEnacgve.
SE_m_ XII.

ART. 1. To the several members of each Sub.
legislature, apply the several causes of dislo-

.dttc_tdance. cation, applied in Ch. vi. Section 30, to those
.E_act_re. of the Legislature.

ART. l. In respect of attendance, to the se- E,nacti_e.
verat Sublegislatures apply the several provi- ARc. 2. They are, moreover_ disloeable by
sions applied in Ch. vi. Section 18, to the Le- the Legislature. "
gislature: except in so far ms, in consideration
of the d_ffercnce between the quantity of busi- S_crmN XVIII.
ness in the two situations, the Legislature
may, in the instance of this or that Suble- Securltiesfor appropriate aTtltud_.
gislature, think fit to dimimsh, in any way,
the aggregate quantity of obligatory atten- Enact_ve. Instructional.
dance. ART.1. To the several Sublegislatures, apply

in general, the several securities_ applying as
SEcrxo_ XIIL per Ch. vi. Section 31, to the Legislature.- any

which cannot apply, will be indicated by tha
difference of the two situations.

2_._muneration.

Enactire. Instructional. SFzr_o_ XIX.

AR_r.1. Of a Member of a Sublegislature, Znaugural 1)eclaratlon.
the pay is [ ] per day : vacation days in-
eluded. " J_nactire. Instructional.

o Ulterior emotument, iffrom unwilling hands, ARC. 1. Immediately after the ratifica_o_
isextortion;iffromwillingones_corruption,made b'ytheElectionClerkoftheperson wl_
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has been elected a Member of a Sublegislature, be clear beforehand, that in and for a Dis-
--th_ persun so elected will read aloud an trier, no minister correspondent to a Natiozu_l
Inaugural Declaration similar t_ that pro- .Y[inister can have place, is that of the Foreign
nounced by a Member of the Legislature, with Relation Minister : since it is for all Distrlets
such alterations as the difference between the collectively, and not for any one in particular,
two situations requires, that what is done in the Foreign Rel_tinn De-

. .EarlaOsitire. partment is done.
Aa_. 2. For the tenor of this Inaugural De- Instrustio_al. I_atloeina_ive.

elaration, and the details relating to the read- AnT. 6. In the Land Defensive Force, it may
ing of it, see Ch. vii. LF_ISLATOR'SI_XVGVRXL seem that there can be no room for interfer-
DECL_TION. ence on the part of a Sublegiblature ; since i_

ia to the defence of the whole, and not of any
district more than another, that this branch

CHAPTER XXX. of the national power is designed. But cases
may happen, in which the Sublegislature of a

SUBLEGISLATION MINISTEm¢. district may have a use for this or that part
of its own l_dieal Land Force ; and so as the

SEc'rlo._ I. service in question, is not obstructive of tlm
service due to the whole State, the Legisla-

Subleg_sIat:ton M_n_sters, who. turc will not inlfibit the exaction of it.

.Enavtiv_. .ExTositive. lJ_structional.

.(aT. 1. In each district will be a set of ad- ART.7. So, in regard to the Sea Defensive
ministrative functionaries bearing the same Force. Yet what may happen is--that for
names, and within that local field having, ex- the defence of this or that roadstead within
ceptions excepted, the same logical fields of the district, the Sublegislatare of the district
_ervice_ as the several Mdnisters of the whole may be desirous of organizing, and keeping on
State. foot, this or that portion of Sea Defensive

E_actire. E_pos_t_ve. Force, which, to the Legislature, having inview, iu respect of defence and finance toge-
AnT. 2. In this case each Sublegislature, ther, the interest of the whol% may not seem

within its fields of service, local and logical, necessary.
standing in the place of the Legislature, these
_everal functionaries, its subordinates, will be I_._truet_onal.
in every respect on the same footing as those A_T. 8. So, more particularly in the case of
of the Legislature : namely, in respect of the this or that district, which may be regarded as
several topics treated of in the different see- entirely inland. But scarcely will there be
tions of Ch. ix. MINISTEF.SCOLLECTIWLY. any district which has not within it waters

communicating in some way or other with the
E_q.vt_re. Instructional. sea : nor thus, any, from and through which,

AnT. 3. Taking the National Administra- persons and things may not have to pass for
five Establishment for the standard of refer- National Sea Defensive Service.
enee, each Sublegislature under the direction
of the Legislature will settle with itself, and _E_act_re. I_stractlo_al.
by appropriate ordinances express, in what AnT. 9. :in the Judiciary Department, this
paxticuhrs, and in what shapes, (the difference or that district, or not improbably every dis-
in respect of extent of local and logical field trier, may see reason to have its District Ad-
of service considered,) the nature of the case, vocat% correspondent to the Advocate General
in such instances, appears to require alteration, of the State. In that case, with th-. assistance

of a competent number of Deputes, one and
I_structional. 1 the same Advocate Principal may officiate in

Aa_. 4. In regard to union and separation i the several Immediate Judicatories, within orof Administrative Departments, for example : even without the district, as well as in the
by the comparative narrowness of the local i several Appellate Judicatories.
field of service_ c_nsidered in conjunction with
that of th_ logical field of service, if union in
either case has place, more subdepaxtments CHAPTER XXXI.

w_ll naturally admit of being united in one Gov_m_% S_,L_ ORF_:ax_vr_
hand, in the administration of a District. than
in that of the whole State : and as between S_crm._ I.
district and district, more in this or that one,
than in this or that other. Tvpic_for C_r_d_'rath,n.

Inatruct_nal. !_ructlo_al.

Al_. 5. The only instance in which it ¢_n Ar_T.1. Throughout this Code, the snpI_i-
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tlon has been, that the form of Government the operation of giving apt and adequate

being Republican, is simple, in contradistine- I expression to whatsoever arrangements maytion to federative.
But, in fact, among Republics, the fedora- t have come to be on all sides really intended.

tive form is most in use. From this considera- Jt_struct_oncd.
tion arise several unavoidable questions. AnT. 3. I. In regard to substance, how to

I. Considered in general, which furm is pre- secure in tile quantities, absolute and relative,
ferabte 2 apt and agreed upon, the affording of the re-

2. Supposing the simple form preferable, to quisite supplies ill the two shapes necessary;
wit, by reason of its simplicity, are there any, to wit, the personal and the real--men and
and what cases of exception, in which the money, or money's worth--these are the pro-
federative form of government is matter of blems for which solution is required.
necessity, or a fit object of preference _.

3. In either case, what are the alterations Instruct_ol_al.
by which the simple form here exhibited, may AnT. 4. As to what regards men, the case
in the most advantageous manner be altered presents not, comparison had with that which
into the federative 7. _belongs to money and money's worth, much

Even supposing that, in the political state in difficulty. Only from Stipendiaries can the
question, the federative government is the quota_ of contributed men, or sayeontributees,
only one which circumstances admit of the from the several States, be furnished to the
formation of, the present Code, though penned central army. For, if not Stipendiaries at the
on the supposition that the Government is time of the contribution, they are by it ren-
proposed to be of the simple kind, is not the dered such. Whether the men contributed by
loss adapted to the purpose in view, if the only each State shall be kept distinct or mixed in-
form employable is the federative. To convert discriminately in the central army_ will be a
it into a federative government, all that is question for consideration.
wanting is, the giving appropriate power to
the several Sublegislatures. Instructiol_al.

A_r. 5. *As to money or money's worth, two
Snc_m._ II. difficulties present themselves. Fi_t, how to

settle, as between State and State, the quota ;
cud, secondly, how to secure the actual fur-

Gt,vernment FeJerat_re--_ts d_sadra_ttaqe_, nibbing of it.

E.rlgositire. Instructional. 1. How to settle the quotas. For this pur-
puse, a preliminary operation necessary is, a

ART. 1. Of a Federal Constitution, a de- statistic account of the mass of the matter of
scription may be given in either of two me- wealth, absolute and relative, in each cousti-
thods--the analytic and the synthetic, tuent State: relative--meaning with reference

I. In the analvtm method, a Federal.Con.tl- to the quantity of the population among which
ration may be _thus described. Conceive a it stands distributed.
number of Sublegislatures, as according to the
present Code : conceive them, one or more, or Instructional _l:_at_oc_natire.
all of them, as to this or that point, or any I AnT. 6. 2. How to secure the actual and

number of polkas, snpreme: not subordinate i perpetual furnishing of the supply settled and
with relation to the Legislature. agreed upon.

H. In the synthetic method. Conceive a This operation divides itself into two sub-
number of Republics, each independent: in operations.
each of them the authority of the Legisl_ture I. Taxation : that is to say, legislation ap-
supreme, but agreeing to stand as to certain plied to the purpose in question.
specified points, one or more_ subordinate to a 2. Collection and tran_erence of the supply
Central Legislature, the members of which so obtained : that is to say, the administration
shall be deputed from the several thus Confe- of it.
derated States. Comparatively speaking, the legislational

Of these two correspondent and opposite involves little difficulty. Legislation is a sort
forms, the analytic presents itself, as being in of operation performed, (exceptions excepted,)
itseff the most simple, and accordingly the once for all : and performed for the whole ter-
most easily conceived, lit _ry of the union, by a single asse_oly, with-

Inxtru_tional. out change of place.
Not so the administrational and judicial

ARc. 2. In an abundance, which cannot but branch : the causing the o_'dinary supplies to
call forth proportionable regret, the federative find their way, from each source, surely and
_ystem presents to view a host of difficulties, periodically, into the common treasury.

Those difficulties divide themselves into two
classes: those which regard the substance of In_truet_oaal. _l_tiov_nativv.
the arrangements, and those which regard tbe AI_.T.7. On this occasion, two antagonizing
,form; meaning in this case tho_e which regard arrangements present themselves.
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1. Each State, to its own taxes imposed for
its own peculiar purposes, adds others, ira- Instructional. Ratlovinativ_.
posed on the same sources, or say contribu- ART. 10. Manifest, on the bare statement, is
tion-yielding subject matters of taxation ; or, the comparative simplicity of the Single4axa-
on other and additional ones. In both cases tmn system, and the comparative complicated-
it collects the money by its own eollectt,rs : hess of the Double-taxation system. Manifest_
and from the aggregate fund thus composed, accordingly, the superiority of the Single-taxa-
periodically conveys the quota agreed on, or tion system, on the supposition that execution
such lesser share as it chooses to part with, and effect can be and is given to it.
for the use of the whole confederacy, to the But here lies the great difficulty : and in
central spot. Call tlds the Siwfle-taxat'_on such a degree is the difficult)" capable of vary-
system, ing, as between confederacy and confederacy,

2. Each State, under such restrictions and that in the instance of this or that confederacy,
conditions as arc agreed on, gives permission it may be capable of being carried into effect ;
and authority to thc Central Government to in this or that other, not. In this latter case,
impose, at it.s own choice, taxes to the stipu- supposing it realized, nothing will remain but
luted amount, on the citizens of the se_'eral to suhiuit, and give to the yoke such _llevia-
Confederated States. tion as it is susceptible of.

In this case fi_llow, as a necessary conse-
quence, in each State, two separate Depart- Instructional.
meat Official Establishments: to wit, a branch ART. 11. Another difficulty connected with
of the Administrative, and a branch, or the the federative system is, how to settle the seat
whole, of a Judiciary Establishment : the on% of the aggregate government--the seat of the
for the collection of the correspondent part of heart, into which the matter in question shall
the revenue, in uncontested cases ; the other, be received, from aud out of which it shall be
for the collection of it, in contested cases, distributed_ and into which it shall reflow.

Call this the .Doubte-taxatlon system, l_structional.
Instrutth)nal. .Ratiocinat'_ re.

AnT. 12. II. In regard to form--namely,
AI_T.8. Evils attached to the ])ouble systen6 uncertainty, by reason of diversity of interpre-

are as follows :-- I tation, accompanied with sincerity, and t_e.e
1. Addition to the expense: of the two i from evil consciousness on both sides.

branches oftheadditionalestablisbment,name- This arises from the difficulty of finding, in
ly, the administrative and the judiciary, the every part of the field, locutions sufficiently
maximum of the addition will be reduplication well adapted t_) the purpose of marking out
in both eases. But in the case of the adminis- the boundaries between the authority of the
trative, this maximum is susceptible of alle- Central Government, and the authorityofeach
viation in a greater degree than in the ease of particular Confederating State.
the judiciary. For, the subject matters of To the complete accomplishment of this
taxation being given, and the number of in- object, an altogether consummate acquaintance
tended contributors, or say taxees, given like- with the art and science of logic, is an indispen-
wise, as well as the other circumstances (local sable requisite. Even in the Anglo-American
circumstances included) upon which facility Confederacy, no such consummation, nor any
of collection depends, (such as density of popu- near approach to it, has as yet been effected.
lation,) being also equal,--the expense of e_)l-
leetion may be not considerably greater in the Instructional. _atiocinative.
case of double, (or a still greater multiple of ART.t 3. Under the federative system, the
the sum in question_) than in the ease of the magnitude of the aggregate territory will be
original sum. productive of various other evils. The dis-

tance and consequent length of time would
Instructional. .Ratiocinative. cause tardiness and unfrequency of communi-

ART. 9. 2. Danger of disagreement, ill cation between the seat of the Central Govern-
will, and consequent rupture of the associa- meat, with its head offices, administrative and
tion of States : accompanied or not--followed judiciary, on the one part, and the seats of the
or not_ by hostility as between S_ates and -_evcral particular governments on the other
States. The stateof things in question is that part. Of this distance an&consequent tardi-
er an i'mperium in imperio : the Central Go- hess, the ill effects will perhaps be, in a more
vernmen_ commanding that which the Local particular degree, obvious and striking in the
Government inhibits; or, vice terse, the Local Judiciary than in the Administrative Depart-
commanding what the Central inhibits. At meat.
any time, on any occasion, such repugnancy is True it is, that by the universal registra-
liable to Ira.re place. "No man," says the tion and publication system, as applied to in-
proverb, _ can serve two masters." Yet here diciary proceedings, evil in this shape would_
does the servant mlbject, stand engaged to under the present proposed Ptmnomion_ be
serve two masters, minimized : and the tardiest pace of aommtt_
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nication, un,ler t_,a_;system, would be promp- but t_)o widely different from all those.whlch_"
titude in comparison of the least tardy, which in the same continent, are either already
in suits regarded as important, has place at formed, or are in a way so to be. This is the
present in English practice. Still_ however, eminent altitude in which the public miud
the quantity of it would constitute a serious was seated, in respect of political and legisla-
objection, of sufficient weight, perhaps_ in tire intelligence, at the time of the establish-
some cases, to turn the scale, meat of the confederacy: while, in the other

instances, the public mind has been reduced
Iastructlt,_ml. J_atiocinatlre. to a correspondently tow d_ree, by Spanish

ART. 14. In addition to the adjustment of tyranny and Portuguese misrule. Intellee-
territorial limits as between State and State, tual aptitude, in a maturer state, may be ob-
it will be necessary to make adjustment of the rained from without ; but moral aptitude, and
use to be made of waters in the several States, in correspondent degree and proportion, must
whether running or stagnant, salt or fresh: the have place withbb or all intellectual aptitude
land covered with them respectively being so will be useless.
situated, as to be capable of being turned to
use, by one, more, or all of the several States. Instructional. .Eae*n]_l_ficationaL

Of such uses, examples.are as follows :-- ART. 16. Since the disruption of the Spanish
1. Fishing. Monarchy, several federations have been either
2. Irrigation. effected or endeavoured. In no instance does
3. Navigation for the purpose of access to it appear probable, that these unions have bad,

water, useful in either of the above two ways. for their efficient cause, on the part of the
4. Navigation for the purpose of warlike ruling few, by whom they have been erected,

operations, offensive or defensive, against a an opinion that, of the change, a preponderant
nation at whose bands hostility has place, or good to the many would be the result. The
is apprehended aud regarded as impending, phenomenon has had for its more natural cause,

Adjustment must also he made of the limits perceived or unperceived, the love of power :
within which, by encouragement, intended or for the more extensive the union, the greater
unintended, given to this or that branch of its the power in the hands of the Central Govern-
own trade,_U-eoura_.emeat _hall.be applied to meat, and thence of the several individual
the trade of this or that other of the mutually functionaries sharing in it.
contacting States. In this case, ambition wears a m_sk less

These matters being adjusted, and a Jadi- transparent than in most other ca.ses.
eatery, composed of agents from each State, Under the name of allies, history shews how
for the peaceable termination of future contin- the Athenians proceeded to render tributary
gent pnrsuits, established, the probability of so many republics, whom they found weaker
continuing in a state of amity seems not to be, than themselves.
in any determinate degree, increased by coa-
lescence into a Confederated State. SECTm_ III.

But under the federative system, in so far Government sS_t])le--its advantages.as, on the part of any one or more of the thus
associating States, any plan of conquest, or Enactire. .tMtioci_atire.
less extensive scheme of depredation or op- AnT. 1. Exceptions excepted, in noinstano_
pression, at the charge of other States, one or will a Federal Constitution, or, say, a confe-
more has plaee,--to the purpose of defeating derated form of Government, be employed in
such a scheme, the sort of Judicaterv in ques- i preference to the simple_ or_ say, uneonfe-
tion would not, with anything like certainty, i derated.
be adequate : though by the publicity of such [ Reasons. 1. Complicatedness of the Federai
discussions, and the appeal thus made to the i form : 2. Thence, difficulty of the several ope-
Public-Opinion Tribunal, every such mischiev- rations of creation and pre_rvation in rela-
ous scheme would receive the most cflbctual tion to it: 3. Difficulty of effecting an agree-
check, which, by anything but superior war- meut as to the purport of the arrangements
like force, the nature of things admits of. to be established : 4. Difficulty of framing apt

Instructional Exempl_ficat_ona[. expressions for the designation of those samearrangements: 3. Danger of jealousies_ from
t_atiocinati_e. • supposed partiality, as to this or that partiou-

Anz. 15. An idea which will be apt to pre- lar State : 6. Danger of disagreement and
sent itself, and which, unless corrected, will eventual hostility on the part of the States,
be but t_o apt to produce pernicious error in confederacy of which is formed, or in conCern-
practice, is thi%--namely, that to establish an plation to be formed.
effective and permanent union of this kind,
nothing more is r_ecessary than to take for the ImctruetionaL Ratiocinatlvt.
model, and for a subject matter of exact imi- ART. 2. The advantages which the Simple
tation, the _vstem exemplified in tbe case of form possesses, in comparison with the Fede-
the Anglo-A'merican States. In one essential rative, howsoever constructed, are altogether
circnmstan.o, the case of that confederacy is obvious_ and not less undeniable.
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1. It is more easily understood : corruption the causes that contributed to the fall of the
is_ therefore, more easily and surely kept out French Republic, the wa_,t of this advautag_

of it : for the less perfectly is the form and I was, perhaps, the most influential. Whil8 toconduct of the Govcll_ment understood by the , the capital was confined almost the whole of
many, the more easily will they be imposed the political light, the provinces remained, if
upon by the few, and the sinister sacrifice, in lint iu absolute, in different degrees of compa-
proportion as opportunity offers, be thus made. rative darkne_.

2. If, in general terms, the choice be in !favour of the Federative, thereupon comes the . II_s_r_ctionaL _atlocb_atlre.
choice as between every proposable meal',flea- ART.4. But, from the very first, for the se-
tion of the Federative form, and every u*.hcr: curing this adval,t_tge, provision the efficiency
and here comes matter for debate without end. of which will hardly be deemed exposed to

3. A Federative form supposed established : dispute, has been here made, w_th the utmost
danger of conflict between the general govern- anxiety, in and by tbe existence of, and the
mcnt and each particular government is a I powers and duties given to, the Sublegisla-
danger that cannot but be perpetually ira- tures.
pending. In this eode_ each Sublegislature is a semi-

4. Take each dispute by itself, and suppose nary for the LegiAature.
it settled, still the basis on x_hich it is settled In each Sublegi.-latnre, public men are con-
will be to be settled: and by the expression tinually formed, and sent out upon the stage
given to the settlement, whatsoever it be, so of public life, f_u'nisbed with inducements, as
much additional complication is introduced, well as means, for acting with guardian vigi-

5. In comparison of a Simple form of.govern- lance, as instruments of control, to the pro-
ment, constructed upon the same republican ceedings of the universal Legislature.
basis_ and framed or adopted, and carried into In the form here proposed, may be seen a
execution and effect, by • people under the body, and a vast body it may be, with but one
same degree of civilisation,--a Federative Go- soul. In the Federative tbrm, there cannot
vcrnment_ even if constructed upon the best but be as many souls as distinct governments,
possible plan, will, so long as it exists, be a and amongst them there may any day be jar-
weak one : the weaker, the stronger the powers ring ones.
of the several Local Governments.

Of this weakness, the Anglo-American Fe- I_str_tc_lonaL 22atioc{natire.
der_tive Government exhibited, in its original AI_T. 5. An exception might bc where, for
form, a striking exemplification and proof', defence against hostility, actual or probable,
The ties were too loose : necessity compelled at the hands ef another political State, in such
the strengthening them. sort and degree I_werful, that by no other

means does resistance agaius_t conquest, at the
Ir, struvtiona_. 1_atloe_narire. hands of such overpowerful State, afford an

ART. 3. The advantages of having_ in the adequate promise of being effectual
given space, a number more or less con._idera- . But it seems q,.lestiouabtc whether, for de-
ble of political debatir_g assemblies, instead of fence against a, cummoa enem$, a_y prepon-
no more than one--the additional and an-per- deran[ demand for federation has place iu
vading strength thus given to the public mind any instance. N_.ither does it appear, that
in every part of the country, each particular in re_pect of security against mutL_alho:t;li_y
Government operating as a check upon the between member and member of a propos-
Central Governmeut, as well as upon every cd Federal State, any clearly preponderant
other_are advantages, the importance of de,hand haa place, comparison had with such
which is altogetlmr above dispute. Among other means as the natux* of the case _fford_.



APPENDIX.

No. I. " By the Constitution of the United States_
it is provided ttutt no State of the Confederacy

Collectanoarelatingto Book ii.Ch.vi. L_- shallpassa law _to impairtheobligationof
GISLATURF_Section20,_ttendanceand Re- contracts.'By _he same Constitution,power
m_rat_on, Art.18. (Supra,p.165.) isgiventotheUnitedStatestopassa _ra/

Ba_'_pt Law.
Extract from an anonymous work, intituled "_The several States, or the majority of

the History of the United States. London, them, have been in the habit of passing inso/-
1826. Published by John Miller, New Bridge vent laws, which had the effect sometimes of
Street, Blackfriars. discharging both the person and property of a

Speaking of New Orleans in the year 1814, debtor. This habit continued for thirty years.
some time in the month of December,--" Dis- At last_ however, a question was made for 'l.s
affection" (says the author, p. 434) "growing Supreme Court of the United States. _lxat
bolder, martial law was proclaimed: the an- Court decided, that all discharges gra!tted
thority of the Civil _Iagistrate was suspended : under State authority, under such and such
and arbitrary power was assumed and cxer- circumstances, were void; the law, under the
eised by the Commander-in-Chief. May no authority of which they were granted, being
emergency hereafter occur, in which a mihtary void, as impairiIN the obligation of c_rntract_s.
officer shall consider himself authorized to cite The effect was terrible. The country was agi-
as a precedent this violation of the Constitu- tated in every direction. Houses were entered
tion." and stripped--the houses of wealthy men, who

To all appearance, it was by this proclama- had been discharged years and years before.
tion of martial law that New Orleans was Nothingwas he_rd but complaint. Hundreds
saved : saved from capture, perhaps from a_,- and hundreds of old judgments wore revived_
struction: but for this substitute to regular , multitude of executions issued_ and thou-
legislation, one orother catastrophcwould have sands of new _uits brought.
taken place. " A national bankrupt law was require&

This is but one of divers accidents to which But the Legislature were not in session, or, if
every Government stands exposed, _ld by in session, they had not time enough left be-
which on pain of suffering, boundless in amount, fore they were to break up, for passing a uni-
a demand for immediate action on the part of form system of bankrupt taw.
the all-embracing Legislature may be pro- "The distress continued, therefore, till it
dueed. Foreign war, civil insurrection, pesti- found a remedy, or died away, as the outcry
lense, famine: here are already four, every did. So that when the Congress did meet,
one of them but too frequently brought to view they were not much pressed about the mat-
by experience, ter. A law was half prepared, but they broke

The following information, relating to this up, and went home before it was finished--
subject, the author received from John Neal, and so was it the next year--and the year
Esq., an advocate in the Supreme Judicatory after, and so is it now. Up to this hour they
of the Union, January, 18.'26. have no bankrupt law in the United _at_

" The members of Congress, of the United .,4u_eriea, though thous_nds and thousands of
States, are elected for two years. They meet people are praying for it as their only hope."
in the first Monday in December, and rise at
the end of about four ruonths, upon the ave-
rage. They sit, theref,_re, only one-thlrd of
the time. They may be called together on No. II.
forty days' notice, however, at any interme-
diate period. But, although it requires time Collectanea relating to Ch. xi. MxstsvE_ts
to make a good taw_ and the President has SSV_RALL£,Section 10, Hcalt_ .M_nlster
power to provide for such events, whatever (Supra, p. 443.)
they may be, as are likely to require extraor-
dinary power--as if the country be invaded, (Fron_ t_e Examiner of 9t]_July, 1831.)
or if a rebellion should break out,--still, cases
have occurred where much distress might have " SAI_ATORYREGULATIONS.--A circutar_ of
been saved to the people, if the chief Legisla- which the following is a copy, has been de-
t_rc had been in session_ with power to pass a livered to the inhabitauts of St James's, West-
law quickly, minister_ viz. :--' It is strongly recommended
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-_ fecmenta_ion and putrefaction of vege_- ,:a want of cleanliness a_d ventilation, _o m - ::
_bto and other matters therein being a great the n_ceseary measures to be .¢arri_l in_ -..:"

- -c_ase of infection at this season of the year.' effect : such as whitewashing,-_nd p_per olmma-
Unless the Board of Health is superintended ings for the free circulation of air; to he done ._,
and stimulated by the Press, it will proceed at the expense of the landlord, (ff he va_ffo_d _
tu the mole-eyed and bit-by-blt manner in it,) or by means of parish subscription. The
which the functions of government are usually above committee should also inspect uncovered ..
performed by government itself, as well as drains, or stagnant pools, that may exist in
those to whom it delegates authority. After any part of the parish, and cause the formvr
the arr',mgements of quarantine, and the sans- to be covered, and the latter to be filled up;
_ry regulations against the cholera have been to the first, the Sewer Company will, no doub_
made_ the medical commission will probably, give its sanction and assistance, as tending to
if left to itself, become a sinecure; the govern- contribute to the public health,"
•nent acting ignorantly, and without plan, hav-
ing assigned to the commission only one object,
when, with the same expenditure of money,
the servicesof the commissionersmightbe No.llI.
directedtoa number of otherobjectsof per-
manent importance,fortheimprovementand CollectanearelatingtoBook ii.--C_,xil.
preservationofthepublichealth.Sucha body Juvlc_AaYCOLLECTIVZLY.
would render great service, if, for example, I.
they obtained reports of the districts in which Section 13, Justice for the HelTless.
fever patients are the most numerous, or in
which epidemics are the most frequent and Fro_ntheExa,_inerofSztnda_,lnt_Ju_, 1831.

extensive,and iftheyinvestigatedthelocal _ QuE_N SQgARE.causesofthesediseases,andtookmeasuresfor
their removal. Wliy should not such a corn- " EXPENSEOF JUSTICE FOR DEPREDATION_S

mission be instructed to frame sanatory regn- co_,_zrr_n ox _HE Poom--A girl, named So-
latlnns for the maintenance of cleanliness in pizza Chap_nan, was yesterday committed'for
the streets_ and for the guidance of proper trial on acharge of robbing aforeigner_named
officers in the execution of the existing laws _. Ben Hyam, of a half-sovereign. On the prio
It does not appear to have occurred to the soner being committed, the Turk said that he
Home Department, that the police officers, could not attend at the Sessions, as he got hi_
most of whom are occupied in patrolling liv_.g by travelling round the country; and he
their rounds from morning to night, for the w_,;Id, therefore, much rather put up with the
protection of persons and property, might be loss of the half-sovereign.--Mr Marriott, on
employed to enforce such regulations without this, said that he must find two sureties to
any detriment to,their other duties. _ i answer for his appearance at the Old Bailey.

"A correspondent suggests, in anticipation --The prosecutor said he could do no such
of an epidemic or contagious disease making thing ; and he was therefore committed to jail
its appearance in this metropolis, the necessity in default. It is almost impossible to describe
of organizing, in each parish, a sanatory corn- how astonished the poor fellow was at this
mittec, composed of active, intelligent, and specimen of English Law. Had Basil Hall
humane individuals_who should be empowered been so served in a foreign country, we should

have liked to have seen his comments on its
institutions. Montesquieu says that in Tur-

Most readers will be aware that the desldemta key justice is thus administered :--' The eadi
here alluded to, have been to some extent supplied; hears both the plaintiff and defendant; orders
and that the attention of legislators and the public both a drubbing on the spot : and there is an
hat of late been so earnestly attracted to the sub-
jeer, that in a _hort time nearly all the writer's end of the matter.' Ben Hyam will havetime, during a protracted imprisonment, toanticipations seem likely to be fulfilled. In 1840,

select committee made an elaborate inquiry as meditate on the superior wisdom of the m_e
to the health of towns, with a view to discoverhow in which it is administered j_ his own coun-
far improvements might-beaccomplished by means try., and regret that he was not in a country
nf sanatory regulations. A bill was lately intro- in which he could have a drubbing at once,
duced to remedy.many of the acknowledgeddefects, and the matter be thus ended. '_ The M¢*r_i_
and though withdrawn on account of imperfections Cltronicle remarks upon the case :--" The corn-
in its construction, will probablyhe soon resumed, mittal of a poor Turk, by a Queen Square
Many incidental inquiries have been made by the magistrate, for inability to find security to
_r law c_mmissioners,--in the view that what-
ever propag_ disease is connected vsith the inci- prosecute the person who robbed him, would
&nee of the poor tax: and they are now occupied almost lead one to believe that the Essex
in pretty.ring a still more elabe'rate report on the squire was not so far wrong when he said that
seb-'_.teet, to _e extended to Seotland,_November, the magistrates were they who knew least of
l_41._Ea, the law. There can be no doubt that tim
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committal is according to law : but there can them in the commission of crime. A prose-
be as little doubt tllat such a law is unjust cuter is a victim to deter other honest people
towards the sufferer, and injurious towards who are plundered from prosecuting. The
the community. But, like many absurd laws, instances are not unfrequent, where persons
it subsists because the poor alone suffer from who have once prosecuted, abscond from re-
it. To detain a poor man who derives his dress when they have been robbed a second
subsistence by travelling about the country, in time. The mischievous operation of our penal
order to prosecute for a trifle, may be to him procedure, and the serviceable elisious that
of a most serious consequence. In the case of might be made in it, have already been de-
a rich man, the case _could betrifling ; he could monstrated at full length. There are few who
easily obtain securities, whom he could indem- have had better opportunities for observing
nify, if more than his personal recognizance these evils than Sir Thomas Denman ; there
should be demanded. The moral is obvious are few who are more free from the vulgar
to all who may read the account of the pro- prejudices against innovation, entertained by
ceedings. It is too bad to be robbed, but still ' mere technical lawyers : for he admits the in-
worse to be sent to prison to secure the pun- i utility and mischief of Grand Juries. We
ishment of the robber. The thief, of course I trust that, after the Reform Bill is carried, he
calculates on this unwillingness to prosecute : I will propose reforms in penal procedure more
and he is not far out in his calculatiou. Such comprehensive and efficient than the bit-by-
is the dread of being obliged to prosecute, on- bit reforms brought forward by Sir Robert
tertained by people engaged in business in Peel."
Loudon, except the loss be serious, or the thief
has particularly provoked them, that they are "COMMONlAW REFORbI.--REMANETFEES.
exceedingly anxious to keep the matter quiet.
We remember another case illustrati_ e of the " To t]_eF,d_t_r _,f the T_tnes.

hardship of our lengthy and expensive penal "SIn,--Obscrving the Judges have at length
procedure to labour;ng people, and persons in i put their shoulder to the wheel, and promut-
the middle rank of life, who are compelled to ] gated some rules tending to reduce the ex-
attend as prosecutors and witnesses. A la- i pense of legal proceedings in the first stage of
bouring man, who was the occupier of a cot- ] a cause, allow me, through your medium, to

ta_e in Middlesex, detected a fbllow in the act ] call their attention, as well as the common
of carrying away one of his geese from the law commissioncrs, to the urgent necessity of
common. The thief was seized, carried be- devising some scheme, during the vacation, by
fore a magistrate, (who will be knov_l to many I which the remanet fees, on the untried causes
by the fees demanded,) and committed for i in London and Middlesex, may be avoided.
trial. The unpaid magistrate (or the m_gis- "To you, sir, and the unprofessional part of
trate's clerk, rather, in his name) exacted the public, it may be some information to
from the labourer six shillings for fees. The I learn, that these fees, and which in the course
value of the goose attempted to be stolen was 'iof twelve months amount to an euormou_ _um,
only four shillings ; so that, at the outset, the i are not paid either for expediting the tri_l, or
administrator of the law deprived the poor !for the trial, but actually, and for no other
man of two shillings more than the thief would reason, than the total inability of parties to
have taken from him. But the sufferer was get their causes tried. Allow me to go a
also bound over to prosecute ; and, what with little into detail, and to show the absurdity, as
attendance before the Clerk of the Peace to well as the necessity of an immediate altera_
get the bill of indictment framed ; before a tion. In Middlesex, at the end of the lat_
Grand Jury to get the bill found; and waiting term, there were 405 untried causes in the
until the thief was tried, and to obtain his King's Bench alone. Thdse are technically
eosts_---sixteen days of his timewere expended, called remanets ; 126 additional causes were
This was before the establishment of a second placed in the list for the sittings after term,
court. Each day to him was worth 6s. : but making a total of 531 causes. In London
he was only allowed 3s. 6d., which barely there were near 600 remanets to the sittings
paid his expenses in coming to town. His after term, and with the new causes for those
lowest loss was 3s. 6d. a-day: so that the total sittings, there will no doubt be a total of 800
loss_ including the 6s. fees, which were not causes. The term ended the 13th instant, and
allowed back, (and which, in truth, were il- with the exception of one day, Lord Tenter-
legally exacted,) amounted to £3, 2s., or the den has sat in Middlesex ever since, devoting
value of fifteen geese. The thief only at- four days for the trial of common jury causes,
tempted to take one goose--the law swept five days for special juries, and this day for
away more than the whole flock. Injuries of undefended causes. The last common jury
this kind are daily perpetrated ; and the ex- cause appointed ibr trial was No. 73 ; so that,
pense of justice is impunity to the depre- with the exception of the undefended causes
daters. It is only the rich, who have nothing to be tried to-day, and the special juries tha_
to do, who can prosecute without inconve- have been disposed of this week, there will
nience. A thief is usually a martyr for the remain 458 causes untried in Middlesex alone,
Jake of the others of his fraternity, to protect and which will stand over till Michaelmas term.
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In London, seven days are _ppoiuted for the observe, thatwbenthatP_ghtHonourableGen-
trial of common jury eause_, and six days for tlemax_was preparing the bills for the amend°
special juries. Now, sir, my complaint is this, ment of the criminal law, he consulted all the
that in all human probability there will be in Judges upon the clauses he proposed, and *
the King's Bench alone, about 1000 causes among them was one which would have been
s_nding over until Michaelmas term, and (a_ amply sufficient to meet these objections. He
very few are tried in the term) there will be (the Lord Chief-Justice) had at the time ex-
paid by every plaintiff at the office of the pressed his opinion in favour of that elause_
Marshal and Associate (and, I presume, for his but Mr Peel, who, with great propriety, de-
benefit, though that is immaterial for the eb- termined to be governed by the advice of the
ject of this letter) lgs. on every cause, for no majority, struck it out, as the majority of _he
other reason than as before stated_ because Judges certainly had thought it would be i_-
the parties are delayed, and cannot get their trod_e_n_ too grea_ a lazar H in plead_. :"
causes tried. But, sir, this is not all: the
fortunate officer entitled to the 18s. on each m.

cause, is not the only one benefitted,--other Section _'20,Jud;aes' Eventually-er_vnda_e
fees are paid to other officer_, and all for the "Function.
_me cogent reason. In fact, to give your

unprof_smnai readers, and those who have From the .Examiner ofSunday_ Ju_ 5, 1831.
the power of remedying this grievance, some
idea of its extent, it will be sufficient for me " COURTO_ EXCHEQUER,May 31.
to say, that 1000 causes, standing over in the
way described, will, at the expiration of the " BIT-BY-BITLEGALREFORM.
next term_ be a charge to the unsuccessful " Cranage, Gent., Attorney, aga_nstPrice.--
litigants alone of upwards of £4000. This is In this case the declaration, which was for
certain, for even if parties settle their differ- slander and libel, had been referred to the
ences without a trial, the remanet fees, down Master, for such counts to be struck out, as he
to the settlement, must be paid before the re- miglit think unnecessary. It appeared there
cord is withdrawn, and the cause struck out were twenty counts for the slander or oral
of the paper, matter of complaint, and eight for the libel or

"I am afraid= at this particular period, I writ 'on ; many of which differed from one an-
have already trespassed too much on your in- other only by a slight inversion of style, and
dulgence. If, lmwever, you think these re- were identical in effect and meaning. Thus,
marks are v_rth noticing, I may in a few days in ene count the charge was, that the defen-
trouble you again.--I am_ sir_ your obedient dant _had published a libel.' Of the counts
8errant, A.B. for slander, the Master struck out twelve; and

"June 25." of those for the libel, he struck out four; and he
curtailed the remaining. But as it appeared

II. that the declaration had not been drawn by

Section 19, Cont_ted-lnterpretat_on-,report_ng the plaintiff himself, but by a pleader, whetherat or below the bar was not stated_ and as the
Function*. instructions given by the plaintiff" were proper,

the Master had refused the defendant the costs
Frown the 2_ornlng Chronicle, .,_lugus_4, 1827. of the disgusting and rejected super_uity,

WF_STER_C_r_CWT_SS_Z_S. though he would have done otherwise, and
granted the costs, could he have enforce_ them

" One objection to the indictment, on the pleader, tt_no _Uoelachrym_ : the costs
namely, "that it did not state the accident to formed the substance, the words spoken the
have occurred on the king's highway_ or in a pretext only of the quarrel: and the Court and
public road_ (and all the precedents showed the Bar, who evinced avivid perception of the
that such an averment was necessary,) was ludicrous, at the disappointment of the eom-
overruled by the Chief-Ju_iee, (Best,) who ob- i plainant, in obtaining nothing mere than the
served, that he had little doubt ' the precedents reduction of the dcclarstlon to orthodox di-
would furnish instances of nonsense of all mensione, were convulsedwithlaughter;whilst
sor*_' But it was then objected--it was al- Mr ADDISON,with virtuous indignation_ _de-
leged that the coach was drawn by two mares nouneed the scandalous corruption ofthc science
and two geldings, which allegation had not of pleading.' However, the conclusion was
been supported by proof. This was a thump- tragic.
ing objection--two mares and two geldings "Mr Baron Garrow said, that ' such prae-
_tated in the indictment, and no one to pro,e rices were the more scandalous, as the corn-
the averment ! missioners, supported by the Legislature and

"The Lord Chief-Justice then said-_ He by the courts of justice, were devising every
feared that the objections were fatal. At first, means which were within their power_ for the
he imagined that there was aclause in one of Mr abbreviation and simplifying of law proceed-
PeePs acts which cured the error, but he tbund ings; and he hoped that the present sppllea-
•u_h was act the case. I-Iowevor, he might tion would show_ that the suitors for justi¢_
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were not, with impunity, to be made the ob- ment ont ddterm_nd _ cet 6gard quelques regles
jests of oppression through the means of any cvm_nuneshtousle_corpsjudic_aire_duroyaume:
occupation, however little exposed to view, 2. Et que cl_acun de ee_ corps ale pouvoir
however mysterious that occupation might de rdgler les points secondaires et surtout ceux
be.' Undoubtedly the Courts have the power to qui dependent des circonstances particuli_res
punish them without the intervention of Parlia- "_chacun d'eux.
ment. ButitisbehevedthattheCourts, orthose 3. Or, le hombre de jours que les cours et
Judges whose influence is predominant, instead tribunaux, (autres que les Juges de Paix,)
of supporting, as Mr Baron Garrow says, doivent sidger chaque semaine, est laissg au
have opposed alterations in special pleading, rdglement de chacun de ces corps.
It is evident that the Courts would be glad 4. Duns ceux, off il y a beaucoup d'affaires_
that the mere expression of abhorrence at in- somme h Paris, et quelques autres sidges, il y
dividual instances of abuse, should satisfy the a sd_nee tousles jours, exceptd le dlmanehe.
public; but the policy, imitated from the 5. Je parle ici des affaires virilcs, ou celtes
boroughmongers, of _icttmiztng one unlucky de petit criminel, que nous subdivisons en cor-
attoruey or pleader_ iu order to pre¢crve a bad rect_onelles, et de si_ple police.
system, is now t,m well appreciated to be suc- 6. Quant au gra_zd _rimi_,el, quand une
cessful. The day is come for the thorough re- aff_ire est eommencde.elle u' a pus d'interrup-
form of legal procedure; and special pleading, tion, jusqu' _ ce qu'elle suit terminde.
if retained, can be so,--not in the place of a 7. Ou t_che pourtant de fixer ]es causes de
universalinstrument, but as subordi_mte to the mani_re, hce qu'on puisse se reposer le di-
preliminary examination of the parties. The manche, c'est-h-dirc, en ealculant de mani_re
result of the Master's inquiry into the above hce que, le samedi il n'y nit pus de cause assez
case, must indeed convince the public of the lunge% pour qu'elle ne puisse _Lrefinis le mSme
general inaptitude of special pleading as an in- I jour.
strument of judicature. Urged by Mr Addi- I 8. Qeant aux vaea_c.es, il n'y en a que pour
son to the extreme, the Master could reduce le civil; et les affaires cr_minelles, correotionelles_
this twenty-eight-fold declaIation to only a et de si_ple potie,',vont leur train touts l'annde.
twelve-fold one; that is, each count being con- 9. Durant les vacances, qui durent depuis le
sidered iu law as a declaration, the Master 1_ Sept'% jusqu'au 1_ Novb_., il y a, pour le
thought twelve special declarations necessary ciril, une chambre des vacations, c'est-h-dire,
to bring fairly before the Court one cause of une des sections du tribunal, ou cour, s'il est
action. Were special pleading employed only composd de plusieurs sections, (ou tout le
as a supplementary p_cess iu special cases, tribunal, s'il n'y a qu'une section, mats sidgan_
aud as subordinate tv the preliminary exami- un peu moths souvent.) qui expcdie les atfaires
nation, the proceeding would vary but little urgentes. Ceci est assez incommode pour les
from the ancient system, in which the ]itiga- petits tribunaux, qui n'ont qu'uue section_ et
tion was conducted ore ten,us, (that is, in the quine peuvent genre quitter leurs sidges, que
10resence of the Judges,) and was continued by peu de jours.
successive imparlances,(that is, successive ad- ]0. Je dots ajouter que les rdgtements des
j9urnments_) until this preliminary investiga- tribm_aux, ou cents, doivent _tre approuvds,
tion had completely di¢closed to the Judges par le Garde des sceaux_ c'est-a-dire le mi_,istrv
the true issue, when not until then, the plead- de lr_j_stice.
tugs and issue were drawn and recorded." 1t. ll y a aussi des petites vacances de 8

jour_ k Pd_ues, mats je erois qu'elles ne sent
_v. pus l_g,dement autorisbes ; et duns beaucoup

" de tribunaux de province, on ne les fait pus.
Section25,Judges'_tteudanve, and Seetion 27, 12. Je ne sais si Fen a ehangd ces r_gles

Judges', ,_¢,, J_emuneration. depuis men exil, mats je pense qu'en substance_
les rdgles serent restdes les m_mes.

The following letter, giviug an account of 13. J'oubliais de dire, que lorsqu'on est biea
the days of sitting in the French Judicatories, pressd, l'ou a deux sdanees par jour. En gd-
was written by a French Avocut_ M. Rez, (then ndral, chaque .-dance, dure trois heures, au viral
in London,) in answer to questions propounded ct au correc2_vn_e!; car au grand criminet, on
by l_ir Dentham, in July 1826 :_ sidge souvent 8. ou 1Oheures de suite, saul un

, . . tr_s petit intervalle, pour le repos des juges
" 1. Si l'ou excepts lee Juges de Paix, h et des jurds."

l'dgard desquels la loi acru asscz important de
fixer leur obligation de sidger au moins deax Mr Bentham sent a copy of the above re-
lois par semaine, &c. apparemment pareeque marks to his friend, the late Jean Baptiste "
c'est une magistrature nouvellement dtablie,-- Say, in order that they might be submitted to
re n'est que par des r&.]len_e_s dmands, tantSt the consideration of some practising advocaCe_
du gouvernement, et tant6t des cours ou tribu- .and received the following reply :_
naux, qu'on a fixd ce qui concerne les jours ct
heures de sdance, les vacances, &c. La rdgle "Paris, 18_ d'Aofit, I826.
gdudrale est s que los r_glements du Gouverne- "MeN CH_,_a M_T_--J'al coasult_ sin'
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votre papier M. Girod de l'Ain, Conseiller _ quatre jours _ .N'o_l: elIes ne sont point &uto.
la Cour Roynle, Paris. Je vous envoie sa r_- rls_es, mats on les prend gdn_ralemeat."
l_nse ayes la seule observation qu'il ait ajoutde In a_ldition t_ M[.Rez's remarks, Mr Ben-

yes notes, qui sent tr_s exactes. Nul n'en tham appe_lded the following question iu
pouvait mieux juger, puisqu'il fait pattie de French :--" Je ne trouve pus que les hono-
nos tribunaux. Notre grand real n'est pus 1_. raires des Avocats, sent eompris duns le Code
I1 est duns l'influence que le gouvernemeut Napoleon. Quells est la plus petite somme
a'est reservde sur les tribnnaux en nommant et qu'd est d'usage de re_evoir _.ee titre _." T_
en avan_ant les juges, qui peuvent ._son gr6 this question M. Girod de PAin sent the fo|
passer d'un tribunal infdrieur h an tribunal lowing :indirect answer:--"Le tarif des frai_
supgrieur, d'une petite rills, duns une plus de justice taxe tes hoaoraires d'une plaidoy-
considdrable, du grade de simple Conseiller _ erie d'Avocat _ une somme tr_s _nod'_qu_,et
celui de Prdsident_ de Premier Prdsident, de c'est l'Avoud qui la per_oit _ son profit. L'Avo-
Procureur Ggn_ral, de Membre de ]u Cour de cat est payd extraordinairemcnt par la pattie,
Cassation, de Pair, avec ou sans h6r_dit_, avec I en raison de son importance _ lui m_me, de
on sans pension, suns compter tes autres fa- ! cells de la cause, ou de sa difficultd, de ls for-
vents de Cour. Aussi en mati_res o_ le gou- ! tune du plaideur &e. L'usage interdit aux
vernement est interessd, les jugemeats sent I Avocats toute action en justice pour la rdpdti-
ddtestables. La presque totaht6 de nos jugcs _tion de leurs honoraires : cependant aueune lot
sent absotutistes et ddvots. S'ils o_t dans deux ne la prohibe, et un jugemeat rdcent a aecueil-
eu trois occasions contrarid les rues du pen- li la demands fare par un Avocat pour ses
voir_ _'dtait par esprit de secte. T_,as les restes houoraires."
de nos anciens parlemens sent J_nsdnistes et
animds d'une haine inextinguible centre les v.

Jesuites. _k ce titre ils prot_geat la libe_td Section 31, ]udq_s', _'c., Ir_augaral Declara-
des journaux, qui les vexe. Nous ne sommes t_on: Art" 10, _:on-electionee_'i_:g.pus plus avancds que du terns de Voltaire, qui
disait quand les ffesuites furent ddtruits:
'Nous sommes dc_oarrassds des renards, mats ]Fromthe Caledonian _lercury, 19th May, 1831.
nous n'en serous clue mieux la proie des lonps.'
Nous ne respirons que lorsqu'ils se battent. I _ POLITICALJUDGES.
Au reste ee de'bat n'aura malheureusemeat
pus, de suites serieuses. Our l(inq est de la "_rhy was the Lord Justice-Clerk absent
eongrdgation, c'est_direJesuitede_:obecourte, from his duty yesterday at the Court of Ses-
Jesuite civil, et l'on assure qu'fl a dit derui_re- sion _ Because, it is said, he preferred going
meat, ' Je saurai bien arr_ter toutes pour- to the Ayrshire election. So, here is a Judge
suites; men prdd6cesseur a donnd des lois _ la receiving £4000 a-year from Government; his
France; je lui donnerai uue religion.' En at- i court is prevented from sitting, and to which
tendaat, le pouvoir s'est arrogd le monopole _he is bound to give regular attendance ; yet,
de Finstrnction de l'cnfance, m_me duns le_ i in defiance of that Government, and indifferent
pensions particuli_res, et l'on ddprave le boa i to the interests of the suitors, he has gone to

sells des Frau_ais, _ la journals. ,, J B S, I/give his vote and support to the candidate. . . who is opposed to the measures of his Majes-
ty's Government, and the general voice of the

R_PLY OFM. G_ROD_E L'A_._TOM. S_v. people. We have more than once had oeca-
" 17 Av_t, 1a26. sion in this Journal to express a ve_" decided

a Mo_sI_uR _T R_SP_CT_BLEA._,--Je suis opinion against the practice, which has been
bier, flatt_ de la eonfianee que yeas m'avez but too prevalent in this country, and in this
temoignde en me censnltant sur la note de city, o_ Judges mixing themselves up in elee-
M. Jdr_mie Bentham;je vous la reuvoye avec lions of all sorts. In the course of last year,
tr_s peu d'observations sur sou centenn,qui ne on the introduction of the new Scotch Judica-
m'a pus paru en exiger davantage. Veuillez, lure Act, we expressed our hope that it would

yeas prie, en offraat hee vd_drable publi- be finally put an end to; but nothing was done
_e l'expression de ma trbs haute estime, et at tbat time to remedy the abuse. The pre-
du ea_ particulier que jc fats de ses ouwrages, sent Government, however, has had the firm-
l'assurer que je mettrai toujours un sincere hess to introduce a clause into the Refonu
empressement {_lui fournir, sur Ies mati_res Bill, deprivi_g their Lordships, as well as the
dent il s'oeeupe, et qui peuvent _tre de men Sheriffs of Csunties, of the privilege of voting;
res_ort_ tous documens et explications, qu'il and we suppose, that with so stanch a party-
v_drait bien ddsirer de mot. man as the Lord Justice-Clerk, this alone was

"A. G_nov V_ L'AIN." a reason for making him even more than usunlty
eager in his hostility. Of the great indecency

The only observation of M. de PAin's, on of this practice we never heard two opinions
the remarks of M. Rez, referred to No. ll, i from influential persons, for this plain reason,
resisting vacation days. It is as follows :-- that tbe Judges of the Court of Session are
'_P4ques et P_n_e_tm,et m_me de troisou the onlyJudges who, by Act of Parliamen_
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have the power of determining all questions gret to say, that the two new courts at Guild-
that relate to the validity of votes in counties,, hall, which are nearly finished, have been
and the due or undue election of magistrates built on the same plan, and, of course, must
for burghs. Nothing can illustrate the great be subject to the same condemnation."
impropriety of such a judge as the Lord Jus- Memorandum by the _4uthor_---In the _orn-
tice-Clerk interfering in elections more strong- ing Chronicle, 5th June, 1824, is an account of
ly than the following case :--Not long ago, a a controversy between the Aldermen and the
vote in Lanarkshire was challenged, when the Common-Council, about the right claimed by
claim for enrol_ent was made for the free- the Common-Council to give admission tickets.
holders (who, as most of our readers know, No care about admission room for the public
have the power of deciding judicially on such at large on either side.
matters ;) but the unfortunate gentleman hap-

pening to be a Whiq, the Tories determined From the _l;orning C_ron_vle, _o_. 12_1824.
to keep him off the roll, and, among others, a
Tory judge was present, and voted against the "COURT OFCOMMONPLEAS.
eurolment. A suit in the Court of Session
was the result, and it happened, curiously "CO_STRUCTIO._OF rile NEWCOVRT.
enough, that the case_ according to the routine "It might have been expected, in this age
of business, came before the very Tory judge of improvement, when everything was per-
in the Court of Session, who had voted against formed upon scientific principles, and when
the eurolment in the Court of Freeholders. even the very stones in our roads were laid
The Whig gentleman, whose vote was ehal- down with almost mathematical precision,
longed, deemed it right to decline the jurisdic- that the architects of our courts of law would
tion of this judge, and the case was verbally have deemed the convenience of the public
reported to the Court, when the Lord Justice- worthy of some consideration. We do not
Clerk held, that although, in his opinion, the intend to say that it has been wholly ne-
declinature was not well founded, still, as the gleeted ; on the contrary, we give the archi-
judge himself had that morning consented to tect every credit for the improvements with
the removal of the ease to another judge, it respect to the size of the court, and the free-
was unnecessary to say more about the mat- dora of admission and egress. The new court
ter. Still, in the Lord Justice-Clerk's opinion, is considerably larger than the old one ; and
a judge may go elsctioneering; and although instead of there being but one door through
he votes against a freeholder's claim in the which judges, counsel, students, jurors, utter-
Court of Freeholders, that, nevertheless, that neys, and witnesses were obliged to pass, there
circumstance does not incapacitate him from are now six, each of which communicates only
determining on the validity of the appeal of with a particular portion of the court, so that
the claimant against the decision of the Court much of the confusion and bustle incident
of Freeholders, when it happens to come be- upon the determination of one cause and the
fore him a few weeks afterwards sitting as a commencement of another is avoided. The
judge of the Court of Session." bench is placed at the eastern end of the

court, and the seat is elevated about six feet
vi. above the floor ; the back is formed by cloth

Section 34, Justice _7_a_bers. of a deep crimson, and on each side are hung
curtains of the same material. Over the

From the Morning Chron_clej June 4, 18°4. bench is a sounding board, supported by four
Ionic scrolls, which, together with the heard_

"Yesterday the Old Bailey New Court was are painted of an oak colour. The Associate
opened for the first time. The Recorder pre- and Marshal have seats directly under the
sided. The form of the court is square, and bench ; and between them and the sergeant's
without ornament. The light falls down from table there is a space of about five feet_
the ceiling; behind is a spacious gallery, ad- through which the witnesses pass when called
missiontowhichistobeobtainedonlybytickets into the box. Immediately behind the set-
from the members of the Corporation, who are geants are the seats appropriated to the junior
entitled to pass in their friends in this order :-- counsel, and in the rear of them, to the attor-
Each sheriff passes four; each alderman four ; neys in waiting ; while those who are engaged
aud each common-councilman, two per diem. in the cause under discussion_ have seats just
The box for the law students and reporters is below the sergeants.
placed opposite to that of the jury. At the "The remainder of the court is allotted to
table there is a double row of seats; the front the witnesses in attendance, and to the pub-
for the counsel, and the back for the attorneys ; lie,_the whole rising from the sergeant's table
an arrangement frequently wished for, in the to the western end, in the form of an amphi-
old court. But perhaps the new court is the theatre. The general appearance of the court
worst contrived court in the metropolis, or is pleasing, and the result in the mind of
anywhere else, for sound ; and the spot on casual visiter, who came only to see, would
which the prisoner is to stand is perhaps the undoubtedly be favourable ; but app_x_uco
worst part of the court for he_ring. _We re- in a public court is not all that is required.
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]_ualluding, some time since, to the principle that there are about three thoumad who, hi
on which these courts were to be constructed, that character, have _ prescriptive right to
we declared our opinion that, uuless some accommodation. The part of the court in
alteration was made in the arrangement then which that seat is placed is at the right h_d
proposed, the echo would be so powerful as to corner of the bench, and at such s distance
render everything that was said indistinct, if from the witness and the jury, as to render
not nearly inaudible. The suggestion was not every chalice of hearing What passes corn-
attended to, and the result is just as might pletely impossible. This, however, is not the
have been foreseen. The counsel endeavour only objection: belfind the seat is a door lead-
to speak loudly, in order that they may be ing t.J an ante-room, appropriated, we believe,
heard, but the only effect of their greater ex- to the sergeants, and the passage to which
ertion is an increase of the noise, while the wa_ this day occupied by the officers and set-
distinctness of sound is wholly lost. The fact vaats in attendance upon his lordship. The
is, that the roof is so high, and that space seat i_ therefore in a position which seems to
which, if smaller, might be called the lantern, indicate the propriety of devoting it to their
so contrived, that the sound is completely dis- u_e. The students' box might, with much
eipated. Now we by no means intend tu corn- greater advantage, have been placed by the
plain of the increased size and loftiness of the side of the jury box, and instead of being thus
court, which, indeed, we consider an adva_J- _tirically contracted in its size, should have
rage grossly neglected by the architects of the been constructed so as to afford the students
courts of Westminster; but what we object to every advantage for hearing and taking notes.
is the want of attention to that proportion This arrangement is rendered so much the
necessary to the proper conveyance of sound, more necessary, as the gentlemen conueeted
and especmlly to the neglect of the architect with the pres_ who are also students, are,
in not having erected side galleries, which, under the present system_ subjected to innm
while they increased the c_mmodioasness of merable inconveniences. The alteration of
the court, would have contributed greatly to the witness box is also a point of paramount
the facility of hearing. We cannot but regret importance. The new eoffrts in London are
that architects of the present day will not constructed upon the same plan as the e_ounty
condescend to study more accurately the pro- courts at Norwich; a_d during the last assizes
portions of the rooms built by Sir Christol_her thor% the Lord Chief Baron found it necessary
Wren, who has furnished the most perfect on every trial to have the witnesses placed on
models of the kind, so intimately was he ac- the bench, as, from their proximity to the
quainted with the effect of sound. And so counsel, they always pitched the voice in such
minutely did he study the proportions of his a tone, as to reader them inaudible to his
buildings, necessary to reader its conveyance i lordship and the jury. We trust that the
perfect, that not one of the edifices which he Committee for Improvements will, for the
has constructed for that purpose, can be aL credit of the city, attend to these matters, and
toted with advantage. We have heard that as speedily as possible make the retluisite _l-
some changes were recently made in one of terations/'
his churches, and it being thought expedient
to remove the situation of the pulpit, the at-
tempt was made, but was afterwards aban-
doned, as it was found impoesible to obtain No. IV.
the sound so well as in the precise spot on
which he had fixed. The situation of the Collectanca relating to Ch. xvi. QvAs_-Ju_v.
witness bow which in the new court is placed
in a corner, exactly between the bench and From t_e Morning Chronlcle, 1_ ])ece.mbcr,
the jury, is also liable to the strongest objec- 1831.
tions ; but on this subject we need make no
remark, contenting ourselves with simply re- " JUROI_*q---THEIR ]Rr_F_PONSIBIL1TY--_:R|EV-

luting what fell from the Chief-Justice in the ors L_'JCSTICEFLOWI_GFP.O_ IT.
Course of th_ day. One of the wimesses was
desired by a learned counsel to rpeak louder, " We call the attention of our readers to an
as it was impossible to hear him, when the extract from the l_rightvn Guardian, in an-
Lord Chief-Justice immediately observed :_ other column, on the subject of a trial in which

From the situation in which the witness the proprietor of that Journal was concerned.
stand_ he necessarily speaks to me in a whis- It appeared to us at the time astonishing,

er ; that, however,.is not his fault.' Last, after the defendant, Cohen, had in all essen-
at not least, among the grounds of serious tial respects established his defence, and after

complaint, is the position of the students' box. the fair and candid charge on that evidence
The a_ctdtect, as if with the design of timiting to the Jury, that such ruinous damages should
the number of the future Vaughans and Polls have been given. But the proprietor of the
of this bar_ and nf discouraging the study of Briqhton G_ard_a_ had the misfortune to have
the law in general, has allotted only three enemies for Jurors; and it appea_s that they
_e_atsto the students _ although it is believed were determined to make the most of the op-
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p_unlty for gratifying their vengeance wMeh [ "9. But if the Appeal Judge comes to the
the trim presented to them. The sort of jus- _ place where the Provincial Judge holds his
tice dealt out to him, may be inferred from [ Court, the parties and their witnesses may
the declaration of a juror when remonstrated ] have the same access to hin_ tlmt they have to
with, --_ Ay, but this is not the only case; ] the Provincial Judge, and the latter will al-
this editor has been attacking all our institu- ways act under the knowledge that his pro-
tioas; nobody and nothing is secure against ceedings will be really subject to the revision
him, and so _'e ddormlned to put a _top to it or of a Judge of superior learning, habitually
to him:" controlled himself when in the exercise of his

original, jurisdiction at Colombo, by as much
of public opinion as is to be found in the
island, and in the exercise of his appellate ju-

No. V. risdietion on circuit, by the presence of the
officers of his court, of the Advocate Fiscal;

Coilectanea, relating to Ch. xxii. APPELLATE and of the Proctor for prisoners and paupers,
JUDICATORIES,Section 8, Seat_, _here. who, being all Europeans, may be considered

as the representatives of the public of Co-
Reasons by C. Cameron, Esq., Commissioner ]omho.
for inquiring into the State of the Law in "I use these designations, because officers
Cey]on, why the Appeal Judge in Ceylon now exist who bear them, and who now no-
should go Circuits to hear Appeals. 1830. company the Supreme Court on its criminal
"In a good system of Judicature, much circuits."

must be left to the discretion of the Judge. ]

" 2. In order that the Judge may not abuse this discretion, he must, feel that he is observed ,
by somebody, whose good opinion is of impor- t No. VI.
tauce to him. [ Colleetanca relating to Ch. xxiii., PROV_

"3. In England,the observation of the_pub- I SIO_ALLAwY_J_s.
lic answers this purpose better than any other. [ L

" 4. In Ceylon, the opinion of that public t Section l, ]_rofess_onal Lawyers, _dm.
which constitutes the audience of a Provincial ]
Judge, has little more effect upon the Judge ] From the .Examiner, 1830.
than the opinion of a flock of sheep has upon "Lxw.--Cot_aT ov KI_'s BENCrr, WF_T-
the shepherd. I MINSXER.--Collier v. Hic_ and Ot_ers.--This

" 5. It must be observed, also, that there is " was an action by an attorney at Cbcttenham
for the purpose now in view, no printing-press against Sir W. Hicks and another magistrate
in Ceylon, and no probability that one will of that town, and two of their officers, for ex-
exist for a long period, polling the plaintiff from their Justice-room.

" 6. These things being so, I can devise no The case came on upon a demurrer to two
better scheme for laying the Provincial Judges special pleas of justification. The facts were
under a real responsibility, and for giving these :--In December 1829, an information was
something like the requisite weight to the hid before the magistrates at Cheltenham, by
opinion of the public, which constitute his au- one Latham, against the proprietors of a stage-
dience, than sending the Appeal Judge pc- coach, for not having a plate with a number
riodically into his district, not only to rectify upon the coach. On the hearing of the infer-
any mistakes that may have been committed marion, the plaintiff, Mr Collier, appeared, and
in point of laW, but also to rehear any cases proposed to act as an advocate in taking notes
in which, through mistakes or misconduct, a and conducting the proceedings on the part of
rehearing may be desirable, the informer; but the magistratesrefused to let

"7. In the Provincial Courts of Ceylon there him act in that character; and on his persist-
are no advocates. The native Proctors are ing in his attempt to do so, he was removed
ignorant and knavish; and the pleadings and from the Justice-room. The question now for
evidence upon which the judge decides, are the decision of the Court wasj whether the
translations made by native interpreters of plaintiff had a right to be present at the hear-
the statements made by the parties and their ing of the information before the magistrates_
witnesses. The Proctors and interpreters have as the attorney of the informer, and to take
a strong interest in conciliating the favour of notes of the evidence_
the Provincial Judge. Their Lordships delivered their opinions

8. Under these disadvantages, (and none of seriatim, at considerable _ength : the substance
them seem to admit of immediate remedy,) of their judgment was, that the magistrates
there is little chance that an appeal from a had a discretion in common with other court_
Provincial Judge, or an application for a re- of justice in regulating their proceedings, of
hearing, should be carried by the post to the determining who should be heard before them
Appeal Judge in Colombo, in a shape oaleu- in the character of an advocate. The plead-
]ated to procure a decision disagreeable to the ings in this case did not raise the question as
Provincial Judge. to the right of any person merely taking note_
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bat the plaintiff put it on the ground that he in and for the district of M_ryland, begun _d
had a right to act as an a_lvocate in arguing held at the city of Baltimore, on the first rues-
or expounding the law, and examining or day of M_rch, in the year of our Lord, one
cross-examining witnesses; and it had been thousand eight hundred a_ldtwenty.--Present,
very properly said, that if the magistrates "The Honourable T1]EODORICK:BLk._O,
could exclude au attorney, they had also the "Judge of the District of Maryland.
power to prevent a barrister or any one of the '_ELIASGLE,_N,Esquire, Attorney.
public from acting as an advocate. The Court " PAUL BENTALON,Esquire, Marshal.
was of opinion that the magistrates had that " PHILIP _IOORF_ Clerk.
power, although frequently, in the exercise of " Among other, were the following proceed-
their discretion, they allowed members of ings, to wit,---Be it remembered that, on the
either br_noh of the profession to conduct cases eleventh day of March, in the year aforesaid,
where the accuser or the defendant required John Neal, Esquire, on motion of Elias Glenn,
legal assistance. The superior Courts of West- Esquire, was admitted an Attorney* of this
minster Hall had the power, and were bound, Court, and took and subscribed the oaths pro-
according to ancient usage, not to allow any scribed by law.
persons to plead before them but barristers '¢In testimony that the foregoing is a true
who were members of one of the inns of court; copy, taken from the Record and proceedings
and in the Court of Common Pleas, none but of the District Court aforesaid, I hereunta
barristers who had attained the dignity of see- subscribe my name aud affix the seal of the
geant were allowed to practise. It might be said District Court, this tenth day of Novem-
proper that either party should have the ad- bee, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight
vice and assistance of a counsel or attorney in hundred and twenty-three.
some cases; but it did not follow that it was "PHILIP Moopm, Clk.
desirable in all eases; for it must necessarily "Dist. Ct."
lead to expense, as the other party must be
provided with thesame assistance to be on (Copy.)
equal terms with his adversary. It might also
be doubted whether such a practice was fa- " THE U_t_ED STXT_SOr AM_RrCA.

vourable to the due administration of justice ; "District of Maryland, to wit,-
for members of either branch of the profession
in discussions beibre magistrates, might urge "At a Circui_ Court of the United States
technical objections quite beside the justice of for the fourth circuit, in and for the district
the case which must have the effect of embar- of Maryland, begun and held at the city of
fussing persons not accustomed to such sub- Baltimore, on the first day of May, in the year
tilties. In the case of" Dauheny r. Cooper," of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and
and other cases, it was decided that all the twenty-two.
King's subjects had a right to be present in an "Present,--The Honourable GanRIELDuWLL,
open court, so that there was room, and they one of the Associate Justices of the Supreme
conducted themselves with decorum; but those Court of the United States.
cases did not bear upon the present question, " THEODORICKBLAND, Judge of the District
which was, whether magistrates had the power of Maryland.
to decide who should appear before them as "ELIAS GLENN,Esquire, Attorney.
advocates; and the Court being of opinion that " PAULBENTALON, Esquire, Marshal.
the magistrates had that power, the assault, in " PflIL1P MOORE,Clerk.
excludingtheplaintifffromthepolice-offiee, was "Among other, were the following proceed-
justified.--Judgnnent for the defendants. ! ings, to wlt,--Be it remembered that, at the

[This is a most extraordinary and impor- above term, John Neal, Esqnire, was admitted
taut decision, of which we shall say more at an Attorney* of this Court, and took and sub-
convenient opportunity. Lord Tenterden is scribed the several oaths prescribed by law.
fearful that magistrates will be embarrassed I In testimony that the foregoing is a true copy,
by legal subtilties. He has no such fear for taken from the Record and proceedings of the
common jurors, who are, we must thence sup- Circuit Court aibresaid, I hereunto set my
pose, wiser than magistrates.--Exambter.] hand and affix the seal of the said Circuit

Court, this tenth day of November, in the year
It. of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and

Section 2. Litizvontestational Cla._s.---or_eonly. twenty-three.
Tire fallowing co'pits of do¢uments relating to "PHILIP MOOR_ Clk.

the admission of professional lawyers _* tire ,,Circ t. Ct.,,
United States' .,rudicator_cs were f_r_dshed to
Mr .Bentttam by Mr 2¥eal :

Note by Mr Nea/.--No higher title is known
(Copy.) _t law, in the United States ; all the business is

u THE UNITED STATES OFA_ERICA. done by advocates, with the title of Attorney : ex-
cept in the Supreme (Federal) Cmlrt of the' U. S.,

"District of__t[aryland, to wit,-- where a member is .tdmitted as Attorney _nd
"At a District Court of the United State% Com_sellcr
¥VL. 1X. 2 T
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In. ! iV.

Seetion 4. Locable _ho. Section 6. Ile_aunera_ion.

(Copy.) Main Cause of the Mischievousness of Libel

_' I, Ehas B. Caldwell, clerk of the Supreme I Law, the Factitious Expense.
Cour_ of the United States, do hereby certify,
That, on the twenty-seventh day ef _ebruary, From t]_eExaminer of the 29th July, 1827.

one thousand eight hundred and twenty-three, _ THEPRESS_THE LAW_ANDTflE PETTIFOGGE1LSo
John Neal, Esquire, was duly admitted an "It is much to the credit of the Govern-
Attorney and Counsellor of the Supreme Court
of the United States. ment, that for some years past there has

, scarcely been a single prosecution by the At-
" In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set torney-General for libel ; and it is equally to

my hand, and affixed the seal of the said the credit of the press, that the liberal and
Supreme Court_ this fourteenth day of 19auly policy of the Ministry has been fully
November, in the year of our Lord, one appreciated ; and that, in a crisis where the
thousand eight hundred and twenty-three. Government is exposed to the attacks of a for-

(Sigamd) " E. B. CALDWELL, midable faction, nearly every respectable print
"Clk. Sup. Ct. U.S." in the kingdom has come forward zealously to

its support. But, though public prosecutions
(Copy.) I have been rare, there was scarcely ever a time

c¢STATEOF _IARYLAND. i when private prosecutions were so abundant,
k:or of such an impudent character. The list

"Baltimore ('o_nt!/, to wY,-- i of these prosecutions for the last twelve
"At a County Court of the sixth Judicial I months would be startling, and the characters

District of tbe State of Maryland, begun and : of those by whom they were commenced would
held at the Court-house in the city of Balti- ! be yet more so. Convicted felons have brought
more, in and for the county aforesaid, on the j actions, because their forgeries and bigamies
third Monday of September, (being the twen- I were exposed to that public whom they had
tieth day of the same month,) in the year of i opportunities of corrupting ; oppressive magis-
our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and ] trates, because their acts of injustice have

nineteen. I been recorded ; kept mistresses, because theirPresent_-- licentions courses were denounced ; unnatural

(WALTER DORSEt',Esq., Chief I relatives, because their unheard-ef cruelties
| Judge. I have been mentioned; stupid architects, be-

"The Hen. _CnanLEs W. HAnson, and I cause their ridiculous erections were criti-

WILLJaM H. WARD, Esqs., ! ciscd ; habitual libellers, because they wereAssociate Judges. I,repaid in their own coin ; falsifiers of peti-
"Jom_ STEVENSON_Esquire, Sheriff. i tions, because their fraudulent practices were
" WILLIAMGIBSO._,Clerk. i made known ; men guilty of bribery and COT-

" Among other, were the ibllowing pro- ! ruption at elections, because they were truly
eeedings, to wit,--Be it remembered that, at i charged with it ; shameless adulteresses_ be-
the above term, to wit, on this fifth day of Ja- I c_usc legal documents attesting their guilt
nuary, in the year of our Lord_ one tlmusand i were published ; foolish barristers, because
eight hundred and twenty, on application of theirridiculousconductwaseorrectlyreported.
John Neai, Esquire, to be admitted as an At- And the proprietors of newspapers have been
torney of this eourt, John Purviance and , prosecuted, not merely for the publication of
George Winchester, Esquires, are appointed I the just charges against these individuals on
to examine the said John Neal, and report to their own authority, but for accurately re-
said court whether he is qualified or not, who porting the proceedings at police-offices and
thereupon report to the court here that, in , in courts of justice,--tbr inserting advertise-
pursuance of the said appointment, they have ! ments with the real signatures of persons
examined the said John Neai, and find him t ready to support or to answer for their allega-
qualified to be admitted as an Attorney of this tions,--for publishing affidavits filed in a court
court; and thereupon the said John Neai is ofequity,--forcopying--barelyeopying--ffom
admitted an Attorney of this court, and took other papers published hundreds of miles off,
and subscribed to the several oaths prescribed the details of offences, concerning which the
by law. individuals prosecuted were equally unin-

"In testimony that the foregoing is a true formed and uninterested. To complete the
copy from the Record and proceedings of Bal- character of these proceedings, the actions
timore County Court, I have hereto subscribed have, in several eases, been brought by utter-
my name, and affixed the seal of said Court, neys, who have urged the parties to prosecute,
this tenth day of November, eighteen hundred with no other view than making a good job of
and tw __' y-three, the transaction.

"WM. GIBso,% Clk. "People often talk bitterly of the lieen-
"Balt. CoY.Ct," tiousness of the press, and we are far from
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_aying that there are not mean, malignant, have been tried during the last week, in two
unprincipled calumniators, reckless alike of of which verdietswere given for the defendants,
private character and of the public benefit ; and in the other three damages of one farthing
but we beg that those who condemn the press each. We hope that these verdicts will cheek
generally, would look at the heavy pen_ltie_ the spirit of persecution, and that they will
which hang over the head of every publisher_ be an example to future Juries, if the press
and observe how the most honourable, disinte- should again be subjected to the attacks of
rested, and prudent men, are rendered liable public delinquents and mercenary attorneys.
to expensive, if not ruinous prosecutions, from If the utility of a free press is recognised,-
persons the most profligate. The law of libel, and no one in this country ventures openly to
as laid down by the Judges, is such, that we deny it,--printers and publishers must be de-
venture to say there is not any number of any fended against wanton l_rosecutions. We do
journal in Great Britain, though published not plead tbr malice or faction, but we do
with the most exemplary care, and with the claim protection for every editor in the honour-
utter absence of every motive to defame, which able and upright discharge of his duties_ even
might not render the pubhsher liable to pro- though he fall into unintentional error, or de-
secution. N_r does a publisher escape by a nounce those whose actmns make them _Jpub-
verdict ill his favour: a verdict of one farthing he nuisnnce._Leeds (blercury.
against him, though really intended as an ac- " Under the present law of libel, as laid
quittal, leaves him (except in very extraordi- down by our Judges, no newspaper proprietor,
nary eases where the Judge refuses to certify) no bookseller, or writer of any description, is
charged with the costs of both parties. Even safe. Libel has been defined by the late Lord
a verdict Jbr the defendant, in a criminal pro- Etlenboreugh to be _ anything which hurts
seentien ibr libel, leaves him to pay his own the feelings or the reputation of any indivi-
costs, which will seldom fall below £150 or dual.' We defy the meekest and the wisest
£_00. Now the instances have of late been man upon earth to write upon any disputed
extremely numerous, of pubhshers, utteri point without hurting the feelings of some
free from any motive for detraction, bein person. True, indeed, tile public press of this
thus saddled with enormous expenses, by per- country assumes a considerable licence in
sons deserving only of infamy and contempt, speaking of public men and public measures ;
tn one instance within our knowledge, a jour- but be It remembered that this is done in de-
nal was broken up by such a transaction ._ancs, and not with the sanction of the law.
though the publisher had merely eoFied from Upon public opinion, the press relies for pro-
a distant paper the account of an act of her- tection from the consequences of its temerity;
rid cruelty, but too often is public opinion found to be a

"In these cases, and standing as the law at broken reed. The public cannot be made
present does, the Jury arc responsible for the too generally aware, that when the measures
protection of publishers against unjust attacks, of government are canvassed by political jour-
It is the duty imposed upon every juryman by nals, those publications are indebted for their
his oath, to acquit a defendant, if there is no impunity to the forbeara_lce of that Govern-
reason to believe that he has been actuated by meat whose acts they presume to question.-
malicious motives; for all indictments for libel Belfast Northern IVhi_j.
charge malice as the essence of the crime, and " If when actions for libel are brought
it is obvious to common sense that without this against the press by pettifogging attorneys or
there is no guilt. Juries, however, have too briefless barristers, whose characters Juries
often been found to give verdicts against the estimate at the value of a farthing or a sbil-
press, where this essential feature of guilt was ling, it would be well, before Juries gave such
wanting ; and we beheve they have.done it in people verdicts for even one farthing, to in-
ignorance of the consequences which their ver- quire what the cost to a newspaper would be.
diets involve. They are too apt to be infiu- They ought to ask such question in court, be-
enced by the opinions of Judges, who almost fore they deliver their verdict ; because it
invariably decide against the press. The would then become a question for a Jury to
Judges are themselves influenced by previous . consider whether the better plan would not
decisions ; by the absurd legal fiction, that be to find a verdict in favour of the newspaper,
malice is necessarily to be inferred in every ] so as to throw the costs upon those whose
accusation or reflection ; in some cases, by trade it is to bring actions against newspapers
political subserviency, and in others, by that for the sake of the costs. When law was corn-
jealous and sensitive spirit which leads men in paratively cheap, it was well enough, when a
authority to extend as far us possible the range man's character had suffered damage, to the
of their power, and to dislike whatever operates value of a farthing or a shilling, to find a vet-
as a check upon their actions. Juries, how- diet in favour of the plaintitI, thus saddling
ever_ have not unfrequently shown a proper the newspapers with the costs on both sides,
sense of the dignity and duties of their office, ibr probably at that time a newspaper could
and have returned verdicts for the Det_ndants escape with the loss of £40 or £50 ; but now,
where they could discover no evidence of when law is shamefully dear in all its branches,
malice or fal_hood. No less than five ,_ctions it i¢ quite another thingtbr Jurie_ to give ver-
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di_ts ag_.in_t new_papei-s, for a verdict of one temberg, which might be of great advantage
¢_7,rth_nqcarries costs to the amount of nearly to those of our Legislators who really wish to
£300. The law with respect to libel is severe introduce something like purity into our paxo-
enough ; Juries need not add to its seventy by chial administrations :-

giving costs to the tribe that we have named. _ Every village and town forms a Commune.If Juries do not in all fair instances, protect ........
newspapers, the freedom of the press will be Every individual and every description of pro-
a mere name, and the public will find, to its perry within the limits of the township is ame-
cost, that itself, as Jurymen, had let in plun- r nabl'e to its laws, unless especially exempted.
derers to plunder with impumty."--.Morning h

]Ierald. t ' The atfairs'of the township shall be intrust-
Tire .fJlowing information re_pect'lnq tl_ere- Ied to a Common Council, which shall consist

_nu_er_tti_,nofpro.f'essionallatc!/crsi_the U_itediof uot less than seven, and not more than
__'tates__cas .fgrnisl_ed 5y Mr jVe_d, in March, twenty-one members.
1827, who w¢ls tl_en i_ L'_,jla,,l:-- ' The members of the Council shall be elect-

" I am strongly inchned to believe that, Ied by the Commune, according to a majority
upon the average throughout theUnitedStates, i of votes. [Erer.q ad_dt male en.]oyinq cSv_l
it dyes not cost more than five dollars (22s. 6d.) ri.rfitt$ is e_titled to cote. The vote i_ given in
to make any conveyance--taking one convey- writing, and put into a box, which is opened
ance with another, in public, and the successful candidates are
• "In the middle States,the business of convey- announced.]
ancing is carried on by mere scriveners and ' The Council represents the interests of the
justices of the peace without any knowledge village in its relations with the Government ;
of the law ; and their regular charge for con- its duty is to protect the people from external
veyance or mortgage isrfrom three to five don encroachments, and from internal disorder.
lars, (13s. 6d. to 22s. 6d.) ' Every village or town elects its \layer, or

"The average length of a bill of bargain and Chief, who is ex (_ci,J Chairman of the Council.
sale, of lease and release, a lease, or a mort- . .....
gage, I dare say, does not exceed what may ' The Mayor receives a salary from the vii-
conveniently be written upon two pages of the lage which is paid out of the common fund.
' conveyrlncy ],_tl,e%' which is about twice the _ The duties of the Mayor are to maintain
size of this2 public order and security ; to superintend the

" Parchment is seldom or never used. )elite, both for the security of the community
" It is common for leases to be made by a and for the benefit of the Government ; to exe-

slight memorandum,--a few lines only. cute the laws; to assist and expedite the
" In the whole United States, there are not poor and helpless ; to give information and

probably five conveyancers hy profession. I assistance to strangers ; to prevent all acts of
do not know one. And, generally speaking, injustice and oppression ; to superintend and
law_ er_ are . "• .' _ not even employed to look rote I act for the welfare of the village ; to direct
titles ; not once, perhaps, m five hundred cases I the management of its affairs in concert with
of'sale or transfer, l the Council, and to prevent abuses. [The

"In very complicated marriage settlements I same duties,the same office,and the same mode
la_wers are employed, who give the heads to I of election, are common throughout most parts
a clerk, and the papers are drawn up with a of Germany.]

brevity which is without example here,--I ] .......
should say that for the st_!e ],urposes in Ame- , ' The Council shail elect a Public Record
rlca, not more than a tenth part as many words Keeper, whose office lasts for life; he, like the
would be used, as are used here, (N.B. i speak Mayor, shall be paid out of the common fund.
of le_Jalwrgings.)" ' The Council shall have the management of

the funds of the Corporation, and elect a Trea-
surer from amongst its Members, who shall
superintend and examine the accounts.

No. VII. ' The Council shall decide on the best mode
of managing the public funds, and shall judge

Collectanea relating to Ch. xxv. LOCALHEAD- of the necessity of all charges in the most
_, and Ch. xxvi. LOCALREGISTRARS. frugal manner; or the employment of the sur-

plus funds; and incase of deficit, on the mode
From the Morning Chronicle, 15th _pr_l, 1830. of raising means to defray the expenses.

" In the Appendix to a work just published, ........
by Lieut. Colonel Briggs, of the Madras Army, ' The Mayor shall form the annual Budget
on' the present Land Tax in India, considered of the Commune, and submit it first to the
as a measure of Finance,' there is an extract Council, subsequently to the Committee, and
from a law promulgated on the 14th March, eventually to the Government.
1814, for the village Municipalities of Wir-

' ]_very'year" the public accounts" shall be
Viz.: a_ ordinary sheet of writing i_aper, closed, and read by tha Registrar, in the ab-
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sense of the Treasurer, to the assembled Com-
mune, and shall be left in possession of the No. VIII.
Council for eight days. They shall then be
submitted to the Village Committee, with the Collectanea relating to Ch. xxxi. Gov_M_m'r,
necessary vouchers, which is bound to return SIMPLEo_ FEDERATIVE.
them to the Council within one month, with
any remarks it may think necessary. S_j_tlor_ by 2_'r_-_eaL

' ;Fhe Commune "takes no immediate con- "A_v.
tern in the public affairs, nor can it assemble " 1. It is an idea of Mr Bentham's, that the
without being summoned by the Mayor; but regiments, and even the companies which corn-
it has a right to elect a permanent Commit- pose the Federal Army, should be made up of
tee to control the acts of the Council. men from each of the States.

' The Committee consists of the same hum- " 2. If troops are to be encamped together,
bet of members as the Council ; it is elected or if they have not much to do at any time,
for two years, they should be mixed up as much as possible.

...... " 3. But if they are in the field, with an
' The Council is obliged to obtain the con- enemy before them, they cannot be too little

sent of the Committee of Control in the fol- mixed.
lowing eases :-- " 4. That very rivalry which is bad in a

' 1. In the formation of the Budget and the time of leisure, would be good if a battle was
Assessment. at hand.

' 2. In the defraying of any Expenses. "5. The U. S. A. have had some proof. All
' 3. On the occasion of forming all Contracts the disaffection that occurred in the Revolu-

on account of the village, which are not put tionary War, grew out of the separatfon of
up to public auction; especially should the the troops, the regiments of this State from
contract be to be made with a Member of the the regiments of that State_ the men of the
Council. south from the men of the north. Still, how-

' 4. On remunerating the Members of the ever, when they came to fight a common cue-
Council for extra services, my, they fought the better for being separated:

' 5. On remitting balances due to the oil- and when they were joined as a body to attack
lags. the British on one side, while the French, as

6. In all charges whatsoever of the public a body, attacked the British.on another side,
disbursements on the public funds. (as at York Town, where Cornwallis surren-

' When the Council and Committee of Con- dered,) they behaved all the better for being
trol cannot agree on any matter, no charge each for itself.
shall take place. "6. It is common to distribute mutinous

' The Committee, on examining the Budget, troops; and we know that the exprit de corps
shall be competent to annex any remarks it is quite as strong as any other spirit_ after a
may have to make on the general state of the time.
community and its concerns.' " 7. It should be an object with the Federal

...... Government to get possession of certain posts,
"How superior the organization of these and to garrison them, in each oftbe State Go-

communities to anythiug we have in this court- vernments.
try. t-Iere everything is anarchy or irrespon- " 8. The jealousy of the latter may inter-
sibility. By this scheme, the people are de- fete with such a plan for a time, under a dread
prived of what they never can discharge with of consol_datlon, but when they see that the
advantage--the power of deliberation on the federal head is rendered so much the stronger,
parochial affairs ; while they have full scope at so much less expense, by having the cum-
in electing those who have to execute and mand of such and such rivers and highways,
deliberate. Care, again, is taken, by the ap- they will be.likely to yield.
pointment of a Committee, that the Council or "9. We have.found it so in U. S. Ad'
Parliament of the Communes shall not exceed

" _EVENUE.
its powers. In our parishes there is neither
F.xecutive nor Council. One of the Church- " 1. Under the old articles of confederation,
wardens is always a creation of the Parson, the Anglo*United States had no power to raise
and hostile to the parishioners; and the Over- money as a federal body. What they received
seers hurry through their task the best way was by a sort of irregular contribution. Each
they can. All the functions assigned to the State gave what it pleased, and no more, and
Mayor of the Commune in Wirtemberg are almost every one tried to pay as little as
in England assigned to no one. If a Church- possible, even after the quota of each was fixed
warden or Overseer have a relation an attor- by the General Congress.
hey, the parish funds are _lverally expended " 2. Much of this evil might have been
in prosecutions and litigation in general. But avoided, if all the States had knownwhat each
in general, individuals axe left to protect paid.
themselves as they best can." "3. But for want of yublivity, certain of
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_he Stateswerethoughttohe defaulterswhen Ihap_at lessexpensethanone tablesuchas
_ey were not,and otherswere suppob_,ltoitheyarenow furnishedwith(inU.S.A.)every

_e defaultersto a largeramount thantheyItenyears.

were. " I0.The populationwouldbe shownevery
" 4.The _onsequencewas_thateachState year.

_#tdeavouredtopay as littleasitcould. " 1I.And if,asallcontractsaretoberegis-
" 5.Therewas no reputationtobe had by tered,the partiescouldbe inducedto state

doingmore thanitsduty--nodisgraceto be theralueof thesubjectmatter,thewealthof
apprehendedIYomdoingless. thecountrymightbe nearlyestimatedinthe
"6. Ifa taxbe leviedby theGeneralGo- sameway.

vernment--perhapsitmay be welltoofferto " 12.But.couldtheybe soinduced._ Itis
every State its quota at a discount, believed they could. Men pay larger taxes

" 7. People in America are much in the than they ought, merely that they may be
habit of considering such discount as a prqfit, thought richer than they are. Most men de-
or, at any rate, as an abatelne_t for prompt sire to be thought richer than they are.
pay. " 13. And they find the political importance

" 8. ]By the Registration System of Mr Ben- of their State to be in proportion to its wealth :
tham, added to thepubl$eity which he pro_ides whatever else they may d% they will not be
for, the difficulty of obtaining a true know- likely to underrate the value of their own pro-
ledge of the wealth and population of a eoun- perry.
try would be materially lessened. " 14. To counteract the tendency" to exag-

"9. So much so, that ten yearly tables might gerate, there will be the counterpoise of taxa.
be furnished to the heads of department, per- tion."
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